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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Before we get to the orders

of the day, I feel I should deal with the

matter which was carried over from last night
and which I took for further consideration.

In the course of proceedings the member
for Port Arthur (Mr. Foulds) suggested that

the motion for the House to sit after the

normal hour of 10:30 p.m. was in fact out

of order; and in so doing he cited several

extracts from May dealing with notices and
other matters relating to motions.

I point out, however, that our own stand-

ing order No. 32, in clauses (a) and (c),

sets out very clearly those motions which

require notice and those which do not.

The motion under standing order No. 3 to

sit past the normal hour is clearly an ancillary
motion forming part of the technical pro-
cedure of the House which, like motions to

adjourn the debate or to adjourn the House,
are moved as required, without notice, and
do not require unanimous consent. I ruled

that last night.

Regarding the second matter we should
also deal with, I point out that under

standing order No. 15 when a member is

called to order by the Chairman or by the

Speaker he shall sit down immediately.
There was a little bit of confusion on that

point last night. When the Chairman called

the member to order, I believe, he did not
sit down. I wonder if the hon. member
would have something to say now.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Mr.
Speaker, I regret the raucousness and the
emotion of the incident last night. I cer-

tainly meant no disrespect to the ofBce of
the Chair or its authority, although I did
feel—and still do-that I had a legitimate
procedural point. I would point out to you
that I did take my seat once the Chairman
decided to refer the matter to you, and I

certainly will abide by your decision.

Mr. Speaker: I thank the hon. member
and I think that closes the matter.

Mr. L. C. Henderson (Lambton): He never
apologized.
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Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Why
should he apologize? The Chair has no re-

spect for the House.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Mr. Speaker,
I would like to stand on a point of order

and say to you, Mr. Speaker, that I under-

stand from the House leader there will be
no question period.

I would suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, that

before we can change such a fundamental
rule of the House as not having a question

period, that it should be decided either by
unanimous consent of the House, or by hav-

ing a vote in this House. I, for one, object to

doing away with the question period. I

understand, Mr. Speaker, that the reason

for not having a question period is the un-

availability of ministers—and I see enough
ministers here—

An hon. member: More than ever before.

Mr. Roy: There are more than ever. I

would think, Mr. Speaker, that we should

have the question period. We have wasted all

this session, Mr. Speaker, and we are trying
to save 45 minutes.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Solicitor General): The
member is wasting time now.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Mr. Speaker,
if I may speak to the point of order. I, to-

gether with the Liberal House leader and the

government House leader, agreed that we
would proceed today at 2 o'clock without
a question period. I agreed that it would
be nice to have one, but we did agree not

to, and we are quite prepared to abide by
the commitment that we made.

Hon. J. R. Rhodes (Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications): The member
for Ottawa East should check with his

House leader.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please; if I might
just clarify that. This was the understanding
last evening and there was no objection
raised at the time; so to me that is unani-

mous consent. This was the order agreed to

by the three House leaders.
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Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, on a point of order.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): See if

the Chairman of the Management Board can

set us off again.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, you said it was

by unanimous consent. I would point out

to you, Mr. Speaker, that when the House
leader announced that tliere would be no

question period, some of us here objected to

it. It is on the record that we objected to

it and there was not unanimous consent. I

would suggest—

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): They
are going to have a new House leader over

there.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, of

course the best judge of the situation is

yoursejf.

Mr. Speaker: Thank you.

Mr. Roy: Why don't they give us a ques-
tion period? They have got enough ministers.

Mr. Speaker, is it your ruling there was
unanimous consent? There was not.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. It was agreed,

yes; and no one rose to object to it at the

time.

Mr. Lewis: No, there was no unanimous
consent last night. There was an agreement.
There was no unanimous consent.

Mr. Roy: I did object-

Mr. Speaker: Shall we say "it carries," if

we don't like the words "unanimous consent."

No one rose to object to it at the time. Thank

you.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): The
member for Ottawa East should talk to his

House leader.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: They've got enough ministers

there. What are diey hiding from?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. For the sake
of the orderly business of the House, we
should proceed as agreed upon.

Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: Order for committee
of supply.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF HOUSING

(concluded)

On vote 804:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Downsview.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Are you pre-

pared to answer my question, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): I want to

speak on item 3.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. The hon.

member for Downsview has the floor. We are

on vote 804, item 2.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, I spoke on item

2 yesterday, and I may want to reply again.
The minister wants to speak.

Hon. D. R. Irvine (Minister for Housing):
Point of order, Mr. Chairman. I wish to reply
to the member for Ottawa Centre (Mr.

Cassidy) in regard to the question he raised

around 6 o'clock, if it would be in order at

this time. I think I should clarify the ques-
tion which he asked me.

Mr. Chairman: The Chair will recognize
the minister to answer the question.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Thank you. Mr. Chair-

man, the hon. member asked me around 6

o'clock yesterday, if I remember correctly,

that he wished to be informed as to the

number of acres which were under the

control of the government, by expropriation
or otherwise, in the North Pickering area.

I wish to say today that the government
on March 2, 1972 originally announced that

they were going to acquire 25,000 acres in

that particular area. On Jan. 10, 1974, the

then Minister of Housing, the present

Attorney General (Mr. Welch), announced

that there would be 17,000 acres acquired in

the inner part for planning purposes and an

open area of 8,000 acres for the outer circle.

Since then we have acquired 16,813 acres

up to the end of September, 1974 in the inner

planning area. We have an open space area

of approximately 2,750 acres acquired by

negotiations or, I should say, by mutual

agreement in any event. We may acquire
further acreage in the open space if the

owners are willing to sell, because there was

an undertaking to the owners at the original

t'me whereby the government had announced

that they may acquire 8,000 acres. We may
acquire some further acreage in the open

space.
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I believe, Mr. Chairman, that is all that is

necessary at this time, unless the hon. mem-
ber for Ottawa Centre wishes further clari-

fication as to the acreages which we have

and which we intend to acquire.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Ottawa Centre.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Is my
understanding correct that the $215 million

total which we're talking about has been

spent to acquire just under 17,000 acres plus
the 3,000 acres in this outside ring?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: No.

Mr. Cassidy: Then we're still a bit unclear

about the total cost and what you get in

terms of acreage for that total cost.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, we didn't

mention $200-and-some million yesterday that

I know of, but somebody else may have. I

d'dn't. I indicated that the total cost up to

date was $170 million with other funds yet
to be expended, which I wouldn't know until

such time as negotiations are completed, in

the open space area. The correct figure is

$170 million within a few dollars.

Mr. Cassidy: Okay, then. Mr. Chairman,
what does the minister hope to get for the

$45 million which is now being requested? Is

that money still for land acquisition?

If so, does that relate to the remainder of

the outside ring which is yet to be acquired
or to some other land that we're not aware of?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr, Chairman, it's divided
between two parts. We had originally in our

budget $7 million because we felt, as I said

yesterday, we would get federal funds on a
90-10 basis. We have not received any federal

funding to this date. The $45 million is to

supplement the consolidated revenue fund,

whereby we have acquired some funds from
that fund for the lands that we have acquired.
We will need additional funds which we
anticipate to be somewhere up to the $45
million. That's what the supplementary esti-

mates are about.

In any event, there will no doubt be some
other land acquisitions which will have to be
in the fiscal year of 1975-1976 in regard to

the total cost.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chainnan, I am sorry to

belabour this with the House, but my under-

standing is that in fact that at the end of Sep-
tember the minister had acquired 17,000
acres, but that he had spent $170 million that
had been committed in estimates up until

that time, plus an additional sum.

I don't know what the $45 million is for.

However I cut it, I come up with a figure of

about 20,000 acres costing around $200 mil-

lion. Maybe it's fair to talk in those terms,
since we can't get detailed or precise figures

from the minister. If that's the case, Mr.

Chairman, then we're talking about an aver-

age cost of about $10,000 an acre or three

times what was originally estimated at the

time that the project was announced in March,
1972 by the then Treasurer (Mr. McKeough).

It's worth asking as well what now are the

population projections for the North Pickering
town site? How many people do you expect it

will ultimately have?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I can, at

this time, give you the exact figures as of Sept.

30, 1974, if the hon. member wishes. In 1972-

1973 we spent $30.4 million; in 1973-1974,
$116 million; in 1974-1975 up to Sept. 30,

$19,650,000 for a total of $166,050,000. As I

said, my $170 million was approximate be-

cause that is as of Sept. 30. Those are the

latest figures I have. If we go in now to the

matter of population, having settled, I think

the fact that we do know exactly how much-

Mr. Cassidy: You haven't explained why
you need the extra $45 million, why you re-

quire the funds and the land you want for

the money.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Yes. We needed the funds

because we had, in our initial budget, which
is in the member's hands, allowed only $7
million for acquisition purposes. We have ac-

quired much more than that, as far as dollars

are concerned.

The $7 million was there as we felt we
would have federal funding, as I said before.

So we have to have supplementary estimates

to make allowance for the fact that we have
not to this date, nor do we expect to have in

the near future, federal allocation for the

funds under the 90-10 percentage basis.

The population that we are talking about
at this particular time, or expecting in the

next few years, is somewhere in the figure of

70,000 to 85,000 or 90,000 people, depending
upon the acceptance of the plan which will be
submitted by the development corporation
and approved at some stage or other by all

the regional municipalities, area municipali-

ties, and the people in the area, as I said

yesterday.

The maximum number of people will not be
determined until many years later. It is going
to take some while for this particular area to

be at its ultimate level of growth. I would

guess that it would probably take at least 20
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to 25 years before the total population will be

there.

Originally the government, I believe, had

felt we could accommodate somewhere around

200,000 people, in the final analysis of what

the townsites should be in regard to popula-
tion. However, we must recognize that no
townsite is built overnight, and it will take

manv years before that goal is reached, if

e\er. But certainly I think that we will start

off with a projected population within the

next 10 years of, as I said, somewhere in the

neighbourhood of 75,000 people. That de-

pends upon the acceptance of the plan.

Mr. Cassidy: If I might comment on this,

Mr. Chairman, I just wish that the govern-
ment would decide which figure it wants to

choose. The minister dances around between
the two. He says that on one hand the popu-
lation of the area is going to be between

70,000 and 90,000 people, in which case the

land acquired for Pickering at $200 million is

devilishly expensive. No matter how you
look at it, it is extraordinarily expensive to

have a raw land cost of the order of about

$5,000 or $6,000 or more per family before

you even begin to put in services and do the

other things that need to be done in that

particular area.

On the other hand, he says that the ulti-

mate population might go up to 200,000, and
that's confirmed by the central York servicing

plan—I have the map here—which says

specifically that the North Pickering com-

munity is slated to have a population of

200,000 people, which is the figure that the

minister has just given us, too. I grant that

this central York scheme—the document I

have here—is dated 1972. I didn't realize it

was that old, but the minister should be

very clear and I think the people in the area

should be very clear: Are you going to serv-

ice for 200,000 but then guarantee absolutely
that you won't put more than 100,00 people
in there? Because in that case you are need-

lessly spending money on servicing that could
be going into other parts of the province.

On the other hand, if you intend to service

because you expect that by the turn of the

century the area is going to accommodate
200.000, then I think you should frankly say
so, but perhaps say to the people that for

the next 10 years you will respect certain

growth limits in order that the community not

grow too fast.

We don't know what you are doing and
we believe that you should be much clearer

about it than you are right now. We feel, as

well, that the whole experience of North

Pickering, where you began to acquire land

at $3,000 an acre with a 90 per cent con-

tribution from the federal government—that
was the plan—and you are now acquiring land

at $10,000 an acre without federal participa-

tion, and for some reason can't get that par-
ticular act together, is really a sign of the

problems created by the lack of commitment
of this government to land acquisition and the

problems created—

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): That

shows how bad the scheme was.

Mr. Cassidy: —by not having, if you will,

proper legislation in order that you could
have gone in in March of 1972 and said,

"Having made a decision, we will acquire
the land," at the then prevailing prices. You
have been held to ransom by landholders,
and for the most part, I am afraid, those

landholders have been speculators from the

big city—not legitimate long-time residents

of that area.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, that's a

very interesting statement the member has

made. I would be interested to know what
his views would be in regard to the actual

development. Would he then be in agreement
that we should proceed with the plan to de-

velop the area for 200,000 people because
of the actual investment in lands and servic-

ing? Would the member mind giving me the

benefit of his views?

Mr. Cassidy: The stock answer is to say
that you are the government and you tell me
what you are going to do. I'll tell you what
we would do, Mr. Chairman; and I think I

can confront this.

In order to accommodate a certain amount
of growth around Metro Toronto, some areas

have got to be designated. Therefore, it is

quite possible that an NDP government
would have to say that certain areas, three

or four areas, would be growing to a higher
level. But we would do that in the context of

a plan that was taking growth away from

Metro Toronto.

The reason that people are so concerned

about what this government is doing is that

the government is telling them that Pickering
is going to grow to 200,000 people in addi-

tion to all of the other sprawl and growth
that is going to slurp and slurp its way into

the eastern fringes of Metro Toronto. That

is why they're appalled.

If they were told that North Pickering was

going to go to 200,000 in phases over the

next 40 years as part of a planned contain-

ment of growth within the Metro Toronto

area, but that in the meantime the govern-
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ment would be doing everything in its power
to shift growth to the east—to the minister's

area, to my area, to other parts of eastern

Ontario and to the north of the province-
then I think the people would understand

an awful lot better.

Yes, we would make a clear statement. I

haven't been very clear because I haven't

got all the planning tools that the minister

has over there in terms of people—but he

doesn't know how to use them.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I would
never admit that. I think we do know how
to use the planning tools that we have
available. But it's very good to hear the

member state so positively that with growiii
needed in other areas, and with growth be-

ing recognized in this area, that we shouldn't

stop at 75,000 people, that the area should

have a larger population than that. I agree
with the member that this may come about,
but first of all I want to put on the record

that we are-

Mr. Cassidy: I made a fairly clear state-

ment. The minister should make one too

now. Are you going to put it up to the

200,000?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I want to put it on the

record very clearly that although the NDP
may wish to proceed on the basis of 200,000
people immediately, I don't wish to proceed
in that manner. I wish to say that we will

proceed with a population figure of some-
where around 75,000, which in the long run-

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): That's

simply dishonest.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Well, the leader of the
NDP can express his views. Why does he
say it's dishonest?

Mr. Levds: With respect, Mr. Chairman,
just continuing the argument, it is patently
dishonest. The minister may wish to use a

figure of 70,000 to 90,000, but the trunk

plan tabled by the Ministry of the Environ-
ment, on which the government is spending
$200 million, clearly demonstrates a popula-
tion by 1995 of something between 883,000
and 1.3 million; it is inconceivable that it

will be less in terms of the population and
housing using the services provided by that
trunk. The figures that it has been indicated
we will reach are two and three times the

original estimates in the Toronto-centred

region plan, and given the growth pressures
being premeditatedly created by this madness
of the trunk line that the government is

buildmg, to pretend that the community of

North Pickering will only be 70,000 to

90,000 is to be frankly dishonest.

I don't mean that the minister is mis-

leading the House deliberately or anything
else. I mean he is pretending population

figures which will be tripled by the pres-
sures that the government has created, and
he is doing it in wanton irresponsibility be-

cause, as my colleague from Ottawa Centre

points out, it's part of no plan for the area

around Metropolitan Toronto—none at all.

Mr. Deacon: Except the big sewer. That's

the only plan.

Mr. Lewis: Except for the trunk sewer; ex-

cept for the pipe. While I concur in what
my colleague said about the way the gov-
ernment is ordering grovvi:h, the reality is

that one of the places it doesn't order growth
is capriciously and unpredictably in the

northeast comer of Metropolitan Toronto, in

conjunction with Malvern, the airport and
North Pickering.

Why is the government destroying that part
of Metropolitan Toronto? That's precisely the

place where you don't unleash another

200,000 people.

Mr. Chairman, I don't have the material

in front of me. I had intended to have
references to the sewer pipe planning, that

my friend from York Centre says you've in-

troduced in Ontario.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Be careful

when you say that.

Mr. Deacon: It is the basic structure on
which the province plans.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact, we all

laugh about it—that we are the only jurisdic-

tion in Canada, I venture to guess, that plans

population, location of industry, housing and

growth on the basis of sewer capacity. Now
you tell me another jurisdiction in this

country that decides on sewer capacity first

and then uses that as a determinate of

growth. Do you think that's intelligent eco-

nomic planning?

Mr. Roy: That's what the Treasurer (Mr.

White) says.

Mr. Lewis: I tell you that is so silly it is

almost impossible it should occur. The Treas-

urer talked about the pipe.

Mr. Roy: The size.

Mr. Lewis: The size of the pipe.

Mr. Roy: He said the population will be—
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Mr. Lewis: I don't know what this affection

for sewers is. I don't know what compels you,
but that's what you are doing on the $200
million. I had intended, Mr. Chairman, to deal

with the documents of the Minister of the

Environment (Mr. W. Newman) during the

environmental estimates. I don't have the

material immediately in front of me and I

don't want to prolong these estimates. But

let me very quickly, as I recall, lay it out for

you.

When the Toronto-centred region plan
came in there was one population estimate.

There was then a 1972 Ministry of the Envi-

ronment document three to four years later

setting out the trunk as it was then predicted.
There is then a 1974 document which the

Ministry of the Environment tabled.

The difference in the documents between
1972 and 1974 is indicated in that table which
talks about the daily flow capacity and which
dictates population growth. In the jump be-

tween 1972 to 1974, what none of the plan-
ners picked up when they looked at the docu-

ment was that the change in daily flow was

mistabulated, misestimated, so that, in fact,

you are building to a population of 880,000
to 1.3 million over the next 25 years. When
you do that you predetermine that North

Pickering's population must be a quarter of a

million people. You are going to clobber in-

telligent economic growth in the eastern part
of Metropolitan Toronto as a result, all of the

wishes of the local citizenry notwithstanding.
I heard you introduce the little bill on the

North Pickering community yesterday on my
speaker. This is yet another planning group
to plan a community towards which the local

citizenry have had little contribution to make,
that is seriously listened to. All of this is

going out the window. You are destroying it

completely by your sewer projections.

With great respect, Mr. Minister, I know
what you say to me. You say to me honour-

ably, and I don't doubt it for a moment, when
you say 70,000 to 90,000-that those are the

figures you would wish to see.

They are nonsense. It can't be contained at

that level. You have unleashed forces which
are no longer controllable. Sensing others who
want to jump in, let me subside by telling you
that that's really a dreadful mistake. That's a
dreadful mistake. You've just clobbered the

Toronto-centred region plan; you really have.

We didn't like that plan much to begin
with because it posited too many people,
eight million people by the year 2000, in the

Toronto-centred region. Even those predic-
tions are now going out the window, because

with this sewer planning of yours, you are

destroying orderly economic growth in the

south part of Ontario. You are building wall-

to-wall communities from north Metro through
to Simcoe. It will cover all Pickering town-

ship and everything right through to Oshawa.
It is being done without thought, without

rationale, without any order at all.

The provincial Treasurer some weeks ago
said that he would have a provincial plan for

Ontario. It would probably come in in Decem-
ber. Where is it? Do you realize that he com-
missioned a plan for Ontario eight months

ago, exasperated and embarrassed by the

hodge-podge of individual plans? He ad-

mitted that in the Legislature. We still don't

have a provincial plan for this province. Yet

we are building mechanisms which will inun-

date Metropolitan Toronto with yet further

population and distort the whole region, and
we have no sense of the relationship to east-

ern Ontario or to northern Ontario.

There is about it such intense irresponsi-

bility that it can't really be conveyed. You're

kind of frantically trying to set up a corpora-
tion here to control North Pickering and a

corporation there to buy land and none of it

is integrated with any overall planning at all.

And every time you turn around your own
intentions are scuppered by the activities of

a fellow minister. That's what the Minister of

the Environment did when he stood proudly
one day and said the government was build-

ing this $200 million sewer pipe for 170,000
households and maybe 400,000 to 500,000

people, and never realized that what he was

talking about was 800,000 to 1.3 million

people and that he had in one stroke de-

stroyed rational planning around Metropolitan
Toronto.

You talk of 70,000 to 90,000-it is to laugh.
Not a single prediction hitherto has been

right; nor is this one. That's why we disagree.

Mr. Roy: Maybe you want to use the sewer
as a subway.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Many of the things you
have said are not entirely in their correct

relation to what I was referring to and what
I did say to your colleague. 1 asked him what
his party would do, or what he would do, in

regard to the overall plan for North Pickering.
Would he have 200,000 people there immedi-

ately, because of the cost? Or would he try

to respond to the people? Well, the answer I

thought I received from him was that 200,000
was the figure we should have. I said we are

going to plan—and this is what I want to say
to you—now for a population of 75,000 to
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90,000 people in the immediate future—that

it, within 10 years.

Ultimately, there are going to be more than

that, I wouldn't doubt. But at least we go

through the Planning Act. Apparently you
didn't hear when you were listening to the

loudspeaker system when I introduced my
bill, but I said the development corporation
would be acting under the Planning Act,

which means that the plan for the develop-
ment in North Pickering will have every in-

put possible. We have had all kinds of local

participation with the North Pickering staff

up to this date. When we implement the de-

velopment corporation they will then present
a plan for public participation again.

Mr. Lewis: What public participation?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: How much more partici-

pation can you have than through the Plan-

ning Act itself?

Mr. Lewis: What public participation?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Are you saying to me that

we should not get the plan through the

Planning Act, but that we should immediately
go out and develop the area for 200,000

people? Is this what you are saying?

Mr. Lewis: No, I am saying there was no
consultation.

I have in front of me a letter from a former
federal Tory candidacy contestant—less than
a year ago—who has already joined the New
Democratic Party in disgust with what has

happened to you in North Pickering.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: He must be out of his

mind.

Mr. Lewis: It is interesting you would

always make the sexist assumption that he
must be out of his mind. Only by Tories
would it be assumed that a candidate has to

be a male.

Mr. Roy: We want it on the record that
he Is still out of his mind. Always out of his

mind.

Mr. Lewis: I'm not differing with you about
that possible irrationality. Maybe you are

right—maybe only males are capable of—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: All right, I'm just telling you
that there has never been—

Hon. W. Newman (Minister of the Environ-

ment): Tell us who it is.

Mr. Lewis: And you! You had to excise-
Mr. Chairman, although it might be pre-

mature, 1 want to point out that in order to

save his seat, the Minister of the Environment
had to excise the airport and North Pickering
from the re-redistribution, knowing what
would happen to you, given the community.
Now, it wasn't a personal gerrymander—you
had others to handle it for you, but—

Mr. Roy: You are afraid of our candidate.

Hon. W. Newman: On a point of personal

privilege-

Mr. Lewis: On a point of privilege! I re-

tire.

Hon. W. Newman: I am not afraid to run

anywhere, but if anybody suggests that I do

something to get out of doing something
when there is an independent commission
which did that work, then you had better

retract that statement and not say that I had

any influence in trying to do it.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, perish the thought that

you had influence. It's the convenience I was

talking about rather than the influence.

Mr. Roy: Is the minister afraid of our man?
Is that why you are backing off?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Will the hon.

member return to the estimates?

Mr. Lewis: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, in order

that I might answer-

Mr. Roy: Yes, don't spoil the fun.

Mr. Lewis: We will beat both of them in

that riding, Mr. Chairman—I'm not concerned

about that.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Don't count

on that.

An hon. member: Oh ho ho!

Mr. Lewis: Would you like to wager on it?

An hon. member: Yes.

Mr. Roy: On what?

Mr. Lewis: Okay, after this. All right, may
I come back to this matter?

Mr. Roy: You are reading subsection 4.

Mr. Lewis: There never was any serious

planning in North Pickering. That's why the

community is so incensed, and I think you
understand that. You know that People or

Planes group in the North Pickering com-

munity are bitterly antagonistic to the gov-
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eminent l^ecause of the way the project has

been handled.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: And now to pull it all within

the Planning Act to give it a rationale isn't

going to result in better planning for North

Pickering. It just means that the arbitrariness

of your approach is complete. Local consulta-

tion hasn t meant a thing in North Pickering.

Hod. \fr. Irvine: It has.

Mr. Lewis: Don't ask me, ask your Con-
servative friends who have turned against you
en masse. I presume the member for York

Centre can add to that from personal experi-
ence.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, let me
finish my reply to the leader of the NDP.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Make it per-

fectly clear.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I would like to, if I can,

make it perfectiy clear. As far as I am con-

cerned, we have had as much public par-

ticipation as possible in the North Pickering
area. We will never receive unanimous con-

sent for any plan. We have already three

conceptual plans presented to the people in

the area. Now we are going forth with a

plan for the areas surrounding the people.
It could be accepted or amended, as they
see fit.

Mr. Deacon: What is the point of it? You
don't listen to people.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I don't see how we can

do anything more for the people who are

going to be aflFected living in that area other

than to do it under the Planning Act If

you would suggest to me that we should

proceed forthwith—

Mr. Lewis: No.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: You are not suggesting
that?

Mr. Lewis: No, I am not.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Then I want to get

your position on the line. Are you saying
that we should proceed with a plan for

200,000 people then?

Mr. Lewis: I am saying that you should
dismantle the whole North Pickering plan;
that it makes no sense at all; that it is

destroying growth in southern Ontario.

Mr. Deacon: It's an insane scheme.

Mr. Lewis: When we talk about growth
around Metropolitan Toronto, there have to

be better ways of approaching it than ex-

propriating land in an area—good farmland,

by the way—just because the federal govern-
ment and the provincial government have

entered into some senseless httle cabal or

arrangement to build an airport.

Mr. Deacon: They want to help their

friends.

Mr. Lewis: That's no way to plan a

community in anticipation of an airport. The
whole thing should go out the window; the

airport, the community—it's all crazy.

Mr. Sargent: Right.

Mr. Lewis: And you would start again
further from Metro, let me say; not as an

extension of Scarborough, but rather further

from Metro. That's what orderly growth
means. You don't make it a natural extension

of a metropolis already choking on its own
population, industry, pollution and everything
else.

Mr. Sargent: You've got too many egg-
heads running the show.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, to go
back to the point of planning. The leader

of the NDP has repeatedly said we haven't

got a plan. I think we've got a plan which
is going to be very effective. We are in-

stalling, quite true, sewers and water for

future growth in the—

Mr. Sargent: What are you going to use

for money from now on?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —regions of York-

Mr. Sargent: There is $170 million in

there now.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —and in Durham. Now,
if we were to put pipes in that were too

small, I would think that would be a very
bad mistake on the part of this govern-
ment. I think we should plan for growth.
And we have a plan-

Mr. Lewis: Oh, there you are; there it is.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —for growth in northern

Ontario-

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Not con-

trolled growth. Not decentralized growth.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —we have a plan for

growth in eastern Ontario; we have a plan
for dispersed growth outside of Metro To-
ronto. This government has a very definite
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plan in regards to how we should proceed
with the allocation of population in the

future years. What I was trying to de-

termine—

Mr. Cassidy: Where is that plan after 30

years?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The plan will be an-

nounced in due course by the Treasurer.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, thank you very much.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: And when it is an-

nounced, you'll understand—

Mr. Lewis: What are you talking about

—it will be introduced in due course?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: When it is announced

you'll understand that this government has

been giving very serious consideration to the

fact that we do have-

Mr. Lewis: But how do you make these

arbitrary decisions without letting the people
see your plans?

Mrs. Campbell: The ones to be announced

shortly.

Mr. Lewis: How do you make plans with-

out public consultation?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: We happen to be a gov-
ernment that rules on behalf of the people-

Some hon. members: Oh!

An hon. member: Rule—a very good word!

Mr. Lewis: Oh really; on behalf of the

people!

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The NDP doesn't have
the same philosophy. The NDP wants to

take-

Mr. Lewis: So it cannot consult. A gov-
ernment that rules on behalf of the people
doesn't consult people.

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: It's a government that

acts on behalf of the people. Would you like

that better? Is that a better word?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: But the people have
voted the Conservative government in be-
cause they know they can rely on the gov-
ernment, and they know they can't rely on
the NDP philosophy.

Now I want to—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: Marie Antoinette used to

rule on behalf of the people, too. She said,

**Let them eat cake."

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I want to

make awfully sure the NDP understand that

the reason we have provided for servicing is

the very simple fact that there wiU be growth
in those areas. There's no doubt, and I am
not misleading the leader of the NDP, when
I say we are planning now for 75,000 people
in the immediate future; I am not misleading
him. I am saying that is what we are plan-

ning for, and then if it's necessary to expand,
which you seem to think it will be, and

possibly this will happen, I am saying that

then we will do it on the same basis whereby
we wiU consult with the people.

Mr. Lewis: You are determining growth,
but why do you want that growth there?

What do you need it for? Why not have it,

say in Oshawa

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, it would

appear to me that the NDP feel there is no
future whatsoever for the people in this area,

in Metropolitan Toronto or the surrounding
area. I think there's a great future for them.

I think we should provide services for the

people in this area and for those who wish to

come into this area.

We have said as a government, and I am
saying as the minister, that we will provide

housing in other areas of Ontario though,
to offset the fact that we must have popula-
tion in other areas besides Metro Toronto

and surrounding Toronto.

Mr. Lewis: But your big money is in-

vested here.

Mrs. Campbell: That's right.

"Hon. Mr. Irvine: So far we have

expended—

Mr. Lewis: You can't get sewer pipe in

Ear Falls for a housing project.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: So far we have ex-

pended or will expend quite a bit of money
as far as servicing is concerned, but I think

it's money well spent. The lands in question
vidll be developed, to some extent residential-

wise-

Mr. Cassidy: You spend $400 million

around Metro.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —and some industrial, but

there will also be agricultural lands pre-
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served. Now there is nothing wrong, as far as

I am concerned, in having a real good plan-
ned development of this area.

Mr. Lewis: Fair enough.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: And that's exactly what
we are going to do.

Mr. Lewis: Where is the plan?

Mr. Cassidy: Where is the plan?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The plan wiH come about

in the new year, when we have the develop-
ment corporation formed, and the plan will

be put before—

Mr. Lewis: You mean you put a sewer

pipe in to locate a million people and then

you formulate a plan? Come on now, you
don't believe that yoiu^elf.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Just sit down please; sit

down for a minute please.

The plan wiU be put before the people
to decide as to how much growth they want
and where they want the growth.

Mr. Lewis: What decision? You have dic-

tated it.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: No we haven't.

Mr. Lewis: Of course you have. You are

already dictating it.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: No we haven't. Look,

you may say what you wish. I am saying we
haven't dictated where the growth will be
or how much the growth will be. I am saying
that we are anticipating where the growth
will be.

Mr. Lewis: You certainly are; and to

anticipate is to create when you are talking
about population.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: When we have the final

plan approved, then of course we will de-

termine what the population is.

Mr. Lewis: You are very anti-Metro, anti-

east and anti-north; you are a very anti-

person.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: As a matter of fact I am
not anti-anything. I am going to make siu^e

there is a plan for development for all of

Ontario as part of this government's pro-

gramme, and the government will be an-

nouncing a plan that I think will meet with
the approval of all of the people of Ontario.

Maybe it won't meet with your approval,
but that's soinething which we have to wait
and see.

However, Mr. Chairman, if we go back to

the original proposal that we should pro-

ceed, possibly with a definite figure, say a

population figure of 200,000 at this time, I

think that's the wrong way to start. We
should start with a plan which will come out

with a much lesser population, which will

meet with the approval of the people, and
then we will have the people in the area

decide later as to whether 200,000 or 250,000
or 175,06 is the acceptable level.

Mr. Cassidy: That is not fair, you know.
You can't do it that way.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Well, maybe we can't do
it that way as far as you are concerned-

Mr. Lewis: No, 'but you can't. It is not

sane, it is not rational.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —but I am saying we are

going to do it that way, because this is what
the people wish to have happen.

Mr. Levids: The people wish no growth at

all in Pickering, that is what they wish.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: As long as we can make
sure that the people of Ontario fully under-

stand what this plan is and fully agree with

it, then I think we have done what we should

do as a government; and we are going to do
that.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for York

Centre.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, the sad thing
is that this whole mess started back about

nine years ago when for some reason or an-

other this government decided the only solu-

tion to treating sewage, and we come back
to sewage again, was to have no more up-
stream plants. Instead of adopting a pro-

gramme of finding and developing new tech-

nology to deal with the problem of pollution
from our wastes, this government decided

instead it would tie itself to a very rigid,

expensive programme which would enforce

and require high density development around

Toronto; and basically this whole big York
trunk sewer and the nigh density of popula-
tion this is going to impose on us, is because
that darned Ontario Water Resoiurces Com-
mission, and the government that was listen-

ing to it, wouldn't look to newer methods
and more sensible approaches to th'S prob-
lem. Basically this government wouldn't say,
"We will not accept that sort of approach to

dealing with our waste because we realize

that will trap us."

When we have the situation, which we
now have in York and which we are going
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to have in North Pickering, of $170 milHon

go-'ng into sewer and water Hnes, we are

brapped by that investment and by the in-

vestment we have made in this North Picker-

ing project. Until we change that basic policy,
until we recognize there is technology avail-

able which will enable us to stage our pro-

grammes of development and to develop

projects well to the east of Toronto, well

away from this hyped-up, souped-up economy
we have here, we re going to have a problem
in the future.

I don't want to talk too much more about
that because it can be discussed later when
we are dealing with the supplementary esti-

mates of the Ministry of the Environment.
But I do want to come back to one point
about this area which I think the minister
was wise at least to announce; that

is, that
there is to be some permanent greenbelt
around the North Pickering project. When
the government takes over in 1975, I hope
that the entre area, except for about 1,000
acres in the gravel area in the southeast

corner, eventually is going to be greenbelt.
We don't want to destroy the very fine

agricultural land in North Pickering. In rela-
tion to th3 8,000 acres, I wonder if the minis-
ter will consider one approach that I think is

essential; that is, that he sell back that land,
minus the development rights, to the farmers
in that area. In that way it could only be used
for farming and for housing farmers who live
on and are using that land; there would be
no right to develop the land other than for

agricultural purposes because the govern-
ment would hang on to the other rights.

This approach is being used by the State
of New Jersey. It means that people can
again have some pride of ownership or be-
come interested in the farm buildings, the
fences and all the other things that are so
essential, in addition to good cropping, to
the maintenance of property. It is wefi known
that tenants, especially who have the pros-
pect of a very short lease, are not going to
take the interest in the maintenance of that
area that they would if they owned it. There's
no reason why they shouldn't own it if, in
fact, they have no prospect of being able to

develop on it and it's going to continually
be in use for agricultural purposes.

I would ask the minister to consider sell-

ing those lands, minus development rights,
to these people purely for the agricultural
value. Would he comment on that approach
and that 8,000 acres?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I will consider the pro-
posal, Mr. Chairman. I believe that within
the last couple of days I received a copy of

the specific proposal the hon. member is talk-

ing about. In any event, Mr. Chairman, could
I ask the hon. member to clarify whether he's

saying there should be no growth in the

region of York? Is that what he was saying?

Mr. Deacon: I think that any growth in the

region of York should occur in areas where
the land is not good agricultural land. There
is plenty of land in York that comes within

that category. This will require arrangements
and provision for sewage and waste disposal
other than the normal big trunk collector

sewer approach that this government has been

taking. It will mean utilizing the wastes so

that in effect they are recycled. There are

plenty of projects that the minister can be
shown that demonstrate that it's not necessary
for us to confine ourselves to this concen-
trated approach to development.

In York or in any other part of this prov-
ince, I think we should be confining our devel-

opment to areas where we're not destroying
the class 1 and class 2 agricultural land, which
makes up a very small percentage of our land
mass in this province and unfortunately is

decreasing very rapidly every day.

I'm saying to the minister that we should

give ourselves more flexibility by not tying
ourselves to the present approach of a great

big sewer project. The last point I was mak-
ing to the minister was, let's get that land that

he is going to keep as greenbelt back into

ownership, so that people have some pride
and a long-term interest in its improvement
and are not just there with a feeling of no
sense of permanence, and no sense of pride,
which they can't have unless they do know it

is theirs.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I want to

pursue this a bit further. On the matter of the

extension of the sewer and water facilities

which we have talked about relating to the

allocation of population in the region of York
and Durham and whatever area it may affect,
I would like to find out from the hon. mem-
ber if he is actually saying that he would go
against the wishes of some municipalities that

want to grow and want to expand in the two
regions that I am talking about. Is that what
the member is saying?

Mr. Deacon: If their expansion plans in-

clude using up our good agricultural lands, if

their expansion plans mean a continuous
urban sprawl, I am opposed to that. I am
opposed to it, though, not by saying you can't

do it here, but by providing an alternative,

by providing the facilities, the services, the

transportation access and the incentives to
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municipalities to develop in areas where we
are not destroying first-grade agricultural land

and where, in fact, we are giving a thrust to

growth away from Toronto and not around

Toronto. This idea that we now are tied to,

if we go ahead with this York scheme, if we
go ahead with this concept of a four, five or

six million population for this area, is surely

going to destroy it in the end, destroy the

whole fine city we now have. I am certainly

opposed to that.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, we go
back then to the very obvious fact that the

area surrounding Metro Toronto will have

growth pressures and we have to plan for

those growth pressures.

Mr. Deacon: Right.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: We are doing that. When
the hon. member says we should go against
the wishes of the municipalities that wish to

expand, I can't agree with him on that. I can

agree that we shouldn't build on class 1 and
class 2 lands, if we have other lands available.

I can agree on that certainly. We have to

make sure we have those lands available in

the areas where there are growth pressures.
Sometimes there is only that type of soil to

build on.

Mr. Deacon: You have it; you have plenty
of it.

Hon. Mt. Irvine: I do want to determine
what the Liberal Party-

Mr. Cassidy: It depends on your priorities.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —has as an alternative to

the plan which we propose for North Picker-

ing and to the plan which we have said we
would provide for future population growth
in the region of York and in Durham. What
does the Liberal Party, or what does the hon.
member suggest that I, as the minister, can

bring into eflFect in regard to the population
growth in the next 10 years or 20 years for

Metro Toronto and for the region of Durham
and for the region of York or for any other

region, as far as that is concerned? I want

specifically to have the member relate to me
what he would propose that we should do.

Mr. Deacon: Without taking up the time
of the House in doing it, I will give him
the booklet that I prepared at the time of

one of the meetings of his predecessors out
in our area as to what I would do specific-

ally. There are literally at least 40 or 50
communities within 50 or 60 miles of Toronto
which are centred in areas where there is

not prime agricultural land, where we could

be putting in services, where we could be

putting in transportation access, and where
we could be giving financial incentives to

municipalities to develop.

We know very well from our experience in

other areas that we can have a tremendous
amount of growth take place in an existing

community and not destroy the community.
We have seen it in my own particular ham-
let of Unionville whose population was 400
and is now 4,000, but unfortunately that

happened to be prime agricultural land. It

isn't necessary to restrict ourselves to prime
agricultural land, unless we follow the present
government's route of using the York trunk
sewer design. That happens to be going
through some of the best land we have got
in Ontario.

What I'm saying to the minister—I'll give
him a copy of the booklet—is that there's a
lot of other land available, and if we don't

confine ourselves to this concept of planning
by sewer then we can take advantage of it.

I would certainly urge the minister, in his

future North Pickering plans, to go easy on
the development, take it into a comer where
he is not using the best land and go to the
areas in the north and the east where there

are other lands—and he will be able to see

plenty on his land maps—which are not

good land and can have good access easily
constructed to them or made available to

them so that they can be very viable and
strong communities.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I won't

delay this too much longer, but I do want
to come back to one point. There is no doubt
whatsoever that we will be considering
very fully where the development in North

Pickering will be. It no doubt will end up
in the land which the member is talking
about—the lands which are not class 1 and
2. 1 would hope so.

Mr. Deacon: I hope so, too.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: But that will be de-
termined by the plan and by the people who
are, in the long run, going to be the ones
who approve of the plan.

Would the hon. member give me the
benefit of his views in regard to those mimic-

ipalities that do not wish to have growth
but have lands that are not class 1 and class

2? Would he tell me if his party would
insist, by legislation, that these mimicipalities
must have residential development in order
that we can accommodate the necessary
housing in Ontario?
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Mr. Deacon: I've never found it necessary

to force these things. The main problem
that I, as a municipal councillor, found was
that when the government came to us and

said, "We want to have development," the

government would also not show how they
were going to avoid an increased property
tax burden on that municipality and, there-

fore, the blame for that having to be borne

by the local council. This is one of the most

essential, basic omissions of this government
in its approach, so far, to the municipalities
that I represent with regard to developments

they want to have occur in their area.

Until this government recognizes the posi-

tion of local councillors, it's primarily to be
sure that their existing property owners don't

take the full shock of these developments
and don't have to bear the cost of it them-

selves when there's really no benefit to them.

I think, until they do that, they're going to

have opposition. I know from talking last

night to some of the local councillors in our

area that one of the major causes of resistance

is this government's refusal to assure them
of the necessary financial assistance. Cer-

tainly, in my mind, it's not necessary, when
you have a need, to force people to accept

something.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, before

the leader of the NDP wishes to comment, I

want to go a bit further on this particular
matter. It relates to the expenditure of the

$200 million which has been referred to in

regard to sewer and water. In case the mem-
ber thinks we're off the point, we're not ofi

the point at all.

I want to find out from the member if he
is saying, then, that this government has not

provided incentives to those municipalities.
We have provided incentives.

Mr. Deacon: No, it hasn't provided Incen-

tives at all.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: We have.

Mrs. Campbell: No.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: We have provided in-

centives by the very obvious fact of the
OHAP proposals which have come forth.

They have been accepted in certain areas.

Mrs. Campbell: Because you put it over
their heads.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I'm wondering if the
member is saying that in his area he wants
the rest of Ontario to subsidize certain munic-

ipalities more, or whether he is saying that

the grants he would provide would not

directly be related to the cost of the hous-

ing or the development. It's very easy to

skate around the problem.

The member is not really saying too much
in what he's said so far, because I^ve said

to him that we've gone to municipalities with

proposals which will provide them with
initiatives and with funds related to the direct

cost of housing, I've asked him what he
would do in regard to providing housing, and
he hasn't really said anything. He hasn't said

that he would do any more than go and talk

to them.

I can talk to them until I am blue in the
face. If they don't want to do it, what would
he do then? That is what I would like to

hear the member say. What will he do then
if the municipalities don't want to expand
and don't want to provide the services for

housing? What is his programme?

Mr. Deacon: You have not been providing
them with the answer. You've said, "We'll

give you a $600 grant for a house, or up to

$600." And you know darn well a small

house in a municipality could be actually

costing $600 a year to the rest of the tax-

payers.

I'm not asking for the rest of Ontario to

subsidize these schemes of yours. What I'm

asking is: Don't force the people or anyone
in the municipality where you are putting
one of these schemes to subsidize the rest of

Ontario.

We recognize the need for growth and the

need to provide housing. But we are also say-

ing: Do it in a way that does not put all the

burden on a few people in a local munic-

ipality. You've got to clearly demonstrate that

approach, which you've failed to do so far.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, again we
have-

Mr. Chairman: Order please. It seems to

me the debate is getting a bit repetitive. I'm

wondering if we can proceed in a more posi-
tive manner and not be repetitive. The hon.

minister, did you wish to reply?

Mr. Lewis: You know, Mr. Chairman, on
a point of order. I know how hassled every-

body gets at the end of a session. It was kind

of interesting that a minister was asking ques-
tions of a member and there was an exchange

taking place, which may not shake the world,

but it was probably profitable.

I beg your indulgence, sir. We are coming
back in January. We don't have to finish

everything up this afternoon.
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Mr. Chairman: The Chair felt that the de-

bate was repetitive and there were several

points being repeated.

Mr. Lewis: It was repetitious because we
are all wrestling with—

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mr. Lewis: The minister was replying.

Hon. Mr. Irvine; Before the hon. member
for St. George speaks, I want to put it clearly
on tho record tnat this government has pro-
vided funds to the municipalities that wish

to expand by way of not only $600 maximum
grants per unit, but also by way of directly
related costs to the provision of housing.

We have provided funds, for instance, in

the Ottawa area of $2.4 million for a storm
sewer. We have provided funds for hospitals.
We have provided funds for any other related

costs.

What I was trying to determine was what
else would the hon. member of the Liberal

Party do over and above that after we have
exhausted what we think are every means in

the way of accommodation for housing—and

by not going against the wishes of a munic-

ipality. The member did not give me an
answer; but I just was trying to find out what
he would do. If he wishes to give me an
answer, I would really appreciate it. What
would he do? If he does not wish to, fair

enough.

Mr. Deacon: I just wanted to be sure that

there is a demonstrable accounting clearly in

front of the council that, as a result of their

having agreed to this scheme, they can see
down the road that it is going to be self-

supporting in the taxation from that develop-
ment and the revenues the province gives to

assist it. That is something that the province
has so far failed to do.

All I said was: "We are going to give you
up to $600 here. We may help you with a

hospital there. We may give you some money
there for a sewer."

But you really haven't gone down and
shown them that you have taken care of their

future requirements.

Too often municipalities have been sucked
in by some proposal, and then the taxpayers
have had to pay for it later on. It's not fair.

It's up to you folks and your staflF. You've

got floor after floor of personnel. It is time

you used those people to do some of that cal-

culating, instead of this dam snow job that

they are trying to do to us around North
Pickering.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, there is no
snow job in North Pickering. No snow job at

all.

Mr. Lewis: Oh yes; that's the worst example
of planning in the province—North Pickering.

They all resent the North Pickering project.
You cannot believe how they resent it. They
see it as a terrible project.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, let's make
it again clear to the leader of the NDP that

the plan has not been approved for develop-
ment—so how can you say that we have not—

Mr. Lewis: Because at every public meet-

ing that they had, the citizens have viewed it

as a snow job. They viewed it as an arbitrary

imposition—not honest, not real, not answering

questions. There is more antagonism to that

North Pickering project group than to almost

any similar project group around the prov-

ince, because nobody senses that it is real.

Surely you must know that. Certainly the

Attorney General knows it. He sat in the

meeting when Livingstone got up and spoke
with the audience. There were several hun-

dred people there; they broke into loud and

spontaneous applause. He said to the Attorney
General, "You've turned me into a man who
hates." This old fanner, who had lived in

North Pickering for God knows how many
years, said that; and the audience burst into

spontaneous applause, because that's the \vB.y

they felt about that North Pickering project

group. Don't tell us about North Pickering.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The audience has broken

out into applause too when we announced, as

we have, that we are going under the Plan-

ning Act with a plan which will meet with

the approval of the people in the area. That's

what the leader of the NDP fails to recognize.

Mr. Lewis: No, I understand you are doing
that now.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I don't like

to labour this point, but I would like to make
some observations on this vote as it pertains
to Pickering, and I would like to review, if

I could, the statements which this minister

has already made in the last two days on this

particular subject.

He told us that they had spent, with this

$45 million which is already spent, $170 mil-

lion and that they would have to come back to

us for further supplementary funding pre-

sumably, or perhaps in the next budget for
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additional acquisition. He has said there will

be a plan announced in due course, and he

really used that statement as a response to

the criticism levelled at the government that

there was no plan. At the same time, the same

minister says there will not be a plan until

it is developed with the people. And that, of

course, is a commitment which was made by
one of his predecessors, Mr. Welch, when he

occupied the same position.

So you see what kind of a plan we've

got. A plan to be announced, which won't

be announced because the people have to

approve it or something. We have put in

sewers for a plan that we have, which can't

be brought about until the people have

approved it. We have spent $170 million, and

we don't know how much more, because

of a plan which will be announced soon,

but which can't be announced soon because

the people have to approve it.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, would
the member let me interject?

Mrs. Campbell: I would like to finish, if

I may, because I'm a little tired of the

interniptions which the minister has made.
J am not yielding, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I want to correct a state-

ment.

Mrs. Campbell: The minister certainly can
address me when I am finished.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: On a point of order,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): There

is no point of order.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, may I

continue? I haven't yielded.

Mr. Chairman: The Chair would rule that

the minister is out of order.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, may I point
out that the minister entered into this ques-
tion-and-answer period with my colleague

tryins to bring about answers in the most

simplistic kind of way to questions which
of course have to begin far behind the ques-
tions that he placed.

There are areas that want growth. There
are areas that want growth because the

government plans, not just by sewers—

although that's one of the things—but by
assessment. They produce the kind of gov-
ernment which has been costly to the people,
and those municipalities caught in that have
to have the funding in order to carry out
the kinds of projects that are required.

The minister has talked about incentives.

One of their incentives is an agreement to

expend up to $600 toward sewer services. In

the first place, it doesn't even say $600, it

says "up to," and in some cases it may be

$450. Now $600 today does not cover the

costs of the sewer connections.

That's an incentive? Indeed, $600 is not

enough to seed an acre of parkland. But
the municipalities are going to have to put
in that parkland, if they are going to have

any kind of human quality in their develop-
ment. They have to have schools to take

care of this kind of development. There is

precious little in the way of incentive to

developing school programmes and school

facilities which have to have a priority call

on the tax dollars.

Certainly there are places that don't want

development; they can't afford it. This gov-
ernment keeps crying they can't do these

things because Ottawa doesn't help them
out. Well, just in turn, remember that your

municipalities across this province are cry-

ing out that you are trying to impose things

on them without giving them the assistance

they need to make a human kind of develop-
ment.

We have had the Toronto-centred region

plan, I don't know where it is, nor do I

know what's left of it. If the minister wants
to talk about a plan which is an overall

plan to be introduced, and I think that

mighht have been the point he was trying
to make, there aren't too many people who
would have too much confidence in any
such overall planning, because they have
seen the way the Toronto-centred region plan
has not been developed.

The other night I was having a discussion

with some people who were very concerned

about the conditions of this world today and
our form of democracy. They said democracy
is great as long as things are going well,

but when things are tough it takes strong
voices to tell people the truth about what
is happening. I think what my colleague was

saying was if we think we are having prob-
lems with the petroleum industry and trying

to get the facts to the people of what is

happening there, what really is going to

happen when you have to face them with the

facts that we are running out of food, be-

cause with your kind of approach to North

Pickering you have a lot of fallow land. I

think we cannot afford to be a totally im-

porting province, because the countries from

which we are presently importing are running

cut of time for export purposes.
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There is no question that some growth is

natural growth. There is some growth, how-

ever, that is purposely a matter of the de-

velopment approach by government. I think

what we are all saying about North Pickering
is that these people have either been left in

the dark for a long time at the initial stages

or they have been given something—and I

am not suggesting that the minister is de-

liberately misleading—which they can't ac-

cept in manageable terms, if one talks about

a growth of about 75,000 to 90,000 as the

minister has suggested.

The trouble is that when you get to these

public meetings it doesn't come through
that that's for starters, it doesn't come through
that all of the facility planning is for a much
larger population.

This is what makes us say, as indeed the

NDP have said, that there is a dishonesty
in this.

There is a lack of frankness because what

they are asked to accept is not really what
the government foresees for the area, nor is

it in accordance with the plans which have
been made by government in its develop-
ment processes. One of the reasons I have

always felt that this North Pickering was a

very poor project was because, no matter how

you look at it, it is a link in, a build-up,
which will carry us not just to Oshawa, but

it will go much farther than that over the

course of years. This is what is of concern

to me.

Now I would like to turn to one other

aspect of this particular vote. I can recognize
the fact that the minister is not in a position
to disclose to us what further funding he will

need for land acquisition. It couldn't be on

global terms since the area is pretty well

defined, and I think that is quite under-

standable. But what really concerns me in

all this is what this supplementary figure,

together vdth the 1973-1974 figures, pro-
vide something in the nature of $15,816,000-
odd more thwi was provided in 1973 and
1974.

We don't need to do anything other than

state the fact there has been a serious decline

in housing starts this year. We have concern
as to where the housing is coming out of this

since we know that these figures will not pro-
duce housing—and the minister has been per-

fectly honest about that for some period of

time. This represents a six per cent increase
over the actual expenditure as we have it in

public accounts over last year.

I would like to know, since this is entirely
allocated to North Pickering, what are the

provisions for family rental housing. Are we

to assume that's been phased out? There
hasn't been a statement on it, but it would
appear to me from this kind of a supple-

mentary estimate that that seems to be falling

by the wayside. I would like some assurance
on that berore voting on this.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, the point
of order that I was trying to bring out earlier

was the fact that I spoke on an overall of

development for Ontario and that was not

related to the North Pickering plan, which
the member quite properly brought forward.

I wanted to make sure that we understood

when I was speaking before that it's a plan
for development for all of Ontario which
would include North Pickering, Haldimand-

Norfolk, northern Ontario and eastern On-
tario.

The interpretation of the grants that

municipalities have received has to be

brought into a clearer perspective than that

the member has given this House to believe;

because although we are providing, as I

stated before, up to $600 per unit, we must
also understand that the Treasurer provides
to municipalities grants up to more than $2

billion in a year. The developer provides to

the municipalities, as he rightly should, a

certain amount.

But the municipality should not charge
exorbitant rates—which in some cases they
are at the present time—for every lot the

developer wishes to develop. There are some

municipalities asking for catch-up funds, and
this is where the member must, I think, be
a little bit clearer in the understanding of the

provision of housing, to realise that munic-

ipalities should not be in a position to stop

housinsc because they are asking for funds

from the developer and for funds from the

Province of Ontario which are not directly

related to housing.

We go back to the fact of North Pickering

costing a certain amount of money. I think

we will find when the ultimate growth of

North Pickering is decided and has been

attained, that the cost of the housing, of the

development in its entirety, in North Picker-

ing, will be at a very reasonable cost. At the

present time, we have expended a lot of

money; but when you break it down into tlie

number of residential units which you may
have, the commercial and industrial enter-

prises which we will have, it will be, in my
opinion, an expenditure well worth while.
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Mrs. Campbell: The most inflated are in

your opinion well worthwhile!

Hon. Mr. Irvine: In my opinion, you seem
to insist that the plans that have been pre-
sented to the people in North Pickering were
defin te plans. I want to correct that inter-

pretation. They were not definite plans. They
were only conceptual plans. They have been
debated loud and long; and as the leader of

the NDP has said, with some dissent no
doubt. I think any plan will have that dissent,

regardless of where it is. We are going to

make sure that the plan we are proceeding
with now is a positive plan for development
and one which will, in the overall, be for the

betterment of all of this area of Metro

Toronto, and the North Pickering area in

particular.

Now, I see nothing A\Tong with the expen-
diture of $170 million for land to this date,

or additional expenditures, because I really
believe th's development will be one which
we all can be proud of in the final analysis.
But let's give it a chance. I don't think we
can take the negative attitude that this North

Pickering development is something which
should not occur because the airport is com-

ing. That was not why the decision was made.
Whether the airport comes or not, the de-

velopment is going to go ahead.

Mr. Lewis: No, that was the basis for the

decision.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: And we will proceed with
the pkn in the early part of this year, as

soon as possible.

Mr. Chairman: Shall item 2 carry?

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, might I

have some answers to my other questions
about the family rental housing?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: That has no bearing
whatsoever on this particular vote. The rental

housing-

Mrs. Campbell: It has on a supplementary
budget item.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: No, the funds for rental

housing are still in our estimates.

Mrs. Campbell: Unspent?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Not unspent entirely.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Wel-
land South.

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: On item 2?

Mr. Haggerty: Item 2, yes. I was perhaps
caught between the two particular parties
here this afternoon; the minister and the dele-

gation from the town of Fort Erie, Aid. Vic
Miller and the building inspector, Mr. Ken
Chesney, who I guess are waiting for the
minister to sign the official plan for the town
of Fort Erie. I believe this has been some
three or four years in the making, and per-
haps I should give up my time this afternoon
and let the minister run over there and sign
that document, because I think it's important
to the town of Fort Erie.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I think I

can do it for you.

Mr. Roy: Have you learned to sign your
name yet, Don?

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Bring it over

here. Sign it over here.

Mr. Haggerty: But, Mr. Chairman, I do
want to speak on vote 804, relating to the

Ministry of Housing supplementary vote and
the additional funds of $103 million for the

housing development programme. I was par-

ticularly interested in an article in the Times
Review of Fort Erie, Ont., of Nov. 27, 1974,
and it's headlined—

Mr. Chairman: I am wondering if the hon.

member isn't on item 3 on the $103 million.

Mr. Haggerty: No, this is Ontario Housing.

Mr. Chairman: Oh, I am sorry. Continue,

please.

Mr. Haggerty: You will have to wait till I

get into it, Mr. Chairman, to follow my com-
ments. I was interested to read the article

whose headline was "HOME 200-lot Sub-

division Okayed." It read:

Monday evening council unanimously

agreed to the proposal of a 200-lot sub-

division along Crescent Rd. which will put
low-cost on the market on an easy financ-

ing scheme with guaranteed prices.

Of course, this is an agreement by St. David's

Investment, located some pliace in the city of

St. Catharines, under the planning, or joint

planning, with Ontario Housing Corp. which
will purchase the lots in 67-lot packages. I

was interested further in the article:

The lots can be acquired under a 50-

year lease but residents have the option to

purchase a lot outright from OHC every
five years. The mortgages will be based

upon a 50-year mortgage term rather than

the usual 25-year mortgages.
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Of course, when one looks at this particular
section here it means that regardless of how
man\- years a person is purchasing that home
it will take al)out 15 years before he gets

maybe $100 equity into the purchase of the

home. When you extend it for 50 years, that

is rather a long time, you know. It is a

question whether a person will be living by
that time to pay off the mortgage.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. I think the

hon. member is on item 3, which is the On-

tario Mortgage Corp. and not on the North

Pickering project.

Mr. Haggerty: Does this deal particularly

with North Pickering? It doesn't say in here.

Ml. Chairman: We are on item 2, which

is the Ontario Housing North Pickering

project. I would say that the member is out

of order if he is not si)eaking to the par-

ticular money voted in that estimate.

Mr. Haggerty: Perhaps you are quite

right. I will allow the minister to go and

sign that document.

Mf. Chairman: The hon. member for

Victoria-Haliburton.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson (Victoria-Haliburton):

Mr. Chairman, I wonder if the minister

would comment upon the North Pickering

project developing plan, whereby the citizen

advisory group are working with the plan-

ners. It seems to me there is some cause for

concern in the reflection of the development
of the plan which is very much due to the

lack of sufficient co-operation among these

two groups.

I want to say, too, that I think the idea of

the citizen advisory group working with the

planners is an excellent one. The only thing

I am very much concerned with is the com-
ments that I get from some of those people
that decisions are always arrived at before

they sit down to decide upon them. If that

is the case, you will soon lose that group
who are advising you and working with you
on the development of the plan, and I think

this is very much a reflection of the develop-
ment of the North Pickering plan itself and
its project.

I just simply want to remind the minister

that he has to have the full co-operation of

other ministries of this government to

develop this project, because, as I have said

in this House before, confusion and chaos
are going to happen out there because

everybody is setting a target date of 1977
to start everything. You have the airport

starting; you have this project starting; you
have 407 starting; you have the widening of

Highway 7 starting; and you have the hous-

ing that is directly south of Markham being

completed. You have all that, and then you
have the garbage trucks and everything else

going out to that garlmge area, which is

through that very section. It seems to me
that you have got everything, and everybody
is doing an excellent job, but there is lack

of co-ordination for the services of the

people.

I am particularly concerned because I

come down through there every week from

my riding to this place, and I can visualize

that the first guy who tosses away the key
to a car on one of those one-way sections of

the highway will stop everything in that par-

ticular section of this province for about two

weeks, because we will never get a tow

truck close to that car.

It seems to me you don't have the outlets

or facilities for this sort of thing.

I wonder if that North Pickering project

planning group is doing anything more than

looking at the 8,000-acre piece of land and

thinking outside and whether it is really

utilizing the citizen's group there who can

reflect some of these things that are of

great concern to places around the project.

These problems are certainly going to inter-

fere with the way of life of much of Ontario

of those who have to go back and forth

through that particular section of this prov-

ince.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, the hon.

member has brought forward a very impor-
tant point and I would like to comment on

it. Only this week I met with the advisory

group of some of citizens in the area, at

least in North Pickering. We assured them
that they would have the services of a plan-
ner to assist them to have their views known
to the development corporation and to the

minister at all times.

We also have to say to the member cer-

tainly when the plan is developed it will be

with the full co-ordination and full co-

operation, I hope, of all our ministries. On
the matter of transportation and the matter

of the protection of the environment, all of

the related ministries will certainly have full

input as to the ultimate plan.

In the past, it's my understanding that the

North Pickering staff have endeavoured to

combine all the ministries involved in regard
to their views. Now that we have a develop-
ment corporation and the staff for North

Pickering, we will have a plan which relates
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directly to all the problems which will have

to be resolved before the official plan for

development is approved by the minister.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: Mr. Chairman, I

would simply point out that some of the big-

gest projects this province has ever seen are

all going to take place in one small acreage
of Ontario in the same year without the

present facilities being adequate for the pres-
ent services required for the population of

that area and the rest of the province at the

present time.

Highway 48 going through Markham can-

not handle the traffic that is there now, north

of Highway 401 up to Markham. You need a

bypass at Markham for Highway 48 now, not

in 1977. You need Highway 407 running past
this project now, if you're going to start

trucking, construction and everything.

If you can just visualize the size of the

North Pickering project, the possibility and
a target date of the international airport and
the garbage trucks of Metro going through
there; if you can visualize all that taking

place in 1977, along with a greater popula-
tion directly using those facilities under way
now by the Minister of Housing in his own
housing programme, thereby adding an addi-

tional load on the facilities in that immediate

area; and all of this happening at one time,
within months, and everybody doing a good
job of planning on his own project, I seri-

ously doubt this province is co-ordinating all

those projects and activity on that small piece
of land.

What it's going to mean, I'll tell you, if

you stop all the traffic from that northeastern

and eastern part of Ontario flowing into this

city, is that you'll have such chaos as you've
never run into before.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Kent.

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Mr. Chairman,
listening to this debate makes me just won-
der. When I listen to the amount of money
that's being spent in one part of the province
for housing and so forth, it makes me wonder
about other parts of the province where we
have towns and villages which actually have
land for housing and which have land for

small industries. Yet some of them at the

present time, have built sewage plants and

they are delighted to get an industry to even
consider establishing in the town.

I firmly believe that our good land
shouldn't be used for housing or industry. I

know that towns and villages in southwestern
Ontario have land available for housing and

industry, as I said, but they have great diffi-

culty in encouraging them to establish in

those places.

One of the reasons is that there is no

work available in those towns and villages

in southwestern Ontario at the present time,

and many of them feel that it's practically

impossible to afford sewage plants. They
hesitate because there are so many pensioners
in those towns and villages, although they
have the land for housing and small indus-

tries.

In southwestern Ontario Mr. Chairman, we
produce many agricultural products, such as

soya beans, which we have to ship to To-

ronto or to Hamilton to have them crushed.

We also produce tobacco in that area, but

again it has to be transported to Toronto,
where there is one plant that manufactures

cigarettes. It's unusual, I think, that these

plants aren't established in towns and villages

in southwestern Ontario where the products
are produced.

We are proud of the city of Toronto, but

it has a problem in terms of crowding; it is

at the saturation point and there are not

enough means of transportation. But in the

towns and villages in agricultural areas, after

high school students are educated to grade
13 they are sent to universities across the

province of Ontario. When they graduate, of

course, they have to go to the great metro-

politan areas in order to get jobs that will

pay them the salaries to which they are en-

titled.

As I said before, these towns and villages

are anxious for development because they
have the land for housing and for small in-

dustries. I hope, therefore, that the minister

will look at this. We've had incentive pro-

grammes, under the Ministry of Industry and

Tourism, to encourage them to establish

small plants in those areas, but it never hap-

pened.

When these towns and villages build their

pollution control plants, they know they must

have some development in order to pay for

these new services, which have been needed

for many years. When I listen to the debates

here, and I think about the overcrowding and

lack of balance in the Province of Ontario

at the present time, I wonder why these

towns and villages can't get any develop-

ment. I hope the minister will take a serious

look at this situation.

The population of our towns and villages

has been stationary for 50 years; there has

been no growth whatsoever. Yet when we
look at the great Metropolitan Toronto area

—and we are proud of it; we are not against
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it—we see that it is overcrowded and that

there is a scarcity of land for housing—but

still no development takes place. We don't

want industries that are too big in these

towns and villages, but there is lots of room
for small industries in the towns and villages

of southwestern Ontario.

Mr. Singer: Well said.

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps we are straying a

little bit from the particular item.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: We might be, Mr. Chair-

man. I guess the han. member was relating

his remarks to the overall cost of North

Pickering, so I'll reply to that and perhaps

stray a bit too.

In any event, the development of the

project will certainly not be self-sustaining
for many years, but it would be my hope
that we would recover all the costs of this

development when the final plan for develop-
ment has been obtained.

Now, the member relates to other areas

which haven't received adequate develop-
ment. That was what I was referring to when
1 said there was to be an overall plan for

development throughout all of Ontario —
which the Treasurer will be announcing in

the not too distant future. For those mu-
nicipalities that wish to expand and wisih to

have finances provided, I am quite confident
that it will be done. We have assisted in

many cases in the past, and will continue
to do so in the future.

When we talk about the North Pickering
area being a preferred area, really it's not
the case. We are talking about providing
funding now for a project which I think in

the long run will be self-sustaining, and
will also provide funding for municipalities
throughout other parts of Ontario.

Mr. Chairman: Shall item 2 carry? Item
2 agreed to.

The hon. member for Downsview in

item 3.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, in item 3 the
minister is asking for some $58 million for

the Ontario Mortgage Corp. And when you
look at the page 7 in the estimate book, un-
der disbursements, it describes it as "ad-
vances to the Ontario Mortgage Corp. to be
disbursed in the form of primary and second-

ary financing under the HOME plan, the

Condominium Act and the Ontario Housing
Corp. Act."

Now, the minister knows that I have been

trying to get the specifics of the use of these

moneys from him; the statutory authority or

the regulations that have been passed in

regard to this; or even the ministerial direc-

tives that govern this. I've been trying to

get it from him. He's promised to look it up
and provide it to me.

Our research staflF have been trying to get

it, and we haven't really come up with any
specific programme, direction, ordfer, con-

trolling mechanism—certainly no regulations,

certainly no statutory provisions—which looks

after the disbursal of these moneys and sets

down the rules by which they are looked

after.

The best I've been able to come up with

is this, Mr, Chairman. Ontario Mortgage
Corp. apparently is a corporation incorpo-
rated under the Business Corporations Act,
and it was incorporated by government.
There are no specific statutory directions

relating to Ontario Mortgage Corp. The
shareholders or the people owning the shares

of that company are, I guess, the govern-
ment of Ontario.

We've heard about the HOME plan in

various speeches and announcements made
by this minister and his predecessors. The
Condominium Act really is nothing more
than the statute which providles the legal
method of creating condominiums and regis-

tering them in the appropriate registry of-

fices. And the Housing Corporation Act is

the enabling statute for the Ontario Housing
Corp.

So, having said all that, we are really back
to point one. What are the rules and regula-
tions governing these mortgages?

This is as far as I have been able to figure
out. I have here a copy of a circular talking
about another HOME community developed
by Ontario Housing Corp., an agency of the

Province of Ontario, in co-operation with the

government of Canada, There are some rules

here about these mortgages.

I would presume that what I am going to

read now applies generally to the mortgages
that the Ontario Mortgage Corp. advances,

particularly insofar as condominiums are con-

cerned. And that is the sphere I'm going to

comment on at some length now.

Under the heading of eligibility rules in

this circular, it says:

Applicants must have been a resident

of Ontario for at least one full year. Ap-
plications are limited to one per family.

Now I think that's the first point I would ask

the m.nister to note carefully.
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Applications are limited to one per

family. In order to meet the objectives of

the HOME plan, applications are limited

to couples or indiv iduals with at least one

legal dependent.

I think that's important.

Generally, persons who have already

purchased an OHC-sponsored house are

not eligible to participate in this lottery.

Well, a lottery is not really applicable, be-

cause we are talking about certain HOME
houses. I'm talking about these mortgages so

far as they relate to the HOME mortgages
and so far as they relate to condominium
units.

Planned dwellings are for owner-occupancy
only and may not be sublet. If the successful

applicant owns a house or a home at present,
he or she must sell it before moving into a

dwelling offered in this lottery. Applicants
are restricted to single-income families whose
current gross annual incomes do not exceed

$14,500 and to two-income families earning

up to $17,000. In the latter case, 100 per
cent of both incomes may be totalled to de-

termine eligibility.

In order to qualify as a purchaser a family's
monthly carrying charges, land rental and

municipal taxes must not exceed 30 per cent

of the gross family income.

So what have we got, if those are the

general conditions? Would the minister agree
with me that generally those are the general
conditions that would apply to condominium

mortgages?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Yes.

Mr. Singer: All right. We have gone that

far. So they are limited to people within cer-

tain incomes, minimum and maximum. They
ar3 lim ted to people who do not already live

in a home or they have to sell it, and are

lim ted to people who—

Mrs. Campbell: And can only buy one.

Mr. Singer: —
)'es, can only buy one—and

are limited to people who aren't allowed to

sublet.

Tliose, basically, are the general condi-

tions. If you look at one of these mortgages—
I am reading from a HOME mortgage, and
the forms are substantially the same; they
are printed forms—clause 21 of the mortgage
I am reading from says:

Providing that within a period of five

years of the date of registration, any trans-

fer or conveyance or other dealing with
the said unit, other than the transfer of

conveyance by the mortgagee to the first

purchaser, which has the effect of trans-

ferring the legal or equitable interest in the

said unit, shall take place without the prior
consent of the mortgagee [and that's

HOME] then, in that event, and at the

option of the mortgagee herein and upon
demand, the balance of the principal sum

hereby secured, together with any other

moneys due and ovdng to the mortgagee

pursuant to the terms of this mortgage to-

gether with interest as herein divided,

shall forthwith become due and payable.

To attempt to translate that into a little

simpler English, what it means is that after

the sale to the first owner, who is able to

take advantage of this government mortgage,

subsequent sales are subject to supervision
and prior approval of Ontario Housing, and
in the event that they don't approve they
can call for the immediate payment of all

the balance due and owing under the mort-

gage; not an unreasonable control step at all.

What kind of mortgage are we talking
about in addition to the specific qualifications?
We are talking about 8% per cent mortgages;
at least some 3V4 per cent below the going
market rate. So we are talking about people
who have the need for condominium hous-

ing and who are being given an advantage

by government under this plan. That's what
the minister is asking for; he is asking for

another $58 million worth of funds to help

people who need housing. In fact, it's more
than helping; it's subsidizing, because he is

enabling a certain group of the community
of Ontario to arrange mortgages at less than

the going rate. That is a subsidy. And if

somebody can get an 8% per cent mortgage,

they are going to benefit from that. They are,

in fact, being provided a subsidy by the rest

of the people of the Province of Ontario.

In principle we don't object to that, pro-
vided, Mr. Chairman—and this is what these

remarks are all about—that this is fairly and

equitably done and the rules are lived up to.

What I am going to establish now, Mr. Chair-

man, are half a dozen examples where the

rules have not been lived up to. And I am
going to say that in light of the past per-
formance of Ontario Housing and of the

ministry, the minister does not deserve to

have voted to him the $58 million he is

now asking for; because there is no evidence

at all that his officials or the officials of

Ontario Housing Corp. who are charged with

this responsibility have done their work prop-

erly, if at all.

While it's bad enough if it's merely negli-

gence, it may be much more; and I don't
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understand what it is, Mr. Chairman—but let

me give you some of the history that we have

been able to ascertain.

I am going to talk about specific titles and

mention specific names. The first building I

am talking about is unit 18, level 29, build-

ing 5, Crescent Town, York condominium 76,

5 Massey Square. There is a charge or mort-

gage. These mortgages I think nm to what,
Mr. Minister, about 90 per cent or 95 per
cent?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: About 90 or 95 per cent.

Mr. Singer: Yes, 90 or 95. There is the

charge that goes on on July 1, 1972. It is

put on by the owner-developers, I suppose
for the record you might as well have the

names of the owner-developers. They are

Rose Park St. James Investments, Rose Park
Parliament Investments, Rose Park Wellesley,
Rose Park Rleeker and Rose Park Howard
Investments. Those are the developers. On-
tario Housing Corp. gives them a mortgage
and it's in the standard form for $22,074 and
that mortgage bears interest at the rate of

8% per cent.

Then the first owner is a gentleman called

Al Hladik. He buys that property from the

owners, that condominium unit, for $23,196.

So, in fact, his down payment, according to

this, is the difference between $22,000 and

$23,000, roughly $1,000. Mr. Hladik becomes
the owner of this condominum unit, subject
to a $22,000 mortgage, interest at 8% per

cent, and he has put up his down payment,
presumably of $1,000, in September, 1973.

In November 1973, two months later, Mr.
Hladik sells to a Eugene Pavelek, the same

unit, for $26,500. Tliat is not a bad turn-

over for Mr. Hladik in a two-month period.
He makes a profit apparently of some $3,500.
But interestingly enough, Mr. Chairman, the

mortgage stays there; so Mr. Hladik really
had something very merchantable. He puts

up $1,000, he gets a cheap mortgage sub-

sidized by all of the people in Ontario and
then he turns around and sells it to Mr.
Pavelek for the extra $3,000. Mr. Pavelek

gives back to Mr. Hladik a second mortgage
for 10 per cent on $3,400, a little more than

the difference in price. Mr. Hladik is a

pretty shrewd operator. He takes back a

second mortgage at a higher rate of interest

and more than the difference in the two

prices. Instance one, Mr. Hladik.

Let's go now to unit 1, level 18, building
3, the same condominium development. The
owners put on a mortgage to Ontario Hous-

ing Corp., and they then sell it to Oldrick
Hladik. Our research indicates that Oldrick
Hladik is the same person as Al Hladik.

There is no doubt. He becomes the owner
of a second one.

'Remember the conditions, Mr. Chairman.
The conditions were only one to a customer
and it's to benefit a person in a particular
income bracket; and if he changes, then

Ontario Housing should be able to move in

and demand the payment of it. I guess they
didn't pay too much attention to Mr. Hladik
or their checking wasn't very close. Now
Mr. Hladik on Nov. 4, 1972, owns unit 1,

level 18, building 3. At that point, he has

owned one and sold it at a profit and he
now owns the second one.

Mrs. Campbell: No, this one he bought in

1972. The other was in 1973.

Mr. Singer: Oh yes. There's a second one
in any event. Then look at unit 1, level 11,

building 1. A mortgage again, a low rate of

interest again and transferred to—guess who?
Good old Oldrick Hladik. He gets the third

one.

One to a customer, Mr. Chairman; but
here's old Rick Hladik who has had three.

Then there is unit 7, level 28, building 5,

the same development.

Mr. Ruston: He must know the minister.

Mr. Gaunt: He must be a good Conservative.

Mr. Singer: I don't know who he was.
There's a charge on July 1, 1972, to Ontario

Housing.

Mr. D. A. Evans (Simcoe Centre): There
are no bad ones,

Mr. Singer: The first owner is not Mr.
Hladik but a lady named Sylvia Bucek.

However, she doesn't hold it for very long.
On Jan. 15, 1974, she sells it good old

Oldrick Hladik. So now he has four. Hladik
holds that then for two months from Jan.

15, 1974, to Mar. 12, 1974, and then he sells

it to someone called Mohan Dixon for

$25,000; and Mohan Dixon gives back a
second mortgage to Hladik for $2,900 at 11

per cent per annum.

So this scheme certainly has been a great
benefit plan to Oldrick Hladik. The govern-
ment obviously has not checked, or Ontario

Housing has not checked carefully or at all,

insofar as the approval of the initial purchaser
is concerned. Certainly no approval seemed
to have been sought when the units changed
hands for second and third times, because the
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original mortgage, the first mortgage to On-
tario Housing, remains. It wouldn't appear
from anthing registered on the title that this

clause 21, being one of the standard printed
clauses in the mortgage, has ever been used.

What are you up to? Or what are your
officials up to? If I use the word "you," Mr.

Minister, you'll understand I'm not referring
to you doing it personally, I'm referring to

the administration that it is apparent you are

accountable for, and the people who I do not

believe are doing their job.

All right, that's one set of properties. In

the same area, unit 10, level 29, building 5,

there's a charge or mortgage on July 1,

1972, given by the owners to Ontario Hous-

ing; the same mortgage, same interest rate

and so on. They transferred, on Feb. 1,

1974, to Wilmot Watson. And Wilmot Wat-

son, on Nov. 15, 1974, not very long ago,
transfers the property to Mohammedali
Bandali for some $35,000. That's one instance.

Unit 11, level 29, building 5: A charge
from the owners to Ontario Housing Corp.
transferred on Nov. 14, 1973, to Moham-
medali. So, he's got a second one. And then

he transfers it, on Dec 31, 1973, to Doris

Wisiak. The price increasing every time and

people profiteering—the same people profiteer-

ing—at the expense of the poeple of the

Province of Ontario.

You have the safeguards, you don't use them;
these things take place in instance after in-

stance, and there is no policing work done

by the Ontario Housing Corp,

Let me give you another one. Flemingdon
Woods, York condominium 73743. The de-

velopers are Davill Investments Ltd., Car-
Allen Investments Ltd. and Olympia and
York Developments Ltd. And for condomin-
ium unit 8, level 7, condominium 43, 5
Vicora Linkway the history is much the

same, just some of the actors change.

There is a charge from the owners to On-
tario Housing in 1971. In 1974, Mar. 11,

HaiTy Anthony and V. Milner—I'm missing
one document; the owners must have trans-

ferred to Harry Anthony and V. Milner—they
sell it to David Morris for $35,500, and
David Morris gives back a second mortgage
to Harry Anthony and V. Milner

I may say there is one common thread
that nms through this. Not once is the orig-
inal mortgage to Ontario Housing ever dis-

charged; not once has this clause 21 ever
been taken advantage of.

In the same development, unit 15, level 15,
condominium 43, the charge from the owners
to Ontario Housing in 1974; and then on

Feb. 5, 1974, one WiUiam Pye sells it to

none other than David Morris. So there

David Morris has two.

But there's more to come about David
Morris. Unit 7, level 1, condominium 43,

charge in November of 1971 to Ontario

Housing, transferred April 22, 1974, to—

guess who?—David Morris by the owners.

Now he's got three.

And then the penthouse 3, level 20, 60
Pavance Linkway; there is a transfer again,
I am advised, to David Morris. He's got four.

One to a customer? No profiteering? Con-
trolled income, high and low levels? What
kind of nonsense does the government do?

Who do they subsidize? Why do they sub-

sidize people who apparently don't need it,

people who deal in land, people who take

advantage of the bonus given to them by the

people of the province of Ontario to provide
low interest rate mortgages? What kind of

controls do you have?

Let me give you another one. Flemingdon
Woods condominium No. 77, unit 14, level

13; condominiimi 77, 5 Victoria Linkway.
Charge from the owners to Ontario Housing
Corp., May 1, 1972; transfer from the own-
ers on Dec. 20, 1972, to Pierre Imbert.

As I say the actors change, but the story

is exactly the same.

Unit 1, level 16, condominium 77. Charge
from the owners to Ontario Housing; trans-

fer from the owners on Feb. 9, 1973 to

Pierre Imbert.

Mr. Good: Public inquiry.

Mr. Singer: Unit 1, level—I can't read the

typing here, the level really doesn't matter,

we can find it if the minister is awfully con-

cerned — condominium 77. Pierre Imbert is

there again. So he has got three.

When we had found out that much, Mr.

Chairman, I decided the case was well

enough established. Obviously there are spec-
ulators speculating on the HOME land. Ob-

viously there are speculators speculating at

the expense of the people of Ontario. Al-

though there are directions and policies, and
even mortgage clause privileges that allow

tliis to be stopped, and requirements for a

check of the first purchaser, obviously who-
ever is charged with that responsibility either

has done their work very badly or they
haven't done it at all. If the excuse is neg-

ligence there is no excuse for it, and if the

excuse is something else then perhaps some
criminal charges should be laid.

Mr. Haggerty: Time for an inquiry.
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Mr. Singer: I say, Mr. Chairman, the time

has come—and it is long overdue—for a com-

plete and thorough-going top to bottom in-

vestigation and public inquiry into the bus-

iness management and the aiFairs of Ontario

Housing Corp. Mr. Chairman, you may be
aware that I am sort of in the midst of the

saga of South Milton. I am not going to

continue that today; I will continue tihat on
another day.

I also have another phase of Ontario

Housing that on another day I am going to

take up with the minister and I have been

nibbling at it in question period. That is

about overcharging and payments of inflated

invoices—how many times it happened— and
the relationship of all those incidents to the

27 charges that were laid against Ontario

Housing employees for accepting gifts; be-

cause I suggest, Mr. Chairman, there is a
definite relationship.

However, appropriate only to this hour is

the request of the minister for some $58 mil-
lion for more mortgages, and I say, Mr.

Chairman, that my colleagues and I cannot

bring ourselves to vote this amount of money,
even though the idea behind this kind of

mortgage lending is a good one and is for
a group of Ontario citizens who need some
substantial help to buy housing units.

We are not satisfied, Mr. Chairman. We
are not satisfied that Ontario Housing is

doing its job and is letting out these mort-

gages on a fair and reasonable and equitable
basis. It has allowed, for whatever reason,
it has allowed exploiters and developers and

speculators to move in and to make a profit.

Unless and until the minister can give us

some reasonable explanation as to why this

kind of event should have taken place, not
once but dozens of times, then I don't know
how he can expect the House to have con-
fidence in the administration of this scheme.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Welland
South.

Mr. Haggerty: Did the minister want to

reply?

Mr. Chairman: Did the minister want to

reply to the member for Downsview?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Obviously I will look into the matters that

have been raised by the member for Downs-
view. I haven't got the facts, as he has. I

wish to substantiate what he has said and
will do so. If there has been a misuse of

the plan then I will certainly take steps to

correct any misuse.

I am aware of one other instance which
took place without our knowledge—without
OHC being aware that a transfer had been

made. This happens at times when the mort-

gage is not discharged, a person can make
a sale without the knowledge of OHC, Now
it may be that the member has hit a very

important point when he said the original

mortgage was not discharged. That, I think,

is the crux of the problem.

If we are not aware of the sales, it is not

that OHC is not doing its job properly. I

think it's a matter of people being dishonest

with the intent of the programme. It doesn't

relieve us, though, of the obligation to be on

top of problems such as this, and I will look

into the matter. I think if we had allowed

the mortgage to be discharged and this man
to have three properties, knowing that he had
three properties, then I would say that we
are very much in the wrong. But I do not

believe that OHC, or any of its oflBcers, knew
that one person had two or three or four

properties.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, I would think

that whatever system of checking did exist,

surely there should have been some kind of

sworn declaration on behalf of the first

owner that he owned no others, and that

should have been renewed. When you get
one owner with four and you have some kind

of affidavit, then the man is guilty of per-

jury.

An hon. member: How?

Mr. Singer: Wait a minute. Secondly, if I

buy a house on which there is an existing

mortgage, my lawyer is going to ask for a

mortgage statement. I'm certain that the

secondary and tertiary purchasers would have

had lawyers who would have asked for

mortgage statements and they would have

asked the mortgagee; and the mortgagee was
Ontario Housing Corp. When the request
came in, surely somebody should have been

alerted in Ontario Housing Corp., when they
had to send out a mortgage statement as to

how much was owing under an existing

mortgage, that there was a pending change in

ownership.

Third, after the ownership had moved from

A to B the mortgage payments would no

longer come in from A, who was the original

first owner. If you get a cheque from B when
the mortgage is with A, that might have

sounded some kind of a warning bell.

If the scheme is such that one of these

multiple owners arranged some complicated

system of getting the money due under the
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mortgage paid to him so the cheques would
be sent in by him, then you're in the midst

of the great scheme of fraud. Then, I think,

you should get your police after that and

charge some of these people.

But it doesn't seem logical to me, Mr.

Chairman, that when mortgage statements

should be required, when cheques are re-

quired regularly, and when you get the same
names on your books three, four and five

times, that somebody over there shouldn't

have been able to find out what was going
on.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: Were they different

lawyers?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I think

we have to determine, first of all, who was
the lawyer involved on behalf of the owner
and on behalf of the next buyer; whether it

was the same lawyer or not. It could have
been. And whether the standards used by
the lawyers in all cases are at the same level,

I'm not going to comment on. I would sug-

gest there could be a difference.

I'm going to assure the hon. member,
though, I'm going to look into the matters

raised before us. If we are at fault, I will

quite readily admit to this and find out why.
First of all, before I make any comments,
I want to find out what the transactions

actually were, and how they took place. I

think that is a reasonable request.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, before I let the

minister go on this: Can you tell me, in brief

outline, what system of checking exists now,
today, Dec. 18, 1974, for handling these

mortgages?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: You have already read

the book.

Mr. Singer: Is that the system? My friend

Mr. Breithaupt, not the member for Kitchener,

my friend Mr. Breithaupt puts himself within

that income category. What does he have to

do to get approval? Does he fill out forms?
Does he swear an aflBdavit?

Once Ontario Housing Corp. sees his name,
is it run through a card list to see if he's

already a mortgagor? What is your specific

system of checking? What are the mechanics
of it? Because I think the mechanics are

very, very important.
It's my suggestion that it just isn't working,

in view of the evidence I've heard here. The
mechanics can't be very accurate, unless there
is some explanation for this strange series of

events; not just one instance, but the four or

five I've outlined and many more that I

understand exist.

Does the minister know, and can he ex-

plain to us how the present system works as

of Dec. 18, 1974?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, we have

already clarified this in answering the mem-
ber's previous comments about the system.
But what we haven't really determined is

how you can be assured, when someone
makes an affidavit, that he is not telling the

truth. Generally you would assume they are

telling the truth.

Mr. Singer: If there is an affidavit; do you
know?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: If they sign an affidavit

that they have no other homes, then I assume
that that should be the truth. If someone is

committing fraud we will look into that, and
that's what I want to do.

Mr. Singer: Do you have the forms with

you? What documentation is required? Is it

in the form of an affidavit? Is it in the form

of a statement? Can vou indicate the extent

to which the requests for mortgage state-

ments are related to existing records and the

extent to which payments are related to

named mortgagors whom the government or

Ontario Housing believes are the existing

mortgagors—

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, obviously
I haven't got them with me, but I will under-

take to find out what procedures are followed

and what happened in these particular cases

and tell the House what we do and what

happens when we resume in the next few

days.

Mr. Chairman: Is the member for Welland
South on the same question? If not, the mem-
ber for Wentworth.

Mr. Haggerty: I am on vote 804.

Mr. Chairman: Yes, I know you are on the

same vote, but I think the member for Went-
worth had a question on the same subject
as the member for Downsview.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): I have a very
similar questiqn to the one raised by the

member for Downsview. I raised the ques-
tion last week about the family in Bramalea.

You are familiar, are you, with the Nance-
kivell situation with Mr. Kalyani, who pur-
chased the home, never lived in it and rented

it? Perhaps you can answer the questions
that I raised last week, but what I would
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Ike to ask of you in that regard is this:

Ontario Housing were obviously aware that

Mr. Kalyani wasn't Hvine in tne home, be-

cause they sent out two letters addressed to

"the occujjant" because they didn't know who
was there. If they were aware that was going
on, if they were aware that Mr. Kalyani had
never ever moved in and that he had rented

it from day one, in what I think is in viola-

tion of the agreement that he signed with

Ontario Housing-

Mr. Singer: It is.

Mr. Deans: I haven't seen the agreement,
I can only assume it was in violation.

Mr. Singer: It was in violation of those

conditions. I read the conditions.

Mr. Deans: Then how can it be that this

can go on and Ontario Housing can be aware
of it and absolutely nothing happens?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, on this

particular case the member is referring to,

I haven't got the answer wdth me. But I have
the answer in that particular case and I will

read it out tomorrow.

Mr. Deans: You are aware there are other

homes in the area that have been sitting

empty since April of last year.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Well there is more to it

than what you see on the surface.

Mr. Deans: Okay, I am only telling you
what I know. Tm not claiming for one min-
ute that every word I uttered in that regard
was gospel truth. It was, as far as I was
concerned. I was telling you what I believed

to be true.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I have a full statement

I can give you on that.

Mr. Deans: And when will you make it?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I can do it tomorrow.

Mr. Deans: Okay. I do have another mat-

ter, but ni yield to the member from Wel-
land, since I interjected into his comments.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Welland
South.

Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Chairman, perhaps I

can continue what I started before I was
ruled out of order, and that deals in particular
with the housing development programme,
vote 804, item 3. I was making reference
to an article in the Fort Erie Times Review

of Nov. 27, 1974, headlined "HOME 200-lot

Subdivision Okayed." It said:

Monday evening, council unanimously

agreed to the proposal of a 200-lot sub-

division along Crescent Rd. which will put

low-cost on the market on an easy financing

scheme with guaranteed prices.

It is not my intention to slight council. I

have every confidence in the members of

the Fort Erie council, but when I look at

the scheme with guaranteed prices and I
^a

on down further in the article—perhaps 111

outline just what they mean by "guaranteed
income."

The article said: "It had been mentioned

by Alderman Miller that the average cost of

a lot would be $10,000 and the average cost

of one of the homes would be $22,000." Sa

I suppose if you look at the total it would

be $32,000 to purchase a Home Ownership
Made Easy home in that area. The agree-

ment is with St. David's Investments, who

perhaps are located in the city of St. Cath-

arines, and the property consists of the Cres-

cent Farms in the Crescent Park area of Fort

Erie.

I was interested further in the article that

lots can be acquired under a 50-year lease,

but residents have the option to purchase
the lots outright from the OHC every five

years. The mortgages will be based on a 50-

year term rather than on the usual 20- to

25-year mortgages.

I must say to the minister that I don't

think a person would ever pay ofiF a 50-year

mortgage. He would be between 70 and 80

years or age. I suppose on a long-term mort-

gage like that it might take 15 years before

the owner obtains any equity in the land or

the home itself. I'm sure the minister would
be able to come up with a better and more

equitable scheme than that to provide hous-

ing for the citizens of this province.

The more I look into this matter of the

involvement of Ontario Housing Corp., the

more I believe that it's not going to provide
land at a reasonable cost. For the life of

me I can't understand why your ministry
hasn't done some research in the area of the

cost of existing serviced lots and lots being
sold in subdivisions. There is an exception-

ally good subdivision between Crystal Beach
and Ridgeway, and the lots there have been

selling there for anywhere from $5,200 to

$6,000, including a $500 impost charge by
the municipality. The lot price includes

hard-surfaced roads with two coats of asphalt,

storm sewers, water services and underground
wiring.
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The lots in that subdivision are 75 ft in

frontage by 132 ft in depth, while the lots

that are covered by the agreement between

Ontario Housing and St. David's Investments

have a frontage of approximately 50 ft, I

believe. In other words, they will be approxi-

mately 4V2 or five lots on an acre of land.

Based on those figures, as well as the in-

formation I have before me and the informa-

tion I have obtained through a good source,

the developers who purchased the land at a

cost of $2,500 an acre will sell serviced lots

at $10,000 each. So there is going to be a

good profit—almost $25,000—on an acre of

land after it is all serviced.

I have also talked to a contractor in the

area, and he tells me that he can install

sewer and water services in that area for

approximately $8 a ft frontage. Therefore,

you are talking about $400 a serviced lot; if

you split it down both sides, I suppose that

is what it will work out at for these services.

As I look into this matter further, it is

my feeling that the people who are going
to purchase these lots will have been taken.

Do you know what that is going to do to

that municipality? It's going to change the
whole assessment pattern of that municipal-

ity, based on the interest and the involve-
ment of the Ontario Housing Corp. They
haven't done any research before going into

an agreement in a municipality—at least they
didn't in this particular municipality—because
if they had they would have searched out the

price at which property was being sold. There
was no appraisal given on the property They
just went in and said: "This is the agreement,
and th's is what it is going to cost the home-
owner to purchase this land under the Home
Ownership Made Easy Programme." I can't

see that it's going to be easy for any person
to buy a lot to build a home in this par-
ticular area, because I think they have been
taken. It only adds further to the inflated

land v^ues in that area.

As the member for Downsview stated, a

complete overhaul of Ontario Housing is

needed. He was right when he said there
should be an inquiry made into their oper-
ations, because I don't think they are doing
the job they should be doing in the Province
of Ontario—not when they can go out and get
involved in a scheme like this, where persons
are going to have to pay $10,000 for a lot. It

might be worth $10,000 in the city of To-
ronto or some other area, but a lot is not
worth $10,000 in the town of Port Erie, be-
cause land is never sold for that price.

In the official plan that the minister has

just signed today for the town of Fort Erie,

I believe there is a clause that refers to

''unique development" or "estate planning,"
I believe. You might find that the lots will

sell for that much on the Niagara Blvd., but

then again you are talking about one or two
acres of land; however novirhere is land

worth $10,000 a serviced lot in the town of

Fort Erie.

I hope the minister will take seriously the

words that I am trying to convey to him this

afternoon and that before Ontario Housing
gets involved in any more of these schemes

they should go out and make an appraisal of

what land is worth in the area, without just

coming in and saying. "This is the agreement
today; the lots are going to be worth $10,000
a year from now." It just throws the value

of land right out the door.

I have talked to a number of real estate

persons and brokers in the area and they
have definitely told me that land is not

worth that much in that area. Now you have

come in, you have allowed them to establish

the price of $10,000 and it's just going to

mushroom across that whole municipality.

It's going to add furtlier to the costs of

those persons who want to purchase a HOME
condominium and can't; not at that price,

because peAaps the income is not that high
in that area as it is perhaps in the city of

Toronto. All these things should be taken into

consideration before you allow Ontario Hous-

ing to venture into such a scheme.

I believe the member for St. George men-
tioned the other day— was it SAS or some-

thing like that? I think she's right when she

said there was special assistance to specu-
lators in the Province of Ontario. This in-

stance indicates that you are tied in with

certain developers in the Province of On-

tario, and there hasn't been any saving passed
back to the person who wants to purchase
tbe home.

There is much to be gained by past ex-

perience in housing in Canada. One can go
back to the war years and look at the war-

time housing, the crisis that we had at that

time and how it was solved. I see some of

those houses as I drive to the city of St.

Catharines, the town of Fort Erie or the city

of Well and. Those houses are still there to-

day, and they have met the needs of the

housing crisis without establishing some
houses on 70- or 80-foot lots that you are

perhaps going to have in some of these plans
in the Province of Ontario.

I think the basic needs of a house should

be there without having a two-car garage
attached to it, saddling the homeowner with
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additional cost to purchase a home. Give

them the basic needs first for that home and

then the garage and that can follow later on.

I just hope that your ministry would take a

look at the wartime housing. It has served a

purpose and there is no reason why it cannot

be done today without saddling people with

a 50-year mortgage. It's ridiculous to go out

and buy a home today with 50 years to pay
it off. They'll never pay it off.

I am hoping the minister will take tliese

things into consideration. I suppose, too,

when you look at the uniform building code
this should bring down the cost of housing
too. If a person wanted to go out and build

a home today, he shouldn't have to get money
through another source or agency of the

government or through some developer. His

job should be the security for obtaining a

loan to build a home. That's all that's re-

quired.

He shouldn't have to go through this

agency or that agency. By the time they get
the rake-off and a commission on it, that's

about $4,000 on a home. These things have
to be changed if you want to put homes up
for the average person to purchase in the
Province of Ontario. The scheme that you
have going today is going to saddle that man
with debt for the rest of his life, that's what
it does.

He will never be able to obtain ownership
unless you change your programme and let

his job provide the security. Let him go to

the bank, and you finance the bank, in a

sense, to let him get the loan from them
without going through all your special agents,
which puts a hidden tax on to the cost of

borrowing that money. This is what is taking
place in the Province of Ontario. A different

approach has to be taken to it.

With private lenders people don't go
through two or three hands to get money.
They go through one party. Perhaps I have
to assess it this way: As soon as the govern-
ment gets involved in it, the cost can go sky-
hi?h. He'll pay for the rest of his life, on a

50-year mortgage, as long as the government
is involved in it; and I think this is wrong.

Perhaps if you went back to the 25-year
mortgage, to the 25-year club, it would prob-
ably be better for us today. We wouldn't be
into this inflationary spiral which the govern-
ment has caused through this type of a pro-

gramme. It's time the minister took a good
look at this. Cut out the red tape, cut out all

these fringe benefits to your associates and
the developers and give the homeowner a

break if you really want to do something.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister want to

reply to this?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Yes, Mr. Chairman. The
member has brought up various points which
I feel have to be answered to get this HOME
plan in its right perspective. Right now what
we do it we have three appraisals for every

purchase that is made through OHC,- two

independent appraisals and one appraisal by
our own OHC staff-

Mr. Singer: Like in South Milton.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —on the lands that are

purchased for HOME or for senior citizens'

accommodation or for rent-geared-to-income
accommodation. In your particular munici-

pality, I am not aware of the actual circum-

stances. You should be. You say you are not

in agreement with your municipality. I think

this is where some of the problems lie in

the cost of housing.

Mr. Haggerty: I didn't say I wasn't in

agreement, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Didn't you?

Mr. Haggerty: I said I didn't want to slight

them in any ^way.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: What else did you sa\'?

I am sorry.

Mr. Haggerty: I said I had every con-

fidence in their judgement.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Well, you can't have it

both ways.

Mr. Haggerty: I don't want it both ways.
I have every confidence in the council.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I thought you were taking
issue with your municipality.

Mr. Haggerty: I am taking issue with

you.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I couldn't hear you.
Would you repeat what you said because I

couldn't hear?

Mr. Haggerty: To make a reply to )T)ur

comments, you said there is an appraisal

given and I said that to my knowledge there

was no appraisal given of the land values in

that area. I have talked to real estate persons
in that area and they have indicated to me
that to their knowledge also no appraisal was

given. The other real estate agencies had

property available for housing; I can say this

much, almost a stone's throw from the

property that was purchased, land was avail-
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able which you could have bought cheaper
than that.

What I am saying is that when you get

into a scheme such as this, if you are going
to do it, deal directly with the municipalities.

Why must you bring a developer into it and

let hm walk off with $25,000 profit on an

acre of land? That's a ripoff at the expense
of those persons who are going to purchase
that property and it is at the expense of the

taxpayers of this province.

OHC isn't going to make a profit off it,

so why shoidd the developer come in and

reap the profits off it? Thats the point I am

making.

I said you have got a lot to learn, if you

go back some 30 or 40 years ago and look

at the programmes we had for wartime hous-

ing. It solved the problem of a housing crisis

at that time and those homes are still stand-

ing today. Some of the owners have made
vast improvements on them. The old saying
is: "A home is a man's castle."

Mr. Chairman: Has the minister had

enough of the member's speech repeated
now?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The point I wished to

make was that the purchase of the property,
if it is by OHC, has to be with the approval
of the municipality. This is what I thought
the member was taking issue on, that he

didn't agree with the municipality's decision

that we should purchase lands in that par-
ticular area. As to the point of the profit,

I

say again that the method we use is that

appraisals are made on the lands that are

purchased. So I don't see that there's a ripoff
there-

Mr. Haggerty: Do you say $25,000 in that

area isn't a ripoff?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I am not saying there w^s

$25,000. You are saying it. I am saying that

I don't believe there is a ripoff in any area

where we go in with the HOME plan.

What I want to also remark on is the fact

the mortgages are 50 years at the present
time—because of the high rate of interest.

We are not the ones responsible primarily for

the high rate of interest. It is the federal

government's responsibility to lower the in-

terest rate to where it should be by curbing
inflation. We have entered into a limited

dividend programme at eight per cent but

we have also subsidized housing where ne-

cessary, as far as we can with our limited

resources. The federal government has much

more resources than us and has not provided
us with the funding that's necessary.

Mr. Haggerty: Have you no scheme in the

Province of Ontario—let's take ODC. In the

past you've given interest-free loans, haven't

you? I think their interest at the present time

doesn't amount to 11 per cent or 12 per cent,

as it is to purchase a home today. You are

giving a preferred interest rate of, what?—

eight per cent or something like that?

Surely, if you can give it to one segment
of society you can give it to the other. It's as

the member for Grey-Bruce said; there are

two types of socialists, the rich and the poor,
and you've certainly defined it.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Went-

worth.

Mr. Deans: Thank you. I'm going to be

very brief because I want to touch on some-

thing I spoke about last week, but I want to

make a point with the minister about it. On

Monday last he answered a question that I

asked about a week ago, and he said that he

wasn't contemplating any changes in the lot-

tery which he proposed to conduct in Janu-

ary, I believe, of this coming year, for homes

that will be available in the immediate Hamil-

ton area, the Saltfleet satellite city area.

I want to make one last plea to you to

make some changes, because there are some

changes which are absolutely necessary if

you're going to restore public confidence in

the lottery. Obviously, the people who got

homes are reasonably happy. They weren't

happy before they got them; they weren't

happy with the way the lottery was con-

ducted before their names were dlrawn. Many
of them are honest enough to say they would

have preferred it had been changed, but now
that they've got the home they won't want

it changed for that lottery, and I don't blame

them. Okay? But I think from now on, for

the next lottery there are a few things you
shoidd consider.

You answered one letter from a Mr. Mur-

ray, stating that it would take something like

a year, or a year and a half, for all of the

names to be dhravm if they drew all 713 and

gave them a choice. I want to give you a

technique which may well work and which

would eliminate the problem.

Why would you not ask the person to list

on the application form in order of prefer-

ence the builder and the type of home from

the selected builders? Then, as the forms

are drawn, there will be a board on the wall.

And as they are drawn the forms say: first

choice, builder X; home type, Y; price, what-
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ever. Okay? And that's marked oflF all the

way through as you draw them.

It would take no longer than the current

system. It wuoldn't require then that there be

any contact between builder and applicant
to the extent that there has been in the past.

And it would give everyone a chance—one
in whatever the total number of lots were
that were going to be drawn.

If their first choice wasn't available, their

second choice would be checked on the

board. If that were not available their third

choice would be checked on the board; if

that were not available their fourth choice

would be checked, until each of the choices

had been checked off and they were allo-

cated to a builder and allocated the home
that their number was drawn for.

Surely that would make sense and it

wouldn't take a year for it to be accom-

plished. It could be accomplished in the

same length of time as it took to have the

original lottery—perhaps an extra two or

three hours at the very most. I think that

that could be done with no difficulty at all

and we wouldn't be faced with the kinds of

problems that we're now faced with.

Let me just quickly go througih what I

see as the problem areas, okay I think that

the narroNving down the choice from the

choice of a total number of lots to the choice
of the number of lots allocated to one

single
builder severely inlhibits the opportunity for

a great many people to get a home at all.

It means that rather than having one choice

—in this case one choice out of 713— they
may have one choice in 56, one choice in

43, one choice in 80, or whatever.

And we could have a repetition of what
occurred in this recently passed lottery. That
is, a particular builder didn't have a suffi-

cient number of applicants for the lots that
he had available. That because people had
to choose and they chose other builders. I

want to stress on the minister the majority
of people who applied in that lottery—99

per cent, I would venture the opinion—were

perfectly happy to accept any builder. All

they wanted was a house.

I want to say that I think the suggestion
IVe made would fill the bill; it wouldn't
create any great problem administratively
and would certainly give people a far greater
range of chances in the lottery.

I want to suggest too that the next time
there be a restriction on the area from which
the applicants will be accepted. It's unrea-

sonable, from my point of view, to hold a

lottery in Hamilton which is intended to

satisfy the housing needs of the people in

the immediate area, and have people from

Ottawa have their name drawn; have people
from Toronto have their name drawn. I

think that we should define the area, much
more clearly and we should make the draw
on the basis of trying to satisfy an immediate

housing need for people in the area in which
the houses are being built.

I think further that to whatever extent it

is possible—and this requires some discussion

I think—the homes should be restricted to

first-time purchasers. I think that that is one

of the things we may have to iron out some

problems with. But I think to whatever ex-

tent that is possible, that priority should be

given to first-time purchasers.

I want you to concern yourselves par-

ticularly about changes occurring in the

method of conducting the lottery during the

period while the lottery is in efi^ect. In other

words, after the date when the lottery is

started to the date when it is completed
and the draw is made, there should be no

changes other than those which are approved

specffically by the ministry. I think that you
are going to have to have a much closer

look at single persons applying and having
their names drawn.

Now you are familiar, I am sure, with

one or two cases in Hamilton—one in par-
ticular—which has gained some notoriety of

a young man having his name drawn for the

lottery. He and his fiance, who intend to

marry sometime in May or June of next year,

had applied jointly, I presume. But they

didn't, in fact, comply with the regulations.
Their need, great though it is, is not com-

parable to the need of many of the others.

There are those living in rooms and living
in substandard accommodation who have

families, and can't possibly have a home,
or get into accommodation of their own. I

want to come back to that point in a mo-
ment.

I want to urge that whoever is going to

be giving out the information about a lottery,
be briefed to the greatest extent possible in

order that there will be no misinformation

given out about the lottery. The last time
in Hamilton there was serious misinformation

given out which caused some considerable

concern, and may well have resulted in cer-

tain people not getting an opportunity to

acquire a home.

I want you to concern yourselves about the

workmanship of those builders who are, in

fact, involved in building under the HOME
programme. I really feel, as I stressed with

you some time ago, that we have to have
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more inspectors maintaining a high level of

quality.

We all appreciate that a person can't

expect to get a Cadillac for a Volkswagen

price, but I think you can expect to get a

well-built Volkswagen for a Volkswagen price.
It is a very large investment for those people.
It may well be cheaper than the private

market, but the investment of their life sav-

ings is to them as great as the investment of

anyone else's life savings. For many of them

they are investing a great deal of their in-

come. They can expect, I think, to get
decent workmanship; they can expect that

the builder will fulfil his obligation to them
in terms not only of building a home of

reasonable standards, but also of repairing
or bringing up to standard anything that is

in the home that may have been either over-

looked or done in a less than satisfactory

way.

I really do urge you to impose upon the

builders a much more serious examination;
that you have inspectors in the area to check
out the development as it goes along, and to

identify the inspectors for the benefit of the

purchasers in order that they can make con-

tact with them.

These developments are very large. We
have got over 1,000 homes being built in

the Hamilton area under the auspices of the

HOME programme. That would justify a
number of inspectors being there. One in-

spector, two inspectors or three inspectors
couldn't possibly inspect all those homes at

the time the development is taking place.

I want to tell you about a couple of things
that have upset me about the way in which
the lottery was conducted. I have had brought
to my attention that the advertisements in

the newspaper were inaccurate; that they did
not convey factual information to the prospec-
tive home purchaser. For example, on at

least one occasion—and there may be others
—it was indicated that the builder had con-

siderably more lots available to him than he

actually had. One, for example, showed that

there were 25 lots available to Settlement

Corp. when, in fact, there were only five.

People, had they known that there were only
five, obviously might have chosen another

builder, but they went to Settlement.

I know an individual who was chosen
sixth for a

single-family home and discovered
after he had been chosen that of the five-
not the 25 that he thought Settlement had
as a result of the ad in the paper-only three
of them were actually available for private

purchase because, in fact, two had been allo-

cated for rental purposes to Ontario Housing
Corp. So he was drawn sixth and thought
he had a home. When he was called by
Settlement, Settlement said: "We've got some
attached homes ready now. Would you like

one of those?" He said: "No, I'll wait until

May for the home that I thought I was going
to get."

Then, some time later, he was informed
that the ad was wrong and that he wasn't

going to get a single-family home. In fact,

he had turned down the opportunity of one
of the other homes and the likelihooid is that

this young man and his wife and family are

not going to be able to get a home at all,

although their number was drawn sixth.

Another situation that was brought to my
attention was that people received, on Friday
last, a letter from the National Trust, which
handled the lottery, informing them that they
had been drawn and that their builder was
whoever and that he would be in contact

with them very shortly. The builder called

that very night and said: "Meet me in the

morning." He showed them the home and
said: "You've got 48 hours in which to

decide." You and I both know that over the

weekend there was no opportunity for them
to go to the bank and make arrangements.
There was no opportunity for them to take

the documents to their lawyer for his advice,
and yet they had to advise that builder by
Sunday night or Monday morning at the

latest whether or not they accepted the

property that had been ofi^ered to them.

Builders are telling people that they don't

have a choice. They're being shown a lot,

shown a building completed and told, "That's

yours." That's not the way the lottery was
intended to be conducted. I know it and you
know it. It was intended that the people
would be given a choice of what was avail-

able within the range of what they had asked

for, according to the number that was drawn,

according to their priority on the list. That
is not being afforded to people as it should

bave been aflForded to them.

I think that those things can be changed.

They're not sort of fundamental changes to

the lottery system; they're not the sorts of

things that will destroy the lottery in any
way; to the greatest extent they're probably
matters of administration that would improve
the relationship between the HOME pro-

gramme and the prospective purchaser.

I think that the builders tend to look down
on the people whose names are drawn. I'm

going to be quite frank with you about it. I

think they tend to treat them in a shabby
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way. Their attitude toward the people is not

the kind of attitude that they would have

if they were out peddling their houses on the

market. They know that they've got a captive

market. They know that these people are des-

perate and their attitude toward them is, in

some instances, disgusting. I think that you've

got to talk to those builders about shaping

up a little bit with regard to their purchaser-

seller relationship, because they're taking

advantage of the situation that they're in to

bully people and it's wrong.

I don't want to suggest that all builders

do that, because I can't do that honestly, but

I can tell you that I've had a number of

complaints.

I might tell you something else—the com-

plaint that I had in that regard about one

builder, I also had the last time he was in-

volved in the lottery. I had to talk to him

personally about his attitude toward one

family in the last lottery, and I think that

his attitude toward people needs a real

change or else he should go peddle his wares

in the private market, because we don't need
him that badly.

He's making a reasonable living out of the

HOME programme, I would suspect—maybe
not a killing but a reasonable living. It is

certainly providing him with work when
there may not be other work available for

him. I think he should be grateful he's in

the programme, rather than thinking he is

doing somebody a big favour. Those people
are citizens of the province and they are

entitled to respect in that regard.

There are other things, but I'm not critical

of the programme in general. Given all the

range of possibilities in terms of the way in

which it might be handled, this may well be
the most satisfactory way.

It may well be that the lottery does afFord

a better opportunity. But I think for the

things I've mentioned and a few other things
I will talk to you about again privately—be-

cause I'm not going to take the time of the

House—we could make it better, more equit-
able and more acceptable. We could treat

people better. We could ensure their oppor-
tunities for obtaining a house are greater than

they are at this point, by the system that I

suggested.

You may argue with me that it will take

a little longer. Okay, it may take a little

longer. Given that there are some two or

three weeks between the time the lottery is

conducted and the time the notifications final-

ly have to be sent out, and given that people
would have a much wider range of oppor-

tunity, I'm sure they would be prepared to

wait an extra week in order to get the thing
done properly.

Tm really concerned because there are so

many people involved. I might say to you,

Mr. Minister, I have worked very hard in

support of the system. I don't want anybody
to labour under any misapprehensions about

my role in it. My role was not destructive

at any time. In fact, I devoted a lot of time

to advising people on how they can apply,

advising people on what they should do and

answering to them for the sins of the system.
I may suffer for that someday, but that's

beside the point, because I want to see it

work.

But I also want to see it work more equit-

ably. If you can make those changes, I think

they make sense. They'll improve the confi-

dence of the people in that particular kind

of operation by 100 per cent. You'll be able

to walk into Hamilton and to talk to those

people and they'll be happy to see you.
When you run your lottery again, they'll

recognize that while they may not ever win

and they may not acquire a house through

that particular lottery system, at least it is

run as fairly as is humanly possible.

That's what we have to strive for. I really

do urge you to consider seriously making
those changes, even at the expense of a little

time.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister wish to

reply?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I will

reply very briefly because weVe gone some-

what through this before. I would like to

say to the member for Wentworth that I

share his concern that the lottery system is

as good as possible. If what he has suggested
will improve the system, we'U certainly con-

sider it for the next draw. I have said I will

put it into a standing committee to find out

if we can even improve that system. Tm
quite willing to make any changes necessary
in any part of our ministry if we can im-

prove. I have to be convinced that we will

improve the system, first of all.

As far as the builders are concerned, if

the builders are not adequate I would appre-
ciate receiving the name or names of builders

you feel in tlie past have not performed. I

believe they should in all cases have been

checked out in regard to their capabilities of

providing the house that was designed and

was accepted by the owner. If they are not

fulfilling the obligation which they have, not
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only to our government but to the owner,
then certainly I want to know about it.

Mr. Deans: Just one point and then I'll

speak no more about it—I mean not today.
I think the method of commimicating with
the perspective purchaser is bad. One of the

builders called in the daytime to a house
where a husband and wife were away work-

ing. They finally called the builder to find

out what was happening. He said, "I've been

trying to get you. Your number has gone by
now. I've given it to somebody else." Damn
it all, that's no way to deal with people.

I mean their number was drawn. They were
entitled to receive a letter from the builder

saying, "I am attempting to contact you."
Just as he has a business to perform, they
have to work in order to live. They cant
sit home and wait for him. He should have
understood that, but he didn't seem to.

There's a tremendous communication gap.

One thing I meant to say, and I must say
to you—and I don't care if it means expanding
your ministry for a week or two and putting
in a new person—is that I want you to please
check every single person who was drawn to

make sure that each of them is eligible.

Okay? I don't care how it's done. I don't

care what procedure you have to go through.
I want you to go through every single appli-
cation to determine the eligibility of every
person whose name was drawn and to make
sure that each one is eligible to be part of that

lottery and to obtain a home.

I've been telling people that just by virtue

of getting your name drawn, doesnt mean
you ve got a home. That only means you are

ehgible to go down and fulfil the obligations
and legal requirements; and if you do that,
then you've got a home. I've been telling
those who were successful and those who
weren't: **Don't for a moment think you've
got it simply because your name was drawn.
What you have is a priority number which
entitles you to a home, provided you fulfil all

of the obligations and legal requirements."
I ask you, for heaven's sake, don't let them

come back in two or three months and say
to me or to you that Mrs. So-and-so down
the street wasn't eligible and it was obvious.
Please make sure that they are ehgible. If

they are not, it will destroy the programme
much more quickly than any other single

thing.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, the rules
of eligibility used in every other draw were
the same as those in Hamilton; and they cer-

tainly have worked in other places. I did say

that there were mistakes made in the pre-
vious draw. We are going to ensure to the

best of our ability that there are no mistakes

in the next lottery draw in Hamilton. It's un-
usual that this has happened in only this one

area, because we haven't had complaints in

other areas. I regret that we have a problem,
if we have one, in your area-

Mr. Cassidy: No, they exist in Ottawa as

well.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —but we will endeavour

to correct the mistakes that were made in the

last one and I will guarantee you that those

people will be eligible.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to bring

to the attention of the minister the acute need

for housing in certain categories in my own
area.

In the field of family housing, Mr. Minis-

ter, the ministry has given a creditable per-

formance. For example, in 1972 there was a

need for 984 housing units; you provided 652

in that year. But as requests kept coming in

during the course of the year, you still ended

up at the end of the year with the need for

949 units. In 1973 you provided 690 units

and ended up with 452 still needing accom-

modation. You have progressively whittled

that down with the provision of housing, and

it is really appreciated.

But you could show improvement in the

provision of three-bedroom units, Mr. Minis-

ter, because as of approximately Dec. 1 of

this year, there was still the need for 415

family accommodations.

As you can see, Mr. Minister, I am trying
to show that you have done a good job there,
but there is still room for improvement—and
there will always be room for improvement.
But in one area you haven't done as well,
and it does disturb me very much, because
it's that segment of our society least able to

fend for themselves—the senior citizens.

You have provided accommodations in co-

operation with the city and the federal

authorities. We appreciate that very much.
But the numbers do not diminish as they do
in family accommodations, where you started

with 984 requests in January, 1972, and

you've got it down to only 415 requests as of

December, 1974, whereas in sen'or citizens*

housing it is approximately the reverse of

that, Mr. Chairman, in spite of hav ng pro-
vided accommodations. For example, in 1972
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thsre was the request at the first of the year
for 1,164 senior citizens' accommodations-

be they in row housing, in apartment com-

plexes, and so forth; I am simply stating a

total request.

Now, during the course of the j-ear,
Mr.

Chairman, the government was able to pro-
vide for

orily
45 senior cit'zens to be accom-

modated. That is in the whole of the year
1972. We started with the need for 1,164
units in 1972, and by the end of the

year
we

had the need for 1,184 units. You did pro-
vide accommodations for 45, but that was

only because that many senior citizens passed

away who had lived in the accommodations.
You are only providing approximately four

units per month; and that is as a result of

deaths.

In 1973 we started the year with the need
for 1.184 units; we ended that year with 1,081
units—even though you did build a complex
that accommodated 375 senior citizens. You
did that; and we still ended up with a short-

fall of 1,081 units. During the whole of 1973,
49 senior citizens were able to get accommo-
dations in the government housing in the

community.

Now, in the year 1974, Mr. Chairman, 73
were able to get accommodation. That is a

result of the mortality factor, rather than the

provision of accommodation.

I know the minister has plans in mind to

complete approximately 600 units. I dont
think any of those will be available in 1975.

If there are any available, itll be quite late

in 1975.

As I said earlier, we appreciate it; you are

doing the right thing in providing accommo-
dat'ons. But you are not going quite fast

enough at it. We certainly would like to see

you accelerate the programme, if it is pos-
sible. In my estimation, it is possible.

One of the parts of this whole exercise

that I am going through, Mr. Chairman, is

the fact that you really don't know in the

community what the need for senior citizens*

hous ng is. You really don't know if all of the

people who have requested senior-citizen

housing actually need housing. Of the 1,164
senior citizens at the end of 1972 who had
their applications in for senior citizens' hous-

ing, 980 of them were not investigated. And
that disturbs me—980 were not investigated.

When it comes to family units, your per-

centage of investigations is about 50 per
cent. That's fair, that's acceptable. But it isn't

acceptable in requests for senior-citizen hous-

ing.

I can't blame your officials back in the

community, because 1 think they are under-

staffed and overworked. Were you to come

along and provide additional investigative

personnel, then they could actually esti-

mate whether the requests for housing are

valid or not.

In the year 1973, of 1,184 requests, 995

were not investigated at the end of the year.

And during 1974, of the 1,081 who had re-

quested housing, 830 had not been investi-

gated.

So you see, Mr, Minister, you really don't

know in the community the number of peo-

ple who genuinely need senior citizens' hous-

ing. However, there still is an answer to the

problem, and it isn't necessarily the building

of a lot of senior-citizen highrise complexes.
To me, a vastly expanded rent supplement

programme could provide an answer while

you progranmie the development of addi-

tional senior-citizen units in the community.
You could provide the rent supplement pro-

gramme by going right into the commercial

market.

There is nothing wrong, in my estimation,

with providing a senior citizen with a sup-

plement if he lives in a private home. You
could very easily, through your officials in

the Windteor Housing Authority, investigate

the home, investigate the landlord, and find

out if the landlord would be willing to ac-

cept a certain rental. Then you, in turn,

would charge that individual the same rental

as you charge him when he lives in one of

your senior-citizen complexes.

Mr. Minister, it isn't really fair to the

senior citizen who goes into the commercial

market for housing to have his gross income
reduced by approximately $75 a month,
because the individuals living in senior-citi-

zen housing in my community have their

rents supplemented—or subsidized, I should

say—by our ministry and the government of

Canada to the extent of approximately $70
to $75 per month. So an old-age pensioner

receiving GAINS and getting $227 a month

really is getting $312 a month because you
are supplementing his income by $75 a

month by paying for his rental When the

other senior citizen, who lives in the com-
mercial rental market, has to pay $125 in-

stead of maybe $50 a month, you have

lowered his standard of living substantially.

It really isn't fair. I think you should

treat all alike: where you subsidize one, then

you can supplement the other so that they
are on par. I would respectfully suggest to

you, Mr. Minister, that you do look at a
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widely expanded rent supplement pro-

gramme. You have no units in the city of

Windsor under your rent supplement pro-

gramme, I was told by your ofBcials back

home when meeting with them—if I am not

mistaken—in either August or September of

this year. I would certainly like to see you
get into that market to give these senior

citizens at least a fair shake so that they
can have the same standard of living as

those who live in the geared-to-income hous-

ing.

We appreciate what has been provided
for those who are in that housing accom-

modation, but we would like the other group
who are penalized to have a rent supplement
to put them both on an equal level. Please

consider that, Mr. Minister.

Vote 804 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: That completes the sup-

plementary estimates of the Ministry of

Housing.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF REVENUE

Mrs. Campbell: Where's the minister?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Perhaps
it might be convenient to proceed with the

Minister of Agriculture and Food's estimate

if the Minister of Revenue (Mr. Meen) is

not available.

Mrs. Campbell: Here he comes.

An hon. member: He means business.

On vote 904:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Waterloo North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Chairman, I would like to say a word on
this and the GAINS programme, which is

the purpose for this additional $11 million

being asked for under this programme. In

my view it has a flaw which I think it is

very important to bring to public attention.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the require-
ment here is needed to bring the level of
senior citizens as well as other disabled

persons, who are in receipt of the guaranteed
income supplement, up to a level which is

designated by the provincial government. We
debated this thing at great length at the time
the programme went hrough, and he provin-
cial Treasurer at that time was not ready to

allow that the provincial amount would not

be affected if the federal amount did in-

crease.

Well, we know that on Oct. 1 the federal

amount for both old age pension and for

guaranteed income supplement did increase,

and I for one am happy to note that the

provincial government did not reduce its

amount by the amount that the federal gov-
ernment did increase, as it had first intended.

But, Mr. Chairman, there's an important

thing here that I think must be stressed.

That is, that the many thousands of senior

citizens who have a limited amount of income
—so that they are not in receipt of the total

guaranteed income supplement but are in

receipt of a partial income supplement—do
not benefit from the GAINS programme if

they are able to generate additional income

from what little capital they still have left.

This was demonstrated to me very forcibly

by a senior citizen who discussed the matter

with me, as to the investment of a small

amount of money that she had, whether or

not she should renew government bonds with

it or buy a guaranteed certificate at a trust

company, or just how she should invest it,

because she wanted to get the most income

she could from that. She asked, "How will

this affect my GAINS programme payment?"
Well, I began to do some figuring, Mr.

Chairman, and it soon became evident that

Whatever increased income senior citizens

get from their small amount of capital that

they may still have remaining, they will lose

that increased income to the provincial gov-
ernment in its GAINS programme.
The federal guaranteed income supplement

is reduced by $1 for each $2 of income that

a senior citizen has per month. The other

dollar, Mr. Chairman, is taken away by the

provincial government if that senior citizen

increases his or her income by an additional

dollar. I just don't think this is the right ap-

proach. I think we should be encouraging
our senior citizens to handle what little

money they still have in a prudent manner, in

a manner following good investment prin-

ciples, so that they are not penalized by

having any additional income that they can

derive from what money they have left taken

away from them under this GAINS pro-

gramme.
I spoke briefly on this matter in committee

when the Minister of Revenue's estimates

were before the House, and his officials as-

sured the minister at that time that that was

the case. I wonder if he is giving any con-

sideraion to correcting what I think is a

situation which is demeaning to the elderly
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and completely takes away any incentive to

handle their money in a businesslike fashion.

Hon. A. K. Meen (Minister of Revenue):
Mr. Chairman, this, of course, is a problem
with income levels that are at the level of,

initially, $2,600 or $2,700 for a single person.

I can't speak for the Treasurer, out I can

say that I recognize the problem.

I had the pleasure the other evening of

meeting a gentleman who had written an

article in the paper, and perhaps the hon.

member has seen it. The heading of it was,
"Would You Work if Your Income Were
Taxed 100 Per Cent?" I made an observation

to this eflFect, and the gentleman standing in

the group in which I was having this little

discussion said, "Well, I'm the fellow who
wrote that article." That was Mr. Clare as

it turned out—Mr. James Clare—and I woimd

up having quite a spirited discussion on the

entire subject

It is a problem we face in any case where

we have the philosophy of trying to bring

people up and to enrich their income to a

particular level When you hit the subsistence

level at $2,700 a year, or exceed that, then,

of course, you drop out of the assistance

category, or the area in which you would

gain some assistance. I can't honestly say to

the hon. member that I, myself, am looking
at other ways to do this. I would expect that

Treasury and Economics recognize this prob-
lem just as clearly as does anyone else.

The OAS-GIS schedule, as the hon. mem-
ber mentioned, would disentitle the indi-

vidual to 50 per cent of the assistance they

got as represented by the increase in their

income.

The basic principle of the GAINS pro-
gramme is to provide this assistance. There
is the cutoflF point, and when you hit that

cutoflF point, indeed you tend to get what

appears to be an iniquitous situation. If the

person through his own means, and I would

certainly never discourage anyone from doing
this, is able to raise his own level of income
above that particular figure, then he would
not qualify for assistance.

Remember too, that the amount of money
the province has available for all the vari-

ous areas in which we wish to extend assist-

ance, whether it be to municipalities or

wherever, is not unlimited. The original bud-

geted figure of $50 million, as indicated by
the supplementary estimates, has turned out

to be somewhat on the light side. Perhaps
the Treasurer in his wisdom at some later

time will find that there are no other ways

in which he can enrich the assistance still

further.

For about the third time, I guess, it is fair

to say that I recognize what the member for

Waterloo North is saying about this problem
and I wish there were some simple answer.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if the

minister could tell us the extent to which he
is in contact and in liaison with his col-

leagues. I brought to the attention of the

Minister of Housing the other day the plight
in which a constituent of mine finds him-
self.

He is now in receipt of the GAINS grant
of $6 a month. He lives in Ontario Housing.
When Ontario Housing heard about that they
adjusted his rent upwards by $10 a month,
but they threw in the cost of the hydro. The
arithmetic shows that he is now 50 cents be-

hind the deal.

Fascinatingly, the gentleman's name is

Handleman. He is not the same gentleman
who shares the front benches with you, but
he lives in Ontario Housing in Lawrence

Heights.

He is a little puzzled as to the benefit that

he is really getting. He gets $6 from GAINS,
his rent from an Ontario Housing unit goes

up $10 a month, but they throw in the hydro,
and he ends up being 50 cents a month fur-

ther behind than he was before he got the
GAINS money.

Hon. Mr. Meen: Mr. Chairman, I think I

heard the hon. member for Downsview ex-

press that point to my colleague, but I must

say I haven't reviewed with the minister (Mr.

Irvine) the question of what happened to this

individual. It sounded to me at the time as

though it was more a problem under the

schedule of rent adjustments applicable un-

der the Housing Corporation and Housing

Ministry principles than under my own minis-

try.

Mr. Singer: Would the minister not agree
that the object of the GAINS programme is

to put more money in the hands of people
who need it?

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): You
would think so.

Mr. Singer: Yes, that's your whole object.

Hon. Mr. Meen: I don't disagree with that,

the principle being to get into the hands of

our senior citizens a minimum somehow or

other, through their own means and our own,
of $2,700.
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Mr. Singer: That's right. Then would it not

be logical there be some kind of checkout

programme to see exactly whether or not the

beneficiaries really benefit or whether they
are really being put into a deficit position?

Hon. Mr. Meen: Mr. Chairman, we are

not getting involved that deeply in the way
in which our clients, as we call them, spend
this money or how it is used to help them

keep body and soul together, but rather the

money is paid out to them. It is not welfare;

it is an entitlement to them when they are

at this level, and so we don't go digging into

how they spend it, whether wisely or foolish-

ly.

Mr. Singer: It is not just a question, Mr.

Minister, of how they spend it. The question
is the right hand giveth and the left hand
taketh away. The left hand is taking away
more than the right hand is giving, and I

think that is wrong.

Hon. Mr. Meai: I heard the hon. member
point that out to my colleague at the time.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Cochrane
South.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Yes, as

we know, Mr. Chairman, the old age pension
and supplement is tied to the cost of living
index. Every three months or so it rises and
the pensioner has a little higher pension and
supplement. I'm not sure, but I don't think
that the GAINS programme at this point is

so indexed. If I'm wrong, correct me.

If it's not indexed, are you doing any
studies or proposing to do so? Because if

you're going to keep the basic amount that

you feel people need then, surely, youVe got
to keep the purchasing power and value of

that dollar sort of constant in their hands.
I wonder if the minister would comment on
that?

Hon. Mr. Meen: Mr. Chairman, I think
the philosophy may well be sound. But my
colleague, the Treasurer, when he had the
bill in the House in the spring, expressed
our reluctance about a straight indexing of

these provisions. He expressed our under-

taking to review, from time to time, and not

necessarily in a direct relationship to any in-

flation factor, the amount of money that the

province might be able to pay out to GAINS
recipients.

The increase in October was somewhat
greater in terms of assistance than an index-

ing factor would have applied. As I recall,
it was 5.75 per cent on top of the other

assistance by way of the increase in the OAS-
GIS. It exceeded, as I understand, the cost

of living index increase that had been experi-
enced in that period of time. So we had not

wanted to lock ourselves into that, but rather

to give the Treasurer the opportunity to re-

view this situation from time to time.

Mr. Ferrier: Is the Treasurer just going
to do that annually? I mean to say, what
about the cost of the basics needed by most
old people who are on this part of the GAINS
programme—food and that kind of thing? In

a sense, these items are going up dispropor-
tionate to some of the other items in the

cost of living. If the federal government
gives a little more and you take away; or

you remain constant, then—

Hon. Mr. Meen: Mr. Chairman, so far we
haven't taken away anything. Subject to what
the member for Downsview might say about
the policies of the Ministry of Housing and
what it might have to do in the subsidized

housing area, we have been passing on every-

thing—

Mr. Stokes: You are talking about the left

hand.

Hon. Mr. Meen: —that the federal govern-
ment has given in October. We passed that

on and we enriched our own assistance as

well—so we have not taken away anything.
Mind you, I suppose it's fair to say that that

option could be available without the index-

ing provision, but I can imagine that we
would not want to do that. We demonstrated

with the increase in October that we were

prepared to pass on the entire amount of the

increase—and, indeed, supplement it ourselves

with furth'^r assistance.

Mr. Singer: I don't think Mr. Handleman
can afford much more of that generosity.

Mr. Ferrier: Just one final point. Can the

minister give us any indication of how often

the Treasurer proposes to review this and to

make adjustments? Is there any mechanism,
or is it just as he reviews his spending esti-

mates from time to time that he will make
that decision on this matter?

Hon. Mr. Meen: Mr. Chairman, I think

the Treasurer would be the one to give a

more definitive answer to the question. I

suppose it's obvious enough that as long as

the federal government continues to review
its OAS-GIS payments on a quarterly basis,

that probably the Treasurer would take a look

at it as frequently as that—and, perhaps, more

frequently. That is not to say £hat he would
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make a change in policy every time. But I

would expect that he would look at it as

frequently as the OAS-GIS percentages and
amounts are adjusted.

Mr. Chairman: The member for St. George.

Mrs. Campbell: Yes, Mr. Chairman, I would
like to recall to the minister the kinds of

discussion which, I think went on in part in

this House—although the GAINS programme
in toto was a very confused kind of debate
because we were, in fact, debating in other

estimates part of the GAINS programme with-
out knowing what it was.

What is of concern to me is, I see here
these salaries and wages, I see building into

this ministry one portion of the GAINS pro-
gramme. I wonder if the minister could tell

me not only is there any kind of cross-refer-

encing, such as indicated by my colleague
from Downsview, but is there any overview
of this programme as it presents, or would

appear on occasion to present, inequities be-

tween the two types of recipients, the elderly
and the handicapped?
When the minister suggests that he doesn't

investigate how people spend this money—
and this is, of course, the senior citizens ex-

clusively, as I understand it—does he not have
some concern with the fact that they have

very little opportunity to object to or to take

a position on the increases in the rents which
come about, not just in the Ontario Hous-

ing—that surely is something he can talk

about—but as they come about in the private
sector by reason of the increases of these

moneys? Could he not, with the other minis-

ters involved—Housing, Community and So-

cial Services, Health—recognize the fact that

in many cases this is not as meaningful as it

might be?

There are discrepancies in the case that my
colleague gave, but if you discuss with the

Minister of Health (Mr. Miller) the problems
of those in nursing homes who have lost even
more as a result of the GAINS programme,
I am concerned that we are developing sepa-
rate units to deal with, overall, virtually the

same subject. I don't think there is anything
in what we are getting now—the explanations
are not clear in the Ministry of Community
and Social Services—to really indicate whe-
ther any portion of this refers to the GAINS
programme as well, because of the handi-

capped.
I'd like to understand that we are not

building in an administrative unit in two
ministries to cover the same essential type of

programme, and at the same time having no
concern about the fact that we are in some

cases simply distributing from the Ministry
of Revenue to the Ministry of Housing or to

Ontario Housing the moneys which really
don't go to the people at all. We have no

concern, I take it, with the fact that these

people, in some cases which have been

brought to my attention, have simply had
automatic rent increases in the private sector.

We have no concern that the government's
own action in the health programme in the

nursing home situation is simply to drop its

financial participation, increasing the indi-

vidual financial participation of the senior

citizen.

I would like an explanation as to just
where the minister stands and if it is pos-
sible for him to let us have the benefit of any
kinds of discussion that there may have been,
or at least advise whether there has been any
discussion, between all of these ministries

dealing very much in the same field?

Hon. Mr. Meen: Mr. Chairman, the Minis-

try of Treasury and Economics is really the

co-ordinating centre for all of these. The
fiscal end of Treasury and Economics is the

one that first works up the amount of money
which it is felt, within budgetary restraints,
can be used in this area.

There is, so far as I see, no significant over-

lap of responsibility or functions between my
ministry and Community and Social Services.

For example, when there are people imder

age 65 who are being assisted through Com-

munity and Social Services and they attain

age 65, those names are moved into my
records in my ministry.

Mrs. Campbell: I am not worried that you
might give them too much.

Hon. Mr. Meen: We are trying not to du-

plicate a service. The 270,000 or so who are

on OAS-GIS, and from whom we got the

initial figures—well, we didn't get them; they
were only very rough figures that we had from
the federal government in the spring when
the original estimate of some $49.3 million

for grants for the fiscal transfer payments was
obtained—continue now to provide us with

updates through their information about the

people coming into the CIS end of the spec-
trum.

Our mechanism is really the information

service that looks after queries from all quar-
ters of the community, be they blind and

disabled, who are wondering whether they
are entitled to qualify. We would screen those

inquiries and probably pass that information

along to Community and Social Services, be-

cause—
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Mrs. Campbell: I thought I was doing all

that myself.

Hon. Mr. Meen: —if they qualified they
would receive the assistance, but if they
didn't qualify by way of income there might
be other assistance that Community and
Social Services could provide to them. For

example, if they aren't completely blind or

they do not qualify within the definitions by
Community and Social Services, then there

may still be some other way in which they
could be aided. That kind of function is

where Community and Social Services, through
its field workers—and I don't have field work-
ers in the Ministry of Revenue to get into

this kind of thing—would go out and deter-

mine whether some other kind of assistance

was necessary.

By the same token, when you are looking
at housing, the Ministry of Housing's policies

contain certain schedules of rental which I

suppose are based on the needs and incomes
of the tenants. If we enrich some assistance

through GAINS to a particular individual

who is living in a rental accommodation of

the housing corporation and, as a result, he

is moved into another category, he then be-

comes responsible for paying more rental-

to come back to the point made by the mem-
ber for Downsview—it's really something in

that ministry rather than in mine.

Again, although we try to have some co-

operation, remember that what this pro-

gramme does is maintain a level of income.

We endeavour to co-ordinate that function

of course, with Community and Social Serv-

ices, with Health and their drug plan and
so on. Treasury itself is involved as the

co-ordinating agency and the funding agency,
for that matter.

Still, there are other ministries, such as

Housing, with whom I think it is fair to say
that I have not had any direct liaison to

determine what might happen with a particu-
lar GAINS recipient if we were to raise his

level. His level would be raised because
his income drops or perhaps because we
raised the ceiling, as we did, from $2,600 to

$2,700.

There may be instances where a private
lessor decides that his tenant, to whom he

may have been giving a break—although there

aren't many lessors who give breaks to their

lessees these days—but he might have given
him a break, and he might decide, for what-
ever reason, that he could then justifiably
and in his own conscience require an increase

in rental that was being paid. To repeat, my
ministry does not get involved in determining

the needs of these individuals. If they are

still in dire straits I would say that it would
be the Ministry of Conununity and Social

Services which would then have a field work-
er on the scene to determine what, if any,
additional help could be made available.

Mrs. Campbell: Could I ask a supplement-
ary question? One of the other concerns I

have is that it seems to me that we may be
in danger in the programme as it affects the

handicapped, when the Hues seem to be so

very finely drawn, that perhaps we are look-

ing at the dollar figure in this programme in

the same way that we have, I think unfortun-

ately, been looking at a maintenance pro-

gramme or sustaining programme, or what-
ever it's called—I forget now—in Community
and Social Services. Again you have this

determination that somebody who is 64 years
of age—In one case a person who was in his

60s was blind, had lost most of one leg and

part of a foot, and was not considered at the

first blush to be disabled, but was regarded
as unemployable, even with the blind provi-
sion in there. This had to be then worked
on by a member of this legislative assembly,
and there didn't seem to be anybody up there

who was really working on that kind of

problem.

If all you are is the sort of "CMHC friendly
banker" in all of this, then I am worried that

you may yourself, inadvertently perhaps, be

having a serious eflFect on the recipients by
the way in which the dollar is allocated to

the programme.

Hon. Mr. Meen: Mr. Chairman, I know

my colleague, the Minister of Community and
Social Services (Mr. Brunelle), has been look-

ing over the last few months at this distinc-

tion which his ministry does draw between
the blind and the disabled on the one hand
and the permanently unemployable, who

many of us, I think, might be inclined—in

isolated "for-instance" type cases—to consider

to be, for emotional reasons or whatever, un-

employable and in that sense disabled. I

know my colleage is very sensitive to that

point and has been looking at it very seriously.

Mr. Ferrier: It is a distinction he cannot

justify and you cannot justify.

Hon. Mr. Meen: I am not trying to justify

it, Mr. Chairman, because I simply don't pre-
tend to know enough about the factors that

go into this matter when Community and

Social Services have drawn this distinction. I

suppose it is fair enough to say that I pre-
sume they have drawn it for some very good
reasons, but I also know that they have been
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looking at this, and if it should happen that

they were to change that definition, I expect
it would automatically reflect into further

moneys payable then through the GAINS

programme to whatever we then called the

olind and the disabled or the permanent un-

employables or whatever, because it is in-

tended to assist that same general area of

people.

I think it has to be remembered that since

those people are under 65, in many cases,

they are not in receipt of any OAS-GIS assist-

ance. It follows, then, that a very substantial

!)art

of these moneys flows to that fairly

imited, in terms of numbers, quantity of

clients. So it would have a profound effect,

though I am in no position to tell the mem-
bers of the committee, Mr. Chairman, just how

many dollars we would be talking about if

that were to happen. I would expect that if

my colleague were contemplating a redefini-

tion he would want to look at and consider

with us and with Treasury the fiscal impli-

cations, not only through his own ministry in

that direct fashion, but also within the GAINS

programme.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Thunder

Bay. The member for Carleton East is next.

Will the member for Thunder Bay start the

debate?

Mr. Stokes: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

don't have too much to say on this, but I

would like to discuss with the minister for

a few moments the problem that senior citi-

zens and those who are entitled to some
assistance under GAINS have in getting in-

formation. I have seen some of the leaflets

that are handed out and they leave a lot

to be desired in the kind of information that

they contain.

Hon. Mr. Meen: Sorry, Mr. Chairman. I

got distracted momentarily. Would the mem-
ber for Thunder Bay repeat the comment,
please?

Mr. Stokes: Yes, I am saying the chief
criticism I have of the GAINS programme
is in the dissemination of literature that tells

the client what he or she is entitled to in

any given instance. In the ones that I have
seen I am still not clear in my own mind. I

want to bring to the attention of the minis-
ter a specific case of a widow whose total

income in 1973 was something in the neigh-
bourhood of $2,200. From what I can gather,
a person's eligibility under the GAINS pro-
gramme is based on the previous year's earn-

ings, not on the current year's earnings, so
that they would always be a year behind if,

for some reason or other, they had some un-
usual income of, say, even $300 or $400. Just
because they had that unusual income-

Mr. B. Newman: And spent it.

Mr. Stokes: —yes—in 1973, it means they
are ineligible to receive the benefits under
the GAINS programme in 1974. You have

already nodded in agreement, saying that the

eligibility in any given year is based on the

income for the previous year. This particular

person had a small endowment of something
like $5,000. If she were to invest this, say,
at eight per cent with Guaranty Trust or in

one of these term certificates where she

couldn't withdraw it for a five-year period or

greater, this would mean an income of $400
a month added to the old age security pay-
ments and whatever modest income supple-
ment she might have.

Hon. Mr. Meen: She would not get the

CIS then.

Mr. Stokes: Pardon?

Hon. Mr. Meen: She would not even

qualify for the GIS.

Mr. Stokes: Well, why wouldn't she qualify
for GIS as long as the combined income was
less than $2,700?

Hon. Mr. Meen: Well, $400 a month
wouldn't come within that.

Mr. Stokes: Well, $400 a year. I am talk-

ing about investing $5,000 at eight per cent,

say, over a five-year period. This individual

went down to I think it was Guaranty Trust

and said: "I have got this money. What
would you suggest I do with this $5,000?"

They said: "All right, leave it with us for a

five-year period and we won't show any earn-

ings for this amount. It will be cumulative,
but not shown."

Now, there has to be a day of reckoning,

obviously, after the five years or whatever
the term of the certificate was. Is this, in

fact, your interpretation of the way it should

apply? Because some of these investment

houses are leading our senior citizens down
the road and creating a false impression in

their minds if they are suggesting that they
should just leave it there, where the interest

compounds and they don't have to declare

it, because there is a day of reckoning com-

ing. If it's five or 10 years down the road,
all right, it means they are going to have an
unusual income for one year.

I would like some kind of assurance from
the minister that we can have this kind of

information so that we can pass it along to
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senior citizens and those who may be entitled

to assistance under the GAINS programme.
And if, in fact, the situation isn't as I have

stated it, perhaps you can enlighten me, be-

cause there's going to be a lot of disillusioned

and disappointed senior citizens, if they're

taking this kind of advice which is not valid

under the programme. I'd like to have that

kind of assurance from the minister.

Hon. Mr. Meen: I haven't had occasion to

think about it for very long. But it sounds

to me, Mr. Chairman, as if this would be

analogous, say, to bearer bonds or bonds

registered as to principal but with coupons
attached, where, for however many years you
care to keep the bonds, you can leave them

there and not bother clipping the coupons.
Your income would then not reflect the ac-

crual of those coupons for yea number of

years or all those years that you've held the

coupons attached to your bonds. Then when
the year comes that you cash the coupons,
of course, the value of those coupons falls

into that year for taxation purposes.

It seems to me that's no different from the

arrangement the trust company is oflFering to

the GAINS recipient. I don't think I would
have any way of knowing about it, for one

thing. I don't think that I'd be anxious to go
back and pro-rate it over the years. It would

certainly apply to reduce the GAINS reci-

pient's income in the year in which he or she

clipped those coupons or took the cheque
from Guaranty Trust or from whomever at

the end of, say, the five-year period. How-

ever, it would certainly affect it in the year

following the year in which the money was

received, because in that year following the

income then would be based on that year in

which there was some pretty substantial

income.

I expect that's the way we would work
it. As I say, I don't think I relish the thought
of going back and reworking a lot of re-

turns. We're anxious to help our senior

citizens on an ongoing basis, not to come

along later on and penalize them with

chargebacks over the year, which could only
be accomplished by reducing the amount of

oinrent monthly cheques that were going
out.

'Mr. Stokes: You haven't answered the one

question that I really wanted answeredl. That
was: Will the minister, if he hasn't already
done so, undertake to compile a small pam-
phlet that will cover most of the situations

that mig'ht occur as they affect senior cit-

izens and their eligibility under this pro-
gramme? I haven't got a copy of it. If it

does contain those, I'd be happy to get a

copy of it. Anything that I've seen is nothing
much more than what I see in the ads that

were purdhased in most of the daily and

weekly papers when this programme came
into being. It said to contact a Zenith num-
ber and all of the information would be
made available.

I had one person who did it. She was
notified that she would have to send a letter

to some address down in Don Mills even

to get an application. There was no place
at the local level wthere she could apply to

see whether she was eligible for any assist-

ance undei- this programme. There was no-

body at the regional level or the district

level who could say, "Come on in and we'll

give you an application form to fill out."

They had to apply in writing to this address

down here in Don Mills even to get an ap-

plication to see whether they were eligible.

This seems to be putting roadblocks in

the way of senior citizens, many of whom
are very apprehensive about filling out forms

and do not know just where to go. When I

don't know that it's absolutely essential that

the client send all the way down to Don
Mills even for an application form, how do

you expect the client out there, many of

them who are senior citizens and haven't

had the experience of dealing with govern-
ment bureaucracies before, to do so? This

is the kind of thing that bothers senior cit-

izens and causes elected members a lot of

undue trouble.

You could cut out the red tape. I should

be able to say, "Yes, I'll phone a certain

ofiice and say 'Will you send an application
form to Mrs. Jane Doe?'

"
This doesn't hap-

pen, and it causes so much aggravation and

anxiety to your clients, and I think it is

totally unnecessary.

Hon. Mr. Meen: Mr. Chairman, I have

been sort of dying to get up on my feet and
answer this one because—well, there are a

number of points the hon. member has

raised.

The letter you are talking about is requir-

ed by the Department of National Health

and Welfare, which administers the GIS-

OAS payments through their Don Mills of-

fice. They will not take it from us. I am
advised they insist that the applicant write

in to them and file the application with

them. Now, we are only to anxious to help,

and we have gone out of our way to help
wherever we can in that area. But that is a

matter of federal jurisdiction, I am ad'vised.
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and that would be what your constituent

faced.

Incidentally, on the other point, we have

printed up many thousands of this booklet,
"Guaranteed Annual Income System." We
have circulated it as widely as we could.

It does cover all the various characteristics

of the plan^age, residency, income, items

that are considered as income in determin-

ing whether you qualify or not—also items
that are not considered as income. It tells

how GAINS payments are calculated; ex-

plains the drug benefits plan; what you need
to do about a change of address. It points

out, too, that there was no need to apply
to us if you were already on the OAS-GIS.

Now, if someone qualifies for OAS-GIS
and he comes to us and we find that he is

not in it, we are not about to pay out $2,600
to an individual when he qualifies for pay-
ments under OAS-GIS. Therefore, in some
instances we would insist that they make
their applications for OAS-GIS.

Now, there were roughly 270,000 we knew
of for whom we would get the figures, the

names, addresses and amounts and so on,
from the federal government—from the De-

partment of National Health and Welfare—
from their OAS-GIS rolls here in Ontario,
where they are resident. But we knew that

they didn't have to apply. They didn't have
to do anything. They were automatically on
and we were able to determine from that

just how much they would receive in order
that it would bring their income up to the

supplemental level of $2,600.

There were others, though; those who did
not qualify for OAS-GIS. For example, those
who did not meet the 10-year residency rule
for OAS-GIS, but did meet a five-year resi-

dency rule. We had no way of knowing who
they were, and hence we did have to adver-
tise and we did manage to reach quite a
number of them.

When they have phoned our Zenith 2000
number—or, if they are in Toronto, our other

information officers here who speak some
20 languages—we have tried to assist them
and explain to them what was necessary, and
sent out to them one of these bulletins.

I might add also, Mr. Chairman, that

copies of these were made available to all

members of the Legislature back in the

summer. I see one or two members nodding
their heads as remembering receiving these

from me. If the member for Thunder Bay
would 1 ke some further copies, I expect we
still have some around and I would be happy
to see that he does get some. They are very
useful indeed.

I might po'nt out, too, that in going into

the drug plan in September it showed up
that some individuals who were sort of mar-

ginally qualified for OAS-GIS hadn't bothered
to apply—because maybe they received the
minimum of a dollar or two dollars, or what-
ever the minimum monthly payment was
under OAS-GIS. In any event, once the drug
card became available it was really worth-
while for them to apply, so many of those
have come into the OAS-GIS plan of the
federal government. I don't have any figure
of the numbers, but certainly a significant
number—measurable perhaps in the thou-
sands—have come into the system because of
the drug benefit scheme that came into effect

in September.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr.

Ghairman, could I interrupt the proceedings
to inform the House that I have just been
informed the Parliament of Canada has post-

poned the debate on the pay increases for

MPs and that the government will be intro-

ducing a new bill at some later date.

Mr. Stokes: Thanks to the NDP.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Yes, in about

four years.

Hon. Mr. White: I think those people, in-

cluding I'm glad to say myself, who exercised

pressure on the federal politicians—and I quite

agree with the hon, member opposite—can be

very satisfied with this response. Any other

answer would have been completely unthink-

able.

Mr. Ferrier: Not Bob Stanfield though.

Mr. Reid: They should all be ashamed of

themselves.

Mr. Breithaupt: I think, Mr. Chairman,

along that line that we, on this side of the

House, welcome the announcement which the

hon. Treasurer has made. I believe that the

decision made with the acceptability of all

members in this House will be seen as a wise

move and something which may dispel the

unfortunate connotations that were in the

public mind when this was first introduced.

Mr. Stokes: I'd like to associate myself with

the remarks of the hon. Treasurer and the

House leader for the Liberal Party. We're

very grateful in this party that those people
who did not agree initially with the NDP in

Ottawa have finally come to their senses and
we welcome them.
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An hon. member: The Treasurer gets the

credit.

Mr. Breithaupt: All the credit?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please, the member
for Carleton East.

Mr. P. Taylor (Carleton East): Thank you,
Mr. Chairman. If I may be permitted a quick

preliminary remark on the subject of the

Treasurer's announcement which, of course,

we all knew about earlier, it would be to the

effect that the fact that cooler heads have

prevailed in the House of Commons in

Ottawa sort of rips the rug right from under

the negotiations between the government and

the CSAO.

Hon. Mr. White: Say that slowly.

Mr. P. Taylor: Well, if you can't figure it

out ril leave it for you to think about and

maybe I'll come back a little later.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-

ture and Food): What are you talking about?

Hon. Mr. Meen: Explain that will you?

Mr. L. Maeck (Parry Sound): Tell us.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Clarify that, would

you?

Mr. P. Taylor: I don't want to take the

time of the House to explain the obvious.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Let us hear it.

Hon. Mr. Meen: You don't know what to

say after that, that's why.

Mr. P. Taylor: Oh, relax!

Hon. Mr. Stewart: You tied yourself into

a hole that time.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Hansard should record

that.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. P. Taylor: I don't want to take the

time of the House to explain the obvious.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. P. Taylor: Mr. Chairman, can we have
a little bit of order here?

Mr. Foulds: On a point of order, Mr.
Chairman. Is there a press party going on
this evening?

Mr. Chairman: That is no point of order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. P. Taylor: Mr. Chairman, I'm glad to

see you've regained control of the other side

of the House. It's obvious that we're getting

to them and they don't like it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I tell you I would have

learned a lot more in there than listening to

him.

Mr. Roy: I didn't know the Minister of

Agriculture and Food would get so excited.

Mr. P. Taylor: Could we ask the Minister

of Agriculture and Food to contain himself,

please?

Mr. Roy: Call him a chicken warmonger.

Mr. P. Taylor: Call him anything you

want, but please be quiet because I have

some very short remarks that I'd like to make
in this House with respect to the GAINS

programme. I don't want to upset the chaps
on the other side too much, so I'll just stick

to the GAINS programme. That's upsetting

enough.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That's a good idea.

Mr. P. Taylor: The aspect of this pro-

gramme that disturbs me most is the obvious

political nature of the decision to alter the

ceiling of the accumulation of the OAS-GIS
in GAINS. We all know that the federal pro-

gramme is pegged to the cost-of-living index

and is altered every three months accord-

ingly.

Hon. Mr. Meen: I just told you that.

Mr. P. Taylor: If I understand how the

system here works—and I invite the minister

to correct me later if I utter any untruths

here—

An hon. member: The member would
never do that.

Mr. P. Taylor: It would be out of sheer

innocence; it wouldn't be any deliberate

move on my part. But if I understand the

GAINS programme, they take the total of

OAS-GIS and add an amount that reaches a

ceiling, I believe, right now of around $228

a month. The two of them add up to $228

a month.

The political decision is whether or not to

alter that total. That is not by statute or by
vote of all parties of this House; it is for the
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decision of the government—that small group
of insensitive chaps over there who aren't

really paying too much attention to reality in

this province today. Now that, to me, is

wrong, and it is the use of the public's money
to bribe them in the worst sense.

In my opinion the fact that the Ontario

government has done this is indicative of

their complete lack of real interest in helping

old-age pensioners. Their only real interest

is in making timely, happy announcements
calculated to win them the greatest political

kudos in a very large segment of our popula-
tion.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Why don't you vote

against it, then?

Mr. P. Taylor: The Minister of Agriculture
and Food just asked me why I don't vote

against it. The point is we have no vote on
this subject in this House because it is by
executive order. It is by order of the Lieuten-

ant Governor in Council as to whether or not

that ceiling is altered from time to time.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Vote against it—call the

vote.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. White: Would you vote against
it if you had a chance to?

Mr. Roy: We agree with the principle but
we don't agree with the method.

Mr. P. Taylor: We all know that this is

wrong. They know it over there and, best of

all, the people of Ontario know it.

An hon. member: Why don't you index it?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: Fve got a good idea for you
guys—an energy tax.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. P. Taylor: I would prefer to see a

system in which a ceiling is arrived at and
is periodically—perhaps a month or two fol-

lowing the federal escalator every three
months—raised according to the cost of living

index, and in which the only political deci-

sion retained in this process is whether or not
to alter that process. By a political decision
I mean by a vote of all members of all part-
ies of this House.

Hon. Mr. Meen: Let's go—we debated this

in the spring.

Mr. Chairman: Shall item 2 of vote 904

carry?

Mr. Roy: Are you going to answer that?

Hon. Mr. Meen: I have answered it 55
different times.

Mr. Roy: Yes, but we didn't understand it.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, the min-
ister earlier in his comments said that you
have to write a letter to the Department of

National Health and Welfare to get an appli-
cation for a supplement. You don't write

letters at all for supplement forms. All you
do is phone them up and they send them to

the individual. I have never written a letter

at any time for them, and I've had hundreds
sent back into my riding. They are most

accommodating in that fashion.

I also want to bring to the minister's

attention-

Mr. Foulds: Quit making apologies for the

federal government.

Mr. B. Newman: No, you just phone up
the office.

An hon. member: It works very well up
there.

Mr. B. Newman: There is no difficulty get-

ting a supplement form sent to any constituent,

Mr. Stokes: There are many areas in the

north that don't have telephones.

Mr. B. Newman: That's right. But those

of us who live in the urban areas aren't con-
fronted with this problem at all. The min-
ister has to be aware also that many people
do not ask for the GIS. They have looked

upon it in the past as being something taken
out of the public purse—the equivalent, al-

most, to welfare—and they have neglected to

ask for GIS. But they still could qualify
under GAINS. Practically every week—not
every week, but maybe every month—I do
contact the ministry on behalf of individuals

for GIS application forms so they can get
the supplement.
One area that I want to bring to the min-

ister's attention where in my estimation the

guaranteed annual income supplement is not
fair is where the individual is completely
disabled—regardless of age. He could be on

old-age security or not, while his wife is not
old enough, but she is not able to work at

all because she is needed full-time at home,
so she also is disabled as far as job oppor-
tunities are concerned. But she doesn't qual-
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ify for the GAINS programme, and in my
estimation she should be entitled to exactly
the same consideration as the individual who
is getting the GAINS, being disabled.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister wish

to answer this briefly before we adjourn for

supper?

Hon. Mr. Meen: I could be very brief and

just say that the qualification criteria—there

are some seven different categories, as I

recall—were all debated at some length, both

back in the spring, in here and in the House,
and when the bill was in committee. I sup-

pose the Treasurer might want to take a look

some day at the manner in which one might
want to extend this, but you have to remem-
ber this—that it would cost the Treasury of

this province a tremendous amount of money
to get into a wholesale support to the level

of $2,600 per capita in an area in which
there is not basic OAS-GIS support.

I repeat what I said earher, we would
insist that if someone qualified for CIS he

make application for CIS. Incidentally, I am
told, Mr. Chairman, that the member for

Windsor-Walkerville may well be right; that

in some cases the federal government might
accept less than a letter in the form of an

application, but many times it has required
that there be a letter filed.

Mr. Chairman: Shall vote 904 carry?

Vote 904 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: This completes the supple-

mentary estimates of the Ministry of Revenue.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND

FOOD

Mr. Chiainnan: On vote 1702, item 4, the

hon. member for Huron-Bruce.

On vote 1702:

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Chsdr-

man, I just want to pose a question to the

minister with respect to the farm tax redlic-

tion programme, which is a year-by-year

programme. I am wondering if the minister

has any views with respect to formalizing
this particular programme so we will know
that it will be operating for a certain period
of time or ii there are any plans afoot to

change the programme in any way.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agri-
culture and Food): No, not really, Mr.
Ohairman. There are no plans to change it

specifically. It will continue, and there is

no thought at all of cancelling. This sum
simply is to take care of late applications
that come in and some that were under ap-
peal and couldn't be paid until the assess-

ment or leview court had dealt with them.

I would say that about the only change
in the programme is that forest lands will be
taken care of through another type of pro-

gramme, which will be just about the same
as this one, only I think it will reflect tree

farming to a greater degree than livestock

or grain fanning, or something like that.

Mr. Gaunt: At that rate, Mr. Chairman,
there must have been quite a number of

appeals. What was the basis of most of the

appeals? Does the minister have that in-

formation?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Certainly not all of

these late applications were based on ap-
peals, but some of them were based on
appeals concerning tree farming and' whether
or not there was suflScient income from the
farm. Some of them didn't know whether
they shoKikl apply or not, and then filed late.

I think we have paid out about $28.5 mil-
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lion already, and this is to finalize the pay-
ments of late applications that have come in.

Mr. Chairman:

Thunder Bay.

The hon. member for

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Thank

you, Mr. Chairman. I want to ask the min-
ister about two specific points, and one of

them has to do with tree farming.

Is the minister aware of a submission that

was made to the Minister of Revenue (Mr.

Meen) by the Ontario Professional Foresters

Association, who were taking up the cudgel
for those people who had productive lands

for purposes of forestry and who felt that

the tax structure was taking undue advan-

tage of those who were genuinely interested

and concerned about growing trees, perhaps
not as an agricultural crop, but as a crop?

They felt that the grants for fanning in

general didn't give appropriate attention and
relief to those who were genuinely interested

in growing trees as a crop, particularly in

southern Ontario, where there was land that

wasn't considered class 1 and class 2 but

shouldin't be allowed to go waste. They felt

that under the Woodlands Improvement
Act, sponsored by your colleague, the Min-

ister of Natural Resources (Mr. Bemier), this

was a legitimate undertaking to foster the

growth of trees, particularly, I suppose, in

the white pine species, and to foster more

rapid growth in the ihardwood species, which
are so necessary to the veneer plants and to

the furniture industry in southern Ontario.

I am wondering if you have given any con-

sideration to that.

The second point I want to raise relates

to the $6 million in grants for capital pur-

poses in farm development. I have very few
farmers in my riding, but I did get a letter

within the last few days and I passed it

along to the minister for his consideration.

There was one chap who was in the beef-

raising industry, and he had committed him-

self to the borrowing of several thousand.s

of dollars-I think it was up to $50,000
from conventional lending institutions. Be-

cause of problems with the raising of young
beef, he said that the $75 per head was of

very little assistance to him.
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I am wondering if there is anything in

this vote of $6 million that would assist

those in the beef industry over this par-

ticularly hard time that they are having be-

cause of, I suppose, a glut on the market

at the present time and the depressed prices
of young beef. Is there anything in that or

anything that you see that might assist those

over this particularly hard time?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Chairman, first of all,

to answer the first part of the question, yes,

we have the professional foresters' brief. It

contained a lot of very valuable material as

the hon. member has suggested. My col-

league, the Minister of Natural Resources
and the entire resource policy field have

given it a great deal of consideration. I

hope we will be able to expand on pro-

grammes already in existence and develop
what I think are absolutely essential pro-
grammes for the future of the Province of

Ontario.

To my way of thinking, there are many
farms in Ontario in the developed part of

the Province of Ontario, land owned in fee

simple by people who may not find them-
selves in the position to farm it because the
class of the soil doesn't lend itself to crop
production, but it does lend itself to tree

production. In my opinion, those kinds of

people sihould be given very serious and
sincere consideration insofar as farm tax

rebate is concerned in tree farming because,
to me, they are going to make a very great
contribution to the future of Ontario's in-

dustry and the quality of life we enjoy in

this province by planting those farms into

trees, provided they are properly managed,
provided the right trees are planted and
provided that the scrub trees are removed
and that they really tree farm.

I am sure that the Minister of Natural Re-
sources has an excellent programme under

way in this regard and that he will be having
a lot more to say about it, but I can assure

my friend that we are very conscious of the

problem. We want to see it developed. We
want to see a very real contribution made to

the future. I have often said that the pro-
gramme of private forest lands that was in-

troduced by the late Kelso Roberts when he
was Minister of Lands and Forests was, in

my opinion, one of the greatest steps forward
that I have ever seen happen in the Ontario

Legislature. I am extremely biased in these

remarks and in these comments.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
That is the woodlot management.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Woodlot management
to my way of thinking was one of the greatest

things that ever happened.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The greatest thing.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: It was one of the

greatest things that ever happened.

Mr. Stokes: It wasn't promoted properly,

though.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Perhaps, but there are

a vast number of people involved in it. To

my way of thinking, it is going to make a

very great contribution because there are

areas of this province that do not lend them-
selves to crop production but do lend them-
selves to tree production. We should be doing
more of it. I think that the programmes that

are under way will reflect themselves in this

regard.

With regard to the second question, Mr.

Chairman, that the hon. member for Thun-
der Bay asked, which was the matter of the

$6 million capital grants, this particular pro-

gramme does not apply to the assistance to

the sale of beef calves or beef feeder cattle.

This is purely capital. It does apply to those

people who have applied for the—

Mr. Stokes: The building of a barn.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —building of a bam, the

building of pit silos, outbuildings, fencing,

wells, water supply and this kind of thing.

Last year we budgeted for $10 million. We
have about $6 million worth of applications

on hand now that we project will be required
or that will come in and that will require an

additional $6 million to the end of the

present fiscal year.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Huron.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): I have just a few

points, Mr. Chairman. Whenever I see govern-
ment expenditures for the benefit of farmers,

I hate to say anything derogatory about the

minister's programmes. I just hope that some

of the moneys appropriated are for the bene-

fits of chicken warmongers as well.

When this farm tax reduction programme
first came into efi^ect there were rebate

cheques being sent to persons who were not

bona fide farmers. Now that application has

to be made for this tax reduction programme,
I'm wondering if those non-producing rural

people have been weeded out. In other words,
have we pretty well eliminated the abuses

with the present programme?
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Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I

would say that there's been a marked im-

provement in that regard.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Huron-Bruce.

Mr. Gaunt: There are just two points I

want to raise. One is with respect to capital

grants-

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): They will

take an hour each.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Any con-

flict of interest?

Mr. Gaunt: No, there's no conflict of in-

terest. As I understood it, a limit was placed
on the amount of capital grant money going
out in each fiscal year. As I recall it, during
the estimates for this current fiscal year, we
voted that limit. So I can't understand the

additional $6 million. Could the minister ex-

plain that to me? And while Tm on my feet,

I might as well raise the other point, on the

Ontario Junior Farmer Establishment Loan

Corp. deficit, $1.5 million. Just how is that

made up? Could the minister explain that?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes. First of all, on
the capital grant, the hon. member is quite

right, Mr. Chairman, we did budget for $10
million. However, the capital grant pro-

gramme continued on, and it amazes me that

the number of farmers that have used the

programme and yet there are more coming

along all the time using the programme. The
$10 million has already been expended. As
a matter of fact, I think they used the last

of it up about last week. The applications
that are on hand and which are in the process
of being looked at will require, between now
and the end of the fiscal year, according to

our calculations, about $6 million. We've
added this in, because farmers have gone
ahead, not knowing that they wouldn't qual-

ify. They had no way of knowing that the

$10 million which was announced and which
was budgeted last spring—we debated this

and it was approved—would be all used up.
They really didn't know and they committed
themselves to those expenditures. We think

that where they have made apphcation hav-

ing gone ahead in good faith to spend this

money to make improvements on their own
farms, we should make an honest eflFort to

try to meet our obligations in paying the

grant. That's why the $6 million is requested.

With regard to the $1.5 million, as an
assist to the junior farmer loan programme,
this is the difference between what we bud-

geted last spring—and if memory serves me
right, it was about $2.9 million—to pay the

difference between the interest charges to

the Province of Ontario and what the junior

farmers pay on their loans. With the in-

crease in interest rates that has happened in

this fiscal year, to date even—from, what?

nine per cent to about 11 point something
or other—we estimate that we will require
another $1.5 million to make up that d^er-

ence. That's the subsidy of junior farmer

loans in this province.

Mr. Gaunt; Could the minister tell me
what is planned for the next fiscal year? Are

you going to set a limit on the capital grant

expenditure again? If you are, are we going
to be faced with the same kind of thing
come next year?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Chairman, that is

dijBBcult. I would assure my friend that we
would have to provide at least $10 million.

No one can tell. For instance, last year we

put out about $18.1 million, the year before

that it was something like 26.5 milliori, the

year before that it was $24 million-odd, and
the year before that it was around $18 mil-

Hon or $19 million. So you just don't know.

One would think that most of the farmers

in Ontario had already made use of the capi-
tal grants, and so we thought that the $10
million figure was a reasonable figure, but

we find that it just wasn't enough. So I can't

honestly give you an answer as to whether
it will be enough, but there will be that

amount of money in the budget for next year.

Mr. Gaunt: One final question, Mr. Chair-

man: How many junior farmer loans are still

outstanding?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I think there are 4,800,

Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Huron.

Mr. Riddell: Mr. Chairman, have there

been any foreclosures in the last year in

connection with the farms that have the

junior farmer loans? Is it still government

policy to permit the transfer of a junior
farmer loan if the farm is sold because of

foreclosure or for some other reason?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I wouldn't say there

have been any increases in the number of

foreclosures, Mr. Chairman. There is always
the odd one that could crop up, but there

have been very, very few. The record of

repayment and maintenance of payments on
time is exceptionally good.
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With regard to the transfer of farms on
which there is a junior farmer loan to some
other fanner, yes, that programme is still in

eflFect, providing he meets the appropriate
criterion of being someone who knows what
he is doing in farming and who has some

experience. Sometimes the interest rate is in-

creased beyond the five per cent but that

method of transfer is still there. We think

it is better for a farmer, who for a variety
of reasons—ill health, or any number of things
—finds himself unable to carry on, to find

someone to whom he can sell, and we just

simply transfer the mortgage and he carries

on. It works out to everybody's mutual ad-

vantage, Mr. Chairman.

Vote 1702 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: This completes the esti-

mates of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Food.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT

On vote 1903:

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1903, the environ-

mental control programme. The minister has
a statement

Hon. W. Newman (Minister of the Environ-

ment): I don't really have a statement, Mr.
Chairman. I would just like to point out
that vote 1903(3) is basically for water and

sewage programmes in the Province of On-

tario—money we have spent and will be

spending before the end of the fiscal year.

"Utility: plant operations," the second part
of the vote, is for plant operators in the plants
who have come on stream since the April 1,

1974.

Mr, Chairman: Any comments on item 3?

The hon. member for Waterloo North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Thank

you, Mr. Chairman. I note here that the in-

crease to $130 million is not quite 10 per cent

over what had been allocated. I presume this

represents the provincial portion of the grants
for new works that come in this year.

Could the minister tell me how many appli-
cations there are before the ministry at the

present time? Were there more applications
that reflected this increase, or is this reflected

by increased costs of providing the services in

keeping with your policy of not charging more
than $240 per year per household? Is this be-

cause of increased costs, or are more plants
being constructed?

Hon. W. Newman: It is because of in-

creased costs, of course, because the estimates

coming in when we go out to tender are much

higher.

Another one is the fact that we have had a

lot more requests for more expansion of our

programmes. We have asked for, in the design
stage or in the construction stage or there will

be coming on stream shortly at this point in

time about 387 projects in the province.

Mr. Good: One other question: Does it still

take three, four or five years to get a plant
through to the completion stage from the time

the municipality decides on a project until you
get the thing in operation? This has always
seemed to me to be an unreasonably long
time.

I could state one instance after another

where municipalities have just been frustrated

by the slowness in getting these sewage plants
into service. It not only holds down produc-
tion in established municipalities, but it dis-

rupts all the municipalities that think the

plants are coming within a year or two. By
the time the plants are completed, people
have changed their plan of living, they sell

their homes or they think they're going to

build senior citizens' homes in municipali-
ties as soon as the sewer and water works

get in. The time seems to be unreasonably
long in getting these things into production.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Just
show a little speed, like the Moog and Davis

building, south of this building.

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I have
to agree with the member opposite, who says
it takes a lot of time, but there are manv
stages we must go through.

I can start out by saying that when a

municipality decides it wants to build a sew-

age work, an application is made to the

ministry and we check it out to see if it is

really needed and so forth. Then consulting
engineers are appointed to do a study, which
takes up to six months. They report back to

the ministry; then our people—we don't have
the engineering staff that we need—take con-

siderable time to go over those plans to see

if they are all right. Then we project a pro-

posed water rate, go back to the municipality
and discuss it. From that point, of course, it

has to go to the Ontario Municipal Board,
which does take considerable time.

Mr. Haggerty: Too much time.
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Hon. W. Newman: I agree, but these are

the processes that have to be gone through.
To give you an example, a design came in

the other day for a particular project; and

meaning no disrespect to the firm that did it,

the sewer line was designed to go 3 ft.

deeper than it should have been, which meant
a saving of $200,000 to the municipality in-

volved. That is what takes our stafFs time-

checking to make sure that we are protecting
the municipality.

Of course, we say 130 and 110. As you
know, many bids are coming in well over

that, even with the provincial subsidy of 75

per cent. We're looking at that whole matter

now.

As far as the time frame is concerned, it's

not always our fault. The municipality may
decide, when they want to put in sewers,

that they want to extend them further, which
means further discussion and more engineer-

ing. But it does take time; I don't deny it

takes time.

Mr. Good: One further question. I don't

know if the minister can answer it or whether
I will have to go to another ministry.

What happens when an agreement is

reached between a municipality and your

ministry about providing services, and the

rate structure has been approved and set out,

both as to usage charge, frontage charge,
connection charge and so on, and then a

region is formed? If the regional municipality

suddenly decides that water procuring and

distribution is on a regional basis, does the

region have the power to establish a rational-

ized rate for the whole region and throw out

those agreements?

Hon. W. Newman: As a rule, on most

projects—most, but not all—that we started,

prior to the formation of regional govern-

ments, we were allowed to carry on. In

some cases the regions have said: "Okay, it's

our responsibility. We're going to take over

and we're going to do it." They do that

under the authority of the legislation passed

by the provincial Treasurer (Mr. White) as

far as regional governments are concerned.

They do have the authority to deal with

those matters.

Some regions have the total authority, not

only for the major tnmks for both water and
sewer but also for the connections. Other re-

gions only have the major trunks and water
to deal with, while the local municipality
has a great deal to do with the actual con-
nections or the growth patterns in that mu-

nicipality. They are different arrangements
for different regions in the province.

Mr. Good: If the ministry owned the in-

stallation and the region took it over, they
could keep up your agreement and pay you
at that rate, and they can then sell their

water at any price they want to the munici-

palities within the region. Is that correct?

Hon. W. Newman: Yes, if we do the proj-

ect, we charge so much for 1,000 gallons of

sewage or water, whatever the case may be.

How they levy and raise that money is really
their responsibility. If they want a foot front-

age or mill rate levy or some other way, that's

up to them. Just as long as we come to agree-
ment on the actual payments for the amount
of money involved.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I

just want to ask a few questions of the min-
ister on plant development and construction.

Does this include anything of the planning
for the asbestos plant in Samia, or any pro-
jected ones over the next year? That's the

first question.

On the second question, I noticed on tele-

\dsion over the supper hour $11 million has
been put into testing and equipment to ex-

amine the water in several localities through-
out the province in terms of additives-

asbestos and mercury, and a whole number
of chemical and other substances.

I wanted to know, for purely parochial

reasons, if it is planned that such testing will

take place in Thunder Bay harbour.

This is not so much concern about the

present levels, but the constant danger due

to the continued dumping of taconite tail-

ings by Reserve Mining Co. south of Thunder

Bay, as the report pointed out quite clearly.

A number of people I've talked to have

expressed concern—including the Minnesota

pollution control agency—that currents sweep-
ing around the west shore of Lake Superior
can funnel up from Duluth, through the nose

of the lake so to speak, and then swirl back

into Black Bay and Thunder Bay.

I was just wondering if the ministry was

considering establishing an ongoing testing

programme, such as the one that was men-
tioned over the supper hour as taking place
in Niagara-on-the-Lake and Toronto and the

lakes down here?

Hon. W. Newman: I didn't see the pro-

gramme over the dinner hour, but I did hear
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about it. I can't really comment. I know we
has e a lot of equipment down at the lab. We
are always getting some new equipment in

for testing. Some of it is in service now, in

fact most of it is.

I gather from the programme, which I

didn't see, that there was some doubt about

just how much of the equipment was actually
in place. I gather that most of it is in place.

You were talking about Thunder Bay. You
are concerned about some of the comments
in the last few days, both in the House and
by the news media. I can assure you that

we are constantly doing lab testing on the

asbestos count in all the water systems across

the province.

As a matter of fact, just today I received
from England a report on extensive tests done
in three diflFerent labs regarding the ingestion
of asbestos fibre in water. It indicates there is

no carcinogenic effects by ingesting asbestos
when drinking water. This is a report that
came out about two days ago. Iliere has
been intensive testing in Britain on asbestos
fibre and other materials too.

Mr. Foulds: I find that difficult to accept.

Hon. W. Newman: Come over and see
the report.

Mr. Foulds: For one thing, it is only a

clipping you are referring to there, as I

view it across the way. But let's not get into
an argument about that, we can do that at

some future time.

If you are installing a filtration process in

Sarnia, surely you view it as being a signifi-
cant and worthwhile expense, and no one is

quarrelling about that. If it is significant in

Sarnia, surely it is at least as important in

places like Thunder Bay, where the possibili-

ty of a problem also exists.

The on-going type of testing programme
talked about on the television programme on
CBC over the supper hour that is being car-

ried out in southern Ontario, should also take

place in Thunder Bay.

In terms of this vote it should be made
apparent to the municipal authorities in

Thunder Bay that it might be a very good
idea, and your ministry would be willing to

assist them financially, to build a filtration

plant into their water intake systems.

You understand that Thunder Bay has two
different sources of water. One comes from
Lake Superior directly and services half the

city. That's not all that far—I think it's some-

thing like less than a mile; as it may be about
800 yards or so—from the outflow of raw

sewage from a section of the city. Because
of that, that plant and that water intake plant
should be constantly monitored, and not

merely for asbestos. My concern wasn't merely
on asbestos, it was on the whole range of

items that your ministry is testing. What I

want to do is to get a commitment from you
that that programme will be taking place in

Thunder Bay harbour.

Hon. W. Newman: In the Thunder Bay
area, as you are probably fully aware—I don't

know whether you were there or not—I was

up at the official opening of our Thunder

Bay regional office and we discussed at some

length with some of the people up there the

various problems and things that they are

faced with.

We do have a lab for water testing; not

doing the highly technical testing on some of

the things that you may have seen over the

dinner hour—and I did not see that program-
me, so I really can't comment on it in detail

—but certainly as far as Thunder Bay is con-

cerned, we are constantly monitoring the

water and testing it. Actually, we are dealing
with some chemicals now that may be able

to take out any asbestos fibres that are not

taken out by filtration; we are working with

a particular chemical right now and doing
some testing with it.

Mr. Foulds: But I'm not sure you under-

stand my concern. My concern is not merely
for asbestos. My concern is for the whole

range of additives that we put in the water-

some of the chemicals that we may be adding,

such as chlorine—which the New Orleans

study seems to indicate could, in fact, be

somewhat more dangerous than some of the

things we are trying to take out. I am asking

for that whole range of analysis to be con-

stantly taking place in that area and if it is

necessary—and I suspect that it is—plant de-

velopment, construction of the water plant,

particularly in the Port Arthur ward, the

north ward of Thunder Bay, be very careful-

ly looked at in terms of upgrading, and that

provincial financing of that may be necessary.

Hon. W. Newman: Of course, we are al-

ways prepared to talk to municipalities regard-

ing financing additions or extensions to their

plants. We are also constantly monitoring,
not only for what we have been talking about

in the last few days, but for any other of

the contaminants that may be there. We have

looked very extensively at, and talked about,

New Orleans and their water supply and the

effects of chlorine and the carcinogenic ef-
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fects that could be there, although it is not

known for sure.

Thank goodness we in the Province of On-
tario have a water supply system which is

relatively clean, as far as I am concerned. At

this point in time, from what I can check

from our people, there is no problem as far

as the chlorination is concerned. There was

some discussion tonight on the programme,
and as I've said I'm not prepared to com-

ment on it because I didn't see the pro-

gramme.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Kent.

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Mr. Chairman, I

would like to ask the minister a question in

regard to building these anti-pollution plants

in towns and villages across the Province of

Ontario. After a municipality reaches agree-
ment with you in regard to a plant, a con-

tractor comes in and has to tear up all the

streets in the town or village or whatever it

is. I have seen that in many cases, if the

contract is let in the summer or in the spring,

the dust situation is serious. It's a great an-

noyance to the people, to the citizens, to the

businessmen; and also, if the project runs over

until the next spring, the condition of the

roads is practically unbearable to those who
do business in those towns or villages. People
don't go to do their shopping in those towns

or villages, and the businessmen are affected

tremendously.

I wondered if you pay toward the control

of dust on roads and the maintenance of

roads in a certain condition when the project
is under construction, because it is a hard-

ship on businessmen of the town. The cus-

tomers don't go in to do business, they go
to another town instead, and in many cases

they never come back to do business in that

town for two or three years afterwards.

I wondered if there was assistance from

your department for control of dust and to

keep the roads in fair condition so that those

who do their shopping in that town won't be
forced to go to some other place because it

wrecks their cars and everything else.

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Chairman, to

answer that question, when a tender is let

for a particular project such as a watermain
or sewers in a municipality or town, there is

an agreement drawn up with the contractor

that he has certain responsibilities to keep
the road passable.

I know problems arise from time to time.

First we have the contractors who are bonded,
if anything goes wrong; and as far as dust

control or construction controls, we usually
have a man on the project to make sure the

contractor is fulfilling his obligations. No
matter how good a job you try to do, how

capable a job you try to do, when you are

laying these lines you do create some prob-
lems. Believe you me, I know, because I get
the phone calls in my office.

We do try to accommodate people as best

we can. Occasionally we run into problems
and occasionally we run into problems with

a particular contractor. But certainly we do

try to do our best to keep the roads open and

passable.

I know it's an inconvenience, especially for

downtown merchants, but if we are going to

get those water services in and sewer services

in, the contractors have to tear up the streets.

But certainly we have tried very hard, and I

tried very hard this last summer to accom-

modate the people and their concerns because

I know what it's like in a small town or

village when the streets are all torn up. Some

people go to another village; it's a while

before they come back and that's difficult for

the merchants, I know.

We are trying to do a better job on that

and I think we are. If you have a particular

problem right now in a particular area, let

us know and we'll try to do something
about it.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to return

to the item I raised earlier during the session

with the Minister of Health (Mr. Miller), and

that was the chlorination of water supplies

and the potential cancer hazard in the use of

chlorine in water.

I have noticed that the federal authorities

mentioned recently that a more extensive

study of municipal drinking waters to detect

the presence of possible cancer-causing chemi-

cals has been recommended by federal and

provincial health experts. They also make

mention that more extensive tests are needed

to ensure that people are drinking safe water.

Have you, Mr. Minister, set safe drinking
water standards?

Hon. W. Newman: Yes, we have set safe

drinking water standards on all kinds of con-

taminants or bacteria counts. As a matter of

fact, I was talking to Mme Sauve about two

weeks ago about extensive testing, to make
sure we didn't overlap in our testing and

we co-ordinated our efforts as far as our

water testing goes in the Province of Ontario,
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and I must say we had a very good meeting
about it.

Certainly, as far as chlorinatlon reacting
with certain bacteria to create carcinogenic

problems, we have no record of an\' problems
here at all. Where the problem did occur

was, I think, down in New Orleans, where

they are using a
verj- undesirable type of

water to start with.

Mr. B. Newman: I understand, Mr. Chair-

man, that such standards also exist in the
United States; yet Congress debated for four

years a safe water bill and it was only re-

cently passed. Are you attempting to improve
your standards on a regular basis so that

more and more of the various additives that

may come into the water supplies, directly or

indirectly, are removed in the filtration

process?

Hon. W. Nevmian: Very much so. We have
talked quite extensively in the last few days
about asbestos fibres in water, and we could
talk about many other contaminants. As you
know, I brought in new regualtions, reducing
the acceptable level of certain contaminants.
We are always striving to eliminate even more
and reduce the percentage of anything that

could be in the water that could be creating
a problem for people. We are watching it

very carefully all the time.

You were talking about our counterparts
on the other side. As you know, we have
lived up to our agreement, and will have
lived up to our agreement as far as effluent

going into the Great Lakes is concerned, by
the end of 1975. With no disrespect to our

neighbours in the adjoining states, because
I think the governors are trying to do a job,

they have just had their feaeral funds to do
the effective job we would like to see done
there cut ofiF.

Mr. B. Newman: I was going to ask you,
Mr. Minister, if you are aware of the use of

ozone in an attempt to purify drinking water;
the system that is used, apparently, in some
of the states in the union and in Germany
and France where they claim that ozone,
which is oxygen with an extra atom, would
not cause cancer, as some officials say chlorine

does when combined with pollutants?

There is also technical information provided
that ozone swirled through one million parts
of water will rid the water of any pollutants.
Prof. Phil Bailey of the University of Texas
claims that ozone produces only inert ma-
terials and no carcinogens when it combines
with impurities. The city of Montreal, accord-

ing to this press release, is spending some $7

million in plant capacity so they can produce
ozone right at the source of the water treat-

ment plant. Thev are to be able to purify
some 600,000 gaflons of water per day.

Milan uses it and Nice in France uses it,

and various other European jurisdictions. Is

your ministry experimenting at all with the

use of ozone to purify drinking water?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr, Chairman, a lot of

our staflF have been over looking at the ozone

treatment they have in Europe; and we have

been down to the United States and looked

at ozone treatment techniques. We know that

ozone supposedly, at this point in time, does

not create carcinogenic problems, but we are

not absolutely sure, at this point in time. Not

only that, it is a very costly installation to a

plant. We have to look at that point too.

We are analysing the whole thing at this

point in time as far as ozone treatment goes.
There is another form of treatment—it slips my
mind for a moment—which we are also look-

ing into.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Waterloo North.

Mr. Good: I have one short question on

administrative matters as to how this is set

up. The $11.5 million represents the total

additional moneys paid by the province for

sewer and water installations. I believe the

federal government supplies 65 per cent of

that, of which 25 per cent is forgiven. Is that

correct?

What I want to know is, how much of this

$11.5 million is the provincial share to munic-

ipal sewer and waterworks, which is forgiven,
and how much of that is recoverable then

over the 40-year debenture agreement with

the municipalities?

Hon. W. Newman: I got diverted by one

of your colleagues here, but if I could answer

it this way: Of the $11.5 million, 15 per

cent is forgivable provincially, and the rest,

on a chargeback basis over a 40-year basis, is

recoverable.

Mr. Good: Did the federal government

give you a forgivable portion of 25 per cent?

Hon. W. Newman: Yes, that is quits true;

but this is basically provincial funding we are

talking about at this point in time.

I think I am correct in assuming that we
have federal funding for this money? Yes, we
have federal funding to back up our pro-

vincial funding.
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Mr. Good: I would like to go one step

further. You say 15 per cent of this repre-

sents provincial funds. Does the member for

Ottawa East want to talk?

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): I am sorry

about that.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. The hon.

member for Waterloo North has the floor.

Mr. Good: Then 15 per cent represents

the forgivable portion. When the province

says its agreements allow the province to

pay up to 75 per cent of the works in-

volved, is 15 per cent about the average
of what you usually assist the municipalities
in their agreements?

Hon. W. Newman: No, in the basic over-

sizing in building a line in a municipality
or a region—basically in a region we allow

for an oversizing—we have a forgivable por-
tion of 15 per cent. If we go the straight

provincial route on building a water plant
and distribution centre, or a sewage plant
and distribution lines, we have a grant struc-

ture which says to the municipality we will

pay up to 75 per cent grant to reduce it

to $130 per year per person for sewage and

$110 for water. Okay?

Mr. Good: What is your average—50, 60,

70, or do you pay 75 per cent on all of them?

Hon. W. Newman: I can't tell you, be-

cause in many cases, even with a total

of 75 per cent subsidy, they're well over

that figure of a total of $240.

Mr. Good: And then what do you do?

Hon. W. Newman: Then we try to see

what we can do to re-tender, to do it in

separate projects, or to see what we can do
to try to modify the system to see if we
can do it within that bracket. If we can't,

then it's the municipality's decision whether
it should go ahead or not.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Welland South.

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to ask the minister about this recent

threat of asbestos fibres in the drinking
water in different municipalities in Ontario.

In comparison to the filtered water system,
will microscreening, or the filtering of water

through miCTOscreening, remove asbestos

fibres?

Hon. W. Newman: I don't know the
exact internal working of the plant, whether

microscreening will remove 100 per cent.

Will it or won't it? No, apparently it won't

remove 100 per cent of it.

Mr. Haggerty: Well then, regarding those

municipalities that draw water from the Lake
Erie basin, will special assistance perhaps be

provided to municipalities that do have a

microscreening process there now, if they
make the changeover to filtering? Will there

be a special assistance given to them then?

Hon. W. Newman: No, there will be no
extra special assistance because of what

might be in the water regarding asbestos

fibres. I said yesterday in the House, and
I made a very clear and concise statement-

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Precise

or concise?

Hon. W. Newman: I only have a copy of

a report of a very well known medical

group that has said there is no major prob-

lem, there is no problem as far as carcino-

genic effects of asbestos in the water are

concerned. The water we're drinking in the

Pro\ ince of Ontario today-

Mr. Haggerty: But they are not positively
sure of that, though?

Hon. W. Newman: I beg your pardon?

Mr. Haggerty: Researchers are not posi-

tively sure about your statement, are they?

Mr. Ferrier: Tell us the medical group.

Hon. W. Newman: Would you like me
to read you the statement? Would you like

me to read it to you? It's only four or

five pages and I'd be glad to.

An hon. member: Not at all, no.

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): The
minister is being provocative, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. W. Newman: No, I'm serious. I think

a lot of people got upset and concerned about
the water we are drinking in this province
when there is no need to be upset and con-

cerned, because the scientific data we have

today says there isn't a problem.

Hon. M. Birch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development): I think the minister

should read it.

Mr. Roy: Do you think he is creating pub-
lic mischief out there?
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Mr. Good: The minister is certainly con-

cerned.

Mr. Chairman: Shall vote 1903 carry?

The hon. member for Welland South.

Mr. Haggerty: Is there not an agreement
between the United States and Canada deal-

ing with the international waterways under

which they are policed by the International

Joint Commission? Surely the person respon-
sible for polluting the water system in the

first place should be stopped. Surely you must

have some authority here in the Province of

Ontario to make sure that is being policed

by the authority responsible for it, and I

presume that is the International Joint Com-
mission.

Perhaps there are other polluters on the

Great Lakes system too that are dumping
mineral waste or other chemicals in the

waterway system about which we're not sure

whether they can cause serious health effects.

It has also been indicated in studies lately

that there are chemicals in the water system
that can cause health problems.

I suggest to the minister that surely the

dialogue between the United States and Can-
ada has carried on long enough. I believe it

was back in 1906 that the first agreement was
reached between the two countries. It was
established at that time that a proper policing

authority would be established and this was
the International Joint Commission. I think

it's their responsibility to carry it out and
those polluters should be taken to the courts.

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I think
we're away from the vote, but I'd be glad to

answer the question. I would have to agree
with the member in some respect that we do
have some problems. But our jurisdiction is

within the Province of Ontario and we must
deal through your counterparts in Ottawa and
ask them to co-operate with the federal US
agencies. We can have all the provincial-state

agreements we like — or understandings, I

should say, not agreements — but unless we
can get the federal government here in Can-
ada to deal with the federal government in

the US and make something binding, we just
don't have the jurisdiction.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Oh, come
oflF it. You have some responsibility.

Hon. W. Newman: Sure we have some re-

sponsibility. We carry out our responsibilities
too.

Mr. Roy: We shouldn't have to take that,

surely, Mr. Chairman—that shouting at us.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr, B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I won't

be long on this.

It is the minister's responsibility to monitor

the radioactivity in the Great Lakes. We know
that our American friends along Lake Michi-

gan are developing quite a few atomic energy

plants, and as a result I would assume that

a certain amount of radioactivity would leak

into the waters and would eventually go
downstream and may end up in our drinking
water.

Is that the minister's responsibility? Does
he monitor it? And is there no problem what-

soever as far as safe drinking water is con-

cerned and the radioactivity from the various

energy plants?

Hon. W. Newman: As far as the plants in

the Province of Ontario are concerned, of

course, the Atomic Energy Commission of

Canada and—

Mr. Haggerty: Don't you have any respon-

sibility at all?

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): For any-

thing?

Hon. W. Newman: The Atomic Energy
Commission of Canada and our people and

Ontario Hydro are monitoring on a regular
basis at these plants—on an hourly basis. I

have one of the largest nuclear plants in the

world in my riding, so I am fully aware of

the type or monitoring that they do and I

am fully satisfied there are no problems there.

Mr. Good: Then he'd better move out and

let someone else in.

Mr. Renwick: Don't be fully satisfied.

Mr. Chairman: Shall vote 1903 carry?

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Minister, does your

department or municipal water systems moni-

tor radioactivity in water supplies? Do they
or do they not? We have heard at numerous
times of various spills that go unreported.
There was one in Michigan not too long ago
-not an energy spill; not a radioactive spill;

it was another type of spill—but it went un-

reported completely and they are attempting
tc try to trace the source of the spill.

Accidents do happen and I am wondering
whether it is either your responsibility or the

responsibility of municipal water systems to

monitor radioactivity.

Interjection by an hon. member.
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Hon. W. Newman: I would think the mu-

nicipalities would really have that respon-

sibility. I assume that we would have that

responsibility if we had any concern as to—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. W. Newman: —exactly to what ex-

tent-

Well I don't know all the answers, I admit

it you know. I am not like some of—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. W. Newman: Well anyway, we do

some monitoring. We do keep a very close

eye on the matter and of course work very

closely with the Atomic Energy Commission
of Canada. This happens to be one of the

ministries that has a fairly good working re-

lationship with their counterparts in Ottawa.

Mr. Roy: Oh come on!

Hon. W. Newman: We don't always agree.

There are certain things we don't like to see.

Mr. Breithaupt: The Treasurer is pretty

good in this line of work.

Hon. W. Newman: But we do have a very

good working relationship, so we are look-

ing after the people of this province.

Vote 1903 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: This concludes the supple-

mentary estimates of the Ministry of the En-
vironment.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION

AND COMMUNICATIONS

Mr. Roy: Oh, is the minister going to an-

swer questions?

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps the Chair might
comment that we have been, in this festive

season, a little lenient in the broad discus-

sions on these estimates, but I would suggest
that from henceforth we stick to the expen-
ditures that are being discussed.

Mr. Roy: I agree with that.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister?

Hon. J. R. Rhodes (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): Mr. Chairman,
just a very brief comment. Votes 2302 and
2303 are the result of increased costs as a
result of inflation in the programmes that are

covered under both of these votes.

Mr. Good: Krauss-MafiFei?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: No.

Mr. Breithaupt: Perhaps you could advise

us, Mr. Minister, of the particular increases

and to what programmes they relate? We
thought you'd be reducing them.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, the $1
million amount is as a result of our mainte-

nance programme where we ran into the

increased costs of materials and equipment
and—

Mr. Roy: There was a snowstorm in Ot-

tawa last night.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: —many of them are pe-
troleum products such as calcium chloride,

asphalt—all of these things that have just in-

creased in cost so much.

Mr. Breithaupt: So this is a general thing

right across the ministry?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Yes indeed, it is not in

any particular job or project.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister—member
for Cochrane South.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Reverend sir.

Mr. Ferrier: I know I am spiritual adviser

to some members of this House.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: Who is he looking at? The dep-

uty whip?

On vote 2302:

Mr. Ferrier: Mr. Chairman, there are two

questions. Is it now becoming economic to

go back to using some cement materials for

road construction since, I believe, asphalt is

becoming more and more expensive because

of the higher price of petroleum products. Is

there any thought in that direction?

The other question that I have is a very

brief question: On these construction proj-

ects, how much supervision does your min-

istry exercise? If a company has a contract

to carry out a construction project and it

seems to be delaying it and it's not being
done very well, what power do your minis-

try's officials have to go in and say: "Look,
move on with this and don't let it sit in that

poor state"?

I can think of one in Timmins, which is

why I ask that. Does this affect the cost of

construction projects, if they fool around on
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them, like they did on that one in Timmins?
I wonder if the minister could comment on
those two brief things?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, as far

as cement is concerned we have looked at

that to see if we could, perhaps, go to cement
rather than using asphalt in the paving proj-

ects because of the fact that petroleum costs

lia>e increased and increased the costs there.

However, we have found that cement costs

are going up just as rapidly and there doesn't

appear to be any real saving to be realized

by going to cement. However, we are watch-

ing both costs all the time in an effort, in

fact, to keep our costs down, because they
are getting away from us.

As far as the performance of the various

contractors is concerned, these are contracts

which have a time limitation on them and
if they are delayed beyond the time and
there is not a very sound and valid reason

then, of course, there are penalties imposed
upon the contractor for the delays. We do
have inspection teams that do go out to the
various projects to inspect the work that is

being done, to see the performance, to see

tJiat the specifications are being met, that

the standards of material are being met, and
we do have inspectors doing this on all the

jobs. If there are delays, we certainly don't

appreciate them and we have, on many oc-

casions, gone to contractors and impressed
upon them that they had best get on with
that work and not be unduly delaying the

project.

Interestingly enough, the delays this year
have been much less, for perhaps a very
strange reason, in that the contractors them-
selves are trying to rush their work and get
it done in one fiscal year rather than have
the carryover, because it's carryover which
has been giving them some problem when
they get into next year and try to get their

materials, based on this year's tenders, at

next year's prices. We've been experiencing
around 13.7 per cent inflation on our con-
struction material costs.

Mr. Ferrier: When you tender a contract
to a particular firm and the price goes up six

months after the project started, is that the

contractor's responsibility? It doesn't cost the

people of Ontario more if the contractor made
the bid at a certain price and then fools

aroimd and hasn't got the job done. That
then is the contractor's responsibility.

Does the contractor have to submit the

particular proposals to you as to what he's

going to do at various stages in a project, or

do you more or less give him that leeway to

do the job and your inspectors go in from
time to time? I think there's maybe a place

they do to watch the various parts of the job
as it develops. I can think of one contractor

who didn't do the job very hastily and caused
a lot of undue interruption for the people in

my particular area.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Yes. Mr. Chairman, we
do not have escalation clauses. If the con-

tract is bid and the tender is accepted, that's

the price that the contractor is paid, and if

there is a carryover to the following year
that's his responsibility. There are no escala-

tion clauses.

As far as any particular staging of a project
is concerned, the ministry does develop the

staging. We set the staging programme, as

to how the job will be done and in what
order. I will agree with the hon. member that

there are times when we do have these delays,
and we aren't happy with them either. We
try to go in and exercise the authority that the

ministry has to get that job done on time and
as I say, if it's not, there are penalty clauses

involved in the contracts.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Ot-

tawa East.

Mr. Roy: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Good: A question of the Minister of

Transportation and Communications.

Mr. Roy: Yes, I want to ask some questions
I didn't get a chance to ask today because

there was no question period, Mr. Chairman.
The minister was one of the few members
of the cabinet who visited Ottawa last Wed-

nesday who got a favourable report in the

press. I could see from his actions why he

would get a favourable comment.

I must say to the minister, although you
are not from eastern Ontario, the people who
have service stations and restaurants along

Highway 17 found you to be a very receptive
minister—one who appeared to give every
indication of being sincerely interested in

their problems.

Mr. Laughren: Promised the moon, did he?

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): You are right

on.

Mr. Roy: The reason I say this—and I don't

throw flowers around as a rule—

An hon. member: Watch it.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: No, sir, you sure don't;

I am waiting.
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Mr, Breithaupt: Why don't you duck?

Mr. Roy: No, I won't take him to Hull

tonight—no, no.

Mr. Laughren: Almost makes the minister

wish he was a Liberal again.

Mr. Roy: I want to say to the minister,

Mr. Chairman, that he impressed the group
out there as being one who is sincerely inte-

rested in their problems. That's more than I

can say about your colleague, the Minister of

Industry and Tourism (Mr. Bennett).

iMr. Chairman: Order, I wonder if you
can discuss the subject?

Mr. Roy: Am I out of order?

Mr. Chairman: Yes.

Mr. Roy: Yes, I'm right on here, supply
and—

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member is

straying.

Mr. Roy: Yes, but I want to make a few
extracurricular comments, Mr. Chairman.

I want to say to the minister that he made
a more favourable impression than his col-

league did, who made some remarks about

Highway 417. He said: "They were asking
us to open 417; now that we've opened it,

the guys along Highway 17 are not happy."
That wasn't the problem at all.

I think you can understand, Mr. Minister,
that these people were able to carry on a

business because of the heavy traffic between
Ottawa and Montreal. This traffic produced
customers; and that's why they were able to

survive. Of course, I cant understand how a

government that says it is sensible to the

needs of the people, especially in the

eastern-

Mr. B. Newman: Sensitive.

Mr. Roy: Sensible or sensitive. Is sensitive

the word? Would you like me to speak in

French a bit?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, to the minister, I

want to say: How can a government that has
been working on Highway 417 for some seven

years now—we've been asking that long for

the highway to be opened—open a new high-
way, knowing that all the traffic that is on

Highway 17 would take the new route, 417?
All the businesses around Rockland, Bourget

and Orleans were catering to that public. How
can you open a highway without even put-

ting up a sign?

I'm not blaming the minister—and I've

said this to him before. I thought you were

receptive when I presented a petition, for

instance, in the House about the necessity of

advising the traffic coming in from the Quebec
border that there are towns along Highway
17, such as Rockland, Orleans or Bourget.
There are no services, for instance, along 64

miles of the new 417.

So, Mr. Chairman, the first question to the
minister is this: I understand the signs aren't

up yet; when are they going to go up? At
least we should allow the public to know that

there is food, lodging and services. If they
want to get to Rockland, Orleans, Bourget
and Hawkesbury, at least they'd know where
to go—and not end up in Ottawa and have to

come all the way back. I think road signs are

in supply and services. When are you going
to put them up?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, when I

was speaking to a delegation that attended a

meeting in Ottawa, I made a commitment
that we would get these signs up. The in-

structions that I gave to my people at that

time were to put up temporary signs at this

stage—get the signs up to indicate these areas

-^and immediately proceed to produce the

regular aluminum signs that would be going

up on a permanent basis.

I haven't been back in the area. You tell

me the signs aren't up. I was advised just

recently that the signing programme was
under way and that these signs were going up
to indicate food, lodging and the various

communities.

Let me just add to that. I agree with the

hon. member when he says that when a new

highway like 417 is built it should have

adequate signs, I make no bones about it.

I was personally not very happy at all as the

minister when I found out that the new

highway was built and open and there was

not adequate signing. It's something, as far

as I am concerned and as long as I am minis-

ter, that will not happen again on a new high-

wav. There will be proper signing available

at the time the highway is opened.

That is a commitment, as far as I am

concerned, that the signing will be done at

the time the highway is opened, and not

waiting until the people experience the drop
in business they did. I was very sincere in

my commitment to the people that the

signing will be there.
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Mr. Royj Mr. Chairman, if I may just

pursue this point, I want to say to the min-

ister that I tried to reflect what the people

said to me about the reception that they got
from different ministers. I would like to

ask this minister that he speak to his col-

league, the hon. member for Ottawa South,

the Minister of Industry and Tourism, and

tell him that there were plans about making
old Highway 17, which follows the Ottawa

River, a scenic route. You could build parks
«nd so on along that. It's a beautiful area.

There is still a relative cunount of traflSc that

uses that route.

He ought not to make the platitudes or

the cynical comments, such as "We spent
seven years to build a highway and then

once we open it we get bitching from peo-

ple on the other highway." I'm glad to see

the minister, Mr. Chaiiman, resi>ond about
the needs of that community. I don't blame

you at all for the signs not being there.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: I want to say to you, Mr. Chair-

man, I can't see how the member for Ottawa
South who says he is a representative of

©astern Ontario could have allowed this and
not been alerted to the fact of the economic
disaster that was going to happen to these

people along that highway by opening up
the new one.

I want to ask the minister and, Mr. Chair-

man, I might be ruled out of order on this,

are there any plans about building? I under-

stand your department is involved in the

parks. Are you not involved in parks along
the highway? Is that your responsibility?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: We have some road-

side parks, just the stop and rest areas that

we maintain along some of the highways.

Mr. Roy: What are the plans for old High-

way 17? Do you have any?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I'm sorry, I can't give

you that answer at this time. I don't know
whether we have any immediate plans for

developing more roadside parks along old

17. I couldn't answer you at this time. I

can get the information for you and make
it available to you.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Huron and then the member for Stormont,

Mr. Riddell: Mr. Chairman, the minister

indicated that the supplementary estimates

were predominantly for maintenance pro-

^ammes.

An hon. member: That's just the first vote.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I said maintenance pro-

grammes only under vote 2302.

Mr. Riddell: All right.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Vote 2303 is construc-

tion. It would be $13 million.

Mr. Riddell: Regardless of which one, one

of the questions which is often asked me

by my well travelled friends is why are the

shoulders of Ontario highways not paved
rather than gravelled periodically and then

graded periodically? Have there been any
cost studies done of late to compare the

cost, say, of paving the shoulders of our

main travelled roads as compared to gravel-

ling them so often and then having the

grader come along and grade the shoulders?

This is all additional cost which we might
be able to eliminate if we decided to pave
some of these shoulders.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, at this

time I can't give you the answer as to

whether there have been any cost compar-
isons made. Certainly there has been a con-

sideration given as to what costs would be

to pave the shoulders. They would be quite

considerable. There are some shouldered

areas that are paved but they are on the

major multi-lane highways. I think the hon.

member is probably referring to more of

the two-lane highways that we have in the

province where we don't have the shoulders.

I can't tell you what the cost difference

would be between paving at the time of

construction as opposed to the ongoing
maintenance. I couldn't tell you at this time.

Mr. Riddell: Is it not true that gravel is

becoming rather a scarce resource in many
of the municipalities and that we might well

have to look at the feasibility of paving the

shoulders within the very near future?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: There's not much ques-

tion, Mr. Chairman, but that in some of the

reports I have seen it has been indicated

that there is a shortage of aggregate. I some-

times wonder about these reports, whether

they are done for some sort of interest

groups. I have seen reports that indicate

that there is a shortage of aggregate in On-

tario, and it may well be that we are going
to have to find some alternative to putting

gravel on the shoulders and it may well be

paving.

Mr. Haggerty: Don't say that; the price
will be double or more.
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Hon. Mr. Rhodes: At this stage I can't say
what the savings would be. Wo do know
what it would cost if we were to go ahead
and pave at this particular time,

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Stormont.

Mr. G. Samis (Stormont): Mr. Chairman,
the minister well knows that there is more
to eastern Ontario than Highways 17 and
417. I'd like to know what the overall policies
of his department are regarding bilingual

signs. I know you put some in on Highway
401, but they are not fully bilingual, espe-

cially for traffic coming from Toronto into

eastern Ontario. I am especially interested in

Highways 2, 43, 138 and 34. Is it the inten-

tion of your ministry to bilingualize the signs,
or not to bilingualize, or what, on the other

highways?

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): How
about universal signs?

Mr. Samis: Pardon?

Mr. Deacon: Let's have universal signs.

Mr. Roy: Universal signs.

Mr. Samis: If you are going to have uni-

versal signs, fine, but if you don't, are you
going to treat the people of eastern Ontario

on an equal basis in terms of road signs?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I don't intend, Mr.

Chairman, to treat the people in eastern

Ontario any different from the rest of Ontario.

I don't think the member would want that.

I think what I should say to you is this, I

agree with the comment that was made by
the member for York Centre, when he indi-

cated that using universal signs-

Mr. Ferrier: What about the people of

Haileybury?

Mr. Laughren: Ask the member for Timis-

kaming.

Mr. E. M. Ha'TOt (Timiskaming): The
member for Nickel Belt is a good example of

a poor member.

An hon. member: Oh, you're in trouble.

Mr. Samis: I'd like to ask the—

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: What I want to say to

you is that I agree with the member for York
Centre that the universal sign is the most

adequate sign, that we can all use it. This

is what our programme is at the present time,

particularly in those areas in eastern Ontario

and other parts of this province where there

is a large French-speaking population. We
want to put in, first of all, the universal signs
and then secondly the bilingual signs. We are

developing a programme of putting in these

bilingual signs. I made a commitment, again
when I was in Ottawa, to some of the people
in that area who said that they wanted the

bilingual signs; we said we'd put them up.
in the programme and in conjunction with as

many universal signs as we can.

Mr. Roy: Better off with universal signs.

Mr. Samis: Will the minister also describe

to what extent he'll be putting up metric

signs in eastern Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I am sorry?

Mr. Samis: Metric signs, for the distances?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: We have been putting

up metric signs on various highways t&ough-
out the province and it's part of the start

toward the metric conversion. Eventually all

of the highway signs will be metric.

Mr. Samis: Will that be accelerated in

1975?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: It's going to have to be

accelerated all along, because as I under-

stand it we are supposed to be metric in

this country by about 1980, so we had better

be accelerating with signs and other things.

Mr. Samis: Are you doing this at all in

co-operation with the Quebec government,
vis-a-vis the Montreal-Toronto route, etc. Is

there any co-operation involved there?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: We co-operate once in

a while with the Quebec government on

something we don't agree on. But if it's a

question of highway signs, we have a fairly

good relationship with the Minister of Trans-

port in Quebec.

Mr. Roy: I don't know, you keep visiting

Hull.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: But I personally haven't

been involved in any discussions concerning

signing. We have had other discussions. We
met in Hull recently and—

Mr. Ferrier: Oh, tell us more.

Mr. Roy: Did you talk to the government
there?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Does vote 302 carry?
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Mr. Roy: Can I just usk one question on
the matter of the universal signs? I want to

say to the minister, you visited Europe re-

cently and you saw the plan of Krauss-Maffei

there in Germany. I appreciate there is some

disappointment, and a few things you want
to forget about that system. Maybe you love

the country, but the system leaves some ques-
tions, as you know. I want to ask the min-
ister—

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: No, it is a lovely place.
It's a good system.

An hon. member: Where is it?

Mr. Roy: A good system? Are you prepared
to defend that tonight?

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): A good
system? Better defend that, eh? You wouldn't

spend a nickel on light rail.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, as you know, they
have imiversal signs across Europe—the stop

signs, how you get oflF the road and the

whole bit. I haven't seen one universal sign
in this province yet. Have you got a program-
me for that? I haven't seen any universal

signs here, apart from the "yield" symbol and
this type of thing.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I think it's fair to say
that part of the programme has been the

standardization of signing. The shapes of the

signs have become standardized, certainly
across north America, and in some cases they
use similar signs around the world. Perhaps
I am using the wrong word when I say uni-

versal—which is the programme we want to

get into—but we are using the signs at the

present time that indicate—

Mr. Cassidy: The Martians wouldn't under-
stand them.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: You wouldn't understand
them?

Mr. Cassidy: No, the Martians wouldn't.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I don't notice the dif-

ference.

The signs that we are using are the food
and lodging signs that require no wording
at all—simply the symbols that indicate camp-
ing, restaurants, service stations, and this sort

of thing.

Mr. Chairman: Does vote 2302 carry?

Vote 2302 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 2303, construction

programme. The hon. member for St. George.

On vote 2303:

Mrs. Campbell: When the question was
asked by our House leader as to whether any
of these related to any specific projects, was
the minister replying to this vote as well as

to the first vote, or is there anything specific

attached to this particular vote?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: No, Mr. Chairman, there

is nothing specific at all. This is simply an

overall cost increase that we are experiencing
in all of our jobs. We put in our estimates

what we thought was a reasonable cost, but

the tenders have come in much higher. These
are increased costs we are facing because of

inflation.

Mr. Deacon: Those aren't adjustments to

tenders?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: No, these are not adjust-
ments to tenders. These are a result of the

tenders that came in being higher than what
our estimates were.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Ot-

tawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: How much of this, Mr. Chair-

man, relates to the extension of the Don

Valley Parkway up toward Lake Simcoe?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I specifically said that

none of this relates to any particular project.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, it has to re-

late to specific projects—otherwise the money
isn't going to be spent.

Mr. Breithaupt: He's like a car dealer who
doesn't make anything per unit—he makes it

on the volume.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister and I have had
this exchange, Mr. Chairman, during the

course of the estimates, so I don't want to

prolong it. But would he reiterate what he said

in estimates—that he personally made the

decision to change that road to expressway
standards of four lanes and completely di-

vided right of way in order to encourage car

commuting from the York region into Metro-

politan Toronto?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, I did not

say that at the estimates and I don't intend

to say it now.

Mr. Cassidy: Will the minister then say

why it was that he went ahead with a four-

lane highway which will have the effect of

encouraging automobiles to commute into

Metropolitan Toronto and aggravating the
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problems that now exist with automobile

transportation in Metro?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, what I

said in the estimates—and I will repeat it

again—was that I was the one who had

made the decision on increasing the capacity
of 404 in that particular area. I said at that

time that I made the decision, because for

some reason the press and others wanted to

blame it on the Premier (Mr, Davis). He
didn't know anything about it and I suppose
he was probably as surprised as everyone
else when I announced it in the House. But

I feel that that's part of my responsibility and
I made that decision.

Now, it certainly was not done for the

purpose of creating the chaos that the hon.

member is referring to. It was done as a re-

sult of discussions with various municipalities

along that area which showed me traffic fi-

gures and the problems that were being ex-

perienced, and which also indicated that most
of tlie traffic that was using that particular

highway was not local trafiic coming down
into Toronto but Metro traffic getting out of

Toronto.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, can the minis-

ter explain to me why it is that during the

course of these discussions with the local

municipalities along the route of the pro-

posed extension to the parkway he did not

at any time have discussions with the city of

Toronto, let alone with Metro? Yet at the

same time the OMB, which is a government
agency, turns around and tells the city of

Toronto that it can't have its particular height

bylaw because it refused to talk with Mark-

ham and Vaughan and the other townships
and municipalities up in that particular area.

That's crazy.

Mr. Chairman. Order, please. You are stray-

ing from the theme of the estimate.

Hod. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, I wiU

respond to that in this way. I spoke to the

people whom I thought I should be speaking
with—the elected representatives of the par-
ticular ridings. One of them was the member
for York Centre and the other was the mem-
ber for York North (Mr. W. Hodgson), both

of whom were very much involved. I spoke
with them; I also met with the members of

the councils of those particular municipalities

who gave me their input.

Mr. Roy. And you didn't speak to the mem-
ber for Ottawa Centre?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: As far as the Ontario

Municipal Board is concerned, I am not

going to interfere with whatever its decisions

are unless it comes to cabinet and the decision

is made there. I am sorry I didn't at any time

speak to the people from the city of Toronto,
and I still to this day haven't heard anything
from them about their concerns. The only
person Who has expressed any concern to me
from anywhere in Toronto has been the hon.

member for St. George.

Mr. Chairman: Shall vote 2303 carry?

Mr. Roy: I have a few questions to ask

the minister. In relation to your construction

programme here, I want to get back to High-

way 417 and the last section of it that's going
to be joined to the Queensway in Ottawa.

What is your schedule for the completion
date of it?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: The completion date is

relatively early in 1975. We are hoping to

continue the work through the winter months,
if we can, so we can continue right on in the

spring and have it completed early in 1975.

We want it well done.

Mr. Good: That's the week after next,

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: By golly, that's going to

keep us humping.

Mr. Roy: In relation to the completion of

that last section, I wonder if the minister is

aware of the fact that his ministry had to

purchase crushed stone from Hugh M. Grant,

I believe it was, w^ho had a quarry. Because

you did not have a signed contract with them
—and I discussed this Avith your predecessor

—they reneged on the original estimate for

the crushed stone, and you ended up paying
a lot more money. I can remember the deputy
minister at the time, Mr. McNab, said some-

thing to the effect that he was not going to

buy it from them, but in fact your predeces-
sor was forced to buy for a much higher price

and it delayed the final phase of Highway
417.

I want to ask the minister, Mr. Chairman,
if he puts this type of contract in writing
now. I would suggest to the minister that it

might be a good idea. People can back out of

oral agreements and you can't force them to

stick to the terms agreed. You might as well

put them in writing because, as you know.

Highway 417 was delayed for a year, appar-

ently because Hugh M. Grant backed out of

the original agreement with you.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, as the

hon. member has pointed out, it was before
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my time. I am familiar with the problem and

it's correct to say that there was a problem
with eettine the supply. I fully agree that it's

ver\' difficult to produce a verbal agreement.
It has got to be in writing. As far as I'm

concerned, our contracts should spell out

specifically—

Mr. Roy: Is that your policy now?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: That is my policy. It's

got to be written down. As I say, I can never

find those verbal agreements when I need

them, especially when I'm dealing with

lawyers.

Mr. Roy: Yes, you've got to watch the

lawyers.

Mr. Chairman, one further question of the

minister.

He was asked a question not long ago by
the hon. member for Carleton East (Mr. P.

Taylor) about the local municipality of Ri-

deau, I believe, which had said that it would
not permit trucks to go through the town of

—what's in the south end of Ottawa?

Mr. Samis: Come on. The member is from
there.

Mr. Good: Stittsville.

Mr. Roy: Stittsville.

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and

Tourism): Well, that would have to be in the

west end.

Mr. Roy: Yes, well, it's southwest. Does
the minister know Ottawa South?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: It is obvious that the

member is mixed up again.

Mr. Roy: The minister wijl come along. If

he sticks around, he'll find out what eastern

Ontario is all about.

Mr. Ferrier: That's Erskine Johnston's old

stomping ground.

Mr. Cassidy: It's still the province on our
side of the canal, you know.

Mr. Roy: Anyway, Mr. Chairman, the local

municipality apparently had said that it did

not want to allow Dibblee or someone else

—I'm not sure who—to use a quarry which
would cause trucks to go right through the

town of Stittsville. The minister's department
apparently overruled the council and allowed
them to use the quarry. As a result, there is

heavy traffic going through Stittsville now.

What is your policy with regard to that?

Do you feel, for instance, that it was a situa-

tion where the stone or whatever they were

getting out of the quarry was more important
than the confusion and the chaos that is

being caused in the town of Stittsville? Do
you have no objection to overruling local

municipalities when they express objections

to something like this?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, I'm not

familiar with, nor was I aware of any of the

chaotic conditions that the member was talk-

ing about in Stittsville. I am aware of the

concern that was expressed by the mayor of

the township of Rideau, Mayor Tupper. He
and I have exchanged correspondence on this

subject. He and I have discussed it. I spoke
to the minister without portfolio from the

area, who I think was involved. The mayor
and I discussed the subject, and he indicated

he was concerned. I respect the mayor's

position on this, because he recognized that

we had a problem, and he accepted our de-

cision.

Mr. Roy: Well, he criticized it publicly.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Yes, he criticized it pub-

licly, but that was before we sat down and
discussed it with him. He's not overjoyed,
but he's willing now to accept the position.

What had happened was there was a certain

type of granular sand that we needed. It

was the closest and most economical supply

for us for that particular job. We have as-

sured the mayor that the job will be done

with a minimum amount of disturbance to

the landscape. It will be completely re-

stored, and he is quite satisfied.

I said to the hon. member for Carleton

East when he asked the question that we
do not want at any time to go against the

wishes of the local municipalities. In this

particular case, my ministry has been granted

the authority from the Ministry of Natural

Resources to develop wayside pits, but we
are subject to the conditions of the Pits and

Quarries Control Act. We want to be sub-

jected to those conditions; we want to restore

these pits as they should be. In this particu-

lar case, the decision was made because we
needed that particular granular material and

it was the most economical for us for that

job.

Mr. Roy: I have just one comment on this.

I appreciate that you have sort of corrected

the situation or at least you have sat down
with the mayor of Rideau. Why didn't you
do it before you made the decision? That's

what causes these things, and that's why your
fortunes are looking pretty grim out there in
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eastern Ontario and, in fact, in many areas of

the province. Why don't you consult with

them before you make a decision, rather than

make a decision, cause confusion, get public

criticism, and then sit down with them so

that they appreciate your problem? I am
trying to help you politically.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Let me simply say this

to tlie hon. member, that I am really not too

fussy about having his assistance politically,

to be quite frank with him. You help your

colleagues. What I am saying to you is that

it is a big province and there are a lot of

things going on in all parts of the province
and I cannot have my finger on them at all

times.

The decision that was made down there

was made at the regional level and at the

district level. It did not come to my atten-

tion until such time as the mayor of Rideau

complained. When he complained I imme-

diately went to discuss the subject with him,
and I have had meetings with him. But I am
the first one to admit that just right at this

moment there may be something happening
up near the Manitoba border that I won't

hear about until tomorrow. That may happen.

Mr. Roy: Do you have control or not?

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Stor-

mont.

Mr. Samis: I would just like to ask the

minister if he could bring us up to date on
the plans for service facilities on Highway
417. I understand there have been problems
with tenders east of Casselman. Could you
bring us up to date on the plans and the

actual happenings?

Mr. Chairman: The Chair fails to see

where this really relates to construction and

property acquisition, but if the minister

wants to answer, he can.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: No, but it makes an

interesting discussion.

Mr. Cassidy: It is a brand new highway.
We have been waiting for it for 10 years.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: No, I cannot give you
an answer at this time. We have had! some
problems with the tendering for the service

centres. I won't take the time to explain. I

think perhaps I can send you some material
as to what we do and how we go about

tendering for these. We are trying to get a

bigger return for the province out of these

service centres and we are having some
problems.

Mr. Good: Make them guarantee service.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: I have just a couple of brief

questions. Do you have in this amount in-

cluded a suggestion that the completion of

the Thunder Bay harbor expressway take

place within the next two years? Have you
given that consideration?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I am sorry, I didn't

hear the first part of the question.

Mr. Foulds: Is there anything in this

vote, or wouldl this be the vote under which
a speed-up for the completion of the Thun-
der Bay harbour expressway would come—
property acquisition and construction?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: There would be noth-

ing in this vote. This is, as I said, very

general. It is not on any specific job.

Mr, Foulds: Do you mean this is applied
to all projects across the province?

Mr. Roy: You don't expect him to know
what is going on in Thunder Bay, do you?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Oh, I know Thunder

Bay.

Mr. Foulds: If it does apply to projects

like that, where obviously the ministry will

be involved in additional property acquisi-

tion for the completion of the Thunder Bay
harbour expressway, has the minister given
consideration to the letter I sent him about

two weeks ago asking for a speed-up of

the completion of that from a five-year

target date to a two-year target date?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: No, I can't say that I

am suddenly going to make a decision that

we are going to cut it back from five years

to two years because my budget is strained

at times. That is why I am back here ask-

ing for increases of this sort and a supple-

mentary estimate as a result of the infla-

tionary trend.

I have all kinds of pressures on me to

speed up all of the highway projects. Some

people want me to stop them; others want
me to start them; and others want me to

speed them up. It is a very interesting
exercise. Right now, I understand a large

group from Samia wants me to hurry up
and build a highway in memory of the

member for Samia (Mr. Bullbrook) but I

don't know whether I will or not.

I can't tell you I am going to cut it back
to two years. I recognize the need and the
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desire of Thunder Bay to get that done and
we will try to do it as quickly as we can

if fimdis are available and we can acquire
the land.

Vote 2303 agreed to,

Mr. Chairman: This completes the supple^

mentary estimates of the Ministry of Trans-

portation and Communications.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Mr. Chairman: Vote 2202, the land man-

agement programme.

The hon. member for Port Arthur.

On vote 2202:

Mr. Foulds: This is entirely devoted to

conservation authorities I imaerstand from
the item in the estimates. I was just wonder-

ing if the minister has had an up-to-date
report from—what is it called now?—the Lake-
head Region Conservation Authority, about
the erosion on the Kaministikwia River. I

understand they've done a report which hasn't

been widely circulated—I thiiJc they only
made about 30 copies. I, myself, have not yet
been able to obtain a copy—but it evidently
does indicate that the erosion on the Kam
River is taking place in some important areas
at the rate of a foot a year, which seems to

make it extremely urgent that some action be
taken on it.

It was my understanding they were apply-
ing to you for additional funding to deal with
an emergency programme for this. I wonder
if the minister could let me know what stage
that is at right now.

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Mr. Chairman, the member is quite

right. The conservation authorities have com-
pleted their study of the Kam River erosion

area. I believe there has been some agree-
ment, at least from committee of council, to

go along with this particular project.

They have applied to me for special con-
sideration. We're dealing with that now; it's

in two pyarts. One would be an engineering
study which could be done in the next few
months—during the winter months—at a cost

of some $30,000, $40,000 or $50,000. The

project itself, of course, would be the second

phase.

We're working that into the budget alloca-

tions for next year and I have indicated to the

chairman, Mr. Shewchuk, that I should have
an answer for him early in the new year as

to what part we could fund in the early part
of the new year; because they are on a

calendar year, they're not on our fiscal year.
I'm hopeful that we'll be able to do some-

thing to get the project going. I understand

that the Mclntyre project has a higher priority

than the Kam one.

I might say that we're also looking at the

possibility of negotiating with the lanaowners.

In many of these areas where there is an

erosion problem sometimes it's less costly, it's

more economical for all concerned, to buy out

the properties. We're just having a broad,

general look at that; there are no real

specifics. We thought that we would look at

all those points.

So, early in the new year I should have

something.

Mr. Foulds: Just one or two further ques-
tions on that, Mr. Chairman, if I might.

Ironically, one of the land properties that

might be in some, not danger exactly, but

which might sufiFer to some extent is the Old
Fort William property—or is it just the other

side of the river that's afiFected?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: It's the other side, down
river.

Mr. Foulds. That's good news anyway.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: I might say at this point,

if I might interrupt, Mr. Chairman, we have

put some retaining material around the Old

Fort William site to stop erosion on the

curve there. It's working out quite well.

Mr. Foulds: Just one further question
then. In your exchanges with the Lakehead

Region Conservation Authority, have you in-

dicated to them that they might just take a

look to see if the erosion rate that I've seen

—noted in the newspaper admittedly—of a

foot a year, which is extreme, is borne out in

a number of key areas? If so, you might sug-

gest to them that the Kam project may have

to take at least equal priority with the Mc-

lntyre project, or maybe even have priority

ahead of the Mclntyre project.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Yes, I have discussed

that with the chairman. I might say that I

received a very lengthy petition from a group
of residents along the Kam River system, and
I met with one or two of the group when I

v/ent through the Thunder Bay area. I did

mention to the chairman that in setting our

priorities it may well be we'll have to share

with the Kam some of those dollars which
would normally go on the Mclntyre.
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Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Waterloo North.

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, I presume there

is money in the supplementary estimates here

for additional flood control measures in the

Grand basin?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Yes.

Mr. Good: Fine, then I can speak on that.

First of all, as well as the acquisition of

land in the downtown Gait area which has

been reported recently in the paper, I believe

the proposal has been made that the munic-

ipality, the conservation authority, the prov-
ince and the federal government join to

acquire lands which are most seriously aflEected

by flooding. I believe the Grand River flood

of this past year has been one of the more
serious floods in the province in recent years.

It came on the heals of a flood only two

years ago.

I would also like to ask whether there is

any provision here for acquisition of more
flood plain land in the Bridgeport area, which

perhaps was the second most seriously af-

fected area in the recent flood of last spring?

Undoubtedly the flood relief money is not

in this, but maybe the minister would have an

idea what the ultimate grant was in that re-

gard to the Grand River area people.

What I'm concerned about here is the mat-

ter which was discussed two years ago, before

the big flood of this year. Two years ago
when there was a smaller flood of less pro-

portion, which affected only the Bridgeport

area, I spent half a day down in the Grand
River Conservation Authority office. It was

explained to me why the flood occurred and
what the problems were. Of course, the major
concern at that time was the inadequacy of

the flood monitoring system—the whole moni-

toring system along the Grand River valle\'.

The engineers showed me dials. Mr. Stephens,
Mr. McKyle, Mr. Bower and all the rest

were there. They explained to me they can

only do so mudh with the monitoring system

they have.

The early warning system was inadequate.
That was two years ago, before this disaster

struck. It was acknowledged there was no

proper system of warning the people along
the Grand River valley. In the final analysis,
this has to be the responsibility of the au-

thority responsible for that watershed.

I would hope a considerable amount of

this $2.1 million will be allocated to the

Grand River, which has had more than its

share of floods over the past 50 years.

What made this particular flood this year
more of a disaster is the fact that there had
not been a flood from the time of Hurricane

Hazel, 18 years before, up until two years

ago.

Why we have had two floods—one of a

minor nature and one of a major nature—is

not very easily understood by the people who
have been affected. At the time there were

pretty far-reaching and searching questions.

Many people were outspoken enough to at-

tach blame. The people who appeared before

the inquiry at that time provided a great deal

of information.

When you get one flood settled and com-

pensation paid, one has to think: What are

we going to do to prevent this happening
again? So there are two things that can be
done. The first is the acquisition of land,

removal of buildings, shoring up walls, build-

ing weirs and—what do they call the baskets?

An hon. member: Gabion groynes.

Mr. Good: Yes. And then the second thing
is a better monitoring system along the Grand
River valley so that the flood waters within

the Shand and the Conestogo dams can be

properly controlled.

Would the minister take a minute to ex-

plain just how much of this is connected

with the Grand River watershed?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Thank you very much,
Mr. Chairman. I certainly appreciate the hon.

member's concern for that particular area. It

was a disaster that, of course, attracted at-

tention right across this province. The govern-

ment, realizing the severity of the situation,

did come up with a very generous disaster

relief fund; $4 for every $1 that was raised

locally. I think that took a lot of the pres-

sure off and assisted the area that had been

damaged and helped those people who had

suffered so severely.

Mr. Good: Not at the start, though.

Mr. Breithaupt: It took a little pressure.

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): How big was

that fund?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: But this is the way the

government responded. We are a very sensi-

tive group over on this side of the House
conscious of the problems that can be thrust

upon these people.

I'm pleased to report to the hon. member
that the total $2.1 million in this supplement-

ary estimate goes to the Grand River Con-

servation Authority. Of that, $1,320,000 is for
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dam construction on the Speed river, about
1% miles upstream from the city of Guelph.

Mr. Good: Yes, but money has been voted
for that.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Yes, but these are addi-

tional funds for the project. The $780,000 is

for land acquisition in the city of Cambridge.
I believe you made some reference to that.

So the whole $2.1 million goes to the Grand
River Conservation Authority.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Nickel
Belt.

Mr. Breithaupt: I just wanted to make one

point.

Mr. Chairman: All right, the hon. member
for Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: I commend the minister
for the provision of these additional funds

because, as all members are aware, the flood

damage in the region of Waterloo and also

in the lower stretches of the Grand River was
severe and concerned us all. As the member
for Waterloo North said, this dam on the

Speed River for which you are providing
some $1,320,000 was an older project, but
at least )'Ou have brought it forward at an
earlier time with the hope that its implemen-
tation may in effect assist in resolving any
future problems.

The land acquisition matters are those

which, of course, particularly affect the riding
of Waterloo South and the riding of Cam-
bridge, which the former Speaker, Mr.

Renter, represents. Those of us in adjoining
ridings are pleased to see that certain lands
at least will be acquired to remove them
from the problems of the flood plain, and
also to make sure that personal injury and

property damage is less likely to result should
this kind of an occasion unfortunately recur.
I am pleased to see that nearly all of this

money is being brought into
play

in order to

attempt to resolve some of the problems
which we hope will not recur in the Grand
valley.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Nickel
Belt.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, I can't com-
mend the minister for spending all the flood
control money on the Grand River Conserva-
tion Authority.

^fr. Breithaupt: That's the end of that vote.

Mr. Laughren: I find it really hard to

accept, when for a number of years now

there has been a flooding problem associated

with the nickel district conservation authority.

Every time I go to the nickel district con-

servation authority, I get a blast from the

chairman, partly because of my political

affiliation or course, but also partly because

I have the effrontery to make an appearance
before that august body. I've been urging
them to institute some flood control for what
is known as the Onaping-Vermilion water-

shed or the catchment area for those two
rivers because of the rather severe flooding
that occurs there periodically in the spring.

There are a large number of lakes around

there with dams that are operated by the

private sector—such as Eddy Forest Products

and International Nickel. They are operated

privately, under the authority of the Minister

of Natural Resources. I believe they try to

operate those dams to the best of their ability

in order to trade off as best they can the

needs of the private sector and at the same
time protect any cottagers and ensure there

is not undue flooding. But all it takes is a

heavy rainfall for about 12 hours in the month

of June, coupled with runoff from farther

north, and there is a serious problem of

flooding.

A couple of things could solve it. One
would be major dredging in the river system,

throughout both the Onaping and the Ver-

milion. Another would be a series of dams,
and another would be a major recreational

lake or dam built in Morgan and Lumsden

townships, near Chelmsford.

So far all that seems to be happening is

engineering studies. There was a report that

was called the Svanks report several years ago
which recommended that a man-made lake

be created to back up the water in the Ver-

milion River, and so far the conservation

authority appears to be merely studying and

not doing very much about it.

I've tried working through the conservation

authority, I've tried working through the

Ministry of Natural Resources local offices,

and I am continually running into—I think

the current expression which is being used is

"stonewalling."

I would appreciate any comments the min-

ister can make on whether or not he is aware
of the problem; and if so if he knows to

what extent the studies have been completed
and whether or not there is a chance that

something will be done about it.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Chairman, I want
to assure the hon. member that flood con-

control programmes in about 38 of the con-

servation authorities are constantly before
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us. We are very much aware of the need

for improved flood control programmes in

practically every one of the conservation

authorities. Much of the initiative—I guess

all of the initiative, you might say-has to

come from the autonomous bodies, the con-

servation authorities; they bring it forward

in a field of their priorities.

Funding is a major problem, of course—

I don't have to tell you that—because we are

dealing with a problem that could run into

billions of dollars when one considers the

overall situation across the Province of On-

tario. Therefore, we have to set certain prior-

ities within the budget we are allocated.

To be specific about the area to which

you refer, I have had discussions with the

chairman of the regional government and the

chairman of the conservation authority with-

in the last two or three weeks on the overall

situation within the city of Sudbury; and

that takes in the whole flood plain area.

I think it's fair to say we are looking
at the criteria for allowing certain buildings
in the flood plain area. There is some feel-

ing among a number of experts that perhaps
we are being overly cautious. We are going
back to the 100-year flood time. Some say

we are even going back to the Timmins

flood and mayb*^ that's going a little too far;

it may never happen. But we are looking
at that overall picture, and it may change
some of our thinking.

We are working very closely with the

conservation authority and the regional gov-

ernment, because they are concerned with

development within the city itself. But to

be very specific as to when this would move

forward, I regret that I can't give you any
information about that at this particular time

because I don't think there is anything final-

ized enough for me to give you any infor-

mation.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, is the min-

ister saying that the next move is up to

the conservation authority, that it has to

establish the priorities within its own juris-

diction? Is that what he is saying?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Yes, I think if they
look at their own region, establish their

priorities and come up with some engineer-

ing facts and some studies, to which you
have referred, then we would move along
with them, as we have done in other areas.

Mr. Laughren: I assume then that you
would suggest I make an appearance before

the conservation authority at the next meet-

ing.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: That would certainly

help.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. member
for Nipissing wish to comment on vote 2202?

Mr. R. S. Smith: I just want to ask a

question on this since it appears, under the

conservation authorities branch, that the

moneys are being allowed on the basis of

a four-to-one ratio—

Hon. Mr. Bemier: No.

Mr. R. S. Smith: That's not it at all? This

has got nothing to do with the disaster

relief fund?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: No, it has not. The
disaster relief fund is over and above this.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Okay. But it was all

related to the disaster in that area. Why
was the four-to-one basis used in that in-

stance, whereas three or four years ago in

northern Ontario, when there was a disaster

in my area, a one-for-one basis was used?

If we are going to have another disaster

in northern Ontario, are we going to get

four-to-one too or are we going to go back

to the one-to-one? Is this a new policy that

has just been established?

The Minister of Community and Social

Services was there at the time and saw the

d&aster, but we could get nowhere with

this government. It was a one-to-one basis,

and that was it.

The other assistance that was provided

through his department and others was

negligible, and it was left to the people
there to do it themselves. I know you made
a small personal contribution yourself, and

that was gratefully received, but it was

about all we were going to get out of the

whole damned government.

The question remains: Why have a policy

for northern Ontario that is one-for-one and

a four-to-one policy for southern Ontario?

You are a good member to ask that question.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Chairman, as I

have pointed out to the member, the disaster

relief fund is over and above the funds

being voted tonight under vote 2202. The

four-for-one formula that has been estab-

lished for the city of Cambridge is new

policy. It is something that has been estab-

lished now. Certainly if there is a dis-

aster occurring of a similar nature in north-

em Ontario, that formula wfll be applied.
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Being a northerner, I might hope to have it

sweetened to more than that.

It was one-for-one, but times are chang-

ing. This enlightened administration over on

this side has seen fit to improve it. I think

it's a very generous disaster relief fund now.

We have received complimentts and bou-

quets I am sure, from all members of the

Legislature. The mayor of the city of Cam-

bridge, the lady mayor, was very compli-

mentary in her remarks.

This is new policy and it is not a policy

just solely for southern Ontario, I can as-

sure you of that. It applies for all the prov-

ince, but this is not being discussed or de-

bated at this particular time.

Mr. Chairman: Does vote 2202 carry?

Vote 2202 agreed to.

On vote 2303:

Mr. Chairman: Outdoor recreation pro-

granmie. The hon. member for Nipissing.

Mr. R. S. Smith: I have a question. We
seem to have for the first time here an
amount of money, $150,000, provided for

snowmobile trail clubs, municipalities and
conservation authorities. Could the minister

tell me if this money has already been al-

lotted, to whom it has been allotted and how
these people are to apply for it if it already
hasn't been allotted?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Chairman, these

funds are for transfer to trail clubs, to mu-

nicipalities and conservation areas. I issued

a public statement, asking these organiza-
tions to contact any one of tlie 49 district

oflSces. The details are all located within

those regional and district oflBces, so that the

approach would be to contact the Ministry
of Natural Resources oflBces within any one
of the 49 districts.

We asked that this information be re-

ceived not later than Dec. 20. Hopefully,
much of it is in now. If there's an extension

required, we will certainly consider that ex-

tension. This is a programme for this year.

As we pull the programme together, our
desire is to groom existing trails on Crown
lands, to work very carefully and closely with
the conservation authorities and municipali-
ties and the snowmobile clubs, to groom them
and maybe make the odd additional extension

to already existing trails.

I think the most important thing is to ob-
tain an inventory of all the snowmobile trails

throughout the province. We hope in about
a year from now, after this year's experience,

to be able to come out with a fully fledged
colour map, showing to the general public
where the trails are throughout the entire

province.

This will be very valuable in the next step.

We will form the advisory council for the

trails programme which we spoke about some
time ago and which the former provincial

secretary announced in this House when he
said that we would come up with a compre-
hensive trails programme. To get that kicked

off, we would establish an advisory council.

They are being brought together and they
will look at the information we have gathered
this year and make some recommendations
for next year's programme.

Mr. R. S. Smith: I can't understand why
you have an advisory council on trails for

snowmobiles.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: The advisory council

will deal with a comprehensive trails pro-

gramme. It will deal with snowmobile trails,

ski trails, horseback riding, bicycle trails,

walking trails, snowshoe trails; all those

areas. It will be a comprehensive trails pro-

gramme.
It may well be that a snowmobile trail is

ideal for winter recreation. It may well lend
itself to horseback riding in the summertime.
These things should all be tied together.

An hon. member: We have got to create

more advisory councils. That's really what
we need in this province.

Mr. Roy: We should have a statute or

something legislating that.

Mr. R. S. Smith: What we need in north-

cm Ontario is an advisory council to tell

people where to walk. That's really what we
need! The thing I want to ask you is how
far do you expect $150,000 to go? The LIP

programme in my area alone this year is

providing almost $40,000 for this same pro-

gramme.

Hon. A. Grossman (Provincial Secretary for

Resources Development): LIP programme?

Mr. R. S. Smith: Yes, LIP, the one the

provincial secretary doesn't like, the one he

says is orientated only towards Quebec.

Every remark you make in this Legislature
is opposed to Quebec. You are one of the

white backlash in this province.

Mr. Chairman: Order. Order, please. Shall

we come back to the vote?

Mr. Roy: Did he insult you? He called you
wh'te backlash.
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Mr. R. S. Smith: I don't know how you
sit with him. I don't know the Minister of

Consumer and Commercial Relations—

An hon. member: Community and Social

Services.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Do you see the lashes

on my back?

Mr. R. S. Smith: Anyway, in the last two

days he's made two comments in regard to

Quebec and now he's made another one

tonight.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Can we come
back to vote 2203?

Mr. Roy: Did he dare make a comment
about Quebec?

Mr. R, S. Smith: He always does. But any-

way, how far do you expect $150,000 to go
over, what did you say, 49 different districts?

You're going to spend the amazing total of

$3,000 per district—well, that's what it works
out to—in snowmobile trails. You might get
about a half a mile per district for a thou-

sand snowmobiles. If you think you have

congestion on Highway 401 or the Parkway,
wait until you see these snowmobile trails.

Mr. Roy: That doesn't even give you
enough to buy paint to paint them blue.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: I believe, Mr. Chairman,
if the hon. member were to look at the esti-

mates of that particular expenditure, he will

see that there's $345,000 for salaries and

wages, and $430,000 for supplies and equip-
ment. That's about $775,000 that will be
used by my ministry to groom those trails,

to buy grooming machines, alpine machines,
and to work closely with the snowmobile
clubs. The $150,000 is just a transfer pay-
ment for what they want to do. But we will

be doing the bulk of the work, within our

own ministry, in the 49 districts.

Mr. R. S. Smith: In other words, it's not

going to be under the direction of the munici-

palities or the clubs or the conservation

authorities, it's really going to be done by
yoiu* ministry?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: In specific areas, cer-

tainly. I mean, \^'e have to do it on Crown
land. Thers are many areas of th's province
that don't come under the control of any
municipalt}', or of any club, or any conserva-

tion authority. So it's obvious, to get the pro-

gramme going, we'll co-operate v^dth them in

areas Vv^here they have jurisdiction and where

they have a programme started, and this is

what the $150,000 is for. But the bulk of the

expenditure Mdll be for buying equipment
and the bulk of the work will be done by
people within our own ministry.

Mr. R. S. Smith: All this money then is

for snowmobile trails? The whole $1 million?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Yes.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Waterloo North.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Well, at least I found

out. You didn't know.

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, this is of great
interest. I was going to talk on this matter

when we deal with the bill, when we get

a chance, but I'll discuss this aspect of it

at the present time.

In my own region, for instance, there are

14 clubs and one association governing the 14

clubs in Waterloo region. I see nothing in the

Provincial Secretary for Resources Develop-
ment's statement that the presentations were

to be made by the clubs by Dec. 20 to the

regional offices. That is the first point of con-

cern, because I think our Golden Triangle
Association has either an appointment to

meet or is about to meet with the Hespeler

people regarding the situation in our area.

The 14 clubs have a considerable mileage

of, I think, close to 200 miles of trails, but

what I'm concerned about is that it be the

clubs which have the prime responsibility
for

the grooming of the trails in areas where all

trails are on private property, where consents

have to be sought by the clubs. I would think

that much of the work on the trails will be

done voluntarily by the clubs if the ministry

is prepared to provide money for the groom-

ing machines and grants for having it done.

I would think that would be a more practical

way to do it in areas where you're not talking

about Crown land.

The other thing I would like the minister

to know is-and I'm sorry the Minister of

Transportation and Communications isn't here

-could the minister tell me how many ma-

chines were registered last year in the Prov-

ince of Ontario? Roughly how many thou-

sands?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: The provincial secretary

informs me—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Blame me in case it's

wrong.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: -and I don't have those

figures off the top of my head-the Minister
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of Transportation and Communications would
-that it is around 200,000.

Mr. Good: Around 200,000 machines?

Hon. Mr. Bcrnier: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Registered.

Mr. Good: So at $10 a machine, the regis-
tration fee would bring in $2 million. TTiis

has been the biggest concern of those of us

who-

Mr. Roy: Does the member have to pay it

himself?

Mr. Good: —yes—those of us who go on
snowmobiles. The biggest concern up to this

point, up to this year, is that the registration
fee in the Province of Ontario has been

larger than in other provinces and you
haven't spent one nickel for the snowmobHers
from that money; it's gone right into the con-
solidated revenue fund of the province.

Mr. Laughren: That's where it belongs.

Mr. Good: And they've taken it. When
people operate other vehicles on private land

they don't even need a registration fee, but
under the Snow Vehicle Registration Act, of

course, you have to register a machine if you
are even going to use it on your own prop-

erty. That's another arguable point.

I am glad to see here that this whole vote
of $1 million is going to be designated for

the grooming of trails. Because, let's face it,

snowmobiles have to be regulated, we all

agree with that. They have to be licensed,

they have to be shown where they can go
safely; they can't be a menace to the com-
munity, to the farmers or anyone else, and
I think it is only fair and right that we do
regulate them. But they think, and I agree
with them, that because of the fact that we
have the largest registration fee it is high
time that the government did something to

accommodate them.

Mr. Roy: Right.

Mr. Good: You pay good money to regis-
ter other vehicles and the province pays huge
sums of money in other areas where there is

a cost involved in registering a vehicle.

I was of the opinion, as was the member
for Nipissing, that the $150,000 would be
the only money expended, but that is going
to the conservation authorities which will co-

operate in the generation of these trails. Does
the minister contemplate that this programme
will be along far enough that moneys vvdll be
dispensed in this particular winter so that

the programme can be developed for this

year's snowmobiling?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Chairman, I want
to thank the hon. member for his remarks.

I am sure he is aware that we share that

concern of the «nowmobilers in this province
who have been picking up their registrations

at $10 a year and we wanted to return-

Mr. Good: Pretty expensive. They were $2
before.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Yes. We wanted to

return some of those funds to them in the

way of providing additional trails and $1

million is the directioi? we've picked for this

year.

Mr. Roy: Quebec was ahead of you on
that.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: I think it is a very hand-

some and generous programme for the first

year.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): A good step

in the right direction, Mr. Minister.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: That's right and it may
be enlarged next year. We will just see how
successful this is.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Laughren: The member for Algoma
agrees with the minister. You had better re-

think your position.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: You asked a question as

to whether it will be implemented this year,

and I am pleased to advise you that—

Mr. Laughren. The member for Algoma
looked nervous when he said that.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: We will have some

grooming machines in place by the weekend
of Dec. 20 to 21, and hopefully much of the

equipment will be in place and the pro-

gramme in full operation by Jan. 2.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Great stuff.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: So the programme is on,

it is off and running, but we haven't disbursed

any funds until we get your approval tonight.

Mr. Good: If you are taking in $2 million,

why couldn't you give out $2 million?
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Mr. Gilbertson: Oh, come on, you are

Liberal all the way.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The sooner you get
this passed, the sooner they go to work.

Mr. Chairman: Shall vote 2203 carry? The
hon. member for Welland South.

Mr. Roy: How about a motion to sit past
10:30?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Ord!er, please. The member
for Welland South has the floor.

Mr. Haggerty: Have you got a sledgeham-
mer so I can get his attention?

Mr. Roy: Whose? The minister's?

Mr. Haggerty: No, yours. Mr. Chairman, I

was interested in the minister's comments

dealing with the snowmobile trails that he

proposes in the Province of Ontario. I was

delighted to receive a letter just recently
from the minister indicating that perhaps he
has changed his mind in allowing snowmobile
use in Shorthills Provincial Park in the Nia-

gara region, and I am delighted to see that

he's moved in that direction.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: You don't drive a

snowmobile, do you?

Mr. Roy: But he knows what it looks like

and that is more than you can say.

Mr. Haggerty: I can't afford one.

Mr. Gilbertson: Run him on the roller

coaster over at Crystal Beach.

Mr. Haggerty: But I was delighted to see

that he had changed his views on the matter

of allowing snowmobiles in—

Mr. Roy: All the provincial secretary has
seen is the inside of the limousine.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The hon.

member for Welland South is speaking.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Who is that?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is the same
limousine your leader has.

Mr. Haggerty: I was delighted to see the

minister change his views in the matter of

allowing snowmobiles in the provincial park
in the Fonthill and Pelham area. When he

says that he is going to allow so much ex-

penditure to allow the conservation authori-

ties to construct trails within their areas, I

believe the Niagara Peninsula Conservation

Authority has put a ban on snowmobiles in

its park facilities and I was wondering per-

haps if there wouldn't be some direction by
the minister that there must be some place
where snowmobiles can use certain facilities

of the park. It's only restricted for about two
or three months of the year and there is very
little damage that can be done.

In my area particularly, there are a num-
ber of snowmobile operators and they are

looking for some place to go. I'm sure the

minister is aware that there are not too many
who can use the lakefront, which is a good
place to use them in the wintertime. There's

very little damage that can be done to prop-

erty on the sand beaches.

Perhaps the minister t;hould be thinking of

some direction by which his ministry can open
more of these sideroads along the lakeshores

of Lake Erie to allow more people to get out

on the beaches. There is some question as to

who owns the property, but I think very little

damage can be done on the beaches at this

particular time of the year. I know there are

a great number of sideroads that should be

opened to the waters of Lake Erie. This is

one way to get them open. Get these people
off the roads. They can go out there and

have a good time on the beaches. There

shouldn't be any noise problem at all out

there; they are far enough away from resi-

dents in the area. I have a great number of

them go by my place in the wintertime and I

don't find it a nuisance at all.

I think there should be control on the use

of snowmobiles at certain hours of the night.

I would suggest perhaps in the legislation

that's coming forward they should set the

hour at 12 o'clock when they should be off

the roads and even off private property at

that time. In certain areas in their closeness

to homes, they do cause some problems. I

would suggest as a direction to the minister

responsible for licensing that the hours be

put in the legislation.

Mr. Chairman: Shall vote 2203 carry?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Chairman, if I

may respond for just one minute. I certainly

welcome the member's remarks. I appreciate
the recreational value of the snowmobile.

I have three such machines in my family.

I can say to you that every weekend I'm

on my snowmobile enjoying the winter recre-

ational opportunities in northern Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Are they all blue?
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Hon. Nfr. Grossman: It is not fair. Hie
member for Welland South hasn't one and
I haven't one but the Minister of Natural

Resources has three.

Mr. Breithaupt: That is justice.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The member for Grey-
Bruce (Mr. Sargent) has one. I think he has

got a conflict of interest there. He is trying
to make some money on the side somehow.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: The member's sugges-
tion about the conservation authorities is

something I think he could discuss with
his own local group. We like to leave them
autonomous. I will certainly take it upon
myself to discuss it with the council of

chairmen of the conservation authorities. If

they're going to provide recreation in the

summertime, they should consider certain

areas for winter recreation too. I'll take that

under advisement.

Mr. Chairman: Shall vote 2203 carry?

Vote 2203 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: This completes the sup-
plementary estimates of the Ministry of
Natural Resources.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES

Mr. Chairman: Vote 2502, university sup-
port programme.

Shall vote 2502 carry?

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, I have a

couple of questions.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

On Vote 2502:

Mr. Breithaupt: I think there are a couple
of questions that should be asked. It is

rather interesting to note the tremendous
amount of money—well over $560 million—
in the estimates for this year with respect
to the grants for operating costs within uni-

versities. Now we see, at times under which
universities are finding great difficulties, an
additional amount of $3 million-plus being
added; something less than one-half of one

per cent. Perhaps the minister would be

good enough to advise us of the reasoning
behind this figure and the purposes to

which these funds will be put.

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of Colleges
and Universities): Yes, Mr. Chairman. This

amount is made up of two parts. One is

$1,365,000, which actually is the federal

contribution to the expansion of the Ontario

Veterinary College at the University of

Guelph. It is a grant through an agreement
with the Minister of Agriculture of Canada,
the Minister of Agriculture and Food of On-
tario and the Minister of Colleges and Uni-

versities and, since it comes to the province
as a repayment that we make to the uni-

versity, we have to deal with it this way.

Mr. Breithaupt: It is just a transfer pay-
ment.

Hon. Mr. Auld: It's a transfer payment.
The second part is $1,747,0000, which is 50

per cent recoverable from the government
of Canada. That has to do with the esti-

mates which we made based on post-

graduate enrolment in December, 1973, and
the actual numbers of post-gradtiate students

who were enrolled in the period on which
the grants are paid, which is from Jan. 1

to April 1. Because of the slip-year formula

we have to do the calculation in December.

The pattern in the post-graduate field is

that there are a lot of enrolments after

Jan. 1. That is the major part of the amount.

There is a relatively small portion related

to drop-outs or drop-back-ins, but that is

basically the amount.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, there are

two comments I'd like to make, particularly

concerning grants to universities. I thought
that when the supplementary estimates were

being brought forward by this minister, he'd

have some introductory remarks to make
about some of the problems that the uni-

versities are facing now.

I was particularly interested in the min-

ister's comment a week or so ago in this

chamber when he talked about the problems
of universities operating under deficit financ-

ing and whether they would be allowed to

borrow on their own as individual institu-

tions or whether that would be done on

their behalf by the Ontario government.

He mentioned at that time that there

were something like $200 million in—and I'll

never forget this phrase—unencumbered

funds, which were available to the uni-

versities.

Hon. Mr. Auld: No, Mr. Chairman, I said

that the universities' statements for 1973-

1974 showed assets of roughly $200 million,

of which about $90 million appeared to

be unencumbered.
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Mr. Laughren: I see. Well, it's that word
"unencumbered" that really intrigues me.
I'm assuming those are funds that are there

from reserve funds that have been built up
for capital projects and so forth over the

years.

Hon. Mr. Auld: No, Mr. Chairman, per-
haps I could save a little time here. What I

meant was funds that were not specifically
allotted by endowment or something like that

to specific projects. What I was talking about
were the amounts set up in operating and

capital reserves and some other university
funds that are not specifically entailed to a

purpose.

For instance, when the University of To-
ronto sold the Connaught Laboratories, it

received some $20 million. That money is in

the hands of the University of Toronto. I

understand they used some of the interest

for research grants, but specifically that

money could be used in the university system
as an advance to deal with interim deficits

for the whole system. There is no legal
barrier to stop that.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, it seems to

me that what the minister is saying is that

the universities should perhaps share their

deficits and their surpluses with one another.

If he is saying that, I trust he's had consul-

tation vv'ith the Ontario Council on University

Affairs, or at least with the committee of

presidents of the universities.

Is he really saying to us, through the back

door, that what we need in Ontario is a

University of Ontario that is administered

and financed by the Province of Ontario? If

he is saying that, or if he is putting up a

trial balloon to see what kind of a reception
it gets, does he not see that part of the

strength of the university system of Ontario

is its diversity? Each one of these institutions

is creating a kind of history in itself, and
there's a great deal of pride in the various

universities in the province. I would suggest
that's true even of the newer universities that

have been struggling for the last years.

I'd be interested in having him share his

views with us on that, because I think it is

a remarkable departure from past policies of

the Ontario government.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, what I said

was that in the first place it was none of my
business, since I believe the universities

should be competitive and autonomous, al-

though I have some reservations about the

degree of competition because of duplication

and insuflficient funds to pay for duplication.
What I said was that the universities within

themselves have the funds to set up a loan

fund to tide them over as a group and it

wouldn't seem like a bad idea if they talked

among themselves.

Mr. Laughren: Can you imagine John
Evans saying to Ed Monahan at Laurentian,
"Here Ed, I've got a few million here we'd
be glad to share with you. We know that

you are an emerging univefjity"—I know
that's not the term you use any more—"You
are a struggling young university and you
don't have the kind of economies of scale that

we at the University of Toronto do and we'd
be glad to share with you our largesse, built

up as a result of our size or of our operating
efficiences" or whatever? Has anyone led you
to believe that the universities which have

those funds will be willing to share them
with those that do not?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I can't answer that ques-
tion. That's a question I've asked.

Mr. Roy: Well, has any university got a

surplus to share?

Mr. Laughren: In other words, you are

floating a trial balloon to see if the rich

universities will share it, and I would sug-

gest that that is a red herring because you
know that they are not going to do that.

Are you not aware that the system you've
created makes it virtually impossible for the

smaller universities to cope with the growing
costs? They simply cannot effect the kind of

economies that the larger universities can. I

agree that it is an expensive system we'\'e

got, but I would suggest to you that that is

because it's a campus-oriented system, one

that depends upon a professor at the front

of the room and students in front of the pro-

fessor.

Perhaps the direction of this ministry

should be to try to diversify the delivery

system of post-secondary education in the

Province of Ontario. I don't see the ministry

experimenting with contract learning, as they
are in the State of New York. I don't see the

ministry experimenting with educational tele-

vision at the post-secondary level. I don't see

you experimenting with correspondence
courses at the post-secondary level, or even

ideas like Frontier College has in the Province

of Ontario.

I'm wondering why you don't say to your-

self, "We haven't had a fresh idea in this

ministry since Bill Davis created the com-

munity colleges. Now, what have we been

doing since then, other than creating a ver>',
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very expensive infrastmcture within the min-

istry and out there in the colleges and uni-

versities?"

What are you going to do about that? Do
you see any end to this crisis in financing in

the post-secondary level? I can only see it

getting worse, with you granting them 7.4

per cent increases and salary demands going

up by 15 to 25 per cent a year. Salaries are

about 80 per cent of the total operating costs

of the universities. I would suggest to you
that unless you get the ministry moving in

terms of alternatives to delivering post-sec-

ondary education, you are going to have this

problem year after year after year at the

post-secondary level. I would very much ap-

preciate knowing what the minister sees as a

way out of this, because I don't think it's

conducive to a healthy post-secondary educa-

tional system.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, very briefly,

I have asked the Council on University Af-

fairs to pursue, in the meetings that it is

presently conducting with the institutions, a

number of the matters that the hon. member
has referred to and also a number of others

that I suggested to them.

Mr. Laughren: Did you Suggest perhaps
the sharing of facilities between the colleges
and the universities, which is virtually non-

existent now? Even I realize that it is really

too late for that now. In the most incredible

move that I have ever seen in any educational

system in the world that I am familiar with,

you have created two parallel systems with

the colleges here and the imiversities here

and equally grand campuses across Ontario,
and now you wonder why they are not co-

operating and sharing facilities. Well, that

shouldn't be too diflBcult for you to see.

I wonder if you read the report that Lake-
head University made to the Council on Uni-

versity AfFairs? Near the beginning of that

report they said that the Greeks had a defini-

tion for a university and that it was a library

of great books.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Laughren: I think what they were try-

ing to say was that a university is more than

bricks and mortar, although I don't want to

try to interpret literally exactly what they
said. I would encourage you to get some
fresh air into the ministry.

Maybe when you get the—what are they
calling it?—the Cul and Rec ministry, things
will improve.

An hon. member: We'll look after that next

year.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I think the term was "the

smocks and jocks."

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 2502 carry?

Mr. B. Newman: No. I wanted to ask of

the minister if any grants are made to church-

supported or to church-associated univer-

sities.

Hon. Mr. Auld. Mr. Chairman, last year
was the first year that church-related univer-

sities received grants for non-theological
courses. There is presently a submission to

the ministry through the Council on Univer-

sity Affairs for support of theological train-

ing, and no decision has yet been reached

on that.

Mr. B. Newman: But if you have made
grants to church-supported universities for

the non-theological portion of the university,

is that not contrary to government policy?

Hon. Mr. Auld: It's government policy.

Mr. B. Newman: All right. You have two

policies in education; one for the Ministry of

Colleges and Universities and a different one

for the Ministry of Education.

Hon. Mr. Auld: The policy for some time

was that there was no support for church-

related institutions. I think it was two years

ago that it was changed—

Mr. Deacon: Just a year ago.

Hon. Mr. Auld: A year ago—for the courses

that were not theological.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, I have a question

of the minister in relation to vote 2502. The
council had representation from the two uni-

versities in Ottawa. You have certainly heard

about the plight of Carleton University and

the problems that they've had with St. Pat's

College. That's been in the news in the

Ottawa area. A decision related to St, Pat's

has been stalled for a period of a year. Of

course, the problem vdth the University of

Ottawa in my riding is the question of their

bilingual programme.
I understand, Mr. Chairman, to the min-

ister, that there is this famous BIU system
and there is difficulty in getting agreement
from all universities about changing it. Be-

cause of its high percentage of students in

its arts programme, science programme, and

others, Carleton is in a difficult position as

related to other universities—for instance, the
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University of Ottawa. But then, the Univer-

sity of Ottawa has a problem with its bilin-

gual courses—the extra cost related to that.

Now, do you see a new formula being

proposed for a more equitable distribution

to assist universities such as Carleton, or are

they going to continue with the old one? If

you stick with your grants of this year to

Carleton, they are going to keep accumulat-

ing deficits. It comes down to the policy we
were discussing in the question period some
time ago: Are we going to ask universities

to get involved in deficit financing?

I want to ask the minister, Mr. Chairman,
can he see any immediate solution to their

problem? Or is it strictly a question of the

universities sharpening their pencils as the

Treasurer said—and increasing the teacher-

pupil ratio and this type of thing?

Hon. Mr. Auld: There are about 12 ques-
tions there, Mr. Chairman.

First of all, there is nothing new in uni-

versities having deficits. They have had
them over the years, and they have solved

them. I think I mentioned that in their es-

timates last year, at the beginning of the

year they predicted a total deficit of $13.5

million. When the smoke cleared away, it

was $1.8 million.

Mr. Roy: That is for all universitiies?

Hon. Mr. AuM: As far as the formula is

concerned, I have said—and at least one if

not two of my predecessors have said—that

the present formula needs to be altered.

There have been committees. In fact, there

was an Ontario university council group that

attempted to wrestle with this problem, and
didn't come up with a solution. Because the

real trick is; if the dollars are constant and

you change the formula, for everybody who
gets another dollar somebody gets one less.

I am not convinced the problem is quite
the way it is presented by some people. If

you look at the figures and look at enrol-

ments, if you look at student-teacher ratios,

it is rather interesting to see that hasn't

varied by more than 0.2 per cent in the last

four years. Now, enrolments have grown in

some places, they have been stagnant in

some places, and in some places in those

four years they have actually dropped. But
it is rather interesting to see this relationship
which seems to continue, no matter what
the BIU is, no matter how it is made, even
with a slip year.

There have been warnings given for four

years that the great growth was slowing

down, that the funds would not be increased

at the same ratio they have been for the

years previously when the great growth took

place, and I am confident that it can be

worked out.

I appreciate that it's very difficult, and
that's why I have said I assume there will

be some deficit financing for a year or two.

I don't really see how a number of the in-

stitutions can avoid that. But again I go
back to what I said a few moments ago. A
number of the institutions have had deficits

in the past, some of them quite a few years

ago. Some of the older institutions have had
tlds problem and they have solved it. I think

together we can solve it again.

Mr. Roy: There wasn't a deficit, for in-

stance, in institutions that were privately run

or run by some religious order or sonje-

thing, where they owned property or the

buildings or whatever and could borrow on
that type of property. But you can see, for

instance, under the new system, that institu-

tions which start lending to universities, if

that becomes necessary, are going to need

some form of collateral. I am just wonder-

ing how that's going to work out. I can

see real problems raised there.

What concerns me is that there
,
seems to

be some suggestion in your statement that

universities are in fact inflating your deficits

to get people alarmed. I suppose one could

carry it a step further where you have a

situation like you had in Ottawa, where St.

Pat's College, which is a small college, with

a long tradition in the Ottawa area, giving a

different approach to education than the

larger university, is being threatened with

closure. That concerns a lot of people in the

Ottawa area.

Mr. Ferrier: All over the province.

Mr. Roy: Yes, and I suppose that's just a

start. If it happens in Ottawa, they are go-

ing to start looking someplace else. What is

concerning me about it is that we may wake

up in four or five years, having done away
with the small colleges, and find out that

wholesale education or mass education doesn't

work and we start going back to it.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): We are

also concerned about Ottawa.

Mr. Roy: Why, sure. So is the minister

saying in fact that there's some scheme or

attempt on the part of universities to sort of

inflate or cause a bit of panic to get some

public attention to their plight?
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Secondly, how do you operate a budget on

deficit financing on the part of a publicly run

university? I just wonder how you envisage
this.

Thirdly, how are universities supposed to

operate when in fact your grants to them are

less than the inflationary factor? We know
that some 80 per cent of their costs are

wages and we know that they are goinsj to

fall behind at the 7.4 rate—at least at the

rate of inflation that we have had in the past.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, if you have

a university building and you could borrow

money on it 10 years ago, you could borrow

money on it today. I don't know how you
borrow money on a university build in isr. If

somebody is going to foreclose, what do they
use it for? I am not going to get into that dis-

cussion. All I can say is that if you could do
it 10 years ago, I assume you could do it

today.

An hon. member: Put up another Roch-

dale.

Hon. Mr. Auld: As far as St. Pat's is con-

cerned, I said in this House a few weeks

ago that it was an internal matter and that

I assumed that it would be solved. I under-

stand that they have reached agreement and
St. Pat's continues.

The third thing that the hon. member said

—I have now forgotten what it was—it was

rhetorical, but I thought I might try to deal

with it. I guess the hon. member has for-

gotten too. We'll deal with that some other

time.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resmned, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of supply begs to report certain resolutions

and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): We just want
to report that we've done a lot of work.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): The member for

Ottawa East hasn't done much. Mr. Speaker,
l)efore I move the adjournment of the House,
I want to tell the members who are present
we will proceed in accordance with our

agreement at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): I'm not sure

what agreement we're talking about and who
made it. I can recall, Mr. Speaker, as you
can recall, meeting last evening and agree-

ing to meet today at 2 and not the regular

hours, and tomorrow at 2 and at the regular

hours, and on Friday at 10, if need be. I'm

not too sure what the agreement was and

among whom. I understand there were dis-

cussions prior to the meeting we had last

evening. I want to suggest to you, sir, that

in your presence we agreed to meet at 2

o'clock today, at 2 o'clock tomorrow and at

10 o'clock as usual on Friday, if necessary.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, that is

totally-

Mr. Deans: I ask you, Mr. Speaker, to ask

the House leader to keep in his seat until I

have sat down.

Hon. A. Grossman (Provincial Secretary
for Resources Development): Take it easy.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That is more than some
of his members do.

Mr. Deans: That's fine, but I didn't in-

terrupt the minister. I ask you, Mr. Speaker,
if you would recall to your mind exactly
what we spoke about last evening.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Oh, dear! The mem-
ber for Wentworth is being provocative.

Mr. Speaker: I find it very difficult for the

Speaker to get involved in such a debate.

Mr. Deans: No, but you must admit that

you were there. There is no agreement, and
we will sit at 2 o'clock.

Mr. Speaker: As I recall the private dis-

cussion, there was no agreement, but a motion

may be made. It had just been intimated we
would have a regular day on Wednesday and
a regular day on Thursday. I know of no
other agreement. I will abide by any motion
which the hon. House leader may wish to put
to the House or whatever it might be.

Mr. Deans: It is after 10:30 by the way.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That really doesn't

matter. Don't bring that into the argument.

Mr. Speaker, I would like very much, if

you have an opportunity, for you to investi-

gate Hansard of yesterday, whereby the whip
made the commitment we woidd sit at 10

o'clock tomorrow morning. I also had agree-
ment from the House leader of the Liberal

Party, and I think you will agree I'll honour
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that. I just want the whip of the NDP to

stand up and say he agrees.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He's nodding his

head.

Mr. Speaker: I can't answer that. I would

suggest if there's a desire on any part to

meet at 10 o'clock, perhaps we might move
a motion to that eflFect. That depends on the

House. I know of no agreement. That's all I'm

saying really.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Let the whip speak.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): I can

shed some light on it. I did speak earlier

yesterday afternoon when things were in a

more sane atmosphere, to agree along with

the House leader of the Liberals to sit at 10

o'clock Thursday morning on the assumption
that we didn't sit today. There was an agree-

ment made among the three House leaders

in your presence last night that superseded
that. What went on there I'm not prepared
to say. The House leader is accurate. We did

make that decision on the basis that we
wouldn't sit today.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: This is beginning to

sound more like a used car lot every day.

Mr. Speaker: It's a little complicated. Per-

haps it could be simplified and some agree-

ment come to, if the hon. House leader would

care to make a motion, if he wishes, or carry

on with a regular day. I'm in your hands.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I would

like very much to hear from the House leader

of the Liberal Party on this question, because

we agreed.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Why are

we protracting this business?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, I think in the discussions that were

made last night we had acknowledged we
would be prepared to sit tomorrow morning
at 10 o'clock if required. I had a note from

my leader who apparently had discussed this

matter with the House leader of the govern-

ment. The note was to the efiFect that he was

prepared to accede to sitting tomorrow morn-

ing at 10 o'clock with the question period at

2 o'clock, as we have done on certain occa-

sions in the past. Accordingly, I think the

matter would best be resolved if the govern-

ment House leader would make a motion with

respect to the sittings for tomorrow—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We will have an-

other division.

Mr. Breithaupt: No, I think at that point
we can then proceed however the House

may decide.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, for the

sake of the record and of this legislative

assembly, I simply want it understood that

agreements that are madte between honour-
able gentlemen are honoured. That is all

I want.

Mrs. Campbell: The government House
leader hasn't honoured that.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Deans: I can only take personal

exception to that remark. I attended a

meeting last evening, as a result of the

bungling of the government House leader-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Deans: —and I distinctly remember
the discussion. The discussion did not at any
time centre on meeting at 10 o'clock on

Thursday. I agreed to meet today at 2
o'clock. I agreed to meet tomorrow at 2
o'clock. If the House leader wants to move
that we meet at 10 in the morning, then
I am not going to oppose him. But I tell

you right now, Mr. Speaker, there was no
agreement; and if he wants to make agree-
ments, 'he meets with me.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. It seems to

me that people have been talking to various

people and not with the right people at

the same time. To clarify this, I would
suggest that if it is the desire to meet at

10 o'clock we should have a motion to that

effect. If not, we should have a motion to

adjourn.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the House
sit at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning, and
that the question period be at 2 o'clock.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock,

p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 10 o'clock, a.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The 16th order. House
in committee of supply.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF COLLEGES AND

UNIVERSITIES

(concluded)

On vote 2502:

Mr. Chairman:
Windsor West.

The horu member for

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Thank
you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Minister, you are actively encouraging
universities in this province to go out of

business, by making the statements you have
done in the last few weeks and taking the

attitude you have with respect to the funds.

The operating grant in the supplementary
estimates of $3.1 million is simply not enough
to come even close to helping to cut down
the deficits which the universities are having
this year. Of that $3.1 million, almost $1.4
million goes to one university, Guelph, in

order to expand its veterinary college. In

point of fact, you've got only $1.7 million

left to distribute in what one would call

normal operating grants. The accimiulated
debt from this current year for all the uni-

versities collectively in Ontario is running
between $4 million and $5 million, or will

be by the time the academic year is over.

Some of those universities, as you have

indicated, are going to break even and some
may have a small surplus. We're talking
about four or five universities which are

sharing the majority of that deficit and are

in rather tough shape and are having to

really ask themselves whether they can keep
going. The university which is asking itself

that question most seriously is Lakehead
with a present deficit, or projected at year-

end, of $1.7 million, perhaps going up to

Thursday, December 19, 1974

$2 million. The University of Windsor has

about $1.6 million, Laurentian and Carleton—

Mr. Chairman: Order please. I'm wonder-

ing if the hon. members would desist from
their conversations so that the Chair might
listen to the hon. member for Windsor West.

Mr. Bounsall: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

know you're very interested in these imi-

versity matters in the area from which you
come. Carleton with its arrangement with

St. Patrick's is finding that expensive and
is in tough shape as well. Trent would have
been in very tough shape this year if it

hadn't taken some very stringent measures
last year, stringent measures which it can-

not continue. They cannot continue very
much longer to hold the stretched position

they are in this year. They are facing
accumulated deficits.

Your statements in the House here of late

about their sharpening their pencils and

doing some more figuring is ludicrous in terms

of the total collective debt they're facing
this year and which they are likely to face

next year. Your announced budget for next

year in the BIU is causing financial problems
which are just too big for most universities

to handle or to contemplate. One can look

around, and if one makes some very stringent
cuts in certain areas, one can see a saving
of perhaps $10,000 or $12,000; but that's

absolutely ridiculous in terms of the deficits

which they have and the deficit which

they'll be adding to from next year.

If you're looking for some way to get
the universities out of business, you're sure

taking the route in your announcements on
lack of funding over these past few weeks.

Your statement of a few weeks ago that the

universities' debt is not a provincial debt has
caused great consternation. Some universities

are asking, "Well, whose debt is it? Are

we, collectively, on the board of governors,

personally responsible for that debt?" It is

causing them to really consider whether or

not they can aflFord to have that university

continuing with that sort of debt facing
them.

You talk about and we in this Legislature
talk about accountability in the past of
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universities and how it should be a co-

operative venture. Both of those things are

admirable from my point of view and from

the minister's point of view. Yet you go
about denying that by statements like, "Your

debt is your debt and isn't part of the

province's debt." You've absolutely denied

any possibility of a co-operative type venture.

You yourself ha\e denied it by that sort of

statement.

The accumulating deficits they have now
and the ones for next year can only be ac-

commodated in stafiF cuts, with the faculty

and staff making up 80 per cent of the

salary- budgets. There's one problem here.

Sure, you can cut staff, but there's a mini-

mum number of staff needed to give a par-
ticular programme. Often you can triple the

number of students and triple the BIUs in

a programme without adding any more staff;

that happens in some places as you maximize

your enrolment. But ff you are looking for

cuts in the vicinity of millions of dollars or

more, it can only come in staff cuts; and
there is a minimum to which staff can be cut

or you will cut the entire programme. If you
cut your entire-

Mr. Chairman: If the Chair could inter-

rupt the hon. member, it seems to me the

minister explained last evening that this is

really a transfer payment that applies to the

Ontario Veterinary College and the University

of Guelph, and I am trying to relate your
comments to the actual money that is being
voted here.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Chairman, that ac-

counts for only $1.4 million of it; $1.7 million

is in other operating grants and the rest is

in student support.

Mr. Chairman: We are only debating vote

2502 right now, though.

Mr. Bounsall: That's right, which is for

operating grants, right?

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): And that

money goes to all the universities.

Mr. Bounsall: Since $1.7 million of the

total goes to universities province-wide, Mr.

Chairman, it is quite proper to speak of the

operating problems in all universities.

The minister mentioned that the staff-

student ratios haven't changed over the last

four years; some were up, some were down
and some stayed about the same with respect
to various programmes. Well, that was to be

expected. There have been enrolment drop-
offs at various places and in various courses,

and unless you actually cut staff, which might

mean cutting the programmes in those areas,

your staff-student ratio is going to decrease.

In other areas, as you have an increasing

number of students coming into a programme
or you maximize the number of students, ob-

viously that is going to help increase the

staff-student ratio. But, on average, I am not

surprised that it stayed about the same when

you have had decreasing enrolments or only

very small increases in enrolments. I wouldn't

have expected much difference.

Looking at this coming year, and bearing
in mind that the deficits for the coming year
will be added to the existing deficits which

are not adequately funded in this budget, a

very interesting calculation has been done
which shows that if you want to balance the

universities' budgets for this coming year, the

average salary increase that could be tolerated

across the province, taking the universities

collectively, is six per cent.

This coming year we are looking at a six

per cent salary increase only if the budgets
are to be balanced; and for every percentage

point you go above that six per cent, you are

adding collectively $5 million to the deficit

position of the universities of Ontario—$5
million is added for every percentage point

over the six per cent to balance the budget.

In light of the inflation we have had in this

past year and we can expect to have in the

coming year, what the ministry is saying is,

"We are happy for the university faculties

and staff in this province to have only a six

per cent salary increase on average." That's

what rt boils down to in terms of the amounts
of money that you have been given. We al-

ready note some very interesting situations

with respect to this.

The support staff in the health services

field, some of them right in the same building
in our medical centres in this province, have

staff funded through the Ministry of Health

and the Ministry of Colleges and Universities.

The staff funded through the Ministry of

Health now are getting 20 to 35 per cent

more in salary than those funded through
the Ministry of Colleges and Universities,

and you are saying the most they can have

next year is six per cent.

Here you have people working side by
side, doing identical work, with one group
already getting 20 to 35 per cent more
in salary through one ministry of this gov-

ernment; and to the disadvantaged group
you are saying, because of your budget
financing, that six per cent is all that you
can expect. In terms of jobs and positions

of faculty, they are well below what gov-
ernment is paying. Government service jobs
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requiring identical qualifications—PhDs—have
been advertised in the newspapers in the last

month or two at 15 to 16 per cent higher
than these persons could be hired for at the

university levej; the salary is approximately

$2,000 higher, and in some cases as high
as $3,000 to $4,000 more, or 30 per cent

higher, in advertised service jobs of federal

and provincial governments.

So in terms of what the universities can

pay to attract anybody should they have an

opening to hire someone, they are severely

disadvantaged over what they can receive

elsewhere. At the University of Windsor,
last spring, three persons in the geography

department finally decided that they would
no longer work at the salaries the university

could afi"ord to pay them and went into gov-
ernment services, either federal or provincial.

There were three in the spring and a fourth

left later. This is what is happening around
our universities and you're losing very good
faculty.

Once you start to cut faculty to achieve

costs you are not only in danger of losing

your programme, but it works out that it's

the better faculty at the universities who,
looking at the cuts and seeing that there are

going to be problems with funding over the

next few years, leave to take the higher-

paying jobs for which their particular services

are in demand. So you're systematically de-

stroying the university and stripping it of its

best faculty members if you don't rethink

your formula financing in general for the

universities.

My colleague from Nickel Belt (Mr.

LcUighren) last night mentioned alternatives

to delivery.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Great
fellow.

Mr. Bounsall: He made some interesting re-

marks on that which I wholeheartedly sup-
port. There are problems with it and the

ministry has to get in and really work on
some of those problems. You can't just do
a television tape one year and expect that

tape to be replayed year after year for

general public consumption and not have

carefully worked out the financing details

with the faculty members and the university
involved. I don't think there has been any
serious attempt to seriously confront the

problems that exist in replays of television

material, which has been going widespread
across this province.

Also, what has the government done in

programme-by-programme studies to see what
the maximum number of students in it for

dollars earned and greatest efficiency is? I

l:)et that hasn't been done. If that had been
done and done right across this province

you could quite readily say: "Look, there

can be no expansion in a particular pro-

gramme or no addition at another university
of a particular programme, and should not

be, because of this maximization effect."

And you could indicate it's only a matter of

correlation. We have computers that can do
this for us where those vacancies are in

the province for the students who want those

particular programmes, as a means of maxi-

mizing efficiency.

When you come to the staff cuts which
the universities are going to have to take,

they're going to look at other places first.

There's one place that sort of bothers me
and that is the maintenance of university

buildings. This is, of course, being done out

of operating moneys, and there's going to be
a tremendous temptation to stop maintaining
them. There is really a decrease in main-

tenance of public buildings. You're going to

have a depreciation in real, physical terms

of Ontario public buildings if you push these

cuts much further.

The ministry talks about the students hav-

ing access to the universities of Ontario in

its statements. The problem is: What have

they got access to when they get there? This

doesn't seem to concern the minister nearly
as much as it should.

The minister talks about $20 million un-

encumbered funds around the universities of

Ontario. These were funds, by and large, not

earmarked by a particular donor or what
have you, but set aside as contingencies for

equipment replacement and so forth—things
which are very desperately needed. The
universities that have done this have been,
ir fact, good custodians of the moneys which

they have received. They realize that capital

equipment has to be replaced, mainly in-

strumentation, and they have put funds aside

to help pay for this. For you to say to

them, "Let's take these funds of which you
have been careful guardians and custodians

and hand these out to another university,"

is just so unrealistic as to be unthinkable.

You may well be moving to, or trying to

move to, a University of Ontario with just

the 16 or 17 campuses and so forth. But
if you want to give the universities any
autonomy and expect, for example in a

university like Queen's, that donations from
its graduates will keep pouring in and help
to sustain that university, that will all be
lost if you move them to another university
in Ontario.
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To say that that $20 million could be

easily shared around the province, particularly

with the plans there are for that $20 million

to help account for the almost $5 million

deficit on this year's funds, and it may be

$15 million next year collectively, is just

patently unrealistic.

The universities have tried in the last

little bit, and they are very concerned about

it, to be mindful of their long-term responsi-
bilities as well. This is something which is

very hard to do in this tight funding. The
liabilities in unfunded pension funds—

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of Colleges
and Universities): Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. Bounsall: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Did the hon. member say
I had said $20 million?

Mr. Bounsall: Yes, $20 million.

Hon. Mr. Auld: No, I said $50 million.

Just for his information that total of operat-

ing and capital surplus has increased a little

each year in the last three years.

Mr. Bounsall: They are in a position where
it is not realistic of you to expect them to

be shared around. Let me tell you another

thing that's important. Gone are the days
when we were in an increasing enrolment
situation. It was very simple and easy for

the government then, though one couldn't

always predict with any great accuracy the

amount of the increase, to tie it to a formula
and to get away from sitting down with
the universities in the province once a year
and talking to them about what their actual

needs were. I can quite see that in an ex-

panding situation to formujarize it was an

easy, not too inequitable and plausible thing
to do.

When you've reached the position where
enrolments have been levelling oflF or in-

creasing only slightly or decreasing only
slighdy by an amount of increase or decrease

>'Ou can't predict, you've gone behind the
time when you can just leave it in a formula.

Maybe some part of the formula can be left

to a formula but you've reached that time
when you are going to have to sit down,
carefully look at the universities' expenditures,

carefully look at the universities' needs and
arrive at their funding position via that

route.

The disadvantage has always been that

some particular university president or who-
ever he brings to these meetings is much

more of an entrepreneur than others and the

fear is they'll manage to extract more than

their fair share. If the minister says there

is $50 million unencumbered and that has

been growing and he wants that shared

around, he has a responsibility, if he feels

that some of those unencumbered funds

should not have been there in the first place
and should not have been put aside that

way, to get off his formula financing and
devise another means—and it may well be
individual consultation with the universities—

to determine what their needs are as a means
of funding for the future, rather than the

present situation of slip-year financing.

The universities can no longer look at the

long-term problem. There are tremendous
liabilities building up in unfunded pension
funds and they have to use operating funds

to stabilize those pension plans. At the

moment, there are not that many faculty
members retiring. They can look ahead and
see in the not too distant future that funds

are going to start to pour out at a great rate

from pension funds in payments to pen-
sioners. Those funds are unfunded and they
are worried about the extent of unfunding.
Their only alternative is to put operating

money into it, operating money, which in

fact they don't have.

Mr. Chairman, I could go on much longer
but I think I will leave the situation there.

The minister knows of my concerns. I am
very concerned about the total funding for

this year and next year, leaving the uni-

versities collectively in a deficit situation.

Some are more so than others. Three or four

of them bear much of the majority of that

deficit.

For this coming year, the funds you've

allowed, if you want a balanced budget,
allow for only a six per cent increase in

faculty and staflF salaries, and some of those

staff salaries are on a two-year collective

agreement for amounts more than that. For

every one per cent above that we are talking

$5 million collective deficit. That really is

serious, and the minister should take steps
to do something about it.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'd

like to speak on this item particularly in re-

lation to the very serious situation at Lake-

head University, the university of north-

western Ontario.

I must admit I have a soft spot in my heart

for Lakehead University. When it was the

old Lakehead Technical Institute, which
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offered only one year of university pro-

gramming and two years of technical pro-

gramming, I was able to go to it simply
because it was in my home town. I would
never have been able to go to university

and to continue my university career at

another institution if I hadn't been able to

save the money by going to Lakehead the

first year.

I think that Lakehead University, probably
more than most others, if not all the others,

serves as a very definite regional university.

It services the people of northwestern On-
tario very well and very fully. It has cer-

tainly made every effort to do that in its

history, and particularly in the last few

years.

There recently has been a large amount of

concern in Thunder Bay because of state-

ments by the president of the university and
because of a brief that was presented to

the Ontario Council on University Affairs.

Headlines in Thunder Bay read quite bluntly:

"Support Lakehead University or Close It."

That is the way some of the administration at

Lakehead see the situation at the present
time.

When the matter was raised briefly in the

House during question period, I admit that

the minister said that he thought it would
be "unthinkable for Lakehead University
to close," but that he could not stop them
from closing. I want to assure the minister

that neither the people of northwestern On-
tario nor the administration of Lakehead

University want to close it.

Lakehead University is in many ways one
of the best, if not the best thing that has
ever happened to northwestern Ontario—
lioth in terms of a developing industry and in

terms of an educational institution that has
ser\ ed the people of the area; so that people
who did not come from families with high
incomes could go to university.

If universal accessibility to post-secondary
education is a principle that we in this prov-
ince give lip service to, the province must
support Lakehead and must keep it alive

and we^ll.

I want very briefly, if I might, to sum-
marize some of the problems that the uni-

versity faces. The minister is probably aware
of some of these problems, because he has
been written to directly by the present chair-

man of the board of governors and, I believe,

by the president.

I think that it should be pointed out that
neither the administration, the faculty, nor
the people of northwestern Ontario want to

see a disruption of the university system. In

fact, they would have some disagreement
with my colleague from Windsor West, in

that they would support the continuance of

the BIU formula financing system.

All I want to put to the minister is that

in that formula, which gives the grant per
student enrolled, there should perhaps be
worked in some additional factors that take

cognizance of the conditions facing the four

emerging universities, particularly Lakehead.
Those factors may very well be the

enormously extra high costs that Lakehead
faces if it wants to put on an extension

programme that truly serves all of the people
oi northwestern Ontario.

It's a truism, Mr. Chairman, that north-

western Ontario alone—not northern Ontario,

but northwestern Ontario alone; the five elec-

toral ridings that comprise that area—make

up 58.2 per cent of the land mass of the prov-
ince. Granted we have a population of some-
where arounld 300,000 people but in terms

of putting on extension courses in Manitou-

wadge or Red Lake or Big Trout Lake or

any place in that region which deserves to

have extension courses for the people who
can take advantage of them, extraordinarily

high travel and administration costs are in-

curred. In Red Lake it may be possible to

get only an enrolment of eight for an ex-

tension programme in any of the academic

subjects, but surely it should be the right of

those people in that community to have that

service. They should not be penalized be-

cause they are, in fact, in the frontier portion
of the province.

There is a limit; there is no quarrel with

that. And there is no quarrel from the Lake-

head University administration that the

monetary situation and the money should be

carefully monitored; that the spending should

not be unduly unreasonable. But we get to

the point of asking what is a university
and I think you can argue with some jusifi-

cation, Mr. Chairman, that a university, for

example, that does not offer a philosophy

course is not a university. A university that

does not offer classics is not truly a university.

And a university that cannot by its nature

put on science extension courses in the re-

gion is not really serving the science aspect

of the university in its extension programme.

I think that what this boils down to is

basically this: That new schemes for funding

are necessary; they should be carefully looked

at. I have no objection if they are tied to a

BIU formula, as long as that BIU formula

is sensitive to the needs of the region.
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In the per-pupil grant that we give at

the elementary and the secondary level, for

example, there are all kinds of weighting
factors. I would argue that often that is not
sensitive enough to the needs of the com-
munities that those schools serve, but at

least it's a model that the Minister of Colleges
and Universities should look at. In the case
of the northern universities they should look
at—include as a weighting factor to favour

places like the Lakehead and Laurentian—the

sparsity or density of the population of the

region they serve, so that you can take into

account the high cost of travel and the put-
ting on of extension courses in that region.

You should look at the high repair costs for

scientific and technical equipment for a uni-

versity like Lakehead, because often that

equipment needs specialist servicing, so if

you have to repair a sensitive piece of

scientific equipment you have to call the
serviceman in from Toronto, or Chicago, or

Winnipeg, which is not unreasonable, but the

university must take the expense of paying
that man's air fare and so on out of its

ordinary operational budget. The universities

of southern Ontario don't have that problem.

The very simple fact that it has been be-
low freezing in Thunder Bay for six weeks
before it gets to that temperature in southern
Ontario and continues for eight weeks after-

wards—below freezing, not below zero—means
that there are extraordinarily high heating
and repair costs because of the harshness of

the winter.

Mr. J. H. Jessiman (Fort William): Beau-
tiful weather in Fort William.

Mr. Foulds: The member for Fort William
doesn't agree with me, and that is largely
because he spends all of January in Florida.

He hasn't experienced the northwestern On-
tario winter for some time, at least the peak
of it.

Mr. Jessiman: No. I'm not—

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Are you
denying that building costs are more in

northwestern Ontario.

Mr. Jessiman: No, I didn't say that.

Mr. Foulds: Fine.

Mr. Jessiman: You simply can't make that

excuse. It is not that cold.

Mr. Foulds: The repair and building costs

are higher and the winters do cause more
shifts and breakage of windows and that kind
of thing.

Mr. E. M. Havrot ( Timiskaming ) : Costs
of houses are higher.

Mr. Foulds: Then there is a fourth factor

that I want to mention that should be taken
into consideration, if we are going to main-
tain the quality of the faculty of Lakehead
Universities. A number of the people on the
stafiF are very first rate indeed. If we are

going to maintain their academic excellence,

they should have extra travel allowance. At
least the faculty administration should have
extra travel allowance so that they can travel

from Thunder Bay to those areas where the

learned societies meet and conferences are

held having to do with academic matters.

In other words, it is essential for the faculty
at Lakehead University to have some contact

and some stimulation from their academic

peers. Although they can do that internally,

they are restricted in the sense that there

may be only one specialist in one area, say
in the physics department. His colleagues may
be very knowledgeable and learned men in

their other specialist areas, but he doesn't

have anyone in his area with which to trade

ideas. That should be taken into considera-

tion.

I have experienced this as a member of the

Legislature. Since I was elected in 1971, the

return economy fare from Thunder Bay to

Toronto has gone from $72 to $113, with the

new tax. At Lakehead, they used to budget
about $100 for a faculty member coming to

Toronto for a conference, or a committee

meeting—or what have you. That used to

cover it. There was $72 for the fare and he
could have his hotel room; but he would have
to pick up the cost of his own meals.

Now they can't even do that. He can't

even fly. You have to drop him off over

Owen Sound or some place if he is coming
down on the plane.

An Hon. member: Hitchhike.

Mr. Foulds: And hitchhike the rest of the

way.

These are special factors and I want to

suggest to the minister that it is a possibility
to work these factors into an actuarially
sound, carefully monitored weighting system
in the BIU formula. I want to suggest that

to him as a possibility.

I feel very strongly about it. I think Lake-

head, more than any other university—with

the possible exception of Laurentian—is a

blue-collar university. The average income
of parents of students at Lakehead is much
below the average for the province. I think
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the average income of the family of the stu-

dent enrolled at Lakehead is somewhere
around $7,000 a year; whereas the average
for the province is somewhere around $9,000.
It seems to me that Lakehead is serving its

true function. It is serving the people of the

area who wouldn't otherwise get to university.

Without unduly taking up the time of the

House, I want to put to the minister those

considerations. In another area, there is ab-

solutely no doubt about all those traditional

extra costs of the north applying. The member
for Thunder Bay talks about them. The
member for Cochrane South talks about
them. And I talk about them. Books cost

more up there. It simply happens that way.
Paper costs more. Periodicals cost more,

especially if you have to order them in.

The deficit that they project, as I under-
stand it, is approximately $1.7 million.

What I want to get from the minister—and
I think what Mr. Philpott asked in his letter

to the minister—is a public commitment that

the ministry will not let Lakehead University

go down the drain.

What I ask the minister to do is to make
the commitment that the university will not
have to cut back on half its faculty to bal-

ance its books. I ask that the minister make
the commitment that this government is com-
mitted to keeping Lakehead University alive

and well and functioning as a true university
—not functioning as a diploma mill college;
not functioning as a technical institute—al-

though, in certain terms, those functions are

part of its mandate.

I just want to refer very briefly to the

letter of Mr. Philpott that the minister has
received. He said in his letter to the minister:

The alternative to this kind of commit-
ment from the ministry would be to achieve
a balanced budget by terminating the

services of from 75 to 120 of our faculty
of 220, which, of course, would simply
destroy the university from within, and
the student response would close our doors
within the next year.

Neither the administration nor the president
sees that as a viable alternative. They don't
want to do that. They won't do it, but they
are looking for some assurance from the
minister that the government will find means
so that that does not have to happen.

The various media gave the meeting be-
tween Lakehead University and the On-
tario Council on University Affairs full

publicity, and the "moccasin telegraph"
within the university has contributed its

share. The net result is an atmosphere

of unrest among the student body as to

the security of the future of Lakehead

University, with some of them actively

considering application elsewhere and
others starting to think about it seriously.

We, as a board, cannot conceive that

our government will permit this university
to close. However, in view of your direc-

tive, as announced at the meeting of Nov.
14 and in the House on Nov. 18, re-

garding continuing operating deficits, I

personally cannot provide any public

guarantee of assurance that we shall be
able to continue to function as a uni-

versity.

To sum up, we feel that we must have
some assurance from your ministry, some-

thing that we may make public, to reassure

our students and faculty that the public

purse, which founded this university, with

large private donations from this area as

well as grants, will keep it alive and vital,

serving northwestern Ontario in the future

just as it has in recent years.

There is some degree of urgency about
this matter, in our considered opinion. I

hope, therefore, that you and your deputy
minister will consider our problem and,

hopefully, provide us with the necessary
assurances about our immediate future by
the early part of January.

I think that that's an assurance that the

minister should give this House right now,
during these estimates.

I want to mention just one other factor,

and that is the role of the Ontario Council
on University Affairs. I would hope that

the minister will not use that council as a

camouflage procedure. The university went
tc a lot of trouble preparing a brief and

putting its case to the council. I would hope
that the council, which seemed very sym-
pathetic—I was at the meeting, I heard the

brief, I saw the council response—would not

merely be sloughed off in terms of its recom-
mendations to the minister.

But technically, because of the way the

legislation is drawn, the council has only the

right to report to the minister on matters

that the minister refers to it. I would hope
that the minister would agree with the state-

ment made by the chairman of the council,
I believe in late September, that it considers

its role to have some initiative function. If

it does not, then it is simply a straw man,
and we're going through an exercise, in

futility.

To sum up then, Mr, Chairman, I want to

put to the minister as strongly as possible-
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that the supplementary grants, although wel-

come, are not the solution to the problems
of emerging universities like Lakehead; that

a permanent base for ongoing financing must
be found; that perhaps that base could be
the BIU formula financing system, but have
built in for, say, the four emerging uni-

versities—Brock, Trent, Laurentian and Lake-
head—special weighting factors such as those

we have in the elementary and secondary
school panel; that they take into account the

special travel and operational costs because
of distance, the special expenditure costs

associated witli extension programmes, the

social and economic makeup of the student

enrolment and so on.

I would like the minister to make a com-
mitment in this House that the ministry will

work co-operatively with the board of gover-
nors and the administration of Lakehead

University to ensure its continued health

and existence. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Does any other member
wish to speak before the minister replies?

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): This is

just in relation-

Mr. Chairman: I thought the minister

wanted to answer some of these questions on
vote 2502.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, I won't
comment on all the matters that have been
raised. I think I have given my position on
most of them previously. There are one or

two things I would like to mention, though.

The hon. member was speaking about
Lakehead University. I would draw to his

attention that the statement of the university
as of April 30, 1974, indicated a total oper-

ating plant surplus and an endowment and
trust fund of $2,149,000, which is up from

April 30, 1972, by about a little more than
half a million dollars. As a matter of fact, in

this fiscal year the university at the Lakehead
will receive an operating grant of $8,494,978,
and of this $1,045,000 is a special grant that

takes into account the size, the location and
the mix of students.

I am the first to admit that Lakehead and
one or two of the other institutions do have
some problems regarding size, because there

is a minimum size as far as students are con-

cerned, and they have not reached it. In fact,

Dr. Booth, the president, said not too long
ago that without any additional staflF they
could handle, I believe, 50 students in en-

gineering and probably 50 in forestry.

One of the things I have asked the Council
on University AflFairs to do is look at this

situation, which certainly from a statistical

point of view you might call a mal-distribu-

tion of students, where we have some in-

stitutions crowded and others with a whole
lot of space and good faculty available.

That's one of the things, as I mentioned
that I have asked the council to look at and

to make recommendations to me. They have

also been asked to look at the operating
formula. The one thing that everybody agrees

on with regard to the formula is that it isn't

adequate. On the other hand, nobody has

been able to agree on what changes should

be made. I believe it was two years ago or

perhaps longer that the Ontario Council of

Universities, the universities' own organiza-

tion, spent some little time on attempting to

improve the formula but could not agree on

what changes should be made. It may be

that if we can't get consensus on a change
in formula, we will simply have to change it

ourselves. I would prefer, though, to have

the co-operation of the universities in achiev-

ing this.

I have told both the board chairman and

the presidents, together and separately, that

we are anxious to sit down with them, if they

ask us to, to give them what advice and as-

sistance we can in their financial matters.

They do have problems, there is no question

about it; but I still repeat that if the provin-

cial revenue is expected to increase by about

12 to 13 per cent, and the system as a whole

is receiving an increase of 16.9 per cent, they

are being fairly treated by comparison with

all the other responsibilities of the province.

I am quite convinced that in perhaps a

couple of years they will be able to get back

into a viable operating situation as far as

finances are concerned. As I mentioned last

night, deficits to universities are not new;

they have had them in the past. They have

had problems and they have surmounted

them. I believe that by working together we
can achieve that same solution in the next

two or three years, but I would be the first

to say it won't happen overnight.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, before we let

this pass, the minister mentioned special

grants but those are the supplementary' grants.

What I was trying to point out to the min-

ister was that the supplementary grants come
at the end of the fiscal year. They have a

continuing effect of bailing out. What I'm

trying to tell the minister is that he must

anticipate and build in that, if you like,

bailing out formula ahead of time.

I want a clear commitment from the

minister that this government considers Lake-
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head University an integral part of the

university system of the province and it is

not going to let it go down the drain. He
has not given that commitment, Mr. Chair-

man, and I'm asking him to do so publicly.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, may I in-

terrupt and say that I believe that all the

universities should and will survive and I

don't believe that everybody is going to fold

up tomorrow. I have also said, when I was
asked a direct question, I couldn't stop a

university from folding up if it wanted to.

1 also said I thought that was highly un-

likely, and that part was not reported.

Mr. Foulds: Unthinkable.

Mr. Stokes: That is ridiculous. It is not a

case of anyone wanting them to fold up.

Mr. Foulds: The term that you used was
"unthinkable" and that part was reported,
but what you are not making any commit-
ment on is that you consider it your ministry's

responsibility to ensure the continuance of

those universities that wish to continue. The
Lakehead University wishes to continue. Will

you give the assurance to the House with that

that you will co-operatively work to make
sure that it does?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I really think I just said

that.

Mr. Chairman: Does vote 2502 carry?

Vote 2502 agreed to.

On vote 2504:

Mr. Chairman: The member for Nickel

Belt.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Mr. Chair-

man, whenever we debate any aspect of this

ministry it puts the members of this party
in an untenable position—well, no, not un-

tenable, but a difficult position—because when-
ever there is a dispute between the uni-

versities and the minstrj'^, or between students

and the ministry, we end up arguing for

increased support to a system that's designed
to maintain the status quo in our society in

Ontario. I find that terribly repulsive, and
I know it's going to be the problem when
we come to debate the new Ministiy of

Culture and Recreation. The problem is

going to be that we know the kind of culture

and the kind of recreation which this govern-
ment will lend its support to, even though
we support the idea of increased delivery
of culture and recreation to the people of

Ontario.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): An elec-

tion-year ministry.

Mr. Laughren: Yes, that's right.

What bothers me about the whole question
of student aid is the matter of who gets

student aid in Ontario and, backing up one

step beyond that, what people even apply
for student aid in Ontario. If one examines

the attendance at our universities in Ontario,
it's very obvious that we're still catering to

the elite in our society and the universities

are perpetuating that same system.

In a dispute between the universities and

the ministry one is inclined to say, "A pox
on both their houses," because neither one

has made any commitment whatsoever to

changing the kind of society we have in this

province since it is in both their vested

interests to maintain it as it is now. You
need only look at the boards of governors
of the various institutions to see that there's

really not going to be any serious attempt
to build a different kind of society in Ontario

because, of course, the elite that rules it is

quite happy with it the way it is.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Laughren: Are you going to tell me
that the board of governors at the University

of Toronto-

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): The Ministry

of Agriculture and Food estimates are over.

Mr. Laughren: —is representative of our

society? I've never seen such a grotesque

representation of society out there as the

governing council of the University of

Toronto. You could go to every university

in the Province of Ontario and you could

go to every community college in Ontario

and you would get the same kind of repre-

sentation on the governing bodies, and you
know that's true. The minister knows it's

true. The governors are handpicked by this

minister.

Mr. Havrot: Are you making a political

speech or are you on estimates?

Mr. Laughren: You think that this cham-
ber is not the place to make a political

speech? That's coming from the anti-academic

member for Timiskaming, I might add.

Mr. Stokes: He just couldn't help making
it. He's the only university member from

Timiskaming.

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Havrot: You spend more time in this

House on nonsense. You just make plain

nonsense.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Laughren: Yes, I see. When the mem-
!)er from Maple Mountain makes a plea for

a commimity college on top of that moun-

tain, then we'll listen to him.

Mr. Havrot: You should slide down Maple
Mountain on your head.

Mr. Laughren: You tell me how the mem-
lier from Maple Mountain is going to sell

tourism in that area when there are blackflies

at the bottom and snow at the top year round

in both cases.

Mr. Havrot: You wouldn't know what
blackflies were.

Mr. Laughren: I certainly would; I have
been in Timiskaming.

Mr. J. A. Taylor (Prince Edward-Lennox):
Not for long though.

Mr. Laughren: To get back to the vote,

Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Havrot: Let's get on with the business

of the House, enough of this nonsense.

Mr. Laughren: Nonsense didn't creep into

the discussion until you did.

Mr. Stokes: That is enough of those grunts,
the agricultural estimates are over.

Mr. Laughren: The guru of grunt, as he's

becoming known across Ontario.

Mr. H. C. Parrott (Oxford): Stop talking
about your colleague that way. Jack.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, if I could

have the floor once again, I would like to

make a couple of points about grants to

students.

The present system of grants discriminates

against a number of people. It discriminates

against part-time students. If ever I have
seen a joke, it's the ministry's progranmie
on grants to part-time students. I don't know
what you call it, but I believe you approve
bank loans of $250 and guarantee an in-

terest rate of 10 per cent from the time the
loan is negotiated. I've never seen anything
more insulting to part-time students. Of
course we know that discriminates against
women who would like to take their courses

part-time as well.

It really is remarkable, Mr. Chairman,
what the ministry has done to students in

the Province of Ontario in the last three

or four years, since Bill Davis abandoned
the ministry. He at least tried to protect his

constituency when he was the minister, but

since then none of the ministers have. They've
increased tuition fees. They've removed or

reduced the scholarships for post-graduate
students. They've raised the loan ceiling for

student awards; and they've imposed tuition

fees for nurses and teachers in the province.

That's some record of increasing accessi-

bility for students in the Province of Ontario.

When you consider the fact that inflation is

compounding these problems, then the min-

ister and this government are no more com-
mitted to increased accessibility to higher
education in this province than I am to flying

without wings.

One would have thought that given the

recommendations of the Commission on Post-

Secondary Education there would have been
an attempt to make education truly more
accessible in Ontario. But it just doesn't hap-

pen. The ministry is encouraging the same
kind of education we've always had in On-

tario, without any new ideas, without en-

couraging students out there who hitherto

have been denied access to education to now
take part in post-secondary education.

If one looks at the Franco-Ontarian popu-
lation of Ontario, what is the ministry doing,

given the fact, as brought out in the COPSE
report, that half as many Franco-Ontarians

receive degrees in Ontario as do Anglo-
Ontarians? What is the minister doing about

that? It is an obvious inequity in Ontario,

and yet the minister makes no attempt to

rectify it.

As though to make it worse, we are now
being told that education is an individual

responsibility and that students should be
treated as consumers and should have to pay
for that which they use.

I can tell you, Mr. Chairman, that as long
as the system in Ontario supports the status

(juo as it does now, I'd have to come down
on the side of that great pedagogue Paulo

Freire when he says there are only two
kinds of education. There's one kind that

supports the status quo and conditions people
from the time they enter the educational

system until the time they leave it so they

accept our system; or a kind of education

that frees people up as individuals and

teaches them to judge critically that which
is around them.

There is no question but what in Ontario

it is the former that the students are getting;
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and there is no question but what that it is

a deliberate programme of conditioning by
the Ontario government.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: You don't believe that.

Mr. Laughren: Yes; and the elite Tories

tc my left are products of that system, so

I'm not surprised at all that they feel that

way.

Mr. Deans: They are conditioned to go to

Bay St.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: That shows how little

you know.

Interjection by an hori. member.

Mr. Laughren: Well, that shows you how
little you know about it. It seems that as

soon as we stand up in this chamber and

challenge the economic system weVe got
here the members of the Conservative Party
feel somehow personally insulted.

Mr. Havrot: You are not suffering any pain.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Laughren: Maybe you should be per-

sonally insulted, that's right. As long as you
continue to perpetuate the system we've got
there now, which is really there to chum
out products for our economic system, then

neither the universities nor the ministry will

have my support.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Havrot: Look what we got from you.

Mr. Deans: Aren't you going to make a

speech?

Mr. Havrot: I wouldn't waste the time of

the House on a speech like that.

Mr. Chairman: Is vote 2504 carried?

Vote 2504 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: That completes the supple-

mentary estimates of the Ministry of Colleges
and Universities.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY AND

SOCIAL SERVICES

Mr. Laughren: Here is another winner.

On vote 2601:

Mrs. M. Campbell ( St. George ) : Mr.

Chairman, I wonder if we could invite the
minister to make a statement prior to open-
ing these estimates. Some of my fears may

be allayed and we might shorten the debate

if we could ask the minister to do that, Mr.

Chairman.

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services ) : Mr. Chairman, I would
be very pleased to give a brief statement on

the $30.4 million in the three votes before us.

In the first vote, 2601, about $1 million

is required in order to provide funds in the

ministry's administration programme. A por-
tion of this amount of money is required in

order to facilitate the workings at the capital

services branch of our ministry, and to ad-

minister the Ontario GAINS programme-
mainly for field workers.

The second vote, 2602, contains the largest

amount—$17.3 million. This is required to

implement the rate increases for recipients of

both family benefits and general welfare that

were announced eflFective Oct. 1 of this

year.

Vote 2603, the last vote, is our social and
institutional services programme. The total

of $12 million is divided into two parts-

capital and operating. The first component,
the capital, is roughly $6 million and it has

three components: $1.1 million for the Homies

for Retarded Persons Act; $2.7 million for

the Day Nurseries Act; and $2.1 million for

the Vocational Rehabilitation Services Act.

The latter is for increases to the sheltered

workshops. These increases in capital ex-

penditures reflect the government's new
thrust in community services to the retarded

as well as the desire to encourage the builds-

ing of more daycare facilities for all groups,
with definite needs.

Mr. Chairman, I could elaborate on any
of these items under each vote.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, as we are

confined to taking this, I suppose, line by
line, it is difiicult to get to tiie root of my
concerns with three supplementary estimates.

Mr. Chairman: If it is agreed, why don't

we take vote 2601 as a whole? Does that

suit the hon. minister?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Whatever the hon.

members wish, Mr. Chairman.

Mrs. Campbell: I don't think I can develop
what I have in mind unless I can at least

cover the whole of 2601 in my comments.

Mr. Chairman: We'll deal with vote 2601
as a whole.
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Mrs. Campbell: Thank you. If you look

at the various items considered here, there

are some things that come to mind to which

we are asked to provide additional funds.

I would like the minister to advise me
whether Betty Graham is still with this

ministry. Would he then advise me as to

what real thrust Betty Graham and that

group has in relation to legislation which

comes before this House from other ministries?

Are they there simply as a token? If they are,

I'd like to know how much there is for them.

Perhaps they should be deleted if we want
to honestly face the situation of the status of

women in this province. If they are there to

serve a useful purpose, I was saddened not

to see them when we were discussing the

humiliating position of women as we went

through the Employment Standards Act.

Where do they act and how do they assist in

any way?
Is there anything in these supplementary

estimates which would indicate the funding
available for International Women's Year?

We talk about it. The function is in your min-

istr>'—not that particular function, but we
couldn't find out either from the provincial

secretary. If you have this function in your

ministry, there should be supplementary esti-

mates for it here if it's going to work, and I

take it there really isn't.

That is one of my major concerns. I would
like to know if in these supplementary esti-

mates we are indicating a development of

programmes to assist the elderly in the hous-

ing in which they live. That is something that

we asked the provincial secretary about, but

unfortunately she was unable to answer the

question before, and somebody has to have an
answer to it.

You see, for us who are concerned with the

quality of care to the people who desperately
need our concerns, it's so easy for us to say,

"Supplementary estimates, great!," but supple-

mentary estimates is wages and salaries; to

what extent is it a delivery of service to these

people? And so you look at the items, the

component parts of vote 2601, and what we
are doing is to ensure that we have the admin-

istration, and ensure that we have the dollars

for salaries, for wages, but we aren't really

ensuring any greater standard of care for

those who require it, particularly at this time

of the year.

It was interesting that the minister did

point out that some of this pertained to sal-

aries and wages for field workers involved in

the GAINS programme. If it meant that the

minister was committing to us today-

Mr. Deans: Mr. Ghairman, if I may, on a

point of order, there is not a quorum as I

count. I think it's up to the government to

keep a quorum in the House, by the way,
since they want to sit at 10 in the morning.

Mr. Laughren: That's right. They want to

sit the extra hours; but there are only six or

seven Tories debating in the Gommunity and
Social Services estimates.

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, there is

not a quorum present.

Mr. Deans: I am sorry, Mrs. Campbell, but

this 10 in the morning is nonsense and they
should at least be here.

Mrs. Campbell: I think at least the House
leader might be here when he has—

Mr, Chairman: Ring the bells.

Some hon. members: Ring the bells.

Mr. Laughren: The provincial secretary

perhaps, too.

Will they ring the bells?

Mr. Deans: Yes.

Mr. Chairman ordered that the bells be

rung for four minutes.

Mr. Chairman: We now have a quorum.
Will the member for St. George proceed?

Mrs. Campbell: If I may, I would prefer to

wait until the minister took his seat, Mr.

Chairman.

The minister specifically stated that some of

this additional funding was for field workers

in the GAINS programme. In the normal

course, we would welcome the fact that this

was so, if coupled with that there was the

statement that the government actually was

bringing forward in supplementary estimates

a commitment to reviewing in a meaningful

way those cases where people are unem-

ployed handicapped, but not regarded as han-

dicapped for the purposes of GAINS but

merely as unemployable. If this were the

thrust of these estimates instead of just sal-

aries and wages, I would not be speaking I

think, because I would be applauding the

minister for taking this step.

There is nothing more unreal than the way
in which this ministry looks at a person who,
for example, is 60 years of age, a person who
is under medical care, a person who is in and
out of hospital from time to time. All we do
is come up with the statement; "They are not

handicapped, they are unemployaible and
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therefore are at the bottom of the heap so far

as assistance is concerned."

Mr. Chairman, I would like to know at this

point the salaries and wages that go to sup-

port a group of women, presumably to assist

us in this ministry.

We have another group in the Labour

ministry. If they're not able to function, if

they're there only to enable this govern-
ment to point with pride, then I suggest that

perhaps we'd better scrap it and start the

fight from the beginning, all over again.

Then you wouldn't need these supplementary
estimates.

Have they any kind of thrust to you or to

anyone, when this government decides it will

punish women for seeking equality? That's

what you did with the Employment Stand-

ards Act. You said, "We will take away
the protection that women were entitled to

before, but we won't give them equality
l^ecause we're not ready to do that yet."

Where are the women in your ministry? What
is their responsibility? If they haven't any
input, then we're paying for a camouflage,
for a charade that I'm not prepared to pay
for.

Mr. Chairman, I have nothing further to

add on this vote, save and except to say that

I really am not very happy to be asked to

pass additional salaries and wages under
these circumstances. Thank you, Mr. Chair-

man.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Cochrane South.

Mr. Ferrier: I would like to ask a question
or two about programme development and

delivery administration in connection with

your regulations for unemployable and dis-

abled. The minister in a letter said to me
that part of this was laid down under the

Canada Assistance Act, whereby this is writ-

ten into the Act and the regulations of the

province have to corresjjond to those of the

federal government. I believe the minister has
had meetings with his federal counterparts
as late as the week of Nov. 18 or so. I hope
this was one of the matters that was dis-

cussed.

This is a matter of great contention. People
who are unemployable just caimot see the

justice of not being treated the same as those
who are disabled. The arguments have been
put very forcefully by many people. I just
cannot see that there is a distinction between
the two. You've told me in correspondence
that you were going to try to put as many as

possible of the provincial recipients on the

GAINS programme, but you were inhibited

to some extent by the federal government
Act. What headway have you made in remov-

ing that restrictive clause in the federal

government's regulations and when will it

be possible to treat equally all people who
must depend upon provincial assistance for

their means of living and to remove this in-

justice that is there which causes so

much disturbance to so many people? It just

can't be justified in any stretch of the

imagination.

I would like you to comment on that, if

you would, please.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, as the

hon, member has indicated, there have been
some discussions with the federal government.
I'd like to say to the hon. member that under
the Canada Assistance Plan there are some

very stringent regulations. I'll give you one

example. Up until we made representation
a few months ago, the liquid assets for single

persons was only $1,000 and it has been
that way, I believe, since about 1966. I rec-

ommended to the federal authorities that this

be raised and at least be doubled to $2,000.
After some consideration, they wrote back
and said they would agree up to $1,500.
So I just mention that as an example of the

difficulty we have.

If we want to share under the Canada
Assistance Plan—and they pay half of all our
allowances that meet their criteria—we have
to adhere to their rules. We have made
representations and we are continuing to

meet with them to see if there can't be some
relaxation, because I feel very strongly that

if the liquid assets allowable were $1,000
six years ago, surely they should be double

today. We have made some progress, but not

as much as I would like to have.

We have transferred close to 6,000 people
into the GAINS programme, I believe, since

the programme was announced on July 1; we
started with those from 65 to 60 years of

age, and then from 60 to 55 years of age.

But, as the hon, member knows, there is a

certain number who are classified as more
or less permanently imemployable who do
not meet the criteria of the federal govern-
ment under the Canada Assistance Plan. The
reason that the blind and others like them
are easily classified is that they have some

expenses that are higher—for a wheelchair,

prosthetics and so forth—than a person who
is perhaps unemployable for only a limited

period of time,

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, is the min-
ister going to answer my questions or is he

just picking and choosing?
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Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman. I didn't

intend to disregard the hon. member for St.

George. She left and the hon. member for

Cochrane South spoke.

Mr. Chairman, we are dealing with the

supplementary estimates. With reference to

Miss Betty Graham, as the hon. member
knows, there is a women's bureau in the

ministry of my colleague, the Minister of

Labour (Mr. MacBeth).

Mrs. Campbell: I know that.

Hon. Mr. Bnmelle: Miss Graham, with a

staff of two or three and a very small bud-

get-

Mrs. Campbell: Exactly.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —has as her main

responsibility to see that the female employ-
ees of our ministry—we have perhaps 10,000

employees, and probably more than half are

women—are given every consideration under
our ministry. Miss Graham is also a member
of the women's council, and there is co-

ordination there.

Mrs. Campbell: Whatever it is.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I don't want to get
into a philosophical discussion with the hon.

member on the rights of women, although
I agree that there is certainly room for im-

provement. In the regular estimates, which
we debated in June, there are funds for

Miss Graham's programme, but there is no
additional money in these supplementary
estimates.

If I could review the items briefly, Mr.

Chairman, the first one, item 4, for $172,000,
is capital funding required for capital serv-

ices, mainly the daycare programme. In ad-

dition, as^ the hon. member knows, we have
increased substantially our recreational pro-

grairmie, so this capital funding looks after

additional staffs. The second item, item 5, for

$29,000, comprises $19,000 for the daycare
council and $10,000 for supporting staff. The
third item, for $390,000, referred to as item

8, is for 20 field workers who will be looking
after the elderly, those 65 years of age and
over, in the GAINS programme. The last

item for $360,000, is for the increase in

funds resulting again from the GAINS pro-
gramme for the drugs and the disabled who
come under our ministry.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, now that

the minister has answered, I would like some
clarification. If we have provision in this

vote for funding of day care, under what

regulations are we functioning at this point
in time? The old ones, or are there new
ones?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: As the hon. member
knows, I have appointed an advisory council

on day care and they're looking at the best

way the regulations can be implemented.
We're still operating under the existing ones.

Mrs. Campbell: And will, I trust, for some

period of time at least.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Yes. They will be

submitting a progress report and those who
are interested will be able to receive copies

of the work they've done. They've done

some very valuable work, but, as the hon.

member knows, it will take some time. They
need research. They need to obtain as good
advice as possible, and I'm very optimistic

that they will come out with sonie very,

very good regulations.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I am de-

lighted to know that now we're going to

research the regulations, which were to be

introduced so many months ago. I commend
the minister, in all sincerity, for the aproach
he has taken to these proposed new regula-

tions. I did ask the question whether there

was anything in this vote of a supplementary
nature for delivery of services to the elderly,

specifically.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Not in this vote, Mr.

Chairman, but I would like to say that it's

certainly an area that we're most interested

in and that we're improving. For instance,

just in the last week our regulations were

being amended to provide more assistance

for homemakers' services to the elderly and

those in their own homes.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Wentworth.

Mr. Deans: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

want to go back to the point raised by my
colleague from Cochrane South. Did I under-

stand the minister to say that because the

regulations set down by the federal govern-
ment were not sufficiently broad, and that

because the 50 per cent payment that the

federal government made to the province for

assistance for the unemployable was less than

half of the amount which they might normally

qualify for under the GAINS programme, the

provincial government wasn't prepared to go
ahead and to raise the level of payment under
GAINS to everyone who is considered to be

unemployable?
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Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, as the

hon. member knows, the GAINS programme
has two components, those who are 65 years
of age and over-

Mr. Deans: I don't want to talk about that

right now.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: We get the list from
Ottawa and all those who are eligible to re-

ceive the guaranteed income supplement are

eligible under the GAINS programme.
As the hon. member knows, eligibility to

receive the guaranteed income supplement is

based on an income test. The other compo-
nent in the GAINS programme are those who
are under 65 years of age and who are dis-

abled. The criterion used there is a needs
test. They were formerly under the Family
Benefits Act and the Family Benefits Act is a
needs test for those who are in need. The
needs test is a fairly stringent test that the
federal government has implemented and it

applies to all provinces.

In order for us to utilize federal assistance

—I think the hon. member is in agreement
that we should utilize federal funds as much
as posSible-^they have told us that if we do
not use their criteria the funding would have
to be 100 per cent from the province so,

therefore, we feel that we are more or less

restricted to using the criteria under the Can-
ada Assistance Plan.

Mr. Deans: Can you tell me what it would
cost the Province of Ontario to put all the

people who are currently in the category of

unemployable under a programme similar to

GAINS, in total cost, without any federal

participation whatsoever?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I'm just guessing, Mr.

Chairman, when I use the figure of $10 mil-
lion. My staff tells me it would be more than
$10 million. Would it be about $15 million?

Mr. Deans: Don't guess for a minute.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: It would be more than
^10 million if we—

Mr. Deans: Let's talk about it for a sec-

ond. Let's assume that it would be $20 mil-

lion, just for the sake of argument. It may
be less, it may be more. But, obviously, for
a great number of people they would qualify
for assistance under the federal government
programme, therefore that would reduce it

somewhat.

The question that comes to my mind, rec-

ognizing the tremendous difficulties that

people who are judged to be unemployable
have, is whether or not we in the Province

of Ontario, given the tremendous wealth that

we have, can't afford a sufficient amount of

money—$15 million, perhaps—to provide them
with an income level that will allow them
to live in dignity and with some reasonable
sense of worth in this province.

I can appreciate that you would want—
I'm sorry, are you finished?

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): I'm just say-

ing good morning to the chairman.

An hon. member: He's heckling.

Mr. Deans: Oh, I just thought maybe you
had something you wanted to say.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Pretty sen-

sitive.

Mr. Deans: Yes, I'm sensitive in the morn-
ing, I really am.

Mr. Sargent: Did you bring your hockey
stick?

Mr. Deans: No, I dida't.

I can't help asking myself ll^t it is. I

can appreciate that the minister wants to

take full advantage of goverrmnent money
from Ottawa. I can appreciate that yoii don't

want to spend a cent more of the money of

Ontario's taxpayers than you absolutely have
to. I can understand that you might prefer
that the federal government will have to

change their regulations in order to broaden

them, in order to allow more people to come
within the ambit of those regulations. I can

appreciate that maybe you feel personally

very sensitive towards the needs of those

people.

I am not depreciating any of those things.
But I don't understand how we can have a

category of people who are, in fact, unem-

ployable—through no fault of their own in

most instances—whose chances of having a

reasonable existence, let alone a reasonable

Iffe style in the Province of Ontario, are

severely inhibited and restricted; and how
we can allow $5 million, $6 milhon, $7 mil-

lion, or maybe even $10 million, to make the

difference. This might be the difference

between the money we could get legitimately
within the guidelines for those who fall

within the guidelines and what it would cost

to provide some kind of a programme parallel
to GAINS-if not integrated with GAINS-
that would enable them to have an income
level sufficient to live reasonably in the

province.

I've never been able to understand it. I

suppose I've spoken about this in a variety
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of different forms since 1967. I've kept asking

the question: "What is it about the society
that we create that it doesn't feel any sense

of responsibility towards people who can't

make it on their own?"

I'm not talking about those who sit on their

backsides day after day by their own volition

and by their own decision. I'm talking about

people who legitimately cannot make it. Who
don't have what it takes. These are those who
are injured, those who are bom with some

disability, those who go blukl through no
fault of their own.

Why is it we can allow $10 million to

stand in the way? We can build a sports com-

plex at Oakville. We can devote all kinds of

public money to any number of different

kinds of useless programmes.

Mrs. Campbell: Like Krauss-Maffei.

Mr. Deans: Like Krauss-Maffei. And yet
we fail when it comes to dealing with the

legitimate needs of a segment of society—a

very small segment of society—who have no

recourse whateoever; who have no way of

obtaining for themselves an income level

sufficient to allow them to live in this grossly-
inflated economy which you have helped
create. And then you say to us: "We would
like the federal government to change it. We
wish the regulations were broader. We want
to take full advantage of the grants available."

Mrs. Campbell: Whose definition are you
relying on for GAINS?

Mr. Deans: I applaud you for wanting to

take advantage of the grants, I really do.

But damn it all, between now and the time

that those things happen, surely we can

afford to look after the needs of those people
at an income level that would be the equiva-
lent to what you would pay them if you were
able to take advantage of the GAINS pro-

gramme.
I don't know—it causes me no end of

aggravation when I think about it. I want
the federal money, too, and I don't want to

take the chance of losing it. But surely to

heaven those people are more important than

those dollars at this particular point in time?

If we were talking about an overall income
maintenance programme to cover everybody
in the Province of Ontario, a guaranteed in-

come of some kind that everyone could take

advantage of, then we are talking in billions

of dollars perhaps. When we are talking liter-

ally about a Imidful of people scattered all

over the province who are deprived day in

and day out of the things that they normally

should be able to expect in the society of

Ontario with its triple-A rating, then I think

that you put aside what you would like to

get from Ottawa. You continue the argument
with them, you make your presentations to

them, you do all of the things that are neces-

sary to some day get them to change their

minds, but in the meantime you make the

money available. You make the money avail-

able to cover the legitimate needs of those

people.

I suppose that is really what my colleague
is talking about. That's what we are talking

about, and I think the member for St. George
too. I think maybe you are talking about it

as well. I just don't understand it. You can't

possibly tell me that the Management Board

of Cabinet that you go before or whatever

the cabinet board is uiat you go before for

money, where you say to them we've got X
thousands of people in the Province or On-
tario whose income levels are far below what
we think is reasonable, and although we can

get the money from Ottawa, we think we
should be setting aside additional dollars to

raise their level up to something equivalent
to that which they would get under GAINS
if it were available to them, has turned you
down.

Are you telling me that that has hap-

pened)? Did they turn you down? Because

if they turned you down, then I've got to

really question the priorities of this govern-
ment. That's really at the heart of it. Surely

it's more important that we recognize the

needs of those people than that we spent

money on Krauss'-Maffei, as my colleague has

said, or we spend money on all of the other

quite important things that will no doubt

benefit all numbers of people now and in

the years to come, but that do absolutely

nothing to satisfy what is a human need

today.

I'm asking you as clearly as I can to do

ft. I would spend the additional money. I

would use my triple-A rating and I would

spend the additional money. I would say
to the cabinet, if I were you, "Look, we
can't wait for Ottawa any more. We've
waited long enough. If they don't under-

stand the need, that's too damn bad. We
are going to do it anyway. We are going
to lead the way."

The people of Ontario will support that.

I haven't had a single complaint from any-
one in all the time that I have been in

politics about the level of payment paid to

people who were permanently unemploy-
able or judged to be unemployable being
too high. In fact, the tmth of the matter is
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that the majority of the people don't know
what the payment is. And they don't much
care. But they do hope, I think, given the

commitment they have to each other, that

maybe the payment would be sufficiently

high to allow people to live reasonably.

Don't use the Ottawa excuse because it's

really only an excuse. It's a legitimate excuse,

but it's not—

Mrs. Campbell: No, it is not.

Mr. Deans: —legitimate enough to justify

not doing it. It's only legitimate to the extent

that it means you are going to cairy on

dialogue and conversation and you are going
to try and put pressure on them, but in the

meantime you are going to make the pay-
ments anyway.

I just can't accept that we sit and wait

until Ottawa. I want to talk about some-

thing else but I'd like to hear what you
have to say.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, I think

there is a lot in what the han. member
says. Personally, I'm not unsympathetic to

the E>ermanently unemployables and, as the

hon. member mentioned, there isn't that large
a number. It's a very grey area, a very diflR-

cult line to define those who are perma-
nently unemployable and the disabled.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): It is not

difficult, except if you have a weird standard,
then you really get into difficulty.

Mrs. Campbell: That's right.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Renwick: Let's not talk about the

difficulty of that problem. Let's have a cer-

tain sense of charity about what you are in-

volved in. You know as well as I do that
that is a ridiculous standard.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Brunellet I would say, Mr.

Chairman, to the hon. member for Went-
worth, that it is a matter we are still con-

sidering. We have our own income security
review and, as the hon. member knows, we
are working also with the federal govern-
ment. It is one that we are considering. As
I said, it certainly is a grey area and it's

one where there could be improvements.

Mr. Deans: When you talk about grey
areas, you have got to think of them in terms
of being pretty bleak, because that's the

way things are for people who are in that

position. You would honestly think—

Mr. Renwick: It's like getting up every

morning with the sky overcast.

Mr. Deans: —it might be possible, given
the small numbers of people we are talking

about, to make that a priority among all the

priorities, to honestly sit down and say we
are going to make that a priority, we are

going to come to a decision about it and

we are going to do something about it.

Mr. Renwick: They are not interested.

Mr. Deans: My recollection of the debates

of years gone by is not as clear this morning
as it might normally be, but let me tell you

something, Mr. Chairman.

An hon. member: It's a bit foggy.

Mr. Deans: Well, it's a wee bit foggy be-

cause I didn't want to sit at 10 o'clock in

the morning; that is the truth.

Mr. Roy: I hadn't really noticed.

Mr. Deans: When I think back I know
we have had this discussion in previous

years. It has not exactly been centred on the

same criteria but the same discussion has

been carried on in tihis last number of years

about these same people. They sit and they

wait, and it always seems to me that we end

up talking about it on Christmas Eve. I don't

know why it is; it's got something to do with

the government psyche. We always end up

talking about these people on Christmas Eve.

Mr. Renwick: We would even support an-

other $50 handout bill at this time of year
because you are so far behind now.

Mr. Deans: If you'd like to tell us that

by the time we come back in January, you
will have told your officials they must have

a decision on this matter, and you are going
to take it to the cabinet, then maybe that

would be an acceptable proposition from

you. But do you know something? That isn't

happening. You talk about setting up boards,

you talk about talking to Ottawa, and the

only thing you don't talk about is what hap-

pens to those people while you are talking.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, in all

fairness, we have transferred since July 1 as

indicated earlier-

Mr. Renwick: It is not a grey area; it is

grey people who are administering it.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —about 6,000 people.

Mr. Deans: I agree.
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Hon. Mr. Brunelle: We have transferred at

least 50 per cent in the last few months.

Mr. Deans: Good Lord, how many people
have you in your ministry? It's a huge min-

istry with a massive budget.

Mr. Renwick: Put them all on and then

take oflF the ones that aren't right.

Mr. Deans: You do this thing one by one.

Some of these people will be dead before

they get the money. Surely there is a better

way. Surely you can go through it now and

say this will be the level payable, and pay it;

then do your negotiating. Just don't go on

year after year with this, because it becomes
almost sickening.

You are a pretty nice guy. Every single

year you stand up and tell us how sorry you
are for the people and how much you grieve
for them and how you really agree there have
to be changes made. It just tears at my heart,

but the problem is that every year we have
to raise the same things. If it isn't the elderly,

if it isn't the mothers on mothers' allowance,
if it isn't tile disabled, if it isn't the handi-

capped, it is some group every year, and it

gets to be a bit much.

I have something more to talk about.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. Campbell: I just wanted to clarify this

question of definition by citing an example.
In my riding, as the minister knows, I drew
to his attention the case of a man who was
blind, who had lost one leg at the hip, who
had lost part of a foot and initially was not

entitled to GAINS. The definition of this was
in your ministry, and I want to acknowledge
my gratitude to the minister, in that when
that case was drawn to his attention, the

matter was straightened out. I use it only to

point out that really the definition lies with
the minister and with his ministry and that

Ottawa, I am sure, will accept cases which
can be defined by this ministry as those of

handicapped people.

I would like a response to that because that

is one clear case. Ottav/a couldn't be blamed
for that. The definition was right here and
that man had to have his member of this

Legislature fight to get him on GAINS.

There are many, many other cases, for

example, heart conditions. I have seen the

doctors' letters. There are doctors who say
these people are permanently handicapped.
There may be grey areas that are apart from
all of this, but let's get with those that are

clearly definably, medically permanently han-

dicapped and get them out of the unemploy-
able definition into that of the handicapped.
From any discussion I have had with Ottawa,
the situation is that if that is your determina-

tion, there isn't a problem with their funding.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for York-

view.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Chairman,

just a couple of words. First of all I want to

make it absolutely clear that as far as I am
concerned and this group is concerned, we are

not letting the federal government off the

hook in this regard.

Mrs. Campbell: Neither are we.

Mr. Young: The government there is per-

fectly willing to ensure its own security, as it

tried to do this week, without the security of

this particular group of people in desperate
need in a way that they themselves are not

and never were.

,; Mr. Renwick: They talk about their taxing

power, but they never exercise it for the poor.

Mr. Young: Right, but that aside, the fact

is that this government does face this respon-

sibility and I think every one of ,us in this

House has had case after case of people who
come to us and they are completely be-

wildered: "My neighbour is covered by this

programme and I can't get it. I am disabled.

He's disabled. What's the difference?" They
can't understand it and they never will, and

why should they, because neither of them will

ever do a day's work again.

Mr. Chairman, the priorities are wrong.
The building of one fewer cloverleaf in this

province would do the job.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): That's

right.

Mr. Young: The building of three or four

fewer miles of highway would do the job, and

even though an election year is coming and

highways are desperately important in the

programme leading up to an election, this is

important too. Just a little shifting of alloca-

tions, a little shifting of priorities, is all that's

required in this province.

We are wealthy; we have never had as

much income coming in, due to inflation but

the fact is it's there; we have the resources.

Why do we ask these people to bear more of

the burden than the rest of society? You

know, even in the taxing field, it means that

some of us might have to go without $10,

$15 or $20 in assets next year in order that
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they might have something more in order to

bring them up to a little bit nearer a living

standard. That adjustment could be made

too, if the government is willing to do it.

But, Mr. Chairman, I say to the minister

that these people will never understand why-
it is that the government cannot order its

priorities better and why they have to do

without while the fellow just across the hall,

or just down the street, or perhaps next door

to him, as was the case of one man who came
to me, is different in income. They don't

understand. It's time this government was

generous enough, if I could use that term, to

I,ring this thing into balance, even if it means

dipping into our own revenues here and even
if the Ottawa people are dead blind in this

kind of situation.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The case has been

very well put by everyone who has spoken
so far concerning the disabled, but there is

another class that the ministry forgets about.

Very often when there is a permanently
disabled person in the home who qualifies for

GAINS and receives GAINS, there is the wife

or the husband who, because of the disability
of the spouse, cannot work at all. Physically
he or she is able to work, but the disabled

person needs 24-hour-a-day attention and
that person, because he can't work, qualifies

only for social assistance and does not qualify
for GAINS. To me this is wrong, Mr. Minis-

ter. I brought to your attention the case of

one individual in my riding—there are many
others—who has had two heart attacks, two

strokes, is on all kinds of medication, and the

total income of husband and wife is $351.
You pay for the drugs on the formulary, but

many of the drugs that this man has been

taking for years and years—that the doctor

insists on him taking—are not on the formu-

lary, so he has to take from the combined
income of $351 to pay for those drugs, and
in some instances it amounts to as much as

$40 a month, Mr. Minister.

You are completely unfair to those who
happen to have a permanently disabled indi-

vidual in their home and who, because of

their necessity to stay with them around the

clock, cannot become gainfully employed and
have to accept only social welfare. It is wrong.
Both of those individuals should be on the
GAINS programme.

And, by the way, why isn't the GAINS
programme completely integrated into your
ministry, so that it could qualify for grants

from the federal government? Is there any
reason, Mr. Minister, that GAINS is not? I

would appreciate you giving me that reason

when you do reply. It would make good
sense to me to have it in with your pro-

gramme, so that it could at least qualify for

that additional assistance from the federal

government. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, I wish

to thank the hon. member for Yorkview and
the hon. member for Windsor-Walkerville.

With reference to the hon. member for

Yorkview and our income maintenance pro-

grammes, the hon. member will agree we
have made substantial improvements in the

last year or two—and we will continue to do

so. We have a committee and we will be

making improvements. I can appreciate the

concern or some of his constituents. One
resident receives the GAINS programme and
another one doesn't, and they don't under-

stand it. And sometimes, as I've said, it

varies. So, we hope to be able to improve
upon it.

With reference to the hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville and the drug pro-

gramme, there will be improvements on

Jan. 1. This is administered under my col-

league, the Minister of Health (Mr. Miller).

And there are certain drugs-

Mr. B. Newman: What does one do in the

meantime?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Pardon?

Mr. B. Newman: What does a person do
in the meantime when they are confronted

with those heavy medical expenses or heavy
drug expenses that don't happen to be on
the formulary?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I'm told that the Min-

istry of Health have really given this a very,

very careful review. There are drugs that

may not be the same drug that the constitu-

ent has been taking, but that are just as

good, and they are the drugs that have been

approved by the committee. And there will

be changes in the formulary as of Jan. 1.

Mr. B. Newman: But in the meantime,
Mr. Minister, he has had to lower his stan-

dard of living to purchase the drugs that his

doctor insists on him using. And the doctor

says, "No substitutes."

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Is this the person that

you wrote to me about? At one time you
sent me some drugs that were not being pur-
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chased under the drug plan. Is that the same
case?

Mr. B. Newman: I can't tell you offhand,
Mr. Minister.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: If the hon. member
will send me the names of those drugs and
the person's name and address, we will cer-

tainly look into it, and then take it up with

the Minister of Health. But, again, it's really
the Ministry of Health which administers the

drug programme.

Mr. B. Newman: I will give you the letter

from your ministry, I thinJc dated Dec. 5,

in which you've turned him down. It said the

maximum was $35.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: We didn't turn him
down. Again, Mr. Chairman, the drug pro-

gramme is administered by the Ministry of

Health.

Mr. B. Newman: Yes, I know that. But it's

your officials that make the home visitation

in the community to decide what type of

assistance the individual should get.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: That's right. But when
it comes to drugs-

Mr. B. Newman: And regardless of whether
it is covered or not covered by the medical
or drug portion of the GAINS programme,
the disabled individual has to buy this drug.
He has been buying this drug for years. You
come along and cut an alcoholic ojff from

liquor immediately and what happens? He
climbs the walls. But if you progressively re-

duced his consumption, you could rehabili-

tate him—and likewise on this.

Had you phased out the drug programme
over three months or so, and said, "Well, by
Jan. 1 we will no longer pay for these certain

drugs for which there are satisfactory sub-

stitutes," then that individual could have
accustomed himself for the change in the

type of drug. But you didn't do that, and so

the individual insists on getting the other.

You will not pay for it; he's going to pay for

it himself, and he lowers his standard of

living.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, I know
I'm just repeating what I said, but there are

over 1,300 drugs listed in the drug pro-

gramme formulary, and others will be added
as of Jan. 1; and we do not administer the

drug programme. Sure, our field workers call

on the recipients. But, again, it's strictly ad-

ministered by the Ministry of Health.

Now, with reference to the question of

GAINS, as I indicated earlier, those who are

65 years of age and over are reviewed on an
income test. With those who are under 65
and who are disabled, it's on the needs test.

The guidelines for needs test were set by the

federal government. The hon. members and
I listened with great interest to the com-
ments today. It's certainly an area in which
we will continue to make representation and,
I hope, one which we will be able to improve
and add more who are permanetly unem-

ployable.

Mr. B. Newman: That means, Mr. Minis-

ter, you don't take into consideration the

actual expenditure that that individual went

through in providing himself with these drugs
that are not on your formulary. That should

be included, because when the man spends,
let's say in this case, some $40 for the month
out of a combined income of $351, he really
has only $311 income. That's all, because the

balance went for medication, and that's

wrong.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Well, Mr. Chairman, I

think the hon. member wrote to me on Dec.

5?

Mr. B. Newman: No, I received a reply
from your ministry on Dec. 5, stating that the

individual is getting the maximum amount.

Votes 2601 and 2602 agreed to.

On vote 2603:

Mr. Chairman: On 2603, the hon. member
for St. George. •

Mrs. Campbell: I am interested in the

transfer programme for the retarded. I

haven't been able to come to grips with

exactly what is happening in this particular

area, because Health had made the state-

ment that they wanted to get the retarded

into the community. We have had discussions

about the education of the retarded in the

Education Act; now we have this programme
which seems to be leading towards institu-

tionalizing the retarded. We had long dis-

cussions in the original estimates about the

thrust of getting them into the community,
but I haven't been able to get information,

either from this ministry or from Health, as

to what happened with those who are trans-

ferred, for example, out of Orillia to Wood-
stock or to Kingston or to some of those

other areas.

Since this vote does deal specifically with

that programme, I would like at this point
to have further assurance that we are in fact
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bringing services to these unfortunate people
in many cases. I think sometimes they are

more fortunate than some of the rest of us,

but I really would like to understand exactly

where we are going on this programme be-

cause I think it is of the deepest concern to

a great many parents. I have again many
of them in my riding who have been asking

me questions and I have written for clari-

fication, specifically on the Orillia case, and

have had no reply.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr, Chairman, I think

this year of 1974 is a year that I can say
we can be proud of in what we are doing
for the mentally handicapped. I will be mak-

ing a statement soon, but I would like to

give the highlights on recent improvements
Vv'hereby we provide additional funding and

services to those who are in institutions to

be rehabilitated in their own communities.

We think that 50 per cent, maybe more,
could be rehabilitated over a period of time.

One of the Acts is the Homes for Re-

tarded Persons Act. We are increasing our

funding up to 80 per cent, for a maximum
of $15,000 per bed. Up until now our fund-

ing was much lower, and therefore the local

associations for the mentally retarded some-
times had difiBculty in raising the difference

through donations and other means of ac-

quiring revenue, so this increased funding
will provide for group homes and various

other t>pes of residential services.

Also, for children under the Day Nurseries

Act we have 11 developmental centres. Up
imtil now the funding—and we're speaking
about the subsidies or the operating grants
—was 80 per cent by this government and
20 per cent that had to be raised by the par-
ents. In some areas they had great difficulty

ill raising the 20 per cent. Now we will be

funding 100 per cent of those children who
are of school age, and those who are under

school age will be paying what the parent of

a normal child would be paying. We've had
discussions with the local associations for

the mentally retarded, and this is quite agree-
able.

I would like to repeat that: There will be
a 100 per cent funding for children of school

age, and for those children who are under
school age I think the formula is something
like 100 per cent of the first 35 per cent and
80 per cent of the balance. In essence, it

costs about 35 per cent more to look after a

handicapped child than a normal child. We
say that for those who are under school age,

say up to five years of age, the parents will

pay no more for their child to go to a de-

velopmental centre than they would pay if he

was a normal child.

The third area where we are increasing

our funding is where these persons are being
rehabilitated in their communities. We need

more workshops, and we need to expand our

existing workshops. We will be increasing

the funding. The funding up until now was

quite limited. I believe it was 25 per cent or

$3.75 per square foot. We are increasing that

to 80 per cent, so it's a substantial increase.

We're also increasing our operating grants to

sheltered workshops.

Mr. Chairman, these are all very forward

steps that will greatly help to provide sup-

port services and residential services necessary

for the rehabilitation of the mentally handi-

capped.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I appreciate
the minister's explanation. Could I know now
what is the definition of school age? What

happens when they get beyond school age?

You see, the problem is that there are

many people who have had children in Oril-

lia, for example, who are confused, who
would like to have them back in the com-

munity but could not possibly look after them

in the home. They are obviously now beyond
school age by any definition, I presume.

In view of the fact that the Education Act

is providing for a lower compulsory age, what

age are we looking at for this kind of as-

sistance? I would hope it would be the nor-

mal school age and not, for instance, a

reduction to the age of 14, Will you be pro-

viding some assistance for those who will be

going to school and who are educable to

some degree or other?

Is it possible that in this programme, if

this is what you do, that you would fund on

a purchase-of-service basis, or some such

basis, the Roman Catholic children who per-

haps ought to be able in their own system,

as it exists today, have their education

through your ministry, since they can't now
do it through the Education ministry?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, the

hon. member mentioned several things. First,

I think she asked me about the question of

school age. Well, noimal school age, Mr.

Chairman-

Mrs. Campbell: Sixteen?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: It would be their nor-

mal school age. They begin school at fi\e

years of age, so those who are between—

Mrs. Campbell: They take them at four

io. areas of Metropolitan Toronto.
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Hon. Mr. Brunelle: For those who are

schooJ age, as I said, we will be paying 100

l>er cent.

The hon. member also must know that

those who are 18 years of age and over are

eligible imder the GAINS programme.

With reference to the question of religion,
I'm not aware this has been a problem. It

hasn't been brought to my attention yet. We
only have 11 developmental centres in the

province, and I'm not sure whether it would
be advisable to have them operated according
to religious lines.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Coch-
rane South.

Mr. Ferrier: Mr. Chairman, on June 4 the

Provincial Secretary for Social Development
(Mrs. Birch) made the commitment that this

government was going to spend $15 million

towards more adequate daycare facilities in

this province and mat this money would be
made available as of Sept. 1, 1974. As I

understand it, $10 million was to be used to

help non-profit organizations build or expand
their facilities, and the rest was to subsidize

day care for the handicapped or lower-income
children.

This was heralded as a great move for-

ward. It was going to meet the daycare needs

of the children. My leader and the member
for Sudbury East (Mr. Martel) went into this

in quite some detail and pointed out that it

might look after about 30,000 of the children

in the daycare age, whereas the need was
for 300,000 or more.

Here we are being ask to vote something
like $3.8 million for care facilities for chil-

dren, which suggests there is $11 million or

so of the commitment made by the provincial

secretary that is not going to be spent in the

1974-1975 fiscal year, and that this pro-

gramme, which was so much heralded, is not

moving ahead with the dispatch that we were
led to believe it would.

Why are you not spending that extra $11.5
million? Why haven't you made the commit-
ment to it, and why isn't this money being
used actively to move even as far as you said

you were going to move? I'd like the minister

to comment on that.

Hon. Mr. Bnmelle: There is very little com-
ment I can make. I would say that the

response to our daycare programme has been
tremendous. For instance, up until Dec. 13,

we had approved in principle 88 centres at

an estimated cost of $9,333,170.

It's quite true, as the hon. member men-

tioned, that in our estimates for the fiscal

year that ends March 31, 1975, the amount
is $3,584,400; but in the next fiscal year,

beginning April 1, 1975, it is $11,942,700,

making a total of $15,527,100. Therefore, the

money has been allocated in this year and
next year.

With regard to the statement's reference

to $15 million, you must realize that we
operate on the fiscal year. We have so far

approved in principle close to $10 million,

and the requests are coming in continually.
The response has been very good.

With reference to a universal programme,
Mr. Chairman, we are all in support of group

day care. But I'd like to remind the hon.

member that he is probably familiar with

other types of day care, such as family day
care in private homes, which is very popular
also. This is one of the areas being examined

by the advisory council, which is looking
into alternative means to provide a variety.
We believe there could be alternatives. For

instance, you could have a regular daycare
centre with satellite homes in the area, and
some of the staflF could work closely with

these homes.

What I am trying to say it that there are

many alternatives to supplying daycare serv-

ices, but the programme itself is proceeding
exceedingly well.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Sud-

bury.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Chairman,
when the government announced its intention

to move retarded children from institutional

care into a community environment, it looked
on paper or by word a proper attitude and
method to get these people back into their

home environment. But I suggest that in the

case of those children, who by the very
nature of their disability will always be insti-

tutionalized, the institution, in which you
bring them back into the community could

be of such a design that it lends itself to the

rehabilitation and the living standards of

these people.

A case in point has to do with a certain

transfer of retarded children from the Rideaii

regional unit. The Rideau regional unit was

designed to accommodate retarded children.

We have certain facilities down there such
as open space for these people to work ofl

their energies. We have gymnasia. We have

swimming pools. We have all manner of

recreation for these institutionalized kids to

stay in.
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We had the case where the government
arbitrarily, a few months ago, you will recall

decided to move about 60 of these kids from
Rideau regional up into the Sudbury Nursing
Home, a home for extended care, a home
which was designed for accommodating senior

citizens, a home which does not lend itself to

accommodating retarded children.

The roof fell in on the minister when that

particular proposal was made. He backed off

from his position that he would arbitrarily

move all those kids from the Sudbury district

back into Sudbury. He said he would agree
not to move those whose parents were aware

and astute enough and realized what environ-

ment their children were coming into at the

Sudbury Nursing Home.

Lo and behold, people being people, they
do not pursue their cause. We have now a

s tuation in Sudbury, and I have visited the

institution a couple of times, of an extended

care home, designed for senior citizens, people
who do not require recreational facilities or

facilities for woncing off energy, where about

40 or 50 retarded children are now confined

in these cubicles. There is no open space for

these kids to participate in any of their activi-

ties. There is no theatre. There are no gym-
nasia. There is no swimming pool. It's a home
for senior citizens into which you have

dumped about 40 or 50 retarded children.

Floors four and five are for retarded chil-

dren. Floor six is the only geriatric floor in

the whole institution. Explain to me the

rationale of bringing children in there.

Granted, it's a good project. Tliese kids

are near their parents and visitations are

easier on their parents. But what kind of an

environment do these kids have to live in

when the only space they have is this white

cell of a room, plus the hallwa)' facing the

room to run up and down in?

I say to you this kind of an attitude is

wrong. If these kids are going to come back
into the home community, into an institution,

then the institution into which they are in-

troduced has to be such that it accommodates
their needs. I think what you've done in Sud-

bury in this instance is incorrect. I think it's

wrong. I think it's bad.

I suspect there is a little bit of political

patronage, because we know who owns the

Sudbury Nursing Home, a former back-
bencher of the government side, Mr. Gaston
Demers. He went out on a limb and over-

built and we ran out of senior citizens to fill

the beds. In order to try to save his bacon,
the government decided it would fill that

home built for senior citizens with retarded

children from the Rideau regional hospital.
You can't sacrifice these kids on the altar of

finance.

Mr. Breithaupt: Shame!

Mr. Germa: I would like the minister to

answer that question.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, I think

we all agree with the hon, member when he

says the mentally retarded should be pro-
vided with as good accommodation as pos-
sible to look after their needs. Specifically
with the area in question, my understanding
is—and I stand to be corrected—that those

who were transferred from Smiths Falls or

whatever institution they were in, were trans-

ferred with the co-operation and agreement
of the parents in question.

Mr. Deans: Oh, don't give us that.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: The parents felt-

Mr. Deans: I knew that was what you
would say.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: This was not an arbi-

trary decision; it was done with consent. I

haven't visited that facility in question but I

will make a point to visit it. If, as the hon.

member says, the facilities are wholly in-

adequate for the needs of those persons, we

certainly will see they are provided with

what they require.

Mr. Breithaupt: Perhaps the two of you
can go together.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Chairman, maybe for the

edification of the House I can describe what
the situation is. The building is on a rock lot.

The lot is on about a 45-degree angle, which
is normal for the city of Sudbury. The build-

ing is perched; it's hanging on this rock.

In front of this institution there is a four-

lane, high-speed highway: Highway 69. It

runs south from Sudbury as the route to

Toronto. This is the main artery out of the

city of Sudbury. You can't possibly protect

these kids; so you can't put them out in

front of a building like that.

On the other side is York St., another major

artery. It leads to one of our major hospitals

and various other institutions. In the back

of the building there is a parking lot for about

100 cars. You might be able to enclose the

kids or these people in this parking lot in the

back. But as far as open space, as far as trees,

as far as grass is concerned, there is nothing

except these little strips that you have when
you are in the congested area.
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The whole environment is completely and

absolutely wrong. The environment is not

even good for a senior citizen, who does not

require too much open space. There are the

fumes from the highway; the noise from the

highway. Huge trucks climb this hill right in

front of it. It doesn't even lend itself to

senior citizens or a nursing home environ-

ment, let alone accommodation for retarded

kids.

I ask you, Mr. Minister, to go up and take

a look at the Sudbury Nursing Home. Try to

imagine being locked into those little rooms,
with no place to go. You cannot let them out

of the building, because they cannot be con-

trolled. They'll get out on that highway. If

you want to let them out, then you are going
to have to build a fortress in order to protect

them from themselves. That just wouldn't be

acceptable, because the open space available

inside this theoretical fortress just would not

be adequate to accommodate their needs.

There is not even room for a swing or a tree

out there. How do you expect these kids to

live?

Now, I started out by saying there was an

arbitrary decision made by the government to

move certain people in. I got the flak. Pres-

sure was put on me. I brought it to tlie

go\emment's attention, and you did back off

a little way. But you did, by some method,
come to your decision that you were going to

move those kids there.

Now, I don't know how you got around the

objections of the parents. But, as I said before,

people are prone to back away from a fight.

Ordinary, everyday citizens would rather give

up and walk away from a fight. I think this

is precisely what happened here.

I know some of the people wouldn't give

up. They wouldn't accede to having their

children transferred—even though it meant
Ion? journeys to the Rideau region and Smiths
Falls for their visitations. But some of them
gave in; I know that.

But the government has horrendous pres-
sure and power, and these people don't know
how vindictive you might be; that you might
cut off any support for them.

Mr. Ferrier: They were always afraid.

Mr. Germa: They are afraid of big govern-
ment. Rather than stand there and defy big

government, they will give in; and they'll sac-

rifice their kids to that. I think you should go
back and ask every parent again, or allow me
to ask them without the pressure of govern-
ment, whether they wish their kids to remain
in that institution. I think if it were other
than a government person who asked the

question, the answers might be a heck of a

lot different.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, as I

indicated earlier, I will make it a point to

visit the facility in question. I would also

like to add, Mr. Chairman, that this govern-
ment can be proud of its record of what we
are doing for the handicapped. If the facilities

are not adequate, we will certainly see that

they are provided with the proper facilities.

Mr. Deans: You are trying to precipitate a

major debate.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 2603, the hon. mem-
ber for Cochrane South.

Mr. Ferrier: Mr. Chairman, could I ask the

minister if the March of Dimes sheltered

workshops, such as the one in Timmins, come
under this vote?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I believe that the

March of Dimes is an independent organiza-

tion, and I don't believe they come under

this.

I believe that we have about 132 sheltered

workshops and they are mainly operated by
the local associations for the mentally re-

tarded. I believe you have the Timmins and

District Association for the Mentally Re-

tarded. The March of Dimes is an independ-
ent organization, although we woric closely

with them.

Mr. Chainnan: Shall vote 2603 carry?

Mr. Deans: No, I just want to ask one

question. In regard to the matter raised by
my colleague from Sudbury: Can the minister

tell me the criteria for approval of homes for

retarded children? Who approved that facili-

ty? I think that is as much to the point as

you travelling into Sudbury to look at it.

Obviously, as the minister you can't go around

the province visiting every single home to

check out every complaint.

That's why you have ministry officials. That's

what their job is. That's v/hajt they're paid

for—some of them handsomely. How, then,

do they approve the conditions my colleague

talks about? Do they fall within the guide-

lines established in terms of faciilties for

retarded children?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, as I

indicated earlier, I haven't visited the facil-

ity. However, it's a new building, and was

approved by the Ministry of Health. If it

was approved by the Ministry of Health, it

must meet all of their standards. I haven't

seen the building they came from, but I
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would venture to say it was built maybe 20,

30 or 40 years ago and that this other build-

ing is far superior.

Mr. Deans: That's true. Structurally, that

could well be so. It may be a much nicer

building, built to modern specifications.

That's not the question. The question is:

What kinds of facilities are required in order

that a building be approved for the purposes
of providing care for retarded children?

Look, there are all kinds of nice buildings
outside here. Tbey are building apartments,

they are building oflBce towers, they are

building warehouses. They are all modem.
They are much better than other buildings.
It doesn't mean they are any good for re-

tarded children; okay?

So it's not a matter of whether or not
it's a better-looking building or the facil-

ities are a little better than the ones they
had before. The question is whether or not

there are suiRcient facilities available in that

building to provide for the needs of those

kids. That's w'hat my colleague is asking

about, and that's what we are asking about.

It doesn't require you to go there. It

doesn't do any harm, I suppose, except that

it will become one of those grand tours.

They will meet you at the door and usher

you around and give you lunch and then

you will leave and you will say they are

very nice people there and the kids look

very healthy and! the building's clean and
well painted and running water and, lo and
behold.

The problem is: Do you have standards
in the government that say there must be
certain facilities available in order that any
building can be used for purposes of hous-

ing retarded children? If you have, does that

building meet those standards? If it does,
then one has to question whether the stand-

ards are adequate, if my colleague's word
on what is there is to be taken; and I take

it as being gospel because I have never
known him to even exaggerate, so I can only
assume wimt he tells us is correct.

If it means that kids are going to be put
into a small room with inadequate facilities

for them to be able to take part in any
recreational undtertakingss or programmes,
then obviously that building isn't suited. It

may be suited for other things, but it cer-

tainly doesn't sound to me as if it is suited

for that. If it meets your standards, your
standards are wrong.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Chairman, I don't know
whether the minister is being avasive by

design or whether he doesn't fully under-
stand what I said. I stated right off the bat

that the building was designed as a nursing
home to accommodate extended care patients.

Certainly it's a brand new building, cer-

tainly the sanitary facilities are right, cer-

tainly the hallways are clean. It's well heated,
well ventilated and well lighted. Certainly all

those things are there, but the facilities re-

quired for a nursing-bed patient are quite
different from the facilities required for a

retarded child.

I am surprised to hear you say that the

building these kids came out of was probably
20 or 30 years old. As far as I understand,
all of them came from Rideau regional. I

don't know how many hundreds of acres

Rideau regional encompasses, but I do know
it is a farm, open-space atmosphere. I know
there are hundreds of acres for these peo-
ple to gallop around in and spend their time
at whatever they want to do. I think that is

a good environment for people who have
this affliction. But caging them in these small

rooms, albeit certainly well heated, well

lighted and well serviced as far as food
service and sanitary facilities are concerned
—no argument there at aU—is the wrong kind
of a structure, the wrong kind of an atmos-

phere for the type of person we are talking

about, namely retarded children. They need
a whole different environment.

To say that it is approved by the Ministry
of Health carries no water with me what-
soever. It has to be approved by your offi-

cials, as far as what is required for the

proper care and maintentance of a retarded

child is concerned. That's the kind of person
we're talking about; not a i)erson Who spends
18 or 20 hours a day in bed, which is what

happens in nursing home environments.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, the

hon. member is familiar with his area, and
I think he knows there are not too many
facilities in northern Ontario for children

and the mentally retarded. There are very
few facilities. Up until recently our funding
did not lend itself to building more. But

these estimates have been increased sub-

stantially, and there now is additional fund-

ing. Also, if the building in question is not

suitable for children, as I have indicated,

we certainly are prepared to look into it.

Mr. Deans: But how did they get there?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Also, I might mention,
this was done with the approval of the par-

ents; it was probably a temporary measure.

Those children, and others who were moved
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from wherever they came from, were moved
with the approval of the parents. They would
much rather have their children in their own
community than to have them 200, 400 or

500 miles away.

Again, I'd like to repeat what I said: I

will visit that facility, and if it is felt that

it doesn't meet the needs of the children, we
are prepared to provide the proper facility.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Deans: What's the matter? Are you
missing your lunch?

Mr. Germa: The choice you gave these

parents was completely unacceptable. They
had the choice of leaving them in Rideau

regional, 350 miles away, or bringing them
to this cage in Sudbury, where they can visit

them on a weekly basis. What kind of a

choice is that? Some of them did opt for

the cage choice, but most of them who con-

tacted me—and there were dozens and doz-

ens of them—said that regardless of the dis-

tance, they were going to leave their kids

in Rideau regional. That was the consensus

I got from all the parents concerned.

Mr. Deans: It also says something about

the government's attitude towards the needs

of northern Ontario.

Mr. Chairman: Shall vote 2603 carry?

Vote 2603 agreed to.

This completes the supplementary estimates

of the Ministry of Community and Social

Services.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle moves the committee

rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the commit-

tee of supply begs to report certain resolu-

tions and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

It being 12:30 o'clock, p.m., the House
took recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): On a ques-
tion of privilege, Mr. Speaker, two days ago
the Minister of the Environment (Mr. W.
Newman) accused me of improper action in

revealing certain materials to this Legislature
and to the public.

Today, just a few minutes ago, I received

two research papers, one from the Journal

of the American Medical Association, and the

other from the food research laboratories of

the health protection branch of the Depart-
ment of National Health and Welfare in

Ottawa. The second one contains indisputable

proof that animals that drink water contain-

ing asbestos have that asbestos penetrate the

bowel and accumulate in the brain and other

organs.

The first paper, from the AMA, states it

found that the rate of cancer of the rectum

is higher in areas that have a high asbestos

content in the water. Their conclusion is that

at this time, in 1974, no one can conclude

that there is no cancer hazard related to

drinking water that contains a high asbestos

count, sir, and I suggest it is not only im-

proper, but extremely dangerous, for the

Minister of the Environment to mislead the

public.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Resign.
There is no answer to a question of privilege.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I dont see

that as a question of privilege. It doesn't

prevent the member from doing anything or

carrying out his duties as he sees them. As to

the facts, I cannot rule on that.

Mr. J. N. Allan (Haldimand-Norfolk); Mr.

Speaker, I would appreciate the assembly

welcoming 75 students from the Port Dover

Composite High School in the riding of Haldi-

mand-Norfolk.

Hon. W. Newman (Minister of the Environ-

ment): Mr, Speaker, this is on a point of

order, I guess. I think the hon. member for

High Park, who rose on a point of privilege,
was not in the House last night when I

referred to three reports—

Thursday, December 19, 1974

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): It is not a

point of order—it cannot be a point of order.

Hon. W. Newman: —that were on my desk

which indicated there was not any problem.
I talked about it last night.

Hon. A. Grossman (Provincial Secretary
for Resources Development): He listened to

the member; let the member listen to him.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): He should

make a ministerial statement.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Statements by the ministry.

OIL AND NATURAL GAS PRICES

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of En-

ergy): Mr. Speaker, I wish to comment

briefly on a sequence of events having to do

with oil and natural gas. Events have moved
so fast that I fear all of the implications may
not be fully appreciated.

Let me be specific. First: The federal gov-
ernment is not at present proceeding with its

proposed Petroleum Administration Act, Bill

C-32, which sought authority to set prices for

oil and natural gas moving in international

and interprovincial trade.

Second: The government of Alberta made
certain concessions to producing companies in

the matter of royalties and bundled into the

statement an indication that Alberta would

unilaterally increase oil prices, the implica-
tion being that the oil companies would gain

greater returns and increase production, but

not at the expense of Alberta revenues.

Third: The proposal that natural gas prices
should be indexed to the price of oil seems to

be gaining an increasing acceptance in Ottawa

and the producing provinces. It carries the

implication of very large increases in the

price of natural gas, which would grow only
more rapidly if oil prices are allowed to rise

further from the current $6.50 level at the

wellhead.

Fourth: There is a growing awareness that

Canada will not produce enough oil or gas to

meet our domestic requirements and that

shortages will appear within this decade.
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Indeed, in terms of natural gas, present short-

ages are restricting the normal growth of

demand.

I would urge hon. members to reflect

quietly on these facts, these trends and devel-

opments.
There appears to be some easing of the

tension between the federal government and
the government of Alberta. That's true, and
it is desirable. But neither government appar-

ently intends to reduce the amount of revenue
that it is withdrawing from the petroleum
industry. Instead, they are proposing that
more money should be divided; that implies
that the price must rise. So Alberta and
Ottawa are moving to resolve their problems
largely out of the pockets of consumers

throughout Canada.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West); Yes, they
have.

Hon. Mi-. McKeough: The implication is

that higher prices will call out additional

supplies and so tend in the direction of

ameliorating the very serious question of

security and adequacy of supplies.

That is the carrot to make the consumer
accept the higher prices. But we, sir, have
already run after that carrot. That is exactly
what the increase from $3.80 a barrel to

$6.50 a barrel was supposed to do.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We accepted that
increase—we accepted increases in the price
of natural gas—with modest protests because
of the urgent need for securing additional

supplies. But then the producing provinces
moved in, the federal government moved in

and those dollars—paid by the consumers-
were consumed. There was nothing left to call

out the additional and needed supplies.

I ask, sir, are we to play the same scene
a second time?

Mr. Lewis: And we answer "No."

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Ontario is opposed
to the jockeying up of natural gas and Oil

prices for the enrichment of government—

:Mri Lewis: The minister is sounding more
like a socialist eveiy day.

Hon. Mp. McKeough: —at the expense of

security of energy supply for our citizens.

Ontario deeply regrets the fact that the

government of Canada—admittedly abetted by
the persistent opposition of other parties in

tl^ House of Commons—has faltered in its

proposal to assume the power of controlling
oil and natural gas prices moving in inter-

provincial and international trade.

This is crucially important to the people
and the Province of Ontario and to all con-

sumers of energy. I would ask the indulgence
of the members, sir, while I discuss, at

modest length, some circumstances under the

following general headings:

1. Economic impact of higher energy
prices.

2. The crude oil price agreement.

3. Natural gas prices and supply.

The magnitude of the impact of price in-

crease is staggering. For example, a dollar per
barrel increase in the wellhead price of crude

oil costs the consumers of Ontario approxi-

mately $180 million a year.

Mr. Lewis: The minister has discovered

that, has he?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: This is paid by the

people of this province. Relating wellhead

price changes to changes at the gas station

is an inexact science, but I note that the

industry has stated that a $2 increase per
barrel for crude at the wellhead implies an

additional six cents a gallon for gasoline in

Metro Toronto. That is close enough to our

own calculations.

The precise figures are less relevant than

the grim fact that higher prices woidd have a

pervading and detrimental eflFect on both the

national and Ontario economies. It is inescap
able that higher prices will worsen Canada's

most pressing problem— inflation. And we are

already experiencing the impact of the latest

price increases.

Mr. Stokes: This is the second time in two

days the minister has agreed with us.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Since last January,
crude oil prices have increased $2.70 a barrel

at the wellhead and the field price in Alberta

of natural gas coming into Ontario has in-

creased by 22 cents per mcf. We will be

even more conscious of the implications as

we live through the current heating season.

Let me talk for a moment about the crude

oil price agreement. It was, and it is, our

understanding that the $6.50 per barrel price

of crude oil in Canada would be maintained

inviolate until the existing agreement among
first ministers expires, and that prior to any
future price increase there would be a further

meeting of first ministers,
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In this respect two points are worth

making.

First: There has not yet been time to fully

assess the impact of the price agreements
made earlier this year, pending the conclusion

of the 1974-1975 heating season; and yet
there appears to be a mood to surge forward

in the direction of higher prices.

Second: There is no evidence to support
a belief that the $2.70 a barrel increase in

crude oil wellhead prices has improved the

prospect of future supplies. Indeed, the re-

cently published report of the National

Energy Board confirms that we wiU not have

on stream those domestic supplies of crude

oil needled to satisfy our domestic demand,
and this shortfall will occur within 10 years.

I wish to underline that it was the Ontario

understanding that the agreed increase in the

wellhead price of crude oil to $6.50 a barrel

would tend to compensate for higher costs of

finding and/or developing supplies of oil and

would contribute to ensuring adequate oil

supplies for Canadians.

I have noted that this expectation was
aborted by the actions of the government of

Canada and the producing provinces. This

situation should be corrected. Certainly we
welcome the initiative of the government of

Alberta in taking steps to encourage in-

creased exploration and production within the

borders of that province. We invite a similar

initiative from Ottawa.

But two things cry out to be acknowl-

edged.

First: Until there has been time to fully

assess the impact of the increases in the

price of oil agreed to earlier this year, there

should be no further increase.

Second: Until a satisfactory compromise
has been worked out between Ottawa and
the producing provinces, no increase in price
can by any stretch of the imagination be
warranted.

Mr. Lewis: Good Lord. Doesn't he recog-
nize that the last price increase that this

government submitted to couldn't be war-
ranted either?

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Ontario recognized
that the costs of finding and producing some
supplemental oil supplies may be such as to

inhibit development of some supplies at cur-

rent price levels.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Why doesn't the
leader of the NDP just say "Good"?

Mr. Lewis: We did say "Good." How often

do we have this opportunity?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Specifically, it is

becoming increasingly apparent that inflation

has made necessary higher price levels if new
operations designed to extract oil from the oil

sands are to be economic. But this does not

mean that such prices should prevail for oil

from existing sources or sources that are less

costly to develop.

I now wish to deal with the important and

urgent question of natural gas prices. Ontario

consumers are already faced with a major
increase in the cost of heating their homes
as a result of substantially higher field prices
for natural gas reached this year. In Ontario

terms, a 10-cent increase per mcf for natural

gas siphons more than $65 million a year out

of the province.

Again, higher prices should contribute to

secure supplies. That's regarded as a central

function of price in the marketplace. But
the current National Energy Board hearings
are revealing a growing consensus that Can-
ada's established natural gas supplies will be
unable to meet demands during the last half

of this decade.

There is an irony in all this: there is

evidence that producer expectation of higher
future prices have contributed to a deteriora-

tion in current supplies. Expecting higher

prices, producers may be reluctant to com-
mit available supplies to market or to make
vigorous efforts to sustain existing levels. And
I use the word "may" because it is only a

very strong suspicion.

Mr. Stokes: Tommy Douglas said that five

years ago.

Hon. J. R. Rhodes (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): Who is Tommy
Douglas? Is he the fiddle pjayer from Mono-
ton?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Ontario has not in-

flexibly opposed all price changes. We have

acknowledged the need for some increases in

natural gas prices. The average level of 44

cents, which is included in the rates Trans-

Canada Pipe Lines Ltd. now charges Ontario

distribution companies, is high; it is twice

last year's level. But in order to resolve the

problem of price, we have considered that in

the circumstanuces of today the current level

is not unreasonable. Significant increases

above that level are unreasonable.

Mr. Lewis: Right.
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Hon. Mr. McKeough: However, much

higher prices are being talked about. In a

report dated Aug. 19, 1974, the Energy Re-

sources Conservation Board of Alberta stated

that the field value of natural gas, as of June

30, 1974, was $1.09 to $1.19 per mcf. I un-

derline that this was its perception of value

and was not a selling price.

However, under the Arbitration Act of Al-

lierta, as recently amended, arbitrators ap-

pointed to redetermine field prices pursuant
to a gas purchase contract, must take the

field value—determined in a manner similar

to that used by the Alberta board—into ac-

count when fixing the field price of natural

gas.

So unless Bill C-32 is enacted quickly, the

process of the redetermination of field prices
will begin and move swiftly to conclusion by
the spring. The field values mentioned could

well become field prices effective on Nov. 1,

1975, as a result of the Arbitration Act of

Alberta.

Certainly field price levels equivalent to

the field values suggested by the Alberta

board could damage the economic prospects
—the economic fabric—of this nation.

At the National Energy Board hearing in

Toronto on Dec. 9, 1974, I reiterated that

failing agreement with respect to natural gas

prices among the producing and consuming
provinces, there was no alternative to the

imposition of a field price for natural gas by
the federal government. I repeat that again

today.

We have been negotiating for some two

years. I think the effort has been sincere and
serious by all participants. We have not

arrived at an agreement. I attribute no blame.
On economic questions, interests can be in

conflict and people of good will and sincerity
can disagree quite honestly. But persistent

disagreement calls for the involvement, in this

specific case, of the government of Canada.
We take this position, recognizing the historic

and constitutional responsibilities of the gov-
ernment of Canada and the provinces with

respect to natural resources.

We anticipated this responsible and neces-

sary federal involvement when the govern-
ment of Canada sought authority to impose
reasonable field prices for natural gas moving
in interprovincial and international trade in

its proposed Petroleum Administration Act,
Bill C-32. But, under pressure from the oppo-
sition, the government seems to have aban-

doned its convictions and the rug was jerked
out from under the feet of the consuming
provinces.

Permit me, sir, to be very specific in my
few concluding remarks.

The government of Ontario regrets that

the federal government has postponed pro-

ceedings with the legislation currently before

Parliament, which would give the federal

government authority to act quickly on the

matter of petroleum and natural gas prices,

an item of the very first order of importance
when measured in terms of the interests of

the nation.

The government of Ontario strongly urges

the federal government to proceed with this

legislation as early as possible.

Members of all parties in the House of

Commons are urged to ensure speedy pass-

age of this legislation in a form that will

permit, in the absence of intergovernmental

agreement, the mandatory imposition by the

government of Canada of reasonable prices

for natural gas and petroleum for the benefit

of all Canadians, producers and consumers,

through the serving of the national interest.

ROYAL COMMISSION ON BUILDING
INDUSTRY

Hon. R. Welch (Provincial Secretary for

Justice and' Attorney General): Mr. Speaker,
I wish to table the report of the royal com-
mission on certain sectors of the building

industry which was conducted by His

Honour Judge Harry Waisberg.

This royal commission was constituted pur-
suant to a proclamation of the Lieutenant

Governor, dated March 28, 1973. The events

leading up to the royal commisison are, of

course, well known, Mr. Speaker. The full

and thorough consideration given to those

events is manifest in the report itself, and

we are indeed indebted to the commissioner

and his staff for their prodigious effort in

bringing to light the various facets of the

subject matter of their inquiry.

I wish to assure the members of the House
this afternoon that the law officers of the

Crown have worked closely with the investi-

gating staff of the commission, as a result of

which certain charges have already been
laid. There are some matters in the report
which are currently under police investiga-

tion, and I expect further charges to be laid

in the near future.

The commissioner's recommendations with

reference to labour-management relations in

the sectors of the building industry which
formed the subject matter of this inquiry
will be considered, of course, by the Min-
ister of Labour (Mr. MacBeth).
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EXPROPRIATION REPORT

Hon. Mr. Welch: While I am on my feet,

Mr. Speaker, it is with some satisfaction that

I table the report on the Expropriations Act

prepared by Mr. R. B. Robinson, QC.
In Jmie of this year, when I appointed

Mr. Robinson to undertake this inquiry, my
principal concern was the achievement and

maintenance of a proper balance between
the general public need for expropriation
and the protection of the rights and reason-

able expectations of persons affected by the

procedures involved.

Although I have not yet had an oppor-

tunity to review his recommendations in

depth, it would appear from the report that

Mr. Robinson's mandate has in large measure
been achieved.

The report examines the performance in

practice and the practical effectiveness of the

Expropriations Act during its six years of

operation and makes specific recommenda-
tions with respect to certain deficiencies

which have been found to exist. Recom-
mendations are made with reference to in-

quiry hearings, large-scale expropriations,

costs, and the operation of the Land Com-
pensation Board. The report also proposes
amendments designed to resolve ambiguities
and supplement definitions, and generally
ofi^ers suggestions, Mr. Speaker, to make the

statute a more refined and useful instrument

for both aff^ected individuals and expropria-
tion authorities.

It is my hope in tabling this report this

afternoon that its recommendations will be

carefully studied and comments directed to

me so that the full benefit of the beneficial

changes suggested can be appropriately
achieved within the near future.

SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL

Hon. W. Nevnnan: Mr. Speaker, I would
like today to table the report of the solid

waste task force.

Mr. Deans: This is good.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Tabling
himself, is he?

Mr. Deans: How appropriate.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. W. Newman: In order not to in-

convenience the members with this material,
it will be in their mail boxes; it is being put
in there now.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Christmas

greetings.

Hon. W. Newman: A few weeks ago I

announced a comprehensive programme for

the reclamation and recycling of solid wa^te

which included as an immediate step the

construction of six primary recycling plants

in major urban areas of the province. To

complement that initiative, I am tabling to-

day the consolidated report of the solid

waste task force.

To date the government has accepted and

implemented all of the recommendations of

the milk packaging task force and is accept-

ing 14 of the 16 recommendations of the

beverage packaging working group. The

government will not implement, for the time

being at least, the recommendation that re-

tailers stock carbonated beverages packaged
in refillable containers in the same sizes and
brand type as they offer in non-refillable

containers or the recommendation that the

deposit price for beer containers be increased.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): What
about the Liquor Control Board?

Hon. W. Newman: The present deposit

price of beer results in over 96 per cent of

the beer bottles being returned and a deposit

increase is not expected to affect this return

rate appreciably.

Specifically, Mr. Speaker, detachable flip-

top openers on metal carbonated beverage
containers will be phased out over the next

12 months. Development of non-detachable

openers or other alternatives to the detach-

able flip-top openers has reached the point
where viable alternatives will be available in

the near future.

Other recommendations which have been

accepted and which will be implemented
are:

1. Soft-drink companies and vendors will

be encouraged to promote the sale of soft

drinks in refillable containers.

2. The price of the contents and the re-

fillable container deposit are to be shown

separately at the point of sale.

3. A mandatory minimum refundable de-

posit will be established for all refillable

containers.

4. All refillable containers produced after

a fixed date shall show the words "money-
back bottle.'*

5. Soft-drink companies and vendors shall

be urged to sell soft drinks in convenient,

sturdy carriers.
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6. Vendors shall be required to refund de-

posits on refillable containers.

7. Vendors shall be encouraged to post
notices in conspicuous places in their premises

outlining the obligations of the vendor to

return deposits.

8. The soft-drink industry shall be urged
to reduce the number of container sizes and
to develop standard refillable containers by
the time the metric system is introduced in

Canada.

In a number of jurisdictions, both in Can-
ada and in the United States, legislation has

been introduced over the past few years
aimed at reducing the amount of litter pro-
duced by beverage containers. We have re-

viewed all of the significant legislation of

this kind now in eff^ect in North America
and have visited most of the jurisdictions to

assess the impact of that legislation. In most
cases the contribution of beverage containers

to the volume of litter has been reduced as

a result of the legislation.

Many of the techniques developed by
other jurisdictions are quite ingenious and
eflFective as far as they go. No jurisdiction
to date, however, has combined, as Ontario

is doing, the recycling approach with con-

sumer choice of refillable and non-refillable

containers and with positive action to in-

duce greater public awareness and disap-

proval of those who litter.

I have already met with the industry on
the need for a specific action programme. I

shall be meeting with the industry again—

Mr. Haggerty: What about the Liquor
Control Board?

Hon. W. Newman: —to develop the spe-
cifics of this programme, and I have every
expectation that the industry will co-operate

voluntarily and that it will not be necessary
to legislate. I shall also be encouraging soft-

drink manufacturers to give some considera-
tion to recompensing retailers for the cost of

handling returnable containers.

The solid waste task force also recom-
mended that the government establish a
waste management advisory board, and I

shall be releasing the names of the members
and the board's terms of reference within a
few days.

I am happy to say that today I have with
me in the House Mr. Bob Woolvett, who is

chairman of the solid waste task force and
who worked with the various groups. He is

in the Speaker's gallery. With your permis-
sion, Mr. Speaker, if he would stand up, I

would like to say thank you to him and his

committee for the great job they did.

COMMUNITY SERVICES FOR
MENTALLY RETARDED

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Stokes: Apr^s vous, Alphonse.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —this is a statement in

reference to the expansion of community
services to the mentally retarded. I mentioned
this briefly this morning during our supple-

mentary estimates, and this is to elaborate on
what I said.

Last March, I introduced to the House the

Developmental Services Act to expand our

community services for Ontario's mentally re-

tarded persons. That Act provided a basis for

review and re-evaluation of the province's
overall mental retardation programme. In

response, the cabinet yesterday increased its

funding of mental retardation, as provided
by the following existing Acts:

1. The Vocational Rehabilitation Services

Act, covering the operation of 130 sheltered

workshops for mentally and physically handi-

capped.

2. The Day Nurseries Act, currently pro-

viding aid to parents of 1,400 handicapped
children in special developmental centres and

day nurseries.

3. The Homes for Retarded Persons Act,

providing residences within communities for

mentally retarded persons.

Briefly, Mr. Speaker, here are the main
details of the funding increases, all of them
retroactive to Oct. 1, 1974:

1. The sheltered workshops for the men-

tally and physically handicapped can now
receive capital grants and operating subsidies

up to 80 per cent of approved costs—instead

of the former 20 per cent. An additional

$4.6 million will be allocated on the basis

of productivity and initiative demonstrated

by individual workshops.

2. Present subsidies to developmental cen-

tres, daycare centres and special schools for

handicapped children have required parents
to pay excessive fees to make up cost diflFer-

ences. Too, parents wanting day nursery care

for mentally or physically handicapped pre-
schoolers have had to pay about 35 per cent

higher fees than those charged for other

children. This seriously undermined our ob-

jective of assisting these children at an early

age. Therefore, the province will assume 100

per cent of the subsidies for care and train-
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ing of school-aged handicapped children. It

will also provide a subsidy for pre-school-

aged handicapped children so that their par-
ents will pay no more than other parents.

3. The final area for increased funding is

the acquisition or construction of new com-

munity residences for the mentally retarded.

These will provide permanent and temporary
lodging for handicapped persons while inte-

grating them into normal communities. In

this area, capital grants are increased to 80

per cent, up to a maximum of $15,000 per
bed, for both new construction—including
land—and for acquisition and renovation, as

approved by the ministry.

Mr. Speaker, I have described three break-

throughs in funding. They are significant, but

only as a beginning. The problems of the

handicapped are considerable, aflFecting thou-

sands of individuals and their families

throughout Ontario. In order to assist the

development of the required community serv-

ices, my ministry has hired, since April 1,

19 co-ordinators to work closely with parent
associations across this province. Speaking of

associations, I especially wish to thank the

Ontario Associations for the Mentally Re-
tarded for their ongoing and outstanding ef-

forts and initiatives.

With the co-operation of such organiza-

tions, we come close to our goal of com-

munity-based programmes to lessen the bur-
den of being a handicapped person in our

society of alternatives and opportunities.

CENTRAL ONTARIO LAKESHORE
URBAN COMPLEX

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr. Speaker, to-

morrow the Deputy Treasurer will be releas-

ing the report of the central Ontario lake-

shore urban complex task force. This proposal
for the central Ontario region has been pre-

pared for the advisory committee on urban
and regional planning by a joint task force

which included municipal and provincial

planners.

This report is not government policy but
is the basis of recommendations to a com-
mittee of provincial ofiicials; the Advisory
Committee on Urban and Regional Planning
being a committee of 12 deputy ministers,
chaired by the Deputy Treasurer.

The task force report is being released
so as to permit public discussion and detailed

examination before any firm policy recom-
mendations are made by the advisory com-
mittee to the government. Only after such

public discussion will the advisory committee
be able to assess the task force's recom-
mendations realistically.

This approach is a reaflBrmation of the

pledge to open, participatory planning which
this government has made to the people of

Ontario. We are convinced that we wiU

emerge with better plans because of sudh

broad discussion.

Included in the report are some options,

concerns and difficulties as identified by the

municipal and provincial planners. These
comments by the task force members to the

Advisory Committee on Urban and Regional

Planning are included to enable all those

aff^ected to consider the difficult issues in-

volved in broadly based planning.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): We won-
dered why all the ministers were here today.

Mr. Deans: They are planning to go home
soon.

INDUSTRY LOANS

Hon. C. Bennett (Ministry of Industry and

Tourism): I have a reply to a question which
I believe, because of its length, should be in

a statement. I was asked a question regarding
the development corporations by the hon.

member for Thunder Bay and—

Mr. Lewis: The member is not here.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: —and by the hon. mem-
ber for Fort William (Mr. Jessiman) and I

believe it would be well to break dovtni the

situation of the development corporations so

they are more properly understood.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, do be rational.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I thank the members
for the opportunity to report to the House
and to the citizens of Ontario the tremendous

progress made by the Ontario Development
Corp., the Northern Ontario Development
Corp. and the Eastern Ontario Development

Corp. for the period from April 1, 1974, to

Nov. 30, 1974. The three development cor-

porations have lent a total of $51 million,

representing 344 loans.

As I mentioned to the member for Thun-
der Bay in my reply the other day, you can

distort statistics if you do not look at the

entire picture. Today, I will present the

entire picture, and I know all members of the

House will be pleased with the information.

There are many categories of loans; I will

list them with the appropriate development
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corporation and give the dollar volume of

the loans, together with the percentage
apportioned to the development corporations.

Industrial mortRa<;es: ODC, 23 loans,

$5,420,000, 61 per cent; NODC, 11 loans,

$2,231,000, 25 per cent; EODC, seven loans,

$1,209,000, 14 per cent.

Pollution control loans: There were only
t\^'0, and they were both through the Ontario

Development Corp. for $275,000. ,

Tourist industry loans: ODC, 47 loans,

$6,155,000, 42 per cent; NODC, 58 loans,

$6,038,000, 41 per cent; EODC, 27 loans,

$2,551,00, 17 per cent.

Small business loans: ODC, 48 loans,

$1,703,000, 72 per cent; NODC, seven loans,

$237,000, 10 per cent; EODC, 12 loans,

$435,000, 18 per cent.

Venture capital loans: ODC, six loans,

$318,000, 86 per cent; NODC, no loans;

EODC, one loan, $50,000, 14 per cent.

I would draw your attention to the next

area, Mr. Speaker, because it is available to

any industry in the Province of Ontario wish-

ing to expand its opportunity in export mar-
kets.

Export support loans: ODC, 34 loans,

$7,297,000, 85 per cent; NODC, one loan,

$20,000; EODC, six loans, $1.3 million, 15

per cent.

Mr. Stokes: Well, therein lies the tale.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Does the

minister think that justifies his position? What
kind of nonsense is this?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, the NODC
loan under export support is available to any-
one in the province; it is not a development
loan but is to help industry to expand.

Mr. Foulds: It just points out the flaws and
weaknesses of the programme.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please,

Hon. Mr. Bennett: The next programme,
the Ontario Business Incentives Programme,
was announced by the Premier (Mr. Davis)
in the summer of 1973, It was designed to

encourage industrial and tourism development
by providing incentives such as interest rates

lower than prevailing market rates.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Say that

again. Say it again.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: These loans, as the

members know, are to be repaid; and the

repayment provision is for deferment of both

principal and interest for a period of time
as directed by the boards of directors.

The interesting category is this one, sir:

ODC, four loans, $976,000, six per cent;

NODC, 30 loans, $7,612,000, 48 per cent;
and EODC, 20 loans, $7,196,000, 45 per cent.

Mr. J. H. Jessiman (Fort William): What a

recordl

Hon. Mr. Bennett: If the member for Thun-
der Bay subtracts the export support loans

from the ODC, he will find that more money
was lent through NODC than through ODC.

Mr. Foulds: That's a big if.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I would like to compli-
ment the board of directors of NODC for

their genuine interest in the economic well-

being of the north, so evident by the number
of loans they have dealt with this year.

Mr. Lewis: What was the definition of

the business incentive loan?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I will reiterate that

loans are not made unless an application
is made to one of the development corpo-

rations, Mr. Speaker. However, I db say
that northern Ontario has been treated well

by the Northern Ontario Development Corp.,
as the complete statistics now show. The
Eastern Ontario Development Corp. has

been in existence for a short period of time,
but obviously it is already having a benefi-

cial impact on the economic well-being of

eastern Ontario.

The activity of the development corpora-
tions is evident when you look at the 12

months of 1972-1973 when a total of $24
million was lent, while from April 1 to Nov.

30, of 1974, eight months, a total of $51
million has been lent by the development
corporations. Let me say to the members of

the House, the development corporations will

continue to be aggressive in helping indus-

trial and tourism development in the Prov-

ince of Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, if I may, sir. I wonder if the min-
ister who just spoke—there was some noise

in the House—could he just take a moment
to repeat the one paragraph describing what
the Ontario business incentive loan was? I

think it was the last loan programme. He
referred to the Premier making an announce-
ment.
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Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, back in

June of 1973 we announced the Ontario

Business Incentive Plan under all three de-

velopment corporations. The development

corporation had the opportunity of reviewing

the applications and deciding on those appli-

cations the sirni of money that should be

lent to them. They had the opportunity also

to recommend to the minister and to cabinet

that the repayment of the loans could be

deferred for a period of time and the interest

effective thereon could also be deferred for

a period of time-but they were expected

to be paid in full as far as the principal

was concerned.

CONDOMINIUM MORTGAGES

Hon. D. R. Irvine (Minister of Housing):

Mr. Speaker, during my supplementary esti-

mates debate yesterday I undertook to reply

to the member for Downsview as quickly as

possible and the member for Wentworth as

quickly as possible.

I would like to address my remarks now
to the member for Downsview, but before

going into detail in answer to the questions

raised, I would like to make several general

points.

First of all, the member has applied a set

of rules in existence today to transactions

which occurred two or three years ago,

under ver>' different circumstances, when
such rules were not in existence.

Second, all the units he mentioned are

condominium apartments and the rules that

applied at that time to single and semi-

detached houses on HOME-leased lots did

not apply to condominium units.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): The min-

ister admitted yesterday that the rules did

apply to condominiums.

Mr. Renwick: How can the minister

answer specific charges with generalized
statements such as that?

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Third, he has related

a 1971 interest rate to today's—

Mr. Renwick: Why doesn't the minister

save his breath?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —interest rate and come
to the conclusion, which is erroneous, that

these purchases were subsidized. They were
not.

I am sure the hon. member will recall that

in 1971 and 1972 there were a large num-
ber of condominium units-

Mr. Renwick: The minister should stop

stonewalling and sit down. Get on with it;

we have got enough of that.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —which came on the

market in Metro which resulted in a very

depressed market for such units.

To be more specific, on March 31, 1972,

OHC, though Housing Corp. Ltd., had mort-

gage commitments for 13,927 units, of

which 9,782 remained unsold. At that date,

the specific projects he has singled out. Cres-

cent Town and Flemingdon Woods, were

faced with that situation.

Crescent Town had been on sale for 55

weeks and only 227 units out of a total of

1,416 had been sold. Flemingdon Woods had

been on sale for 43 weeks, and only 156 units

out of 1,794 had been sold.

The mortgage commitment for these units

was issued March 31, 1970. We are therefore

discussing a mortgage commitment given out

four years ago. The initial rate to the builder

was at 9.5 per cent, but the rate to the

purchaser was at 8.75 per cent, as interest

rates at the time of marketing had dropped.
This matched the direct lending rate of Cen-

tral Mortgage and Housing Corp. under the

National Housing Act.

The long-term borrowing rate of the

province at that time was 7.95 per cent,

which was the cost to Housing Corp. Ltd.;

so therefore the 8.75 per cent on the mort-

gage in question was not subsidized. In fact,

this rate more than covered our costs, al-

though it was slightly below the prevailing

market rate at that time.

In the original contract there were sa^e

price restrictions and resale restrictions. On
May 16, 1972, faced with the marketing
difficulties at that time, OHC removed these

restrictions to make the product more salable.

These mortgages then became no different

from federal direct lending under the

National Housing Act, and there is no re-

striction today on anyone owning more than

one of these units any more than there is on

anyone owning more than one unit financed

uder the National Housing Act. It's the same

thing.

In particular, let's take the case, Mr.

Speaker, of David and Heather Morris,

which was raised by the hon. member yes-

terday. The Morris family purchased their

initial unit — unit 3, level 21 — in Crescent

Town at 60 Pavance Linkway on April 1,
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1972, and still live there. This year the

Morris family bought three other units at 5

Vicora Linkway in Crescent Town from the

original purchasers. They have done nothing

illegal: there are no restrictions on resale

from the original purchaser who bought two
or three years ago, nor can we make today's

regulations apply to the mortgages given out

at that time under the commitment which
was issued much earlier.

The cases raised by the hon. member in

connection with Flemingdon Woods fall into

the very same category. For new condo-

minium highrises, the prevailing regulations
were reinstated on May 27, 1974.

In summary, then, Mr. Speaker, these

mortgages have a 35-year term, similar

to the NHA direct lending at that time. So
as to encourage marketing at that time, there

are no resale restrictions and there is no legal

impediment to their free trade.

OBLIGATIONS OF H.O.M.E.
PURCHASERS

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Now I shall reply to the

member for Wentworth, who asked the ques-
tion: "Can OHC be aware of a situation

whereby a man buys a HOME plan house,
doesn't live in it himself but leases it out to

tenants . . . and the corporation does nothing
about it?"

Mr. Speaker, in reference to the hon.

member's question yesterday regarding the

purchase of a HOME plan house in Bramalea
and its subsequent occupancy by a tenant

family, it is not quite accurate to say, as he

did, that the corporation has taken no action.

In November, 1973. Mr. Iftkar Kalyani sub-
mitted an application to Central Park

Developments for the purchase of a four-

bedroom house under OHCs lot-lease pro-

gramme in Bramalea. The mortgage appli-

cation, together with a credit report, indicated

that Mr. and Mrs. Kalyani met the require-
ments of the programme and the mortgage
application was appioved by OHC in

January.

Following the completion of the house in

March, 1974, however, Mr, Kalyani, without

obtaining permission from OHC leased the
house in April to Mr. and Mrs. Tom Nance-

kivell, I believe for a rental of $275 per
month. His monthly payments were $267.17.

The first indication OHC had that the

Kalyanis were not occupying the house oc-

curred in May, when the Nancekivells des-
cribed the situation by telephone and later in

a letter to OHC. A series of notices to

Mr. Kalyani outlining his breach of covenant

brought no response from him until a letter

of July 8, in compliance with the legal re-

quirement to provide 45 days' notice for such

action, informed him that his lot-lease would
be terminated on Aug. 30.

A series in interviews followed between
Mr. Kalyani and the lease administration staff.

In the course of the discussions Mr. Kalyani
was informed that if he was not prepared
to live in the house he would not be per-
mitted to retain the property. Mr. Kalyani

responded by selling the house and, in

accordance with the terms of the lease, when
his application to assign the lot lease to a

new purchaser was received, the land was

reappraised, increasing the monthly ground
rent payment to $131.35 from the original

$88.67.
A review of all documentation relating to

the planning purchase of the property and
its subsequent sale is currently under way
and there is a possibility that legal action

will be taken.

The hon. member also made reference to

a number of houses in the same area being
vacant since spring. This is true in a few
instances and it results principally from

changes in personal plans of the original pur-
chasers. These houses are either in the proc-
ess of being retrieved or being sold to new
persons.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

OIL AND NATURAL GAS PRICES

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-

tion): I'd like the Minister of Energy to give
us a bit more information based on his state-

ment. Does he not only feel that that bill

should be proceeded with forthwith, but it

should lead in fact to a marketing board
establishment at the national level which
would have the power not only to impose
pricing on a national basis but to control all

aspects of marketing, as was his recom-

mendation, as I recall, earlier in 1974?

Does he still feel—this is really a supple-

mentary based on the first question—that the

marketing board type of control would be in

the best interest of the situation that we now
find, which was his recommendation, I be-

lieve, in February of this year?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I can
tliink of a number of questions which I

might have been asked. That's certainly not
the one I was expecting.
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Mr. Lewis: That is true.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I hadn't thought of

today's statement in terms of solutions which

we may have suggested in the past. I tliink

we have suggested a marketing board ap-

proach in the past. It was on the basis that

there would be consumer and producer rep-

resentation, representation from the consum-

ing and producing provinces. I rather suspect
we've passed that point.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Since we
are passed the approach where consumers

and producers are going to work together on
some sort of rational marketing legislation,

what can be done, in addition to simply cir-

culating the strongly held position of the

Ontario government in this regard, to bring
the matter under control? What is the min-

ister proposing to do besides simply stating

his strongly held views?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We have communi-
cated our views, or are in the process of com-

municating our views, to both the Minister

of Energy, Mines and Resources and to the

leader of the official opposition.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary,
if I may: Having finally after all these

months and years declaimed that he thinks

oil prices are high enough, how does the min-
ister intend to make that part of the state-

ment stick? Does he intend to adopt the Nova
Scotia position, giving to the Energy Board
or an equivalent commission the authority to

control prices. Does he intend to challenge
the federal government constitutionally,

should prices go up? How does he intend to

give substance to his assertion?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, all the
Nova Scotia legislation realistically does is

give the authority to control what happens
within Nova Scotia at the refinery and at

the retail level.

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: It has nothing to do
with the cost at the pump.

Mr. Foulds: Which pump?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: At the well rather.

The refinery markup and the dealer markup
are becoming increasingly a smaller portion
of the total price. Roughly, out of a 65-cent

price for gasoline, probably somewhere in the

neighbourhood of less than 20 cents is at-

tributed to a refinery or to the dealer margin.
Most of it is now at the wellhead, or a good
chunk of it, of course, is taken oflF in pro-
vincial gasoline taxes.

As to control of what goes on at the re-

finery, I think most reasonable people would

agree that the refinery margins in the last 10

or 15 years have been very, very narrow and
that the profits of the oil companies have not

been made at the refineries nor have they
been made at the pumps. They have been
made at the wellhead.

Mr. Renwdck: No, they have been made as

an integrated operation, and the minister

knows it. Don't try to divide it up.

Mr. Lewis: They've been made from the

consumers, who pay the price.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The hon. min-
ister is answering the question.

Mr. Deans: Not very well.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: There is no question
that the consumer has paid the price. But
what we could control either at the refinery
or at the pumps is not where the problem is,

if I can put it that way.

Mr. Renwick: In the food industry the

government doesn't make this argument.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Those people over
there would control everything.

Mr. Levds: I knew this was coming—a little

spasm on Thursday afternoon.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: They would control

everything.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: It is the festive sea-

son. I suspect tomorrow they'll want to set up
a royal inquiry and a permanent price

inquiry-

Mr. Lewis: Indeed, on Christmas tree

nationalization.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No, into turkeys.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please, the member
for Huron with a supplementary.

Mr. J. Riddell ( Huron ) : Mr. Speaker, apart
from the marketing and supply aspect of this

overall energy problem we appear to be

having, when is the ministry going to put
more emphasis on controlling demand through

energy conservation methods, rather than

placing all its concern on trying to increase

supply for an increasing demand? Are you
aware, Mr. Minister, that Ontario uses twice

as much energy per capita—
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Interjection by an Hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I think you
have placed your supplementary question.

Mr. Riddell: —as compared to the European
countries?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Riddell: What about energy conserva-
tion?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I indi-

cated in the course of the bill on the energy
corporation a week or so ago—

Mr. Stokes: Does it involve sweaters?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —that I exi>ected in

a couple of months time we would have a

very comprehensive statement—not on energy
conservation; we prefer to call it energy man-
agement—working towards the sort of things
which the hon. member has suggested. But
we reject that the conservation of energy can
best be achieved by higher and higher prices.
We don't think that is appropriate.

We also reject as a government that the

way to energy conservation is to legislate. We
happen to believe over here in education and
talcing our time; and I've indicated some of
the things that various government depart-
ments are doing, and doing very well.

Mr. Cassidy: Educate the oil companies,
educate big business.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We will not be legis-

lating on this side of the House greater and
greater demands on our citizens, nor are we
going to sit back and see higher and higher
prices bringing about energy conservation.

Mr. Renwidc: Tell the oil companies.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): So what is

the minister going to do?

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Supple-
mentary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The Leader of the Opposi-
tion.

Mr. Deans: What is the minister going
to do?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Gaunt: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: When one takes away the
minister's bombast, what is left? What is he
left with?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon.

member for Huron-Bruce may place his

supplementary.

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, I have a supple-

mentary of the minister.

Mr. Lewis: What's left? Look at the price
of turkeys; look what happened.

Mr. Renwick: He wants a royal commis-
sion on the price of turkeys.

Mr. Gaunt: Wouldn't the minister con-

sider it appropriate to show some leadership
with respect to energy conservation? And
wouldn't a good place to start be right in

the government buildings which surround

the environs of this place?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I indi-

cated several diays ago, in response to a

question, that no ministry in this govern-
ment—and in my view no organization within

the Ontario economy—is doing a better job
tiMn the Ontario Ministry of Government
Services by way of reducing their energy
demands.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): That is not

so, and the minister would 'have us—

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: It's cold in my office.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: They are setting

a very fine example.

An hon. member: Sure they are:

Hon. Mr. McKeough: And I am sure either

we or the Minister of Government Services

(Mr. Snow) ^vill be reporting in due course

on the very successful efforts taken by this

government to conserve energy.

Mr. Speaker: Does the Leader of the

Opposition have further questions?

OHC BRIBE CHARGES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: With the Attorney Gen-
eral not available to comment on the two

reports that he put-

Mr. Roy: That is contempt of the Legis-
lature.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —before us a few
moments ago, I'd like to put a question to

the Solicitor General, who is already throw-

ing up his hands and shaking his head, but
he has already commented on this matter.

On page 113 of Judge Harry Waisberg's
report he says, as follows: "It should be

clearly understood that those who give are
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at least as blameworthy as those who take."

He is referring to those people who proferred

bribes which were accepted by officials of

the Ontario Housing Corp.

Does the minister agree—presumably he

would—with this finding of the judge? And

is he aware that the government is going to

reconsider its position that they will not be

charging those who proferred the bribes to

the officials of the Ontario Housing Corp.?

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Solicitor General): Mr.

Speaker, the hon. member for Downsview
asked me pretty well the same question a

few days ago. I indicated that the Attorney
General would be making a statement on

this in due course in respect to all the OHC
prosecutions-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Where the devil is he?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: —and I would suggest

that, as he will be tabling this report today,

questions of this kind be directed to him?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well w*here is he?

Mr. Singer: Where is he?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Interjections by an hon. member.

Mr. Roy: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, would you not feel it is in con-

tempt of this Legislature for the Attorney

General to present two reports—one report
on violence in the construction industry-

Mr. Lewis: It is just indifference.

Mr. Roy: —and one on expropriation, and
not stick around to answer questions?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I have no con-

trol over the minister's presence. The hon.

member for Scarborough West.

Mr. Lewis: May I ask of the Solicitor

General: I was under the impression charges
would be preferred against those who were

clearly criminally complicit in the offering

of the bribes. Is he saying that is not yet
resolved?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: No, Mr. Speaker, as I

indicated the other day, this investigation
is not completed. There is a possibility that

the charges will be laid, as asked by the

hon. member for Downsview and the leader

of the NDP. But that investigation isn't

completed There are still hearings and trials

to be held, and the Attorney General has in-

dicated in the House that he will have a

full answer to that question.

Mr. Speaker: The Leader of the Opposi-
tion.

Mr. Roy: A supplementary question, Mr.

Speaker, of the Solicitor General. Can he

explain the pattern of his government

whereby in all these cases only the person

who accepts the gift—whether you talk about

Ontario Housing or Dibblee Construction in

Ottawa, or in the construction industry now,
Mr. Speaker, at no time has anyone offering

or giving a bribe been charged, and clearly

they are parties to this offence under section

383 of the Code. How is it that no charges

have ever been laid against a person who
offers or who gives a bribe?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: The only thing I can say,

Mr. Speaker, is that at this time of year-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: At least he is guilty

before the recipient.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: —it's better to give than

receive.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. P. Taylor (Carleton East): On a point

of order.

Mr. Speaker: A point of order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The member
has a point of order.

Mr. P. Taylor: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

We know that the government is short of a

leader, but could somebody on that side tell

us who the acting Premier is today?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: That's a non-question.

The Leader of the Opposition; further

questions?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Oh, he is a riot, he is a

real riot.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-

ture and Food): The member will never be

that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That is the answer. That's

why the minister is over there.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is somebody going to

answer that? Is anybody going to comment
on that?
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Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I remember the Attorney

General was designated assistant Premier

many months ago. It's when he stopped

showing up.

WINDSOR TEACHERS' DISPUTE

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I'd like to ask of the

Minister of Education if he can report on the

state of the negotiations between the

teachers and the board in Windsor since he

personally took part in them. Is there any
chance that the formula that was used else-

where, this final offer acceptance arbitration,

might possibly be of some assistance in that

circumstance?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Speaker, all I can report to the hon.

member is that there will be some more

meetings with both groups later this after-

noon.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions?

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Sup-

plementary.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Windsor
West.

Mr. Bounsall: Yes, Mr. Speaker. Can the

minister inform the House whether or not the

spending ceilings imposed by the province on

education is having any eflFect on these

negotiations?

Hon. Mr. Wells: All I can say is that the

school board has said many times that spend-

ing ceilings were no problem in the particular
situation in Windsor.

Mr. Lewis: Really.

Mr. Speaker: The Leader of the Opposition,

Mr. R. F. Nixon: As a supplementary, if

I may, Mr. Speaker: What about the situation

where the final offer arbitration was used and

according to the chairman of the board-

Mr. Foulds: It's still a form of arbitration.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —it will, in fact, break
the ceiling, or the budgetary requirement?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I have
learned from long experience that no one

really knows where they will actually end up,
insofar as ceilings and limitations are con-

cerned, until the final financial statements

are in. That'll probably be some four, five.

six or seven months hence, and we'll have to

see at that particular time.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Since the

statement from the chairman of the board did

not seem to be equivocal, and although of

course he has not had the experience in deal-

ing with these matters as the minister has, the

minister is saying that he is categorically

wrong.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Oh, no, I am not saying
that he is categorically wrong. I didn't say

anything of the kind. I just said that I don't

think anybody can tell at this particular
time-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He says he can and that

the ceiling is broken.

Hon. Mr. Wells: If that of course was the

case he could easily make that come true.

That prediction could easily come true by

say, spending surplus money in other budget
accounts. Until the books of the board are

finished and the—

Mr. Lewis: That is right.

Mr. Foulds: That's what they are doing in

Thunder Bay.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —year is finished oflF and
the financial statements are in it's very diffi-

cult to know.

I'll just tell my friend that I think he'll

recall we had some discussions with the

Metropolitan Toronto School Board a couple
of years ago which resulted in their saying

they'd need a loan of about $8 million in

order to balance their books for that year. We
agreed to a loan of $8 million. In actual fact

when the books were closed and things were
balanced at the end of the year, they took a

loan of $1.9 million.

Mr. Speaker: The Leader of the Opposition,
further questions?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, I'd like to ask the—

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor -Walkerville):

Supplementary.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I am sorry.

Mr. B. Newman: Could the minister inform

us whether the COLA proposition of the

teachers is the drawback towards settlement

in the Windsor situation?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I don't

think I should comment on any of the terms

and things that are being discussed by the

parties.
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Mr. Speaker: A new question from the

Leader of the Opposition.

ROUTE OF PETROLEUM PIPEUNE

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is the Minister of Energy
in contact with the federal oJBBcials about the

status of the famous pipeline that was re-

quired, and probably still is, on emergency
basis to provide crude oil to the Montreal
and eastern market? Has that status changed
in the last few days? Are the hearings that

were supposedly to be held on its location

and its effect on the farm community been

postponed?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I am just going by
recollection but I think the hearings as to the

environmental considerations of the route

were completed a month or so ago. I don't

think the board has issued its report; I am
not sure of this. The next hearing—if, as

and when it's to be held—will concern itself

with the charges.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The status has not

changed?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Not that I am
aware of, but if I am wrong, I will cer-

tainly get the information and correct it

tomorrow.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Scarbor-

ough West with his questions.

OIL AND NATURAL GAS PRICES

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to come back briefly to the Minister of

Energy and ask him again: Has he any spe-
cific proposal to put to the Legislature at

all which would give substance to his public
declaration that gasoline, home fuel oil and
natural gas prices generallv will not be al-

lowed to rise in Ontario? How does he
intend to effect that if he meets resistance

from the federal government or the Prov-
ince of Alberta?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Well, then we don't.

It's as simple as that. What we have been
trying to say to the hon. member is that the
control of natural gas or oil at the wellhead
does' not lie within the power of the Prov-
ince of Ontario.

Mr. Renwick: We are not talking about
the wellhead.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: That power could be
given to the government of Canada if it

enacts Bill C-32. We are calling upon them
to enact Bill C-32 and get on with the job.

If they don't, then I think the picture-

Mr. Lewis: Then we pay.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —then we pay, and
I don't think that there is anything that we
can do in this province.

Mr. Lewis: All right. That's interesting.

Suppose the federal government doesn't act,

Mr. Speaker; are we going to do nothing in

the Province of Ontario to regulate those

prices which are within our control and
which the consumer pays? Will we exercise

no restraint on the oil companies at all in

that margin over which Ontario has control?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, we al-

ready regulate the natural gas companies and
what I have indicated to—

Mr. Lewis: I understand that. I said oil

companies—gasoline.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —the member, who
has this fetish about regulating, is that—

Mr. Lewis: That's right. Where the oil

companies are concerned, it is a fetish.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —I am in favour of

regulation when I think something is going
to be achieved, but when most of the sell-

ing price of a product is determined outside

of this province, I don't see why we need

to go through a great, useless exercise which

will not achieve very much. If that's what the

member likes to do, if he wants to build up
a bigger and bigger bureaucracy and regulate

everything, let him go to it; just let him go
to it.

Mr. Renwick: It is so in the natural gas
field and the minister knows it. He regulates
it here.

Mr. Lewis: Look, the minister made a

marginal statement.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: In answer to the

hon. member's question, Mr. Speaker, I say

this, that the proportion relating to what

goes on at the refinery—which may, or may
not, be in Ontario—and what goes on at the

dealer level, the retail markup-

Mr. Renwick: There are some refiners in

Ontario, and the minister knows it.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —is just about the
same proportion as what goes on in the sell-

ing of bananas. Does the member want to

regulate bananas—because most of it is done
outside this province?
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Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Gaunt: Don't dare regulate turkeys.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: They are regulated
now.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: It is interesting that both tur-

keys and bananas should come to the min-
ister's lips so quickly.

Given the control, given the location of

natural gas, what is the difference which he
can describe between bringing the natural gas

companies imder the regulatory authority of

the Ontario Energy Board—Canadian cor-

porations, it should be pointed out — and

exempting from regulation, any regulation,
the multinational oil companies — American

companies, it should be pointed out?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Well, my hon. friend

k-nows the answer to that and my friend

knows completely that the natural gas com-

panies in tiiis province are granted by tie

Ontario Energy Board under an authority of

a statute passed by this Legislature-

Mr. Lewis: Yes.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —a monopoly in a

certain part of the province.

Mr. Lewis: Yes.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: In the case of gaso-
line and heating oil, we have something
like-

Mr. Lewis: What's the difference?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —seven or eight

competing companies. My friend knows noth-

ing about competition.

Mr. Lewis: Competition?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: He knows nothing
about competition. He doesn't know anything
about competition.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions?

GASOLINE PRICES

Mr. Lewis: Yes, I have another question
of the Minister of Energy. When was the
last time he saw competition in prices to the
consumer in Ontario between, let us say. Im-
perial Oil and Shell? Tell us. Tell us of the

competition.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I could take my
friend out to a pump right now and show

him 10 different prices in this city. He should

open his eyes; let him open his eyes and
take off-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwick: Don't be ricKculous.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: There are differ-

ences in prices in gasoline in this province.
There was an excellent story in the Windsor
Star.

Mr. Lewis: Between the south and north

there are differences.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: There are differences

of 10 and 15 cents at the pump. If he takes

off his pink-coloured glasses and goes out
and looks at the pumps he will see some

competition.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Foulds: Don't suggest those differ-

ences are with the same company between
the north and the south.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon.
member for Scarborough West has the floor.

Would he please continue?

Mr. Lewis: I'm taking the minister's state-

ment to the solid waste task force, Mr.

Speaker, because that's what's left of it.

Interjections by hon. members.

EXPROPRIATION REPORT
Mr. Lewis: May I ask of the Attorney Gen-

eral, who has deigned to return to the ma-
jesty of the chamber, a question on his ex-

propriations report? Since the Expropriations
Act report indicates pretty strongly a criti-

cism—virtually a condemnation—of the ex-

propriation procedures used in the North

Pickering community project, what will he
now do by way of legislation to ensure that
ii never happens again without a public in-

quiry or indeed somehow to reinstate the

public rights which have been lost by so

many citizens in North Pickering?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I don't

know if I'm prepared to accept the assump-
tion that the commissioner was that violentiy
critical under the circumstances.

Mr. Lewis: It's right here. I didn't say vio-

lently. Don't use extreme language. Don't use

hyperbole. Let the minister contain himself.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I know the member is

trying to get over his encounter with the
Minister of Energy and I'll give him time.
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Mr. Lewis: I will survive it. When I want
to tone down, I turn to the Attorney General.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I want to assure the

member that there is no competition between
the two of us to have any more models from
him at all.

Mr. Lewis: If I want an indirect answer,
I ask the Attorney General a question.

Hon. Mr. Welch: If he will allow me, I'll

answer the question.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, I am sorry.

Hon. Mr. Welch: The commission does

raise some concerns that were expressed by a

former Minister of Housing with respect to

large-scale expropriation, that the Act itself

did not seem to lend itself to that type of

large-scale acquisition.

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I am sure the member
would understand that was one of the reasons
that prompted the review of the Act in the
first place. I can assure him, in keeping with
the spirit of the statement read at the time
of the tabling of the report, that those recom-

mendations, along with comments such as his

own and public response generally, will be
taken into account as we give some consider-

ation to what changes may be necessary in

the Expropriations Act as a result.

Mr. Renwick: What will the government
do to right the wrongs to the people in North

Pickering?

Mr. Lewis: That is the question, Mr.

Speaker. Is there anything in the world that

might be done, given what is said in this

report about individual expropriation proceed-
ures used in a massive acquisition? Is there

anything that might be done for those who
have suflFered inappropriate expropriation to

the tune of an expenditure of $166 million on

many thousands of acres of land? Can the
minister try to correct the injustice which was
perpetrated?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I think
that's an interesting way the question is put.
I don't know that there are inappropriate
expropriations in that situation.

Mr. Renwick: It says so. Read it.

Hon. Mr. Welch: All I'm talking about is

that as far as justice and compensation are
concerned the procedures are quite clear with

people who are involved in that particular
situation.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions?

HOUSING STARTS

Mr. Lewis: Yes, I have one last question

of the Minister of Housing, if I may, Mr.

Speaker. Is the Minister of Housing aware

that the housing starts in urban Ontario in

November, according to CMHC, were down

4,217 units or 45 per cent from last year;

and that we can now predict a total output
of 87,000 units in this annual year or, because

the minister likes to use fiscal year now, a

total of 82,000 units for the fiscal year? Now
that we're 20,000 to 30,000 units down' from

last year, where do all the OHIP starts and

OHAP starts and everything else fit in?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, I am well

aware of the figures that the hon. member is

relating, and I'm awfully glad to have this

opportunity to say that finally I've been able

to communicate directly with the federal min-

ister responsible for housing.

Mr. Levds: Did this minister pick up the

phone?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I was able to get the mes-

sage across, maybe a little bit more force-

fully than I had in the letter, that we did

need funding in Ontario. I believe he is

making an announcement today which says

that the allocation for the limited dividend

programme will be increased substantially.

Therefore, we will be able to have funding

which we needed long before this. At least,

we're getting co-operation now, and I appreci-

ate the co-operation that the hon. minister

has given me in this regard, because I think

we do all have to work together.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary: Is

the minister saying that when Barney Danson

gives him more money for, of all things, lim-

ited dividend housing—a pretty unsuccessful

programme for the last decade—this is going

to compensate for the continual lag to which

he seems to be attached?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, I think any

funding that we get from the federal govern-

ment is of some assistance. We hope to get

more; we've asked specifically for more fund-

ing, for mortgage funding. Certainly one can't

object to the fact that we now have additional

mortgage money available on this particular

programme. We may be successful in obtain-

ing further funds from the federal govern-

ment, and I won't give up my endeavours to

get some.
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Mr. Speaker: Any further questions? A
supplementary?

Mr. Cassidy: In view of the reduction of

more than 20,000 in urban housing starts

this fiscal year, how many units does the

minister expect to see begin under the limited

dividend project to which he just referred?

Hon. Mr. Irvinet Mr. Speaker, I haven't

got a crystal ball. I can only hope that we
can achieve as many starts as possible. It all

depends, as I have said many times before,
on the co-operation which we receive from
the municipalities. The developers have come
to us with all kinds of proposals—we have
them on record right now. So the developers
are ready to go with housing starts this fiscal

year of 1974-1975, and in 1976-1977.

Mr. Lewis: The housing policy is a failure.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: But we have to have the

co-operation of the federal government and
the municipalities in regard not only to fund-

ing from the federal government but we have
to have the municipalities agreeing to a

logical impost charge against the develop-
ment, regardless of where it may be.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Downsview.

CONDOMINIUM MORTGAGES

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Housing. Doesn't the

minister find the statements he made today
rather peculiar—?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: No, I don't.

Mr. Singer: Well, all right—in view of these

facts:

1. The fact that when I posed the condi-

tions to the minister yesterday in my speech
and asked him if they were correct, he said

yes;-

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Or today.

Mr. Singer: Yesterday, before I launched
into the details, I asked him specifically and
he said yes.

2. The fact of the inclusion in the HOME
mortgages of clause 21, which gives to OHC
the right to take back the mortgages if there
is an assignment which they don't like;

3. The fact that the minister is unable to

table the forms that are presently used;

4. The fact that there is no statement of

his present procedures as yet so that nobody,
apparently, knows them;

5. The fact that the minister knows we
tried to get from him and from his depart-
ment a 5;tatement of these procedures over

the last 10 days and none was forthcoming;

6. The fact that there is no statement as

to whether or not this giving of a little bit off

the interest rate was compensated for in any
way and no financial statement as to how
much it cost the taxpayers of the Province

of Ontario;

In view of all those facts, doesn't the

minister find his answer substantially lacking
in answer to the points I put forward yester-

day?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, I think I

have to start off by saying that I guess I

didn't read it very clearly. I will send the

member a copy of the statement which I read

to the House. I am sorry if he didn't hear it

all, but really what he has said is exactly the

opposite of what I read out.

Mr. Breithaupt: That's probably the case.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: We didn't subsidize—I say
that for one thing-

Mr. Singer: The minister said the rate was
a little less—he didn't say how much it was.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: No, no, no. Read the

statement. I will give the member a copy of

the statement. There is no question of what
I said.

An hon. member: He is wasting the ques-
tion period.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The fact that we have
certain rules today—

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: They have to pay atten-

tion.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Yesterday during the esti-

mates I said the rules that the member read

out were applicable to today, and he said

"fair enough." I didn't say they were applic-
able to 1970 or 1972.

Mr. Singer: Hansard will speak for itself.

There it is.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The regulations are ad-

ministered by the Ontario Housing Corp.

They are the ones who decide as to the

guidelines. The regulations are in front of

the member—he read them out. So therefore

everything that he has said is in direct contra-

diction to what I have already given him.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: Absolute stonewalling.
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Hon. Mr. Irvine: All the member has to do

is read the statement and he will know that

what I said was the truth.

Mr. Singer: The minister is stonewalling.

He is not going to get away with it.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I am not trying to.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Windsor

West has a question.

ROYAL COMMISSION ON BUILDING
INDUSTRY

Mr. Boimsall: A question of the Minister

of Labour, Mr. Speaker: Is the minister

going to take immediate action on Judge

Waisberg's strong condemnation in the royal

commission report on the building industry

of the lengthy and very expensive certifica-

tions, arbitrations and jurisdictional disputes,

and his recommendation to lower the auto-

matic certification from 65 to 50 per cent?

Hon, J. P. MacBeth (Minister of Labour):

Mr. Speaker, I have not yet had an oppor-

tunity to read the Waisberg report. During
this time of goodwill in the Christmas season

I think it will make good seasonal reading.

I am looking forward to it.

An hon. member: He has a strange sense

of humour.

Mr. Lewis: How come he gets a hard-

co\'er copy?

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: I was objecting, Mr.

Speaker, because some of the members had

copies before I received a copy.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Looks like a popular
novel.

Mr. Breithaupt: Reads that way, too.

Mr. Lewis: Why isn't there a picture of

the member for High Park on the back?

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: I think that it should

have been.

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural

Resources): It is the member's report.

Mr. Lewis: Why isn't his name in the

report?

Hon,. Mr. MacBeth: Maybe he's lucky it

isn't in the report.

Mr. Breithaupt: Perhaps the member for

High Park could do the book review.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Although I only got

my copy of the book a few minutes ago, I

was favoured with a copy of the summary
recommendations. I think there are many
recommendations in there, Mr. Speaker, that

we'll be pleased to carry out. The member
from Windsor has suggested that we carry

out one of them and wants to know how

quickly we'll carry them out.

I think there are some recommendations

that union people particularly will not wel-

come with as much alacrity as perhaps the

one pointed out by the hon. member. But I

would say that we have already taken some
action in regard to recommendation 14,

whicih reads in this way: "That the number
and variety of bargaining units be reduced

and that province-wide and multi-trade bar-

gaining be encouraged."

We have already appointed Mr. Donald
Franks as a commisisoner of the ministry to

commence investigation and to see what he

can do in co-operation with the Construc-

tion Industry Review Panel.

Mr. Stokes: Mr. Speaker, in the spirit

of Christmas, why doesn't the minister just

say yes r

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Well, yes, we're going
to do many of these things—many of them.

Mr. Bounsall: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary.

Mr. Bounsall: When the minister is doing
his thinking and giving consideration over
this Christmas vacation, will he think about
the recommendation that the welfare plans
in the construction industry be administered

by one province-wide agency? At the same
time, will he consider the long-standing feel-

ing by employees in the province that they
should have some representation and! say in

the administration of their pension plan
funds?

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Is the member asking
me if I will consider that?

Mr. Bounsall: Yes.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Yes.

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of Revenue

has the answer to a question.

SALES TAX ON CHILDREN'S
CLOTHING

Hon. A. K. Meen (Minister of Revenue):

Mr. Speaker, on Dec. 2 last the member for
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Waterloo North (Mr. Good) asked me a

question regarding the application of retail

sales tax on children's clothing sold in sport-

ing goods departments and stores.

I should point out to the hon. member
that, under the Act, children's normal street-

wear clothing is exempt from tax when sold

in the designated size ranges, regardless of

whether it's sold in clothing or siwrting

goods stores. Examples of sports clothing
that can be purchased, tax-exempt, in chil-

dren's sizes are sweaters, jackets, jerseys and

T-shirts; bathing suits; ski and snowmobile

suits; riding habits; baseball, football and
basketball pants; baseball, golf and other

sports caps and hats. Also exempt are things
like Balaclavas and ski caps, toques and
other elastic headgear.

Specialized sports clothing in children's

sizes though, is not exempt from tax. Ex-

amples of taxable specialized equipment and

clothing would be baseball and football hel-

mets and that kind of thing; baseball, boxing,
golf, hockey and ski gloves; and padded
and protective wear. Sports equipment such
as bats, balls, hockey sticks and so forth is

also taxable.

I should also point out that provision has
been made for schools to buy these items of

clothing and equipment completely exempt
of tax for use in organized school events.

All footwear, regardless of style or size, as

hon. members know, is exempt from tax if

sold for a price of $30 or less a pair. Exemp-
tion applies to sports footwear such as running
shoes and skates, ski boots and ballet slippers,
but doesn't include things like snowshoes and
swim fins.

It's come to my attention, in the course of

detailing this for the hon. member, that a

nvmber of retail outlets apparently have mis-

interpreted these guidelines. My retail sales

tax branch will be issuing a bulletin as quickly
as possible to all retail outlets involved in the

sale of sporting goods and clothing in order

to make this matter clearer.

If the hon. member for Waterloo North has

any specific case in mind where he feels tax

has been incorrectly applied in the case of

sports equipment or clothing, I would be

pleased to hear from him and provide a

specific ruling if it's required.

Mr. Stokes: What about toupees worn by
sports?

Hon. Mr. Meen: Mr. Speaker, I have the

answer to a second question. Would it be
in order for me to give that reply as well?

Mr. P. Taylor: On a point of privilege, Mr.

Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: What is your point of priv-

ilege?

Hon. W. Newman: What sort of privilege
does the member want now?

Mr. P. Taylor: (Mr. Speaker, day after day
these ministers come to the House and, as I

said yesterday in this House, the Minister of

Housing consumed more than 20 minutes of

opposition time this week.

An hon. member: Oh, sit down.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. P. Taylor: The Minister of Revenue
has just consumed four minutes of the ques-
tion period. This is opposition time, Mr.

Speaker.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): The member asked
the question. Sit down.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: He doesn't want an
answer.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I have noticed!

also that some of the questions are quite

lengthy and complicated and multiple in

nature. Some of the answers may be a little

loner, but I think the ministers have gen-

erally—

Mr. Lewis: I told you we should have won
that by-election.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I've heeded
the request that lengthy answers be given as

statements before the orders of the day.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): 'Tis the

season to be jolly.

Mr. Speaker: I can see no oflFence in this.

The hon. member for St. George has a ques-
tion.

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Thank
you. To the Provincial Secretary for Social

Development: In view of the number of in-

quiries I have received, would she at this

point please specify what funding is available

for women's events, beginning possibly in two
weeks time or three weeks, for International

Women's Year? What are the rules of eligi-

bility? May I have tliem now please?
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Hon. M. Birch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development ) : Mr. Speaker, I believe

that information will be available early in

January.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary: Given that in-

formation, why did the minister not table

today the first annual report of the Ontario

Council on the Status of Women?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: I will be doing that, sir,

when the proper time arrives.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, the minister is going to do
it later.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

JOHN SEELEY

Mr. Foulds: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. In

view of the decision yesterday by the board
of governors of the Ontario Institute for

Studies in Education; and in view of the

public and editorial concern expressed by
many people, including academics, that the

board has not appointed Mr. John Seeley and
refused to give reasons for not appointing
him; and in view of the minister's own state-

ments during the estimates which implicated
him in taking a part in that non-appointment,
can the minister assure this House that he
will see to it that an independent inquiry
board—comprising other than officials of OISE
or officials of his ministry—will review this

case and give reasons for the decision not to

appoint John Seeley?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There is an example
of a short question.

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary.

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary: If the min-
ister has such confidence, and in view of some
statements in the press that the appointment
was not made because of Mr Seeley's political

opinions, is the minister prepared to table in

this House the documents that led the board
of governors of OISE to this position, and
will he table a covering statement with that?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I think, Mr. Speaker, that

the hon. member should approach the board
of governors of OISE and ask for that

information.

Mr. Lewis: Oh sure.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I am informed that they
had a full and reasonable discussion on the
whole matter on Dec. 17 and that they—

Mr. Lewis: We are not fans of Seeley, but

they made a politicial decision they shouldn't

be allowed to make.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I point out to the hon.
member that under the Act, the board of

governors has the very definite legal respon-
sibility to hire and not to hire personnel—
and iiiey are acting under their rights given
by this Legislature.

Mr. Lewis: That's right. That's tme.

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of Agriculture
and Food has the answer to a question.

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary: Does the
minister not accept his responsibility to ad-
minister that Act?

Mr. Breithaupt: A short answer is coming.
^r. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I have full

confidence in the board of the Ontario Insti-

tute for Studies in Education-

Mr. Lewis: He shouldn't. It is a political
decision and it is contemptible.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I have full confidence in

the board. I understand they had a full and

thorough discussion on it, and they've acted
within their legislative and legal rights under
the legislation.

Mr. Speaker: Order please, let the min-
ister answer the question.

Mr. Lewis: No, they wouldn't stand up
to that inquiry when they excluded an aca-
demic on political grounds. It is despicable.

Mr. Speaker: Our time is just about up.
We have had one or two supplementaries. It

is time yon placed a new question.

Mr. Lewis: One supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of Agriculture
and Food.

EGG SUPPLY

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, on Dec.
5 the member for Huron asked me a ques-
tion about supplies of aggs. I took the ques-
tion as notice. There was some evidence of

some egg scarcity at the time when the

question was asked. However, it now ap-
pears that there are sufficient egg supplies
to meet market requirements.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ot-

tawa East.

ROYAL COMMISSION ON BUILDING
INDUSTRY

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

Attorney General: First of all, I take it he

will consult with the Solicitor General re-

garding the previous questions asked by my
leader in relation to the building industry

report.

But my question to the Attorney General is

this: Is he communicating with the Attorney
General of Quebec on violence in con-

struction? Is there any exchange of informa-

tion or common approach to curbing this

violence in both provinces—in view of the

evidence that is being disclosed by the com-
mission in Quebec at the present time; in

view of the evidence that we've heard in

this report, and in view of the commission's

statement on page 107 where it says "there

is a common thread running through all Ae
previously described acts of violence" in both

provinces?

Hod. Mr. Weldi: Mr. Speaker, I can as-

sure the hon. member and the members of
this House that our investigations are quite
extensive in this regard.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

OBLIGATIONS OF H.O.M.E.
PURCHASERS

Mr. Deans: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I

have a question of the Minister of Housing,
resulting from his answer to my question of
the other day. How can it be that, notwith-

standing the efiForts of Ontario Housing to

contact and to bring Mr. Kalyani into line

with the law, he was able to proceed to sell

the house? Is there not a requirement with-
in the contract that he receive permission to
sell the house? Did he receive the permis-
sion? If he did receive the permission, how
then can the minister make the statement
that he went ahead and sold the house?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, I will just
read one part of my statement—I've given a
copy to the hon. member: "Mr. Kalyani, with-
out obtaining permission from OHC, leased
the house." I went on to say that Mr. Kal-
yani responded to our request by selling the
house in accordance with the terms of the
lease. Mr. Kalyani and his wife did not ob-
tain any benefit from the sale of the house.

Mr. Deans: None?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: No. No benefit what-
soever.

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of Revenue has
the answer to a previous question.

SALES TAX ON VEHICLE TRANSFERS

Hon. Mr. Meen: This answer will be even
shorter than the last one, Mr. Speaker. On
Friday, Dec. 13, the hon. member for Water-
loo North asked me a question regarding the

collection of retail sales tax by motor vehicle

licensing agents. I would advise the member
that the motor vehicle agents of the Ministry
ot Transportation and Communications, act-

ing as agents of my ministry, collect retail

sales tax based on the value of the automo-
bile being registered.

Sales tax is collected by these agents in

the form of cash or cheque and a receipt is

issued for such payment. Declarations of
value are filed with the motor vehicle agent
at the time the retail sales tax is paid, and
these forms are subsequently forwarded to

the district offices of the retail sales tax

branch of my ministry. An audit of the cash

handling aspect of this procedure is carried

out by the Ministry of Transportation and
Communications on a regular basis. In addi-

tion, the auditors of the retail sales tax

branch of my ministry review the value of
declaration forms completed by the automo-
bile purchaser to ensure the accuracy of the
declared value compared to current market
values.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Transportation and
Communications .

An hon. member: He just stepped out.

SS NORISLE

Mr. Sargent: Then I'll slant this toward the
House leader: Since talking to the minister
I have been informed that the mayor's of-
fice in Owen Sound has received a letter from
the ministry regarding the SS Norisle, that

they want it back unless we use it for a
museum. In view of the fact that they want
$6,500 back for this scrap that was sold for

ballast, where do we stand?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: On board.
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Mr. Roy: It should be a museum.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, in answer

to that question, I can say very definitively

that I know of no letter from the govern-

ment demanding the vessel back.

Mr. Sargent: Not from the House leader.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Inasmuch as I inter-

vened initially to secure the boat for the city

of Owen Sound, I shall see that it remains

there. In regard to. the second half of the

question, I'm not apprised of that informa-

tion.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-

wich-Riverside.

TRUCK LOAD COVERS

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Solicitor General

regarding uncovered gravel trucks on High-

way 401 in the vicinity of Milton: Why are

these trucks being passed through the weigh
scales? And why is the law still not being en-

forced, despite assurances given to the hon.

member for Waterloo North on Nov. 18?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, as I indicated

at that time, the Minister of Transportation
and Communications is amending regula-

tions requiring loaded trucks to have a tarp

or a cover over their load. At the present

time, the only thing the police can do is to

charge a truck operator in the event that he

loses any part of the load; if it's dumped in

the road in any way. But until that happens
there is nothing the police can do, pending
the amendment in the regulations. It's my
understanding that the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications will be bring-

ing those regulations in at any time, requir-

ing that the loads be covered.

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of Housing has

the answer to a question asked previously by
the member for Downsview.

RENT INCREASES FOR GAINS
RECIPIENTS

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, I have a

reply to a question during the supplementary
estimates that the member for Downsview
asked concerning the GAINS programme and
the decline in revenue of a tenant.

Mr. Singer: Yes, about Mr. Handleman.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The member for Downs-

view was referring to a senior citizen resident

of the Lawrence Heights housing develop-

ment whose rent, he said, would increase

from $38 to $48 a month on Jan. 1. An
interim rent scale of senior citizens was

announced Aug 8, 1974, at which time a

single person on GAINS was guaranteed an

income of $2,600 annually. This figure has

since been increased, as members know, to

$2,700 annually. The tenant's rent will be

raised Jan. 1, 1975, to $45 a month inclusive

of Hydro. In addition, he will be charged

$1.50 for cable television for a total outlay

of $46.50.

At the time this tenant's rent was assessed

at $32-and that's what he pays at the present
time—he had an income of $163.10 monthly.
In addition, he was assessed $1 for master

television and tenant service and paid approxi-

mately $6 for Hydro, for a total monthly

outlay of $39. However, although the tenant's

outlay would increase from $39 to $46.50, his

monthly income has increased from $163.10

to $225.

In other words, out of an income increase

of $61.90, only $7.50 is for accommodation

and improved television reception facilities.

Combined payments to senior citizens from

federal-provincial sources, and not only from

GAINS, increased in the period between

March, 1973, and October, 1974, when a

freeze on OHC rents for senior citizens was

in effect.

Since a portion of the increase in income

was designed to meet the shelter costs, the

interim net scale was developed to establish

the principle that part of the increase in

income was to pay for shelter costs.

Mr. Singer: By way of supplementary,
would the minister not agree that, notwith-

standing—

Mr. Speaker: The oral question period has

more than expired.

Mr. Roy: When is the minister going to

answer my question on the order paper?

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Hon. Mrs. Birch tabled the first annual

report of the Ontario Status of Women
Council.

Mr. Lewis: Without comment? Are there

no comments about why the minister won't

give them enough staff to do that?
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Hon. Mr. Stewart tabled the report of the

Ministry of Agriculture and Food for the

fiscal year ending March 31, 1974.

Hon. Mr. Welch, on behalf of the Minister

of Consumer and Commercial Relations (Mr.

Clement) tabled the annual report of the

property rights division of the Ministry of

Consumer and Commercial Relations, which
included the annual report of the director of

land registration.

Hon. Mr. Irvine tabled the annual report
for 1973 of the Ontario Housing Corp., On-
tario Student Housing Corp. and Housing
Corp. Ltd.

Mr. Cassidy: After the estimates as usual.

Mr. J. A. Taylor from the standing adminis-

tration of justice committee presented the

committee's report which was read as follows

and adopted:
Your committee begs to report the follow-

ing bill with certain amendments:

Bill 55, An Act to prohibit Unfair Practices

in Sales to Consumers.

Mr. Speaker: Shall this bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Lawlor: No.

Mr. Speaker: I hear a no.

Mr. Lawlor: No, committee of the whole
House.

Mr. Speaker: I understand it can only go
to conmiittee of the whole House. It is so

referred.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

MUNICIPAL ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to amend the Municipal Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Which we will pass today.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this bill

contains a number of amendments to the

Municipal Act. Of particular interest is an
amendment to enable us to implement an

agreement between the government of On-
tario and the government of Canada with

respect to regulating of taxis carrying pas-

sengers from the Toronto International Air-

port

Another amendment permitting municipal
control of objects placed on sidewalks will

allow mimicipalities to deal comprehensively
with such disparate items as transit shelters,

newspaper boxes and sidewalk sales, and to

do so without specific provincial legislation.

Other amendments clarify municipal auth-

ority to tow cars parked on private property
when those cars are blocking a fire route,

and liberalize the provisions for changing
the status of an area from that of an im-

provement district to that of a village or

township.

There are a number of amendments with

respect to municipal financing also included

in the bill. Among these is a provision to

remove the requirement of dtepartmental ap-

proval in the exercise of certain municipal
powers with respect to reserve and sinking
funds. Furthermore, the Municipal Act is

amended to clarify that telephone company
receipts under traffic agreements are taxable,
and to provide a procedure for allocating
the taxes on these receipts to municipalities.

It should be noted as well that municipal-
ities have been prohibited from imposing a

licence fee on trailers that are assessed under
the Assessment Act. With respect to this

amendment, provision is also being made for

refimding licence fees which have been

paid on such trailers. As well, the minister

is being empowered to pay compensation
under certain circumstances because of this

particular change.

I am going to suggest, Mr. Speaker, that

this bill go to the standing committee, be-

cause, frankly, while we have arrived at the

best solution available to us as a result of

a court decision in September w'hich would

empower municipalities to license mobile
homes which have wheels on them, and to

assess as a conventional home mobile homes
without wheels on them, there is some feel-

ing in my own self that this section might
be improved upon, perhaps with the help
of MPPs and other persons affected.

Under other financial revisions to the Act,

the authority of municipalities to invest tem-

porary borrowing funds will be extended,
and counties will be authorized to issue de-

bentures on behalf of constituent municpal-
ities upon request and upon county agree-
ment.

Finally, mention should be made of the

addition of an alternative method, similar to

that established for the regions, for the ap-

portionment of costs for county purposes.
This addition provides further for the pay-
ment of such costs by local municipalities
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on an instalment basis when a majority of

those municipalities so desire.

Clerk of the House: The 16th order,

House in committee of supply.

GIFT TAX ACT

Hon. Mr. Meen moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to amend the Gift Tax

Act, 1972.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Meen: Mr. Speaker, this bill

simply implements the provision in the bud^

get of April 9, 1974, to permit a multiple

number of gifts of farming assets up to a

maximum aggregate of $50,000 with, of

course, provision for filing of appropriate

reports as such exempt gifts are made. Per-

haps I should add that I don't propose to

have this bill proceed through second read-

ing and the rest of the legislative process

until after the new year.

ONTARIO HUMAN RIGHTS CODE

Mr. Cassidy moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Ontario

Human Rights Code.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, the purpose of

the bill is to prohibit discrimination in the

rental or sale of housing accommodation

against families with children or against any

person because of his age. The bill is in-

tended to stop the increasing practice of

establishing "adult only" buildings, which is

particularly harmful to families because they

have higher expenses and more need for liv-

ing space than single people and couples,
and are, therefore, at an economic disad-

vantage in seeking housing accommodation.

Mr. Speaker, this practice is now prev-
alent in Toronto, it has crept into Ottawa

both in rentals and in condominiums, and

it's something w*hich I fear could really

affect families across the province.

Mr. Speaker: We don't debate the bill at

this time.

Mr. Cassidy: In order to balance the obli-

gation to accept children, the bill permits
landlords to set a limit on the number of

occupants of any dwelling unit, provided
that the limit is not less than one person per
room. Housing that is limited to senior

citizens aged 60 and over is also exempted.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):

Would the minister mind explaining the pur-

pose of the $55 million? It will probably

save a lot of questions later.

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):

Mr. Chairman, every three years the actuary

makes a valuation of the teachers' super-

annuation fund. The last valuation was made
as of Dec. 31, 1969, and it was completed
in September, 1971. This actuarial report

showed an experience deficiency in the fund,

as of the valuation date, of $49,175,000.

According to section 2(3)(c) of the Ontario

regulation 103/66 made under the Pension

Benefits Act, 1965, such a deficiency must

be liquidated by special payment over a

term not exceeding five years from the date

of which the deficiency was determined.

This amount here, Mr. Chairman, repre-

sents the experience deficiency plus the inter-

est rate that has been paid on it, and it

comes to a total of $55,909,800. Now, the

interest paid on the back payments varies

with the years involved and it reflects the

rates which the payments would have earned

for the fund had the payments' been made
on schedule at the end of each year. They
weren't made on schedule and are now being
made in one lump sum, but the interest is

being calculated as if they had been made
at the beginning of January of each of the

years when they would have been due.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): At what
rate is that interest being calculated?

Hon. Mr. Wells: The interest rate was

calculated at six per cent, 8.57 per cent, 7.86

per cent and 8.06 per cent for the different

years. Thus the fund is really at the present
time placed in exactly the same position

as if the payments had been made on the

dates when they were due. So this really is—

I suppose you could use the term—a technical

matter which is required under the pension
benefits legislation and which is being paid
in accordance with all the rules and proce-
dures. That money is now going into the

fund.

Mr. Chairman: Shall vote 2701 carry?

The hon. member for Port Arthur.
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Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): I have

just one comment on it, if I may, Mr. Chair-

man. We had an opportunity during the

estimates to discuss the fund, but I would

just like to get from the minister, if I could,

a reconfirmation that when we resume this

session in the coming year we will have an

opportunity to have the full superannuation
board, before a standing committee of the

Legislature simply to have an exchange of

views and opinions and to elicit some of

the necessary information about the nmning
of the superannuation fund that has arisen

over the last year because of various docu-
ments of the OSSTF and the OTF and
other groups. Could the minister reconfirm

that?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Certainly. That was my
intention.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I just want to

ask the minister the basis on which those

particular interest rates were calculated.

What was the basis of arriving at the 6.85
and the other interest rates? Was it an
average market interest rate?

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's the interest rate

my colleague the Treasurer (Mr. White) men-
tioned when he talked about the investment
of the funds. I think it is the interest rate for
the year preceding that the government is

paying on its bonds, I think that was the cal-

culation of the interest rates. That's not the
current year, but the year just past.

Mr. Deacon: Is that the interest rate the

government had to pay on the market place
or on its bonds, say, that it sells to OMERS
or another captive fund?

Hon. Mr. Wells: It is the rate that the

government is paying on its bonds.

Mr. Deacon: Yes, I realize that, but the

government's rate on the bond market that it

pays on its bonds to OMERS is one rate, but
what it has to pay in the Ontario market
when it markets some bonds—which it hasn't
done for some time—on the Ontario market
system, is that the rate at which they are

basing their calculations? I want to be sure
that this is an honest interest rate based
upon what prevails in the open market.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I am sorry I haven't got
the section her^ to read from the Act, Mr.
Chairman, but the Act was amended and
it is the first one that the member quoted.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 2701 carried? The
hon. member for St. George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): I have just

one question. In view of the fact that we are

now dealing with the matter of the super-
annuation commission and funding, has the
minister given any further consideration to

that group of teachers who have been forced
to take an early retirement by reason of ill

health and who have not as yet caught up
with the advances which have been made to

other teachers in the same field?

Hon. Mr. Wells: That along with other

things, Mr. Chairman, is under consideration.

We haven't any changes to announce in that

particular regard at this present time, but they
are all under consideration.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Chairman, has the minister worked out any
further plans about future across-the-board

increases, as opposed to percentage increases,
should there be future raises?

Hon. Mr. Wells: That also is still under

consideration, Mr. Chairman. I recall our
discussion in the estimates about that and
there is a committee meeting about that par-
ticular matter.

Vote 2701 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: This completes the supple-

mentary estimates of the Ministry of Educa-
tion.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF HEALTH

Mr. Chairman: Vote 2801. The hon. mem-
ber for Ottawa East.

On vote 2801:

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Mr. Chair-

man, the first question I would like to ask the
minister is a question that he was asked fol-

lowing his last estimates. Where is his annual

report? Does he not think it fair that before
we consider such estimates as these that we
should have his annual report and we should
have—

Hon. F. S. Miller (Minister of Health):
You have had it.

Mr. Roy: For this year?

Hon. Mr. Miller: You have had it, sir, for

several days.

Mr. Roy: Yes, several days. It's about time.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): He
doesn't read his mail, I guess.
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Mr. Roy: Can I get a chance to read this?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: Well, there is nothing funny
about this. You bring in an annual report

two days before your estimates: Why didn't

you have your annual report prior to your

major estimates two months ago?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Most of us knew it was
here.

Mr. Roy: Well, you keep hiding it. You
didn't brag about it very much. As a matter

of policy why don't you bring in your annual

reports prior to the major estimates, instead

of waiting so late after the major estimates?

An hon. member: Even the Minister of

Health shouldn't take nine months for that.

Mr. Ferrier: They might inform the op-

position too much.

\fr. Roy: I don't quite understand the other

increases, but this amount in vote 2801 for

finance and information services; why did you
need extra funds for that? Did you give wage
increases there or what?

Hon. Mr. Miller: I can explain that, Mr.
Chairman. The $918,000 relates entirely to

the new drug benefit programme. When the

original estimates for the programme were

put in, it was a brand new programme and

they were not estimated by the Ministry of

Health. A round figure for the delivery of

the drugs was put in, but not for the set-up
of the service and the administration in the

first year. These figures all relate to the

initiation of the service of the drug benefit

plan.

Mr. Roy: I take it they are just for the

administration set-up of it and they're not,

in fact, paying for drugs.

Hon. Mr. Miller: That is right, yes.

Mr. Roy: Who pays for that?

Hon. Mr. Miller: I believe you will find

that there were figures in our previous esti-

mates that did cover the actual costs of the

drug plan, which appear to be accurate—
in other words, the dispensed prescription

drugs—to this point in time.

Mr. Roy: Can you explain to me then
when you're setting up your budget, your
estimates for the total year, how you can

set up a programme whereby you estimate

how much it's going to cost you for drugs and

you don't estimate it all? At least, it doesn't

appears to be in the estimates, according to

your answers here, for the administration of

the programme. That doesn't sound very

logical.

Hon. Mr. Miller: I think you've got a good
question. I asked the same one, as a matter

of fact. New programmes that are discussed

or initiated, as this one was, in the budget
statement by the hon. Treasurer, the

ministries are not able to as accurately assess

total administration costs as they would if

they had the time to plan the programme
prior to budget announcement. We simply
did not have the input that we would nor-

mally have had in calculating this part of the

cost.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, while we're on
that topic and the minister having given an

explanation for this item, I think he'll agree
with us that seems iUogical that you would
set up a drug programme and not have any
estimates for the amount of the administra-

tion. Does that have anything to do with the

confusion and the panic that you spread
across the people who were the recipients

of that programme?
I don't think any of the members here can

recall receiving so many phone calls about a

particular programme and the panic and the

confusion and the distress that was spread-

especially upon the senior citizens in this

province, who were the recipients of this

programme. They were going to drug stores

and being told that certain drugs were not

itemized on the list. So they were faced with

the prospect of either paying it out of their

pocket or going back to the doctor's office

to get equivalent drugs. This morning, my
colleague from Windsor-Walkerville told us

of a situation where a particular drug was
not on the programme and an individual had
to pay something like $40 a month out of his

very limited income.

I want to say to the minister that any
benefits you might have gained by establish-

ing this type of programme—and we felt it

was necessary—you've lost by the confusion,
the panic and heartbreak on the part of

these individuals who had to go through all

this turmoil. I'm only talking about the

recipients. I had half the pharmacists in

Ottawa calling me up about the programme.
It took a great deal of time to explain to

these individuals why they couldn't get pills

the same colour as before, and other matters.
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It gets to be a psychological element. There

was confusion caused to the doctors as well.

I want to say to the minister that it ap-

pears clear from my discussions with the

pharmacists, the doctors and the people who
are the recipients of this programme, that

you did not have sufficient discussions to iron

out any problems envisaged. It would appear

very clear, for instance, that somebody in

your ministry had a certain theory of what
he should do, but he did not have sufficient

practical input to envisage some of these

problems.

I want to say to the minister, and repeat

again, that I don't think there has been
another programme initiated since this gov-
ernment was returned to power, since 1971,

that has caused so much confusion and so

much panic among the recipients of a par-
tiailar programme.

Any benefit that you might have had by
establishing the programme was lost because

of the confusion caused. I want to say to the

minister that I'm not satisfied that all the

matters are ironed out yet in that programme.
There are still drugs where it is questionable,
for instance, whether you can get an equiva-
lent drug, or whether they are even on the

hst.

For political reasons, or whatever, you
annnounce a programme and then nothing
much is done in establishing it. All at once

you're faced with a deadline and it's spread
on the community—and then you sort of work

by trial and error. Surely as a responsible
minister and as people who are responsible
within a department, you should be able to

foresee some of these problems.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Chairman, I am quite
aware of the problems that were faced by
the pharmacists and by the public when a

new programme came on stream. They were

predictable. In fact, our staflF said they would

happen.

The validity of the drug formulary is

something you can argue at length. It did

have a lot of practical input into it, contrary
to the statements made by many of the pro-
fessionals, either prescribing or dispensing

prescriptions.

I have visited the drug quality and thera-

peutics committee at least once since this

bill came out and the plan came out. I have
told them I encourage the continuous updat-

ing of the formulary.

I can tell you that every person who prac-
tises is quite sure that unless he is on the

board that makes the decisions the rest of the

people are in an ivory tower. It is as simple
as that. I can only take you to the people
who we've asked to come in and give us

advice. Certainly you will find academics on
it, but at the same time you will find people
who are familiar with the day-to-day prob-
lems of both medicine and of pharmacy.

It happens that the Ontario Medical Asso-

ciation, which is the group representing the

physicians in Ontario, still endorses the for-

mulary as it stands. It does admit that many
of its individual members do not. One of

the problems they've been trying to get
across to their individual members is that

perhaps they need to question the validity of

prescribing some of the drugs that aren't on
our plan. As I'm sure the member for

Oshawa will agree, that is sometimes a pretty

touchy thing, because doctors have got into

the habit of prescribing certain pet drugs
which tests show are not necessarily as good
as they think they are.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): But it

is agreeable to the patient.

Mr. Ferrier: The naember for Oshawa (Mr.

Mcllveen) wouldn't do that.

Hon. Mr. Miller: I would like to feel that

when I give away money of the Province of

Ontario, it will be for drugs that are neces-

sary.

An hon. member: It should be.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Park-

dale.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Just a second, I'm not

through.

If I drew a cun^e of the problems of the

plan, it would start at a very high level and
would drop down quite quickly, because it

has done just that with time. We felt we had
at least a six month, perhaps a nine month
and perhaps even a year, period of time
when we needed to modify our position as

experience proved out and people got used
to the plan. The most traumatic thing was the

change in the colour or shape of a specific

pill for many a person getting it.

Mr. Roy: And combination drugs.

Hon. Mr. Miller: The second was the com-
bination drug issue, and that still is a very
valid problem on which I'm keeping an open
mind. Economically and from the medical

point of view, we can justify the formulary
as it stands. We have the endorsation of the

OMA on that.
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In the one or two examples you can go to

in which drugs contain three or more ingre-

dients, the economics break down.

But most certainly when you go to the

more common items, those for high blood

pressure for example, that do combine things

like diuretics and compounds like methyl-

dopa, they seldom contain the right balance

of drugs for a specific patient. I'm told this,

and I hope I can get somebody to nod their

head up and down.

Mr. Haggerty: You twisted your neck the

last time.

Hon. Mr. Miller: You may nod your head

that way, but I wouldn't look backwards for

support.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Generally, there is some

titrating or some balancing of the needs. I

know because I'm undergoing that very proc-
ess right now were they are trying to adjust

me to a change in hydrochlorothiazide—
would that be right sir?—and methyldopa.

Mr. Roy: Is that what's wrong?

Hon. Mr. Miller: I'm taking those materials

as components and they have to be balanced

imtil my particular case works. To assume

tliat a drug company that prepackages a

fixed combination in a pill of a given size has

the right combination is not good medicine.

Mr. Ferrier: The company has been rip-

ping the patients off for years then.

Hon. Mr. Miller: I can only tell you that

when you buy those two compounds on a

competitive basis, they are cheaper than if

you buy them in a pre-mixed package.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): It says

something, doesn't it?

Hon. Mr. Miller: That was one of the is-

sues that was very diflBcult to discuss. I've

siiid this to the pharmacists of Ontario many
times, I appreciate that they were left ex-

plaining both frontwards and backwards.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): It is

hardly fair to them.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Well a good many of

them objected to the philosophy of the plan,

regardless of its detail. They simply didn't

want government being the purchaser. And,
unfortunately, that's a tough issue, but I

think government had a duty to supply free

drugs to the group it chose—the people in

tlie lowest wage scale, those on family bene-

fits, senior citizens on GAINS and GIS. If

that philosophical approach hasn't been ac-

ceptable to every pharmacist, I'm sorry. But
I do feel it is my duty and obligation to pro-
vide those drugs, and I do believe the pa-
tients are more satisfied now that they are

getting used to the plan.

We are adding drugs. There will be a

new formulary out in January and probably
another one around April. I can only assure

the members that I am carefully weighing
the combination drug issue in particular, and
that I am willing to practise convenient medi-
cine rather than good medicine if we find old

people can't cope.

Mr. Roy: I just want to say to the minister,

Mr. Chairman, that I appreciate it's not easy
to bring in a programme, but you've made
some admissions, which as an opposition critic,

I find somewhat frightening. Either you did

not foresee the impact of it or the problems
that were going to be caused, and that's

planning with ignorance and without fore-

thought, and you should be criticized for it.

If you could predict that you were going to

have that kind of problem, having in mind
the recipients were by and large older people
and people of this nature—and including the

problems anticipated for the pharmacists and
the prescribing physicians—if you were able

to predict that to some degree, I'm suggest-

ing to you again that what occurred is not a

very good operation by the government. It

borders on negligence that you were prepared
to accept that kind of flak and cause that

kind of panic across the community and say,

"we are going to solve it in a matter of

months" or whatever.

I really think that where your programme
broke down is that you did not have suflB-

cient consultation with the pharmacists; that

they didn't have sufficient prior notice of this.

I don't have all the figures here, but there

was a meeting with the Ontario Pharmacists'

Association—the dispensers—I think maybe a

week before the programme was, in fact,

established.

I had all the figures before, Mr. Chair-

man, but I don't have them here. Anyway,
there was not sufficient time given in advance

notice. I would suggest to you that you could

have cushioned this blow somewhat by edu-

cating the public on what your plans would
have been by giving them some sort of ad-

vance notice so that people would say, 'look

madam, your pills might have changed colour

but we are giving you equivalent drugs."

You've got to consider people of that age—
and in fact all people, not only the senior
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people. It pets to be psychological, this thing,

taking a red pill instead of the green one, and

taking the combination drugs and so on. I tell

you, the people who were calling were not

people who were calling for nothing. I felt

they were sincere people who were extremely
concerned. We've had example after example
cited here about people who were really dis-

turbed. It caused panic in their lives. I say
to you there is no excuse for that. If you
could predict it, that is no excuse. And if you
could not, well, that's not very good admin-
istration on the part of your ministry.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Obviously, the member is

using very ideal words. If he feels he could

get the story to an individual recipient of a

drug before such time as he or she comes in

for that drug, then I would like to know
how he would do it.

Mr. Roy: Well, you have some idea who
the people are.

Hod. Mr. Miller: Frankly, you can put
advertisements in newspapers from now until

the end of time, you can put newspaper
articles in and you can discuss them, but until

such time as the person-

Mr. Roy: When it suits your purpose, you
put advertisements in.

Hon. Mr. Miller: We did send all the stuflF

out to the dentists and the druggists, and we
did send it to the doctors; and it turned out

that, like many other people, they didn't read
a darned thing until they were faced with
the project.

Mr. Ferrier: You were spending a lot of

money for nothing in a lot of this advertising.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Park-
dale.

Mr. J. Dukszta (Parkdale): Through you,
Mr. Chairman, just to make a point on the

tiling that was just being discussed: One way
of solving this problem, of course, is if you
have universal coverage of all the drugs for

everyone—or at least starting at the age of 60,

according to your programme—then you prob-
ably wouldn't run into this type of problem.

I have only about three comments and a

couple of questions, but I wonder if you can
tell me what percentage of the money we
have to vote here for the operation of hos-

pitals and related facilities is actually going
to the hospital workers.

An hon. member: That's another vote.

Mr. Dukszta: Sorry. Can I rephrase the

question by saying what would be the ap-
proximate percentage of the total supple-
mentary estimate?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Chairman, if you
look at the total of $213 million that I am
asking for today, there is $195 million for the

operation of hospitals and related facilities,

and almost all of that, say 90 per cent of that

total, will be for salaries.

Mr. Dukszta: Well, there was a reason I

was asking. I have spent some time, and so

has this party, in supporting and urging you
to do it; and it would be completely incon-

sistent for us now to question that part of the

total, so, obviously we support it. But that

does not stop me from making a couple of

other comments on completely related fields.

One of the comments I want to make,
which I think has some relevance to our

overall rising costs, is related to your annual

report. On page 15, in the first column, there

is a series of figures indicating the percentage
of OHIP claims as related to percentage of

population. Let me just pick out two salient

areas.

In Toronto, where the percentage of

claims is 40.3, the percentage of population
is 27.5. By way of contrast, in Sudbury the

percentage of claims is 5.5, while the per-

centage of population is 7.5. There is a com-

pletely difiFerent relationship. I assume it

doesn't mean the people in Sudbury are much
healthier. All it really means is that more

physicians and more elaborate services are

present in Toronto than there are in Sud-

bury. So your own figures point out how
distorted is the availability and accessibility

of medical resources when comparing a large
urban centre like Toronto with Sudbury.

If you have any other explanations for why
it should be so, maybe you could off^er them.

Then I will have one more question*

Hon. Mr. Miller: No, I think you have
the right interpretation. I don't know that

I have solid statistics to back this up, but the

other day I was looking at an internal study
made for me which compared some of the

costs of health service per capita in the

north and in the south and admissions to

hospitals in the north and admissions to

hospitals in the south. Two fairly similar

towns, Sault Ste. Marie and Oshawa, were

compared, and it was interesting to note that

we were spending tv^dce as much per patient
in the north as we were in the south.
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Mr. Dukszta: That is understandable in

areas like Thunder Bay and in the real north,

but not in Sudbury, which is a town. It's

still significantly less in terms of the per-

centage of claims and the percentage popula-
tion. If you are concerned about cutting
the services of the physicians according to

the proportions that you have been drawing
—so many doctors for so many patients—

obviously you have to start with Toronto and

only then move to Sudbury which, according
to this thing, is grossly undermanned in

terms of physician power. Well I think my
point is made.

On the other thing, I want to refer back
to something you have been dealing with

during the last two days, which is the cut

in funds to the general hospitals, and spe-

cifically the cuts-

Mr. Chainnan: Perhaps we could leave the

hospitals until vote 2803.

Mr. Dukszta: It is a fairly general point,
Mr. Chairman. I am talking generally in

respect of hospitals, because I think it in-

volves general cuts that have been extended
now throughout the whole field, really. I

thought it fitted better to the general re-

marks like this.

tlon. Mr. Miller: In our last estimates de-

bates, we did roam across them. I really
don't mind which way you do them, but we
apparently started out doing them item by
item. It might be easier if we stuck to an

item-by-item basis with this limited number
this time and therefore have this discussed
at the appropriate vote.

Mr. Dukszta: I was going to limit myself.
I was going to keep my remarks all together.

Hon. Mr. Miller: That is great, then. I

will be glad to accept it.

Mr. Dukszta: If I can get in my last

remark, then that will be the end of me,
so to speak, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mr. Miller: If I could count on that,

I would let you keep on speaking.

Mr. Dukszta: You can count on that, yes.

You have suggested cuts and in fact are

implementing in the general hospitals a two
per cent cut. I know that recently you have
seen a denutation from social workers from
Toronto General Hospital who have been
concerned that their department especially
has been hit. Instead of the two per cent cut

going across the board and hitting all the

departments and the whole function of the

hospitals, only one department has been hit.

Mr. Chairman: With all due respect to the

member for Parkdale, this is the first item on
the very last vote that we are discussing—

Mr. Dukszta: I thought we agreed that I

could get this in.

Mr. Chairman: You can leave that. We
are not going to be that long on items. Just

hang around for a while.

Mr. Dukszta: Okay, I will leave it.

Mr. Chairman: The member for St. George.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I would

like to just carry on for a moment on the

drug programme which has been the subject

of lead-oflFs in GAINS. The one concern that

I have may not be really related to either

good medical practice or any other good

practice, but I would like once more to draw

your attention to the people who are in their

late 70s and 80s who have had a composite

drug over a period of time and then find

themselves with a series of pills. I still have

the ongoing concern that I stressed before

that they often do not remember what pills

they have taken, or they may take more of

one than another, and I wonder if the min-

ister has taken that into consideration.

I am not prepared to condemn this pro-

gramme. I welcomed it when it came in. I

was deeply concerned about the problems

which it created but I just feel that in these

cases, surely it would be better to let people

at that age continue with that which they

have been used to rather than running the

risk that they will not be in balance, if that

is the correct terminology, by using separate

sets of pills. I have witnessed the situation

on more than one occasion when an older

person was trying to remember which pill

had been taken at what time. I would ask

that some allowance be made.

I have another question, Mr. Chairman,

which is global in nature, and I wonder if

it should come now or at the end of the

estimates. May I just put the ouestion and

then if you think it is out of order you
will say so.

I would like to know whether the min-

istry has in fact conducted any research as

to the global costs of the health proeramme,

having in mind those portions which have

been transferred to welfare—to Community
and Social Services—having in mind the fact

that much of extended care is still funded

through that ministry rather than this. The

programme for the retarded has gone and
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it seems to me that there should be some

eflPort to try to assess the global health cost

and not have them mixed with other min-

istries, which rather tends to diffuse the

issue. If that question is not there now, I

will leave it for later.

Mr. Chairman: I think this should come
under information services, but this is the

only place you could ask the question under

the present vote.

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you. I would ap-

preciate an answer.

Hon. Mr. Miller: iMr. Chairman, I recog-

nize the first problem. On an individual

basis we have waived the requirement for

the specific drugs to be given and we have

permitted, by special order, a prescription

to be dispensed that doesn't have drugs in

the formulary. I'm still quite willing to do
that. But even more importantly, I am keep-

ing aware of the very real problem you've

just posed. I agreed it is the most serious

problem of the breakdown. I have trouble,

at my young age, keeping track of some of

the ones I take.

Mr. B. Newman: You are 29-plus.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Thank you; 29-plus. So,

I do appreciate the problem. I am giving that

very deep consideration. I would say that

sometime in February I'll have to come to

a final conclusion on principle on that.

Mrs. Campbell: Feb. 14, no doubt.

Hon. Mr. Miller: 'My heart's in the right

place.

Now, as far as global costs: yes, I've been

studying not only those costs—and I can't

give them out of my head—that are in my
budget and paid for by government, but even
more importantly the issue of what health

costs are yet borne by the public that aren't

included in government plans.

I can tell you that about 75 per cent of

the total costs of health related programmes
are paid for by government today. About
25 per cent—according to our best estimates

—are paid for by the individual on a cash

basis, or some other basis of his own, but

not involving government; private insurance

plans or something of that nature.

So that if I had a budget of $2.5 billion

this year in total, you should add probably
a third to that and say that the health care

costs of Ontario are in the neighbourhood
of $3.3 billion to $3.4 billion a year-if that

gives you the global picture.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I wanted

to make a few comments, especially con-

cerning the drug programme. The minister

did make mention, as did others, of the trau-

matic experience that an individual, espe-

cially an elderly individual, goes through
when simply the colour of the pill is changed
because the original pill was not in the

formulary and a substitute had to be used.

But there was another traumatic expe-
rience that many of the citizens experienced.

That is, when they went to the druggist to

get the pill, and then all of a sudden were

told that it was not on the formulary and

they were going to have to pay for it. To

me, there should have been some liaison or

some communication with the doctor when
he first prescribed the pill; stating the pill

was not on the formulary and that the senior

citizen would have to pay for the pill.

Hon. Mr. Miller: There was.

Mr. B. Newman: Well, maybe there was

through your ministry; but it wasn't in many
instances as far as the patient and the doctor

were concerned in the various municipalities.
That is one of the complaints that Wks

registered to me, iMr. Minister.

Hon. Mr. Miller: May I speak to that just

for_a second? I feel very strongly on that

point because I made a plea to the Ontario

Medical Association as early as Oct. 7 or 8,

when it became obvious that certain people
who didn't like a state plan at all were doing
their darnedest to upset people.

Now, they did have the information and

they would make statements like, "I'd rather

lose my patient than change my prescribing
habits." I thought the people who made those

statements were being irresponsible. I asked

the Ontario Medical Association to advise me
as to whether we were right or they were

right. They assured me we were. I said,

"Fine. As an association of responsible

people, I would like your endorsation publicly
of the principles that we're trying to come up
with here."

We had sent them the information. Many
of them claimed they didn't have it, then

checking back they found they had. I know

they're busy people and I know they often

don't read the things that come in; but surely

the professional had the duty to do the very

things you are referring to. If we hadn't sent

them that information we would certainly

be open to criticism, but we did.
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Mr. B. Newman: Well, Mr. Minister, what

you say may be true and I may be criticizing

the wrong individual. But I'm concerned

about the senior citizen who went to have a

prescription filled and then was told that it

would cost $7.50, or some other amount.

Now, for three months prior to that, that

senior citizen understood that prescription

drugs were all going to be paid for. They had
been getting this drug for months and paid
for quite often by the local welfare oflBce.

Now, all of a sudden, they get into the

pharmacist's and they find that they have to

shell out. They didn't come prepared because

they knew or they understood that the plan
would have paid for all of the prescription

drugs.

I thought that you should have phased this

in. In other words, rather than, all of a sud-

den, starting on Sept. 1 to make the indivi-

dual pay for all drugs that are not on the

formulary, maybe you should have extended

that over a three-month period of time. You
should have stated "We will fill out the pre-

scription this time, but we will not fill it out

after Oct. 1," and with some of the other

drugs maybe after Nov. 1, and then the third

set of drugs after Dec. 1, so that the impact
would not have been so hard and so finan-

cially 'heavy on many of the senior citizens.

Mr. Roy: Good point.

Mr. B. Newman: I don't think that that

would have been complicated. It may have
cost some money, but if we are going to look

at the overall benefit of the programme to the

senior citizen, we should let the senior citizen

know that the drug he has been receiving
now for months and maybe even years is not

all of a sudden going to be cut ofF and is not

such that he is going to have to pay for it.

If you had an alcoholic and, all of a sudden,
you decided you were going to rehabilitate

him by cutting off his access to alcohol, that

individual would probably be climbing walls

for the first few days after not having access

to alcohol.

I think you really should have phased in

the programme rather than coming out with
it as abruptly as you did.

There is another thing I think maybe you
should have done. You knew that certain

drugs by common name were not going to be
on the formulary, such as laxatives and so

forth. I think the senior citizen could have
been advised that a drug was a laxative and
was not going to be accepted in the formu-

lary and he was going to have to pay for it

on his own. Remember, also, Mr. Minister,
that a lot of these drugs, even though they

were not on the formulary, were paid for by
the local welfare offices, and now, all of a

sudden, they are not.

Those are the comments I wanted to make
to the minister concerning the plan. I hope
that when he introduces the new formulary
there is some advance publicity given, so that

not only the doctor knows, but also the

senior citizen may know that certain drugs
will not be on the formulary and, as a result,

will not be accepted for payment and that the

senior citizen or the disabled will have to pay
for that drug himself or herself.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Thunder Bay.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Thank

you, Mr. Chairman. It never ceases to amaze
me when we are talking about things here

in the south we get the member for Windsor-
Walkerville talking about a problem with

a specific drug or the administration of a

certain programme. I have to get up and

speak on this vote, not because I am faced

with the same problems as the member for

Windsor-Walkerville, but simply because in

the north we don't have the personnel to

administer the programmes we are talking

about in these votes.

I want to make the minister aware that the

largest centre of population in the riding of

Thunder Bay, which is the largest riding in

the Province of Ontario, doesn't even have a

pharmacist.

Mr. Ferrier: What place is that? Manitou-

wadge?

Mr. Stokes: That is Manitouwadge. I have
sent a letter to the minister within the last

few days—I don't know whether it was

brought to his attention or not—about a plea

by the representative of the College of Phar-

macy in the city of Thunder Bay, who appre-
ciates what the problem is. The problem con-

fronting the largest town in my riding, Mani-

touwadge, is to attract a pharmacist and to

make it financially attractive enough so that

he will stay around.

We have suggested that you either come

up with a kind of incentive programme for

pharmacists in the same way that you have
come up with an incentive programme for

doctors and dentists or, where that is not

possible, have a mobile pharmacy where you
can go around and sell drugs that are pre-
scribed by doctors, wherever they may be

located.

We actually have people who have to send

by mail anywhere from 200 to 350 miles to
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get a prescription filled. When somebody
needs drugs in a hurry tiiey just can't wait a

week or 10 days for it to sort its way through
this maze that we call our postal system.

It seems to me that every time we talk

about something that represents an expendi-
ture of funds here in this Legislature, I sit

and listen to some of the detailed problems
that are confronting members and their con-

stituents here in southern Ontario. But it's a

whole new ball game in many, many areas

in northern Ontario where they don t even

have the personnel to dispense the drugs.

Sure, if we had the personnel to dispense
the drugs I suppose I'd be talking about the

same things as my friend from Windsor-
Walkerville does, but we don't even have a

pharmacist. What's the minister going to do
about it?

Hon. Mr. Mfllen Have you a doctor in

Manitouwadge?

Mr. Stokes: Two of them.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Are they dispensing
physidans?

Mr. Stokes: Physicians?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Yes. You see, wherever
we haven't got a pharmacist we made the

agreement that the dispensing physician who
traditionally has played this role gets paid
exactly the same premium as the pharmacist
would for dispensing.

Mr. Stokes: The physicians have dispensed
some of them, but they're hoping that they
will be able to attract a pharmacist, so they're
not starting to stock all of these things in the

hope of being able to attract a pharmacist.
The College of Pharmacy has taken an active

interest in this. But to date they haven't been
able to persuade somebody to go into what is

the largest centre of population in my riding.
I think you have it in your power to make

it financially worthwhile for somebody to go
in there and practise. You've got a level of
income for dentists below which their income
can't fall if they're participating in your
incentive programme. You have the same
thing for doctors. Since this is an integral

part of the health delivery system, and of
health protection and disease prevention, I

think that you should consider making a simi-

lar programme available for pharmacists.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Chairman, I think
it's my duty to see that drugs are available,
but I don't know that it's necessarily my
duty to guarantee a pharmacist specifically,

if by guaranteeing the payment to physicians
I can accomplish the same net objective at a
lower cost. The physician does get the $2.05
that the pharmacist would get if he's in an
area where a pharmacist is not currently
available. We will pay him on exactly the

same kind of basis, so he gets his professional
fee plus the dispensing fee that he otherwise
wouldn't be entitled to have if he were in an
area where a pharmacist existed.

We are working with other colleges—op-
tometry and pharmacy. In fact, I helped at

least one town obtain a pharmacist not too

long ago on that land of a basis. Vm quite

willing to try specifically on your behalf. I'll

give no promise except consideration to the

incentive system, because the pharmacist has

more ways of making money than his straight

profession, as a dispenser of drugs. I think I

have to bear in mind the commercial aspects
of his business as well as the professional

aspects when I get into that kind of an

agreement.

I want to say one thing, though, to all of

you who have complained about tiie plan.
We talk about these problems that existed as

if they were the great bulk of the things.

They are not. They're the small minority.
Think back to when you had the problems
with OHIP when it came in. I can only tell

you that the great bulk of the people are

getting $20 million worth of free drugs that

six months ago they did not get.

Surely that is a major step forward. Surely
that deserves some commendation, and thank

goodness from time to time we actually get
some.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Kent.

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Mr. Chairman, I

would like to ask a question in regard to the

supply of drugs to the patient. Is it true the

ministry will pay only for a monlli's supply
of drugs for a patient? Of course, we have
some complaints where we have those who
are on a disability pension, unable to drive

and with no motor transportation, and we
have those who tell us they have to drive

25 miles in order to get a certain drug. It

would be less costly if this ministry could

give consideration to allowing some to buy
two months' supply, which would cut down
the cost of getting these drugs.

The minister might answer another ques-
tion, while I'm on my feet, in regard to the
fee to the doctors who prescribe the drugs or
medicine to the patients. It has been brought
to my attention it is according to the dis-

tance from the first pharmacist that the doc-
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tor is paid. Now one doctor is paid half the

fee and another doctor 10 miles away gets

the full fee. People wonder what the differ-

ence is. The doctor doesn't need to drive, so

why would they not all get the same fee?

Hon. Mr. Miller: I'll answer the two ques-

tions, if I may. Yes, we limit to a 30-day sup-

ply the amoimt that any one prescription

billed under the plan can have. The average

quantity of time that a prescription given by
a doctor covers is 22 days, so we are cover-

ing more than the average duration of the

prescription.

The reason for keeping it to a 30-day limit

is that eligibility is based on a month-by-
month voucher.

There is a turnover of 10 per cent per
month, I'm told, in at least the FBA section

of the plan. I don't know if it is the total

number of the 550,000 or of just the FBA
section. It is on the total, which means we
have a 55,000-person turnover per month.

So there is some problem in giving people
who may not be eligible prescriptions in ad-

vance. The druggist can do that, in a sense,

on a his risk basis, and I know a number
have. They have given basically three

months' or two months' supply. I had one
call me the other day, and it made me won-
der just how the person became eligible for

the plan, but he said, "can I give such and
such a patient six months' supply of a drug
so they'll have it with them while they are in

Florida for the winter?"

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): It is pretty

tough if you have to get drugs for six

months before you go to Florida.

Hon. Mr. MiUer: Just how that person got
to be an FBA beneficiary or a GIS beneficiary
I'll never know, but there you go.

Mr. Deacon: What if they are living with
their families down there?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Oh I recognize there
could be circumstances, but I had to smile
a bit when that was asked of me.

Mr. Stokes: They are entitled.

Mr. Deacon: It raises a question.

Hon. Mr. Miller: The other issue was the

question of the amount we pay a doctor. We
pay dispensing physicians $1 in a community
that is either within a reasonable distance of
or served by a pharmacist. We did that as a
disincentive on a professional conflict-of-in-

terest basis, because I don't think a doctor
should be profiting from the sale of a pre-

scription. Therefore I say it is his duty to

decide not on the merits of how much he
makes but on the need of the patient as to

whether that patient should or should not be

given a prescription. So we have a disin-

centive built in for doctors. They have to go
through all the red tape for $1, and if they're

willing to do it, then we assume there was a

need.

Mr. Spence: Yes Mr. Chairman, but if a

doctor is twice the distance away then he
would get twice the fee. Is that right?

Hon. Mr. Miller: He gets the $2.05 if he
is in an unserviced community. We have to

make arbitrary decisions as to when a person
is within a reasonable distance and when he
is not. I know there will always be some

conflict, but strangely enough there is very
little.

Mr. Stokes: Two final questions. You didn't

respond to my notion that perhaps we might
solve the pharmacist problem by a mobile

pharmacy.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Stokes: Well, hopefully it is mobile all

the time.

Mr. Roy: It's only 300 miles away, but at

least it's mobile.

Mr. Stokes: Yes, at least it is something
that is mobile and able to travel.

Another question arose in my mind as a

result of your last remark. What would you
do in the case of a doctor who continues to

dispense drugs even though there is a pharm-
acist in the community?

Mr. Roy: Cut him oflF.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Under the definition of

the practice of medicine, the physician is per-
mitted to dispense.

Mr. Stokes: In the absence of a pharmacist?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Any time! It is part of

the things that doctors have traditionally

done over the years. The issue isn't whether

he comes to your house at 12 o'clock at night
and says, "here are two pills," or "here are

50 pills." There have been doctors—particu-

larly among the older ones—who grew up in

the tradition of running their own dispensary
and looking after almost all the dnig needs of

their patients. These people have traditionally

made a profit out of it over the years.

Mr. Stokes: I know one who even set up a

dummy company for income tax purposes.
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Hon. Mr. Miller: We simply say that we
feel there are inherent conflicts of interest in

encouraging the dispensing of drugs by the
same person who prescribes them.

So, we are putting this disincentive in. We
are making them keep all the records, use the

proper safety containers, and everything else;

but they just get what we estimate to be the

very bare cost of having performed that serv-

ice, which is $1.

Mr. Chairman: Shall vote 2801 carry?

Vote 2801 agreed to.

On vote 2802:

Mr. Roy: May I just make one comment on
this vote, Mr. Chairman, to the minister?

When we are talking about the question of

disease prevention and health protection I

find somewhat ironic the contradictions that

exist between one department and various

other departments—and I intend to go into it

in more depth when we discuss, under vote

2803, the question of curbs and ways that

we could save money in our health care pro-

gramme in this province.

For instance, I said to the minister some
time ago that one of the ways of saving
money is in the area of health protection and
disease prevention; in other words people
keeping fit, people avoiding accidents, people
doing a variety of things. Now, IVe not seen

your ministry—and I'm repeating what I said

in the original estimates—take any sort of
initiative about asking people, for instance,
to keep fit; or encouraging some form of

programme for people across this province to

keep fit. I've not seen your Premier (Mr.
Davis)—

An hon. member: He stopped smoking.

Mr. Roy: —or other members of the cabinet

setting any example in themselves. You see,
we rely on the medical profession to tell

people to keep fit.

Mr. Ferrier: He took ofiF a whole lot of

weight. He used to be pudgy, but now he is

quite trim.

Mr. Roy: Fm not going to criticize the
minister personally for the shape he is in,
but there are other people in your cabinet.
For instance, in Ottawa last week—it was
sort of humorous—there was a front-page
photograph of some of your ministers who
were down there last Wednesday. There
was a group asking for curbs on smoking in
certain public areas, and there on the front

page was the Minister of Government Serv-

ices (Mr. Snow) with a big cigar, you could

hardly see him for smoke. The Minister of

Natural Resources (Mr. Bemier) had a cigar
as well; the Treasurer had a cigarette going
and the Solicitor General (Mr. Kerr) had a

pipe going. And the brief was to these peo-
ple, about limiting smoking in certain areas.

What I'm talking about basically is a pro-

gramme to encourage people to keep fit and
the example set by your leader and yoiu: min-
isters to citizens across the province on how
to keep fit. That is the first point, Mr. Chair-

man. I want to make to the minister. Surely

you have to set an example.

It's all very well to tell people, you know,
but it's really as bad down here as what

happened last week in Ottawa, where you
had the Minister of Finance talking of cer-

tain curbs and saying he was going to talk

to certain people about the question of re-

straints and things of this nature, and then
came the increases to the federal members,
which surprised many of us here in this

House.

Mr. Deacon: Fortunately they have recon-

sidered.

Mr. Roy: Yes, they have reconsidered their

position and I think—

Mr. Ferrier: Almost makes you wish you
had got that federal nomination.

Mr. Roy: Not at all, not at all. I spoke
publicly against it and about the example
they were giving.

What I am saying to you is that it's all

very well for you to preach and to say all

sorts of things and to talk to the people,
but you really haven't done very much by
concrete example.

Another example I can give the minister is

that I think you probably take the position

that enforcing the use of seatbelts in motor
vehicles is going to be one way of preventing
serious injury and, of course, limiting the

cost of health care. In fact, wasn't there a

picture of you sitting in your motor vehicle

with the seatbelt on? And yet although your
Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions (Mr. Rhodes) and your leader said this

was going to be mandatory some time ago,
we haven't heard anything about it since.

Are you putting pressure on that ministry
to take that step? We have had a consumer

report presented at the federal level very
recently which said this would prevent in-

juries. I don't know how many millions of

dollars we are spending as a direct result of

motor vehicle accidents and on the victims

of motor vehicle accidents.
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What I am saying, Mr. Chairman, to the

minister, is that basically he is all talk. He
does certain things, he makes public state-

ments for political purposes, but he is not

doing very much.

Mr. Farrier: Has the minister given up
-swimming?

Mr. Chairman: Is vote 2802 carried?

Vote 2802 agreed to.

On vote 2803:

Mr. Chairman: Vote 2803. The member
for Parkdale.

Mr. Dukszta: Just one question. Can I

return to that point I was making in the

beginning, through you, Mr. Chairman, to

the minister? I just wanted to bring again to

your attention— as you know, we have been

dealing on this matter together, rather in-

direcly—I have appreciated that you have
taken such a personal interest and action,

and were so accessible to that deputation
from the Toronto General Hospital when they
came to tell you about the diflBculties their

department will have once the cuts go in.

Now the cut which you are proposing is

two per cent for the whole hospital budget,
which in a way is the right policy—the hos-

pital expenses have to be cut; a number of

active beds have to be removed. But it is

advisable surely, and I'll just leave you with
this point, when you are making this type
of a decision to move from bed care towards
the ambulatory type of care in the commun-
ity, that the very services which will make
sure that the beds are kept empty—the social

and preventive services—will not be cut by an
act of an administrator who is not able,

maybe, to affect the well-entrenched medi-
cal territorality in a hospital. The admin-
istrator might be unable to cut that but is

<iuite able to cut, because of its lack of

power, a department which in your own
terms, I think—in terms of preventive health
—is more important.

I am just going to give you an example,
I think, of how it works in an emergency
room. Quite often, in spite of what we say
about the active beds in emergency rooms in

general hospitals, people get admitted, not

necessarily because of an acute medical need,
but because there is nowhere else for them
to go. But with a department of social work,
the social worker on duty in an emergency
room is a person who usually has contacts

and is able maybe to arrange for a bed out-

side the hospital, which is invariably cheaper.

Now I can't translate this into figures ob-

viously, but cutting out these services will

put an extra pressure on the active beds

nevertheless, and I would predict that if you
allow this type of approach to continue, if

you don't intervene in it, we will have more

pressure on active beds, not less, and all your

other programmes in ambulatory care will

suffer.

Again, I just hope you do intervene in

that situation, because I think in the long

run it could become a very serious situation

for all general hospitals in a city if this ap-

proach were adopted, as was adopted by the

administration of the Toronto General Hos-

pital.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Chairman, the two

per cent constraint was a pretty necessary

one. It was based on the initial 1974 esti-

mate of expenses, not the final approved
budget after the salary inflation took place.

I think you saw that at the Toronto General,

the hospital you are mentioning, it amounted

to $790,000 a year. Two per cent of my
budget—well each per cent today is $15 mil-

lion in the hospital budget, so one doesn't

dispose of a per cent lightly. It has a tre-

mendous effect relative to many other peo-

ple's operating budgets.

I arrived at that figure to some degree

arbitrarily, but only after discussion, full dis-

cussion, with the Ontario Hospital Associa-

tion as to what might be a possible amount
for hospitals to absorb this year.

It was my hope that the two per cent

could be taken out of administrative and
non-medical areas of costs—or as we have

said, to trim the fat out of the system a bit.

I think it is safe to say the hospitals felt

the fat was all gone because they have

gone through three or four years of fairly

minimal budgetary increases. But after three

diays of negotiations, they agreed that a fixed

two per cent budget reduction was accept-
able to them. To give the hospitals of

Ontario a great deal of credit, they have

all submitted their 1975 budgets already.

They all submitted them on time, that is

Dec. 2, 1974.

In the main they lived within the con-

straints. Not all of them did. Those that

didn't are going to be advised of that. We
feel they have been co-operative.

Mr. Stokes: Including those in Thunder

Bay.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Now at that point in

time a hospital board is charged with the

responsibility for administering its own oper-
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ation. I find it very difficult for me to start

ordering them to take the money out of one

part or another part.

The commitment I made to your group
the other day was not to interfere in the

management of any hospital, but to make
them aware that I had heard the delegation.

I think you know that was my commitment.

That part I will live by. In fact, I under-

stand that we are available to see the dele-

gation—either my parliamentary assistant or

I, and it will probably be he who sees

them rather than I—but we are available to

discuss anv other details they have. I recom-

mend to them, as I would recommend! to any
other group that thinks the hospital made
an imfair decision, that their normal re-

course is throutrh the management; that they
deal with within their hospital, not through
the Ministry of Health imposing an order

on the hospital. That is how boards are

constituted. I think it's dangerous for me
to assume that I have the right to interfere

in their internal processes.

Mr. Stokes: Those decisions are made on

your budgetary restraints. They have a right
to object.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. Roy: Yes, Mr. Chairman. The item
that we are about to vote on, of course, is

the maior one in the supt)lementarv esti-

mates. It is an amoimt of $198 million. It

is just sta^rgering that we are just going
to take a few minutes for this. I suppose it's

like the few minutes we took for the $2.3
billion budget that we discussed a few
months ago.

This has to be said, Mr. Chairman, to the

minister, that it's hicrh time we got a bit of

action out of him. The gestation period nor-

mally takes nine months. You have had 10
months. You are a bit late. Maybe there is

something that's going to happen.

Mr. Chairman, we used to deride the min-
ister's predecessor, the hon. member for

Ouinte (Mr. Potter) when he came in with
his famous supnlementarv estimates of $50
million. You really make him look like a rank
amateur. My God, you are coming in with
four times the amount, and all the while
we have had a succession of health min-
isters who have talked about constraints.

How often did we hear that from your
predecessor—constraints?

Mr. Stokes: That is to pay for hospital
workers.

Hon. Mr. Miller i On a point here; you are

then, of course saying we are wrong in giving

any salary increases to the hospital employees
of Toronto this year?

Mr. Roy: No, we derided you for having
kept the hospital workers in a closed shop
and a strait-jacket. You had forced them into

a situation where they couldn't strike, and

yet you would put ceilings on them. It bor-

dered on negligence what you were doing to

these people.

But that is not the situation. What we are

talking about is cutting out the fat in other

areas. We are saying to you that if you had

reorganized your ministry it would cut fat;

I think it's cynical of you to suggest that

we were against wage increases for the hos-

pital workers, the nurses, the technicians and

so on, especially when one considers the gap
between them and other health professionals,

such as the doctors. The gap has increased

between the doctors and the people at the

bottom end of the scale. There was no fuss

when you gave the doctors an increase.

Mr. Chairman, we're talking here to a

minister who is the successor to a line of

ministers who have been talking about con-

straints. But have we seen any constraints?

The minister was the first to admit that he

was not controlling his Health budget. He
was crying to the public all fall about the

need to bring in constraints, but I can recall

his predecessor saying in this House on a

regular basis that he had a constraint pack-

age somewhere.

Mr. Chairman, we on this side of the

House must say to the minister that it's time

for some action. You know, the minister

mentioned the hospitals; and while we appre-
ciate that these supplementary estimates are

mainly for the wage increases, I say to him

that he should have forseen that that was

inevitable. How long did he think he wbs

going to keep the hospital workers at the rate

they couldn't live on? How long did he think

he was going to have them respect the law

which did not allow them to strike? And how

long did he think they were prepared to

accept the ceilings that he had imposed on

them? The minister placed them in an im-

possible situation.

The minister's excuse is that he had to give
these people an increase. What we're saying
to him is that this was inevitable and, in the

light of that, he should have been looking

at other areas. I don't mean just this minister;

this should have been done over a period of

years. But he should have brought in some
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of the constraints that his predecessors had
talked about.

I can recall that the minister's predecessor,
the member for Quinte, instructed hospitals
to close beds and cut services. What has

happened to that? What about the alternative

health care facilities? Apparently, by your
own admission, that hasn't worked. In the

opening of your estimates we discussed the

fact that apparently there has been no reflec-

tion in the system of the alternative health

care facilities that were established and that

cost something like $100 million. And what
about your predecessor's famous constraint

package? We ve never seen that.

Mr. Chairman, we say to the minister that

it's all very well for him to go around and
talk about difiiculties in the Health ministry
and how, if it keeps going at this rate, it's

going to bankrupt the province and so on.

But we waited for some sort of action from
not only the minister's predecessor but also

from the hon. Bert Lawrence, who talked

about the same thing. We have waited, but

we still haven't seen anyone take a hard

decision. To do so requires some political

courage, Mr. Chairman; there's no question
about that. I've discussed that with the

minister before.

And that is what is so cynical about it.

Nothing is going to be done until the next

provincial election. The word is out: You're

not going to take any steps that will muddy
the waters or fluster an area of the commu-
nity. You've been doing a good job since

1971 of flustering and annoying many areas

of this province. Of course, for political rea-

sons, you're not going to accept your respon-

sibility. You're not going to show, I suggest,

any political courage in doing so.

I want to direct the minister's attention to

an article that appeared in the Toronto Star

on Dec. 9, 1974. It is an article by one Robin

Bagley, who is the chairman of the depart-
ment of behavioural science, faculty of

medicine. University of Toronto. In it he
talks about the need for a co-ordinated health

care plan for a just society.

He looks at health care in relation to es-

calating costs, and in terms of having no
curbs and no one apparently having any
controls on them. He states—and I quote:

At no time have specific aims about

levels of health, or ways to achieve these,

been publicly stated by any government in

Canada.

When the minister talks about the people
at the bottom end of the scale and whether

we would have objected to an increase in

salary in view of the increase in the budget
and the supplementary estimates, I think,
Mr. Chairman, it is significant that in the

'proportional wage increases by certain health

professionals, the gap that has been created

over a number of years, instead of being re-

duced in fact has increased. Looking at this,

it says:

The income gap between well and poor-
ly paid health workers has not held con-

stant but has widened. In 1962 the gap
between doctors' average net income and
staff nurses was about $12,000; by 1969,
it had risen to $24,000. The gap in 1962
between doctors and nursing auxiliaries

was $13,143; seven years later it was

$26,613. Even with the higher wage set-

tlements and inflation, the disparity has

risen by some 100 per cent.

That is what we have been talking about.

Every time you are prepared or you make
some sort of noise—and the noises have been

coming two ministers ago, two predecessors

ago—and you say that you are going to take

some hard decisions, that you are going to

take some steps to curb health costs, some
of the more wealthy and some of the major
professionals in this province have made you
back down; and this is famous. For instance,

the medical profession said to you: "You are

not going to tell us where we are going to

I)ractice, who we are going to see, and how
we are going to get paid."

I have discussed this with the minister a

number of times, Mr. Chairman, and as much
respect as I have for him on a personal basis,

I am starting to wonder whether the mem-
ber for High Park (Mr. Shulman) wasn't right

when he asked for your resignation two
weeks after you had the job. I thought he
was exaggerating a litde bit but I am starting

to wonder. You are a very personable indivi-

dual, but surely you are going to have to

take some action pretty soon, because you
are not going to do it just by talking. I sup-

pose you are going to get a lot of flak from
members in your own party, but surely the

health of this province is more important
than any political expediency.

Mr. Chairman, on this point the article

goes on to say why there have been no
curbs imposed. I would encourage the min-
ister to read this. One of the points suggested

by the author here is to state what is pro-

posed, say, in the Mustard report—the co-

ordination of health professionals working to-

gether. For instance, there is the question
of the hospital setting as a health centre

rather than just as some place where you
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put people who are very sick, you put them
in bed there. Again you failed on that.

For instance, your predecessor Lawrence
had suggested that health centres might be
a good idea. Your second predecessor. Potter,*

came along and torpedoed many of the

projects that were under way. Now you seem
to be encouraging it again. Mustard, of

course, in his report, is encouraging this type
of practice.

This is why you have had inconsistent

policies throughout. Just look at the policy,
for instance, in relation to denturists, if you
want to see flip-flopping back and forth.

Mr. Chairman, the author of this article

goes on to say:

A recent study by the US Navy shows
that there is a proliferation of health jobs
with extensive duplication of work func-
tions. With no lowering of quality of

patient care, 50 work categories were re-

duced to 16. Based on a nine-year in-depth
study of the work of a group of doctors,
Dr. Wolfe and I found that the average
family doctor, if his way of work was
reorganized, could carry a list of 4,000
patients. This step would require the trans-

fer of some 40 to 50 per cent of the work
he now does to colleagues with shorter

training who would work in a team ar-

rangement with him.

These are all some of the matters that I men-
tioned in the original estimate. Mr. Chairman,
the author goes on to say:

Considerable political courage will be
required to introduce new measures.

It is sad to say that here we are going along,
having thought things were bad under his

predecessor Potter when we saw a $50 million

estimate, and now we are looking at some-

thing just in the area of hospitals of $198
million, and we are going to spend a few
minutes on it. But I think these things have
to be said, and it is sad to say that I hope
we don't reach the point some time where
onr health delivery programme in this prov-
ince is really seriously jeopardized because
a succession of ministers hasn't had the guts
to do something rather than give us only talk.

Mr. Chairman: The member for St. George.
No-excuse me—the member for Cochrane
South.

Mr. Ferrier: Mr. Chairman, I would like to

sav that my understanding is that the majority
of this vote is for increased wages to hos-

pital workers, and I must say that I'm very
happy to be in a position to vote on an item

like this, because this has been the year when
there has been some significant catcnup in the

wages paid to our hospital workers. Perhaps-
it's far from being ideal but the catchup has

gone on in hospitals across the province. For
that reason I'm happy to see that they're

getting it and I don't object in any way to the

voting of money that is going to go to them.

There is a question or two that I might
ask. The former Minister of Health had in-

timated that there were certain members of

the medical profession who perhaps could be

put on to a salary basis rather than a fee for

service—such as radiologists and pathologists.
I wonder if the minister might say if there is

any movement in that direction, if they have
come to any conclusion as to what category
or position they might decide to put on a

salary basis rather than the fee for service—
which can be extremely lucrative at the same
time they are using our hospital facilities,

which are being provided for them by the-

public purse?

Another thing concerns extended care and
it's a little bit of a parochial thing. Do you
know if there is any more action or feedback
to you from the group in my riding as to

chronic care facilities in Timmins? With that,

I won't prolong the debate.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Chairman, salary
contracts rather than a fee for service are
sometimes made with two groups, at least

in hospitals, and those are most often the

pathologists and the radiologists, if that type
of agreement is entered into. I suspect if you
look at the average monthly income of those

two groups you'll find they head the scale

every month.

One reason they head it, of course, is the

very large technical component in both of

their fees, because they sometimes use other

people and equipment to perform the pro-
cedures for which they're paid.

Mr. Stokes: Yes, and each finger is a

procedure.

Hon. Mr. Miller: We do have, for general
practitioners, or group practices, the health

services organizations which do have as their

base a salary or a capitation form of payment
rather than a fee for service. These are not

being encouraged but they're being discussed

with groups that show interest in them across

the province. I say "not encouraged" because

any statistical data to date has, sadly enough,
shown that there are not anv savings at all in

these mechanisms—in fact, that cost of health

care delivery goes up, in many cases, under
these forms of payment.
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I can't answer any specific question on the

chronic care for the Timmins area. I can only

say I'll look into it for you and try to get you
an answer.

Mr. Farrier: Could I just get some clarifi-

cation on what you said? You mentioned this

capitation procedure that you had with some

physicians. Are you referring to the com-

munity health clinic in Sault Ste. Marie or

St. Catharines? Are you saying that there's

no saving in that kind of an operation, in that

kind of a way of treating patients?

I understand, and I haven't seen reports

for a couple of years, but at one point it

seemed extremely significant that the health

care costs were considerably lower in terms of

lesser use of hospital beds and prevention
that was taking place by this kind of delivery

of health care. I'm intrigued by what you
say. Do you mean that you are getting studies

that don't indicate a saving from that kind of

practice?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Yes.

Mr. Lewis: What, community practice?

Mr. Ferrier: Are you in a position to table

any reports or give us some details?

Hon. Mr. MiUer: Not yet, because they are

very elusive.

Mr. Ferrier: I hope you will be in a posi-

tion before too long to substantiate that witli

statistical studies, because it goes against

what we've been told and been led to

believe up until this point.

Hon. Mr. Miller: We are trying very hard

to get the statistical base that you are talking

about to tell us which is the better way. I

can only say that I, like many others-

Mr. Stokes: You arrive at a conclusion and
then get a statistical base to justify your
actions.

Hon. Mr. Miller: No, as a matter of fact, I

had exactly the same impressions that the
member for Cochrane South just expressed,
that there were probably very great savings
available through these mechanisms but, un-

fortunately, it would appear that there are

not. We will be as sorry to see that as I'm
sure you would be, because it has been one
of the pet academic theories that this was
the way to go about health delivery.

Mr. Ferrier: I understand there has been a

study done of the St. Catharines community
clinic which has just come out recently. Have
you seen that study? I would like to get a

commitment from you to table or make avail-

able some of the background material on
which you are basing these statements. I'd

like to see the St. Catharines study if it is

available, and to get much more detail and
particulars, because I must admit I'm pretty

sceptical of just what you said. I'm always
open to being convinced but I'd like to see

the facts to convince me.

Hon. Mr. Miller: I can assure you that I

haven't got a pre-determined point of view in

this. I am very anxious to see accurate, hard

figures that show me one of several things
and that we get better health care for the
dollars we spend. I'm told that the prelim-

inary studies are as I say and that I'm right.

Once in a while the minister, off the cuff, is

right.

It will be during 1975 that we have the
final studies on them. I saw preliminary

figures the other day that we discussed with
the people involved. Because they were pre-

liminary, we frankly felt that it wasn't wise
to release them—not because they would em-
barrass us, far from it; there is nothing to

embarrass us in them at all—but simply be-
cause they can perhaps cause some problems
to the clinics that are involved in the experi-
ments and we just don't want to disturb the
set of circumstances until we finish the study.

I think I mentioned in my last estimates

debate that we were trying for the first time

to make a pretty good, controlled study of

the total cost of health for the patients in-

volved in these clinics, and not just the serv-

ices delivered at the clinic, which are pretty

easy to tie down. You can take the total cost,

divide it by the total number of patients and

you've got the cost.

There are other factors. How many tests

are ordered? How many admissions to hos-

pital occur? How do these compare to the

other forms of practice and so on? Those
kinds of data are coming to me. They were,

unfortunately, a long way from good on the
first basis. The hardest thing of all is quality.

We can argue forever about whether the

quality of care is better or not, but if we
are putting more people in hospital under
one form than we are in another form, I

start to question whether the overall quality
is better.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to

say in the first instance there is no question
that the Liberal Party was very pleased to

see that the hospital workers did receive the
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additional wages to which they had long
been entitled. However, one of the things that

the minister said today leaves me in some
distress — that is, his attitude to hospital

boards. I know that I will probably run afoul

of my colleague from York Centre, but

philosophically we are not apart.

In a smaller area it is possible to have

hospital boards which are related closely to

the community and which take responsibility

in looking at the hospital and at the type of

delivery of health service that a community
wants. My concern is with the large hospi-

tals in the city of Toronto.

I have served on two of those boards and,

actually, to say that they are accountable is

really not that accurate. They are run as I

presume a board of directors runs a banking
institution. It is very diflBcult for many to

really have any input into the overview of

that hospital or its concerns.

I certainly don't want to denigrate those

who have served. They have been citizens

who were concerned. Usually they have con-

tributed personally of their fortune to the

hospitals. But I think in this day and age we
have to stop looking at the hospitals as they
were when they began, and look at them as

they are today, in receipt of tremendous
sums of money.

There is really no public accountability of

a board. It is true they have to get their

budgets through you, but surely it is import-
ant that there be some form of public

accountability when they are handling the

kinds of funds that are available. At the

least there should be ongoing consultation

between you and the ministry, so that you
can be assured the hospital is not only cut-

ting out fat but also cutting into any ineffi-

ciencies that may exist.

The concept of hospitals hasn't really

changed all tiiat much over the long years.
It has become more sophisticated, but in the

initial stages it was really a case where a

hospital was developed for those who were

wealthy; in the case of the poor it was as a

charitable act. This can no longer, of course,
be the philosophy in this century. I can't

help but feel there is much too much stress

put by the minister on the autonomv of hos-

pital boards which don't reflect the total

needs of the community.

I asked the minister if he were reviewing
admission policies from hospital to hospital
in Toronto. He did not seem to understand
what an admission policy was at that point.
I would hope by now he may have had' an

opportunitv to discuss this situation with his

staflF so that we could be assured that all

people are entitled to the same respect and
to the same programme, since the public has
so much input into the hospital costs.

I would like to give a for-instance. It is

one of the things which has disturbed me,
and I have taken it up with the hospital
involved. This of course is not so much
admissions, but it goes to the way in which
a patient receives treatment.

It happened that a former nurse broke her

leg on a Sunday in Toronto. She found out

that she had made a very serious mistake

when she went to the first hospital, which
was the closest, in order to have the leg

put into a cast. She was told to come back
on Thursday, because they didn't have peo-
ple there to look after that on Simday. And
she wound up going to Hamilton to have a

leg placed in a cast.

It seems to me that we shouldn't be in

that position with the revenues that are flow-

ing into the hospital cofi^ers today. I can't

believe, but I would like to be reassured,
that no hospital is prepared to use the pa-
tients who enter for student purposes without

the consent of the patient; and that that

consent is sought regardless of the financial

ability of a person. I would hope that the

minister would at least look into that

situation.

In the matter of extended care the min-
ister is very much aware of mv concerns. I

don't think there is very much that I can

say except that if hospitals are forced to cut

back on their social services, I would like to

know what programme they have to ensure

that in a major hospital, such as Toronto

General, the patient is not lost in the shuffle

in getting into the extended care programme.

I would like to understand, too, what hap-

pens in the case of a nursing home where a

patient is put on extended care. I wonder
what kind of overview there is from the

ministrv in view of the per diem rates that

are paid to first ensure that the patient is in

fact placed on extended care and, secondly,

that his ministry is not duplicating to a

nursing home the moneys paid by the patient

to the nursing home.

I have drawn to the attention of this min-

istry one case in point. The person in the

ministry to whom I was speaking was rather

startled to find that a person placed on ex-

tended care through ministry funding was

still, in fact, required by the nursing home
to pay something in the neighbourhood of

$526 a month because there had been no

real overview by the ministry.
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I would hope that that kind of situation

doesn't happen too often. I think we have

to at least hope that the moneys are used

for the purposes for wfhich they are intended,

and that we are not in a position in where
we are allowing duplication and waste to

take place.

Finally, on the matter of psychiatric serv-

ices, I have two comments. Both are mat-

ters that concern me deeply. One is the

policy of trying to bring certain patients into

a community without adequate consideration

of the effect on the family which is required
to take them back into the home.

I would cite a case in point, one which
was known to someone who was a con-

sultant in your ministry, Dr. Appleton. I

don't know whether he still has a capacity
there. But this is the case of a woman who
is apparently deeply disturbed. There seem
to be various diagnoses of her condition, all

of which imply, at least to my mind, that

there is a good deal of mental difficulty but,
because of the policies of this ministry she

is not accepted in a hospital. She has been
in the home with her mother, who is in her

latp 80s, and another daughter, who is her-

self under tremendous pressure as a result

of this.

In discussing this matter with a doctor

on staff of one of our hospitals, he felt

and stated that this kind of policy was one
which you wished to put into effect and
then tried to get doctors to concur in and
that, in fact, it was not very different from
the Hitler twilight sleep that we have known
in the past. Certainly, what it does to a

family is horrendous.

I hear another criticism and I regret that

I have not been able to get to do enough
of a study in depth to know whether the

allegations are correct or not. In increasing
numbers I am hearing that in least one of

our Ontario hospitals the decision as to

whether or not a patient will be admitted
seems to devolve more and more, not on
the psvchiatric staff but on the social works
staff. I would like an explanation of that.

Also, it seems to float as to whether or not
treatment will be available.

Those are my comments, Mr. Chairman,
as briefly as I could make them on this

section.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Chairman, the ad-

missions policy the member talked about is

under review. I asked both the Ontario Hos-

pital Association and the College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons to look into practices
of admission. People entering teaching hos-

pitals, in the main, are expected to be avail-

able for clinical study. Without this kind
of basis for teaching of medicine, we
wouldn't have any medical students. I under-
stand that it is always the right of a patient
to refuse to be used for study. That is an
inalienable right, and the patient only needs
to be aware of that if there is any question
as to that right.

On extended care, of course, from time to

time, we catch the odd home or the odd

person who has charged us and dharged the

patient too. I have known of at least one
licence to be revoked on this basis. I under-
stand action has been taken within the last

very few days on another possibly similar

case. I can only tell you that in general
we are made aware of these very quickly,
because families somehow are aware that

charges are being made against their parent's
estate in excess of the amount they predict.
We originally set the amount that they can

pay for semi-private or private care, as you
know. If it exceeds that amount, any person
has the right to ask us for an audit, which
we will gladly do.

Psychiatric policies of return to the com-

munity are one of the most difficult areas

we have. You may recall the recent case

where a person on a loosened warrant com-
mitted murder. I can assure the House—and
I haven't made this statement in the House
before—that no person will now be released

on a loosened warrant to the community
without the police being aware, without

specific instruction being given to the hos-

pital to which that person is returned so that

conditions must be monitored, or without

contact being guaranteed between the hos-

pital and that person while he or she is in

the community. We will have a guaranteed
link with those patients who are on a

loosened Lieutenant Governor's warrant.

That is only a very small percentage of

the people involved in psychiatric release

to the community. For the others, we are

doing our best to have an out-patient basis.

The problem is: where do you keep a

person for his benefit, in the community or

in the hospital? There is still a fair amount
of argument on this. I think Queen St. Mental
Health Centre has been for some time run-

ning an interesting study to determine when
the patient recovers the fastest—whether it is

with the patient being within the hospital or

in the community. It does require adequate
homes, and that's the weakest of all the links,

because it is exceptionally difficult anywhere
to find either communities willing to have
homes for groups of emotionally disturbed
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people or individual homes willing to take

them. I can only say that this is a community
responsibility that we have to make communi-
ties aware of; that we simply can't have

people kept in institutions or left without ade-

quat«^ care because we can't find simulated

residential homes for them. It's an essential

step, all the psychiatrists tell me, in the

rehabilitation of mentally ill people.

I can't comment upon the admissions policy
at psychiatric hospitals, except to say that

t^-'e whole treatment of a patient in a psy-
chiatric hospital today is generally done on a

grouD basis, where you have a team of dif-

ferent disciplines working together and it is

not automatic that the physician is the leader

of that team. So, it may well be, in certain

cases, that the leader of a particular team that

mav be involved in admissions—and I want to

verify this—may not necessarily be a phy-
sician.

Mrs. Campbell: One question, if I may,
Mr. Chairman, flowing from what the minis-
ter said: If, in fact, it is the policy of this

government, one. to try to reduce costs—and
being a Scot. I love to see that thrust—and

secondly, perhaps to give more creative care
to the psychiatric patient the decision is made
to put that patient back into the community;
if we do that in order to improve things, why
then is the municipality faced with trying to

accommodate to government policy, to enable
the government to effect savings in costs, as
well as, hopefully, the rehabilitation of the

patients? Why is it left, as it is, apparently,
mostly in this area, to the family itself, which
is often in the poorest position to be able to

cope with a person in that condition, either

financially or emotionally?

Could I have an answer to that?

Hon. Mr. Miller: I don't know that the
statements you've made are factual to that

degree. I would say that we're trying very
hard to find places where we're not throwing
the onus on the family, because we recognize
in many instances that the basic seat of the
emotional distress lay with the family; that
was the cause of the trouble. And while we're
trving to simulate the family conditions in
other nlaces, this often nms into the stone
wall of municipal zoning, as you know. If I

face any stone wall in trying to improve a

programme, that's it right now.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for
Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Thank you, Mr. Chair-
-man. I wanted to ask of the minister a few
questions concerning the general hospitals

and related activities. Apparently there is

$195 million allocated for the operation of

hospitals and related facilities. Surely some
of that money would actually go to things
other than salary increases?

The minister is quite aware of my ap-
proaching him back quite some time ago for

the establishment of a six-bed bum unit at

Metropolitan Hospital. The minister looked

very favourably at the establishment of the
unit. The minister knew that the firemen in

the local community had a fund-raising drive

and were able to raise, from my information,
sufficient funds to support their portion of the
establishment of the bum unit. In fact, I

think to date they have $140,000 cash. But
before they could set up the unit in the hos-

pital, I understand there would be the need
for either some design changes or stmctural

changes to the hospital. Is the minister pre-
pared to assist the hospital so that they can

go right ahead with the development of the
bum unit at Metropolitan Hospital?

Hon. Mr. Miller: As the member well

knows, not only did I approve that pro-
gramme but I visited the hospital. I saw the

floors that they wanted to change. They said

there were minimal structural changes re-

quired, they were buying some equipment
and they would start the programme. I know
of no stumbling block that we are holding
in their way. I could be wrong. If I am, I

would like the specifics of it either through
my own staff or from you.

Mr. B. Newman: Could I suggest to the

minister that he check with his staff because
Mr. Charlie Leighton of the fire department
in the community, did have a meeting with

your officials on Monday of this week and

they are a little concerned that there may be
a delay in the development of this burn unit.

I don't have to go into anv discussion con-

cerning the merits of the unit, the uniqueness
of the unit, what it can mean as far as the

delivery of health services is concerned. That
is all well known. So I would suggest to you,
Mr. Minister, that you look into it and see if

it can be expedited so that the unit can be
•established. The moneys are there as far as

the firefighters are concerned. I understand
there is some delay in your ministry.

I wanted to ask one other question of the

minister, and that is, when a patient is trans-

ferred from a local wing of a psychiatric

hospital to the Ontario Hospital, regardless of

the patient's age, why is the family not noti-

fied? They claim that if the individual is over
18 years of age there is no need for notifica-

tion. Maybe there is no need, but from a
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compassionate point of view I think it would

make good sense to have the parents of the

individual notified. It did disturb two differ-

ent people in my community enough to write

to me concerning this. I express this to the

minister to see if that type of problem can

he overcome.

Hon. Mr. Miller: It seems proper that they
should be notified if they are easily available,

unless they have disappeared, as sometimes

is the case. I would agree with you that they
should be notified.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Sudbury.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Thank you,

Mr. Chairman. I would like to spend a little

time on talking to the minister regarding our

extended care programme. I know the minis-

ter has received various letters from me as a

result of complaints of constituents.

Because these facilities are in private hands

and because they are motivated on the profit

principle, they require more policing, I

suspect, than what the minister is granting

them. I know the minister has received

numerous letters from me regarding com-

plaints about food service and about stafiBng.

Certainly, once the matter is raised the min-

ister does send in an inspector, but I would
be interested in knowing about the kind

of continuing and ongoing inspection in these

particular nursing homes.

I am also interested in having the minister

explain to me the requirements for gaining

entry into these Extendicare nursing homes.

1 will recite one case, which I brought to

the minister's attention, wherein two patients

were transferred from the North Bay
psychiatric unit and they ended up in the

Extendicare nursing home in Sudbury. Be-

cause of shortage of staff there are no male
attendants on duty on the night shift in that

particular institution. There are females only,

who cannot physically take care of them-
selves. You will recall that one of the females

in attendance at night got pounded by one
of these persons who had been admitted

from the North Bay psychiatric unit.

I must say that you are putting people in

a hazardous position when you have an in-

stitution of this size with no male attendants

whatsoever to subdue an unruly person who
has just been released from a psychiatric unit.

I just wonder how these people were ad-

mitted to our Extendicare institutions. It is

unrealistic that a person should have to go
on compensation for three or four weeks
because she was not strong enough to man-

handle a patient. Those institutions do not

have the necessary facilities for handling

people who are unstable, as far as their

mental capacity is concerned.

We took the minister's name in vain this

afternoon when I was talking to his confrere,

the Minister of Community and Social Serv-

ices (Mr. Brunelle). We were talking about

the Sudbury nursing home where we have re-

tarded children who have been admitted to

that particular institution from the Rideau

regional psychiatric unit. We discussed the

fact that this building, even though it is a

new building, warm and well-lighted, is real-

ly not the proper place for retarded children

who had been confined to an institution such

as Rideau regional. The only defence the

Minister of Community and Social Services

could make was that it had met the criteria

as set down by the Minister of Health. I

just wonder what the criteria are then from

tlie minister for looking after retarded chil-

dren, because I think the environment they're

in now in the Sudbury nursing home is

really not that which is proper for retarded

children.

I had the occasion within the last month

or so to pay a visit to this particular institu-

tion. There was a whole floor, the fifth floor,

full of retarded children who had been

transferred in from Rideau regional. On
duty that night on that particular floor were

two young women, neither one of them a

registered nurse. The only credentials they

had were as registered nursing assistants.

There was no registered nurse on duty fn

that building that night. There was only

one registered nurse on the staff. She works

dayshift. This whole institution then runs

with the expertise that registered' nursing

assistants' have.

By the way, this girl, who was in charsre

of that particular floor and who had custody
of about 40 retarded children, was earning

the grand sum of $2.45 an hour. This is what

the profit motive in the nursing home is do-

ing to the employees, when a young girl,

barely out of school, has to accept the re-

sponsibility of 40 retarded children, some of

them bigger than herself, for the grandiose
sum of $2.45 an hour.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Shame.

Mr. Germa: When I asked her why she

didn't get a union in she intimated that the

management, who happens to be a former

back-bencher on the Conservative side, Mr.

Gaston Demers, one of the owners-

Mr. Foulds: Who is he?
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Mr. Gcrma: —could fire people faster than

they could sign union cards and, therefore,

she had to work for $2.45 an hour.

I think that's a horrendous responsibility

to bring on a person to have to accept that

type of responsibility and the hazardous situ-

ation she was in in the middle of the night.

She admitted right then that there were no

restraining devices in that particular institu-

tion to restrain some of these retarded chil-

dren, if it became necessary. There were no

male attendants on in that entire institution

to restrain people who became unruly. Yet

this situation exists in at least the two

nursing homes that I am familiar with and
that I have paid personal visits to in the

city of Sudbury.
As for the food problem, you have a letter

on your desk right now, or will have, re-

garding a complaint about food service and

delivery of food in that particular institution.

Maybe those retarded kids can live on
hot dogs but the aged citizens on the

geriatric floor, the sixth floor, claim that they
cannot live on the hot dogs which are being
served. That or bologna seems to be the

staple diet.

Mr. Laughren: I have had complaints too.

Mr. Stokes: What about that cheap ham?
Is that going in there?

Mr. Cerma: Yes, they get "fine ham.**

Mr. Foulds: Do they get maple syrup?

Mr. Germa: I used to live in a boarding
house where we had five different kinds of

bologna. The first night we'd have round

bologna. The next night they would cut it

in half and she would call it half-moon

bologna and we had fried bologna the next

night. You can dress up all these things and
create a different menu but, fundamentally,

you're just getting schinkenwurst, as I think

they call it in the trade.

Hon. Mr. Miller: That accounts for your
speech.

Mr. Germa: Another problem I'd like to

ask the minister about is the formation of

district health councils. I don't see anything
in the supplementary estimates regarding
district health councils. We are waiting des-

perately in the city of Sudbury to bring some
rationalization into the delivery of health

services. I think until such time as we get
an overall umbrella body controlling these

particular hospitals which are vying for

credibility and vying for power—we know

that the emergency ward at the Memorial

Hospital is on the verge of being phased out.

I understand the minister is basing that de-

cision on the fact that there are not enough
people using the emergency ward. But in the

Sudbury General Hospital the average wait-

ing time to get into emergency is about three

hours.

I don't know whether that is connected

with another problem which I see, in that

the government ambulance service in the

city of Sudbury is run and controlled by the

Sudbury General Hospital. Is the hospital

using the ambulance service to keep their

emergency ward full? I'm asking the ques-

tion, not making accusations, but I think that

until such time as we get a district health

council and the ambulance service can be

used as an independent service, not con-

trolled by any one particular hospital, espe-

cially when I know and see the competitive-

ness that we have in these three particular

hospitals in Sudbury—is the ambulance serv-

ice being used to augment the emergency
ward in the Sudbury General Hospital?

The Minister of Community and Social

Services said this afternoon: "Well, you
know how northern Ontario is — we don't

have certain facilities for looking after peo-

ple." When we were talking about retarded

children, he said: "We just don't have the

facilities and we have to improvise." There

is an acknowledged lack of health delivery

service throughout northern Ontario.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Germa: Just a moment, Mr. Minister.

I'm going to read from your annual report

just a couple of statistics which you placed
on our desks a short while ago. It has to do

with claims payments under OHIP. I see

here on this chart on page 15 that the city

of Toronto, which has 27.5 per cent of the

Ontario population-

Ron. Mr. Miller: Tliat has been done

already.

Mr, Germa: I beg your pardon?

Mr. Chairman: That's been gone throu^
earlier on in the estimates.

Mr. Germa: Was there an answer given
to this particular question?

Mr. Chairman: Yes.

Mr. Germa: I'll read it in Hansard. But
I'd like to put Sudbury's figures on the

record.
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Mr. Chairman: They were on the record,

too.

Mr. Genua: I will check that out, but has

the minister rationalized why there is such

disparity in moneys being put into the sys-

tem in southern Ontario vis-a-vis northern

Ontario?

Mr. Foulds: That's the fundamental ques-

tion.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Chairman, I did read

those in. I pointed out that the cost per

patient in your area is roughly twice the

cost per patient in the south.

Mr. Foulds: And whose fault is that?

Mr. Germa: That's probably why we need

a district health council—to get rid of some
of the competitive atmosphere up there.

Competition creates high costs—I'm sure you
are aware of that.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Those are non-profit or-

ganizations.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Scarborough West.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, I want to deal

very briefly with two hobby-horses -v^'hich

will invite no particular response from the

minister—one with enormous brevity and one
to take a couple of minutes on.

I want to use this vote to reiterate some^

thing which I know the minister agrees with
and which I think many members of the

House agree with. Whenever we talk about

psychiatric services in the province, one of
the most vexing problems is the need to

redistribute those services from the mono-
lithic hospitals into community-based settings
and the very real resistance that exists in so

many communities to diff^erents models of

mental health care.

I think that unhappily there are even
some members of the minister's party—I
won't stoop to name them—who are them-
selves opposed to community-based mental
health. They don't understand the impor-
tance of moving out of the medical model
and into the community, and have given
encouragement to some of the most ob-
noxious and objectionable ratepayer groups
who have the capacity to resist social change
of a useful and important kind wherever it

might occur.

I am still of the opinion, Mr. Chairman,
and put it to the minister, that the only way
we will overcome the kind of mindless preju-
dice that is focussed on mental illness and

mental retardation for kids or for adults from
some community associations, ratepayers'

groups and even supposedly mature poli-

ticians, is to pass general legislation which re-

quires municipalities to permit the establish-

ment of these homes. The regulations can, of

course include within them distances, geo-

graphic locations, zoning and so on, but that

it would be impossible for any given council,

any given ratepayers' group, simply because

they were perverse and of a kind of anti-

social spirit, to prevent the establishment of

such a setting.

Now, Mr. Chairman, the other hobby-horse
I want to ride is one which preoccupies many
of us on this sidfe of the House increasingly
and relates to the expenditure of—what? $195
million, did you say? This is for general hos-

pitals and related activity for the wages for

hospital workers.

Mr. Chairman, I want to use the oppor-

tunity to put briefly on the record the con-

tinuing impression that the public sector bar-

gaining, which the hospital workers dispute

represented, is on us with a vengeance. The
hospital workers triggered it, as it were; but

we immediately moved into prolonged teach-

er negotiations, the transit workers, the social

workers with Big Brothers—and now we are

right in the midst of the civil service nego-
tiations.

Mr. Chairman, it is a strongly held convic-

tion of this party that when you are dealing
in the public sector with public sector em-

ployees, the rules of the game have to

change. One of the reasons we are in such

trouble in public sector negotiations in On-
tario is because we are applying the prin-

ciples and the techniques of industrial sector

bargaining to the public sector predicament.
It's just wrong, Mr. Chairman, and it has to

change.

It is interesting to note that the Ministry of

Health at the most senior echelons, and the

Minister of Health himself, were vastly more
eff^ective in bringing an end to the hospital

workers dispute than were the conciliators

and mediators of the Ministry of Labour—be-

cause they are simply not attuned to the

questions of public sector bargaining.

Public sector bargaining, Mr. Chairman, is

characterized by a couple of facets which

simply are not true in the industrial sector.

First of all, for many people—hospital
workers and civil servants being obvious ex-

amples—the ultimate strike weapon is re-

moved in advance. When you remove a strike

weapon from people, or the ultimate eco-

nomic threat, you have to build into your
collective bargaining apparatus much more
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candour and much more flexibility. That's

No. 1.

No. 2: When the public, the large public
dares the consequences of a collective bar-

gaining
breakdown, then it means again that

le collective bargaining process has to be
much more adaptive and much more flexible

than it is in an industrial sector dispute.

The industrial sector is characterized by
manipulation, by wheeling and dealing, by
preposterous demands on both sides, which
are then gradually diminished by llth-hour

tightrope walking; by all of the things to

which they have been attuned for the last

40 or 50 years. They work well in the indus-

trial sectCMT, but don't work at all in the pub-
lic sector.

Mr. Chairman, that has to be altered. What
we are seeing now with the civil service

negotiations is really a reflection of that, if

I may say. I hope it's not a mistake to talk

about the civil service negotiations while

they are taking place. As a matter of fact,

they are quite germane—because the two
most militant sections of the civil service are
the correctional people and those in the psy-
chiatric hospitals.

As a matter of fact, if we are talking about
money for psychiatric services or in this

province, even with emergency services pro-
vided by a responsible civil service associa-

tion, the most unhappy consequences would
be felt in the area of the psychiatric hospi-
tals.

What is needed in these fields is a change.
Surely that is what is harassing the civil ser-
vice negotiations; threat and counter-threat,
ultimatum and counter-ultimatum, surely
that's what's harassing the civil service nego-
tiations, negotiations in public in the Legisla-
ture, That's no way to conduct negotiations.
That's the industrial formula, not the public
sector formula.

May I say in passing, Mr. Chairman, that

happily today the Civil Service Association
reduced its demand to 29 per cent, as I
understand it, which therefore allows us a
margin within which an agreement can
surely be reached. Ill say no more about it.

I want to add this in terms of this vote:
I really believe, Mr. Chairman, that we
should establish a public sector mediation
group, probably responsible to the Chairman
of the Management Board, or reporting
through the Chairman of the Management
Board, i>erhaps even reporting through one
of the secretariats, whose job would be to

intervene in advance of and during and dis-

pute with the kind of sensitivity and flexi-

bility which would allow us to avoid the-

kinds of confrontations that are apparent in.

the industrial sector.

We could use it in the teachers' disputes.
We could surely use it now. We could use

it with the civil service. We could have
used it with the hospital workers. We could
have used it with the social workers in the

social agency in Toronto which was afflicted

by a breakdown for seven weeks. I must

say, Mr. Chairman, that I really think it

would make a great deal of sense.

I point out to you, sir, that it's the Min--
ister of Education who has to run down
to the Royal York or wherever it is over
the dinner hour to try to be an arbiter in,

the dispute between the Windsor board and
the Windsor teachers. It was the Minister
of Health who had to intervene in the hos-

pital workers' dispute. I have no doubt it

will require a ministerial intervention in

the civil service.

Therefore, within the public sector bar-

gaining—and this vote is the classic example-
of public sector bargaining—there must be
established a work group equivalent to the

conciliation and mediation group of the Min-
istry of Labour which will see public sector

bargaining as a process of candour, of forth-

rightness, of directness—where you are deal-

ing with people who don't want the manipu-
lative, ritual, mystical process; where both
sides don't start either absurdly low or

absurdly high; where there is a sense of

public accountability during the bargaining,-
where people can deal with hospital workers,,
teachers or others who don't understand so

much of the ritual that is characteristic of

Stelco and the Steelworkers or CM and the
Auto Workers. They understand none of that

process. They want none of that process.

They respond to direct and flexible human-
intervention.

Now that we have got the public sector

bargaining upon us, I just want to appeal to

you—and I use this vote as the device—

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): That kind of bar-

gaining without a strike too.

Mr. Lewis: Okay, I am not challenging
that. I am saying that with the public sector

right on us now, full flush, let us not use the
old industrial sector techniques. When this:

fracas of the civil service is over, I will con-
cede to you. I won't do it now; but after it's

over, I'll concede to you certain position-
on both sides—

Hon. Mr. Winkler: We aren't far apart..
We aren't far apart on our thinking.
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Mr. Lewis: —that I thought were un-

necessarily paralleling the industrial sector,

where they have no application at all. Cer-

tainly we can never go through another

tightrope act, as the minister was subjected
to and the public was subjected to in the

hospital workers' dispute. That should not

happen again. I submit to you it wouldn't

happen in the public sector if we adopted
a rationale and an approach profoundly differ-

ent from those that characterize collective

bargaining elsewhere. I don't want to refine it

further. I think there are some rather explicit

refinements that can be made and some de-

tails that can be added, but I think this is

the appropriate place to make the point.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister, do you want
to reply?

Hon. Mr. Miller: No, not at this time.

Mr. Stokes: I have just got two very
brief-

Mr. Chairman: No, the member for Huron-
Bruce has the floor.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr, Chair-

man, I just want to raise a matter with the

minister that has been raised a number of

times before in the House, but I think it is

v/orthwhile to draw it to his attention again
on this occasion, particularly in view of the

fact that I got a letter from one of my con-

stituents, a medical doctor, who feels just

as strongly about it as I do. I do not want
to read letters into the record, Mr. Chairman,
but on this occasion, with your permission,

sir, I would like to do so at this time.

Mr. Chairman: We will have to find out

what is in it first.

Mr. Gaunt: It is addressed to me and it

says:

As president of the Huron county med-
ical society I wish to bring to your at-

tention a few factors which in recent

weeks have become quite disturbing to

our membership inasmuch as we look upon
these as being particularly dangerous and
destructive to the profession as well as

not being in the best interests of the

public as a whole.

This problem has to do with the recent

tendency to close the staffs of hospitals
across the province; for example, the re-

cent North York problem with Dr. Schiller

and the Scarborough hospital with a sim-
ilar problem, where qualified individuals

were denied privileges to practise their

profession despite the presentation of ac-

ceptable qualifications. This problem is

now more intensified by the recent prob-
lems manifested at Victoria Hospital in

London, as well as other examples else-

where in the province.

We understand that there are specific

problems that affect individual hospitals

and their respective boards and medical

staffs, but we feel that since hospitals

in the province have become funded by
public moneys the tendency should be to

open the staffs, not to restrict them.

The potential abuses are too restricted

staffs, are protean, and give rise to the

building of private and selective spheres
of influence and the building of profes-

sional dynasties which we believe are not

in the best interests of the public as a

whole.

Then he goes on to talk about why he feels

this way and why, if doctors are licensed to

practise medicine, they cannot do so. Why,,

having been licensed in the Province of On-

tario, is it then up to the medical board or

staff at any given hospital to make the jud-

gement as to whether a particular medical

doctor can practise in a particular hospital?

He makes the point later on in the letter

that if it's a question of qualifications, then

that surely has to be dealt vdth by the Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons, and that

those standards and qualifications will have

to be raised.

It is not up to the hospitals, either the

boards or the medical staff at any particular

hospital, to make the judgement as to

whether any particular doctor is allowed to

practise. Having graduated from medical

school, having successfully passed the exam-

inations, surely that person is then qualified

to practise in a hospital of his dhoice.

So, I say to the minister, I think this is

a problem that has cropped up periodically.

It seems to be increasing in momentum. I

think it's happening more frequently and I

think that the ministry is going to have to

deal with this problem. If a lavvver, for

instance, graduates, he can practise in any

of the courts in Ontario, certainly in Can-

adla.

Hon. Mr. Miller: He has to have a client

first.

Mr. Germa: So does the doctor.

Mr. Gaunt: But the doctor has to, too.

Mrs. Campbell: He opens his office first.
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Mr Gaunt: The doctor opens his o£Bce.

Undoubtedly he will get clients. He will

want to admit those clients into the hospital,

and if the medical staff at the hospital says
"No** then he's plumb out of luck. Frankly,
I don't think it's right and I think the min-

istry is going to have to come to grips with

it. I don't think the appeal procedure that

is now operational under the Act is working
and I am wondering, in the minute remain-

ing, what the minister is going to do
about it.

Hon. Mr. Miller: First of all, Mr. Chair-

man, I do disagree obviously.

Mr. Chairman: Before the minister an-

swers, the member for Thunder Bay has

one question he would like to ask. Maybe
you could answer them both at the same
time in the time remaining.

Mr. St(^es: Since I think, by unanimous

agreement, we are going to pass all of those

estimates at 6 o'clock, I have only one brief

question I would like to ask the minister

within this vote. The minister or his rep-
resentatives have on their desks now a re-

alistic submission from the McCausland Hos-

pital board in Terrace Bay asking for im-
mediate consideration of an application to

expand their hospital, in keeping with the

$200 million expansion by Kimberly-Clark
in that community. Will the minister assure

me and the board that a positive answer will

be forthcoming as soon as jyossible so they
will be able to get on and plan for the

expansion of that much-needed and urgent
facility in the town of Terrace Bay?

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Chairman, I couldn't

possibly answer the hon. member for Huron-
Bruce's philosophical point in a minute. I

can only tell him that the doctors themselves

by no means endorse the position that was
stated in the letter that you were given. But
that wouldn't be my reason for accepting it.

I can only tell you that if I'm going to get
doctors to go to places like those we just
talked about, then we can't let them all prac-
tise where they want to. That's a funda-

mental part of it. We're going to have to get
them where we need them.

I am prepared and I am planning steps to

solve the problem. Until such time as I have
had the opportunity to have these pass
through the normal channels—which in this

case involves the federal as well as the pro-
vincial government—I really can't do any
more than say I rate the problem as a very
important one.

Now for the other one. To promise a posi-
tive reply would be very dangerous. I will

simply be glad to review the problem and
do my best to assist, relative to other priori-
ties I face.

Vote 2803 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: That completes the supple-
mentary estimates of the Ministry of Health.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the
chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of supply begs to report it has some certain

resolutions.

Clerk of the House: Mr. W. Hodgson from
the committee of supply reports the following
resolutions:

Resolved: That supply in the following

supplementary amounts to defray the ex-

penses of the ministries named-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, I think that since we have the sup-

plementary estimates before us, and since

the detail of it and the repetition will appear
in the votes and proceedings, we could dis-

pense with the actual reading of the motion.

Resolution concurred in.

(See appendix page 6739)

Cleric of the House: The third order, House
in committee of the whole.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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APPENDIX

(See page 6738)

Mr. W. Hodgson from the committee of supply reported the following resolution which

was concurred in by the House:

Resolved:That supply in the following supplementary amounts and to defray expenses

of the government ministries named, be granted to Her Majesty for the fiscal year ending
March 31, 1975:

OFFICE OF THE SPEAKER

201. OfRce of the Speaker programme $ 992,000

MINISTRY OF GOVERNMENT SERVICES

702. Provision of accommodation programme 33,600,000

MINISTRY OF HOUSING

804. Housing development programme 103,000,000

MINISTRY OF REVENUE

904. Guaranteed income and tax credit programme 11,656,000

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

1702. Agricultural production programme 10,000,000

MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT

1903. Environmental control programme 13,791,000

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES

2202. Land management programme 2,100,000
2203. Outdoor recreation programme 1,000,000

MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATIONS

2302. Maintenance programme 1,240,000
2303. Construction programme 13,300,000

MINISTRY OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

2502. University support programme 3,105,000
2504. Student affairs programme 2,128,000

MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL SERVICES

2601. Ministry administration programme 951,000

2602. Income maintenance programme 17,324,000
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2603. Social and institutional services programme: capital operating and

other grants 12,110,000

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

2701. Ministry administration programme 55,910,000

MINISTRY OF HEALTH

2801. Ministry support services programme 918,000

2802. Promotion and protection programme 4,328,000

2803. Treatment and rehabilitation programme 208,378,000
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

EDUCATION ACT

House in committee on Bill 72, the Educa-

tion Act, 1974.

Mr. Chairman: Any comments, questions or

amendments? If so, which section?

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Section

1(1), paragraph 61. Is there anything before

that?

Mr. Chairman: Is there anyone with any-

thing before paragraph 61 of section 1(1)?

The member for Port Arthur.

On section 1:

Mr. Foulds moves that the words "Roman
Catholic" be deleted after the word "the"

and before the word "spouse" in the second
last line of the paragraph.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, I make this

motion in order that those couples, one of

whom is a Roman Catholic, can send their

children to the Roman Catholic separate
schools and support the Roman Catholic

separate schools with their taxes.

The intent of my motion is simply to deal

specifically with that one situation only; that

is, the situation in which the husband may
not be a Roman Catholic, his wife may be
a Roman Catholic and the children are

brought up as Roman Catholics, and they
both have mutually agreed to send their

children to the Roman Catholic separate
school system.

We've debated this in committee outside

of the Legislature. I won't go through all

those arguments that we put in standing
committee but I simply think that it is a

pjace to start. I know the minister's response
will have to do with the -fact that he would
rather wait until the Attorney General (Mr.

Welch) brings in the legislation dealing with

marriage laws, but at the present time there

are ways around the law and those ways
don't encourage, in fact, a respect for the

law. It's only those situations where both

spouses agree to send their children to the
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Roman Catholic separate school system and
where the husband is not a Catholic that I

wish to remedy. I think by simply striking

the words "Roman Catholic" out of the second

last line, that will include the spouse as a

Roman Catholic ratepayer. Thank you, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any other speakers
on this amendment? The hon. minister.

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Chairman, I understand the problem that

the hon. member is trying to direct himself

toward. I should point out, however, that

there are several court decisions tliat have

been rendered over the years that indicate

that where the husband is a Protestant and
the wife is a Roman Catholic there are ways
that the division of taxes can be arrived at

by leasing the premises, or some such manner,
but they have ruled that it is not possible
for the assessment to be directed to the

Roman Catholic school system, in that case,

if the husband is a non-Roman Catholic.

I feel that it would be unwise at this

time, in an interpretation or definitions sec-

tion of a bill, to attempt to establish a new
precedent in law. While there may be merit—
and certainly there is—in looking at this in

the future, I don't feel that this is the place
to change it.

I might say that this definition of "separate
school supporter" was drawn up after many
months of work with the very active co-

operation of Father Durosiers of the Ontario

Separate School Trustees Association.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Mr. Chair-

man, if I might just speak to the amendment
in response to what the minister has said,

as I understand his reasoning he says that

there is certain court interpretation of what
is permissible under the Assessment Act. You
seem to forget, Mr. Minister, that we, as

legislators, have precedence over the courts.

It we spell out in the definitions section

exactly what it's supposed to mean then we're

clearing up a court definition, because all

the court does is interpret certain words that

we are putting into legislation.

We should never have any fear in this

House, if the amendment has merit—and we
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think it has merit and, in fact, there is some

admission on the part of the minister that

that amendment has some merit—that a court

ruling in some place should afiFect us at all.

We're not in contempt of court or anything

else. We're supposed to be supreme in this

province. We make the laws and the courts

interpret those laws. If we make it as clear

as that, there is nothing offensive about that

at all.

I really don't see that the minister's com-

ments or his apprehension about the amend-

ment in relation to a court decision have any

validity here at all.

Mr. Foulds: If I might just say a few

words further, Mr. Chairman, it is my feeling

that if we redefine the term within the mean-

ing of our Act, then that wi,ll be taken into

consideration and into judgement by any court

in the province. If there is, in fact, conflicting

legislation, or conflicting clauses under the

Assessment Act, which I doubt, then it's for

the government to move in those areas to

clean that up as well.

The minister has an opportunity here, in

fact, to lead and to be the initiator of a

modest programme for the improvement of

the rights of these particular people. I see

no reason why we, as legislators, shouldn't

be willing to take that initiative on tlieir

behalf. That's the major reason I've put
forward the amendment at this time.

I know full well that Father Durosiers has

worked very closely and very assiduously
with the ministry committee and consultative

committee in drawing up the consolidation,

but I think there are a number of Roman
Catholic spokesmen throughout the province
who don't always entirely agree with Father

Durosiers. I say this without any—well, maybe
1 better not say it.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): He is not
infallible.

Mr. Foulds: What I was going to say is

he has not yet reached the status of in-

fallibility of the papacy.

Hon. A. Grossman (Provincial Secretary
for Resources Development): Watch it, watch
it.

Mr. Foulds: In fact I know that in the

Catholic press he and Father Matthews have
had some differences. I know that the ordin-

ary Catholic lay person has had some dif-

ferences with him.

Mr. Stokes: Even I disagreed with him on

occasion, and I am a bingo player myself.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Your future is in

jeopardy.

Mr. Foulds: I think that Father Durosiers

has served his constituency well. He just

may have felt that this wasn't one that he

could get through the minister. I'm willing

to accept compromises as we all have to do
in this life, but as a legislator I'm not quite

willing to accept that compromise at this

stage. I may be, after the vote.

Mr. Chairman: The motion by the hon.

member for Port Arthur is that in section

1(1), paragraph 61, the words "Roman
Catholic" be deleted after the word "the"'

and before the word "spouse" in the second
last line of the paragraph.

All those in favour please say "aye."

All those opposed please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

Mr. Foulds: We will stack it, Mr. Chair-

man.

Mr. Chairman: Do you wish to stack this

division?

Mr. Foulds: Yes, we will stack it.

Mr. Chairman: Anything further on section

1? What's the next section on which there

are any comments?

Mr. Foulds: Section 10, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Does anyone wish to speak
before section 10?

Mr. Foulds: Just a moment, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. S. B. Handleman (Minister without

Portfolio): Oh, come on. You have to be

prepared.

Mr. Foulds: Section 10(7): "Subject to the

approval of the Lieutenant Governor in

Councfl, the minister may make regula-

tions . . ."

Mr. Chairman: All right, is there anyone
else who wishes to speak before section

10(7) of the bill?

Sections 2 to 9, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 10:

Mr. Chairman: The member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds moves that section 10(7) be

deleted
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Mr. Foulds: This section is the new sec-

tion in the bill which gives the minister

power to establish regulations allowing school

children to leave school, in eflFect, lowering

compulsory school attendance age to 14. I

feel more strongly about this clause than

any other single clause in the bill. I would

oppose this clause more strongly than any
other single clause in the bill. A principle
that should be embodied throughout this

legislation and be represented in every clause

is that of universal accessibility to education

for all of our children of compulsory school

age. That compulsory school age should be

16, in my opinion.

I know I had an exchange with the min-

ister on this topic during the debate in prin-

ciple. I had an exchange with the minister

on this topic during the standing committee

outside the Legislature. The minister tried

to assure me about this during the debate in

principle. As a matter of fact, he didn't de-

bate it during the standing committee out-

side the Legislature. It was one that he

slipped by me. I thought it was undler school

attendance and it came imder the powers of

the minister to establish regulations.

As a matter of fact, that is the major
reason why this party decided to ask to have

the bill go into committee of the whole

House, so that we could debate this point
and one other that follows, that I know the

member for St. George (Mrs. Campbell) is

aware of, about mentally and physically han-

dicapped people. The two tie together in a

sense. The thing that disturbs me is that the

minister said in his exchange on Nov. 18

that the draft regulations went across the

province and that the draft regulations
would provide the guarantee that this con-

tinue to be an educative experience. It does

not do that.

First of all, the draft regulations went to

the regional directors of education, the direc-

tors of education of boards, superintendtents
of separate schools and principals of schools.

If we are going to allow children to leave

school at age 14, we must have already in

place an alternative learning experience for

them. We do not have that alternative learn-

ing experience in place for them. It's just

not there. If we were talking about an ideal

society where we genuinely had a learning

society and that education in this province
was a continuum, then I might be able to

agree to the principle embodied in this

clause. But that just is not so at the present
time. The kids will suffer, the kids whose

parents will write in to the committtee.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Chair-

man.

Mr. Chairman: Please proceed.

Mr. Renwick: I wanted you to know I had
arrived.

Mr. Foulds: I'll get into the draft regula-
tions in a moment. The children who will

suffer are the children from immigrant fam-

ilies, the children who come from the lower

social and economical spectrum of our so-

ciety, whether that is in Metro Toronto or in

the far north. They wiU be the ones who
will be in undue proportion seeking escape
for whatever reasons from our school system.

The necessity to include this clause in this

bill is a comment on the failure of our

school system to cope adequately with these

children and provide for them a truly learn-

ing experience.

I must differ with the minister's statement

on second reading. These dlraft regulations
did not go throughout the province. They
went to education administrators. You did

not send them out to the Children's Aid

Societies. A large number of trustees have
not had them brought to their attention by
their school administrators. You did not send
them out to labour organizations in this

province. You did not send them out to

members of Legislature. You did not send

them out widely to industry. And all of these

people will be concerned if this idea is to

work at all.

You see, it could work if there was a tri-

partite partnership between the school, a

social agency and business or industry. It

would work if there was a guarantee that

the ehild continued to have an educational

experience, but that is not embedded either

in the bill or in the draft regulations. I

would like to go through the draft regula-

tions, if I might, with you.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Found

them, did you?

Mr. Foulds: Yes, thank you. I won't read

them into the record in detail, but basically

the regulations allow, and I am quoting

directly now:

A parent of a child may apply in writ-

ing to the principal of the school that the

child attends or has a right to attend, to

have the child excused from attendance,

and the parent shall state in the applica-

tion why he considers that the ohild

should be excused. [The principal, upon
that, forwards the application to the sec-
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retary of the committee that has been
established by the board.]

The committee shall be composed of

such persons, not fewer than three, as

may be appointed by a board in each

year, and a quonmi of a committee shall

consist of a chairman who sihall be a mem-
ber of the board, a supervisory officer N\'ho

holds or is deemed to hold a supervisory
officer certificate and is employed by the

board, or, where the board does not em-

ploy a supervisory officer, the appropriate

provincial supervisory officer for the area

in which the board has jurisdiction, and
at least one other person.

Let us assume that the makeup of that pro-

posed committee is a principal or a super-

visory officer who has continually run into

discipline problems with the child, for what-
ever reason. Let us assume the other person
on the committee could be—and I am just

takinj? this out of the hat—a science teacher
who has had difficulty with that student, and
let's say that the member of that committee
from the board is a person who does not be-
lieve in compulsory education for children,
but believes in keeping education expendi-
tures to the bare bone and thinks that all

working-class kids should be out there work-

ing anyway.

I give you an extreme example. But sup-
pose that is the makeup of your committee.

They will process an undue number of ap-
provals and, under a further section of the

regulations, they can draft a programme for
that child that has no learning or educa-
tional component, because clause 3 of the

regulations reads this way.

The committee shall, after interviewing
the child, his parent and, where the com-
mittee considers it appropriate, any other
person, determine that the child shall (a)
attend school as required by subsection
(1) of section 20 of the Act, [I gather the

numbering will be changed to conform to
the numbering in the present Act] or (b)
attend school on a part-time basis in a
programme prescribed by the committee,
or, (c) be excused from attendance at
school if he conforms to a programme pre-
scribed by the committee.

Now, it may seem far-fetched, but that
committee has every legal right to prescribe
a programme of straight work. There is noth-

ing in the regulations and nothing in the

legislation that prevents that, because clause
4 reads: "Where the parent of the child con-
curs with the determination under clause

<d) or (c) of subsection (3) "-that is, if the

parent concurs the child be excused part
time.

Let's take the example where the recom-
mendation is that the child be excused from
attendance of school if he conforms to a pro-

gramme prescribed by the committee. It

reads:

The committee shall prescribe for the

child a programme involving continuing
studies or other activity, or both, directed

toward his needs and interests.

I submit to you that the phrasing "shall pre-
scribe for the child a programme involving

continuing studies or other activity, or both,"
is not good enough.

I submit to you, Mr. Chairman, that other

activity could in fact be straight work. And
where are these kids going to find jobs? Who
is going to hire 14 year olds in our society?
The only area of work they would be able

to find is probably in the service industries

at minimum wage. That's not good enough
as a learning experience for 14 to 16 year
olds in our society. That is just not good
enough.

The principle has to be in the legislation

and it has to be backed up by the regulations.
The principle has to be that this continues

to be a genuinely educative experience. The
principle has to be that children in our

society have universal accessibility to educa-

tion. You only breach that principle under

very grave circumstances. You simply have
not spelled out those circumstances clearly

enough.

What you have done is you have let the

educational system off the hook because it

has failed a number of these children. These
children are admittedly not coping with the

educational system. They are not getting
maximum benefits out of the educational sys-

tem. And you have decided to put in this

release clause. But it is not a release clause;

it's a condemnation of our educational sys-

tem. It's a condemnation of our society that

we would consider this alternative without

having those alternative educational pro-

grammes in place.

Now if we had them, if we had the mix
that Walter Pitman used to talk about, if we
had that in place, if we could use these

people, these children and their humani-
tarian instincts in social work, in genuine

work, in schooling activities, then I just might
agree with you; but under the present cir-

cumstances I don't, I can't. I cannot in con-

science reduce the accessibility of education

for our teen-aged population.
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Mr. Chairman, I really have not felt that

strongly about any other issue in this bill. As
I say, it's a principle we breach at our peril.

The safeguards just are not there.

Now I know in my heart of hearts the

minister is not going to accept my amend-
ment. I hope he does. In fact I plead with

him to do so; but I don't think he will. What
I ask, if he won't accept it—while I am on

my feet—is that he bring the regulations

back to the Legislature or a committee of

the Legislature before gazetting them. Be-
cause if I, as an amateur educator and an
amateur legislator, can spot a hole in the

regulations, which you felt confident about
on second reading and said they had gone
across the province, although you failed to

consult with a whole range of people who
would be concerned, then there may be
other loopholes.

I submit to you that in a matter as serious

as this, where Children's Aid Societies and

every social agency dealing with teenagers
are coming under increasing pressure, you
should have done some consultation with

your cabinet colleagues in the Social De-
velopment policy field. I am not sure that

the Provincial Secretary for Social Develop-
ment (Mrs. Birch), the Minister of Com-
munity and Social Services (Mr. Bnmelle)
and the Minister of Health (Mr. Miller) were
aware of these regulations.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): Don't
fall over. Don't lean over too far.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth); And little John
Smith.

Mr. Foulds: I'm not even sure that your
parliamentary assistant, little John Smith,
was aware of anything to do with this bill,

let alone these regulations.

Mr. Lewis: Come on, John. Stand up.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Your party supported
this two years ago.

Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain): I

have spoken favourably in this House in the

private members' hour.

Mr. Lewis: Well, it just shows that policies

change.

Mr. Foulds: And it just goes to show you
—you know the argument that I'm making is

a serious one—that if those alternative things
were in place we would support it. But those
alternatives are not in place.

I submit to you that this is a section that
we will divide on; and we will attempt, with

every legislative means at our disposal, to

persuade you to do otherwise. I plead with

you: How could the Minister of Community
and Social Services agree to these draft

regulations? I doubt if he has seen them. Is

he aware of the impact that it will have on
his ministry and on the social agencies of

his ministry, to whom a large number of these

children will be coming? I would be glad to

yield the floor to the Minister of Community
and Social Services if he would care to

comment.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): If he's even
seen the regulations you'll yield the floor.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, I thank you for

your patience. Those are our principles; we
oppose this section. Thank you very much.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville .

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I don't agree with

the hon. member for Port Arthur about this

section of the bill. I think a student should

be allowed to leave school at 14, not on his

own volition but in co-operation with the

guidance counsellor in the school and the

principal of the school, and with the consent

of the parents and the social worker, so

that there would be a team that would look

after the welfare of the individual before

granting permission for a student to remain

out of school.

You could refuse to allow a student, on

reaching 14, to leave school. Certainly the

student would stay in tlie classroom, but

what is he going to accomplish by being

there, being forced to bring his body into

school but not his mind? In my estimation,

Mr. Chairman, we are not doing the student,

his parents or the community a service by
thinking we can force education onto him
when he doesn't want to accept it.

We can bring the horse to water but we
can't force that horse to drink. It is exactly
the same thing here with this 14-year-old.

I don't think that a 14-year-old should be
allowed simply to withdraw because he is

not accomplishing anything. I think there

should be some safeguards built in. Now
the minister may not have the safeguards in

the regulations today; and if they are not

in, I would strongly suggest to him that

he build them in. There have to be alter-

native programmes for the student if he is

going to be withdrawn from the school. I

think it's absolutely essential that he receive

some type of education. We all agree that

education is not only obtained in a classroom.
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that it can be obtained throughout the com-

munity and that one does not have to be

io school to become fairly well educated.

Mr. Chairman, the student who is forced

to remain in school but does not want to

learn could be a very great disruptive factor

in the classroom. Not only would he not

learn, but it could be to the point where he

would afiFect the learning abilities of another

30 students in the classroom. It would be

better to have tliat student permitted to

lea\e the system with the various safeguards
I mentioned.

The member for Waterloo North (Mr.

Good), who has a very strong Mennonite

community within his riding, would find if

this were not permissive that the Mennonites

would be disadvantaged! and would not be

allowed to have their 14-year-olds leave the

system, if this were not permitted. Mr. Chair-

man, one could speak fairly well ad infini-

tum on both sides of this, but as a practising

teacher myself I have gone through the ex-

perience of students who just did not want
to learn, not necessarily because of a dif-

ference between the teacher and the student,
or between the subject matter and the stu-

dent, or the principal and the student. There

may be all kinds of other social implications
in the home that cause that student to want
to leave at that age and maybe seek em-

ployment elsewhere or seek a different style
of education.

As I said earlier, Mr. Chairman, safe-

guards have to be built in, but the student

should, with the consent of the parent, the

principal, the guidance counsellor, the social

worker in the community, be allowed to

leave.

Mr. Chairman: The leader of the NDP.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, the Minister of

Education was probably right to make the

interjection he did about the view of the

party a couple of years ago. I don't recall

the precise private member's bill, I must
admit, but it is true to say that as a party
we have had strong feelings on both sides

of the question. I don't feel embarrassed by
that. I am sure that on occasion the minister

himself has seen this as a pretty difficult

problem.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I have made speeches
like the member for Thunder Bay when you

people were on the other side pressing me
to change.

Mr. Lewis: Fine.

Mr. Deans: Why don't we resurrect some
of those tonight?

Mr. St(^es: So even you were ambivalent
about it.

Mr. Lewis: I like that word ambivalent.
It is a first-rate word, that is. The ambiva-
lence which you have felt on occasion, we
feel now, Mr. Chairman, to the minister-

go ahead and chat.

Hon. W, G. Davis (Premier): You are

feeling very friendly tonight.

Mr. Lewis: One of the reasons for the

ambivalence, one of the reasons we have
decided to oppose the clause or to put the

amendment which was put by my colleague
from Port Arthur, is that the regulation is

inadequate to the purpose intended.

Mr. Deans: Why don't you separate them?

Mr. Lewis: No.

Mr. Deans: That's what they would do in

school. If the Premier and the Minister of

Education were in school, they would be

separated. They are not paying attention.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact, if you
were in school I would pass this regulation
and kick you out.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I tell you if you were the

teacher, I would look forward to it.

Mr. Lewis: Well, there you are. We finally

reached a consensus on something. There is

no limit to the job possibilities I could con-

jure up for you.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Tremendous.

Mr. Stokes: They dream of the "blue

machine" here and there.

Mr. Lewis: All right.

Mr. Chairman, the basic problem with the

clause is that the regulations which you have

drafted for it simply do not ensure the ob-

jects which you intend. We are not dealing
with something frivolous here. You are low-

ering the school leaving age from 16 to 14.

We understand the motives that support
that lowering, but you understand, surely,

if you are going to allow departure from the

school system for a large number of from

14- to 16-year-olds, then the regulations

which accompany the new role for them
have to be fairly tightly drawn.

Mr. Chairman, I am having a great deal

of difficulty with some of my colleagues, I

want to put that in Hansard.
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Mr. Chairman: I would ask the members
of the NDP to-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: No, no, no. Not at this end.

Au contraire, not in the slightest.

An hon. member: The member is inter-

rupting.

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps the NDP members
would' check with their leader and let him

participate in the debate.

Mr. Lewis: It is the chief whip of the New
Democratic Party who is under the pressures
of this—

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps he would give his

leader an opportunity to speak.

Mr. Lewis: He's reverting to the pre-

pubescent activity for which he is noted.

Would the member for St. George like to

speak?

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Very
briefly.

Mr. Chairman: Would the leader care to

speak to the bill?

Mr. Lewis: Yes, I'm prepared to try to

speak to the bill.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): It's his last appearance as a private
member.

Mr. Lewis: One of the reasons which ac-

companies the introduction of the clause is

the assumption that there are a lot of 14-,
15- and 16-year-olds who don't want to be
in school and who should have the oppor-
tunity to leave it for other pursuits.

Let me tell you that I believe, and many of
us believe, that a lot of kids who are diffi-

cult kids—not kids who don't like school, but
kids who have difficulties of adjusting to

school—will be the children who find them-
selves outside the normal educational appara-
tus through this clause. The problem is that

you haven't carefully planned for the conse-

quences of this Act.

One of the things which really stirred me
to intervene in the debate at all was that I

had some phone calls and some letters from
social agencies around Metropolitan Toronto
in the last few days expressing very serious
concern about how this clause will operate,
how the regulations will be employed.

I had a call yesterday from the president
of the Metropolitan Toronto Children's Aid

Society who, speaking on behalf of the board,
sees this clause which yoji're introducing as

a real threat to the society. I'm serious. They
have no assurance.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: No, I'm not misinterpreting
him.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Why don't they call us,

then?

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact, they did a

very responsible thing. As a board they got in

touch with the trustees of the Toronto Board
of Education, and they could not elicit from

the trustees of the Toronto board the way in

which these regulations would take eflFect.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: How did they know?

Mr. Lewis: That's why my colleague from

Port Arthur—

Hon. Mr. Wells: That is local autonomy.

Mr. Lewis: Come on, now. You're toying

with the lives of adolescents; that's no longer
a simple matter of local autonomy. You want
to give to boards of education the local au-

tonomy to make these decisions—fair enough.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: You mean when anything

is important it has to be settled here?

Mr. Lewis: No, that's not necessarily so,

but when you are assuming something is

going to be handled by local autonomy at

least give them a regulation or something

which is a rather better guideline than this is,

because this guarantees nothing for the kids

involved. This really guarantees nothing.

First, it doesn't involve the child enough in

the making of the decision. It relies too

heavily on the parent and not enough on the

child.

That's a mistake. There's a great deal of

discrimination against the kids in this situa-

tion. If they're leaving to go out into the

world, as it were, you could discuss it with

them a little more fully.

Secondly, there is no guarantee that the

programme which is worked out for them can

be sound. If the programme is a work pro-

gramme who the devil is going to hire them?

What wages are they going to be paid?
What jobs are they going to do? What guar-
antees have you that you're going to com-
bine work and education in any appropriate
ratio? What guarantee have you that a lot of

the kids who emerge won't end up on the

doorsteps of the children's aid societies?

That's what they're worried about.
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I have in front of me a letter from the

Youth Services Network of Metropolitan To-

ronto. That's what they're worried about. The
social agencies are simply not, in any sense,

assured in their own minds that there has

been enough thought given to this regulation
about the school leaving age.

What we're saying, Mr. Chairman, is that

we understand the motives behind it. I can

recall my colleague, the former member for

Peterborough, Walter Pitman, speaking in

this vein. We've spoken in this vein ourselves.

Mr. Renwick: The former member for

Scarborough East, Tim Reid, spoke in this

vein.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Does Walter want to re-

move compulsory school attendance?

Mr. Lewis: That's what I'm saying to you.
I'm saying to you that Walter made speeches
which would concur with the drift of this

clause. I'm not dissembling. I'm telling you,
I'm admitting it. I'm saying to you that I've

made speeches which would concur with the

drift of this clause.

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's right.

Mr. Lewis: We have expressed the am-
bivalence that any educator or politician has

to express when you are making a change
which can be as fundamental as this one. The
reason for the objection, Mr. Minister, is that

there has just not been enough thought
given to the consequences of the Act. There
is not enough thought in discussing it with
the boards, with the social agencies and with

many of the parents' group.

You should take a little more time and
draft diflFerent kinds of regulations, which
would be much more protective of the kids

when they leave. Sure, there are kids who
should be out of school and should have
the right to leave school. Who can deny it

for a moment? But there is nothing in the

legislation which thoughtfully follows them
through for the two years that they may be
out. That's the obligation of the school and
the school board.

They are still getting money for the kids,
aren't they? Am I right about that? They
still get the money for the children who
leave the school. They've got to have a much
more direct responsibility in describing the

programme which accompanies the child once
the decision to leave has been made.

I know, Mr. Chairman, there is something
faulty about the clause when the various
social agencies begin to express so much
anxiety. They are not irresponsible social

agencies. They've been in touch with trus-

tees and they've discussed it as boards and

they still feel very anxious about the minister's

clause, about the bill.

What I'm saying to you is don't proceed
with it as it is now constituted. Spend
further time, withdraw the regulation, redraft

it in conjunction with the people who will

be directly affected and then see if it will

work. I don't think that's an unreasonable

demand. We are not differing with the prin-

ciple on it with you. That's why we'll leave

it for clause by clause.

Hon. Mr. Wells: That is not what your

colleague said.

Mr. Lewis: No, my colleague said that

he has felt uncertain about it on occasion.

That's true. Who hasn't, I ask you?

Hon. Mr. Wells: He said he didn't agree
with the principle.

Mr. Lewis: He didn't agree with it within

the regulation and the way this clause

worked. I listened to him. He read the

regulation to you and showed you where we
disagreed with it or where we felt it wasn't

protective enough.

I think that's a fairly valid argument, I

really do. I don't think this regulation is

nearly adequate when you are dealing with

14 and 15-year-old kids and the implications.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They are not going to

read the Hansard.

Mr. Lewis: I consider them, by and large,

pretty mature kids. That's why I think one
should have a slight resentment that you are

not consulting them more about their leaving
the school. I really think you should redraft

the regulation, and that's why we are against
it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Chairman, I want to

speak in support of this section. I remember

very well when the Premier was Minister of

Education and the proposition was before

us to raise the school leaving age and we
supported it at that time. I now see it as

a mistake and I think the Premier does as

well. I can recall when the hon. member
for Waterloo North, who is not with us at

this present time, had a number of his

constituents, the Mennonite people, who
brought to our attention their personal and

family responsibilities in this particular area.

It certainly has come to my attention, not

only as a member but as a former teacher,
the problems that have been experienced
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by attendance officers, principals, teachers,

school board elected representatives, includ-

ing chairman, social workers, many others.

The school-leaving age being raised to 16

was a noble experiment. It was brought for-

ward by the ministry. It was supported by
ourselves and by the NDP at the time. I

persona,!ly now feel it was a mistake. It

trespassed upon the rights of groups like the

Mennonites who accept a community and

family, personal responsibility in this regard.

It also trespassed upon the good sense of

many people who were called upon to en-

force the regulation of 16 as the school

leaving age, which is in many respects un-

enforceable.

We don't want to talk about personal

occasions, but many of us are aware of the

circumstances when people under the age
of 16 obviously have no continuing place in

the formal education system of the province,
and they can be served by other aspects of

our programme and be led into a productive
life in the community with many ancillary

responsibilities. I feel that the proposition
contained in the subsection before us, which
reduces the school-leaving age under the

regulation responsible to the minister is—

Mr. Foulds: No, not responsible to the

minister, that is the point. The regulation
doesn't do that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Page 19: "Subject to the

approval of the Lieutenant Governor in

Council ..." I presume that the Lieutenant

Governor listens to the recommendations of

the minister, but maybe she doesn't. Maybe
she does what she chooses.

Mr. Foulds: That's a possibility, but we'll

never see it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, I think she will take

some guidance, at least.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: All right, at least some
guidance.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Consider-
able guidance.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: At least some guidance.
And in my view subsection 7 corrects that

error that we made with passion some years

ago-

Hon. Mr. Davis: Enthusiasm.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Enthusiasm. The Pre-

mier, who was here in the House, for heav-
en's sake, was recommendling it at the time.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We supported him then,
and we support him now, because certainly
it wa.s a mistake then and we shared in the

responsibility of it. I believe that we have
a responsibility here as elected members of

the Legislature, but certainly to require by
law that everyone must attend the formal

sessions of the education system to the legal

age of 16 is a mistake. I believe that our

experience has proved that. Certainly I and

my colleague from Windsor support the sub-

section as it is put forward.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. Campbell: iMr. Chairman, I wonder
if I could draw perhaps a different light on
this particular section. There is no question
that we cannot continue childtren in school

if they are, in fact, not prepared to learn

in the school system. When it comes, how-
ever, to the regulations, I would like, if I

may, to give you a little bit of experience
that I have had in this area, which might
incline you x>erhaps to rethink your regula-
tions.

An hon. member: Exactly.

Mrs. Campbell: As a judge in the coiu-t

we had truancy cases. I must say, when I

speak of our experiment, we were dealing
with children of the 15-year-old bracket,
not 14. But what we did in these cases was
to continue the child as a student in the

school on a part-time basis. Then the school,
in co-operation with industry, worked out
a programme on a part-time basis with that

student so that the student was able to

proceed in the direction in which he or she

wanted to go.

The results were interesting. In some cases

the student returned to the school on a

full-time basis, because he found the world
out there wasn't the great world he thought
it was. There were those who at least ac-

cepted the fact that having a partial aca-

demic programme was helpful to them in

their chosen careers. And finally, there were
those who did opt out and did go into full-

time employment but they had that lift

over a period to enable them to adijust.

This is the kind of regulations I would
like to see, because it does seem to me at

the age of 14 the fear that I have—and I

have seen it again in the courts—is the fear

of the pressure of parents on a 14-year-old
to get out and get into the work force. You
have asked in your regulations that it be the

parents' application; and this bothers me.
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Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Mrs. Campbell: I would like to give you
a case in point of a girl who was the daugh-
ter of an Italian home. The mother was ill

and removed from the home. Father, in the

tradition of his former land, believed that

that daughter ought to be in the home look-

ing after him in lieu of his wife. He saw no
reason why he should look after the baby.
You had that whole dichotomy of a girl who
was literally forced out of the home for a

period of time.

Now, I'd like also to draw your attention

to the fact that you have retained in this

bill section 29. Section 29 is almost unen-
forceable in the courts. That is a section

which requires a parent or guardian to re-

tain a child in school under pain of fine. It

happened in the case to which I made ref-

erence. That was one case where a father

was brought before the court under that

section.

Mr. J. R. Smith: There was a case of a
father in Hamilton six years ago.

Mrs. Campbell: Yes, it happens, occasion-

ally. I would like to point out that I wonder
if the staff has thought through the effect

of this clause with your kind of regulations
as it might affect section 29.

I want to say that I am certainly of the

opinion that the move itself in the section

is appropriate, but I have to endorse the

position that in my view there should' be
that kind of protection built in so that a

14-year-old child has the opportunity to

change his or her mind, based upon alter-

natives which they may see. This is where
I have problems. I think 14 is an awfully
young age to make permanent decisions; I

guess that is what I am saying.

Another thing. Since you changed the

policy of grants to grants in accordance with
enrolment at the beginning of the year, I

found schools were very ready to say "Bye-
bye kids; you are a nuisance." It was strange
how often, in the face of a probation
order, the child would return to school only
to find that he or she had been suspended';
and then we had to go through the whole

process again. When the school came down
on occasion, you would hear from the vice-

principal, who was usually the person they
sent: "Look, this kid is just a nuisance."

All I can say is, please, would the minister

give us assurance that he would rethink
these regulations—because that is really the
nub of the problem. As far as the section

goes, I have no problem with it, if you will

strengthen those regulations and if we can
have some assurances on that. Thank you.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Windsor West.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Thank

you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Minister, I must
admit I have some real ambivalence about
this discussion here. When the private mem-
ber's bill from the member for Waterloo
North was brought forward, I spoke as the

lead-off speaker for our party in that session

and quite strongly supported the principle of

the bill, which is that there could be an early

school-leaving age.

But on that bill we were talking in the

context of the Mennonite community in

Kitchener, whose families were very sup-

portive. In point of fact, the students want-

ed to return to the family farm and would
be continuing the traditions of the very

strong Mennonite farming community and
those farming methods. At that time certainly

in the front of my mind, was that we were

talking about a student wanting to leave

school and having, through counselling or

through availability of some training pro-

gramme, a spot in which his time and his

talents would be usefully employed and his

interest retained, not just someone who would
be thrown out on the street to wander around
for a couple of years until he sorted him-
self out or found his interest some other

place. I do have some apprehensions about
the lack of regulations in this bill, or the

omission in the regulations, that would point
toward some positive programme or pro-

grammes in which the students who would

profit by leaving school at age 14, could be

placed.

I certainly can see no need for keeping
a student who is absolutely bored to death

with the educational system at age 14 in our

school for another two years just for the

sake of keeping him or her there. There are

many programmes, particularly for girls in

the retail field, and apprentice programmes
in which the boys could start. There would
be apprentice programmes for girls as well.

On this line, the country of Germany
starts apprentice programmes at age 14. I

know some immigrant families in Ontario—
in fact, in the city of Windsor and a few
other locations—who, in fact, pull their chil-

dren out of school at age 14 and send them
back to Germany to live with a relative in

order that they can commence the apprentice

programmes which are there in Germany
at age 14. This is the type of programme
that we should have here and now.
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The absence of a guarantee of a pro-
gramme like this in the regulations leaves

me in two minds. I would hope the minister

would do what he has been urged to do

by other members of this House and that

is simply come back with a discussion of

the regulations or make very firm assurances

regarding the concerns of what will happen
to these 14-year-olds, that they just won't
be the troublemakers cast out on to the street,
and that their interests will be taken care
of in some sort of a training programme.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister have a

reply?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, as I guess
the leader of the New Democratic Party
has already said, I feel a little ambivalent
on this, because I have stood up here many
times during my estimates in the last several

years and used many of the same arguments
that have been used by some of his party
about why we were leaving the school-

leaving age very rigid, with no flexibility.

This, as the hon. Leader of the Opposition
has stated, was brought in three, four, five

years ago. It wasn't a mistake at that time,
I submit. I think that it made good sense.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Certainly it was. Within
a month the attendance officers found it was
impossible.

Hon. Mr. Wells: It made good sense to

bring it in and it was supported at that time
and it was brought in. I guess the mistake
that occurred was that we didn't provide
for some kind of a provision, which we are
now planning to do through this section in

this new Act. I want to emphasize that the

emphasis here is not on casting people out of
the educational system but on providing
alternative educational programmes for those

people who are not benefiting from the tra-

ditional regular programme.

As we all know, the traditional regular pro-
gramme in the school is much wider than
it ever was, even when the school-leaving
age of 16 was made mandatory. There's a
wide variety of regular programmes within
the school buildings even now, but this Act
provides for regulations to be made to pro-
\ide an even broader alternative programme.
I would like to tell the hon. members that
i!: was brought in to satisfy some of the very
things that have been mentioned here; to

get away from a very rigid school-leaving
age, but yet not to go back to the situation

where we had people who were, for one

reason or another, considered a trouble in

school and therefore could be cast out
without any thought.

That was our biggest concern and this was
the main reason why I have never moved
earlier than this on changing this section, be-
cause it would have been very easy to move
back to the old work permit idea or some-

thing like that; to move back to that, have
no consideration for these 14- or 15-year-olds
and have them just thrust out of school be-

cause of some arbitrary decision of a prin-

cipal or vice-principal, that they were a

nuisance and they were interrupting the cozy

atmosphere of his school; and that was never

the intention of anything here.

The intention here was to provide a

mechanism whereby, through a committee

and through very careful assessment of a

pupil along with his parents and all other

community organizations, all kinds of people,
a pupil who was not benefiting from the

regular school programme could be provided
with an alternative programme. And that

could involve part-attendance at school or an
alternative educational experience—such as

my friend has mentioned—in a social service

agency. Alternative education is now being
pioneered, as he knows, in Peterborough; and
alternative educational programmes in the in-

dustrial area are being pioneered in other

boards across this province.

It could involve even something in an inno-

vative way that he or I might not have even

thought of now, but which some boards will

be perhaps forced to think about as they de-

velop under these regulations.

Now, the thrust of this is to provide an

alternative programme for these young people
and not to thrust them out and not to change
the school-leaving age. I draw your attention,

of course, to section 6 of the draft regula-
tions. I just want to underline that these are

just draft regulations, and they're not in final

form yet. We'll certainly study everything
that's been said in this debate as we finalize

them.

But one of the keys to this, of course, is

that they do remain the responsibility of the

school. That's set down in draft regulation 6;

the school board still gets the grants for

these pupils.

Mr. Foulds: That's all that guarantees,

though.

Hon. Mr. Wells: They have a responsibility
to-

Mr. Foulds: It doesn't say that.
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Hon. Mr. Welk: They have a responsi-

bility-

Mr. Foulds: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. On
a point of order; will the minister read that

draft regulation where he says it spells it out

Hon. Mr. Wells: All right, it says here:

A pupil who is excused from attendance
at school as determined by the committee
under subsection (3) shall be included as a
full-time pupil in the enrolment of (a) the

school that he attends on a part-time basis,

or (b) the school that he would attend if he
were not excused from full-time and part-
time attendance at school, until he is no

longer of compulsory school age.

And then in section 4 (1) it says:

The school attendance counsellor shall

have the same powers and shall perform
the same duties in respect of a pupil as in

the case of a child who is not excused
from attendance at school.

Pupil means a child who, under this setcion,

has been excused. And (2):

The principal and school attendance
counsellor shall, in addition to any other

reports required of them, report to the
committee [that is the committee that

granted this alternative programme] from
time to time as required by the committee

regarding the progress of the pupil, and

they are entided to require and obtain from
the parent and from any person associated

with the conduct of the programme pre-
scribed for the pupil, such information as

they require for their reports.

In other words, in that section we're trying
to say that the ties are not to be broken with
the school and with the board which has

jurisdiction of the pupil. They are to be
maintained and the programme is to be moni-
tored. There's to be a constant review of
that programme. It can be changed from
time to time, it can be altered, it can be ad-

justed. That's what we're trying to do here.

Now, that's the complete sense of these

regulations. They are not, and I emphasize
that, to change the school-leaving age. They
are not to cast people out of school early.

They are not to interfere with the universal

accessibility of free education up to age 16
that's guaranteed in here; that is, compulsory
attendance to age 16. They're not to do
any of these things. They're to be a pro-
gressive step to get at some real problems
that we have, and to work with people-
parents, children, people in the schools and

people in the community—to solve those

problems.

Now, if the Children's Aid Society or some
of the other groups have problems, I'd be

happy to meet with them and talk to them
about them, because I haven't. But I've

talked to headmasters and I've talked to

school attendance counsellors. My friend

might be interested: I even mentioned it

to the Ontario Federation of Labour during
one of our meetings. I don't think we con-
sulted about it in a regular consultation way.
But they were interested and thought it

was probably, I think, a step in the right
direction.

So, I think that we'll take heed of all

the things that have been indicated in this

debate as we draft the regulations. But I

think the enabling piece of legislation in this

bill is necessary and it's a step forward.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Chairman, could I ask
the minister just a couple of questions?

Mr. Chairman: Yes.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Minister, I have two
questions.

No. 1: Would this change, as you have

provided, allow a Mennonite student to

return to the family farm? Is that a quali-
fied programme?

No. 2: Regarding all the things you have
talked about tonight, in terms of the school

counsellor being required to have the same

responsibilities for those students as he for-

merly had as if he was in school, will a letter

be going out to the schools and all those

counsellors stating unequivocally that they
are to take this interest in these students,
and even more so because they don't have
the opportunity to see them day by day?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, in answer to your
last question, it absolutely will. It will be

very clearly communicated to the counsellors

in the schools that this is the kind of legisla-

tion and regulations we are developing here
and that they are to take an interest. I think

that message already has got across as we
developed our dialogue on this whole problem
over the past six, eight or nine months.

In regard to your first question, I think

that is going to have to depend upon the way
the Waterloo County Board of Education,
where most of these people are located, de-

cides to handle this matter within its juris-

diction. If that is the particular area where
they happen to be, or if a committee is set

up in some other area and the people come
into that committee and the discussion goes
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on, I think it would be presumptuous of me
to tell tliem how they should decide to

handle the situation when it is put before

them.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, I still feel pro-

foundly uneasy. I know the minister's intent,

and I don't deny that intent, but the sections

of the regulations that he read to me do not

guarantee what he and his officials think

they guarantee or what they hope they

guarantee.

All that regulation 6 does, which he read

to me, is guarantee that the board will

continue to get the grant because the child

will continue to be oflficially on the rolls.

That is all that guarantees—and I underline

the. word "guarantee."

Secondly, the fatal flaw—and there is a

fatal flaw in the drafting of the regulations
as they now stand; what you were referring
to as regulation 6, Mr. Minister, was in fact

regulation 3(6)—and the fatal flaw in regula-
tions 4(1) and 4(2) is that it is the responsi-

bility of the committee that prescribes the

programme to also monitor that programme.
The possibility that I expressed to you, that

that programme could be straight work and

nothing but work, still exists.

Now if you can give us assurances—and,
to be honest, I don't know how you would
draft this—but if you can give us an absolute

commitment that the—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. There is

too much noise. I can't hear the member for

Port Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Stokes: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for

bringing this riff-raff to order.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The member
for Port Arthur has the floor. Please proceed.

Mr. Foulds: If you can give us absolute

assurance that in some manner the child will

continue to have an educative experience at

least proportionate to that of a work ex-

perience, say 50-50, that the experience not

be simply a work experience, we would con-

sider that a victory.

If you can give us an absolute assurance

that the school will not only have the re-

sponisibility but will follow through on that

responsibility to ensure that at least some

portion of that child's time continues to be
an educative experience within the meaning
of this Act, then we would consider that a

victory.

Hon. Mr. WeUs: Mr. Chairman, I would
coinsider that that kind of assurance from
me at this point might inhibit the develop-
ment of a full programme and complete

autonomy under this regulation for a board.

I don't know what you mean by a guar-
antee that they would have an education

experience, because it may be that when this

committee looks at one pupil they may
decide that because of a number of circum-

stances, and because he can, indeed, fit into

a work situation during the daytime at a

certain place and wants to complete his

programme at night school or we arrange

correspondence school, would that qualify?

Mr. Lewis: Sure.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Sure, and that's the kind

of thing that they'll do, but I don't know
how we're going to write that into the reg-
ulations yet and I can't gurantee that that

will be in the regulations. I think that by
starting to put limits in we inhibit the total

work of this committee. I think that the

committees and the board vvrill have to de-

velop these things themselves.

I can go as far as guaranteeing you that

we are going to stress this when this pro-

gramme is put to the boards. We're going
to stress that what we want is an alter-

native educational experience, but I can't go

beyond that.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, I must say to

you I don't want to vote against the clause

because, basically, the proposition of flex-

ibflity makes sense, but the regulations are

really not drawn in a way which protects
the kids involved.

Hon. Mr. WeUs: These are only draft

regulations.

Mr. Lewis: You say they're draft regula-
tions. Can we have from you—and I think

this wouldn't be difficult—-a commitment that

some of the major social agencies, on whose

doorstep many of these kids may find them-
selves if it doesn't work—and that's what
the agencies are apprehensive about; some
of the industry and labour groups which will

obviously be involved in the work pro-

grammes—can they be talked to in advance
of the regulations becoming formalized?

These are the people who are directly in-

volved and with whom there has been very
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little discussion; certainly not that's satis-

factory to them.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I've even done something
that we very rarely do here and made the

regulations available before we pass the sec-

tion-

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact that is a

good precedent, something you need to be

proud of.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —before we even liave

a section to allow us to make the regulations.
All I can tell you is they are draft regula-
tions and I will give you my assurance that

I will study the debate that has gone on in

this House toni^t as we finalize the regula-
tions.

Mr. Chairman: The amendment moved by
Mr. Foulds is section 10, subsection (7)—

Oh, the member for Scarborough West.

Mr. Lewis: I'm sorry. I would like to call

my colleague from Thunder Bay back across

the floor.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I did my best!

Mr. Chaimian: Are you seeking to speak
on the amendlment?

An hon. member: He was calling his whip
back to his seaL

Mr. Lewis: No, Mr. Chairman. I was en-

deavouring to count and I notice that there

are only four of us here. There are five

required for a vote.

An hon. member: Did you pick Forest

Hill?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: I don't think so. He didn't

have to take his shoes off either.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. Order

Tlie vote is on Mr. Fould's motion that

section 10, subsection (7) be deleted from
the bill.

All those in favour will please say "aye."

All those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

Mr. Lewis: We'll stack it, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Roy: Those birds didn't say **boo."

Mr. Foulds: Yes we did.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: I said the "nays" have it.

I didn't hear an "aye" in the whole House.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Not an "aye."

Mr. Chairman: If you said "nay" you are

voting against your resolution.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Not a one.

Mr. L. C. Henderson ( Lambton ) : The mo-

tion is lost

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. Stokes: Is this going to be one of those

nights?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Did the member for

High Park get lost?

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): Is this a

medical meeting?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, I would like

that stacked. Is it possible you can call the

vote again and we won't waste the night?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well even say "aye"

again.

Mr. Chairman: It being Christmastime-

Mr. Lewis: It is not Christmastime. It is

the function of the House.

Mr. Chairman: Is it agreed that we will

stack the amendment?

Agreed then.

Is there any other member who wishes to

speak before section 25 of the bill?

Mr. Roy: I want to speak to section 271.

Sections 11 and 12 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: On section 13, the hon.

member for Port Arthur.

On section 13:

Mr. Foulds: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I don't have an amendment to this section,

but there is one little thing that I want to

talk about under section 13.

Section 13 is the section which gives the

minister, subject to the approval of the
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Lieutenant Governor in Council, the power
to establish and maintain a college for the

professional education of teachers or to enter

into an agreement with a university for

teacher training.

There is a shabby, sad little story rattling

around within the ministry about the integra-
tion of Lakeshore Teachers' College with
York University. That's the story of the way
the ministry has treated the teachers of Lake-
shore Teachers' College. There are about 20
teachers aflFected. York University has not

agreed to take them into their programme,
and the ministry has abandoned them. They
are teachers ranging in experience in teach-

ing training from as little as three years to

as much as 25 years.

As one goes through the original agreement
between the minister and York University,
one clause springs out; it is clause 20 (2):

Arrangements satisfactory to the minister

and the university will be made to provide
for the integration of the staff of Lakeshore
Teachers' College into the university, in-

sofar as sick leave, vacation leave, medical
insurance and other fringe benefits are

concerned.

Clause 20(1) reads:

The university shall, commencing on the

eflFective day of this agreement, employ
and pay all teaching and non-teaching per-

sonnel, including the principal, vice-princi-

pal, administrative and maintenance mem-
bers of the staff of Lakeshore Teachers'

College, at salary rates not less than their

salary rates on Aug. 1, 1971.

There are various subclauses, but what I

want to say very briefly and not unduly is

that the minister and ministry has in fact

abandoned these people.

One of the first letters that I had in this

spotty correspondence is a letter that the

former Deputy Minister of Education sent

to Mr. Condlln who was and is the secretary
of the faculty association at Lakeshore Teach-
ers' College. I'll read the whole letter:

Over the years in your capacity as a

teacher educator on the staff of Lakeshore
Teachers' College you have given faithftil

service to the Department of Education for

the Province of Ontario.

As of Aug. 31, 1971, however, in ac-

cordance with the regulations of the On-
tario Public Service Act governing your
employment as a civil servant, I wish to

notify you of your release from the public
service so that you may assume a position
of responsibility within the oflSces of York
University.

Please accept my personal thanks and
the appreciation of the Department of

Education for the significant contribution

you have made to teacher education. As

a member of the staff of York University

you will, I know, continue to influence

education and development in the Prov-

ince of Ontario.

That was signed by E. E. Stewart, the

former Deputy Minister of Education.

Very simply, that commitment and that

understanding has not been lived up to.

Twenty-five teachers have not been accepted

by York University, although it has had four

years. York University has not integrated

them into its programme, and they are now

getting letters such as this one addressed

to the secretary of the Lakeshore Teachers'

College from Mr. R. L. Overing, dean, fac-

ulty of education, York University:

Frankly, the prospects dio not encourage

optimism. Our present plans are to close

Lakeshore Teachers' College on June 30,

1975. The staffing pattern of the faculty

of education, as you know, is based on

faculty cross-appointment, either from the

schools or from the academic departments
of the university.

I read further on in the letter:

President Yolton, Principal McCIiu-e and

I all know that your contribution to the

operation of Lakeshore during 1974-1975

will be invaluable.

These people have no job security at the end

of this year and yet you expect them to carry

on with high morale at Lakeshore Teachers*

College. You are asking too much. Listen to

this—this really interests me:

The college programme will not be as

effective as it presently is without you,

but you must not let this consideration

prevent you from accepting satisfactory

alternative positions elsewhere before June

30, 1975.

How the hell are you going to carry on with

the programme at Lakeshore Teachers' Col-

lege if you are encouraging the faculty to

leave?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Watch it there.

Mr. Chairman: Order. Order.

Mr. Foulds: Oh, pardon me.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Intem-

perate language.

Mr. Chairman: Order. Keep that noise

down, please.
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Mr. Foulds: How the devil—is that all

right?

Mr. Chainnan: Pardon?

Mr. Foulds: You know, it always puzzles
me—

Mr. Chainnan: The member is out of or-

der. He must take those remarks back.

That's not parliamentary.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, will you stop it? Will you
not be so silly. Good Lord.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, I withdraw
the word hell.

Mr. Chairman: Proceed.

Mr. Foulds: I know the homeland of the

devil is unacceptable, but the devil himself

is acceptable in this chamber. Therefore, I

will say how the devil-

Mr. Roy: We're discussing Christian-Ju-
daeo principles, and you mention the word
hell.

Mr. Foulds: How the devil do you expect
them to carry on? How the devil do you
expect the programme at Lakeshore, in

which students are enrolled until the end
of June, to carry on while you are actively

encouraging the faculty to leave before the

end of June?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Chairman, the
member has got blood all down the front

of his shirt. Take a look.

Mr. Foulds: I just thought I'd wear the

party shirt tonight.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: You will be sorry

you said that.

Mr. Lewis: And without a tie; did you
notice that?

Mr. Foulds: I continue to read:

I know there is little that I can say
here to soften this blow. It may help to

know that I consider the staff of which
you are a part to be excellent, collec-

tively and individually. I believe each of

you personally has helped the college to

become perhaps the best of the institu-

tions in the provincial college system.

How can someone say that on the one hand
and yet be turfing these people out? Further
on in the letter Dean Overing says:

For reasons that are historical, financial

and political, a decision has been reach-

ed-

Hon. Mr. Wells: Political?

Mr. Lewis: Not terribly discreet.

Mr. Foulds: Isn't that interesting? He
says:

For reasons that are historical, financial

and political a decision has been reached
that we should not deviate from the orig-

inal York model until it has been tested

and proven or disproven.

Now that is, in fact, a very indiscreet letter

to send. And a shabby way, if I may say so,

to treat them.

Hon. Mr. Wells: What was the date of that

letter?

Mr. Foulds: The fault basically, I admit,
lies more with York University than it does

with your ministry. But according to the

original agreement, your ministry accepted
responsibility for the integration of the Lake-
shore Teachers' College with York University.
That integration has not taken place. What
they are doing is they are phasing out Lake-
shore Teachers' College and phasing in an

entirely new and different programme at

York. They had four years, admittedly, and
the integration simply has not worked.

Mr. Lewis: What is the date on the letter

from York? He wanted to know.

Mr. Foulds: The date on that letter is

March 13, 1974. It was sent to the secretary
of the faculty association at Lakeshore, Mr.
Condlln from Dean Overling. On Jime 18,

acting president John W. Yolton sent a regis-
tered letter to Mr. Condlln.

The agreement of Aug. 17, 1971, be-

tween York University and the Ministry
of Education requires that "Civil servants

who were on the staff of the Lakeshore
Teachers' College on Aug. 31, 1971, and
who transferred to the faculty of the uni-

versity" be given formal notice by the

university by June 30, 1974, if the uni-

versity does not wish to offer a con-

tinuing appointment to them.

Preliminary notice of York's decision not
to offer you continuing employment was

given to you in Dean Overing's letter to

you of March 13, 1974. In accordance with
the agreement, it is with great regret that

I now write formally to confirm Dean
Overing's letter and to notify you that
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York University will not be oflFering you a

continuing appointment.

Therefore, pursuant to article 20,

section 7(2), of the agreement and
York's decision to extend the final date of

termination two months beyond the date

specified in the agreement, your employ-
ment with York University is guaranteed

only until Aug. 31, 1975.

As you know, the decision not to grant

you a continuing appointment in the faculty
of education arises from the particular

staffing model being developed, a model
which relies almost entirely on faculty

cross-appointments from other faculties of

the university or the schools.

These people were so upset, so incensed—not

incensed, hurt—they didn't know where to

turn to. They wrote, I believe, to the min-
ister. I have no copy of that, I admit.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I got it.

Mr. Foulds: They wrote to the Premier
and they wrote to various members.

The Premier said in a letter of Oct. 1:

Yet in frankness, Mr. Condlln, I do not

think that the answer to the problem lies

in questioning whether York University
has moved toward the proper form of

integration as intended by the agreement
between the institution and the minister.

We certainly regret that York University
has decided to embark on a type of pro-

gramme that offers no opportunity for the

continuity of service by the members of

the Lakeshore Teachers' College staff.

But nothing has been done to guarantee
them employment. Then assurances such as

this:

I would think that persons with the

educational background and experience
that is to be found among those who are

members of the Lakeshore Teachers' Col-

lege staff would be particularly attractive

candidates for teaching, supervisory and
administrative positions in the general edu-
cational community.

A few of them have found jobs, but not many.

Now, listen to this. This is the one that

they feel betrayed about.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What do you mean—
"listen to this"? Why should we?

Mr. Foulds: "I assure you," said the

Premier in his letter, "that in this instance,

through the Ministry of Education, the gov-
ernment will do its full part to try to assist

the members of your faculty in finding suit-

able new positions."

If I may, Mr. Chairman, with your in-

dulgence, I have about five more minutes on
this particular issue-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What do you mean, five

more minutes?

Mr. Breithaupt: Only five?

Mr. Foulds: It's an important one for the

people concerned, and it comes up under this

section of the bill.

This is a letter dated Oct. 22, 1974, from

J. K. Crossley, director of the teacher educa-

tion and certification branch, to Mr. Condlln.

This is in reply to your letter of Sept.
9 on behalf of the faculty association of

Lakeshore Teachers' College.

There is little that I can add at this

time to the information and ideas that we
discussed at our meeting on July 23. I

note that the Premier, Hon. Mr. Davis,
has written to you as of Oct. 1 and has

referred to the idea of contractual work,
which was mentioned at our meeting. I

trust that at least some members of the

faculty are maintaining contact with CIDA,
especially with reference to Nigeria.

That's one of the alternatives. Most of these

women and men are in their 50s, bringing

up children of university and school age, and
the alternative that you suggest to them is

that they seek employment in Nigeria.

Mr. Lewis: They wouldn't be acceptable,

by the way—they really wouldn't. There are

no jobs for such people in black countries.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Carried.

Mr. Foulds: People of my generation 15

years ago would have leaped at the chance
to go to Nigeria. The further idea that Mr.

Crossley suggested was:

Have you thought of approaching a com-

pany such as Educational Consultants of

Canada, 1460 Don Mills Rd., Don Mills,

Ont.? They might be able to help with

either direct placement of people with

school boards or other educational institu-

tions or they might be useful in formulat-

ing contract proposals which might appeal
to particular educational institutions.

Mr. Chairman, the members of the Liberal

Party may not consider this an important
matter. I happen to think—

Mr. B. Newman: We do.
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Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): We haven't

said a word.

Mr. Foulds: —that it is one of those tiny
issues that aflFects the lives of 25 people who
have, by and large, contributed well to the

civil service of this province, have contributed

well to the teacher education of this prov-
ince and whom, frankly, the ministry has de-

serted. I simply want to put to you in public
terms that you do everything within your
power to guarantee them future employ-
ment, to live up to the spirit of the agree-
ment between the ministry and York Uni-

versity. If York is going to treat them shab-

bily, there is no reason why the ministry
should.

One man, for example, has three years to

go to retirement. Where does he find a job?
I have a number of statistics that I won't
read into the record. But I just put it to you
in humanitarian terms, in terms that these

people have served this province, that before

the year runs out every single one of them
be found a just place in the educational

system of this province.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I wish to

thank the hon. member for drawing to our
attention the case of these E>eople at Lake-
shore Teachers' College, or the former Lake-
shore Teachers' College, which is now in fact

a part of York University. I have met with
that group. I certainly will tell the hon.
member I have asked our people and this

ministry to do everything we can to assist

them.

As he knows, and he has read the original

agreement, the agreement that we had with
all the other teachers* colleges that we in-

tegrated was that that they would have four

years during which time the university was
to make up its mind whether it would oflFer

them tenure or not. In the case of the other

integrations, eight or nine or whatever it

was, I am happy to say everything has work-
ed out well. The only black mark, if you
will, on the whole situation has been the
York University situation. I regret that it had
to happen that way. I had hoped that that,

too, could have been handled as all others

were handled and the people on the stajff

integrated with York University in one degree
or another. For various reasons, that didn't
turn out.

I will continue to do everything we can
to assist in this matter. If the hon. member
will recall what he read in the agreement, it

said that both the ministry and York Univer-

sity, if they weren't offered tenure, should
do everything possible to find them altern-

ative employment. We are trying to do that.

I hope York University is going to try to do
that. I think since I know the president on
a first-name basis, I will try talking to tlie

president of York University about this.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, on this

point, I hope it was a slip of the tongue
from the member for Port Arthinr with re-

spect to any lack of interest on this side of

the House on the problem which he has

raised.

Mr. Stokes: Lack of attention.

Mr. Breithaupt: We certainly share the

concern that he has with respect to the

Lakeshore Teachers' College matter. I com-
mend the minister, certainly, for taking a

serious view of the remarks which the mem-
ber has made and with which we are in

agreement.

Mr. Chaffman: Shall section 13 carry?

Mr. Lewis: I just want to pay a quiet
tribute to the House leader of the Liberal

Party for rescuing his colleagues with such

dexterity. I think a tribute should be paid.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, at least I

have some colleagues here to rescue.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The enemy is over

here, fellows.

Mr. Lewis: May I just say to the minister

that I don't know who Mr. Crossley, the

director of teacher education and certification

branch, is but let me suggest to him, through

you, the suggestion that this group of teach-

ers will find employment through CIDA in

other parts of the world, is not only a pretty
fatuous suggestion to them in terms of its

practicality, but it just simply won't work.

It simply doesn't happen any more. Things
have changed in the third world, and that

might be noted by your ministry.

Section 13 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any section before section

50?

Mr. Foulds: Which section, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Chairman: Before section 50 of the

bill?

Mr. Foulds: Section 34.
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Sections 14 to 33, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 34:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds moves that subsection (6) of

section 34 be amended by adding the follow-

ing words after the word "minister" in the

second line, "and it shall be the responsibility
of the minister, in conjunction with the

board, to provide alternative education for

any person thus excluded."

Mr. Foulds: Now Mr. Chairman, the prin-

ciple is somewhat the same as we were dis-

cussing a few moments ago under section 10

of the Act. This section allows the board to—

well, I'll just read the appropriate clause first

and then explain the amendment. Section 34,

subsection (2) says:

The inability of a pupil to profit by in-

struction in an elementary school because
of a mental or physical handicap shall be
determined by a committee established by
the board in accordance with this section.

It's a mechanism not imlike the one that you
devised for children leaving at age 14, but

what bothers me extremely is that there is no

guarantee in this section that those children

excluded for a mental or a physical handicap
will continue to have an educative experi-

ence. So I have added this to subsection (6)

so that the clause would read as follows:

Where a person is excluded from an

elementary school under this section the

board shall forthwith notify the minister

and it shall be the responsibility of the

minister, in conjunction with the board, to

provide alternative education for any per-
son thus excluded.

All I'm trying to do here is ensure that the

people who are excluded, whether for a

mental or physical handicap, continue to have
the guarantee of an educational experience.
I won't repeat the arguments I made in the

committee, outside the House; nor the argu-
ments that the hon. member for St. George
made, I may say very fluently, and with her

experience in the city of Toronto particularly,

very well.

An hon. member: Oh a little travelling
miisicP

Mr. Foulds: I won't repeat the arguments
we made there. I simply want to reaffirm that

it is our contention that those people should
continue to have an education experience and
we would like to see that right guaranteed in

the legislation.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. Campbell: There isn't any point, I

think, in repeating what went on in the

committee on this particular section. We
took the position, at the time, that simply
reporting to the minister, as it were, was
not sufficient to ensure that a child, handi-

capped in either of these ways, would con-

tinue to have an educational experience. We
think it is important that a child should not

be written off for these reasons and I sup-

port this position, the position of the amend-
ment.

Mr. Chairman: I have an amendment to

section 34, subsection (6), moved by Mr.

Foulds, that the following words be added
after-

Mr. Foulds: Perhaps the minister wants
to respond.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, perhaps I

could just explain. Section 34 sets up a very
elaborate procedure to provide what we
think is an advance on the present legisla-

tion, that is the legislation in the present
school Acts, concerning someone who by
reason of mental or physical handicap can-

not profit by instruction in an elementary
school. At the present time, there is only

provision in the legislation for an arbitrary

decision, I think, by a principal. Then that

person can be excluded from the school

system.

Section 34 goes a lot fmrther. It sets up a

procedure whereby a committee is set up
and an appeal can be made to that com-
mittee and outside expertise comes into play
on that committee, and then eventually that

committee hands down a decision. We have
here an advance on the present legislation,

an advance in this consolidation.

As I said in the committee, as a matter

of fact the present legislation merely says
that a person does not have to attend school

if he is unable by reason of mental or phys-
ical defect to profit by instruction. At the

present time, without perhaps his rights

being protected, he can be excluded from

school. This provides an advance in provid-

ing a committee and procedure whereby his

rights can be guaranteed. The question is

how far do we go beyond that if a child is

judged not to able to benefit from instruc-

tions because of a physical or mental handi-

cap? I would submit to you that there are

very few ohild'ren in this province at the

present time who are excluded from school.
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but one child excluded from school wrongly
is one too many.

What I propose, Mr. Chairman, and I

asked this well before this bill came to com-

mittee, is that our minister's Advisory Com-
mittee on Special Education work with this

problem to decide how this could be im-

plemented and how we can provide for

some kind of proDj^UTin^c within every school

board for all children of compulsory school

age. It sounds very simple, but it does have

certain hidden pitfalls in it; cost pitfalls in-

volved in provision of facilities on a univer-

sal basis across this province and not just in

certain areas, things like this that have to be
considered before I think we can implement
a section such as has been suggested.

Tlierefore I gave the assurances to the

committee that this is (xne of the things my
advisory committee is working on. It ties

in very closely with the whole programme
for the trainable retarded and the requests
of the separate school board to be allowed

to establish programmes for the trainable

retarded, which are also under discussion

by the minister's Advisory Committee on

Special Education.

What I am really saying is I am not pre-

pared at this time to accept this amendment,
but I am not saying there isn't value in the

amendment and that it isn't something we
are studying very diligently.

Mr. Foulds: We Avill stack it, Mr. Chair-
man.

Mr. Chairman: Is it the pleasure of the

House that section 34, subsection (6), be
stacked?

Mrs. Campbell: Only after the vote is

called, Mr. Chairman. You have to call the

vote.

Mr. Chairman: All those in favour of Mr.
Fould's motion will please say "aye".

All those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion, the "nays" have it.

I declare the amendment lost, and the
section standls as part of the bill.

Section 34 agreed to.

Mr. Lewis: There were five people who
stood.

Mr. Chairman: I didn't see five members
rise. Your arithmetic is different from mine.

Mr. Lewis: The member for Windsor-
Walkerville more or less stood.

Mr. Chairman: More or less, and the mem-
ber for York Centre just about stood. I

didn't see five members rise.

Mr. Lewis: Well we will vote again.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is that really the Peel

North executive there? Were they intro-

duced.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): They
have been introduced.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What was the Premier

doing here tonight?

An hon. member: He is always here.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. Has any mem-
ber any comments or amendments to anything

prior to section 50 of the bill?

Mr. Roy: Yes, I want to speak on section

271.

Mr. Chairman: Okay, you vdll get your
chance.

Anything before section 75? Section 70.

Sections 35 to 69, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 70:

Mr. Chairman: The member for Port Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

have a long amendment here. I hope the

House will bear with me while I read the

amendment.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh, it is not that long.

God, there are six pages.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Foulds: It is okay.

An hon. member: You've only got two
members.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Order. Would
the member read the amendment to section

70?

Mr. Foulds moves that on line 1 of

section 70, subsection (1) the word
"divisional" be deleted after the word "every"
and before the word '^board," and that in line

3 the word "division" after the word
"school" and before the word "and" be de-

leted and that the word "zone" be substituted

therefor.

Mr. Foulds further moves that in line 1

of section 70, subsection (2), the word
"division" after the word "a" and before
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the word "board" be deleted and that in

line 3 the word "divisional" after the word
"another" and before the word "or" be

deleted, and that in line 5 the word "divi-

sional" after the word "school" and before the

word "of" be deleted and that the word
"zone" be substituted therefor.

Mr. Foulds further moves that in line 3
ol subsection (3) the word "divisional" after

the word "the" and before the word "board"
be deleted, and that in line 6 the word
'division" after the word "school" and before

the word "in" be deleted and the word
"zone" be substituted therefor.

Mr. Foulds: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

An hon. member: Good for you. We'll

vote on it right now.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member is en-

titled to a little music with that.

Mr. Foulds: Basically what has happened
in this section is that you are allowing only
public schools to maintain schools for mentally
retarded children, by assigning that responsi-

bility to the divisional boards, and divisional

boards in the definition section can only be
boards of education or public school boards.

By these amendments, I am attempting to

give the right to every board that comes
under the definition of board within the

meaning of the Act. Once again, we made
all these arguments in committee outside of
the House and I'm not going to repeat them.
I just want very briefly—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Come on, repeat them.

Mr. Foulds: —to touch upon one very
real case.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I'll bet he does.

Mr. J. H. Jessiman (Fort William): Are you
reading your Hansard brief? You have only
one member of your party with you.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Foulds: Is this your maiden speech?

Mr. Breithaupt: It's a point of personal

privilege.

Mr. Jessiman: There is only one member of

your party interested. They have all left you.

Mr. Foulds: It's quality, not quantity, that

counts.

Mr. Jessiman: Is this something new?

Mr. Chairman: Order, order.

Mr. Foulds: And the minister sometimes
wishes he didn't have your support.

Mr. Chairman: Order. The member for

Port Arthur has the floor.

Mr. Lewis: It's the longest single contribu-

tion the member for Fort William has made
in his tenure in the House. You usually con-
fine yourself to monosyllables.

I haven't heard you put two words together.
It's really quite an accomplishment.

Mr. Chairman: Order, on behalf of your
colleague.

Mr. Lewis: My colleague can get along
well, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Foulds: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Jessiman: Watch your hands.

Mr. Foulds: The Sudbury Catholic Sepa-
rate School Board, which is larger than the

public school board in terms of the popula-
tion that it serves, has for some time been

providing education for mentally retarded

children, and the public school board in

Sudbury did not duplicate the service but

arranged wdth the separate school board to

send children to the classes. But, because of

this section of the Act, that whole programme
had to be scrapped and devised again.

I submit to you that in this day and age,

where the ministry talks about shared facili-

ties, that we should in this instance talk about

giving the same rights to the separate school

board with regard to Roman Catholic sepa-

rate school children who, unfortunately,

happen to be mentally retarded. I am sure

that no separate school board is going to em-

bark on one of these programmes if the ser-

vice is available and it's more economical to

do it in conjunction with another board, be-

cause that has not been the experience in the

province. It worked well in Sudbury, it

worked co-operatively in Sudbury and I

would simply like to point out to you that

my attempts in this amendment to this sec-

tion, are simply to substitute the word
"board" for "divisional board." If you check

on page 2, the definition of "board" is stated

to mean "a board of education, public school

board, secondary school board, Roman
Catholic separate school board, or Protestant

separate school board." Thank you, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. B. Newman: I would like to say a few
words in support of the member's amendment
to the section.
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A year or so ago, I believe, I brought this

to the attention of the ministry when we
were debating one piece of legislation that

gave permission only to the public school

boards to have programmes for the mentally
retarded. At that time I could get no sup-

port in the House. I saw the fallacy of assign-

ing it only to one board; I thought it would
be right to assign it to either of the boards.

I couldn't see duplication of services in a

community for a programme such as this.

We support the member's amendment to

this section. I only wish that the members of

the NDP had paid attention to this when it

was brought into the House one year ago.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, as I indi-

cated in my remarks a few minutes ago, this

is one of the further matters that the minis-

ter's advisory committee on special educa-
tion is studying. We have been asked by the

Ontario Separate School Trustees' Associa-
tion and the Ontario English Catholic Teach-
ers' Association, among other bodies to look
into this, and we are currently studying it.

I want to point out to the members that

the reason this section reads as it does—and
I think I explained this in the estimates—is

that historically, when these schools were

brought into the new larger units of adminis-

tration, they were brought into the secondary
school panel and they receive secondary
school ceilings and grants, one and a half

times the regular secondary school per pupil
ceiling.

They are administered under the secondary
school panel of the boards. Therefore, the

Catholic and public school supporters of a

community have the full say in the adminis-
tration of the trainable retarded children's

schools where they exist in any jurisdictions
and in any of the boards.

The separate school trustees on the board
can make motions, second motions, vote on
matters and, indeed, they can take full part
in nmning those programmes as they do now.
The Roman Catholic ratepayers of any com-
munity where there are trainable retarded
schools support those schools with their taxes,
as do their public school supporters and
neighbours. Thev are in the secondary school

panel. That is the situation as it exists at the

present time.

Nobody is excluded from the administration
or the policy-making of those schools. No-
body is excluded or included exclusively to

pay taxes towards them. As I sav, the on-

going step could be to provide the Roman
Catholic separate school boards with the

power in legislation to establish programmes

for the retarded under the elementary panel.
This is what we are currently having studied

by the minister's advisory committee on spe-
cial education.

Mr. Chairman: It is moved by Mr. Foulds
that in line 1 of section 70(1) the word
"division" will be deleted after the word
"every" and before the word "board" and
that in line 3 the word "division" after the

word "school" and before the word "and"
be deleted and the word "zone" be sub-

stituted therefor.

In section 70(2) it is moved by Mr. Foulds
that in line 1 the word "division" will be
deleted after the word "a" and before the
word "board," that in line 3 the word
"divisional" after the word "another" and
l^efore the word "board" be deleted, and
that in line 5 the word "division" after the
word "school" and before the word "of be
deleted and the word "zone" be substituted

therefor.

In section 70(3) it is moved by Mr. Foulds
that in line 3 the word "divisional" aifter the
word "the" and before the word "board" be
deleted, and that in line 6 the word "division"

after the word "school" and before the word
"in" be deleted and the word "zone" be sub-
stituted therefor.

All those in favour of the motion—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Would you please

repeat that, Mr. Chairman—the third line?

Mr. Chairman: The third line—which third

line?

All those in favour will please say "aye."

All those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion, the "nays" have it.

Mr. Lewis: Now just let's count them.
Look at them—just look at them.

Mr. Chairman: Stack it?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: All right, you made it,

fellows—back in the cubbyholes.

Mr. Chairman: Agreed. Stack it.

Any other comments, amendments?

Mr. Foulds: Section 164, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before 164?

Sections 71 to 156, inclusive, aeireed to.

On section 157:

Mrs. Campbell: There is an amendment to

section 157. This was one which I had
drawn to the minister's attention in com-
mittee that notwithstanding the fact that we
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have a secretariat to ensure that we co-

ordinate these things, the Minister of Com-
munity and Social Services brought in legis-

lation which was not in accord with the spirit

of this Act.

It's really not a matter of an amendment.
It is simply that I have now read this amend-
ment quite carefully and it concerns me. It

has the effect of saying that a facility or

facilities in certain circumstances that come
within the definition of community recreation

centre under the Community Recreation

Centres Act may be considered by the Min-
ister of Community and Social Services as a

community recreation centre.

Now, my concern is that his Act definitely
states that the municipality must have vested

in it the title to the property in order to

achieve grants. I would ask the minister if

I could have the explanation of his staff as

to how—or I'm sorry, the minister himself, if

he can do that—how we can overcome in this

way what appears to be an ongoing conflict

between the two statutes.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I have to tell my hon.
friend that actually the first amendment to

this section I saw was one much more easily
understood by a layman like myself. I'm not

a lawyer like the hon. member or the gentle-
men that draft legislation around here. But
after saying that that seemed to do that job,

they came back with this one, which I'm

told does exactly the same thing.

In other words, it provides that if a

school board and a municipality were to get

together and decide to build a community
school, part of it—say, enlarging a gymnasium
or adding some part of that school that would

qualify under the Community Recreation

Centres Act—the municipality would be

eligible for their part of the grant under the

Community Recreation Centres Act. This not-

withstanding the fact that that building would
be built on school board land and they
wouldn't have a lease for that land, but
would have an agreement signed between
themselves and the school board for the opera-
tion and the construction of that facility. The
intent of this amendment was that if that

agreement took place, it would be deemed
t(; be acceptable under the Community
Recreation Centres Act.

Now, as I say, I'm not a lawyer and the

lawyers tell me that this does that. Now,
my friend is a lawyer, and if she is in doubt
about it, I will be glad to have it double-
checked again. Because certainly that is

what she wants done, and that is what my
colleague, the Minister of Community and

Social Services wanted done. We wanted
in no way to inhibit the development of

community recreation facilities or community
schools and to put that old bugaboo in that

you had to build them on land that you
owned, or had a long-term lease for that

land owned by the community, only in this

case through the school board.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I under-

stood the purport of it. As I say, I drew
the attention of the minister to the dichot-

omy between the two statutes. All I'm con-
cerned about is that I would say that the

Community Recreation Centres Act is the

governing legislation. I would have thought
that almost the only way we could ensure
the end result we are seeking here would
be by amendment to that legislation, be-

cause if it says you can't do it this way, I

don't know how you can say he can con-
sider it this way for our purposes. That's

the sum and substance of it.

Mr. Breithaupt: I would think, Mr. Chair-

man, that the member for St. George makes
a good point. It might be worthwhile before

we return in January that the minister's

advisers could consider whether an amend-
ment to that community centres legislation
would be worthwhile in order to make sure
that there is no particular problem. I think

that if that were looked at, we migiht then

all be quite content.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Certainly that is a de-

sirable thing. As my friends know, the Com-
munity Recreations Centres Act had already

passed at the time we were discussing this.

What we were attempting to do here was
to put something into this Act so that we
wouldn't inhibit any of these agreements or

prevent anything happening until it was pos-
sible to put through an amendment to that

Act. We'll pursue that also.

I am told that this section was drafted

by the chief legislative counsel with the very

thoughts that you and I had in mind. I

guess we'll have to accept his wisdom in

drafting legislation and assume he has done

something here that is going to work, and
I am sure he has.

Section 157 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section

164? The member for Port Arthur.

On section 164:

Mr. Foulds moves that subsection 1 of

section 164 be deleted and the following
substituted therefor:
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164—(1) A board may pay to each mem-
ber of the board for each month an al-

lowance as the board itself may determine

at the first duly constituted meeting of the

board in the current year.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, I admit the

minister has made a step forward in section

164, but he still has set limits on the al-

lowances that the board may pay to trustees

based on the student population, as I under-

stand it—the enrolment. The amendment at-

temps to give that responsibility to the board

itself. No other duly elected board at this

level is bound by the terms of an Act such
as this. For example, municipal councillors

can vote themselves what salaries they wish

without a binding limit at the top imder the

Municipal Act.

Mrs. CampbeU: Federal MPs, yes.

Mr. Foulds: FedSeral MPs, thank you very

much, have no such restriction as is on them
in this Act, nor do we. The restriction comes
from having to account to the electorate. If

we are going to talk about local autonomy
of school boards, we should give them the

responsibility to determine their allowances

in whatever manner they see fit. The mem-
ber for St. George, the member for Windsor-
Walkerville and I put these arguments in

standing committee. I just briefly state them
here and make the motion to give that legal
articulation.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, may I

just simply endorse the amendment pres-
ented Ijy the member? We spoke at length
on this in the commitee and I don't intend

to make any more comments on it. We think

local autonomy should decidte whether the

board raises the salary or does not raise the

salary. However, I would think that in the

member's amendment it might have been
good to put in some provision for indexing,
so that the board wouldn't be responsible for

demanding or suggesting substantial in-

creases, such as the federal members of

Parliament did the other day.

Mr. Foulds: Just one thing, Mr. Chairman,
though. The board', surely, through a bylaw
could itself do the indexing, just as the Par-
liament of Canada can do on indexing for

its own members. It's possible anyway.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister have

any comments?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I would
have to reject that amendment and stick

with tlie section that's here.

Mr. Chairman: Any further conmients?

All those in favour of Mr. Foulds' motion

will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): Same old

gang.

Mr. Chairman: Stacked.

Any other comments or amendments or

resolutions?

Mr. Foulds: Section 225, subsection 3,

Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Section 225.

Mr. Foulds: Subsection 3.

Mr. Chairman: Subsection 3. Anything
before that?

Sections 165 to 224, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 225:

Mr. Foulds: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Foulds moves that subsection 3 of

section 225 be amended by adding the fol-

lowing words, "or an occasional teacher

teaches more than 20 school days in the

sehool year" in line 1 after the word
"teacher" and before the word "is."

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, the intention

of this amendment is simply to give occa-

sional teachers, that is teachers who work as

supply teachers for 20 days in the school

year, privileges in terms of fringe benefits

if they are off duty because of illness.

The clause would then read, so the House

understands fully the intention:

A part-time teacher or an occasional

teacher who teaches more than 20 school

days is entitled to a salary for 10 per cent

of the periods of instruction and super-

vision specified in the agreement for his

employment in any one school year in

respect of his absence from duty on

account of sickness . . .

And then die clause spells out how the

sickness must be certified.

I am doing this simply on this principle,

that we should try to ensure fringe benefits

for those people who do not work full time

just as much as we do for full-time people.
The people concerned have to have, accord-

ing to the terms of the amendment, an

agreement of employment with the board.

That could be taken care of, and this simply
ensures that those fringe benefits that other
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teachers are entitled to are also available

proportionately to occasional teachers.

Mr. Laughren: The reactionary rump
aside.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I moved
such a resolution at the time the committee

was hearing comment on this bill in com-

mittee room No. 1. It was presented to me
by the Federation of Women Teachers. It

did make sense and I don't intend to speak

any more.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I think,

as the hon. members will recall and as the

member for Windsor-Walkerville has stated,

at the committee this suggestion was put
forward by the Federation of Women
Teachers* Associations of Ontario as an
amendment.

Mr. Foulds: No, not quite the way I

have worded it.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Not quite the way you
have worded it, but the sense of it was put
forward and the Ontario Teachers' Federa-
tion indicated they hadn't unanimity among
their members on it. I suggested that it's a
matter that should be studied at our ongoing
meetings between the teachers' federation

and the ministry. We study various legisla-

tive amendments on a continuing basis, and
this was agreed to by the teachers present.
So therefore, Mr. Chairman, I would reject

the amendment at this time.

Mr. Foulds: I would just like to point
out and put on the record that in fact

occasional teachers are often not members of

the federation, so that our attempt here is to

give some kind of fringe benefit guarantee
to what are in efFect unorganized teachers.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I appreciate the hon.

member's last comments, Mr. Chairman, but
I also should indicate that this does have
an efFect on the school boards of this prov-
ince. The boards themselves also wish to

study this. They have really not had an

opportunity to do so.

Mr. Foulds: I am sure they would not
have to pay the extra.

Mr. Chairman: All those in favour of Mr.
Foulds' motion will please say "aye."

All those opposed will please say "nay."
In my opinion the "nays" have it.

Stacked.

Any other comments?

Mr. Foulds: Section 229.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before 229?

Sections 226 to 228, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 229:

Mr. Foulds moves that clause c of sub-

section 1 of section 229 be deleted and the

following words substituted therefor: "to en-

courage a high standard of ethical values and
behaviour."

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, at the present
time the clause reads:

It is the duty of the teacher to inculcate

by precept and example respect for religion
and the principles of Judaeo-Christian

morality and the highest regard for truth,

justice, loyalty, love of country, humanity,
benevolence, sobriety, industry, frugality,

purity, temperance and all other virtues.

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): That
would be a good one for the Legislative

Assembly Act.

Mr. Roy: Is chastity mentioned in there?

Mr. Foulds: Chastity is not mentioned, no.

Mr. Roy: Saved again.

Mr. Foulds: What I think is somewhat
oflFensive is that in no other legislation do we
lay down these kinds of principles for medical

doctors, for lawyers, for—

Mr. Roy: We have them.

Mr. Foulds: —architects, for legislators, for

what have you.

Mr. Roy: I'll swear to that under oath.

Mr. Foulds: I've seen you slightly in-

temperate at times, slightly.

Mr. Roy: Oh, yes. But that was moderation.

Mr. Breithaupt: Only under provocation.

Mr. Foulds: Only under provocation, ad-

mittedly. But what clause c indicates as it is

written is that the teachers should belong to

the communion of saints before their time.

And I am simply saying to you that that's

impossible.

Mr. J. A. Taylor ( Prince Edward-Lennox ) :

Your proposition is impossible.

Mr. Foulds: In fact, the section of legisla-

tion is unenforceable and it is a bad prin-

ciple—
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Mr. G. Nixon: You're all mixed up.

Mr. Foulds: —in legislation.

Mr. M. Gassidy (Ottawa Centre): You
don't know much about the matter.

Mr. Laughren; See the reactionary Tories

coming out of the woodwork.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Should

apply to the cabinet, too.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. Laughren: Keep the cabinet out of

land speculation.

An hon. member: Why is the member
against it?

Mr. Foulds: As a matter of fact, if you
had heard my amendment you would under-
stand that I'm not

Hon. A. K. Meen (Minister of Revenue):

Hurry up, you know we're nmning out of

time.

Mr. Foulds: As a matter of fact, I don't

have any quarrel with the standards that are

enunciated in clause c as it now stands; I

personally don't. But I can see that a person
who is teaching in our school system in On-
tario, and who happens to be a Buddhist or

a Moslem or a Hindu and is a citizen of

our province, can't abide by this piece of

legislation. And it's wrong in principle for

us as legislators to put in a piece of legisla-

tion that will not be enforced, that is simply
unenforceable, because there is no way that

those things can be measured.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Civil

rights will cover that.

Mr. Foulds: When it says "it is the duty
of a teacher" to do these things, we as legis-

lators can't in conscience support a piece of

legislation that is unenforceable. It's on that

basis that I suggest and hope the amend-
ment achieves its purpose, which is to en-

courage a high standard of ethical values and
behaviour. I know that we had some dis-

cussion on this in standing committee, and
the hon. member for St George at that point
couldn't agree with me because I had the
words "personal values." I've changed that
to "ethical" in the hopes that that will more
clearly spell out the purpose that I had in

mind, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.

Mr. Laughren: Unless the Tories are

against ethical values.

Mr. Chairman: Any other comments?

The hon. member for St. George

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I have great

diflBculty with this section as it stands because
it is in the Act as a duty. If one looks at

what is asked of a teacher, it is not just

simply to inculcate by precept, but by ex-

ample, respect for religion, the principles of

Judaeo-Christian morality; the highest regard
for truth, justice, loyalty—loyalty to whom I

am not sure, because love of country is also

included there—humanity, benevolence, sobri-

ety, industry, frugality, purity, temperance
and all other virtues.

My view at committee was that I do
think parents in this province wish to have
some security that these qualities will be
inculcated into the student. My suggestion
was that it should constitute a preamble to

the legislation, but that you could not spell
it out by definition as a duty of a teacher.

I don't know how any teacher could meas-
ure up to that standard. I don't know how
any member of the community could measure

up to that standard.

The teachers who were before us asked,
for instance, if you are to be judged on your
example of frugality in these days, would
this mean that it was imprudent or not frugal
to carry a mortgage on your home? I don't

know what would happen in this day and

age if that happened to be the situation.

I find great dijBBculty in accepting the other

wording, because I really don't know how
enforceable it would be either. Certainly I

would think that one could somehow make
objective tests on the question of whether or

not a teacher was encouraging a high stan-

ard of ethical values and behaviour.

The minister made it clear at the time that

we debated this in the committee that he had
had some thought of deleting this section and
that many parents communicated with him
their concern. My view is that when you are

passing legislation, when you are putting into

legislation a clause such as this, you are really

cheating the parents into thinking they have
this kind of security, when they don't.

There is precedent under our type of gov-
ernment to incorporate a preamble. I would
say that it would seem to me that to incor-

porate as a preamble that the objectives of

education in this province were thus and so,

would be to give weight to such objectives,
without producing a piece of legislation which
is in my view, totally unenforceable.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman. I rise to

support the amendment to the section. We
discussed this at some length in committee,
Mr. Chairman. The member for St. George
put the case very well. How does one have

a teacher teach humanity or benevolence?

How does one have a teacher teach frugality
or even temperance or sobriety? The teacher

who wouldn't, in the estimation of someone,
be teaching this would be subject to dis-

missal. Mr. Chairman, you would really have
to dismiss most teachers because you could

find faults with practically every one of us.

Mr. Breithaupt: The executive council

couldn't have a meeting.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, this clause

should be possibly put, as my colleague from
St. George made mention—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: They could have a

meeting. They just wouldn't take the oath.

Mr. B. Newman: —as a preamble to this

bill. If the minister would not put it as a

preamble, it maybe should be put as the

aims and objectives rather than the duties

of a teacher.

Mr. Foulds: By regulation.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any other com-
ments?

Mr. J. Root (Wellington-Dufferin): Mr.

Chairman, I want to speak in support of the

bill the way it is. I think these are principles
that have been guidelines for the develop-
ment of the fine society that we have.

Mr. Foulds: Guidelines for paupers a few

years from now.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Root: I can't see any useful purpose
that would be served by weakening the prin-

ciples that have made this country what it is.

Mr. Breithaupt: You are just kidding your-
selves.

Mr. Cassidy: Oh, come on. Your caucus

defies them every day.

Mr. Root: We have had many fine teachers

and they have had our children for perhaps
even more hours a day than their parents. To
have these principles-

Mr. Haggerty: What's the view of the

minister?

Mr. Root: —followed by example and pre-

cept is a good thing. I think if we can get
back to some of these precepts, we'll have a
lot better society than we will have if we
take this out.

Mr. Cassidy: That's pretty hypocritical.

Mr. Lewis: Maybe you could tell us about

frugality?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Root: Yes, I could tell you something
about frugality. I've lived on $10 a week and
what 1 grew on the farm. I know a little bit

about it. I know what it is to wear the same
suit of clothes for 11 years; so I can tell you
something about frugality. Is there anything
else you want to know?

Mr. Foulds: Is that the one you're wearing
now.

An hon. member: You're still wet behind
the ears.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Foulds: You don't even know the

difference between frugality and being a

cheapskate.

Mr. Root: Mr. Chairman, I just want to

say that I think it will be in the interests of

the future development of this province to

leave this section in the bill.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any further com-
ments?

Mr. Lewis: Develop it is right.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, in the

course of our over two years' study of this

legislation and the consolidation of it, this

was one of the subsections that was looked

at, as were (a) and (b). I was very interested

in trying to fiiid out just exactly where this

section had come from. I was not entirely

successful, but I imagine it was either written,

or at least inspired, by Egerton Ryerson in

his days of developing the public school

system in this province.

As my colleague who has just spoken has

said, it has served this province well for 100

years. It's very easy to make hght of this

section. It's very easy to suggest it's some-

thing that cannot be achieved by anyone in

this House, or anyone in fact. It's very easy
to say there are no other professions that

have any land of guideline like this. I would

say to my friends, ff that's the case let's put
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some provisions like that in for the other

professions. Don't take this out.

If you look at subsections (a), (b) and (c),

they're not laws. They are ideals to be

achieved. No one has ever said that these

were laws that had to be obeyed. These are

ideals to be achieved. If I've found out one

thing
in travelling around this province, it's

the fact that the people of this province want
some kind of moral value system in our

educational system.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: They want to know that

moral values are part of our school curri-

culum. We have to know that moral values

cannot be developed and a moral value

system cannot be developed in the school

alone. I tell you this—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Would the members please

keep order while the minister is speaking?

Hon. Mr. Wells: —that the parents of this

province want to feel that the teachers and
the school system of this province are extend-

ing their development of moral values in their

own young people. I think this section, Mr.

Chairman, that has served us well over many
years, if you read it and you read it many
times, you will find it's a guidelight that

could guide any one of us.

We may not live up to some of the sec-

tions, but it does at least give an emphasis on

what are some of the moral principles that

govern our society.

Mr. Cassidy: You may encourage the law
to be flouted.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I don't

want to prolong this. We had a long debate

on this section in committee. As my friend

knows, I'm not prepared to accept his amend-
ment and remove this. As I said, I don't

want to be part of any government that re-

moves a section like this that has been in our

school law in this province for over 100

years.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: There is the anti-education

member from Timiskaming.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Mr. Foulds
moves that section 229(1 )(c) be deleted and
the following words substituted therefor: "to

encourage a high standard of ethical values

and behaviour."

All those in favour say "aye."

All those opposed say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

Will you stack this?

Mr. Lewis: We are pretending the clock

doesn't exist.

An hon. member: Take all day.

Mr. Chairman: Agreed to stacking it?

Agreed.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: What section?

Mr. Roy: Section 271—the second last sec-

tion of the bill.

Mr. Chairman: Is there any other section

before 271?

Sections 230 to 270, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 271:

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, the section that

I move an amendment to is section 271. I

move that after the word "appropriate" in

the seventh line of subsection (1), be inserted

the-

Mr. Chairman: Subsection (1)?

Mr. Roy: Yes, subsection (1).

An hon. member: Throw him out!

An hon. member: The member for Ottawa

East is running oflF on his own hobby-horse.

Mr. Lewis: You don't make the rules

around here.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, can I get some
order here or not?

Mr. Chairman: If the members don't wish

to come to order at this time, I'll ask the

House leader to move the adjournment.

Mr. Lewis: That's very good.

Mr. Stokes: Assert yourself, Mr. Chairman.

An hon. member: Finish it.

Mr. Roy: My amendment, Mr. Chairman,
U that you insert the words "which recom-

mendation shall be final and binding unless

appealed to the minister."

Mr. Lewis: That is a good motion.
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Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, the purpose of

the amendment relates back to when this

commission was created about a year ago. At

that time I told the minister that the dis-

putes left in our school board and the lan-

guage committees across the province are

the most difficult areas of the province and
that if the commission did not have binding

powers it would be a useless exercise.

The first decision that the commission had
to make was in Essex, and the commission
made recommendations which the school

board immediately rejected. On its first at-

tempt to solve a dispute in the area of Wind-
sor the commission was rebuffed. Now it has

been rebuffed twice more this week in the

area of Elliot Lake, the North Shore Board
of Education has refused to accept the rec-

ommendation of the commission and recently
the London Board of Education has again
refused to accept the recommendation of

the commission.

Mr. Chairman, as I said to the minister, it

is happening exactly as we had predicted. It

is not sufficient to give the commission

powers only to mediate. They have to be
able to make a decision which is going to

be binding unless it is appealed to the min-

ister, because we are going through a useless

exercise now.

So if you want more evidence it seems to

me it's obvious. You've had three occasions

to solve a problem and on three occasions

the suggestion of the commission has been

rejected.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Ot-
tawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

was going to move an amendment too. While
we will support the amendment proposed by
the member for Ottawa East, and for very
much the same reasons, the specific proposal
I would have put forward would have been
that if, in the opinion of the minister, the

board refused to comply with the recommen-
dations of the languages of instruction com-

mission, then on order of the minister the

recommendation of the commission would
have been binding upon the local school

board.

Mr. Roy: I have an amendment to sub-

section 2.

Mr. Cassidy: The member for Ottawa East

says he has another amendment. At any rate,
in our view that would simply have put the

responsibility on the minister at the political
level if the languages of instruction com-

mission was being flouted. But the problem
which exists in Essex county and the prob-
lems which are cropping up elsewhere indi-

cate very strongly that, as we warned when
the languages of instruction commission was
first established, an advisory board is not

adequate. The steps that lead to it are okay,
but at the very final stage you've got to be
able to do something tougher than simply
make recommendations which will consis-

tently continue to be ignored.

I think that the credibility of the govern-
ment in relation to the rights of francophones
in the province is at stake in the amendment
that has been proposed by the member for

Ottawa East, or on the amendment that we
would have proposed. Because if you don't

do something, if the government doesn't en-

sure that francophone school rights are

respected, then the francophones of the prov-
ince will continue to have to be heroes, as

they say, in order to get rights that are auto-

matically assumed to be theirs by the English-

speaking population of the province. And that

simply isn't good enough.

Why should it be that one of the two
official language groups in this province
should have to fight at every step? In London

they have had to do it, as in Burlington, in

Essex and up north, again and again and

again. Is it six or seven years since the in-

troduction of French secondary schools in the

province? That simply isn't good enough and
it indicates that when you get down to the

bottom, this government still has reservations

in the commitment it has made to franco-

phone educational rights in Ontario.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, I have two
amendments to that section.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Chairman, on a point of

order.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Wentworth.

Mr. Deans: I am reluctant, because of the

difficulties we have had in the past, to see us

just simply drift on to 10:45. I am not sug-

gesting for a moment that we are not going
to have the vote take place. But I would like,

somehow or other, there to be a motion to sit

until the vote has been called. Otherwise,

some day two weeks from now we'll have it

pointed out to us by the government that

when it suited our convenience we sat be-

yond 10:30. And I just don't want it to

happen.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Agreed.
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Mr. Deans: You can't sit beyond 10:30

without a motion, so I will move that we sit

until such time as the vote has been called.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, does that

not have to be a government motion?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It doesn't have to be, no.

Mr. Deans: It doesn't have to be.

Mr. Chairman: Yes, I think so.

Mr. Cassidy: As a matter of fact, we can

do a better job of the order of business than

you do.

Mr. Deans: It doesn't have to be.

Mr. Chairman: Well, I'm told it has to be
a government motion. Do you so move?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I so move.

Mr. Chairman: Hon. Mr. Wells moves-

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Carried

by unanimous consent!

Mr. Lewis: What do you mean, "Mr. Wells

moves r

Mr. Deans: I already moved it.

Mr. Cassidy: He doesn't recognize that.

Hon. Mr. Wells moves that the House sit

beyond 10:30 o'clock, p.m.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, I have a second

amendment to the same section.

Mr. Roy moves that subsection 2 be de-

leted and the following substituted therefor:

"Within 30 days after an appeal by either

party under subsection 1, the minister shall

either aflBrm, amend or reject the recommen-
dations of the commission."

Mr. Lewis: What you need most in life is

a belt.

Mr. Roy: Me?

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): I could lend

him my stomach.

Mr. Roy: I don't need it.

Mr. Deans: Carried.

Mr. Laughren: Carried.

Mr. Roy: I would say this, Mr. Chairman,
the purpose of the amendment is to put a

fixed deadline on when a decision be made
in relation to establishing or accepting the

recommendations of the commission. I don't

want to repeat what I said in committee, but

surely the minister sees the good sense of that

type of an amendment? In fact, I think you
are going to propose that type of an amend-
ment in about three or four months—you
yourself are probably going to have a similar

type of amendment in three or four months—
because you know that the commission is not

working and that it is not accepting the

recommendations. In fact, I hear that the

commissioners are becoming somewhat dis-

appointed because they feel they are going

through a useless exercise. I think you have

got quality people on this commission, but if

you are going to have them perform a use-

ful function you should put some teeth in

their recommendations.

I implore the minister to accept the amend-
ment and at least put some legislation behind

what he considers to be his policy towards

French-speaking schools in this province.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I would

just like to say that there is no lack of com-

mitment on the part of this government-

Mr. Laughren: Oh yes, there is.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —to ensuring the rights of

the francophone people of this province to

education in the French language.

Mr. Laughren: Why isn't it happening
then?

Hon. Mr. Wells: We are doing everything

possible to assure that those rights are guar-

anteed.

Mr. Cassidy: No, you're not.

Mr. Laughren: Oh no, you're not. It's not

happening.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I just say to my friends,

as I said during the debate on this section,

I think it is premature to suggest the kind

of amendment that they're suggesting at this

time.

Mr. Roy: Premature?

Mr. Cassidy: By 106 years. Is that right?

Mr. Chairman: All those in favour of Mr.

Roy's amendment to section 271(1) and sec-

tion 271(2) please say "aye."

All those opposed please nay
*

nay."

In my opinion, the "nays" have it.
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Mr. Lewis: Okay, let's call in the members
and we will vote on them.

Mr. Chairman: All right. This is stacked

then. Is there any other section of the bill

that anyone wishes to comment on or to

amend prior to the vote?

Mr, Cassidy: There are no more sections

of the bill, Mr. Chairman.

Sections 272 to 274, inclusive, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Call in the members.

There are eight amendments to be voted

on.

The committee divided on Mr. Foulds*

motion that in section 1 ( 1 ) ( 61 ) the words
"Roman Catholic" be deleted after the word
"the" and before the word "spouse" in the

second last line of the paragraph, which was

negatived on the following vote:

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 24; the "nays" are 47.

Mr. Lewis: If there was one more it would
be two to one.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the amendment
lost and the section shall stand as a part of

the bill.

Section 1 agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Chairman, unless

there is another question could we use the

same vote?

Mr. Chairman: The second amendment is

on section 10(7).

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order: It's hard

enough to figure one of these votes out as it

now stands in our caucus.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: This is the 14-year-old
one.

Mr. Lewis: This is the 14-year-old one?

Okay. We're with you now, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

The committee divided on Mr. Foulds'

motion that section 10(7) be deleted, which
was negatived on the following vote:

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 8; the "nays" are 63.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the motion lost

and the section will stand as a part of the

bill.

Section 10 agreed to.

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of

Energy): Mr. Chairman, there are 11 New
Democrats here. Are you sure that the

count is eight? Are we really sure that it's

eight?

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chaiiman, on the re-

maining six amendments, we are prepared
that they carry without being put individual-

ly and that the first vote would stand.

Mr. Chairman: Agreed?

Mr. Lewis: We're not so sure any more,
Mr. Chairman. Since the whip rounds up
our votes, Mr. Chairman, there is some am-
bivalence—wasn't that the word you used?

Are we united on all the other votes?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Then it's all right, Mr. Chair-

man.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: If I may, Mr. Chair-

man, I just want to voice our opinion. We
agree with that because we want you to

know, and the House to know, that we want

unanimity in that caucus.

The committee divided on the balance of

the amendments which were negatived on
the same vote as that taken on the motion

proposing an amendment to section 1.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the amendments
lost and the sections will stand as part of

the bill.

Sections 70, 164, 225, 229 and 271 agreed
to.

Bill 72 reported.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr, Speaker in the

ohair.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Ordter, please.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House begs to report one bill

without amendment, and asks for leave to

sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, I

wonder if the House would give me consent
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to revert to reports so we can iiear the com-
mittee's report on Bill 113.

Agreed.

Mr. Speaks: Presenting reports.

Mr. J. A. Taylor of the standing admin-
istration of justice conmiittee presented the

committee's report which was read as fol-

lows and adopted:
Your committee begs to report the follow-

ing bill without amendment:

Bill 113, An Act to amend the Municipal
AflFairs Act.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered
for third reading?

Agreed.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, tomorrow
I would think we would deal first with the

bill standing in the name of the Minister of

Government Services (Mr. Snow); and then

we will proceed to the consideration of some
other minor bills in the name of the Treas-

urer (Mr. White) and the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications (Mr. Rhodes);
and finally the bill in regard to the estab-

lishment of the Ministry of Culture and
Recreation.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjourn-
ment of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 11:07 o'clock,

p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 10 o'clock, a.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

WATER TREATMENT

Hon. W. Newman (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Speaker, over the past few

days much has been said and written about

water treatment, water contamination and
related scientific and medical research. I am
pleased to see this public interest in this

very important area of environmental pro-

tection, because it gives me the opportunity
to discuss with the hon. members some activi-

ties of which Ontario can be proud.

We are pioneers in environmental pro-
tection in this province, particularly with

regard to water treatment and water pollu-

tion control. I can say, and without fear of

contradiction, that there's not a system in

the world better than the one we have right

here in Ontario-

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-

tion): Applause, applause from across there.

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): Come on, fellas.

Hon. W. Newman: This province estab-

lished the Ontario Water Resources Commis-
sion in 1957 to protect the water we use.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): The gov-
ernment has been watching the problem from
afar for 30 years.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We thought the minister

was talking about patronage.

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): The Liberals

are the ones who know all about that.

Hon. Mr. Snow: The experts.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Could we
have the minister's statement?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The "big blue machine."
Does the Premier know what that is? It

is a patronage machine.

Friday, December 20, 1974

Hon. Mr. Davis: Whose list in Ottawa is

the Leader of the Opposition on?

Hon. W. Newman: We enjoy one-fifth of

the world's supply of fresh water here, which

imposes a considerable amount of responsi-

bility on us. My predecessors in the OWRC
and the Ministry of the Environment have

met this obligation well, and I intend to

continue this tradition.

At this time, we have 438 water treatment

plants serving 307 municipalities in Ontario,

and 88 of these plants are owned and oper-
ated by the province. Over the past two
decades we have built up a substantial wealth

of scientific and technical expertise in water

protection and water treatment. We have

millions invested in scientific equipment and
a staff whose knowledge and experience in

water pollution control cannot be measured
in mere dollars.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Hurray! Best in the

world.

Hon. W. Newman: Four years ago, an $11
million major expansion was planned for our

laboratory and research facilities in Rexdale.

This expansion is completed and scientific

equipment worth about $2.5 million has

been delivered to add to our existing facili-

ties. We maintain the most up-to-date re-

search programme possible to protect our

water. This is a basic and essential public
service.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): What about

arsenic in the Moira River?

Hon. W. Newman: Our research and

analysis programme has been developed to

the point where we can detect and measure

the most minute trace organic and inorganic

elements in water samples. In fact, our ability

to measure these elements has outstripped
the medical profession's present level of

knowledge of their eflEects, good or bad, on

human health.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): That is

not what they say about asbestos.

Mr. Shulman: How about arsenic?
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Hon. W. Newman: This research is con-

tinually being applied in our operational pro-

grammes, benefiting our treatment plants and

municipal plants. But before we apply a
new process we make sure all the research

and testing on that process is done, and we
know the effects of the process.

For example, from time to time we hear

critics of chlorination advocating other treat-

ment methods. We have tried the alterna-

tives, from ozone treatment through gamma
irradiation.

Ozone treatment has its advocates, but the

chlorine method we use has at least two
basic advantages. First, we have the experi-
ence and expertise to deal with it, and we
know how to use it to best advantage.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Who wnrote that for the
minister?

Hon. W. Newman: We still have no certain

knowledge of all the reactions that can take

place between ozone and water and its trace

contents.

The other basic advantage of chlorine is

its persistence. When you add this element
to water, it stays with it. This means it not

only purifies the water, it purifies the treat-

ment plant, the mains and the entire distribu-

tion through the plumbing and taps of our
homes.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Great. Just great.

Mr. Breithaupt: Sounds like the minister's

monthly bulletin.

Hon. W. Newman: Well, those fellows

brought it on. Ozone does not persist in

water and so can't provide this cleansing
action.

Mr. Shulman: And it doesn't produce car-

cinogens.

Hon. W. Newman: However, we are still

investigating this and other methods to main-
tain our high standard of treatment quality.
The care and study we put into water treat-

ment goes into all our water management
programmes. I don't think any intelligent

person could question that the Great Lakes
are around the comer in terms of pollution,
and getting better every year.

Ontario, I am proud to say, was the prime
mover in getting international action on these
lakes under way. We have consistently done
our best, with outstanding co-operation from
the municipalities, to meet our obligation to

clean up the Great Lakes, and we have

worked closely with our counterparts in

Ottawa, in Washington, and in the Great

Lakes states on the total cleanup programme.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I can get that copied and
sent out to all the Tories.

Hon. W. Newman: When I assumed re-

sponsibility for this ministry I inherited this

and I intend to continue.

I would also like, Mr. Speaker, to quote
from a medical report regarding asbestos

ingestion, because I think there has been a

great deal of concern on the part of the

public of this province.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I understand it is good
for you.

Hon. W. Newman: I notice the member
for High Park is drinking water this morning.
I am pleased to see him doing it.

Mr. Shulman: It is from a distillery; it is

okay.

Mr. Breithaupt: We can see through that

too, but people can't swallow it.

Hon. Mr. Snow: He usually drinks wine,
doesn't he? Imported wine, in fact.

Hon. W. Newman: I would just like to

quote briefly from this report, Mr. Speaker:

Three different laboratories indepen-

dently investigated the ability of ingested
mineral fibres to penetrate tissues in rats.

All concluded that there was no evidence
of tissue penetration by ingested mineral

fibres.

Mr. Breithaupt: What do rats know?

Hon. W. Newman: The report says:

These experimental observations are sup-

ported by the findings in coal and hard
rock miners who swallow, during their life-

time, nearly 100 times the amounts of

dust that is stored in their lungs. The

lymph nodes of these people show no evi-

dence of storage of the ingested dust par-
ticles at all. Animals fed asbestos over
much of their lifetime and allowed to live

to the age of cancer production, failed to

provide evidence of a carcinogenic effects.

This research was done by three different

universities—one in the US, one in England
and one in Scotland.

Hon. A. Grossman (Provincial Secretary for

Resources Development): That does it; I go
back to water today.

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of Housing.
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CONDOMINIUM MORTGAGES

Hon. D. R. Irvine (Minister of Housing):

Mr. Speaker, I wish to refer to my state-

ment of yesterday and correct an address.

I was incorrect when I stated that the

Morris family purchased their initial unit

in Crescent Town and their subsequent
units in Crescent Town. The address should

have been Flemingdon Woods.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The Leader of the Opposition.

FOOD PRICES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I'd like to ask the

Premier for some clarification. Is he familiar

with the report released yesterday by the

federal Food Prices Review Board that indi-

cates that we can expect a further 16 per
cent increase in the cost of food in the

province? While I do intend to ask some

questions of the Minister of Agriculture and
Food ^Mr. Stewart), can the Premier clearly

indicate what machinery we have for the

review of these increases as they come along
to see that the increases are justified, if

they are, to see that there is not undue

profiteering at any level between the pro-
ducer and the consumer, and to see that

this increase of 16 per cent, if it does hap-
pen—and apparently it will—is going to

accrue at least to the primary producers in

some way as an improvement in their eco-

nomic position?

The question is this, really, of the head
of the government before I put it to the

Minister of Agricultmre and Food: What
machinery is presently in place to keep these
matters at least under public review?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think
that question should be more appropriately
directed to the Minister of Agriculture andl

Food and to the minister, who is unfor-

tunately a little under the weather at the

moment, who has this matter within his

jurisdiction. In that he is not here, I will en-
deavour to get an answer from his ministry
for the Leader of the Opposition. Perhaps
the Minister of Agriculture and Food might
have some general observations, with his

very great and sincere interest in the prim-
ary producers when it comes to food.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: If I might direct the

question to the Minister of Agriculture and
Food, is it ihis intention to upgrade the Food
Council, which is an arm of the ministry

that has been available and in operation

for six years now, as the major review body
for food prices and particularly to see that

between the producer and the consumer

there is not an undue level of profiteering

and that these reviews can be carried out

publicly so that the people concerned, from

the producer to the consumer, are not only

going to see but going to believe that the

force and the authority of the government
of this province is going to be involved in

such a review?

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agri-

culture and Food): Mr. Speaker, we haven't

intended to include within the terms of

reference of the Food Council a review of

all food prices. We have now a federal

Food Prices Review Board under the direc-

tion of Mrs. Plumptre. We believe that if

food prices are going to be reviewed they

should be reviewed at the national level,

and that has been going on. I think, with

few exceptions, the reports that Mrs. Plump-
tre has submitted-^and there are many of

them—would indicate that there doesn't

appear to be undue profiteering in this par-

ticular regard.

I was asked a question a few weeks ago

by the member for Scarborough West (Mr.

Lewis) concerning markup in beef prices. We
did a review over the first 45 weeks of 1974

of five meat outlets in this province which

doesn't indicate there is any great increase

whatever in the markup between what the

outlet pays for the beef and what the re-

tailer sells it for—that is, the consumer pur-

chasing price. I answered the question a

day or two ago in the House. That was done

by the Food Council. The Food Council

are not equipped to get into the field of ex-

amining such matters in detail.

But I would point out, Mr. Speaker, with

regard to the Ontario Milk Commission, for

instance, that every price increase in Ontario

on fluid milk goes before the Ontario Milk

Commission in that the producer price is

worked out with the processors' council and

the Ontario Milk Marketing Board then that

price has to be ratified by the Milk Com-
mission. There have been times in the past

when there have been difi^erences of opinion.

I would suppose that as far as milk is

concerned and as far as beef is concerned

the share of the consumer's dollar goes di-

rectly to the producer in a larger percentage
than perhaps any other two commodities that

I know of.

With regard to many other commodities

that are on the basis of a negotiated price.
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the marketing boards having to do with

processing fruit and vegetables are just be-

ginning their discussion. They'll continue for

tie next two or three months.

We will have someone present from the

Ontario Farm Products Marketing Board who
will be monitoring those discussions on a

daily basis. On this board is the president
of the Consumers' Association of Canada,
Ontario section. Those agreements will be
finally resolved, I trust, by early spring.

But I believe people must recognize that
if we are going to have the kind of increases
in costs to the primary producer now evident,
then prices at consumer level are going to
have to reflect those increased costs or we
are simply not going to have production.

My hon. friend can become quite excited
about increased costs at consumer levels.

None of us are really anxious to see that

happen. But I have to say, Mr. Speaker,
that unless those costs are reflected at pro-
ducer level there is not going to be produc-
tion—and it is just as simple as that. I firmly
believe that food is still the best buy we
have in this country as far as consumers are
concerned. I stand firmly by that position.

Mr. L Deans (Wentworth): It is also

necessary.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Quite
specifically, since we have had a year of

rapidly increasing food costs and the Food
Price Review Board predicts a further 16 per
cent in the following year, would the min-
ister not think it advisable on behalf of the
people of this province to strengthen this
review arm? It is presently there and capable
of responding, but so far only on an ad hoc
basis. There should be capabflity in the Min-
istry of Agriculture and Food for a monitor-
ing service upon which the minister can re-

port on a regular basis during next year
when the food prices are going to escalate
even more rapidly than they have before.
Does the minister not agree that this could
be done without duplicating what is being
done by Mrs. Plumptre's committee, in the
area where there is a provincial jurisdiction
and where the price increases are going to
have impact in Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No, Mr. Speaker, I do
not share that opinion. I see no reason why
the Province of Ontario-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I believe the minister
will reverse that position before 1975 is over.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: We may, we may in-
deed. At this particular, precise moment in

time I just feel that any such review board
would simply be a duplication of what's

being done at the federal level.

There may be specific instances, where I

will, as I did with beef, look into these

things. But we have never found in any of

these ad hoc looks that we may have taken
that there is any undue profiteering. Cer-

tainly there are variations. There are varia-

tions between stores, and there are variations

between commodities week to week and day
by day. All one has to do is look at the ads.

I reviewed the ads of all the major chain

stores that appeared in the paper yesterday.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Are
there any real bargains?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes, there are some
real bargains. Turkeys, for instance, are

priced below cost of production; there isn't

any question about that.

Now what are we supposed to do? Are
we to step into the market and say to the

turkey producers and to the consumers:

"You've got to increase the price of turkeys
to come up to the cost of production"?
There is no possible way turkey can be pro-
duced at the price it is selling for today in

the chain stores of this province. Why doesn't

my hon. friend, the Leader of the Opposition,
stand up and say: "What are you going to

do about turkey prices?" That's the problem
right now.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, what is the minister

going to do about turkey prices?

Hon. S. B. Handleman (Minister without

Portfolio): Buy turkeys.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The hon. mem-
ber for Wentworth with a supplementary.

Mr. Deans: It soimds like a turkey farm
we are running.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Is the

minister trying to split the Liberal caucus?

Mr. Deans: When the food council con-
ducted it's 42-week—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I can't hear the hon.
member.

Mr. Deans: I don't blame him, I can

hardly hear either.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. We can't hear
the question.

An hon. member: Speak up.

Mr. Deans: I am having a little trouble
this morning.
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When the food council conducted its

42-week study or whatever number of weeks
it was—into the price of beef and it came to

the conclusion there was no difference in the

markup, was it talking about constant dollar

difference or was it talking about a percentage
difference? And when it came to the con-

clusion there was no difference in the markup
over that period of time and yet recognized
there was a rapidly escalating cost of beef at

the retail level, did it then look beyond that

markup to determine why the beef prices had
risen as they did?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No, Mr. Speaker, there

has not been a rapidly increasing cost for

beef at the retail level. That increase took

place in 1973. This past fall until the last two

weeks, live cattle and dressed beef by the

carcass were selling at a higher price than in

late 1973. The problem with my hon. friend

is that he doesn't realize that these feeder

calf prices and the feeder cattle prices, which
are not dressed beef prices at all, bear no
reflection to them whatever, are far less than

they were a year ago. The finished beef price

up until two weeks ago is at a higher price

today than it was in 1973. But, strangely

enough, the retail prices have maintained
almost the same level as in 1973 when we
had the consumer boycotts—which resulted,

incidentally, in the United States in a drop
in per capita consumption of six pounds per
person. That means two million less cattle

were consumed in the USA.

Mr. Deans: They couldn't afford it.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: This is the whole

problem. All right, can the producer afford to

produce it at the price that feed is today?

They say that the consumer can't afford it?

Mr. Deans: That's exactly what I'm asking
the minister.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Is the member suggest-

ing—and I interpret what he says as suggest-

ing—that the farmer should produce it at less

than the cost of production?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Of course, that is what
he always does!

Hon. Mr. Stewart: So the consumer can get
it for less than cost of production.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Deans: I'm suggesting the price of
beef went up and there was not study made
to determine—

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Deans: The whole thing is that the

price of beef went up in 1973 and it did not

come down to meet the level.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Deans: And there was no study made.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes, a study was done,
as I indicated.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please, we have spent
10 minutes on this one question. I think that

is sufficient. Does the Leader of the Opposi-
tion have further questions?

BRADLEY-GEORGETOWN
HYDRO CORRIDOR

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like to ask the

Minister of Energy if he can explain to the

House why he gave ministerial approval to

the construction of the Bradley-Orangeville-
Milton Hydro corridor—it may be also called

the Bradley-Georgetown corridor—without re-

leasing the environmental impact studies upon
which tlie approval was to be predicated and
without having the open hearings of the type
that had been used in the Nanticoke-Picker-

ing decision?

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of

Energy): Well, Mr. Speaker, this was

thoroughly explained in a very lengthy state-

ment on July 11. I think if the member
would go back and read that he would find

all the reasons.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have looked at it.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Very basically it was
a question of timing. We regretted that the

full public process could not be carried

through. There were very extensive hearings
on the northern route. The northern route, as

much as anything I think, can be said was

acceptable. The southern route was not

acceptable. Ultimately, we ran out of time

and, rather than have power locked up at

Bruce, it became necessary to make a deci-

sion. The decision was made to proceed with
the northern route and, for the time being, to

forget the southern route and put it into the

context of the long-range hearings which will

probably be held next year. I think it was

fully covered in the July 11 statement.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Can the

minister explain why the environmental impact

study is not now readily available? Would it

not be possible to conduct the kind of hear-

ing that would permit those people, who are

now mounting a very legitimate action of
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complaint, to have an opportunity for an open

hearing in this regard? Does it really mean
that any further delay would imply that the

power from the developing Biuce would

simply be lost to the rest of the province?
Are we at that point of inadequate planning?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No, we are not at the

point of inadequate planning at all.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Then why can't we have
a hearing about it?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Because we have

run out of time. Bruce will be on stream

and the first unit will be on stream.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's inadequate

planning.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No, it is not inade-

quate planning. The Leader of the Opposition
should just go back and read some of these

things, instead of coming blithering in here

five months later-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I read that statement and
it was a complete pull-back.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —and talking about

things which—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The July 11 statement

was a complete pull-back on the minister's

commitment that there would be a full hear-

ing before the decision was made.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister completely
reversed himself.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: All I can say is that

it has taken the Leader of the Opposition five

months to figure that out. If that's his time-

table, then he has got a little inadequate
planning too.

An hon. member: Let him do his home-
work.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: All right, the citizens

come in here—a supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: All right, one supplementary
then.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like the minister

to explain to the House and those people
-who are concerned about it in the areas of

Wellington county, particularly, and that

have been in to see us and complaining that

they are not getting adequate answers from
the government, what is he going to do
about haveing a hearing to satisfy their feel-

ings that once again the great McKeough is

imposing his will on a whole segment of the

community?

Mr. Breithaupt: Right—and that is saying

something.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Probably he has done
that more than any other minister over there.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, there

have been numerous meetings. We have met
with those people. The position of the

government was laid out on July 11, and I

am simply delighted that the Leader of the

Opposition has come out of his long summer
sleep and is waking up to some things that

are going on in this province.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, we know about the

minister-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The member
for Huron-Bruce.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): A supple-

mentary-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He says they blame him
for everything. Well, they blame him for this

one.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The member
for Huron-Bruce has the floor.

Mr. Gaunt: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:

Why hasn't the minister considered, as an

alternative, the Bruce-Essex line to supply
Toronto with power from the Bruce plant,
and shouldn't this alternative have a great
deal of appeal since Hydro already owns that

particular right of way?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We now know who
it is who has been talking with the opposition,
but that's fine; be that as it may-

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Isn't that

legitimate? They wanted to save the govern-
ment another $100 million.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —the determination

was made, and that was covered in the July
11 statement. I vdsh the official opposition
would get into some of these things at an

earlier stage instead of coming along as

Johnny-come-latelies.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why doesn't the minister

answer the question instead of stonewalling?

Interjections by hon. members.
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Hon. Mr. McKeough: The question of the

Essa corridor-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I am really hurting

the opposition this morning, am I not? I am

really hurting them.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The Leader of the

Opposition has wakened up and is publicly

exposed to the fact that he is catching up
with something.

Mr. Breithaupt: Is the minister going to

punish the person who told us?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What is he going to do
about it?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: They really are some-

thing else over there.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I'd like to answer
this question, Mr. Speaker, but I am being
barracked by people over there.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The matter of the

Essa corridor was gone into by Dr. Solandt,

something over a year ago—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Take a national view.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Dr. Solandt deter-

mined that the correct crossing of the escarp-
ment is in the Limehouse area and not the

Essa corridor.

The other point that must be added is

that as we build more power generation in

the north—and I think many people would

agree that we should try to build as much of

it in the north as we can—it will be necessary
to transport that power to southern Ontario,

where the greatest load is—

Mr. Deacon: Why?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why not try to use more
of it up there?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —and the Essa corri-

dor will be preserved for that use, wherever
it can.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): A supplementary,
Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: No, I think not. There is too

much time being wasted on the supplemen-
taries. We have to give some of the other

people a chance to ask questions.

The Leader of the Opposition. A new

question.

Interjections by hon. members.

NON-RETURNABLE CONTAINERS

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Td like to ask the Minis-

ter of the Environment if he can justify his

rather timid statement yesterday which once

again shied away from even holding out hope
that the policy of the government eventually
is going to be to ban non-returnable con-

tainers. How does he square this with the

statement made by his predecessor, now the

Solicitor General (Mr. Kerr), which was four-

square for the acceptance of the policy that

eventually throw-away cans and bottles would
be banned and would be removed as a blight

on our countryside?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, the state-

ment I made yesterday outlined very clearly

the policy of the ministry-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, the very timid policy.

Hon. W. Newman: —and I would just like

like to say that I have had many meetings-

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): That
alone will cost the minister his seat.

Hon. W. Newman: Listen, the member is

going to lose his, so he shouldn't worry about

me.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): No way.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. W. Newman: Is that all the members

opposite do—gamble? I am sorry to hear

that.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River) : That's not a

gamble; it's a sure thing.

Mr. Breithaupt: The voters are going to

change one Newman for another.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I wonder if

we could continue with the question period
in its proper form. The minister is completing
his answer.

Hon. W. Newman: Would the members
like to hear my answer?

Mr. Ruston: No!

Hon. Mr. McKeough: They bombed twice

over there this morning; now they are bomb-

ing again.
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Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I have had

many meetings with the manufacturers of

both bottles and cans, with the union people,
with the glass people, with all those people
who are involved-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. W. Newman: —and certainly I am
convinced that they are looking for direction,

which they are going to be getting early in

January when I will be meeting with them
all. We will sit down at the table and discuss

what directions we think they should be

moving.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Would the minister not

think that we should proceed by way of legis-
lation rather than simply attempting to per-
suade the industry to follow some sort of a

guideline that the minister has enunciated?

Surely, as the authority in the province in

this particular area, we ought to establish

what we are going to do and then, by legisla-

tion, require the industry to conform. How
can he expect to accomplish even this per-
suasive goal without a timetable that is

significant?

Mr. Stokes: Why doesn't he lead for a

change?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, it is all

very well to say "legislate it." Sometimes I

get a little tired of too much legislation. If

it can be done without legislating it, why
not do it that way?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He's been Mickey Mous-
ing around here all fall.

Hon. W. Newman: I also said, Mr. Speaker,
I would be meeting with all the people con-
cerned in the industry early in the year, and
I did accept 14 of the 16 recommendations
of the solid waste task force.

Mr. Shulman: Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: One supplementary and then
we will move to the next questioner.

Mr. Shulman: Does the minister not think

that instead of espousing the policy of the

industry he should espouse the policy of the

government and the people?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, that is

exactly what I said I was going to be doing
early in the year.

Mr. Shulman: He is very slow.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Sandwich-
Riverside.

Mr. Stokes: Brace yourself.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Santa Glaus has lost

weight.

NOISE REGULATIONS

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of the

Environment about noise pollution: When
will he make available to Ontario municipali-
ties his model noise bylaw—

An hon. member: Before the end of

November.

Mr. Burr: —which is all that is left of the

years of noise legislation promises ever since

the time of the present Solicitor General?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is editorializing.

Hon. Mr. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I knew I

shouldn't have come in the House this morn-

ing. I do have two model noise bylaws.

Mr. Breithaupt: A and B.

Hon. W. Newman: I did have them ready

by the end of November but I am not con-

vinced that the Ontario Municipal Act has

enough authority to really make them
efi^ective.

Mr. Haggerty: We told him so.

Hon. W. Newman: I am not sure that it

has, so I have asked our legal people to

draft this—

Mr. Good: Right back to square one.

Mr. Speaker: The minister is answering the

question. Let's have fewer interjections.

Hon. Mr. Newman: I have asked our legal

stajff to draw up an amendment to the En-
vironment Protection Act, which they are

working on right now, and I would hope that

I would be able to bring that in in January
when we come in. I have the model noise

bylaws but I don't think they would be that

effective without the necessary backup legis-

lation.

Mr. Good: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Waterloo

North with a supplementary.
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Mr. Good: Now that the minister has re-

fused to proceed with regulations under the

Environmental Protection Act to control noise

and now that he says that his model noise by-
laws are inadequate, that means the Province

of Ontario is completely—

Mr. Speaker: Your question?

Mr. Good: —without noise bylaws. Is that

correct?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, as usual,

the member is really all wet this morning.
I wish he would get his facts straight.

Interjections by hon, members.

Mr. Reid: My hearing is going.

Hon. W. Newman: Some municipalities
have legislation by private bill, and we don't

want to destroy what they are doing. As I

said, I had two model noise bylaws but I

don't want to get into the municipalities and

say, "Here they are, go ahead and pass them"
—because that's what they could do. I want
to make sure there are enough teeth to back

up those bylaws so they can do a more
effective job.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Sandwich-
Riverside.

USE OF ASBESTOS IN PUBLIC PLACES

Mr. Burr: Mr. Speaker, a question of the
Minister of the Environment: When will
the minister let me know whether asbestos is

actually being used to control or counteract
ice-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I am
sorry, with all the noise I didn't hear that

question.

Mr. Speaker: I had diflSculty hearing it,

too. Could we have less noise in the chamber,
please?

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: 'Tis the season to be
jolly.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-
wich-Riverside.

Mr. Burr: When will the minister let me
know whether asbestos is actually being used
to control or counteract ice on roads in

Ontario, as he undertook to do during the
estimates on Oct. 24?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I thought
I pretty well answered all the questions that

came up in estimates. If I have missed one, I

am sorry. As far as using asbestos in the salt

on the roads, I really think that question
could be more directly put to the Minister

of Transportation and Communications (Mr.
Rhodes ) .

Mr. Stokes: Ask Dusty Rhodes there.

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
STANDARDS

Mr. Burr: I have another question of the

Minister of the Environment: When is the

minister introdudng legislation to prevent
air pollution—especially asbestos air pollu-

tion—during demolition of buildings, as he

undertook to do on Oct. 24?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I believe

if you check, we have already passed regu-
lations controlling dust and things on demo-
lition. I think the regulations have already
been passed; I can't tell you the exact date.

Mr. Burr: It must have been done very

noiselessly.

Hon. W. Newman: Very noiselessly.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, he is opposed to

noise.

ASBESTOS SPRAYING CONTROLS

Mr. Burr: Mr. Speaker, another question
of the minister: When will he send me a

report on the question of whether the spray-

ing of asbestos is still allowed in Ontario,

and if so, what precautions are taken to

keep the asbestos dust out of the air in the

vicinity—as he undertook to do in the esti-

mates of Oct. 24?

Hon. W. Newman: I believe, Mr. Speaker,
there are certain controls that are necessary
when spraying asbestos. Is the member talk-

ing about insulation? There are certain con-
trols. As a matter of fact, I believe we just

charged somebody the other day for not

effectively keeping it under control when he
was doing some spraying.

Mr. Burr: When am I going to get the

answers that were promised to me?
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Hon. W. Newman: I thought the member
had most of his answers; but certainly—

Mr. Stokes: But the minister was wrong,
obviously. Give him the answers.

Hon. W. Newman: We have nothing to

hide in this ministry; we always give answers.
We don't have any secret reports or draft

reports. We don't hide anything here.

Mr. Ferrier: Why doesn't the minister

send him the answers, then?

Hon. W. Newman: If I've taken on an

obligation to answer any questions, then he
will certainly get some answers.

Mr. Breithaupt: In the fullness of time.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. A supple-
mentary.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Supple-
mentary: Can the minister give us more
details about the case that he just mentioned?
Where is the charge being laid; under what
conditions and under what regulations?

Hon. W. Newman: I certainly can't give
details on it right now, because I didn't have
time to check it out this morning before I

came to the House. But certainly I will

get them.

Mr. Foulds: Doesn't the minister know
what is going on in his ministry?

Hon. W. Newman: I certainly do. A lot

more than the member does; that's for sure!

Hon. J. R. Rhodes (Minister of Transpor-
tation and Communications): Come on; the
member doesn't know what is going on in

Thunder Bay.

Mr. Breithaupt: The minister sure knows
how to hurt a fellow.

Mr. Shulman: Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary, the hon.
member for High Park.

Mr. Shulman: Will the minister agree
that Dr. SelikoflF is the outstanding expert
on this problem involving this question of
asbestos as a relation to human ills? And
has the minister read the rejwrt made last

week by Dr. Selikoff to the US Senate on
this very problem, on which I'm sure he's

up to date?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, is the

member asking me about the inhalation of

asbestos or the ingestion of asbestos?

Mr. Shulman: The inhalation and the in-

gestion.

Hon. W. Newman: I have already covered

the ingestion part, which comes under the

Ministry of the Environment. If the member
wants to talk about inhalation-

Mr. Ferrier: Did the minister read the

book?

Hon. W. Newman: —I guess that really

comes under the Minister of Health (Mr.

Miller), as far as I know. Is that right?

Mr. Shulman: Mr. Speaker, the question
I asked the minister—I guess he couldn't hear

because of the noise—was: Has he read the

report?

Hon. W. Newman: I have talked to my
people, and they have read all these reports.

Mr. Foulds: Can the minister read?

Hon. W. Newman: I have read some of

them myself. The member makes a joke

about it. He is playing around with people's

lives. He gets people upset because he is

not willing to listen to proper scientific data.

I think it's terrible what he does to the

people of this province just to get himself

in the headlines. I think it's terrible!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. It seems to

me that this is developing into a debate. The
hon. member for Sandwich-Riverside has fur-

ther questions.

An hon. member: The member for High
Park should sit down.

Mr. Shulman: Mr. Speaker, surely I am
entitled!—

An hon. member: Sit down.

Mr. Shulman: On a question of privilege,
Mr. Speaker. Calm, gentlemen, calm; it's

Christmas.

Mr. Speaker: You may state your question
of privilege.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): Can't
hear him. Can't hear him.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.
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Mr. Shulman: On a question of privilege,

Mr. Speaker, the minister has accused me
of playing with people's lives. I wish to re-

fute that. What I have done is reveal the

facts. He is playing with the lives of the

people of this province by concealing the

facts; ignoring the facts—and not releasing
the data available to him.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. There seems
to be a difference of opinion. I don't think

it's a matter of personal privilege; it's a dif-

ference of opinion. The hon. member for

Sandwich-Riverside has a further question.

ASBESTOS IN DRINKING WATER

Mr. Burr: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

Minister of Health about the possible harm
from asbestos-contaminated drinking water:

Are there any plans to ask pathologists en-

gaged in performing autopsies to look for

accumulations of and possible damage from
asbestos that has entered the body as the

contaminant of drinking water?

Mr. Deans: Where's the minister's bow
tie?

Hon. F. S. Miller (Minister of Health):
Mr. Speaker, I would think it's almost pre-

sumptuous of me to need to tell trained

pathologists what to look for in examining
human bodies.

Mr. Burr: I said "ask."

Hon. Mr. Miller: I would be quite happy
to suggest they look for signs of any such
troubles. But the fact that seems to have
been lost in the discussions in the last few
days, which have tended to become emo-
tional, are these, that a study by international
teams in 1972, convened in Lyons, France,
did state they have no indication of gastro-
intestinal cancer due to asbestos in drinking
water.

Intensive tests in laboratories, giving ani-
mals water containing large quantities of

asbestos, have proven no indication of it

being a carcinogen. Statistical analyses of
the frequency of gastro-intestinal cancer in

Duluth, Minn., which I believe is the city
with the highest level of water containing
asbestos in North America, run in parallel
with a neighbouring city that did not have
the problem-

Mr. Shulman: No, wrong.

Hon. Mr. Miller: I don't know that it is

wrong, I am only told that it is right. That

makes the difference between us. I at least

will be willing to go back and consider that

maybe it is wrong, that is always a possi-

bility with data that comes from scientists

The Duluth analysis showed no correlated

difference in those two factors.

Mr. Shulman: I will give the minister the

paper immediately.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Thirdly, in the Prov-

ince of Ontario, in the last 30 years, the

occurrence of gastro-intestinal cancer has

dropped in males by roughly 25 per cent.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions.

Mr. Burr: As a supplementary, is the min-

ister aware I put this identical question on
the order paper in the spring of 1972?

The answer that came on June 20 from
the then Minister of the Environment, prob-

ably through the Minister of Health's depart-

ment, said:

Pending the results of experiments on

animals, pathologists engaged in perform-

ing autopsies are not yet being asked to

search more diligently than they are already

doing for accumulation of and possible

damage caused by asbestos that has en-

tered the body via the drinking water.

i asked the minister whether he would ask

piithologists to do it; not tell them, just

ask them.

Hon. Mr. Miller: I said it is presumptuous
of me, because I hoped that pathologists
would do it. Let me say this: I have a great

scepticism of any statement that says cate-

gorically there is no problem, or categorically
there is a problem, until we are more sure

of our facts. I would be glad to see us

keeping an open stance in any investigations
at any level, to determine whether the risk

is real or not. If this involves a voluntary

request to pathologists to keep their eyes

open, certainly I would endorse it.

Mr. Burr: Thank you very much, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions?

NATURAL GAS FLARES

Mr. Burr: I have a question of the Min-
ister of Energy about the natural gas which
has flared or burned in the open air at pro-

ducing oil fields. Does the minister know
how much natural gas is wasted in Canada
annually in this way?
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Hon. Mr. McKeough: No, but I would

suspect tlie amount is very small.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: He has it all written

out.

Mr. Breithaupt: Everybody else was at the

party last night.

Mr. Burr: Supplementary: Inasmuch as

the United States Department of Commerce
in a recent press release-

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Is this a ques-
tion now, or another rebuttal?

Mr. Burr: This is a supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: The last one wasn't.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Extraneous supplementary.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): He has the

right to ask a new question if he wants to.

Mr. Burr: Well, you can call it a new
question, but it is related to this answer, Mr.

Speaker.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Let me point out, please, that

these question periods are getting a little off

course. The last supplementary was really a

rebuttal of the minister's statement, and really
this is not the time for debate. If you have a

supplementary question, fine.

Mr. Burr: Mr. Speaker, just a point of

order, I asked the Minister of Energy a

question. He said the answer was "very
little." Now I am asking him a supple-

mentary.

Mr. Speaker: What you had started to say
didn't appear supplementary. That's why I ask

is it a supplementary or another rebuttal?

Mr. Burr: Yes, it is a supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: Now we are wasting time.

Mr. Burr: Of course, Mr. Speaker, I

wouldn't dream of asking anything else.

Mr. Foulds: The two are not mutually
exclusive, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Burr: Inasmuch as the United States

Department of Commerce in a recent press

release, said that three per cent of the

world's energy productiojj is being wasted in

this way, would the minister make some

representations to prevent this destruction of

our irreplaceable, unrenewable source of

energy?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, the

member asked about Canada and I said I

thought the answer would be very little.

What the member is asking on a supple-

mentary, apparently concerns the world. I

wouldn't be surprised if it was higher than

three per cent of the world's energy. There
is a great deal of gas in the Middle East,
where it is not economic and where what is

wanted out of the ground is the oil, and
there is no economic use, as yet, for great

quantities of that gas. A day may come
when LNGs are economic, but they do not

appear to be at this moment in time.

Mr. Burr: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary:
The economics of the matter are not involved.

With an unrenewable resource, if we are

going to waste the energy-

Mr. Breithaupt: Wearing them down.

Mr. Speaker: Order; order please. That's

not a supplementary question, as I was

pointing out to the member before.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I would
have to answer that supplementary and say
it does not surprise me that a member of

that party thinks the economics are unim-

portant.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. May I point

out that the two leadoff questioners have

taken an undue length of time this morning
and there are many other people who want

to ask questions?

Hon. Mr. Davis: They certainly have.

Mr. Speaker: I think we will move on to

the next question. The Minister of Labour
has an answer to a question.

FEDERAL BANKRUPTCY STUDY

Hon. J. P. MacBeth: (Minister of Labour):

Mr. Speaker, I believe I have located the

study which the member for Scarborough
West referred to on Dec. 16. It was pre-

pared by the legislative research branch of

Labour Canada, is entitled: "Wage Protec-

tion: Collection of Wages; Priority of the

Wage Claim; Securing the Wage Claim,"
and was circulated for comment and criti-

cism in the summer of 1973.

The director of the employment services

division has held meetings with represen-
tatives from the UIC, the Ministry of Con-
sumer and Corporate Affairs and the federal

Ministry of Labour to discuss the possibility

of changes to the Bankruptcy Act, as well
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as the possibility of an insurance scheme

that would guarantee workers' wages. The

latest information is that the UIC expects

to be able to release the results of its study

shortly.

The report is rather a voluminous one.

I have one copy which is available for any
one wishing to review it. Of course, when
recommendations arise from this working

paper, these will be brought to the attention

of the House.

The member for Scarborough West is not

here but I'll see that he gets this, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Huron.

LOCATION OF HYDRO STATIONS

Mr. Riddell: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

was wondering if the Minister of Energy
could tell me whether Ontario Hydro has

purchased land in the Varna area, south of

Goderich, for the construction of a gener-

ating station? Is Ontario Hydro not violating

its own principle by establishing generating
stations so far removed from the major load

centres?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The answer to the

first question is, to my knowledge, no.

Mr. Gaimt: What about the second one?

Mr. Deacon: What about the second one?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: It's hypothetical.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Did the member for York

Centre hear the question?

Mr. Speaker: The member for Sudbury.

SUNDAY TRUCKING OPERATIONS

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Speaker,
I have a question of the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications. Now that the

federal appeals court has ruled against his

application to overturn the decision of the

CTC to allow Sunday trucking, when is he

going to back up his brave words with some

legislation to contain Sunday trucking in

Ontario?

Mr. Foulds: That's a good question.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I think

I've said very clearly that I intend to go
ahead and prepare the necessary legislation
to back up what we have said. I think the

words aren't necessarily brave. They were

simply a statement of the fact that we did

not want the trucks on the highways on

Sundays and we'll get the necessary legis-

lation to control it in the Province of On-

tario.

Mr. Stokes: When?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: If the CTC cannot see

the importance of what we are trying to do

here, then we'll have to go about it in our

own way in our own province. But I do

want to point out that we have been having
a great deal of co-operation from the truck-

ing industry as well. They want to cooperate

with us to get trucks off the highways on

Sundays.

Mr. Speaker: The Solicitor General has an

answer to a question.

REVOLUTIONARY PAMPHLETS

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Solicitor General): Mr.

Speaker, on Dec. 3 the Leader of the Op-
position asked whether or not there was any
control over the importation of the sort of

printed material seized from a juvenile in

Orillia who had been experimenting with

explosives. Any control over the importation
of this sort of material comes under the

Customs Tariff Act, a federal statute which

has appended to it several schedules, one

of which outlines goodfe prohibited from im-

port.

Among the articles seized during the in-

vestigation was a catalogue from an Amer-

ican publishing house located in Ohio that

deals extensively in books and materials on

weaponry, guerilla tactics, bombs and in-

cendiary devices. Most of the material seized

or surrendered during the investigation in

Orillia are listed in this catalogue. One of

the titles advertised is prohibited under the

Customs Tariff Act.

All the printed material seized was printed
or published in the United States. I'm in-

formed, Mr. Speaker, that the titles of the

publications surrendered and seized have

been forwarded to the security services of

the RCMP here for review and to see if

further action is warranted.

As a result of the Orillia police depart-

ment's investigation, four charges have been

laid against juveniles for possession of ex-

plosives without lawful excuse under the

Criminal Code. Another person near Orillia

has also been charged with improper storage
and security of explosives undter the Ex-

plosives Act. More recently, eight charges
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have been laid against five juvenille arising

out of incidents involving smoke bombs, also

in Orillia.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-
land South.

NON-PAYMENT OF EMPLOYEES

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Speaker,
I'd like to direct a question to the Minister

of Labour. What steps, if any, has his min-

istry taken to stop the fraudulent practice
carried on in Ontario by a group for a syn-
dicate operator, whose business originates
in United States and who has been operating
a business in Ontario called, "FigurMagic,
Today's Woman" and now called "Body
Magic," who through unscrupulous opera-
tions have failed to providte wages for em-

ployees?

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Mr. Speaker, the mem-
ber sent me a copy of the question and I

appreciate him doing so. I also have a tele-

gram from the union in Port Colbome, the

United Steelworkers of America, raising the

same question.

My ministry is well aware of this prob-
lem, as is the Ministry of Consumer and
Commercial Affairs. We've done our best to

try and get after these people, but they hide
behind the corporate \'eil and there is very
little we have been able to do to date. How-
ever, I would like to draw the member's
attention to section 60(1) of the Employ-
ment Standards Act which is awaiting third

reading of this House. That is the instru-

ment we hope to be able to use to pursue
the employers rather than the company itself;

that is we can now get after the individual

person as opposed to the company. It is sec-

tion 60(1) that I refer the member to.

With that added weapon in our arsenal, I

think we will be successful.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel
Belt.

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of Colleges
and Universities): Mr. Speaker, my recollec-

tion of the Act says the report of the com-
mittee was to be submitted to the minister

by July or sometime last summer, and that

the minister ^ then will place it before the

Lieutenant Governor in Council and decide

what to do with it.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, supplementary
question: When does the minister intend to

do that?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, as soon as

I've gone through the rest of the process. As
a matter of fact, in fi\e minutes I'm meet-

ing some of the student federation about it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

REPORT OF DOG FOOD
FED TO CHILDREN

Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I was almost worn
out getting up here.

Mr. Speaker, I have a question of the

Minister of Health relating to the Metro

Family Service Association report on families

feeding their children dog food—a sad com-

mentary on our society, I would think. In

view of the fact there is probably no im-

mediate remedy for this, will the minister at

the very least make a statement concerning
the i|ll effect and the danger to health of

people eating this kind of food?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I want to

get some facts before I make any statements,
either to reassure or to confirm that a state

of affairs like that does exist.

Mr. Reid: Even if one person does it,

can't the minister say that it is a hazard to

health?

Hon. Mr. Miller: I would like to know that

for sure before I make that statement.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO ACT

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister of

Colleges and Universities. In view of the fact

that the University of Toronto Act requires
that it be brought before this chamber by
July 1, 1974, when does the minister intend

to do that?

THUNDER BAY STUDY

Mr. Foulds: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

have a question of the Treasurer. Is the final

version of the phase 1 study for the Thunder

Bay industrial complex commissioned by his

ministry with the consultants, Proctor, Red-
fern and C. D. Howe Engineering finalized

yet? Is he willing to make the copies available

to the people in the area?
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Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental AfiFairs): Apparently not,

because I haven't seen it. I'll have to get a

report for the member.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron
Bruce.

BRADLEY-GEORGETOWN HYDRO
CORRIDOR

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker I have a question
of the Minister of Energy. When did the

minister say he was going to release the

environmental impact study with respect to

the Bradley-Orangeville-Milton Hydro cor-

ridor?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I'm not releasing it;

Ontario Hydro is. I thought it had been

released now. I think there are two versions,

a big one and a smaller one, in many colours.

If it hasn't been released, it's to be released

any day. I think it's simply a question of

getting enough copies, and I believe they
are sending out something like 2,000.

Mr. Breithaupt: There is no holdup?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: There is no holdup
as far as I know. I thought it had gone, but
it it hasn't it will be any day now. I'll find

out.

Mr. Spe^er: The oral question period
has expired.

Petitions.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr, Speaker, before we
go any further, may I just interrupt the

proceedings of the House very briefly to

comment upon the amendments to the Legis-
lative Assembly Act, which will be called

very shortly and which I assume will receive

everybody's endorsation? It just came to

mind that it deals with the position of the

Clerk of the House.

It will be 20 years ago, on Jan. 1, that

the present Clerk of the House was ap-
pointed to that position and also as chief

electoral officer. I would just like to say to

him, on behalf of all of us, on what is very
close to the 20th anniversary, just how much
we all appreciate the task that he has done—
the quiet advice that from time to time, Mr.

Speaker, he passes on to you, sir; and of

course his many other responsibilities.

I shoi:ddn't divulge this, of course, but
it's a matter of public record that when the

present Clerk was appointed in 1955 there

was, for the combined responsibilities, a

salary of $5,700 per annum.

Mr. Breithaupt: It should be at least

$6,000 now.

Mi. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I just Vv-ant

to join with the Premier in offering our best

wishes and congratulations to the Clerk. I

can recall sitting up there somewhere as a

boy and seeing his father in the same chair,

and perhaps meeting him at that time as

well.

It has also been suggested that if there

is somebody in this province who would ap-

preciate an anti-noise law it's probably the

gentleman right here.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I just want to

add the congratulations of the New Demo-
cratic Party to the Clerk. We occasionally

disagree, but we recognize the tremendous

service he has put forth on behalf of the

Province of Ontario and on behalf of the

members of the Legislature. I congratulate

him.

Mr. Breithaupt: I think his salary should

go to $6,000.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: That is inflationary. The
member is starting to sound like his col-

league in Ottawa.

Mr. Speaker: The Board of Internal Econ-

omy may look after that.

Presenting reports.

Hon. Mr. White presented the report of

the Ontario Ed^ucation Capital Aid Corp.
for the year ended March 31, 1974, and the

Ontario Municipal Improvement Corp. for

the same period.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that when the

House adjourns today it stand adjourned
until a date to be named by the Lieutenant

Governor by her proclamation.

Mr. Speaker: Shall this motion carry?

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, before the

motion is put, I think it is certainly of in-

terest to the members to follow through on
the earlier comments by the Premier that

we would expect to be returning in January.
Is it not possible at this time to advise us

as to whether it will be likely in the second
or third week? Presumably a session might
go for two or three weeks or perhaps even
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longer, but surely it would be a great con-

venience to the members if we had some
idlea as to the likely starting date.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am de-

lighted to give the hon. members as much
information on this as I can. It would be

my hope that the House would not recon-

vene for the first two weeks of January, in

any event, so that those members who are

planning work in their constituencies and
other matters of urgent public importance
can have that sort of guidance. I can't

guarantee that, of course, but I would think

we would be relatively safe in assuming it

would not be the first two weeks in January.

While I am on my feet, Mr. Speaker,
just in case some have other important com-
mitments before the House does adjourn
later on today, I recognize we have very
heated discussions here from time to time

and, Mr. Speaker, a shade noisy, as was
observed earlier. In spite of that, I would
say that we do accomplish a great deal

during the discussions in this House.

We on the government side, are always
appreciative of the constructive criticisms

emanating from the opposition—I have to

say that sometimes they aren't totally con-
structive. But I would like to take this

opportunity to—and I regret the member for
Ottawa East (Mr. Roy) is not here because
I wanted to extend very personally to all

members of the House the very best wishes
for a joyeux Noel; or for those members
who aren't familiar with that, in another
basic language of this country now, buon
Natale—

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): What is

that, Yiddish?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Happy Chanukah.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The Provincial Secretary
for Resources Development will add his

greetings in Hebrew or Yiddish, but a very
merry Christmas to all of you.

Mr. Speaker: Shall Mr. Winkler's motion
carry?

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Speaker: Introduction of bills.

MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS ACT

Mr. Bounsall moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to amend the Municipal
Elections Act 1974.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Mr.

Speaker, this bill proposes the postponement
of polling day for municipal elections by one
week in the case of emergencies, such as

arose in the Windsor-Essex county area on
the last municipal polling day, after notify-

ing the minister concerned.

It also shifts polling day to the first Sunday
in November with the council to take ofiice

Dec. 1; and allows council to initiate an
official inquiry before a county or district

court judge into election practices, rather

than the present situation where a writ must
be issued, often by a private person.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: His colleague from Coch-
rane South is going to vote against him.

Mr. Speaker: Introduction of bills.

Orders of the day.

THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill 72, the Education Act, 1974.

Bill 113, An Act to amend the Municipal
Affairs Act.

Bill 134, the Employment Standards Act,
1974.

Clerk of the House: The 12th order, re-

suming the adjourned debate on the motion
for second reading of Bill 170, An Act to

amend the Legislative Assembly Act.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY ACT
( concluded )

Mr. Speaker: The member for Nickel Belt.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Mr.

Speaker, I believe I adjourned the debate on
this bill last week.

'Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): I have

just one point to raise, if I might.

Mr. Speaker: Yes, will the member defer

to the member for Kitchener?

Mr. Laughren: Yes.

Mr. Breithaupt: The bill is now reprinted
and I presume that our comments and our
remarks are to be taken on the assumption
that the bill, as reprinted, is the one with

which we are to deal.
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Mr. Speaker: Is that understood? Agreed?

Agreed.

Hon. J. W. Snow ( Minister of Government

Services): Mr. Speaker, since the last debate

we had on this bill, I have given considera-

tion to many of the suggestions made by the

hon. members. The bill has been reprinted,

including these revisions, and when we go into

committee I will be moving the amendments
that are included in the reprinted bill.

Mr. Speaker: Is this agreed by the

assembly?

Agreed.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I think we
can take the amendments in the bill as re-

printed without them having to be separ-

ately moved.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, that's the

motion I will be making, that the bill as

reprinted be considered in committee, but

I also remember certain instances in this

House when that was not acceptable, so I

have all the individ>ual revisions ready if

the hon. members want them moved separ-

ately.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel

Belt.

Mr. Laughren: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I

should commend the minister for bringing
in those amendments. I think that they are

a move in the right direction, and I am
pleased that he listened to the opposition
and changed the bill.

I just want to conclude very quickly my
remarks dealing with the whole question of

constituency offices for provincial members.
I think the presence of federal constituency
offices across the whole country is proving
a point, that it allows elected members to

be closer to their constitutents and to better

serve their constituents.

I believe that if a member of this cham-
ber does not wish to have a constituency
office, that's fine; let him go his own merry
way. But there are those of us who come
from a long way from Toronto, who in some
cases represent very large and spread-out
ridings, and it would be a tremendous asset
to the people in our ridings if there were
constituency offices funded by the Province
of Ontario.

It's not as though all ridings were the
same. I have felt for some time that there
are certain ridings in the province which

are more difficult to serve than others. Now
I know it's very difficult not to be parochial
in a discussion like this, but I would suspect
that the three elected members from the

Sudbury basin, for example, have an unduly
heavy constituency case load because of the

nature of the work force in the Sudbury
area. Obviously, we have a mining com-

munity and there are a great many problems
in the community in terms of workmen's

compensation, for example. I dare say that

all three of us could work full time solely

on workmen's compensation problems with-

out dealing with the business of this House
at all. Of course, that's a sad commentary on
the delivery of service to the people.

I suspect, too, that in a community such
as that, and in other northern communities,

people will turn more readily to their mem-
ber than those in southern Ontario. I suspect
as well that constituents of Don Mills, York
South or York North, for example, don't have
the kind of problems experienced by con-

stituents in the more northern, more remote
communities. That in itself is one reason that

I think there should be constituency offices

for members who would like to have them,
and I don't think they would be an undue

expense or drain on the public purse.

I think that all the people in Ontario

would be better served if there were con-

stituency offices. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to speak to this bill?

The member for Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I realize

that pursuant to rule 20 of the rules of this

House I would not be able to vote on this

bill, but I trust I will be able at least to

make a few comments with respect to some
of the changes which are now being brought
forward to amend the Legislative Assembly
Act.

It was of interest to receive tliis bill orig-

inally and to find that there were a number
of things proposed, especially with respect
to the Office of the Assembly itself. As the

minister has announced, he has now ac-

cepted in a reprinted version of this bill

a number of substantial amendments with

which we agree. In conversations with vari-

ous members of the staffs who were affected

by these amendments, we found that the

points which they had to raise were logical

and were worthy of support, and I am
pleased to see that the minister has accepted
the comments which have been suggested
as amendments to the bill.
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Certainly in the first section, the changes
which set out the more clear procedure
ot electing a deputy Speaker and resolving

\arious problems which could arise, are

worthy of support and appear to be in or-

der. As I had mentioned, with respect to

section 68 of this proposed bUl, I, of course,

will have no comments and no opinion on
tliat particular matter.

Section 69 dealt with the matters raised

tonceming the provision of the unconditional

grant moneys which have been set at $5,000

per member. This point was substantially

debated in the supplementary estimates

which have now been passed by the House.

Comments were made at that time with re-

spect to removing from that allocation the

members of the executive council. Since that

matter has been debated and dealt with, I

will certainly not proceed to review the rea-

sons we had for that position. However, I

still think the points were validly made and

perhaps some day that matter may be

changed.

In the latter part of section 69, there are

proposals now that the amounts would be
as appropriated by the Legislature, rather

than the 20 per cent figure which was used
earlier on. I think that this is a good change
because, while the percentage might change
from time to time, based upon the needs of

the opposition and based upon the numbers

involved, that surely can be done by the

Legislature without the necessity of having
to amend the Act and deal with a particular

percentage that would have been enshrined
in the legislation.

With respect to section 3 of this bill that

deals with section 71 and others, concerning
the OflBce of the Assembly, we noted ori-

ginally that there was apparently some con-
fusion between the legislative assembly as

such and the OflBce of the Assembly. We
think that confusion has been substantially
resolved by the proposed amendments, and
we think that this reprinted bill is the better

for it.

Historically, as you are aware, Mr. Speak-
er, there are two oflBcers of the assembly,
namely, the Clerk and the Provincial Auditor.

While the auditor has had various protections,

pursuant to section 2 of the Audit Act, in

order that that oflBce be able to have removal

only under an address of the assembly and
a continuation during good behaviour, that
had not been the situation with respect, at

least formally, to the oflBce of the Clerk in

this Legislature. Those statutory provisions
which benefited the independence of the
auditor as a servant of this assembly are now

to be included in the proposed amendment
in section 72. We think that that is exactly
what should happen.

As originally proposed in section 72, the

various appointments were set out of Clerk,

First Clerk Assistant, Sergeant-at-Arms and
director of administration. These were to hold

oflBce, in eflFect,
'

during the Speaker's pleas-
ure. I think that it is wise to separate the

positions and now to give the Clerk the

fullest protection of the terms of this distin-

guished oflfice, which I must say is graced

by its present incumbent. The terms which
are set out as proposed in the amendments
are most satisfactory. Surely, this oflBce should

be filled, clearly during the good behaviour

ot the incumbent person, and also the re-

moval of that person should be not on any
capricious basis, but rather on the address

to the assembly, if such a most serious step
should ever be necessary, and one done, ob-

viously, with great and serious reason.

In section 74 in this amendment, we ori-

ginally would have had the director of admin-
istration prepare the estimates. We thought
at the time that this was not the satisfactory

way in which to handle this because, ob-

viously, it is Mr. Speaker's responsibility to

prepare the estimates, although the me-
chanics of that might well be done by some
other person. It is quite clear in the reor-

ganization of this oflBce that the director of

administration would likely have the me-
chanical work to do through the members of

his or her staflF and that this task would come
under the direct control of the director of

administration, although the responsibility is

obviously still that of the Speaker.

In section 80, as set out here, the com-
ments earlier from the member for Sandwich-
Riverside (Mr. Burr) had perhaps led some
of us to consider applying for advances in

order that we could make some money by
putting those funds out at interest, but I

suggest that that is probably not going to

be open to members of the assembly. The
whole idea, obviously, was for the con-

venience of those staff persons, particularly
on select or standing conmiittees, who might
have to have some expense funds—which, of

course, would be entirely accountable in

advance.

Now that it has been changed to a com-
mittee of the assembly, it includes obviously
both select and standing committees. That is

a good thing to have so that should the

occasion arise, where fully accountable ad-

vances would be required, this could be
attended to on the authority, and I am sure
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under the close and personal scrutiny of Mr.

Speaker.

Section 82, of course, is the one which
creates the Board of Internal Economy, and
that comes of great interest to all members
of the assembly.

I understand that in the federal House of

Commons the procedure was to appoint cer-

tain members of the Privy Council and the

question arose when the hon. Marcel Lambert

sought appointment, since he was a member
of the Privy Council. But, of course, he was
as well a distinguished member of the official

opposition in the House of Commons. From
that point I think has developed the view,

especially in this proposed amendment, that

there should be input from the opposition

parties in the formality of running the Office

of the Assembly and in controlling the various

financial and sessional requirements of the

legislative assembly.

I am certainly pleased that the commis-
sioners who are going to be appointed, obvi-

ously have to have the confidence and the

belief from the members of their own cau-

cuses that they will be able to carry out these

particular tasks which are going to be re-

quired of them. There must, of course, be a

government majority, and this has been at-

tended to very nicely. On the other hand,
there must be representation from the two

opposition parties, and this, too, is proposed.

nrhere is the interesting subsection here
which would allow appointment, really, from

any party other than that of the oflScial oppo-
sition. Now, as you are aware, Mr. Speaker,
we have had the view, at least in the other

financial Acts with which we have dealt, that

third party representation was based on the

requirement of having 12 members in that

third party.

I don t know why this hasn't been spelled
out in this section, as it might prove at some
point in the future to be awkward if a splin-
ter group of two or three or, indeed, perhaps
an independent member, should demand

membership on the Board of Internal Eco-

nomy because of the way subsection c, sub

iii, readis.

If a two-member splinter party formed a

caucus and wished to appoint a person to

this Board of Internal Economy, you might
be bringing yourself in for some problem in

the future, Mr. Speaker. This may not be the

case; I may have read too much into this

situation. But I would have thought that the

12-member term that we have used in the

past might be here. It may be that the

minister has an answer to this point and that

I may be in error, but I raise it and perhaps
it can be discussed.

Under section 84(f) I would draw the

attention of the House to the powers which
the Board of Internal Economy will have in

that subsection. It seems to me that this

board is going to be dealing more with
financial matters. I wonder if really the board
should be in the position to, as subsection f

says, and I quote:

To advise upon and give directions in

relation to any matter the board considers

necessary for the efficient and effective

operation of the Office of the Assembly.

I would have thought that the word "finan-

cial" might go into that between the words

"any" and "matter," so that the Board of

Internal Economy is not presuming to deal

with certain matters that it is not the inten-

tion that the executive council might have to

give to that board.

Again, it's a suggestion which I think

might be an improvement, because certainly
the work which this board is going to be

doing will be to deal particularly with the

financial aspects of the operation of this

assembly, as all-inclusive as those may be.

In section 89, Mr. Speaker, there have
been certain representations brought forward
and certain concerns, particularly by the

staflF members, as to how grievance and
other disciplinary matters might be handled.

In the original proposed Bill 170, there

were certainly some loopholes, and I under-

stand there was some unhappiness with the

procedure as had been explained there. We
have now seen substantial amendments and
I commend the minister for accepting those

amendments as set out in section 89 and the

sections immediately thereafter.

It certainly appeared to us that the Speaker
was not the person who should sit in this

particular position but that this, in fact, was
the responsibility of the Clerk in order to

deal with the initiation of any inquiry, if

such a thing should unfortunately be neces-

sary. The Clerk should be, and is certainly,

in a good position to deal with the admin-
istrative matters and this would avoid any
hasty, perhaps political, reaction that could

occur in a disciplinary matter and which

might prove to be unfortunate for all of us.

The matter of having appeals through the

usual procedure of the public service griev-
ance board again builds in an independent
factor and a proper procedural safeguard to

make sure that any of the matters com-
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plained of through the inquiry which the

Clerk might initiate would be dealt with in

an unbiased and completely proper manner.
I appreciate very much that this term has

been put in, to have the public service griev-

ance board procedures to be available to the

various members of the staff, and I think

that should the unfortunate occasion arise

where section 89 would be used, at least the

end result would be after a full and proper

hearing.

Section 91 does rather bother me, and I

raise a point which I think might be of use

to the Minister of Government Services. It

would appear that the members of the public
service who have agreed to accept appoint-
ment and employment in the OflBce of the

Assembly are going to be put to this deci-

sion immediately upon the day that this Act
comes into force. It would appear, there-

fore, that these persons have no option as

to whether, in fact, they may wish to con-

sider this matter.

Tm going to suggest, Mr. Speaker, when
we get to section 5 of the bill and deal with
the matter of when this bill comes into force,
that there could well be an amendment to

allow section 91 to come into force on a
date to be proclaimed by the Lieutenant Gov-
ernor. This might be a more pleasant and
a more relaxed way of allowing this par-
ticular decision to be made by members of

the staff if they so wish to do and will give
them time to exercise the option that is put
forward, perhaps in a month's time, or what-
ever. I commend that idea to the minister,

because I think that it would be a way of

dealing with any personal matters in a good
form should they come up.

Section 93 deals with the building and its

control by the OflBce of the Speaker. There
are, of course, those of us who feel that this

entire building should be the prerogative of

Mr. Speaker, and others should be here as

may be required, but with the long-term
view that the building will be solely for the

operation of th^ legislative assemblv. As we
proceed hopefully to that goal, and as other
space is available into which prooer facilities

may be developed, if that should be thp occa-
sion, we obviously have to know which parts
of the building are going to be under Mr.

Speaker's control.

I feel that the definition of the areas which
are to be under Mr. Sp^^aker's control should
be well known, not only to the members of
the assembly but to tho<:e of the press and
the public who might be involved in the

operation of this organization. The fact of
tlie order in council being laid before the

assembly with a clear record of the precincts
of the building which are under Mr. Speak-
er's control is, I think, a good idea.

The matter of security is something in

which we certainly have seen great improve-
ments over the past year or so. The govern-
ment protective staff that is now available to

us in this building, I think, from my observa-

tions of it, has proven to be well organized
and I think is doing a most acceptable job.

It is a pleasure to see the two young
ladies who have been appointed to the staff.

I think this is a good idea, and certainly it

is a requirement where the public is being
involved.

Perhaps it's only my military background
that occasionally shows through, but I think

that seeing the members of this staff nicely
unfformed and well turned out is a com-
mendable thing. I feel that they provide a

good touch of discipline and their bearing
has been most commendable. This is an im-

provement over the system in the past and
I commend the changes that have been made
and the good taste that I think has been
shown in that situation.

I realize that the personnel who are en-

forcing security are on a rotational basis, as I

understand it, and have responsibilities in

other buildings and, I think, at Osgoode Hall

as well. I would suggest that at least certain

persons who are on the staff within this build-

ing should remain on duty here rather than

being seconded to other buildinqs. so that

they will have a greater familiarity with the

members and perhaps with the mechanics of

the operations of the Legislature than might

otherwise be the case if all the members of

the staff were being rotated through a series

of responsibilities.

This might be a way of building a slightly

better familiarity with the operation of the

Legislature in the useful anproach which

could be taken by these members of the nro-

tective services as they get a sort of feel for

the operation of this place. It is surely not

like the real world on many days. I would
think that some continuous exposure within

the chamber, while it might be a strain at

times on their patience, might at least be of

benefit to the members.

Mr. Speaker, those are really all the re-

marks I had. As I said, I would commend an

amendment to section 5 for the minister's

consideration. I would not take it to com-

mittee solely for that piupose, but I think

that section 5(1), could read: "This Act,

except sections 2 and 91, comes into force

oil the day it receives royal assent."
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Subsection 2 could remain as it is and a

new subsection 3 could usefully say: "Section

91 shall be deemed to come into force on a

date to be proclaimed by the Lieutenant

Governor."

I think if the minister does that he will

resolve any particular problems in the options
which he is putting to the assembly staflF

under section 91. It would be a useful way of

resolving a problem before it perhaps comes

up. If it is not taken advantage of by any of

the happy crew that are involved in this

organization, then so much the better. Thank
you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: I would just state that if

anyone was worried about the member's sug-

gestion at the beginning of his remarks that

section 20 might apply, I'm sure he meant it

in a jocular fashion. It does not apply.

The hon. member for Ottawa Centre.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. I want to make one or

two comments about the bill. Really the point
has been raised in various ways by different

members about the problems of disparities of

resources between both the two sides of the

House and perhaps also between different

members in the House. This is one of the

most difficult problems, Mr. Speaker, that you
and your staff have to try to determine or

that we as a Legislature have got to de-

termine. How do you provide resources to

one member who simply has to appear in his

riding once every year and does nothing
around here either and yet is guaranteed
election from now until doomsday, and an-

other member who, because he is either

driven and harried by a tiny majority or be-

cause of natural inclination or talent, is ex-

ceptionally busy and very much involved in

the process of being a member and all that

that entails?

There is no easy answer to it, but I think

that the point at least needs to be raised. In

a general way, I think that the problem of

disparity of resources between the opposition
parties and the government has still not really

been accommodated by the various measures
that have been taken in the wake of the

two Camp commission reports.

Perhaps I can just recall—the Minister of

Justice (Mr. Welch) isn't here today—th^t
the other week there came up in the House
some amendments to the Judicature Act that

affected the rights of the press to take

photographs in or around courtrooms. As
so often happens, Mr. Speaker, with the

amoimt of legislation that comes through

this place and with the very limited amount
of support staff that we have to do research

for the Legislature, tlie bill came forward

and certain points were made by our side

and then other points were made, in that

case by myself as a former journalist, but

scrambling, trying to get the kind of picture

straight. So often one doesn't have time to

sit and give a bill half a day of thought and
come forward with cogent and coherent

kind of arguments and put the case in an

elegant fashion.

The minister got up in reply—and in fact

did reply in a very elegant fashion—and we
had an interesting dtebate on the points of

principle in that particular bill. But what
struck me in the ministers reply was, I

realized, that he was replying from notes

that had been prepared for him by a mem-
ber of his staff who had been able to think

through the various issues of principle which

might be raised during the course of the

debate. The minister used metaphor and
allusion and strophe and all sorts of rhetor-

ical devices in putting forward very ably

the argument for his point of view. The
minister is capable of making a good argu-
ment—I don't dteny him that—but it cer-

tainly helped a lot that a busy member of

this Legislature had the support of some-

body in his staff who could anticipate the

kinds of things that would be stated and

was then able to put together the rebuttal

in form that the minister could use.

This happens all the time, Mr. Speaker,
w'hether it's the Liberal caucus of 20-odd or

whether it's the NDP caucus of 20 members.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Twenty odd
members.

Mr. Cassidy: They are 20 odd members.
We are just 20.

Mr. Deans: They are odd members. We
are just 20.

Mr. A. Carruthers (Durham): I would say
the members opposite are all odd.

Mr. Cassidy: Each of the opposition par-

ties in its work in the Legislature carries

as much of a load as the government, but

carries it with far fewer resources. We have

live researchers. The Liberals have five or

six or seven. Any one of the ministers of

the Crown who brings forward a bill in

this House, Mr. Speaker, has the benefit

of the equivalent of at least five or six

people who know the area intimately and
are capable pf doing the kind of work that

our researchers can do w!hen they have the
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time to devote to it. And not only that;

there is of course a tremendous amount of

preparation and consideration and so on of

the pitfalls that go into bills or are said to

go into bills before they come to this place.

I have to say, Mr. Speaker, that one of

the problems with the resources given to

the various caucuses is simply this, that the

government-side back-benchers don't basic-

ally participate in debates, although they

may do a certain amount within their caucus.

The legislative responsibilities that they have
tend to be those of attendance and not much
more and, judging by the dozen or so who
are here for this particular d^ebate, they
don't take those responsibilities too seri-

ously.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): All the

time. That is the problem.

Mr. Cassidy: The ministers obviously have
other responsibilities, but they also have

very substantial support staflEs in order to

help them in their particular jobs. The bur-

den of the debate in this Legislature is

carried by the New Democratic Party and,
to a lesser extent, by the Liberals. Without

being partisan, it is being carried by the

opposition parties.

Mr. Camithers: Like the member for

Ottawa Centre.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): The
burden is on us having to listen.

Mr. Deans: The difficulty is having to use

words small enough so that the Tories will

understand them.

Mr. Cassidy: I think at times it's a bit

distressing, Mr. Speaker. I am trying to

make a serious argument here; this is not

intended to be particularly partisan. There
is a serious problem here that relates to

the Legislature as a whole. Members of our

party, if I want to talk in specific terms,
have responsibilities to get re-elected; they
have responsi1)ilities to their local riding

association; they may have some obligations
to their party; they have responsibilities to

their families, who all sufi^er because of the
Avork we do as members and the degree of

absences that we sufFer.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): If he can't

stand the heat in the kitchen, he'd better

get out.

Mr. Cassidy: Fair enough, okay.

Mr. N. G. Leluk (Humber): He'd better

leave.

Mr. Cassidy: They have responsibilities to

constituents in case work, they have respon-
sibilities outside, in terms of responding to

letters and so on, and what happens is that

the Legislature has a tendency to come last

on the list, rather than near the front. With
the kind of support staflF that members have,

many of those things that we do outside that

might be done by other people are either

done by the members themselves or else the

members have to engage themselves, and their

energy and time and eflFort, in ensuring that

those things are done.

In my particular case, among the other

ways that I occupy my time, every couple of

Saturdays I go out in my car for a couple of

hours along with 20 other members of my
riding association to deliver a community
newspaper. We do that in order to raise the

funds for a $10,000-a-year constituency office,

and without that constituency office, Mr.

Speaker, I would be helpless to do what I can

do, in legislative terms or any other terms of

the job that I have to do.

Mr. Haggerty: Where is that? In Toronto

Island?

Mr. Cassidy: But those funds have got to

be raised. The pressure is always there, and

the Legislature suflFers, I would suggest, in

many cases.

The members of this Legislature ought,

above all, to be concerning themselves with

what goes on here; to be concerning them-

selves with informing themselves in those

areas of legislation and policy that are of

particular interest. But I have to ask you,

Mr. Speaker, how many members in the

opposition have been able to go oflF, let's say,

for even a week, let alone two or three weeks

in the past year, to go to Quebec, or to go to

British Columbia, or to Washington, or maybe
even to Britain, or some other jurisdiction in

order to see how people in another jurisdic-

tion comparable to Ontario's solve the very

difficult problems of government in these

days? The Treasurer (Mr. White) went to

Yugoslavia a year or so ago to see their pat-

t=?ms of municipal government, and I am sure

that was a stimulating trip for him. As far

as ministers are concerned, even they don't

get that kind of input very often. How many
members of this Legislature find the time to

do serious reading, on a sustained basis, on

the areas in which we are spokesman, or

critics, or parliamentary assistants or what-

ever? Again, not nearly enough for the health
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of this body, which is the major policy-

making body of the government of Ontario—

or at least is intended to be.

In the case of the opposition, Mr. Speaker,
I can't guarantee that, given more support,
we would suddenly turn into paragons, and

obviously, given more support, not all of our

efforts would go into policy-making in legis-

lation. We might try to do a bit more for our

party, because we are partisan people. We
might try to spend a bit more time with our

families, which isn't such a bad idea either.

But, nevertheless, we are labouring with very
small resources.

The pattern in other jurisdictions has been

pretty inexorably to say that if legislators are

going to do a good job they have to have
more support than people are getting right
now. That particularly applies to the obliga-
tions on members of the opposition parties

w^o have to respond and try to cover off an
entire ministry that may cover the province,

may have thousands of employees and may
spend billions of dollars. We get the member
for Sudbury (Mr. Germa), with his secretary
and the help of a fifth of a researcher or half

of a researcher, covering off Transportation
and Communications. We get the member for

Parkdale ( Mr. Dukszta ) , also very ably cover-

ing off the Ministry of Health. But one really

has to ask oneself whether that is really suf-

ficient scrutiny of the work of a ministry

whose spending is now up to the level of a

couple of billion dollars a year.

For reasons of the way in which the media

works, and other things like that, we tend to

sort of concentrate our fire in a very few
areas. To some extent, there is a tendency
to take cheap shots; to come up with some-

thing that we know will grab headlines. With

great respect, like the kind of things that the

member for Downsview (Mr. Singer) had to

sav yesterday on the OHC condominium
sales. It is that kind of thing. It is so much
more difficult to get the information together
and the knowledge for a really sustained

critique of what the government is doing.
I suggest that all of us in opposition, Mr.

Speaker, are subject to this kind of problem.

The Legislature itself is being hurt by that

problem. And if the Legislature is hurt, then

I think that we are all involved—partisan con-

siderations apart. There isn't the quality of

debate, the quality of thinking, the quality of

interchange that ought to take place.

I can see, Mr. Speaker, that this isn't only
a problem for the opposition parties—perhaps
this is not quite apropos on this particular
bill. But I can see that the ministers of the

Crown are persons who are harried and beset

almost beyond reason. Some of that is because

the political circumstances, which make it

more difficult to be a minister of the Crown

nowadays than it was, say, back in 1971, and
I don't want to go into those any further.

The other thing, though, relates to the very

heavy burden of running the affairs of the

Crown and of trying to relate together, and

so on. They simply can't put it all together.

If that's the case for ministers, with the

kind of resources that they have, then one

has to ask: "What is the situation for mem-
bers of the opposition with the very limited

kind of resources that we have?" I will give

you a couple of other examples before I sit

down, Mr. Speaker.

The Minister of Agriculture and Food (Mr.

Stewart) and I struck a common chord the

other day when I said that I couldn't get

more than two bills out of the Clerk's office

here when I needed them in a hurry. I was
told to go over to Bay St. to the bookstore.

Now, that's very nice, but that means that a

secretary—of whom I only have one and

who works seven hours or so, and works

very hard each day—has to spend a half an

hour of her duty to slip over to Bay St. and

to come back.

Mr. Speaker, when we try from time to

time to get copies of the consolidated statutes

or of other statutes from behind the Speaker's

chair, they aren't always available. As a

rather lax user of libraries, I sometimes find

that my peccadilloes are not tolerated by
the legislative library, which seems far more
anxious to protect the volumes it has than to

ensure the best service possible to busy
members who are trying to get information

in a hurry.

There is a whole series of petty frustrations

about this place which should not be visited

upon people who are earning more than

$20,000 a vear and, for the most part, devot-

ing their full time to the business of this

particular Legislature.

The government has its own processes of

consultation with interest groups around the

province. Members of the opposition are often

not invited into those. In other cases where

they are invited to them, we don't take part

because it is their show and not ours. In

other cases, even though we would like to

take part, we just simply have too many other

obligations. We can't do it as consistently as

we would like to. I would like to go to every

meeting of the provincial-municipal liaison

committee, because the Treasurer isn't really

doing a bad job with that particular com-

mittee. That's Merry Christmas to the
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Treasurer. However, we would like to be able

to consult too.

We find it frustrating when the govern-
ment rams business through, and we have said

that several times before. It is also frustrating

when you simply lack the resources to get

together a list of the 30 to 40 heritage groups
in the province and get a bill or a letter out

to them quickly and get their comments back

in time in order to comment on a particular

situation. Again, it is difficult to seek com-

ments from maybe a couple of hundred

municipal leaders across the province when

you are working with a very limited kind of

resource with which we soldier on.

So there are real problems, Mr. Speaker.
I wanted to put them on the record and I

won't speak any longer now. I hope that the

Board of Internal Economy will be seized of

this kind of situation and that the board may,
in fact, work almost like a continuing Camp
commission, in continuing to try to improve a

situation which no more than a few years

ago was far worse than it is today.

If I can make one other comment related

to the bill, Mr. Speaker, I think that the

reformulation of the Board of Internal

Economy is a welcome change in putting

representatives of three causes in there. I

think I really question, however, the fact that

the government side, between its caucus rep-

resentatives and members of the cabinet,

has a majority.

I think that I would support a reduction in

the number of cabinet ministers in that Board

of Internal Economy to the point where we
had a member of the cabinet, a caucus mem-
ber from the Conservative side, and a caucus

member from each of the two opposition

parties and, you, Mr. Speaker. In other words,
there would be an even balance from both

sides of the House and then the Speaker him-

self, in his independent position, would have
the deciding say in case of a profound dis-

agreement. Thank you very much.

Mr. Speaker: Any other hon. member wish

to speak to this bill? If not, the hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I have a lot of notes of comments that have

been made by the hon. members, mosdy
from the other evening's debate. I think

it's rather unnecessary for me to reply to

most of those comments because certainly
the vast majority of them, and I believe all

the constructive comments, have been taken
into consideration and are now a part of the

amended bill.

To comment briefly on the remarks that

have been made by the speakers today, the

matter of riding offices has been mentioned

by several speakers, in fact, by speakers from
all three parties. It certainly was not com-
mented upon to any degree in the commis-
sion report, but I understand there is a fourth

report of the conmiission to come down final-

izing their total responsibilities and that this

will deal with or make some recommenda-
tions regarding riding offices.

The hon. member for Ottawa Centre spoke
at great length about research staff and more
facilities for members of the opposition par-
ties. I think, Mr. Speaker, this new organ-
ization which this bill sets up, the Board of

Internal Economy, and the Camp commis-
sion recommendations that have now been

implemented, giving substantial increases in

funds for research purposes to the opposition

parties, has gone a long way in meeting
these requirements.

Mr. Cassidy: It's only the beginning. It

really is still quite inadequate, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Mr. Snow: The hon. member for

Ottawa Centre says it's only beginning. I

reiterate that I think it's going a long, long

way, Mr. Speaker. But we will never agree
on that and I don't expect the hon. member
to agree.

Mr. Cassidy: No. The gulf in resources

is far too great still.

Hon. Mr. Snow: In any case, Mr. Speaker,

basically the money for both the opposition
leaders' offices and so on is now to be set-

tled by the assembly here. We took out the

percentage figure that was in the first bill,

which I think is an improvement.

The hon. member for Kitchener made a

considerable contribution in his comments,
Mr. Speaker. I think on one point that he

brought up relating to section 82, sub c, sub-

section iii, regarding the representative on
the Board of Internal Economy for the

third party, that clause can be improved
somewhat. I have an amendment drafted,

where if we go into committee with this bill,

we can improve that slightly, without taking

up a lot of time which I know we all feel

is rather precious today.

As for the comment regarding section 8(f),

I am advised by the drafters of this legisla-

tion that the word "financial" is not needed

in there, that the matters that are referred

to here are covered in some other way. They
refer to the duties of the board that are

financial, organizational and administrative. I
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don't think there is any need to amend that

particular section.

Also the member mentioned section 91 and

the fact that that section comes into force on

the day that this bill receives royal assent

and the fact that certain members of staff

may not have had ample opportunity to con-

sider their position, or whether they wished

to stay with the civil service or join the staff

of the Office of the Assembly. There are

some complications here. I understand cer-

tainly the member's concern.

These changes have been under considera-

tion for some time, of course. The staff, I

think, in most cases have had consultation

and opportunity to consider their status.

There are other staff; there are staff from

my ministry, a small number of staff in my
ministry that are now handling some of the

duties that will be assigned to the Office

of the Assembly that are transferring, too. In

order to get this office set up and in opera-
tion to carry out the intent of this Act, and

on the advice of Mr. Speaker and the Clerk,

I feel it is advisable that this section stay

as it is.

I really don't feel there is any great hard-

ship. I think it is covered well in the Act

that the members of the public service who
join the Office of the Assembly are to retain

p\'ery right that they have. They are to have
the opportunity to maintain their seniority in

the public service and to transfer back. For

instance, if a clerk from my ministry trans-

fers to the Office of the Assembly now and
six months from now an opening that would
be a promotion for that clerk becomes avail-

able back in my ministry or in another min-

istry he has the perfect right to apply for

that competition. I think the staff between
the Office of the Assembly and the public
service will be kept so that they will not

lose any opportunities for advancement and
will be able to transfer back and forward.

I think that covers most of the comments,
Mr. Speaker, that were raised today and, as

1 say, I think the ones for last week were
covered in the new bill.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: I understand this is to go to

the committee of the whole House?

Agreed.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, just for that

one small amendment, I guess we have to

do it. We have to go into committee anyway.

Clerk of the House: The fifth order, House
in committee of the whole.

House in committee on Bill 170, An Act
to amend the Legislative Assembly Act.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY ACT

Mr. Chairman: Are there any questions,
comments or amendments to any section of

Bill 170 and, if so, what section?

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Section

89.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Isn't there an

amendment?

Mr. Chairman: I wonder if the minister has

some amendments he might outline.

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): Yes, on section 82.

Mr. Chairman: Section 82. Would the min-

ister move his amendment before the discus-

sion?

Hon. Mr. Snow moves that section 82(1)

(c)(iii) be amended to read: "one from the

CS.UCUS of the party having the third largest

membership in the assembly."

Mr. Deans: You're trying to be sure you
people will have representation after the elec-

tion. That is what it is.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of

^Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs):

We're trying to be sure that when the social-

ists divide into two they don't have two rep-
resentatives.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Is there any further discus-

sion on section 82?

Are there any further comments, questions
or amendments to any other section and, if

so, which one?

Mr. Haggerty: Section 89, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Section 89. Will all sections

carry to section 89?

Agreed.

On section 89:

Mr. Haggerty: Section 89(1) says:

If any complaint or representation is at

any time made to the Speaker for the

time being of the misconduct or unfitness

of any employee of the Office of the As-
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sembly, the Clerk of the legislative assem-

bly may cause an inquiry to be made
into such complaint or representation.

I make reference to subsection 2 which says:

". . . the Lieutenant Governor in Council,

reprimand or suspend him . . ."

I believe that if there are a number of

female employees included it should be in-

cluded in this. I think the terminology there

should be corrected.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I'm ad-

vised the Interpretation Act covers that mat-

ter.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 89 carry?

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): I want
to ask a question just for purposes of clarifi-

cation.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Thunder Bay.

Mr. Stokes: Since they're not classed as

civil servants—they're considered public serv-

ants imder the aegis of the OflBce of the As-

sembly—do you not think it advisable that

if they want to sit down and discuss some-

thing with the Speaker, you provide them
with the authority to at least sit down, talk

things over and be able to appoint a small

committee within their groups for purposes
of consultation, if for no other reason, or if

there is something undue that is happening
that they're not clear on or they feel that

they're not being adequately represented? Is

there some vehicle—a committee—so that they
could sit down and chat even in an informal

way with those responsible for carrying out
the aims and the objectives and to make sure

that the Office of the Assembly is working in

an efficient manner?

Within the CSAO, or any other organiza-

tion, this is recognized as something that's

advisable, but it seems to me that there's

no opportunity for anybody here. I'm not

singling out any particular group, whether
it be pages, attendants, Clerks, Hansard! staff

or anyone else, but there should be some

opportunity for them to be able to approach
the Speaker and those who are responsible
for carrying out the duties of the Office of
the Assembly if it should arise. I see no
reason why some provision in this bill

couldn't be made for that express purpose.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, there is

certainly nothing in the bill to prevent it.

This was discussed the other night. There
is nothing in the bill to prevent any type

of a relations committee. Certainly it would
be exp>ected that this would happen. You
have the Speaker, the Clerk and administra-

tor and it would be expected there would be
a staff relations committee. I understand that

now Mr. Speaker and the Clerk are working
out administratively a procedure by which
these things you bring to our attention can

be discussed. There is certainly nothing in

the bill that prevents it. I understand that

it's already organized.

Mr. Chairman, the employees of the Office

of the Assembly are actuaUy the employees
of ourselves, as the members, in the oper-
ation of this assembly they have, I think,

ample opportunity, or will have certainly
as far as I'm concerned, to meet with the

Board of Internal Economy or with each
and every one of their 117 representatives
who sit here in these seats—soon to be 125,
I guess.

Section 89 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Is there any further discus-

sion on any part of this bill?

Bill 170, as amended, reported.

Clerk of the House: Bill 81, the Provin-

cial Parks Municipal Tax Assistance Act,

1974.

PROVINCIAL PARKS MUNICIPAL
TAX ASSISTANCE ACT

Mr. Chairman: Are there any comments,

questions or amendments to Bill 81? If so,

to what section? The hon. minister wishes

to make a motion.

Hon. Mr. White moves that subsection

1 of clause (a) of section 4 of the bill be

struck out and the following substituted

therefor:

$5 per acre for each of the first 100

acres of each such park and $2 per acre

for each acre in excess of 100 acres in

each such park up to 10,000 acres in each

such park and 50 cents per acre for each

acre in excess of 10,000 acres in each

such park, or

Hon. Mr. White further moves that sub-

clause (i) of clause (b) of the said section 4,

be struck out and the following substituted

therefor:

$5 per acre for each of the first 100

acres of such land and $2 per acre for

each acre in excess of 100 acres up to

10,000 acres and 50 cents per acre for

each acre in excess of 10,000 acres, or
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Hon. Mr. White: Sir, this amendlment will

authorize payments in respect of both pro-

vincial parks and commission parklands to

municipalities. The payment of 50 cents per

acre for provincial parks in excess of 10,000

acres will be authorized. As the bill now

reads, no payments may be made on acreage
in excess of 10,000 acres.

These enriched payments will mean an

additional $41,375 will be paid to the munic-

ipalities affected. Those areas which will

benefit include Dysart, which has 87,600
acres of Algonquin Park, and Kaladar,

EfBngham and Anglesea, which have 13,130
acre:s of Bon Edho Park.

I have a second motion. Will I put it

now or later?

Mr. Chairman: We have a second motion.

I think we should deal with any discussion

on section 4. Then we'll proceed with the

next amendment which applies to section 6.

Is there any discussion on this amendment to

section 4?

On section 3:

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Ac-

tually, the minister introduced his amend-
ment before I realized what section it applied
to. I did want to make some comments on
section 3 prior to that. They are general
comments which I think have been clarified

in my mind and relate to the present grants
in lieu of taxes being paid by the Niagara
Parks Conmiission. I have spoken to the

minister's people this morning and have
now been assured that the whole park will

not be treated as one 3,000-acre park but as

various parks in various municipalities to

which the basic 100 acres will apply in each

numicipality for each park. That was the

question which concerned me the other day,
and I did receive an answer this morning
from his assistants under the gallery.

Speaking to the minister's amendment, the

extra 50 cents per acre over 10,000 acres

affects relatively few parks—I think two parks.

Algonquin is the main park which receives a

considerable additional sum of money and
Bon Echo Park in the Kaladar area. All are

down in eastern Ontario. When the cutoff for

the $2 an acre was 10,000 acres, it was these

parks that were adversely affected. This is a

help.

My concern is over parks that have been
assembled into one municipality, and I think

Mono Rocks park is an example of where
they have been assembled in 100-acre lots.

The tax average, as I mentioned the other

day, is roughly $400 to $600 revenue to that

municipality which will be continued to be

paid, I understand, until the park is de-

veloped. But once the park is developed, if it

is situated all in one municipality, then the

first 100 acres will attract only a $500 grant
and the other acres beyond the 100 will

attract only $2 an acre.

There is quite an advantage or disadvantage
in this scheme, Mr. Chairman, depending
whether or not the park is situated all in

one municipality or is broken up within three

municipalities. I think at some future date

the minister should maybe give a little con-

sideration to that, because in the final analysis

from the way I read the bill the Minister of

Natural Resources (Mr. Bemier) makes the

determination as to who is going to get how
much. I think even the breakdown I received

for the St. Lawrence Parks setup gives the

money to 14 different municipalities. That is

very fine, because that park is strung out in

a lot of municipalities and each municipality

gets the advantage of the basic $5 per 100

acres. But if the situation were such that that

were all in one municipality, it would reduce

that $23,000 revenue tremendously. I feel

that the formula used here could adversely
affect the tax base in many municipalities.

The other thing I would like the minister

to comment on, Mr. Chairman, is if there

are any statutory provisions whereby parks
should be paying money to the municipality
for their commercial concessions. Niagara
Parks has paid a substantial sum, I think

$53,000. The provision of this Act will be in

addition to the $53,000 or $56,000 by the

Niagara Parks Commission. Then we have the

contrast, Mr. Chairman, where the St. Law-
rence Parks Commission hasn't been paying a

nickel to the local municipalities.

I I'ust wonder why there is this discrepancy
from one provincial park to the other, and if

this is because it's just a matter of decision

of the park board. If that is the reason, I

think something should be done about that.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 3 carry?

Section 3 agreed to.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Are we
coming to section 4?

Mr. Chairman: We are coming to section 4

now. The minister has moved amendments.
Do you want to discuss these?

Mr. Deacon: What I am concerned about is

the effect of the parkway belt, say, in Mark-
ham. It might be 2,000 acres in Markham.
We are still at the point where on 2,000
acres in Markham the average revenue will
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be just over $2 per acre on that. That is cer-

tainly well below the revenue that is now
received on agricultural land as such. This is

a basic problem I see in this formula where
the minister is treating the parkway belt lands

in the same way as the normal provincial

parks.

In those areas which are highly developed

you are, in eflFect, putting a burden on the

local taxpayers that I think is undue, especial-

ly when the benefit of the parkway belt is

largely for the developed urban area to the

south. I would ask the minister to consider

changing that clause. I haven't worked out

what it could be, but for an area where the

agricultural assessment is at a certain level

you should adjust it, continue it, and make it

in line with the general agricultural rate of

revenue.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, sir, this is a tem-

porary measure, and a year or so from now
we will be going to full grants in lieu of taxes

based on assessment.

Mr. Deacon: Oh, good.

Hon. Mr. White: In the meantime there

are no such lands affected.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Ottawa Centre.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Mr.

Chairman, this is a bold and daring stroke by
the master of derring do and we support it.

Motion agreed to.

Section 4, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Cassidy: The Christmas spirit has just

overcome me.

Mr. Chairman: Is there any further dis-

cussion on any other section prior to section

6?

Section 5 agreed to.

On section 6:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister has an
amendment.

Hon. Mr. White moves that section 6 of

the bill be amended by adding thereto the

following subsection:

(3) Notwithstanding subsection (2), the

moneys required for the purposes of this

Act by a commission mentioned in sub-

section (2) shall for 1974 be paid out of the

moneys appropriated therefor by the

Legislature.

Hon. Mr. White: If I may just provide a
brief explanation, the money necessary for

payments in respect of parks operated by the

various parks commissions for the 1974 taxa-

tion year is contained in the appropriation of

the Ministry of Treasury, Economics, and

Intergovernmental Affairs. This amendment
will authorize the payments to be made for

1974 only, to be paid' out of the money ap-

propriated therefor by the Legislature.

Thereafter, the necessary money will be paid
out of the funds of the particular commission.

Mr. Good: Just one point, Mr. Chairman.
I think I could work it into this amendment
in some way as it's talking about money being
spent. I hope the Provincial Treasurer makes
it very clear to the Niagara Parks Commission,
the St. Lawrance Parks Commission and the

St. Clair Parkway commission that this grant

by the province in lieu of taxes should in no

way affect the grant. When I spoke to the

chairman or the Niagara Parks Commission,
who just left the chamber a moment ago, that

was the first he was aware—at least that he
let on to me—that this was going to be in

addition to what they are already paying the

municipality. I think that's a very important

point. Also, the Provincial Treasurer should

look into the situation in the St. Lawrence
Parks area where they have made no pay-
ments to the municipalities up to the present
time from park moneys received.

Hon. Mr. White: This will be correctible

also when we go to the assessment method.

In the meantime, I am able to assure the

House that the Niagara Parks Commission has

been paying about $50,000 as payments in

lieu of taxation, and this will continue.

Mr. Good: Well, the bill doesn't affect

them.

Motion agreed to.

Section 6, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any other comments, ques-
tions or amendments to any other section of

the bill?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, there was
a point put by the member for Waterloo

North the other day which I didn't respond to

at the time. He pointed out that no payments
are made in respect of Quetico Park, Polar

Bear Park, Lake Superior Park and other

large parks in northern Ontario. This is cor-

rect, but the reason no payments are made is

because these parks are in imorganized areas

and there are no municipalities to receive the

money.
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Mr. Chairman: Shall the bill be reported?

Bill 81, as amended, reported.

COUNTY OF OXFORD ACT

House in committee on Bill 174, An Act

to amend the County of Oxford Act, 1974.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any comments,

questions or amendments to this bill? If so,

to which section?

Sections 1 and 2 agreed to.

On section 3:

Hon. Mr. White moves that section 3 of

the bill be amended by adding thereto the

following subsection:

(2) The said section 114 is amended by
adding thereto the following subsection:

(9) Notwithstanding section 4 of the

Conservation Authorities Act, the county
council may appoint to the Upper Thames
River Conservation Authority the same
number of members as the local munic-

ipalities within the county were entitled

to appoint in the year 1974.

Hon. Mr. White: Now, sir, may I point
out that this was done at the request of the

member for Oxford (Mr. Parrott) and ac-

ceded to by us because it does seem unfair

and unnecessary to downgrade the repre-
sentation of a county when that county
undertakes of its own volition to restructure

and modernize its aflFairs.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Espe-
cially when it does so of its own volition.

Hon. Mr. White: I wouldn't want some
diminution to discourage counties from what
they see to be necessary and desirable con-

solidations internally. Tliat's the reason for

this amendment.

Mr. Chairman: Shall the amendment
carry?

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, neither
would we, and I would be glad to support
the amendment.

Mr. Cassidy: I would like to raise a ques-
tion here, Mr. Chairman. I think it's an

interesting amendment, and we will support
it, but is this an invitation to other upper-
tier municipalities across the province, like

regional Ottawa, to negotiate with their
own area municipalities and possibly acquire
the responsibility for representation on that

local conservation authority? And does that

represent a change in policy on the part of

the government?

Hon. Mr. White: Oh no, sir, I can't call

it an invitation. I do point out, however,
that the Provincial-Municipal Liaison Com-
mittee has had two or three sessions with

the Minister of Natural Resources, and he is

considering alterations of one kind and an-

other. Now, I wouldn't want this to be mis-

interpreted. What he is not considering is

making conservation authorities a committee
of a regional council. With that qualifica-

tion, he is prepared to re-examine existing

arrangements to see if improvements can be
made.

Motion agreed to.

Section 3, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any further com-

ments, questions or amendments to any other

section of the bill?

Bill 174, as amended, reported.

Hon. Mr. White moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the commit-
tee of the whole House begs to report three

bills with amendments and asks for leavs

to sit again.

Report agreed to.

THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill 81, the Provincial Parks Municipal
Tax Assistance Act, 1974.

Bill 174, An Act to amend the County
of Oxford Act, 1974.

Bill 170, An Act to amend the Legisla-
tive Assembly Act.

MINISTRY OF CULTURE AND
RECREATION ACT

Hon. Mrs. Birdh, on behalf of Hon. Mr.

Davis, moves second reading of Bill 180, An
Act to establish the Ministry of Culture and
Recreation.

Mr. Speaker: Is there a statement? The
hon. minister.
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Hon. M. Birch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Develc^raent): Mr. Speaker, in mov-
ing second reading of this bill I should like

to outline in more detail the existing gov-
ernment programmes which will be brought
together within this ministry, and to com-
ment briefly on the need for a ministry of
this type.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Mr.

Speaker, on a point of order. We have diffi-

culty hearing tne minister. Could she move
over one so she would have the benefit of
a microphone?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Thank you.

Since 1945, Ontario has changed remark-

ably. We have become not only an indus-
trialized province, but a highly urbanized
one as well. During this period, we have
benefited from immigration from over 50
countries. In short, we are truly a multi-
cultural province. Our growth has brought
with it greater opportunity for social develop-
ment, a broad base on which to develop, an
enviable cultural heritage and the need to
conserve the treasures given to us by past
generations.

Underlying the priority the government
attaches to this ministry is our firm convic-
tion that individual and community involve-
ment in the process of cultural and recrea-
tional development contributes to a full and
equal citizenship.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): I don't
believe any of this.

Hon. Mrs. Birch: The objectives of the
new ministry will focus on ways in which
culture and recreation can enhance the gen-
eral quality of life in Ontario. To achieve
its objectives, the government had! set for
the ministry six main areas of involvement.
The first area, heritage conservation, is one
I know will be well received by all of us
who admire and wish to preserve worthwhile
examples of the talent and the ingenuity of
the past.

Mr. Cassidy: This is hypocritical, it really
is, you know—given the record of the gov-
ernment and the pace at which it has gone.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Another
political si)eech.

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Earlier this session, a
heritage conservation bill was introduced
into the Legislature dealing with building
conservation and archaeology.

Mr. Good: Last week.

Hon. Mrs. Birch: These functions will be
the responsibility of the new ministry and of
a considerably expanded Ontario Heritage
Foundation, which will bring together a
cross-section of highly qualified members of
the public in its board of directors.

Mr. Cassidy: Including the former mem-
ber for Carleton East,

Hon. Mrs. Birch: We intend also—

Mr. Cassidy: Including the former mem-
ber for Carleton East.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. Mrs. Birch: We intend also to bring
within the heritage conservation programme
the present historical interpretation and
development activities which have met with
so much success in projects like Ste-Marie-

among-the-Hurons at Midland.

The second programme area relates to the
cultural and performing arts. Here we will
be transferring to the new ministry the cul-
tural affairs division of the Ministry of Col-

leges and Universities and a number of the

agencies of that ministry. Our larger lurban
areas and growing standard of living in recent

years have resulted in not only the financial

capacity to support creative and performing
arts but the demand for more and better
facilities throughout the province. As funds
permit we intend to meet that need and
expand opportunities for cultural fulfilment.

Some months ago, in recognition of the

many different ethnic backgrounds which
now make up Ontario, the government estab-
lished the Ontario Council on Multicultural-

ism under the chairmanship of Mr. Ernie

Checkeris, of Sudbury. Its objective is to
advise the government on ways to promote
our cultural heritage. The council, which has
to this point reported to the Provincial Sec-

retary for Social Development, will now
report to the Minister of Cuture and
Recreation.

The new ministry will also be responsible
for a variety of programmes related to citizen-

ship which are now the responsibility of the

Ministry of Community and Social Services.

It is our firm conviction that equal access to

the benefits of citizenship is a right to be

enjoyed by all of those who live in Ontario.
We believe it is in the best interests of the

community at large that those who are un-
familiar with our customs be helped to adjust
to life in Ontario as quickly as possible.

Moreover, those who require help from
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government but who are unsure of where to

turn for assistance, may get that assistance

from the new ministry's citizens' inquiry

bureau, which will be transferred from the

Minis'try of Government Services.

Sports and recreation will be a fifth pro-

gramme element and one which will receive

added emphasis by the government.

The sixth programme will relate to youth
and will involve the youth secretariat being
transferred from the cabinet office to the new
ministry. Good citizenship is a product of

many things, not the least of which is a

strong family and community identification.

As Ontario society becomes more urban, we
believe it is essential to develop opportunities
so that the young can benefit from the asso-

ciations and experiences of a healthy and
active community sports and recreation pro-

gramme.

These then, Mr. Speaker, are the main pro-

gramme elements of the new ministry. I have
outlined in some detail the programmes and
activities which will be transferred from
other ministries. Other programmes may be
added later.

Mr. Speaker, the proposed Ministry of Cul-

ture and Recreation is a reflection of the

pride we have in our heritage. It is a reflec-

tion of the pride we have in the numerous
ethnic backgrounds which now make up
Ontario's culture.

Before I conclude these remarks, Mr.

Speaker, I should like to pay special tribute

to the member for Bellwoods (Mr, Yaremko).
He is without doubt the acknowledged leader

and living spirit in Ontario's cultural develop-
ment. As Provincial Secretary he was respon-
sible for convening the Ontario Heritage Con-
ference which can be considered the fore-

runner of the new ministry.

Mr. Cassidy: Why isn't he here?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Mr. Speaker, I am sure

that I speak for all members of this House
when I acknowledge his outstanding contri-

bution over the years.

Mr. I. Deans ( Wentworth ) : Well, I can
assure the member she doesn't.

Mr. Sneaker: The member for Windsor-
Walkerville.

Mr. Cassidy: What about the franco-

phones?

Mr. Sneaker: Order please. The member
for Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I rise to support the

bill, Bill 180, An Act to establish the Ministry
of Culture and Recreation, and wonder in my
thoughts why it took so long for the govern-
ment to set up such a ministry.

I listened with quite an amount of interest,

Mr. Speaker, to the comments of the Pro-

vincial Secretary for Social Development in

her dissertation stating that the province has

changed substantially since 1945. Remember,
Mr. Speaker, that means it has taken this

province 30 years now to come up to what
other jurisdictions of the North American
continent have had for years and years and

years; that is a ministry of culture and a

ministry of either sports or recreation. Quite
often it was referred to as sports rather than

recreation. In those European countries when
it was referred to as sports, quite often

rather than a fitness aspect of government it

was a propaganda arm of the government.

The minister makes mention of the multi-

cultural heritage this bill intends to promote.
Mr. Speaker, we could promote the multi-

cultural aspect of our society actually with-

out a bill. However, I do think the promotion
of culture, whether it's multicultural or other-

wise, is a worthwhile objective. The fact that

citizens of every ethnic background have

decided to come to the Province of Ontario

speaks quite highly for the province. I think

it likewise would lead one to believe that

they should, or must have been, most wel-

come on their first arrival into the province.

The arrival of the ethnic community has

made the province by far a better place in

which to live. We could have developed a

province here strictly with the two founding

races, or I should say three, the French, the

English, and the natives who were here.

However, that would be the equivalent of

really building a home, say with bricks, with

mortar and with maybe wood. You can build

a substantial and a good home in that fashion,

but just think how much better a home you
could build were you to put windows in it

and were you to put doors in it, were you to

put other means of entrance and exit as well

as other means of looking out of the home.

I look upon the various cultures that have

come into the province as being doors and

windows in that home. The home is by far

a better place in which to live when you do

have the windows and the doors, phis a

variety of furniture and different decorations.

I think the various groups that have come
into the Province of Ontario have done just

exactly that. They have made the Province
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of Ontario a much better place in which to

live.

Mr. Speaker, it was back in 1960, when I

first spoke in this Legislature, that I asked for

the implementation of a ministry of sports

and recreation. At that time, Mr. Speaker,

having had extensive background, not only
in the teaching field but also in the recreation

field, I wondered why government wouldn't

have implemented or wouldn't have copied
a lot of the good ideas that have been in

operation in other jurisdictions. Having com-

peted as a coach in Olympic competition, in

world competition and Pan-American Games

competition, Mr. Speaker, and having had

pleasant associations with athletes from all

parts of the world and found they are just
as nice people as are the neighbours next

door to us here in our own communi-

ties, I couldn't see why this government, that

is Canadian governments including the

government of Canada, wouldn't have put a

little greater emphasis on culture.

When I say culture, I include physical

activity such as sports as a part of culture.

I don't think culture is strictly drama or

strictly the arts or strictly painting. I think

culture is also part of the physical culture.

It is part of simply playing cards, it could be

part of being a spectator at athletic com-

petitions. It could also be directly involved in

the various types of athletic competition.

Mr. Speaker, back in the early days in 1960

when we had what was then called the De-

partment of the Treasury, I had noted that

only $28,000 at that time was being devoted

toward the development of fitness. We are

spending $28,000 to promote fitness in the

Province of Ontario in 1960, and at that same
time we were spending some $200,000 to

develop race horses. So you can see, Mr.

Speaker, this province certainly has come a

long way. They have finally seen the light

and they have finally decided that our youth
and our people are by far more important
than the development and the breeding of

race horses.

Mr. Good: Now they spend $1.8 million to

develop race horses.

Mr. B. Newman: Now they spend $1.8
million toward the development of race

horses.

Mr. Speaker, as a result of criticisms levied

in the House by myself and members from
the New Democratic Party, as well as mem-
bers from the government side, the hon.

Premier of the day, John Robarts, set up on

May 8, 1964, a select committee of this

Legislature to look into the problems of

youth. That was going to cover the whole
area of youth. I noticed when the minister

made her introductory comments the fifth

aspect of her programme was devoted to

youth. The terms of reference of the select

committee of 1964 were, and I'll read, them:

That a select committee of this House
be appointed to conduct a comprehensive

inquiry into and report upon the special

needs of youth, with particular reference

to educational, cultural, recreational and

employment opportunities, as well as the

health, welfare and sports facilities now
available to youth and the steps to be
taken to ensure a wider participation by
youth in the life of the community.

What the bill purports to do, Mr. Speaker, is

to add to the original select committee's terms

of reference, to add, really, a ministry for the

cultural aspect of our community.

The report, Mr. Speaker, does make some
substantial recommendations. I intend to refer

to this report in the hope the government
will follow some of these recommendations
in the establishment of this new ministry, so

that a lot of the problems pointed out by the

select committee can be resolved—not in the

fullness of time but much sooner.

The very first recommendation of that com-

mittee, when it did finalize its report, was
that a separate provincial department of

youth with its own cabinet minister should

be formed at the earliest convenience of this

Legislature.

This Mr. Speaker, was back in 1966, if

I'm not mistaken. In fact, this report was
referred to as the Apps report, because it

had been chaired by the hon. member for

Kingston and the Islands, (Mr. Apps) who
has had a wide background in youth work
and in sports and recreation.

So you can see, Mr. Speaker, that the

committee of the day in its first recommenda-
tion actually asked the government to set up
something similar to what has been set up
today. I would say actually it is what has

been set up, or that what has been set up is

really the recommendation of the select com-
mittee of youth back in the 1960s. What they
have simply added to the title is culture.

Mr. Speaker, before you can come along
and develop recreation programmes, and

good recreation programmes, you need the

personnel to assist in the developing of the

programmes. One of the recommendations of

that committee was that every elementary
school teacher should have physical training

qualifications to meet a minimum standard
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of physical education requirements for stu-

dents in the elementary schools. So you can

see we are attempting here to build a very

strong base if we intend to have fairly good
recreational programmes.

Most of my comments concerning the rec-

reational aspect are going to refer more to

physical education and sports activities than

to the cultural activities that my hon. friend

from Port Arthur will refer to when he looks

into the arts and drama.

Another recommendation, Mr. Speaker,
was that more incentives be given to en-

courage elementary teachers to gain pro-

ficiency and qualifications in physical educa-

tion and thus raise the standards in that

subject.

The third was that elementary and sec-

ondary school building programmes should

consider the special needs of physical edu-

cation classes.

This was suggested back in 1966, Mr.

Speaker, and really nothing has been done
in that aspect whatsoever. So you can see

that in spite of the fact that a report has

lieen submitted to the government, they have

disregarded the report in that aspect. Were
we to have a fairly strong physical education

]:)ase in our elementary schools, if we only
looked upon it as being an assist toward the

better health—both physical and mental—of
our students, then it would have been worth-
while.

One of the other recommendations of the

committee was that there be a greater use

of the schools. This recommendation was
also heartily endorsed by the committee

studying the utilization of educational facili-

ties. In 1966 we recommended this, and in

1971 we had to have a select committee look

into the greater use of the schools. The rec-

ommendations had been made in 1966. An-
other committee was set up sort of to study
the first committee's work and to once more
endorse a community use of school facilities.

I know the Minister of Education (Mr.

Wells) has introduced a programme whereby
he will attempt to maximize the use of school

facilities. I applaud that. I think that is good.
In some communities we have had almost
maximum use. In other communities, there

has always been the dollar sign that has pre-
vented a greater use of school facilities.

No programme of culture or recreation

would be complete if it did not take into con-

sideration the new Canadians, the many
thousands of people who have come to our
shores and have decided to settle in the

Province of Ontario. The minister did men-

tion that as being the third aspect of the

programme—that is, looking into the multi-

cultural aspect of this legislation, that would
allow these citizens to get to enjoy the fruits

of being a Canadian citizen and to adjust to

a new way of life.

One of the things that I did not hear the

minister mention was something that had
been brought up by the select committee

looking into youth. I'll read the recommenda-
tion: "That equality of opportunity, of edu-

cation, recreation and job opportunities be

provided for our Indian citizens." I think that

we should pay special attention to our native

people, our Indians, and our Eskimos—the
first citizens of this country—to see that they
should not be simply disregarded and lumped
into the multi-cultural aspect.

Now also, in the overview of the setup
of this ministry, I certainly hope that pro-

grammes are included in both the cultural

field and in the recreational field for those

who are handicapped. Too often we provide
for those of us that are normal physically

as well as mentally, but disregard those w'ho

have a disadvantage—a physical disadvantage
or a mental disadvantage.

I would recommend to the minister, espe-

cially referring to the physical disadvantage,

one of the recommendations of the com-

mittee studying the use of the sshools, and

that refers to making facilities accessible to

those who are handicapped. I think this

ministry could look into that and see that

the building code is enforced; and that all

facilities, especially public facilities, be built

in a fashion so that those who are physically

handicapped have easy access and egress to

to and from the facilities.

Mr. Speaker, the select committee on

youth did make a series of recommendations

concerning recreation. As recreation is the

other half of this bill, I would like to bring
to their attention several of the recommenda-
tions.

Recommendation 112 states that 'leader-

ship training camp facilities similar to Bark

Lake be developed regionally." For example,
northwestern Ontario, that is the Lakehead;
southwestern Ontario, the Huron shore area;

eastern Ontario, the Rideau district. And I

would likewise include, but not recommended

here, the Toronto area, where our maximum
centre of population is located.

The facilities at Bark Lane are excellent,

but they are utilized to their maximum. To
me this should be developed on a regional
basis if we intend to have good recreational

programmes and to allow all of our citizens
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to participate in recreation. We should be
able to develop leaders in a series of facil-

ities and a series of camps. I think the

recommendation of the committee in region-

alizing leadership training camp facilities

makes good sense. I can foresee one up in

northern parts in the Lakehead area-

Mr. Stdkes: Quetico Centre.

Mr. B. Newman: Quetico Centre, or some
other centre; I wouldn't care to say where
it should be located. I think the people in

the area would know better. But I think

they should be regionalized so that not only
southern Ontario has the advantages of such

facilities, but those in the north likewise be
treated on the same basis as we treat our

residents in the south.

Likewise, these facilities should be winter-

ized so that they could be used on a year-
rotmd basis. As it is now, they are used

generally only for the few months in the

summertime, because it's a little too cool

in the early spring months or the late fall

season. You don't get the maximum use of

the facilities. I think by winterizing the

facilities, by having all kinds of leadership

training courses, we can develop a strong
base of personnel who can go into the com-
munities and promote and develop both

leadership and good wholesome recreation.

Likewise, there was the recommendation
that extension courses in leadership training
be added to the high school extension pro-
grammes.

Now Mr. Speaker, another recommenda-
tion of the committee was that provincial
certification be established for the recrea-
tional leaders. These would be sports
coaches, drama, music and art coaches or

teadiers, playground teachers, and other

part-time municipal recreah'on staff.

So you can see, Mr. Speaker, there are a
lot of extremely good recommendations in

the select committee's report that this new
ministry could look into and adopt or im-

prove upon in the development of its new
area of responsibility. Likewise, this ministry
should be involved in the designing and

planning of new schools and recreational
facilities so that at any time when facilities

are designed and planned they are designed
with the community in mind-«nd not just
the educational community but with the
wihole community—so that they could make
input and also so that in another three or
four years we would not be building another

complex, such as a community recreational

centre, in another location, when that same

centre could have been fastened, attached

or built adjacent to an existing facility, to a

school.

In this way we could have multi-use of

our school facilities. Gymnasiums, swimming
pools, auditoriums and playing fields would
not only be used by the school but would
also be used by the community whenever
the school was not actually using them.

Another recommendation of the select

conmiittee, Mr. Speaker, was that the prov-
ince encourage and promote the establish-

ment of municipally-sponsored co-ordinating
councils made up of representatives of all

youth, recreational, health and welfare

agencies in the community, and this council

should co-ordinate all youth programmes
and, in co-operation with the province, pro-
mote the health, recreational and cultural

activities of the community.
I would alter that last sentence so that it

would read, "co-ordinate all youth and recre-

ation programmes'* etc.

A further recommendation of the com-
mittee was that a department of youth—and
in this instance that would be the Ministry
of Culture and Recreation—should have a

registry of information and make it avail-

able to youth-serving agencies, regarding
educational opportunities, welfare policies,

recreational facilities, as well as employment
opportunities for youth. Some of these may
not actually fit into the terms of reference

of this new ministry, but I think the areas

that do fit into the terms of reference should

be implemented.
Likewise there should be exchange visits.

Exchange visits should be a responsibility of

this ministry; a provincial goverimient policy
of encouraging youth visitations to other

provinces. There are exchange visits. I do
understand that, Mr. Speaker. However, that

should be widely expanded and it should not

be such that only those who are aflfluent get
the opportunity to participate in ex-

change. I think we should select students

from all strata of our economic society. We
should not only allow those who have the

financial wherewithal to participate in ex-

change. Students from all walks of life—I

shouldn't say walks of life—from all age levels

Fis well as from all financial levels, should

have that opportunity to participate in the

exchange programme.
There should be research done in recrea-

tion, and substantial research. I could make
mention of the research being doiie at the

University of Windsor under Dick Lorearte
in his school of health and physical educa-
tion. I think what they are doing there is
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worthy of looking into on the part of this

ministry, for the ministry to absorb some of

the ideas and if they are worthy of imple-

mentation, to implement them.

The province should undertake a research

programme in recreation designed to get the

information necessary to implement a sound
recreation programme for people of all ages
in the province. The following are only a

few areas that need research:

(a) A study to find ways of combining
physical fitness with recreation for the youth
of this province, (b) A research programme
into overall recreation needs of youth; (c) A
study to identify ways to secure more pub-
licity for the positive achievements of youth;

(d) A study of those recreation skills that may
be useful in later years of life and when
such skills should be taught.

Too often, some of the skills that are

taught in the school physical education pro-

grammes have no carryover interest whatso-
ever. I think phys ed programmes in the

schools could be updated so that the activi-

ties in which the students are involved do
have carryover interest and so that after an
individual leaves school he doesn't become a

spectator athlete but can still enjoy life.

For example, you curl at all ages, and
the same is true of swimming. But it wouldn't

necessarily be so in diving or football. You
certainly could play tennis, badminton or

ping-pong at all ages.

(e) A study of methods employed in other

countries in the area of recreation; (f) A
study of the economics of efi^ective recrea-

tion and its appropriate share of the tax

dollars; and

(g) Special research into the area of rec-

reational programmes for the handicapped,
the deaf, the blind, the retarded, the emo-

tionally disturbed, haemophiliacs and many
others.

So one can see they certainly do point
out a lot of areas that this new ministry
could become involved in.

Likewise, I could mention to the minister

that the Junior Ranger programme, developed
by the Ministry of Natural Resources, is an

extremely worthwhile programme; I strongly
recommend it to my own constitutents. But
I would suggest to the minister that she look
into widely expanding that programme so
that more girls can partake; and so that those

from a lower financial level can participate,
also possibly arrange for some subsidy so they
don't even have to pay for transportation
to the programme. Quite often families hesi-

tate to allow their children to go because

they cannot aflFord the transportation to the

camp site.

I would like to see the programme widely

expanded, and I would like to see it region-

alized if possible. Some of these programmes
could be centred on provincial parks, even

in southwestern Ontario and in southern

Ontario. I would also like to see a sub-

stantial improvement in the pay to the rang-
ers so that it is not only a learning experi-

ence but also financially rewarding to them.

Mr. Speaker, there is also a need for com-

munity-centred sports facilities, and I know
the minister will look into that; I mentioned

that earlier in my comments.

In the cultural arts field, some of the

recommendations have already been taken

care of by the ministry—not by this ministry,

but by other ministries. For instance, the

Province of Ontario Council for the Arts

should be responsible now to this ministry.

That was a recommendation made in 1966

to the committee on youth. Now I see it will

be a responsibility of the Ministry of Cul-

ture and Recreation.

Increased amounts of money should be

made available so that all young people

could participate and enjoy the various types

of cultural activities. It shouldn't be thp

realm only of those who are financially well

off to be able to enjoy the cultural activities.

Mr. Deans: On a point of order, Mr. Speak-

er, we are rapidly getting to the hour of 1

o'clock; and if we're going to sit beyond
1 o'clock, I'd like to know so that we might
make appropriate arrangements.

Hon. S. B. Handleman (Minister without

Portfolio): Mr. Speaker, I wonder if I might
move that we do sit beyond 1 o'clock so that

perhaps the debate on this bill could be con-

cluded.

Mr. Deans: Well don't just say it quite that

way. I'm not going to oppose the minister,

but it's more than just so the debate on this

bill might be concluded. Could I have an

undertaking as to what we are going to com-

plete this afternoon, now that it is 1 o'clock?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, it was my understanding that the

government had some interest in certain other

bills, and if we could get the information

requested by the House leader for the New
Democratic Party, we would then be able to

verify exactly what is expected of us before

Her Honour would be coming in.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: It is my understand-

ing, Mr. Speaker, that orders 11 and 13 were
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to be debated this afternoon. For that reason,

we would ask that the motion to sit beyond
one o'clock be approved.

Mr. Breithaupt: The Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications is then not

going to be proceeding with that other bill

at this time? Is that correct?

Hon. J. R. Rhodes (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): No, Mr. Speaker,
the bill on which I had wanted to complete
debate this afternoon was order No. 11—just
No. 11.

Mr. Breithaupt: Just No. 11? The minister

will not require the other two bills standing
in his name at this time?

.
Hon, Mr. Rhodes: That is correct.

Mr. Breithaupt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Mr. Handleman moves that the

House sit beyond 1 o'clock p.m.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, continuing
my comments, I wanted to bring to the atten-

tion of the ministry the recommendations

concerning cultural arts. This happens to be
recommendation 204, in case someone wants
to refer to it. It recommended that the De-
partment of Education take immediate steps
to improve the number and quality of ele-

mentary school teachers of the cultural arts.

More curriculum time should be allocated

to the cultural subjects of art and music to

give students a better appreciation of these

subjects.

The next recommendation stated that in-

creased amounts of money are necessary for
the Ontario Council for the Arts to provide
fuller opportunity for aU young people to

participate in and enjoy cultural art activi-

ties.

Mr. Speaker, another recommendation was
that all communities in Ontario that do not
have facilities for the performing arts ex-

amine their present and future school build-

ing programmes with a view to incorporating
these much-needed facilities, that is an audi-
torium complete with staging accommodation
and recreation needs, for example, and that
all of these be incorporated in educational

building projects present and future. I don't
think that necessarily all schools should have
auditoriums, or that all schools should have
sizable gymnasiums, but wherever feasible

they should be developed, especially in some
of the smaller communities that lack these
facilities.

Mr. Speaker, under the music portion of

the recommendations, I bring to the attention

o! the minister the recommendation that an

integrated plan of diversified music instruc-

tion on an itinerant basis for the Province of

Ontario be sponsored by the co-ordinated

e£Forts of its major musical conservatories fi-

nancially supported by provincial government
grants. I know there are grants given and I

know some of the organizations do travel

around the province in presenting program-
mes of a musical nature. Those are worth-

while. I think there could be substantial im-

provements there.

Another recommendation was that local

youth agency councils assist in originating a

programme for young people who want mu-
sical instruction in their communities and

arrange for the use of itinerant music teachers

for them. I have had requests from schools

in the community which would like to set

up music education programmes on an after-

school basis. One of the problems is that in

the inner city schools there isn't financial abil-

ity on the part of the parents to purchase
musical equipment and the instruments nec-

essary.

Another recommendation was that music

camps be included in an expanded planned

campsite programme sponsored by the De-

partment of Lands and Forests, now the

Ministry of Natural Resources. Camps in stra-

tegic sections of the province should be
made available to musical organizations pre-

pared to give musical instruction in summer
camp settings at a nominal charge. Then
the last recommendation on music is that

grants should be made to approved schools

and conservatories of music for scholarships

to encourage talented students.

Mr. Speaker, the select committee report

does contain a substantial number of addi-

tional recommendations, but I am only going
to make mention of one. It did strike me as

strange that the government, after having
set up a committee which came down with

good recommendations and supposedly in-

terested in the overall fitness of our youth,
has hesitated even to consider the imple-
mentation of this recommendation. It says

there should be a minimum of at least 120

minutes a week of physical education taught
each week from grades 7 to 12. All second-

ary schools should make available physical
education courses for grade 13 students and

every effort should be made to encourage
students to participate in these courses. Physi-
cal training courses throughout secondary
schools should concentrate on the carryover

sports activities that will assist students to
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maintain good physical condition long after

school-leaving age. It is strange, Mr. Speak-

ers, that physical education is no longer a

compulsory subject in our secondary schools,

and in our elementary schools is only given
to students on a very ad hoc basis.

Mr. Speaker, I support the setting up of a

Ministry of Culture and Recreation. I simply
wondered why it took so long for the gov-
ernment to act in this capacity. I have not

spoken to the extent I would have liked to

have spoken concerning other cultural aspects

of om: community, but I know others who
will follow me will probably stress that a

little more than I. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. Deans: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

was going to support the bill. In fact, it

probably would have been better if the prov-
incial secretary hadn't spoken on it before

we voted on it. There I was, sitting look-

ing at it; thinking yes, we should have this

ministry; and then she killed it. She said

the whole matter could be attributed to the

member for Bellwoods. I've got to tell you,
Mr. Speaker, that if I thought for one min-

ute that what this ministry was going to do
bears any relationship to what was done by
that member while he was the Minister of

Social and Family Services and whatever
other ministries he held, for example when
he was Provincial Secretary, I would have
to think this ministry would be a waste of

both the taxpayers' money and the time of

this Legislature.

I found the actions of the member for

Bellwoods, nice fellow though he is, to be
most objectionable in terms of the way in

which he dealt with the ethnic community
in the Province of Ontario.

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): That is totally wrong.

Mr. Deans: Anyway, I want the minister
to understand, there's no point in saying she
was speaking on behalf of the members of
the Legislature. She may have been speak-
ing on behalf of the government or she may
have been speaking on behalf of some other

members, but she was certainly not speaking
on my behalf, not in that regard.

We're going to support it, but I have
some worries about the ministry. I've got to

ask, first of all, whether there is assigned
to this ministry a suflBcient amount of work
to justify the establishment of a ministry?
I've got to ask the question whether in fact

the ministry won't simply become a promo-
tional agency for the government?

One comment made by the provincial sec-

retary about one of the responsibilities of

this ministry might have madte me wonder
just what, exactly, the ministry was going
to do. She said that within this ministry
would be the citizens' inquiry branch. I've

got to ask myself if that's an appropriate

place for the citizens' inquiry branch. I

tend to think, if you want to know, Mr.

Speaker, that the citizens* inquiry branch
should be an adjunct of the Legislature and
not assigned to a ministry in this way.

I tend to think that a citizen's inquiry
branch ought to come under the general

heading of a legislative function and should

probably be assigned under the Office of the

Speaker rather than under any ministry, be-

cause it tends to become a mouthpiece for

the government, and I think we've got to

avoid that wherever possible. So I urge the

provincial secretary to consider not putting it

in this ministry. I urge that the citizens' in-

quiry branch not become a part of this

ministry and that rather it become a part of

the legislative operation under the bill we
passed just prior to this one.

I listened carefully to what the minister

said and Tve got to conclude that she doesn't

appreciate two of the more important func-

tions that any ministry of culture might
undertake. First of all there wasn't a single

mention by the provincial secretary, nor has

there been a single mention by anyone else

of the role the ministry will play on behalf

of the native people of Ontario.

It was not mentioned how we are going
to develop and assist in the development of

all of the very worthwhile values and take

advantage of all the contributions that the

native people of the Province of Ontario have

to offer; and that should be one of the

primary functions of any ministry of culture.

Then, next to that, there is the whole
matter of the francophone community, the

French Ontario factor. That has not received

any attention from the ministry. There was
no discussion of that. There was no indication

there was going to be any particular attention

paid to that.

I would have thought that those two things
alone were perhaps the most important func-

tions of any ministry of culture.

It's not just simply a matter of being at

the boat or by the aircraft when people arrive

from another land to settle in Ontario. It is

not just simply being there to hand out the

information about what this great government
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has done on behalf of the people of Ontario.

That's not the function of a ministry of cul-

ture, but that's what I'm afraid this ministry
of culture will become. That's why I have
some real reservations about it.

That's why I sat and I wondered seriously
whether I could support the establishment of

this ministry. The more I thought about what
was being said about it and the more I

thought about what was being left out of it,

the more I appreciated that it was going to

become something like an advertising agency
for the government, that it was simply going
to be making sure that there was an adequate
distribution of the government's propaganda—
and that's what worries me.

The provincial secretary shakes her head
and smiles, but the fact is that's what the
member for Bellwoods did. That was his

fimction. That's exactly all he did. When she
ties it into that, I begin to really worry about
it.

There was no honest-to-goodness efFort by
this government over the years to develop

any sense of belonging within the ethnic com-
munities of the province, other than to go
and to shake a few hands at the right time
of the year and to announce when their in-

dependence day was from a Legislature seat.

There was no honest attempt over the last

10 or 15 years to develop any sense of be-

longing among the ethnic communities. In

fact, there was a tendency on the part of the

government to hive them off and separate
them.

I think that was why I shuddered when
the provincial secretary sort of referred back
to days gone by and the way in which this

was developed as a result of the actions of

those days. Because if all the provincial sec-

retary is talking about is a continuation of
the kinds of programmes and the kinds of

attitudes that have prevailed toward the
multi-cultural society of Ontario, then all

she is talking about is some kind of govern-
ment promotional programmes. That's not

enough, it is not nearly enough.

The provincial secretary talked of culture
and recreation, and I listened to the com-
ments of my colleague the member for

Windsor-Walkerville as he read into the
record the recommendations of the select

committee on youth.

I think we all could have read those for
ourselves. But that was fine; he chose to read
them into the record to emphasize the point
he was making. And even if all of those
recommendations were to be adopted, I still

wonder if that justifies a ministry. I wonder

if that really provides sufficient things for a

ministry to do.

We've got municipal affairs tied in with
the Treasury, the largest single operation of

government. We have municipalities being
ignored day after day because of the heavy
work load of the Treasurer (Mr. White) and
because the government hasn't yet seen fit to

designate a person who will be responsible
for the activities related to municipal affairs.

Yet we can find time to set up a Ministry of
Culture and Recreation.

I wonder if the priorities of the government
are right. I wonder tf this is, in fact, a priority

matter, given all of the wide ranging prob-
lems that have to be resolved that are day-
to-day necessities of the people in the

province.

I wonder what the government is really

going to do. What is it going to do in rec-

reation? Is it going to continue to hand out

grants to the municipalities so they can build
additional ice rinks? Well, we don't need a

ministry to do that. Is it going to make sure,
as I said before, that everybody is met at the

plane so that someone can shake their hand
and hand them a brochure telling them about
the great Province of Ontario and what pro-
grammes are available to them? We don't
need a ministry to do that.

What exactly is this ministry going to do?
It's going to co-ordinate the symphonies
across the province. It's going to co-ordinate
t^e ballet. It's going to make sure there is

adequate theatre. It's going to make sure

there is an adequate amount of art and culture

available to people.

How is that to be done? The government
has never voted a sufiicient amount of money
at any time that I have been here, prior to my
coming, to enable anything of any magnitude
to take place.

We are still talking about Toronto-centred

operations. For the remainder of the prov-
ince, in a cultural sense the government has
done little if anything to try to take what is

here, available on the doorstep of all of the
Metro people, out into the community in

order that the people of Thunder Bay or the

people of northwestern Ontario or the people
in northeastern Ontario, or even in eastern

Ontario, can take advantage of it and can be
a part of it. So the provincial secretary has
to tell me what amounts of money she is

going to have made available in order that we
can in fact allow, as a right, all of the people
across the province access to the culture that

is available in the Province of Ontario, be-

cause that is what a cultural ministry would
have to do.
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Is the provincial secretary going to tell us

about the programmes she is going to develop
in the whole area of recreation? Surely she

is not going to have a study of ping pong,
much though I love the sport. But what is

she going to do? What is it that she wants

to do within this ministry that isn't now
being done and that justifies a further en-

largement of a cabinet that is already far too

big?

The people of the province are worrying.

They are worrying about expenditures in

government. They are worrying about larger

and larger government all the time, and this

is yet another ministry that has to be an-

swered for. Maybe the provincial secretary

could tell us what this ministry will do.

Section 6 of the bill talks about "preserving
and maintaining the cultural heritage of

residents of Ontario with full recognition of

their diverse traditions and backgrounds." A
lovely policy statement; empty, hollow, mean-

ingless.

"Promoting access to the benefits of

citizenship and of active involvement in the

cultural and recreational life of the province."
What does it mean? That's what I don't

understand.

"Stimulating the development of new forms
of cultural expression and promoting the

concept of individual and community excel-

lence." What's that? What does that mean?
I don't understand it.

I don't understand how in heaven's name

anybody could—relate, I suppose is the right

word—relate to those kinds of meaningless,

empty statements. Does it mean simply that

the government is going to continue to pro-
mote that which is already there? If it does:

(a) It's inadequate; and (b) it's simply pro-
motion on the part of the government.

"The minister shall perform such functions
and duties as are assigned to him from time
to time." Well, I think we deserve a little

more than that in the Legislature. I think
when the provincial secretary is asking us to

set up a ministry, the least she can do is to

come forward with the range of programmes,
come forward with the range of ideas and
say to us these are the things this ministry is

going to do; these are the areas the ministry
is going to work in; and the reason she is

tilling us these things is because the govern-
ment has identified a need which has gone
lacking in the Province of Ontario.

So tell us, for goodness' sake, what this

ministry is going to have to do in order
to fulfil those very nice, very empty state-

ments about its responsibilities.

"It is the function of the ministry to

advance and encourage responsible citizen-

ship through the process of cultural and
recreational development ..." Okay, so be
it. But I don't know, and I am saying now
that I have very serious reservations about

the bill.

I don't understand what the ministry is all

about and I don't know why the ministry
is being set up. I know it's a nice gesture
to a great number of people across the

Province of Ontario that the govermnent has

finally not only paid lip service, but in fact

finally set up a ministry to deal with their

problems; except that nobody quite under-

stands what the ministry is going to do,

nobody understands what the ministry is all

about, nobody really knows whether what
the ministry will be charged with will in any

way benefit anybody anywhere.

What is going to happen with the minis-

try is this, it's going to be the same kind of

operation that was brought about by split-

ting Treasury up and making Revenue a

separate ministry. We will be asking the

minister some day about a programme and

we will be told he only administers that

programme; the responsibility for that pro-

gramme is somewhere else, in another min-

istry. It will be the difference between the

Treasurer and the collector of taxes, the

Minister of Revenue. The Treasurer will

make a policy and the Minister of Revenue
will put into practice how it's going to be

done. I just don't see it.

I suppose we can only judge it after we
have looked at it. I don't see any point in

opposing it; because what is there to oppose?
Really, it's like motherhood; everybody loves

it—or most people do anyway. But the truth

of the matter is that it doesn't carry with it

any weight, it doesn't carry any direction, it

doesn't show any initiative, it dtoesn't show

any understanding; all it shows is that the

government has decided, in the year 1975,

immediately prior to an election, tliat it is

going to try to pacify a great segment of the

community whioh is being alienated because

the government hasn't really done anything
to try to satisfy their problems with regard
to the maintenance of their culture and the

development of their contribution to society.

I think it's political chicanery and I think

that the whole thing is simply a whitewash.

They could have had this ministry if they

had come forward with the programmes that

were needed in the Province of Ontario, the

programmes that would've helped to fund

the very culture that they are talking about
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preserving. That's where most of the ailtiire

falls down, in lack of adequate funding.
That would have helped to distribute

throughout the province all of the culture

that is so heavily centered in Metropolitan
Toronto and given access to the rest of the

province. What is required is a programme
to d"o it. Not just simply an idle goal or an

aim, but an actual programme; a distribution

of funds and an opportunity for people to

act.

Now if they are saying that, then say it;

bring in the programmes and theji tell us

that as the result of all of these programmes
that we have we now think we need a min-

istry to oversee them all. Don't set up a

ministry first and then start looking for

things to do. The things have to be there

before the ministry is of any value; but they
are not already there, and that's where the

government's difficulty is going to lie.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. I rise to support the bill,

a little more enthusiastically than my col-

league who has just spoken, but with some
of the same very real reservations. I am
disturbed, frankly, by the definition in the

bill, and the definition by implication in the

minister's statement. It seems to me to be

really quite amazing that neither in the min-
ister's statement nor in the bill does the

word "creativity" occur, nor does the word
"imagination"; and those two things seems
to me to be the essence of cultural develop-
ment

I am disturbed that there was no mention
of Franco-Ontarians or the native peoples of

this country, and I want to put it to the

future minister, and to whoever is seconded
into that ministry, that the encouragement
has to be to community-based cultural activ-

ity; that the trend to high-visibility projects,
which find so much favour with this govern-
ment, even currently in sports and recreation
to the detriment of community development,
must be reversed.

I feel very strongly about the develop-
ment of our culture in this province, but I

a^so feel very strongly against the culture

vultures—those people who look upon culture

as an activity for the elite, for the well-to-

do, and who think that going to an opening
night at the Royal Alexandra Theatre is the

height of cultural participation and activity.

I'm disturbed by the emphasis on normalcy
in this bill. I am frankly disturbed by clause

6, which says: "It is the function of the

ministry to advance and encourage respon-
sible citizenship through the process of cul-

tural and recreational development."

One of the primary jobs of decent, imagi-

native, great creative art in this world has

been to encourage irresponsibility. Michael-

angelo was irresponsible and, because of the

shock of the visual impression of his work,
he causes people to rethink their normal con-

cept of responsibility. In other words, I am
afraid that the definition of culture implicit

in this bill is a Philistinean one.

I take the minister at her word ,and I

take her intentions to be honourable ones,

because in this respect I think the minister

who is presenting this bill for second read-

ing has the right intentions and the right

directions. I have worked with her on a

committee of this Legislature and I under-

stand her personal desires, but the record of

the government in some areas gives us cause

to pause.

I want to speak very briefly, if I might,
about one of the things that the minister

and I agree on very much. That is, the cul-

tural development and recreational develop-
ment of the areas in the province that have

felt that deprivation for some time—north-

western Ontario and northeastern Ontario.

If I may be immodest, one of the reasons

that I prevailed upon my colleagues and

argued very strongly with them to support
the bill, was so that we could give the

wherewithal in a practical way and the

prestige that is necessary to the creation of

a ministry to these two aspects of our lives,

culture and' recreation.

Mr. Speaker, we spend enormous amounts

of money in welfare grants, in community
and social services grants and in health; and

rightly—certainly it's a first priority of my
party—we spend enormous amounts of money
to try to ensure that people have a decent,

basic materialistic standard of living. But

the reason that I personally support this bill,

and persuaded my colleagues to do so, is

that I very firmly believe that it is no good

simply to have health grants to keep a body
healthy, if that person has nothing to be

healthy for. If that man cannot make use of

his good' physical health, if he cannot make
use of that to develop cultural and intellec-

tual health, then there isn't much use in

human terms.

I want to say that I think the Ontario Arts

Council, as it's now called, has done quite a

magnificent job within the limited framework
that it has been able to operate in. I think

of all the agencies of government that I
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have come in contact with that is one that

has done a superb job. I've had quarrels with

them. I have quarrelled with them about

closing the regional office in Thunder Bay
and I have quarrels about some of their

priorities. But I think, within the framework
within which they have to operate, the Onta-

rio Arts Council has done a superb job and
we should give credit to that in this House.

However, one of the things that does sort

of bother me from time to time is that even
with an agency such as that, we still give,

I think, an undue proportion of our grants to

the established theatres, performing groups,
and well-known individual creative artists. I

have nothing against the Stratford Festival.

In fact, it's a fine festival and it produces
high-quality drama. I often enjoy their shows

myself. They've gone through their growing
pains and they've done their development,
and I'm not entirely sure that we should still

be giving them the largest chunk of the pie,
which we do. We get into that trap. I would
like in terms of theatre to see more support
for the experimental, creative, offbeat theatres

that have sprung up in Toronto and in other

areas of the province. I would like to see

government take more chances in terms of

the grants that they give to developing
theatre.

Who, four years ago, would have pre-
dicted that Tarragon Theatre, for example,
in Toronto would have been the most single

dynamic force in helping to develop creative

Canadian plays? It's the kind of stuff that

Tarragon is doing right now with the Don-
nelly trilogy that I think we should be en-

couraging in order to develop a consciousness
of what our province is about. It's that kind
of theatre. James Rainey's brilliant writing is

not chauvinistic, is not nationalistic and is

not narrowly patriotic, but it tells us a lot

about ourselves and our heritage. In a sense,

James Rainey's work is to stimulate us, to

shock us and to teach us to dare to be a
little irresponsible.

In developing the touring programmes, I

was a little disturbed when the first press
release about Artario, the travelling art thing
from the art gallery, came out announcing
the move out of the art gallery. It was the

first step along the road to province-wide

touring. Do you know where they went, Mr.

Speaker? To Yorkville. That's one small step,
but it's not enough to satisfy me; and sym-
bolically, damn it, it was the wrong move.

Symbolically, the first one should have been
to Red Lake or Elliot Lake, just in terms of

PR. Or if your first move had to^be to York-

ville, keep it quiet; don't get a press release

about it. Just let people find out about it.

Now, two or three very quick things, if I

might. I find it very, very disturbing that in

the minister's statement there was no mention
of book publishing. I think in terms of the

overall cultural development of our province,
the book publishing question is the most

urgent at the present time.

I would like to see that be one of the top
priorities of this ministry within the next
few months. We have had that problem de-

tailed with a very detailed report on the

provincial level and at the federal level. I

just find that—and I don't want to say it pro-

vocatively—a shocking omission. The ques-
tion of book publishing in Ontario is a com-

plex one and the thinking toward some of the

solutions is not going to be easy at all. But
it was not mentioned.

I think we seriously have to look at the

whole distribution system, particularly in the

paperback industry. I would hope that this

ministry could take some initiative in that,

but I imagine they will have to co-ordinate

that with Consumer and Commercial Rela-

tions and with other ministries.

I think the real key to solving the book

publishing problem is to find some method
of wide distribution of economically priced

paperbacks; and they need not all be pulp
things. We have a good stock of what could

be widely read books. Jonathan Manthorpe's
latest political book—altihough you people
might not agree with it—I think would be
read by a number of interested people
throughout the province if it could be mar-
keted in a paperback form at a price some-
where around $3; and of those kinds of

books, such as Kaplan's book about the CCF
in 1943, those political science ones and
the history ones, as well as the traditional

ones that we have in arts and letters.

I think the second thing we have to look

at, in terms of trying to salvage the book

publishing industry in this province, is to

really look at the wihole school textbook

question.

Now, I personally don't agree with the

answer, that, in fact, we have to subsidize

the book publishing industry by reinstituting

the direct grant to the school boards on
condition that they use it to buy books for

the kids.

But there has been a dramatic drop in

spending on textbooks or books for class-

room use by school boards over the last

three years. I believe, if I recall—-and I am
just going from memorv here because I
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didn't have time to get together all my files

—but I believe the drop went something
from an average of $8 to $10 to somewhere
around below $3. That's indicative of the

problem. I don't know what you do to solve

it, but surely we must solve it if we are

going to develop Canadian materials for our

school system. That must be looked at.

The third area of book publishing that

the ministry should give its urgent consider-

ation to is simply that whole area of con-

tinual takeover of Ontario companies by
foreign firms. I think that ^ serious. I think

indejjendent Canadian book publishers need
a very, very large helping hand.

Now, the second item that I want to speak
on is libraries. I was surprised that the min-
ister doesn't seem to indicate in the state-

ment that the library area will be under this

ministry. It seems to me to be a natural for

it. I know when they take things out from
other ministries, hopefully at least, there are

cross-ties within the branches of ministries.

While I can see some reason why libraries

might stay within Colleges and Universities,
I would hope that they should be seconded
to this ministry, because I think the libraries

in this province are another area that need
a massive transfusion.

I've spoken about that at length in esti-

mates debate so I don't dio it here, but
libraries, once again, in the latter part of
the 20th century, can be marvelous creative

places. They often are in this province,
within the limited financial help that they
get. In fact, libraries, it seems to me, are
one of the wonders of our province—that
they continue to exist and that the librarians

continue to exist with as much flair as they
do. Certainly, that seems to me to be a top
priority.

I just want to summarize briefly a little

incident that indicates why I have some
reservations, but not enough to make me
oppose the bill. For about three years now
-it's more than that, it's five years-there
have been people in Thunder Bay working
toward the development of an arts complex
there. They had a meeting with the Premier
(Mr. E>avis)-^t the end of August, I believe
—about the possibility of some provincial

funding. They left the meeting almost con-

vinced-certainly it was the Premier's strong
emphasis to them-that the government
couldn't really support an arts complex on
its own in Thunder Bay; it would have to
be a combined arts and sports complex.

I hate to be immodest, but I happen to

have 16 years* experience in backstage activ-

ity in community theatre, and I actually
once had an ofi^er to undertake that activity
at the professional level. There ore a Ic*

of members in this House who wisih I had
taken that, I'm sure.

Hon. D. R. Timbrel] (Minister without

Portfolio): They all sit around the member.

Mr. Foulds: Pardon? They all surround
me? I would think that's possibly true, aside

from a little island here in my immediate

vicinity that fends off these waves.

A combined arts and sports complex just

"ain't gonna work." There's no way, tech-

nically, that they can make that facility

a good one and an economical one, strangely

enough. If the government is thinking along
those lines, simply look at the Duluth Audi-
torium sports complex. It doesn't work. It

only works with massive state and municipal
subsidies; partly because certain parts of the

building have to be dead if you're going to

operate other parts.

An arts complex could very well work in

Thunder Bay. I'm not sure about the idteal

size, although I did a good deal of tech-

nical background work on the one that is

being proposed there. The reservation I have
is the easy acceptance that we can't phys-
ically combine, under the same roof, the

physical sports things with culture things. I

simply cite to members the gymnatoriums
that we've built in high schools throughout
this province as a fine example of w<here it

doesn't work. You probably get a decent

gym but never a good auditorium. They
just don't work in terms of acoustics and

lighting; they don't work because you don't

have backstage space; and they don't work
because you have no proper sight lines.

I have not spoken at any length on the

recreation aspects of this bill. I certainly
think they should receive encouragement. As
I did indicate earlier, I am disturbed by the

high-visibility emphasis on things like the
Ontario winter games, even though they are

taking place in Thunder Bay and I'm glad to

have them and I'll be participating in them—

Mr. Deans: Is the member running, jump-
ing, skiing?

Mr. Foulds: I am ski-jumping on a to-

boggan, down a small hill.

But what they are doing there in terms of

programming for the winter games is excel-

lent; it is how sports and culture can work.

They are developing a very full cultural pro-
gramme to run alongside the games pro-

gramme. If you remember, Mr. Speaker, they
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were able to do that in ancient Greece. In

fact, the drama festivals and the games often

took place at the same time. If you take a

look at ancient Greece, Mr. Speaker, and look

at the marvellous auditoriums that still exist

there, you'll notice that they never combined

any of those with their running tracks; not

even at Olympia or Delphi. They had them

quite separate, but they ran the events

simultaneously.

Now my friend from the back here has

just given me the beginning of what I think

are the saddest three words in the English

language, and that is what you hear at 11

o'clock in the evening in every British pub:

"Time, gentlemen, please." I think that's not

a bad note on which to end, because I want

to emphasize that I don't have a snobbish

view of culture; I believe that the fellow

having a beer in a pub is also taking part in

the cultural activity of our province.

Mr. Deans: And it doesn't take a ministry

to run it.

Mr. Foulds: My colleague interjects that

it doesn't take a ministry to run it. However,
the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations (Mr. Clement) is not doing a bad

job, although some of his sub-agencies are.

I would hope that we would second the

LLBO and the LCBO to the Ministry of Cul-

ture and Recreation and that those activities

would truly come under the minister's pur-
view as well. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Why doesn't the

future minister take this on?

Mr. Breithaupt: I am glad to see that there

is someone present now who can take on this

portfolio.

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Mr. Speaker, I am pleased
with the support which the members have

expressed in this bill, notwithstanding the

member for Wentworth—

Mr. Deans: Right.

Hon. Mrs. Birch: —the remarks for the

most part were very constructive and I appre-
ciate them.

Mr. Deans: I have no confidence in the

government, absolutely none.

Hod. Mrs. Birch: I am sure the remarks
will be of great value to the new ministry as

it organizes itself early in the new year.

The hon. member for Windsor-Walkerville
mentioned a number of areas of involvement

for the ministry, including its role vis-a-vis

the native people. I should like to assure the

hon. member that the community services

division of the Ministry of Community and
Social Services will be transferred to this new
ministry, and it is expected that the Indian

community secretariat will be included in that

transfer.

As for the reservations or concerns of the

member for Wentworth, may I say his con-

cerns are ill founded. The citizen's inquiry
branch will not replace and is not designed
to replace the role of any MPP in any way.
Its role is to assist in government administra-

tive problems.

Mr. Deans: Doesn't the minister think,

though, it would be better attached to the

legislative branch than it would be to the

cultural ministry?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: There are a lot of new-
comers to this province who have difficulties

with government agencies. To put it in an
area where the focus will be on newcomers
I think is a very good procedure.

Some concern has been expressed that

there was no mention made of the Franco-

Ontarians.

Mr. Deans: I understand that.

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Well the new Franco-
Ontarian council for cultural affairs will re-

port directly to this new ministry. So that

is another area that I am sure has been

helped.

I have already commented to members
about the native people and our concern for

them and about that function being moved to

this new ministry.

Mr. Deans: I have umpteen press state-

ments about the minister's concern.

Hon. Mrs. Birch: We have already given
an indication of the six basic programme
areas that will be part of the new ministry.

Individual programmes are being transfer-

red from the various ministries where they
are already in existence. Many of them have
been in existence for a long period of time.

They are going to be brought together for

the purpose of better co-ordination, and as

the member for Port Arthur said for badly-
needed emphasis in this area of culture and

recreation.

The concern of the member for Port Arthur

with respect to the exclusion of the word

"creativity" is perhaps unnecessary, as one

of the functions of this ministry is to stimu-

late "the development of new forms of cul-
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tural expression and promoting the concept
of individual and community excellence."

I would like to return the compliment to

the member for Port Arthur. I think I got
to know the way he feels about these particu-
lar areas as we served together on that select

committee. I would like to assure him I am
satisfied that this is certainly a development
that is long overdue and something that this

new ministry will be very interested in pro-

moting, that is more community facilities,

particularly in the northern part of this

province.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 180. Is it the pleasure of

the House that the motion carry?

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall this bill be ordered
for third reading?

Agreed.

THIRD READING

The following bill was given third reading

upon motion:

Bill 180, An Act to establish the Ministry
of Culture and Recreation.

Clerk of the House: The 11th order, re-

suming the adjourned debate on the motion
for second reading of Bill 161, the Motor-
ized Snow Vehicles Act, 1974.

MOTORIZED SNOW VEHICLES ACT
(concluded)

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
Centre.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.
Speaker, I want to make a comment with
regard to this bill. It has been brought to

my attention by the Federation of Agricul-
ture in York county that they still face the

problem in this legislation of those who
travel on their lands and do damage and
are not apprehended. It*s a problem similar
to that which farmers face with regard to
wolves or dogs running at large killing sheep.

In this bill if nobody can find out who
did the damage, there is no one to whom the
farmer can turn for compensation. In the
case of the killing of sheep, there is a provi-
sion in the law for compensation. That cer-

tainly alleviates a problem that is not covered
in this particular Act.

I would urge the minister to study the

situation, since this is not in the bill and
no provision is made for it in the bill, and
to see if we shouldn't be using some of the
fees we are collecting from these vehicles
for a compensation fund similar to the funds
that are available for motor vehicles where
there isn't an insurance coverage and for

which there is now a compensation fund. In
this way, farmers who can prove damage
caused by the drivers of these vehicles, the

cutting of fences, destruction of trees and
things like that, can turn to some fund for

compensation. I urge the minister to take
that into account.

Mr. Speaker: Is there any further discus-

sion before the minister replies? The hon.
member for Prince Edward-Lennox.

Mr. J. A. Taylor (Prince Edward-Lennox):
Mr. Speaker, I would like to comment briefly
on the bill. I suppose we are indeed fortunate
in having with us a number of the members
of the select committee on snowmobiles and
all-terrain vehicles that made an intensive

and extensive investigation of the whole area
of snowmobiles, and of course all-terrain

vehicles as well. It was a very full inquiry
which involved the receipt of briefs and oral

presentations from persons from all parts of

Ontario, and it included persons with varied
interests—not only the persons who are ac-

tually interested in the snowmobile activity
but others who are interested in the matter
of mixing snowmobiles with automobiles, per-
sons interested in the environment and other

persons who were concerned about activities

they felt might come into conflict wdth the

operation of snowmobiles. It was in this open-
minded and objective way that the committee
studied the problem and received the repre-
sentations from all interested parties.

I think it is significant that one of the
basic recommendations was to recognize that

snowmobiles are oflF-the-road vehicles. They
were not designed to be on the highway, and
it was for that reason the recommendation
was that snowmobiles should be generally
banned from the travelled portion of high-
ways. I think there has been some misunder-

standing and some misinterpretation of the
intention of the committee and of this legis-
lation in that regard. The chairman of the
select committee is here and can make com-
ments later if he wishes, and I imagine he
will, in regard to this particular aspect of the
recommendations and of this legislation.

There seems to be some feeling among the

public that the intention of the legislation is

to ban snowmobiles from the entire right of
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way, in other words from fenceline to fence-

line. That is not the intention at all. The in-

tention is to keep them off the travelled por-
tion of the roads with the proviso that if the

local municipality wishes to have snowmo-
biles mixed with automobiles and trucks on
its own local roads, then it has the right to

pass a bylaw to permit that.

I personally do not think that is in the best

interests of the public or of safety. There

are, of course, situations where the shoulder

or boulevard or road allowance is so narrow,
as over bridges, that there have to be some

exceptions, and that again is provided for.

So I believe the intention of the legislation

manifests good sense, but I did want to speak
on that particular point because I think that

is of interest to the snowmobiling public.

Now with that there has been created a

programme of trail development; not that trail

development hasn't taken place in the past,

liut if we are to take snowmobiles off the

highways, then of course we have to put
them somewhere. It's important that the pub-
lic, who own and operate snowmobiles and

enjoy the snowmobiling activity, has some

place to carry on that activity. That is why
I think it important and even urgent that this

plan of snowmobile trails proceeds, so that

there will be a safe and probably more en-

joyable area to snowmobile than to mix with
the highway traflBc.

Mr. Speaker, without getting into the other
areas of the bill, I think that the provision
for better identification of the machines will

lead to better law enforcement and will cer-

tainly assist the property owner in identifying
and ensuring that persons who are not wanted
on his property, and who may even do dam-
age to his property, can be reported and
apprehended. I think these provisions for

safeguarding the interests of ihe farmer are

\ery important indeed. There is no reason

whatsogyer why a landowner who accommo-
dates trespassers on his property should be
liable, in some instances, for damages that
those trespassers might suflFer. I believe these
to be steps forward.

I certainly endorse the provisions of the

legislation. I think it is well founded. I think
i^ basically accepts the adoption of the select

committee, which of course was comprised
of members of all political persuasions of this

assembly and had unanimous support.

Those are my comments, Mr. Speaker, and
I thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Waterloo
North.

Mr. Good: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

say a few words on this bill. As an owner
of a machine and living in a region that has
14 snowmobile clubs, I feel the legislation

is of very great concern to perhaps more

people than one would realize; first of all, to

the owners of machines who like to have
their machine used in a proper manner and
also to the people who, in certain instances,
have been suffering inconvenience and noise

and trespass and what not because of the

indiscriminate use of machines. When they
first came out a few years ago they were
quite a novelty and I think people were
even driving them around in the cities, until

they came under certain regulations, and cut-

ting across lawns and creating general havoc.

Well, that day has long since gone. It

didn't take long for people to realize that

some control had to take place. I have met
with the president of the association which

governs the 14 clubs in the Waterloo region
and they were greatly concerned about cer-

tain things that might be in the bill. Gen-

erally speaking, they agree with most of the

provisions of the bill. Provisions must be
made for regulations and provision must be
made to make the snow vehicles acceptable
in the areas in which they are now being
used. I suppose the trails which have been

developed by these 14 clubs will now be
more or less integrated, and the section

which was of great concern to the members
of the clubs was whether or not individual

permission would be needed for each mem-
ber of the club. This has been provided for,

but I see a great many other problems re-

garding the matter of written permission.

Maybe the minister could indicate what
the intention is; whether, every time a group
of snowmobilers come out of a bush or from
a field, it is the intention to have a police
officer standing there asking for individual

permissions for those vehicles. This is very

similar, I see, to the original apprehension
of the public when the breathalyser test was

put in. People said: "Are you going to have

an oflScer standing outside a private party in

a house or a hotel, and ask everybody com-

ing out to take a breathalyser test?" In my
view there is more argument for that than

there is for an officer standing at the edge
of the bush, and as 20 snowmobilers come

through the bush to stop each one and ask

on what authority they ride that trail. I

hope that it's not the intention to create en-

forcement problems unless there are, in fact,

complaints lodged that sections of the bill

are being violated.

I must say by personal experience, in the

area where I do my snowmobiling—and I
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have given up snowmobfling anywhere near

my residence because it's now impossible to

get to the rural area without trailering it—

in the recreational and summer areas of the

province, there are hundreds of acres of

unused farmland and bushland. I'm sure a

person would have to spend an awful long
time to find out who the actual owners of

these properties are.

I can think of one 100-acre farm in par-
ticular that has been sold by someone who
lived in the US. You know, the neighbours
are talking about that now: "By golly, I

wonder who does own that." You're going to

have to go to the registry oflBce to find out,

Mr. Speaker. To me, it's going to be an
almost impossible situation to try to enforce

written permission every time someone goes
oflF Crown property.

I'm sure there is much land that is neither

Crown land nor private land. I think of

areas where cottage lot subdivisions have
been established. Land has been designated
as a public roadway, and it's never been
taken over by the township. They don't

want it; it's not up to standard. If they
take it over, they have to maintain it.

Mr. Breithaupt: And plough it.

Mr. Good: They couldn't get grants on it,

because it's not brought up to standard. I

inquired last year as to where the actual

ownership of such property lies. The direc-

tor of the subdivision section of the Min-

istry of Treasury, Economics and Inter-

governmental Affairs said to me: "Well,
actually, that's something we've been trying
to decide for 15 or 20 years." He said: "It's

really in limbo; nobody owns it." He said:

"It was dedicated, the township won't ac-

cept the land, so we really don't know who
does own it."

Where would one go to get written per-
mission to use that land? There is the mat-
ter of written permission being deemed to

be individual when one belongs to a club.

I wonder if the minister would give consid-

eration to the idea that if one person in a

^oup has permission to cross certain lands,

whether that would not cover all in that

group.

You know, Mr. Speaker, people don't do
all their snowmobiling in one specific area.

People are often invited to someone else's

area, and as such they would not be there
as a member of that club. They would not
know who the owners were to get individual

written permission. I think, for instance, if I

am invited up to the zoo and go out snow-

mobiling with the minister, if he is a member

of a club I should be able to snowmobile as

his guest.

Mr. Breithaupt: Be sure he goes first.

Mr. Good: Or if he isn't a member of the

club but has permission for an area, I think

everyone with that person should be deemed
to have permission as well.

In the town of Wiarton they have ground-

hog day every spring: and they always have a

big snowmobile safari. During the last outing
I was on a few years ago about 150 vehicles

went from Wiarton down to Sauble Beach, up
across to Oliphant and around through the

bush, some of it private property. We had

dinner up in the Wildwood Lodge at Red

Bay. Now, I'm sure a great many of those

people were not local residents, did not be-

long to the local club. They were cottagers

who had come up for that particular week-

end. Surely in a thing like that, persons
wouldn't have to have individual permission.

I can see a great many problems with en-

forcement in this written permission deal, the

way it's set up in this particular section of the

bill. That is one of my gravest concerns, be-

cause of the fact that it's almost impossible
to find out who owns much of the land up in

the area.

Take, for instance, some of the islands out

in Georgian Bay. The owners are down in the

United States; they're in the old country;

they're all over the place. People snowmobile
from Penetang out to the islands. In fact, I

was told just the day before yesterday, by a

group who snowmobile in the Penetang area

all the time: "Well we've already talked to

the provincial police, and regardless of what
the bill says, we don't think they're going to

be demanding written permission from us;

and we'll go on the same trails. If the Min-
ister of Transportation and Communications
wants to stop us, he'll have to come pp here

with an army of 500 enforcement officers to

stop us from going on our usual trails."

Mr. L. Maeck (Parry Sound): I don't think

they're that irresponsible.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: They are good, law-

abiding citizens.

Mr. Good: Maybe they're not that irre-

sponsible; but they see the inherent dangers
in the letter of this law. This is pretty rigid,

and if the minister is going to enforce it

without restraint, he is going to need an

army of 500 enforcement officers. That is the

problem I see in that written permission sec-

tion of the bill.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):

"Rhodes' irregulars."

Mr. Good: The other matter about which

we had a pretty good discussion the other

night in supplementary estimates is the

amount of money being put by the province
into the development of trails. According to

the information I have from those members
who were on the select committee, that was
the single most common complaint.

When the registration fee was upped from

$2 to $10, the coffers of the province were

enriched by many millions of dollars. I have

the figure here, which sounds reasonable to

me. When we add up the registration fees for

the vehicles, the sales tax derived by the

province on the sale of the vehicle and the

gasoline tax, we are talking about revenue of

$13 million or $14 million a year from those

who use snowmobiles.

I am not naive enough to suggest that the

minister should plough all the money back

for the snov^nnobilers' use. I think the prov-
ince has to use it as a source of revenue to

some extent because it is a recreational

facility. But just don't try to make such things

as snowmobiles into revenue producing

sources, as in the sale of liquor. I think we
have got to turn some of it back. Now $1

million is not much—that is what we are

ploughing back in the first year—but when
one considers the fact that nothing has been

spent by the province on developing and

grooming trails-

Mr. Stokes: It is not $1 million either; it

is $150,000.

Mr. Good: No, $150,000 is going to the

clubs and conservation authorities, the rest—

$850,000 according to the estimates—is being
spent by the ministry on Crown lands and
work they will do through their regional
offices. The whole estimate is for $1 million,
as was explained to us the other night.

The Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications can correct me if I am vwrong,
but that is what the Minister of Natural Re-
sources told us the other night. When I

asked him how many machines there were in

the province, he didn't know; he asked the

Provincial Secretary of Resources Develop-
ment (Mr. Grossman), who said about 200,000.
Well I think there are probably closer to

250.000 or 300,000, according to other infor-

mation I have been able to get.

Those are a few of my comments. I agree
with the principle of the bill to regulate the

use of these machines, but I hope the minis-

ter has given due consideration to some of

the problems that can result for the need of

individual written permission.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Durham.

Mr. A. Carruthers (Durham): Mr. Speaker,
I would like to make a few remarks with re-

spect to this bill. I am sorry I was not here
last Monday night, because of another com-
mitment I was unable to be here and I under-
stood the bill would not be debated on that

occasion.

Mr. Breilhaupt. The member is learning
how we do things here.

Mr. Carruthers: At this time I would like

to make a few remarks as chairman of the

Ontario select committee on motorized snow
vehicles, and I wish to congratulate the minis-

ter and the government in responding so

effectively, may I say, and so promptly, to

the report of the Ontario select committee on
motorized snowmobiles and ATVs.

Mr. Stokes: It wasn't all that prompt. They
had our interim report for a year and a half.

Mr. Carruthers: Well, I would say it was

quite prompt when one realizes all the re-

search that has to be done.

Mr. Good: That is prompt for this govern-
ment.

Mr. Carruthers: Mr. Speaker, the committee
confined its research and its investigation to

a major degree to the Province of Ontario,

and the legislation reflects the opinion of the

general public, of the participants in this fine

form of family recreation and of the snow-

mobile industry itself.

Last week I had the opportunity of dis-

cussing the bill and the report at some length
with a representative of the International

Snowmobile Association, later with a repre-

sentative of the Snowmobile Distributors Asso-

ciation and with representatives of the snow-

mobile clubs throughout the province.

All those gentlemen, while expressing some
concern with respect to the development and
control of snowmobile trails, supported the

legislation and particularly that section of the

legislation which I understand is controversial.

I refer particularly here to section 5 of the

bill, which pertains to the phasing-out of the

use of snowmobiles on the serviced or travel-

led portion of highways.

The committee recognized, Mr. Speaker,
that snowmobiles are incompatible with motor

vehicles. It was pointed out to the committee

on numerous occasions that the low profile,

the speed and the construction of these ma-
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chines create a clanger on congested high-

ways. Accident statistics provide ample evi-

dence to support the legislation which is now
before the House. In the period from Novem-
ber, 1972, to Febniary, 1973, it was revealed

that 168 of 198 accidents which claimed six

out of 10 lives occurred on municipal high-

ways. The accidents indicated poor ma-

noeuvrability, steering and braking, whether
on ice, whether on hard snow or whether on

pavement. These effects with poor visibility

constitute a real hazard.

On many occasions, Mr. Speaker, it was

brought to the attention of the committee
that automobiles, highway traffic and snow-

mobiles just are not compatible. I strongly

support the legislation as it presently stands.

In my opinion, I think if the present legisla-

t'on is upheld it will have a real impact on

insurance rates. There is no question about

it: insurance companies are very concerned

about the startling fatality rate among the

participants in this particular sport.

It was also brought to our attention on

many occasions, Mr. Speaker, the difficulty in

identifying the ownership of the machine.

This is limited because of the difficulty in

identifying the plate, particularly for law

enfo'*cement authorities, where it presented a

real problem. Bill 161 will correct this to a

major degree, and I'm sure it will be wel-

comed by law enforcement authorities.

I wish to emphasize here if there's one

fatalitv—the first fatalitv that occurs this win-

ter—if we don't stand by this legislation, the

members of this committee are going to be
under very severe criticism, the government
is going to be under severe criticism and all

t^e members of this Legislature are going to

be under criticism, because it came through
verv strongly and very clearly to us that <;now-

mobiles must be gotten off the travelled por-
t'ons of the roads.

An Hon. member: Highways!

Mr. Camithers: As an example. I will

anote to the members from the London Free
Press an editorial of Nov. 5. It is as follows:

A government bill would remedy some
omissions. However, in the control and
operation of snowmobiles, it's about time
steps were taken to get snowmobiles off

public roads, for each winter produces
more deaths than injuries. The bill would
bar snowmobiles from all serviced roads

except those where municipal by-laws
specifically permit their operation, a proper
concession in northern communities where
snowmobiles are a conamon form of winter
travel.

This was brought home lo us on a number of

occasions by the member for Thunder Bay.

Some 84 municipalities, Mr. Speaker, out of

903, have approved! by-laws governing
snowmobiles. However, the reluctance of

municipalities to enact bylaws has, in my
opinion, encouraged the operation of snow-

mobiles on highways. The present legislation

should do much to encourage municipalities

to oo-operate with snowmobile clubs and the

operators of these vehicles to develop a pro-

gramme whereby certain designated roads can

be used by participants of the sport.

One of the most localized controversial

problems arising from the use of snowmo-
biles is that of trespass. Time and again this

has been brought home to us by property
owners, both urban and rural. I had a call

on at least three different occasions from a

farmer just north of Toronto who has some
400 acres of land and was perfectly willing

to allow the use of the property for snow-

mobilers. But he said the only place they
wanted to go was tearing up and down his

rows of com, tearing it to pieces, and the

police that they called in just couldn't

identify them and never could catch them.

While a majority of snowmobile operators
are recognized as responsible sportsmen—
and this is particularly true of those mem-
bers of snowmobile clubs—there are, how-

ever, as in all sports, those who abuse those

rights and privileges and thus create a spirit

of ill will, not only to themselves but to

all operators of snowmobiles and to th'*

detriment of the industry.

The industry was particularly concerned

about this one feature. They said, "Get them
off the roads because it gives us a bad

name." Every time there is a fatality—and
we found this out in our research work-
whenever a newspaper item appeared about

a fatality, we had many people say thev

wanted to ban them entirely, not just off

the roads, but ban them entirely.

There have certainly been many incidents

where the no-trespassing sign has b^en torn

down, fences have been continualV cut,

winter wheat, clover crops have been dam-

aged, com' crops have been damaged, live-

stock has been harassed, even individnals

have been harassed, and littering has be-

come a common problem in many areas.

The Petty Trespass Act is a princinal

form of legislation at the present time de-

signed to protect property owners, and under

this Act the onus is, of course, on the land-

owner or the occupier to prove that he has

taken all precautions through oral warnings
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or visible signs. As I said before, very often

these are torn down. Those signs must be
visible from every point of access and must
advise that there be no trespassing. The Act
is full of loopiholes, Mr. Speaker, and very

easily circumvented.

This legislation is applicable to the snow-
mobile operator and leaves no doubt as to

the responsibility, and—in the view of the

committee members, Tm sure—the require-
ment of written permission will not only

protect the property ov\'Tier but will encour-

age farmers and property owners to allow

their land to be used for trail and snow-

mobiling purposes. The committee was of

the opinion that the present method of acci-

dent reporting was not satisfactory, it was

sporadic and doubtful in accuracy, and I

notice that under the present legislation
there is no requirement for reporting an
accident for personal injury or property dam-
age to the person or the property owner
where only the driver is involved and where
th« damage does not exceed $200. Bill 161
will do much to correct that situation.

While it will require time to prepare regu-
lations and forms I would hope that certain

features—and particularly the property rights
section—of the bill be proclaimed as soon as

possible. I may have other remarks during
the debate in committee of the whole House,
Mr. Speaker, but may I emphasize again that
this committee was a dedicated group and I

was very pleased to work with such a fine

srroup of men. I think it was brought home
to all of us the real problems facing not only
the sport itself but the industry as well.
Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Essex-Kent.

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: I'm sorry, the member for

Kent.

Mr. Spence: Yes, it's all right, Mr. Speaker,
1 just want to say a few words.

I do wish to congratulate the minister in

bringing in a bill to bring some order to the
snowmobile operators in this province. I

know that practically every member in this

House has been called about 1 o'clock or
2 o'clock in the morning by citizens who
have been wakened by snowmobile operators,

and, of course, after they are wakened they
say they can't go back to sleep; which is a

great nuisance. I'm glad to see the minister

bringing in a bill to bring order to this snow-
mobile industry in the province.

I'm quite concerned, Mr. Minister, about

licensing a landowner who owns and operates
a large tract of land, in that he has to pur-
chase a permit and a licence and insurance

in order to operate his snowmobile on his

own property.

Mr. Stokes: We've got an amendment that

takes care of that.

Mr. Spence: Right. I'm glad to hear that,

of course, because an oflBcer of the law can
enter his private land and fine him or bring
him to court, which I would say is a step
too far in this bill. I have heard from other

members of the Legislature that there are

some amendments and I hope that the bill

will be amended so that if the property owner
doesn't take his snowmobile off his own prop-

erty he won't have to pay for a licence to

operate it on his own property.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): Thank you, Mr.

Speaker. I'm not going to take much time

in debating this. I must admit that I haven't

been in the House too often when it has

been debated, and I'm not sure what amend-
ments have been put forth—

Mr. Stokes: There are none yet. That is

what we are trying to do—to get to clause-

by-clause.

Mr. Riddell: —but I understand there are

some forthcoming. One thing concerns me a

little. I can recall a terrible snowstorm in our

area two years ago and many school children

were locked in the schools for a period of

two, three or four days. If it hadn't been for

the operation of snowmobiles, some of these

children wouldn't have been taken out of the

schools and back home again.

In this bill, snowmobiles are being banned
from travelling on serviced roads; and I take

it that travelling on the serviced portion of

a road means on the road proper or the

ploughed shoulders of the road. But what
concessions will be made under circumstances

such as snowstorms where people rely on the

operation of a snowmobile in order to get

other people to safety? I'm wondering wheth-
er this is covered in legislation or if there

will be an amendment stating that it has to

be a ploughed road in order to prevent snow-
mobiles from being allowed to travel on it,

or if the road is not ploughed then the snow-
mobiles can travel on it.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. member
wish to speak to this bill?

The hon. member for Beaches-Woodbine.
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Mr. T. A. Wardle (Beaches-Woodbine): Mr.

Speaker, I too wish to congratulate the min-

ister for bringing this bill forward. As a

member of that special committee, Mr.

Speaker, I am particularly pleased with sev-

eral items in this bill.

While, of course, in my particular riding

there is no snowmobiling allowed—in fact,

snowTTiobiling is banned in the Metropolitan
Toronto area — what happens here is of

course of particular interest to the people

living in my riding who have snowmobiles

and who transport them to other sections of

this province.

I am particularly pleased with the fact

that everyone in charge of a snowmobile now
must be licensed. At least we know now
that there is a standard. In the past, it

seems that anyone could just jump on to a

snowmobile and (have dtwirge of this very

powerful machine, but there was no standaifd

of licensing. People who were not capable of

handling this machine were able to drive it

on the roads of this province.

I'm also particularly pleased with the fact

snowmobiles now must have a muffler. In our

discussions, the matter of noise was a parti-

cular concern to many people, particularly

in the smaller towns. Now, under this legisla-

tion, this will be abated.

The matter of helmets was one that gave
me particular concern. I know most snow-

mobilers do wear helmets at the present

time, but the fact that they now are re-

quired to wear helmets is of particular

interest to me. I know that a number of

deaths have occurred because a person was
not wearing a helmet when in charge of a

snowmobile.

Another matter that the minister has in

hand, as well as the Ministry of Natural

Resources, is tibe provision of trails. Some
trails are being used in Ontario, and others

could be used. There are a number of

abandoned railway lines here in Ontario and
a number of mine roads that could he used.

I think the co-operation of the people who
own private property and the government,
in the use of Crown lands and the use of

private trails, such as abandoned! railway

lines, etc., could be used to provide a very
fine type of trail here in the Provinoe of
Ontario.

Mr. Speaker, the snowmobiling industry,
of course, came forward dramatically. The
use of the snowmobile was far ahead of the

legislation we had in this province, but now
I think we have, in this bill, the regulations
and the requirements that will put the

snowmobiling industry on a sound basis and
be a protection for those who use snowmo-
biles. I congratulate the minister for bring-

ing this forward at this time.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Victoria-

Haliburton.

Mr. Stokes: What's this, a filibuster?

Mr. Wardle: No.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson (Victoria-Haliburton):

Mr. Speaker, there are one or two things
I want to mention in regard to this bill.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He's going to congratu-
late them first.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: First of all, I con-

sider the government and the people of

Ontario are trying to use a hammer to kill

a fly. I think there are more people killed

in boating accidents and there hasn't been

any concern expressed about that.

Mr. Stokes: That's federal.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: Yes, certainly it is;

but they are provincial deaths, aren't they?

Hon. A. Grossman (Provincial Secretary

for Resources Development): Make them

wear helmets.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: I am concerned about

the idea that a police officer can arrest some-

body on someone else's land vdthout a com-

plaint laid by that landowner. I think it's

pretty vital to have the complaint laid and

signed by the landlord.

The other thing that has been thrown

into this has been the liability problem of

the decision in regard to a court case, and

also the trespass law thrown into this situa-

tion. But what about the other uses of land

in Ontario? I hope the government is going

to go the other step and do something on

the Trespass Act, and something in regard

to liability for use of these trails for other

than snowmobiles, because many of these

trails are multiple-use trails, even though
snowmobiles use them.

The other thing that I think is very im-

portant to have something done about it is

the fact that today we 'have drivers' licences

and vehicle licences that are not required on

your own land. Here we are, in a law like

this, saying they must be licensed, they must

be insured, and so on, all these things that

are restrictive. So I just feel that someplace

along the line we are using a hammer to

kill a fly.
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Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. member
wish to speak? If not, the hon. minister.

Hon, Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, first of

all, I think the bill itself will make the

regulation of snowmobiling in the Province

of Ontario a little easier for all of the various

jurisdictions, provincial and municipal. I just

want to touch on a couple of the points

that have been raised. I don't want to pro-

long this, so we can get into committee and

get on with it.

One of the points was, the member for

Thunder Bay expressed some concerns about

how the legislation would apply to the native

population. I think, as I pointed out to him
several days ago, and I repeat briefly, this

particular legislation will not apply to the

reservations themselves, and in the areas that

the member was concerned with, that is, the

farther northern areas, it is our intention to

develop the regulations to go with this par-

ticular piece of legislation, that will exempt

large areas of the northern part of the prov-

ince, particularly those areas where there are

no highways serving the area.

As the member well knows, there are large

areas in his particular riding and in adjacent

ridings where it would really be of no value

to have this legislation apply. In fact, it

would be a detriment to the people who
were working and living in that area. So

that is intended to be taken care of, and I

think that problem is recognized.

Mr. Stokes: They could never police it in

any event.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: No, you'd go out of

your mind trying to police it, right.

The member for Simcoe East (Mr. G. E.

Smith ) commented several days ago on the

control on lakes, and I can only say to him
that if it*s navigable water, of course, it is

something over which we, as a provincial

government, have no control, but if it is

within a municipality, then the municipality
itself would be able legislate control of the

snowmobiles on the lake areas, the frozen-over

areas, in its own bylaws.

The member for Waterloo North is con-

cerned about the clubs and the written per-

mission. Later on I think we will get into

that when we look at some amendments
which I propose to introduce during com-

mittee, one of which I think will take care

of the concerns on the written pennission.

I agree with the hon. member. If there is a

complaint from the property owner or the

occupier of that property, then the police

would take action, but simply to be going on

to someone's property, or, as the member sug-

gested, standing at the edge of a field waiting

for them to come off to check-I don't believe

that's the way we want to enforce this. It will

be as a result of complaints, and we will get

to that later on.

I can't comment on the trails. That pro-

gramme is being developed by the Ministry

of Natural Resources. Comment was made on

the amounts of money that go into the fees.

That money, of course, doesn't come into my
ministry; it goes into the consolidated revenue

fund. Some of it will be going back into trails

and hopefully there will be even more into

trails. The development of the trails pro-

gramme, again, will come under his particular

area.

The member for Kent commented on the

noise problem. I think all of us who live in

an area where snowmobiling is popular have

experienced complaints, as he has suggested.

There really is nothing in this particular Act

that is going to control the noise, but munici-

palities can pass bylaws to prohibit vehicles

running at certain hours at night and, of

course, the Minister of the Environment ( Mr.

W. Newman) can pass legislation that will

control the decibels.

Mr. Good. Yes, but he won't. We have

been asking him for four years and he won't

touch the noise problem.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: It is very difficult to

enforce noise levels. It is not the easiest thing

in the world to handle.

The registration of the vehicles — the

changes there I think will be of value. This

was commented on by the member for Essex-

Kent during his remarks earlier. The new

markings that are proposed will ensure easier

identification of those vehicles that are being

operated improperly. I want to join with

others who have said that most of the oper-

ators of snowmobiles are reasonable, respon-

sible people. Those who belong to the orga-

nized clubs have developed excellent pro-

grammes and have done an awful lot to

enhance the snowmobile sport in this prov-

ince, but we do have the irresponsible people

whom we are going to have to deal with.

These large registration numbers, easily

visible, will make it much easier for people

to be able to apprehend those who are

operating in an irresponsible way.

I think with those few remarks we will

perhaps move on into committee of the

whole.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 161.
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Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: I understand this will go to

committee of the whole House.

Agreed.

Clerk of the House: The fifth order, House
in committee of the whole.

MOTORIZED SNOW VEHICLES ACT

House in committee on Bill 161, the

Motorized Snow Vehicles Act, 1974.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Mr. Chair-

man, I have an amendment on section l(k).
I don't have anything before that.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Essex-Kent.
'

On section 1:

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Chairman, the member
for Huron (Mr. Riddell) mentioned and I

mentioned also that when we have a severe

snowstorm snowmobilers are asked through
their good graces to come out and help.

We maybe should add on to section l(k) in

line 2 after the word "used" the words "or

open" for vehicular traffic. Now, I am not

sure if "serviced roadway" might cover it.

In other words, if a road is not serviced, I

suppose it is not open for vehicular traflBc.

Maybe the minister or some of his oflBcials

could advise me whether it is necessary to

put this in. That would be the main reason

I would be wanting it in.

Mr. Ruston moves that section l(k) be
amended by inserting in line 2 after the
word "used** the words, "or open for vehicu-
lar traflBc.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): High-
way 401.

Mr. Ruston: Yes, where it was on 401,
which we know is prohibited for use. I real-

ize that if the police call snowmobilers to

help they are not going to arrest them, but
on the other hand it's rather a diflBcult situa-

tion to put them in. If the law contained
that provision, I think it would be better.

Mr. Chairman: Does any other hon. mem-
ber wish to comment on section 1?

Mr. Good: Maybe the minister has' anotber

way of making it legal for the police, in an

emergency, to call snow vehicles on to High-
way 401 to take people out of cars, as hap-
pened the other week.

Hon. J. R. Rhodes (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): I think it would

hardly be necessary to put that into legisla-

tion, Mr. Chairman. Surely good, ordinary
common sense is going to prevail in the case

of emergency. There are so many instances

of legislation being there, but in the cases

of emergency and where people need assist-

ance the legislation is never enforced and
the police and all enforcement agencies co-

operate.

Hon. A. Grossman (Provincial Secretary for

Resources Development): The police have

the right to do it.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I would be very sur-

prised if we had to require that in legisla-

tion. The police themselves, as was sug-

gested by the Provincial Secretary for Re-

sources Development, have the right to act

on their own in the case of emergencies. As
in the emergency referred to earlier by the

hon. member for Huron, there's no one who
is not going to co-operate with the need to

assist people who are stranded and find that

they have to make their way, for emergency
purposes, along what otherwise would be
banned areas.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): No, but

there are a good many roads in the province,

where there is little or no snow, that are

maintained the year around. But there are

a good many areas of the province where a

road isn't open the year around. It's not

only the case of an emergency on Highway
401; all this does is tidy it up. There are

many areas in the province where I'm sure

there is a road structure but it's not main-

tained and open to vehicular traflBc the year
around.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Chairman, I think it would be worthwhile

to consider this amendment; it would seem

to regularize the matter. While the question
of legal liability might be more fittingly in-

volved in a good Samaritan type of act, ex-

amples of which we have seen in the Legis-

lature over the last several years, at least

this might go along to try to regularize any
activities and to avoid any confusion in the

minds of those who might be called upon
to be of assistance to the authorities.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any other com-
ments before I put the amendment?

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): rd just like to suggest, Mr. Chairman,
that perhaps the minister would give it fur-

ther consideration because there's no prob-
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lem involved in including this amendment. I

think it meets the case specifically. I see

him glancing at his experts and they're look-

ing at each other. Now, why don't we just

do it?

Mr. Good: Go over and have a talk with

them.

Mr. Breithaupt: We'll take the opinions
oi three out of five.

Mr. J. Riddell ( Huron ) : Mr. Chairman, I'd

just like to add that it's all right to say that

common sense would prevail, but in the areas

in the snowbelt take the case where there

is a sudden storm and a father may go out

with a snowmobile to pick up his children at

school to bring them home, knowing full well

that if he doesn't get them their chances of

getting home may be quite remote. I think

there should be a section in here to protect
that chap if he does go and get his children

out of school to bring them home so that he

csLXit be charged for travelling on the road.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, I don't

think I could go along with that sort of an

amendment. Who's going to determine when
it's too snowy for the youngsters to walk
home? What is a snowstorm in the Thunder

Bay area would be a complete and total bliz-

zard in your area. And what you call a snow-

storm he calls a gentle fall of light fluff.

Mr. Stokes: Light precipitation.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: This amendment says,
""if it is closed."

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Somebody has to consider

Avhen it is a storm and when it isn't. I really
feel that in the case of an emergency, where

youngsters have to be transported from their

school to their homes or vice versa, there is

no one who is going to take any exception to

people running on an unploughed or open
roadway.

Mr. Breithaupt: That is not what the law

says.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, on the

other point, as far as the rights of way that

are unploughed in the winter time, we can
deal with those quite easily through regula-
tions. Municipalities can permit the snow
vehicles, by bylaw, to go anywhere as far as

their unopened municipal roadways are con-

cerned; and unopened road allowances prob-

ably aren't classed as highways anyway within

^e meaning of the Act, so they'll be okay.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What about the Highway
401 instance?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: The Highway 401 in-

stance? Well, as I say, if it is an emergency
then no one is going to complain about them

being used.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why don't you say then

if the road is closed let them go?

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Ruston moves an

amendment to section l(k), in line 2, after the

word "used" insert "or open for vehicular

traffic."

All those in favour of the amendment

please say "aye".

All those opposed please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

I declare the amendment lost and section

l(k) stands as part of the bill.

Section 1 agreed to.

On section 2:

Mr. Chairman: On section 2, does any
member wish to speak on section 2?

Mr. L. C. Henderson (Lambton): Mr.

Chairman, I haven't an amendment but I

have a question, and it refers to all sections.

I would like to inquire of the minister his

interpretation of this section.

As I take it, to be driven any place these

snowmobiles have to pay a registration fee

each year. Now the question of the minister

is if it is property owned by the operator,
who is resident on the property, do they have
to pay this registration fee each year while

on their own property?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: No, Mr. Chairman, I

don't want to mislead anyone on that. As far

as the registration is concerned, it is a regis-

tration fee that applies to all snow machines

within the province, all of them.

Mr. Henderson: Annually?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Annually.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Even on your own prop-

erty?

Mr. Henderson: Yes, that is the question.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Yes, I say all snow-

mobiles in the province are subject to the

registration fee, to be paid annually.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It may take a change in

government to reverse that.
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Mr. Chairman: Before we move on, to

make it clear: Instead of a licence, you are

talking about a registration fee in lieu of a

licence?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, I think

it is common knowledge that there is no

licence for snow machines in the Province of

Ontario. There is a registration plate, and it

is a registration fee that you pay annually.
The licence referred to here is what we were

talking about as an operator's licence.

Mr. Good: Well on this same point-

Mr. Chairman: Just a minute, we are get-

ting out of order a bit, it was a question of

clarification from the member for Lambton,
Could the minister tell me in what section of

the bill that is dealt with?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I don't think it was a

section he was dealing with, it was just a

general question as it pertains to the whole

bill, as to the fees to be paid; which fees, of

course, are in the regulations.

Mr. Good: Where is that in the bill?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: It is not in the bill.

Mr. Henderson: Mr. Chairman, it is in sec-

tion 2 that any amendment would be appro-

priate, and I was waiting for the hon. member
for Essex-Kent—

Mr. Ruston: I have one.

Mr. Chairman: Let's come to order for a

minute. Let's come to order and get back on
the track again. Section 1 has been carried.

Agreed.

On section 2, the member for Essex-Kent
has the floor.

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Chairman, I have an
amendment to section 2, subsection (4).

Mr. Ruston moves that section 2(4) shall

not apply to motorized snow vehicles driven

on the property of the owner or occupier of

the motorized snow vehicle.

Mr. Ruston: The reason for this, Mr.

Chairman, is I feel this doesn't stop the

dealer, when he sells a machine, from issu-

ing a i)ermit, which he is obligated to do
within six days. What I am saying is that

after you have the snowmobile, and if you
never take it off your property, it is the same
thing as your car or truck, you do not have
to renew it after that time. If you sell the
machine you are still obligated to register it

and have it transferred, but what I am sug-

gesting here is that if a farmer who has a

200-acro farm never wants to go off that

land, the initial registration doesn't have to.

be renewed yearly.

Mr. Good: On this point, Mr. Chairman,.
I would like to say this, last winter I was
called by a constituent who hadi received

a fine of $23. He had 250 acres of land

north of Waterloo and was fined for oper-

ating a machine without a licence on his

own property.

I must confess that I was ignorant of the

law because, under the Highway Traffic Act,.,

of course, you can operate an all-terrain

vehicle, a dump truck, a car, a trailer or

anything you want on your own property as.

long as you don't use it on the highway..

You're not subject to a licence under the

Highway Traffic Act. This $10 fee applying
to people who operate their vehicles solely

on their own property is a real source of

annoyance to a lot of people who have their

own snowmobile farms and never set tracks

off their own property.

I think the minister should give consider-

ation to a permanent registration of the

vehicle. Everybody agrees with this. You
have to have a one-time permanent registra--

tion of the vehicle. But to nick those people
for $10 every year when they're operating
on their own property seems to contravene

any type of regulatory control that you might
wish to get. It's just a matter of getting

money from these people unnecessarily. If

the government is going to do it for that

then, in fairness, it had better start to

licence every farm truck that is used on

personal property and see how far it gets

with that.

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): That's not for

pleasure, though.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Lambton.

Mr. Henderson: Mr. Chairman, I am in

agreement with the amendment. I would
like to add my remarks, Mr. Chairman, but
I'm not sure this shouldn't be in a later

subsection. I was looking more to an ex-

clusion under subsection 8 and I was going
to suggest a subsection iii under 9(a).

As I say, I agree with the principle, but
unless the minister can come up with an
amendment that would be more fitting with-
in the section I shall be forced to support
this amendment, I feel much the same as the

opposition on this. I feel that if we permit
this to start at this stage, the next thing the:
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farmer will have to have a registration to

take his tractor or his combine over a field.

Mr. Good: Right.

Mr. Henderson: I'm not only speaking as

a farmer now, I'm speaking as a man in

the city who has 100 acres of land and

who wants to go out to relax on the week-

ends where he can have recreation.

Mr. Breithaupt: Who needs a combine?

Mr. Henderson: I'm in support of the

amendment, unless the minister has a better

place ot put this exclusion in the Act.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, section

24(h) does give the opportunity for the ex-

emption of vehicles from the requirements
of section 2 and 8 of the Act.

Mr. Good: What about those on an Indian

reserve?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: We designate the

classes as far as section 2 and 8 are con-

cerned. We can determine whether they
have to meet the requirements of those sec-

tions. I must confess that that amendment
lias got some merit, to my way of thinking.

Mr. Stokes: Mr. Minister, you can oper-
ate your own car, your own. automobile, from
now until kingdt)m come on your own
property—

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Oh, I know.

Mr. Stokes: —^and your ministry has never
be°n one bit concerned. There is no differ-

ence whatsoever in a motorized snow vehicle

-or any other kind of vehicle used exclu-

sively on your own lands.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Some of my caucus
members have spoken to me about this par-
ticular section. I think it's correct. If you're
driving your vehicle, an automobile or truck
or tractor, on your own property you're not

required to register it; you're not even re-

quired to have a licence to operate it. I think
the amendment may have some merit.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I'd like to think about it

for a moment. Perhaps there are some other
members who wish to speak to it.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): Well,
I would.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson (Victoria-Haliburton):
Mr. Chairman, I would like to support this

amendment, because, first of all, you don't

even have to pay gasoline tax when you don't

have those plates on. I think maybe this is

what the minister is trying to get at here.

Mr. Stokes: No, no.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: Let the snowmobile
committee tell us the reason why then. How-
ever, I'm going to support the amendment.

Mr. A. Carruthers (Durham): Mr. Chair-

man, I would support the amendment too. I

took it for granted that this would be the

case; you paid the first-time registration and
after that if you used it only on your own
property you were free, the same as were
with a truck or a tractor.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Does the member mean
that he hasn't been registering his?

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): I want
to speak on this.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Here is the great travel

authority.

Mr. Drea: Have you got a wisecrack to

make? Is there something the matter with

you? Go ahead, make it.

Mr. Breithaupt: We just made it. That was
all that was needed.

Mr. Chairman: Order, order.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: After getting the govern-
ment into trouble last week, we will see what
you can do this week.

Mr. Drea: I never get this government into

trouble and I don't take wisecracks from
clowns. Now go ahead.

An hon. member: Why don't we settle it

outside?

Mr. Drea: It would be very unfair. You

really wouldn't want that.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to point out

a couple of things in connection with the

registration of snowmobiles on private prop-

erty. First of all, there is a fundamental dif-

ference between the registration or the li-

censing of a car, because that licensing is to

take effect because the car is only to be used
on the highway. There is nobody buying a

car, for practical purposes, that is not going
to be used on the roadway.

Some hon. members: That's wrong.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Ask your colleagues.

Mr. Good: All kinds of jeeps are used on
private property.
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Mr. Drea: How many?

Mr. Huston: Trucks.

Mr. Drea: Yes, all right.

Mr. Breithaupt: Back to Action Line with

him.

Mr. Drea: Now, on the question of the

snowmobile or the motorized snow vehicle,

Mr. Chairman, the difference is—and this is

implicit in the original Motorized Snow Ve-
hicles Act—the reason that that machine was
licensed even though it was going to be used
on private property and even though the

owner could say in good faith that he in-

tended to use it only on private property,
sooner or later it had to cross a road. I sug-

gest to you that if you exempt the machines
that are only used on private property, what

happens when they want to go across a road-

way, because sooner or later they will?

Mr. Stokes: They can't do it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They can't go across the

road.

Mr. Drea: That's right; all right, okay. If

you are prepared, just so there is no mis-

understanding, and you don't come back at

this government.

Mr. Breithaupt: Or your colleagues.

Mr. Drea: Oh no, my colleagues aren't.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: You are the only one who
doesn't understand it.

Mr. Drea: Just so it is very clearly under-
stood that if you are going to take this

amendment it means-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: You are the only one
who doesn't understand it.

Mr. Drea: I undertand it all too well and
I'm just not going to have people say three
or four months from now that they didn't
know that it means they could never go
across a road.

Mr. Stokes: They know now.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That is what the bill says.

Mr. Drea: Okay, if you want that; if that's

what people want, okay, but that's what you
are going to get.

Mr. Stokes: Ignorance of the law is no
excuse.

Mr. D. A. Evans (Simcoe Centre): Mr.

Chairman, I'm going to support the amend-
ment because I think it's right.

Mr. Chairman: One more member would
like to speak.

Mr. Eaton: I would also like to support
the amendment, I think it should apply. I

can liken it to what we brought up with

the minister on the use of snowmobiles on-

Indian reserves. They are to be exempted
on there. The moment they come oflF they
have to have a licence. I think it should

apply exactly the same way on the property
that is privately owned. If they are going
on to a neighbour's property they'll have to

be licensed. It is exclusively for their own-

property.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister, have you
anything more to say before I put the
amendment?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Yes indeed. I certainly

want to discuss this further. I accept the

amendment but I want to change the word-

ing on it.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, perhaps we
could stand this section down and proceed,
to give a chance to have the wording done
so that in fact it accomplishes what the mind
of the House seems to want.

Mr. Chairman: Will Section 2 carry, then?"

Mr. Stokes: No.

Mr. Chairman: Except for the amendment
there are no other subsections to be discussed.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I want to reword the

amendment.

Mr. Chairman: We will come back to the

amendment later on.

Sections 3 to 5, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 6;

Mr. Chairman: Section 6, the member for

Middlesex South.

Mr. Eaton moves that subsections (5) and

(6) of Section 6 be replaced by:

(5) Where the operation of a motorized
snow vehicle is not prohibited on a highway
under the jurisdiction of a county, district,

metropolitan or regional municipality by a

bylaw passed under subsection 2, the council

of such a municipality may pass bylaws
prohibiting the operation of motorized snow
vehicles along or across such highway or part
thereof.
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(6) The Lieutenant Governor in Council

may make regulations regulating, governing
or prohibiting the operating of motorized

snow vehicles upon serviced roadways in ter-

ritories without municipal organizations.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Henderson: Mr. Chairman, I would
like to report to the House that the New
Democrats are not here to participate in

this very important bill. It should be shown
in the record.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: You mean there is not

a single NDP member present?

Mr. Breithaupt: That is an unfair com-

ment, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Henderson: It shows who is inter-

ested in the people of the province.

Mr. Breithaupt: That is an unfair com-
ment, Mr. Chairman. I believe they are all

paired as a result of their voting practices
last night.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is all right. The
member for High Park (Mr. Shulman) will

come in and call a quorum.

Mr. Chairman: Would the member for

Lambton like to speak to the amendment?

Mr. Henderson: Yes.

Mr. Chairman: Okay, let's proceed.

Mr. Henderson: I support the amendment.

Mr. Good: Perhaps the member for Mid-
dlesex South would like to speak on it, Mr.

.
Chairman.

Mr. Eaton: Yes, Mr. Chairman, in bringing
about this amendment I feel that we want to

keep the option of what roads are used in
the hands of the local municipality. In many
cases, if we ban them right across the com-
plete province, the councils may let the ban-
ning of the use of these roads stand without
too much consultation. They've had an oppor-
tunity to ban the use of these roads and they
are closed to the local people. They know
what roads are busy in their local munici-
palities, and therefore they can ban the use
those particular roads rather than having
them all banned.

In many of the small villages in my own
municipality—and there are five snowmobile
clubs in there-the only way that they can
get out to the trails is to use some of the
streets on the edge of the villages to get out
there. If the council is going to have to pass

a bylaw designating this one or that one or

the other, they are going to come back and
find that maybe they have missed one or two
streets. This way they will be able to use the

streets, but if the local municipality, under
the pressure of the people there, wish to ban
the use of snowmobiles on the busier streets

or on some specific streets, they can do so.

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, we would sup-

port this amendment. This then does the

opposite of what the bill said. In other words,
it makes the municipalities opt to restrict use
rather to have the province say use may not
be made and the municipalities have to opt
tc allow it. I think this is a much better pro-

cedure, in that municipalities will now be
forced to act on public complaints after their

own discussion. The way the bill is now
worded, the impression could easily be given
that the province has banned them and if the

province is going to ban them in all areas,

why should we open them? I think this makes
much more sense, and we collectively will

support this amendment.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member from
Simcoe East.

Mr. G. E. Smith (Simcoe East): I notice

the minister, in responding to second reading,
had indicated, as a result of my raising the

point during debate, that the municipalities
could control the usage of lakes—frozen lakes,

of course, and the inland lakes—and also I

believe the navigable waters. I think, as I

said at the time of second reading, that the

navigable waters certainly is a grey area—I

suDpose in the winter it's a white area—but
I do feel that-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Here comes one now.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Finally, a representa-
tive from the NDP. He knows all about farms.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Things were going so>

well.

Mr. G. E. Smith: I do feel that when this

bill is passed there should be some input from
our ministry here to the federal ministry, to

try to sort out the actual jurisdiction of the

navigable waters.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister, do you want
to reply before we move on?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Yes, Mr. Chairman, I
have had a number of members of this

Legislature, from both sides, approach me
and discuss basically what has been proposed
in this amendment to section 6. I've read the
amendment and I would be happy to accept
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the amendments as proposed for both section

6(5) and 6(6).

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Eaton moves section 6,

subsection 5: **The operation of a motorized

snow vehicle is not prohibited on a highway
under the jurisdiction of a county, district,

metropolitan or a regional municipality—"

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Go ahead, Bill-Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: I wish you wouldn't inter-

rupt me.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Sorry. You could always

report to the Speaker.

Mr. Chairman: Don't be too sure that

won't happen.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I won't.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Unanimous.

Mr. Chairman: **—may pass bylaws pro-

hibiting the operation of motorized snow-
mobiles along or across such highways or

part thereof."

Subsection 6: "The Lieutenant Governor in

Council may make regulations regulating, gov-

erning or prohibiting the operation of motor-

ized snow vehicles upon serviced roads in

territories without municipal organizations."

All in favour of the amendment please say

aye.

All those opposed please say "nay."

Hon. Mr. Grossman. Unanimous.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the amendment
carried.

Motion agreed to.

Section 6, as amended, and section 7

agreed to.

Mr. Good: We should have last days more
often.

Mr. Chairman: Does any other member
bave any section he wishes to discuss?

The hon. minister.

On section 8:

Hon. Mr. Rhodes moves that section

8(l)(b) of the bill be struck out and the

following substituted therefor:

(b) He holds a driver's licence, or

(c) He holds a motorized snow vehicle

operator's licence, or

(d) He is a resident of any other prov-
ince, country or state and holds a licence

issued by such province, country or state

which authorizes him to drive a motorized
snow vehicle.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Really all this does is to

classify them a little more clearly in the

wording.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Wait until you see the

kind they have in Kwangtung in China.

Mr. Chairman: All those in favour of the

minister's amendment, please say *'aye." All

those opposed please say "nay."

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Unanimous.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the amendment
carried.

Section 8, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, I presume there

is no problem by referring only to "he," that

it would also apply to the feminine sex.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Heavens, no. I would
be happy to put in the word if necessary.

Mr. Chairman: Any other section of the

bill?

Mr. Ruston: Section 14.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section 14?

Sections 9 to 13, inclusive, agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I would
like to propose an amendment.

On section 14:

Hon. Mr. Rhodes moves that section 14(1)

of the bill be amended by inserting at the

commencement thereof: "subject to subjection

2(a)," and further that section 14 of the bill

be amended by adding the following subsec-

tion thereto:

(2a) A person shall not be required to

carry his driver's licence or motorized

snow vehicle operator's licence with him
while operating a motorized snow vehicle

on land owned or occupied by him.

Mr. Ruston: You stole my amendment.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: We talked about it, you
know.

Mr. Henderson: Mr. Chairman, the amend-
ment says he doesn't have to carry it. But
does it stop there? Does he have to produce
one later?

Mr. Good: Yes, but that-

Mr. Henderson: I think it should be clear—
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Mr. Good: That's not accepting that other

principle.

Mr. Chairman: This is what the amendment

says: "A person shall not be required to carry

his driver's licence or motorized snow vehicle

operator's licence . . ."

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No, that is different; the

other is registration.

Mr. Henderson: No, this is the licence on

your own property, is it not, Mr. Minister?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: It is the operator's per-
mit. What we are saying in the amendment
is that he is not required to have on his

person the driver's licence or a motorized

snow vehicle operator's licence when he is

running the vehicle on his own property.

Mr. Good: Does the Act still say he has to

have one?

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, does that

not mean that the person still is required to

have that qualification? In other words, a per-
son must have a licence even though he may
not require it with him. Am I incorrect on
this?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: It is not the intent that

he should be required to have that. If he is

running the vehicle on his own property, he
is not required to carry any type of licence

with him, nor would he be required any-
where in the Act to produce it at a later time.

He doesn't have to have one.

Mr. Henderson: Agreed.

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): Mr.

Chairman, I'd like this clarified further. Last

winter I had the case of a chap who was

charged with being impaired while driving
an automobile. He was later picked up for

driving a snowmobile while he was impaired.
He lost his licence for a period of time. But,

according to the people in your department,
the courts had no right to take it for the

operation of a snowmobile. Would you be
able to clarify that as to whether this is a fact

or not? In other words, if he has not got a

licence he can't be charged with impaired

driving of a snowmobile, can he?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I am not a lawyer, but
it seems to me that if the Criminal Code re-

fers to the operation of a motor vehicle, and
if the code defines a snowmobile as a motor

vehicle, I guess he is subject to the con-

ditions of the Criminal Code. But it is not
considered a motor vehicle in the Highway
Traffic Act.

Mr. Worton: Are you doing that now?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: At the present time

snow machines are not considered motor
vehicles within the definition of the High-

way Traffic Act.

Mr. Ruston: They are in the Criminal

Code.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: In the Criminal Code

they may be, I don't know. If they are, then

you can get picked up for drunk driving.

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Chairman, I want to

enlarge on this, and I have an amendtnent

in the same place, but I realize now I didn't

get what I wanted in that. I think that

should have been in section 8 if the min-

ister is saying what he is saying. You see

what we are saying here is "he shall carry

his driver's licence unless he is on his own
land." My intention would be that it is not

necessary for him to have a driver's licence,

so we should have had, probably in section

8, an added subsection 4 to say: "This sec-

tion shall not apply when a person is oper-

ating their snow vehicle on land owned and

occupied by themselves."

An hon. member: By the operator.

Mr. Ruston: By the operator.

Mr. Chairman: That section has been

carried.

Mr. Ruston: I think there was some con-

fusion here as to the interpretation of what
the minister is saying. In his amendment
it says one does not have to carry his licence

with him if he is on his own land; but that

doesn't say that he doesn't have to have a

licence. So the police could come in and

ask him for a licence. If he doesn't have it,

I suppose they could say he must show it

within 24 hours.

The Provincial Secretary for Resources

Development kind of scowls, but that cer-

tainly is not the way I read it. I am not a

lawyer but I—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Have you got a QC?"

Mr. Ruston: Have I got my QC?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Yes.

Mr. Ruston: No, but some who have them
don't use them right.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Neither have I, sa

let's both stay out of it.
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Mr. Chairman: Does the member for

Lambton want to say something in tihis area?

Mr. Henderson: Yes, Mr. Chairman, I am
a little ooncemed, but I am going to accept
the minister's word that a person driving a

Ski-Doo or snowmobile on their own prop-

erty is not required to have a driver's

licence.

An hon. member: Right.

Mr. Henderson: That's what I accept from

the minister's interpretation of this.

I would like to go a step further, Mr.

Minister. We do have problems in the rural

areas that when a farmer loses his driver's

licence for a period of time, under the

Criminal Code he is not allowed to drive

the farm tractor or combine on a highway,
but he can drive it on the farm property.
I take the same interpretation from this, that

no licence is required on your own property.

Mr. Chairman: Is it your pleasure that I

read the amendment again or take it as

read?

Mr, M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Chair-

man, just on that point; I didn't understand
the minister in that fashion. The construc-

tion the member for Lambton has put on
this amendment is somewhat different than I

bad understood when the minister initially

announced it.

The construction that the member for

Lambton has put on it is that if a person
is driving on his own property he doesn't

need a driver's licence at all. The construc-

tion that I had put on the amendment, when
the minister introduced it, was that he still

had to be the holder of a driver's licence,
but he didn't necessarily have to have it on
bis person. Now may I have some clarifica-

tion of that point, because there's quite a
difference?

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: It seems to me that if

you don't have to carry something, then you
obviously aren't required to produce it while

you are driving the vehicle on your own
property.

Mr. Gaunt: No, no.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: That's your interpre-
tation of it; there's nothing in the Act that

requires you to produce the driver's licence

at a later date.

Mr. Ruston: Section 14 (2).

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Section 14 (2) says

"every person who is unable or refuses to

produce his licence in accordance with sub-

section 1."

Mr. Ruston: Yes, that's the trouble. Til

ask my learned friend from Kitchener-

Mr. Breithaupt: I would raise the same

point that the member for Huron-Bruce has

raised. It would have been my presumption
that a licence was not required, under our

present attitude, for a person driving a veh-

icle such as this on his own property. How-
ever, now that you are saying that a licence

need not be produced, the presumption
seems to stand in my mind that a person has

to have a licence, but simply does not have

to have that licence on his person, with him
at the time; and therefore I think the matter

is somewhat open to question.

I think the member for Lambton has raised

a good point. The understanding I drew
from the minister's comments was quite dif-

ferent than the minister appears to have
intended.

Mr. Eaton: I would tend to agree with
what has been said, Mr. Chairman, and
would suggest thLs should be the same as the

licence for the vehicle itself. A licence for

the vehicle itself or a driver's licence should
not be required on your own property.

Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, I think may-
be I've got it clarified in my mind now.

Section 8 is the section that tells you where
you are required to have the licence. That
section says: "No person shall drive a motor-
ized snow vehicle along a highway unless he
has attained the full age of 16 years," and
so forth, "across a highway or on a public
trail." Those are the only places where you
are required to have such a licence. It

doesn't say anvthing about having to have it

on your own land or anywhere else.

Mr. Gaunt: Okay.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Okay? Section 14 is

identification.

Mr. Gaunt: Yes, the interpretation is right.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: They're right.

Mr. Chairman: All those in favour of Mr.
Rhodes' amendment please say "aye."

All those opposed please say "nay."

Motion agreed to.

I declare the amendment carried.

Section 14, as amended, agreed to.
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Mr. Chairman: Anything before 17?

Mr. Henderson: Mr. Chairman, I am con-

cerned-

Mr. Chairman: What section of the bill

are you speaking on?

Mr. Henderson: I'm concerned with sec-

tion 16 and its reference to a tow bar, which

-appears to apply to the overall bill.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, I think

maybe I've got it clarified in my mind now.

Section 15 agreed to.

On section 16:

Mr. Henderson: It excludes a tow bar

where a machine has broken down and they
have to pull it out of a ditch. I think there

should be some exclusions where a machine
breaks down back in the bush in an emerg-
ency situation and they have to use a rope.
I think there should be an additional amend-
ment here, Mr. Chairman, and I don't have
it.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, remem-
ber again now that this only applies to the

serviced roadway or highway. It doesn't

apply to towing it out of the bush. It is

.raying that you can't tow them with a rope

along the highway.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: Or a public trail.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Or public trails either.

There's really nothing wrong and I don't

see any need that we should have to provide
that they can tow them. If we don't want
them towed, whether they're broken down or

not there are other methods of moving them.
In fact, most of them are kind of semi-

•doubledecked to be taken if they're out of

commission. I'm a little concerned about

allowing the towing of these things. It's a

dangerous practice along the roadways in

particular.

Mr. Henderson: Mr. Chairman, I would
like to ask the minister to consider an addi-
tion to subsection 3 in 16, whereby—and I

don't have the wording of it, I'm sorry—a
machine that's broken down could be towed
with a rope out to the closest roadway.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, he can
•do that now.

Mr. Henderson: Well, maybe I haven't

^iven it the proper interpretation. I'm think-

ing of unopened road allowances where it

would be illegal in parkland. And you say
it only applies to roadways?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Roads or public trails.

Mr. Henderson: I'm a little concerned yet,

Mr. Minister. We lack something there in

that section.

Mr. Ruston: Well, I have a recommenda-
tion here. Maybe you could change the

section to read: "This section does not apply
to a person while he is driving a motorized

snow vehicle for the sole purpose of unditch-

ing a stuck vehicle or conveyance or when
operating trail maintenance equipment or

under emergency rescue situations." I don't

know, maybe that's more complicated that

the minister would accept.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Does anyone else want
to comment on that? I think it's a delightful
amendiment.

Mr. Good: It ought to be on the associa-

tion records.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I have got it right here.

Mr. Chairman: You've all heard the amend-
ment proposed by Mr. Ruston.

All those in favour please say "aye."

All those opposed please say "nay."

I declare the amendment carried.

Motion agreed to.

Section 16, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any other section?

On section 17:

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Section 17, Mr. Chair-

man, I would move that section 17 of the

bill be amended by inserting after "vehicle,"
in the fourth line, the words "on a serviced

roadway or public trail." What we are doing,
Mr. Chairman, is simply to say that the re-

quirement of wearing a helmet can only be
on the public roadway or on a public trail.

Mr. Chairman: Is the amendment carried?

Mr. Eaton: I would like to make one
comment on that. I don't know what you
consider a public trail, whether it is one that

is open to everyone in the public or to a

snowmobile club. Some of the clubs have their

own trails and I would think it would be well

to legislate, and I know the clubs support the

idea, the need to have helmets on the private
trails of those clubs.

Mr. Ruston: It is in the definitions.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, I would

suggest there is nothing to prevent people
from wearing helmets if they wish to wear
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them. We are simply not going to force them
to wear them in areas other than on public
trails and the highways. If they wish to run

on their own property and private property
without helmets then I suppose that is up to

them, but they certainly have every right to

wear them and we would encourage them to

wear them as much as possible.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Simcoe
East.

Mr. G. E. Smith: Could I ascertain from
the minister, Mr. Chairman, whether this

would apply to a lake in a municipality—a

public lake, public property, really? I think it

should.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: A lake is not considered

a highway as far as the definition in the Act
is concerned. That would be something that

the municipality which has a lake and over

which it has control could legislate itself.

Mr. Eaton: Mr. Chairman, I would still

like to refer to that because the reference

here is to trails supported "in whole or in part

by public funds." Now the snowmobile clubs

have their own trails.

An hon. member: They get the grants.

Mr. Eaton: They may not necessarily get

grants. They really don't want the grants the

way it is set up now, because that is going to

mean that anybody can come out and go on
their trails, and yet those clubs have backed
the use of the helmets and I think they should

be mandatory on those types of trails as well.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, I am not

going to start putting legislation in to require
helmets on these private trails. I suggest that

these are private trails, as they don't come
under the definition of a public trail or high-

way within the Act, and, if the clubs which

operate these trails want their members to

wear helmets, then they can make it a club

regulation and kick them out if they don't,
but I am not going to put it in the legislation.

Mr. Chairman: Shall the minister's amend-
ment form part of the bill?

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 17 carry?

Section 17 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section 22?
The minister has an amendment on section
22.

Section 18 agreed to.

On section 19:

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Chairman, I do want to

commend the minister for section 19. I think

it is excellent legislation and I think it is

something that every property owner, and
certainly every farmer in the Province of

Ontario is glad to see and we are all grateful
for it. Thank you very much, sir.

Sections 19 to 21, inclusive, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: On section 22. The min-
ister.

On section 22:

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I hope you will accept
this with as much grace-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Oh,
here it comes.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: No, it is actually a good
one.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes moves that section 22 of

the bill be amended by adding thereto the

following subsection, subsection 6: "No action

or prosecution for a contravention of sub-

section 1 shall be commenced except at the

request of the owner or occupier of the land

or his authorized agent."

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I think, Mr. Chairman,
that removes the fears that some members
have placed before me that it would simply
be open season on anyone who was on

private land if enforcement ofiicers could go
on to any private land and enforce the re-

quirements of this Act. It can only be done
under this section upon complaint.

Mr. Henderson: Mr. Chairman, might I

request a further clarification from the minis-

t'^^r? I myself have a property a mile away
from home which is used by snowmobilers
all winter when there is snow. Now with this

amendment, can the people continue to use-

that property and not need my consent?

An hon. member: If a charge isn't laid.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes : That is correct. If you do
not wish to complain to the police or the en-

forcement agency, or if there is no one to lay
a complaint—the owner, or the occupier, or

the authorized agent—then there is no reason

for a charge to be laid.

'Mr. Henderson: So this means that it is not

compulsory for a snowmobiler to go to the

property owner to clear himself to go across

open lands in this province?

Mr. Gaunt: No, but he would be smart

to do it.
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Mr. Henderson: Well he might be, but it

-does clear the situation. He might be wise,

yes, I wouldn't argue. But it clears it in

my mind and I support the amendment.

Mr. Chairman: Shall the minister's amend-
ment to section 22 form part of the bill?

Motion agreed to.

Section 22, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Cbairmian: Any otiher sections before

Section 23 agreed to.

On section 24:

Mr. Ruston: Section 24, Mr. Chairman, I

am a little concerned about this. I don't

recall that we actually had this in our snow-
mobile report. It is "requiring, prohibiting
•or regulating the use of any equipment or

ornamental device, accessories," and so forth.

I'm just wondering, when the federal

goverment lays down the standards of a

machine, wihether we should actually get
involved in it, because I think it could be
very complicated for the manufacturers who
sell them in all parts of Canada. I don't

think we really intended this. Maybe this is

something that we may have mentioned in

our report, but I don't think we actually
recommended that we have the province set

up regulations controlling accessories and
components on any motorized snow vehicle.

I'm concerned about the problems that

the manufacturers would face in different

provinces if we start setting this up. I think
it should be left in the hands of the federal

government, because it would be very dif-

ficult to police it. Imports and all such things
come under the regulations of the federal

government. I just wanted to comment on
that.

I have an amendment to have that section
24 (l)(b) deleted. I don't think we should
have it in there but I would like to have
your comments before I place the motion.
Or I'll moke the motion, Mr. Minister, then
ni try to put my point across a little more
clearly.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Ruston moves that sec-
tion 24 (l)(b) be deleted.

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Minister, section 18 of
this Act and subsection 15(2) of this Act
require a motorized snow vehicle to conform
to federal law and to be maintained in its

original form during use. The regulations
of the vehicle equipment, etc., should remain
the responsibility of the federal government.

If each province designed its own motorized

snow vehicle, the cost of such units would

skyrocket. Competition between many man-
ufacturers based on uniform standards pro-
vides buyers with the lowest prices for the

safety features of machines. What I'm get-

ting at is that we might put something in

the regulations that could make it rather

complicated to import machines or manu-
facture them in other provinces.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, we rec-

ognize that the federal government covers

the basic machine and the design of that

machine in terms of the safety features on
it. What our concern is—-and I think we
should leave this in the Act—is that some-
one can come along and put any sort of

ornamental attachment they want on a snow
machine. It could prove to be very dan-

gerous-dangerous to themselves and dan-

gerous to other persons who may be using
the trails or roadways—so we feel we have
to be in a position to be able to prohibit
this sort of thing being added to the ma-

chine, over and) above the requirements that

have been set out in the federal legislation.

Mr. Ruston: Okay, Mr. Chairman, I think

I'll withdraw that amendment then. I may
have been reading more into it than what's

really in it. The minister explained it okay.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any other amend-
ments or do any members wish to comment?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Yes, Mr. Chairman, I

have an amendment to section 26.

Sections 24 and 25 agreed to.

On section 26;

Hon. Mr. Rhodes moves that subsection 1

of section 26 of the bill be struck out and
the following substituted therefor: This Act,

except subsection 7 of section 2; subsections

5 and 6 of section 6; clause c of subsection

1 and subsection 2 and 3 of section 8 and
section 9, comes into force on the day it

receives royal assent.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes further moves that sub-

section 3 of the said section 26 be amended

by inserting aftet "section 6** in the first

line, "clause c of subsection 1 and".

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Chairman, did the min-

ister mention subsection 2? Should it not be

removed? Was it removed? Subsection 2 of

this section should be removed.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Ruston: Yes, but with the amendment
from the member for Middlesex South, I
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felt that since subsection 2—1 had an amend-
ment to change subsection 2 to read Sept.

1, 1975, but that is out of the window now
that we have a complete new subsection. I

feel this should be taken right out.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Yes, that's con-ect. With
the amendment that was placed to section

6 (5) and (6), this is not required at all.

Mr. Henderson; You don't want it? It is

effective now?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: It is eflFective now.

Mr. Chairman: Just a minute, until we get
this one straight. You had better strike out
what you want to strike out of your amend-
ment.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: No, I think it is all

right.

Mr. Chairman: It is okay the way it is?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Yes.

Mr. Henderson: Well, is that definite that

subsection 2 is out, Mr. Chairman? I want to

make sure of that.

Mr. Chairman: I better read this so Fm
sure you understand it.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes has moved that sub-
section 1 of section 26 of the bill be struck
out and the following substituted therefor:

This Act, except subsection 7 of section 2;
subsections 5 and 6 of section 6; clause c of
subsection 1 and subsections 2 and 3 of
sections 8 and 9, comes into force on the day
it receives royal assent. Hon. Mr. Rhodes
moved that subsection 3 of the said section
26 be amended by inserting after section 6
"in the first line," clause c of subsection 1

and."

Mr. Eaton: Mr. Chairman, through you to
the minister, wouldn't subsection 5 and 6
of section 6 now go ahead as they are and
not be left out at this time?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Hold that for just a
second. I want to go back to the section tiiat

we had set aside for new wording on the
amendment,

Mr. Chairman: Yes, the amendment to
section 4, subsection 2.

Mr. Ruston: Section 2, subsection 4.

Mr. Chairman: I can only read what is be-
fore me.

Mr. Henderson: The member for Essex-
Kent, Mr. Chainnan, was speaking on clause

k of subsection 1 orginally. That was the

one that was laid over.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: No, I think the one we
are talking about was section 3.

Mr. Chairman: No subsection 2 of sec-

tion 4, is that right?

Mr. Ruston: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: So we can take section-

2 ( 1 ). I'd like to add after "subsection 3," the

words "or except on land occupied by the

owner of the motorized snow vehicle." That
will take care of the amendment as suggested.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: If you say so.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: What seems to be the

problem? Just wait a second and we will get
it all straightened out.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Who's on first?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, before

we go on with that I would like to clarify

that section 26.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes moves that subsection 1

of section 26 be struck out and the follow-

ing substituted therefor:

This Act, except subsection 7 of section 2,

clause (c) of subsection 1 and subsections 2
and 3 of sections 8 and 9, comes into force

on the day it receives royal assent. Hon. Mr.

Rhodes further moves that subsection 2 of the
said section 26 of the bill be struck out.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes further moves that sub-

section 3 of the said section 26 be amended
by striking out "subsection 6 of section 6"^

in the first line and inserting in lieu thereof

"clause c of subsection 1 and."

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I think that clears it up.

Mr. Chairman: You heard the minister's

amendment. Shall it form part of the bill?

Motion agreed to.

Section 26, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: We have to go back to-

section 2.

Mr. Ruston: Subsection 4.

Mr. Good: Just a minute, he is getting an
amendment.

Mr. Rreithaupt: Things go so smoothly
when there are no lawyers in the House.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): You said it.
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Hon. Mr. Rhodes moves that section 2(1)

be amended by adding after the words "sub-

section 3" in line 6: "or except on land occu-

pied by the owner of the motorized snow
vehicle."

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I think, Mr. Chairman,
that is the place for the amendment that will

meet the requirements which the member for

Essex-Kent had proposed earlier.

Mr. Chairman: Carried.

Motion agreed to.

Section 2, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Shall the bill be reported
as amended?

Bill 161, as amended, reported.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House begs to report one bill

with certain amendments, and ask for leave

to sit again.

Report agreed to.

THIRD READING
The following bill was given third reading

upon motion:

Bill 161, the Motorized Snow Vehicles Act,
1974.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, I

would like to inform the members of the
House that I have called for the Lieutenant
Governor and Her Honour is waiting to give

royal assent in the chamber.

ROYAL ASSENT

Hon. Pauline M. McGibbon (Lieutenant
Governor): Pray be seated.

Mr. Speaker: May it please Your Honour,
the legislative assembly of the province has.

at its present sittings thereof, passed certain

bills to which, in the name of and on behalf
of the said legislative assembly, I respect-

fully request Your Honour's assent.

The Clerk Assistant: The following are the

titles of the bills to which Your Honour's
assent is prayed:

Bill 72, The Education Act, 1974.

Bill 81, The Provincial Parks Municipal
Tax Assistance Act, 1974.

Bill 113, An Act to amend the Municipal
AflFairs Act.

Bill 134, The Employment Standards Act,
1974.

Bill 161, The Motorized Snow Vehicles

Act, 1974.

Bill 164, An Act to amend the Municipality
of Metropolitan Toronto Act.

Bill 165, An Act to regulate the Business

of selling and dealing in Travel Services.

Bill 170, An Act to amend the Legislative

Assembly Act.

Bill 173, The Regional Municipalities
Amendment Act, 1974.

Bill 174, An Act to amend the County of

Oxford Act, 1974.

Bill 175, An Act to amend the District

Municipality of Muskoka Act.

Bill 180, An Act to establish the Ministry
of Culture and Recreation.

Clerk of the House: In Her Majesty's

name, the Honourable the Lieutenant Gov-
ernor doth assent to these bills.

Hon. Pauline M. McGibbon: With permis-
sion of the House, before I leave, may I wish

you all a very happy holiday season.

The Honourable the Lieutenant Governor
was pleased to retire from the chamber.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

M[r. Speaker: This House stands adjourned
until a date to be named by the Lieutenant

Governor by her proclamation.

The House adjourned at 3:45 o'clock p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: I beg to inform the House
that during the recess I received communica-
tion from the Lieutenant Governor in Council

naming the members of the Board of Internal

Economy, pursuant to the amendments of the

Legislative Assembly Act, contained in Bill

170, which communication I have tabled.

Further, I have received the final report on
cultural nationalism and the final report on
economic nationalism from the select com-
mittee on economic and cultural nationalism,
uhich completes that committee's work.

I know that all hon. member's will join
with me in welcoming to the House this after-

noon the distinguished members of the House
of Assembly of the Province of Newfoundland
who are seated in Mr. Speaker's gallery.

We have Mr. Ben Howard, Mr. Michael

Martin, Mr. Stephen Neary and Mr. Aubrey
Senior. These people are visiting Toronto as

part of the activities of the Commonwealth

Parliamentary Association and they will be

meeting a number of the members of the

House. I know you will afford a warm wel-

come to our colleagues from Newfoundland.

I recognize the hon. Attorney General.

Hon. J. T. Clement (Provincial Secretary
for Justice and Attorney General ) : Mr.

Speaker, I am delighted to introduce to the

House today the Hon. Lee Moore, Attorney
General of St. Kitts, Nevis and Anguilla. He
is in the Speaker's gallery.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, I too would like to take the oppor-

tunity of welcoming to the Legislature some
30 students from Forest Heights Secondary
School in Kitchener with their teacher, Mr.
William Lovell. They are visiting today, and
I'm sure would be very interested in the

operation of this first day of the resumed
session.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

ROSS SHOULDICE

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
I have a brief statement to make related to a
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story in this morning's Globe and Mail. At
about 11:30 this morning I held a press con-

ference here in the buildings, at which time
certain aspects of the story were discussed

and questions asked. So that the members of

the House won't feel they were not a part
of it, I would like to restate some of the

things that were said this morning.

Firstly, Mr. Speaker, I think there were
two aspects to the Globe and Mail story.

Firstly, it related to the question of one Ross
Shouldice and perhaps the suggestion that this

government was not giving him the same kind
of treatment it would anyone else as it re-

lated to his licence to practise in the real

estate business in this province.

The second aspect related to the acquisition

by the Ministry of Transportation and Com-
munications of a certain parcel of land in Oak-
ville and the suggestion, which I say with re-

spect I think was contained in that story, Mr.

Speaker, that some pressure was brought to

bear on some members of the government or

the ministry to acquire this land in other than
a straightforward, appropriate fashion.

Mr. Breithaupt: I think there was that

inference.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I should say
to the House that I received a letter from
Mr. Shouldice—I believe it was dated Oct. 22

—asking for an appointment to discuss the

results, which were less than favourable as

far as the party was concerned, in the Sud-

bury area. I met with Mr. Shouldice some-
time in November. As a result of that meet-

ing I spoke to Mr. Kelly-

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Nov. 16.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —the treasurer of the

party in the Province of Ontario and told Mr.

Kelly that Mr. Shouldice was not to be in-

volved in any further aspects of party organ-
ization or fund raising, which point of view
Mr. Kelly completely accepted.

Mr. Martel: Did it take the Premier 10

years to find that out?

An hon. member: He'd already done the

job.
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Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I haven t

known Mr. Shoiildice as long as the member
for Sudbury East has.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I can say, Mr. Speaker,
from my standpoint and from the standpoint

of the treasurer of the party, Mr. Shouldice

is not involved. I can also say this, Mr.

Speaker, as I read the Globe story, with re-

spect to the suggestions that Mr. Shouldice

had some influence and was in a position to

suggest to this government who should or

who should not receive work from this gov-
ernment by way of legal services or what

have you, I think the story demonstrates, or

at least this is my interpretation of it and I

hope it's right, that this actually did not

happen.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Hope springs
eternal.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I will be asking the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-

tions, Mr. Speaker, to table the complete
file as it relates to the particular property

acquisition in question. I myself have seen

that file. There is just nothing in it that

suggests that Mr. Shouldice was in any way
involved. There are two appraisals. The
market price is without question within the

context of those appraisals. The land was

negotiated after a plan of dedication, which
the lawyers opposite will understand, was
filed in the registry ofiBce concerned; so any
suggestion that this plan was not needed in

terms of the plans of the Ministry of

Transportation and Communications is totally

wrong. I am also empowered to say, Mr,

Speaker, that it has been communicated to

me that Mr. Feldman, the gentleman who
was referred to in the article, will be making
something of a statement later on today and

part of that statement will contain a state-

ment by him that not only has he not con-

tributed to the Progressive Conservative

Party in the Province of Ontario, he hadn't

even been asked.

I would like to make this final observation,

Mr. Speaker. I am prepared to accept re-

sponsibility for the aflFairs of the Progressive
Conservative Party. I consider it a great

honour to lead that party and my colleagues
here in the House.

Mr. Breithaupt: Charge of the light

brigade.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I cannot, nor shall I,

take responsibility for those few individuals

who from time to time misuse their positions

oi authority or responsibility, or in some
cases just volunteered, and I refuse to accept
those individual situations. I will not accept
whatever Mr. Shouldice has or has not done
as influencing me or any of my colleagues
or the government of this province as it

relates to our responsibilities, and I make
that statement here categorically.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt); Strange
coincidence there.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Martel: And he lets the seals pound
from time to time.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

WOODCUTTING OPERATIONS
NEAR ARMSTRONG

Hon. A. Grossman (Provincial Secretary for

Resources Development): Mr. Speaker, I

am pleased to announce that arrangements
have been made with Domtar Ltd., to proceed
with woodcutting operations near Armstrong.
This will be carried out in co-operation with

tlie Armstrong Development Corp. The

operation will be between 10 to 30 miles

from Armstrong and it is plaimed to operate
a commuter bus service so that the em-

ployees will not be forced to live away
from home.

This activity alone will provide an oppor-

tunity for the employment of at least 40 to

45 local residents and thus oflFset the loss

in jobs created by the federal government's

closing of the radar base in Armstrong last

year.

The Ontario government, through the

Ministry of Natural Resources, will assist in

the creation of these jobs through the Crown

management unit announced earlier, and

the funding of access roads in the logging
area.

The first-stage access roads, costing a total

of $100,000, are scheduled to be finished by
spring. This operation alone will be pro-

viding 15 local jobs. The agreement with

Domtar will not prevent private individuals

from securing short-term licences to cut tim-

ber on the Crown management imit. The

agreement with Domtar Ltd. should result in

a capital-equipment investment in excess of

half a million dollars and the creation of a

$600,000 annual payroll for the community.
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The logging activity is planned to begin

this spring. In the interim, in conjunction with

the Ontario Ministry of Colleges and Uni-

versities and the federal Department of Man-

power and Immigration, Domtar will train

the people of Armstrong who will be em-

ployed by the company, and provide payment

during the training programme.

In addition to this, negotiations are still

continuing between the provincial govern-

ment, the federal government and private

entrepreneurs to use the base for a small

industrial plant. The sale of the base has

been delayed to allow detailed investigation

of all reasonable proposals toward this end.

However, Mr. Speaker, I should also advise

the hon. members that we now have a simi-

lar problem arising in Moosonee, since on

Friday, Jan. 17, the Minister of National

Defence announced the closing of the Cana-

dian Forces station in that municipality. We
have already started to examine the possible
effects of the closure. In addition, the hon.

Robert Andras, who, since his appointment as

federal co-ordinator on Armstrong, has

worked closely with us on the problems con-

fronting that community, has agreed to work

with me in the same manner on the prob-
lems in Moosonee.

Arrangments are now being finalized for a

visit to Moosonee within the next few days
to review the situation with the community
leaders in that municipality.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions. The hon.

Leader of the Opposition.

ROSS SHOULDICE

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Mr. Speaker, I'd like to put a question
to the Premier following his statement—

[Applause.]

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The Leader of the

Opposition hasn't said anything yet.

Mr. Breithaupt: The Premier didn't say

anything but the members opposite applauded
him. '' '

: ^:-\l\\ .
. -

'

-'...:'.
An hon. member: It's now or never, eh?

Mr. H. C. Parrott (Oxford): See if he fs as

brilliailt as he has always been.
"

' ^ i'.."

Hon. f» R;:Rhbdes (Minister of Transporta--
tion and Communications): Is the leader go-

ing to:-hav6 another eonvention?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is the best way
to get your applause in advance.

An hon. member: He's got the people be-

hind him now.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He should quit when
he's ahead.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Let's hear it for the

member for Scarborough West.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I'd like to put a question to the Premier,

following his statement. Since he must cer-

tainly be aware that not everyone in the

province is as enthusiastically prepared as his

colleagues to accept his statement today, and

that there is—

Mr. Speaker: Question.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —evidently some sub-

stantial concern-

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Would the hon.

Leader of the Opposition place his question?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, I'm getting to it,

Mr. Speaker, with your assistance.

Mr. Speaker: Thank you.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: There is some substantial

concern that in fact a commission was paid

to someone who assisted in the sale of the

property that the Premier has indicated in

his press conference was needed for highway
expansion ;

and since there has been a sub-

stantial parallel between what the Premier

said today and what he said in 1971 after it

became apparent that Fidinam Ltd. had con-

tributed $50,000 to his party, would he not

believe it would be the best thing for the

people in the province, and particularly for

himself, since he has accepted responsibility

in this matter, if there were a full judicial

inquiry into this and similar matters pertain-

ing to the funding of the 1971 election, on

behalf of the Progressive Conservatives and

anyone else, and specifically the actions in

futid raising since? *

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, there has

been nothing in the story, or any documenta-

tion I have seen, that would prompt me into

believing there should be a royal commission

or a commission of inquiry and it's not my
intention-

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): That's the

IVeiniers judgement.
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Hon. Mr. Davis: Certainly that's my judge-
ment, and I'm prepared to exercise it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: If the Leader of the Op-
position has available to him certain docu-

mentation that proves there was something

paid by way of commission, that there was
influence used with respect to the acquisition
of that property-

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): That is

what an inquiry would show.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —then, Mr. Speaker, I

would be delighted to see it; but there is

nothing in the Globe story that so states. Mr.

Feldman is going to be stating that he made
no contribution to the party, that he was not

even approached by the party, and the treas-

urer of the party has said that there was
none.

Mr. Laughren: Did he pay a commission?

Mr. Lewis: Did he pay a commission?

Hon. Mr. Davis: He says there was no
commission to anyone.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. Mr. Davis: He paid no commission.
It was in the Globe story this morning.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I asked was there a com-
mission?

Mr. Lewis: Was there a commission?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): No, none.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): No, no.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well all right; reread it.

I would say, Mr. Speaker, that we have

already—and it was no easy decision on my
part—had the police investigate the situation

related to Fidinam. It was debated in this

House. It was the subject of a great deal of

newspaper comment.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Still is.

Hon. Mr. Davis: It was investigated thor-

oughly by the Ontario Provincial Police, in-

volving the Treasurer of the province and
Others; but of course it did not receive the
same attention when their report came in

stating categorically there was no wrongdoing
whatsoever. I have no intention-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Since it

is apparent that the Premier's answer is

specifically, and in this case completely un-

satisfactory, is he aware that if he does not

refer this to a royal commission it will simply
have to be decided by the people in a general
election? And is he prepared to put it to that

test?

Mr. Reid: Another by-electioni

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I will be

prepared to put a number of issues to the

people of this province at the appropriate
time. It will not be like the stated policy or

position of the Liberal Party, where there are

no issues, there are no policies and they are

going to spend $5 million-

Mr. Reid: The Premier is the issue: the

Premier and his government are the issues.

Hon. Mr. Davis: They are publicly on the

record as spending $5 million to destroy the

member for Peel North. I didn't know I had
such value until I read that. I didn't know
I had such value.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Premier thinks this

is going to die like Fidinam? Pack away an-

other $50,000 and smile all the way to the

bank.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Five million dollars to

destroy me? Heavens!

Mr. Breithaupt: Twice the price.

Mr. Lewis: If the Premier is implying that

it could be done for less, he may be right.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): He is

doing it for nothing himself.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I have a supple-

mentary, if I may. Since the Premier is so

strong in his protestations of innocence about

all of this—

Mr. Breithaupt: He doth protest too much.

Mr. Lewis: —why does he not simply put
it to a full public inquiry, if he feels that no
flanks are exposed, if he feels there was

integrity to the transaction? Since all the

questions are now raised irreversibly in the

public mind, why doesn't the Premier, as

leader of the government, set the public mind
at rest and call the inquiry?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am very
confident that when the members of the

opfKDsition, along with the press, have as-

sessed the file from the Ministry of Trans-

portation and Communications, they can
come to only one conclusion; that there was
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no influence whatsoever, there was nothing

improper whatsoever in the acquisition of

that property by the ministry. I would say
to the leader of the New Democratic Party
that if he and his colleagues felt so strongly

about this, for heaven's sake why did they
sit on those letters for 14 months?

Mr. Lewis : I can answer that.

Mr. Speaker: Does the Leader of the

Opposition have any further questions?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Martel: Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary?

Mr. Martel: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: Nothing was said by the

Premier about Fidinam for two years till

somebody spoke to him.

Mr. Martel: I could answer the Premier's

question as well.

Will he table all the documentation that

was seized from Mr. Shouldice—

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The original

question had to do with the possibility of an

inquiry. The member may get to that ques-
tion later.

Anything further from the hon. Leader of

the Opposition?

Mr. Laughren: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: On this question?

Mr. Laughren: Yes, on this question.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There is the long and
the short of it.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Oh,
the hon. minister is witty today!

Mr. Laughren: Well, he won't divert us

that way. Will the Premier assure us that

Ross Shouldice, the ailing Ross Shouldice,
will be brought back to this province in order
to appear before the appeal tribunal of the
real estate board?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, if the hon.

member had done his homework-

Mr. Speaker: That was the wrong ques-
tion but we will allow the answer.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —instead of just gossiping
about it, he would have found out that the

tribunal has already set a peremptory date

as of April 8 for the determination of Mr.
Shouldice's licence.

Mr. Laughren: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Laughren: Why did it take this long
to get thim back here?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The mem-
ber's supplementary question was out of

order.

Does the hon. Leader of the Opposition
have any further questions?

REAL ESTATE AGENTS

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I'd like to put a ques-
tion to the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations, with my compliments on
his appointment.

Can he assure the House and the real

estate dealers of the province that it was

just an error which prompted the amendment
to Bill 55, which is of concern to them,
that they are going to be affected by an
amendment which had not been preceded by
any consultation?

Mr. Renwick: Of course not. He had rep-
resentatives in the committee one day. He
knows that.

Hon. S. B. Handleman (Minister of Con-

sumer and Commercial Relations): Mr.

Speaker, first of all, the amendment was
of course passed in an all-party standing
committee of the Legislature. It wasn't in-

troduced by the government.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Solicitor General): The
member for Lakeshore (Mr. Lawlor), voted

against that.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: I feel there is some

misinterpretation of that particular section

and we are not proceeding with the passage
of the bill until we have had further con-

sultations with the industry.

FIRE SAFETY ON LICENSED PREMISES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a further ques-
tion of the same minister. Has he followed

and been informed of the findings of the

inquest in Brant county having to do with
the death of five residents of a hotel in

Paris, Ont., where the fire inspection was

clearly and directly the responsibility of the
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Liquor Licence Board of Ontario, and it was
found that it was seriously in default, both

in inspection and in maintenance, which
led to the death of these five people?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, I am
aware of the fact that there is an inquest

going on, and I am not aware of the fact

that the findings of the coroner are as de-

scribed by the hon. Leader of the Oppo-
sition. I'll wait until I get their findings
before commenting.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Since

the accident was of such a serious nature

and evidently there is legislation that the

minister may be putting before the House
within the next day or two, will he inform

himself in these circumstances so that when
we come to those areas in the new legis-

lation dealing with fire inspection, we can

specifically put it back at the community
level and! take it out of the hands of the

Liquor Licence Board?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, the

power of the liquor inspectors to act as the

fire marshal's agents is not contained in the

liquor legislation. It is contained in the fire

marshal's legislation. However, I certainly
have been looking at it for the past few days
and I hope to have some suggestions to

make to the House.

GAS RATE INCREASE

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have another question,
Mr. Speaker, for the Minister of Energy,
and I compliment him on his appointment.
I don't know what he is going to do. He's

a little c'hubby to be a hatchet man, but

maybe there is something that he can do.

I'd like to ask him if he has informed
himself as to the application of the rate

increase for natural gas which apparently
was to come into effect Jan. 1, 1975, but
which has been applied to the bills from

December, much to the dismay of people
who have received these bills.

Hon. D. R. Timbrell (Minister of Energy):
Yes, Mr. Speaker, I am looking into that

matter. It involves both our ministry and
the Ministry of Consumer and Commercial
Relations. I'll report back on it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon; Supplementary: Would
it be within the ambit of the minister's

responsibility to issue an order that those
bills must be recalled and reissued, based
on the old rates for. the Depember usage

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: As I said, Mr. Speaker,
I intend to report back on it. He is getting
into the area of the division of responsibility
between the two ministries and the respon-
sibility of the Energy Board.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Some-
body has to have some responsibility.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Yes. And, as I say,
when I have all the facts I will report back.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: If you will permit just
one other supplementary, is it correct that

those complaints that have come to us as

members, from the users of natural gas-
that they have been billed on the basis of

gas used before the rate increase was
allowed—are correct, and if they are correct,
in fact they will not have to pay the elevated
rates? Surely that's apparent?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: I haven't seen any let-

ters from consumers on this specific subject
since I have taken over, Mr. Speaker. I have
seen some press reports. I have asked for
more information on it. I believe there was
some discussion between officials of the En-
ergy Board and the gas companies on this and,
as I said, when I have all of the facts—not

just press reports, but all of the facts-I will

report back.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions? The
leader of the New Democratic Party.

ROSS SHOULDICE

Mr. Lewis: I have a question of the Pre-

mier, Mr. Speaker. Is the Premier prepared
to have tabled the correspondence that was
seized from Mr. Shouldice, preparatory to

the tribunal hearing which he now says has
been set for April 8, or to order that that

correspondence be tabled, particularly on
those matters which related to political activ-

ity of one kind or another?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr, Speaker, I am not

prepared to say that we will. It's a matter
that I would be quite prepared to discuss

with the minister if it relates to the hearing
itself. I doubt that it could be, but I will

look into it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Can the

Premier comment on the indications that

whoever had qustody of that correspondence
had copied it and mad'e it available to other

people in the community? Is he aware of the

circumstances that permitted that to happen?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, the member
might ask somebody else. ;.i,;v?.v
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Mr. Speaker: The member for Sudbury
East.

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): Here he
is. Here is the man.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Is this a sup-

plementary?

Mr. Martel: Supplementary.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is the same guy who
released the cabinet changes.

An hon. member: He's one of the Snoop
sisters.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The member
for Sudbury East wishes to ask a supple-

mentary question.

Mr. Martel: In the documentation which
the police seized, was there in fact a letter

similar to that addressed to the Premier, also

addressed to the then Attorney General, solic-

iting favours?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I certainly
am not aware of it. I haven't seen the ma-
terial that was obtained by, I gather, the

OPP. I haven't seen it.

Mr. Martel: Maybe the Premier got one.

Isn't it a fact that the reason the Premier
d'oesn't want to disclose that material is that

Shouldice was a prolific writer and, in fact,

throughout all his correspondence-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. This doesn't

seem to be supplementary to the original

question.

Mr. Martel: This is a supplementary ques-
tion.

Mr. Lewis: It is a supplementary.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Show a little respect
there.

Mr. Martel: He was a prolific writer and
wrote to a vast number of people, and that's

included in the many boxes of documents, re-

questing favours and that's why the Premier
doesn't want to release it?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, as far as I

know, he may have been a prolific writer and
he may have even written to the member for

Sudbury East for all I know.

Mr. Martel: I can assure the Premier he
didn't write to me.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, he may have. I

wouldn't know.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is too bad he didn't

meet his quota.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: The member for Sud-

bury East writes to me for favours all the

time.

Mr. Breithaupt: But he doesn't get any.

Mr. M. Shulman ( High Park ) : Supplemen-
tary.

Mr. Speaker: This will be the final supple-

mentary on that.

Mr. Shulman: Is the Premier satisfied that

there is no correspondence back and forth

between Mr. Shouldice and any other senior

members of the government, or of the Con-
servative Party, 'that might indicate wrong-
doing?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I certainly
haven't seen any.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Scarborough
East—I am sorry, Scarborough West.

Mr. Lewis: I have seen nothing either. I

have heard only what the Premier has heard,
and who knows what the future will disclose.

ELECTION EXPENSES

Mr. Lewis: May I ask a question of the

Premier, almost by way of eliciting the ritual

response: Since he is tabling—presumably this

week or next—a reform bill for election financ-

ing, would he at the same time, in order to

clear the public air, table the major corporate
contributors to the Progressive Conservative

Party in the election of 1971?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, Mr. Speaker. I have no
intention either of tabling that or asking the

official opposition or the New Democratic

Party in the Province of Ontario to table any-
thing.

Mr. Lewis: Why not?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Because I don't intend to.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, does

the Premier not think that, given what is now
current, it would be in the interests of finan-

cial election reform to make those matters

public record?

Some hon. members: No.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think the

legislation itself is the reform that is re-

quired. I see no purpose to be served in

tabling contributions or lists, even if they
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existed, of contributions for 1971, and it was

clearly stated in the
report

that this was not

to be retroactive. People contributed on the

basis of confidentiality. Whether this was right
or wrong, those were the ground rules at the

time and I have no intention of asking or

tabling—even if it were possible; which I

doubt—a list of contributors to the 1971 elec-

tion; either from us or from anyone else.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions? The
hon. member for Scarborough West.

Mr. Lewis: The Premier doesn't have a

list? Who is he kidding?

DOCTORS' FEE SCHEDULE

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Health, if I may. What is the status of the

negotiations between the Ministry of Health
and the medical profession, seeking a 14 per
cent increase in their fee for service schedule?

Hon. F. S. Miller (Minister of Health):

Somebody suggested a five per cent cut.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Speaker, those are

going on right now with the Clawson com-
mittee. They are at a delicate stage.

The ministry has been showing the medical

representatives of the Clawson committee data

indicating the increase in the amount of

money paid to physicians this year compared
to last year. This shows the total extra flow
of money per physician as it relates to the
increase granted on May 1. And it has been
in a total concept to show that, in fact, when
we allowed a 7.75 per cent increase the net

per doctor was considerably higher than that.

We are discussing this with the physicians,
because it was a 7.75 per cent increase per
billing. One has to take the total billings in a

given year—the total demand upon the physi-
cians in Ontario. We are using those figures
back and forth in an attempt to establish
relative positions. As in most negotiations,
when they are in their final stages, I think
it's just as wise not to comment too much
upon them at this stage until we've reached
either an agreement or a disagreement.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary: Since
the cut that the cabinet is taking will amount
to $52,000, but smce each one per cent in-

crease to the medical profession amounts to
in excess of $5 million, would the minister like

to tell us what percentage of the public purse
the govenmient has already committed in its

negotiations by way of an increase to the
medical profession?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Speaker, none.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions?

Mr. Lewis: Do I take it, by way of supple-
mentary, that the minister will agree to no
increase, then? Is it a hold the line policy?

Hon. Mr. Miller: To date, Mr. Speaker, that

is correct.

CATHOLIC CHILDREN'S AID SOCIETY

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Labour. Can the Minister of Labour intervene
in the dispute between the group calling it-

self FOCAS, representing the social workers
and other semi-professional people at the

Catholic Children's Aid Society of Metro-

politan Toronto, and the society?

Hon. J. P. MacBeth (Min'ster of Labour):
Mr. Speaker, I understand that there's a meet-

ing with my ministry on Thursday with ofii-

cials from my ministry. We have been in close

contact with the Federation of Children's Aid
Staff. Some of them are out and some of

them are there; and we hope to be back to-

gether with them on Thursday—that is, my
staff will be meeting with them on Thursday.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary:
Given the consequences to the service pro-
vided by the Catholic Children's Aid Society,
has the minister explained to the society that

when an organization is certified—as was the

case with FOCAS—legally before the Ontario

Labour Relations Board, that to provide them
with a modified Rand formula is preferable
to prompting a strike of this kind?

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Mr. Speaker, I have
not talked personally to them. I think they
understand that through members of my staff;

but I have not had any direct contact with
them.

ROSS SHOULDICE

Mr. Lewis: One last question of the Min-
ister of Consumer and Commercial Relations:

Why has it taken so long to bring Ross
Shouldice to account here in the Province of

Ontario for the matters which are clearly
of some grave public import—given his ap-

parent capacity to travel back and forth,

move, wheel and deal and, presumably,

correspond in the last number of months?
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Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, first

of all, it hasn't taken that long. The prob-
lem is that Mr. Shouldice—as the hon. mem-
ber undoubtedly knows—did in fact undergo
cardiac surgery at one time.

Mr. Martel: Three years ago.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Yes, he had some

problems. In the meantime, his solicitor has

been submitting medical certificates. He was
also charged with certain criminal offences,

which obviously pre-empted the tribunal from

hearing a lesser offence at the same time,

or they would not have accepted that.

My predecessor was pressing this case. I

am quite prepared to give to the hon. mem-
ber a chronological summary of what has

taken place. I was looking at it this morn-

ing and, perhaps somewhat facetiously, said

that if it happened to anybody else it might
be considered harassment. There has been
concerted and continuous action on this.

My predecessor insisted on the fact that,

notwithstanding the medical certificate, Mr.
Shouldice either have the hearing in absentia

and a decision be made, or that the tribunal

should act immediately without waiting; and
that's exactly what has been done.

A date has been set for a hearing. Whether
or not Mr. Shouldice appears—he hasn't com-
mitted an extraditable offence, as the mem-
ber for Nickel Belt seemed to indicate in

asking why we haven't brought him back-
there is no authority to bring him back. We
will have the hearing, it will be heard; but
the tribunal, in my view, should not be
prejudiced at this time in its finding.

Mr. Breithaupt: Why doesn't the minister
send the drainage subcommittee up there?

Mr. Speaker: The member for Windsor-
V'^ajkerville.

Mr. B. Newman
(Windsor-Walkerville):

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. A supple-
mentary? Supplementary from the member
for Sudbury?

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): To the Min-
ister of Consumer and Commercial Affairs:

What assurance have we that the minister's

department is not going to lose the evidence
the way the Housing ministry did when Mr.
Shouldice—

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The original

question had to do with the delay. The mem-
ber for Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. Lewis: That's a very good question.

Answer the question.

Mr. Bounsall: Right on.

Mr. Speaker: Your supplementary?

Mr. Germa: I didn't hear the Speaker, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The original question had to

do with the delay in bringing a certain

gentleman back and your question had noth-

ing to do with that. Does the member for

Nickel Belt have one?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, if

you don't mind I would like to state right

now that the evidence is in the hands of the

tribunal at this time, and if they lose it it

won't be my ministry that loses it.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Nickel Belt.

Mr. Martel: It was the last time.

Mr. Laughren: To the minister: While the

minister is perusing his files, would the

minister also see if he can determine why
it took from April of 1973 to January of

1975 for his ministry to take any kind of

interest in responding to my letters of April,

1973?

Mr. Speaker: That question is out of order.

It has nothing to do with the original ques-

tion; it can be a new question.

The member for Windsor-Walkerville with

his question.

UNEMPLOYMENT IN AUTO INDUSTRY

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the provincial Treasurer. In an

attempt to alleviate the large-scale unem-

ployment in the automotive industry, is the

provincial Treasurer prepared to either exempt
or remit sales tax on the purchase of new
xehicles from the various dealers, for a given

period of time, so that mass unemployment
may be alleviated?

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Treasurer and

Minister of Intergovernmental Affairs ) : Mr.

Speaker, I recognize the concern which my
friend the member for Windsor-Walkerville

expresses, coming from his particular part of

Ontario, which is my own part of Ontario. It

is a concern which is shared, and which has

been mentioned to me by members from

Niagara, from Oshawa (Mr. Mcllveen) and

the member for Elgin (Mr. McNeil), among
others—all have expressed the concern which
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we share about the layoflFs in the automobile

industry.

I can only say at this moment that it is a

matter of large concern to the government
and to the Treasurer of the province. I am
not prepared to make any commitments at

the present time. We expect to be meeting
with a great variety of people, including the

Ontario Federation of Labour, which includes

representation from the United Auto Workers,
with the Automotive Parts Manufacturers

Association and with the Canadian Motor

Vehicle Manufacturers Association. Hope-

fully, out of those meetings we will have a

clearer picture of the problems, or the im-

mediate future of that industry, and will be

able to govern ourselves accordingly.

I would only point this out; of course we
are talking about an industry where wage
and salary rates have been high and where

I think we can expect, for a reasonable period
of time, the payments from the unemploy-
ment insurance fund, and elsewhere, to con-

tinue for some period of time and at a

reasonably high rate. That is not much com-

fort to men who have been laid ofiF for an

indefinite period of time but I would ask

members to keep that particular point in

perspective. I recognize, I say again, the

member's concern and I can only tell him
that we are looking at the situation very

closely.

Mr. Bounsall: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: Yes, a supplementary from
the member for Windsor West.

Mr. Bounsall: Yes, a supplementary to the

minister as it relates to the employment in

the auto industry and employment generally.

In light of the minister's responsibility and

position as Minister of Economics and Inter-

governmental Affairs, will he now make
strong representation to the federal govern-
ment that they should be insisting on the

terms and statements of intention in the

Canada-US auto trade pact, so that the pro-
duction levels in Canada in fact equal the

sales, which they fall far short of doing at

the moment? Further, when one sees that

prices are quite out of line-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. That is quite
far removed-

Mr. Bounsall: —between US and Canadian
cars—which, at the moment-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please, that's a good
question, but it's far removed from the con-

tent of the original question.

The member for High Park.

ONTARIO STUDENT AWARDS
PROGRAMME

Mr. Shulman: I have a question of the

Minister of Colleges and Universities, Mr.

Speaker. Would the minister agree, or is he

taking any action in connection with the

statement issued last Wednesday by the head
of the Ontario Student Awards Programme,
a Mr. Donald Bethune, in which he said that

the financial assistance programme was no-

thing more than welfare? I quote him:

"Everybody in the goddam field is off

their bloody rocker." I presume he included

the minister.

Mr. Breithaupt: And if not, why not?

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of Colleges
and Universities): It's an interesting euphem-
ism. To give a short answer, Mr. Speaker:
Yes.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Waterloo
North.

Mr. Shulman: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary?

Mr. Shulman: Yes. Will Mr. Bethune be

continuing as head of OSAP?

Mr. Laughren: Let's hope not.

Hon. Mr. Auld: That will be decided in

the fullness of time, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Waterloo
North.

ONTARIO HUMANE SOCIETY
ALLEGATIONS

Mr. Good: Thank you, Mr. Speaker; I have
a question of the Solicitor General. In view
of the serious allegations made against the

Ontario Humane Society by two ex-employees

—ranging from conversion by theft by selling

animals without notifying the owners, mis-

using the terms of their 1973-1974 lottery

and the misuse of public funds—and as the

deputy minister has promised to look into the

matter further, is the minister prepared to

make public the looking into which has gone
on in his ministry and could he allay the fears

of the public one way or another regarding
these allegations?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, the assistant

deputy minister has had a meeting with the

people making these allegations as well as

the director of the Ontario Humane Society.
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We understand that one lawsuit is pending
as a result of these charges. The members of

my staff want an opportunity to not only hear

the evidence at the trial but also continue

their investigations by interviewing one other

person who, allegedly, was part of this seiz-

ure. We will, after that, then have a report.
I would certainly be happy to give the hon.

member the results of that investigation.

Mr. Good: A supplementary: Could the

minister inform the House whether his minis-

try did look into the fact that 50,000 extra

lottery tickets were printed over and above
what had been authorized by the Ministry
of Consumer and Commercial Relations? Is

that a violation and is there any substance

to that allegation?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: We are looking into that

allegation as well. I understand a part of the

problem, Mr. Speaker, was the fact that there

was a mail strike at the time of the lottery
and that the stubs were not turned in on time.

This was the reason for the extra printing of

tickets. But I will look into that.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Windsor
West.

Mr. Breithaupt: A supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Is this a supplemen-
tary?

Mr. Breithaupt: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker, if I may. With respect to the allega-
tions concerning the misuse of public funds,
does the minister intend in his report to in-

cludfe a review of the financial operations of

the society, so that those concerned and inter-

ested in its operation can be assured that the

public moneys placed, as well as the other

moneys raised, are being used properly and
within the terms upon which they were
raised?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Yes, Mr. Speaker. If our

investigation by the ministry reveals that

there is evidence that public funds have been

misused, certainly we would delve further

into the operations of the society. But the

hon. member must remember that this is an
indenendent agency and we give, I believe,
about $50,000 a year towards the enforcement
activities and aspects of the society. Cer-

tainly we can look into that part of it.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Windsor
West.

Mr. Good: One final supplementary, if I

may.

Mr. Speaker: One final supplementary then

on that.

Mr. Good: Is it correct that the minister

has given a commitment to the society to in-

crease the provincial grant from $50,000 to

$100,000 for the next year?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, hopefully, in

our estimates there may be an increase from

$50,000 to $75,000 this year for it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

UNEMPLOYMENT IN AUTO INDUSTRY

Mr. Bounsall: I have a question of the new
Treasurer, Mr. Speaker, whom we congratu-
late on his return to the portfolio. It relates

to his responsibilities as Minister of Eco-

nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs.

With a view to the employment prospects
and situation in the auto industry, will he

now make from that position which he holds

strong representation to the federal govern-

ment, with a view to their insisting upon the

terms and intentions of the US-Canadian
auto pact relating to the dollar value in sales

equalling the dollar value of production which
it has not nearly reached at this point in

Canada and, secondly, to the area relating
to consumer costs that the sale price of new
vehicles in Canada be equalized to that in the

States, there being no justification for that

continuing differential?

Mr. Laughren: Don't buy it.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, those

are matters which we will take under con-

sideration in the deliberations and discussions

which I mentioned previously to my friend

from Windsor-Walkerville in response to his

question. I simply point out, of course, it

should be borne in mind, and I think it's a

fair statement, that the automobile industry

generally and the parts industry as well are

probably in a more serious condition in the

United States than here. I think we have to

keep that in mind.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Carle-

ton East.

AID TO CARLETON RC SCHOOL BOARD

Mr. P. Taylor (Carleton East): I have a

question of the Minister of Education. Could
the minister say to what extent, if any, special

financial assistance was extended to the Carle-
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ton Roman Catholic School Board to enable

it to sign a collective agreement with its

teachers as it did this past weekend, much
to the relief of the community.

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Speaker, no special assistance was ex-

tended to the board during those negotia-
tions.

Mr. P. Taylor: Supplementary: Can the

minister say what aspects of the board's cur-

rent programme have had to be cut back in

order to enable it to meet the new salary de-
mands of the teachers?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Of course, Mr. Speaker, I

can't say that. These are local matters; the

negotiations have gone on between the
teachers and the board. I think, as I have said

many times in this House and out around this

province, there is enough money available

under our ceilings policies for just and equit-
able salary settlements vdthin the local

autonomy, which members opposite say school
boards should have, and with which I agree,
and which they have here. The Carleton
Roman Catholic Separate School Board will
now have to look at the amount of money
they can get from us in grants and what they
can tax the people in the Carleton area and
decide what their priorities are going to be,

knowing what their salary bill is now going to
l)e.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sudbury
East.

CAMBRIAN REAL ESTATE

Mr. Martel: I have a question of the

Attorney General, Mr. Speaker. Can the

Attorney General indicate why no charges
have ever been laid against Cambrian Real
Estate, of which Ross Shouldice held a share
and in which he also owned the roadway
which allowed the checkerboarding?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, when I

had my former responsibility it came to our
attention during the investigation of certain
other matters that the office of the Attorney
General should become involved. An investi-

gation was conducted into the affairs of Cam-
brian and Silhouette by the Ontario Provincial
Police and Touche Ross and Co., chartered
accountants. As a result of those investiga-
tions, a Crown attorney in Sudbury came to
the conclusion there was no evidence on
which to proceed with criminal charges.

Mr. Martel: Does an inter-office memo exist,
written by one of the solicitors in the former

portfolio which the minister held, which indi-

cates that the hearing in Toronto at which
Cambrian was allowed to surrender its licence

was deliberately blown?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Blown? I don't know
what the member means by that. I am not

aware of such a memo. There was some dis-

cussion between the hon. member, Mr.

Speaker, and myself which raised the ques-
tion, and I was of the opinion at that time

that no error had been made. The member

opposite who asked the question did not share

that view, but I was of that opinion at that

time. There has been nothing further to

change it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nipis-

sing.

Mr. Martel: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker, if

I might: Will the minister table all the docu-

mentation in the investigation into Cambrian
Real Estate in Sudbury?

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, Mr. Speaker, I

will not table documents pertaining to any
investigation of any corporation or individual

in this province, when the Crown law officers

do not recommend that we proceed with

charges. I think it would be most inequitable
to do so.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Nipissing.

INDIAN REPRESENTATION ON
SCHOOL BOARDS

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): Mr. Speaker,
I have a question of the Attorney General.

When will the Attorney General, as he has

indicated he will do, refer to the Supreme
Court of Ontario the question of the appoint-
ment of an Indian to the Nipissing Roman
Catholic school board, and make a ruling on
the question of whether or not there are in

fact 100 or more Indian students attending
that school?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, this mat-
ter was referred to my ministry approximately
some 10 or 12 days ago by the Minister of

Education. As the member for Nipissing

knows, if a board area has 100 or more
Indian students, as of right an Indian repre-
sentative must be seated. There is some
question about the count of Indian children

attending that school. The Minister of Educa-
tion directed a commissioner to inquire into

the number of children of Indian ancestry
attending the school. As a result of his re-

port, the Minister of Education requested
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the board up there to seat the Indian repre-

sentative and I understand that it refused

to do so. Accordingly, I am advised that my
law officers have initiated proceedings in

the Supreme Court, I believe last Tuesday
or Wednesday. I have not had an up-to-date

report on it this week.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Would the Attorney General not

agree that a simple amendment to the Act
to remove subsection 6 of section 162, which
sets out the numbers required for mandatory
appointment of an Indian to a board, would
clear up the whole situation and stop the

numbers game that is being played, and in

effect make it mandatory that a person be

appointed as long as there is a band that

enters into an agreement to provide educa-
tion to Indian students with a board?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I haven't considered
it in that light. As the hon. member knows,
if there is less than 100 the board has the

option or discretion to appoint an Indian

representative to the board, but it is not

mandatory. I will look into the question. I

haven't considered it in that view.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

ALLEGED LCBO HARASSMENT

Mr. Shulman: A question of the minister
ot consumer protection, Mr. Speaker: Has
the minister looked into the complaints of

harassment by the Liquor Licence Board
which were sent to him by the Concordia
Club in Kitchener? What has been the result

of that looking in, if he has done it?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, that

particular complaint hasn't come to my atten-

tion. I'll look into it immediately and reply
to the hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce.

INVERHURON PROVINCIAL PARK

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
I have a question of the Minister of Energy.
Since Ontario Hydro is now doing survey
work within the confines of Inverhuron Pro-
vincial Park, does this mean that Ontario

Hydro plans to build within that park?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, I have
a meeting in a couple of days' time with
some of my colleagues to discuss the situation

as it relates to the park. Once we've con-

cluded our mutual concerns then we will

make an announcement on that.

Mr. Gaunt: Supplementary: Does this in-

dicate that the park will continue to be used
foi recreational purposes—because it is one
or the finest parks in the Province of Ontario
—or is this an indication that there is a

lessening of the vigour and eagerness on the

part of the government to maintain that

recreational property?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, as I in-

dicated, we are sitting down to discuss the

matter from the various points of view.

Once we have concluded our discussions,
then we can make an announcement which
I think will satisfy the member's concern.

Mr. Gaunt: What is the minister's position?
That is all I want to know.

Mr. Laughren: The minister sounds like

a Liberal.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, I would
rather wait until I have concluded my dis-

cussions with my other colleagues. We have
our position in the ministry, but I want to

see what they have to say so that we come
up with a satisfactory solution for the mem-
ber and his constituents and everybody con-
cerned.

Mr. Breithaupt: Hang all together.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-
view.

INQUIRY INTO DUMP TRUCK
OPERATIONS

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Speaker, a

question of the Minister of Transportation
and Communications: On two occasions prior
to the Christmas break, in answer to my
questions, the minister indicated that he
was giving serious consideration to an in-

vestigation of the dump truck industry of
Ontario. I wonder if any progress has been
made on that, and is, in fact, such an in-

vestigation going to be undertaken?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Yes, Mr. Speaker, such
an investigation will be undertaken.
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Mr. Young: Could I ask the minister, as

u supplementary, how soon the announce-

ment might be made?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: At the present time I

am attempting to find an appropriate in-

quiry oflBcer to carry out this inquiry, and

I have already been in touch with the in-

terested parties.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

CONSUMER PRICES IN NORTHERN
ONTARIO

Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations because it comes under his respon-

sibility, I am informed by the Minister of

Natural Resources (Mr. Bemier).

Will the minister give instructions for a

survey to be conducted in northern Ontario

on prices relating to food, clothing, gasoline
and heating oil, such a survey to be done

perhaps by the northern aflfairs officers of the

Ministry of Natural Resources?

Hon. Mx. Handleman: (Mr. Speaker, Td
like to take that question as notice, look into

it and report back to the hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: The member for High Park.

PHYSIOTHERAPISTS' FEES

Mr. Shulman: A question of the Minister

of Health, Mr. Speaker. Has the minister

yet had an opportunity to review the four

years of reviewing that he and his various

predecessors have promised the ph5^iothera-

pists with regard to allowing new physio-
therapists to open up private practices? Is

the minister aware that no physiotherapist
may open up a private practice in this prov-
ince?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I am quite
aware that permission hasn't been granted
for fee-for-service physiotherapists. At the
same time, it is a service that has been ex-

panded very greatly, as the hon. member
knows, througih the hospital system in On-
tario. At this i>oint in time it is the thinking
of the ministry that is probably the most
suitable location. We are expanding physio-
therapy services in other areas, such as

nursing homes, but we are looking very hard
at the fee-for-service mechanism as it ap-
plies to other than the physicians.

I am sure the member is aware that there

are a great number of people attacking the

physicians' fee-for-service mechanism. So,

rather than expand any other one at this

point in time, when we are looking at the

whole method of payment, I think we are

quite proper to continue to expand the

service itself through the recognized insti-

tutions in the province.

Mr. Shulman: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Can the minister explain why every other

branch of medicine has been given a raise

and yet the physiotherapists have not had
a penny raise in nine years?

Hon. Mr. Miller: The hon. member is

quite mistaken, Mr. Speaker. The physio-

therapists got a raise of almost 30 per cent

this year, since I became minister.

Mr. Shulman: No, they didn't.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Windsor-
Walkerville.

Mr. Shulman: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker,
if I may.

Mr. Speaker: One more supplementary.

Mr. Shulman: Is the minister suggesting
that they received a 30 per cent raise for

the work they do in their offices? Is he not

mistaken? Is he not referring to the raise

they received for house calls, which they

rarely make?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I believe

the current fee for service is $4.25. Is that

right? Is it?

Mr. Shulman: I don't know.

Hon. Mr. Miller: He doesn't know? He is

asking a question and he doesn't know?

Mr, Shulman: He is the minister.

Mr. MacDonald: He is the minister.

Hon. Mr. Miller: All right. He is the one
who was asking.

Mr. Lewis: The knife cuts both ways.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Doesn't the member
know what's up, doc?

Hon. Mr. Miller: I was just looking, wait-

ing for him to nod his head and say, for the

first time ever, that he agreed with me.

Mr. Breithaupt: He does. He doesn't know
either.
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Hon. Mr. Miller: The fact is it was some-

where in the range of $3.25 to $3.50 over

that long period of time and it was in-

creased to $4.25.

Mr. Shulman: When was it increased?

An hon. member: This year.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Windsor-
Walkerville.

STATUS OF WINDSOR PROJECTS

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, a question
of the Minister of Government Services.

Would' the minister inform the House of the

status of the provincial public building in

the city of Windsor and the addition to the

county courts building?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He doesn't know.

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): Mr. Speaker, the plans have been
drawn for the new Ontario govenmient
building— 1 think the working drawings are

now, completed—but no decision has been
made as to proceeding with the job; that

depends upon the estimates of my ministry
which axe not yet finalized.

With regard to the courthouse, an archi-

tect has been appointed and two or three

different alternative types of additions to

the courthouse are being studied at this time,
but no firm decision has been made as to just

what the addition will be.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Yorkview.

AWARDS FOR CHIROPRACTIC
STUDENTS

Mr. Young: Mr. Speaker, a question of the
Minister of Colleges and Universities: The
minister has been receiving representations
from chiropractic students in Ontario that

they be qualified for student awards. Is any
action being taken in this regard?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, the students
who attend next year, in 1975-1976, will be

qualified for the whole OSA programme. We
are currently looking into whether 1974-1975
students who would not have been eligible for

awards, had chiropractic students been in-

cluded in the OSA programme last fall, but
whose circumstances had changed so that they
might now be eligible, might be considered.
I hope that wasn't too involved, if, in fact,

it was a sentence. As far as the 1974-1975

students are concerned, I am looking into a

couple of cases myself in that connection.

Mr. fireithaupt: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker. Can the minister advise—

Mr. Speaker: The question period expired
a minute ago. We will allow one supple-

mentary.

Mr. Breithaupt: This completes the ques-
tion: Can the minister advise the reasoning as

to why these students had not been included

heretofore in being available for this pro-

gramme?

Hon. Mr. Auld: No, I can't, Mr. Speaker.
I suppose it was one of those cases there and
one of the fringe groups, some of which are

presently included and some comparable ones

are not yet included. We just decided that

now is the time to include chiropractors.

Mr. Speaker: The oral question period has

expired.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I would like

at this time to table the documents and the

file as it relates to the acquisition of property
from Fantum Holdings Ltd., as it relates to

questions asked earlier in the House.

Hon. Mr. Auld presented the financial re-

port of the Ontario College of Art for the year
ended May 31, 1974.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, I wish at this

time to table the report of His Honour, Judge
Pringle, who was appointed a commissioner

to investigate the conduct of police forces at

Fort Erie on May 11, 1974.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY ACT

Mr. R. F. Nixon moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to amend the Legislative

Assembly Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, this bill re-

moves the rights of members of the assembly
to receive extra remuneration by reason of

being appointed to various boards and com-
missions.
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EXECUTIVE COUNCIL ACT

Mr. R. F. Nixon moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Executive

Council Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, this bill

implements the stated policy of the govern-
ment to reduce the salaries of minister by five

per cent and, together with an amendment in

the previous bill I introduced, would reduce
the salary of the Leader of the Opposition by
the same amount.

Mr. Singer: If the government is prepared
to proceed, does the House leader want to

second that? Stand up and support it.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Nipissing.

EDUCATION ACT
Mr. R. S. Smith moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to amend the Education Act.
1974.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker the purpose
of the bill is to remove the discretionary
appointment of the representative of the
Indian pupils to the board when the number
of Indian pupils falls below a certain amount.
I would ask the minister to accept this

amendment and to recall his request to the

Attorney General for an appeal to the

Supreme Court, and also, after amending the
bill, to send a copy of the legislation to the
Nipissing District Separate School Board, to

give it an opportuni^ to accept what would
be proper legislation and to accept the Indian

appointment to the board.

HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ACT

Mr. Foulds moves first reading of bill in-

tituled An Act to amend the Highway Traffic
Act.

Motion agreed to: first reading of the bill.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Speaker, this bill would
permit the use of studded tires on auto-
mobiles in northern Ontario.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, before
the orders of the day let me say I hope to

call Bill 181-1 am about to call the 11th

order, Mr. Speaker—but I would like also to

inform the House that following that we will

discuss the two resolutions regarding the

electoral boundaries commission—the first one
in the name of the opposition, and the second
one signed by government members. Before

the afternoon is over, I will present the mem-
bers of the opposition with a list of the legis-

lation we will deal with before we conclude
this session.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a question? Will

we discuss those resolutions on the redistribu-

tion jointly?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I would think not, be-

cause there are two different principles in-

volved. I will discuss it with my colleagues.
In the meantime, your motion will be called

first.

Mr. Lewis: I suspect that we might be
flexible enough to embrace both. Of course,

we don't have a vote, do we?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No, I think the dis-

cussion is over.

^Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

I. I'.'-r

"l^NOiiTH PICKERING DEVELOPMENT
CORP. ACT

Hon. Mr. Irvine moves second reading of

Rill 181, An Act to establish the North

Pickering Development Corp.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr.

Speaker, I will gladly yield to the minister if

he wants to give us an introductory state-

ment and follow him.

Hon. D. R. Irvine (Minister of Housing):
Mr. Speaker, I made an introductory state-

ment at the initial first reading. If the hon.

member wishes to
carry

on I think it would
be much more applicable.

Mr. Singer: All right. In the spirit of co-

operation, as always, Mr. Speaker, I must

advise you, sir, that after very careful con-

sideration we cannot see our way clear to

support this bill.

This bill establishes yet another govern-
ment agency which is, by its nature, going to

have to be out of touch with the people it is

f^oing to affect. There has been a great deal

of concern expressed by the local councillors

to the minister, to the Premier (Mr. Davis)

and to others. It was only after great public

complaining that a meeting finally took place
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with the Premier late in November of last

year.

The local councillors were very unhappy
about the proposed input they were going to

have. The more we see, Mr. Speaker, of the

way government operates, the more concerned

we have to be about the remoteness of these

important decisions and the continuing re-

moval of the decision-making process from

the hands of the elected people.

What is the government's answer? The

government's answer nearly always is: "Let

us set up another corporation, and let us stock

it with people we are going to choose, and
let us choose people who are going to do us

no real harm. Then the decisions that are

going to affect perhaps thousands of Ontario

citizens as to where they're going to live,

how they're going to live, what kind of water

and road and sewer services they're going to

have, are going to be made by and large
without consultation, beyond consultation

with the local people, and this is going to be

the way we are going to plan the Province of

Ontario.'* -

Unfortunately, Mr. Speaker, it has been

proved time and time again that this doesn't

work. My colleagues and I over a period of

several months have been saying, and when
we get back to things like the budget debate
and other opportimities we are going to con-
t'nue our comments in relation to Ontario

Housing Corp., that we believe responsibility
should remain with the elected persons who
sit in the Legislature; as do the various

municipally-elected officials who are in this

area, the mayor of Oshawa, the mayor of

Whitby and all of these other people who
came to the meetings. The minister mollified

them to some extent, some of them; but many
of them continued their concern and their

objection about what was going to be their

input into the planning.

What happens, unfortunately Mr. Speaker,
is that we get great plans. They sound much
better when a minister introduces a bill or
a minister reads a speech. I don't know if the
minister happened to glance at Saturday's
paper where a correspondent, one of the
members of the press gallery from the Star,
tried to put together, and he had great
trouble, a series of announcements from a

variety of miniisters of housing in which there
were promises for building housing. And one
reads that, six or eight times, as I had to do,
to get the kind of planning this government
is doing.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Ask me a question on
that tomorrow.

Mr. Singer: I will be glad to ask the

minister, I will be glad to get some further

debate on housing; because, where is the

housing?

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Nowhere!

Mr. Singer: Nowhere!

Well, all right, this is the kind of thing
that bothers us, Mr. Speaker; a succession of

ministers of housing keeps on making a suc-

cession of speeches, which by and large are

weighed by the number of lines of press

they get not by the number of houses that

are put on the ground. That's unfortunate

and the people of Ontario suflFer as a result.

This North Pickering Development Corp.
is an acknowledgement, I guess, of the aban-

donment of the Toronto-centred region plan.
All of these great ideas about containing

development, whether we agree with them
or not, all of these seem to have gone by the

board. There is a great trunk sewer, the east

Markham trunk sewer that is going to be
built. Where goes Robarts' Toronto-centred

region plan? It is gone.

What is going to be done in North Picker-

ing? Well, there is a local representative
whose voice should be heard here in the

Legislature.

Mr. J. ]R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): I am
sure he meant it to be.

Mr. Singer: Yes, he may now have to be

speaking through the moutiis of some of the

directors. I am sure that as long as this

government stays in power he might be asked

about who should be the directors, but we
believe—oh he won't even be consulted; I

find that hard to believe.

Mr. Breithaupt: He knows how the govern-
ment operates.

Mr. Singer: I would far prefer having the

hon. member from Pickering—

Hon. W. Newman (Minister of the En-
vironment ) : Someone out in that area.

Mr. Singer: —yes, from out there—coming
into the Legislature and saying: "We have
decided today the streets should run up and
down instead of backwards and forwards,"
so that we could ask him about that. I would
much sooner do that than have to talk to, or

attempt to talk to, some appointed person
whom this hon. member or the Minister of

Housing thinks is appropriate.

I would think the mayor of Oshawa and
the mayor of Pickering and the mayor of

Whitby all would like to make the same kind
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of inquiries from the people on the ground.

They are concerned about the location of in-

dustrial development. Is it all going to go
into North Pickering? Is a share going to go
into Oshawa? Should it go into Whitby? That
Icind of thing.

Whom do they talk to about it; and how
do they get to the elected people with

responsibility? Mr. Speaker, this kind of con-

cern is expressed by us, frequently. The
government pays very little attention to our
concern and continues to appoint, by new
statutes, more and more commissions, organ-

izations, corporations and groups, which more
and more remove from public responsibility,
from the decision-making process of the

elected people, the ability to plan their

communities.

For those reasons—and my colleagues the

hon. member for St. George and the hon.

member for Kitchener are going to expand on
this at substantial length—we are going to

oppose this bill. We think it is wrong. We
think it is wrong in principle; we think there

has to be written into the bill a far better

method for local control, for elected-official

control, elected-person control, by both the

members of the Legislature and local mem-
bers of council, and it isn't there.

We think it is wrong that there should
be a constant change of planning; when the

government has a Toronto-centred region

plan, it at least should give it the decency
of a good burial if it is going to abandon it.

Mr. Robatts, a one-time Premier of the prov-
ince, set a great deal of store by that plan
and he stood up and said: "No question,
we Tories are four-square behind planning.
We have the Toronto-centred region plan
and that's going to mean a great deal to that

portion of the Province of Ontario which
has not yet developed." Then, without even
the ceremony of a decent execution, it's

gone.

Hon. W. Newman: It has not gone.

Mr. Singer: Sure, it's gone.

Hon. W. Newman: All the mayors of
those municipalities out there will find what
the member is saying now will make very
good reading.

Mr. Singer: Oh, I see. All right. Does the
minister want me to read him what the

mayor of Oshawa said, or the mayor of

Pickering? They're all here; they're all in
these clippings. They're all here. They were
not very happy that they weren't called into
consultation until almost the 11th hour.

They're not happy that there isn't a con-

tinuing consultation process to this. They're
not happy; no. The mayor of Oshawa was

awfully concerned about what's going to

happen to industrial assessment. Will the

minister tell ipe how he will satisfy the

mayor in this bill; or is it because he is going
to appoint good people he knows will take
care of the mayor of Oshawa and his con-
cern? It that the minister's thinking? Mr.

Speaker, it's that kind of reasoning that we
object to and it's for those reasons we're

going to oppose this bill.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Riverdale.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Speaker,
I am fascinated with the Landmark report,
but I will turn now to deal with the bill

which the Minister of Housing has before the

assembly, an Act to establish the North

Pickering Development Corp.

Mr. Speaker, there are two or three ways
in which this particular bill must be viewed

b>' the assembly in considering whether it

should be passed or not. In one sense it is the

bare-bones structure of a corporation to be
created for the purpose of developing a plan
for the North Pickering area and has been
foreshadowed in the debate which took place
earlier in this session in respect of the Ontario

Land Corpn., which was a bill introduced
under the aegis of the former Treasurer of

the province, the member for London South

(Mr. White). That aspect of the bill deserves

attention and I certainly will speak about
it in those terms.

The second aspect of the bill, which I

think is by far the most important aspect, is

not the bare-bones structure of the corpora-
tion, which may well form the model of other

special project corporations to be spun off

in the activities of the Ontario Land Corpn.,
but whether or not the government has any
intention and any deep commitment to the

use of this particular corporation for the

purpose of carrying out the rescue operation
on the disastrous efforts made by the gov-
ernment in the North Pickering area to

establish a new town.

That has a long history of debate and
discussion and question and answer in the

assembly and it is that particular aspect of
this particular bill to which this party gives
consideration. We are very much concerned
that the government has no real intention

to use this corporation as a vehicle for re-

pairing the damage which has been done to

the citizens of the province in the North

Pickering area with respect to this particular

development and, of course, its relation to
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the larger development of the international

aiiport in that area.

The government has always taken the

position that although this North Pickering

development was part and parcel of the over-

all planning for the international airport,

nevertheless, regardless of whether or not the

airport went ahead it was going to pursue its

plan to establish a satellite town immediately
to the northeast of the Metropolitan Toronto
area.

Of course, it relates to the multitude of

planning documents and discussions which
have taken place in the assembly touching

upon the afiEairs, not just of the Ministry of

Housing, but of many other ministries—par-

ticularly the Ministry of the Environment,
the Ministry of Agriculture and Food, and

Ministry of Transportation and Communica-
tions, to name only those that immediately
come to my mind as being intimately affect-

ed with what is going to take place in the

North Pickering area.

I emphasize to the minister that our con-
cern on this particular bill for this party is

the use which the minister will make of
the corporation to repair the damage and
rescue the concept which was originally put
forward for consideration by this assembly
at the time when the government embarked
upon the now long-since-disabused concept
of an international airport in that area.

Let me turn, first of all, to the very first

aspect of the comments that I want to make
and deal with the corporation simply as a

spinoff, if I may use that term, from the On-
tario Land Corp. as a result of the stepped-
down concept of the use of the Ontario Land
Corp. which we debated earlier in this

session.

The minister may very well recall—and I

would like his confirmation—not only the
remarks of the Treasurer when he spoke in

the House, but the rather more laconic and
succinct remarks made in an address given
on behalf of the Treasurer by the Chairman
of the Management Board (Mr. Winkler), to

which I referred when we debated the On-
tario Land Corp., being an address which he
gave on the Ontario Land Corp., its concepts
and the way it would function to the prop-
erty forum on Nov. 19, 1974.

The Chairman of the Management Board
announced publicly, really for the first time,
after consultation with the investment com-
munity, having learned the lessons that the
investment community always imposes upon
a ministry of this government, that the On-
tario Land Corp. would be a faint shadow of

that envisaged in the original remarks by the

Treasurer in his budget last April. Having
delineated the way in which the concept of

the Ontario Land Corp. would function, he

goes on to deal with these projected project
corporations, of which this is the first one to

come before the assembly, and states:

As I have indicated, the Ontario Land

Corp. will raise money and assemble land

but it will not develop the land. Instead it

will in each case turn the land over to a

special project corporation which will oper-
ate under the jurisdiction of one provincial

ministry or another.

For instance, land for the residential

portion of a new town would likely be

turned over to a special project corpora-
tion reporting to the Ministry of Housing.
Land for a new industrial park would be

turned over to a special project corpora-
tion reporting to the Ministry of Industry
and Tourism. Having served as a source of

funds for a project corporation and having
assembled land and turned it over to that

corporation, the Ontario Land Corp. will

recover its money as the project corpora-
tion develops the land and sells off or

leases it wholly.

So in a very real sense, if I may interpolate,

as I understand it—and I want confirmation

from the minister about this—the North Pick-

ering Development Corp. for practical pur-

poses will merely be a conduit through which

land taken from citizens of the province, on

the one hand, by the government of the Prov-

ince of Ontario, will pass through the On-
tario Land Corp. into the North Pickering

Development Corp. and back into the hands

of citizens of the Province of Ontario.

It seems a very long and lengthy and cum-

bersome method to accomplish a purpose of

government. The legitimacy of the objective

of the government must be matched by the

legitimacy of the procedures that are followed

by the government, in carrying out that tran-

sition through the government of land previ-

ously owned by citizens of the province and

ultimately, as I understand, to be again

owned by citizens of the province.

In a sense, and perhaps if one could use

a term or borrow a term, it's almost as if the

government were laundering the land that it

is taking from the citizens of Ontario and

passing it through tliis Ontario landbank to

come out the other end in a neat little devel-

opment which is going to be the preserve of

the bureaucracy in the development of the

plan. It must of necessity be so because the
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bill envisages a corporation tied totally to

the ministry.

If I may go back to what the Chairman of

the Management Board stated:

At an early stage in any new venture,

the project corporation will be anxious to

involve companies and individuals from the

private sector as developers, owners and

tenants. Where appropriate, the project cor-

poration will also encourage other govern-
ment corporations and agencies to play their

special
roles. In a new town, for instance,

the special project corporation might en-

courage the Ontario Housing Corp. to de-

velop some low-rental housing.

Tm dehghted to see that even in a document

such as mis the Chairman of the Management
Board is very careful to say "might" dfevelop

some low-rental housing, but that is most un-

likely if the record of this minister and his

predecessors in this ministry is any criterion

oy which we could pass such a jud.gement.

Then the Chairman of the Management
Board went on:

The special project corporations will also

be required to maintain close contact with

all government ministries whose interests

are aflEected by the corporations' activities.

It is obvious, for instance, that the develop-
ment of a new town or an industrial park
will have implications for such ministries as

Environment, Transportation and Com-

munications, and Agriculture, among others,

and all such ministries will be asked not

only to co-operate with the project cor-

poration but to contribute their suggestions
. and know-how to the project at hand and

to supply whatever services the project
needs.

What a hydra-headed monster the government
has created in trying to develop the new

Pickering townsite. It is just inconceivable

that through this maze of various interested

bodies, the goverrmient in fact is going to be
able to use this new corporation as a vehicle

to accomplish what may very well have been
a legitimate object of policy.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): And

they accuse socialists of creating bureaucracy.

Mr. Renwick: We must remember, of

course, that this is the first one of many
within what appears to be the policy of the

government to develop new townsites, but to

develop them always as satellites to the exist-

ing communities because it has no real con-

ception of how to carry out regional develop-
ment on a broadly based scale which will

give individual vitality to any of the new
towns.

We will watch with interest, because we
don't think for one single moment—barring,
as may be the case, a change of government
—that this particular project will be finished

and out of public view and in use for the

people of the Province of Ontario for many
years, and I emphasize the word "many." I

would anticpate that five years from now
there will be little, if any, evidence of the

existence of the end result of the plan, and
that there will be few, if

any, people in the

Province of Ontario who will be living on that

site at that time.

If I may go on again:

In any case, all three forms of govern-
ment action through the Ontario Land

Corp., through the project corporations or

through the existing special agencies such

as the Ontario Housing Corp., will be

undertaken in co-operation with the private
sector.

I take it that the Chairman of the Manage-
ment Board, as always, was referring to the

private sector in relationship to the business

interest, not in relationship to the involve-

ment of people in public participation in the

planning and development of the overall plan
for the North Pickering area.

Then the chairman went on:

I would like to point out that it will be

part qi the government's operating policy
to

ensure that any lands acquired for develop-
ment of either a new town or an industrial

park will not be allowed to lie fallow while

plans and arrangements are being made. As

a regular routine procedure, agricultural
lands acquired by the Ontario Land Corp.
will be kept in production through vvhat-

ever rental or leasing arrangement seems

most appropriate. Similarly, woodlots

acquired by the Ontario Land Corp. will

be worked through similar arrangements.

I'm not going to relate those portions of the

Chairman of the Management Board's remarks

relating specifically to the Ontario Land Corp.
He does go on to say:

It is quite likely that the Ontario Land

Corp.'s first ventures will be to provide

continuing financial support and land to

special project corporations that will be

established to develop the existing new
town projects in North Pickering and near

Nanticoke in Haldimand-Norfolk.

Organizationally [I continue the quota-

tion! the Ontario Land Corp. will be

closely tied to the special project corpora-
tions it finances by having at least one of
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its directors sit on the board of each proj-

ect corporation.

In any event, that appears to be the way in

which the government envisages the role to

be played by this corporation, the skeleton of

which is set out in Bill 181, which is before

us this afternoon.

When the minister speaks in reply, I would
like him to state whether or not that is as

clear or as concise a statement as can be

made of the role to be fulfilled by this par-

ticular corporation, being, as I have said, the

forerunner of probably a number of other

such corporations in the future, although not

necessarily or exclusively being introduced

under the aegis of this particular minister.

When one turns to the form of the corpora-

tion, I am interested in knowing whether or

not it is the intention of the minister to refer

this bill to the standing committee on the

administration of justice so that it can be

considered at the same time as consideration

is given in that committee to the Ontario

Land Corp. A number of people asked for

a deferment of the consideration by that com-

mittee of the Ontario Land Corp. Act before

the Christmas recess, and it will reconvene

some time this month, presumably to deal

with that bill.

I would assume, as this corporation is a

part and parcel of the overall planning of the

government with respect to the use to be
made of the Ontario Land Corp. and its pro-
ject ct)rporations, that it would make very
^ood sense that this, the first bill, would go
before that standing committee as well. There
are a number of matters in this bill which
have correlative provisions in the Ontario
Land Corp. bill and they could certainly be
dealt with, conveniently and expeditiously,
clause by clause in that one committee rather

than take up the time of the House itself in

committee of the whole House to repeat,

perhaps at length, the same criticisms which
will come forth when the Ontario Land
Corp, Act is before that standing committee.

Having said that, and hoping that the
minister would agree that that would be a
sensible way in which this Act could be pro-
ceeded with, I'd like to dwell for a riioment
or two on the purpose of this corporation.
The purpose of this corjuration, as I under-
stand it, is hidden away toward the end of

the bill, so it is somewhat difficult to find.

But in clause 18, the purpose of the corpora-
tion, the objects of the corporation or, as the

marginal note states, the "duties of the cor-

poration," are as follows: "The corporation
shall prepare the plan for development and

develop"—and I emphasize the word "de-

velop"—"the North Pickering planning area in

accordance with the plan."

Now, I have never known any corporation
in my lifetime that has been available for

public participation in the course of its de-

liberations in any meaningful way. I take it

that what this corporation is going to do, and
the thrust, as I take it, of the member for

Downsview's remarks when he stated that

that party would oppose the bill, is that

planning and development are roles to be

performed by government under the Planning
Act and not to be spun off to this kind of a

corporation. Although there are controls by
the minister written into the bill over what
the corporation does, for practical purposes if

all goes well, as the minister see it, and he

doesn't need to use the safeguard or backstop

provisions which give him an overriding

authority through the Lieutenant Governor in

Council to require the corporation to comply
with the directions of government about what

they are doing in the corporation, apart from

that background and safeguard provisions, the

minister's only responsibility—not only re-

sponsibility because his title of minister is

generously scattered throughout the bill for

recommendation purposes and approval pur-

poses—but basically his major responsibility

appears to be to designate the area which

will be called the North Pickering planning
area.

I would like to know, and I think that the

House is entitled to know during the debate

on this bill, the actual bounds and limits of

the North Pickering planning area; because

that must be designated by the minister. It

is on that area as so designated by the minis-

ter which will be the focus of the activities

of the corporation as it proceeds to develop
the plan and to develop the area itself in

accordance with the plan.

I would also like to know that within the

lands which the minister envisages will be

encompassed within the North Pickering

planning area, how much of that land is

presently owned by the government, how
much of it is not going to be owned by the

government, and what are the various stages

of acquisition which have taken place for the

other lands in the area so to be developed

under this plan?

To what extent are there outstanding at

the present time significant disputes, either

before the board of referees or before the

Land Compensation Board as to the settle-

ment of the prices to be paid? To what extent

are there negotiations taking place to acquire
land other than under the Expropriations Act
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and what portion, if any of it, has been ac-

quired through the expropriation procedures
open to the government?

I think we must, for once and for all, have

during the course of this debate the exact

particulars of the status of the lands within

that area. We must know how the develop-
ment is going to take place, because earlier

or later on in the bill, of course—I am not

quite certain whether it's earlier or later-

there is provision for the Ontario Land Corp.

presumably at the point in time after it has

acquired the lands, to turn that land over to

the North Pickering Development Project

Corp. If that is so, what are the plans? What
are the details of it? Surely we are not going
to be told by the minister that we are de-

bating a bill where those matters are not yet
settled, where those matters are not yet deter-

mined, because they are part and parcel of

any ongoing planning for that North Picker-

ing area.

Throughout the bill there are a number of

matters that we would deal with in com-

mittee, either here or outside. I want to men-
tion them to the minister because we are not

satisfied with them. We are not satisfied with
the conflict-of-interest provisions. We are not

satisfied with the implication that members
of this assembly may sit on the board of

directors of such a corporation. We are cer-

tainly far from satisfied with the overlapping
of the public service and the private sector

in these particular corporations and we will

so move to provide that this kind of a board
will be a representative board, but will not

be a mixture of members of the public serv-

ice as well as members of the private sector.

There are other specific matters which we
can deal with in the committee, and I am not

going to deal with those points at this par-
ticular time because they lend themselves

much more adequately for deljate in com-
mittee. But the point that I want to deal

with is the major aspect of the bill which
constrains us, subject to what the minister

says, or subject of course to whatever per-
suasion I can exert upon myself that will

perhaps lead me to say that we will oppose
the bill, or to what my colleagues may say

during the course of the debate which may
impel us to oppose the bill regardless of

what the minister says. What we are saying
to the minister is, what use, in a living, on-

going way, is he going to make of this cor-

poration to repair the ravages of the past and
the damage which he has caused to the peo-

ple in that area?

I want to speak somewhat about the very
caustic remarks written in very polite lan-

guage which appear in the report which deals

with the proposals to change the Expropria-
tions Act in order to provide a method by
which some of the evils and wrongs clone

by the government in that area, with re-

spect to its procedures in that area, can be

rectified in the future. 1 refer of course to

the report on the Expropriations Act, which
is dated October, 1974, and was tabled in

this House, if my memory sewes me cor-

rectly, in December of last year. It was pre-

pared by Mr. R. B. Robinson, QC, for the

Ministry of the Attorney General, and has a

very substantial section dealing with massive

expropriations.

There are some points in his report bear-

ing directly upon what happened in the

North Pickering area. It seems to me that if

this bill which is now before us is going to

enable the government in some way to over-

come those wrongs and to right those wrongs
and to provide for adequate public partici-

pation, perhaps we can support the bill. If

the minister can't give us those assurances—

I'm rather sceptical to think that he can-
then we would perforce have to vote against

the bill.

We must remember that this report would

never have been prepared had it not been for

the fiasco of the North Pickering develop-

ment. There is no question whatsoever that

it would not have been necessary. One of

the strange things is that the major point

which he makes was obvious to everybody
but the government, and that is, that you
don't use an Expropriations Act, designed

for the purpose of acquiring specific particu-
lar pieces of land for specific particular pur-

poses, for the purposes of massive expropria-

tion, and you don't use a method of acquir-

ing land by breaking down the area, by

moving in and acquiring land through the

private market in a haphazard manner, in such

a way as to unsettle the whole community.

It proceeds by way of saying that the fair

and equitable way is to proceed by way of

expropriation if you are going to expropriate

massively, and not to get involved in private

negotiation which plays off one owner against

another owner, unsettles well-established com-

munities, causes immense concern and dis-

ruption in the life of those communities, and

requires citizens to devote an inordinate

amount of their time to making representa-

tions, to making their views felt, to bringing

pressure to bear upon the government, to

holding public meetings and trying to get,
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ill this day and age, some forum where their

voice can be heard in what they are about.

Mr. Robinson goes on to say:

The procedures contained in the Ex-

propriations Act are intricate and complex;
the courts heavily penalize any procedural
error. A massive and smooth-running or-

ganization must be set up and maintained

in operation for several months or even

years [in connection with the expropriations
for massive projects such as new town

sites]. It includes a staflF of land agents

operating in the field in continual contact

with the private owners who are losing

their land. The agents feel the owners are

antagonistic and unco-operative while the

owners feel the agents are inept and in-

sensitive; a problem of public relations

arises.

A massive public project raises com-

munity and environmental concerns and
the present inquiry procedure is not geared
to examine them. This report cannot deal

with the organizational problem. The neces-

sary experience exists within the Ministry
of Government Services, the Ministry of

Transportation and Communications, On-
tario Hydro and the North Pickering proj-
ect of the Ministry of Housing; this ex-

perience has shown that with suflBcient

advance planning, the procedures in the

Expropriations Act will work successfully.
As to the problem of public relations, a
submission received from an owner in

North Pickering expresses the viewpoint of

"the victim" in making these comments;

I won't itemize them—there are 13 items

that are involved in it—but one of the essen-

tial parts is to have a detailed plan of the

scheme which is going to be put forth

for the area which is under consideration for

massive acquisition by government, whether

by expropriation or negotiated purchase.

He goes on to state: "These are valid

points worthy of consideration." He deals at

some length with that particular aspect of

it and then comes onto the vexed question
of public involvement:

The pressures for public involvement in

political decisions were not the same in

1968 as they are in 1974, and the chang-
ing attitudes will no doubt have to be
reflected in the planning of massive proj-
ects requiring the exercise of the ex-

propriating power.

Well as I say, if this is to be a rescue opera-
tion, it is not a question of whethei: you did

proceed by way of expropriation or whether
you did proceed by way of attempted nego-

tiated purchase of large tracts of land in

small parcels from individual owners, but I

emphasize "the changing attitudes will no
doubt have to be reflected in the planning of
massive projects." Mr. Robinson goes on:

The desire for group participation in

the planning process, now very strong, re-

lates to community and environmental con-

cerns, such adjectives being broadly in-

terpreted to include social, economic and
cultural conditions.

He goes on to refer to the green paper on
environmental assessment and quotes the
first sentence in that paper, which was
published in 1973:

In recent years, massive new projects
such as nuclear power plants, freeways, new
towns and international airports have
drawn the attention of the public to the
need for increased consideration of en-
vironmental matters.

And I emphasize the broad scope of that

phase "social, economic and cultural con-
ditions" of the area.

There are many further apt quotations from
Mr. Robinson's report. I simply say that the

conclusion which he arrives at is that there

must be public involvement on a broadly
based scale in the development of the plan
which is going to be implemented for the de-

velopment of the particular area under con-

sideration.

That's exactly, I think, what our concern
is. There is in the bill nothing which I can
see which would indicate clearly any inten-

tion by the government to involve the public
—the public in the sense of the people inti-

mately concerned with the North Pickering

development area because of the land which

they used to own, or people who may own
lands in the future in that area—to involve

them in the development of the plan, or in-

deed in its implementation.

That, Mr. Speaker, is the major thrust of

the second aspect of the comments I wanted
to make in opening on behalf of this party:
The absolutely essential requirement for

public involvement in the preparation of that

plan for development, and the vacuum which
exists in the bill about any intention to so in-

volve the public; and any suggestion that the

corporate form is the method by which you

provide for that kind of public involvement
in any real sense of having an input to and
an impact upon the ultimate result, which
will be the fashioning of the plan in all of its

aspects for that area.

The thrd aspect—and I said there were
two and possibly three aspects of it that I
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want to deal with—is the developmental

aspect. Assuming there is a plan, how does

the minister see the corporation carrying

through the development of the planning
area after the plan has been developed? After

the corporation
owns the land, even though

it may oe in debt to the Ontario Land Corp.
for it, how does the government see the

implementation of that plan taking place?
How is it going to be developed?

What is the relationship of this corporation

eoing to be to the big developers? What is

tne relationship of this corporation going to

be to the provision of the services which are

required? What is the relationship going to

be about the provision of the educational

facilities needed for the area?

What is the cost going to be for the imple-
mentation of this scheme? Is the cost going
to he borne by the Province of Ontario in the

initial instance until such time far in the

future when it may possibly be recovered at

the time of the disposal of the sites or at the

time of the various developmental contracts

which take place? Is it going to be a central-

ized development in the way that, should in-

flation continue, the government of the Prov-
ince of Ontario is going to be expending rela-

tively better dollars and recovering relatively
poorer dollars for the project? Is there any
method by which the development of the

project over a period of time in all its phases
will be so done that no one will profit from
the operation? Who will profit from the opera-
tion?

I notice that the Ontario Land Corp. is

beautifully designated as a corporation with-
out share capital; presumably it's to be a non-

profit corporation. Is it going to adopt the

policy of contracting out to various people
who have the skills to do the development
work, in a manner which will permit them
to make a substantial profit on the transaction
for the development of the new town site; or
is it possible that the minister and his ministry
through this corporation can, in fact, with the
funds at its disposal so economically develop
this townsite that people will say that it has
been done on a fair and equitable basis and
the result merits what is going to be done?

I think we perhaps, are prepared to give a
minor opportunity to the government to re-
cover. Certainly the way in which they started
in on this project showed that they hadn't
the faintest conception of how to go about
it. I , am a little bit concerned because, of

course, the scheme of the Ontario Land Corp.
had some merit as originally proposed by the
Treasurer but it really wasn't ever allowed
to be thought out in public debate or in public

forum, because he went down to Bay St. and
then came back with this solution to the

problem. If there's one thing that Bay St.

doesn't like it is to have too much authority
concentrated in the land of the Province of

Ontario in the government, even though the
land is such an integral part of the wealth of

the people of the province.

We've got this funny kind of scheme which
is going on and we've got so many people
involved in it; yet this little simplistic bill

which has come before us appears to have
httle, if any, actual thought given to it about
the purposes that are to be accomplished and
copies, with minor variations, sections which
have appeared in other bills. We want some
indication from the government that this cor-

poration is the vehicle, sparse as it may be,
which will be used for the purpose of a
creative experiment in the development of

townsite planning in the province, if that's

the road that the government intends to

follow.

I'm not quite certain that a Ministry of

Housing can have the authority to deal with
this type of proposition and actually be able

to say at the end that they have created a new
town. They may have created a satellite bed-
room adjunct to Metropolitan Toronto, but
whether they will have created a vital new
town under the aegis of the Ministry of Hous-

ing through this corporation remains to be
seen.

I would think that we need to have a great
deal of information, a great deal of financial

information and a great deal of the back-

ground and knowledge which must exist some-
where in the goverrmient, considering the

length of time they've talked about planning
and development and considering the length
of time, relatively speaking, that the North

Pickering project has been agitating the sur-

face of public opinion in the southern part of

Ontario.

Surely the minister has got to give us some
sense of a conceptual, creative way in which
he is looking at this particular venture and
not expect us to say simply that we will

approve the bill because this is the skeleton

and he, the minister, will build it into some-

thing great and beautiful at some date in the

future when he can compound again the

various mistakes which have been made. We
want a clear indication from the minister that

the mistakes of the past, although in some
senses irreparable, are not going to be re-

peated or multiplied or new mistakes made
in the future with respect to the North Pick-

ering Development Corp.
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There, Mr, Speaker, I've almost talked

myself into opposing the bill now. But I'll

give the minister the opportunity perhaps to

dissuade me otherwise.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Prince

Edward-Lennox.

Mr. J. A. Taylor (Prince Edward-Lennox):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of

this bill. It interested me that the official

opposition is just that, in opposition, to a

concept of the landbanking and development
and provision of housing for the people of

this province. I had understood that it was
concerned about the housing shortage and
that something should be done at this level

of government to ensure that there was land

on the market that could be serviced and
subdivided and put into the hands of the

people for housing and, of course, in this case

for other things. The member for Riverdale

apparently has gone along with that concept
because he all but concludes in opposition to

the whole substance of this particular legis-

lation.

Surely, if we are to provide housing, we
must ensure that there is an adequate supply
of serviced land. The steps have been taken

by this government to assemble a great deal

of land that can be serviced quickly. If that

is to be done then, of course, there must be
a corporation or a vehicle which can take
over that land, do the necessary planning and
the necessary servicing and put that land on
the market where that is the thing to do and,
if necessary, to build public housing and to

ensure that there is plenty of housing for the

people.

There was criticism on the basis that the

municipalities would not be involved. This

corporation does not provide for any substi-

tution by way of government or by the

corporation. The land itself is within munici-

pally structured municipalities and is subject
to those municipal laws and to the municipal
jurisdictions. So there is no question of creat-

ing a separate political entity in terms of a
land corporation.

The other aspect that was raised by the
member for Riverdale was public involve-
ment. If he reads the bill he will see that

essentially the corporation will be planning
the lands; in other words, it will be deter-

mining the ultimate use for those lands. It's

really an official plan that will be developed
and then presented to the municipalities
within whose jurisdictions that land lies.

Surely it is essential in an area of this magni-
tude to define what land should be used for

residential purposes and, of course, what land

should be used to support that residential

development in terms of commercial and in-

dustrial development. That is a part of the

planning process.

Once an official plan is devised and de-

veloped by the corporation that will be
created by this bill, then that corporation
will submit that plan to the municipalities
within which the land lies. Those municipali-
ties no doubt have their own official plans. It

is at that stage that the corporation will apply
to those municipalities for an amendment to
their official plans to implement the plan of
the corporation. It is at that stage that the

public involvement takes place. Surely, if an
official plan of the municipality is to be
amended then there must be public hearings,
and that process is set out very fully in the

Planning Act, so notification must go out and

public hearings take place in connection with
an amendment to the official plan of the

municipality.

That is a concern that at first blush I

thought may be a problem, I may say, par-
ticularly to the fringe areas of the site which
would be for development. But I can see
where anybody involved in terms of land

ownership or with an interest can, along with
the municipal corporations, have an adequate
opportunity, and no doubt will, to express
their views in terms of the development of

the lands of the corporation. So there is a

provision for that.

If the land is to be assembled then, of

course, there has to be catalyst to see that

that land is serviced. And if there has been

any real cause for a lack of housing in this

province it's the lack of serviced lands so

that the plans can be developed.
A part of that shortage has been caused as

well by the delay in the processing of the

plans of subdivision. There is no question in

my mind that that has added to the lack of

serviced lots. But with the land being
assembled here controlled by the corporation
in terms of processing its own plans of sub-

division and servicing its own lands, then I

can see no reason why the whole planning

process cannot be expedited in terms of

putting serviced lands on the market for

housing.

The Act provides, of course, for the cor-

poration to enter into agreements with the

municipalities in tenns of servicing where

muinicipal services will be necessary, and
other types of agreements that may result. It

seems to me it is broad enough in its scope
to facilitate whatever must be done to ex-

pedite the processing of raw land to serviced
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land. So I can see where a vehicle of this

nature is essential if we are going to have

land put on the market for development.

I think it is significant that this land is

aloof from Toronto so that a new community
can in fact evolve. No doubt it will be Metro-

politan Toronto oriented, but nevertheless

I think it's a step in the right direction.

There is one concern I do have in regard to

the legislation and that is the lack of defini-

tion of the boundaries of the lands that will

be administered by the corporation. The pro-
vision in the bill defines the North Pickering

planning area as an area of land "in Ontario"

designated as such by the minister under this

Act. I would like to see the lands at least

defined as being in certain existing munici-

palities, so there will be no misunderstanding
as to what this corporation may do in con-

trolling lands that are quite apart from the

North Pickering area. I think that might be

clarified.

As for trying to delineate all of the respon-
sibilities of the corporation and to define them
in such detail as the member for Riverdale

expects, I think that is asking just too much.

It will certainly restrict flexibility if there is

an attempt to define. As long as we can con-

fine its jurisdiction to that geographical area

I think it can do a good job.

The powers of the corporation extend to

turning over the land to private enterprise—

to the private sector—and I am glad to see

that. I would think it will involve developers
so that the land in question can be built

upon. You can't expect the government or

government agencies to develop on their own
all of this land. The best way, of course, is

to involve the private sector in the develop-
ment and physical construction of the houses

and other buildings that may be necessary.

So that that will be done, I don't see one

great big government town being developed
like the government store. It will be a

community that will be inspired and directed

and planned at this level, but certainly re-

vert to the private sector and to the home-
owner for his enjoyment. So I heartily endorse

the bill and its provisions, but would suggest
that some further delineation of the geo-

graphical area be provided for in the bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, the member
for Downsview has set out some of the

basic points of our opposition to this bill.

I certainly wish to confirm that it is the view
of our party that we will oppose this bill.

this spinoff from the original Ontario Land
Corp. and the background that led up to

that bill.

On Jan. 10, 1974, a former Minister of

Housing, the hon. Robert Welch, in a speech
entided "A New Approach to North Picker-

ing," set out in rather lengthy form some
of the sorts of things which he, as Minister

of Housing at that point, looked forward to

seeing in the development of this project.
Here is just one brief quotation from the

bottom of the second page of his press re-

lease:

The government's policy on North

Pickering has evolved in response to con-

siderable public interest in ensuring that

planning in this area reflects the importance
of protecting the historical, agricultural and
recreational resources for future genera-
tions, while allowing for sensible and bal-

anced development where clearly ap-

propriate.

Mr. Speaker, that was the view of the minister

as he suggested that a decision on policy

had been reached whereby the original in-

tention of expropriating some 25,200 acres

by either negotiated settlement or expropria-

tion had been changed. The decision then

was made to expropriate a somewhat smaller

area of land, and as a result some 8,700
acres in all have been planned for ex-

propriation in the North Pickering area. The
view which the opposition had at that point
was that the government's decision as it was

made then disregarded the normal property

rights of the landowners in the area.

It is certainly not my intention to go into

the merits or otherwise of this entire proj-

ect. That decision, it appears, is still some-

what up in the air, because there seems to

be an inability on the part of the provincial

and federal governments to come to some firm

conclusions as to this whole development
within this part of the province. But the

minister of the day in January of last year

acknowledged that the plans which the prov-
ince was making made it necessary to pro-

ceed with expropriation without tlie usual

hearings of necessity that had been called for.

Those hearings would, of course, have

allowed an entire review and examination of

this North Pickering project. The Expropria-

tions Act, as you know Mr. Speaker, provides

for a hearing of necessity where this kind

of an expropriation is an extraordinary in-

fringement on the property rights of all private

landowners; and this has to be justified, of

course, as being in the public interest.
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It is our view that these hearings of

necessity should have taken place. I am sure

the other speakers in this party who enter

into this debate will go on at some length
in the detail as to how those hearings should
have been held.

It was at that point almost two years since

the North Pickering project had first been
announced, and certainly the concept of a

large residential development in that area
has been brought forward over these past
three years without ever the opportunity of

having an intelligent scrutiny of the whole
project by a public inquiry.

There are, of course, many who fear that
this entire project will be nothing more
than a bedroom community that is going
to overload the already burdened city of
Toronto and municipality of Metropolitan
Toronto. The member for Prince Edward-
Lennox in his remarks has suggested that it

may well be that this project will be oriented
toward Metro Toronto. I think indeed it is

inevitable that that would happen. Therefore
the whole pattern of growth and the whole
idea of development in this part of the

province is subject once again to this greater
pull towards the centre of the Metropolitan
Toronto area within Ontario.

Well, of course, hearings of necessity on
the development of this whole project should
take place. There have been some changes
made in the project but, as we see this bill

before us now, we are in fact developing,
as the member for Riverdale has said, a spin-
off coiporation that in turn is going to deal
with the areas of development in this par-
ticular location that the Ontario Land Corp.
in its entirety presumably would develop in
certain other areas of the province.

In our view, there has been no effective or

complete public involvement in this matter.

Indeed, as late as October of this past year,
various councillors in the area were concerned
about tlie whole development of the project.
The Oshawa newspaper reported on Oct 30,
under a headline, "Davis Blasted by Com-
mittee," the views of some of the councillors
who were concerned that their public re-

quest for a meeting, as they phrased it, had
been completely ignored. That, of course, was
t'^e end of October, some three months ago.We have had the opportunity to debate the
Ontario Land Corp. bill, which debate went
on in tlie second week of December, 1974.

The comments by the Leader of the Op-
position are useful to review, I think, as
we debate the principles underlining this

particular bill. I will report only one brief

paragraph, and that is the comment which

my leader is reported at page 6338 as having
made:

The minister, in my view, has usurped the plan-
ning function of the local community^ I felt that this

was done in Pickering; it certainly has happened in

Haldimand-Norfolk; and it appears to be happening
in the Spencerville land assembly as well.

Mr. Speaker, that seems to me to sum up
entirely the view that shows us as being at

odds with the government as they bring for-

ward this kind of legislation. We believe the

planning function of the local communities
are clearly being usurped.

It is worthwhile, I think, to note that the

members of the New Democratic Party are

going to support the opposition to this bill,

as I take it from the speech of the member
for Riverdale. They did not support our point
of view with respect to the Ontario Land
Corp. However, they appear to feel that at

least in this particular circumstance the con-

sistency of opinion which we have had in

opposing this kind of a development is worthy
of some support by them.

It would seem, though, that certain of the

Conservative members of this Legislature are

reported as being a little uncertain generally
with the kinds of approach that have been
taken in North Pickering. There are difficul-

ties which are reported. The member for

Victoria-Haliburton (Mr. R. G. Hodgson) re-

ported somewhat at length in the Oshawa
Times of Dec. 19; and I think there are a

number of other supporters of the govern-
ment who are concerned about this general
slide of development, whether by expressway,
sewer or whatever, to the centre part of the

Metropolitan Toronto area. This slide cer-

tainly could and should be avoided by intelli-

gent and proper planning and by the develop-
ment of sound and well-balanced communi-
ties that are viable on their own.

There have been a number of critiques on
this whole development, but I certainly don't

wish to review all the reasons as to why we
think and why others have thought that this

kind of project is not the sort of thing that

should go forward in that part of Ontario in

the way that is being suggested at the

present time.

We have opposed the Ontario Land Corp.
bill for the reasons that appear in issue No.
150 of Hansard of Thursday, Dec. 12. I will

not review those comments, other than to say
that the principles on which those comments
were based, we think, are the valid principles
which development of urban areas within the

province should follow in the years to come.

There has been a lack of public debate.

There has been an inability of elected ofii-
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cials—at least H is so reported—to obtain the

kind of input and the feeling of involvement

they think is worthwhile.

Certainly housing is needed, as the hon.

member for Prince Edward-Lennox has sug-

gested, but this kind of a bill will not provide
the kind of housing that's needed with'n the

foreseeable future. Certainly the municipal-
ities require to have an involvement and a

commitment as their own areas are developed.

They do not need the kinds of new projects
which are going to ignore the infrastructure

that already exists in the municipality we now
have.

But as I've said, Mr. Speaker, the most

important reason for our opposition is the

lacK of publ'c involvement; and the removal,

secondly, of the planning function from the

community level as we see it. As a result of

these views which we have in this party, we
will oppose the bill and 'we will divide the

House.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. member
wish to take part in this debate?

The hon. member for Scarborough West.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): I'm just

looking at some of the documents which were
tabled today in the Legislature, Mr. Speaker.

They make almost as fasdnating reading as

Bill 181.

My colleague, the hon. member for River-

dale, put our position on the bill pretty suc-

cnctly, and I don't want to elaborate on it un-

duly. I want to make a few remarks to the

mnister to try to provide some context and

psrspective for our tremendous reluctance to

vote with the government, which reluctance,
Ist me not be coy, will probably lead us to

opposing the bill on second reading in the

absence of any assurances from the minister;
and I think that the request for the assurances
is legitimate, given the background.

Mr. Speaker, perhaps I could make an
observation about the background to this bill

wh'ch fits the context of politics in Ontario
in 1975. If the Tories in this province are in

trouble—I know, Mr. Speaker, you're ambiv-
alent about that—they are clearly in trouble
for a variety of reasons. One amongst them
was the subject for much comment in the
Globe and Mail this morning, speaking, as it

did, to a pattern of difficulty for the govern-
m3nt. Another is the unresponsiveness of gov-
ernment generally in Ontario to the pressure
of individual communities, of groups of citi-

zens, on the need to decentralize authority.
If ever there was a classic moment at

which the government found itself in difficulty
in respect of unresponsiveness, it is in terms

of the North Pickering community project.
The work which the People or Planes groups
have done on behalf of the residents, and the

work which has been done by the commun'!ty
antagonistic to the way in which the govern-
ment has proceeded on North Pickering,

speaks volumes about the problems which the

government has.

Let me review it for you, Mr. Speaker. One
of the difficulties with this piece of legisla-
tion is that it comes at the end of the road

of a series of ministers and a series of initia-

tives which have left all of the people in-

volved perplexed, angry and bitter about the

government's intentions. In my short duration

in this Legislature I've managed to watch the

evolution of North Pickering, and I've seen it

go from John White to Claude—what's
Claude's last name?—Bennett, to Bob Welch
to Sidney Handleman to Don Irvine; and I

suspect there were other interlopers along the

way whose names escape me because they've

probably retired from the cabinet for one in-

discretion or another. As a matter of fact,

the current Minister of the Environment (Mr.

W. Newman) when he was a near private

member, by that I mean a parliamentary

secretary, made certain fairly major pro-
nouncements on the North Pickering com-

munity project as well.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): The
matter of the inquiry.

Mr. Lewis: So that this project has not

lacked for government intervention, although
it was intervention of the most maladroit

kind. That's number one.

Number two: When the expropriation
orders were given to proceed without an in-

quiry, when Bob Welch uttered those im-

portant words, the government introduced a

degree of non-confidence in the entire North

Pickering area that it can never retrieve; or

rehabilitate rather, that's the more appropri-
ate word. The whole community lost such

confidence in this government and in its

motives and in its objects when it said expro-

priation without an inquiry that no bill, feast

of all this one, will rehabilitate its intentions

in the eyes of the citizens.

Number three: The government made co-

lossal mistakes in the expropriation procedures
which have been applied. Having taken

away the rights of an inquiry from the citi-

zens involved, Mr. Speaker, the government
then went about the expropriation in the

most ham-handed way, requiring this report
on the Expropriations Act prepared by Mr.

Robinson, QC, which report is largely an

indictment of the use of the Expropriation
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Act in the North Pickering community area.

One would think that somewhere along the

way something right could be done. This

bill is an attempt, perhaps the first attempt,

to make things go right. Yet it contains

within it an Achilles heel so stark that the

bill itself is, I think, largely insupportable.

First of all, there is a flux over five or six

ministers. Then the government has an ex-

propriation procedure which takes away the

right of inquiry; then it has the expropria-
tion mishandled; and then one has to look

at it in the context of everything else that

occurred in North Pickering which leads to

this bill.

Mr. Speaker, how can one have confidence

in a bill to establish the corporation whose

object is to plan and then to develop—those
are the key words, as my colleague from
Riverdale pointed out—the North Pickering

commuiiity, when all of the preliminary

history suggests bad faith. Look at how
often the population has changed for North

Pickering. That in itself is worthy of a skit

at some local night club on the way in which

government plans.

When the Toronto-centred region plaii was
first introduced the government envisaged a

group of small communities of 20,000 or

25,000 in population. After the airport was

announced, North Pickering assumed a popu-
lation of 300,000. It then retreated to

250,000, it then retreated to 200,000; and in

the most recent pronouncement on a North

Pickering communit}'^ project, it lies in the
area—am I right?—of around 70,000, Mr.

Speaker.

The Minister of the Environment more
or less acknowledges it with an inscrutable

nod of his head. Lo and behold, no sooner
do we get a suggestion of 70,000 people in

the North Pickering community project than

the Minister of the Environment announces
the big pipe running through York and Dur-

ham, thereby destining the North Pickering

community project to a population minimum
of 250,000, no matter how one slices it. So
we start at 25,000 and we move upward to

the range of 300,000; we come down to

70.000, and now we are back to 250,000.
God knows where it will all end. This cor-

poration can hardly be trusted with making
yet another decision of that kind.

The other thing which is very important,
Mr. Speaker, is that in the process leading
to this finale, it becomes clear that the North

Pickering community is no longer a separate

community, but in fact will be an extension

to the east of Metropolitan Toronto, whidh
is precisely what everyone doesn't want;

and which of course speaks to the next point,

which is the complete destruction of the

Toronto-centred region plan. We have talked

about that plan on umpteen occasions in this

House, but the North Pickering community
project is what destroyed the plan beyond
retrieval.

It should also be pointed out, Mr. Speaker,
that this Act to establish the North Pickering

Development Corp. proceeds in the face of

our not yet hearing of the airport decision.

I gather that Jean Marchand is about to make
an announcement about the airport; and I

have no dt)ubt, being fairly cynical about
it—my friend in the Legislature, the member
for York Centre, may have other information,
but I suspect he may share my cynicism —
that Jean Marchand will proceed with the
second international airport at Pickering-

Mr. Deacon: About 2015.

Mr. Lewis: About 2015; absurd though
that idea may be! This whole North Picker-

ing community evolved in response to the

airport. That's why it is there.

The airport should never have been given
encouragement by this government in the first

place. If this government had said "we won't
build the services", there would be no second
international airport at Pickering. But by no
means should this project have been tied to

the airport, because what that necessarily in-

volves is this massive urban extension east

rather than a series of small and separate
conmiunities.

In other words, the whole history of this

project is ignominious. The whole history of

this project is a series of trials and errors

without planning, without thought, without

substance—a kind of ad hoc response to

events over which this government has no

control. Now it brings in this final insult to

the people of the area, having spent $150
million expropriating land and destroying
communities.

*I said a number of months ago—no one

paid any attention to it because it was seen

to be self-serving then—that one of the

ironies about the Conservatives in 1974-1975

is that they are a party that destroys those

things in Ontario's heritage which are use-

fully preserved. We, on the other hand, have

become a party
— that's part of an infinite,

philosophic—

An Hon. member: Mismanagement.

Mr. Lewis: —creativity. We are a party
which wants to preserve what the Tories are

now destroying in Ontario's life.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): That's a new game.

Mr. Lewis: I want to tell the members

something; there will never be any answer,

they'll get it at the polls. There will never

be any answer for this government other than

repudiation for the $150 million destruction

of the North Pickering area, the agricultural

land, some of the farms, many of the small

communities; and doing it in a fashion so

flat-footed and bullheaded that there are very
few precedents for it.

As a matter of fact, even the report on the

Expropriations Act confirms that; although, as

my colleague, the member for Riverdale

points out, it has everything written by
lawyers and is cast in language so discreet

and so careful that it doesn't seem to be the

rebuke that all of us really know it is.

Nothing has gone right in North Pickering.

Absolutely nothing has gone right in North

Pickering. The basic reason for nothing going
right in North Pickering is that the community
has never been adequately consulted. This

government has never really involved the

people of the area. It has never really paid
them any heed. They go to meeting after

meeting with ministers and ministers' sub-

ordinates who trample all over the people
who appear at the meeting.

After the famous meeting with the mem-
ber for Carleton (Mr. Handleman) when he'd
taken over this portfoho, Anne Wanstall, who
was then a Tory, wrote a letter to him that I

want to put on the record. It speaks what

everyone felt about the government's ap-
proach to North Pickering.

Dear Mr. Handleman:

I went home an angry woman after last

evening's meeting in Brougham and I

wonder whether you had as troubled a
a night as I did.

Like so many others here I'm sick and
tired of being fed platitudes about the joys
of urbanization. I've seen what it does to

the urbanites and I don't want it to happen
to me.

This whole concept of taking land and
homes from some to give it to others has

already made most of us bitter.

That old man, for instance, with his

tartan collar flying out of its jacket; he's

nearly 90, nearly blind and recently lost his

wife to a home because of senility. You
couldn't tell him who were the people who
needed his home and property more than
he did. You couldn't even give him num-
bers, just some vague idea that people like

to move every three years. How will you
explain to this self-suflBcient old farmer

that his government is condemning him to

an old people's home?

The whole premise is utterly disgraceful
and shouldn't DC tolerated in a democratic

society. Your ignorance over the issues of

the airport are far from healthy for a politi-

cian. At least developers know why they

speculate on land. You don't even appear
to have interested yourself in whether

there is a need for an airport in Pickering.

Surely, we should expect better for the

salaries we pay.

As you suggested, you'll do as you like

about the North Pickering land grab and

toss the objectors aside. You won't consider

that you condemned the objectors to a

life-long bitterness against your govern-
ment; or that you condemned those who

buy your houses to the misery of sterile

organization under an airport which no-

body needs. That's immaterial so long as

you keep face with voters who will only
realize that it's their turn when they get

hit with an expropriation notice. I'm dis-

mayed and disgusted that our party de-

scribes itself as Progressive Conservative.

Well, to defend Anne Wanstall, it is of course

no longer her party. With fashionable en-

lightenment on her part she has shifted

political allegiances and the Minister of the

Environment more than most knows that when
he loses his seat to the NDP in the next

round Anne Wanstall will be one of those

in there pitching.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The member has to be a

dreamer.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact he doesn't.

I'm not a betting man, but I come as close as

possible to say that the Minister of the En-

vironment is facing retirement. Of course, he

may not even run in Durham West. He will

probably retreat into the riding of the mem-
ber for Ontario (Mr. Dymond), knowing that

Diurham West is safe for the minister no

longer. But we'll wait and see what happens,
we'll hear about his choice.

Hon. W. Newman: It sure isn't safe for the

member for Scarborough West. It will never

be safe for him and his party.

Mr. Lewis: I want to say, Mr. Speaker, that

what Anne Wanstall wrote less than a year

ago now—I guess it was March—

Hon. Mr. Irvine: She'd be a great candi-

date for the NDP.
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Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact I think Dr.

Charles Godfrey of People or Planes has

already indicated that he'd like to run for

us. How I wish the Minister of the Environ-

ment would run against him.

Hon. W. Newman: That would be a

pleasure.

An hon. member: No contest.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: What a contest that will be
with Newman pulling up the rear.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Lewis: Anyway that is apart from the

issue. I thought I might engage the minister's

interest.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: I want to say to the minister,

through the Speaker, that what Anne Wan-
stall wrote about speaks to the whole problem
of North Pickering. There's never been any
serious consultation. Those people opposite
don't know what it means to involve the com-

munity; and when they involve the com-

munity now, whom are they going to involve?

Has anybody over there ever asked them-
selves whom they are going to involve? Has
the Minister of Housing gone up the con-
cession roads of North Pickering? What is

left to North Pickering? They've expropriated
all the people; more than half of them have
now moved, the rest of them are embittered.
There is no one left to consult with. The
government practically destroyed that entire
area of the province and it has never once
had meaningful public consultation; its North
Pickering community offices—

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The member knows better
than that.

^

Mr. Lewis: I don't know better than that.
I've seen the minutes of the meetings and
I've read of the indignation of the people
involved and the minister has never, ever

seriously involved them in this project. As a
matter of fact even his bill is hypocrisy.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: How?

Mr. Lewis: Let the minister show me in

any article of this bill where the public is

involved.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Why doesn't the member
read it?

Mr. Lewis: I have read it, carefully. Does
the minister realize that he's got an entire

piece of legislation here which flows from a

total ignoring of the public; not in one clause

does he involve the public in the planning

process.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Read sections 20 and 21.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact, the member
from Picton and area says to me, "Read
section 20 in the Planning Act." Do you know
what it says, Mr. Speaker? It says, 'The cor-

poration shall provide a copy of the plan for

development to the council of each munici-

pality." Let me ask the minister something:
What does he mean it will provide a copy of

the plan? That's why those people opposite
are losing this province and they can't under-

stand it.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: We are not losing it-

Mr. Lewis: The plan for development is

something-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: No, no, no; the plan for de-

velopment is something that the government
arrives at after public consultation. They don't

understand the planning process.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Read the section.

Mr. Lewis: I've read the section.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: No he hasn't. Let him
read the whole section.

Mr. Lewis: All right, I'll read the whole

section; the member can interpret it for me.

He is a lawyer, right; he can interpret it.

The corporation shall provide a copy of

the plan for development to the council of

each municipality that is within or partly
within the North Pickering planning area

and shall, in accordance with the Planning

Act, request the council of each munici-

pality [A neat verb, "request"] that has

planning jurisdiction to make such amend-
ment to its official plan as may be required
to enable the North Pickering planning area

to be developed in conformity with the plan
for development and the official plan for the

municipality.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Read the next section.

Mr. Lewis: "Section 20 applies, mutatis

mutandis, to any amendment to the plan for

development."
'

Now all that that says is that the plan for

development is presented as a fait accompli
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to the municipalities involved, to the coun-
cillors involved, and to all of the citizens'

groups involved.

An hon. member: No.

Mr. Lewis: Of course that's what it says.

It says "the plan for development," and
the minister knows and I know that there will

be no citizens' input at all to the decisions

on North Pickering.

Another reason that the bill is a sham is

contained in section 19, which says rather

badly, "The proposed plan for development
may contain," and then it sets out all the

things that are already decided upon. The
Tories are really a most remarkable group.
The general distribution and density of

population; they have already made an-

nouncements on that. The general location of

industry and commerce; they have already
made announcements on that. The identifica-

tion of major land use areas and the provision
of major parks and open space; they have

already tabled maps on that.

This isn't a plan for development, this is

a fait accompli. They are simply going
through the motions of presenting to the

community and the councils things which
planners at Queen's Park have decided upon.
And damn it all, they cannot run Ontario
that way forever.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The member's colleague
on his left made a much better speech.

Mr. Lewis: They are so given to the in-

fatuation with the sense of right at Queen's
Park that they don't understand planning.
Do you know, Mr. Speaker, there was not a

single meeting—not a single meeting—with the
residents who used to live in North Picker-

ing which didn't have within it intense bitter-

ness, because at no time were they genuinely
involved.

I listened to the member from Picton

carefuUy when he spoke in response and I

have listened to the minister on many occa-
sions. Let me read something into the record
of this House which says everything about
the way in which the citizens felt toward
this goN'emment's manipulation of the plan-
ning process around North Pickering. The
former Attorney General (Mr. Welch) came
out to speak to the citizens as the govern-
ment rotated from minister to minister. He
sat before them one night and a tape was
made of the proceedings, and the frustration
of the people there grew as the evening went
on, as they realized that yet again nothing
was happening by way of real consultation.

Then John Livingston got to his feet and
said the following, spontaneously, to the

meeting. I want to put it on the record
to give the government an idea of the views
and the feelings in North Pickering:

As for myself, my wife and I have
worked and saved most of our lives to

own our home and land. Now we are

expropriated forcibly. It is all taken from
us. Only those who have been expropri-
ated can know the bitter, traumatic shock
that expropriation brings to its victims.

It's a dreadful thing to know that one's

bricks and mortar are to be torn down;
one's land bulldozed, and one's trees and
flowers and shrubs. But even more dread-
ful than the property damage is the damage
that is done to the human soul.

The soul damage is not easily seen. It's

not recorded in the newspapers, but that

soul damage is inside every one of us in

this room who have struggled against this

two-year threat of expropriation. Until this

hapf)ened I was certain I was simple,
rational, peaceful, compassionate, but now
I am not certain of myself. Something
dreadful has happened inside of me, some-

thing that changed me, and the change
saddens and frightens me. My soul is now

charged with cynicism, distrust and hate.

The government has made me into a

violent creature.

Now John Livingston is a man who lived

on and cherished that land in North Picker-

ing for many decades. And, like a tremen-

dous number of people in that community,
he doesn't understand' what has happened.
He doesn't understand the government's mo-
tives. He doesn't understand its actions or

its objects. None of them do, and many of

them have gone. In the process, the govern-
ment has left citizen participation in tatters.

There are some who are closer to it than

I am, there really are. I have had great
contact with the North Pickering community
group over a period of time, but some who
represent the area, some who have lived

there, some who have visited there—pre-
simiably the member for York Centre for

example—may know more of it directly than

I do, but I want to tell the minister-

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Which group is the mem-
ber talking about?

Mr. Lewis: I'm talking about the citizens'

groups who are involved. The project group
I know about; I know more than I wish to

know about them; I've read into the record

the minutes of the meetings of the North
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Pickering community project group vsnth

some of the citizens. I've done that in the

last two or three years. I'm telhng the minis-

ter that in January of 1975 his government
has no credibihty left in North Pickering at

all.

If ever there was an example of planning
folly, it is North Pickering, If ever there

was an example of the abuse of public con-

sultation, it is North Pickering. If ever there

was an example of the waste of public funds,
it is North Pickering. If ever, therefore, there

was an example of a bill which should in-

clude room for public participation, it is

this one, and it doesn't contain it.

Now, like the member for Riverdale, if

the minister can show me where in this bill

the people who are left or those w^ho are

around will participate, I'll take a second
look at it. But he can't ask us to support
a shambles of this kind in the name of some

specious argument about housing. The gov-
ernment as not building North Pickering
because it wants houses; it is building North

Pickering because it locked itself in three

years ago, it doesn't know how to extricate

itself, and it doesn't care what damage is

done in the process.

Mr. Speaker: The member for York Centre.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Speaker, I certainly rise

to oppose this bill and this disastrous concept
of a new type of city; "Lord McKeough's"
dream city, a nightmare for the people of

the North Pickering area—Cedarwood, or

whatever he has always called it in the past;
I don't know what he is going to call it in

the future—and a nightmare for the tax-

payers of Ontario. It has been not only a

pimple, it has developed into a canker, a

cancerous growth against Toronto.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): Has
the member talked to Marchand?

Mr. Deacon: I feel sorry for this minister

because, as has been mentioned, he is the

sixth who has been sent in to correct a

McKeough disaster—after McNaughton, Ben-

nett, White, Welch and Handleman. The
cause, the reason? A plan that was based

upon a sewer, the York sewer. The whole
Toronto-centred region concept was a mis-
take because it was a mistake to put develop-
ment and concentrate development so that

the wastes of human setdements would be
dumped into a lake instead of this province

developing other means of providing treat-

ment of our wastes and enabling us to de-

velop our cities and communities in those

parts of Ontario in ways that don't involve

our best agricultural land, that don't enal^le

speculators to concentrate ownership in a

few hands and that don't prevent full com-

petitive development of housing in areas of

Ontario that need it.

Cedarwood involved the confiscation of

several long-established little communities,

the kind that you and I dream about, hear

about and didn't believe still existed. But
those of us who have lived in the areas know
the people of Cedar Grove, Whitevale, Lo-

cust Hill and these other spots realize what
we have done when we see what has hap-

pened in the last three or four years in that

area. It was simply the saddest thing, driving

through that area yesterday, to see what has

happened to our prime agricultural land.

Those barns that used to be a pride of the

area now have boards off, sagging roofs,

showing the effects of no incentive for the

owners for the last several years.

We see now that land prices have spiralled

to unheard of levels because of the fuel this

government added to the fires of inflation in

the Toronto area by buying up land close

to Toronto, where already there was a de-

mand; instead of, if it was going to provide
for a new city, building it and locating it

well away from an area where there was

already inflationary pressure.

This government failed to learn the lessons

of Malvern, where we saw $50O-an-acre land

in 1954 soar to prices of $150,000 an acre

or higher in these days. Where is the bene-

fit to the poor home buyer? Where has this

government succeeded at any time in pro-

viding better housing at a lower cost by these

practices of land assemblies and the way it

has done them?

Now we have this York sewer, which is

going ahead. The government needs to have
this huge development of Cedarwood to help

justify it, as it wants the government of

Canada to build an airport there to help

justify it, instead of encouraging new-type
small sewage treatment plants located in

centres well away from Toronto.

I oppose this biU because it removes

planning from the normal channels. No
matter what the minister says about the

Planning Act and the way it is involved,
there is no question here that from the way
that this board is being set up we have a

new bureaucracy that is going to be well

insulated from political accountability in the

normal wav. There will be efforts made to

influence the board members, no doubt to

make certain that the government gets its
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money back from the poor ultimate home
buyer.

As the previous speakers have mentioned,
so far the public participation in this has

really been a whitewash. I have attended

some of these meetings. I have listened to

the people present their ideas as to how they
can preserve, hopefully, some of the essential

aspects of those communities. I have heard

those who have attended on behalf of the

government indicate they will have to give
that consideration. But nothing ever happens
to get these communities back on their feet

where we can have a centre on which any
future development could be based.

I have mentioned to the minister before
the fact that around existing communities in

Ontario we have had many examples of where
the population has expanded many times.

Yet because of the existing facilities in those

communities, because of the way the old
residents and the new have mingled, we have
been able to retain a sense of identity that
is so essential to good development. In this

North Pickering project, I suppose the gov-
ernment will probably provide for one token
member of the community on the board of
nine or 10, but what meaning has that?

How does that help those people in the
area to get proper involvement, because they
won't be in on the development of that

plan.

They may have a chance, when it comes
before their council, to see what this bunch
of bureaucrats have dreamed up. But they
won't be involved unless the government
provides for reasonable representation by
those people on the board. Unless at least

40 per cent of the members of that board
are elected by the local people or appointed
from among the local residents, it is just
tokenism of the worst sort.

The member for Prince Edward-Lennox
asked what does the Liberal Party have as
an alternative? We have an alternative. We
want housing, not waste, inflation and
bureaucracy. We want to have enterprise and
eflSciency. We want to open up serviced lots

aiid create a truly competitive market, and
we believe this can be done.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deacon: We believe it can be done,
and the government knows it can be done
if it has any imagination. All it can think
about is building up its bureaucracy and
building up its power.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deacon: If we had had for the last

two or three years a major programme of

serv icing lots and providing trunk sewers, and
not $80 million or $115 million a year but

$400 or $500 million a year to catch up
with the backlog-

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Who is going to do it?

Mr. Deacon: —if we had provided financial

support to the municipalities, instead of

them having to worry about having a finan-

cial burden placed upon them because of

low-cost housing that has been approved in

their area, we could show them there are

actual benefits. If we would emphasize this

approach instead of wasting our money in

buying $150 million of land and turning
those funds over to speculators to buy some-
where else; if we would create this com-

petitive market, we would kill this element
of land speculation far more effectively than

any land speculation tax. We haven't solved

the problem yet for the people that need

housing-

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): The
government is in bed with the developer in

this scheme.

Mr. Deacon: —and we are not going to do
it by buying up thousands of acres of

land. We are only going to do it when we
enable small house builders-

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): We are going
to do it in North Pickering.

Mr. Deacon: Don't tell me the government
is going to do it with North Pickering. Look
at Malvern. How many opportunities have
there been for the small house builder in

Malvern? How many opportunities will there

be in North Pickering? None at all!

Until the minister's colleagues in the

cabinet can understand how they have been

feeding the fires of inflation in the past-

Mr. Haggerty: Right on.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Right on.

Mr. Deacon: Until they get back to the

rudiments of high cost housing-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deacon: —by eliminating the problem
of shortage of buildling lots-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deacon: —then we're never going to

solve our housing problems in this province.
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And for that reason we're opposing this bill,

because we believe there are better ways-

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): When is

the member for Prince Edward-Lennox going

to be a parliamentary assistant?

Mr. Deacon: —of providing housing for

Ontario than the socialist approach these

Tories have taken.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Gaunt: He is right, too.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The hon. mem-
ber for St. George has the floor.

Mrs. Campbell: I was very interested, (Mr.

Speaker, in the remarks of the hon. member
for Prince Edward-Lennox, when he chal-

lenged the official opposition as presumably
not being interested in the development of

housing. And I can understand why he

would feel critical in this sense. He has

viewed the fact that there is the Ontario

Housing Corp. He has viewed the fact that

there is a ministry and he has recognized
its failures up until now. He is praying, I

assiune, that this new deal will accomplish
what hasn't been accomplished by this gov-
ernment in the past.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mrs. Campbell: However, Mr. Speaker,
we in this party have to gain from the ex-

perience of the past and cannot presume
that carrying out the same pattern is going
to achieve something which has not been
achieved under the other administration, be

it the ministry or Ontario Housing Corp.

The hon. .member for Prince Edward-
Lennox spoke about the involvement of the

people in the planning process under the

Planning Act. I tried to take down ver-

batim what he said, and I hope he'll forgive
me if I have not accurately done that be-

cause I do not take sihorthand.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: I won't forgive the mem-
ber for inaccuracy.

Mrs. Campbell: No, well, all right. I'll

just have to bear with that lack of forgive-
ness.

What I understood him to say was that

once a plan was developed the people would
then have to be consulted. And, of course,
this is precisely what has happened in the

past. Once the government has developed a

plan, the people are then consulted without

having the expertise, without having any of

the capabilities of facing the sophistication
of the horse and buggy planning of the

province at this point, and they are frus-

trated. What has been said about the his-

tory of North Pickering is so abundantly
true.

And, again, I have great sympathy for the

minister in trying to dig out from under the

accountability of this government for the

disaster in North Pickering, and to interpose
between the people and their elected repre-
sentatives another unresponsible group with
no accountability to the people of this prov-
ince for what it may do in North Pickering.
I can appreciate his problem.

Like the leader of the New Democratic

Party, I have a certain sympathy for this

minister, because certainly as a minister he
has not been responsible for all of the disas-

trous history of this particular area of the

province. It is, Mr. Speaker, very unfor-

tunate that this government seems to be
determined to impose its will one way or

the other upon the people of this province.
There really isn't much use, in fact, in

presenting opposition, save and except it be
recorded for futiue purposes. Surely one of

the things that should happen in North

Pickering at this point is to try overcome,
so far as that may be possible, the autocracy
of the past. We are now going to have a

corporation proceeding undter the present

Planning Act determining what the future

shall be, and I wonder what input there is

going to be.

This surely might be a very useful area to

bring the people who are left together with
the province and the ministry itself to study
such matters as impact zoning in the area; to

find out what the impact is going to be on
the soil conditions in this area; what the

impact is going to be so far as the agricul-

tural land in that area is concerned; and the

sociological impact of putting masses of peo-
ple into this area. This is the kind of plan-

ning performance that we have to move to in

a democracy, where people are consulted at

the beginning of the planning process and

understand the criteria upon which a plan

develops. This has to happen surely in this

beleaguered area, if anywhere in the Prov-

ince of Ontario.

The government cannot continue to put to-

gether these kinds of corporate bodies which

have brought it so much trouble in the past

really because of their unaccountability.

Surely the ministry concerned so deeply with
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housing could bring together with the plan-
ning process the data available to bring the

people of that area, no matter how few
there may be, into the planning process at

its very inception. This kind of corporate

body is the kind that will proceed as every
other one has proceeded, a developer in the
name of the government of Ontario but not
of the people of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker, something has to be done in

this area, and we are aware of it. But it

can't—and I urge the minister to consider

this—be done through this kind of corporate
body. Surely he can understand and see that

setting this up in the way he has continues
the process by which this government relates

to people, a process which is losing this gov-
ernment the tnist and the confidence of the

people of the province so that they are view-

ing it with suspicion; and indeed as has been
stated in the House today, with hate.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Samia): The minister
is just a visitor anyway. He is only going to
be here for one term. He will just be a
visitor. They vdll enjoy him for the time

being but they are going to send him back to
Prescott.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, I was about
to say that I wonder what this minister will
do when we perhaps bring in, or he brings
in, a development corporation for the Pres-
cott area. Well be interested in that.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I will be interested too.

Mrs. Campbell: Surely, I don't want at

any time to introduce something other than
what I really feel is a deep and vital concern
for this particular area. It has suffered

enough. Whatever the superficial comments
of the member for Prince Edward-Lennox
may be, in this party, we cannot tolerate the
continuance of this basic lack of principle on
behalf of this government. Thank you very
much.

Mr. Speaker: Do any other hon. members
wish to speak on this bill? If not, the hon.
minister.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
We've had a very interesting afternoon.
Aeain, we've had a lot of thunder, very little

substance-

Mr. Deacon: He'll find out if he attends

any more meetings.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —and I would think that
the only member who has spoken in knowl-

edge of the bill was the member for Prince

Edward-Lennox.

Mr. Ruston: Wait till that lightning strikes

the minister.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The only one who had

any idea of what the bill was about was my
colleague from Prince Edward-Lennox.

An hon. member: That's cause for alarm

right there.

Mr. Breithaupt: He's going to be the next

minister.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: When we have the mem-
ber for Riverdale stand up and say that he
doesn't understand what the Ontario Land

Corp. is and he doesn't understand what the

North Pickering Development Corp. is. I

wonder where he's been. I wonder why he

can't understand what the Ontario Land

Corp. is for, what the North Pickering De-

velopment Corp. is for and what it will do.

It seems to me that the opposition members,
not only the NDP but the Liberal Party, are

saying one thing in common, and that is,

"Nothing has happened. Don't do anything."
Mr. Speaker, I'm saying to you that we're

going to do something.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): It is not

what the government is doing, it is what it is

not doing.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: We're going to provide a

new community in the North Pickering area

and we're going to provide it through the

proper planning process of the Planning Act.

When the leader of the NDP says to me that

he can't find in the bill where we will pro-
vide this assurance, or we are providing this

assurance, I sa\- to him that he hasn't read

the bill. The plan will proceed underneath

the full jurisdiction of the Planning Act with

full community, municipal and regional par-

ticipation in the plan of development.

If the people in the area have said at some
times they haven't had full participation, I

have to take issue that people in the area-

Mr. Deacon: That is not participation and
the minister knows it.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —have had the oppor-

tunity to participate in public meetings time

and time again.

Mr. Deacon: Oh, that isn't participation.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I personally have met
with tenants' and owners' groups, as I th'nk

I mentioned in this House not long ago, when
at that time they said to me, "Why don't you
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do something? Why don't you get the

property developed?" I agreed to provide
them with a planner to help them have input
into this plan, which will come about in due

course if we get some mechanism to deal

with it. We have not yet the mechanism and
I want to say right now. I want to put it on

the record very clearly, I'm not going to have

this particular legislation held up by going
to the standing committee. We'll debate it in

this House as long as the members wish-

Mr. Breithaupt: That will hold it up.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —but certainly we're not

going to go into standing committee.

Mr. Good: The minister doesn't want any

public input.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The people of the North

Pickering area and the people of Ontario are

firmly convinced that this government will

provide a community which will be a very
viable community in the years to come.

Mr. Bullbrook: We are not going to inter-

fere with the democratic process.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: We will have a com-

munity which will have been built in co-

operation with this government and with the

private sector, and in full consideration of

the views of those who live in the area and
those who may be coming into the area, I

find it very difiicult to understand why the

NDP take issue with what I and my col-

league from Prince Edward-Lennox have said

in regard to developing this property. They
have said in this House, that we should land-

bank and provide housing and related facili-

ties at a lower cost than would be provided
otherwise. This is exactly what we are doing
here.

Mr. MacDonald: The minister's colleague
here is urging him to turn it over to private

developers to make a good profit.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: We have owners in the

North Pickering area who are very delighted
to have had the government come in and pro-
vide them with what we feel is a very fair

offer for their properties. Mr. Speaker, the

member for Kitchener, the member for River-

dale, and the leader of the NDP are talking
about spinoffs. As far as I'm concerned it is

not a spinoff. It is a corporation setup, which
will be directly responsible to the govern-
ment. It will be a corporation to deal ex-

peditiously with the development of a

plan-

Mrs. Campbell: And to the House.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —whidh I believe is the

only way we can proceed. Rather than pro-

ceed with the Minister of Housing being

directly responsible, we must have a cor-

poration. A board of the corporation will be

in very close touch with the people in the

area—certainly with all those who are direct-

ly concerned about this development. Re-

gardless of what the opposition members

say, this will be a planned development. It

will not be a development which will take

place immediately—in the next two years. It

could be a development which will go grad-

ually in the planning process. I expect a

community of somewhere between 75,000
to 90,000-

Mrs. Campbell: How does the minister

know that?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —which will be enlarged

at a later date after we have had the op-

portunity to assess where the development
should occur in the future. Again I say, Mr.

Speaker, the member who has spoken con-

tinually in this House about North Pickering,

the member for York Centre, knows that the

hamlets are going to be preserved. He knows

this,

Mr. Deacon: The minister has killed them

now. He has split them in half.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: He knows we are going
to develop a well-planned community. He
knows this in his own heart, but he doesn't

want to admit that the government is taking

appropriate action at this time. That is the

essence of his argument really. He is saying
that we shouldn't proceed. Why shouldn't

we proceed? He has been telling us we
have delayed too long. He can't have it both

ways; he has to be one or the other.

Mr. Deacon: The minister has killed them

already, he has split Cedar Grove.

Mrs. Campbell: The minister's premises
are v^rong.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): The
member for York Centre would like to have

his cake and eat it too.

Mr. Deacon: We would just like to have
our cake. We had it. The minister has taken

it away from us.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, all I want
to assure the member for St. George, or any
other member, is that this minister is not

ducking out of any responsibility. This min-
ister is acting in the right manner for the

development of a new community. Now if
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we need another corporation in Haldimand-

Norfoik we may do so.

Mr. Breithaupt: Why not?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I don't see where we
will need one in Edwardsburg or Prescott.

I don't see that I'll be going down to

develop one right away, in case the member
is interested.

But in any event, Mr. Speaker, the mem-
bers of this House should realize the im-

portance of this legislation. We have the

responsibility to proceed as quickly as pos-
sible. We have the responsibility to proceed
with the municipalities and the people deep-

ly involved in this very important plan. We
can have a very viable community if we all

want it. But if the opposition members wish
to vote against this bill, I would be delighted
to see them on the record as being against

progress in this particular area of Ontario.

Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 181.

The House divided on the motion, which
was approved on the following vote:

Ayes Nays

Allan
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than token representation; if the minister is

planning on having any representation at all,

I hope that it will be at least more than token

representation. I'm not sure of the wording
that should be in clause 4, but I suggest

that in clause 4 (1) the following words be

added after "minister" in the fourth line:

"Of whom not less than two and not more

than four shall be chosen from among the

residents of the area."

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): If there

are four left.

Mr. Deacon: The reason for this is that I

think it's important that the residents have
some opportunity to provide input at an im-

portant point in the planning process. I don't

think it's sufficient for this to come in well

after the plan is prepared by the board and

presented to the council. It's a slightly dif-

ferent type of project than a normal de-

veloper project would be, because in that case

it's a private individual bringing forward a

plan which will be considered by the council

and eventually ratified by the minister. In

this case, in effect, the plan has been ratified

by the province, by the minister, before it

comes before the local council. I think it is

therefore important that—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Deacon: —at an early stage the minis-
ter involve representatives of the community
in the planning process. They will see it be-
fore it gets out before the council. The input
and the observations and comments of the
local people will then be more adequately
presented. I would hope that the minister
would consider putting in this clause indi-

cating to us how he vdll cover this necessity.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister.

Hon. D. R. Irvine (Minister of Housing):
The amendment put forward by the hon.
members is one I would need further clarifi-

cation on. I would like to read what I under-
stood you to say: "Not less than two and not
more than four shall be chosen in the area."

Is that right?
-' — ^

;

Mr. Deacon: Should be represented.

Hon, Mr; Irvine: Chosen in the area?

Mr. Deacon: I have written that down
somewhere.

Mr., Chairman: Perhaps the Chair could
read the amendment as submitted by the

member for York Centre: That clause 4 be
amended by the addition of the follovvdng
words after "minister" in the fourth line, "of

whom not less than two and not more than

four shall be chosen from among the residents

of the area."

The hon. minister again.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I don't

believe I can have a designation such as

"among the residents in the area." I would
want to leave our options open as to making
sure that we do have a very highly qualified
board of directors on this North Pickering

Development Corp.

Mr. Deacon: We certainly agree with you
on that.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: It could be that there

may be one or two or more—I don't know
at this particular time where they'll come
from. I have no idea whatsoever as to who
will be on the board of directors. But I do

believe that at this time I am not prepared to

accept the amendment on the basis that I

think it is imperative that we keep the options

open as to who should be on the board, who
is the most qualified.

If we have a very highly qualified person
from your area, then certainly that person
should be considered, and on the board. Blit

if we find that we have more highly quali-
fied people who could act on the board—for

instance, from the region of York or from the

region of Durham or from the region of

Metropolitan Toronto or from any other area

municipality—the definition of "any area"

bothers me on the basis that I think it is con-

fining it too much. I want to make sure that

we do have different types of professions

represented on this particular board along
with those who are knowledgeable of the

area.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I would ask

the minister to clarify who he considers to be

"qualified." We have a board of directors

consisting of not fewer than five people. From

among those residents I am sure that the

minister would find five people who are quite
aware of the important characteristics of any
developing community. I think they could
be people from whom the minister would get
a much more honest input, and an important
input from the point of view of the other

members of the board. Because they are

residents, they Would reflect what the local

people were feeling. They would also be able

to report back to local residents what the

input is. I am sure that the ministet isn't

wanting to have a sham board, one that just
does what he wants. He wants to have a

board that is a responsive one.

Hon. Mr. Irvine; A respqi^sible working
board.
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Mr. Deacon: I am not asking here for the

majority of the members to be rrom the local

area. I recognize the minister's concern in

that regard. But I would also hope that the

minister would realize that the most qualified

people, really, are those who are closest to

the action; the people who are going to be

affected by what happens. It could be that a

John Livingston, or someone like him,—

might not be the easiest person for the minis-

ter to get along with in all circumstances, but

John Livingston—and I can't think of all the

other names but I can think of Austin Reesor,
for example, in my riding—people who really
have a feeling for a community, people whose
records show that personal, selfish motives

are just never in their thoughts in whatever

they do—they are really recognized as com-

munity leaders and out for the community in

every
action that they carry out. These people

would be a very important element in a good
development proposal.

I was interested this afternoon in a com-
ment one of the residents made to me that

she really would love to see that the minister

intends to make this work. One way to show
them that the minister intends to make this

work is to provide for that local participation
on the board. I am sure that it will help a
lot to overcome the problems of past mistakes
that this minister has had to live with.

As I said at the beginning of my remarks,
I feel sorry for this minister taking over

something that I thought had been a mess
from the beginning. I know he has been

making a conscientious eff^ort to correct the

situation, but I would like to hear this minis-
ter make a commitment to that type of par-

tcipation, recognizing that that is quality
representation when you have local people
of that type appointed to the board.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, I would like

very briefly to support that view. Not only
is it quality in the sense of community repre-
sentation, but there is immense quality in

terms of the expertise you talk about in that

group. I mean, that group has forced the
federal government into two major inquiries
on the airport. They have done more statis-

tical and analytical documentation than 10

years of civil servants combined. They have
made unknown trouble for you people for
God knows how long now—over three years-
around the North Pickering community. I

mean they know more; they are better in-

formed; they understand the intricacies; they
have absorbed the figures. You have got all

the expertise in the world in those citizens'

groups and the community people, and you
have also got basic roots in the community.

I am not one who believes in co-option.
I don't like that very much, but it might be
an interesting effort to make this corporation
work if you were to commit yourself to the

amendment as put.

I would also like to suggest when we get
to it that we should strike out subsection 5.

I really object to the proposition that an MPP
might sit on this board and be further re-

munerated. It is unjust. How many little

sinecures can you people have? Look at Jim

Jessiman's mouth. Already I see saliva form-

ing at the edges of his mouth as he lusts for

the post—from here I can see it and the man
is 50 ft away!
You have to stop this. You have to stop-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: —establishing all of these little

patronage sinecures for backbench Tories and

I really object to the proposition-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): You
have already got yours, Charlie.

Mr. Lewis: I object to the proposition that

MPPs should sit on this board. It is simply
wrong.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): There

are none left.

Mr. Lewis: —and that they should be re-

munerated for it. You know what it is, Mr.

Chairman; 71 out of the 74 Tories in this

House have an extra emolument or job.

There are three hangers-on—and they are

hanging—and when this happens, then there

will be two. You know that one about 10

little birdies sitting on a limb. I really

think that it's time that it stopped.

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: Would you give me a

ride in your limousine?

Mr. Lewis: I certainly wouldn't.

Support the amendment put by the mem-
ber for York Centre and strike out—my col-

league from Riverdale (Mr. Renwick) or

Lakeshore (Mr. Lawlor) I hope wall do this

—strike out subsection 5. We can't be throw-

ing MPPs on to every board, collecting more

public money on per diems, when they
shouldn't be on there in the first place. They
have the Legislature to debate. They are not

supposed to be on a board of this kind.

That's ridiculous.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): It certainly is.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

NORTH PICKERING DEVELOPMENT
CORP. ACT

(concluded)

Mr. Chairman: When the committee rose

at 6 o'clock we were dealing with the pro-

posed amendment by Mr. Deacon, and the

hon. minister was going to comment.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): May I say
a word or two prior to the hon. ministers

comments, Mr. Chairman? I want to throw

my 17 pennies* worth into the ring with

respect to the hon. member for York Centre

(Mr. Deacon) in this regard. He has asked

for a very intelligent thing. And I think what

we're doing on this side of the House, and

the minister well realizes it, is testing good-

will, good faith, his confidence in the

populace.

That quality of good faith and his belief,

if there is anv, in participatory features of

which he prates, and which are supposed to

be in-built features of his government, will

bf tested on this particular occasion. In

other words, he has asked for two representa-
tives from the public out of a potential nine

people to be placed on this board, so that

riofht from the word go—in-built into the

system itself and as a way of an ongoing

colloquy, in terms of conversation, in terms

of being there at the grassroots—he will have
two representatives from that community
present, at least two.

But surely that's not asking too much if he
has anv confidence in his own system and in

the validity of the board that he is seeking to

set up here.

One more board! Someday, Mr. Chairman,
some member of this House should get out

his tote board or his Chinese checkers or

some form of abacus, and tote up. If it goes
into the trillions, it just might catch the

number of new boards, assemblies, tribunals,

various forms of committees, instituted by
the government during my very short stay in

this particular House. They pass the imagina-
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tion. And this is another one; all right, let

this one work.

This is directed to a particular community.
It's coalesced, it's known. The people who

very well might sit on here are people of

outstanding merit, considerable acumen, great

ability. He doesn't have to take perhaps the

more difficult ones among them; he knows
which ones operate in a way that would be
found feasible, who would make a contribu-

tion and yet who wouldn't be fall guys, and

who wouldn't simply knuckle under to what-

ever the minister, by a nod of his head or a

wink of his eye, indicates is what he wants.

So why not, if he believes in the funda-

mental principle that's supposed to be opera-

tive in this assembly and which is something
of a new thing in the world, give some lip

service to it? Give a budding nod to the

acquaintance with participatory democracy
and put a couple of people on there along

the lines that have been indicated. If he

doesn't do so then I put it to him straight

thqt he is not in good faith, that he is not

holding out the olive branch, that he is not

standing bv the principle that is so often

thrown out in this House—that you partici-

pate, that you listen, that you are available;

that vou know, that you allow the widest

nossible participation by the citizenry in those

things that will affect them and afflict them

mo-^t. If the minister is not prepared to do

that in this instance, then I would say that

the eovemment is not prepared to do it at

all and the public may as well know what its

stance is in this particular regard.

Mr. Chairman:

wish to respond?

Does the hon. minister

Hon. D. R. Irvine (Minister of Housing):

Yes, Mr. Chairman, I thank the member for

Lakeshore for his very short address. It w^s

one of the most unusual I have heard.

Mr. Lawlor: Get to the point and sit down.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: In any event, the mem-
ber for Lakeshore knows full well that on

this side of the House we listen to the peo-

ple fully at all times. I am wondering how
the member for Lakeshore and his colleagues.
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along \nth the official opposition, subscribe

to this particular amendment of two to four

members, when they are saying there is no
one in the area, that the area has been—

Mr. Lawlor: You have decimated the area.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Yes, right; these are the

words from your leader's mouth, that we have
decimated the area and there is no one there.

How can I accept an amendment which says
**two to four members from the area" when
there fs no one in the area?

Mr. Lawlor: It is the principle.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The principle is this—

and I want the member for Lakeshore, the

member for Downsview (Mr. Singer) and

everyone else here to understand this—that

we will accept any reasonable recommenda-
tion of a very qualified person on this board,
but I am not going to tie the hands of the

board doN^m to any particular area.

Mr. Lawlor: Would you permit the oppo-
s'tion to nominate two? I think we will find

them.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I want the opposition
and I want the member for Lakeshore and
the member for Downsview or anyone else

that wishes to do so to nominate people.

Mr. Lawlor: We could nominate a couple.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I would like them to

recommend to the minister and to the govern-
ment who they think in their opinion would
be acceptable for this very important job.

\fr. Lawlor: But you won't write it into the

legislation.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I won't write it into the

legislation. There is no way we put names
into legislation. I was a bit amazed this after-

noon when we had the leader of the NDP
talking about one or two who could be better
than someone else.

Mr. Lawlor: Two members of the board to

he nominated by the opposition.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: There is just no way. We
have to be factual on this.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Shame!

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The board will be com-
prised of very competent people. If, in that
area you are talking about—

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): By whose
criteria^

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —you have in your
opinion, and in the Liberal

Party's opinion,

one, two or more people, we would be happy
to receive those names.

Mr. Lawlor: You are not going to have

anybody rocking any boats.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: But certainly we want to

have people who will-

Mr. Singer: That is not the point.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Put the

member for Downsview on; he is against

everything.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —make sure the plan is

the best plan for the area. But I am not

going to tie the hands of the board and say

they have to have someone from a particular
area.

Mr. Lawlor: A total minority.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: No way. The board has to

l:)e comprised of people who will be able to

handle very-

Mr. Lawlor: You want people you know
and trust who will do what you tell them
to do.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Just a minute now. I think

probably the member for Lakeshore doesn't

understand the concept. Were you here this

afternoon?

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, I was.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Yes, I thought you were.

Mr. Lawlor: I understand it only too well.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: You understand that the

development corporation will be responsible
for bringing forth a plan, which will be in

full consultation with all the people of the

area and with all the municipalities. Don't
tell me that the minister is the one who is

going to make the plans; it is the people and
the development corporation who will make
the plans. Certainly I don't want you to have
the idea that the minority will rule the

majority, because that is not going to happen.

Mr. Lawlor: Oh of course not. We
j'ust

want an objective input.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: We will listen to all the

the people in the area. If there is someone
in your area, in the area that you are men-

tioning, that you think would be very com-

petent, I really would be plea.sed to receive

the name. I am saying to you I think it would
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be very false on behalf of this government to

proceed with a name or two or three or four

now at this time, when we haven't had a

chance to look into the competence of other

people who might comprise the board.

Therefore, Mr, Chairman, I am very

strongly against the amendment. I think the

board should have all the rights of a very

progressive board and not be one that will

be tied down because of restrictions as to

where a member comes from. I think this is

something which the government must de-

c'de and the government will decide.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Deacon has moved an

amendment to subsection 1 of section 4 that it

be amended by the addition of the following
words after "minister" in the fourth line, "of

whom not less than two and not more than

four shall be chosen from among the residents

of the area."

Is it the pleasure of the House that the

motion carry?

Mr. Singer: No.

Mr. Lawlor: No.

Mr. Chairman: All those in favour of the

motion will please say "aye."

All those opposed to the motion will please
say "nay."

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): You

camouflaged that very well.

Mr. W. Hodgson: Everybody is against
your amendment.

Mr. Chairman: In my opinion the "nays"
have it and the amendment is defeated.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): A pretty
powerful back bench you have over there.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any further com-
ments, criticisms or amendments to any other
section of the bill?

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Port
Arthur.

Mr. Foulds moves that subsection 5 of
section 4 be deleted from the bill.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Port
Arthur moves that subsection 5 of section 4
be deleted from the bill.

Mr. Foulds: May I speak to it?

Mr. Chairman: Yes, the hon. member for

Port Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

think that at some point we have to start

looking upon the duties of the members of

the legislative assembly of Ontario as a full-

time job.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Well, we're here.

Mr. Foulds: A few of us are here. This

bill is as good a place as any. I see no
reason whatsoever why we should proliferate
and expand the commissions, boards, corpora-
tions and so forth on which MPPs sit and for

which they get additional remuneration.

Some time ago I spoke to this House at

great length about the number of appoint-
ments that all members of this House had to

boards, commissions and select committees. I

see it, frankly, as a way in which the govern-
ment of the day buys off members of the

legislative assembly. It's a bit of crass politi-

cal patronage and it should not be continued.

And it should not be continued in this bill.

Surely to goodness there are enough duties

for members of this Legislature to keep them

occupied. If they are not doing a full-time

job, Mr. Chairman, they're not doing their

jol>s; and they have no business serving on

other commissions that take up their time.

Although this is just one small section of one
small bill, it's the principle that is involved.

I see no reason why we should allow sub-

section (5) of section 4 to pass. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. L. Maeck (Parry Sound): Going to

speak against it here.

Mr. Lawlor: Come on, Mr. Minister. In

this particular regard, I think that you should

show a bit more enlightenment. I can't im-

agine why on earth the clause is in there.

I'm sure you wouldn't dar^, wouldn't pre-
sume, to appoint a member of this House to

that body. I'd like to know really whether

that's your intention. Did you embody it

with a specific purpose in mind?

The only other place I've seen that particu-
lar section of legislation is in a thing like the

Legal Aid Act, where members of the House
who are members of the legal profession are

permitted to take legal aid cases, otherwise

they would be excluded. It is understood that

a conflict of interest would be involved and

they wouldn't have any role in a jurisdiction
if they were not expressly permitted to do so.
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So going to the length of embodying that

and giving it explicit notice here in the sec-

tion must mean that you have some kind of

growling, glowing, underground intent to

bring about such an appointment.
Now you've heard what has been said with

respect to the numerous supernumerary use

of fructuary, excessive jobs performed by
people. I sometimes wonder if they perform
these jobs after 7 o'clock at nignt. They
must be sitting with the Ontario Northland

Transportation Commission right at this

moment.

I can see Jimmy Allan over there. His
committee isn't sitting tonight—that's very
nice—so he has arrived. Well, he's a very
good member of the House anyhow and HI
bless him and leave him out of this. But
those pcreat, blank spaces over there, even
when they are filled with great, blank faces

over there—but Tm looking only at the spaces
at the moment and not the faces.

Mr. Foulds: Where is the chairman of

the Ontario Northland Transportation Com-
mission?

Mr. Lawlor: But to think that any of those

blank faces would be filling a role on this

particular board or council quite bemuses
the mind. I can't imagine that you have

any real utilization to the section in order to

foreclose the possibility of such an appoint-
ment. I would ask you, too, as a member
of this House, to take it out. It serves no
function.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister—I'm

sorry, the hon. member for St. George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr. Chair-

man, I will be quite brief. This section, if

it weren't so serious, would be very amusing.
I think one of the first steps this government
took when I was elected to this House, and
at a time when I was the only woman serv-

ing on arbitration, was to ensure that I would
not be permitted even to sit on arbitrations

which had nothing to do with this House
at all.

It is interesting that you would' be so

concerned to ensure that you could find

another job for a Tory backbencher who
may have run out of jobs at this point.

Surely you are learning something more
than this, to present this kind of a clause

to this House at this point in time. It is

about time we stopped handing out these

sorts of patronage jobs to backbenchers and
let us get on with running the province
without that kind of overtone in the ad-

ministration of the affairs of this province.

So, Mr. Chairman, I support the elimination

of this clause at this time.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. minister

wish to comment?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, despite
vAiSit the hon. members have' said, we are

not saying this "shall," we are saying this

"may." I think there is an awful lot to be
said aibout continuity between a board and
the government; and if the government de-

cides that it should have a member on that

board to relate to the minister then I think

that is a very good reason to have it in-

cluded in the bill. If the government de-

cides there should not be one there, then

nothing happens; nothing really will upset
the member for St. George or the member
for Lakesfhore or anybody else who is con-

cerned about this being in there.

What we are saying is that as we go along
with the development of the new city or

new town, we have to determine how mudh
relationship is necessary between the de-

velopment corporation and the government.
There is no way I'm going to exclude or

preclude the fact that we may have to have

political relationsihips between the board and
ourselves. Let me read the section to you.

Mr. Lawlor: You know, you are getting
to be quite a palaverer.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: You are saying they are

going to get a salary, we are saying it is

just a matter of being on the board, and the

government may say that there is just an

appointment to be there.

Mr. Lawlor: Your references are really

something out of this world. Why didn't the

government send you over to talk to the

Arabs instead of Mr. White? You would
have done a good job; all those neat twists

and turns.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The member for Lake-
shore has the great ability of trying to—

Mr. Lawlor: You are getting quite adroit

in your old age.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —change the subject we
are on. I would think the member for Lake-
shore—youVe been here for quite a while-
should realize that really there is only one

subject we are balking about now and that's

four or five. If you would look at five-

would you please?—and understand that it

concerns the appointment of a member, an
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MPP, to the board. There is nothing there

about the Arabs or anything else; it is a

matter of determining who should be there-

Mr. Lawlor: Why don't you appoint your

mother-in-law, then you would be all right?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —and I'm saying to you
there may be a very good reason in time to

have someone there.

Mr. Lawlor: Then you will have some
liaison.

Mr. Foulds: Give us that good reason.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: So we are not going to

exclude the fact that an MPP has the right

to be on that board.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for St.

George would like to ask a question of the

minister and then we will proceed.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, as a result

of the statement by the minister, would he
be willing to incorporate in this section-

since he obviously has no intention of with-

drawing it—that any such member would
serve without salary or any other perquisites
with reference to the office?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Well Mr. Chairman,
that would be a matter that I suppose would
be very difficult to decide right now.

Mrs. Campbell: Oh yes!

Hon. Mr. Irvine: In the last few hours

we have heard statements by certain mem-
bers of this Legislature whereby they will

not red'uce their salary or they will not take

a reduction to show leadership.

Mrs. Campbell: Nobody has said that.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: What I'm saying is that

if the government decides that it wants a

member to be on that board, the government
will say whether it will be with or without

salary; and that's the government's decision.

If we don't have the faith, which apparently
the leader of the NDP hasn't, that we should
show leadership, then it's too bad.

Mr. Ferrier: The member for Lambton
(Mr. Henderson) isn't with you on this one.

Neither is the member for Middlesex South
(Mr. Eaton).

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I think it's time we have
faith in the fact that the government of the

day will decide whether it is necessary or
not necessary to have an MPP on the board,
with or without pay.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Port Arthur.

Mr. Foulds. Mr. Chairman, the minister

is being extremely provocative and extremely
obtuse, if I may say so.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Before the

hon. member-

Mr. Foulds: First of all, he says there may
very well be a good reason-

Mr. Chairman: Before the hon. member
continues, the Chair is having difficulty

listening to the hon. member because of the

extra conversations and comments from the
other hon. members. Would you kindly give
the hon. member for Port Arthur the courtesy
of your attention at this time?

Mr. Lawlor: He is no better oflF than any-
body else.

Mr. Foulds: I expect no special privileges
in this House, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Lawlor: That's right. Who do you
think you are?

Mr. Foulds: The minister has said there

may be a very good reason to appoint a

member of the Legislature to this board.

Would he care to divulge to us what that

good reason might be?

Mr. F. Yoimg ( Yorkview ) : He is a Tory.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Well, Mr. Chairman,
first of all, it is pretty well determined right
now that it's going to be a Conservative

member, because of the actions of the

opposition in the last few months. But in any
event-

Mr. Ferrier: Who is it going to be? The
member for Timiskaming (Mr. Havrot)?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: If it is necessary for this

board — and I want to be very serious in

speaking to the member for Port Arthur at

this time — if it is decided that this board
needs to have a very close relationship with
the government, and I think it should have,
doesn't it make some sense to have an MPP
on the board to relate to what is actually

happening and the board's actions from day
to day, rather than reporting, as it says in the

bill, every once in a while, maybe once a

year or every six months?

I want to make sure, if I am the minister

of the day, that I know what the develop-
ment corporation is doing in the way of re-

lating to the people in the area, in the way
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of developing a plan which will be appropri-
ate for the new town complex; I want to

make sure that there are no i's that are not

dotted, no t's that are not crossed, and that

we have a full consultation with the people
in general in the immediate area and the

people in surrounding areas. That is why I

think it is important to have a political ap-

pointment, which will be an MPP, to relate

to the minister of the day-

Mrs. Campbell: We know it is there now
in the plans.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): There
is nobody leftl

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —to make absolutely sure

that the plan is one that the government is

very much-

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): An-
other $10,000-a-year job.

Mr. Breithaupt: It is asking a lot of the

member for Prescott and Russell (Mr.
Belanger).

Mr. Lawlor: Maybe you can give the

Chairman of the Management Board (Mr.
Winkler) something positive to do.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —in favour of developing
as quickly as possible, because we can run
into many roadblocks if we want to. We
could still have no plan in two or three years.
That is what I worry about.

I want to see a plan developed as quickly
as possible so that we have some housing
and some commercial and industrial com-
plexes built there. I don't see any other way
of achieving that except what we have sug-
gested here, where we relate to the people
within the area and we relate directly to a

government MPP, possibly on the board.
Wait until we have the board formed up.
Don't prejudge.

Mr. Lawlor: Too late.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Don't prejudge.

Mr. Breithaupt: We are just looking at the
track record.
S •

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Port
Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: I am really flabbergasted, in

all seriousness, by the minister's reply. I

don't know whether he was being ironic or

whether he was being serious when he said

that the automatic appointment would be
that of a Conservative backbencher. I

imagine he was being serious. Certainly we
don't expect one of—

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I certainly know that we
are the ones who can be elected here.

Mr. Foulds: I want to point out to the hon.

minister, in case he doesn't understand the

legislative system, that members of this assem-

bly are not responsible to the government,

they are responsible to this assembly. And if

he wants the connection, there happens to be

a very grave and great distinction—maybe not

in his authoritarian mind—but there happens
to be. That is one point.

The second point is he expects this board

to have a very close relationship to the gov-

ernment, and he expects it to be a political

appointment.

Mrs. Campbell. That is right.

Mr. Foulds: Those are his words. In all

seriousness, Mr. Minister, I don't want to

wrench them out of context, but those words

should be haunting him at this very moment
and they should come back to haunt him
time and time again.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Just a minute until you
understand what you are talking about.

Mr. Foulds: And thirdly, he mentioned—

Hon. Mr. Irvine: It is all right for him to

stand over there. He hasn't listened to the

debate. He doesn't know what's going on.

Mr. Foulds: I happened to be in this

chamber during the entire portion of the de-

bate on the clause by clause.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Was he here when it

was introduced to the House?

Mr. Foulds: I was here and I read the

minister's statement on the introduction to

the bill.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The member's contribu-

tion was not too much.

Mrs. Campbell: Well he listened to what
was said now. Did the minister?

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, )X)u might in-

form the minister that the whole purpose of

the committee stage of legislation is to probe
just this kind of specific in legislation. And
that is what we are doing right now.

The third point that arises in my current

onslaught is the minister's reference to econ-

omy and some slight references about how
we could save—what is the grand total?—
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$52,000 in the grandiose pyrotechnics that

were floated by the management board last

week.

Mrs. Campbell: If they do more.

Mr. Foulds: We are not quite sure whether
we are going to accept that in principle or in

reality yet. In fact, you could save a helluva

lot more, Mr. Chairman, if you abolished

every one of the per diems, every one of the

yearly rates that you pay to the backbench
Tories for the commissions, boards and so on.

I mean, just take away John Root's extra

emoluments and you would save the Premier's

salary for goodness' sake.

Mrs. Campbell: That's right.

Mr. Foulds: There was, at one point in the

history of this chamber-

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): That's one

foot, put your other foot into it.

Mr. Foulds: —only one Conservative back-

bencher who didn't have an additional ap-

pointment. I wonder who that man is today?
I mean with the additional appointments to

parliamentary secretaries the additional ex-

pansion to the cabinet; my God, I look

around and I don't know who you are going
to get. Is it Albert Belanger again? Has he
been overlooked?

Mr. Chairman: Order please. I am wonder-

ing if the—

Mr. Foulds: I really am quite serious, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. I am wonder-

ing if the hon. member would refer to the

other hon. member as—

Mr. Foulds: Oh, the hon. member for

Prescott and Russell.

Mr. Chairman: That's correct.

Mr. Foulds: I apologize. Is it going to be
that poor benighted member for Prescott and

Russell, who was overlooked some three years
ago. Has he been overlooked again this year
and that's why they are putting this in?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Foulds: I doubt it, because very
seriously, Mr. Chairman, I think this is typi-
cal of the kind of thinking that is imbedded
in the psyche of this government. They are
so used to this kind of political appointment
that they cannot bring themselves to see that
it is damaging to their reputation as a govern-

ment; it is damaging to our reputation as

legislators; and it is damaging to the reputa-
tion of the proposed development corpora-
tion.

I suggest in all seriousness that the minis^
ter must consider the suggestion I put for-

ward. At least if he doesn't do that, Mr.

Chairman, then he should agree that it not
receive any additional remuneration.

Mr. Lawlor: It's part of his collective sub-

conscious, I suspect.

Mr. Foulds: If all of those public-minded
backbench Conservatives want to serve by
taking on the added heavy burden of re-

sponsibility on additional commissions and
boards, let them do it for free, Mr. Chair-
man.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I want to

clarify one point that the hon. member has
made. We are talking about subsection 5 of 4.

Mr. Foulds: We are talking about sub-
section 5 of section 4.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Of section 4, right?

Mr. Foulds: Right.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Now that is a member
of the Legislature. That's why I said it's a

political appointment. I am not talking about
someone outside the Legislature. I am talk-

ing about the people who are MPPs—

Mr. Foulds: So am I.

Mrs. Campbell: So are we.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —and I hope that you are

too, but you seem to leave a little bit of

doubt in my mind. I think it's about time
we clarified the fact that we are talking about
members who relate directly to the minister
in regard to a very serious and certainly a

very complicated matter when we are talk-

ing about the building of a new town or new
city.

Mrs. Campbell: Without accountability to

the House.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I am saying to you, in

all fairness to what you have said, that I

really believe that if there is a necessity for

a relationship to be maintained between the

government and the corporation, then that

clause has to be left in. Whether with or

without salary will be determined by the

government of the day, and that's what I

meant when I made my remarks before.
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If I haven't explained it as well as I

should have, I am sorry. That is my feeling

in any event, and that's the way it will have

to stand as far as I am concerned, whoever
the government may—and I expect, as I said

before, that it will be a Conservative appoint-
ment; I hope you don't take exception to

that fact. Apparently you did.

The clause will stand, Mr. Chairman, as it

is. I think it's very important it's left there.

Mr. Foulds: It went right over his head.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 5—

Kfr. J. A. Renwide (Riverdale): Mr. Chair-

man, I don't want to prolong this debate;

obviously the minister is adamant about it.

I want to draw to his attention, however,
what the provision of the Bank of Canada
Act is in respect of the disqualification of

directors. I commend it because the Bank
of Canada and the government of Canada
have a very close relationship—an extremely
close relationship—through the Minister of

Finance and the governor of the Bank of

Canada. It doesn't alter the fact that there

is a total disqualification from anyone in the

public service or anyone holding an oflSce or

place of employment under the Crown from

being a director of the Bank of Canada.
Indeed the Bank of Canada Act contains the

provision somewhat similar to the provision
later on in this bill that if there's any dif-

ference of opinion between the Minister of

Finance and the governor of the Bank of

Canada that the governor of the Bank of

Canada will comply with the direction of

the Minister of Finance on behalf of the

government.
So the relationship is extremely close. The

responsibilities are discharged by the govern-
ment and by the Bank of Canada in very
close harmony ever since the days of Gov-
ernor Coyne, and there is the backstop or

safeguard provision to make sure that the

Bank of Canada does comply with the policy
decisions of the government of Canada. But
that doesn't mean to say that they must have
boards of directors which are in any sense

composed of persons who comprise either the

government or membership in the House of

Commons or indeed in the Senate of Canada,
that those persons should be permitted to be
directors of the Bank of Canada.

I quote the specific disqualification provi-
sion contained in section 10 of the Bank of

Canada Act. chanter B(2) of the Revised
Statutes of Canada. Chapter 13, section 10,

subsection 2:

No person is eligible to be appointed or

to continue as a director who

( a ) is not a Canadian citizen ordinarily
resident in Canada,

(b) [and this is the important disqualifica-

tion] is employed in any capacity in the

public service of Canada or of any prov-
ince of Canada or holds any office or posi-

tion for which any salary or other re-

muneration is payable out of public money,
except that a director may perform tem-

porary services for the government of

Canada or any province for which he may
be reimbursed actual living and travelling

expenses.

Which is a very useful and necessary excep-
tion. But I would suggest to the minister

that there is a very real need to get away
from the conception that the government of

Ontario has that every corporation which

they incorporate must have the clause which

in a reverse way permits a member of the

assembly to be a member of the board of

directors and on the other hand does not

disqualify him from sitting in this assembly.

The arguments have been made and the

minister is adamant. I happen to think that

the close relationship which is necessary
between a corporation such as this and the

policy ministries of the government is best

exercised through the relationships of the

responsible minister with the responsible

head of this corporation, and with the safe-

guard provision which permits a direction to

be given to the responsible head of the cor-

poration if the actions of the corporation are

not in line with the policies of the govern-

ment.

I commend it for the minister's considera-

tion. We're obviously not going to change it

tonight, but one of these days the govern-

ment would be well advised to adopt a

similar disqualification provision as tfiat re-

ferred to in the Bank of Canada Act which

I've read into the record.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I respect

very much the views expressed by the hon.

member for Riverdale. All I can say is that

at the present time I'd like to leave this sec-

tion in. If the government decides at a later

date that the section is not necessary, I

would be only too happy to move the amend-
ment.

Mr. Chairman: All those in favour of sub-

section (5) of section 4 forming part of the

bill, please say "aye."

All those opposed please say "nay."
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In my opinion, the "ayes" have it.

Subsection (5) will remain.

Anything further on section 4?

Mr. Renwick: Mi. Chairman, one com-

ment, if I may, on section 4.

Mr. Chairman: What part?

Mr. Renwick: Just section 4 generally, Mr.

Chairman. This whole question of the ap-

pointment of a board of directors of these

corporations, the pat language which always

appears in them, deserves serious considera-

tion by the government. I mentioned the

one point with respect to the Bank of

Canada Act and I want to mention the other

clause.

In the selection of directors of the Bank

of Canada the clause which is subsection

1 of section 10 states:

The directors shall be selected from

diversified occupations, but no person is

eligible for appointment who is a director,

partner, oflBcer or employee of any of the

following financial institutions: Namely, a

chartered bank, an investment dealer that

acts as a primary distributor of new gov-
ernment of Canada securities . . .

and so on. Any person appointed as a direc-

tor who is a shareholder of any such finan-

cial institution is required to divest himself

of his holdings within a period of time or

cease to be a director.

The analogy again is very appropriate in

a bill such as this. Where we're dealing with

a sensitive topic, although relatively inert,

such as land in the Province of Ontario, it

would appear to me to be advisable for the

government not to appoint any persons who
are directly themselves interested, by way
of shareholding or otherwise, in the kinds of

corporations whose business is the ownership
and development and exploitation of land in

the province. It seems to me to make sense

that we should not get involved in peopling
the board of directors of this kind of a cor-

poration, at least to some extent, with people
from the development industry.

I don't think for one single moment the

expertise and the knowledge are not other-

wise available to the corporation, but there

should not be any overlapping, and indeed
there should be a disqualification from ap-
pointment of any person who is engaged in

the land development business in the prov-
ince.

Hon, Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I have
no other comment to make, except to say

that I think the hon. member has brought
forward a very valid point and one which
will be considered at the time of the ap-
pointment.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 4 stand as

part of the bill?

Section 4 agreed to.

On section 5.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, on section

5 I am simply going to say that while this

clause may or may not be adequate for the

purpose of the requirement that a director

disclose his interest in any transaction into

which the corporation is entering. I think

from the point of view of this kind of cor-

poration where there will be dealings be-
tween the corporation in its capacit)- as a

representative of the Crown and other bodies
who may be interested in land development,
the clause shall be strictly construed.

I don't think that there should be the
exclusion in the first part of section 5, in

subsection 1, which refers to "other than a
contract or transaction in which his interest is

limited solely to his remuneration as a direc-

tor, officer or employee." That shouldn't he
in the clause. There should be a strict liability
on the directors of this corporation.

We should not be involved in the very
elusive word "material" which appears in

subsection 2 and I quote subsection 2: "Sub-
section 1 does not require the disclosure of

any interest in any contract or transaction

unless the interest in, and the contract or

transaction are both material."

"Material" is a very elusive and difficult

word. I think that subsection 2 has no place
in the strict liability of the disclosure of

interest to avoid conflict of interest, where
the government is concerned and one of its

agencies is concerned and where the directors

of that agency are concerned.

Thirdly, I think there should be a specific

requirement, a specific stricture, upon the

director that not only must he disclose his

interest and the nature of his interest and
refrain from votinsj, but he should be re-

quired to refrain from any participation in

the discussion of the board of directors which
leads to any decision being made. Indeed,
as I believe is the case in most of the char-

tered banks in Canada at the present time,

any director who is so interested is required
to absent himself from the meeting during
the portion of the time when that transaction

is up for consideration, in addition to dis-

closing his interest and refraining from voting.
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A clause such as this, having been taken

over from the Business Corporations Act,

appears in many statutes where the govern-
ment is setting up an agency of the Crown,
in the manner of this particular corporation,
to transact or perform a particular function

on behalf of the government.

In substance, therefore, I simply say that

the clause should not have any of the exclu-

sions in it which are presently provided in

the Business Corporations Act, and to which
I have referred; that in addition to the re-

quirement that the director refrain from vot-

ing and that he disclose his interest, the

director should refrain fom participating in

any discussion with respect to the approval
or othenvise of that transaction; and if neces-

sary, the further step should be taken that

he should be required to absent himself from

that portion of tLe meeting during which the

deliberations on the contract are taking place.

In this day and age and with the conflict-

of-interest question uppermost in persons'

minds, it would seem to me not to be beyond
the wit of the advisers of the government,
and the persons who draft the legislation on
behalf of the government, to make certain

that the conflict-of-interest clauses are very
clear, very strict—indeed make certain that

the utmost distance is maintained between

any director who has an interest in a contract

in which the particular corporation of which
he is a director is involved. And to make
certain that that sense of distance not only
does, in fact, exist but appears in reality to

exist by those who are observing the decision-

making processes of such a corporation.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, a couple of

points may be criss-crossing or paralleling

something my colleague has just said. Sup-
pose a director does act contrary to the very

wording of the statute on a literal construc-

tion, what flows from that? Is there a penalty
or sanction invoked with respect to that

director within the ambit of the legislation
itself? That is my first surmising question.

The second thine is that in subclause 1

you set up the conflict section and then you
carve out an exemption and you say, "other

than a contract or transaction in which his

interest is limited solely to his remuneration
as a director, oflBcer or employee."

I think we understand what that means.

Nevertheless, isn't it i)0ssible that at least part
of his remuneration might be some gratuity
or some benefit or some kind of commission
or some kind of monetary benefit that would

flow from his participation? If that were the

case, if any part of that remuneration occur-

red, then nes okay and he's exempted from

the provisions of this statute. I'm sure that

runs directly contrary to what you're trying
to bring about. I think that bit of elbow
room you're trying to work into the statute

on the remuneration aspect ought to be

gravely considered and perhaps deleted.

In other words, what I'm saying is that

this conflict matter must be strictly construed.

It must be given its full amplitude. You must
be very careful indeed about what exemp-
tions you seek to make in this regard, because

they will be availed of the minute you do so

by those so engaged, or could possibly be,

thus defeating the terms of your own legis-

lation. There mustn't be a whisk of question
left in this conflict issue. You mustn't give

any encoiuragement, so to speak, to preserve
a conflict within the ambit of the legislation,

loosely worded as it is.

The second thing I would like to refer to

is what my colleague has said about the word
"material.' We've had, in the committee

downstairs, in the committee having to do
with legal affairs, the word "material" in-

serted in numerous documents and there has

been a fairly omnipresent feeling by all sides

of this House and by everyone sitting here

that we've taken it out almost invariably be-

cause it's a weasel word.

It's a weasel for two reasons. In order to

construe it you sometimes, and very often,

have to go to a court. We haven't given to

judges, and we never do, curiously, from the

terms of the legislation, any criteria from

which \ou may judge materiality; he has to

pluck the oranges right off the tree.

We don't know whether they're tangerines
or oranges when we're writing it out here, but

the fact is that we expect the judiciary to do

what we are unable to do, or at least aren't

disposed to do in the process of writing out

the legislation. I think it is a great mistake to

insert the word "material" merefore, either

as encouraging unnecessary litigation on one

side of the fence.

If you're going to supply the term, then

give some indication of what you mean by
the word; because whatever a man does in

those circumstances, almost by subjective

reference, he wouldn't consider "material."

Yet other people very well might consider

that the most material of circumstances. The
word has too great a flexibility and too much
subjectivity written into it to permit it to

stand in objective legislation, as I trust you
hope your legislation is as the thing presently
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stands. I would ask you to reconsider those

various matters in the course of putting this

legislation through.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any further com-
ments on section 5?

Section 5 agreed to.

On section 6:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. Lawlor: 1 just have one small point.
In section 6 everybody has to stand up and

place their hands over their heart and, Boy
Scout-like, say: "I'll never whisper a word of

what goes on here without conferring with

tha minister first." Everj-thing must be done

secretly, in camera, under the lotus bush, so

to speak. Never let the day dawn when any-

body in the general public just might know
what's going on with respect to North Pick-

ering or any other place in the province for

that matter.

That being the case, I want you to tell

me vv'hat something means. In the second

paragraph of the oath that you take before

you enter heaven, the Valhalla of the Tories,

it reads as follows: "I further solemnly swear
or affirm that I will not communicate or

allow to be communicated." I believe this is

in case one of your colleagues said: "I can't

hold myself back. I'm going to run to those

New Democratic Party fellows and whisper
in their ear." That we're then going to tor-

pedo the whole plan. He'll then have to

strangle that NDP member on the spot; or

at least place him under some kind of suf-

focation.

Then it says, "or allow to be communicated
to any person not legally entitled thereto."

That intrigued me, that "not legally." Are we
legally entitled to know or not; that's my
question? I feel perfectly legally entitled,

I've got the legal qualifications to know. I

avail myself, my ears are all open, I stand

ready to receive. Are the members of this

House legally entitled to know?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, they cer-

tainly are. Under section 29 I think you'll
see where the Provincial Auditor will make
a report to the House and it will be tabled.

Mr. Lawlor: Oh no, I meant from day
to day.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: From day to day? What
would you like to know? Would the member
for Lakeshore want to know all the very
minor details that go on from day to day

in any transaction of any corporation? I'm

sure he wouldn't.

Mr. Lawlor: We just might like to know
what is going on in North Pickering. Are we
entitled to know or not?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I think the member for

Lakeshore is referring to a matter which is

not very relevant in this case. We are talking

about the development corporation having
its annual report tabled in the House. It will

be subject to your scrutiny—and very close

scrutiny I'm sure by yourself. Therefore I

don't see there is any problem in that case.

Mr. Lawlor: You know, it is great to be
a member of the government, to be a min-

ister over there, with lord high sufficiency

over the whole universe type of thing, and

say that when all the cattle are out of the

barn and the door is closed and the place
is burned dovm, and the opposition receives

a report saying that everything is ini a highly

incendiary state, we don't have to worry
about it.

Come off it, we want to know as it goes
on. We want to know what the subdivision

is going to be, and are there going to be

services installed there?

There are going to be very well deter-

mined and laid-out plans put forth here.

Some of us particularly interested in the

housing market want to know the state of

advance and the state of costs, but not after

it is all over and the report is submitted

here, or somewhere midway between but

after everything has been decided. We are

not the affirmers of faits accompli over

here. We want to have an ongoinig relation-

ship. It is our job; it is w<hat we've been
elected to do. And you come prating and

telling us, "Oh, you will get a report some
afternoon." Isn't that great?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Don't get worked up
unnecessarily. We are talking about two
difi^erent things. The development corpora-
tion operates in the same manner as any
other dfeveloper, any other private individual

who wants to have a piece of land developed.
There is nothing unusual about the develop-
ment corporation.

Mr. Lawlor: It is a public body; it is using
public funds.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: It goes through the Plan-

ning Act. It has a subdivision approved or

not approved. It has it amended, as may be.

Mr. Lawlor: It's quite different from a

private corporation.
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Hon. Mr. Irvine: You, as the member for

Lakeshore, would have full knowledge of

what is going on from day to (hy if you
wish to. But what else can you expect when
it is going through the Planning Act? It is

very common knowledge. If you want to be
j^wiuantcd with what is happening in North

Pickering it is up to you to make yourself
aware of the individual transactions that go
on from day to day.

Mr. La>ylor: All right, we will speak to

the board of directors and find out. If they

say, "No, you are not entitled to know this,"

I will say, "Read Hansard of a certain

evening in January, 1975."

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Just look at the in-

dividual transactions.

Mr. Lawlor: Okay, we will see.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for River-

dale.

Mr. Renwick: Perhaps I could pass imtil

the next section.

Section 6 agreed to.

On section 7:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Riv-

erdale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, this must be

equally tiresome for the minister as it is for

us. There seems to be no capacity in the

government, despite the fact that they have

got expertise in the companies branch of the

Ministry of Consumer and Commercial Rela-

tions, to have up-to-date clauses inserted in

a bill such as tihis.

Here we have an indemnification clause

relating to the directors. We don't have im-

ported into this bill the standard-of-care
clause which has been a matter of immense
discussion with respect to the standard of
care and the duty and responsibility of the
directors of a business corporation. We im-

port the conflict-of-interest provision but not
the standard-of-care provision. We don't im-

port the limitation which has been imposed
upon the indemnification clause.

I simply point out to the minister that this
is an obligatory indemnification of each di-
rector and each oflBcer regardless of what he
does, even if he acts in bad faith. The normal
clause now at least protects him and indemni-
fies him against any

. . . costs, charges and expenses that he
sustains or incurs in or about any action, suit

or proceeding that is brought, commenced

or prosecuted against him for or in respect
of any act, deed, matter or other thing,

made, done or permitted by him in or

about the execution of the duties of his

office.

At least they must be matters which he has
done in good faith. This clause is an obliga-

tory clause to indemnify him regardless of

any act of his, done in good faith or in bad
faith.

It has to be done by him. He's not

indemnified if it's alleged he's done something
but not proved. The clause is deficient. And
I cannot understand why we are presented
time and again with bits and pieces of cor-

poration law introduced into these special

private government bills setting up these spe-
cial corporations. There is no uniformity.
There is no up-to-date draftsmanship involved

in them. They are just simply deficient and
we are expected to stand up each time and
draw the attention of the ministry to those

deficiencies.

Mr. Lawlor: Just one word in continuity
of that point. The select committee of this

Legislature on corporations and the Business

Corporations Act that came out of the recom-
mendations of that committee four or five

years ago went to great trouble to set out in

precise terms what exactly was involved with

indemnification procedures.

It's perfectly legitimate to indemnify. It's

perfectly legitimate for them to insure them-
selves against loss. But the fact of the matter

is that you don't give it to them carte

blanche. If they act in bad faith, if there is

what is called malfeasance involved in the

situation, then why should they be indemni-

fied? They have acted contrary to their

oath of office. And yet they are covered

completely.

The clauses have been selected carefullv

after much debate. They were worked out in

the Business Corporations Act and we are

embodying them in other statutes as we go
along. We are dealing with this in trust cor-

porations at the present time. We want to

set a standard of integrity in the business

community that will be adhered to right
across the board of directors—and which the

directors find completely palatable.

We don't get objections that we are setting

the standard too high or anything. They
know what terms of honesty and integrity
must be exercised in order to win respect.
And yet you come with a section that is

cast in this particular way. It kind of gives
a sanction to them in advance to do what-
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ever the blazes they please and su£Fering no

consequences therefrom.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, not hav-

ing the same knowledge of the legal pro-
fession as my colleagues, the members for

Riverdale and Lakeshore, I w^ould like to say
that I would hope all of the board might be
in good faith at all times. I have no objec-
tion whatsoever in putting in the words "in

good faith." It seems to me that is something
which would be necessary to have.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 7 carry?

Mr. Lawlor: Well, I understand he is quite

prepared, Mr. Chairman, to insert the words
"in good faith" in the section. This at least

safeguards some interests in the province.

Mr. Chairman: Where do you want to

insert it?

Mr. Renwick: Before the word "made" in

the 6th line.

Mr. Chairman: Would you like to write a

resolution and present it to me?

Mr. Lawlor: It is before the word "made"
in the sixth line, as my colleague points out.

Mr. Renwick moves that the words "in

good faith" be inserted before the word
"made" in the seventh line in section 7 of

Bill 181.

Mr. Chairman: Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to.

Section 7 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Has anyone got any com-
ments before section 15 of the bill?

Mr. Renwick: Section 13, Mr. Chairman.

Sections 8 to 12, inclusive, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Section 13, the hon. mem-
ber for Riverdale.

On section 13:

Mr. Renwick: As I understand it the
answer to my first question is that obviously
no land has been transferred to the Ontario
Land Corp. at the present time because it is

not in being yet. Having answered the first

question, I'll do my best to pose the second
one and answer it as well. What land is

going to be transferred to this particular

corporation from the Ontario Land Corp.,
should the Ontario Land Corp. bill pass this

assem'r.Iy?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, should

the Ontario Land Corp. bill pass this session

or the next session, or whatever time it is in

operation, the Ontario Land Corp. will, as

I perceive it, be in control of all the lands.

If certain lands are required by the North

Pickering Development Corp. they will be
transferred from the Ontario Land. Corp. to

the North Pickering corporation and it would
be a debt which would have to be paid by
the North Pickering corporation to the

Ontario Land Corp. upon development.

Mr. Renwick: Of the land that will be

designated for inclusion in the North Picker-

ing planning area, how much of that land is

now owned by the province?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, as the

North Pickering planning area has not been

designated as of this date, I cannot answer

the question definitively, but I would say
that when it is designated it will all be owned

by the province.

Mr. Chairman: Does any member wish to

comment before section 33 of the bill?

Mr. Young: Section 19—1 am sorry, sec-

tion 22.

Sections 13 to 21, inclusive, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Section 22 of the bill. The

hon. member for Yorkview.

On section 22:

Mr. Young: On (d), I want to ask the

minister in connection with this phrase, "ac-

quire, hold, manage, lease, demolish, alter,

improve and dispose of land and other

property"; just how much land does the

minister envisage will be disposed of by the

corporation? I ask the question
— I suppose

this is where we differ fundamentally in

philosophy—I ask the minister this because

to me it seems that once the land is acquired

by the corporation, that land should be held

in perpetuity by the corporation as an asset

for that corporation.

As one looks at the new towns in Europe,
in Britain, one sees corporations of this kind

set up there; they do the planning and the

developing. The development is done very
often by private contractors who may do the

building and the putting in of the streets, the

services, the shops, the centres, and the

homes, but the ownership remains in the

hands of the corporation. In the new Coven-

try, for example, where this was done, in the

city centre, all the shops are owned by the

corporation. They are rented to private entre-

preneurs; they pay the rent, but that rent
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gradually retires the debt on those properties
and then from that point on, except for the

expenses, the income goes into the coffers of

the corporation. In this way the people of

the community benefit very greatly.

Iti the new towns that are now being de-

veloped the attitude of the corporation there

is that since we hold the land, and since the

land and the buildings and the centres are

assets, if we need to borrow in the capital

market in the future, this is an asset against
which we can borrow. All this adds up to a

social asset—social capital which is held in

perpetuity for the people who may be living
in that particular community, or an asset on

the part of the larger municipality or regional
or provincial government.

It just seems to me that this makes sense

here and I am wondering what the minister

does envisage about this disposal of land;

whether he is going to sell the land off,

w'hether the corporation will sell that land

to private enterprisers who will build and
then sell to private owners of the homes,
or when it comes to shopping centres there

will they sell it off to entrepreneurs who will

build the shopping centres and then charge
the rent and own the assets?

There's a difference of philosophy here,
which of course is one of the reasons whv
v/e in this party are not too enthusiastic about
the bill. Perhaps the minister could enlighten

us to just what he plans in this matter of

disposal of land.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I would
be pleased to pive my views on the par-
ticular matter that the member for York-
view has brought forward in regard to

leasing or selling lands. I had the oppor-
tunity to visit some new towns, new cities,

in England and Scotland this year and the

particular philosophy over there at the time
was to lease lands only. Before that, they
were selling.

I would think, Mr. Chairman, that the

corporation would consider ven' carefully
the possibility of doing both, whereby you
might enter into long leases on commercial
or industrial development and you would
probably have to enter into sale of property
for residential development. I haven't nnv
fixed views on it at this time. I would think
this is a niatter which would come forward
at a later diate, once we have started into

the implementation of the plan. But there

is, in my opinion, considerable merit in the

province holding on to the tide of certain

lands and I think this will probably be

done; my philosophy might come through
in the future.

Mr. Young: Mr. Chairman, I am delighted
to hear the minister come that far. This is

a change in general philosophy and it's a

welcome one, but it just seems to me that

land is being looked upon now in our society

as more and more of a public utility. That

is, it's something which, once it has passed
out of the public hands and into private
hands and increases in value, if we ever want
it again, of course, we have to acquire it

again at greatly enhanced values.

We have learned over the years that it

is not the best policy, once having obtained
the ownership of land to have it alienated

from the public domain into private hands

again. The assets should be maintaincc' for

public purposes and if the land, the land

at least, in an area such as North Pickering
could be retained, then there is the asset there

and' the increased value of that land and it

will increase—perhaps we would never sell

it, so we would never realize on it—but it

is an asset which is there and can be realized

upon for credit purposes, for all kinds of

purposes; for planning purposes in partirnlar,

because it may well be that in 10, 15, or

20 years redevelopment may come and we
will want to plan again because of changed
circrunstances and rebuild and redesicm. If

we have the land then the public authority

can do that without a great dteal of difficulty.

So it just seems to me it makes conriion

sense that the land at least—and I could qo

farther than that, of course, and say the

facilities on the land—should be held n the

public domain.

Mr. Chairman: Does section 22 carry?

Section 22 agreed to.

Mr. Chairmian: Does any other hon. mem-
ber wish to speak or comment on any part
of the bill before section 33?

Mr. Renwick: Section 27, Mr. Chairman.

Sections 23 to 26, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 27:

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, my only
comment is on section 27, and it is to sup-

port and affirm what my colleague, the mem-
ber for Yorkview, has stated in his remarks

related to the particular subclause that he

referred to in section 22; because section 27,

of course, is the omnibus power given to the

corporation to "dispose of its land, property,

assets, undertaking or any part thereof, to

any person, municipality, government agency
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or authority" and that is wide open in its

terminology. It's not Hmited to disposing of

it for the purposes of the implementation
of the plan.

One could perhaps understand that if one
were able to sell, lease or otherwise dispose
of the land for the purposes of the imple-
mentation of the plan, but this is a clause

which is an omnibus power given to the

corporation to dispose of everything which

they have. I certainly reiterate and support,
and this caucus certainly supports, the point
madte by my colleague, the hon. member for

Yorkview, on section 22 and the identical

point at that time.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments?
Shall all other sections of the bill carry?

Mr. Remvick: Section 32, Mr. Chairman.

Sections 27 to 31, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 32:

Mr. Renwick: Has the minister any idea
when he expects this particular Act to come
into force, the corporation to come into being,
the directors of the corporation to be ap-
pointed, and the corporation to engage in

the activities which it is presently being
authorized to engage in?

Mr. Singer: When Shouldice is available.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I haven't

got a set date. I must say to the hon. mem-
ber for Riverdale fhat I do not have a date as

to when the board will come into being. We
haven't got any names; I would welcome

suggestions, as I mentioned before—

Mr. Renwick: Will it be this year?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Oh, yes. Definitely. As
I say, I haven't any firm date. I thought you
were asking for a specific date.

Mr. Renwick: Then what would the target
be? This summer?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I hope that it will be
this spring or early summer.

Section 32 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Shall the bill be reported?

Bill 181, as amended, reported.

(Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the commit-
tee rise and report one bill with a certain

amendment and ask for leave to sit again.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House begs to report one bill

with a certain amendment and asks for leave

to sit again.

Report agreed to.

NOTICE OF MOTION

Clerk of the House: Notice of motion pro-
vided by the terms of reference of the elec-

toral boundaries commission dated Dec. 5,

1973, standing in the names of Mr. Mac-

Donald, Mr. Renwick and others.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, before this debate commences might
I inquire as to the method in which you
intend to handle the debate? It's my under-

standing that two groups of members, as is

shown on the notice paper, have requested

that a debate take place. One would have

presumed that one debate w^ould have lieen

the manner in which this might be handl«^d.

I understand, however, that it is the intention

to have a debate with respect to the first

motion, interspersed with other members who

might wish to enter, followed by the debate

proposed by the second group of members.

Perhaps we could have some guidance and

could be advised if, for example, we are to

rotate th*^ sneakers in the normal pattern or

whatever: th^n. of course, we would be able

to proceed with allowing any member the

opportunity to enter into this discussion.

Mr. D. C. MacDonaM (York South): Mr.

Speaker, if I may iust add to the observations

of the House leader of the Liberal Partv. I

think he's got a point because inevitab'v. if

on'^ ha<: two debates it is going to be difficult

not to be repeating at least some of the sub-

stance of the debates. I think they can be

integrated, but I don't hold any very strong

feelings one way or the other, except to warn

vou in advance I think you're going to have

a very great problem in avoiding repetition

in the second debate.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. House leader.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, I don't

wish to speak at length on the matter before

you. but it seems to me that the reason I

would desire it called this way is that the

subject matter of the resolutions is substanti-

ally different, and I think that people wishing
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to enter either one will address themselves to

those questions. I expect there will be no

repetition, and it may be wise if we deal with
one and dispose of it, then deal with the

second in that order.

Mr. Speaker: Mr. Speaker has no alterna-

tive but to accept it as it is called. So we
will proceed with the first resolution that

stands under the name of the 10 eminent

gentlemen there. Certainly anyone may speak
to this one as anyone may speak to the

second one. Since they are diflFerent debates

in effect, there is going to be repetition in

the two debates, but they are different de-

bates, so it can't be helped. Who is speaking
first? The member for York South?

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, I think it is

rather interesting that there have been two
motions presented here. I suspect there is

something of a different thrust between the

approach contained in the first motion and
the second one, though there is a great deal

of common ground. Quite frankly, I want to

emphasize that common ground, because I

think one of the purposes of this debate is to

attempt to give some guidance to posterity,

namely, 10 xears hence anyway, when they
give some consideration to the establishment
of another boundaries commission so that

when it is finished its work there won't be
as widespread dissatisfaction with its work
as undoubtedly exists at the present time.

There has been a great deal of discussion

with regard to the first report of the electoral

botmdaries commission. I sometimes had the

impression that most of it was coming from
this party. Quite frankly, I regretted that

because I don't think this should be a parti-

san matter, but in our view there was such
a serious departure from the application of

the gin'delines that it seemed to me that the

objectives of the redistribution were being
lost sight of. Perhaps I can provoke a little

bit of give and take between my colleagues
to the right, both ideologically and otherwise,
in the Liberal Party.

As I understand their argument, having
listened to it being presented by some of the

spokesmen, it was that we had unanimously
adopted these guidelines and, therefore, we
are in effect stuck with them and should not

be critical of an independent commission.

Well, we didn't quite unanimously adopt
them; at least we adopted them unanimously
but with some qualifications, namely, point-

ing to the unnecessary tolerance that was

being granted in the 25 per cent deviation

that might be made up and down from the

provincial quota. But my chief objection, as

I hope to detail a little bit, is going to be
in what I would describe as the perverse

application of those guidelines.

Before I get to that, let me try to put
this into historical perspective, Mr. Speaker.
In my nearly 20 years around this Ontario

Legislature I think I have seen the pattern
of redistribution procedures run the gamut,
at least as far as we have gone now.

In the mid-1950s we were operating on the

old style. It was something to behold, or

something to weep at as you beheld it, be-

cause a committee of the Legislature, with

obvious conflict of interest between those

who were involved and the objectives of their

whole effort, would be engaged in attempting
to redraw the boundaries in accordance with

the last decennial census. They would be

something less than human if they didn't

take into consideration their own interest in

their own constituencies or those of their

neighbours or colleagues in their own par-
ticular party, so much so that we recognized
that we had to move toward an independent
commission.

We moved toward one in which we made
our first mistake, and tragically we repeated
that mistake 10 years later, in not clarifying
the guidelines so that they were not capable
of such sharply different interpretation. In

the instance of the guidelines that were laid

down for the redistribution in the early 1960s,

they were really so broad that one could

drive a horse and six through without any

difficulty at all. There were three lands of

constituences: the urban constituency of 60,-

000 to 70,000; the mixed constituency of

50.000 to 60,000; and the rural constituency
of under 50,000. Some of those under 50,000
^^'e^nt (^n\x'r\ to retaining; pocket boroughs like

that of Charlie MacNaughton up in Huron
with 32,000 population, and there was no

excuse or defence for it at all. There were

others indeed much less than even the 32.000

where there might have been some more

excuse if you take a widely scattered northern

constituency. Sorry?

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): I hope the

member doesn't extend those pocket bor-

oug^hs to Huron and Huron-Bruce.

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): They'd
never do that.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Just to the

hon. member thereof.

Mr. MacDonald: The result was that

coming out of that independent exercise we
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had constituencies which ranged anywhere
from population figures in the 20,000 cat-

egory to constituencies that were in the

70,000 and, indeed, in a very few number
of years, went up to 80,000, 90,000 or

100,000. Indeed, I think my hon. friend

from York Mills (Mr. Bales) on the other

side of the House ultimately ended up with

a constituency of about 130,000 or 140,000

people—really a ludicrous violation of the

basic principle of representation by popula-
tion.

This time I thought we had moved in the

direction of a much more sensible set of

guidelines. Just so that we can have them
before us and for those who read the record

in terms of Hansard, let me put those guide-
lines on the record again.

There were eight of them; namely, that

the purpose of the redistribution shall take

into account:

1. the community or diversity of in-

terests; 2. the means of communication;
3. topographical features; 4. population
trends; 5. the varying conditions and re-

quirements regarding representation as

between urban and rural electoral districts;

6. existing boundaries of municipalities or

wards; 7. the existing and traditional boun-
daries of electoral districts; 8. special geo-

graphic considerations, including in par-
ticular the sparsity, density or relative rate

of growth of population in the various

regions of the province, the accessibility

of such regions or their rate, size or shape
thereof.

There were the eight guidelines, Mr. Speak-
er, and I submit to you that the real

import of those guidelines was to list them
and then to take account of what followed:

"And subject thereto, the population quota
for each electoral district shall be based on

the average population."

That STirely is the determining part of the

guidelines, subject to and with some qualifi-

cations from those eight guidelines, that the

real imperative should be that you should

stick as closely as possible to the average

quota for the constituencies in the north or

in the sout*hern part of the province.

However, they snuck in a further one and
in retrospect I would concede to anybody
readily that we should have fought this and

attempted to have it eliminated altogether.
That was the further qualification that you
could have a deviation from that quota of

25 per cent above or 25 per cent below and

under certain conditions you could even go

beyond that.

In retrospect that was making nonsense of

guidelines. I hope for those who are going

to be sharing in the shaping of guidelines

some 10 years hence following the 1981

decennial census that they will make dead

certain that that kind of barn door isn't left

for somebody to start driving the horses

through, because that is precisely what has

(happened.

I repeat, my chief objection to it is not

to the guidelines which, if I may say so as

kindly as I can, if they'd been intelligently

applied, if they'd been applied in a balanced

way, could have come up with a good result.

But they were perversely applied, and in my
view the greatest perversion comes in ignoring

what should have been the main guideline,

mainly population trends as opposed to his-

toric boundaries of the riding.

What is the point of respecting historic

boundaries? You know, God rest his soul,

that sounds like an echo from Leslie Frost.

He was always talking about respect for the

historic boundaries of the province, but if

you're going to respect the historic boun-

dSaries of the province there's no point in

redistribution at all. If you give 100 per
cent respect to historic boundaries you'll not

redistribute any riding at all.

On some occasions that may be something
of consideration, but what happened in this

commission was that there were certain his-

toric boundaries, and most of them—the great

majority of them—happened to be in eastern

Ontario where the government has a greater
collection of Tory pocket boroughs than

anywhere else in the world. It got not only

to a 25 per cent tolerance below the provin-

cial quota, but they went beyond the 25 per
cent tolerance and there is absolutely no

justification for that at all.

I've heard arguments that are made in

general that there has to be a certain flex-

ibility. I'm open minded on flexibility. That's

why I accepted, without any hesitancy at

all, separating off northern Ontario from

southern Ontario, because there is a real

problem in geography in northern Ontario

and we said we are not going to cut down
the constituencies in northern Ontario. But

the proposition that the government should

retain constituencies in southern Ontario

where we've got the kind of travel facilities

that we've got in southern Ontario, and
other means of communication, below a 25

per cent deviation from the provincial quota,
I submit to you once again, Mr. Speaker, is

completely without justification.
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Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): It doesn't

mean the government shouldn't change it

within northern Ontario.

Mr. MacDonald: I w^s going to come back
to that. There is a classic example in north-

ern Ontario that just defies any rational

reading of the residt.

Let me just list five or six. What I'm going
to do, Mr. Speaker, is not to go into great
detail, because quite frankly I think we nave
thrashed around in the detail. In my view at

least, what we've got to do is rescue some

overrding principles and get them enun-
ciated in the hope that if the commission
takes a final look at them it may do some-

thing about the application of those prin-
ciples, but at least with the rather bad ex-

perience we've had in these last two com-
missions that we can improve on it 10 years
h^nce. As I've already pointed out, why in

six eastern Ontario ridings have we got that

kind of deviation, not only to 25 per cent

below, but in excess of it?

The argument is that there had to be cer-

tain flexibilities and how do you work within
those flexib'lities? The thing that makes that

argument just collapse completely is at least

one member of the Ontario commission, our
chief electoral officer, was also a member of
the federal redistribution committee for the
Province of Ontario. Significantly, in the
Province of Ontario in the federal redistribu-

tion, they had no apparent difficult}^ in re-

distributing seats and living within a 15 per
c^nt deviation from the provincial quota.
Therefore it can be done and presumably at

least one member of the comm'ssion learned
how it could be done on the federal commis-
sion.

Why couldn't the same kind of an ap-
proach, without such a serious violation of

basic principles, have been carried over into

the redistribution in the province within the

prov"ncial structure? Why, for example
would the government have urban quotas of

71,500 on an average and rural quotas of

only 53,500 on an average? In other words,
the urban quota is 14 per cent above the

provincial average and the rural quota is 14

per cent below the provincial average. Now
why? Why consistently across the board?

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): The
msmber hasn't learned much in all the time
he led that party. He doesn't understand this

province.

Mr. MacDonald: I say to my friend across

there, if he has any respect at all for rep. by
pop., it was known that in the urban areas

there was going to be a significant popula-
tion increase, and there has been generally

speaking a significant population increase, so

that the average of 71,000 in the urban seat

has become 75,000 or 80,000 or 85,000-even
90,000 in some constituencies, because we
are operating on the population figures of

1971—whereas the rural seat, not always, but

usually, was much more static in its popula-
tion.

Let me make my point this v^y, Mr.

Speaker, to replv to what I suspect is the

basic objection oi the interjection by the hon.

member for Renfrew South. If one had

started with all constituencies, rural as well

as urban, on exactly the same average quota,
l)ased on 1971 figures, inevitably the popula-
tion increase in the last four years in the

urban seats would have opened up the kind

of gap that I admit should exist between

rural and urban seats.

But don't start with a 14 per cent above

and a 14 per cent below margin—in other

words, a 28 per cent gap—to begin with, so

that by the time you have the first election

following the new redistribution the 28 per
cent gap has become 35 or 40 or heaven

knows what the figure is. Because then we
end up with the kind of ludicrous situation

of one of his own colleagues, I say to the

hon. member for Renfrew South, his own

colleague in York Mills sitting with a con-

stituency of 130,000 people. Some of these

seats are halfway toward that 130,000 figure,

because four years have elapsed from the

population figures on which we are working.

I am not one who is arguing that we

should have exact identity. 1 concede that

there is a legitimacy in some measure. Some

of my colleagues may not agree with this.

There is a growing sentiment throughout the

Province of Ontario that won't agree with

that kind of thing, but I am old fashioned

enough, let me put it this way, I am old

fashioned enough and my roots are suf-

ficiently in the rural area to suggest that

there is legitimately some discrepancy be-

tween a rural and an urban seat. But the

government is overdoing it. They are over-

doing it, and they have overdone it in this.

Now, let me come to the northern Ontario

situation. Basically, I agree that we separated
off northern Ontario and said that we are

not going to reduce the number of seats.

In fact I think a case could have been made
for an increase in the number of seats in

northern Ontario. However, within the frame-

work of redistribution up in that area, some
of the things that happen are just mind-

boggling.
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Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Right on.

Mr. MacDonald: How could any group of

three sensible, rational people come up with

a redistribution of the city of Sault Ste. Marie

with 80,000 people in it and two neighbour-

ing constituencies with an aggregate of

61,000?

Mr. Laughren: They couldn't

Mr. MacDonald: How can they do it?

Mr. Turner: Quite easily.

Mr. MacDonald: Well, obviously it was

quite easy. Quite easily they did it. But how
do they defend it? There is no defence for

it, absolutely no defence for it at all. Be-

cause I submit that all of the qualifications
in all of the second factors that should be

brought into the picture because of these

guidelines are in relation to what should be

the basic guideline of representation by
population. They should work toward the

objective of having, as much as possible,

equality of weight in the votes of people, no
matter where they live in the Province of

Ontario.

Ititerjection by an hon. member.

Mr. MacDonald: Let me ask another ques-
tion. The chairman of the commisson, when
he responded to the letters from the leader

of the New Democratic Party, said that they
had to live by the guidelines that were laid

down by this House, as though they were

Holy Writ. The fascinating thing is that they
created their ovnti guideline when it suited

their purpose.

They came up with this guideline that in

one constituency, Muskoka, they could take

into account summer population. Now, I

suppose one could make some sort of a case

for including summer population if they were
in a high school debate, but if they were

going to make a case for summer population
and make Muskoka a smaller constituency
now than it used to be in the past, why do

they not apply that new guideline that they've

injected into the pictiure into other constitu-

encies across the Province of Ontario? There
are a lot of other constituencies, such as

Kenora, where there is a great influx of tens

of thousands of people. Why only in one
area?

Let me move on, and here is, I suppose,

my urban orientation at the moment; I've

forgotten my rural roots, may I say to the

member for Renfrew South, at this point.

W^hy did this commission fly in the face of

all of the evidence which has been painfully.

carefully, systematically drawn together, to

move toward block constituencies in the city
of Toronto rather than the strip constituen-

cies? Why did they do that? I don't know,
and they haven't deigned to explain.

We know, those of us who live close to

the city of Toronto, that this matter was
thrashed through publicly for weary years.
It was finally taken to the OMB as the city
was considering the redistribution of its own
wards for municipal elections, and the re-

port of the OMB committee— I am not gong
to take the time to quote from it because I

think most of the members have seen some
of the quotations—indicated that anybody who
had any authoritative information or views
to express on the topic said that they should

move to block constituencies, which would
take into account greater community of in-

terest and sociological conditions.

The fascinating thing, Mr. Speaker, is

that the staff of the redistribution commission
did draw up maps for a block redistribution in

the city of Toronto, and in their wisdom, or

otherwise, the commission decided not to ac-

cept that proposal and to stick with the old

electoral boundaries. This is such a key point
that I want to just put on the record a para-

graph or so from Brian S. McCool, the secre-

tary of the electoral boundaries commission,
N\ritten to the secretary of CORRA, the Con-
federation of Residents and Ratepayers As-

sociations, in Metropolitan Toronto. I quote:

I think I can tell you without betraying

any confidence that the first work of the

commission was based largely on the or-

ganization of south Toronto by blocks

rather than by strips, but various consider-

ations led the commissioners to adopt their

proposals of June 8.

The commissioners adopted their proposals
of June 8 in defiance of all the public dis-

cussion, in defiance of the OMB's serious

consideration of the report and in defiance

of everything else. Why? Would somebody
answer that question?

Mr. Speaker, this brings me to my chief

objection with regard to the report and the

procedures that led to this report, and that

is that the commission operated in an atmos-

phere of Olympian detachment. They got
their guidelines, they went off and contem-

plated on those guidelines; they added to

them when it suited their purpose; they dis-

missed proposals for adding to them when it

came from somewhere else and it suited

their purpose, whatever may have been that

purpose. They came down with proposals
which people have objected to—they made
their objections after the first report, and they
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have made their objections after the second

report—and not yet nas anybody on the com-

miss on, or anybody on the government side

who might presumably be speaking to the

commission, deigned to tell the lowly prole-

tariat what the rationale is for the decisions

they came to.

I repeat: Why? What was their rationale

for a seat of 80,000 for Sault Ste. Marie and

61,000 for two neighbouring ridings? What
was their rationale for leaving six constit-

uencies in eastern Ontario more than 25

per cent below the average quota? What
was their rationale for throwing out the block

plan in Toronto? They haven't deigned to

explain it.

I submit to you, Mr. Speaker, that that

isn't the way a commission should operate.
Which brings me to the common ground
between this motion and the motion that is

being put on by a number of government
members. One of the main objections of the

government members is that when the com-
mission went into their second redistribution,

they caused a whole lot of rippling efiFects

into neighbouring constituencies and came
up with results that are considered to be
much less than satisfactory.

Nobody had a chance to express their

x'iews on it. These three people, who don't
have a full knowledge of all the local details,

didn't deign to get those views. Oh, they
did in some instances, but how that worked
we don't know. I know of some people who
got letters asking specifically about certain

proposals that they had in mind. I know of
other people in relation to certain constit-

uencies where much more radical changes
were made and they didn't get any letters. I

am curious as to how they picked and chose
between to whom they sent letters to solicit

their advice.

It raises questions as to what really was
the objective and the motive of this inde-

pendent commission. That's very sad, because
I don't think there is any other way than
operating through an independent commis-
sion with guidelines that they know they
have to live by, and everybody knows what
the guidelines are and that they will be lived

by. I think we are going to get that only
if we make certain (a) that the guidelines
don't have loopholes and (b) that the com-
mission is willing to go out across the Prov-
ince of Ontario to hold public hearings and
to make it possible for people to make rep-
resentations so that they can have an input
from that greater local knowledge and every-
thing isn't going to be decided from the

great wisdom of Queen's Park.

With those remarks, Mr. Speaker—and I

am not going to detail them any more be-

cause some of my colleagues will go into

more detail—I just want to remind the House

of the three points that we put in our mo-

tion, because I have been speaking to them.

I can sum up my remarks by repeating
them. There has been misapplication of

some of the basic guidelines which were

given to the commission. The report fails

to provide any public explanation for certain

obvious violations of those guidelines to

which attention was specifically drawn. And,

thirdly, the whole report was prepared with-

out public hearings.

Thank you very much.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I am pleased
to enter the debate on this motion at this

time. I will confine my remarks particularly

to certain points—some of which have been

raised by the member for York South—but
will also include, I fear, some general com-

ments with respect to the second motion

that is before us as well.

We were interested in receiving the first

proposals which this commission made and

which developed a change within the mem-

bership of the Legislature by increasing

the membership by six seats from 117 to 123.

Now, the member for York South has

commented upon the principles which were

important, particularly in the earlier dis-

tribution. I think it perhaps worthwhile at

this point—again for the record of those

who might wish to look at this debate—to

review the actual terms and the instructions

and the terms of reference that the com-

mission used. These were as follows:

First, it was to leave untouched as many
of the electoral districts as could possibly be

so left, even if this meant in some cases an

electoral district might be perhaps larger or

smaller than others of a similar nature.

Second, the commission was desirous of

giving effect to the various factors specified

in its terms of reference—such as geograph-

ical, historical and communication considera-

tions—^s far as its knowledge enabled it to

do so. The fact of extraordinarily rapid

growth was also considered where this was

apparent to the commission.

Third, vacation areas where the summer

population is many times that of the census

population were given special consideration.

Fourth, so far as northern Ontario is con-

cerned, by the terms of reference the 25 per
cent tolerance did not apply.
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These are the particular points that led the

commission to its initial report which came

before us and was the subject of much dis-

cussion and consideration at the time of its

report.

The second report that arrived on our desks

c^me on Nov. 18, 1974, and set out 125 seats.

There had been some substantial c-hanges

and the net results were the addition of one

seat in the Niagara district and one seat in

the region of Waterloo. These two areas, by
the addition of those seats, had membership
in the Legislature coincident with the bound-

aries of the particular regional governments—
and that certainly was a definite improvement.

Now, in the Waterloo region, to take the

example with which I am the most familiar,

the initial suggestions made by this commis-

sion were a disaster. The division of the

county of Waterloo, which had three ridings,

into an area in which it would be part of

six ridings, was clearly unacceptable. There

were certain changes suggested, not only by
the members for the region, but through the

internal regional government and the compo-
nent governments of the region.

The result of these submissions was a

change within the area. The result was a

good one so far as Waterloo region was
concerned. The addition of the seat, particu-

larly with respect to the constituency I repre-

sented, would have the effect of reducing the

riding of Kitchener, which has 110,000 popu-
lation, to one of some 72,000 population and

creating a new riding to which about 40,000
of the people that I have had the privilege
of representing would now find themselves.

Submissions were made; and as the mem-
ber for York South has suggested, the sub-

missions in some cases—it so happens in the

case that I have just referred to—were more
successful certainly than in the suggestions
which other members 'have made. Well, the

result was a good one, particularly in the

net edition of one constituency. Whereas I

might have divided it into Kitchener East

and Kitchener West to have a more balanced

growth, the commission in its wisdom decided

that Kitchener should be divided between
the area encompassed by the expressway and
that area on the outside.

Presumably, the area on the outside, having
a smaller proposed population, would be

growing more slowly. I think that may be a

bit fallacious because, in eflfect, one new

apartment building in the older part of the

city can balance a subdivision in the new.

However, the change is not unsatisfactory

to those of us who are going to be striving

either for nomination or election in that area.

In the initial report there was much con-

cern expressed, particularly by our friends

to the left, that presumably the placing of

the 1971 election result on the 1975 bound-

aries would have substantial effect on oppo-
sition-held seats. Certainly, we thank them
for their concern, but so far as we were
concerned the computer printouts whidh we
had done, and which developed particularly
in the Metropolitan Toronto area, showed
some interesting changes, some proposals
that might be harmful and others that might
not. In the end we decided that it was very
difficult to compare the apples and oranges
of the results of 1971 with the proposals of

1975. So, we were not too concerned on

that particular point.

We were not concerned that because of

the changes either in the electoral patterns

or the fortunes of one party or another, we
would be able to dwell entirely upon the

constituent boundaries and those voting pat-

terns that were the case some four years

ago. Certainly, some of the representatives,
at a meeting of the Toronto and DLstrict

Liberal Association which I attended, were
rather pleased with the new lx)imdaries.

Others were quite concerned; certain others

were somewhat neutral. I'm sure that that

may well have been tlhe approach of repre-
sentatives of each of the political parties that

faced the matters of Change, particularly'

in the Metropolitan Toronto area.

However, we did come to the conclusion,

as I have suggested, Mr. Speaker, that it was

very difficult to make any useful comparisons
between the apples of the 1971 result and

the oranges of the 1975 boundaries.

But what are the real complaints? They've
been alluded to and referred to by the mem-
ber for York South, but in our view there

are three particular areas that we think the

commission should concern itself with. First

of all, and the most important, is the lack

of public hearings. True, submissions were

received after the initial report, and I under-

stand there were some 250 of them. But

many of these problems could have been

more directly and more usefully resolved in

the give-and-take of a public meeting. It's

not sufficient only to bring a submission

before the commission. Rather, a question

asked by a commissioner at that point, or

certain other information brought forward

by a petitioner at that point, migiht have

resolved many of the problems that are still

with us as we look now to the second stage

of the report.
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As I have sug^sted to you earlier, Mr.

Speaker, initially in the Waterloo region we
were to have a six-vvay split. If there had
been a public hearing in our area, and the

whole matter discussed earlier on, I suggest
to you that that kind of an approach of

dividing a region, with the hopes that the

government has of creating a regional spirit

and a relationship between the members at

Queen's Park and the region, would clearly
have shown that that initial suggestion was

completely unsatisfactory.

I suggest to you that in the other re-

gional government areas of the province the

desire for members of this assembly to repre-

sent, so far as possible, a regional or a com-

ponent of a regional government is obviously
the lx?st approach. So that kind of problem
could probably have been resolved! to a great

degree through the matter of public hearings.

Perhaps I could just add one further item
to the first point, and that is the .submission

that was sent to all members of the Legisla-
ture by the Ontario Secondary School Teach-
ers' Federation concerning this matter of

public hearings. On the second page of the
Ictte'- t^ey raise a rather interesting para-

graph that I think would be of interest to

the members of the House. It is as follows:

We have noted in recent years the in-

creased importance that the government has

placed on public input in the decision-mak-

ing process. We are disturbed and at a loss

to understand why public input has been
limited with respect to redistribution, a

process which goes to the very heart of

equitable representation and government
in our province. We are also concerned
that the fullest information on materials

used by the commissioners in coming to

their conclusions be made public.

So there are the inputs of the requirement
for public hearings in circumstances such as

this.

The second area is the matter of the differ-

ential of size within the ridings as thev now
exist across the province. In going through
a calculation of these various boundaries, I

divided the constituencies in the province
into four groupings: the first those in north-
em Ontario; the second those whose popu-
lations were larger than 60,000 people; the
tbird those who were less than 60,000 people
and, fourthly, those in Metropolitan Toronto.
If the members will bear with me for a

moment, I think some of the points that

come out of this study may be of interest.

The 15 ridings in northern Ontario have
two urban, 11 mixed and two rural, a total

population of some 764,000 and an average
population of 50,936. In the 40 constituencies

that have populations greater than 60,000,
there are 28 urban, 12 mixed and no rural.

Their population is some 2,728,000, an aver-

age population of 68,201. The constituencies

which have less than 60,000 number 41.

Nine are urban, 26 mixed and six rural, with
a population of 2,121,001, and the average,
51,731.

Mr. Speaker, when you add together all

those constituencies in southern Ontario, ex-

cluding Metro Toronto, that is, the 40 that

are over 60,000 and the 41 that are less

than 60,000, you come out with an average
population of 59,864. Agreeably, that is

about as close to 60,000 as one can get.
When you add together the northern Ontario
constituencies and those 81 that I have just
referred to, you come out with an average
population of 58,469, again pretty close to

the 60,000 range. When you look at the

Metropolitan Toronto constituencies, those 29,

you come up with a population of 2,090,017,
an average population of 72,069.

When you divide the total population of

the province among these 125 proposed rid-

ings you come back to 61,624, again pretty
well close on the mark. You can't do much
better in taking an initial view of this thing
than to come up with 40 constituencicjs that

are bigger than 60,000 and 41 constituencies

that are less than 60,000, but the average
populations, spread across this range, are still

subject to some concern. The end result is

that the Metropolitan Toronto average seat

has 72,069 people; the average seat for the

rest of the province has 58,469, certainly a

differential that is far too great so far as

we look at this kind of a dfevelopment.

There are certain other points that this

size differential makes. Certainly the one
raised by the member for York South deal-

ing with the constituency of Muskoka with

31,938 peoole is, I think, worthy of some
comment. When you look at that list of

constituencies that are less than 40,000, the

smallest two on the list are Muskoka and
its adjoining constituency of Parry Sound.
It may well be there are reasons because

of the distances to be covered that those two

constituencies, although they are adjoining,
should be the smallest in population in the

province. I haven't heard what the reasons

may be but it would be interesting to have
the commission advise us as to how they
come up to that conclusion.

An interesting point, Mr. Speaker, when
you look at the constituencies outside of

Metro that are larger than 60,000, is that

the largest constituency is Ottawa-Rideau.
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76,488; the second one is Ottawa East,

76,396; the third one is Ottawa Centre,

75,713. The ninth largest is Ottawa West
and the 14th largest is Carleton. In the 14

largest constituencies outside of Metro, five

of them are in the city of Ottawa and en-

virons.

I don't think that seems to be, especially

when you look at the top three constituen-

cies, the kind of balance municipally that

perhaps should exist with the more rural

ridings in eastern Ontario. It may be that

the commission is content with that kind of

a division. If it is, surely we should find

out the reasoning behind this kind of a

change. We would only find out that rea-

soning if, in fact, public hearings had taken

place.

The third area of concern is, of course,

the matters with respect to the city of To-
ronto. As the member for York South has

mentioned, it is certainly common knowl-

edge that the initial development of the

strip wards for municipal voting patterns
within the city of Toronto were found to

be unsatisfactory by the Ontario Municipal
Board. A ward structure was required, and

certainly all the good reasons of ethnic

grouping and good communications and all

the details which were used to require that

kind of a development within the city of

Toronto for municipal purposes are every bit

as valid within the cit)' of Toronto for legis-

lative purposes. We understand that there

was a proposal made to set out the ridings
in the city of Toronto that could be divided

properly within the block pattern to which
I have referred.

During the matter of redistribution I re-

ceived a rather interesting series of letters

from a young man in Toronto, a student

whose name is Robert W. Barclay and who
lives at 35 Charles St. W., Apt. 812. He
developed in great detail, and I want to go
into that at a point later in my remarks, the

kinds of suggestions that would have made
him an excellent member of this commission,
or certain^' a very fine resource person to

the commission. He divided the city of To-
ronto ver>' neatly into 10 constituencies:

Beaches-Woodbine, Riverdale, St. David,
St. Andrew-St. Patrick, Bellwoods, Parkdale,

Dovercourt, High Park, St. George and Eg-
linton—all of them well thought out, evenly
balanced constituencies, pretty well in a

block division. Surely if this young man
could sit down with the information that he
had available to him—and I don't know how
he got all his information—and come up with
a pattern that would easily and intelligently
divide the city of Toronto into reasonable

block voting patterns, then it would not be

beyond the wit of the commission to do the

same. We're told that such an alternative

did, in fact, exist. If that is the case and it

is not brought forward at this time for the

consideration of the Legislature, then surely

we should know why.

Were the proposals then really followed?

I referred to them at the opening of my re-

marks, the desire not to touch any constituen-

cies, or as few as possible; the geographical,

historical, commercial and general communi-
cations areas; the rapid growth and vaca-

tion areas in northern Ontario. Yes,

perhaps one was dealt with, that of

northern Ontario, in that the number of

seats was not changed. But, as the sugges-
tion has been made, the internal division of

those 15 ridings, to which I'm sure many
members from the north will refer, resulted

in some discrepancies that do not seem very

easily explained.

The matter of vacation areas is one which

perhaps has a small balance of merit. But

surely it is a rare situation when a member
in a cottage area constituency is faced with

an ongoing problem by someone who is up
there for several months or several weeks
within the year. The odds surely must favour

the approach that that person would take to

the representative where his or her perman-
ent home might be. There are exceptions,
of course.

I simply suggest to you that we should

not dwell too much upon the suggestion that

members who represent areas in which there

are many cottagers are overwhelmed with

the requirements of constituency service for

those persons. At least in my brief experience
in this chamber and in discussing it with my
colleagues, we find this is perhaps a minor

point but one that can hardly be justified

when we look at the requirements which
we have to represent people.

There are some particular examples that

have taken place concerning the matter of

the city of Toronto. As has been suggested,
the Confederation of Resident and Rate-

payer Associations was very concerned about

this whole strip riding approach.. There were
two suggestions which it oflFered on its own.
The first would have used Bloor St. as a

general dividing line to form ridings on the

block configuration. The second, based on

a full respect for community bouridaries.

would again result in a somewhat modified

form of block ridings.

; Surelv, as the downtown part of the' city

of Toronto develops this sense of community,
we should be doing everything we could in
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this Legislature to ensure that that kind of

pattern is encouraged. If we are attempting
to develop one large city where there is no

sense of community, no involvement by the

individual in the area in which he or she

lives, then we are only asking for future

problems as people become rootless and are

not interestea in anything about them in a

large growing city. As a result, we have to

attempt to develop our own riding boundaries

on the same basis that communities develop,
insofar as that is possible. The alternative

certainly exists within the city of Toronto,
and it is rather sad that it has not been used.

There was the request earlier that the

total number of constituencies be increased

from the 10 which are proposed, and to

which I had referred, to possibly 11. How-
ever, the commission in its wisdom has

looked at the developmental patterns within

the community and has stayed with the figure
of iO. There are imbalances with the popu-
lations, of course, but I think it is accepted
generally on all sides of the House that a
rural constituency is going to have more
di£BcuIt patterns in terms of travel and terms
of the accessibility of the constituents to the
member than will an urban constituency,
where communications are perhaps quicker,
where the distance to travel is somewhat less

and, accordingly, where a certain differential

can be. considered acceptable.

Of course we are interested in representa-
tion by population. However. I do share the
view of the member for York South, which

may l)e a bit old fashioned, that we have to

allow a certain acceptable balance when we
weigh travel time and accessibility time

against the matter of a more
rapid communi-

cation
availabilit)-, at least within a metro-

politan area. This is as true in my city of
Kitchener as it is, I think, in other and
larger cities within the province. This kind
of a differential is something that does not
cause me particular concern; that is, I

would not be prepared to say at least that
there could be no such differential.

There are some examples of specific

changes that I would like to refer to at this

time. The first suggestion I would make to
the commission is quite a parochial one, I

admit, and that is to change the name of the
added constituency within our area from
Kitchener South to Kitchener-Wilmot. Feder-

ally, the constituency of Perth-Wilmot exists

whereby the county of Perth has added on to

it the area municipality and the region of

Waterloo, whidi is the township of Wilmot
And that constituency's name of Perth-Wilmot
has been accepted by the federal authorities;

so that we have the precedent of attaching
the name of this particular township to its

constituency.

Certainly, to use the term Kitchener South
is a rather all-embracing one, and I would

hope that the commission would accept this

particular suggestion. It remains a two-word

constituency name, so that it is not excep-

tionally lengthy. I would think it would add
a certain sense of belonging to those people
in the township of Wilmot.

The second point that I believe my col-

league, the member for Waterloo North (Mr.

Good), will refer to is the name of his own
constituency. What is proposed to be Water-

loo, I would hope the commission would
consider to continue as Waterloo North. That

constituency will include not only the city of

Waterloo, but the two townships of Wellesley
and Woolwich. The name of Waterloo North

is one which has existed on the electoral rolls

of this province since 1867. Of course, the

member for Waterloo North will be able to

more adequately express the concerns that he

has on the subject, but I wish the commission

to know that I, at least, share those concerns.

Mr. Speaker, in dealing with particular

points, I had referred to the comments raised

earlier on in the suggestions made to me by
Mr. Robert W. Barclay. He has written to me
a letter as a result of the additional comments
that flowed from the second report of the

commission. While that letter does go on for

two pages, I think that the constituency

changes which he suggests are indeed in

areas which cover much of the province, the

points which he raises, I think, would be of

great use to anyone looking over the debate

on this subject. I would just like to refer to a

couple of these comments that he makes, be-

cause I think that they will be useful in the

debates as we go through them. His second

paragraph begins as this:

As the question of how many ridings

should be created and where they should

be allocated seems to be fairly well settled,

I have re-examined my ideas in the light of

the final report. As the matter is now before

the Legislature and you are in a position

where you will no doubt be playing a role

in the debate and ultimately in the decision-

making, I thought that you might be inter-

ested in several adjustments which had

struck me as being improvements. I hope
that the maps are understandable enough
that I can safely dispense with any detailed

description of urban riding boundaries. The

populations are rounded-off approximations
based on the 1971 census.
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In regard to Metropolitan Toronto, there

are several ridings which I view with severe

misgivings. One is York Mills and the other

is Ellesmere. Both appear to be extremely
awkward combinations. I feel that my pro-

posed adjustments in Scarborough are

logical enough. They present a very sim-

plistic map and do not alter the ridings too

radically from the previous distribution; yet,

they permit the creation of a compact new
riding. In viewing the population of Scar-

borough North, it must be remembered
that the figures used are now 3% years out

of date and that sustained development has

occurred in the Malvern, Brimley Woods
and Bridletowne areas of the borough. The
riding's population must be rapidly ap-

proaching that of the other four ridings of

the borough. As far as the York Mills-Oriole

situation goes, the change is from an east-

west division to a north-south one. This

would appear to me to provide less awk-
ward ridings while not upsetting any estab-

lished community of interests. The name
Willowdale might better be substituted for

Oriole in this situation.

I might intervene at this point. Of course, the

name Oriole has a great historic tradition in

the area, which might not be known to Mr.

Barclay. It was, I believe, the home area of a

former Premier of the province; I believe Mr.

Whitney—

An Hon. member: Mr. Henry.

Mr. Breithaupt: I'm sorry, Mr. Henry. It

certainly has connections with the area that

Mr. Barclay might not have known. But let

me proceed with the letter.

I am deeply di5>turbed that the strip sys-

tem is still being employed in the city of

Toronto. Not only that, but it is evolving
into longer strips (see St. Andrew-St. Pat-

rick). How the Ontario government can

possibly justify this after its own glorious

creation, the OMB, has specifically rejected
it escapes me. The accompanying map is a

possible rearrangement in Toronto which
would limit the number of true strip ridings
to one, while providing reasonably compact
boundaries for the rest of the seats.

If I may now pass beyond the boundaries
of Metro, I would like to direct my attention

to two ridings Which I feel are just abom-
inations. They are Brant-Norfolk and Wel-

ington-Peel. The former resembles two un-
related areas thrown together as a tag-
end unit. In this regard, also, I feel it is

undesirable that rural Oxford should 'have

approximately 10,000 more people in it

than urban Brantford. Despite tlie strong

feelings of community within a county I

feel that to be equitable more areas should

be excised from Oxford and added to one
of the adjoining constituencies. It sihould

be noted that all of the area taken from
Oxford would end up in one riding, unlike

the proposed dissection of the Waterloo

region on the commission's "First pro-

posals." This factor could be accounted

for by employing the word "Oxford" in the

name of the adjoining riding. This might
smooth a few ruffled feathers.

I have set out two possible adjustments
to the Brant-Norfolk problem. The first

would add only Houghton township to

the present Haldimand-Norfolk While the

former townships of Middleton and Bland-

ford, the former town of Delhi, the town-

ship of Oakland, and the newly created

township of Norwich would be added to

the present Brant. This is the preferable

alternative, I believe, as it would leave the

ridings as close to their previous composi-
tion as is feasible. This plan would find

favour with the hon. Mr. Allan, I believe.

I must say, Mr. Speaker, I don*t know
whether it would or not, but I am sure he

may choose to comment.

The second alternative is to organize
the ridings strictly along the present munic-

ipal boundaries into two appropriate rid-

ings. Thus Norfolk-Oxford would consist

of: Blandford, Blenheim, Norwich, Burford,

Norfolk, Delhi, and the town of Simcoe;
while Haldimand-Brant would consist of:

South Dumfries, Onondaga, Tusoarora,
Brantford north of the Grand River . . . and

[the towns of] Paris, Haldimand, Dunn-
ville and the city of Nanticoke.

The first thought which strikes my mind

upon seeing Wellington-Peel is that Gov-
ernor Gerry's salamander has escaped from
its cage (I am speaking of shape and not

intent here). It is absurd that a riding as

thin as this one should extend for so far,

or that Caledon should not be included in

a riding with its neighbour, Orangeville,
while being lumped with distant centres

beyond Orangeville. I believe that the ad-

justment I set out is reasonable. There is a

community of interest among Mono,
Orangeville, Caledon, Erin and Eramosa,
while Fergus, Elora, Peel and Mary-
borough as contiguous areas of Welling-
ton county may be properly joined to them.

There are, also, communities of interest

flowing from Shelbume up Highway 10

to Dundalk, Fle^herton and Markdale, and
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from the north Wellington area up High-

way 6 to Durham and Hanover.

Briefly stated, my adjustment is this:

Griey-Wellington—the present Grey South

plus [the townships of] Minto, Arthur, West
Luther and Melancthon, [the towns of]

Harriston, Palmerston, Arthur, Shelbume

[and the village of] Clifford.

Wellington-Dufferin, [the townships of]

Peel, Maryborough, Nichol, Pilkington,

Erin, Eramosa, Mono, Amaranth, East

Luther, East and West Garafraxa and the

towns of Orangeville, Caledon, Fergus, and

the villages of Drayton, Erin, Elora and
Grand Valley.

It is to be noted that these adjustments
can be made without affecting any ridings

other than the two involved.

Finally, I wish to direct my attention to

the Huron problem.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Wasn't going to speak
to him, but you are getting one.

Mr. Breithaupt: To continue:

From all reports it would apepar that

Strathroy is furious about being included

in that riding. It would seem far more

logical to me to merely merge the rural

areas of Middlesex North with the southern

part of Huron 'county to achieve a Middle-
sex-Huron riding. TTiis involves an almost

even-up trade of Adelaide township and

Strathroy for the townships of London
and West Nissouri. The former could then

remain where they are in Middlesex South

,*:» . . Highway 4 is the chief route from
Huron county to London and it would pro-
vide a key link between the two areas and
the riding.

The resultant disappearance of Middle-
sex North would allow the creation of a

third urban riding in London. Clearly if

Mississauga with approximately 175,000

people in 1971 is entitled to three seats,

jthen London with a population of approxi-

n mately 225,000 is also. At some point in

ntime London is going to have to receive

another purely urban seat, and an excel-

lent opportunity would seem to present
itself at the moment. The division of Lon-
don into three seats (all with greater popu-
lations than those in Mississauga, I might
point out) could be accomplis'hed by an

adaption of the present division through
*• the addition of a London West, or an en-

t'tirely new basis for division could be
r arrived at. My maps give an example of

both solutions. In each case the area of

London accorded to Middlesex South is

shrunk very slightly from the present.

Two other slight adjustments commend
themselves with respect to Huron-Bruce.

The vast extent of the riding could be cur-

tailed at either extremity, with Tucker-

smith remaining in a proposed Middlesex-

Huron and with a trade-off of Port Elgin
and Saugeen township to Grey-Bruce for

Walkerton and Brant township. While not

greatly affecting the population of either

riding, it would render both more compact.
The hub of Grey-Bruce is Owen Sound,
and Port Elgin would appear to be more
within its sphere than Walkerton.

I hope that the ideas expressed to you
have made the reading of this letter v\ orth

your wihile. In addition, I hope you are

successful in achieving a meaningful debate

of the commission's proposals and in

achieving the rectification of their most
obvious weaknesses.

This, Mr. Speaker, is simply a series of sug-

gestions made by one observer; and one
would wonder at the benefit, therefore, of

having the kind of public hearings we refer-

red to earlier in bringing forward some of

these particular points and concerns.

I am sure members from the various areas

which Mr. Barclay refers to in his letter are

going to be entering the debate and making
suggestions which may be of use to the

commission. One wonders, though, how
much better the initial results of the second

series of proposals might have been if this

kind of an input would have occurred) earlier

through the kind of benefits which concerned

and interested citizens would have been able

to have brought forth at a time of public

hearings.

The matter of the Scarborough redistribu-

tion is something that concerns us particu-

larly in the Opposition, because the ridings

within the Scarborough area seem to have

been also divided in a rather curious way.
Mr. Barclay has referred earlier to sugges-
tions that he has made. We think, as sug-

gested by this writer, a reasonable sugges-
tion would have been to divide the area into

five constituencies, the boundaries of which

would' have caused a certain block approach
and would have allowed for further and

earlier development.

The boundaries are set out here and I am
not going to take the time of the House to

review them, other than to say that Scar-

borough North would be a constituency
bounded by Steel es Ave.. Victoria Park, the

Pickering town line and Highwav 401. Elles-

mere could be bounded by Highway 401,
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Victoria Park Ave., Highland Creek valley
and Lawrence Ave. Scarborough West could

be bounded by Lawrence, Victoria Park,

Kennedy Rd. and Lake Ontario; Scarborough
Centre by Lawrence, Kennedy Rd., Mark-
ham Rd. and Lake Ontario; and Scarborough
East by Highway 401, the Pickering town
line. Lake Ontario and a line north from
Lake Ontario on Markham Rd. to Lawrence
and so up to Highway 401.

This would be the kind of a block ap-

proach of dividing these constituencies that

again might better serve the public interest.

It is not just enough to suggest that the

kinds of submissions that were received fol-

lowing the initial proposals, show the atti-

tude or approach which many people might
have chosen to take to this kind of a sug-

gestion on internal divisions of constituency
boundaries.

The examples given for Scarborough are

much like the examples given by Mr. Bar-

clay when he refers to a series of other rid-

ings. Both of these writers have put together
suggestions which I presume are worthy of

at least discussion and review. They may
not entirely satisfy local patterns, because
these two persons may not know all of the
details that the commission may have avail-

able to it. They also would not know how
particular members representing constituen-
cies would view the suggested changes,
which might appear easy from the outside
but within a constituency might not be
suitable to the people who in fact live there.

However, this kind of an input could, we
think, have been much better attended to

by the kinds of approach which would have
involved a greater public hearing.

Mr. Speaker, there are a couple of other

points I would like to make. The matters

dealing with redistribution in the London
and Peterborough areas have caused some
concern, and I presume that members for
those constituencies are going to speak to
them. My colleague, the member for Rainy
River (Mr. Reid) has asked me to raise one
further point since he is attending another
event this evening. He has expressed concern
that in his particular constituency the im-
provement district of Barclay is to be re-

moved from the Rainy River riding.

Mr. Reid does regret this, since he has

developed what he believes to be a good
relationship with the people in the Barclay
area. Certainly if it is not the wish of these

people to be put into the Kenora riding, he
would prefer they remain in the Rainy River
district. He has asked me to raise this point
and I dfo so at this time because it will then
at least be available for the commission

when they review the Hansard debate on
this subject.

We have set out, Mr. Speaker, in the

remarks that I have made, the three con-

cerns which we particularly have had. The
first concern, as I have suggested, is the one

dealing with the lack of public hearings. The
second matter is the size differentials which
have been reviewed, not only in the press
and the other media but here this evening.
The third matter is the particular problem
that deals with the city of Toronto.

These are the three areas to which we be-

lieve the commission has not attended as

properly as we think should have been done.

There have been some articles in the press

dealing with the presumed diflFerences in view
between the hon. member for York South and
the Clerk of the House who sat on the com-
mission.

Whether the comments made either by Mr.

Webster or Mr. Williamson are correct or not,

I agree that we should not be dealing with this

on the basis of a particular personality differ-

ence. We should be basing our views on the

points that have been raised this evening. And
the points and suggestions made are in the light

of the report, and with the hope that they may
have some value and influence as the commis-

sion reviews its work.

The matter of public hearings may not be

dealt with. It may well be too late for such

an approach on this redistribution, as we know
that it is the intention of the government to

have this legislation in place before the next

election. Obviously, in order to be able to

judge when an election should be called, it will

be necessary for the government party, as well

as for the opposition, to have redistributed con-

stituency organizations in place and ready to

go whenever the requirement is there. So, the

matter of public hearings may not be able to

be the kind of thing that is going to be in effect

for this redistribution.

We think that was unfortunate. We would

like to have public involvement if it is still pos-

sible; but we certainly require that on any
future redistribution public hearings be a mat-

ter of course.

The second point, that of the size of con-

stituencies, we may still be able to resolve

somewhat. The balance that I have suggested,
in the mechanical statement that was made
earlier dividing the province into four areas,

sets out the various differences—northern On-

tario, the constituencies more than 60,000, the

constituencies less than 60,000 and the Metro-

politan Toronto circumstance. The riding dif-

ferences average out, it so happens, pretty

close to 60,000. But when you take out the
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Metropolitan Toronto areas, this discrepancy
is larger than many of us would like to see. If

a 15 per cent figure can be matched within
the federal terms of reference, surely that

should be the goal within Ontario.

The third point dealing with the block

boundaries in the city of Toronto can still be

changed. This is one thing that the commis-
sion could do that would bring forward a
better approach and a better balance of con-
stituencies within the city of Toronto. IVe al-

ready referred to the suggestion made by Mr.

Barclay. It was acknowledged, from various

sources, that there was a proposal made for

constituencies, based on this block system
wit'iin the city of Toronto.

If it's too late for public hearings, and if

it's too late to worry about all the size dif-

ferentials of the province, surely the final

area of our concern is not too late. That area
of concern is with respect to the city of

Toronto. At least that particular area could
still be dealt with in good time, based on

community interest and an involvement to

attempt to develop that better sense of com-

munity spirit that would exist as we look to

the future in the downtown part of the city
rather than continuing these narrow strip
boundaries.

Well, those are the three areas of concern
that we have, Mr. Speaker. I suggest to you
that the means I have brought forward to you
tonight would allow some alleviation of that,
if not now at least in the future.

We are of course concerned with redistribu-

tion, but as the government is well aware, we
are prepared to fight the next election no
matter how they slice up the province. Thank
you.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): I have just
two brief points, Mr. Speaker, which I can
make in the five minutes left. The first is my
riding of High Park is having added to it the

loyal Tory area of Swansea, and a number of

loyal Tories from that area have asked that

High Park in future be known as High Park-

Swansea, and I have no objection to that. If

someone out there is listening, I hope they
will carry out this major change in the re-

distribution.

The other point is perhaps not as serious.
It is a letter which I have here. It is on Pro-
gressive Conservative Party stationery and it

apparently was sent out at the time of the
la<:t redistribution. The only reason I mention
it is that there have been some snide sugges-

tions on this side of the House that because
it is an independent commission we need not

worry and there is no gerrymandering.
Of course I believe in independent com-

missions and I was not one of those snide

people who said that, but I thought it should

go on the record. This letter which went out
last time, this particular one, is signed by a
certain David E. Allin and dated March 23,

1966, and I haven't got time to read the

whole letter, unfortunately, but I will read
the important part. It is addressed to Stan

Boivin, president of Nickel Belt riding Pro-

gressive Conservative Association:

As the area encompassed by the present

Sudbury and Nickel Belt ridings will now
enclose three ridings, the new Sudbury East

rid'ng will include parts of both, it is my
thought that perhaps the best method of

effecting redistribution will be to have a

joint meeting of the Sudbury and Nickel

Belt executive to discuss it.

It is always interesting to know how inde-

pendent commissions work, so I put that on

the record just for the benefit of those who

may have some doubts in the future; that

is purely a historical point. I am not running

again so it is not of too much importance.
Thank you very much.

Mr. Speaker: Will there be further people
to speak to this? The member for Yorkview

(Mr. Young) or the member for St. George?
Were either going to rise? Perhaps it is hardly
worth while starting. If you would care to

move the adjournment of the debate it might

just he in order.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): You wish

me to move the adjournment of the debate?

Mr. Speaker: We have only one or two
minutes left. You will probably take more
time than that.

Mrs. Campbell moves the adjournment of

the debate.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, before 1

move the adjournment of the House I would

say that we will carry on with this debate

tomorrow afternoon and also the further mo-

tion; to be followed by order No. 10, Bill

179; to be followed by order No. 2, Bill 176.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock,

p.m.
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The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: I recognize the member
for Armourdale.

Mr. G. R. Carton ( Armpurdale ) : Mr.

Speaker, I rise on a question of personal

privilege; namely the story on page one of

the Globe and Mail this morning headlined:

"Letters in House Contradict Carton on

Road Land Deal." On page two of the Globe

and Mail it simply says: "Carton Involved;"
and page five of the Globe and Mail sets

out certain letters stating: "Letter, Reply,
Result."

I rise, sir, not in anger, I rise simply in

sorrow; and yes, in disgust. Because of the

following two letters I was awakened this

morning, about 1:30 a.m., by a reporter

wanting an interview. These are the letters,

one on Dec. 8, 1972:

Hon. Gordon Carton, QC, Minister of

Transportation and Communications,
Third Floor,

Ferguson Block,

Queen's Park,

Toronto, Ontario.

Dear Gordon:

Attached hereto is a copy of a letter

from a friend of mine in Ottawa. Is there

any information we can properly give
to him at this time?

Sincerely,

(Signed) Bert

A. B. R. Lawrence.

The next letter, Mr, Speaker, is a letter from
me to Mr. Lawrence dated Jan. 3, 1973.

Dear Bert:

This is in reply to your letter of Dec.

8, on behalf of Mr. W. W. Buchanan,
concerning property in lot 4, concession 1,

town of Oakville.

Although the recommendations of the

governmental task force involved with de-

signating parkway belts and transportation
and utility corridors have not been final-

ized, the link connecting Highway 403 to

the Queen Elizabeth Way has been desig-
nated as a controlled access highway.

Tuesday, January 28, 1975

It has been determined that a portion
of this land will be required for this high-

way. Our stafiF will establish the exact

requirements and will complete the neces-

sary appraisals. Following this, we will

contact the owners and proceed with ne-

gotiations on a voluntary sale basis pro-

viding funds are available.

Thank you for your interest in this

matter. •

;

Yours sincerely,

Gordon Carton.

Mr. Speaker, at 2 o'clock this morning, or

1:30 a.m., not only was I unaware of the

article in the Globe and Mail referred to by
the Canadian Press reporter, I was equally
unaware of the two letters. The reporter
asked me if I knew a Mr. Buchanan, I re-

plied no. He then told me the contents of the

two letters that I have read; to which I re-

plied that I honestly did not see anything
amiss. In other words, what was he seek-

ing? Where was the wrongdoing? I then
asked him if in fact we had purchased the

property, and he said yes, that this was part
of the lands discussed in the Legislature

Monday afternoon.

Mr. Speaker, my statement to Mr. William-

son of the Globe and Mail on Sunday, which

was printed in Monday's paper, and I quote—
and I apologize for the language, but bear

in mind there are inferences when these

questions are asked—was:

They would know better than to men-
tion it to me, because I would get my
back up and I would tell them I didn't

care even if we needed the bloody thing.

My statement is just as true today as it was

Sunday. This was a reply to a suggestion
that a high government official or oflBcer

might influence me in my ministerial dlities.

Succinctly, Mr, Speaker, and I repeat, there

is no way that I would do anything surrep-

titiously or improperly for anyone. Anyone
who knows me will attest to this.

Following the perverted logic of the re-

porter, I suppose there perhaps could be

implied something sinister in being addressed

"Dear Gordon" by one of my colleagues. But

a student of journalism would know this was
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accepted practice. The letter from the Hon.

Bert Lawrence was proper in every way,
similar to hundreds of letters received from

all sides of the House, from all the govern-
ment members and all the members opposite.

They act as ombudsmen in their areas and

they are fully entitled to ask for status

reports.

If a request comes, whether it be from the

hon. members or from members of the pub-
lic, it goes directly from the minister's ofiBce

without him seeing it to Downsview for

research. At that juncture a letter is drafted

by the ministry staff and returned to the

minister's office for approval and signature.
The minister would read and sign perhaps
200 to 300 letters a week. If the letter dis-

closed some discord or some varying views

the minister would read the backup material

in order to assure himself that he agrees
with the replies.

I acknowledge, Mr. Speaker, that I signed
the letter, but I repeat, the matter was not
an extraordinary one; it was one of count-

less hundreds of matters currently on the

shelf. I completely forgot the letter. I for-

got the name Buchanan and the entire matter
until 2 o'clock this morning. Incidentally, but

very important, there is absolutely no way
whatsoever that the name Buchanan in the

correspondence just read was in any way
connected with Fantum Investments, Mr.

Feldman, Mr. Shouldice or any other of

the matters relating thereto. I dealt wdth
the matter as a Mr. Buchanan and a lot

and plan number reference, through the

proper officials in my ministry.

That brings me to what I think is a most

important point, Mr. Speaker. There is a

chronology of events in this matter. It start-

ed on June 1, 1971, with a letter addressed
to our chief design engineer and signed by
Mr. Feldman—incidentally, the press have all

these letters—and I find it very interesting
that the second paragraph states:

Upon checking at the township some
days ago we found that the MTC is pro-
posing to construct a connecting highway
between Highway 403 and the Queen
Elizabeth and that the cloverleaf and the

right of way will in fact require all the
above property.

That started, sir, as I say, on June 1, 1971.
There was a letter on June 8, 1971, from a

ministry official, Mr. R. G. Bumfield, to

Mr. Feldman, acknowledging the letter and
"upon review will advise as to MTC's de-

cision." On Oct. 20, 1971, Mr. Steinberg
contacted Mr. Pillar of the ministry to dis-

cuss the status of the June 1 request: "Visit

to be acknowledged by letter, noting request
is under active review; advised that it

would take a month or more to make a

definite decision."

On Oct. 25, 1971, there was a letter from
Mr. Pillar to Mr. Steinberg as outlined

above.

On Oct. 27, 1971, there was a letter

from Mr. Pillar to Mr. Oddson informing
him of "meeting with M. Steinberg and in-

formation exchanged."

On Nov. 10, 1971, M. Steinberg phoned
B. A. MadiJl of the ministry to check the

progress of the request. Nov. 16, 1971: From
R. A. Madill, MTC, to M. Steinberg: "Further
to the phone call of Nov. 10 advising MTC
not in a position to acquire property re-

quirements, decision hopefully within next

year."

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): That is

when they lost the file and the letter.

Mr. Carton: April 17, 1972: From Fan-
tum to R. S. Pillar to advise of proceedings to

apply for a draft plan of subdivision, sug-

gesting present time is proper to commence
negotiations for purchase of requirements.

May 15, 1972: From S. J. Radbone to

A. Feldman, stating, "No record of property

purchases for 403 as referred to in April
17 letter."

May 25, 1972: W. Buchanan phoned R.

C. Gascoyne concerning the acquisition of

the subject property. May 29, 1972: From
W. Buchanan to R. G. Gascoyne, enclosing

the legal description and requesting MTC
to purchase property. June 15, 1972: From
A. C, Bonnis to M. W. Robinson requesting
a title search and cost estimate.

June 28, 1972: Meeting between W.
Buchanan, R. W. Oddson and P. J. Harvey
in the latter's office. June 28, 1972; July 18,

1972; Sept. 27, 1972; Oct. 6, 1972; and so

on.

The most important one, Mr. Speaker, was
on Nov. 2, 1972—which was before any
letter was received or any letter sent by the

hen. Bert Lawrence or myself—when a re-

port went from A. C. Bonnis to R. G.

Gascoyne outlining the background for the

recommendation for the advance purchase
of the Fantum Holdings property.

Mr. Speaker, I prided myself in my min-

istry on answering all the MPPs' letters as

expeditiously as possible. I opened a file for

each member. I personally updated them

every two weeks, and in some cases the

solution was to meet with the individual
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MPPs and their constituents. I do not recall

ever refusing to meet with any MPP on
either side of the House.

Mr. Speaker, I said at the outset that I

spoke not in anger but in sorrow and disgust,

I hope I have been able to convey my dis-

gust. I now turn to my feelings of sorrow. I

first sought public office in 1963 after having
held high office in many community and
charitable endeavours. I was the national

president of the Canadian Progress Club;

president of the YMCA; on the board of the

Metropolitan Toronto Association for Re-

tarded Children; for cystic fibrosis fund rais-

ing, the Spina Bifida Association; and latterly

the Participation House.

It was while I was presenting a brief to

the then Minister of Education, the hon.

John Robarts, on behalf of the retarded chil-

dren, that I thought perhaps I could direct

my talents to a bigger forum where I could

participate in the law-making for the less

fortunate. I was first elected in 1963, re-

elected in 1967 and 1971; and each time

victory was conceded before the polls were
closed 30 minutes.

I fought my own government in my maiden

speech, and that's a traumatic experience. I

have held a weekly clinic every Wednesday.
Summer, spring, fall and winter, Christmas

Eve, New Year's Eve, I have been there to

meet my constituents. I have not missed

more than one Wednesday per year, and that

would be because of some outside force such

as sitting, as we did on Wednesday nights, or

at a minister's conference.

Prior to Christmas 1973 I informed the

Premier (Mr. Davis) that I did not intend

seeking re-election in 1975. I felt I had made

my contribution and I hoped I had at least

made a ripple at Queen's Park. The Premier

requested me to stay; I politely and firmly
said no. It was at that juncture I left the

cabinet. There is no point in taking a ball

player to spring camp if he is not going to

play in the league.

And so, Mr. Speaker, the sorrowful part is

that in the late autumn of my poMtical life,

my political career and all that went before
it is beclouded by headlines that bear abso-

lutely no relevance to the facts. The press
had all the material used by me today; they
had it before I did. The sorrowful part is

that the Globe and Mail did not print the

chronology, the chronology that I have just

recited wherein it was shown that the minis-

try officials had decided to make the pur-
chase. Obviously when the letter came

through to me it went to the ministry officials

and they updated me at that time. It was

they who decided; the die had been cast by
the ministry officials, in their wisdom, weeks
before the minister signed that letter. The
minister's letter was routine.

I find this sorrowful, Mr. Speaker; and I

would not want it to happen to any other

member of the Legislature.

Mr. Speaker: I recognize the member for

Yorkview.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Speaker,
with your permission I would like to intro-

duce 80 students with their teachers from
the G. B. Warren Junior High School in York-

view. I am sure that the House would like

to join with me in welcoming them here to-

day as they observe the smooth and very

orderly working of democracy.

Mr. Speaker: I would like to introduce a

distinguished gentleman in the Speaker's gal-

lery who is with us today, Mr. James Balfour,
who is the federal MP for Regina East.

Statements by the ministry.

LAND ASSEMBLY IN EDWARDSBURGH
TOWNSHIP

Hon. D. R. Irvine (Minister of Housing):
Mr. Speaker, I would like at this time to

advise the House of the latest of a series of

major initiatives the government is taking to

facilitate development in eastern Ontario. In

the coming months my colleagues will outline

additional programmes specifically designed
to serve this very important area of this prov-
ince. The development of this programme is

confirming our expectations that eastern On-
tario would benefit very substantially from

major industrial development.

However, Mr. Speaker, we are all very
conscious that rapid large-scale industrializa-

tion could threaten the environment and dis-

rupt the economy and social structure of many
towns of eastern Ontario. Our residents do
not want this kind of disruption. Many of

them have chosen to live in this area of On-
tario by choice because they like it better

where they are than anywhere else. The
government believes very strongly that any
economic and social stimulation which we
apply must reinforce the amenities which
residents have chosen and the priorities

which they prefer. In a very practical way
these communities represent a substantial in-

vestment of public capital, in homes, schools,

churches, stores and shops, recreation facili-

ties, hospitals, and other services which would
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have to be duplicated elsewhere at a much

greater cost if these communities lose their

vitality. This could happen if they do not

liave some new industrial and commercial

•development.

This need was stressed constantly during
the numerous meetings which the Minister of

Industry and Tourism (Mr. Bennett) has held

with our colleagues, with municipal and com-

munity representatives and with many citi-

zens throughout eastern Ontario over the

past 18 months.

As part of our programme, the Minister

of Industry and Tourism will be bringing
forward a programme for municipal industrial

parks and this, together with incentives avail-

able through the Eastern Ontario Develop-
ment Corp., will give the municipalities the

resources they need to attract and locate the

kind of industrial development they want.

At the same time, Mr. Speaker, the govern-
ment wishes to ensure provision of an ade-

quate site for major industrial development,
because all our experience has shown that

we must be able to show a site to potential

industries and give them firm assurances on

the availability, cost and servicing. To do
this we must control the property.

The hon. members of this House are aware
that options have been acquired on approxi-

mately 10,000 acres of rural land on the St.

Lawrence Seaway in Edwardsburgh township.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): We knew it

before the minister did.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: At the present time, the

government has options on approximately
10,000 acres at an average cost of $508 an
acre for undeveloped portions and $701 an
acre for the built-up portions.

Mr. Lewis: When did they fill in the

minister that he was being had?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: As these options fall due,
Mr. Speaker, they will be exercised on behalf
of the government by the Minister of Govern-
ment Services (Mr. Snow).

Although we have not acquired options on
all the property within the site, we do not

plan to initiate any further piurchases for the
time being. However, we will be receptive to

any reasonable voluntary oflFer of property
which we consider useful for future develop-
ment.

Mr. Roy: What is the cost?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: This site was chosen be-
cause it's situated on the Seaway with the

oriy deep-sea port between Montreal and

Toronto. There is excellent road and rail

access. Highways 401 and 416 and the main
lines of the two railways traverse the prop-

erty.

Mr. Roy: When did the minister find out
about it?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: As I have said many times

before—

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South); The
member doesn't like it, does he?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —I cannot outline at this

time in any detailed way how this property
will ultimately be used. This will be aeter-

mined—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): The gov-
ernment had the chance to put Stelco there.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —in continuing consulta-

tion with residents of the entire area, but—
and this is very important—the site is of such
a size and nature that it can accommodate

major industries and any associated com-

munity and support services which ultimately

prove most desirable.

However, we will not allow this project to

compete directly with existing communities

for industrial development which they can

readily accommodate. Instead, we know this

initiative will provide economic stimulation

and trigger secondary industrial and com-
mercial development for the entire region
without disrupting our very vital existing

communities.

While some of this land is under cultiva-

tion, very little of Ontario's prime food lands

is involved and the development will not en-

croach in any significant way on our food

production capacity. However, we do intend

to keep in cultivation the lands that are pres-

ently producing food until th^ are needed

for other development.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Until;

yes.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, like steel mills or second-

ary manufacturing.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The Premier, the Treas-

urer (Mr. McKeough), the Minister without

Portfolio from London South (Mr. White), the

Minister of Industry and Tourism and other

of my colleagues from eastern Ontario met
with municipal representatives from eastern

Ontario today and I will personally be in the

area that's directly aflFected tonight for a

meeting with all the residents to—
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Mr. 'Roy: All the residents?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —outline to them the de-

tails of the purchase.

Mr. Roy: Why weren't we invited? The
minister didn't invite us.

Mr. Yakabuski: It's our programme, not

theirs.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: As I said at the outset,

Mr. Speaker-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —this is the first of a

series of steps we are taking to —

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): This is

the last of a series.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —meet the social, cultural

and economic needs of eastern Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: The Minister of Industry and
Tourism doesn't even agree with this.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Just say
"cheese."

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker; Order please.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: And I know, Mr. Speaker,

by the response from the opposition-

Mr. Lewis: How is he going to bail the

Minister of Industry and Tourism out of this

one?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —that it hurts to have it

brought home very-

Mr. Lewis: There's the chicken roosting
over there, right across from the minister.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —quickly by the govern-

ment, that the government recognizes—

Mr. J. E. BuUbrook (Samia): Don't start

ad-libbing; r«ad • from ; the statement.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —that there rnust be>de-

velopment in eastern Ontario.:

Interjections by hon members.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): The way
things are going, they won't hold Glengarry.

Hon. Mr. Irvine;,Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Le^is: Another land grant,, by ,
the

TdriesK
-'' ^^

"

-^
''f/*f
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..iMri.i:Speaker: Order, please. The minister

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, the oppo-
sition is obviously very upset at this major
announcement, which makes me feel just

wonderful. All I would like to say is that the

government will continue to make announce-
ments which will make them feel as sick as

they are today.

CUT IN MINISTERS' SALARIES

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet ) : Mr. Speaker, a few

days ago I said that the government was giv-

ing serious consideration to a five per cent

reduction in the salaries of cabinet ministers.

This would be a visible expression-

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Does this

include Mr. Kelly?

Mj*. Cassidy: Must be an election due.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: —of the determination

of the government to provide an example that

might be followed by others in our economy,
including other governments in Canada.

The total remuneration of cabinet ministers

is $40,500, made up of an annual salary of

$18,000-

Mr. Shulman: Overpaid.

Mr. Lewis: Boy, should there be a cut!

Hon. Mr. Winkler: —an indemnity of

$15,000 and an allowance of $7,500.

An hon. member: The total remuneration
is provocative.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South)):
They're not on pack rations.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: They don't like to hear

about responsible moves.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Everything he touches goes
sour.

An hon. member: Those guys are ripping
off the public purse.

Interjections by hdn. members.

Mr. Lewis: Everything he touches goes

wrong.

Mr. MacDonald: Has the member for

Lambton (Mr. Henderson) okayed this?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.
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Mr. Lewis: Sounds like a cheap political

trick.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The total remuneration

of Ministers without Portfolio is $30,000. The
cabinet has now approved my proposal and
each minister will return five per cent of his

total remuneration of $40,500—or, if a Min-
ister without Portfolio, $30,000-to the Treas-

urer. Each minister will make his own
arrangement-

Mr. Young: Make it 20 per cent.

Mr. Lewis: In person, in cash.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: —but in all cases the

full five per cent will have been returned by
the end of 1975, at which time, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Lewis: Preferably at Winston's, but
if not there, who knows? What a farce this

is. Do something about the economy.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The member is the only
farce around here. He's the only farce around
this establishment and it's high time the

people knew about it.

Mr. Lewis: What an irresponsible person
the minister is; five per cent of $40,000!

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Let the

member put his money where his month is.

Mr. Lewis: What is the government doing
for low wage earners?

Mr. Speaker: Order please, order. We
heard a comment-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: We heard a comment a mo-
ment ago about the exemplary behaviour of

the members here. Let's continue it that way.
Would the minister continue?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The people will know the activity of the

opposition for what it is.

Mr. Lewis: This isn't behaviour; it is

irresponsible.

Hon. A. Grossman (Provincial Secretary
for Resources Development): The member is

a cheapskate.

Mr. Lewis: Do something for the people
of the province.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I want to say that at

the end of 1975 I will review the situation

in accordance with the circumstances.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Don't count
on it.

Mr. Lewis: Oh sure.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: While there was no

obligation to do so, the Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. R. F. Nixon) has already

given evidence of his support for this action.

An hon. member: His and Dorothy's. Don't
leave out Dorothy.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Solicitor General): He
will be charged depreciation for that car,

you know.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I hope, Mr. Speaker,
that the leadership we are showing by this

move-

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Are the

cheques going to be signed by the ministers'

wives as well?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: —will be copied by
others, and in this way assist in curbing the

rate of inflation, which is the major con-
cern of all of us.

Mr. Lewis: We could have an honour

roll.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The member apparent-

ly didn't listen to the federal Minister of

Finance last night. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Could we
get on with the business of the Legislature?

Mr. Reid: Yes, we have had the comedy
hour.

Mr. Speaker: I am quite aware of that.

Mr. Lewis: If the jobs were evaluated

they wouldn't get $20,000.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions; the Leader
of the Opposition.

LAND ASSEMBLY IN EDWARDSBURGH
TOWNSHIP

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Mr. Speaker, I have a question of the

Minister of Housing. Did he make clear that

there would be no housing associated with
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the development in Edwardsburgh township,
or will there be some?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, I indicated

in my statement there would be associated

development along with the industrial de-

velopment. There can be some housing de-

velopment in the future.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Since I

know the minister's sensitivity in that regard,

and since there will be housing associated

with it, I wonder if the minister would make
clear to the House when he found out about

this plan and particularly when he found

out that there would be housing associated

with it, in view of his statement in response
tt. my question on Oct. 29 as follows:

I don't know for what purpose it is being assembled.

I don't know what the future will be.

And on Nov. 16 he said, "There is no way
there will be any new townsite in the town-

ship. Any residential development generated
will be confined to Prescott and Brockville."

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, I would
l)e delighted to answer the question of the

Leader of the OflBcial Opposition, because

today we have many reeves and mayors in

the audience.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They want to know why
the minister wasn't consulted.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I would like to have

the Leader of the Opposition on the record

as not understanding what the development
is all about.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They want to know why
the minister wasn't consulted.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The member
has asked his question.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The Leader of the Opposi-
tion doesn't have any understanding as to

what eastern Ontario needs.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: All he has to do is

check the records of how many seats his

party got in eastern Ontario.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Did the

minister buy their lunch today?

Mr. Roy: Answer the question.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I want to say to him
that I found out when the decision was in

cabinet. The cabinet made a decision; and
whether there will be housing located in

certain areas I am not prepared to tell the

member at this time. I said there may be

housing.

Mr. Roy: Isn't the minister in the cabinet?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: It would make some
sense to have some housing there, I sup-

pose, but I am not going to define to him
what area is for housing. I said to him

before, in my opinion there would be no
new site for a large complex as we are

contemplating in North Pickering or in Haldi-

man-Norfolk. That I stand by. There will

be no new townsite.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, just so that the minister will be

informed, I used to work in Spencerville.
I tauglit school there and I know more about
that community than the minister does. I

would like to say this, as a supplementary
question-

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

ordter, I have never been in Spencerville
and I know more about it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is a very important

question from the standpoint of the audience

that the minister drew attention to, the

reeves, the elected people from the area. They
want to know why the minister as the

elected cabinet minister from that area was
not consulted when the decision was taken

by the member for London South to acquire
those lands. What kind of a policy can this

government possibly have when they don't

consult the Minister of Housing—acting min-

ister in those days—

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Is the Leader

of the Opposition opposed to it?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —or the man w'ho is the

spokesman for—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The hon. min-

ister has the floor.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, the Leader

of the Opposition has asked why I didn't

know about the development at a certain

time.

Mr. Lewis: They didn't trust him.

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): We know the

question, just answer it.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I informed the House
there were options being taken. Options cer-

tainly were not being exercised and have not

been exercised. The point is a decision has
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been made by the government of today to

exercise the options in the near future, when-
ever they fall due.

Mr. Cassidy: The ministers buddies have
left him out in the cold.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The Leader of the Oppo-
sition may have come from Spencerville at

some particular time, but I don't think he

knows anything about Spencerville, quite

frankly.

Mr. Speaker: The member for High Park

with a supplementary?

Mr. Shulman: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:

Is it reasonable to come to the conclusion

that the senior members of the cabinet did

not take the minister into their confidence

on this matter because they felt he was not

aware of the needs of eastern Ontario?

An hon. member: He can't keep a secret.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, that is not

the best question the member for High Park

has asked, I can assure him.

Mr. Cassidy: Doesn't the minister have

any answers at all?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Obviously the member
assured the people in my area very quickly
that whatever was done would be in their

best interests and that I would protect the

people of Grenville-Dundas as long as I

was their member—

An hon. member: We know what's past.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —and regardless of

whether the opposition are against the de-

velopment of eastern Ontario, which they

apparently are, I am for it.

Mr. Breithaupt: The jury isn't smiling.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Carreton

East has a supplementary.

Mr. P. Taylor (Carleton East): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. Will the Minister of Housing
please explain why it is that eastern Ontario

members of this party and the New Demo-
cratic Party were not invited to the briefing
he gave our invited guests today and which
he gave to his own backbenchers from
eastern Ontario?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. P. Taylor: Maybe if we had been
briefed we would think better of the project.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. P. Taylor: Point No. 2-

Mr. Speaker: Question.

Mr. P. Taylor: Would the minister please
explain why a 456-acre industrial park on
the waterfront at Prescott has never been
used? And point No. 3—

Mr. Speaker: That is not a supplementary
question to the original.

Mr. Roy: Yes, it is.

Mr. Speaker: Not the second part of it.

The first part of it was. The member for

Carleton East asked three or four questions.
He asked for one supplementary, not four.

On No. 1 he asked one. Is there an answer,
Mr. Minister?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, I will have
to ask the member to repeat the question;
I couldn't hear him.

Mr. MacDonald: Why was it a Tory clam-
bake instead of a legislative clambake?

Mr. Speaker: Ask the first question, which
was somewhat supplementary.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Would the member re-

peat the No. 1 question?

Mr. P. Taylor: Why were the eastern On-
tario members of the two opposition parties
not invited to the briefing? And why was land

purchased for this project at the rate of

$500 per acre when the going rate at the

time was $55 an acre?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, very
obviously this government has done in the

past, and did today, the proper thing in con-

sulting the people of eastern Ontario-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Shulman: Why doesn't the minister's

boss ever consult, him?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: We're not a government
that is going to take action without the people
of eastern Ontario knowing full well what
the ramifications are. We nave said to the

people who were th^e todays the appointed
and elected people, that this will be a great
stimulation to the economy of eastern On-

tario, and I fully believe that.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister forgot to invite

some members.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Whether or not the mem-
ber for Carleton East was there is not the
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question. I don't think he would have added

anything to it if he was there.

Mr. Cassidy: Probably not, but he should

have been invited.

Mr. Shulman: That wasn't the best answer
the minister has ever given either.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Stormont.

Mr. G. Samis (Stormont): A supplementary,
Mr. Speaker: Could the minister tell the

House what types of industries the govern-
ment is seeking to attract to this industrial

park-

Mr. Yakabuski: Iti the fullness of time.

Mr. Samis: —and what guarantees he can

give to the existing communities that this

won't be in competition with the existing
industrial parks in eastern Ontario?

Mr. Shulman: The minister won't know.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, it's unfor-

tunate that the member for Stormont didn't

listen to what I was saying-

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come onl

Mr. Foulds: He was listening very care-

fully.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Let the

minister quit taking such a superior attitude.

Mr. Foulds: Look, flannel mouth, just
answer the question.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: In our statement we have

clearly stated this development will not dis-

rupt the development of existing communities
in eastern Ontario. We have said we would

provide financial assistance to the existing
communities by way of assisting them to de-

velop industrial parks—serviced parks, and
not just by way of acquiring land for de-

veloping those lands.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Most of them have in-

dustrial parks anyway.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I am saying to the mem-
ber, with regard to his particular area, that

I don't think he should have any quarrel with
further development in eastern Ontario when
the city of Cornwall has had more incentives

provided by this government than any other

area-

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Mr. Breithaupt: And they were ungrateful
too.

Mr. Bullbrook: They showed their appre-
ciation.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Therefore, I think it's

about time that the hon. member recognized
that the Province of Ontario aims to help all

of Ontario and all of the people.

LAND ASSEMBLY IN EDWARDSBURGH
TOWNSHIP

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like to ask the

Minister of Industry and Tourism a some-
what similar question. When did he find out

about this and how was he converted so

spectacularly that he is put in charge of the

development when, according to the quotes
that he has made in our hearing in this

chamber and in eastern Ontario, he said it's

absolutely foolish and we'd be completely
off^ our nut to build a new industrial park
there?

Mr. Yakabuski: The Leader of the Opposi-
tion is missing the point.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and

Tourism): Obviously, Mr. Speaker, words of

truth seem to ring a wrong bell with the

Liberals today.

Mr. Roy: The minister is not off his nut,
let him tell us that!

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I became
aware of the options being placed by the

government of Ontario just a week prior to

Christmas.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Does the minister mean
that the former Treasurer (Mr. White) went
ahead on his own? No wonder he's in charge
of the campaign! Things look better than we
thought.

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: Not from this side they
don't; don't worry about that.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I became
aware of the options being placed by the

government about a week prior to Christmas.

While I had made those statements and I

stand by them because at the time it was my
opinion from the press reports that they were

going to—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: What does the minister mean,
he stands by them?
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Hon. Mr. Bennett: Well, the leader of the

NDP seem to put such a great reliance on

press reports of recent days.

Mr. Lewis: Two senior cabinet ministers,

neither of them consulted, one in housing,
one in industry; and now the government is

building a park.

Mr. Speaker: Order please, we all want to

hear the hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Lewis: They are off their collective

nuts over there.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: While they have one in

the NDP, we don't have to have two any-
where else.

Hon. Mr. Davis: It takes one to know one.

Mr. Yakabuski: He'll have the last laugh.

Mr. Huston: Will the hon. minister tell us

what is going on?

Mr. Breithaupt: I don't think Mack Sennett

would have done as good a job.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker-

Interjection by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please, the hon. minis-

ter wants to give his answer.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please, the Speaker has

called for order. Don't carry it too much
further.

An hon. member: Look what they are doing
over there.

Mr. Lewis: Come on, they are colleagues
of the minister's. He is doing well, let him
take another 15 minutes.

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: No, it's a fun day.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, it is the

members' time, let them keep that in mind.

Mr. Lewis: Right, but this is worth it—go
ahead.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, as I have

indicated, I have been aware that industrial

operations are being advanced in eastern

Ontario. To answer some of the questions the

leader of the Liberal Party has asked, the

Minister of Housing and I and the Minister

of Consumer and Commercial Re'ations (Mr.

Handleman) and others from eastern Ontario

have made it very clear to the cabinet what
we believe is essential for industrial develop-
ment in our part of the province.

Mr. Lewis: No doubt.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: The actions that were
taken then in acquiring land were those de-

cided on by the then Treasurer of the Prov-

ince of Ontario. It was their bill.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister was overniled.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: We had clearly indi-

cated the requirements in our part of the

province.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Is he the nut?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: The then Treasurer, re-

porting for the planning division of the

government of Ontario-

Mr. Ruston: He made a mess of it.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: —and his people re-

viewed the requirements in eastern Ontario

and where would be the best location for a

major industrial park. It was the decision—

and I openly admit this, as I did in the press
—to put options on land by four ministers of

the government. Once the option had been

placed so they could get a clear decision on

the price per acre of land—and I think that's

in the best interest of the taxpayers of this

province—then it was brought to cabinet and

we had the decision.

Mr. Lewis: What does he mean by clear

decision?

Mr. Roy: The minister had it put after the

fact.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: We had the decision,
as members of cabinet, to decide as to

whether we wished to advance in taking up
the options or dropping them. Basically, why
did we go to eastern Ontario?

An hon. member: That wasn't the question.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Very obviously, the op-

position members have constantly said there

was too much development in this part of

the province, in western Ontario. We agree.
We agree we had to move away and there

had to be a major impact by government to

try and stimulate major industrial develop-
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ment east of Toronto; and that's the purpose
for which we have bought this land.

I say to you, Mr. Speaker, that while I at

the time openly admitted not knowing of it-

Mr. Lewis: That's called truth.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: —not knowing the prin-

ciples by which it was being acquired for the

type of industry, I'm at least willing to admit

to you today that the decision we are making
is right and in the best interest of eastern

Ontario and was supported by our guests at

lunch today.

Mr. Bullbrook: Now it's the turn of the

Provincial Secretary for Resources Develop-
ment.

Mr. Lewis: Just by way of supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Maybe I didn't understand.

Maybe I didn't hear the reply in its entirety,

I missed something.

An hon. member: That's not unusual.

Mr. Lewis: What did the minister mean
when he said, options taken by four min-
isters?

Mr. Cassidy: And who were they?

Mr. Lewis: Who were the four ministers?

How does it work over there, Mr. Speaker?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, as far as

I am concerned that is a confidential piece
of information of cabinet.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: He'll never find out
how it operates because he's always negative.

Mr. Lewis: Who was it? Mr. Speaker, will

you call him to order and insist that he
answers?

Mr. Speaker: The minister is answering.

Mr. Lewis: By way of further supple-
mentary: Since the minister has put on the
record now for the first time that the way
in which the cabinet in Ontario operates in

the acquisition of land is that four ministers
in secret set options under way-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: That's what was said. That's

exactly what was said.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: I think the Legislature and
the public have a right to know-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is what he said.

Mr. Lewis: —who the four ministers are.

Would the minister give us their names?

Mr. MacDonald: What version of COGP
is this?

Mr. Lewis: Who are the four ministers?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. You've asked

a question.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I do not

intend to get involved in the four ministers

who were involved, but let me correct

the NDP leader because it is obvious he
doesn't understand English. It is obvious

he doesn't understand.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Just hold on a minute.

The ministers did not acquire the land and
I did not use that statement.

Mr. Lewis: Put the options on it then.

Who were the four people?

Mr. Ferrier: Tell us the four.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: That is a big difference

from acquiring land, which I understand

the leader of the NDP was accusing us of.

There were four ministers who operated with

the permission of the Premier in placing

options on the land, which I think is in the

best interests of the government.

Mr. Speaker: The Leader of the Opposi-
tion.

Mr. Lewis: That's quite a way to run the

government of this province.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: The member will never

find out; so don't worry.

Mr. Lewis: That may be but the govern-
ment is on the way out. I know the Pro-

vincial Secretary for Social Development
(Mrs. Birch) and the Minister for Community
and Social Services (Mr. Brunelle) are two of

them.

Mr. Roy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Ottawa
East with a final supplementary on this.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

minister: In view of the fact that none of
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the three cabinet ministers from eastern

Ontario apparently, according to his answer,
was consulted, has he objected to his leader

about this, that there was no input from
eastern Ontario in this decision?

Mr. Lewis: There wasn't any.

Hon. Mr. Bennett; Mr. Speaker, obviously
tlie member from Ottawa East isn't listening
much or being realistic at the moment.

Mr. Lewis: London and Brampton decide
for Spencerville.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I think I clearly indi-

cated to this House that the ministers from
eastern Ontario had made their position very
clear in cabinet and to the Treasurer.

Mr. Shulman: But nobody paid any atten-
tion to the minister.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Let the member just
hold on, if he'd like to listen, but obviously
he wants to continue to yap here as he does

everywhere else.

An hon. member: They don't want to hear

An hon. member: The ministers have not

got anything to say.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, very
clearly I said earlier in my remarks that the

ministers from eastern Ontario had made their

position known, and what they believed was

required to make the economic improvement
and industrial improvement in eastern On-
tario a requirement.

Mr. Lewis: They told their little politburo
of four.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: We indicated it to the

Premier and to the Minister of Treasury,
Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs,

who does the planning, and it was left at that

point. It was not a decision that was made
without any understanding of what the mem-
bers from eastern Ontario believed in. As to

the location of acquiring the land, that was
left to the Treasurer and those that he be-

lieved were best qualified to make it.

Mr. Speaker: Does the Leader of the Op-
position have further questions?

LAND ASSEMBLY IN EDWARDSBURGH
TOWNSHIP

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question of the

Premier. Would he explain to the House the

procedures for acquiring the land under these

circumstances and what would lead him to

put to the hon. minister who has just spoken
in charge of this development, when the

minister said he has made his position clear,

and in the press it is as follows:

Whoever is assembling the land won't

get any encouragement from me and it is

extremely difficult to believe that the gov-
ernment can justify such a purchase.

An hon. member: Is the Leader of the Op-
position against the idea?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I'll answer
that question very simply. The Minister of

Industry and Tourism has a very obvious
interest in his responsibilities for industrial

development in eastern Ontario. In my view,
industrial development in eastern Ontario can
take several forms, one of them being, as the
minister has already referred to this after-

noon, a growing programme, which will be
announced by the minister.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: But how does the Premier
fire the man? That's the question.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Listen, let me finish and
I'll say what I have to say.

Mr. Roy: Answer the question.

Mr. Lewis: Calm down. This isn't the

Board of Trade. Relax, we know the Premier.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The programme will in-

volve the municipalities in development of

their own industrial parks as it relates to

their particular needs. The government of this

province feels, and feels very strongly, that

there must be some focus, some locale, for

the potential of major industrial development.
Mr. Speaker, I can't give you any guar-

antees as to exactly what may occur. I just
think back that if five years ago the govern-
ment had had such a site maybe—and it's

just a maybe—the extension-

Mr. Roy: Who was in power then five

years ago?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Never mind. I wasn't. If

five years ago we had had this site available,

just maybe, instead of having the continued

pressure of growth in Hamilton, Toronto and

now on to Lake Erie, it might have been

viable, and I say might, for the location of

a major primary industry in eastern Ontario.

But I say, Mr. Speaker, that while all in-

dustrial development-

Mr. Cassidy: The government had 33 years
to get to that point.
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Hon. Mr. Davis: —has pluses and minuses

—and I know them—there is no question that

the effect in terms of housing, and in terms

of secondary industry, is significant. And
from the reaction I get in eastern Ontario,

this is what the people want in a qualitative
sense and also in terms of their own eco-

nomic future.

Mr. Lewis: Now then, how did he acquire
the land?

Hon. Mr. Davis: And I think, Mr. Speaker,
it makes great sense. I have yet to hear

anybody on the other side of the House

oppose it. I find this intriguing. They are

trying to have their fun; and that's great.

But they should get up and say they are

opposed to it if they don't think it's a good
idea.

Mr. Roy: It is fun.

Mr. Reid: It is all in the way they do it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: We think it has great

potential for eastern Ontario and that's why
we are doing it.

Mr. Lewis: It is the manner of doing it.

Mr. Speaker: May I just remind the mem-
bers that this is the question period not

really the debating hour, and it's developing
into a debating period. Does the hon. Leader
of the Opposition have further questions?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a supplementary,
with your permission sir.

Mr. Breithaupt: I have a supplementary,
too.

Mr. Speaker: Twenty minutes of the 45
minutes have gone to the Leader of the Op-
position. I realize there are other people with

other questions to other ministers.

Mr. Cassidy: You should stop him, Mr.

Speaker.

An hon. member: Give him 25; he will

likely hang himself.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. There has
been a great deal of time spent on one topic.

There may be other members with other

questions. I'll ask you to be short. Does the
Leader of the Opposition have a supple-

mentary question?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes; I'd simply like the

leader of the government to indicate how
tihe government proceeds in the acquisition

of the land without consulting the ministers

from the areas concerned.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, there are

two distinctions which have to be made,
which peiihaps haven't yet penetrated to the

Leader of the Opposition. The determina-

tion was made to take certain options.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Davis: There is a very real dis-

tinction between options and making a de-

cision to purchase.

Mr. Roy: The Minister of Industry and
Tourism can't keep it straight.

Hon. Mr. Davis: There was a decision

made to acquire options, whioh the govern-
felt—and properly so—should be done on a

totally confidential basis. This was done.

Interjection by hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The determination to

exercise these options to actually acquire
the land was made by the total cabinet.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary, if I may?

Mr. Speaker: A final supplementary on this.

Mr. Lewis: Since I presume that the Pre-

mier has a manner of going about the op-

tioning of land—which is the same in the

4,000 acres of Durham as it is in the 10,000
acres around Spencerville—who are the four

cabinet ministers v^dth permission from the

Premier, w*ho make these dtecisions in ad-

vance of a purchase? And why is it not

possible to share this information with the

cabinet as a whole so that in the process
of optioning land, destructive and argumenta-
tive statements are not made by cabinet

ministers inadvertently whioh prejudice the

proposal?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I only sense

from the leader of the New Democratic

Party that he supports this proposition; and
I am delighted to hear that. It's the first

positive thing Fve heard in the last two

days emanating from the other side of the

House.

Mr. Lewis: Answer the question.

Hon. Mr. Davis: We are appreciative of

that support. I could only say to the leadter

of the New Democratic Party there is no
set pattern as it relates to these matters in

terms of decisions to acquire options.

Mr. Reid: All of a sudden the Premier is

getting interested in the democratic process.
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Hon. Mr. Davis: And I emphasize the very
real distinction between options, and then the

decision to purchase.

Mr. Shulman: Who are the four?

Mr. Lewis: Who are the four?

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions? The
Leader of the Opposition?

The member for Scarborough West has a

question.

Mr. Lewis: I will pursue it and then, Mr.

Speaker, you'll have your supplementary.
Who are the four? How does this cabinet,

this government function in massive land

acquisition?

Mr. Yakabuski: Smokescreen.

Mr. Lewis: Who are the four ministers

who make the dtecision, apart from the Treas-

urer? That's one of them.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I just don't

intend to divulge how cabinet functions; that

is our responsibility. If the member doesn't

agree—

Mr. Lewis: It is public money; it is public
land.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —with the decisions that

we have made, then he should please say so.

Mr. Lewis: It is legitimate to know how the

Premier operates; this is a public business
here.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I say this to the hon.
member: The decision was made by govern-
ment and the ministry to acquire options.

Mr. Lewis: No. There were only four of
them.

Hon. Mr. Davis: On the options.

Mr. Lewis: Who are the four who do
that?

Hon. Mr. Davis: And the decision to ac-

quire was made by the total cabinet. As to

who the four are, with great respect, I

don't think it is relevant.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Kitchener.

Mr. Breitbaupt: Mr. Speaker, a supple-
mentary.

Mr. Cassidy: We will see about that.

Mr. Breithaupt: Since the Minister of In-

dustry and Tourism-

Mr. Lewis: It becomes more and more a

privileged few; more and more a family com-

pact in Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. J. White (Minister without Portfolio):

Go on. If the member doesn't like it, vote

against it.

Mr. Lewis: Go where?

Mr. Breithaupt: A further supplementary
for the Premier, Mr. Speaker: Since the Min-
ister of Industry and Tourism appears not to

favour this particular project, is it the Pre-

mier's intention to either remove those respon-
sibilities from the minister or to remove the

minister from his responsibilities?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I listened

very carefully to what the minister said this

afternoon. He concluded his remarks by
stating, as I recall him so saying, that he not

only supported the project but that it had

great potential for industrial development of

a significant nature in eastern Ontario.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He has been reading the

Premier's speeches again.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I have no intention of

removing the responsibility for this develop-
ment from that ministry. I have no intention

either of removing the minister from that re-

sponsibility in terms of the ministry. But I

would only say to the hon. member, the

thing that disturbs the people across the

House is that he does it so dain well. That

upsets them, I know.

Mr. Roy: Don't worry, we'll take care of

him.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Scarborough
West.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: We hear from knowledgeable
insiders that he's off his nut, as a matter of

fact.

Interjections by hon. members.

ROSS SHOULDICE

Mr. Lewis: To restore the Premier's sense

of the adversary in the Legislature, since he
is concerned about amity, may I ask him: In

light of the editorials in many of Ontario's
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major dailies today indicating unanswered

questions that emerged in the last 48 hours

in the press and in the Legislature, in light

of the evident anxiety on the part of one
member of this Legislature who feels deeply
that he was wronged, in light of preserving
the integrity of the political process and in

terms of the Premier's capacity to set terms

of reference which include a commissioner's

right to make reflections oni the way the

media handled things, on the conduct of

opposition members of the House as well as

on the government's conduct in the trans-

action, would he not reconsider the immense

public value of having an inquiry into the

allegations which have been made?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, Mr. Speaker. I am
just as interested in public value as the

leader of the New Democratic Party and I—
well I won't go on to say what I nearly said.

I do not intend to establish a royal commis-
sion. If the leader of the New Democratic

Party has certain information that I do not

have available to me, fine. If he would com-
municate this to me, if there are some un-

answered questions, as has been suggested in

some editorials, then, Mr. Speaker, I would
like to know what those unanswered ques-
tions are.

Mr. Shulman: Supplementary.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a supplementary,
Mr. Speaker. One of the areas that must con-
cern us, following the question from the
leader of the NDP, is how in the world do
the fund raisers, Shouldice and others, have

specific knowledge as to the amount, down to

the last cent, of business certain professionals
and others do with the government—informa-
tion that is not available in the public ac-

counts—which leads to the kind of toll gate
that Shouldice was imposing in Sudbury?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I have no
idea whether he had or had not.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That should deeply con-
cern the Premier; the fact that such a toll-

gate exists.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Nonsense.

Mr. Shulman: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Inasmuch as yesterday the Premier said that
when the file was laid in front of the mem-
bers of the opposition and the press they
would then be satisfied and not require a

royal commission, since obviously neither the

press nor the opposition is satisfied, and in

view of his statement yesterday, doesn't he

think it would be prudent to get himself off

the hot seat and order a royal commission?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, Mr. Speaker, I don't

think so. If the member for High Park has

examined the file and there is something in

the file he doesn't understand, I am sure the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions (Mr. Rhodes) will answer it for him. I

can only assume from his question this after-

noon that there is something in that file that

he doesn't understand and I don't know why
he doesn't ask. The Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications will answer.

Mr. Breithaupt: We would like to see all

the file.

Mr. Speaker: Does the member for Scar-

borough West have further questions?

ENVIRONMENTAL HEARINGS ON LEAD

Mr. Lewis: Well, in light of the time, I

have just one more question, Mr. Speaker,
of the Minister of the Environment. In view

of the fact that the lead smelters and the

lead refineries in downtown Toronto are

turning the environmental hearings into a

forum for company propaganda, is the min-

ister prepared to provide some financial sup-

port to the board of health in Toronto to

allow the recognized experts, national and

international, to appear before those hear-

ings and to provide some balance to the

distortions which now exist?

Hon. W. Newman (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Speaker, one of the sugges-
tions was that I should meet with the Toronto

Board of Health. I think it would be very

inappropriate at this point in time, while the

hearings are going on, because the hearing
board will be reporting directly back to me.
If the board of health has concerns about

certain witnesses it feels should be called,

then I think that it has an obligation to go
to the hearing board and tell the chairman
and the hearing board exactly where it feels

the inadequacies are, if there are any, and
make its request there. I think that should

be properly directed to the chairman of the

hearing board.

They do not know what witnesses will be
called at this point in time. Some of them
are jumping to conclusions at this point in

time and we feel they should put their case

before the chairman of the board.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, is

the minister saying that if the case was put
before the chairman of the board the chair-
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man of the board has the authority to in-

vite the witnesses and pay some of the costs

to allow the relevant evidence to be put?

Hon. W. Newman: The reason we asked

the board to take on this hearing was to

let everyone have an opportunity to ex-

press their points of view, their ideas and
their concerns before this board. If there

are any concerns it is up to the board to

make recommendations and decisions.

Mr. Lewis: Will the board finance wit-

nesses?

Hon. W. Newman: No, Mr. Speaker, but

certain witnesses can be called and some
witnesses probably will be called by our

ministry.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Samia.

ROSS SHOULDICE

Mr. Bullbrook: May I ask a question of the

Premier? Would the Premier reconcile for

me his statement given to this House on
Nov. 21, 1972, wherein he said at page 4696:

Since becoming leader of the party I have followed
a policy of refusing to inquire into the matter of the

financing of party activities.

with his statement to this chamber yesterday:

As a result of that meeting, I spoke to

Mr. Kelly, the treasurer of the party in the

Province of Ontario, and told Mr. Kelly
that Mr. Shouldice was not to be involved

in any further aspects of the party or-

ganization or fund raising.

The second part of my question: Would the

Premier regard those statements as just an

inconsistency or are they totally and dia-

metrically opposed one from the other?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, they are

totally consistent. I said then that I was not

involved in fund raising as far as the party
was concerned, and when it came to my
attention that Mr. Shouldice was raising this

matter with me, I communicated this to Mr.

Kelly and told him from my standpoint—
which point of view, incidentally, Mr. Kelly

supported—that Mr. Shouldice was not to

be further involved. I think they are totally
consistent

Mr. Bullbrook: One supplementary if I

may: The Premier says to this House that
he was not involved in the matter of the

financing of his party's activities. On Nov.
21, 1972, he tells us that; that very month
ho told Mr. Kelly to get rid of Mr. Shouldice
as a fund raiser.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): The mem-
ber is a year out.

Mr. Lewis: It was a year earlier.

Hon. Mr. Davis: As a matter of fact, I

told him in November, 1971.

Mr. Bullbrook: A year earlier?

Hon. Mr. Davis: That's right.

Mr. Bullbrook: Is that not an involvement
in the matter of the party's financing?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, it is not.

Some hon. members: No?

An hon. member: It certainly is.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Bullbrook: You say, "It certainly is"?

And the Premier is involved—the Premier

and Kelly. That is why the member for

Armourdale (Mr. Carton) has to agonize, be-

cause of the Premier's method of doing it.

Mr. Speaker: The member for High Park.

REMARKS BY CROWN ATTORNEY

Mr. Shulman: I have a question of the

Attorney General, Mr. Speaker. Inasmuch as

his Crown attorney David O'Connor has ad-

mitted saying outside of the court that—I

quote him—"I did use the phrase, 1 want
to get the bastard'

"
in referring to a case

in which he is acting Crown attorney where
he is prosecuting a certain Ben Ellis, does

the Attorney General not think, in view of

his obvious personal involvement in this case,

that he should be removed and another

Crown attorney replace him?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Provincial Secretary
for Justice and Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, I am not aware of the comment
made; I am not aware of the court where
the comment was made. Perhaps the member
could give me further particulars and I will

look into it. I have no knowledge of the

matter whatsoever.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Downsview.

POLICE RAID ON HOTEL

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Solicitor

General. In view of the report yesterday
made by His Honour Judge Pringle regard-

ing the Landmark incident and the strong
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condemnation that he levelled at the police

procedures that took place during that raid,

and in view of the comments made by Elmer

Bell, the head of the Ontario Police Com-
mission, in advance of any inquiry, and in

view of the comments made by His Honour

Judge Scott, the local county court judge who
is the head of the police commission in that

area, also in advance of Judge Pringle's in-

quiry, would the Solicitor General not agree
that the time has come to remove Elmer Bell

from the Ontario Police Commission and to

remove His Honour Judge Scott from the

police commission of the Niagara Falls area?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, the hon. mem-
ber will recall that on a number of occasions

last spring, while this matter was before the

House, we discussed a remark allegedly re-

ported to have been made by Mr. Bell. He
has denied that he made that remark as indi-

cated by the hon. member. Under those cir-

cumstances I don't feel there is any reason

for Mr. Bell to resign.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, as a supple-
mentary: What about the remarks of Judge
Scott, who was the head of the police com-
mission and certainly was quoted, and never
denied having said, "There is nothing wrong.
I have looked into it and I am satisfied that

everything went on well"? Shouldn't those
two gentlemen be above and beyond pre-
judging police actions because of their posi-
tions and, since neither of them have been,
shouldn't they both go?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: I don't want to comment
on Judge Scott's remarks. Again I haven't
had it confirmed that he had said that. There
is a report to that effect. For example, how
much did he look into it-

Mr. Singer: Then he should not have com-
mented—and the Solicitor General should not
have either.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Right, he commented.
There were a number of comments during
those days, as the hon. member will recall;
some of them were unfortunate and some
were quite accurate. But in any event, Judge
Scott has indicated that because of certain

federal legislation he intends to resign any-
way.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Riverdale.

Mr. Renwick: By way of supplementary
question, will the minister let me know what
he meant when he was reported to have said

that the report was predictable, and that the

onl) matter to be dealt with really was to

have an amendment to the Narcotics Control
Act of the federal government?

Mr. Speaker: It seems to me that it is a

new question, and it is the member's turn

for one, so we will call it a new question.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, I had indi-

cated that the report was predictable, par-

ticularly in respect to recommendations re-

garding amendments to the Narcotics Control

Act. I didn't say, as the hon. member has

indicated, that the only thing to do would
be to make those amendments. Certainly
there are a number of—

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, by way of supple-
mentarv, what is the Solicitor General going
to do?

'

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, we will be

following up representations that have already
been made, that were made by the Attorney
General last spring and have been made by
me to the federal Minister of Justice regard-

ing section 10 of the Narcotics Control Act.

Mr. Singer: What is the minister going to

do about the police?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Also, as the report indi-

cates, there must be better planning and co-

ordination of operations of this kind.

Mr. Singer: How can the minister arrange
that?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: That can be done by better

training and better planning.

Mr. Singer: What is the minister going to

do about it?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: As far as intelligence units

are concerned, again there should be better

organization within the force as far as these

units are concerned, and better training. I

believe constables and officers involved in

operations of this kind should receive special

training, should be trained apart from the

normal duties. There are a number of things
that can be done.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Waterloo
North.

CENTURY CITY

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of Hous-

ing: In view of the fact that we were to have
amended the Planning Act so that the mort-

gage problems in Century City would be
cleared up, is the provincial government pre-
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pared to help those f>eople who are now
fighting their cases through the courts to have
their mortgages vahdated and are finding
that Century City is appealing these decisions

which have been in favour of the farmers in

the area; and are being delayed by appeals

by Century City to the appeal court and

probably to the Supreme Court? Does the

minister not feel that the province should

help these people in their prosecutions when
it was the legislation that existed at that time

which created all the problems in Century
City?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, that ques-
tion should be addressed to the Attorney
General.

Mr. Good: Well it is the minister's legisla-

tion.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Or the Treasurer.

Mr. Good: Mr. Speaker, coidd I have the

Attorney General answer it then please?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I was reading the story
about the Crown attorney. Would the mem-
ber repeat the question?

Mr. Lewis: He was not; he was reading a

story about body rub parlours.

Mr. Speaker: You may redirect your ques-
tion.

Mr. Good: In view of the fact that the

Planning Act was amended last year to take
care of the problems regarding the validity
of mortgages in the Century City area and
that these cases are now before the courts,
would the Attorney General consider the idea
of the province helping the people fight their

cases, which are being appealed by Century
City to the appeal courts and then to the

Supreme Court to try to get around the

validity of the legislation that we passed last

fall to help these people validate their mort-

gages?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Thanks, I appreciate
the member repeating it, since in fact I did
not hear the question.

I don't visualize, outside of the legal aid

system which applies in this province to those
who qualify, that the role of the Ministry of

the Attorney General is to provide legal
counsel in civil proceedings against any cor-

poration or any other individual. I ask the
member to seriously consider that concept if

he validly put it forward, in terms of conflict

of interest insofar as the Crown law officers

are concerned, and in terms of cost to all

the taxpayers of this province. No, I have not
considered that at the present time.

Mr. Good: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker: In

the knowledge that I have these are not civil

suits, these are court actions regarding the

validity of the mortgages which were at first

considered invalid because of provincial legis-

lation; since then the legislation had been
amended so that these mortgages would be
validated. Now this is an entirely difi^erent

matter from a civil action against Century

City, I think. It's a matter of the validity of

the legislation.

Hon. Mr. Clement: With respect, Mr.

Speaker, to the hon. member, it is civil legis-

lation or civil litigation. If a federal constitu-

tional aspect is involved, then there are pro-

cedures whereby the federal Department of

the Solicitor General or Department of Jus-

tice are involved if any of their legislation is

questioned. The same thing applies here.

The member is quite correct if he is

assuming that if a constitutional issue arises

the Attorney General may well have some
kind of contribution to make. But this is not

on the part of any individual party to that

suit, but more as a amicus curiae or as an

assistant to the court to assist it in making the

constitutional determination.

I know of no such request being made to

my ministry. I will look into it, but I'm not

aware that any such request has been made

by any party.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Riverdale.

LAYOFFS AT INGLIS

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Industry and Tourism.

Is the minister aware that upwards of 600

workers will be laid off by Inglis Ltd. at

14 Strachan Ave., Toronto, for at least two

weeks from Feb. 17 next, because substantial

excess inventories of washers and dryers
manufactured by Whirlpool Corp. the US
company which controls Inglis Ltd., are

being imported and marketed through Inglis

Ltd. and under its trade name?

What provincial laws or federal laws, if

any, protect the workers at Inglis in these

circumstances? Will the minister look into

this matter immediately with Inglis and with

his colleague the Minister of Labour (Mr.

MacBeth), and with his opposite member in

Ottawa, to stop this from taking place and

report to the House?
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Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I am not

aware at this moment of the particular case

of 600 workers with Inghs. It could very well

be the Minister of Labour and our district

office people are reviewing with Inglis the

problems they are encountering. With regard
to the aspect of the importing of certain com-

ponents from the manufacturing or the parent

company in the United States-

Mr. Renwick: They're completed units.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: If they are completed
units or otherwise, Mr. Speaker, under the

tariff arrangements they are quite often al-

lowed to come in. We have had some nego-
tiations and we will be conducting some
further negotiations with Mr. Gillespie on
March 10 and 11 relating to importing of

goods.

Mr. Renwick: That will be too late.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, it may be
too late; that I fully accept. We have talked

to Mr. Gillespie and the federal people not

only for Ontario but for other provinces

collectively. We have tried to get some

changes in the tariff position to afford pro-
tection, not only to this industry, the white

goods industry, but all through the brown
goods industry and the garment industry. I

can only repeat, Mr. Speaker, that we will

continue to press the point as we see it from
an industrial point of view in the Province
of Ontario.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, by way of a

supplementary question: I don't think the

workers at Inglis will think it's timely to wait
until March. What conceivable reason could
there be, with the depression in the United

States, that excess inventories of goods such
as this could be displaced into the Ontario

market for the purpose of destroying jobs in

the Province of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, it's been
the situation for many years that we have
allowed imports into Canada under tariff reg-
ulations. And that's exactly how this equip-
ment is coming in and, depending on whether
it's manufactured in Canada or not, the tariff

rate is set accordingly.

I would not think we are in any position
to exclude Inglis, any more than any other

company, in bringing their imports into the

Province of Ontario. I may just say that trade
is a two-way street and we still have some

fairly good contracts going with other coun-
tries of the world as well. I will be glad to

look into the Inglis situation and discuss it

with them. I have already talked to their

president months ago, who indicated to me
at that time they were experiencing a very
soft market situation.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Grey-Bruce.

HIGHWAY PLANS IN BRUCE AREA

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the House leader, the Chairman of

the Management Board of Cabinet. The min-
ister is quoted in the Durham Chronicle by
one of his admirers.

Mr. Roy: One of the few left.

Mr. Sargent: The quote is:

Mr. Winkler said that any plans for a

four-lane highway have been scrapped by
the province because it would attract a

tremendous amount of development in this

area and it would be incompatible with

agriculture.

Was the minister misquoted, or shall we fire

all our industrial commissioners in the Grey-
Bruce area?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: That makes sense.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I con-

sider that a rather facetious question and I'll

tell the member why. At a meeting some
weeks ago, when I met with quite a sub-

stantial number of farmers in the area, we
were asked our opinions of certain questions.

I said nothing about scrapping any highway
plans for any four-lane highway. I simply
made reference to the planning that I had
been made privy to some considerable time

ago, and I said it wasn't in that plan. That's

exactly what I said and I stand by what I

said there.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Has the Ministry of In-

dustry and Tourism consulted him?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: And of course if the

hon. member wants to walk around the coun-

try saying he's going to scrap industrial com-
missions that's his business not mine.

Mr. Sargent: The minister is sick.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Not as sick as the mem-
ber.

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT

Hon. W. Newman moves first reading of

hill intituled, An Act to amend the Environ-

mental Protection Act, 1971.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, the pur-

pose of this hill is to amend the Environ-

mental Protection Act and to grant the local

municipalities the right to pass bylaws to

control noises.

Mr. Lewis: What does that mean? What
use is that?

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, before the orders

of the day, could I ask the House leader:

Since it is a statutory requirement now for

the Workmen's Compensation Board to ap-

pear before one of the committees of the

House during the course of the session in

which the report is tabled, that is this

session, can he tell us when that will occur?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I com-
municated some time ago with the Minister
of Labour and the chairman of that standing
committee and that order of business will

be called.

Mr. Roy: Could I ask the House leader
whether or not we are sitting tomorrow?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No, we are not sitting
tomorrow.

Mr. Roy: Could he tell us why?

Mr. Speaker: Our orders call for no

Wednesday sittings except by motion.

Orders of the day.

NOTICE OF MOTION No. 1

Clerk of the House: Resuming the ad-

journed debate on notice of motion No. 1

respecting the report of the electoral boun-
daries commission, dated Dec. 5, 1973.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): It is

called regrouping I think.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George had the floor I believe.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr.
Speaker, thank you, I will be brief with my
comments. I would, first of all, like to say
that I have already expressed to the Clerk

my very real position that this commission

exceeded its authority in the way in which

they dealt with the riding of St. George.

When I was elected in 1973 my riding was
a Scotty dog. What this commission has done
to my riding is to remove the face of the

dog and make it pregnant, and I do not think

that is within the jurisdiction of the com-
mission.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Pretty
versatile dog.

Mrs. Campbell: In seriousness, Mr.

Speaker, I have some concerns about the

way in which this matter has been reported
to us. First of all, having been a member
of the Toronto City Council when we con-

cluded—and I certainly concluded—that the

block system was the most appropriate sys-
tem to ensure proper representation for the

people of the city, I must add my voice to

those who have questioned the fact that the

block system appears to have been discarded.

I must also say, while I understand the

need for some flexibility as between the rural

ridings and the urban ridings, in my opinion,
there is too great a disparity between the

Toronto ridings and at least some of the

rural ridings. I would like to make it clear

that I recognize the particular situation

in northern Ontario. But I do not think, for

example, that one can conclude that Muskoka
is in northern Ontario or should be treated

so differently from the urban centres.

Surely it is time that we move more
closely to ensuring that each person's vote
in this province counts as closely as possible
as one vote. As it is now, we have heard from
our House leader of the great disparity and
I would suggest that certainly the city of

Toronto has been shortchanged in the report
which is before us. If one assumes that

30,000 people would be sufficient for a riding
which is not in the north part of Ontario
but that 72,000 average or more should be
the proper distribution of population in the
urban centre, I am sure that all of those who
are rural representatives would be fair-minded

enough to understand that this does create

serious problems.

The urban centres today are facing
enormous problems and they will be con-

tinuing in their complexity, as I see it, for

some time to come. To permit the people
of such areas to be so under-represented is,

to me, a grave inequity which ought to have
been corrected in this report.

Mr. Speaker, there is not much point in

my going over the arguments on the block

plan. There is really not much point in my
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going over these discrepancies. But I am
of the opinion that this should be reconsider-

ed. It is interesting that at the time when I

so thoroughly embraced the block system at

the city level, I was deeply criticized by
some who felt that it would aflFect their

position at the polls. I am now saying it

when it could or could not affect my own
position. But I think it is time that we looked
at these things from the point of view of

principle and not from any other point of

view.

It is for this reason, Mr. Speaker, that I

rise on those points. Of course, I do not wish
to speak further of my own riding specifi-

cally. I just feel that the principle is involved
and that the people of the city of Toronto

ought to have a right to be heard, if nothing
else, with reference to these proposals. I

cannot begin to understand why the people
of the province should be cut off from having
an opportunity to enter into an exchange in

this matter, rather than the more sterile posi-
tion of being forced to submit some written

documents. There is no way really that one
can assess the position of an electorate with-
out that exchange between the people and
those conducting the survey and arriving at

a report.

So, Mr. Speaker, on all three points I am
with my House leader. I endorse all that he
has said, and I see no reason to prolong my
statement. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Coch-
rane South.

Mr, W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Yes, Mr.

Speaker, I'd like to make a few comments
on the resolution that is before us.

One of the things that has bothered some
of us is that the changes that went on were
made without any consultation with the

people concerned. No rationale was given for

the changes and people are wondering what
the reasons were. No hearings were held and
it seems to me a pretty high-handed way of

doing things without meeting with the people
who are directly concerned or without asking
for any representations from them. It's con-

syltative democracy or participatory democ-

racy, whatever you want to call it, at its very
worst. It seems to me that this commission
had an obligation to meet with the people
and to discuss some of the changes that took

place. One thing that bothers me very much
is the decreasing voice that northern Ontario
will have as a result of this report. The guide-
lines said there were to be no fewer than 15

seats, but the total seats are increased from
117 to 125 by. this report, which means that

we in northern Ontario will have less of a

voice here in Queen's Park than we have had
heretofore. There is a great unhappiness in

northern Ontario that attention is not being

paid to our needs and this report will just
confirm that, that we are going to have even
less of a say than we have had heretofore.

We in northern Ontario don't feel that we
have had sufficient attention paid to our needs
in our considerations in this assembly and in

the governing of our province.

Perhaps one might say that population

growth hasn't taken place in the north as it

has in some of the other parts of the prov-
ince, and those of us in the north are only
too well aware of the slowness of growth and

development in our area. We are aware of

our lack of facilities and amenities and we
feel that the government itself has not made
much of an effort to bridge this disparity and
slow growth to promote growth and develop-
ment in the north together with the rest of

the province.

We are going to be deprived of some of

the political voice that we have had in the

past. One of the reasons for the lack of voice

is the great masses of land that some of the

members in the north have to serve. The

municipalities in the north have difficulty at

times coming down here to Queen's Park to

make their representations on certain things.
That geography itself makes it difficult for

people to get down here as can some of the

people who can jump in a car and in an
hour's drive be at Queen's Park.

I think those kinds of things should be
taken into account when redistribution is

being carried out like this. And they weren't

considered, obviously, by this commission.

I think that at least one other seat should

be put into northern Ontario. The average
seat in the north seems to represent about

50,000 people, but there are some glaring
deviations from that principle. We have seen

that Sault Ste. Marie, for instance, has 80,000

population in the proposed seat there, and

yet right around it are two seats that have
a good deal less than that. Algoma has in

the neighbourhood of 30,000 population and

Algoma-Manitoulin about 31,500.

It seems to me that Algoma is considerably
smaller as far as population is concerned. In

view of the fact that Nickel Belt is a very

large seat in terms of area, one wonders why
places like Chapleau and Foleyet, perhaps,
could not have gone to Algoma. It seems
to me that around that whole area of Sault

Ste. Marie some significant adjustments could
be made and another seat carved out in the

north, to give extra political voice for the
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north in this assembly and so that some of the

problems around that situation in the mid-

north could be taken into account.

I feel that as things now stand we in the

north are again getting a kick in the teeth

from the political centre of this province.
We are going to have less voice when we
need more, in view of the diflRculties we have
been confronted with, such as the distance

from Queen's Park, and the difficulties our

municipal people have in getting down here

to make representations. We need more of a

clout as far as getting development and

promotion is concerned.

I feel, Mr. Speaker, that there should
have been not just a move to preserve the

seats that we had, but some effort to give
us more of a political voice by at least one
more seat. I am not happy with what has

gone on. I think more recognition needs to

be given to the north than has been given in

this report that has been brought in.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-
land.

Mr. E. P. Momingstar (Welland): Mr.

Speaker, I rise this afternoon on behalf of

my constituents in the municipality of Font-
hill within the riding of Welland. The re-

port of the Ontario electoral boundaries com-
mission proposes to remove this municipality
from the riding of Welland. As the repre-
sentative for this area for nearly 24 con-
secutive years, I strongly urge the commission
to reconsider this decision.

As provincial representative since 1951,
I have watched this area develop into an
integrated unit. I have seen the relationships
between the municipalities and the people
become interwoven, and I have watched the
area grow, each part contributing to the
whole.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): The mem-
has never spoken before.

Mr. Momingstar: Fonthill has traditionally
been a part of Welland county-

Mr. Cassidy: Not in 24 years.

Mr. Momingstar: —and in my 24 years
of public service in this area, I have come
to know the people and they, in turn, have
looked to and relied upon the membner for
Welland as their representative. Strong bonds
of friendship and loyalty have developed
over the many years, bonds which are diffi-

cult to transfer and which now face a real

threat of disintegration. I personally share
a feeling of closeness with the people of

Fonthill, as I do with all my constituents.

Mr. Cassidy: They give the member his

living.

Mr. Momingstar: I have been granted many
distinctions by them in the past, such as

honorary membership in the Fonthill fire

department-

Mr. Cassidy: Right on.

Mr, Momingstar: —and honorary mem-
bership in the Fonthill branch of the Cana-
dian Legion.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Reason

enough.

Mr. Momingstar: The members of the

various clubs and citizens' groups within my
riding associate very closely with one an-

other and draw upon all municipalities for

their membership and support. I am especially

proud of the easy interaction among my
constituents-

Mr. Cassidy: What does that mean

Mr. Momingstar: —as all spectrums of

society are represented in the Welland
riding—farmers, fruit growers, factory and
office workers. My office has received
numerous telephone calls and letters pro-
testing this disruption of the traditional boun-

daries, which would result in upsetting the

long-standing traditions and characteristics

cf the riding of Welland.

Mr. Speaker, at this time I would strongly
request that the commission reconsider their

decision and allow the municipality of Font-
hill to remain as part of the great Welland
riding. Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kent.

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Mr, Speaker, I

wish to add a few words in this debate
about the redistribution of ridings across the

Province of Ontario. I might say, incidentally,
that it would have been better if public
meetings had been held by this commission.

In the riding that I represent there have
been a number of changes; and, of course,

they have enlarged the riding, whidi is

known as Kent. One thing about the com-
mission's report is that they have changed
the name, which I have been asking for since

1961. In the riding of Kent there are five

municipalities of the county of Elgin, and
that riding was disillusioned when the riding
wasn't called Kent-Elgin when redistribution

took place in 1961. However, I see the com-
mission has carried out my wishes, and I

wish to say how much we appreciate it and
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how much the citizens of Elgin appreciate

having themselves recognized in the name
of that provincial riding.

I must say, Mr. Speaker, that the county
council of Elgin had passed a resolution ask-

ing that commission to vdthdraw those five

municipalities from the riding of Kent and

put them back into the riding of Elgin. In

general, I had no objections in this regard. I

know there would be a lot more satisfaction

if Elgin was all in one riding. But, as the

member for that riding for the last number
of years, I would be very disappointed to

lose that portion of Elgin county. Since the

commission took no action on that resolution,

I am very pleased; but I know it will be a

great disappointment to the county council

of Elgin.

As I say, Mr. Speaker, the commission has

enlarged the riding. They have included four

other municipalities in the county of Kent
which gives the riding an estimated popula-
tion of more than 50,000. I would say it

makes an excellent riding, and I am very
pleased; I have no criticism whatsoever. How-
e\'er, I just wanted to bring to your atten-

t on that the count>' council of Elgin passed
a resolution asking that those five municipal-
ities in the riding of Kent be transferred to

the riding of Elgin. I know it will be dis-

appointing to them, Mr. Speaker, but I must
say I am very pleased they left it in the

riding to be known as Kent-Elgin. I thank

)ou, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

Air. Bounsall: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

might say at the offset that I share my party's
concern with the general principles involved
in our resolution—the misapplication of some
of the basic guidelines in terms of dispropor-
tionate representation between the urban
and rural areas and the block areas in the

city of Toronto, as well as the under-repre-
sentation that appears to be coming from
northern Ontario.

With respect to my own riding, Mr.

Speaker, there is one point that concerns

me, and that is the name of the riding. I take
the opportunity in today's debate to draw it

to the attention of the electoral boundaries

commission, as I understand that they have
said that they will look with a great deal of
interest and read very carefully all the re-

marks made in the debate in the House

centring around these two resolutions before

they come forth with their final report. If

this is not the case, if the bill is in fact ready
to go in a particular ministry of the govern-

ment, I would assume that the same applies
there though, and that the remarks that I

make today with respect to the name of my
riding, being as it is only a small change,
can be directly implemented at that stage.

In any event, in whichever stage this can
be quickly implemented, Mr. Speaker, the

name of my riding, rather than Windsor West,
should be Windsor-'Sandwich.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): He wants to eat.

Mr. Bounsall: Right. Just before I get on
to some of the reasons why it should, I might

say that with respect to the shape of my
riding as it has been redrawn I am completely

happy. The initial proposal that came for-

ward contained in keeping an eastern

boundary of the riding of Windsor West—
that eastern boundary being the westerly

boundary of Windsor-Walkerville—that was a

complete horror and nightmare in the way it

jiggled and jagged around. It had no real

reason to so do. The member for Windsor-

Walkerville (Mr. B. Newman) made a sub-

mission to the commission suggesting that it

go up the middle of Dougall Ave. I made
the same submission and that submission was

accepted by the electoral boundaries com-
mission. It was a wise one and we can cer-

tainly now both describe our respective
western boundaries and eastern boundaries

to anyone who asks us. It is a reasonable

line of demarcation.

With respect to the name, however, it is

important that this riding be called Windsor-

Sandwich for historical reasons. The town of

Sandwich, not as an incorporated town, but

as an existence, as an entity, under that name,
dates from 1788. It represents that westerly

portion of the city of Windsor and was the

original settlement in the area. One square
mile of land was purchased by the British

in 1788 and became almost immediately a

settlement, and the name of that settlement

was Sandwich.

On the current situation, Mr. Speaker, I

must admit with respect to names I brought
this whole idea to the executive of my riding
association at the same time as the submission

with respect to the easterly boundary going

up Dougall Ave. and I met with, I must

admit, a divided response. I proposed that if

the urban riding on the east side of Windsor,
as it was proposed, be called Windsor-River-

side, and that the centre urban riding be
called Windsor-Walkerville, it was reasonable

and eminently just that the most westerly
urban riding be called Windsor-Sandwich
because of the historical connotation. Half

of the people with whom I was speaking
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bought this idea wholeheartedly. The other

half said that part of our problem in Windsor
is the old demarcations of the old towns and
areas in our city, which now all comprise the

city of Windsor. It would be best to tamp
down all the old rivalries. In fact, they would

prefer to see the ridings called Windsor West,
Windsor Centre and Windsor East.

I personally do not agree with them; that

is why I am speaking here today. I think

there is a bit not only of historical tradition

but a bit of romance lost, if those three names
were adopted for the purpose of just tamping
down any local competition which still may
exist. Rather than having the ridings called

—to be consistent—Windsor East, Windsor

Centre, Windsor-Sandwich, they should be

called, as two are proposed, Windsor-River-

side, Windsor-Walkerville, and my riding's

name changed to Windsor-Sandwich.

I might say that Sandwich existed as a

community under that name 66 years prior to

the name of Windsor being used for that

centre town, which is what arose, 70 years be-

fore the name of Walkerville came into exis-

tence in that area, and 133 years before the
name of Riverside came into existence in the

area. In terms of the oldest name in the area,
one which shouldn't be lost is clearly the

name of Sandwich, which is the oldest and
most historical and, in that sense, the most
important.

Sandwich, as I say, came into existence
in 1788, and in 1858 became a town. The
city of Windsor did not come into existence
as a name until 1854 and as a community not
until 1828, so that the conmiunity of Sand-
wich pre-dated even the city of Windsor by
some 40 years. In the initial instance, the
former area of Windsor was not called

Windsor, it was simply called "the ferry" and
it came into existence simply because that
is where the residents of Detroit, in building
a ferry to cross the Detroit River, decided
that was where that ferry should land.

Around that landing point a community grew
up and that community was not called

Windsor for many years, it was simply called

"the ferry."
• Hiram Walker, over in what has been
referred to as Walkerville, opened up a dis-

tillery in 1858. It was at that time that area
became to be known informally as Walkerville
and finally became a town only in 1890.

Riverside itself was never known as such. In-

formally, it was never a village, it never had
a history before the fact that, simply to

designate an area of dwellings which had

grown up, it became a town in 1921, 133

years after the founding of Sandwich.

I might say that, not only for historical

reasons, it's important to call this westerly-
most riding Sandwich, but in fact—just to be
clear for the commission—back in the 1930s

they amalgamated the town of Sandwich, the

town of Windsor and the town of Walkerville

into one city called Windsor. In 1964, the

city of Windsor amalgamated with several

of the county areas to the south of it to be-

come the much larger city which we have

today.

Prior to the 1964 or 1965 amalgamation
where it took in that larger portion, two-

thirds of the former city of Windsor was the

town of Sandwich, in my riding. Two-thirds

of the portion of my riding in the city of

Windsor, prior to the amalgamation of 1965,
was the old town of Sandwich. After amal-

gamation took place and they added the

much larger area in the county, all the en-

tirety of the rest of my riding on the west

side which was incorporated at that time

were all residents of Sandwich West town-

ship, so the vast majority of the people in my
riding lived in the old former town of Sand-

wich or, from the south part of the riding in

its entirety, in the township of Sandwich
West. So I would say 85 per cent of the

residents of my riding have lived in an area

either directly designated as Sandwich prior

to 1964-1965 and historically before that

were part of the old town of Sandwich.

For these reasons, Mr. Speaker, I would

hope that the electoral boundaries commis-
sion would make that simple change of the

name of the riding from Windsor West to

that of Windsor-Sandwich.

Mr. Speaker: Before the next speaker, the

acting Speaker would like some direction

from the House on how we are going to pro-
ceed. There are two resolutions meaning the

same thing; one from the NDP and another

from the Conservative Party. I did break

what we had startedlast night by the NDP
being first and the Liberals at back and by

letting the member for Welland speak. Now,
is it the wish of those who have presented
the second resolution on the government side

that you take part in this debate or do you
want to save your remarks until we deal

with the one resolution and then with the

other one?

Mr. Cassidy: They can speak on both, Mr.

Speaker.
"

Mr. Speaker: Yes, they can.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Mr. Speaker, I appreciate

you mentioning to us the opportunity to de-
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cide whether we speak on this resolution or

on the other. But since the resolution which
was presented by my colleagues in our caucus

seems to follow a certain line, which may be

somewhat different from the resolution which
we are now discussing. It is the consensus of

our group that we would complete that de-

bate and then introduce our resolution and

speak to it.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, that proce-
dure would be satisfactory. Since both reso-

lutioris really simply call for a debate based

on various reasons, we have felt that it would

go in a normal rotational way. However, it is

certainly most acceptable to us. We can have

our speakers alternate with those of the New
Democratic Party. When all who choose to

speak have done so, then, Mr. Speaker, if you
wish, the second resolution as such could be

put and the remarks of members—perhaps
particularly if their ridings adjoin or if they
wish to follow a certain theme in sequence-
could be more expeditiously handled that

way.

Mr. Speaker: Yes, I think this was the con-
cern of some of the members. If the proce-
dure is agreed upon, we will proceed as we
have been. If there is any member on this

side of the House who wishes to take part in

this particular resolution, all we have to do
is signify the speaker.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Mr. Speaker, I am not just sure of what
you have decided to do, but I hope it is in

order if I speak briefly at this time.

Mr. Speaker: Perfectly in order. It is your
turn to speak now from the Liberal caucus.
If the Leader of the Opposition wishes, it is

quite in order for him to go right ahead and

speak, ':v: <

: *? -v^; v

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

[AppTause.]

Hon.- S. B. Handleman (Minister of Con-
surner and Commercial Relations): No unani-
mous^ consent.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I wish they would ap-
plaud when I finish.

I am Very much aware, Mr. Speaker, that

it was more than a decade as:6 when the

government decided that the old redistribu-

tion procedures should be abolished arid the

political input into the redrawing of the

boundaries should become a thing of history,
and that the responsibility must in the future
rest On the shoulders of impartial citizens

with some special knowledge or with some
special responsibility. I recall the redistribu-

tion at that time because I believe it was the

first occasion when it simply wasn't handled

by a committee of politicians in some back
room of this chamber. I personally believe

this method of impartial redistribution is far

superior.

I think it is for that reason that we must
not allow ourselves the luxury of indicating
that the commission was in any way doing
other than their duty in drawing the lines

establishing the new constituencies. I have
found it extremely offensive indeed that mem-
bers of this House would allege that any
partisan consideration directed the members
of the commission. I found this particularly

offensive since the chairman is a judge of the

bench in this province. If we are prepared to

support the system and believe in it, then it

is incumbent upon us not to make innuen-

does or allegations that their motivation is

anything other than impartial.

I feel very strongly about that, particularly
since it has been brought to my attention

that perhaps I, as an individual member of

the Legislature, sufiFer as much as any from
the decisions made by the redistribution com-
mission. The old riding of Brant has been

changed substantially. Certainly, this was to

be expected, since under the former redistri-

bution boundaries its population certainly was
not high compared with the population of

other areas.

The riding of Brant as reconstituted has

been named, at least by the suggestion of the

redistribution commission, as Brant-Norfolk.

It extends considerably further than it did

previously—right down to Lake Erie. The
reason for this as given by the commissioners

was that they wanted to follow the new

boundary lines of the lower tier municipalities
in the regional government established in

Haldimand-Norfolk. While I can see the ra-

tionale of that decision it has meant that the

constituency as proposed has been more far-

flung than would otherwise be^ since the

former boundary was Highway 3, which cuts

through Norfolk county and keeps the com-
munities more or less bound together in sbmie

areas of mutual concern. But I am not pre-

pared even to suggest that the comriiissipners

reconsider that boundary because t believe

that they have been given the responsibility

by this House to make a decision not in pur
best interests as individuals, but in the best

interests of the community and the
.
demo-

cratic process.
:?^v-; ...':>:.

^-

'''

I don't want to sound unduly pious, but I

do believe that if we are prepared—as we are
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and which we on this side support—if we are

prepared to relinquish the powers that are

ours under the constitution to establish these

l)oundaries and give it to an impartial com-

mivsion, then we are going to have to live

with the results of their oeliberations, even

though in some specific areas we feel that

mistakes of this type have arisen. I don't per-

sonally believe it is a mistake, since I believe

it is simply a view of an organization of the

community which is inherent in the approach
taken by the commission, rather than simply
the approach made by an elective politician as

to what would be convenient for him or her.

Certainly that convenience for an individual

must be dismissed and bear no impact at all

on the decisions made by the commissioners.

One thing I am delighted at, however, is

that in the second report the commissioners
saw fit to include the Six Nations Indian

reservation within the boundaries of the pro-
p)osed riding called Brant-Norfolk. I can
assure you, Mr. Speaker, I intend to contest

the Liberal nomination and I hope I will be
the Liberal candidate in that constituency. I

am delighted that the recommendation has

been made to include the largest Indian
reservation in Canada by population. I cer-

tainlv hope that there is no further change
on that basis. The hon. member for Haldi-

mand-Norfolk (Mr. Allan) is taking his seat

and he and I more or less share some re-

sponsibilities in that area. I know that he is

going to express his views, perhaps on the

resolution that is standing in the name of

Conservative members when we get around
to that debate in a few minutes.

There is one other area, however, that has
come to my attention and that is that the

constituency to be designated Brant-Norfolk
does have a very large section, an important
section, of Oxford county included in it. There
have been resolutions from the newly recon-

stituted county government in Oxford asking
that the boundaries of that county be made
the boundaries of any provincial constituency
in the future. The prdblem there, of course,
is that the population would be considerably
larger than that which would be permissible
under the terms of reference given to the

commissioners, but I know that the com-
missioners would at least want to consider

the strong position put forward by the coun-
cils of Blenheim, Blandford townsnip and the

county of Oxford that at least the county be
given the consideration they seek.

I would suggest, however, that although it

would be a cumbersome name, there is ample
justification for including the name Oxford
in the name of the constituency, since almost

as large an area and probably as large a

population from Oxford would be added on
to Brant as comes from the former county of

Norfolk.

Once again, Mr. Speaker, it is not a simple
business for commissioners to take a red

pencil and carve out a constituency which in-

cludes people with a community of interest

and meets the requirements of population
that we have put before them in their terms
of reference. The old constituency of Brant
I think was originally established in the latter

days of the Henry administration back about
1932 or 1933. The former member for Brant,

my father, used to say that he had been

particularly well treated, even though it had
been a sort of gerrymandered, partisan redis-

tribution in those days. As a matter of fact,

the number of constituencies was reduced, I

believe, from 120 to 90.

You can imagine the trials and travails that

the government of the day, headed by
Premier Henry, had in redistributing in such
a way that 30 constituents were lopped off.

You can almost understand why his own party
wondered at his judgement, and of course

the people wondered at his judgement too

S'nce he was not successful in his bid for re-

election. His campaign slogan that year was

"Henry ploughs a straight furrow," which
didn't seem to grab everybody's enthusiastic

attention in those days. The reference to the

constituency of Brant was that my father, the

former member, had been the member there

since 1919, and the decision was made to

dump all the Grits into one constituency. I

think the procedure was called 'Tiiving the

Grits." That was the establishment of this

constituency of Brant which has been repre-
sented by Liberals now for a considerable

period of time.

Mr. Breithaupt: Not too long, though.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No, not too long. As a

matter of fact, when I am home I don't talk

about it being time for a change as vehe-

mently as I do elsewhere. Mr. Speaker, I

did simply want to express some of the

objections that had come to me from the

people in the proposed new constituency of

Brant-Norfolk and to indicate that it would

probably be one of the more far-flung con-

stituencies in Ontario, short of those in the

North. It would include a major part of the

county of Brant with the exclusion of the city
of Brantford, which my friend, the member,
may want to comment on fiu'ther in this de-

bate. It goes over to include a secticm of the

county of Oxford and then down into the

regional municipality of Haldimand-Norfolk,
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a very interesting area indeed and one which

I say to you in frankness and for your in-

terest, Mr. Speaker, might return a Conserva-

tive candidate if the people were prone to

vote precisely the way they did in 1971. I

hope, however, it will be possible to persuade
them otherwise, and there is every reason to

believe that that won't be much of a problem.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

North.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. I feel that I can speak at this

time because my name is not on the resolu-

tion proposed by the government members,
and I do agree with a lot that has been said

by previous speakers in other parties.

I feel the commission did a wonderful job
as far as drawing lines and dividing up popu-
lations, but that's as far as it went, as far as

the area that I represent is concerned. Mr.

Speaker, if you think of those who might be
familiar with the area that I represent, the

new proposal is to go from nine miles west
of Brampton along Steeles Ave, over as far as

Bathurst St., go up Bathurst St. to within a

mile and a quarter of Aurora, go across the

proposed 404, back down the east side of

404 and go over to Ontario county, the

boimdary between Ontario and the region of

York, then back up to the north end across

from Markham.

Mr. Cassidy: Has the member no feeling
for the member for York Centre (Mr.
Deacon)? That's what it's ail about.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. W. Hodgson: The member for York
Centre and I made a proposal and it was

partially accepted and partially not accepted.
His part was accepted.

An hon. member: His part was accepted
and the member's wasn't?

Mr. W. Hodgson: No, in all fairness to the

member for York Centre, we proposed that

the boundaries should stay as they are in the

region of York at the present time. It would
have made a lot of sense because the region
of York has a population at the present time
of 186,000, which would make three complete
ridings. It is proposed that the population by
the year 1981 will be 310,000, and, there

would be three complete ridings within the

region of York. We suggested it should stay
as it is at the present time. Next time around
it should be divided into three complete
ridings. The people of the region of York
want to stay in the region of York for the

government representation.

I say the part that we did miss out on

is community interests. I like the people in

Vaughan. I know a lot of people in Vaughan,
and I can work with the people in Vaughan.
Ill fact, I have been working with a lot

of people in Vaughan over the last three oi

four years. The people in East Gwillimbury

township, which is within a mile of the

regional administration oflBces, really want to

stay in the riding of York North for pur-

poses of community interests. Their interests

aD go toward the town of Markham. They
have no interests at all with Port Perry ot

Uxbridge and places such as that.

The part that I really want to get to is the

part that is suggested by the member for

York South (Mr. MacDonald), that there

should be more public input before any
redistribution is done.

For instance, the regional council of York
wrote a letter asking that the boundaries

remain as they are at the present time.

Twelve of the 14 members of council wrote
and asked that the boundaries should be
left as they are. In addition, there were
several letters from constituents and all

the local media supported leaving the boun-
daries the way they are now. They all got
a nice letter back saying, "Thank you very
much for writing and we will consider it."

I think those people who wrote letters

deserve more than just a letter back saying:
"We will consider it." They don't know
whether it was considered or whether it

wasn't considered. There should be public

meetings where they can have their input
and the commission at that time can tell

them the reason why they are doing it.

Maybe then they will accept why it is being
done this way. But at the very least we
should give the people of Ontario enough
time to make their views known verbally to

the commission.

Mr. Cassidy: Where was the member when
the terms of reference were drawn?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon. mem-
ber for York North has the floor.

Mr. W. Hodgson: As far as I am con-

cerned, Mr. Speaker, revising electoral boun-
daries only happens once in every seven oi

more years and it is something that should

receive a lot of consideration and should

involve a lot of public input. I don't think

we should do it hastily.

If the large urban centres must have more

representation at this particular time, I think

we could deal with that particular phase in

time for the next election. But in order to
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have public input across the province, it

would be impossible to do it before another

election. I say we should do the urban

centres and leave niral Ontario the way it

is and we can get along. That is my sugges-

tion to the electoral boundaries commission

and to the members of this House.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you very much, Mr.

Speaker. I appreciate the comments that have

been made by the member for York North,

and I know that we all have a certain sense

of wishing that we had come out more

forcefully at the time of the terms of refer-

ence for the commission were drawn. If

>ou look back to that debate about a year

ago, Mr. Speaker, you will find that some
caution was expressed by members from this

side of the House, but that we went along
ii». voting for the resolution setting up the

terms of reference. What a sorry mistake

that was.

I find it ironic now, however, that so many
of the Conservative backbenchers are sudden-

ly saying: "Yes, there should have been

public hearings" and "Yes, there should be

public input," because if they felt that at the

time a year ago they could have said that

and they could have influenced the govern-
ment to ensure that a process of public

hearings was undertaken by the commission,
and they did not do so at the time.

It seems to me that the reason they didn't

was because it's not the Tory way. After all,

if they put a judge, the Clerk of this

liCgislature and somebody else on the com-

mission, there is a presumption that it's going
to be safe, it's going to protect rural Ontario,
it's going to protect the Tory heartland and
therefore all will stay right in Bill Davis's

blue sky. Well, of course, that hasn't hap-
pened and the second drafting of the electoral

boundaries has offended a lot of the Con-
servative backbenchers, and now they are

discovering the need for public hearings and
for some diflFerent kinds of guidelines,

although they may not necessarily agree with

UF about what those guidelines ought to be.

I want to make a few comments about this,

Mr. Speaker. I regret not being here last

night when the debate was opened by the

member for Kitchener and the member for

York South. As it happened, I was meeting
with people from an area of my new pro-

posed riding, the Carleton Heights-Lexing-
ton Park area, to discuss this very subject

of redistribution.

I em sorry that the new boundaries will

continue to over-represent rural Ontario at

the exx)ense of city dwellers and that they
will do so to such a ludicrous extent. I think

that the government was wrong to propose
such terms of reference for the elet'toral

boundaries commission and in giving it such

latitude to proceed as it did. Now I realize

that we were wrong in not opposing it, and

certainly the House as a whole was wrong
in endorsing the terms of reference that were

given to that commission. But I think that

the commission was also wrong in using its

freedom to create such wide and unnecessary

disparities in population between ridings.

With the exception of northern Ontario,

which all the parties agreed should not have
its number of seats reduced, the commission

should 'have stuck as closely as humanly
possible to the principle of one man or

woman to one vote. Because the commission
failed to stick to the principle of represen-
tation by population, Mr. Speaker, and be-

cause it did not follow any other discern-

ible set of principles in coming forward with

its proposals for redistribution, in that sense

it was politically biased. And I would say
that for the record.

I've made some other comments a})Out

gerrymandering and so on. I have a feeling

now that I look at it and now that I've

had the time over Christmas to reflect on it,

that quite possibly the commission acted

more out of ignorance, or even stupidity,

than out of deliberate political bias, in the

particular boundaries that it may put on to

particular ridings. Certainly in the case of

the hon, member for Ottawa East (Mr. Roy)
and myself, where we were lumped together,
we felt there was political direction in put-

ting the two opposition members from eastern

Ontario into the same riding.

We got from the commission an une(iuiv-

ocal statement that they didn't realize that

a lot of people in the Ottawa area actually

spoke French, and that most of them lived

in the present riding of Ottawa East, and

that the riding could easily be accommodated
or enlarged in order to accommodate the

other ones.

But the political bias of the commission
shows through, Mr. Speaker, "ifi the perverse

way that it has over-represented rural On-
tario and under-represented urban Ontario.

The hon. member for York South was
chided gently, by one or two people in this

House after he spoke last night because he

said that the federal electoral boundaries

commission had managed to observe a 15

per cent rule quite successfully, and that
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since there was one member of the federal

boundaries commission who sat on this pro-
vincial commission, then surely the talent to

do the same kind of thing existed here in

this exercise that we're debating today. As
it happens, the federal guidelines that were
laid down did permit a tolerance of up to

25 per cent greater or less than the average
population per riding across the province,
not 15 per cent as the hon. member said.

However, it was my recollection that the

federal commission had in fact ensured that

most of the ridings in the province held to

a very narrow range, around the average
quotient per riding, and my recollection was
that it was 15 per cent. We've checked

through the facts and that is accurate. The
ridings that depart more than 15 per cent
from the average are basically northern rid-

ings, and in one or two other cases ridings
where there were special circumstances.

I want to read those figures into the record,

partly for the guidance of this commission
which will possibly reconsidfer its proposals
yet again, and certainly for the guidance of
the next electoral boundaries commission. It

seems clear to me that the terms of reference
that are laid down next time must ensure
that no riding will vary by more than a
defined percentage from the average popu-
lation per riding. That was the federal prac-
tice that should have been our practice.

It seems to me that we should also deter-
mine next time that no riding will vary more
than a small amount from the average popu-
lation per riding unless there are compelling
reasons, and not the kind of quixotic reasons
that were adopted by the commission in the

present case.

Mr. Speaker, the federal redistribution pro-
posals of 1970 provided for 91 ridings across
the Province of Ontario. Of those 91 ridings,
no ridinp; would have had an average popu-
lation of more than 25 per cent above the

provincial quotient or average. Five ridings
would have had an average population that
was more than 15 per cent above the provin-
cial average, and of those five ridings, as I

recall, three were urban southern Ontario

ridings. Five ridings would have had more
than 15 per cent above the provincial quo-
tient; 45 ridings would have been in the

range between the quotient and 15 per cent

above. Those would basically have been
urban ridings with one or two exceptions.

Thirty ridings would have had a popula-
tion that lay between the provincial quotient
and a figure that was 15 per cent less than
the provincial quotient. Then there were 11

ridings that would have had a population
that was more than 15 per cent below the

provincial quotient. These were the federal

redistribution proposals. There was not a

single riding across the province where the

federal commission saw it necessary to recom-
mend a population that was more than 25

per cent below the provincial quotient. Of
those 11 ridings that lay more than 15 per
cent below their quotient, seven were in the

north where there are obvious geographical
reasons why one can't have as large a popu-
lation as in a riding like St. George or Ottawa

Centre or York South.

To recapitulate, Mr. Speaker, 75 of the 91

federal ridings that were proposed lay within

a 15 per cent range above or below the

average for the province. More than 80 per
cent of the ridings would have been around

the middle and you would have had what the

statisticians call a normal curve, with a small

number of ridings which deviate a long way
from the provincial average and most of the

ridings lying in a narrow range near the pro-
vincial average. That was done by a com-
mission whose membership included the Clerk

of the House, who was also a member of the

provincial boundaries commission.

Let's look at the provincial proposals as

we have them before us now—that is, the

second run that was released to us late last

fall. One riding, Sault Ste. Marie, would
have had a population more than 25 per cent

above the provincial average for no discern-

ible reason whatsoever. It is a compact
urban riding in the north however, and the

north we were told was to have more seats

than it might have justified in population.

Thirty ridings would have had a population
between 15 per cent above the provincial

average and 25 per cent above, and those 30

ridings were almost all urban Ontario ridings

in the larger cities of the province. Then 36

ridings would have lain in the range between
the provincial quotient and 15 per cent above,
and 28 ridings in the region between the pro-
vincial quotient and 15 per cent below.

Then we come again to the aberrations.

Thirty ridings, of which 22 were in southern

Ontario, would have had a population that

was more than 15 per cent below the pro-
vincial quotient and, of that number of 30,

there were 13 ridings that would have had a

population more than 25 per cent below the

provincial quotient. In the case of the federal

redistribution, Mr. Speaker, the maximum

population of a riding was all of 17 per cent

above the provincial average. In the case of

the proposals at the provincial level that are

made and are being debated now, the maxi-
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mum population in Sault Ste. Marie was 29.5

per cent above the provincial average.

At the other end of the scale in southern

Ontario, the riding with the lowest popula-

tion, which was Elgin, had a population pro-

posed at the federal level of 21 per cent

below the provincial quotient, and the north-

ern ridings had a maximum aberration or dif-

ference of 24 per cent below the provincial

average. That compares with Muskoka which

is about 48 per cent below the quotient for

the province in the provincial redistribution,

and the Algoma riding which is about 51 per

cent below, a level of difference which is

completely unnecessary and unacceptable.

Whereas there was a normal curve in the

federal redistribution, Mr. Speaker, with a

few ridings more than 15 per cent either

above or below, and most of them bunched

within, in the case of the provincial redistri-

bution only half of the ridings lay in that

range in the middle of 15 per cent below to

15 per cent above. The remaining 61 ridings

were the exceptions and were out there as

being above the 15 per cent level or below

the 15 per cent below level.

Mr. Speaker, in other words, the normal

kind of distribution of riding populations that

might have been expected from a commission

that was doing a scientific job and was seek-

ini? to observe the rule of representation by

population is simply not evident in the pro-

posals that the commission put forward. Had
the commission followed this basic rule, the

average i>opulation of urban ridings would

have been about 9,000 or 10,000 less than

what is presently proposed. Had that been

the case, Mr. Speaker, then the kind of com-

plaints that people like me made about urban

under-representation would not have been

necessarv and the kind of diflBculties we have

had in drafting urban ridings would not have

been felt.

The member for St. George wouldn't have

had the problem because it would have been

pe'^ectly easy to redistribute the Toronto

ridings and provide for block ridings to give

due weight to the working-class voters who
live south of Bloor St. in central Toronto.

I wouldn't have been put into a position of

having to accept and deal with a rather sharp

difference between one new area of my riding

an'! the remainder of the proposed riding.

The Ottawa area would have had the eight

ridings that it should have had in this re-

distribution, rather than being cheated out of

fair representation along with the other major

cities of the province, and having to be con-

tent with only six.

The people in West Carleton township,

which has been joined with Renfrew South;

the people in Osgoode township and in

Rideau township, which has been joined with

Grenville-Carleton; and the people in Cum-

berland township, which has been joined with

Prescott-Russell, would have been part of

Ottawa ridings because they are part of the

regional municipality of Ottawa-Carleton. In-

stead of that, the rule about municipal bound-

aries which was meant to guide the commis-

sion was violated in those three cases, and

those constituent parts of the regional munici-

pality of Ottawa-Carleton were put into rural

ridings which stretch as far as Algonquin

Park in one case, the St. Lawrence River in

another case, and the land boundary between

Quebec and Ontario in the third case.

I'm concerned, in particular, about the way

that the boundaries commission has ignored

community of interest in making its proposals.

Evidement la division des secteurs francais

d'Ottawa en trois ou en quatre dans la pre-

miere carte electorale propose par la commis-

sion, ignorait la communaite d'interet. Main-

tenant que la correction a ete faite. J'accepte

les propositions de la commission pour le nou-

veau comte d'Ottawa Est.

It is a happy fact that the commission was

able to recognize the mistake it made in the

case of Ottawa East. But the strip ridings in

Toronto which muzzle the voice of working-

class voters below Bloor St. by including

them in ridings dominated by middle-class

voters from north of Bloor have been per-

petuated. An area of about 5,000 voters from

the southern suburbs of Ottawa, the Carleton

Heights-Lexington Park area, has been in-

cluded in Ottawa Centre, which up until now

has been an older and core area riding.

I want to describe that because I'm going

to suggest to the commission—I'm putting my
remarks on the record—that looking at the

alternatives and given the bias of the com-

mission against a proper representation by

population for urban areas, that I accept the

proposals that have been made for Ottawa

Centre. In fact the alternatives that could he

made for the Ottawa ridings would create

more havoc and cause more problems than

they would cure. I have been talking with

people in the suburban area and finding out

areas of common interest which didn't spring

to mind at first blush, when we first saw the

proposals of the commission.

I want to say though, Mr. Speaker, that the

Carleton Heights-Lexington Park area is sep-

arated from the rest of Ottawa Centre, as

proposed, by the Ottawa Experimental Farm,

which, when you measure it on the map is all
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of a mile and one-half in distance—as the

member for Carleton (Mr. Handleman) knows;
he probably drives across it quite regularly.
It's not very far, in the physical sense, in this

vast province of ours. But in a psychological

sense, an undeveloped area, filled with experi-
mental farms and marijuana patches and that

kind of thing, is a very large psychological
barrier. It means that there is very little com-
mon mingling of the people who live south

of the experimental farm with the people
who live in the rest of the proposed riding of

Ottawa Centre.

The area of Carleton Heights and Lexing-
ton Park once formed a portion of Nepean
township. Because of transportation routes

and other things, it happens that the people
in the area go into Nepean township for their

shopping, for the library services and for

services that happen to be more convenient

to them there than within the city of Ottawa.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: They are great

people and I will take them any time.

Mr. Cassidy: They're good people. I have
met a number of them and, as I say, we're

happy to have them and we're beginning to

come to terms.

We had a meeting last night, Mr. Speaker,
and they were very welcome because I can

say that they feel like forgotten people.

They're part of John Turner's riding at the

federal level, for God's sake, and John
Turner's riding includes Rockcliffe Park.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Why doesn't the

member propose developing the experimental
farm?

Mr. Cassidy: We'll come to that some
other day. They are part of John Turner's

riding, which is away over in the east end
of Ottawa, Mr. Speaker, at the federal level.

They belong to Elmdale-Victoria ward at the

municipal level, but are separated from the
rest of that ward by this same experimental
farm. They are the only portion, at present,
of the Ottawa South riding which lies to the

west of the Rideau River. There may be
reasons in their member why they feel alien-

ated from the Hon. Claude Bennett; but they

certainly have not had much contact with
him and they don't feel any community of

interest with the rest of the area that he

represents.

What came through loud and clear to me
was that they don't like to be forgotten.
And any member who is willing to speak up
for them, as I am, and to work with them,
as I am, would be welcome by people down
there. That's much more important to them

than whether or not their homes were built

at the same time as the homes of the rest

of the riding.

But that kind of marriage needn't have
been created if there hadn't been the over-

representation of rural areas at the expense
of the urban areas. I did look at the possi-

bility of a minor piece of surgery in the

Ottawa area, Mr. Speaker, which would have
involved a trade of a part of Ottawa Rideau

riding.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Cassidy: What was that?

Mr. Ferrier: Ask the member for Samia.

Mr. Speaker: Will the hon. member for

Ottawa Centre continue, please.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you, I did look at the

possibility of a minor transfer of boundaries,
some minor surgery, Mr. Speaker, which
would have brought part of the Glebe into

Ottawa Centre. But it became very clear that

the Glebe, which is directly to the south of

Ottawa Centre and is an area similar in his-

tory and age and so on and has perhaps a

closer community of interest, wants very
much to stay as a whole. It is an integrated,

united community, and they did not like any
proposal that would split their community
between two ridings. And neither did I.

That is why I say to the boundaries com-
mission here in the record that it is better

to stick with the present proposals for the

new Ottawa Centre riding than it is to split

an established community in the Glebe. So I

would suggest that the Glebe be left with the

new riding of Ottawa Rideau.

I am content with the other proposals for

Ottawa Centre which basically extend the

riding to the west, and that, in my opinion—
about whether the riding should go to the

west or direct to he south—was legitimately

a matter for the boundaries commission. If

that's their decision, as an independent com-

mission, then I am prepared to accept that

particular point.

If I can recapitulate though, Mr. Speaker,
the urban ridings are too big. The commission

should have acted on that. If it's prepared
to make any concession to this particular

House, I urge it to look at that particular

problem. I suspect that the comments that

we are going to hear from the Conservative

backbenchers will be self-serving — crying
over spilt milk because they supported the

government and didn't insist on public hear-

ings, or all that nonsense as they would have

seen it a year ago—until they found out the
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results as thev are
right

now. If the com-
mission is willing to oo anything with rural

ridings then, for God's sake, lets see more
urban ridings in the province. And let's see

ihat the rural ridings are brought up to a

more acceptable kind of population for the

elections that will be held over the next ten

\ears.

I believe that in the Toronto area in par-
ticular, the principle of community of interest

should be respected with the redrafting of

the urban ridings in midtown Toronto—in
other words, the block ridings that should

have been created and in fact exist in the

draft before the commission.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Carle-

ton East.

Mr. P. Taylor (Carleton East): Mr. Speaker,
I don't plan to take very long. The commis-
sioners' treatment of Carleton East is at this

point, as far as Tm concerned, without

criticism. I just want to address myself to a

couple of points of a general nature with

respect to their work.

But before I do that I can't allow the re-

marks of my friend from Ottawa Centre to

go without some reference from me. It's

obvious that in the month to six weeks he's

had to consider the changes in his riding,
he's changed his attitude a great deal and
that's-

Mr. Cassidy: I am a very mellow fellow,
as a matter of fact.

Mr. P. Taylor: Yes, he obviously has grown
in the job. I just give my friend from Ottawa
Centre one piece of advice: If he really
works at it maybe some of those four-footed

things on the national experimental farm will

turn up some votes for him, but I leave that

to him.

An hon. member: Is that in Toronto?

Mr. P. Taylor: No, that's in Ottawa.

Mr. Cassidy: We beat him in Osgoode
township and that was the people who were

voting. I don't know if the member got the
cows' vote or not.

Mr. P. Taylor: Well, my friend made a

speech and I didn't interrupt him so I hope
he won't interrupt me.

I rise at this time, Mr. Speaker, essentially
to add my voice to those decrying the lack of

public hearings in the exercise of changing
the political boundaries. I think that the

clearest example in eastern Ontario of the

need for public hearings was the trap that the

commissioners fell into with respect to Ottawa
East.

I find it interesting that the commissioners
were appointed by the cabinet, which is the

very group in this province which has clearly
demonstrated that it does not understand
eastern Ontario and does not understand the

aspirations of the francophones or the Franco-
Ontarians. I think that had there been public
hearings they certainly would never have
fallen into that very embarrassing and very
indicative situation.

The only other point I wish to make with

respect to the changes as they affect eastern

Ontario and Carleton East is that the com-
missioners in their wisdom have seen fit to

remove from Carleton East the township of

Osgoode and, contrary to the views expressed
from his seat by the member for Ottawa

Centre, I'm sorry to be losing, in an electoral

boundary sense, the people of Osgoode town-

ship. I have enjoyed serving them the short

time I have and I will continue to serve them
to the best of my ability until the new
boundaries become law. The people of

Osgoode have provided Carleton East with a

nice balance between urban and rural popu-
lation and I have enjoyed the experience of

serving them here in the House. Thank you,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-

view.

Mr. Young: Mr. Speaker, in winding up
this particular section of the debate for this

froup
I would like to put on the record some

gures in respect to what has been happen-
ing here. I also want to reiterate to some ex-

tent some of the matters we've placed before

the commission after the first draft of the map
was issued, and after we had had a chance
to look at it carefully and see what the situa-

tion was.

First of all I would like to say that as far

as we are concerned the principle of an in-

dependent commission is an extremely good
one. I would agree with the leader of the

Liberal Party when he said that we have to

take for granted that the commission is a

workable organization and I think this Legis-
lature has to look at it from the point of

view of how it can work more effectively and
more efficiently. That's the job that faces us.

The member for York North and others

have expressed the opinion that we needed
more public input. This I think strikes at the

very heart of the matter, because no matter

how efiicient a commission might be and
how knowledgeable its members might be, in

order to properly reflect what the people of
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a province want, they should at least hold

public hearings in typical areas of the prov-
ince.

That means that the work of a commission

must start away ahead of the time schedule

in which they worked at this particular time.

In other words, the commission must be ap-

pointed earlier and it must have time to do

an adequate job of public hearings, of assess-

ment of those hearings, assessment of repre-

sentations that have been made, and assess-

ments of the census tracts and all the other

things that must come under their purview.

Their terms of reference, of course, must

be more carefully outlined. I think this is the

thing that emerges from this debate today;

that we were not careful enough in out-

lining the terms of reference of this com-

mission. That perhaps is understandable, be-

cause -when a commission of this kind is

only appointed once a decade not so many
people—except for, of course, the hon. mem-
ber for Dufferin-Simcoe (Mr. Downer), is it?

Except for him—very few of us survive that

long that we see very many of these re-

visions taking place. And so we forget from

one redistribution to the next one.

So it is that we have to recognize that

perhaps some hard and fast rules—at least

more comprehensive rules—must be laid

down; and I want to say a word about that

later on. But at least we should be thinking
in terms of the next redistribution, and that

is the matter which the member for York
South emphasized from the very outset of

this debate.

We did get our first report and there was
a great deal of dissatisfaction with it. I will

say that the commission deserves a great
deal of credit because of the way in which
it reacted to the suggestions that were made.
It brought in the second report with a

great many changes. Now I know that many
of those changes came at the sacrifice of

some members' seats, the sacrifice of some
of the areas which they represent. Perhaps
the second report was not much more satis-

factory to some members than the first one,
and therefore this debate is taking place.

Just to reiterate the kinds of things we
have expressed and want to summarize at

this point: We were unhappy with the 25

per cent leeway. We agreed to it at first,

with reservations, but I don't think any of

us in this House at this time, on this side

at least, would agree with that 25 per cent
in the future.

It was my privilege to look in on the New
Zealand situation where redistribution takes

place on a very regular basis. They have

a five per cent tolerance from the average—
that's all, five per cent—and they make it

work. I realize it is a small country, but some
of those ridings are fairly large and some,
of course, in the cities are fairly small. The
fact is they do live within the five per cent.

I was able, as an outsider, to go into the

room in which the work was being done and
examine the whole process. The reasons were

given by the technicians who were there

working under the commission. The reasons

were given why they outlined this particular

riding in this way or that particular riding

in another way.

This is the thing which is lacking here. We
haven't been able to see the working papers
of the commission. We haven't seen any

justification of the kind of boundaries that

have been drawn. I think this is something
that we have to look at for the future and

perhaps draw up some rules to meet this

problem.

And so while it may have been felt that

the 25 per cent was fairly reasonable in

a far-flung province like this, the fact is that

today with communications, with paved
highways, with the means we have of con-

tacting people—telephone service and all the

rest of it—the need that used to exist for

a member to be able to easily reach all parts

of his riding within a day, or whatever it

might be, no longer exists in the way it did.

The time is here, I think, when we should

be thinking in terms of average populations,
with a tolerance which is pretty close to

zero; even though that may mean some im-

balance in territory. Again, at least again
for this party, I say that as far as northern

Ontario is concerned this kind of rule would
not be practical because of vast distances

and the isolation of many of the areas in that

particular part of Ontario.

But the problem came when the com-
mission began to look at that 25 per cent

and chose to ignore it in too many instances.

The commission, while cutting down some-
what on the present imbalance, has set

average urban ridings at about 12 per cent

above the average while setting the rural

ones at 14 per cent below it. The result is

that 21 urban provincial ridings will be more
than 15 per cent above the average, and
30 rural ridings are more than 15 per cent

below. This means that well over half of

the ridings will be either above or below
what seems a reasonable tolerance, at least

one which we accepted for the new redistri-

bution; particularly where the ones below
the line are slow-growing areas and the

ones above them are fast-growing territories.
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The average urban riding will have

roughly 68,000 to 70,000 people, while the

average rural one will 'have 49,798 to

about 50,000. So you have a differential there

of something around 18,000 people, Mr.

Speaker.

This seems incredible in light of the fact

that the average urban riding is growing so

much faster than the rural one, and the in-

balance can only increase as time goes on.

But these figures deal with averages.

Specific instances of sheer imbalance are

not difficult to find and we have heard them
this afternoon. Sault Ste. Marie is a case in

point; it had 80,000 in 1971, while Algoma
had 30,000 and Algoma-Manitoulin had

31,500. In other words, the Soo will have
over twice the population of the two adja-

cent niral ridings; and' this hardly seems
sensible.

Peterborough will have 73,000, while

Hastings-Peterborough will have 54,000,
Leeds about 50,000, Lanark 42,000 and
Muskoka 32,000. Most ridings in Metro To-

ronto, as well as in Hamilton and Ottawa,
will have populations in the 70,000 to 75,000

range; while 36 rural southern ridings av-

erage 52,000. Between these is group of 14

rapidly urbanizing ridings with an average
of 61,000—1 am using round figures here—
which is near the southern average of 62,000
people and somewhat above the provincial

average of 61,600.

But even among similar ridings, I would
like to point out, the difference appears in-

excusable when we look at it. Chatham-
Kent, uith a relatively small growth rate,
will have 57,500 people on the basis of 1971

figures; Cornwall, with little growth, will

have 53,300; while Peterborougih, with a
much faster growth rate, will have 73,500
people.

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): We will

catch up.

Mr. Young: Well Ontario now has 117
seats. It will have 125 with the redistribution.

Of the 102 present seats in southern On-
tario, 63 could be classified as urban and 39
as rural. A redistribution based on popula-
tion would seem to indicate that we should
have 16 urban seats in addition and should
have dropped eight rural seats. That brings
us to a total of 110 southern ridings plus the
15 northern ones guaranteed by the Act. As
the member for Cochrane South (Mr. Ferrier)

pointed out, it well might be that we should
think in terms of an extra seat in northern
Ontario at this time. I might have a word to

say about where we would find that in a few
minutes.

The result is a situation in eastern On-
tario where 14 rural ridings from Parry
Sound to the Quebec border average 47,000
people, as against the southern average of

62,000. If these ridings, and they contain

658,000 people, were redivided and brought
up to the southern average, it would result

in 10 ridings instead of the 14 present rid-

ings. Not good news for some of the eastern

members if it were done, but perhaps it

should be done at least in some measure;
perhaps that's where one of the extra seats

could go for northern Ontario.

Mr. O. F. Villeneuve (Glengarry): The
member would have it all in the urban
centres.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (Yorfc South): No.

Mr. Young: No, no.

Mr, MacDonald: There would be some

relationship to population.

Mr. Young: We get some relationship to

population in this area.

Mr. Ferrier: Those fellows from the east

don't know about distances compared to us

in the north.

Mr. Young: The eastern Ontario ridings
are not nearly as large as many of the nor-

thern ones.

iNow I want to come to another point we
would like to emphasize very strongly here.

The first election to which this redistribution

will apply is 1975, or perhaps 1976, but the

census figures for 1971 are being used. These

figures are completely out of date right now,
in 1975, and they will be far more so by
1979. In 1975 a great many urban and ur-

banizing ridings have far more people in

them than they had at the time of the census.

Therefore, the imbalance between urban and
rural ridings that I have already spoken about

will be greatly accentuated.

It's impossible, of course, to accurately
assess exactly what this imbalance will be,

but we do know how much each riding grew
in voter strength between 1967 and 1971.

During that period, the enfranchisement of

18 to 21-year-olds added about 10 per cent to

our polling strength. But allowing for this,

and projecting the 1967 to 1971 percentage
growth in voters to population growth be-

tween 1971 and 1975, we get a rough idea of

what population might be expected in a

given riding in 1975. This presents no great

difficulty where the boundaries are the same.
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but where boundaries have been changed, the

general growth in the area can be applied to

the new riding.

Sault Ste. Marie, for example, one we've

talked about a great deal, had 80,000 people
in 1971. But projecting the growth rate be-

tween 1967 and 1971, about 10 per cent, to

the period from 1971 to 1975, we get a popu-
lation of about 88,000 in Sault Ste. Marie

right now. When you realize that the two

adjacent ridings have populations of 30,000
to 36,000, this becomes ludicrous.

The present Yorkview riding, which I

represent, grew about 20 per cent over the

four. years 1967 to 1971. The area comprising
the new Yorkview is growing faster than the

rest of the riding and is infilling with major

apartment developments. The redistribution

set the new riding population at 73,000. With

a 20 per cent growth over the 1971 to 1975

period the population of Yorkview will be

nearer 88,000 by the time of the next elec-

tion.

In York Mills, with a 1971 population of

75,000, the population right now will be

much closer to 80,000 and possibly much

higher than that.

In Ottawa the same thing is true. We
heard about Ottawa this afternoon. The old

Carleton grew by 24 per cent between 1967

and 1971. If that same growth continues,

then the new Carleton, by 1975, right now,
instead of a population of 70,000 will be

around 87,000 this year.

Similarly, the Carleton East area, growing
at the rate of 25 per cent, will have 78,000

by 1975, instead of the 63,000 stated by the

commission.

In contrast with this kind of growth, most

rural ridings will change very little. Parry

Sound, with its 40,000 people in 1971, will

likelv have about 42,000 this year, if the

trend o^ the Sixties continues. Lanark, with

42,000 in 1971, will have about 45,000 this

year. Stormont-Dundas-Glengarry, with 47,000
in 1971, will see about 49,0CK), perhaps a

few more, this vear. Prince Edward-Lennox,
with 42,000, may reach 45,000 by 1975. And
Muskoka, with 32,000, may well grow to

37,000 by the time the election is called in

1975 or 1976.

In other words, by the first time this re-

distribution is used, Mr. Speaker, we may
well see southern ridings vary from 37,000
to 90,000 and over, and northern ridings from

30,000 to 87,000.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Absurd.

Mr. Young: Certainly the difference be-

tween the average urban and rural ridings
will be much greater than the figures shown
in this redistribution; and many rural votes

will be worth two to three times the vote in

most urban areas. Well perhaps some of the

rural representatives will say that a rural vote

is worth two or three times the urban one.

Let's here them say so and put themselves on
record to that effect. I don't believe it, and
I think in any democracy we can't afford that

kind of an imbalance.

Because of this trend since 1971, because

the census figures of that year are used, logic

would dictate that many of the urban and

urbanizing ridings should have 1971 popula-
tions set actually below the rural ones in the

province, instead of 30 per cent higher. This

would still see the urban averages above the

rural ones by 1975; and by 1979, of course,

the difference would be very marked.

Well we've heard a great deal this after-

noon about the redistribution in Toronto. I

don't want to reiterate what has been said,

but I do want to put on record this afternoon

part of the OMB decision of July 3, 1969. It

applies equally to the provincial redistribu-

tion as it did to the municipal one, and I

quote:

It is significant that all of the opinions,

and evidence presented by persons well

qualified in the field of political science,

were in favour, without exception, of the

block plan approach for the reasons sum-

marized above. No person trained in politi-

cal science and the other social sciences

appeared to espouse a strip plan or cross-

section approach.

It is also not without significance that a

great many ratepayers organizations as well

as two political parties intending to take

part in the forthcoming municipal elections

all favour the block plan. Indeed, the only

support for the city's plan came from three

aldermen who appeared to argue in sup-

port of the proposals which they had made.

In the respectful view of the board, a

block plan is preferable for the reasons

given above and the city will be divided

into wards based on the block plan as fixed

by exhibit 11. If a council desires to have
a letter as well as a number applied to

each ward, the board should be advised

prior to issue of the formal order.

Mr. Speaker, this was the opinion of the On-
tario Municipal Board after thorough-going
discussion and after lengthy hearings. So it

would seem that if we are going to see car-

ried out the instructions of this Legislature
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to the commission, that commission should
not violate in such a blatant fashion the ward
boundaries of the city of Toronto.

As we look at this map in Toronto and the

map around the province, we are driven to

the conclusion that a much better job could
have been done by the commission. It seems
to me they should go back now and take a

further look at what they they have done. I

know the time is short and I know that per-

haps a thorough redrawing of the whole elec-

toral map may be out of the question at this

point, but lets look at a few things that can

be done, Mr. Speaker.

First of all, the areas that can easily be

changed among those that have been men-
tioned here in this House last night and

today, should be changed.

Sault Ste. Marie, for example; there is no
reason in the world why that imbalance—

maybe 8,000 population versus the two, Al-

goma-Manitoulin—should not be shifted.

There is no reason why at that point the

city of Sault Ste. Marie might not be cut

in two and given two seats, or some other
area equally deserving in the north might
have that extra seat added. To hold that

imbalance is not only very bad policy on
the part of the commission, but rather an
insult to the members who are given only
that small responsibility in comparison with
the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications (iMr. Rhodes) who is, I would
think, overworked with this kind of popula-
tion.

Again, when we come to Toronto, let me
say this to you, Mr. Speaker, the work is

already done. I have in my possession a letter

which states that fact, that the staff of the
commission had dravm up the block plan
for the city of Toronto. It is there. All they
have to d^o is pull it into the files and put
it into eflFect. There is no extra work involved
here by the commission. It is a matter of

looking at it quickly. It is there, it is done;
it can be put into effect and it wdll harmon-
ize more with the ward system in the city
of Toronto.

In eastern Ontario, one or two at least,
if not three or four ridings, could be pulled
out of that area where we have over-repre-
sentation on the part of the members con-

cerned, and where some of those seats could
be used in some of the urban areas—the city
of Toronto or Hamilton or Ottawa—with a

very simple redrawing of boundaries. That
extra seat could be given there so that we
don't get this very great imbalance such as
in my own riding and others where we will

have close to 90,000 people when the elec-

tion is actually called this year.

Mr. Speaker, just in closing, again I want
to say that we support the idea of the in-

dependent commission, but I think that right
now is the time when we should be looking
at this, not waiting for another 10 years. In

view of our experience at this time and in

view of the debate that has taken place, this

House should spend some time on this in

the next session, if not in the first session

following the election.

It is important to look at what we have
found out and set guidelines for the future;

guid'elines in respect to the commission's

terms of reference; guidelines in respect to

the variances, the tolerance that might be

allowed; guidelines in respect to the kind of

things which we have talked about here and

preached here. We might very well forget
these things before the next commission is

appointed in the years ahead.

So I urge, Mr. Speaker, upon this House,,
that we not simply drop this debate when we
have finished here today, or tomorrow or

vvhenever the time mig<ht be, but that we
ask this Legislature, or the next one, in the

light of this experience, to introduce legis-
lation which will guidte the same kind of

activities in the days ahead.

Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I wanted to make
a few comments on the report of the elec-

toral boundaries commission.

IMr. Speaker, when the original report had
been submitted by the commission to the
members of the Legislature fairly early last

year, I thought that was the right approach.
We appointed a commission and they went
into what they thought was a fair method
of resolving the new boundaries and they
submitted their report.

Where the commission, I think, fell dbwn
—or maybe I s'houldn't blame the commission;
I should blame ourselves for not setting the

terms of reference so there would have been

public input, so that after their original sub-

mission they should have travelled about the

province and heard submissions from the

various groups and organizations that would
have been interested in making submissions

to them.

Mr. Speaker, when the first report was sent

down I had noticed—and naturally each of
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us are particularly interested in the area

that we represent — 1 had noticed that the

riding of Windsor-Walkerville bad jagged
lines on both sides of its bounds. There was
no definite, straight-line boundary definition

between the Windsor-Sandwich riding and
the Windsor West riding.

Mr. Speaker, I wasn't interested and wasn't

concerned as to where they were going to

locate me. My sole concern was that it

would be that much easier for the con-

stituent to know that if he lived on one
side of a. street that he would be in one

riding and that if he lived on the other side

of the street he would be in one of the

other ridings.

Now in the city of Windsor there are

natural boundary lines. On the natural line

between Windsor-Sandwich and Windsor-
Walkerville there happened to be a railroad

track. The original submission of the com-
mission did not follow the railroad track.

I had the opportunity to make a representa-
tion to the commission, which I did by
dropping into their oflBces—I think it is

McCaul St. isn't it?

An hon. member: Lombard St.

Mr. B. Newman: Lombard St. I met with
Mr, McCool and one of the other staff

members and I pointed out to them how
simple it was to follow a railroad track. In
that way, those living on one side of the
track would know that they were in the

Windsor-Walkerville riding and those living
on the other side of the track would be in

the-

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Riv-
erside riding.

Mr. B. Newman: —Riverside riding.

Now the other side of the boundary, and
that is the boundary separating Windsor
West and Windsor-Walkerville, happened
te be exactly the same format as was used
in the 1964 redistribution on which we
fought the 1967 election. That was a real

jagged line.

If one were to look at that one wouldn't
be able to reason why the redistribution com-
mission used that approach when there was
a simple solution to the problem. When I

met with the commission I presented what I

thought was a simpler answer—and that was
the following of Dougall Ave. right from the
river front to the city limits, they saw the

logic of the move and when they submitted
the'r second report I thought they had ac-

tually done a little better than I had sug-
gested to them. They realized that if they

followed Dougall Ave. throughout it may
have made the riding of Windsor-Walker-
ville have several thousand fewer population
than either of the two ridings. As a result,

the redistribution commission came along and
followed another natural dividing line. That

happened to be Cabana Rd. up to the west-
ern extremity of the city of Windsor.

So now Windsor-Walkerville has the

Detroit River at the north end, Dougall Ave.
at the west end, the Pere Marquette and

Chesapeake and Ohio railways on the east-

ern boundary, and the city limits at the

south boundary. It is a good redistribution.

Politically it may not be as good as one
would like it, but that is really beside the

point, Mr. Speaker. In dividing the bound-
aries we should always be concerned with
the voter and the citizen rather than our

own personal futures.

In setting up the new boundaries too, Mr.

Speaker, I think that the commission should

have taken into consideration population

projections, Windsor prior to redistribution

had 2V2 members; now they have three full

members. All tliree members—Windsor-River-
side, Windsor West, and Windsor-Walker-
ville—are all city members and solely city

members. Prior to redistribution, if I'm not

mistaken, I was the only member w^hose

riding was completely within the bounds of

the city, I think both Windsor West and
Sandwich-Riverside as it was called then-
was the member's in then?

Mr. Bounsall: Yes.

Mr. B. Newman: All right. There were two

ridings then. The Windsor West riding and

the Windsor-Walkerville riding were both

within the city and the Sandwich-Riverside

riding was a horseshoe-shaped riding that

went around the city. Now there are three

members representing the city of Windsor.

With population projections, Mr. Speaker,
and with the provincial average being some

58,000 and looking at the population statis-

tics for the three ridings I find the redistribu-

tion commission, rather than giving three

seats to the city, should have increased it to

3% seats, Windsor-Walkerville now repre-
sents a population of 68,010, Windsor-River-

side, 67,505, and Windsor V/est 67,385.

Mr. Biu-r: That's 1971, not now.

Mr. B. Newman: Those are 1971 statistics,

yes, Snce then, there has been a tremendous

g^rowth in all three ridings in the city. I

think, Mr. Speaker, it would have been

better had the commission considered the

growth and considered these statistics were
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some four vears out of date, and had set up
another haff riding within the bounds of the

cit)' of Windsor, another half member, so

that member would represent part of the

city and part of the county.
I likewise think that they have to take

into consideration the tremendous redevelop-
ment that is taking place, especially in the
core city. My own riding now has, if I am
not mistaken, either six or eight highrise

developments under way. They would repre-
sent a population of some 1,500 to 2,000.

They now have 68,000 people, according to

the 1971 statistics, and actually by the time
the next election were called there would be
probably 75,000 people in the area—not that
I'm complaining about representing 75,000
people, but I think if you are going to use

provincial averages you should attempt to re-

distribute, following a provincial average
area of provincial average figures where
possible, Mr. Speaker.

Now that the boundaries have been set up
—and I think all three Windsor members
would have liked some other changes but we
are content to accept what the redistribution

commission has done—I would think maybe
the city fathers might look at the provincial
redistribution and maybe readjust their own
ward system in the city so that we would
have approximately three wards from each
of the provincial ridings.

I don't think the boundaries should have
followed the old ward system because I

t .ink the old ward system outdates itself very
quickly as development accelerates in given
areas. For example, the riding of Windsor-
Riverside has a tremendous amount of de-

velopment going on. The principal develop-
ment in the community, I think, is going on
in the Windsor-Riverside riding; and it's go-
ing to mean that that riding before another
two elections will reaUy be lopsided as far
as population representation is concerned.

Had the commission, after the submission
of the first report, followed the recommenda-
tion of the Ontario Secondary School
Teachers' Federation, I think they would
have done themselves and the community a
real service. I think they could have received

input from the community by going to the

community, and not having submissions pre-
sented to the commission. I happened to go
down to the commission and discussed
Windsor-Walkerville because I was familiar
w:th it. But I think it would have been
better had that commission gone to the pub-
lic instead.

I think the suggestion made by the mem-
ber for Windsor West concerning the name

change is a good one. Had he not made it,

I was going to make that suggestion, which
is to call all three ridings in the community
by some given name; that is, one being
Windsor-Sandwich, the central riding being
Windsor-Walkerville and the easterly riding

being Windsor-Riverside. In that way we
would be maintaining the names of all three

larger communities within the bounds of

greater Windsor—the original town of Sand-

wich, Windsor and the growing area of

Riverside.

Mr. Speaker, I hope the redistribution

commission take to heart the comments I

have made; and if and when they are going
to make any changes concerning any of the

ridings, that they look into population projec-
tions as well as input from the public. Thank

you.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Stormont.

Mr. G. R. Samis (Stormont): Mr.

Speaker, I would like to state the position
for the people of Stormont very briefly. First

of all, I would like to preface my remarks

by saying that I wholeheartedly support my
colleagues when they complain about the in-

equities in northern representation under the

proposals. I think it is extremely unfair to the

north to expect them to have less representa-
tion in a new House. I also think there are

obvious inequities in Toronto; however, I am
no expert on Toronto and I don't intend to

speak on Toronto. I intend to speak about
eastern Ontario and in particular my own
riding of Stormont.

Under the proposals, Stormont would no

longer exist as an entity unto itself. I would
become the member for Cornwall, and I

would like to go on record as wholeheartedly

supporting the proposal for the new riding
of Cornwall. The proposal recommended was
the same that we recommended as a riding
association to the electoral boundaries com-
mission in Ottawa. We feel that the city of

Cornwall is now a city that is on the move.
We feel that the rural needs of eastern On-
tario still need to be represented and recog-
nized.

Coming from Cornwall, I would be the

first one to admit that there is possibly over-

representation in some ridings. There is

definitely a need for amalgamation of some
of our rural ridings in eastern Ontario. But

Cornwall, with a population of 52,300, does
make sense as an independent riding.

Look at the growth potential of the City of

Cornwall: Combustion Engineering is coming
in and, within five years, projects employ-
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ment of 1,000 people. There has been the

announcement of a $24.5-million transport
school which will employ 200 people and
have 600 students in Cornwall. There will

be an expansion of our industrial park as

well as the creation of our new civic complex
by 1976. And, if this new Tory boondoggle
in Edwardsburgh township ever gets off the

ground, it's obvious that Cornwall, unlike the

previous 10 years, will not stagnate. Corn-

wall will grow. Therefore I feel that the

designation of Cornwall as a separate riding
makes good sense, and I would like to com-
mend the electoral boundaries commission

for their recommendation and go on record

as supporting that recommendation. Thank

you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Do any other hon. members
wish to speak on this resolution?

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I think that

completes the list of those members who, so

far as I am aware, were intending to speak on

this resolution. If it is your wish now to

place the other resolution, I believe there

may be certain other members from this side

of the House who may wish to join in on

that debate.

Mr. Speaker: We'll call the order then.

NOTICE OF MOTION No. 2

Clerk of the House: Notice of motion as

provided by the terms of reference of the

electoral boundaries commission dated Dec.
5, 1973, standing in the name of Mr. Eaton
and others.

Mr. Speaker: It is indicated the member
for Middlesex South—oh, who is going to

speak first?

Mr. R. Eaton (Middlesex South): Let him

go first.

Mr. Speaker. The member for Renfrew
South.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): Mr.
Speaker, I wanted to rise and participate in

this discussion with regard to the report as

tabled by the electoral boundaries commission.

I have listened to a lot of the debate that

has taken place so far, especially that which
has come from the New Democratic Party
benches, and I am inclined to disagree with
them very substantially. I think most of them
have, more or less, suggested that a number
of rural ridings in this province, especially
in eastern Ontario, should be eliminated and

that the whole thrust be in creating a great

number, or quite a number, of additional

urban ridings. And, of course, if I were

sitting where they are sitting perhaps I would
use the same kind of argument.

Mr. MacDonald: How about rep by pop?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Don't worship it.

Mr. MacDonald: I am not worshipping it.

Mr. Yakabuski: That's something I want
to say a few words about. But, you know,
Mr. Speaker, I think it proves again that

that party across the floor know very little-

Mr. Breithaupt: Which one? ,

Mr. Bounsall: The one that counts—ours!

Mr. Yakabuski: That party in the centre

mostly.

An hon. member: There are three parties

over here.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Yakabuski: They are never in the

centre of the road, but they happen to sit

in the centre. They know very little about

the real needs of rural Ontario—as a matter of

fact, of rural Canada, for that matter.

Mr. MacDonald: Tut; in fact, tut tut.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Yakabuski: I think the whole principle
in a country such as ours, in a province such

as ours, the whole principle of representa-
tion by population is wrong.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: Is that right? Must get
this on the record.

Mr. Bounsall: Bring back the rotten

boroughs.

Mr. Yakabuski: It can't work and it won't

work.

Mr. Young: We should have that on the

record from the Tory member.

Mr. Yakabuski: If we are to look at the

average riding, then somebody is going to

suffer.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Yakabuski: And in the case of repre-
sentation by population, the people who do

suffer are these people who happen to live

in the rural ridings or in the sparsely settled

ridings across this province.
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Mr. MacDonald: What does he mean "who
do suflFer"? Are they the only people who do?

An hon. member: Oh be quiet and listen,

he didn't interrupt the member.

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): If he keeps

quiet he will learn something.

Mr. MacDonald: I am trying to.

Mr. Yakabuski: But anyway, I want to give
some of the reasons for this. I want to say,

perhaps before I get into that, that the

second report as presented by the electoral

boundaries commission is quite satisfactory
to me as it affects that part of Ontario. I

ha\e to say that the eight new townships that

are added to the great riding of Renfrew
South are quite welcome as far as I am con-

cerned. I think they are welcome additions

because they are-

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): They are

welcome to the member.

Mr. Yakabuski: —just good and great

people, and I would be just so happy to have
them. As a matter of fact, I think I would be

terribly disappointed-

Mr. MacDonald: He can't aflford to say

anything else, isn't that right?

Mr. Roy: The problem is that they won't
have him.

Mr. Yakabuski: —when the bill comes be-

fore the Legislature if any of these great

tovmships were deleted. However—

Mr, Roy: These people won't have the

member for Renfrew South.

Mr. Yakabuski: That's what the lower-
town bumpkin might think, but that's not
the way it is.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Bounsall: Is the member for Renfrew
South trying to push the member for Ren-
frew North (Mr. Hamilton) out now?

Mr. Yakabuski: That's not the way it is.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: I'd like to have the member's
comments about—

Mr. Yakabuski: I am not so concerned
about the size of some of these rural ridings
when it comes to square miles or the area

they cover. I am concerned about the kind
of representation they might have to suffer

if these rural ridings are too large by way of

population. I think I have been around this

Legislature long enough to know-

Mr. Roy: Too long.

Mr. Yakabuski: Well, maybe the member
th'nks so, but thank God tnere are a great

many people down in eastern Ontario who
don't agree with him.

Mr. Roy: They will have a gift for the

member in 1975.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Yakabuski: But one thing I don't think

any of us can argue about is that generally
the member representing a semi-urban, semi-

rural but especially a rural riding has a much,
much greater workload than the member
who represents a strictly urban riding. There
is no question about it, because I can see it

in our caucus and I think the same thing can

be applied in either of the caucuses across

the floor.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): Would the

member tell us the reason for that?

An hon. member: They don't have any
urban members; they don't know.

Mr. Yakabuski: For example, if someone

living in Yorkview or York South, for in-

stance, has an OHIP problem, nine times out

of 10 he will go to OHIP or call OHIP up
in the city of Toronto. That problem will not

get to the member. As a matter of fact, a

goodly number of the residents or citizens

of urban ridings don't even know—

An hon. member: Who their member is.

Mr. Yakabuski: —who he or she may be.

Mr. Ferrier: That's not the case in York
South or Yorkview, though.

An hon. member: Some of them don't

want to know.

Mr. Yakabuski: Now, that's one example,
OHIP. Another example would be when it

comes to assistance in various forms, whe-
ther it be family benefits, whether it be

general welfare or whatever form the assist-

ance may take.

Mr. Bullbrook: I used John Robarts' pic-

ture in both my elections.

Mr. Yakabuski: Use it again, it will help.
That kind of problem isn't generally brought
to the doorstep or the desk of an urban mem-
ber. That again is taken to the agencies that

are provided in the urban centres.
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Mr. MacDonald: He doesn't know any-

thing about urban members. He'd better go
back to Barry's Bay and mind the store.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Yakabuski: Throughout the rural parts
of Ontario, one can't provide those kinds of

services that are provided in the urban areas.

Mr. Bullbrook: They would have a lot of

workmen's compensation cases in rural areas,

I imagine.

Mr. Yakabuski: For instance, UIC. In the

rural areas, whether this be a federal matter

or not, I don't know how many UIC prob-
lems are not brought to the attention of

rural members. Again, in the urban centre

they have help at their fingertips—"Let your

fingers do the walking," you know—or the

transportation system to take them to a

facility where they can be provided with that

kind of service.

If the city of Toronto has a problem with

regard to transportation, or whatever it may
be, we find them sitting in the Premier's

office some morning at 9 o'clock. If the

mayor of a small city in rural Ontario or the

members of a municipality in rural Ontario

have a problem, they don't get to the Pre-

mier's office or the minister's office as readily.

They take that problem to their area repre-

sentative.

Mr. MacDonald: The word I get is that

they can't get into the Premier's office any
more than the member can. Neither of them
can break through.

Mr. Yakabuski: Oh, they can get in, they
can get in, but they usually work through
their lofcal representative, because there is a

great communication goes on between the

elected' members and the municipal officials,

especially in eastern Ontario. I think that

was proved' quite handily today when we
saw ill ther galleries all these great mayors,
reeves and other municipal officials from
easteni Ontario.

Mr. Breithaupt: They were in shock.
'y

Mr. R. G. Hodgson (Victoria-Haliburton):

Who, by the way, were completely disgusted
with the opposition. They sure were disap-

pointed by them.

Mr. Yakabuski: Again, I want to say that

I am not quarrelling with the second report
as presented here in December. I feel per-

sonally , the commission could have much
more.jcegar^ for community interests and the

type of problem that I covered in the last

few moments. I think back in 1966 or 1967
when the last redistribution was done that

the guidelines were much different when it

came to rural, semi-rural, semi-urban and
urban ridings. I think that in the future,

When such guidelines are drawn up, it again
should get an awful lot of consideration.

Again, if the commission is going to look

at the boundaries as we presently see them,
I hope it will have much more regard for

community interests and not be too con-

cerned or as concerned as it has been insofar

as representation by population is concerned.

Because representation by population will

not work in the kind of province and in the

kind of country we have. I tlhink we see

evidence of that every day. A rural member
must spend many more hours in his office

looking after constituency affairs; whereas
we see our urban counterpart able to par-

ticipate in a very adequate fashion on every
committee and in a much fuller way in the

affairs of this Legislature on a day-to-day
basis.

An hon. member: Does the member really
believe that?

Mr. Yakabuski: Mr. Speaker, I'm glad I

had the opportunity to speak. I want to

thank my colleagues for allowing me to get
in on this debate first, because I know many
of them have concerns that are mudh greater
than mine; and we'll be pleased to hear

from them now.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Mid-
dlesex South.

Mr. Eaton: Mr. Speaker, in rising to com-
ment on this resolution, I'd like to refer

firstly to the second part of our resolution

and express some concerns over the op-

portunity that people had to make a response
to the second proposal brought forth by the

electoral boundaries commission.

I may not completely agree w^ith what
some of the members have said regarding
the need for public hearings. I feel that when
the first map was proposed the opportunity
was given at that time for people to make
submissions—

Mr. R. Haggerty'(WeIlandS outlierDid the

member for Middlesex South? ^ v

Mr. Eaton: Sttbmissions were, of course,

made by the people who felt they were »being

affected; who felt that they had changes to

make. Naturally, those -who were reasonably
satisfied with what had been proposed jdid

not make submissions.
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In the meantime, some people made sub-

missions which affected those ridings, with-

out the people who were being affected

having a chance to make any counter-sub-

mission or comment on the proposals that

were made. I feel that perhaps this is where
the proposals have fallen down; that there

were changes made that many people did not

have a chance to comment on, and comment
on as to how they affected them.

It seems a bit hypocritical w'hen I hear

the hon. member for Kitchener standing up
and calling for public hearings, when one
of the members of 'his party would! make
proposals for another area to be included

in a different riding without ever consulting
with the local councils or the local munic-

ipalities in \hat area affected. Certainly that's

not public participation.

Mr. Breitbaupt: Where's that? Where's
that riding?

Mr. Eaton: And I refer directly to the

riding of Huron. The member for Huron
(Mr. Riddell) was approaching the commission

asking that a portion of Middlesex North be

placed in his riding. Certainly there was
some reaction by the people in that area after

that proposal was carried through. For
instance the mayor of Parkhill reacted against
the breaking down of the county lines. Reeve
Ken Vernon of West Williams said "We be-

long in Middlesex county." Adelaide town-

ship council added their support. Reeve
Charlie Nichols said "There is 100 per cent

agreement on the brief being sent to Queen's
Park by Strathroy."

I will refer to the telegram that was sent

by the council of the town of Strathroy. I

certainly won't read it all but they reacted in

this way:
WHEREAS THE COMMISSION HAS PROPOSED

THAT A PORTION OF HURON AND MIDDLE-
SEX COUNTIES BE CONSOLIDATED INTO A
NEW HURON-MIDDLESEX RIDING, THE MUNI-
CIPAL COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF STRATH-
ROY STRONGLY PROTESTS THIS PROPOSED
CHANGE.

Then they list the following reasons, which
are certainly laid out in the terms of refer-

ence, namely the community of interest, the

diversity of interest and certainly the lines of

communication within that area.

They refer in their telegram to such things
as the Lake Erie regional development, which
is a four-county region comprising Norfolk,

Oxford, Elgin and Middlesex. These people

participate together in that programme.

They refer to their local hospital board,
^^'hich quite often deals with the provincial

government through its member. It repre-

sents an area of some four townships plus

Strathroy, some of which would be in one

riding, some of which would be in another,

and one riding which, under this proposal,
would include Huron county.

They refer to their area planning board,

which deals with government matters. In

effect, it would cover approximately the same

four townships as their hospital board and

would have the same effect of splitting the

representation in that area.

As far as communications are concerned,

the reeve of Adelaide township referred to

the fact that in Middlesex county they don't

even get the same edition of the London

Free Press, that those things are not in com-

mon between Huron and Middlesex counties.

Mr. Roy: You probably can't read it any-

way.

Mr. Turner: Who said that?

Mr. Eaton: I will certainly pass that on to

him because he happens to have been a

Liberal supporter at one time. I am sure he

isn't any more.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: He'll be glad to hear

that the member said that. He is the presi-

dent of the local Liberal association.

Mr. Roy: What's that?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: He is the president of

the local Liberal association.

Mr. Roy: I didn't say he can't read it.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That's what the member

said, that he couldn't read.

Mr. Eaton: Well, we can expect those

kinds of comments from the member for

Ottawa East, because he is just about that

childish.

An hon. member: Right on, right on.

Mr. Roy: The member will hurt my feel-

ings that way.

Mr. Eaton: In that particular area-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Eaton: You know, Mr. Speaker, one

wonders about this House. We sat and gave
the members opposite the courtesy of listen-

ing to what they had to say about their

areas. Now they show us the ignorance of

continually interrupting. There ought to be

some place where they could show some of

the same courtesy.
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Mr. A. Carruthers (Durham): There ought
to be some place for that member.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairaian, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): In the woodshed.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: There is a place for

him. I can tell him where to go: back home.

Mr. Eaton: Mr. Speaker, to continue, as

far as those lines of communication are con-

cerned, even the general pattern of the roads

in that area does not run directly in connec-

tion with Huron county. In that part of the

county the roads run at a different angle to

the roads in the Huron county area in which

they are proposing to put this part of Middle-

sex county.

Sometimes we get reactions to various

things that governments do. Certainly I have
not had as great a reaction from that area

to any particular item as I have had to this.

Perhaps this is where these people have the

opportunity to get their say in and to give
their response to what the commission has

proposed by sending forth these letters, by
sending forth their expression of opinion, and

giving us the opportunity here in the House
to present it to the commission.

I have had about 200 to 500 letters and

clippings from individuals in this area of

the riding, saying that they are opposed to

the commission's suggestion to place that part
of Middlesex county with a portion of Huron

county. However, one group didn't stop at

that. They felt that if they were going to

oppose these things, they should also be

constructive; they have made a proposal,
and I would like to present some of the

various resolutions sent in by the councils

of that area, by the county council and by
the Federation of Agriculture. Middlesex

county council are pleased to advise that the

council of the county of Middlesex met on
Dec. 30, 1974, and took the following action

regarding provincial electoral districts.

They agreed that the present electoral

districts are satisfactory and acceptable. I'm

Sure many people don't like to see the

changes that are proposed take place. How-
ever, they are also being realistic. They are

saying that we are opposed to the recent

recommendations of the electoral boundaries

commission regarding provincial electoral dis-

tiicts, and they agreed to submit the following

proposal to the commission: That there be
three provincial electoral districts for the

city of London and one provincial electoral

district for the county of Middlesex to in-

clude the entire county. And they have for-

warded this to the electoral boundiaries com-

mission, the provincial cabinet and all the

local MLAs involved.

The Middlesex Federation of Agriculture

point out that the proposed changes destroy

completely any continuing identity of the

county in a political sense; that they destroy
the entire economic, social and political ac-

tivity within the county, as it is on an east-

west basis, never north as projected by the

commission.

Finally, there is the obvious need for an

authentic rural voice in the Legislature. The

past year has illustrated to all the consumers

the importance of the prodlicer. But how
can farmers present their case in this prov-
ince if their voice is muted by tihe urban

majority. Surely an industry with a forecast

income in 1974 in this province of $2,298,000
deserves more direct representation.

So they have put forth a resolution. They
resolve that the Middlesex Federation of

Agriculture, being concerned with the elec-

toral boundaries report, suggest that Mid-

dlesex county have one representative to the

provincial Legislature and that the city of

London have the appropriate number to ac-

commodate their population. This would
retain the identity of Middlesex county and

provide rural representation of agriculture

from this county.

Others are very similar, and I will just

read into the record the names of the other

municipalities:

The council of the village of Lucan is in

agreement with the same resolution. The

township of west Nissouri is also in agree-

ment.

The township of McGillivray:

Whereas the township of McGillivray

•has been in the riding of Middlesex north

for many years, and whereas the Middle-

sex North riding has been considered a

rural riding, and whereas any c<hange in

the riding boundaries should take into

account the area involved and not relate

so much to population in the riding; there-

fore be it resolved that the coimcil of the

corporation of the township of McGillivray

request that the township of McGillivray
be included in a rural Middlesex riding

excluding the city of Londbn.

Also, a number of the letters which I re-

ceived supported the resolution of the Mid-

dlesex Federation of Agriculture suggesting

that there be one riding for Middlesex

county.
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Of course when we make a proposal like

that it could cause some other problems,

certainly in the Huron area. Not being like

the member for Huron county
— not con-

sulting with the people that would be af-

fected I have consulted with some of the

people in Huron county-

Mr. Haggerty: Before or after?

Mr. Eaton: Just recently.

They would quite accept having a riding

composed of Huron county. It seems quite

logical to the extent that Perth has worked
to have theirs this way; Oxford is close to

that way; Middlesex would like it that way;
Lambton would like it that way. We did
have the same possible concept to create

a riding for Huron and a riding for Bruce
with Owen Sound. There are people in

Huron county who certainly support that

concept.

Mr. Speaker, I am speaking on behalf of the

residents in Middlesex who have approached
me on this and some I have talked to in

Huron, and I propose that we should create

a riding of Middlesex county and allow three

ridings to be formed within the boundaries
of that area and from the city itself will have
some proposals in that regard.

I would propose to the boundaries com-
mission that a riding of Middlesex county be
created which would consist of the townships
of Adelaide Biddulph, Caradoc, Delaware,
Dorchester North, Ekfrid, Lobo, London, Mc-
Gillivray, Metcalfe, Mosa, Nissouri West,

Westminster, Williams East, Williams West
and the Indian reserves, the towns of Park-

hill and Strathroy and the villages of Ailsa

Craig, Qlencoe, Lucan, Newberry and Wards-
ville. I do hope Mr. Speaker that the com-
mission gives this proposal fair consideration.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron.

Mr.
}.

Riddell (Huron): Mr. Speaker I

wasn't going to address myself to this par-
ticular resolution, but the member who just

spoke 'Ijas,provoked me onto saying a few

iFlrst of a!!,^ f think' he had better get his

facts straight Mr. Speaker. When the first

proposal came out, they had aligned four

townships but of Perth with Huron. I was

quite- pleased to accept tliat and I did not

submit any kind of a submission to the elec-

toral boundaries commission whatsoever;

Then there were some changes made and
the commission sent out a second proposal.

They wrote to me and asked what I thought
of having five townships out of north Middle-
sex aligned with Huron rather than the town-

ships out of Perth. It was at that time that

I wrote a letter back, saying as far as I was
concerned that it made abundantly good
sense, that there was a lot in common
between Middlesex North and .Huron. So I

think the member had better get his facts

straight before he comes into this House and

expounds on something that, as far as I'm

concerned, he knows very little about.

Mr. Bullbrook: When he is wrong though,
he is cabinet material.

Mr. Riddell: The member for Middlesex

South, Mr. Speaker, is very uneasy about los-

ing the town of Strathroy, because it lessens

his chances of retaining his seat in the House.
I can only say that I welcome the opportunity
of representing the town of Strathroy and the

township of Adelaide, if this is the wish of

the electoral boundaries commission.

I might say, Mr. Speaker, that my roots

were first established in Middlesex county,
having been born and raised there. I had

many occasions to travel Middlesex county
with the late W. K. Riddell, who was my
father and the former agricultural representa-
tive in the area. I know Middlesex county
well and I will repeat that I will be only
too happy to represent the townships out of

Middlesex North as well as Adelaide and the

town of Strathroy.

I am sorry, Mr. Speaker, to be losing three

townships out of Huron—Hullett, McKillop
and Tuckersmith townships—and the town of

Seaforth. I would hope that the electoral

boundaries commission would take a look,

predominantly at Tuckersmith township-

Mr. Eaton: Wouldn't the member want a

riding of Huron? ,..^i ,•

Mr. Riddell: Tuckersmith township juts

down within four miles of Exeter, which is

considered to be in the southern portion of

the riding as it now exists. This means that

the member for Huron-Bruce (Mr. Gaunt)
will be expected to travel from Southampton
clear, down to within four miles of Exeter,

or within approximately four m;Qes o^ where
I reside in order ^to. serve the people of his

riding. . ...

This, to wiy.way of thinking, is somewhat
ridiculous. I. am not suggesting, Mr. Speaker,
that I would like to see any other changes
made; other than that I would like to see

Tuckersmith realigned with Huron, owing to
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the fact that it lies south of Highway 8 and
is very much a part of Huron; it is ridiculous

to include it with Huron-Bruce.

I'm not trying to say anything else, other

than the fact that the next time the member
for Middlesex South gets up to speak he had
better get his facts straight and maybe talk

to the electoral commission.

Mr. Eaton: It is right there in print. It is

right there in print.

Mr. Breithaupt: It must be right then.

Mr. BuUbrook: The member must try to

control himself, if he can.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: I would like to bring
some calm to this debate by commending the

commission on its manner of handling a very
difficult and sensitive job. In their first report

they took what was left of Carleton, changed
its name, reduced it to one municipality and
from a demographic point of view I suppose
that report made some sense.

I did make some submissions to the com-
mission. I asked for three minor changes.

They responded by making two of the three

that I had requested, and I suppose I should

leave well enough alone and say two out of

three ain't bad. The third one, on which

they turned me down, I would like to raise

again, not only on my own behalf, but on
behalf of my colleague, the Minister of Hous-

ing, the member for Grenville-Dundas (Mr.

Irvine).

I believe in the community of interests.

The riding that I now represent as a result

of the second report is a completely urban

riding, and as one who has represented an

urban-rural riding for the past SVz years I can
attest to the fact, as the member for Renfrew
South so forcefully stated, that it is indeed
a different breed of animal. The people who
suffer are, in fact, the rural people, because

the member normally based in the urban

part of the riding simply cannot respond to

the rural needs. The very fact that there is

a long-distance telephone charge from the

rural part of the riding to the urban part of

the riding makes an urban-rural riding non-

sense.

So, the point that I would like to make,
Mr. Speaker, is that in the second report, the

commission, whether through lack of knowl-

edge or lack of time to study, in fact

created an urban-rural riding in which the

urban part of it is in the minority, and that

is the new riding of Carleton-Grenville. The

township of Goulbourn is an entirely urban

community. It has a large, country, open
part and, therefore, geographically it looks

large. That part of the riding is so sparsely

populated that it really is negligible. It is

an urban community based in the communi-
ties of Glencairn, Richmond and Stittsville.

Their umbilical cord to Ottawa is the Queens-

way. They share that with the community
of Kanata, which is now in the riding of

Carleton.

The township of Goulbourn is in the west-

em growth area, as reflected in the Ottawa-

Carleton official plan. It will eventually form

part of an urbari community of 100,000 peo-

ple. Looking ahead to the next redistribution,

as one of the members mentioned, I believe

that Goulbourn should now be included in

Garleton, and at the time of the next redis-

tribution there would only be one piece of

surgery necessary rather than two.

So I again asked the commission to look at

the debate and to consider the possibility of

returning Goulbourn to the riding of Carle-

ton. I want to say now how much I regret

losing the townships of West Carleton and

Rideau-the township of West Carleton for

two reasons; first, because it is the place of

abode of my distinguished predecessor in

this House, Mr. Erskine Johnston, and I have

always been happy to have Mr. Johnston as

a constituent; the second reason is that it

also is the place of abode of the perennial

Liberal candidate for Carleton. I was hoping
to see him come back for a fourth atten^pt;

Unfortunately, he will probably have to try

to run against the member for Renfrew South

if he wishes to be a candidate in the next

election.

Mr. Breithaupt: A change is as good as a

rest.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: The township of

Rideau, which is part of the Ottawa-Carleton

municipality, will be going to my colleague,

the Minister of Housing. I know he welcomes

these fine people. They are a rural com-

munity and they wish to remain a rural

community. I will miss them deeply.

I do ask again of the commission that they

take a look at the urban nature of the town-

ship of Goulbourn and rejoin it with its

neighbours in Nepean township and Kanata

to make a completely urban riding with a

population, based on the 1971 census, of ap-

proximately 77,000. I will hear cries of rage
about representation by population. There is

simply no reason to believe that somebody

representing a completely urban riding can-
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not represent 75,000 to 80,000 people as

easily as the man who represents 35,000 in a

rural riding.

I can speak from experience on this, Mr.

Speaker, having tried to represent both. I

can asstlre my colleagues to the south, it is

much easier to represent an urban riding. The
250 miles that I put on my car every week-
end now are primarily to serve a very small

part of the population of the riding. When I

hear the member for Ottawa Centre talk

about a jm'le and one-half of farmland mak-

ing strangers of one part of his riding from

another. I wonder what he would say about

the 60 miles that now separate the people in

Fitzroy Harbour from the people in Kars and
Burritts Rapids.

I want an urban riding, Mr. Speaker. I

feel that the people in Goulbourn should be
in an urban riding and I know that they will

back me on this at the time the commission,
if it does, receives renewed representations.
That's all I wanted to say and it's very brief

today, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for London
North.

Mr. G. W. Walker (London North): Mr.

Speaker. I rise to speak about the boundaries
within the limits of the Middlesex county
area, including the city of London. I must
say that the commission is to be congratu-
lated for its fine efforts in realignmg some
117 ridings in the province. Recognizing the

rpple effect that must occur vvdth everv

slight modification, it's amazing that they
can have so little concern expressed through-
otit all the province. It's a credit to them
that there are only a few areas that need to
be altered at this point in time.

It's about the Middlesex and London areas
that I speak, Mr. Speaker. I identify myself
entirely with the comments of the member
for Middlesex South and my colleague from
Middlesex North (Mr. Stewart) who will no
doubt jon the debate shortly. It has become

apparent that the county limits of Middlesex
must not be crossed or violated. The mem-
bers for Middlesex North and Middlesex
South by the t me this debate has finished

will make 't abundantly clear that such a
violation should certainly not occur. There is

little to be gained from my reiteration of
their particular arguments other than to say
that I agree entirely.

Now comes the question of what to do
a^out the city of London and its relationship
^^^th the surrounding county. Mr. Speaker,
the population of London in 1971 was about
225,000. The county of Middlesex was about

59,000, Those figures lend themselves per-

fectly
to the creation of three urban ridings

of aoout 75,000 each in the city of London
and one rural riding in Middlesex of about

59,000. To draw three riding boundaries in

London is quite simple when we apply the

parameters of the motion found on the order

paper of Dec. 5, which motion in effect

struck the commission.

When the four London and Middlesex

members considered the problem of creating
three urban ridings to occupy the entire cor-

porate limits of London, a solution was im-

mediately apparent because the commission

had already done the work for them. The
December commission proposal had created

in London two fully urban ridings and two

ridings that were part urban and part rural.

By leaving the riding the commission de-

signed for the centre of the city, which was

then called London North, by and large un-

touched, and by leaving London South by
and large untouched, that left one riding

already stretching across the top of the city

from the far west to the far east with two

rural townships attached to it. The comm s-

s on called that Middlesex North even though
it was about 90 per cent London population.

To create one rural riding of Middlesex,

we merely moved the two rural townships

away, that is, London townships and West
Nissoiu-i township, to the rural riding of

Middlesex, vi^here they wall rightfully belong.
That step left the top, almost northerly,

London riding short of population, compared
to what we felt was the average population
for 75,000 people in each of the three

ridings. The most northerly or top London

riding merely moved into the population

areas being vacated by Middlesex South.

To balance off all the population in three

urban ridings at about 74,500 each, we
added one census tract to the centre ridinq

and one or two census tracts to the south

riding. Therefore, by using the commission

proposal of December as the basis and by

only minor modifications to the centre ridini,

that is, the addition of one census tract, and

to the south riding adding one or two ad--

ditional census tracts and by addine the

balance of the city to the northern riding,

we have three perfectly balanced urban

ridings.

As I indicated and reiterated, Mr. Speaker,
we only slightly modified the December
commission proposal to have the three per-

fectly balanced urban ridings in the city of

London. But for the urban-rural split, the

commission has already met practically every
one of the criteria, described in the motion
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of 1973 that set up the report. Our modifi-

cations do not really alter their December

proposal. By our proposal, the internal

boundaries of London are made up to the

extent of about 96 per cent, being either of

these three: the Thames River, major ar-

terial connective road^ or the Canadian

National Railways' main line. All of these

boundaries are vast barriers bordering com-
munities but not separating communities of

interest.

The same boundaries for the existing ri-

dings of London North and London South

could not be preserved in that each of those

ridings were approaching 100,000 population
and therefore had to be reduced in size to

about the 75,000 measure.

Therefore, Mr. Speaker, on behalf of the

London and Middlesex members, I would

present our proposal, which is one rural

riding for Middlesex and three urban ridings
in London. I would table the proposal in

the form of a map showing the divisions and
now offer the following physical descrip-
tions:

Specifically, Middlesex riding would have

59,000 population and would' consist of the

entire county of Middlesex but would not

include the city of London. The county area

is made up of the following townships: Dor-
chester North, Westminster, Delaware, Car-

adoc, Ekfrid, Mosa, iMetcalfe, Adelaide, Lobo,
Williams East and Williams West, McGil-

livray, Biddulph, London and West Nissouri,
and of course all the towns, villages and

builtup areas contained within those mu-
nicipalities.

In the London ridings, there would be
three contained within the corporate limits

of the city of London. One would be London
Centre, population 74,306. It would consist

of census tracts number 25, 24, 23, 33, 32,

31, 35, and 36 (west of Highbury Ave. only)
and 34, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 45, and 21.

London Centre is, but for census tract 21,
no different from the December, 1974, com-
mission proposal, identified at that time as

"North." Tract 21 is added to balance the

population with the city's two other ridings.

Another riding would l^e London North
This riding would have a i>opulation of

74,562. It, along with London South, would
encircle the London Centre riding. London
North consists of census tracts number 8, 9,

20, 44, 51, 50, 49, 48, 46, 47, 38, 37, 29,

28, 30, 27 and part of 36 that is east of

Highbury Ave. London North differs from
the December, 1974, commission proposal
in that the commission called it Middlesex
North at that time because it included two

additional townships of the county of Mid-

dlesex. This proposal does not include the

two townships of the county of Middlesex.

To balance the population, it proceeds
south at its east end to acquire census tracts

30, 29, 28 and 27, that part below Ehmdas
St. These four tracts were formerly in the

riding of Middlesex South. It further differ.s

in that it does not include tract 21 for the

reasons previously enumerated in the descrip-
tion of London Centre.

The final riding is London South, 74,354

population. It consists of census tracts 7, 6,

5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,

17, 18, 19 and 26. I would implore the

commission to accept that proposal, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for London
South.

Hon. J. White (Minister without Portfolio):

Mr. Speaker, the length of my remarks
should not be construed as evidence of my
interest in this matter. Because while my re-

marks may be short and even shallow, I can

assure you that my interest is long and very

deep. Now, I want to congratulate the com-
mission first of all on its approach to an
almost impossible task. Without fear or

favour it has done the very best that three

wise people could do and it has brought in

a redistribution plan which is no doubt a

very great improvement upon the present
electoral boundaries and which is agreed to

by most observers as being entirely satisfac-

tory in many of its details. London-Middle-

sex, however, is an exception to that general
evaluation-

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: It all depends where
one is situated.

Hon. Mr. White: —and I would like to

support the detailed proposition made by the

hon. member for London North. This isn't

a partisan matter, Mr. Speaker, I can assure

you. Because while it's true the commission,

quite rightly, cannot and do not look at the

political consequences of the changes in

electoral boundaries, I myself have done so

and I can assure vou that the plan presented
is not of particular value to our particular

party. In fact, many other arrangements
could be made which would be far more

advantageous to the party which I have

represented.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Nothing's

going to help the Tories the next time.
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Hon. Mr. White: It's not a partisan pro-

posal as evidenced, I suggest to you, Mr.

Speaker, by the fact that the county council

of Middlesex has supported the plan which
we npw offer to the commission for its con-

sideration, as have some number of town-

ship councils. It has been supported by a

number of my own acquaintances on the

London city council as well as informed ob-

servers from other parts of the community.
It has the full backing of the four MPPs
from the area, two of whom have spoken

already—the hon. member for London North
and the hon. member for Middlesex South.

And I understand it will be supported by
the distinguished member for Middlesex

Ndrth.

What it would do, sir, is to re-establish

the integrity of the Middlesex riding, which
is the wish of everyone affected. It would,
at the same time, provide several city ridings,

each of which would have an almost iden-

tical population of about 74,000. It would
provide a riding of London South almost

identical .
to that defined by the commission

itself. It would provide a London Centre

riding almost identical to the so-called riding

of London North, defined by the commission
itself. So in many respects it coincides with

the objective and learned decisions of the

commission.

It does, however, have the great advantage
of restoring to the county of Middlesex the

prospect of having one member representing
it in this chamber. This is a great advantage
to the county council, to the township coun-

cils and indeed to the 59,000 people who
would be in that rural riding.

The ripple effects may be touched upon

by my colleague, the hon. member for

Middlesex North. I can't speak with author-

ity on the subject, except to say that the

solution proposed by the hon. member for

London North would enable the commission

to meet the wishes of Huron county, as I

understand it, supported by the hon, mem-
ber for Huron, of having a riding more or

less coincident with the county itself. It

would, with a few minor variations, enable

the county of Bruce to have a riding more
or less coincident with the coiinty of Bruce.

Therefore, while there would be ripple
effects from the suggestion we now propose,

I suggest to you, sir, that those ripple effects

in themselves would be an improvement. So

I take great pleasure in supporting my col-

leagues, the hon. member for London North,

and my neighbours from Middlesex North

and Middlesex South, in imploring the com-

mission to consider this proposal, which I

believe personally to be a very great im-

provement upon plans previously rendered.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

NOTICE OF MOTION No. 2

(continued)

Mr. Speaker: When we rose at 6 o'clock

we were considering a certain resolution and

some hon. member had just finished. Does

the Minister of Agriculture and Food wish to

lead off?

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Mr, Speaker, I welcome the

opportunity to participate in this discussion

on the resolution that was presented by a

number of my colleagues.

Before I make any comments on the reso-

lution, I would like to pay tribute to the

electoral boundaries commission for grappling
with what would appear to many to be an

almost impossible task. I pay tribute to the

members for doing as well as they certainly

dd with a most thankless and complex job.

I suppose it would require the wisdom of

Solomon and several others combined to ever

possibly be able to draw riding boundaries

that would meet with the approval of every^

body concerned, whether they be members
of this honourable assembly or whether the}'

be the constituents that we have the privilege
and honour of representing in this House.

But, sir, I would draw your attention to

the resolution that was presented on Dec. 5,

1973, in the afternoon session of that day,
M'hch not only established the commission

but also went further, to set up the purposes
of the commission. Might I draw your atten-

tion, sir, to page 6614 of Hansard of that

day, which mentions that for the purpose of

the distribution the commission shall take

into account: (a) community or diversity of

interests; (b) communication; (c) topographi-
cal features; (d) population trends; (e) the

varying conditions and requirements regard-

ing representation as between urban and
rural electoral districts; (f) existing boundaries
o{ municipalities or wards thereof.

It went on to describe several other mat-
ters that I believe are pertinent to those very

important terms of reference.

Tuesday, January 28, 1975

If one is to take into consideration those

matters that have been already referred to,

speaking first of the diversity of interests,

and taking into consideration the representa-
tion between rural and urban electoral dis-

tricts and the elect existing boundaries of

municipalities-

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): What's the

minister's point? What is his point?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —one would be drawn
to the inescapable conclusion that the stand

taken by my colleague and friend from
Middlesex South (Mr. Eaton), by the member
for London North (Mr. Walker), and the

member for London South (Mr. White),
would seem appropriate and reasonable. I

simply point out to you, sir, that in the 17

years I have represented a part of Middlesex

county-

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): Hoist on his

own petard.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: -there has never been
a time nor any item or issue that has

generated as much interest and concern in

the county of Middlesex as the proposed re-

distribution boundaries.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): It's a

dog and cat game!

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes, indeed; and take

that into consideration, if you wish, Mr.

Speaker, because I would say I've had 10
times as many letters on this issue as I had
on the—

Mr. Bullbrook: That is something, oh boy.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —cat and dog issue.

Mr. Bullbrook: Does the minister mean to

say that with inflation, unemployment and
the problems we have, that they are wor-
ried about boundaries? Isn't that something,
isn't that something!

Mr. Speaker: Order; order please.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: My hon. friend from
Sarnia gets himself all worked up and all

excited. He can make allusions to my friends

from Holstein county.
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Mr. Speaker: Order please. I would ask

the member for Sarnia to kindly let up on
his interjections.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: It will be interesting

reading for my people in Middlesex county
to read how little their friend the Liberju

member for Sarnia, the great Bullbrook,
thinks of the people of Middlesex county.
Let that be recorded in Hansard.

Mr. Bullbrook: Yes.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Let that be record-

ed, precise and clear.

Mr. Bullbrook: Let me tell my friend the

minister, if that's all they have to worry
about—with the problems in the world they
are worried about boundaries? My goodness
gracious.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I listened with some
interest this afternoon to the discussions that

took place. I think, Mr. Speaker, that we're
all entitled to have a little bit of respect. We
listened to the comments from over there this

afternoon, and I think if they had any desire

to show any degree of courtesy-

Mr. Bullbrook: I want to tell the minister

I have a little bit of respect, a very little bit.

< Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): Throw him out.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Will the hon.
member for Sarnia cease and desist from the

continuous interruption?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: He told the member to

be quiet.

Mr. Speaker The hon. member knows.
Will the minister continue?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The hon.
member for Sarnia does not have the floor.

I would ask him not to try to test my
patience further.

• Mr. Bullbrook: You don't have to single
me out.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Thank you very much,
Mr. Speaker. I appreciate that very much.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): What kind
of privileged human being does the minister

think he is?

Mr. Sargent: Get to the point.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The hon. min-

ister has the floor.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, let me
refer to the resolutions that have been passed
and were enunciated this afternoon. I refer

to the county of Middlesex resolution, which
means a very great deal to me. I think that

it should be read into the records again,
because I want it to show in Hansard.

Mr. Bullbrook: A sad commentary.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, the member is a

sad commentary.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: We have a resolution

from the county of Middlesex which reads,

and this is signed by the clerk administrator

of Middlesex county, Mr. Ron Eddy—

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I'll report it to the

Victoria papers. The member is in trouble.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: It reads as follows:

1. Agreed that the present electoral dis-

tricts are satisfactory and acceptable.

2. Opposed to the recent recommenda-
tions or the electoral boundaries commis-

sion regarding provincial electoral districts.

3. Agreed to submit the following pro-

posals to the commission: That there be

three provincial electoral districts for the

city of London; the provincial electoral

district for the county of Middlesex to in-

include the entire county.

4. That the clerk be directed to for-

ward this information to the provincial
cabinet, the Ontario electoral boundaries

commission and the local MLAs.

That was supported unanimously, as I under-

stand it, in county council. We had the same
kind of a resolution from the Middlesex

County Federation of Agriculture; from the

village of Lucan; from the township of Lon-

don; from the township of west Nissouri;

the township of McGillivray; the Middlesex

Comity Bean Growers Commodity Board
which have their head offices in Middlesex

county; the corporation of the town of Park-

hill and several others. I have received in

total almost 200 individual letters—several of

them were form letters, many of them were

personal letters—opposing the redistribution

proposal.

I think it's fair to say in regard to the

resolution proposed by the county of Middle-

sex that the electoral districts be maintained

as they have been for the last several years,
that it is something that all of us would like
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to be able to continue, but I believe one has

to be realistic enough to recognize that the

population of Middlesex North is such that

it simply cannot be continued when redis-

tribution is being considered throughout the

province. There have to be some changes
made.

We were intrigued by the form of the first

proposal of the redistribution commission
when they proposed that the riding of Mid-
dlesex North, as it had been constituted

rurally, would be maintained, and that cer-

tain portions of the city of London would
be added to the riding to give it sufficient

population for continuance. That seemed to

be an acceptable proposal. However, the

ridings immediately to the north of us were

apparently where the problem developed.
Because we are led to believe that the riding

of Huron, as was mentioned this afternoon

by the hon. member for Huron (Mr. Riddell)

is to extend over into the south part of Perth

county.

I'm led to believe, by discussions that I've

had with people in that area and by reading
the London Free Press issue of Friday, Dec.

13, that there was great consternation in

Perth CQimty regarding the loss of several

townships and some towns in that particular
area to the riding of Huron. Representations
were made, I understand, to put Perth back

together again as it had been in the past.

That left the commission in the position of

having to make some arrangements con-

cerning the ridings of Huron, Huron-Bruce
and Grey-Bruce, because I believe that, Jike

Middlesex North, when one looks at the total

population of those three ridings it would
be diflBcult indeed to justify the continuance

of those three ridings. As a result, recom-
mendations were made.

I heard my hon. friend from Huron ad-

monish my friend from Middlesex South
this afternoon to get his facts straight. I

would like him to recall also that it might
be wise for him to get his facts straig*ht as

well. If I may indulge your time for a

moment, sir, let me read from the Friday,
Dec. 13 issue of the London Free Press:

THae cause of the commission's turn-

around in the area seems to be the existing

riding of Huron. The riding had to be

expanded to conform with provincial popu-
lation goals for ridings.

The original proposal was to include

a portion of the current riding of Perth,
held by Liberal Hugh Edighoffer, and the

Huron riding held by Liberal Jack Riddell.

Under that proposal the townships of

Fullarton, Hibbert and Blanshard, as well

as St. Marys and Mitchell, where Mr.

Edighoffer lives, would have gone to

Huron riding. Mr. Edighoffer and Perth

county council strongly objected to that

proposal.

The only change to be made in Perth

riding is the removal of Palmerston, which
would be placed in a new riding to be
called Wellington-Peel.

At the same time, Mr. Riddell was ap-

proaching the commission, asking a por-
tion of Middlesex North be placed in

his riding.

Now that is stated in the Londbn Free Press

by Mr. Pat Crowe.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): Point of order,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. L. C. Henderson (Lambton): They don't

want the member very badly up there.

Mr. Riddell: Point of order.

Mr. Speaker: What is the point of order?

Mr. Riddell: Despite what was written,
in the paper, Mr. Speaker, I would like to

read into the record the letter I received

from Mr. Brian McCool on Aug. 8, and I

quote-

Mr. G. Nixon: What is the point of order?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Riddell: This is a point of order.

Mr. Sargent: Go right ahead.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. There is no

point of order. There is nothing out of order-

Mr. Riddell: There is a point of order. I

am trying to explain—

Mr. Speaker: Well, just explain it.

Mr. G. Nixon: Get to it.

Mr. Good: It is a point of personal privi-

lege. He has been accused.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The member had his

chance this afternoon; he explained it then.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. This is devel-

oping into a debate. What you should do
is just make your statement.

Mr. Riddell: On a point of personal privi-

lege then, Mr. Speaker, I'm being accused of

something which I am certainly not respon-
sible for.
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Mr. Sargent: Right.

Mr. Riddellt The letter I received from Mr.

McCool said—and I quote:

Further to correspondence which we
have received from various interested par-
ties with respect to the electoral district of

Perth, as announced on June 8 the com-
missioners have been making tentative

plans for a rearrangement of the bound-
aries. You will understand, of course, that

the map which I enclose has no oflBcial

status, but the commissioners would be

pleased to have your comments on the

sketch here provided.

Mr. Speaker, here is the sketch which they

provided me and which was the first indica-

tion that I had that they wanted to include

five townships of North Middlesex in the

Huron riding.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Riddell: I simply sent a letter back to

Mr. McCool dated August 16:

Dear Mr. McCool:

I wish to acknowledge your letter of

Aug. 8 regarding tentative plans of the

Ontario electoral boundaries commission
for rearrangement of the boundaries. In-

cluding parts of North Middlesex with
Huron makes abundantly good sense in my
opinion as the move closely approximates
the existing federal boundary which con-

stituents have become accustomed to; and

apart from this, the townships in Middle-
sex North have much more in common in

most respects with townships in Huron
than do Perth county townships.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): That
is the members opinion, not the townships'

opinion.

Mr. Sargent: Get with it.

Mr. Riddell: To continue:

With Hibbert township included, it

means I represent parts of three counties,

(being Huron, Middlesex and Perth, which
entails a much heavier workload, but I am
prepared to meet the challenge. I would

suggest, however, that Perth county coun-

cil would like to have Hibbert stay within

the boundary of the Perth constituency.

Mr. Eaton: Why didn't the member check

with Middlesex county council?

Mr. Riddell: Keep your skirts on.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Don't take

that. Hit him with your purse.

Mr. Riddell: The letter goes on:

I would be agreeable, as that would
mean that my responsibilities would rest

within two counties rather than three. I

wish to thank you for the opportunity to

express my opinion on the matter.

Mr. Speaker, this clearly shows that I was
asked for my comments and I gave my com-
ments. Whatever the press picked up from

that is their doing and not mine.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Answer that.

Mr. Speaker: I think the hon. member had

a right to correct any wrong impression which

might have been given. The hon. minister.

Mr. Sargent: Sure he did.

Mr. Roy: We will accept the minister's

apology now.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, naturally
I am most delighted to hear that explanation
from my hon. friend.

Mr. G. W. Walker (London North): That

was Dec. 13.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: My hon. friend has

given us some ideas here as to what his posi-
tion actually was. It strikes me as being most

interesting that the commission were inter-

ested enough in his riding to address a letter

to him asking his opinion of what their

changes might be. I find it interesting to see

the commLssion make a recommendation which

virtually decimated the riding of Middlesex

North without any reference whatever to

whether or not the local member or the

people there were interested in it.

Mr. Sargent: The minister has done a

pretty good job himself.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: However, be that as it

may, I still believe—

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Let the

minister read his letter.

Mr. Roy: Did he get a letter from the

commission?

Mr. Haggerty: Did he submit a brief?

Mr. Speaker: Order please.
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Hon. Mr. Stewart: As far as we are con-

cerned, I find it interesting to have observed

in print and to have had at least several

members of Huron county council tell me
that the hon. member for Huron had dis-

cussion with county council concerning the

proposed redistribution boundaries of Huron

suggesting that I, Bill Stewart, was quite
amenable to the recommendation that he has

made in taking in the several townships of

Middlesex North.

Let me make it categorically clear that at

no time did I ever even suggest that to the

hon. member for Huron or to anyone else

at any time ever. And let that be known

specifically.

Mr. Riddell: And at no time did—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I hope my hon. friend

will be as free with his ink in that statement
as he was in stating that I was prepared to

go along with that kind of a suggestion, be-
cause that is categorically wrong.

Mr. Roy: That is hearsay.

Mr. Riddell: I never made that statement.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: But my hon. friend then
must find some of his Huron county council-
lors telling him untruths, because they are

telling us that he did indeed state that very
fact. What is more, when the suggestion was
made-

Mr. Roy: The minister is now being petty.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —that Huron county
might well have done the same as Perth did,
that is to respect the boundaries of Huron
county and when the member for Huron-
Bruce was asked what his reaction would
be to that, he didn't find there was anything
wrong with it.

er.

Mr. Riddell: Point of privilege, Mr. Speak-

Mr. Speaker: Point of privilege.

Mr. Riddell: I never made that statement
to the county council. I would invite my hon.
friend to come with me to a county council

meeting and we will thrash it out there.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That is the solution.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I haven't any notion of

going to Huron county council. My hon.
friend was there and I have his stories. I

also have the stories that appeared in the

press.

Mr. Roy: Get out of the kitchen,

Hon. Mr. Stewart: As a matter of fact, one
of the county councillors left the chamber
and called my home immediately after he
made the statement. Now he can deny it if he
wishes-

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Did the

minister tell him he is wrong?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why doesn't the minister

run again? We will settle it then.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: He asked me about it

right then and there.

Mr. Roy: The minister is a bit of a cry-

baby.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Now, Mr. Speaker, let

me say this, that if there is to be any real

problem here—

An hon. member: No gerrymandering.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The hon. minis-

ter will continue with the debate.

Mr. BuUbrook: The important thing in

Middlesex is the boundaries. Never mind the

appointment, never mind inflation, get to the

most important thing.

Mr. Riddell: Mr. Speaker, would the minis-

ter name the chap who phoned him?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No, I haven't any notion

of naming the chap.

Mr. Riddell: The minister is chicken.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): The minister

is misleading the House.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, Mr. Speaker, I

am quite prepared to name him. It is the

current warden of Huron county, who went
out of the room and called me directly and

said, 'Is it right?" And if the members want
to read it, there it is right there.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Swallow that one, boys;
swallow that one.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: There it is right there.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Walker: The member for Huron
should retract.
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Hon. Mr. Stewart: Now, Mr. Speaker, I

understand my friends are greatly exercised

over there. But you know, Mr. Speaker, I

bstened all through the by-election to my
friends over there, and particularly the hon.

member for Huron-

Mr. Ruston: The minister is still fighting

that by-election. Yes, he couldn't take it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, surely

my hon. friends will aUow me to make a

presentation on a very important matter.

Mr. Bullbrook: Is he paving his whole
farm? Is that true, is that rumour true? He
is paving his whole farm?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I simply ask my hon.

friends over there, why are they so touchy
about putting the great riding of Huron

together, when of course they were so in-

terested in municipal boundaries during the

by-election that they were saying this gov-
ernment was going to come in and force

regional government on the people?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, today I

am simply suggesting that the great county
of Huron, w*hich has one of the greatest
diversities of agriculture in all Ontario-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: One of the best members.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —be put back together
as one constituency within its county bound-

aries, respecting the integrity of the county
of Huron.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Very good.

Mr. Ridden : We are represented by a

great member.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Remember, the mem-
ber said it.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: We realize, Mr. Speak-
er-

Mr. Eaton: Why is the member opposed
to Huron being one riding?

Mr. Bullbrook: Will you keep that lady
quiet over there?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, the other lady
is leaving. I would suggest this, Mr. Speak-
er-

Mr. Sargent: Why doesn't the minister

pave his barnyard again?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): The only
farmer in the Conservative Party.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: We must recognize
that there will be one less rural riding as

far as Middlesex is concerned.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Of course they do.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: But when one looks

at the population trends in that area, Mr.

Speaker, one would be concerned-

Mr. Sargent: Talk about the barnyard.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: My hon. friend from

Grey-Bruce seems to be more comfortable

in the barnyard than I do, so why doesn't

he go there? That'd be a good place for

him to be.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Tell us about the

Downtowner, in back of the Downtowner,
in his barnyard, in his big barnyard.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Will the hon,

members refrain from the interjections and
the hon. minister continue with the debate?

Mr. Sargent: He is controversial.

Mr. Roy: He is very provocative.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, I recog-
nize the situation.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Throw him out, Mr.

Speaker.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The ridings that the

county of Middlesex and the Federation of

Agriculture and the other municipalities sup-

port in Middlesex were enunciated by my
friends from Middlesex South, London North

and London South today. They result m
ridings in the city of London of approx-

imately 74,000 each. The riding of Mid-

dlesex, outside of the city limits but including
the entire county, would represent 58,810.

And if they have to look after population—
which obviously they needed to look after

to come down into Middlesex county to take

all of those townships out of it to add to

Huron—Huron put back together as one par-
ticular county riding would be 57,240, quite
within the terms of reference. The riding of
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Grey-Bruce would be 65,680 if Bruce were

to maintain its county boundaries as well.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister has this all

worked out.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Surely that, to me,
would be a reasonable suggestion and a very
reasonable proposal-

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): The min-

ister is trying to get rid of me.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What has the minister

got against the member for Huron-Bruce?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —made by the people
of this whole area. No, I have nothing

against him whatever.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Not a thing, he is a

very honourable and a very credible mem-
ber.

Mr. Ruston: The minister has just left him
with one less riding, that's all.

Mr. Gaunt: I have always spoken so highly
of the minister.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes, indeed and I have
of the member.

An hon. member: It should be the member
for Huron anyway.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Well
there is no difference between those two

parties anyway.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I just simply say to

you, Mr. Speaker, and through you to the

commissioners who will read these comments
in Hansard, we will recognize—

Mr, R. F. Nixon: With bated breath.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —that they didn't have
a very easy job to do. We simply suggest to

them that they take a look now at what to

me seems to be a very reasonable proposal

emanating from Middlesex county, and also

a proposal that I should think would be per-

fectly reasonable and right for the people of

Huron county, many of whom have suggested
to me that there's no possible justification for

maintaining those two ridings in that par-
ticular area.

Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Past services to the

Conservative Party.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Rainy River.

Mr. Reid: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I will

endeavour to be a little less provocative than
the Minister of Agriculture and Food.

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): Is he

assuming or presuming?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Don't worry about that.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I rise really to try
and balance some of these speeches that have

been made in the last two days, in regard

particularly to the fact of the imbalance of

population as between urban centres, par-

ticularly the cities and the rural areas. And
as most members I believe have done, if I

may say so, I probably speak with a certain

amount of selfishness when I speak concern-

ing the new boundaries.

As you are aware, sir, one of the guidelines
of the commission was that ridings in north-

ern Ontario would be left substantially as

they were and that the number of ridings

would not be reduced. I believe the NDP in

particular have made the case and played
the numbers game, reverting to something

that, while not particularly and completely
out of style, I think should not be accepted

holus-bolus either by the House, or by the

commission in particular, and that is that all

ridings should be on an equal population
basis or very nearly so, especially urban as

opposed to rural.

Mr. Speaker, I have spoken many times in

the House about the problems of a northern

riding, particularly in the distances involved

and getting around. I don't think we want

to go back in history and review the "no

representation without population"; when you
had to have a certain income before you
were allowed to vote, and what boiled down
to in the last century perhaps as "representa-

tion by population." I would suggest to you,

sir, that while this isn't an entirely outmoded

concept, surely in this day and age we can

temper that with a little bit of reason.

I would like to try and balance the argu-

ments that have been put forward, particu-

larly as I say by the NDP, with a suggestion

to the commission and to the House that serv-

ice to constituents should be weighed very

carefully when we consider electoral bound-

aries and ridings.

I think, Mr. Speaker, it's apparent to most

of the members—although from listening to

some of the debates perhaps not as obvious

as it is to me—that service to constituents is

one of the things that we are here to provide

primarily and it is just not possible in a rid-
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ing that encompasses literally hundreds of

thousands of square miles. As a matter of

fact, 1 would like to draw upon the experi-
ence of one of the NDP members to make

my point) Mr. Speaker.

The member for Thunder Bay (Mr. Stokes)

services a riding of over 100,000 square miles.

It is perhaps a little diflBcult for most south-

em, eastern, or western Ontario members to

understand just exactly what is 100,000 square
miles. Northwestern Ontario, of which the

Thunder Bay riding is a large part, encom-

passes something like 250.000 square miles,

which is over two-thirds of the land mass of

the Province of Ontario. In those 250,000

square miles, we have five members of the

Ontario Legislature. Two of them come from

the
city

of Thunder Bay, which has a popula-
tion 01 some 110,000 people approximately.
Three of us—the Minister of Natural Re-

sources (Mr. Bemier), the member for Thun-
der Bay and myself—represent an area en-

compassing close to, I would say, 240,000

square miles of Ontario.

The member for Thunder Bay's riding

goes, if I recall correctly, from Hompayne
on the east away up to Pickle Lake on the

far northwest. He doesn't have any kind of

direct south and north or east and west con-

nections. He has to travel primarily by car

on roads that do not go from point to point,

but which take him, literally, hundreds of

miles out of his way. He represents 25 or

30 or more communities—all with different

problems, all with people who have different

needs and requirements.

My riding, sir, is slightly smaller. It's only

17,000 square miles. I have approximately
one voter per square mile. The total popula-
tion is somewhat higher; but approximately
one voter per square mile.

Now in a rural riding, particularly in

northern Ontario, sir, our problems are a

great deal different from what they are in

rural Ontario or southern Ontario. Often we
are the only legal aid or assistance available.

We are an employment agency, we are law-

yers; we are the community crying towel, if

you like; we are also the community planners.
We carry out many of the functions of gov-
ernment and act as ombudsmen, many of

us do. This is because the government agen-
cies and departments, whether municipal or

provincial or federal, are just not handy to

the people who live in these areas.

As an aside I'm sure youll find interesting,
Mr. Speaker, I'm often called upon, for

instance, to be a marriage counsellor.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Reid: You're saying to yourself, Mr.

Speaker, now why would anyone approach
the member for Rainy River for advice on
their marital problems? I must say when I

began my political career I asked myself the

same thing, Mr. Speaker. I started out by
asking them: "I am not married; why would

you come to me to solve your marital prob-
lems?" The answer, sir, was simply this: "If

you're not married, you must be a lot smarter

than those of us who are. Therefore we think

that you can give us some advice."

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And that's not Liberal

policy.

Mr. Reid: However, Mr. Speaker, the

problem is a serious one. In ridings the size

we have in the north, we have problems

servicing the people who elected us and sent

us to Toronto.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Reid: In my particular case, Mr.

Speaker, and you've heard me say this often,

sir, my riding is 1,200 miles from Toronto.

You've also heard me use the analogy that

Halifax is closer to Toronto than the Rainy
River riding. So not only am I called upon
to service^

Mr. Roy: He must service every one of his

constituents.

Mr. Reid: I'm certainly glad that woke
some of these fellows up. It is diflBcult to

provide services to the people in my riding
as well as serve as a member down in

Toronto.

Mr. Roy: Don't put that in Hansard.

Mr. Reid: Before we got improved air

service in my area, I would have to fly to

Thunder Bay—usually an hour and a half or

two—then drive to Fort Frances where I live,

or somewhere in my constituency. This was
a drive of 3^ or four hours to meet with the

people I represent and to listen to their prob-
lems and then do what I could to help them.

I'd like to bring a more immediate example
to your attention, Mr. Speaker. On Friday I

am to be in Kenora, which is not in my rid-

ing, but where we're holding a land-use meet-

ing imder the auspices of the Ministry of

Natural Resources. Kenora is 130 miles,

approximately, from the town of Fort Frances.

I can tell you, Mr. Speaker, that the high-

ways I have to travel on are not the 401.
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They are not always in the best of condition;

although MTC does their best, sometimes.

Mr. Ferrier: The Minister of Natural Re-

sources doesn't keep the roads in his riding
in very good shape.

Mr. Reid: They are two-lane highways in

northern Ontario. I'm sure, sir, you can under-

stand the problems with the snow, the bliz-

zards and the weather that prevails up there

at this time of the year.

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): Stay home;
it would be a waste of time.

Mr. Reid: That is in the morning. I have
a meeting there, sir, Friday morning at 10
o'clock. That evening at 5 o'clock—and there's

an hour's difference in the time zone—I am
to be in Atikokan, which is some 90 miles

east of the town of Fort Frances. When you
add the distance from Kenora to Fort Frances

to Atikokan, it comes to approximately 250
miles that I'm going to have to drive in the

afternoon—after having driven to Kenora in

the morning to sit in on a meeting in the

morning and most of the afternoon, 1 then

drive to Atikokan. Most of these meetings
are important meetings that must be attended

by the local member.

So I would like to say only this, sir, to

reiterate, I would hope that the commission-

either this one that has sat and presented its

recommendations this time, or future ones-

will bear in mind that a large part of a

member's duties in this chamber, as ombuds-
man or whatever else the people who elect

him requTe, requires that that member be

available to his constituents so that he

may assist them in whatever way they feel

he should, and to receive their views so that

he can assimilate them and demonstrate

them to this Legislature, which in many
cases is thousands of miles from his riding.

So again, Mr. Speaker, I hope the Legis-
lature will take this idea of service into ac-

count and will not get overly involved in

the numbers game and come down wdth a

resolution that each riding must be exactly

equal or closely equal in the number of

people that that riding represents. Thank
you.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Wentworth
North.

Mr. D. W. Ewen (Wentworth North):
Mr. Speaker, I appreciate the opportunity
to take part in this debate. At the outset,
I would just like to draw to the attention

of the commission that the ridings of Went-

worth and Wentworth North are the bed-
room communities of the city of Hamilton
and in the past four or five years there has

been tremendous growth in these two ridings.
As a matter of fact, they are the only areas

in the region of Hamilton-Wentworth that

we can expand.

I realize the difficult task that the com-
mission has had and 1 admire it because it

is a thankless job and very, very difficult.

One thing I do appreciate is that they do
listen. On the first redistribution that was

put out they added to Wentworth North that

portion of Wentworth riding that was in the

west end, from the town of Ancaster to

James St. and South from Mohawk Rd. to

the city limits. Adding this to Wentworth
North, they added the town of Grimsby
with approximately 14,000 people, to Went-
worth. Unfortunately the commission didii't

realize that Grimsby was not in the new
region of Hamilton-Wentworth but was part
of the Niagara region and in no way did it

want to come in. So it put the commission

in a very difficult position of having to make
a change there.

There was a very strong letter of protest
from the council of Grimsby to the commis-

sion, so they reconsidered. In order to

accommodate them in that region they had

to form another riding and it worked out,

with the riding, that they were able to get

in there. In the meantime, the commission

overlooked what happened to Wentworth
after this. It madfe a much smaller riding and
no consideration was given to that section of

Wentworth that was put into Wentworth
North.

Apparently there was a phone poll taken

of 100 people at random covering that par-
ticular area, and what amazed me was the

fact that the people were cognizant of the

town of Grimsby being dropped out of the

riding. Of the 100 people consulted and

approached on this, not one of them felt

that they wanted to leave the riding of

Wentworth. They felt now that Grimsby
wasn't there they should stay the way they

were. In a way I have to agree with them,
because as I said at the outset, regarding
the redistribution and the growth population
in that particular section right now, although
this was the 1971 census, talking to the

alderman who represents that particular area,

we are talking now of 20,000 voters.

In my particular area we are into the

expansion. In my own town of Ancaster,
sewers are being installed now and we are

looking at an additional 40,000 voters in that
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particular town by 1980. The regional gov-
ernment has approved doubling the sewage
capacity at the town of Dundas, and we are

talking another 10,000 voters. In talking to

the planners in Flamborough township, in

the Waterdown area in particular, they've

got on the planning board in the very near

future an extension of the sewers in Water-
down to serve another 23,000 people. The

mayor there is also talking about three

hamlets of 1,000 each. What we're really

looking at now by the year 1980, in the

riding of Wentworth north alone, is another

80,000 people. I wanted to get this on the

record. I've talked to the commission on it

and asked them to take another look at it.

They felt that I should mention this tonight
and I would appreciate it if they would
reconsider the redistribution of people in the

two ridings and allow those people who feel

they would like to remain in Wentworth to

remain there.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I welcome the op-
portunity to make a few comments in rela-

tion to this motion on the question of redis-

tribution. I think that possibly no member,
or no riding in any event, was affected as

much as my riding in the original proposal.
The subsequent proposal, of course, restored
the riding.

What I want to do, Mr. Speaker, is to dis-

cuss, first of all, the composition of the com-
mission and the fact that never again should
members of this Legislature form a commis-
sion of this nature without better representa-
tion. I think that's clear. I want to pay
tribute, Mr. Speaker, to the commission it-

self. Throughout I feel sincerely they acted
in good faith. Originally, at no time did I

ever accuse the commission of any intent or

gerrymandering or anything of this nature.
What I did accuse the commission of was a

question of ignorance, that they were not
aware of certain

aspects
of the situation in

this province. I think that is not the fault of
the commissioners themselves.

I think that we should not criticize, for in-

stance, the members themselves on the com-
mission. After all, the terms of reference

were given by this Legislature and the people
on the commission were people appointed by
the government, so that it would be unfair

to them to criticize them personally. On the

other hand, I think we should keep in mind
that never again should we form a commis-
sion which is so unrepresentative of this

province generally.

For instance, as far as I know, Mr. Speak-
er, there was no one on the commission who
could speak for people from the north. I

appreciate that their terms of reference sort

ot froze the seats from the north, but the

fact remains that there was no one who could
be representative on the commission from
the north. This is especially important when
the commission did not have any public

hearings so that it was difficult to get input.

I think the original recommendations are

reflections of individuals who sat back with
the slide rules and with certain so-called ex-

perts—and Tm not talking about the people
on the commission but some of the people
who were hired by the commission—and came
down with certain decisions, which on paper
appeared to make a certain amount of sense

but, in fact, were splitting up communities.

They had no idea whatsoever of the ethnic

or geographical or even the historical back-

grounds of different ridings representing dif-

ferent areas.

I do not criticize the commissioners or the

members of the commission themselves. All

I say is that I think that for all members of

this House reproaches, criticisms and com-
ments should not be partisan on this because
I think we all have an interest in seeing that

individuals within certain areas receive ade-

quate representation. But the fact remains
that we should never again establish a com-
mission which, in my opinion, Mr. Speaker,
is so unrepresentative of this province as a

whole.

I mentioned people from the north. There
was no one from eastern Ontario on the com-
mission and there are a lot of seats down
there. I think it is clear from the original
recommendations of the commission that the

commissioners had no idea what they were

doing with a riding like Ottawa East, which
is the only urban riding which has a franco-

phone majority. Once this was pointed out to

the members on the commission, right away
there were steps taken to correct the situa-

tion.

I found that the commissioners themselves

were most sympathetic. I found that the

secretary of the commission, Mr. McCool, was
a gentleman that you could discuss it with.

He would accept alternatives; as far as I'm

concerned he was prepared to discuss with

every member of this Legislature alternate

proposals which would make some sense with-

in the overall redistribution in this province.

But the fact remains that for them even to

think of getting rid of a riding hke Ottawa

East is something that is alarming. I say.
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Mr. Speaker, imagine what would have occur-

red had it not been for the interest shown by
the constituents in that area—the interest

shown by the Franco-Ontarians generally
across this province.

I ask the members here to imagine, for

instance, what would happen if a commission
went into Quebec and went into Mount
Royal, which is known as one of the English-
speaking ridings, and split it up among so

many neighbouring ridings. Suppose all the

English-speaking people who had been in a

majority situation became a minority within
the French-speaking ridings in that area. Just

imagine what would happen; there would be
war down there. But this is, in fact, what

they were suggesting here.

I'm not saying that there was any malice,
or that this was done with intent, but that

this was even suggested in this province, Mr.

Speaker, gives you some indication that un-

fortunately the commission apparently did not
have suflBcient background, or at least did
not study the provincial ridings in depth to

make adequate recommendations or alterna-

tive proposals or sufficient redistributions. So
this went on.

I cite Ottawa East and I'm extremely grate-

ful, Mr. Speaker, to the members of the

commission and I want to put on the record
now that the reason that the changes were
made was due in large measure to the overall

participation of citizens in that area, of citi-

zens generally in the Ottawa area who saw
what they were doing was clearly a mistake.

But I want to say of the members of the

commission, and I want to say more specif-

ically of Mr. McCool, who co-operated with
me all summer long, that they were extremely
receptive and that steps were taken to alter

some of these factors here. I'm told by my
colleagues on both sides of the House that,
in fact, the commission was prepared to dis-

cuss and McCool was an individual who was
open to discuss alternative proposals.

Of course, it has been mentioned by other
members that it's going to be impossible to

satisfy everyone in this House when it comes
to the question of redistribution. But I do
want to put on the record, Mr. Speaker, that

never again should we allow a commission to

be set up that, first of all, would be so

unrepresentative; and second, that it would
not have public hearings. I think it is im-

portant that there be public hearings when
we are going to make major changes. Third,
I still feel, Mr. Speaker, that the balance of

rural urban ridings is not fair. I cite as an

example the three ridings in the Ottawa area.

which are in fact the three largest ridings in

the province. I look at the ridings of—

An hon. member: Outside of Metro.

Mr. Roy: Outside of Metro Toronto and
outside of the one riding in Sault Ste Marie.
I look at these three ridings and note that

Ottawa Centre under redistribution will have

75,000 people, Ottawa East will have 76,000
and Ottawa Rideau will have 76,000. Mr.

Speaker, when you compare these three rid-

ings, for instance, with the urban ridings of

London, clearly the average population is

much higher and I say to the members of

the commission that I think that the Ottawa
area could have used one more seat if we
were to be fair. I'm not suggesting that they
are not fair, but if we were to be objective
and if we were to give representation which
has some equilibrium across the province,

I'm suggesting that in the Ottawa area we
could have used one more seat, Mr. Speaker.

In closing I do want to put on the record,

Mr. Speaker, the co-operation received from
all citizens' groups in my riding. I think

there were some 46 alternative recommenda-
tions which were made to the commission by
various groups, by the Franco-Ontarian Asso-

ciation, and by citizens individually. It was
their interest and their enthusiasm I suggest,

Mr. Speaker, which convinced the commis-

sion that it had to keep a riding—in fact it

was the oldest riding, the only urban riding

which had a French-speaking majority. Right

away when the problem was raised, when the

issue was raised, it became clear to tihe com-
missioners that they did make a mistake and

that they could not afford to let the situation

rest as it had originally been proposed.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I think I should take

this opportunity to say a few words in

French relating to the riding of Ottawa East

and reflecting the majority of the people in

that riding.

Je voudrais dire simplement, M. I'Orateur,

que si on a reusi a changer les comtes, si

on a reussi a sauvegarder ce comte d'Ottawa

Est, qui est, M. I'Orateur, le comte le plus

vieux de la region qui est d'ailleurs le seul

comte urbain qui a une majorite franco-

phone. Et si on a reussi, nous, les franco-

phones ontariens, a garder ce comt6-lk, c'est

du largement a I'enthousiasme et aux initia-

tives de tous les gens de ce comte, des

associations comme rAssociation Franco-On-

tarienne d'Ontario, et des associations des

Je mentionnerai, M. I'Orateur, qu'imme-
diatement apres que la proposition a ^te

citoyens du comte.
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faite au mois de septembre ou au mois

d'aoilt Tannic pass6e, la reaction cles gens
du comt6 a et^ immediate, que ceux-ci n'ont

pas accept^, que la reaction a 6t6 telle qu'ils

ne pouvaient pas croire qu'une commission
faisait de telles recommandations, qu'on en-

levait aux Franco-Ontariens le seul comt^
urbain dans lequel ils etaient majoritaires.
Alors 9a a et6 un champ de bataille, un cri

k la guerre vraiment, 011 les gens du comt6
se sent r^unis, oii ils ont pris des mesures

pour r^gir centre une telle recommandation
de la commission. Et ensemble on a reassi

k convaincre les membres de la commission.
Et je VOU5 ai d^j^ dit, M. I'Orateur, que la

commission d'apr^s moi n'etait pas mesquine,
que la commission n'a pas fait ga d'une fagon
d^lib^ree. Mais c'etait parce que la commis-
sion manquait dtois son arrangement, man-
quait certames representations comme un
francontarien sur cette commission-la.

Mr. Reid: D'accord, d'accord.

Mr. Roy: D'accord. I think I should send
him to service a few of his constituents, Mr.

Speaker. In any event je disais, M. I'Orateur,
avant d'ebu interrompu par mon collegue
de Rainy River je disais tout simplement
que—

Mr. Reid: Rainy River.

Mr. Roy: Rainy River. Je disais que les

gens-

Mr. Speaker: For your information, just

ignore the member for Rainy River because
ke is not in his seat.

Mr. Roy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I ap-
preciate that.

I was saying very simply, Mr. Speaker, je

disais, M. I'Orateur, que dans ces circon-

stances-la la commission malheureusement a

agi d'une fagon ignorante parce qu'elle
n'etait pas au courant de la situation qui
existe dans la region d'Ottawa, Mais du a

I'initiative de tons les gens de cette commu-
naut6, de tous les Franco-Ontariens, on a

reussi a convaincre la commission qu'il etait

necessaire de garder le comt6 d'Ottwa Est.

Et ensemble, M. I'Orateur, on a reussi a

convaincre le commission que ga valait la

peine de garder le seul comte Franco-On-

tarien, c'est-a-dire le seul comte urbain ayant
une majorite Franco-ontarienne. Et alor.s

j'espere, M. I'Orateur, que jamais on n*aura
I'occasion de voir une commission faire en-
core une telle erreur.

In closing, Mr. Speaker, may I say that
I am deeply indebted to the commission,

even though I have some criticism, and I

think I have been as harsh as anyone in

criticizing the commission. I want to repeat

this, never did I accuse the commission with
intent or with malice of attempting to what
was called gerrymandering. I have accused
the commission of ignorance, in the sense
that it did not have sufficient input before it

made major decisions. But I do want to say
to the members of the commission that the

people in the riding of Ottawa East and
Franco-Ontarians generally felt that they
received adequate sympathy and adequate
receptiveness from t!his commission.

1 say in closing, Mr. Speaker, that it is

impossible for this type of commission to

satisfy everyone, but as far as I am con-

cerned, as far as the riding of Ottawa East
is concerned, I am deeply indebted to the
commission.

An hon. member: They ought to be.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Haldi-
mand-NorfoIk.

Mr. J. N. Allan (Haldimand-Norfolk): Mr.
Speaker, I should like to say first of all that
I think this debate has been well worth-
while. I might add that I sympathize with
the commission in the task that they had;
it was a difiicult one. I have no doubt that

they undertook their responsibilities in a re-

sponsible way. Although the results are not
all that we could have hoped for, I am sure
that they did it with the thought that they
were doing as good a job as was possible.

As a former speaker said this afternoon,
the length of my remarks will not be indica-

tive of any lack of sincerity in what I am go-

ing to say, because I am hopeful that I can

keep my remarks brief enough that the com-
mission will read them.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They'll read them.

Mr. Allan: I wish to state also that in

some respects I cannot agree with all the

remarks of all the other speakers, particular-

ly with the remarks of the member for York
South (Mr. MacDonald) last evening when he

emphasized particularly population figures.

I lean more toward the preservation of com-

munity interests, of traditional boundaries,
of endeavouring to set up constituencies

wherein the people will be able to work to-

gether and will have a mutual interest. With
that as a background, I shall limit my re-

marks to the effect of the changes on the

riding of Haldimand-Norfolk.

Now, they could be divided into two
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changes. In the first, four municipalities
were deleted from the riding of Haldimand-
Norfolk — the townships of Charlotteville,

North Walsingham, South Walsingham and
the village of Port Rowan. These were added
to the constituency which is now Brant-

Norfolk. Is it Brant-Norfolk?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's right.

Mr. Allan: Two former municipalities in

the region of Haldimand-Norfolk, which pre-

viously had been in the constituency of

Brant, were added to Haldimand-Norfolk.

Now, as far as those two constituencies are

concerned, they do have the same commu-
nity interest as the town of Simcoe and the

four municipalities that I have mentioned.

They are very fine people.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Right.

Mr. Allan: If they were added to the con-

stituency of Haldimand-Norfolk, I know that

the present constituents of that riding would
welcome them with open arms. However, I

think I might just spend a moment in giving

you a little of the history of that part of

Norfol'c county.

In 1800, Governor Simcoe named the vil-

lage of Charlotteville as the capital of the

London district; that is, down along Lake
Erie. A few years later, in 1815 I think, he

arranged to have the capital moved from
Charlotteville to the village of Vittoria. That
was the capital until 1825 when—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That was before the time

of the present member, wasn't it?

Mr. Allan: That was before I was the

member.

Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain):

Long before.

Mr. Allan: And then it was moved to Lon-
don. The people of Norfolk county have
never forgotten that theirs is an historic

county and the bonds that exist between
those townships, the town of Simcoe and the

westerly part of the county of Haldimand,
are extremely strong bonds. We have one

advantage in that area; we have always got

alon^ with our neighbours very nicely. The
relations are good between that part of Nor-
folk and the riding of Brant that has been

represented by a member of the Nixon family
since time immemorial, and we really haven't

objected to that very much. It has been well

represented.

However, when these changes were pro-

posed, the residents of these municipalities
made representations to me which I did pass

along to the commission. There were many
representations by groups of citizens and by
certain members of council. I place a great
deal of emphasis in this instance on the com-

munity of interest that exists in this area. I

think it is worthwhile.

We hear a great deal of criticism at times

of elections that citizens generally do not

take as much interest in elections as they
should. We have always had interest in elec-

tions. These people have worked together
for very, very many years and they want to

continue to work together. I may say to the

hon. member for Kitchener that I thought
when he was speaking last night of the pro-

posals that were made by an individual who
was entirely independent in his thinking, I

should think—Mr. Barclay, was it?—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Allan: —that Mr. Barclay decided,

thinking independently, that the riding that

I suggested to the commission might be

maintained, and which wasn't, was a reason-

able solution to the situation. I quite agree
with Mr. Barclay. I thought the member's

report of what he had decided upon was an

excellent one and showed a good deal of

thought.

So, Mr. Speaker, I would like to submit to

you now that the situation I have outlined

does conform to the terms of reference, and

these have been read today before: "That,

for the purpose of the distribution the com-
mission shall take into account community or

diversity of interests"—this is the first item

and 1 would think one of the most impor-
tant—"means of communication, topographi-
cal features, population trends, the varying
conditions and requirements regarding repre-
sentation as between urban and rural elec-

toral districts" and so on. In this connection,

I may say that the mix in this particular

riding is satisfactory. I support the leaving of

the lines as they were, with or without the

addition of the former township of Town-
send and the village of Waterford. ,

In my view—and I speak for the con-

stituents, I do not speak for myself; I speak
for the constituents who have made repre-
sentations to me in this connection—the riding
of Haldimand-Norfolk as it did exist is rea-

sonable so far as population is concerned

and it does fulfil the terms of reference as

set out in the motion. With this in mind, I

hope that the commission will reconsider the

proposal and that it will do as we have
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requested. As the present member for Brant

(Mr. R. F. NLxon) has suggested, that is a

reasonable solution to the situation. Thank

you.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-

wich-Riverside, followed by the hon. mem-
ber for Waterloo North and then the hon.

member for Brantford (Mr. Beckett).

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, Windsor has now been divided into

three equal, easily described and neat ridings,
which could be called Windsor West, Wind-
sor Central and Windsor East, but which
would much better be called Windsor-Sand-

wich, Windsor-Walkerville and Windsor-
Riverside. It might seem that there is noth-

ing to be said, therefore, except to congratu-
late the commission. However, I should like

to make a few comments.

I am speaking on this resolution rather

than on the previous resolution because I

wish to draw attention primarily to just one

guideline or criterion set down for the com-
mission and largely ignored in the city of

Windsor, namelv guideline (g), that "the

commission shall take into account [among
other things], the existing and traditional

boundaries of electoral districts."

Inasmuch as the provincial riding boun-
daries have changed so often in the Windsor
area, there are really no such things as tra-

ditional boundaries. Therefore, for practical

purposes the commission was instructed by
the Legislature on Dec. 5, 1973, to take into

account existing boundaries; that is, the boun-
daries of the present ridings, where feasible.

This guideline was ignored in Windsor as

far as the two proposed ridings of Windsor-
Walkerville and Windsor-Riverside are con-
cerned.

The present member for Windsor-Walker-
ville for many years, about 15 or so, has

represented wards 1, 2 and 3 and a slice of
ward 4. Since 1967 the part of Windsor that
I have represented comprises wards 6 and 7
and a section of ward 8. If the commission
had followed its instructions to try to main-
tain the present r'dings, Windsor-Riverside
woula consist of the same area that I have

represented inside the city of Windsor for

the past 7% years, namely wards 6, 7 and a
slice of 8. And Windsor-Walkerville would
consist, as before, of wards 1, 2, 3 and part
of 4. The populations of these two ridings
would be approximately equal; if not today,

certainly in a very short time. Nevertheless,
the commission switched ward 1 from Wind-
sor-Walkerville to Windsor-Riverside in ex-

change for a large part of ward 7, and the 10

or 12 polls in ward 8, which had been in

the riding that I represented.

In failing to maintain the integrity of the

riding of Windsor-Walkerville and what is

to become Windsor-Riverside, the commission
also ignored the Legislature's instructions that

the commission shall take into account . . .

(d) population trends . . . and (f) existing
boundaries of municipalities or wards."

In establishing the new ridings of Windsor-
Walkerville and Windsor-Riverside, the com-
mission actually ignored three guidelines it

was told to follow. As far as these two ridings
are concerned, the commission or its experts,
its consultants or its staff simply disobeyed
the instructions given by the Legislature. I

am drawing the attention of the Legislature
to this ignoring or disobeying of its instruc-

tions.

It may be that the commission was un-

aware of the population trends in wards 6
and 7. Almost anyone in Windsor could have
informed the commission had he been asked,
that these two wards are the areas in which
the population explosion is taking place. For

your convenience, Mr. Speaker, let us assume
that after the next election the present mem-
ber of the present Windsor-Walkerville is

re-elected to represent the new Windsor-
Riverside. Should this be the case, the citi-

zens of ward 1, whom the member has rep-
resented for about 15 years, or 16 years-

Mr. B. Newman ( Windsor-Walkerville):

Eight years. That was added in 1967.

Mr. Burr: Ward 1?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Don't fight, fellows.

Mr. Burr: Thank you for the correction.

Should this be the case, the citizens of ward

1, whom he has represented for the past 7^
years, would become my constituents and the

citizens of ward 7, who live west of the

Chesapeake and Ohio railway, whom I have

represented since October, 1967, would be-

come his constituents. About 10 polls in

ward 8 would similarly pass from my con-

stituency to his.

It may be said that this does not incon-

venience anyone and that little harm is done.

This may be so, although it would mean that

each MPP would have to take over from the

other many cases that are partially solved,

for example. Workmen's Compensation Board

cases. Those constituents who have frequent

problems, and all members have the chronic

problem, will have to readjust to their new
member and relate their whole case histories
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all over again. The point I am making, how-

ever, is that the commission ignored the

guideline that it was given, that is, criterion

(g), and for no apparent reason and to the

advantage apparently of nobody in particular.

I should like to recommend to the com-
mission that these areas be switched back in

line with the Legislature's instructions. Actu-

ally I have no strong feelings on this matter,
but if criterion (g), that is, that present rid-

ings be changed as little as possible, is a

valid one, it should be followed, unless there

are other more important considerations. As
I have said, Mr. Speaker, I have no strong
feelings on this matter personally, but I can
think of many of my constituents who will

now have to be serviced by a different mem-
ber who will have to spend many, many
hours becoming acquainted with their indi-

vidual case histories and the circumstances

peculiar to themseVes. Of course, if Windsor-

Walkerville and Windsor-Riverside do not

re-elect us, then all of our constituents will

have new members who will have to become
familiar with their problems. In that case,

there is no continuity of membership and
the principle of maintaining present riding

areas loses its validity.

One criterion that any electoral boundaries

commission should disregard in a redistribu-

tion, is the location of the residence of in-

cumbent members. As far as our area is

concerned, the commission certainly ignored
rile location of the residences of the sitting
members. In my case, it so happens that in

the first map issued in June my residence
was included in Windsor West. According
fo the second map, mv home has been in-

r^Hed in Windsor-Walkerville, and if the

commission had followed the criterion of

maintaining existing ridings then it would
have been in Windsor-Riverside.

These remarks, Mr. Speaker, are made in

the hope that they will be of some small

help to a future Legislature and a future

commis^^ion. In short, first, the consideration

of population trends, if a valid criterion;

second, the maintaining of riding boundaries,
if a valid criterion; and, third, the maintain-

ing of ward boundaries, if a valid criterion,

should be observed more carefully by future

commissions. If not valid, they should be left

out of the instructions by future Legislatures.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Waterloo
North.

Mr. Good: Mr, Speaker, I think it is obvi-

ous to all that if there were no shifting popu-

lations, and if there were no increases in

population, redistribution would not be neces-

sary. Because of the latter, Waterloo county,
now Waterloo region, was one of the fast^t

growing areas in the province. It was obvious

that some adjustment had to be made to the

existing conntituency boundaries in Water-

loo region.

Traditionally, Waterloo county had been
served by two ridings, Waterloo South and
Waterloo North. In the 1966 redistribution

this had to be changed to three ridings be-

cause of the increase in population. With that

distribution, which is presently in effect, it

was found that the member for Kitchener and

myself were representing two ridings which

were among the largest 12 of the 117 in the

province. It became quite obvious to every-
one in the Waterloo region that, because

of the tremendous population growths, there

would have to be some adjustments and we

thought the natural thing would be an addi-

tional riding.

However, the commission in its first report

had seen fit to take four of the seven area

governments in Waterloo region and distri-

bute them among three other ridings which

went almost from Lake Erie up to Georgian

Bay. The regional government, the area gov-

ernments, and the sitting members, along
with the Chambers of Commerce, made

representation to the commission and ex-

plained the necessity of retaining a com-

munity of interest vdthin the region. Instead

of giving away four area governments the

logical solution would be to add an additional

fourth riding.

Fortunately, the preliminary plan had used

up only 123 of the allotted 125 seats, so

along with an additional riding in the

Niagara region, the 125th riding was added
in the Waterloo region, so that now we have

four ridings divided along the area govern-
ment boundaries which, Mr. Speaker, is a

most satisfactory solution to the problem
which did exist before concerning the size

of our ridings.

There are just two things, Mr, Speaker,
that I would ask the commission to consider.

The;e matters have to do with the names
of the ridings. Certainly Waterloo South rid-

ing will now be known as Cambridge, which

represents the majority of that particular

area of the region.

Regarding the present riding of Waterloo
North—while it will be considerably reduced
in size and become more manageable, the

proposal is that the name be changed to

Waterloo. Using the name "Waterloo" would
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be representative of the city of Waterloo, but

would ignore, the fact that the two northern

townships of the region, Wellesley and Wool-
wich, would be part of that riding. So I

would ask that the commission give considera-

tion to retaining the present historical name
of Waterloo North for the riding, which will

consist of the city of Waterloo and the two
northern townships within the region.

The other suggestion was made that recog-
nition be given to the towns'hip of Wilmot
which is joining part of the city of Kitchener

under this redistribution. That riding could

very well be called Kitchener-Wilmot rather

than Kitchener South.

These two comments, Mr. Speaker, are my
contribution to this debate.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Dur-
ham.

Mr. A. Carruthers (Durham): Mr. Speaker,
I appreciate very much the opportunity of

participating in this discussion. It would seem
to me, after all these speeches, that the im-

pression is that the commission didn't do a

very satisfactory job.

Mr. Ferrier: What else is new?

Mr. Carruthers: I wish to differ to a degree.
While I have a couple of points which I

wish to raise, I do wish to express my appre-
ciation to the commission for at least com-

plying with one of my recommendations, and
that was to have the township of Cavan
transferred from the township of Victoria to

the to\\'nship of Peterborough, where it is

municipally and where logically it should be

placed.

I do wish to point out, Mr. Speaker, that

a great number of changes have taken place
in what were the historic two ridings of

Northumberland and Durham, which have
been twin counties for over 100 years. Their
ties were broken as a result of the restruc-

turing of government with the development
of the new regional boundaries. I have to

admit that the boundaries of the new riding
of East Durham are based logically on the

boundaries of the new region. Had the origi-

nal proposal of the government been followed
to include the eastern portion of Durham
county in the region, then no doubt the

present riding of Durham would have been
maintained.

It also happens that we have had a re-

stnicturing of the county on a municipal
basis, with the town of Port Hope and the

township of Hope going into the county of

Northumberland, the township of Cavan to

the county of Peterborough, the township of

Manvers to the county of Victoria and now
the township of Cartwright to the township
of Scugog, which will now become part of

the new riding of North Durham.

I was speaking to a number of people and
I tried to explain the changes that have
taken place. They said, "Forget about it. It

is so confusing we just can't understand it."

It is confusing, and it is always true that

people do resent change. There has been a

degree of resistance to change in that area,

I think perhaps to a major extent because of

the long, traditional ties and historical ties

which have been maintained over the years.

I have to admit, Mr. Speaker, that the

town of Port Hope and the township of

Hope logically belong in the riding of

Northumberland now. Because of the changes
that have taken place. Port Hope is oriented

to Cobourg and Cobourg to Port Hope. The
same applies in the north. Because of the

physical features of the area, the township
of Cavan is oriented to the city of Peter-

borough and the township of Manvers is

oriented to the town of Lindsay and to

Victoria county. Similarly the township of

Cartwright is oriented to the west to Port

Perry and to Oshawa.

The one problem that I see that is de-

veloping, and it has been mentioned here

this evening, is the fact that in the new
riding of East Durham the population will

be concentrated to a major degree to the

western part of the riding and wiU create

an imbalance of population among the city

of Oshawa, the town of Bowmanville, the

former township of Darlington and the town-

ship of Clarke, which is largely a rural area

and should be maintained largely as a rural

area throughout the years. The whole ob-

jective of regional government in the area

was to maintain that greenbelt. That has

been lost, and I regret it.

It does mean that I've had to reconsider

my position as a member because I live at

least seven to eight miles east of the eastern

boundaries of the new riding of East Dur-
ham. With the major population concentrated

at the west end, with some 34,000 people
from the northeast portion of Oshawa added
to the riding, then for the sake of the riding
in order to provide a service to the people
of that riding a member should be located

or resident in that part of the riding. There-

fore, to do justice to the riding, I've had to

reconsider my position. I feel that the mem-
ber should come from that part of the rid-

ing. I have no doubt he will.
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I do wish to emphasize those two things.

I regret very much that the historic boun-

daries have had to be realigned. I regret that

the population will be concentrated in the

western part of the riding. This will create

problems in days ahead. Because of Oshawa
with 34,000 people added from that city-
fine people—the town of Bowmanville, which
has grown now from 8,000 and is heading
for 15,000, and the township of Darlington
with over 10,000 people, that's where the

population is. I'm approximately 30 miles

away from it as a member, which makes it

very, difficult as far as I'm concerned per-

sonally.

But that is not the real problem; that is

not our concern. The concern is that the

riding be properly represented in the days
ahead. And I want to make sure that that is

the case.

Mr. Ferrier: Isn't he going to run again?

Mr. Good: The people will decide that.

Mr. Carruthers: Yes, the people will decide
it all right, no question about that. I'll do my
best to see that they decide it in the proper
manner-

Mr. Roy: Yes, elect a Liberal.

Mr. Carruthers: —so that we can ensure
for them a good future, both politically and

economically, because they do live in one of
the finest parts of the Province of Ontario.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West):
Couldn't be better.

Mr. Roy: It will get better after we run-

Mr. Carruthers: I just cannot agree on

public hearings. It's very obvious to me, and
I'm sure to all the members, that to have

public hearings for this type of a redistribution

is completely out of the question. Just imagine
if we had a public hearing in Oshawa and
another public hearing in Bowmanville in the

eastern part of the riding. There would be so

much controversy and so much confusion that

the members of that commission would just

throw up their hands and resign. It is just

impossible.

Mr. Ferrier: Is he trying to pour oil on
troubled waters?

Mr. Carruthers: Certainly the people of the
area have a right to express their opinions
and make representation. And they do that

through their member. They do it through
their municipal councils. But to call public
meetings—you know I'm getting just a little

bit tired of participatory democracy.

Mr. BuUbrook: Is he?

Mr. Carruthers: Yes, I can see how much
it's abused.

Mr. Ferrier: He was the chairman of two
select committees, now he is getting tired

of it.

Mr. Carruthers: No, that's not the same

thing at all. We do appreciate representation
from the public, but when you call public

meetings, you will have a group who have
one objective in mind when they come to

that meeting. They'll get the publicity and

they'll make their point. They'll put their

point forward in very strong terms. The vast

majority of the people don't—perhaps it's be-

cause of indifference. But after all, they are

a thinking group, just as much as the group
who attend those meetings. So, I say that any
consideration of a public hearing is just out

of the question.

It has been mentioned many times here this

evening that there is a great difference be-

tween representing an urban riding and a

rural riding. I know it well, and the nearer

you are to the seat of government, the more
difficult it becomes. If there was an occasion

in Port Hope tonight, they'd expect me to be

there because I am within commuting dis-

tance of that town.

Mr. Roy: He should be, yes.

Mr. Carruthers: Right—but this is so true.

I find it very difficult to perfonn my legislative

duties as a legislator of this province and at

the same time to serve the people as they
should be served. The problems of govern-
ment are becoming more complex; I think we
all appreciate that.

Mr. Ferrier: The government shouldn't

have so many problems.

Mr. Carruthers: The problems are becom-

ing more complex; it's becoming more diffi-

cult. The member for Cochrane South doesn't

need to worry. He is a long distance from his

riding. He communicates by telephone or by
letter. He doesn't have that same problem.
But if he lived within 60 miles of the city of

Toronto he would be expected to be at all the

functions and make representation.

Those are my few remarks, Mr. Speaker,
and again I have to admit that I can't put
forward too strong an argument. But I do

say this: If we are going to reconsider the

ridings for which representation was made
here this evening, then I suggest to the com-
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mission and request the commission to give

further consideration to that very historic

riding of Durham.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-

Forest Hill.

Hon. R. Welch (Minister of Culture and

Recreation ) : What is the name of that riding?

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): That's

right—what is the name of that riding?

Mr. Speaker, so many nice things have been

said about the commission that I hesitate to

introduce this dissident note. It has been said

that the commission is impartial and un-

political and acted with integrity and that

they acted in accordance with the structures

ana the guidelines that were set up for them

by the Legislature. But I am afraid that in

my case the commission took the strictures

and the guidelines that were laid down for

them and they just threw them away and

they made a special project of me and my
riding.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Those guidelines were

given to the member.

Mr. Givens: My guidelines, Mr. Speaker,

through you to the new Attorney General-

Mi. Roy: No, the old one.

Mr. Givens: You know I have so much
trouble keeping track of where he pops up
in his various-

Mr. Breithaupt: Like a sihooting gallery.

Mr. Roy: What is it, eight in eight years?

Mr. Givens: What is it, his eighth job this

year?

Hon. Mr. Welch: When the wastepaper
basket gets full-

Mr. Givens: But I like the minister. I want
him to hear this. As a man of justice, I

want him to hear my plea and to tell me
whether he thinks justice was done in this

case.

Take these guidelines where the commis-
sion was supposed to follow the strictures

of existing and traditional boundaries—they
were supposed' to abide by the concept of

community of interest and the identity of a

community and ethnic homogeneity. In the

case of my riding, in the case of York-
Forest Hill, they took these guidelines and

they complete threw them by the board.

They took the riding and they split it in

three. And they scattered it to the four

winds.

The Premier (Mr. Davis) has come to the

defence of the commission and has said that

there was no gerrymandering; they didn't

act out of malevolence; they didn't act out

of political motivation. Well, they mig'ht just

as well have acted out of political motiva-

tion for what resulted as far as the redistri-

bution of my riding is concerned. Because
if you are to have Phil Givens to kick aroimd
in this chamber any more, you are not going
to have him from York-Forest Hill or any
part thereof. I am simply going to have to

find myself a new riding somewhere fc that

I can come back here so that you can have

Phil Givens—

Mr. Roy: And that we'll do.

Mr. Reid: How about Brampton?

Mr. Givens: They went ahead and they

forgot about this business of existing and tra-

ditional boundaries. The village of Forest

Hill has been a political entity far many
many years, going back as you will lemem-
ber to Fred Gardiner, the noted Conserva-

tive who was the first chairman of the Metio-

politan corporation. He was one of the first

reeves of the village of Forest Hill. It had

an identity. It had a community of interest.

And they took it and they split it in two.

And they took the lower village which cen-

tres around Upper Canada College—to the

west thereof, to the north thereof—which \\^.s

substantially middle class, and in many
respects even aristocratic, and they piled it

on top, like a 20-storey building and they

put it into the riding of the hon. member
for St. Andrew-St. Patrick (Mr. Grossman)—

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Made him safe,

that's all.

Mr. Givens: —^and they made it good and

safe for him—if there was ever a guy who
didn't need a safe riding. They made it safe

for the Provincial Secretary for Resources

Development. They made it real safe for him.

At the same time this isn't gerrymandering.
They piled this thing on top of him lik'^ the

Bank of Commerce building, but out of the

middle of the structure, they removed the

Annex district.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): The mem-
ber is going to have to go back to Trudcau.

Mr. Givens: The member for St. David

(Mrs. Scrivener) will know what I am talking

about there. From Avenue Rd. over to Spa-
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dina and from Bloor St. up to the railway,

up to Davenport. If you turn it upside down,
it's like a camel's hump and they removed
that whole side. Look at this. I can't show
this to the Hansard reporter. They piled the

lower village from my riding on top of his

riding here and it took this whole section

out of the side from here. Now, if this isn't

called camel-back gerrymaking, I would like

to know what is.

Mr. Mcllveen: Back to Trudeau for him.

Mr. Givens: And this is an independent
commission. What has the aristocratic lower
half of the village of Forest Hill, which they
took away from me in common with the

polyglot ethnic composition of the lower part
of St. Andrews-St. George, and the part in

which the hon. member for Ottawa Centre
lives—the Island? The community of interest

that that part of the lower village has with
the part where Mr. Cassidy lives, I'll never
understand.

Mr. Young: Not any more.

Mr. Givens: I beg your pardon?

Mr. Young: Not any more.

Mr. Givens: So he lived there before.

Mr. Roy: Where is he living now?

Mr. Givens: But what community of in-

terest this lower part of Forest Hill village
has with the lower part of St. Andrews-St.
George, I will never understand.

Then they took the upper village which
again is middle class, professional, business
and they shoved it sideways, easterly into the

riding of Eglinton—the hon. member for

Eglinton (Mr. Reilly) isn't here at the mo-
ment—and what connection, what ethnic

identity and whatever community of interest

the upper part of Forest Hill village had
with the riding of Eglinton, I will never
understand. If they had taken the whole of

Forest Hill village and said: "Okay, this has
a community of interest. It has existing tradi-

tional boundaries and identity of interest,"
and coupled it with other parts of the city—
and said: "It now belongs to the city of
Toronto so it has to be a city riding"—if

they had coupled that with parts of Eglinton
riding and parts of St. George and parts of

St. David and said: "This is a new city rid-

ing," that I could understand. But to split it

in three and scatter it to the four winds and
say that in that way they have given it an

identity of interest, then I don't understand.

Then they took what was left to the west,
the portion of Cedarvale and York township,
and they combined it with the portion that

belongs to the hon. member for York South
and they now call that Oakwood.
And that part of the riding which now
remains in that area which will be called

Oakwood has changed completely in com-

plexion, in its nature, ethnically, sociolo-

gically, politically, socially and in every other

way. It completely changed the demography
of the whole area, and they call this good
redistribution.

I don't understand how they were func-

tioning. If they were supposed to be func-

tioning along the lines of existing and tradi-

tional boundaries then I don't know how they
did it. When I complained about it before,

people said: "Well, you are talking like a cry-

baby. After all, you are popular. You are the

former mayor of Toronto. You can run any-
where and get elected," and maybe that's

true. It remains to be seen. I will have to

find myself a new riding and start from
scratch all over again.

Of course, the redistribution over the

whole province wasn't done just to please
me. It was done to please the vast majority
of people and to please the Legislature, and
I suppose if the vast majority of members
here in the Legislature are happy, then this

is the thing that has to be accomplished. But
I stand here, Mr. Speaker, with a very, very
sad heart, because it simply means that after

a career of 25 years in public life I simplv-

have to start from scratch all over again and
I am not very happy about it.

I think I have achieved one distinction

over 25 years—and I think that and 20 cents

entitles me to a cup of coffee—and that is

that I think I am the only Canadian who
can say that I have been the mayor of a big

city who has served at all four levels of

government. I suppose I can pass that on as

some kind of legacy to my children—if I

don't get caught in some kind of land deal

sooner or later—as a legacy of honour, namely
that I was the mayor of a big city, having
been an alderman, a controller and a mayor,
that I participated in the metropolitan experi-

ment—which is no longer an experiment but

a fact of life—right up to the executive level,

having been a member of the federal govern-

ment, having had my differences with the

Prime Minister there and now serving in the

provincial Legislature. So I suppose I can

look back on a career with some excitement

and some adventure and some pleasure. I

would like to continue to stay here but they
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have left me with no alternative and I have
no riding at this point in time.

Mr. Mcllveen: Bye, bye.

Mr. Givens: Well, don't say goodbye yet.

The way those guys are operating now, we
on this side have a pretty good chance of

coming back in large numbers. And we will

be back.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): Au revoir.

Mr. Roy: Don't count your luck; he will

go and get the member's seat.

Interjections by hon. members.

*Mr. Givens: I just thought I would say

my piece. I tell you quite frankly, Mr. Speak-
er, before sitting down, that I am disap-

pointed in what the commission has done
with respect to the riding of York-Forest

Hill, because from the letters I received from

my constituents they feel let down. They feel

that the idenity and the integrity of their

area was not maintained. They feel that they
have an ethos and that they have a com-

munity of interest which was not maintained.

They feel that they were sold down the

river. They feel that they've been scattered

to the four winds. All that has been done,
as far as they're concerned is that they've
been scattered all over the place. They've
lost the identity that thev had for over a

century; that is completely gone. It is too

l^ad that it had to be done in this way, be-

cause that identitv could have been pre-

served; but it wasn't preserved.

We tried, by communications and in other

ways, to indicate to them that this was a

mistake; but apparently the pressures that

were exerted on them were of a nature that

they felt they had to do this. Unfortunately,
I find myself in the position today where
York-Forest Hill is no longer there, the vil-

lage of Forest Hill has gone and this com-

munity of interest has gone. Perhaps, in the

long run, it will be for the greater in-

terests that this was done. I don't know; I

don't think so. But it's a sad day for me to

have to get up today, on behalf of the old

riding of York-Forest Hill, to kiss you all

goodbye and say thank you very much, it

was nice knowing you as a representative
of York-Forest Hill.

Mr. Speaker: May I state that the hon.
members for Peel South, York Mills and
Hamilton Mountain will speak in that order.

Mr. Kennedy: Mr. Speaker, I am pleased
to have an opportunity to join in this dis-

cussion from the standpoint of those in the

southern part of Peel county.

I think we would express general satisfac-

tion with the work the commission has done.

There's just no question that it is a tough

job because, after receiving their first report,

we went over figures and lx)undaries and
lines and moved them north, south, east and
west and variations thereof, and it stood

most of the tests.

The fact is that there are in the order

of more than 200,000 people—perhaps closer

to a quarter of a million—residing there now.
So change, as much as it tugs one's heart a

bit, is inevitable. The change in Peel is per-

haps the most major feature of the whole

proposal. We go from two ridings to four,

or 4% if we count the Albion and Caledon

areas, which are proposed and designated to

go with Peel-Dufferin-Wellington.

An hon. member: They'll have great mem-
bers, though.

Mr. Kennedy: Yes, they'll have great mem-
bers. Apart from that, though, there are four

distinct new ridings where there were two.

Now, I would commend the commissioners
insofar as our area is concerned. I know it

was a difficult assignment, and we think they
did a good job. But we made representations
on two counts.

One was because in the original division

there was a line along the Queen Elizabeth

W^ay from west to east that came almost to

Etobicoke and then, for some undiscemible

reason, jogged down a street known as

Ogden Ave. to the CNR tracks and then east

to the Etobicoke River. This line divided a

historical community of interest. Both sides

of Ogden were served by the same school

and had the same sports programmes.

It just didn't seem reasonable, so we met
with a couple of ratepayer groups; in fact,

there were representatives from several rate-

payer groups. South Applewood, Vic Mat-
tiussi and Gary Smith from Orchard Heights
and several others. They agreed that there

was no understanding of it. My own asso-

ciation felt the same way. We presented a

brief, including that portion of the report,
and we made the suggestion that they run

the line right down the Queen Elizabeth

Way and put everything south of that into

a riding which was designated then as

Mississauga South.

The second change was somewhat similar.

Along Bumhamthorpe Rd. was the north

boundary of what was designated Mississauga
East; but north of Bumhamthorpe Rd. is a
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developing North Dixie part that joins in

with the Glen Forest area, and certainly there

i> and will be, as it develops, a community
of interest there. The current Peel boundary
is Eglinton Ave. North of Eglinton Ave. it

is industrial and there is Highway 401 and
into the airport. So there is either industry or

open country. It seemed a good idea that

this line be moved north. Those two sugges-
tions were put forward to the commission

as we had opportunity to do.

A second suggestion which was made was
that Highway 10 north might be a better

boundary because the remaining riding in

Mississauga extended from north of the

Queen Elizabeth, west of Highway 10,

Sheridan Homelands, and sections east as far

at} Highway 10, north through Erin Mills,

Streetsville, and circled around and took in

Malton. There seemed to be quite a disparity
of interest in that setup, but the fact is that

other than Sheridan Homelands and the por-
tion south of Dundas highway, this is part
of the existing Peel North.

When one took those figures and examined
them it didn't seem to be warranted that

that change could be made at this time be-
cause Malton has a population of some
30,000. It appeared to us that it lent itself

not to further division now but subsequently.
It set a good base for a division line of per-
haps Highway 10 east-west, and possibly in

future a line through Meadowvale or south
on Eglinton. This would fall into place the
next time around.

Mr. Speaker, the commission accepted the
two relatively minor but yet important repre-
sentations and suggestions we made. On that

basis, we are happy, knowing that in the
future there obviously will be further change.
The population projections for all of Missis-

sauga show upward of 700,000 or 750,000.
If technology and communications don't

change the numbers we now work with, we
could have six or eight or even 10 ridings
within the confines of Mississauga.

I regret the loss of Peel, which has 108

years of history, tradition and an identity that
I think is known, and I hope known favour-

ably, throughout Ontario. The Peel name will

be perpetuated as the region is named Peel.

Perhaps the portion in the Caledon area in

the north—Caledon, Albion and Bolton—if the

proposal goes forth in that area, that it be
incorporated with Dufferin-Wellington, could

incorporate and retain that as an entity here
in the Legislature. I don't know.

I say I have certain regrets. I regret leav-

ing some very fine people. I guess it really

isn't leaving them because I would like them
all to think with the rapport that has been
established that my interest can't help but be
the same for them and, in fact, for people
across Ontario, because even though we draw
lines here and there and have designated
areas, we still are known as their represen-
tatives in the Legislature. There is a certain

sentimentality and I have an appreciation
for the member for York-Forest Hill. I don't

know how far back that riding goes but I

think it touches each of us.

My purpose tonight in speaking briefly is

to record that the commission did accept very

seriously and genuinely our relatively minor

but important changes, insofar as we think,

about maintaining community interest. The

only part that didn't receive commission atten-

tion was the suggestion that we might do

something in what is now proposed as Missis-

sauga North but, as I say, I believe that can

be appropriately dealt with in the next redis-

tribution. Mr. Speaker, I'm pleased to have

had an opportunity to put these few remarks

on the record.

Mr. Lawlor: In the year 2000.

Mr. Speaker: The member for York Mills.

Mr. D. A. Bales (York Mills): Mr. Speaker,
when there are ll'T members in the House

we're all experts as to how to redistribute

our own ridings, so I had great sympathy
with the commission as they undertook their

difiicult task. I don't know them all person-

ally, but nevertheless I think they've done a

good job, taking into account the difficult

task they had before them.

Last evening the member for York South

attributed to the riding of York Mills 130,000

people according to the 1971 census. He was

pretty accurate, actually; in fact, the figure

I've been given is 166,728. Obviously the

riding I represent, York Mills, should be

redistributed. Perhaps I would do it a little

differently than they have proposed, and I've

made representations to them, but I think

their second proposal is vastly improved over

the first one. Nevertheless, there's still room

for change.

The provincial riding of York Mills was a

part of the provincial riding of York East

since Confederation; and the traditional

western boundary of that riding, which ori-

ginally extended from Yonge St. to the Pick-

ering town line, has been Yonge St. By and

large, that has been maintained for the new

riding of York Mills, and I'm grateful for

that. I don't think we should hold to, specific
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boundaries for any particular purpose; the

main thing is that tne people within those

areas should be properly servied in this

Lcjjislature.

I have represented the riding of York Mills

since it was created prior to the 1963 elec-

tion, and I have seen the voting population
increase from 44,000 in 1963 to 69,000 in

1967 to just about 100,000 voters in 1971;

and while the census population in 1971

was 166,000, I think there is very close to

190,000 people within that riding today.

It is now to be divided into two entirely
new ridings, one maintaining the name of

York Mills and the other proposed to be

named Oriole, of which I greatly approve.
Both ridings have approximately 75,000

people, according to the 1971 census figures,

although the riding of York Mills actually has

added a substantial number since that time.

In the period between 1963 and 1975 the

character of the area has changed substan-

tially. It was largely a rural farming area in

the 1950s; then, of course, due to the spread
of Metropolitan Toronto into that section it

has now become almost entirely urban.

As for the naming of the ridings, the com-
mission initially proposed that the easterly

riding be called Fairview. There is nothing

wrong with that name, I suppose. There's a

large shopping centre within that particular

area, but personally I do not concur in

naming constituencies for shopping centres.

Mr. Reid: Right.

Mr. Bales: The name Oriole has historic

and actual validity in that area. It is the

community centred along the east branch of

the ri\'er Don, which flows through that par-
ticular riding. In the centre-south part they
have allocated an area with a population of

about 7,500 to the riding of Don Mills; and
that is a wise move, because the part allo-

cated is two of the quadrants of the original

community of Don Mills begun in the 1950s.

My only real regret in the present pro-

posal for redistribution is the northwest
comer of the present York Mills riding; the

old area of Newtonbrook, with a population,
I see, of about 8,700, has been allocated to

the riding of Armourdale. I'm sure that the

member for Armourdale (Mr. Carton) will

care for those people as I have endeavoured
to, but nevertheless there have been many
very close connections between that Newton-
brook section and my own family through a

long period of time.

In not any boastful way, I'm one of those

very fortimate people in that I and my fore-

bears have Jived in this particular riding

throughout the last 100 years. You come too

know its people, its history, its background,,

you see it develop; and for that reason I

have very close connections with it. I regret
to see it being divided in any way at all,

but nevertheless, for the better service to

the people of that community, I think it is

wise that it should be redistributed at this

time.

I would say that during the last three or

four years, and particularly when I served
in the cabinet, I could not have served the

vast number of people in the constituency
without the assistance of my constituency
oflBce maintained there, helping me handle
a great deal of the work within that area.

They are fine people, all of them. They have
been most loyal to me throughout my tenure
over the last 12 years, and I hope that in the
future I shall be able to serve them as well
as in the past.

So, Mr. Speaker, I simply conclude by
saying that the commission had a difiicult

task and it's perfectly natural that they
would not satisfy all of us, or even any of us,
but nevertheless I think they ha\'e done their

job well and they should be commended for
it. Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: So that the members will

know the list of speakers, I have six on the

list: The member for Hamilton Mountain, the

member for Glengarry (Mr. VUleneuve), the

member for Grey South (Mr. Winkler), the

member for Essex-Kent (Mr. Ruston), the

member for Wellington South (Mr. Worton)
and the member for Huron-Bruce. We will

now have the member for Hamilton Moun-
tain.

Mr. J. R. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I would
like to take this opportunity to commend the

hon. members of the redistribution commis-
sion for the manner in which they have dealt

with the two reports as regards the city of

Hamilton and the county of Wentworth. I

was certainly very pleased to see that on both

reports the commissioners have recommended
that the present constituency of Hamilton
Mountain's geographical boundaries re-

mained intact.

I think this is very wise, inasmuch as the

original community of Hamilton Mountain

grew up along the brow area of the city near-

est to the Wentworth St. incline and the

upper James St. railway incline. It subse-

quently has spread out farther to the south,
to Mohawk Rd. The residential community
is compact and almost totally developed,
with a strong sense of community interests.
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Mr. Speaker, in the original report of the

commission it was recommended that the

town of Grimsby, in the county of Lincoln,

be put in with the riding of Wentworth.
I'm very pleased to see that that matter has

been changed and now the riding of Went-
worth is strictly what it says, comprising the

area of Winona, Stoney Creek, Saltfleet and
that area of the city of Hamilton south of

Mohawk Rd. and Mount Hope.

Indeed, perhaps at the next redistribution

there could well be a new seat which would
be called South Mount—that area south of

Mowhawk Rd. and the Wentworth-Haldimand

county line. This is the area that is rapidly

being developed with homes and other forms

of development.

Similarly, the Saltfleet satellite city to the

south will some day create a tremendous
increase in population in the riding of Went-
worth. I can envisage a new constituency in

the next 10 years in this very fast-growing

region.

Mr. Speaker, with the removal of Grimsby
from the riding of Wentworth, that particular
seat is now the smallest numerically by voters

of the Hamilton-Wentworth seats.

I would hope that the members of the

commission will review the figures and the

proposals as set forth by my hon. colleague,
the member for Wentworth North. The
member suggested that Wentworth North
was already a compact and manageable
rid'ng. I think it would be well to leave that

area south of Mohawk Rd. and west of

upper James St. in the riding of Wentworth.

As I mentioned, some day that area could

very ideally comprise a new riding known as

South Mount, with Hamilton Mountain to

the north. This is a growing area and I also

see it some day as a new ward for the city
of Hamilton and its political boundaries. The
Mountain already has three wards; but the

area south of Mohawk is really a new com-

munty, not bearing too much connection

with that to the north.

And so I feel that those 20,000 electors

should really be left with the riding of

Wentworth so that some day they could very

easily form a new constituency with the other

areas of the city of Hamilton lying south of

Mohawk.

Mr. Speaker, there has been a great deal

of interest in this whole debate. I was par-

ticularly interested in the remarks of several

of the members from northern Ontario. Al-

though I am a southerner, I have a great deal

of appreciation for the difficulties that the

northern members must have in trying to

cover their vast geographical areas.

I was rather disappointed that the redis-

tribution of the northern seats was not in-

cluded. One thing I would like to see some

day in this province is a community of in-

terest for our native people, particularly those

living in the northwestern part of the prov-
ince—that vast area known as the northern
Ontario wilderness from James Bay west to

the Manitoba border. Some day that perhaps
might form its own constituency in which the
native people would have the majority popu-
lation.

Just as the hon. member for Ottawa East
is very adamant and keen to see that Franco-
Ontarions maintain their constituencies, that

one geographic area and its substantial native

population might some day also have an

opportunity to be represented here.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Halton
West.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Solicitor General): Mr.

Speaker, I won't be too long. However, I

would like to start off, as the other hon.

members have done, and compliment the

commission and the efforts of the three

gentlemen who made up the commission:

Mr. Justice Campbell Grant, Roderick Lewis

and J. Robert Sampson. They have, after

much agonizing and hard work, I'm sure,

produced a report that seems acceptable for

the most part to the majority of the members
of this House.

Halton county, Mr. Speaker, now the re-

gional municipality of Halton — that great
success story of municipal reform and re-

structuring—has, as the hon. members know,
two provincial ridings, Halton East and Hal-

ton West. The two ridings were established in

the 1967 election and were pretty well evenly
divided, particularly on a population basis,

although Halton West has a bit more land

area. Halton West includes all of the town of

Blirlington, the township of Nassagaweya, the

town of Acton and the northern part of

Esquesing. The balance of the county made

up the riding of Halton East, and that in-

cludes that tiny principality of Hornby which,

as the hon. members know, has some of the

finest agricultural land in the province.

The present population of the region is

about 210,000 and the commission proposes
that there be an additional riding added to

the region; that there be, in fact, tliree new

ridings, which will be named Burlington,
Halton and Oakville. The proposed new Bur-

lington riding will only, in fact, be the

southern part of the city with the eastern
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l)()nndary along the present city of Burling-
ton ana town of Oakville boundary; then

along that eastern boundary to the Queen
Elizabeth Wav, then to Highway 403 follow-

ing Kerns Ra. to the escarpment and then

westerly along the base of the escarpment,

including all of the territory known as Alder-

shot around to the bay.

TTius you will see, Mr. Speaker, that the

greatest area of the city of Biurlington will,

in fact, be outside the proposed riding of

Burlngton. The largest part of the city will

l>e in the new riding of Halton. The riding
name Burlington, therefore, is a misnomer,
and I am sure this will tend to confuse a

great many people. Possibly it should be
called South Biu"lington or B\irlington South.

This, however, also may tend to confuse

people,
because they will be looking for

Burlington North. However, I will leave that

particular problem with the learned commis-
sion to ponder and to solve.

The approximate population of the pro-
posed Burlington riding will be about 75,000
people, Oakville will have about 65,000, and
Halton about the same. You will see, there-

fore, Mr. Speaker, that as far as population
is concerned it pretty well meets the criteria

of the commission.

However, there have been objections and
opposition to the proposed boundaries affect-

ing the city of Burlington. Naturally, I would
make most of my comments because of the
radical change in the riding as it aflFects that

city. Formal objections have been made by
the Burlington Chamber of Commerce, the

city of BurJington and the regional council.
The proposals made by these three bodies are
about the same, and these are suggestions
that there be an additional riding there, four

ridings in the region, the ridings to consist of
North Halton riding, consisting of the towns
of Halton Hills and Milton; Oakville riding,
to consist of the town of Oakville; Burlington
East riding, to consist of that part of Burling-
ton east of the Guelph Line; and Burlington
West riding, to consist of that part of Bur-
lington west of the Guelph Line.

You will see, Mr. Speaker, that these pro-
posals, which are quite similar, suggest that
all of the city of Burlington be in either Bur-

lington East or Burlington West. The main
argument for this proposal is first of all that
based on the growth rate of the city for the

past 10 years and projections of population
growth for the future, two ridings for the city
are warranted. For example, it has been put
to me that in 1978 the population for Bur-

lington West will be 70,000 people and in

the same year the population of Burlington

East could be about 57,000 people; again

population figures which meet the criteria of

the commission. The total city at that time,

it is projected, would have a population of

about 127,000 people.

Another reason, Mr. Speaker, is the fact

that the industrial community, the heart or

the core of the new city, is being split up by
the present proposal of the commission, that

is that part of the commercial and industrial

area of the present city will be in the new
Halton riding and part in the proposed Bur-

lington riding.

This will confuse people. A man in some
commercial enterprise or industry will wonder
whether or not he should be talking to the

member for Burlington or the member for

Halton. I suppose the safest way would be

to have the both of us there, I don't know.

In any event this tends to confuse people
and I think demoralizes, probably, the people
who are interested in maintaining some type

of cohesive unit for that very prosperous and

fast growing community.

This is one of the reasons the Chamber of

Commerce has shown such an interest in the

proposal, in the whole matter of redistribu-

tion, and is suggesting the four ridings I have

outlined.

I have also indicated to the commission

that if they don't feel four ridings are war-

ranted within the region, there should just

be three ridings, that the northern boundar>'

of the proposed riding of Burlington be ex-

tended to about Highway 5, which would

include most of the industrial and commercial

core or community of the city of Burlington.

I make these suggestions, with respect, Mr.

Speaker, to the commission: That they con-

sider the problem of the name, as 1 have

indicated; the fact that there is a projected

growth, based on past grovvi:h, which may
very well make their proposals of 1975 re-

dundant in three or four years; and the ques-

tion of dividing, one might say, a community
of this kind as far as its urban core is con-

cerned, its industrial heart, the commercial

heart, in two by the proposal, as has been

suggested by the three bodies, of having a

Burlington East and Burlington West riding.

The names are accurate and do include, as

I say, the boundaries of the present city.

Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Brantford.

Mr. R. B. Beckett (Brantford): Mr.

Speaker, I take pleasure in joining in this

debate in order that I may bring, through

your office to the boundary commission, the
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concerns of the township council of the town-

ship of Brantford and my own concern. I be-

lieve the terms of reference for the boundary
commission indicated that community of in-

terest and means of communication should be

considered. I would like to suggest to you,

.sir, in this particular case where the city of

Brantford is entirely surrounded by the town-

ship of Brantford these two features of com-

munity of interest and means of communica-
tion have not received the stress they might
in the report that is before us.

The city is surrounded by the township,
as 1 said previously, approximately two-thirds

of the perimeter of the city contains sub-

divisions, and the inhabitants of those sub-

divisions are persons who work or are edu-

cated in the city. I suggest to you, sir, that

there is a very strong community of interest

there.

The recommended riding would only be

the city of Brantford with a population of

64,421, and there has been a statement made
to the effect that the addition of the town-

ship would make too large an area. I would

suggest to you, sir, that there are several

examples of larger ridings; there are three in

the city of Ottawa with more than 75,000

each, and Sault Ste. Marie has more than

80,000. The combined population of the city

and the township of Brantford, if they were
contained as one riding, would be around

74,000.

The township of Brantford has passed a

resolution requesting that it should remain

within the present riding, and I take pleasure
in bringing this resolution to the attention of

the commission. I hope that the commission,
if they have an opportunity to study the

matters again, will bear in mind the com-

munity of interest between the township of

Brantford and the city of Brantford as well

as the peculiar circumstances of the one be-

ing completely surrounded by the other and
the fact that their population could fall with-

in some of the decisions made with regard to

other boundaries. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Glengarry.

Mr. O. F. Villeneuve (Glengarry): Mr.

Speaker, I rise to speak because the boun-
daries of my riding are somewhat changed.
I can understand that, since I represent a

rural riding. Our population is not increas-

ing; therefore, adjustments have to be made.
I am not critical of the commission. I realize

they had a very tough assignment. As far as

our area is concerned, I realize it hasn't

pleased everybody.

I do know that Dundas has had a very
close relationship with the county of Gren-

ville for many years. Now it will form part
and parcel of Stormont, Dundas and Glen-

garry. But I can understand the commission
would naturally follow the united counties

guidelines since these three counties have

been in existence as a united counties govern-
ment for more than 132 years. One can

understand that this would be the direction

they would pretty much follow.

I did have the honour of serving portions

of Prescott county for 26 years, both in the

federal House and here, and I am sorry to

see some of it added to Prescott and Russell.

Again, I realize that Prescott and Russell are

united counties and have been in existence

for more than 100 years. But they have left

one township, East Hawkesbury, with around

2,500 or 2,600 in total, with Stormont, Dun-
das and Glengarry, I wasn't made aware of

this until just over the weekend, when I

received this letter which I would like to

read into the record. It is addressed to me:

Dear Mr. Villeneuve:

We are appealing to you to assist us

concerning the following matter. We, the

members of the township council of East

Hawkesbury in the county of Prescott, do

hereby protest the boundary lines as drawn

up by the Ontario committee on electoral

district structure. The counties of Stor-

mont, Dundas and Glengarry have been,

for over 100 years, united counties, with

Cornwall as the county seat. East Hawkes-

bury township is a distance of five miles

from L'Orignal, which is the county seat

for the counties of Prescott and Russell.

Cornwall is a distance of 69 miles or more

from our area. The large majority of the

residents of East Hawkesbury township are

in constant contact, in all lines of business,

with the town of Hawkesbury and L'Orig-

nal, the county seat of Prescott and Rus-

sell, where there are two hospitals, a num-

ber of good doctors and lawyers, and the

registry office for our area.

Therefore this council would respect-

fully request that the committee redefine

the boundary lines and place the township
of East Hawkesbury where it rightfully

belongs, with Prescott and Russell electoral

district, and in particular since West

Hawkesbury township and the town of

Vankleek Hill have been placed back in

that area.

May we also add, without prejudice,

that some 80 per cent of the population of

East Hawkesbury is French-speaking and
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would therefore be more at ease to con-

tinue to deal with officials of the services

concerned. It is our wish that all due con-

sideration be given our request and wish to

thank you for your anticipated favourable

decision.

Mr. Speaker, I would suggest that the town-

ship of Cornwall, from the fourth concession

north, is all rural. It has a council of its own,

separate from the city of Cornwall. It blends

itself in with the structure of Stormont, Dun-
das and Glengarry. The population they
would take from the township of Cornwall

would offset what East Hawkesbury in total

is. In fairness and in justice to them, if I

lived there, I could understand it, because

we could very well have a representative in

the Legislature who could live in Dundas

county and be 85 miles away from these

people. There could be, to some extent, a

language problem. In fairness to them I can

understand their point of view.

M. rOrateur, je voudrais dire seulement

quelques mots en frangais. J'ai eu Thonneur

de representer la commune de Hawkesbury
Est pendant 26 annees. Dans cette nouvelle

Circonscription electorale, ils auront qu'une
voix au niveau du comte. C'est-a-dire qu'ils

se trouvent comme une seule municipalite
entouree par les comtes unis de Stormont,
Dundas et Glengarry.

Alors, quant aux problemes qui se presen-
tent a ces gens-la, il me parait qu'il ne serait

que raisonable et correct qu'ils pouvaient

s'approcher de leur conseil departemental,

qui devrait etre Prescott et Russell, ou ils

peuvent parler dans leur langue matemelle

pour exprimer leurs besoins.

Mr. Speaker, I have had occasion, in this

particular township, to meet with the reeve

and the council, and had to make an ap-

pointment with the Minister of Transportation
and Conmiunications (Mr. Rhodes) because
tile drainage is becoming more prevalent in

our area. They were confronted with having
to lower 11 township crossings to drain farm-

land, and original construction did not take

into consideration the levels necessary in

order to drain that land.

Now, these are problems that we are con-

fronted with personally. I am not arguing

about numbers in urban areas or rural areas,

but there are individuals who have their life

savings tied up in farms who must ask their

council to intercede and the council in turn

puts pressure on the member of the Legis-

lature, whoever he may be, in order to see it

consideration can be had so as to make this

accommodation possible. As it was, they had

spent the road appropriation for the year but

the minister, being a very considerate gentle-

man, managed to send them home satisfied

that they would make the necessary remedial

crossings possible so as to drain this farm-

land. This is one of the problems that this

township could possibly have.

In fairness to them, I can understand that

Hawkesbury and L'Orignal being close by
could present their problems. In all likeli-

hood they have to go to the member for

Prescott and Russell (Mr. Belanger) anyway
because of the fact he's so much closer. In

fairness, I would make that request to add
the rural portion of the township of Cornwall

from the third or fourth concession, whatever
it may be, which is all agricultural area in

the three counties, and put East Hawkesbury
at their request in with Prescott and Russell.

It's a problem somewhat the same as the

hon. member has in Ottawa East. I think the

adjustments made there were fair and just.

It's an urban area. Prescott and Russell hap-

pens to be a riu-al area, but this area in par-
ticular is along the Quebec border and the

Ottawa River. If they request that, I would
recommend that they receive this considera-

tion.

Mr. Root moves the adjournment of the

debate.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, we will

proceed with this debate on Thursday, fol-

lowed by consideration of Bill 179 and Bill

176, not necessarily in that order, but those

two bills will be called subsequently.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Hon. M. Birch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development): Mr. Speaker, I'd like

to take this opportunity to introduce to you,
and through you to the members of this

House, 35 students from Jack Miner Senior

Public School in West Hill. Would you join

with me in welcoming them and their

teachers to the gallery?

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): Mr. Speaker,
would you join me in welcoming a group of

students from Fern Avenue Public School?

Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain):
Mr. Speaker, I'd like to introduce to the

hon. members 28 members of the debating

society of Mohawk College and their staff

member, Mrs. Stevenson.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Solicitor General): Mr.

Speaker, I would ask the members of the

House to join with me in welcoming students

from Nelson High School in Burlington.

Hon. A. Grossman (Provincial Secretary
for Resources Development): Mr. Speaker,
we have with us today the distinguished
member for the North Province in the Legis-
lative Council of Western Ontario who is

visiting our province for the purpose of

studying all the services available to its

citizens.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Western
Ontario? What is this—separatism?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: What did I say?

An hon. member: Western Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Western Australial

Mr. Cassidy: You know, the Liberals are

strong there.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Of course, the mem-
bers for western Ontario here are distin-

guished members as well.

An hon. member: Indeed, they are.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I'm sure the hon.
members would like to join me in welcoming

Thursday, January 30, 1975

the Hon. William Robert Withers who is

seated, sir, in your gallery.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr. Speak-
er, I'm sure the hon, members would like to

join with me in welcoming to your gallery

up there one A. B. R. Lawrence whom
many of us used to know around here.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Oppo-
sition): Some of us still do.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Would
that he were still here, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, I rise on a point of personal

privilege. Last Tuesday during question

period the Premier (Mr. Davis) and I had

an exchange on the Shouldice affair. In the

course of his reply the Premier said, and

I quote from Hansard: "If the leader of the

New Democratic Party has certain inform-

ation that I have not available to me, fine.

If he would communicate this to me,
etc. . . ."

In direct response to the Premier's request,

I would like to provide further information

in the form of additional Ross Shouldice cor-

respondence. My colleagues from the Sud-

bury area received the material on Tuesday.
I saw it that evening. This, then, is the first

specific opportunity I have had to pass it

on to the Premier.

On the basis of these letters, Mr. Speaker,
I make no accusations or charges whatsoever,

nor draw any conclusions; except perhaps
save one: that a provincial inquiry into the

affairs and activities of Ross Shouldice is

still merited.

In the next little w*hile, before the orders of

the day although not until the Premier has

had a chance to peruse the letters, I shall

table the correspondence and circulate it

accordingly.

Mr. Speaker: I'm not sure that is a point of

personal privilege. It seems to me there are

no personal privileges abrogated by the ac-

tion, but the member has made his point.

Statements by the ministry.
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ONTARIO LOTTERY

Hon. R. Welch (Minister of Culture and

Recreation): Mr. Speaker, later today I will

introduce legislation to establish the Ontario

Lottery Corp. as a Crown agency to develop
and manage a provincial lottery in Ontario.

In creating a Crown corporation to manage
this lottery we are taking advantage of the

experience of other jurisdictions.

The net proceeds from the lottery will be
used by the government to support pro-

grammes for physical fitness, sports, recreation

and culture in Ontario. The corporation will

determine the price of tickets, sales arrange-

ments, size of the prizes and frequency of the

draws.

On the basis of experience elsewhere, we
expect that sales could reach $100 million

within the next couple of years. After the

return of about 40 per cent of that in prizes
and the payment of operational expenses and
sales commissions of about 20 per cent, we
expect between $40 million and $50 million

to be available for physical fitness, sports, rec-

reation and cultural programmes.

To achieve these financial objectives and to

ensure that we retain as much as possible of

the proceeds for public use, we intend, among
other things, to keep the corporation small

in order to hold down overhead costs, and we
anticipate a distribution and sales operation
similar to that employed by the Olympic
lottery.

We would not want our lottery, of course,
to adversely affect the sales of Olympic lot-

tery tickets in the province. We have had
extensive discussions about this with Olympic
lottery officials and we have been encouraged
by them to move ahead with our plans for the

Ontario lottery.

The question of provincial lotteries has at-

tracted widespread interest in Ontario since

federal legislation was amended in 1970 to

permit them. Members of the House, Mr.

Speaker, will recall that a provincial lottery
was the subject of a thorough debate during
the private members* hour on Dec. 16 last.

It was clear from the support of participants
in that debate and from facts and figures

compiled by the Ministry of Consumer and
Commercial Relations, that there is wide
public support for lotteries in the province.

Residents of this province have already
bought more than $40 million worth of tickets

for the Olympic lottery and we have esti-

mates that another $40 million is spent an-

nually in the province on the Irish Sweep-
stakes and other large provincial and state-

run lotteries.

Many social, cultural, religious and charit-

able organizations in the province have also

made lotteries a source of funds for their

important work. These will continue, of

course, under the supervision of the Ministry
of Consumer and Commercial Relations and
I am satisfied that the provincial lottery will

not interfere with their efforts.

Research based on experience in other

jurisdictions has shown that local lotteries are

identified with local activities and have their

own special attraction and participation. A
province-wide lottery, therefore, will not

compete directly with them. In fact, Mr.

Speaker, I think the Ontario lottery could

provide a new source of revenue for many
non-profit groups which may wish to be-

come sales agents and sell tickets directly to

the public on a commission basis. Additional

revenue from this provincial lottery will be

used to enhance even further the new im-

petus this government intends to give to a

whole range of activities which will benefit

all of the people of the province.

The establishment of the new Ministry of

Culture and Recreation reflects the high

priority this government assigns to the pro-
motion of physical fitness, sports, recreation

and cultural activities of all kinds. The lottery

revenues will be used to further stimulate

these programmes above and beyond the con-

siderable expenditure that the government
is already making in these areas. So we intend

to move quickly on this matter and we ask

for the co-operation of the House in dealing

expeditiously with this legislation.

GIFT TAX ACT

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Treasurer and

Minister of Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr.

Speaker, since the coming into force on Jan.

1, 1972, of the Ontario Gift Tax Act, absolute

gifts between spouses have been completely
freed from tax. In his recent budget of Nov.

18, 1974, the federal Minister of Finance

proposed that taxpayers be allowed to con-

tribute toward registered retirement savings

plans for the benefit of their spouses, the

amount of such contribution being deductible

in computing the taxpayer's income. The

government of Ontario views this change in

policy as both sound in its encouragement of

savings and as an improvement in equity.

Because registered retirement savings plans
are a form of trust, contributions on behalf of

a spouse would be taxable under the Gift Tax
Act. In order to further facilitate transfers

between spouses, I intend to propose to the

Legislature that the Gift Tax Act be amended
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to exempt from gift tax, payments made to

spouses through a registered retirement sav-

ings plan. This change—and 1 don't anticipate
it will come in for several weeks, until such
time as we have seen the federal legislation-
will be retroactive to the 1974 and subse-

quent taxation years.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions. The hon.

Leader of the Opposition.

FIRE SAFETY ON LICENSED PREMISES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I'd like to

put a question to the Solicitor General, having
to do with the verdict of the inquest held in

Paris, Ont., following the death of five people
in a fire in a hotel in that community. Is he

prepared to make a statement of government
policy which will bring some order into the

present serious disarray in the fire inspection
and enforcement procedures that come under
at least three ministers of the Crown, but

largely the Solicitor General? Has he ex-

amined the recommendations of the inquest,
or those resulting from the statement by the

jury, and is he prepared to recommend to

his colleague, the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations (Mr. Handleman), who
is responsible for the Liquor Licence Board,
that once and for all we stop using the threat

of withdrawal of liquor licences as the main
tool to enforce fire inspection improvement?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I've had
an opportunity to read the coroner's verdict
in respect of that inquest. I basically agree
with its recommendations. The Hotel Fire

Safety Act has been enforced by inspectors of

the Liquor Control Board. For the most part,
those inspections have been carried out prop-
erly. There has been no misunderstanding as

far as the fire marshal's office is concerned.
That responsibility was given to liquor in-

spectors. However, there is an anomaly and
I agree that it's divided among at least three

ministries. I hope to meet with my other two

colleagues and make some changes.

FIRE SAFETY ON LICENSED PREMISES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question to put
to the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations regarding the same matter: Since
the fire marshal was in the habit of accepting
the recommendations and reports from local

fire inspections and passing them directly on
to the Liquor Licence Board, has he had con-
versations with the chairman of that board
toward shoring up this impossible situation

until the government is prepared to correct

it by means of legislation?

Hon. S. B. Handleman (Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations): Mr.

Speaker, yes, I have had discussions with
the chairman of the Liquor Licence Board.
I think we appreciate that he has been put
in a very difficult situation in that his in-

spectors are delegated by law and by the fire

marshal, and that the only licensing authority
he has is with regard to the licensed premises.

The chairman of the board has no authority
to do other than close down the licensed

premises, except on the authority of the fire

marshal, so there is an anomaly here. I will

be discussing this with my colleague, the

Solicitor General, but in the meantime the

chairman of the board has issued orders to

those who have been non-compliant that they
must conform to the fire marshal's orders by
a particular date, and at that time he will

review their licence applications.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Since the

order from the chairman of the board evi-

dently came forward after he was sub-

poenaed to appear before the inquest, or just

immediately before, has he discussed with

the chairman and the other members of the

board the conduct of their responsibilities

during those many months and years when
work orders were not enforced and were in

abeyance as much as four years, which re-

sulted in the New Royal Hotel being very
much a death trap resulting in the demise of

five residents?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Since the chairman

appeared at the inquest, I have discussed

with him his responsibilities under the Act

and those which have been delegated to his

inspectors under the Act. We hope to find a

way of meeting the jury's recommendations in

very short order. However, there will have to

be legislation to put those recommendation

into effect.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary, if I may: Given

the incident that led to the inquest, is the

minister satisfied in his own mind that the

chairman of the board behaved appropriately
in dealing with the responsibilities he now has

under the legislation?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, I am
satisfied the chairman of the board acted

responsibly. I am also satisfied that the in-

spectors carried out their responsibilities as

well as they were equipped to do. I quite

readily admit that there is a defect in the
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present system of inspection and that that

defect will be repaired as quickly as possible.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Would
the minister then make clear where he feels

the responsibility lies, which allowed the New
Royal Hotel, an 80-year-old building, to con-

tinue its business without an operating fire

alarm system and subject to unfulfilled work
orders of long standing, which resulted in the

death of five residents? Who is to blame?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, I am
not about to cast blame in a situation like

this. I would like to review the jury recom-

mendations. They have attributed responsi-

bility in certain areas. As I say, I will be dis-

cussing it with my colleague so that we can

clarify the responsibilities for enforcement of

the Act into one agency.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions by the

Leader of the Opposition?

SOBERMAN REPORT

Mr. R. F. Nixom Yes, I would like to ask

the Premier for his comments in response to a

statement made by the Minister of Transpor-
tation and Communications. Or, perhaps, if

the Speaker will permit me, I would like to

ask the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications if he is correctly reported as hav-

ing said that in his view the so-called Spadina
ditch should be paved as an arterial road to

Eglinton? Is that correctly attributed to the

minister?

Hon. J. R. Rhodes (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): Mr. Speaker, I

have said, having had an opportunity to look

at the report of Mr. Soberman and his recom-
mendation that there be paving in the exist-

ing Spadina corridor to the four-lane arterial

capacity, that I felt this had some merit and
that I would be prepared to recommend that

to my colleagues in cabinet.

Mr. Lewis: Good Lord!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question of the Pre-

mier: What does he think of that?

An hon. member: Tes, that's a good ques-
tion.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Is that

government policy?

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Well, Mr.

Speaker, I think that—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It isn't going to change
the Premier's position.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: What is the oflBcial op-

position's position?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That it be paved up to

Eglinton. That is precisely what we have
been telling the minister and his predecessors.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Oh, no it's not.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon. Pre-

mier is attempting to answer the question.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think that

Mr. Soberman's recommendations have to be

looked at in their total context.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: This will be good. Every-

body listen to him beat around the bush now.

Hon. Mr. Davis: We're always prepared to

look at the recommendations from the minis-

ter, and I would say, just from a general

observation, that Mr. Soberman's recommen-
dations are a very substantial improvement
on the very ambivalent and inconsistent posi-

tion taken by the Liberal Party across the

House.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Ours isn't changed, but

apparently the Premier's is.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West, a supplementary.

Mr. Lewis: Is this recommendation by the

minister, which is a stunning reversal of

everything the Premier stood for in 1971,

everything he stood for in 1971—

Mr. Singer: That is not what the Premier

says. He said it was consistent.

Mr. Speaker: Your question?

Mr. Lewis: —is this acceptable to him as

the Premier who made the stop-Spadina state-

ment, as the Transit Man of the Year award

winner? Is this now acceptable to him?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Man of the

year!

Mr. Singer: Come now, Mr. Transit Man.

Mr. Breithaupt: He's going to get another

award.

Mr. Singer: Tell us, Mr. Transit Man.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would only
answer to the leader of the New Democratic

Party that-
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Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): The mem-
ber for Downsview was deputy leader two or

three years ago.

Mr. Singer: I remember.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —I have not myself stud-

ied Mr. Soberman's report, but I think it's

quite obvious that the government will be

studying it, and we will be assessing the

recommendations from our colleague.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions? The
Leader of the Opposition.

Mr. Lewis: Is that a repudiation of the

Premier's colleague?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No.

Mr. Singer: Where do we go now, Mr.

Transit Man?

Mr. Lewis: What follows from that?

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): Is he

going to give back the medal?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. It is the Leader

of the Opposition's turn to ask a question.

Mr. Lewis: With respect, we are just resur-

recting Spadina.

Mr. Speaker: I am resurrecting the Leader

of the Opposition. Order please.

Mr. Lewis: The one decision of value.

Mr. Speaker: Will the hon. member take

his seat? Will the hon. member take his seat?

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): Oh, sit

down, jungle mouth!

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Very por-
tentous.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We don't want him
thrown out because it's going to get better

later in the day.

Mr. Lewis: Is that another "gutteral"
sound from the member for Timiskaming
across the way?

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Is that the

member's maiden speech?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question of

the Minister of Education-

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Is the

Piemier reversing everything, piece by piece?
The election is getting closer.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon.
Leader of the Opposition.

THUNDER BAY TEACHERS' DISPUTE

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —I want to ask the
Minister of Education for a report in the
situation involving the continuing strike of

secondary school teachers in Thunder Bay.
The minister is aware that the teachers there
were working to rule, so called, during Sep-
tember; that they had a rotating strike during
November, and have withdrawn their services,
all but 30 of them, until this time. Is the
minister aware that because of the semester

system, a number of students have effectively

Jost a half year there? Is he satisfied with
the four attempts at mediation? And can he
indicate to the House that the ceilings that

he has imposed on the spending programme
of that board are in no way interfering with
the settlement?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Speaker, I can tell my friend very
definitely the spending ceilings are not in-

terfering with that settlement.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why does the board

say otherwise?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I don't know why the

board says otherwise.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Maybe it is because it's

true.

Hon. Mr. Wells: It isn't true. The mem-
ber read the report that our financial people
went up and did quite a while ago. I just

want to tell my friend there is a mediator
in that situation at the present time-

Mr. Lewis: Hear, hear, a good one. An
excellent mediator.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —and the mediator is a

good one and he's working in a very delicate

situation. Let my friend stand up now and
tell me what he'd like me to do, otherwise I—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: May I ask the minister

why he didn't send a good mediator up at

least one of the three previous times that

he undertook mediation? Does he save his

good ones for when it gets serious, or what?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Every one of the media-
tors who have been in that situation have
been good mediators. In fact, they've been
excellent mediators.

Mr. Lewis: But this is an especially good
one,

Hon. Mr. Wells: They are all special and

they're different—
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Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East); That's why
the results were so good.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —and at this particular

time we have a very fine mediator operating
in that situation, put in there by the govern-
ment of this province—and being paid for as

an impartial mediator—to settle that matter.

I have great confidence in him.

Mr. R. F. Nixon; Can the minister in-

dicate to the House that there is at least

a chance, by putting a good mediator into

that situation, we can get the schools open
for next Monday?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I've been

hoping that those schools would be open a

long time ago, but such has not been the

case. I don't know exactly why the settle-

ment is being held up. I don't know what
the mediator is doing. I know that I have
confidence in him. He's operating up there

in Thunder Bay at the present time, and I

want to see that dispute over just as soon
as the member does.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Good.

Hon. Mr. Wells: But we have to recognize
that we have here legitimate concerns of

teachers and an autonomous school board who
are bargaining to get a decent settlement.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Like North York. A
supplementary, with your permission, Mr.

Speaker—

Hon. Mr. Wells: In North York they
wanted us to take over the school board. Now
does the member want us to do that in this

situation?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Can the Minister of Education in-

dicate to the House what alternatives the

students in the school system there have
under the semester system, with the problems
that he is very much aware of?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I understand
that as soon as the schools are reopened the

academic administration of that board and the

teachers will be working to assist those

students. All I can tell my friend is that save

for some students who perhaps did not
return to the schools after they opened again,
the reports that I got from York indicate

that there were very few ill eflFects from
the strike.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No, I would like to

hear about Mr. Shouldice.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Scarborough
West?

Mr. Lewis: I have no questions on that

matter.

SOBERMAN REPORT

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the Minister of

Transportation and Communications first, isn't

the reversal of Krauss-Maffei enough? I

mean, is it not possible for the minister to

postpone a recommendation on the Spadina
corridor until the possibilities of a rapid

public transit alternative are viewed? Why
is the minister now committing himself to

Spadina or Highway 400? Why is the minister

reversing that decision now?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I have
had an opportunity—I don't know whether
the hon. member has—to have read Mr.

Soberman's report.

Mr. Lewis: I don't see that the minister

has to make that choice now.

Mr. Renwick: In fact he is asking for*

feasibility studies.

Mr. Lewis: He asks for time.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The hon. min-

ister is answering the question.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Samia): Why doesn't

he answer the question?

Mr. Speaker: He is trying.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The hon. min-

ister is attempting to answer the question.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Having read the report,

Mr. Soberman, as I read this, indicates that

there are really no transit alternatives to

serving the northwest part of Metro. It says

that in here.

Mr. Breithaupt: Surprise, surprise.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: The proposal that he

has made, in conjunction with a total trans-

portation proposal which includes much pub-
lic transit, is to use the existing Spadina
corridor for a four-lane arterial road. He also

suggests, as the members know, the extension

of Highway 400 as an arterial road. He says

that these—
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Mr. Singer: Oh really? Have we ever heard

that befoie?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: —can, combined with

public transit facilities, relieve the problem
of congestion that exists in the northwest.

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: He says that in the

northwestern part of the city the traffic has

been so congested that there is a desperate
need for road improvements, and I suggest
to the member that arterial routes are an

improvement that I personally feel I can

recommend to my colleagues as opposed to

expressways in Etobicoke.

Mr. Lewis: But it is an expressway. The
minister knows it is an expressway.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Well, it is not an ex-

pressway.

Mr, Speaker, if the hon. member opposite
doesn't know the difference between a four-

lane road and an expressway, I am not going
to try to expjain it to him.

Mr. Lewis: Come on, come on.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That is right, there is a

difference.

Interjections by hon. members.

An. hon. member: Someone's straining at

gnats.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions?

Supplementary? The member for High Park.

Mr. Shulman: What is going to happen
to all that traffic when it dumps on Eglinton
A\e? There is no room and the minister is

going to ruin Forest Hill village.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, if the hon.

members want a total review of the report
we can go into that now. I would suggest
that the hon. member get the report and
read it.

Mr. Breithaupt: We would just like to

hear what the minister's policy is.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Has the member read
it?

An hon. member: No.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: No? I didn't think he
had.

Mr. Roy: Get the transportation man of tlie

year to direct traffic.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Scarborough
West? Supplementary? The member for Port

Arthur?

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary: Is the min-
ister aware that in northwestern Ontario
around the city of Thunder Bay the Ministry
of Transportation and Communications desig-
nates a two-lane highway as an expressway?

Mr. Breithaupt: It is all in the eye of the

beholder.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Yes, Mr. Speaker; I am
aware that we don't designate it as an ex-

pressway, that is what the good people up
there call it.

Mr. Lewis: Is that a slur on northerners?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I said the good people.

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the minister a

supplementary, Mr. Speaker? What recom-
mendations is he making to his cabinet col-

leagues about the extension of Highway 400?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I will recommend to

my cabinet colleagues that we take a very
serious look to accept the proposal that Mr.
Soberman has made in his report.

An hon. member: Oh no!

Mr. Lewis: The minister means pave
Spadina—extend the 400? Where is his anti-

expressway policy?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Order.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I am prepared to recom-
mend to my colleagues, as I have said

earlier today-

Mr. Lewis: What is happening to them
over there?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: —what Mr. Soberman
has recommended in his report, that the 400
not be an expressway, but that it be a four-

lane arterial route using many existing roads.

Mr. Lewis: Who is the minister fooling
about with?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Well,
doesn't know any better.

the member

Mr. Shulman: Who is he kidding?

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Since

Mr. Soberman, as I read the report, asked

that a feasibility study be made is the

minister jumping over him in the feasibility
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study and making a recommendation in ad-

vance of any such report?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I think

perhaps I should make it very clear that

what I have said here today is subject to

what may be recommendied to us by Metro

council.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's point two. The
minister is learning.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: The feasibility study
that the member is talking about here is

the feasibility of the construction of Highway
400 as an expressway all the way down.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: As I said earlier, and
I say it again, Metro council will have to

recommend to us the acceptance of the

Soberman report.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: The Ministry of Trans-

portation and Communications is collapsing.

Mr. Singer: Bring Charlie MacNaughton
back as a consultant and he will advise the

minister again.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary?

Mr. Givens: I'd like to ask the minister:

In light of the monumental recommendations
of the Soberman report, does the minister

not think it's about dme that he brought
this House up to date and gave us a progress

report on the shambles that he picked up
as a result of the cancellation of the Krauss-

MafFei contract and told us where he stands

on that? It's about 100 days since the minis-

try cancelled that. Where does the minister

stand on the shambles that he picked up
from that debacle?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I'm not
sure now—"In light of the Soberman re-

port ..." I fail to see what the relationship
is. But I can assure the hon. member-

Mr. Givens: What is the minister's answer?
That was to be his answer for Highway
400 and the Spadina Expressway.

Mr. Singer: The minister doesn't see the

relationship. He doesn't see anything.

Mr. Lewis: It is the disintegration of the

ministry's transportation policy.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: It's very, very difficult

to answer the questions from the Liberal
caucus for the simple reason that I don't

know which policy I'm to follow and listen

to.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: The minister doesn't know.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I don't know whether
it's from the member for York-Forest Hill,
the member for Downsview or the member
for St. George (Mrs. Campbell); so pick out

any one you like.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Ottawa
Centre has a final supplementary on this

question.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Could we have order, please,
from the member for Downsview.

Mr. Singer: He's a good minister. No
policy.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Cassidy: Can the minister explain how
we are to put credence in his proposal for

arterials on these particular routes when the

minister personally intervened in order to

turn the Don Valley extension from an ar-

terial into an expressway! Won't that hap-

pen in these two oases as well?

Mr. Lewis: Of course it will happen, and
it will kill downtown Toronto.

Mr. Speaker: Does the member for Scar-

borough West have further questions?

Mr. Shulman: It's 1943 all over again.

Mr. Lewis: It's disintegration.

Mr. Speaker: Does the member for Scar-

borough West have further questions?

NON-RETURNABLE CONTAINERS

Mr. Lewis: I have a question of the Minis-

ter of the Environment. In view of the public
clamour and the pressure that is put upon
him from many environmental groups, is he

now prepared to expand, if not reverse, his

policy on ring tops, flip tops and flip tabs

and ban the non-renewables, rather than this

absurd step?
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Hon. W. Newman (Minister of the Environ-

ment): Mr. Speaker, if the hon. leader of the

NDP party-

Mr. Lewis: Just NDP.

Mr. Breithaupt: Or ND Party, if he wishes.

Mr. Lewis: Or ND Party. We are pretty
sensitive about that.

An hon. member: NDP—"No Damn Policy."

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, if the

member for Scarborough West had only read

the statement that I made in the House when
I tabled the Solway task force report in

December—and just to refresh his memory,
when I tabled the task force's report I ac-

cepted 14 of the 16 recommendations and I

also—

Mr. Lewis: Right, all the irrelevant ones.

Hon. W. Newman: Does the member want
to hear what I have to say? He quite obvi-

ously didn't listen to the statement that day.
Does he want to listen today?

Mr. Lewis: I do indeed.

Hon. W. Newman: Fine. I said I would be

having further meetings with industry and
with union people, the glass people and aU
of the people concerned, in the near future to

discuss this whole matter.

Mr. Speaker: Are there any further ques-
tions?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, a supplementary: Is

the minister giving any personal consideration,
with his own staff, to the successes and also

the problems experienced in jurisdictions
where they have banned non-returnable glass
containers? What is his finding in that regard?
What frightens him away from that?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, there

have been various routes followed in various

provinces of Canada and there have been
various routes followed in many states in the

United States. We've looked at them all.

There are several routes in various states.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oregon.

Hon. W. NewTiian: Well, Oregon is a pretty

commonly known one; the deposit refund

system which the member is talking about.

We have other considerations in the Prov-

ince of Ontario besides what they have in

Oregon. We have looked at all the legisla-
tion across North America and that's one of

the reasons why we will be meeting further

with the industry to discuss the total situation

as far as cans and bottles are concerned.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Supple-

mentary: Why didn't the minister accept the

recommendation that an option be given
customers by making it at least compulsory
that those stocking non-retumables only
would also have to stock returnable contain-

ers for soft drinks? That was one of the major
recommendations, short of banning them, and
the minister wouldn't even accept that. Why?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I've just

forgotten the exact wording of the recom-

mendation but the member has oversimplified
the situation. What he is asking me now

probably is, should they handle returnable

bottles as well as non-returnable bottles in

the store. That will be one of the things I

will be discussing with the industry in the

very near future.

Mr. Good: It has been five years now.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kit-

chener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Since the minister has ad-

vised that the considerations with respect to

this problem in Oregon are different from

those in Ontario, can he give us the details

as to what those differences are as they are

viewed by the ministry?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, there are

many differences. One is that basically they
do not have to deal with the economic situa-

tion, with people and jobs and considerations

that are involved, that we have in the Prov-

ince of Ontario. They only have one large

city in the State of Oregon. The rest of it is

fairly sparsely populated. We have many dff-

ferent economic conditions here in the Prov-

ince of Ontario from what they have in the

State of Oregon.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions from

the hon. member for Scarborough West?

POLLUTION FROM NANTICOKE AREA

Mr. Lewis: I have one further question of

the Minister of the Environment. What stud-

ies can he table for us to show the effects of

the environmental pollution which will ema-

nate from Nanticoke on the city of Hamilton?

What environmental studies has he done?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, quite ob-

viously the member has read the paper. Our

people have been doing certain environmental
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testing work on, it. We will make sure that

any industry when it is built will be built to

the environmental standards that we require,

which are very high.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary; The minister

will recall that Dr. David Pengally, an engi-

neer with McMaster University, indicated that

the dust particles floating from Nanticoke

would almost certainly raise the levels of pol-

lution in Hamilton. Therefore it is reasonable

to ask what does the minister have by way of

an environmental impact study on the Nanti-

coke Stelco development?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, any of

those developments down there, any of those

companies that are going in there, will have

to meet our standards, which are very high
as far as emission controls are concerned

from those various plants. Whether the mem-
ber is talking about dust emissions or various

other emissions from those plants, they will

have to meet our standards. One nice thing
about it is, with the standards we have in

place, with these new plants that are built

and the controls that can be put on, I'm quite
satisfied that we won't have any problems.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

NORTH ATLANTIC AIR FARES

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I have a question of

the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations. As the minister in charge of pro-

tecting the consumer in this province, is he
aware that six airlines flying North Atlantic

charters have all put in identical estimates on
their flights to Britain to the Canadian Trans-

port Commission; that they have an arrange-
ment where the lowest rate applies; and that

prior to submitting the lowest rate they spent
months together discussing the fare and, in

fact, were price fixing? What is the minister

going to do about it or what submissions is he

going to put to the federal government to

protect the consumers of this province?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, yes, I

am familiar with the case which was reported
in the Ottawa Journal yesterday. Certainly I

would think that airlines flying from Canada
to Britain should be charged either under the
Combines Investigation Act by the federal
Minister of Justice or they should be looked
at by my federal colleaprue, the Minister of

C'^nsumer and Corporate Affairs. On the
other hand, in any case where interests of the
consumers of Ontario are affected, certainly

my ministry will do everything possible, and
we'll be looking into that situation to see if

we have any jurisdiction.

Mr. Roy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker: See-

ing that the article, I. think, appeared in the

Ottawa Journal of Monday or Tuesday, has

the minister got in touch with his federal

counterpart and put in an objection on the

part of the people of Ontario that the rate

that they will be paying this year is going to

be somehing like $50 more than they were

paying last year? Is he going to make objec-
tions to their ads which say they are getting
a whale of a bargain this year? Has he got in

touch with them and told them that yet?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, due to

the fact that Mr. Mackasey's department in

Ottawa is so lax, I've just todav been able to

see Tuesday's Ottawa Journal. I will certainly
be in touch with Mr. Ouellet as quickly as

possible.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

UNITED WAY AGENCIES

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): I have
a question of the Minister of Community and
Social Services, Mr. Speaker.

The minister is no doubt aware that due to

the high unemployment, particularly in cen-

tres tied to the auto industry, United Way
agencies are in serious financial difficulty; if

not now, they soon will be. What plans is his

ministry making and to what extent and when
will it fund those United Way agencies which
are in financial difficulties?

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services ) : Mr. Speaker, I haven't

had any direct representations on the matter.

I am aware that they are having difficulty but

if there are representations made to me, I

would be pleased to meet with those officials.

Mr. Bounsall: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: One supplementary.

Mr. Bounsall: Is the minister saying that

his ministry is not sufficiently concerned at

this point to be collecting data on a province-
wide basis about which areas at least, if not

specific agencies, are in financial difficulty?

If not, will he start collecting that data?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I didn't say that, Mr.

Speaker. The needs are great. Every day in
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our office we are getting larger demands from

all sorts of agencies—family services, credit

counselling and so forth. What I did say—
and I would like to repeat it—is that if there

are any agencies that wish to meet with me, I

would be very pleased to meet with them to

explore together ways that we can help them.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Carle-

ton East.

DUTIES OF MEMBER FOR
LONDON SOUTH

Mr. P. Taylor (Carleton East): Thank

\ou, Mr. Speaker. I have a question of the

Premier. Would the Premier tell the House
what specific duties the hon. member for

London South (Mr. White) has other than

being chief minister in charge of Conserva-

tive Party election preparedness?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Don't even reply.

Mr. Havrot: Important, is it?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is important. It is the

taxpayers' money—better than $5,000—that

he is getting.

Mr. Breithaupt: It's better than a five per
cent cut.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I recognize
the great urgency and—

Mr. Breithaupt: It is urgent.

An hon. member: The minister is waiting
with bated breath.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —public importance of the

question; and the very sincere way in which
it was asked—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: People like their money
to be well spent.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and I will endeavour to

exercise a degree of tolerance-

Mr. Roy: The Premier's all heart.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —recognizing the member
for Carleton East hasn't had a great deal of

experience.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: But he's got the support
of all of us. The Premier is the only one who
is not concerned.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would only say to the

hon. member for Carleton East that when he
has contributed as much to the public life of

this province in his capacity as a member on
the other side of the House-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Does the Premier mean
this is a pension?

Hon. Mr. Davis: —as the member for Lon-
don South in his years of service, then I will

be more prepared to answer that question.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. P. Taylor: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. One supple-

mentary.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The taxpayers are paying
the campaign chairman.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Davis: This is disgraceful.

An hon. member: The Conservatives are

using public funds for political purposes.

Mr. P. Taylor: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Roy: Is it a no-no?

Mr. P. Taylor: What I would like to know
from the Premier—

Hon. Mr. Handleman: The member for

Carleton East is the only guy who has asked

for a raise.

Mr. P. Taylor: —is if it is now a matter of

policy for his government to pay a member
an additional $7,500 a year for past perform-
ance only?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: The member wants

a raise; that's what it is.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, once again
I shall endeavour to exercise restraint.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Let the Premier take us

into his confidence.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The member for London

South, not only as chairman of cabinet but

as a minister without portfolio, will continue

to contribute to the development and de-

cision-making process of this government. He
is one of the most able members of this

House and of the government-

Mr. Lewis: Certainly of the government.
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Mr. Cassidy: The competition isn't that

great.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and I have no reluc-

tance whatsover in having him as a minister

without portfolio at the salary that he is paid.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would only say once

again to the member for Carleton East that

when he has contributed as much and when
he has done as much for the public of this

province as the member for London South

has done, then I think the question will have

far greater validity.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: After all, Benoit was a

creature of habit.

Mr. Lewis: Why didn't the Premier tell

that to the member for London South before

he resigned?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I did, I did.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The member
for York South.

Mr. Lewis: Why didn't the Premier tell

him?

Mr. Speaker: No more supplementaries.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I wanted him to stay.

The members opposite should be so lucky as

to have somebody like that.

Mr. Speaker: The member for York South.

ATHABASKA TAR SANDS

Mr. MacDonald: I have a question of the

Treasurer in his responsibilities for inter-

governmental affairs. Could the Treasurer in-

form the House whether or not the Province

of Ontario is involved in the current ne-

gotiations to salvage Syncrude? If not, does

one conclude that Ontario has lost interest

in this as a source of energy supply for the

future? Or are we just waiting until it col-

lapses and we can get a better sort of ar-

rangement?

Mr. Havrot: What would the member
recommend?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, the

answer to the question from the member
for York South is, yes; we are very much
involved. The Minister of Energy (Mr. Tim-
breU) and I and our oflBcials were in Ed-
monton last Friday. The Minister of Energy
and I were out at the airport this morning

at 6:45 to go to Ottawa and back. I would

say that we are very much involved.

Mr. MacDonald: Supplementary: Is it a

fair question to indicate that the Province

of Ontario might be involved immediately
in the restructured Syncrude?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I think I expressed
the position of the Province of Ontario in

the House on several occasions in my pre-
vious capacity. I think this is the position
of the government in terms of the priorities

which Ontario has and which the Ontario

Energy Corp. will develop. We would not

have put the tar sands, in Ontario terms,

near the top of the list. The amounts of

money are so very large; and there is a

high degree of risk. There will be in any
energy investment, in terms of technology.
That would not have been one of our priori-

ties.

Nevertheless, having said that, the Premier

has made it clear to his colleagues that in

his view—indteed, as in our view—Syncrude is

very important as a building block in energy

capability in this country. It is a matter of

high technology—a development of Canadian

technology—for the resources that are there.

In itself, Syncrude wfll not increase the

security of supply a great deal for Canadians.

It is 125,000 to 150,000 barrels a day; and
we are using as a country something like

two million barrels a day. But it is important
that this next building block—GCOS being
the first one—go ahead.

Having expressed the reservations we have,
if Ontario can be of any assistance in terms

of negotiations in assisting the matter along,
then those are the instructions which we
have from the government at the moment.

Mr. Bullbrook: By way of supplementar>'—

Mr. Speaker: The member for Sarnia on

a supplementary.

Mr. Bullbrook: Aside from heartfelt best

wishes to all those concerned, has the Treas-

urer or the Energy minister considered the

possibility of financial assistance, which seems

to be the ultimate burden that these people
are suffering at the present time?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We have considered

it, yes. I wouldn't say that's the only prob-
lem. There are other problems as well.

Mr. Bullbrook: By way of one further

supplementary: Could the Treasurer without

disclosing undue confidences, give some idea

what participation this government might
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consider toward the present deficit needs

of $1 billion?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No.

Mr. Bullbrook: He can't.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Huron-

Bruce.

LAND COMPENSATION

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,

I have a question of the Attorney General.

Can the minister assure property owners in

the Douglas Point-Bradley Junction power
corridor that if they exercise their options

under Hydro's new land acquisition policy,

they won't be precluded from going to the

Land Compensation Board?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Provincial Secretary

for Justice and Attorney General): Mr. Speak-

er, I cannot give that assurance, ?nd I think

I should tell why. Under the Expropriations

Act-^as I very sketdhily understand it—there

are usually two items in dispute: the neces-

sity for the expropriation and, secondly, the

compensation to be paid if the necessities

prove it.

As I understand it, the legislation is such

that it's only if an expropriation proceeding
is undertaken and the discussions as to com-

pensation to the landowner are in dispute,

then, as of right, the parties can go to the

Land Compensation Board.

Where there has been no real resistance to

the expropriation—"I will agree to you tak-

ing my strip, but I want the right to have
fair value"—when you get into that quasi
consent situation, then I am advised that the

Land Compensation Board lacks jurisdiction

under the present legislation. The Robinson

report on the Expropriations Act, which was
filed in this House some time ago, points that

out. I think it's incumbent upon my ministry
to correct that legislatively, so that in these

situations where the hearing of necessity
has been proved and the owner in eflFect

says, "Fine, you can take it, but I want
to negotiate or have a proper price fixed,"

then I don't think the owner should be pre-
cluded from doing so.

That's why I say I wouldn't want anything
I said in this House to be taken by the

member's constituents or the people afiFected

up there as prejudicing them, but I can

tell members that right now it's our opinion
that under those circumstances they might

well be prejudiced and the Land Compensa-
tion Board would be lacking in jurisdiction

to conduct a hearing.

I am prepared to go into this at some
further length with the hon. member as to

how I propose to approach this problem
legislatively, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Gaunt: Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: One supplementary.

Mr. Gaunt: Does the minister have some

ray of hope that these people will be able

in some measure or in some way, whether it

be through order in council, through an

amendment to the Act or whatever, to be
assured some method will be found whereby
they would not be put in jeopardy because

they exercised their options under the new

Hydro land acquisition policy, which has

been some while in the development stages?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes Mr. Speaker, I

think it's incumbent upon us to assist in this

type of thing. When we get into the option
situation it's then removed from being an

expropriation. If the members follow my
former reasoning on it, it is in efiFect a private
sale and the board lacks jurisdiction. So what
I propose to recommend to my colleagues

is that we amend the Act to cover this type
C'f situation so that people, just to comply
with the Act, are not forced into the whole

expropriation procedure in order that some-

how they can get to the Land Compensation

Board; particularly when both parties would

be prepared to go there on consent.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Sudbury

East.

AIR POLLUTION IN SUDBURY

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): A ques-

tion of the Minister of the Environment: Has

the International Nickel Co. requested and

received a further postponement of the full

implementation of the abatement programme
which was originally scheduled to be finalized

in 1978? Have they been granted an ex-

tension to 1982?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, not to my
knowledge, but I will look into it and get

back to the member.

Mr. Spealcer: The member for Kitchener.
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DRIVER LICENCES FOR HARD
OF HEARING

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, a question
of the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications: Has the minister as yet been
able to make any reply with respect to the

correspondence sent by the Ontario Parents

Council for Deaf and Hard of Hearing con-

cerning the driver licensing requirements that

presently exist for people who have a deaf-
ness or a hardness-of-hearing problem? Are
those criteria going to be reviewed, and
can we expect some changes so that persons
who have a hardness-of-hearing probjem
will be able to drive safely within the Prov-
ince of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Yes Mr. Speaker, I re-

ceived a number of letters on this particular

subject from various associations and indi-

viduals, all of which—up until this morning
anyway— I had responded to.

Yes, we will be reviewing the criteria that

have been laid out. We will be meeting with
these people and trying to come up with

just what the hon. member has suggested, a
safe level where they can be licensed to

operate in Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Cochrane
South.

TRAIN SERVICE FOR NORTHERN
ONTARIO

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): A ques-
tion of the Minister of Transportation and
Communications: What consideration is his

ministry giving to the request by the action

group of northeastern Ontario that a rapid
train be put on the route between Toronto
and Kapuskasing; and is he giving considera-
tion to the LRC train that is presently being
tested out?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I thought
the train was proposed to run from Hearst to

Toronto, not Kapuskasing.
ll believe this is a matter which is being

taken up with the federal Minister of Trans-

port. Neither our ministry nor I has been in-

volved; the request has not been made to

me. It may have been made to the Ontario

Northland, but I have not received any such

request.

I have read of this in the paper and I

understood a request had been made to the
federal government to put this sort of train

on either CP or CN.

Mr. Ferrier: Supplementary: In view of the

fact it's to be operated primarily by the

Ontario Northland, would the minister look

into the matter very carefully, and could he

give us some idea as to how long it might
be before a decision could be made on this,

as it's very important to those of us in the

northeast part of the province?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I will be

very happy to check vnth the Ontario North-
land Transportation Commission and find out

what they have done. As I indicated earlier,

I have received no information whatsoever as

to where the particular request went, but I

will look into it for the hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kent.

PAYMENT TO EGG PRODUCERS

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Mr. Speaker, I

have a question of the Minister of Agricul-
ture. Is the minister aware that an egg pro-
ducer in my riding informed me that he did

not receive payment for his eggs from the

egg dealer? Has the minister any responsi-

bility for payment to the egg producer if the

egg dealer refuses to pay for his produce?

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food ) : I should think, Mr. Speaker,
that is a question that should be more appro-

priately addressed to the Egg Marketing
Board, and I'll endeavour to find out the

answer. I must confess I didn't get the de-

tails. I'll have to get them out of Hansard.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury.

CONSTRUCTION SAFETY

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Speaker,
a question of the Minister of Labour: I would
ask him how he responds to the statement

that Judge Beaulne made in Ottawa yester-

day, that the Ontario Construction Safety
Act is too lenient and should be amended to

allow judges to send company directors to

jail?

Hon. J. P. MacBeth (Minister of Labour):
Mr. Speaker, I didn't see that statement, nor

have I had any report on it other than what
was mentioned just now. How do I respond
to that? Is it under consideration? Mr.

Speaker, Tm not prepared to say, "Yes, I

think it is," or *'No, it's not."

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): No, I guess
not.
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Hon. Mr. MacBeth: I will consider the

statement, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Must be a hanging

judge.

Mr. Martel: Better see the judge.

Mr. Lewis: Everything the minister does is

under consideration.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nipis-

sins.

ONTARIO LOTTERY

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): Mr. Speaker, I

have a question of the provincial Treasurer.

In light of the statement that was made by
his colleague in regard to the establishment

of a lottery, could the Treasurer tell me if

this is a change in government policy, inso-

far as within that statement is the fact that

the revenues from that government pro-

gramme will not go into the general revenues

fund but will be earmarked for specific pro-

grammes? Up until now it has always been

the government's answer that no revenues

can be earmarked for specific programmes.
This is obviously a change in government

policy which is taking place-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The question
has been placed. Does the hon. minister

have an answer?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I

think when my friend looks at the bill he

will see that there is no change in govern-
ment policy; rather there is a strong hint.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, we can't

look at the bill. We looked at the statement

and obviously—

Han. Mr. McKeough: My friend will have
the bill in about two minutes.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Is this a government
statement of policy or is it just something
we're supposed to disregard?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Interjections by hon. members.

mentioned Westinghouse and Canadian Gen-
eral Electric as two firms that might locate

in the Spencerville industrial site in eastern

Ontario, and since their factories are mainly

appliance factories they could probably also

go to cities in the industrial areas of Corn-

wall or Brockville or Ottawa, can the minis-

ter give more elaboration on the kinds of

industries that might go to Spencerville?

Are there negotiations under way with any

firms, including Westinghouse or CGE?

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and

Tourism): Mr. Speaker, at the time I used

the examples only. I in no way indicated

that these were companies with which we
were discussing the possibility of locating

in the Prescott region whatsoever. I am not

going to be dragged into disclosing at this

time the people that we have had the oppor-

tunity of negotiating with in recent weeks,

but I can assure the member that they are

companies that will take tracts of land start-

ing at 1,000 acres or more.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: The oral question period

expired a moment ago.

Petitions.

(Presenting reports.

Motions.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the standing
resources development committee be author-

ized to sit concurrently with the House to

consider the last annual report of the Work-
men's Compensation Board, and that the

standing administration of justice committee
be authorized to sit concurrently with the

House for the consideration of Bill 133, An
Act to establish the Ontario Land Corp.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moved that Mr. Hodg-
son (Victoria-Haliburton) be substituted for

the Hon. Mr. Irvine on the social develop-
ment committee.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Speaker: Introduction of bills.

LAND ASSEMBLY IN
EDWARDSBURGH TOWNSHIP

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

have a question of the Minister of Industry
and Tourism. In view of the fact that he

ONTARIO LOTTERY CORP. ACT

Hon. Mr. Welch moves first reading of

bill intituled. An Act to incorporate the

Ontario Lottery Corp.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.
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Hon. Mr. Welch: In speaking to the legis-

lation to which reference was made earlier,

in that connection I was very pleased that

it was possible for certain representatives
of the sports, recreational and cultural com-

munity to join us this afternoon to learn at

first hand with respect to government inten-

tions in this regard.

MUNICIPAL UNCONDITIONAL
GRANTS ACT

Hon. Mr. McKeough moves first reading
of bill intituled, An Act to amend the Munic-

ipal Unconditional Grants Act, 1974.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, the

purpose of this bill is to amend the Munic-

ipal Unconditional Grants Act to allow pay-
ments to be made to municipalities due to

the discontinuation of our special assistance

for unduly burdensome costs for Children's

Aid Societies. The bill also provides financial

assistance to municipalities to complete plan-

ning studies approved and initiated prior to

April I, 1974.

That bill, sir, and the next two bills will

be taken through the legislative process by
my parliamentary assistant, the member for

Brantford (Mr. Beckett).

DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY OF
MUSKOKA ACT

Hon. Mr. McKeough moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the District

Municipality of Muskoka Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, the

purpose of this bill is to provide the district

council with responsibility for official plan
matters under the Planning Act. It ensures

that councils of area municipalities retain

their authority for subdivision control, plans
of subdivision and occupancy standards.

COUNTY OF OXFORD ACT

Hon. Mr. McKeough moves first reading
of bill intituled. An Act to amend the County
of Oxford Act, 1974.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, this

Act is to amend the County of Oxford Act

and would allow the hydro-electric systems
in Burgessville, Otterville and Thamesford to

l)e continued, although the police villages

themselves have been dissolved.

HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ACT

Hon. Mr. Rhodes moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to amend the Highway
Traffic Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. Roy: Is that for seatbelts?

Mr. Laughren; Is there a cave-in on that

one?

Mr. Foulds: It is for studded tires.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. There are too

many interruptions.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Throw him out.

Mr. Lewis: What does the Speaker mean
—too many interruptions?

Mr. Speaker: Almost one too many.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, this bill

provides relief from half-load restrictions for

vehicles carrying milk, household liquid and

gases, fuel and livestock feed. At the present

time, all vehicles using half-Joad roads during
the spring thaw are limited to 10,000 lb per
axle total weight. Vehicles carrying the com-
modities I have mentioned are equipped with

tanks and complex pumps and other devices

which result in their having a very high

empty weight. As a result, the load these

vehicles can carry is so low as to be un-

economic and, at times, almost non-existent.

In the case of trucks collecting milk from

farms the situation is further complicated

by a requirement that the farmer's tank must
be emptied when the collection is made,
thus resulting in overloading if the farm is

located on a highway subject to half-load

restrictions. Under the proposed amendments,
milk trucks will be able to carry the same
load in the half-load season as they do at

other times of the year.

Domestic fuel delivery trucks and vehicles

with two axles carrying livestock feed to

farms will be permitted 16,000 lb per axle,

rather than the present 10,000 lb.
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ONTARIO TRANSPORTATION
DEVELOPMENT CORP. ACT

Hon. Mr. Rhodes moves first reading of

bill intituled. An Act to amend the Ontario

Transportation Development Corp. Act, 1973.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. Givens: What is the minister going to

do now? Go down the drain with the Krauss-

Maffei project?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Listen carefully.

Mr. Laughren: He's going to build a high-

way to Maple Mountain.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Underground.

Mr. Speaker, in order that the newly
created Urban Transportation Development
Corp. assume the activities and projects cur-

rently carried on by the Ontario Transporta-
tion Development Corp., it is necessary that

powers be provided to the Ontario corpora-
tion to allow it to dispose of its assets and
liabilities and to receive securities from a

company called the Urban Transportation De-

N'elopment Corp. This latter company has been
created under the Canada Corporations Act
and is a wholly owned subsidiary of the

OTDC.

The amendment being proposed will allow

the OTDC to transfer almost all of its current

property to the UTDC, whose ownership,
like the OTDC, is restricted to provincial
and federal governments. The amendment
also allows the corporation to transfer its

equity shares in the UTDC to the minister

to hold for the Province of Ontario.

These steps are considered desirable to

allow other governments, such as Alberta,
to purchase equity in the corporation. It is

also necessary to ensure the establishment of

a nationally based corporation.

With the authorities provided by this

amendment, the transfer of assets and liabili-

ties from OTDC to UTDC can proceed. The
Urban Transjportation Development Corp.
will then be in a position to negotiate the

sale of shares to the governments of other

provinces in Canada interested in acquiring

equity shares, such as Alberta, and similarly
to the government of Canada.

Mr, Speaker, you will recall Mr. Gillespie

proposed to invest in this corporation and
send a proposal to all provincial governments
early in December, in which we had agreed
that OTDC would become the nucleus of this

national corporation.

Mr. GiveiK: How many junk yards are

bidding for it?

Mr. Speaker: Introduction of bills.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Gillespie wants most

of it.

Mr. Givens: Mr. Gillespie is another big
businessman.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

NOTICE OF MOTION NO. 2

(concluded)

Clerk of the House: The second order, re-

suming the adjourned debate on notice of

motion No. 2, respecting the report of the

electoral boundaries commission, dated Dec.

5, 1973.

Mr. Speaker: When we were last discussing

the bill the member for Wellington-DuflFerin

moved the adjournment and therefore has the

floor.

Mr. J. Root ( Wellington-Dufferin ) : Mr.

Speaker, the Minister of Government Services

asked if I would yield the floor for about five

minutes, and I'm willing to do that.

Mr. Speaker: Do we have permission to

allow this change to take place? The hon.

Minister of Government Services.

Hon. J. W. Snow ( Minister of Government

Services): Thank you very much, Mr.

Speaker, and members of the House. I do

have another meeting I have to go to, but I

did want to make a couple of comments re-

garding the redistribution proposals, or the

report of the commission.

Basically, Mr. Speaker, I want to support

the comments and suggestions made by my
colleague the member for Halton West (Mr.

Kerr) on Tuesday evening last. As we all

know the county of Halton, which was one

riding from Confederation until 1967, has

been split into the two ridings of Halton

East and Halton West since that time. The

commission, in considering the redistribution,

has recommended that the county of Halton

now be divided into three ridings, Burlington,

Oakville and Halton.

Mr. Speaker, based on the criteria of

population in the 1971 census I have no

complaint whatsoever with the recommenda-
tions of the commission as the population is

reasonably evenly split between the three

ridings. However, Mr, Speaker, I do not be-

lieve, taking into consideration the community
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of interest and the considerations for the

p>eople of the town of Burlington, that the

boundaries as recommended are the best that

could be developed.

My colleague from Halton West has men-
tioned the proposal by the city of Burlington
and by the Burlington Chamber of Commerce
to have a change made to create four ridings

witliin the county, being two ridings within

the present city of Burlington, the riding of

Oakville and the riding of Halton. Mr.

Speaker, I believe this recommendation was
also endorsed by the regional municipality of

Halton.

Based on the 1971 census, as I've stated

Ml. Speaker, the three ridings are satisfactory.

If, of course, you take into consideration the

changes since 1971 and the increase in popu-
lation, especially in the north area of the

county, I believe the four ridings could quite
well be substantiated and would meet the

population criteria of the commission.

However, Mr. Speaker, I understand the

problems of the commission in dealing with

these matters and their limit on the number
of ridings that can be created. I would make
an alternative suggestion, which was also

mentioned by the member for Halton West,
that if the four ridings cannot be considered

for the county, then in order to meet some of

the requests of the municipalities and of the

residents of the area, the boundary line be-

tween the Burlington and Halton ridings be

Highway 5 rather than the Queen Elizabeth

Way and Highway 403.

I well realize, Mr. Speaker, that this would
make the riding of Burlington larger by popu-
lation. However, either way it is a very com-

pact area. It would keep the urban area of

the city of Burlington within one riding and
would leave the rural area north of Highway
5 with the more rural North Halton ridin?. I

did not say North Halton accidentally, Mr.

Speaker, because I do believe and would rec-

ommend that the commission consider the pos-

sibility of renaming what is now shown on
their map as the Halton riding as the North
Halton riding. That really is how it is re-

ferred to within the community.

I really feel, Mr. Speaker, that if the High-

way 5 boundary could be accepted by the

commission, it would then leave the total in-

dustrial development area of the city of Bur-

lington within one riding; that is really the

whole urban area, as I have stated before. I

would just like to suggest to the commission,
Mr. Speaker, that consideration be given to

the recommendations of the member for Hal-

ton West and myself. Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-

lington-DufFerin.

Mr. Root: Mr. Speaker, I want to make a

few comments regarding the proposed redis-

tribution of the Ontario electoral districts. I

looked at the maps and I sat down and talked

into a dictaphone, so I have my thoughts well

organized and I may be reading some of my
comments.

I want to say that I realize that the com-
missioners were confronted with a very im-

portant task, having regard to the tremendous

growth that has taken place in the Province

of Ontario. I am sure they approached their

responsibility endeavouring to arrive at what

they felt was the best possible redistribution

of the electoral districts having regard to all

of the factors that would be involved.

However, when I received a copy of the

first suggested redistribution, I was concerned

that perhaps too much emphasis had been

placed on the population factor and not

enough on some of the other factors.

I notice in the area surrounding the riding

I have the honour to represent, that the pro-

posal would have given four members for the

county of Simcoe and four to the county of

Wellington; and I believe there were three

for the county of Dufferin, I commented at

that time that I thought that since provincial

members are working with municipalities—
and I think of county councils, county road

committees, county health units and so on—
it would be desirable if there would be a

minimum of members for a county, and where

practical a minimum of counties represented

by one member.

WTien the second map arrived at my desk,

I could see that thought had been given to

that suggestion. However, I was concerned

when I noted that the historic riding of Wel-

lington-Dufferin was to be eliminated and a

riding comprising part of the counties of Wel-

lington and Peel was to be established. This

caused me some concern, not from a personal

point of view since at my age I probably will

not be contesting more than one or two more
elections.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Oh John.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): I can un-

derstand, at his salary!

Mr. Root: That's provided the electorate

has confidence in me and my name is placed
in nomination. So I am not approaching this

with any personal point of view. Actually,

though, I think of the taxpayers when 1 think
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of whether I should run again. If I retire

they will be paying my pension and paying

my successor's salary, so I would really save

the taxpayers a lot of money if I were to stay

on.

Mr. Cassidy: It has been pretty expensive.

Mr. Laughren: Since the member earns

more than the Premier, is he talving a five

per cent pay cut? Is he taking a pay cut? He
earns more than the cabinet ministers.

An Hon. member: The member for Nickel

Belt should stand up on his desk so we can

see him.

Mr. Root: I am wondering whether the

commission looked at the terms of reference,

and whether they took into account the term

that said there should be consideration of a

community or a diversity of interest, means

of communication, existing traditional boun-

daries of electoral districts and the size and

shape of the district.

Mr. Speaker, the existing riding of Wel-

lington-Dufferin was established over 40

years ago following the census in 1931, and
this was the census the Leader of the Op-
position (Mr. R. F. Nixon) mentioned as

that on which the riding of Brant was
established. I think he said something to

the eflpect there was the feeling that perhaps
they had hived off the Liberals. Well that is

probably history.

Over that 40-year period, the two counties

of Wellington and Dufferin have worked

together, in my opinion to great advantage
for both counties. They have established the

Wellington-Dufferin-Guelph health unit. They
had a united assessment office. They worked

together planning major roads. There was

co-operation between the two counties. I

think of Highway 89, which during the time

that I have been a member has been ex-

tended from Primrose in Dufferin through
Shelbume, Mount Forest and Harriston down
to Palmerston. In other words, the two
counties supported this project. Just recently,

Highway 25 was extended from Acton to

Wellington and Dufferin to join Highway 89
a^ the northern end of Dufferin county.

Then with regard to development roads, I

think of the Fergus-Orangeville road which
was built with the support of both counties.

These are but three examples, roads, health

and assessment offices. The two counties have
worked for 40 years with a community of

interest. It would be my hope the commis-
sion would take another look at the way
they have drawn the map and try to recog-

nize, as suggested in tlie terms of reference,

the traditional boundaries of the electoral

districts of Wellington and Dufferin.

I would also draw attention to clause b
outlining the purposes of the commission

which indicates they should take into account

means of communication. The proposed riding

of Wellington-Peel would extend for nearly
100 miles from the Village of Clifford in

the northwestern part of the riding to the

eastern part, which is some 10 miles east

of Snelgrove in the county of Peel. While
I would be living near the centre of the

riding, I can see where this district could

cause a problem of communication ff a

member were elected at the other end of the

riding. So maybe 1 should really run for

one or two more elections.

I know there are members of this Legis-
lature who feel we should have exact repre-
sentation by population. In fact, I was in-

terested the other night to hear the NDP
speakers, in particular, make that suggestion.
One suggested they should eliminate eight
rural ridings and create 16 more urban ridings.

However, when one realizes that ff a member
were living at one end of the proposed
riding of Wellington-Peel and he had a

call at the other end of the riding it would
mean a drive of some 200 miles to look after

the problem-

Mr. Cassidy: It would take him five minutes

to get to the telephone.

Mr. Laughren: We are not impressed.

Mr. Root: I know the member wouldn't

be. I wouldn't expect he would, because he
is not interested in rural Ontario.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): None
of the NDP are.

Mr. Laughren: A lot of exposure there.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Root: A member living in a city riding
could walk across his riding in an hour.

I'm glad the NDP made that interjection.

In the riding that is proposed, while one

might have to drive 200 miles to serve a
need in his riding, a city member could per-

haps serve 40 or 50 people in the same time.

Mr. Cassidy: The next member we elect

will be told to use the telephone.

Mr. Eaton: That's the NDP way. They tell

people what to do.

Mr. Root: On that point, I could tell the

member we have a multiplicity of telephones.
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Interjections by Hon. members.

Mr. Root: The member probably doesn't

understand rural Ontario. He can call all his

constituents on one phone. We have to go

through long distance exchanges in the riding.

There are six or seven exchanges in the riding

I have the honour to represent at the present
time.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): He
wouldn't know that though.

Mr. Root: In other words, a member
could serve perhaps 40 or 50 people just as

easily in the city ridings as he would serve

two or three in a niral riding.

These are factors I would hope the com-
mission would take a look at before they
finalize the boundaries of the electoral dis-

tricts in the area. I would hope they would

keep in mind the community of interest that

presently exists, and that has existed for 40

years between the county of Wellington and
the county of Dufferin.

I want to be frank and say that I am
aware there is some community interest in

the southern part of Wellington and of
Dufferin with the northern part of the

county of Peel. For some years the high
school at Erin has ser\'ed the northern part
of Peel county, and the district high school
at Orangeville served the northern part of
Peel or Caledon as well.

I think as well of the Erin Fall Fair which
is really the preview of the Royal Winter
Fair. It has served both the county of Well-

ington and the county of Peel or Caledon. I

believe the shopping centre at Orangeville
serves the northern part of Peel county.

Having talked to responsible people in the
field of health, I understand Dufferin not only
works with the county of Wellington and

Guelph with respect to health units, but also

worl« south into the larger hospitals in the

Brampton and Toronto areas. I might also

say there are many people commuting to

work in a southerly direction from Wellington
and Dufferin and northern Peel.

Mr. Speaker, what I am suggesting to the
commission is that they take another look at

the map before they disrupt the community
of interest that has existed between Welling-
ton and Dufferin and to some extent the
northern part of Peel. I would hope they
would arrive at the proper population factors

with a minimum of disturbance to the tradi-

tional community of interest that has existed

for 40 years between Wellington and Duf-
ferin.

I am not suggesting there is no affinity
between the northern parts of Dufferin and

Wellington with the county of Grey. For

example, I think of the township of Melanc-
thon where people in the northern part of

that township attend the school in Dundalk
in the county of Grey, and I believe some are

attending the high school even further north.

But the traditional community interest is be-

tween new Wellington and Dufferin, and to

some extent the northern part of Peel. I

might say there is almost a community of

interest in the northern part of Minto towai-

ship, around Clifford. Actually the village of

Clifford is almost on the border of Welling-
ton and Grey and Huron, and very close to

Bruce as well.

Mr. Speaker, I have every confidence when
the commission takes another look at the

points I have raised they will draw an elec-

toral boundary line that will recognize the

points I have raised.

iLet me pay tribute to the work of the

commission and they way they did recognize
the points I raised followinc; the first presen-

tation, that wherever practical there should

be a minimum of members for counties and a

minimum of counties or regions for members.
I realize that in some areas you can achieve

the right number of voters by having one

member for a county. In fact that was de-

bated here last night. In other areas, be-

cause of the population, it may be necessary
to have a multiplicity of members and there

may be areas where it would be necessary for

a member to be involved with more than one

or two counties.

These are thoughts I am sure the com-
mission will want to consider as they make
their final report. Let me repeat, I have

talked to responsible people in the areas of

municipal government and in the field of

health in the area I have the honour to repre-

sent, and I know there is a hope that the

traditional community of interest between

Wellington and Dufferir^ and possibly the

northern part of Peel, will not be disregarded
in the redrawing of the electoral boundaries.

I would make this suggestion, Mr. Speaker,
to the commission: If part of Peel is to be

included in any reconstruction of Wellington-
Dufferin and Peel, I hope the riding might be

called Wellington-Dufferin-Peel. These are

historic names and I think that everyone
would be pleased to see them remain on the

map. There has been a community of inter-

est, politically, since the early days of both

the counties of Wellington and Dufferin and
I am quite interested in that community of

interest. In fact the first time I went to the
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poll as a poll clerk was in the first election

after that riding was set up, and 19 of the 20

municipalities voted Liberal and one voted
Conservative.

Mr. Cassidy: Was that after Confederation?

Mr. Root: However, the community of

interest carried it through. That was the time
at which the Leader of the Opposition said

they "hived the Grits." However, I have a lot

of friends among the Liberals.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Even
over here.

Mr. Root: They have been my best recruit-

ing ground for 30 years and—

Mr. Laughren: We understand that.

Mr. Root: -in 1963 and in 1967 the same

community of interest existed; every munici-

pality voted Progressive Conservative.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): A tremendous
record.

Mr. Root: And so 1 say through the 40

years that Wellington-Dufferin has existed,
there has been a community of interest; they
have worked together.

I remember that first election when the

Liberals went to the polls saying "It's time
for a change;" they had a change, and what
a change. They fired the civil servants. They
cancelled power contracts. They left the
farmers with the same lamps and lanterns

their grandparents had used; we had black-

outs at a critical time. The teachers were left

teaching with a few hundred dollars instead
of the many thousands they receive today.
Yes, they even sold the old cars and then
turned around and bought new ones.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): We
promise to do better next time.

An hon. member: They'll buy bigger and
better cars, sure.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: We are not going to

give them a chance.

Mr. Root: If the Liberal Party has any
communication with the spirits, as it is

suggested the late Mackenzie King had, I

can just imagine what Mitchell Hepburn
would say if he saw the present leader of

the Liberal Party riding around in a tax-

supported limousine, drawing a salary larger
than a cabinet minister.

Mr. Haggerty: The member is back in the

horse and buggy days.

Mr. Ruston: This is 1975.

Mr. Root: However, that is a Ijit on the

side. The point that I wanted to make in

these remarks is that for 40 years Welling-
ton and DuflFerin, which were put together
in that redistribution, have worked together
with a community of interest, politically, in

health, in roads and in every way possible.
I would hope that before they present a bill

the commission will take another look at the

map and redraw the boundaries to maintain

the historic riding of Wellington-Dufferin—
and there is, as I said, also a community
of interest in the northern part of Peel—and
if there is any disruption of Wellington-

Dufferin, I hope that they will keep it to

a minimum.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Laughren: Do his constituents know
how much the member earns?

Mr. Speaker: The hon.. member for Giey
South.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, inasmuch
as the member who has just spoken made
references to the boundaries in regard to his

constituency, and as the boundaries on the

eastern side of my constituency have also

been redrawn since the first map, it is neces-

<^ary that I should make some reference to

the proposals that really started with the

Minister of Agriculture and Food (Mr.

Stewart). However first of all, Mr. Speaker,
let me comment in accordance with other

things that have been mentioned in this de-

bate.

First of all, the other evening when he was

addressing the Legislature, the hon. member
for York South (Mr. MacDonald), made
reference to the tolerance figures that were
used in the federal redistribution, particu-

larly in his reference to eastern Ontario. I

believe that he used the figure of 15 per
cent—and I believe another member made
reference to it. I distinctly recall that be-

cause of some interest on my own part at

that time. Now I am aware that that state-

ment was not correct and I'm sure the mem-
ber would want to straighten the record in

that regard—because it was 25 per cent.

Mr. Cassidy: But 15 per cent in practice.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Well, that may be.
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Mr. Cassidy: I put that on the record

yesterday by looking at the federal figures-

okay?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That may be. The

statement as far as the tolerance figures are

concerned was wrong.

Mr. Cassidy: We acknowledge that.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That was \vrong. Now
let's drop the matter at that point.

I also listened with interest to the hon.

member for York-Forest Hill (Mr. Givens),

which was very interesting, because I have

some sort of relevant experience in my life;

I know exactly how he finds himself. Follow-

ing the federal redistribution in 1966 and

1967, I found myself in exactly the same
situation. And one wonders-

Mr. Laughren: That was justice.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: —iiow the surgeon used
the scalpel in order to get rid of my con-

stituency at that particular time. I had to

change the course of my life somewhat, but
I'm pleased to be here and representing the

same general area.

Mr. Laughren: Lucky, too.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Well, have a look at

the record and see how lucky. But I'll admit
I've had excellent fortune, I"ll tell you that,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): ?vIore

luck than brains.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: And the pluralities
have been rather substantive and pleasing to

myself.

Mr. Laughren: I understand.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Now Mr. Speaker, in

dealing with the constituency of Grey South,
as I represent it now, and Grey-DufFerin a.s

it's named—which is largely, of course, the

county of Grey, basically, I should say, the

county of Grey—in dfealing wdth what the
commissioners have made to be the com-
ponent parts of Grey-DufFerin, I will go l^ack

now to the Minister of Agriculture and Food
when he dealt with the situation as he saw
it and defined what he thought was the
correct interpretation for the area he repre-
sents.

I find that the ripple effect from his sug-

gestions come as far as Grey county and do
have a substantial effect on the map as it

was drawn by the commissioners. 1 too rec-

ognize the very grave diflBculty the com-

missioners had and I think they have done

an excellent job with the problems they

were confronted with.

Now when we talk about the number of

people we represent, that really isn't of great

concern to me, Mr. Speaker. In my repre-

sentative life I have chosen to do it in such

a manner that I do see people not only from

my own constituency, but from many constit-

uencies every week. In that regard the size,

then, of the constituency, isn't all that tre-

mendously important to me.

However, following the words of the hon.

member for Wellington-Dufferin, and realiz-

ing what is transpiring with his constituency

and suggestions that he has made—although
he wasn't exactly definitive in regard to mu-

nicipalities—I would like to say that that

would put me, if his suggestions were fol-

lowed by the commission, in the position of

representing a somewhat different area than

I have at the moment.

I might say that I followed with interest

the remarks of the hon. member for Kitchener

the other evening when he read the letter—

a copy of which he was good enough to give

me—from a student by the name of Robert

Barclay. Although he might show some of his

political bias in the coui;se of his remarks,

nevertheless I think he did a very thorough

job of researching the subject. It also con-

forms somewhat to the suggestions I have to

place before the commission and the munici-

palities that I think would bring about the

change in regard to the Minister of Agricul-

ture and Food and the whole area he re-

ferred to, as well as to the riding of Welling-

ton-Dufferin. I woulld imagine the total re-

marks of the Minister of Agriculture and

Food will affect the riding of the member for

Huron-Bruce somewhat. It looks to me to be

a very sensible suggestion.

In Grey-Dufferin, then, as it is now called,

I would suggest these changes to the map
that has been drawn. They are not tremen-

dous, although they do get awfully close to

Owen Sound; wouldn't that make a beautiful

fight?

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Yes, it cer-

tainly would.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The new boundaries

would include the townships of Derby, Sulli-

van, Bentinck, Normanby, and Minto on the

west; Collingwood, Osprey and Melanethon

on the east; and the balance of the southern

portion would be Egremont and Proton;

which would bring about the squaring of

Grey county with the addition, as I said, of

Melanethon and Minto on the west side.
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This, I think, would be quite similar to the

suggestion brought forth by the commission-

ers in their most recent map and would facili-

tate very equitably and fairly the suggestions
of the other people to whom I have made
reference. It does compact the county of

Grey and therefore, as has been stated often

in the debate, it is not as difficult to repre-
sent one major municipality as it is if a mem-
ber's area is divided between three, which
makes it a difficult problem from the county

point of view.

Again with my words of commendation to

the members of the commission, Mr. Speaker,
that would be my suggestion, provided the

consideration of the other members who have

spoken would be acceptable to the members
of the commission.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Essex-

Kent.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker There have been a lot of mem-
bers taking part in the debate on this resolu-

tion, and in my participation, I want to stress

very strongly that f am not—and I emphasize
"not "—objecting to the boundaries set out in

my particular area. Later in my remarks I

will explain why I am not objecting, but I did

want to restate that I feel very strongly on
that.

I would like to mention, first of all, the

makeup of the riding that I represent at the

present time. It came about by redistribution

prior to the 1967 election. It was taken out

of a part of the riding of Essex North and a

part of the riding of Chatham-Kent, and
made into the riding of Essex-Kent. I sup-

pose it was what was left over from each

county because of population trends that

;illov/ed the counties of Essex and Kent to

have one more representative in the Legis-
lature.

It has been, I suppose, a relatively good
riding to represent because it is more or less

composed of rural townships, with urban
centres either in the township > or urban

municipalities within the boundaries; in total,

there are 12 municipalities, seven townships
and five towns and villages.

At the time that the new riding was
formed, and we started to have meetings
to form our associations in the riding, many
people from Kent county felt that the strings
that had attached them to the city of

Chatham had been cut away; they were bor-

dering on Chatham, and I think they felt

they were being thrown to the winds and
were to be picked up by someone else. That

always happens when a new riding is formed.

People have to make new friends and have
to join together in a common interest. After

a time I would suppose that the people got
to know one another—from one end to the

other, which was only about 55 miles—from
the border of Windsor to Charing Cross. And
I suppose the people on the border of Wind-
soi wouldn't have too much in common with
the people in Charing Cross—although we're
all human, and I guess we have similar

problems at some time or another.

In order to get acquainted with people
we did something in our riding to cement
the thing together a little. I understand it

was the first time it was done in the Prov-
ince of Ontario. We put in a zenith telephone
calling service to every exchange in the

riding which allowed people to call me at

my home at my expense. I think this helped
considerably.

Now, with the new boundaries, we go
back into Essex North, which was a riding
for many years and last represented as

people in this House today will remember by
Mr. Arthur Reaume, who represented it

for 16 years until such time as it was dis-

banded.

Under the new boundaries the part of Kent

county that formed Essex-Kent goes into the

riding of Kent-Elgin, under the new name.
It includes many other municipalities in

Kent county, and does make a rather long
narrow, riding. The new riding of Kent is

about 70 miles long; I remember one day
when the member for Kent and myself
checked it while driving home from Toronto.

I'm sure that since most of it is Kent

county there are some similarities in prob-
lems as most are from Kent county, although
it does take in four or five municipalities in

Elgin.

I recall one submission made to the com-

mission, I believe by a councillor in Tilbury
East township. He was a little disturbed

because he felt they were being taken out

of the area they had been put in, and now
were being put in another area. His submis-

sion was that the boundary line should have
run north and south instead of east and west.

I suppose by doing that it could have
included Tilbury East, the town of Tilbury,

Raleigh township and Romney township in

the riding of Chatham-Kent. If you put
that in with the riding of Chatham-Kent, Mr.

Speaker, it would have made that riding

about 73,000 population. It would be a

little larger than a normal riding where you're

dealing with one city, one town and two

townships. Although the riding of Chatham-
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Kent is a very concise, small riding, one must
consider the 58,000 people in it. The city

of Chatham is the major population centre;

and then there are the two townships of

Chatham and Dover, and the town of

Wallaceburg. They're all quite heavily popu-
lated so it makes quite a compact riding.

However, it would run over the general

average for a rural-urban riding. So the

commission, in its wisdom, designated that

it should go into the riding of Kent.

There was a submission made by the village

of Wheatley that they had more in common
with the riding of Essex South. The com-
mission accepted that in the revision of the

latest map, where the village of Wheatley is

now in the riding of Essex South. They are

only 10 miles from the town of Leamington
and that's where their high school is. So
there is a uniformity of similar conditions

and interests in that area.

In Essex North, in getting a population
that would be somewhat equal to other county
ridings, they took in the township of Gos-
field North and put it in with Essex North.
That gives the riding of Essex North a

population of 51,000 by taking the township
ct Sandwich West, the township of Sandwich
South and the town of Tecumseh out of the
old riding of Sandwich-Riverside.

Of course with Windsor having a popula-
tion of 200,000 it made an ideal situation

for having three ridings, so I think that the

boundary in Windsor would appear to be
almost ideal. I don't think anyone could
have done a much better job than what the
final report is. I think that the commission
is doing a very good job there, with some
recommendations, and they did some minor
alterations apparently.

However, it's not unusual to have some
townships in the county put in Essex South
or Essex North. If we look back a number
of years ago Senator Martin represented what
is now provincially to be Essex North and
along at that time, Mr. Murray Clark repre-
sented Essex South. Essex South didn't have
quite a heavy enough population, so they
took, I think at that time the township of

Tilbury West and the township of Sandwich
South, which geographically are in Essex

North, and put them in Essex South so that
the population would be a little more equal.
So it is not necessarily an uncommon occur-
rence to move one township out of its general
location for provincial boundary lines.

I say, Mr. Speaker, I accept the boundary
lines. I accept the challenge of a new part of
Essex county to represent and I certainly will

be a candidate for the nomination for our

party in that area. I'm saying that I'm not

afraid of what might happen in the election

results. I can look back over tlie last eight

years at the results in that area. Some will

say that they don't look very good; ho>vever,

imless you have a challenge, you know, you
never succeed. It's like the church that always
had the mortgage on it. That church always
ran forward, but once they got the mortgage

paid off then they seemed to slacken down.
We still have a mortgage, so we will be out

there pounding.

We don't worry about what's going to hap-

pen. We are just going to have to let the

other fellow do the worrying, because we are

here and he's going to have to get us out. I

don't worry about any political ramifications.

I'm not speaking with any political worry
when I'm speaking here, because I accept
whatever the commission has done.

What does concern me is, in listening to all

the speakers, I really feel very deeply that we
should not have anything whatsoever to do

with the alignment of boundaries of the

people that we are going to represent. I feel

very strongly, Mr. Speaker, that perhaps I

was remiss when the original resolution came

up. But I was new to resolutions as to bound-

ar>' changes, although I came in under a

boundary change because of a new riding

that made a seat available. Some new politi-

cal aspirants in our area went out for the

nomination. It was very good and I think

that it has been very educational to us.

It really concerns me when I think we had

a corrmiission set up to draw up boundaries.

I accept them as being impartial. There have

been accusations along the way saying that

maybe they are not. But I do as my leader

does; when we appoint a judge as the chair-

man of a committee which includes the chief

electoral officer of the province and one pro-

fessor of political science or geography from

one of the universities, I have to accept that

they are non-partisan and that they will do a

fair job on it. Maybe they didn't get the

maps just right the first time and maybe it

was because they didn't get the proper ex-

pertise to do that. I don't know and I'm not

saying that they didn't.

What I really think should be done is that

a wider-ranging commission should be set up
for this type of thing. I think it should con-

sist of at least seven people or maybe nine.

And of those people I would think that two

or three should be clerks of municipalities of

a city or maybe a town and a township.
There should be two judges on it, because

we need legal people on it. We need people
who are used to making decisions that some-
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times are difficult, but they must make them.
I think it would be good to have a pro-
fessor of geography or political science on it.

We probably should have one or two former
MPPs on it, who have been from city ridings
and maybe a rural-urban riding.

I think it is up to us as the members to

set out the guidelines as to how many seats

there should be in the Legislature, but it

would be up to them to set it up. They
would have public hearings. I suppose we, as

independent people in the area, could prob-

ably go to a public hearing to make our sub-

mission if we so decided. But I don't think

that we should in any way be up here today

speaking and saying that we want this riding
done this way. I thought the worst of all was
the other day when the Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food and the member for Middlesex
South got up—

Mr. Eaton: We speak for the people in our
area.

Mr. Ruston: —and they were going to set

this up in their own little way. In no way,
Mr. Speaker, is that what I call proper
democracy.

Mr. Haggerty: Shame on the member for

Middlesex South.

An hon. member: The opposition just put
words in their mouths, that all.

Mr. Eaton: We spoke for the people in the
area. The member for Huron didn't consult
with the people in the area.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Did the mem-
ber for Middlesex South make submissions to
the commission?

Mr. Ruston: If this commission would have
been appointed in the way I mentioned and
had an obligation to have public hearings,
then they would have had this information.

They would have got this information and it

would have kept it out of political hands. I

feel very strongly about this, Mr. Speaker,
that in no way should any politician set up
a riding. That's gerrymandering at the very
worst. There is nothing worse.

Mr. Haggerty: Particularly from that side.

Mr. Eaton: We speak for the people of this

province. I spoke for the people in my riding.

Mr. Ruston: Let the electorate speak to

the commission.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The member
for Essex-Kent has the floor.

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Speaker, I am saying
right now that this has been an interesting
debate—and educational, mind you; a little

disappointing but educational—but I don't
see how the commission now, after reading
what went on in this debate for the two days
it has been on, can go back and decide they
are going to start changing the ridings all

over again. I would think if they did, that

v/ould be the greatest mistake they could
ever make. I don't think now they've any
alternative but to accept this last map in

general principles—maybe with minor changes;
if someone asked for a name change or some
very minor change. But in no way should

they sit down and then accept—

Mr. Roy: Trying to get rid of us?

Mr. Ruston: —what has gone on here in

the last two days and change the boundaries
in that way. If they do, in my opinion they
would be gerrymandering in the very worst

way.

Mr. Roy: You bet they would, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Ruston: I don't think, Mr. Speaker, I

need to say any more. I feel very strongly on

this.

I think that we might talk about payments
for legislative members and whether they
should have a commission doing that. While
I as a member am willing to accept responsi-

bility of setting my pay, because I have to

answer to the people who pay me—

An hon. member: That's right.

Mr. Ruston: —I don't think I should desig-
nate what the ridings should be. That has to

be done by an independent body, and the

public should have lots of input.

Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, are you not rota-

ting on this?

Mr. Gaunt: No, no. They had three in a

row.

Mr. Cassidy: On a point of privilege, Mr.

Speaker. 1 have a plane to catch in about 20

minutes, could I possibly speak very briefly?

Mr. Roy: He has already spoken.

Mr. Cassidy: Not on this debate, no.

Mr. Speaker: State your point of privilege.
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Mr. Cassidy: Pardon?

Mr. Speaker: Did you say you had a point
of privilege?

Mr. Cassidy: I was simply asking the mem-
ber if I could go first because I have to leave

the House in 20 minutes.

Mr. Speaker: Well, that is up to the mem-
ber from Huron-Bruce. He has the floor; if

he wants to yield the floor to you, I'll consent
to it.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): He
did yield, Mr. Speaker, i

Mr. Gaunt: On a matter of clarification,

Mr. Speaker, how are we working this par-
ticular debate? Is it a case where a member
can speak twice, once on the initial resolu-

tion and then again on the second resolution?

Mr. MacDonald: They are different mo-
tions.

Mr. Speaker: We agreed on that on Tues-

day. The House agreed that they would be
able to speak on both resolutions if they
cared to—any member of the House.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Just a minute, the member
for Huron-Bruce hasn't yielded the floor to

}'ou yet. Now if the member for Huron-Bruce
wants to speak at this time, I have to hear
from him.

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, I'd be glad to

accommodate my friend. I have some time
commitments also and as far as I am con-

cerned, I won't be more than 10 minutes. If

the hon. member won't be more than five or
10 minutes I think I could yield to him.

Mr. Speaker: Just a minute. The order of

speaking at the present time is as the names
came in to the Speaker. Now, the name of the
member for Ottawa Centre is not even on this

list and hell have to go down a long piece in

the list. There are six speakers before the
member for Ottawa Centre at present.

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, I think if there
are members who have particular commit-

ments, we on this side are certainly prepared
to allow the list to go, really, vdthin the se-

quence of those who happen to be here. We
have certainly no objections to a brief com-
ment, if that is to be made by the member
for Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Speaker: Is it agreed by the members
of the House?

Some hon. members: Agreed.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I'm
afraid I didn't realize there was a list and
that it was working in that way. I've spoken
on the first resolution and my comments on
that resolution stand. I just wanted to add
one or two comments, really directed to the
electoral boundaries commission, in relation

to some of the comments made by the mem-
ber for Wellington-DuflFerin and some of the
other Conservative back-benchers.

If I can quote what the member for

Wellington-Dufferin said, he stated: "An
urban member can serve 40 or 50 people as

easily as a rural member can serve two or
three." There has been a consistent kind of

refrain from a number of the members on the
Conservative side to justify a very sharp
departure from the principle of representa-
tion by population, a principle which I per-

sonally and my party, feel extraordinarily
strongly about.

I want to direct my comments to the com-
mission on the question of the difficulty of

servicing an urban riding, and on what I

understand is a comparison between servicing
an urban riding and sei-vicing a rural riding.
I recognize that the member for Wellington-
Dufferin was exaggerating or using a bit of

hyperbole.

Mr. Root: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order. The member is accusing me of exag-
gerating. The point that I tried to make was
that if a member was living at the west part
of the proposed riding of Wellington-Peel
and had a problem at the eastern part, it

would take four hours to drive there and
back if one was going to stay within the

speed limit. I said that a member in the city,
in a riding one could walk across in a hour,
could serve 40 to 50 people in the same time
it would take a member in a large rural rid-

ing to serve one. The member shouldn't say
that I am exaggerating. I have represented
the riding and I know.

Mr. Speaker: 1 think the member for

Wellington-DuflFerin has made his point. The
member for Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. The
point is, though, that the member for Well-

ington-DuflFerin says he can't serve as many
people as I can. The fact is that our duties
down here are suflScient now that a member
who is active in the Legislature, in policy
making and policy study and so on, has very
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little time to make contact with his constitu-

ents, whether he is a rural or an urban

member. There is a very real difficulty here.

I am an urban member.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. A. Carruthers ( Durham ) : That's

ridiculous.

Mr. Cassidy: In order to carry out my
duties in this Legislature I have a full-time

office-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Cassidy: -which costs about $12,000
a year, is staflFed by a full-time paid person
and two volunteers working half a week

apiece, and we could use more people. As
an urban member, I have to ask people to

come to me and to make appointments on

the Fridays or Saturdays when I am in my
riding, when this House is sitting, and I

suspect that it may be the same for many
people in rural constituencies as well. They
either pick up the phone—which didn't exist

in rural areas to any appreciable extent 30
or 40 years ago—or else they have to ask

their people, if it's particularly important, to

come to them.

Granted, if there is a meeting in the west-

ern part of the member for Wellington-
Dufferiu's constituency which it is important
for him to be at, there is more transporta-
tion difficulty for him than there is for me.
On the other hand, in the case for the mem-
ber for Nickel Belt, who it is proposed will

have about 60,000 constituents, he may have
to spend a whole day to get to that meeting
and come back, with no alternative means
of access. He will have to drive; he has no
bus service, no train, no plane, nothing apart
from a float plane or his own automobile.

I would suggest, though, that in terms of

access to the member, most of our consti-

tr.ents these days have telephones and they
all have access to the post, which is rela-

tively efficient despite Mr. Mackasey. They
can get in touch with their member and

get an answer within a few hours or within
a few days. In fact, they can reach me far

more quickly by telephone than they can
see me in person. I suspect that may be the

case with the rural members as well.

Given the way in which this province has

grown up over the last, say, 15 years—we
have gone from a parish-pump type of pro-
vincial government to a very sophisticated
and a very big government costing $8 billion

or $9 billion a year—most of the issues which

are dealt with by this Legislature tend to

touch most of the people in aU of our con-
stituencies more or less equally; whether
it's gift tax, estate tax or other taxation ques-
tions, whether it's economic development
questions or urban development questions,
or questions of health, questions of the ad-
ministration of justice, and so on and so on.

In the past there has been a personalized
kind of intervention by members in both
urban and rural areas—perhaps particularly
in rural areas—on liquor licences, on getting
a highway access, on farm loans, on the

ODC, on tourism development, and maybe
even in such simple things as tax rebates or

getting provincial assistance. The problem
there, Mr. Speaker, is that the member's
time and energies are being misused if he is

being turned into a local ombudsman or

welfare officer who has to intervene con-

sistently day after day in hundreds or thou-

sands of cases per year.

If that's the case, if that's what we have
to do, then the member for Wellington-
DuflFerin has got some reason in saying that

a rural member has more pressures of that

nature put upon him and more demands for

that kind of service than an urban member.

What we should be doing as policy makers
in this Legislature, though—apart from re-

distribution—is designing our provincial serv-

ices. The ministers and this House should
be directing the provincial bureaucracy in

order to ensure that it's responsive and efi^ec-

tive and that most of those cases, most of

those problems, are dealt with fairly and

equitably and sensibly by the civil service

before they ever reach the level of the

member of the Legislature. Then, at that

point, if the system breaks down, the mem-
ber can come in. But it shouldn't be break-

ing down 10 or 20 times a day, or even
10 or 20 times a week. It is, but it shouldn't

be. I would suggest that a system of redis-

tribution which admitted that the system
was breaking down 20 times a day, would

simply help to perpetuate the kinds of prob-
lems that we have right now.

A few members, myself included, have

taken steps to free themselves from the

pei'petual pressure of constituency case work
so that we can work in this Legislature in

our party and with other political work.

Many have not been able to find the where-

withal to do that, or for other reasons have

preferred to continue to do that kind of

constituency case work. But I would suggest

to the commission, which I know will be

reading this debate, that it is not very long
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now before every member will be equipped
with assistance in his riding in the form of

a constituency office, or some other kind

of help. That's a matter of four or five years
at the outside, and the

pressure
of constitu-

ency case work will no longer be the factor

that it is right now.

It's for this reason, among others, the

commission should not design its constituen-

cies for a kind of horse and buggy era of

representation. That's why I say to the com-
mission: Please treat with great reserve some
of the pleas of the rural members that the

population criteria be set aside in favour of

shrinking still further the rural riding and

making their populations even smaller. There
is already a disparity which is unacceptable
between urban and rural populations. Don't

make it worse.

The second point I want to make, Mr.

Speaker—I will make very briefly—is this:

We are better with the redistribution that is

proposed, bad as it may be, than with the

present electoral map, going into the 1975
election.

Some of the proposals that were made,
say by the members from the London area,
can possibly be accommodated within their

immediate area without a ripple effect. To
speak directly to the London case, for ex-

ample, most of Middlesex county, excluding
the portion that is in the member for Huron's

proposed riding, could be put into a new
riding and there could be three urban ridings
in the London area and one county riding
that took in a substantial part of Middlesex

county. That could be done without a ripple
effect that spread all the way up to the Bruce
Peninsula.

It may be possible to make certain ac-

commodations like that in a short period of

time, but I would strongly urge that the

commission only make those changes that

can be done very quickly, if it chooses to

make any accommodations to this debate at

all, and that it come back to us in time that

we can pass the legislation for the 1975
election.

The Premier (Mr. Davis) has given a per-
sonal commitment that redistribution will be
in force for this election. I sense that he
and the cabinet are under pressure from
Conservative back-benchers to go slow. It

has been suggested for example that the
urban ridings be changed, but rural Ontario
be left a'one. I suggest that that is an ac-

ceptable compromise and that the Premier
should be asked to hold to his commitment
and that the redistribution cx)mmission should

hold to the timetable originally set so that

before the end of February we can have
the bill before us and we can make our

decisions about the new ridings in the Prov-

ince of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce.

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, I wanted to

make a few remarks in this debate. I wasn't

going to enter the debate, because basically
I am happy with the work of the commission.

I think they tried to do the very best they
could with what is an extremely diflScult

and very sensitive task. For that I want to

congratulate them.

I have to apologize to my friend from
Essex-Kent. Even though I agree with the

last portion of his remarks, I am afraid I am
going to violate them substantially. Mainly
because—

Mr. Cassidy: Those guys can never stick

together.

Mr. MacDonald: He's being a bit self-

righteous.

Mr. Gaunt: I've been forced into this posi-

tion because of the other speeches from other

members doing exactly the same thing.

Mr. Roy: Which members? I don't see any
members across there.

Mr. Gaunt: After the series of speeches in

defence of making Middlesex county a single-
unit rural riding, and particularly after the

unwarranted and unnecessary attack by the

Minister of Agriculture and Food on my col-

league, the member for Huron, I decided to

enter the debate in defence of my colleague
and to put a few facts on the record, which
I hope will clarify the situation.

I am also quick to point out that I want to

make a few remarks in defence of maintain-

ing Huron-Bruce as a provincial riding, be-

cause the survival instinct in all of us is very

prominent, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Roy: Besides, it's a great riding.

Mr. Gaunt: If Middlesex and Huron coun-

ties were created as separate provincial rid-

ings following the county boundaries of each,
that could mean that Huron-Bnice would dis-

appear. The riding was created by a redistri-

bution under Bill 125, back in 1933, I be-

lieve. Since that time it has been enlarged
once. It is, therefore, a rather historic rural

riding. It is one of perhaps five or six ridings
in the province that can be considered strictly
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rural, with no urban municipalities with a

population of over 3,500. Well, this isn't

sufficient to justify its continuance. I think it

is a factor, provided the riding can meet the

other criteria established by the House and
which were applied by the commission.

There is, therefore, a considerable concern

on my part as to the ripple eflFect of creating
Middlesex county as a district and a separate

provincial riding. I can understand why the

Middlesex citizens feel the way they do. It is

perfectly natural and in many ways quite

logical. I'm going to come back to that in

just a moment.

What I can't understand is the Minister of

Agriculture and Food's defence of the propo-
sition. He first of all makes the point that

the people of Middlesex county want it that

wav—the reeves, the federation, the citizens

and so on. That's fine; well and good; no

problem. Then he goes on to say that because
of some perversion of my colleague, the

member for Huron (Mr. Riddell), he's trying
to take over part of Middlesex county.

Mr. Roy: Hogwash! Terrible.

Mr. Gaunt: Some members of the Huron
county council and others, according to the
Minister of Agriculture and Food, are pro-

moting the idea of making Huron county a

single provincial riding which would assist in

creating Middlesex as a single provincial rid-

ing unit. My colleague, the member for

Huron, deaH with the first question on Tues-

day night last, but I want to deal with the
second point for a moment.

I did some checking after I listened to my
friend, the member for Middlesex North, and
I am told that Huron county- council has
never been in the position where it, formally
or informally, discussed the matter of making
Huron countv one provincial riding. Redistri-

bution was discussed by Huron county coun-
cil at a special August session to discuss the
Mustard report. The member for Huron and
myself were present at that meeting. And I

want to give you what I consider to be an

absolutely accurate account of what hap-
pened, Mr. Speaker.

First of all, the meeting was called to dis-

cuss the Mustard report. There were officials

there from the Ministry of Health. There
were many interested people. Presentations
were made on the Mustard report, and that
lasted most of the afternoon—up until shortly
after 4 o'clock, as I recall it. I spoke on the
Mustard report and I believe my colleague,
the member for Huron, made some comments
as well.

Then, before county council recessed, they
decided to deal with the matter of redistribu-

tion. We were asked, as the members for the

area to give an account of the latest proposal
with respect to the riding boundaries. The
member for Huron outlined what the latest

proposal of the commission had been. I did

the same.

The county was concerned and wanted
to submit a resolution on the matter that

had been drafted by the executive committee

of county council. I want to read that to you,
Mr. Speaker, because I think it is very im-

portant, particularly in view of what the

Minister of Agriculture and Food said. It

reads as follows:

The warden and members of the Huron

county committee and executive commit-

tee wish to report to county council the

following:

1 Redistribution of provincial ridings:

Members of the executive committee are

concerned. Let it be clearly understood

that the committee is only opposed on the

basis of workload that will be added to

the present provincial members. The pro-
test is not a case of being against any

municipality, but simply a matter of work
involved in conducting business of Huron-

Bruce and Huron county.

One must bear in mind that when a

second, third, or fourth county becomes

involved in one riding, this adds a con-

siderable amount of responsibility on a

particular member. It is only fair to say
a member of Parliament can only represent

a reasonable number of constituents in

lany given area.

We, in the rural areas, require strong

representation at Queen's Park and one

step to ensure this representation is to

have a representative serving a compact
area. Therefore, executive committee rec-

ommends to Huron county council that a

letter go forward to the appropriate au-

thorities, requesting the proposed boun-

daries of both ridings be reconsidered as

follows:

(a) Huron-Bruce riding: The return of

the area from Wellington county to Wel-

lington county. Since our present member
is already serving a portion of Bruce county
it would appear reasonable to accept the

addition of the township of Brant and

the town of Walkerton.

(b) Huron riding: The executive com-

mittee recommends the former Huron-

Perth boundary be re-established; secondly,
that the southern boundary of the Huron
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riding be extended to include the same
area as our present federal riding of Huron-
Middlesex.

(c) In conclusion, therefore, the execu-

tive committee recommends that Huron

county council forward a letter of protest
in this connection to the proposed redistri-

bution of provincial ridings for this area.

This was endorsed by the Huron county
council unanimously with one exception, the

deputy reeve of Goderich, who said that he
didn't want to endorse it because that meant

county council was injecting itself into pro-
vincial politics, and he didn't think that was

proper. Other than that it was unanimous.

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): The Minister

of Agriculture was misleading the House
then?

Mr. Gaunt: Yes, he was; and I am going
to come to that. I am sure he did it unwit-

tingly.

Mr. Breithaupt: He did it, wittingly or

unwittingly.

Mr. J. E. BuIIbrook (Samia): He has no

capacity to do it wittingly.

Mr. Gaunt: That was sent to the commis-
sion on Aug. 12 and was forwarded to Mr.
Brian McCool, secretary to the commission,
on the same date. It was acknowledged by
Mr. McCool on Aug. 19.

I ask you, Mr. Speaker, does that sound
like Huron county council wanted Huron

county as one provincial riding? Hardly.
At that particular meeting, and during that

particular discussion, there were four people
who asked questions about the boundary
changes and about the general circumstances

surrounding the proposed changes. I can re-

call them well, and I am sure that the mem-
ber for Huron can recall them too.

There were two questions posed by a

county council member, and it was the same

county council member who happened to

phone the Minister of Agriculture. One
doesn't need to be a Perry Mason to figure
that one out. The questions which were posed
to my colleague from Huron were these:

First of all, this gentleman asked my friend
from Huron: "Have there been any com-
plaints or representations made by Middlesex

CvOunty or its members in reference to the

proposed changes?"

My colleague said—and I was sitting right
behind him—"I don't know. I'm not aware of

any." If the minister, or if the member of

council construes that to mean that those

changes were amenable to the Minister of

Agriculture and Food and to the member for

Middlesex South then we're just not talking
the same language yet. I know the member
for Middlesex South didn't mention that, but

the Minister of Agriculture and Food cer-

tainly did because he said he received a

phone call. If the member of county council

and the Minister of Agriculture and Food

interpret those words as meaning that the

minister was amenable to the proposed

changes then I think someone should go back

to school and leam the English language, be-

cause it certainly can't be construed from the

comments that were made by the member for

Huron.

Then I was asked by the same county
council member: "What would you think of

Huron county being put into one riding?" I

replied: "That's a possibility. In that event,

one of us would have to go." Then they sort

of laughed and we went on. Then he said:

"If that were proposed would you oppose it?"

I said; "If county council wants it, I wouldn't

oppose it." That's the way it was. County
council obviously didn't want it, or at least

they certainly didn't say so in their resolution

which they forwarded to the redistribution

commission.

So I think, Mr. Speaker, this raises several

questions, perhaps several serious questions-

Mr. BuIIbrook: You bet they're serious

questions.

Mr. Gaunt: —that I'm prepared to deal

with. The question has to be why? Why did

this happen? Why did this member of county
council—and I know who it was, without a

doubt—ask those questions, support that reso-

lution by his vote and consent and then ap-

parently turn around, according to the Minis-

ter of Agriculture, and in a rather sneaky and

surreptitious manner slip off and phone the

minister's home and say that the member for

Huron said the minister was agreeable to the

proposed changes and I was agreeable to

making Huron county one riding? That cer-

tainly wasn't the case at all. The whole dis-

cussion didn't even have any remote resem-

blance to that particular construction which
has been attributed to it by the minister.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): It sounds
like the minister needs a few better spies, eh?

Mr. Gaunt: That's right.

Mr. Ferrier: The ones that he has misled

him.
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Mr. Gaunt: I'll tell you why, Mr. Speaker.
I'll tell you why this happened. I didn't want
to put this on the record, but the Minister of

Agriculture has left me with no choice. I

think that the commission should be aware of

it and I want to tell you why. The fact of the

matter is that this particular gentleman is very

highly motivated politically. He's interested

in getting into the provincial arena. Specifi-

cally, he wants to run against my friend from
Huron, but he doesn't want to run against
him if Middlesex is part of the riding of

Huron, because he's not very well known
down in Middlesex and his chances of win-

ring are very remote. He is fairly well known
in the county of Huron, and while in my
view he wouldn't stand any chance of beating

my friend from Huron, in his view I'm sure

that he thinks he'd stand a much better

chance than he would if he were running in

Huron-Middlesex.

An Hon. member: Not a chance.

Mr. Gaunt: That's why this particular
event transpired, I'm sure. There's not a

doubt in the world about it.

An hon. member: It sounds like another

loose nut-

Mr. Gaunt: The minister, in effect, has be-

come the political handmaiden of that partic-

ular gentleman in this House. The commis-
sion is independent, objective and fair. They
brought in their report, not only to maintain

Huron-Bruce but to extend it. The minister

has unwittingly forced the commission into a

position where if the commission did at this

^oint change Huron into one riding it would
h-' seen as being politically motivated, and
that's called gerrymandering.

An hon. member: He'll lose the turkey
vote.

Mr. Gaunt: The commission is too smart

and independent to be drawn into that kind

of situation. There is another aspect of the

position of the Minister of Agriculture and
Food that I find curious. He's the one man in

the Davis government who is supposed to

fight for agriculture and the farmers. He ha,-^

said on numerous occasions that it's very

important for farmers to have a strong orga-
nization because they don't have the strong

political clout they once had. Rural represen-
tation is slipping away as we become more
urbanized. Yet who is recommending the dis-

appearance of a rural riding? The Minister of

Agriculture and Food.

Mr. Eaton: We are fighting to retain one
out of two we are losing.

Mr. Gaunt: Strange indeed I can say.

Mr. Ferrier: The Minister of Agriculture

against farmers?

Mr. Gaunt: I can only conclude that the

minister puts his interest of politics ahead of

the welfare of agriculture.

Mr. MacDonald: Is the member surprised

by that?

Mr. Eaton: The member knows better than

that.

Mr. Gaunt: All right. What is th-? solution?

There is a solution. There has to be a solu-

tion. I think there is here. It may not be

entirely satisfactory to everyone. It is not

entirely satisfactory to me. But I think it

might be the best that can be achieved under
the circumstances. I mentioned earlier that

I can certainly understand and appreciate

why Middlesex county wants to be a separate

provincial riding. I understand that. I know
about it. If I could be presumptuous enough,
I would suggest that three ridings roughly

75,000 each be created within the city of

London and that Middlesex be a separate rid-

ing except for McGillivray and Biddulph

townships which could go into Huron. There
is a precedent for that in that those two

townships are part of the Huron federal rid-

ing. I'm sure that no one, particularly on

that side of the House, would say that those

townships are poorly represented federally.

They are well represented federally.

Mr. Eaton: That's right.

Mr. Gaunt: My friend from Middlesex

South agrees. That would leave Middlesex

with a riding population of approximately

55,119, which is quite acceptable. That's

quite acceptable.

An hon. member: It meets the criteria.

Mr. Gaunt: All right, let's come to Huron,
and let's talk about Huron. My suggestion
is that we return everything to Huron as it

was previously. That is Tuckersmith town-

ship, the town of Seaforth and Hullett and

McKillop townships. Those would be re-

turned. Add Biddulph and McGillivray from

Middlesex, and Colbome and Ashfield town-

ships from Huron-Bruce. These two town-

ships have a community of interest with God-

erich, which is already in Huron, and so it

makes sense to make that change. That

would give Huron a population of just over
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40,000; Huron-Bruce, 48,978; and Grey-
Bruce, 49,673. All are acceptable when one
considers that there are something like 11

ridings, I believe, in the province under
50.000-Renfrew South, 49,171; Frontenac-

Addinjrton. 48,414; Lincoln, 48,410; Stor-

mont, Dundas and Glengarry, 47,781; Carle-

ton-Gren\ ille, 46,423; Victoria-Haliburton,

45,722; Lambton, 43,880; Lanark, 42,259;
Prince Erlward-Lennox, 41,494; Parry Sound,
40 017; and Muskoka 31,938.

Mr. Bullbrook: Just 31,000?

Mr. Gaunt: If the population figures for

the three ridings of Huron, Huron-Bruce
and Grey-Bruce are not satisfactory-

Mr. Bullbrook: Just 31,000. How can

they do that?

Mr. Gaunt: —then I think the commission
has no other choice but also to adjust these

ridings I've mentioned, most of which are in

eastern Ontario and some of which are

abutting.

An Hon. member: All of which are Con-
servative represented.

Mr. MacDonald: That's a good suggestion.

Mr. Gaunt: If the commission takes that

view, then I'm quite prepared to see the

population figures adjusted in the three rid-

ings I've mentioned, including my own. But
until the commission is prepared to grapple
with that problem, then I see nothing wrong
with the creation of the ridings I've sug-
gested.

In summary, Mr. Speaker, I hope that
these comments have been helpful to the
commission. I hope that the commission can
consider the comments I have made as well
as the comments that other members have
made in this particular debate. Thank you
very much.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Peter-

borough.

Mr. Eaton: Mr. Speaker, I would like to
rise on a point of personal privilege. There
has been a question asked repeatedly as to

why Middlesex did not make a statement
on the proposal from the member from
Huron county. I'll tell you why, Mr. Speaker,
because in Middlesex county we never re-

ceived any indication of that proposal.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Peter-

borough.

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): Thank
you, Mr. Speaker. While I am on my feet,

I would like to make a few brief remarks
if I may.

Mr. Speaker: I was under the impression
that the hon. member for Huron-Bruce had

completed his remarks. Is this correct? You
are through?

Mr. Gaunt: Yes.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Peter-

borough.

Mr. Turner, Tliank you, Mr. Speaker. While
I am on my feet, I would like to put a few
brief remarks on the record for the hon.

member for Humber (Mr. Leluk) with respect
to the naming of the riding of High Park.

In the absence of this member caused by his

new responsibilities as parliamentary assist-

ant to the Minister of Culture and Recreation

(Mr. Welch) I want to state emphatically
that the member for Humber is in complete
agreement for once, with the distinguished

sitting member for High Park (Mr. Shulman),
in that High Park be known as High Park-

Swansea. A number of civic-minded organiz-
ations and individuals in Swansea have re-

layed their requests to the members for

Humber and High Park. Thank you.

Mr, Speaker it is with a feeling of deep

disappointment that I rise to speak on be-

half of the people residing in the riding of

Peterborough and to voice their objections
to the report of the Ontario electoral boun-
daries commission of Nov. 18, 1974.

Mr. Speaker, I know how easy it is to

stand up and criticize, but I feel the ob-

jections of the people of Peterborough riding

are valid and I support them. However, I

think also that we have to recognize the

tremendously difficult task the commission

faced in making these changes. And as the

member from York Mills expressed it the

other day, it is all the more difficult when

you have 117 self-styled experts. However,
I would like to pay tribute to the commission

for the work they have done, and by and

large it is a thankless task. They are not

going to satisfy everybody; if indeed, they

satisfy anybody.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East) Is the

member for Peterborough satisfied?

Mr. Turner: Well, I'm just saying that

I'm not.

Mr. Ferrier: Everybody says what a won-

derful job they did, and then they get up
to say what's wrong in their riding.
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Mr. Martel: Nobody's happy.

Mr. Turner: Well, frankly, I wouldn't want
the job, Mr. Speaker, and I recognize that

it is a difficult and thankless job. And I don't

think, with all respect, that anybody in this

chamber today could do it any better.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Oh,
the member for Peterborough and I could

do a much better job. He and I could do a

magnificent job.

Mr. Turner: I appreciate the member s con-

fidence. However, I doubt it.

Mr. Martel: Ask the member for Middle-
sex South. He thinks this was well looked

after.

Mr. Turner: I would like to get on with

this, if I may, and put the objections of the

people of Peterborough on the record.

Mr. Martel: Those are the member's ob-

jections.

Mr. Turner: Mr. Speaker, if I may just
make this clear, once and for all.

Mr. Bounsall: Don't smile.

Mr. Turner: I am an optimist by nature.
I have here a resolution from county

council.

Peterborough county council strongly
and unanimously objects to the changes
that are contemplated to be made by the
Ontario electoral boundaries commission
now before the Legislature for consider-

ation, insofar as Peterborough county is

concerned.

Now, the people in the various municipalities
within the county have all filed their ob-

jections with me and, I presume, previously
with the commission. I think if we just back

up and take a look at the riding we can see
where the objections are stemming from.

The proposed new district would be com-
prised of the ctiy of Peterborough, the village
of Lakefield, the village of Millbrook and the
five townships of Cavan, Douro, North Mona-
ghan, Otonobee and South Monoghan, for

a stated population of 73,480. The remainder
of Peterborough county would be included
in the present riding of Hastings, to be re-

named Hastings-Peterborough. When one

stops and looks at the map, it makes for an
unbelievable situation where we have a rid-

ing that extends from the western boundary
of Peterborough county right through to

Deseronto on the eastern side; and it arcs

around the city of Peterborough.

What we are suggesting is that the commis-
sion did not in fact give suflficient recognition
to their terms of reference. In fact, I would

suggest that the commission could not give

recognition to these terms of reference be-

cause, with all respect, it was really beyond
their knowledge and expertise to do so.

If one stops and looks at the county, it's

apparent that it is a rather unique situation.

The city of Peterborough is the major munici-

pality in the county; it is the seat of county

government as well as being the major com-

mercial and industrial centre in the county.

The vast majority of people residing within

the county and not actively engaged in the

role of agriculture, work, shop and do their

business in the city. The city also provides a

focal point of various interests for all people

living within the county.

In addition, the city of Peterborough is

also the centre of cultural and educational

facilities for the county. All the hospitals, and

by far the greater number of medical doctors

and dentists, are located within the city. The

city is also the centre for the whole area for

communications, transportation, newspaper,
radio and television. Therefore, all the people

living within the county identify very strongly

with the city and have very strong personal

ties there. TTiis has been recognized and sup-

ported in an editorial in the Peterborough

paper, which I will quote in part:

County council does not like what the

commission plans for Peterborough. Most

of the county and city form one riding

now, but the commission would split oflF

most of the northern part of the county
and add it to the northern three-quarters

of Hastings county as one riding. This ig-

nores the ties between the city and the

county on a political, historical, social,

commercial basis and the many bonds of

daily interplay between the urban and

rural people.

This has also been recognized by the city

council, which passed a resolution in support

of the county resolution, with the same re-

quest as the county, that the boundaries of

the electoral district of Peterborough be co-

incidental with the county as they are now.

Since the county forms the electoral dis-

trict, it has also given me, as the member for

that riding, the opportunity of working closely

with the county council and the city council.

This is a unique situation, and I have found

it a very advantageous situation to bring

the thoughts of the city and the county to-

gether. I think they have worked very closely,
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very successfully and very effectively on this

basis. I think this can aso be pointed out by
the co-operative efforts between the county
and city in the operation of the hospitals,

homes of the aged and so on.

I have met with the Peterborough county
council and most of the other municipal
councils in the area, and as I have just read

out, the county passed a resolution to keep
the electoral boundaries the way they are at

present.

Many individuals residing in the county
have made their views known to me, and

they also support the retaining of the present
electoral district of Peterborough coincidental

with the boundaries of the county. I have a

petition here which was gathered by an indi-

vidual in one of these rural municipalities. In

his own time he collected over one third of

the names of the voters within that township.
He did this, as I say, in his spare time. It's

not complete, but because his debate is com-

ing up now, he gave me what he had to date.

It represents one third of the voters—over 400

people who want to stay within the present
electoral boundaries of Peterborough.

Mr. Speaker, I would strongly urge the

commission to reconsider the electoral district

of Peterborough, to reconsider what thev

have done, perhaps unwittingly, to make the

people feel that they are being cut off from
their major centre of commercial activity,

social activity, cultural activity. It would be

very, very difficult for anybody to service that

new rifling—as I say, it extends from Peter-

borough on the west to Deseronto on the east,

a tremendous distance.

I would also suggest that the commission
take a look at the electoral district of Peter-

borough again, and take into consideration
that Highway 28 pretty well divides the

county on a north-south basis. Perhaps some
consideration could be given to using that

highway as a dividing line between ridings.
But certainly the least change the people of

Peterborough would be happy with within
the riding, would be to have the riding as it

is recommended by the latest changes in

November, with the addition of Smith town-

ship which is completely adjacent to the city.

By far the greater majority of people resid-

ing within Smith township work in the city
of Peterborough. There is a subdivision vdth-
in the municipality that is serviced with
water from the city, and it just doesn't make
sense to exclude those people from the rid-

ing of Peterborough. And the same is true
with the township of Ennismore; they sltp

the ones who are on the western electoral

boundary of Peterborough county. I would

respectfully suggest that as an absolute mini-

mum the commission consider adopting the

recommendation of Nov. 18. 1974, plus the

townships of Ennismore and Smith, if they
cannot reinstate the riding of Peterborough
as we know it today.

I submit this respectfully to you, Mr.

Speaker, for the consideration of the com-
mission. I will be sending copies of corre-

spondence and copies of resolutions from the

various municipalities within the riding, to

the commission for their further considera-

tion. Thank you very, very much.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, following
the comments of the hon. member for Peter-

borough, I was wondering if I could make
one brief comment to reinforce what he

happened to have said. I'll just take a

moment to do that, if I may.

The point was raised concerning Smith
and Ennismore townships and we too were
advised that there were resolutions passed

by both township councils unanimously ask-

ing for this matter to be reversed. In the

original redistribution, these townships were

part of the proposed Peterborough riding,

and there was no opportunity to make com-
ments before the second series of boundaries

came forward, because they thought that

this matter was all in hand. The residents of

the townships, as the member has said, are

most anxious that this be returned to the

proposed new riding of Peterborough, and
one would hope that the commission very

seriously consider this matter as they look

at the review of this debate in Hansard.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Hastings.

Mr. C. T. Rollins (Hastings): Mr. Speaker,
as elected member for the riding of Hastings,
I would like to make a few comments on

this latest proposal as it affects Hastings-

Peterborough county.

I have listened with a great deal of inter-

est to what my colleague from Peterborough
has mentioned. I would like to bring to the

attention of this House that the first proposal
did not go to the extent that it did, and it

only included the townships of Dummer.
Belmont, Asphodel, Methuen and Chandos,
and under that basis it was quite reasonable

to accept, in view of the population of the

riding of Hastings.

I listened to my colleague give the popula-
tion of Peterborough, and if my information

is correct, the new riding of Hastings-Peter-
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borough would have approximately 15,000

greater popuiation than the proposed riding

of Peterborough.

Mr. Bounsall: The other way around.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): No. Hastings-

Peterborough has 54,000 and Peterborough
73,000.

Mr. Rollins: Well, that's what I said. The

Hastings-Peterborough riding would have a

greater population than the Peterborough

riding.

Mr. Young: It's the other way around,
Mr. Speaker. Hastings-Peterborough would
have 54,500 and Peterborough itself would
have 73,400.

Mr. Rollins: Oh, I'm sorry. Right. Well, in

any event, Mr. Speaker, this area is a large

area, but there is one item of importance—
the elected people in the county of Hastings
and in the county of Peterborough have
carried on their responsibilities in a very effi-

cient and capable manner. They have assisted

me in the same manner that the hon. mem-
ber for Peterborough has been assisted, and
I feel very strongly about what has been
recommended by him and also by a member
of the opposition party. It's only logical that

Ennismore and Smith revert back to the

Peterborough riding as proposed by my col-

league. There's growth in that area. With
these two municipalities reverted back to the

Peterborough riding it would leave the overall

riding of Hastings-Peterborough as a very
practical and reasonable solution, correcting
an apparent oversight in not taking into con-

sideration the growth of the city of Peter-

borough as it affects the area in the munic-

ipalities of Ennismore and Smith. And I would
like to support this recommendation as an
elected member for Hastings riding that this

be given consideration.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel

Belt.

Mr. Laughren: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
When v/e first started debating the redistri-

bution of the ridings of the Province of

Ontario, I suggested that I was not particu-

larly thrilled about the assurance that there

would be not fewer than the present 15 seats

in northern Ontario. I felt then, and I feel

now, that there should have been an increase

in the number of seats. This party has made
the point that there could have been at least

one more; I personally think there could

have been two more, if one considers Sault

Ste. Marie, and the three seats in the Sudbury

area—Sudbury, Sudbury East and Nickel Belt

—where there could easily have been an extra

seat created.

I personally was pleased with the changes
that were made concerning the riding I rep-
resent—Nickel Belt—in that they took a couple
of communities and put them in Sudbury
East so that the people will be equally well

served after redistribution. At one point Mr.

Speaker, it looked as though the member for

Sudbury East was going to be moved into

the riding of Nickel Belt and I can assure

you that I was more concerned about that

than was the member for Sudbury East. I

can imagine him bringing all his compen-
sation cases to me as his member and asking
me to solve them. That would have been a

full-time job in itself.

When one looks at the riding I represent,
which runs some 400 miles from one end to

the other, and consists of a population of

almost 52,000, it is hard to accept the fact

that there are other ridings, strangely enough

represented by Conservatives, with popu-
lations of 30,000 for Algoma, 31,000 for

Algoma-Manitoulin, and 32,000 for Muskoka.

If one looks at the size of those ridings com-

pared to the size of Nickel Belt and compare
the populations, there is no justice. It is not

fair to the people in the riding I represent
to have that kind of difference. When one

considers the distances and the road con-

ditions in northern Ontario, one can appre-
ciate how difficult it is to serve those people

adequately, given the size of the riding.

If one totals the populations of the three

ridings in the Sudbury area versus those other

three ridings I mentioned, one will find that

the ridings in the Sudbury area have a popu-
lation more than twice as high as that of

the three Conservative ridings. That simply
cannot be justified. It is not good enough
to say that the population in the summer
time increases in the riding of Muskoka. There

are all sorts of ridings in the province where

the summer population increases, and cer-

tainly Nickel Belt is one of those, although

I am sure not nearly as dramatically as it

does in Muskoka.

So, Mr. Speaker, I hope that the commis-

sion will take another look at the sizes and

the populations of the ridings in northern

Ontario. I hope they will seriously consider

my suggestion that there be two more seats

in the north, and I hope they will seriously

consider the fact that the Conservative rid-

ings of Algoma, Algoma-Manitoulin and Mus-
koka are simply too small compared to the

size of the ridings that some of the rest of

us represent. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Etobi-

coke.

Mr. L. A. Braithwaite (Etobicoke): Mr.

Speaker, I would like to join this debate and
make a few comments. First of all, I would
like to extend my compliments to the com-
mission. I am certain that they are doing
the best they can with this

very
difficult task

and it is going to be very difficult to please

everyone.

However, I would be remiss, Mr. Speaker,
if I didn't mention the fact that the secre-

tary to the commission is a very old friend

of mine, Major Brian S. McCool. We at-

tended Harbord Collegiate in the years be-

fore the war. He, of all things, taught litera-

ture, and sometimes I wonder how he sur-

vived; it was quite a tough bunch of young
fellows that went to Harbord Collegiate in

those days.

Mr. D. M. Deacon ( York Centre ) : The
member was tliere too.

Mr. Braithwaite: I was there. I just want
to comment on the fact, Mr. Speaker, that

the major was a very good teacher. During
the war he had a very distinguished military
career and I am certain that he is doing a

very good job as secretary to the commission.

Mr. Speaker, my colleagues have already

spoken at length on the broader issues con-

nected with the proposed redistribution. This

debate has dragged on for quite a while and
I'm not going to take too long. I will con-

fine my comments to the present and pro-

posed ridings of Etobicoke.

Since 1963, Mr. Speaker, it has been my
pleasure and my honour to represent some
90,000 people who reside in the riding of

Etobicoke. Basically, that's all of Etobicoke,
Mr. Speaker, north of Eglinton Ave. with
the Indian Line on the west as a boundary,
Steeles Ave. on the north and the Humber
River on the east.

Under the proposed redistribution, the
name of the riding has not been changed,
Mr. Speaker. It will still be called the riding
of Etobicoke, and of this I'm glad. I'm not

entirely content with, but I'm not too dissatis-

fied with, the proposed southern boundaries
of the new riding of Etobicoke. However,
I would like to comment briefly on the east-

em boundaries that have been contemplated
or planned for the new riding.

First of all, Mr. Speaker, the name Etobi-
coke is synonymous with the areas which
have always been a part of the borough of

Etobicoke. The people who live in the north-
em part of Etobicoke have problems which

are unique—proljlems such as the desire for

belter transportation; problems such as the

fight that we recently won to get a GO sta-

tion in Rexdale, and problems such as the

noise pollution which we get from Malton

airport.

In that regard, Mr. Speaker, the people
who live in that particular area are united

as one in opposition to any enlargement of

that particular facility. They are in favour

of a new airport being built at once.

These are the types of problems, Mr.

Speaker, that the people who live in northern

Etobicoke have a common interest in. People
who live in North York may or may not have
an interest in some of the same problems,
but I suppose it is fair to say that their prob-
lems are not the same as those of the people
who live in Etobicoke.

Mr. Young: The member is going to get

1,000 New Democratic votes in that territory.

Mr. Braithwaite: Well, I'll convert them
to Liberals.

Mr. Laughren: That will be some conver-

sion.

Mr. Braithwaite: In the past, Mr. Speaker,
natural barriers such as rivers, or major high-

ways or roadways-

Mr. Bounsall: A big step.

Mr. Braithwaite: —have comprised the

boundaries of the riding. For these reasons

it would appear that the portion of North
York lying east of the Humber River on both

sides of Islington Ave. and south of Steeles

Ave. should remain a part of a riding in

North York. As I said, Mr. Speaker, the in-

terests of this are are synonymous with the

interests of the borough of North York and
it would appear that these people should be

represented by, or should form part of, a

riding which is wholly in the borough of

North York.

Mr. Speaker, I said I was going to speak

very briefly. I'm going to close my comments

by asking the commission to reconsider its

proposals as far as the riding of Etobicoke

is concerned, and I would ask the commis-
sion to consider my remarks concerning the

proposed eastern boundaries of the new rid-

ing.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Sudbury
East.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Speaker, unlike the rest

I'm not going to compliment the commission.

Everyone's complimented the commission on
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a tremendous job and then gone on to kick

the tar out of it. I find that a little strange,

Mr. Speaker, so I won't be part of the ap-

proach.

An hon. member: Hypocrisy.

Mr. Martel: Hypocrisy, as my colleague

says.

I was upset when the commission first pre-

sented its findings in late June. An interesting

thing happened, Mr. Speaker. The map desig-

nated, as my colleague said, that I was going
to retain my own home town, but the figures

didn't jibe. So I wrote a series of letters to

the commission and on the third response

they said, "We made a mistake and you are

not keeping your home town." But it showed
it on the map, and ultimately, I learned that

the council objected because they were put-

ting it in the riding of Nickel Belt. That

wasn't the reason they objected. It was the

only community in that direction that would
remain in the riding of Nickel Belt. Nickel

Belt flows towards the north and the west.

They were putting the community of Capreol
into that riding, separated by two other rid-

ings, the riding of Sudbury East and the rid-

ing of Sudbury, which would have divided it

from Nickel Belt.

The reason I bring that up, though ulti-

mately over a series of letters it was reversed

and we learned that it was just a mistake,
was the attitude of the commission to people
who wrote to them. The council was so upset
with one commission letter that it wrote to

the Premier, I believe, and indicated its dis-

pleasure at being so cavalierly treated by the

commission and at the response from the

commission to that council which had peti-
tioned that the town remain in Sudbury East
as a part of that riding, the most extreme
northern part of that riding, to be precise.
There was no justification and apparently it

was an error. It was the response from the

commission which upset the council. They
just didn't feel that they should be replied to

in such a terse manner.

The statistics are bad even now though,
Mr. Speaker. I did a little checking with the

planning board in the city of Sudbury, for

example. They've made another switch in my
riding. It's an interesting switch. They've
taken two wards from my colleague, the

member for Sudbury (Mr. Germa), and put
them in Sudbury East and they've taken two
wards from Sudbury East and transferred

them to Sudbury. One would like at least to

know why the move, but there is no way of

finding out.

In doing that, I checked out some statistics.

For example, they show ,in ^e part of the

city of Sudbury called Lockerby 9,000 people
and since 1971 it's increased to almost 14,000.

In fact, the statistics being used to indicate

the numbers of people in that community are

really out of proportion to what are really

there. There are far more people than they
show.

This brings me to the point my colleague
from Nickel Belt raises. If one were to look

at the ridings across northern Ontario in

purely a political partisan way, one would

see, for example, that the Tory ridings, exclu-

sive of Sault Ste. Marie, are very, very much
smaller than any other riding. We have Al-

goma, which has 30,147; Algoma-Manitoulin,

31,557; Cochrane North, 42,594; Kenora,

46,000; and Parry Sound, 40,000. One won-
ders where the commission was. In the case

of my colleague, the member for Nickel Belt,

it is 400 miles from one end of his riding to

the other. He has to go well into the terri-

tory of Algoma and he has 52,000 people. I

cover a distance of 3,500 square miles; 22

municipalities, some of them unorganized. I

believe in the riding of Sudbury East there

will be 65,179 people.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): Oh, he is

good.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): The member
for Algoma got half of the territory.

Mr. Martel: The electoral district of Tim-

iskaming, on the other hand, has 48,000.

Now where is the justification for the mem-
ber for Algoma to have 30,000? The member
for Nickel Belt who has a riding that stretches

400 miles-

Mr. Laughren: Or 20,000 square miles.

Mr. Martel: —or 20,000 square miles-

Mr. Martel: —or 20,000 square miles—in

fact, he has 52,000.

Mr. Lawlor: The best bet is for the mem-
ber for Algoma to stay nice and quiet in

my opinion.

Mr. Martel: I really don't care to divide

it that way, but the real problem is the

amount of staffing that goes on in this idiotic

place to try to assist people. The member for

Nickel Belt gets one secretary for instance,

while the member with 32,000 people gets
one secretary. How does the secretarial staff

meet the demands placed upon it by ridings
which are double and 2^/^ times the size of

the Tory ridings in the north? That's what
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bothers me more than anything. I don't

care if there are 65,000 people. The thing is

that I'm given staff equal to a member who
has 30.000 people. How in God's name are

we supposed to give them the same type of

assistance?

Mr. Laughren: The Tories don't want us
to.

Mr. Lawlor: Of course, the member for

Algoma is only half the man the member for

Sudbury East is.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Speaker knows, because
I've written to him in the last couple of weeks
since he has acquired the new duties as

Speaker, to point out that in order to provide
service for the people—and that is what this

place is about—there should be some distri-

bution of funds so that adequate services

could be provided for people in those com-
munities.

I can take five Tory ridings and they don't

equal the size of the three ridings in the

Sudbury area. One wonders why the Minister
of Transportation and Communications (Mr.
Rhodes), for example, was left with 80,000.
I could give you some of my own reasons,
Mr. Speaker, but I won't. Of course, the
minister has a slightly larger staff than do
back-benchers in this place.

Mr. Gilbertson: Geography has a lot to
do with it. The member knows that.

Mr. Martel: Geography does have a lot

to do with it. But that being the case, then
I would suggest to the member for Algoma
that if one looks at the map, the town of

Chapleau fits ideally in that member's riding,
because he goes up to Wawa—

Mr. Gilbertson: Look, it is 100 miles from
Wawa to Chapleau.

Mr. Martel: It's 300 miles from Nickel
Belt to Chapleau. So we are talking 100
miles for the member for Algoma and 350
miles for my colleague.

Mr. Young: He could take part of Sault
Ste. Marie.

Mr. Martel: He has got double the popu-
lation of the member's riding and equal staff.

Mr. Gilbertson: How far is it from the
east of my riding to Homepayne?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The member
for Sudbury East is presenting his view-

points.

Mr. Martel: Maybe we'll get the member
up, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Laughren: No, he's too happy. He's

happy.

Mr. Martel: As I say, my concern is trying
to provide people with service. That's what
we are here for. And with the type of distri-

butions proposed, and no difference in

staffing, then it becomes very diflBcult to

provide those services.

Prior to these duties going to the Speaker,
I had an exchange of correspondence with the

minister responsible, the Minister of Gov-

ernment Services, and I pointed this out to

him. In reply, he indicated his staff was
somewhat smaller than the Premier's I agreed
with that, because there was a difference in

workloads. The same apphes to members of

the Legislature who have ridings that are

double the size of some of their colleagues'

riding so I didn't even bother moving into

the south, but Muskoka is very near us and

it has 33,000 people. Something is amiss

when that type of manipulation goes on.

iBut there is a choice for the commission.

It can, as my colleague from Nickel Belt

points out, put another riding in the Sud^

bury area and possibly another riding in

Sault Ste. Marie to cut down that area. The

least that could be done by the government

—and, Mr. Speaker being responsible for this,

he shouldn't have to wait for the Camp com-

mission to report—is that Mr. Speaker could

take it upon himself to say that in those cir-

cumstances we will provide additional staff-

ing. Mr. Speaker, that would be greatly

appreciated by those members who have

large areas with unorganized townships.

One has to recognize none of the mem-
bers in southern Ontario have that strange

creature called the unorganized township,

with anywhere from 800 to 1,800 people and

no government of any description, so that

the member is drawn in on every type of

problem. There are no members in southern

Ontario who have unorganized townships.

Yet the vast majority, including my friends

from Algoma and Parry Sound—I can berate

them a little because of the size of the rid-

ings—but nonetheless they have those prob-

lems too of the unorganized townships where

they become the father confessors.

Mr. Gilbertson: Right on.

Mr. Martel: Again, they are required to

work with the same amount of staff. And sc

you have another inequity between north

and south, because in southern Ontario those

types of ridings don't exist—or those un-
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organized townships. So you can understand,
Mr. Speaker, why I am upset, partially be-

cause of the way in which most back-

benchers are treated around this place.

Mr. Gilbertson: People love him.

Mr. Martel: That's fine. I don't think 55

per cent, of the people can be wrong, but

that's beside the point. One has to provide
them with equal services, the same as those

people who are in the south. We can't do
it. For those people in the north who have
much larger ridings than your own, Mr.

Speaker, it too calls for additional staflSng

to provide services. This government won't

recognize that point and the commission
doesn't recognize the inequity of the size of

the various ridings across northern Ontario.

And so the whole system is very unfair.

I think the whole way that this commission
was established, the fact that there was no

input by the public from the beginning,
indicates to me that it is just a mish-mash.
I would suspect that in the dead of the night
what the commission did was to use dough-
nuts and throw them at a map. Wherever

they landed was circled and that was the

new riding. That might be carrying it a

little far, but I wanted to say, Mr. Speaker,
I am not happy. I want to leave off with
those remarks. Thank you very much.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. member
wish to speak to these resolutions?

The member for Windsor West.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Speaker, I have found
this debate one of the most interesting of

all the debates that I have listened to in

this House since I joined it some three-plus

years ago.

It's true that we all are experts in our
own area and we all feel that we could
have drawn the redistribution much to our
own liking, etc., etc. But in listening to the
debates—and I say these words, to the elec-

toral boundaries commission—there are three
areas in which to me the proposed changes
made sense generally. I refer to the London-
Middlesex area as it was modified and ex-

plained by the few changes requested by the
Liberal Party spokesman who is interested

in the area. Those changes proposed initially

by the London and Middlesex area members,
with the Liberal changes added on top of

that, to me make a lot of sense.

The points made by the members for both
Halton East and Halton West with respect
to where the boundaries of Burlington should
be made a lot of sense to me.

In eastern Ontario the interesting situation

arose where you had the member for Carle-

ton wanting to add the township of Goul-
dourn to Carleton riding. That would make
it a rather large riding. But the basis of

the reasoning there was continuity of interest

in the community. This was, in fact, a com-

pletely urban township and it made sense to

keep that with the urban area of Carleton

rather than throwing it in with this purely
rural riding.

The member for Hastings (Mr. Rollins)

indicated that the township of East Hawkes-

bury, again with a great deal of sense,

seemed to fit very nicely into the riding of

Prescott and Russell, rather than where it

had been placed.

Having made those two changes, with the

other five ridings of Lanark; Leeds; Carle-

ton-Grenville; Stormont, Dundas and Glen-

garry; and Frontenac-Addington, it appears
that one could very easily make four ridings
out of those other five ridings as proposed,
each with an average population of around

55,000. This would be a population about

the size of Hastings-Peterborough, and about

the same size as all of the ridings in the

northern part of southwestern Ontario. To

me, that sort of a change could fairly easily

be made and would be more electorally con-

sistent with what was aimed at by the com-
mission.

I was quite interested to hear the member
for Renfrew South (Mr. Yakabuski) saying
that representation by population is not ap-

propriate for the Province of Ontario. That's

a rather interesting view indeed, in this day
and age.

I simply have one comment to make to

the electoral boundaries commission. Vir-

tually every member has proposed changes
for his or her area. I would hope that they
do not take this as an invitation to spend
another two or three months redrawing the

electoral boundaries for the province, and
therefore run us into the danger of having
to fight the next election on the old riding

boundaries. They should make the quick

changes that they see to be appropriate-
that they feel it would be appropriate to

make quickly—and get on with the fob of

bringing in the bill.

Just one final comment: With respect to

the comments made by the member for

Wellington-Dufferin, I think it wa'^, i:i re-

spect to servicing urban constituents as op-

posed to servicing rural constituents, it has

been my experience since being elected a

member in a purely urban riding that in fact

I do not travel very much about that urban
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riding, that I use the telephone 90 to 98 per
cent of the time, and that that is the means
of communication rather than person to per-
son.

I will admit that one constituent in every
15—1 have narrowed it down to about that,

one in every 15—seems to think that the

member is not working on his constituency
case or problem unless he can actually see

the member. There is that very solid and

strong feeling among some constituents. I

say to those constituents, 'T have a riding

office in a given location. I will be there

on Saturday mornings. Can you come to the

office?" When I didn't have that riding office,

I said, "I will be at home on Saturday morn-

ings. Can you come to my home?"

If that person was disabled or blind or

completely without transportation, even

though he felt very strongly that he wanted
to see me and I really wasn't working on his

problem until he had, he then found that

he could in fact give me the problem over

the telephone. I think we tend to pamper
constituents if, every time they express the

feeling that they want to see us, we feel

we must get in our car and go and drive

and see that person.

I suspect that in a widespread rural riding
a member could probably get that person to

give him the problem and case over the

phone and say to the person, "Look, I will

be in your area in two weeks' time. Give me
the problem now and when I am there, I

will in fact drop in and see you"—rather than

feeling that one has to be continually tra-

velling across the much vaster distances of

rural ridings as opposed to urban ridings.

Particularly in this day and age with people
oriented toward telephones, I find that the

argument about us being able to service—
I don't quite remember the numbers—40 or

50 while rural members can Serve four or five

probably isn't accurate.

Mr. Breithaupt; In the same time.

Mr. BoimsaU: In the same time, yes. I

don't feel it justifies and is a justifiable ar-

gument for a large urban-rural population
difference as we have.

My own final remark to the electoral

boundaries commission, Mr. Speaker, would
be one of saying that I do strongly support
the proposals for the cit)' of Toronto which
would create block ridings. There have been
Toronto members speaking about the queer
shapes of their urban ridings, such as the

face having been cut off of the dog and the

dog made pregnant in terms of St. George
riding, and the disappearance of the riding

of York-Forest Hill as an entity into other

places.

I would say to the commission, "Take the

present outside boundaries of Metro; keep
them the same and block the thing off in

the centre throughout the whole of the

Metro area in blocks or rectangles and do
that job; look at the communities, and get it

over with." That seems to me something
which could be done fairly quickly. Thank

you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Speaker, it had not been

my intention to speak in this debate because

I am completely happy with the disposition

of what's happened in my riding. However,
you know, listening to the debate as it goes

along, I said to myself that would probably

presuppose that at the times when I do speak
I must be unhappy. Why on earth shouldn't

a person speak once in a while if he is happy
about the thing?

Also, I find I am in the rather strange posi-
tion of being perhaps one of the very few
voices in the House that are positive with

respect to what the commission has done. I

want to congratulate them sincerely, without

animadversion, without reservations whatso-

ever, right down the board. Thank God they
exist; As far as I can see, if changes had to

be made in Lakeshore riding, the changes
would have been the ones I would have

drawn myself. They couldn't have been

better.

Mr. Bounsall: Does the member know any-

body on the commission?

Mr. Lawlor: I have always felt that Lake-

shore riding in the west end of Toronto was

gerrymandered, and have said so in this

House previously. There's some kind of an

obtuse triangle stuck up in one comer there

to rattle Tory votes into the last moments of

of an election, but sometimes coming fairly

close to reversing the good result achieved

up to that point in the night as they come in.

That is all being cut out and they're follow-

ing a logical, geographical, communal con-

cept right down a stream called Mimico

Creek.

Mr. Bounsall: Completely NDP riding.

Mr. Lawlor: It brings into the riding the

town of Mimico, which is and always has

been, since time immemorial—since Jacques
Cartier landed outside where I live type of

thing—the same as New Toronto and Long
Branch; they have felt a sense of community,
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have worked together, they have interlacing

affairs, and what affects one deeply effects

the others. Mimico was off in the member for

Humber's territory previously, and I felt that

was most detrimental, not only to the souls

who exist there but with respect to the com-

munal concept that was fractured in this par-
ticular regard. Now that is being rectified by
a very sensible commission, indeed.

I want them to proceed. These new bound-

aries, I trust, despite the undertow of this de-

bate, will go forward immediately, forth-

rightly, deliberately, with some alterations

where the more egregious instance is. As the

hon. Leader of the Opposition said to this

House in his speech on this matter, we place
in the hands of a non-partisan, independent
commission the sovereign prerequisites of

drawing these boundaries; we divorce our-

selves from it; we give it the authority so to

do, and then apparently we withdraw with

our right hand what we have proffered with

our left. It seems to me an undermining of

the independent function of that commission

for this kind of debate to have gone on at

this length, with the prolixity and with the

undertow of malice that exists in' some in-

stances, which is hardly deserving as pro-

ceeding from this House or from the mem-
bers themselves.

If it is our intention to set up such com-

missions, independent of ourselves, to dispose
in their hands the powers over matters of this

kind, and then to truckle and pull back and

authority, it seems to me there's very little

worth in the whole procedure. That is what
has happened here in the last couple of days.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
Centre.

Mr. Deacon: Yes, Mr. Speaker, just a

couple of words. I was very pleased to hear
the hon. member for Lakeshore compliment
the commission, and it's interesting that there

is some difference between his views and
those of his colleague from York South. I

share the views of the hon. member for

Lakeshore with regard to the readjustment of

the lines in my riding. If it had to be done in

York Centre it couldn't have been done much
better than they did.

Mr. Eaton: Exactly the way the member
wants it.

Mr. Deacon: But I do want to bring to

the attention of the commission the matter
of the Toronto wards. I support the view
taken of the Toronto ridings, that it should
be done on the basis of the wards that the

city of Toronto now has outlined. It's much
more in keeping with their idea of trying
to strengthen common community interest.

I also want to bring to the commission's

attention the fact that Toronto Island really
should be in the riding of St. George. Toronto
Island lies largely east of University Ave.

and that is the boundary line for St. George
riding. I think those residents have a greater

affinity to the riding of St. George than St.

Andrew-St. Patrick.

Those are the remarks I wanted to make,
Mr. Speaker. I do think the commission has

tried to do an honest job and in most cases

it has succeeded.

Mr. Speaker: Do any other hon. members
wish to speak to this resolution? If not, this

concludes the debate on this item.

CROWN EMPLOYEES COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING ACT

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves second reading
of Bill 179, An Act to amend the Crown

Employees Collective Bargaining Act, 1972.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. minister wish

to lead off with some remarks?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I have a

brief statement to introduce the debate. The
members will recall that on May 4, 1972,

the government introduced a bill to extend

and regulate collective bargaining procedures
for Crown employees.

Mr. Martel: The minister means to strait-

jacket them.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The Act was proclaimed
on Dec. 29, 1972, and the parties have ne-

gotiated under its provisions since that time.

Following representations from and discus-

sions with the Civil Service Association, the

Liquor Control Board, the Liquor Licence

Board employees' association and local 767

of the Canadian Union of Public Employees,
the government agreed to make certain am-

endments to the Act, and the amending bill

was introduced by myself on Dec. 12, 1974.

Among the major changes proposed by
the bill are the reconstitution of the grievance
board and the tribunal on partisan lines,

in contrast to the non-partisan nature of the

present bodies; a provision for the selection

of arbitration board chairman on an ad hoc

basis by the nominees of the parties, as op-

posed to the present arrangement which pro-
vides for the appointment of a chairman by
the Lieutenant Governor in Council for a
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two-year renewable term, and a significant

iiKKlification of sections 6 and 17 to provide
that certain matters, hitherto considered func-

tions of the employer, become negotiable

matters and certain other matters are subject

to consultation between the parties.

It has always been the aim of this gov-
ernment to avoid the worst features or an

adversary approach to collective bargain-
int». With this objective in mind, it was de-

cided that binding arbitration should con-

tinue to be the means of resolving impasses

at the bargaining table until better alterna-

tives are developed. While it is conceded

that the amendments do not need all of the

changes proposed by the bargaining agents,

we believe that the bill constitutes a sincere

and not insignificant attempt to improve

bargaining procedures, while continuing to

recognize the government's responsibility to

protect the public interest.

Members will have an opportunity to ex-

press their views on the amendments as the

bill goes through committee. I look forward

to the discussions that will take place.

'In concluding these brief remarks, I would
like to assure members of the Legislature
that at the conclusion of second reading I

will move that the bill be sent to a standing
committee for consideration.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kit-

chener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, it is appar-
ent as we look at the debate on the amend-
nienfs to this statute which are proposed

by the Chairman of the Management Board,
that while there are several basic changes
with which we can agree, we regret very
much that the bill does not follow the ap-

proach which we would have taken concern-

ing the amendments to the statute that

should be brought forward.

We find, of course, in reviewing the terms
of this bill that the amendments will grive

to the association and equal voice in appoint-

ing members to the grievance boa-d and
to the arbitration board under the Act. We
find as well that the association will have
the right to bargain on certain additional

matters, such as promotions, demotions, trans-

fers, layoffs and the classification and job
evaluation system.

While any changes in the Act may offer

some form of improvement to the various

procedures for bargaining with employees
of the Crown in Ontario, we are certainly

prepared to welcome those, although we
believe that the principle of the bill follows

a procedure which is not satisfactory. We
believe that in these amendments the govern-
ment has sidestepped what are the real

issues in this situation and that the amend-
ments are inadequate.

The Act, in our view at least, still will be

unnecessarily restrictive. By merely making
a strike option unavailable, the government
has simply acknowledged the fact that if

there is a strike in the public service that

strike would be illegal. Unfortunately, that

will not resolve the situations which might
lead to the removal and withdrawal of serv-

ices by various members of the Civil Service

Association from the Province of Ontario.

This will then, accordingly, not prevent a

strike from occurring. It will simply make
a strike illegal and this, of itself, may prove
to be a provocation in the long run.

We believe that compulsory arbitration

should be restricted only to certam employees
whose services are essential with respect to

the provision of health and safety services

within the province. We admit that there

are certain provincial employees who perform
essential services which we cannot allow to

be withdrawn from the public of this prov-
ince. However, there are many other employ-
ees in the civil service who we believe

should have the opportunity, as one of the

options open to them, to withdraw their serx-

ices—with, of course, the exceptions to which
I have referred, namely, those of health or

safety of the community at large.

Mr. Martel: The elevator workers.

Mr. Breithaupt: Yes, it sounds like the ele-

vator workers. That's exactly the case.

Mr. Martel: The transit workers.

Mr. Breithaupt: We are prepared in the

circumstances to acknowledge the responsi-

bility which we have in the Legislature to

intervene if such a situation cannot other-

wise resolve itself. But we believe that to

deny that right to the vast majority of mem-
bers of the civil service in advance is un-

necessary. Out of a total of approximately
67,000 full-time public servants we think,

by our research at least, that there appear
to be some 22 per cent, or some 15,000,

who are denied bargaining rights. Most of

these are denied these rights particularly
because they are deemed to be in accord-

ance with section l(l)(m) of the Act and I

quote: "Persons employed in a managerial
or confidential capacity."

This ratio of excluded persons, we feel

is far too high and it appears from our

research to be the highest of any jurisdiction
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in Canada. In the federal government serv-

ice about 7.6 per cent of such persons are

excluded. As we look at the provinces of

British CoJumbia and Prince Edward Island,

the amount is some tliree per cent; in Alberta,

8.7; in New Brunswick, seven per cent; and
in Saskatchewan and Nova Scotia, approxi-

mately 10 per cent. So Ontario's proportion
seems to be unreasonably high as one looks

at the package in the iirst place.

Surely, the objectives of the government
must be to prevent strikes, and not merely
to make them illegal. We believe that this

cannot be done unless there is greater free-

dom for negotiation provided, and if the

areas of compulsory arbitration are restricted

only to employees whose services are deemed
to be essential.

I am pleased that the minister, the Chair-

man of the Management Board, has said that

this bill will go to standing committee after

it, no doubt, will receive second reading ir

the House. It is most important that before

these amendments are proceeded with that

the Civil Service Association and other inter-

ested persons within the province have the

opportunit}^ to appear before the standing
committee where they can make their views
known. It is always restrictive to have only
members of the House debating issues in

committee, because the input of persons who
are truly expert, or who feel very deeply
on particular points, should be available to

the members of the House so that we indeed
can make better legislation out of the legis-
lation which is placed before us.

I regret that because of the amendments
being, in our view, unsatisfactory, it is our
decision to vote against the bill. We are go-
ins to oppose the bill basically because we
lielieve that the kind of approach which the

government has taken is inadequate. As I

have said, the exclusions that are not in the
bill—the points which we believe should be

substantially changed—have not found favour
with the government. We think that the posi-
tion that has been taken by the government
is incorrect. Accordingly, Mr. Speaker, we will

oppose the bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Speaker, I applaud the

Chairman of the Management Board of Cab-
inet for having decided—and letting us know
so early on in the debate—that the bill would
be sent to committee outside the House. This
is an opportunity for the general public and
the concerned Crown employees to come in

and make personal representation on each

and every part of that bill. I hope to see

many of them there so doing.

The CSAO will be able to come in and
take a firm stand in presenting its views with

respect to this bill, which so very much regu-
lates both its activities and the activities of

its members.

I applaud the minister for his decision, but
the applause stops there. We are opposed to

this bill. We will vote against it with a great
deal of enthusiasm, because it doesn't grant
the right to strike, it continues to entrench

managerial rights and retains restrictions on

what is bargainable. It continues to deny
I do not feel that casual or temporary em-

ployees, and thereby makes them second-class

citizens in the labour markets of this prov-
ince.

The bill does contain some changes, which
one might say are steps forward; but there

are also further disadvantages built into the

bill which heretofore did not exist. The bill

quite clearly excludes casual employees and

temporary employees from bargaining rights.

I do not feel that casual or temporary em-

ployees should be denied bargaining rights. I

could say more on that topic here, but I will

save my detailed remarks for discussion be-

fore the committee.

Another interesting point to me in this bill

is that it excludes—and this is definitely a dis-

advantage—employees in the auditor's office

and the Office of the Assembly from being
members of CSAO. Where represented, they
have traditionally been represented by the

CSAO. To exclude the CSAO from represent-

ing them is a little bit strange to me, particu-

larly for employees of the Office of the As-

sembly. The Legislative Assembly Act specif-

ically does not take away the right of those

employees to have a bargaining agent. They
can choose a bargaining agent of their choice.

Is the Chairman of the Management Board

saying, "We would much prefer the em-

ployees of the Office of the Assembly to have

the CUPE public service or Office and Pro-

fessional Employees International Union rep-

resent the members of the Office of Assemblv.

rather than have the CSAO represent them?"

Why is he saying, "You have the right—we
are not denying it—to choose a bargaining

agent but there is one particular bargaining

agent that you cannot have, and that's the

CSAO"? I find that strange.

If they have the right to choose a bargain-

ing agent, why deny them one particular bar-

gaining agent? That should be their choice. I

cannot understand the denial of one particu-
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lar bargaining agent for that group of em-

ployees.

It also excludes the employees of the tri-

bunal and the grievance settlement board.

Not every employee of the tribunal or griev-

ance settlement board is going to be a per-

son in judgemental or confidential situations.

I would suspect there might be the odd sec-

retary or two around those particular activit-

ies. Why should those people be singled

out and told: "You cannot have CSAO as

your representative"?

Mr. Martel: Divide and conquer,

Mr. Bounsall: It confounds me. I just

don't know why that has been done. It does

not follow any reason whatsoever that I can

see.

Another point the bill could have covered,

but doesn't, is the elimination of all prohi-
bitions on political activity—which were in

the original bill. It does not eliminate those

prohibitions. If the CSAO as the bargaining

agent of the Crown employees wants the

members it represents to be able to engage
in some sort of political action, those Crown
employees collectively having arrived at that

decision, it would be appropriate for them
to so take that action. I cannot see the con-

tinued denial of political action to such a

large group of people in this province.

Mr. Martel: Those at the top engage rather

openly.

Mr. Bounsall: Dropping the discriminatory
clauses on political activity through the mech-
anism of this amending bill would pave the

way for the removal of the prohibitions
found in the Public Service Act, sections 11

to 16 which in effect, if one follows those

Public Service Act sections, prohibits even
the writing of letters to editors of news-

papers by Crown employees in this province.

Taking these discriminatory clauses out of

the original Act would pave the way for

amendments in the Public Service Act which
would widen the political activity in this

province which has been so very much nar-

rowed at the moment. One cannot even write

a letter to the editor without contravening a

section of that Public Service Act. These

employees are being denied their basic

human rights in a democracy by this political

activity limitation.

Mr. Martel: But Don Martyn could be
the Minister of Culture and Recreation's (Mr.

Welch) campaign manager during the last

Tory leadership campaign. There are two
sets of rules.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The hon. mem-
ber for Windsor West has the floor.

Mr. Bounsall: The combination of the old

Act which has not been amended by this

amending Act and the Public Service Act

certainly makes it impossible for public serv-

ants to become in any way slightly involved

in any sort of political activity.

I think the bill, fails markedly as well to

make any step forward in defining—this was
an opportunity to so do and the committee

may see this as one of its major tasks—the

managerial or confidential capacity clauses

which are there. It's my understanding there

is an excessively broad interpretation of

that phrase in the original Act. Ontario has,

in fact, the highest ratio of persons excluded

from those eligible for collective bargaining
in any jurisdiction in Canada. That section

of the Act should be expanded and that sec-

tion clearly defined right in the Act, so those

wide interpretations and exclusions don't

continue.

Of course, Mr. Speaker, one of the major

things which we resent very much, that has

not been changed in this Act, is that basic

right to strike which most certainly should

be granted to all Crown employees. How can

the Legislature justify taking away the right
to strike from a receptionist at Queen's Park,
but say it is okay for a receptionist down the

road at Ontario Hydro to have that right to

strike? How can they take away from a

custodial person working in this Legislative

building the right to strike, but say it is okay
down at Ontario Hydro or over at the Work-
men's Compensation Board or many other

commissions that are closely related to other

commissions closely related to this provincial

government? It just does not make sense

whatsoever.

One gets the feeling that government
thinks that the Crown employees in total, all

60,000 of them, are just out there waiting,
once they are granted the right to strike,

to strike.

That just isn't true. No group of employees
is irresponsible. If they feel an issue strongly

enough, if the negotiations get thoroughly

bogged down, and if they have no alterna-

tive, they strike. They strike, in most cases

most reluctantly. My impression of the civil

servants in Ontario as a group is not of a

group of persons who treat their responsibili-

ties in their jobs lightly, who are irresponsible

and always about to run out on some sort

of a strike, or frothing at the mouth and

can hardly contain themselves behind the

desk or phone because they want to get out

there and strike. They look to me to be a
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very responsible, reasonable group, a group
wliich in fact could be trusted with the right

to strike. Give them that trust. I do not see

why. He must be highly suspicious of this

group of very hard-working, in most cases,

and very responsible people.

Mr. Martel: They should have been on

strike a long time ago.

Mr. Bounsall: He must mistrust them pro-

foundly to not allow them his trust in terms

of their using that trust and that right to

strike in a responsible fashion. I cannot un-

derstand the profound mistrust he must have

of this group since he persists in not giving
them the right to strike. In this regard I

am going to quote to the House, if I may,
remarks made by the Chairman of the Man-

agement Board of Cabinet to the Kiwanis

Club of Ottawa at the Chateau Laurier

Hotel on Friday, Jan. 24, 1975, in connec-

tion with the right to strike and civil servants

having that right.

Binding arbitration [the minister says]

has come under increasing and expensively

publicized attack by the CSAO and others

who are demanding tlie so-called right to

strike for civil servants. I say "so-called

right" because I cannot accept the sugges-
tion that some fundamental freedom equiv-

alent, say to the right of free speech or

religious freedom, is at stake here. Rather

it seems to me that giving an employee
the power to withdraw his services in pur-
suit of his contract demands is or can be

part of a collective bargaining process,

but it is not essential to it.

Mr. Young: Who wrote that?

Mr. Bounsall: I wonder, then, what is their

fundamental solution—and they are always in

the weaker position—if they cannot achieve

anything else?

He goes on:

In my view, it [meaning the right to

strike] should be seen more as a condition

of employment subject, as are other con-

ditions, to the wider ramification of the

jobs or services at issue and subject to,

of course, any individual's right to refuse

employment should he not find the condi-

tions attached to it acceptable to him.

I can hardly believe those last words. What
the minister is saying to the civil servants

of Ontario is, "We are not going to give you
the right to strike. And if you don't like it,

get the hell out of the civil service." That's

what he said in that last paragraph.

Mr. Martel: He's talking like Powell.

Mr. Bounsall: That's one nice attitude for

the chairman of the board that must nego-
tiate with those civil servants to have. "You
don't have the right to strike. If you don't

like it, get the hell out of the civil service."

That's what the minister said here.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Laughren: Shame.

Mr. Bounsall: If I were a civil servant I

would be highly tempted to test him on that

point alone.

Mr. Lawlor: That's from 1823.

Mr. Laughren: It makes for some labour

relations, eh?

Mr. Young: Who wrote it? Tell us. Surely
the minister didn't write that.

Mr. Laughren: He didn't say that, did he?

Mr. Lawlor: It belongs back in the last

century.

Mr. Young: The minister can't believe

that.

Mr. Martel: He was born 100 years too

late.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Speaker, we would take

some group of employees in this province, in

terms of health services, safety services or

protection services—I think of the police and

perhaps firemen—and not give them the right

to strike. We would have to consider, in the

light of other provinces giving their hospital

workers the right to strike, or not taking it

away, and never having had strikes in that

sector, whether we wouldn't completely re-

peal the Hospital Labour Disputes Arbitra-

tion Act.

I would like to try giving the hospital

workers in Ontario the right to strike, as they
still have in some other provinces, and seeing

what happens, and to trust in the integrity of

the workers involved and their feelings about

their jobs to bargain in such a way that they

would never need to go on strike, only to

take that course with great reluctance.

It works in other provinces. In some other

provinces, the workers in hospitals still have

the right to strike and they have not exer-

cised it. That seems to me to be the reason-

able approach to how we should be dealing

with these workers.

There are some services, such as police and

fire, where we would say no. But in terms of

the civil servants of the Province of Ontario,
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what is so essential to the public good over

any short period of time about any of their

jobs? The liquor store employees? The typ-

ists? The custodial staff here? Sure, things

get a little dirty. Wc might all get a little

thirsty. Fewer letters might reach us—and
that would be a blessing. But we can't call

their jobs essential and we can't deny them
the right to strike. It just doesn't make sense.

In relation to that group that we would deny,
in the public interest, the right to strike, we
would take the view of Chief Justice Woods
in his report on labour relations, and we
would take the view of former Chief Justice

McRuer in his writings on civil rights. They
both have said; "If the right to strike,"—"that

fundamental civil liberty," in McRuer's words
—"is taken away from a group of employees,

you give to that group of employees"—

Mr. Lawlor: Does the minister know what

people had to do to win that right?

Mr. Sneaker: Order please. The hon. mem-
ber for Windsor West has the floor.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Speaker, I do have a

problem. Being an ex-university professor, I

have 50 minutes of speech planned out and if

I am interrupted in it I will have to go back
to the start and start all over again.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. I would draw
to the attention of the visitors in the gallery
that the House rules do not permit any ap-
plause, or any other type of emotional out-

!)urst or laughter while you are here. We cer-

tainly welcome you here and we appreciate

your interest, but we would ask that you
abide by the House rules and watch and
listen quietly. Thank you.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Mr. Speak-
er, on a point of order, I think that if you
examine precedent, the last Speaker of this

House did rule that chuckles were allowed in

the gallery.

Mr. Bounsall: I haven't got any chuckles
written into my address here, Mr. Speaker,
but I will try to ad-lib a few as I go along.

Getting back, McRuer and Woods said that

if that basic right to strike is denied, we have
to give them something to replace it, to en-
sure to those workers that they get in return,
in benefits, in salary, in working conditions,

something to make up substantially for that

right to strike if it is to be denied. We find

r'^thin? in this Crown Employees Collective

B?r^aining Act, in its original form or in the
amendment Act which we have before us to-

day, which in any way makes up for that

right which has been denied them.

In fact, it is one of the worst bills I have

ever seen in labour legislation anywhere, in

any jurisdiction. It does not in any way give
them something to substitute for the loss of

that basic civil right, and it's time we had a

bill that did. I don't object to a separate bill

for the Crown employees in the Province of

Ontario provided that bill fits the situation

and fits the need. This bill, the original bill

and this amendment bill, do not fit any need.

It would be better if they didn't have it at

all than in the form which we have it,

Mr. Martel: Why doesn't the minister ask

them to take a five per cent cut in pay? He
might consider that. Ask them to take a five

per cent cut in pay.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Speaker, there are other

disadvantages to this bill. The related sec-

tions of the old bill have some amendments
in this bill. Section 6, which sets out which
terms are negotiable; and section 17, which

sets out which items are still exclusively the

rights of management, have been slightly im-

proved. The rang;e of negotiable items has

been increased slightly. The range of items

which are exclusively management rights has

been decreased.

However, in my opinion, for good labour

relations in this province between ourselves

and the employees who work for us and with

us, sections 6 and 17 should be dropped
entirely and the scope of management rights

left to the two parties bargaining to negoti-

ate, as is done in the Labour Relations Act.

Certainly, to start off with, we may RT-rive at

a position similar to the one in the bill, bu?

as time goes on, with management rifrhts

negotiable, we might very well find that that

position changes from one contract to an-

other. Rather than the situation we are

caught in, of having to go back into the

Legislature and knock out a word or two

here and there whever it becomes appropri-

ate, that should be left to the parties to

decide, not written in here in legislation

This particular aspect creates one of the

other major areas in which the Crown em-

ployees find themselves in a second-c^ass

position in this province. They're having

things particularly picked out and it is said

to them, "This is not a matter on which \ou
can negotiate." One of those big matters is

their pension arrangements.

Another section of the bill perpetrates the

situation where the government can render

non-negotiable, matters which are covered by
other Acts. That's where they can't make
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the pensions negotiable because of the Pub-

lic Service Superannuation Act. Where there

are problems in travelling expenses and living

allowance, there is the Financial Administra-

tion Act, By that clause, making reference

to those other Acts, the government auto-

matically removes those from the negotiating
table. That clause needs to have some good
thorough looking at in committee, and I'm

sure we shall.

Mr. Speaker, there is much more of a

general nature and by specific clause-by-
clause type discussion that I could say on

this Act. I think it would be most appropri-
ate that further words spoken, at least by
myself, should be made in committee where
we can in a calm, cool, very thoughtful way
sit down and look at every "i" to make sure

it is crossed and at every "t" to make sure

it is dotted.

I will save the rest of my remarks for

there, except to say that the government in

this amended bill has either failed to deal
with or rejected completely the right to strike

and it has failed to deal with or rejected
completely negotiable management rights,
restrictions of civil servants from political

activity and numerous other changes which
could have been made which have brought
the Crown Employees Collective Bargaining
Act in line with the Labour Relations Act
and the bargaining conditions that most other

persons in this province function under and
have that right to function under.

The government in this Act has not freed
at all the civil servants in Ontario and we
will not be content in this party until those
civil servants are free. We say to the min-
ister, bring in an Act which, in fact, makes
the civil servants free.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nipis-
sing.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I just
would like to make a few remarks on this

bill prior to 6 o'clock, and support our
House leader in the remarks that he has
made in opposition to the bill.

It has become obvious since the passage
of this bill originally some 2\^ years ago
now, when the former minister, Mr. Mac-
Naughton, introduced it for the second time,
that it was, in fact, the intention of the gov-
ernment to restrain the civil servants of this

province to the point where most of their

rights were taken away from them. At that

time, the Civil Service Association was in a

different position than it is today. It was not
effective in its lobby to have put into effect

those changes which would have made the

bill humane and perhaps, one would say,
in keeping with the times in which we live

insofar as dealings between employer and

employees are conceined.

The two previous speakers have gone over

the great number of differences in this bill

that still exist with the CSAO representa-
tives. As I understand it, there are 23 diflFer-

cnt things that they have asked for that are

not contained in this bill. It is obvious that

it is government policy to deny the rights

of other individuals to the civil servants of

this province, I would certainly support, as

ths House leader has indicated, that civil

servants within this province should have

the right to strike. We would add to that

that there are certain areas that we would
define as essential services and where that

right-

Mr. Foulds: Liquor stores, snowplough

people.

Mr. R. S. Smith: That's what the member
would define as likely would be essential,

yes; but that's not what we would define

as essential service.

Mr. Bounsall: Oh, we are glad to know
that. The member don't think snowplough
people are essential?

Mr. R. S. Smith: No, they are not.

Mr. Bounsall: The House leader defined

them.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Is that right?

Mr. Bounsall: Yes, that's fine.

Mr. R. S. Smith: It is all right if I have

the freedom of speech, is it?

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Will the hon.

member return to the principle of the bill

please?

Mr. R. S. Smith: You can't tell whether it

is NDP or NPD over there. I can't tell the

difference, really.

Mr. Martel: Now the member is calling

us fascist. We are doing well. We have both

degrees.

Mr. R. S. Smith: There is not much differ-

ence; there isn't, really.

Mr. Martel: No, that's right.

Mr. Foulds: The member needs a course

in political science as well as in collective

bargaining.
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Mr. R. S. Smith: Yes, we are not all school

teachers like the member. Some of us had
to get out and—

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The hon. mem-
ber for Nipissing has the floor; and will he
return to the principle of the bill.

Mr. R. S. Smith: I would indicate to you
that I believe the essential services that

would be restricted from the right to strike

would be those to do with policing, those

to do with some hospital activities, and those

ot do \vith some correctional services, where
in fact they are a necessity to maintain the

well being of the general public as a whole;
and I am sure that the Civil Service Asso-

ciation of Ontario would agree with that

type of restriction in those areas. In those

areas arbitration would have to be used in

a proper way in order to facilitate agreement
between that type of worker and the govern-
ment.

The fact still remains that the vast majority
of the civil servants in this province should
have the right to strike, just as those in

private industry have. And as the members
to my left have indicated, there are those

who are working in liquor stores and in

other areas of government service that are

really non-essential insofar as the day-to-day
living of the people is concerned. And in

fact to take away from them the right to

strike is perhaps fascist, if that would suit

the-

Mr. Martel: The member says that. Bu-
kator used to call us Commie, the member
calls us NPD.

Mi^. R. S. Smith: I can't tell the difference

between the two.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. R. S. Smith: There are many other

areas of the bill that have been covered,
such as those parts which restrict what will

be part of bargaining and what will not be
bargained for. Of course in that section there

are a number of things that must be removed,

including the right of the civil servants to

bargain their pension plans, the whole ques-
tion of advancement within the civil service,

as well as the questions related to promotion
and so forth. There is no question that these

things are matters that must be left on the

bargaining table, but which this bill removes.

Beyond that, the one other section that

bothers all of us, particularly those of us who
are politicians—and I presume there are 117

here, whether they like it or not they are

called politicians—and that is the fact that

civil servants are not allowed to take part in

political activity. This is a direct removal

of a freedom that I believe any citizen

should! have unless he is at that level of

government where he is in the confidence

of the cabinet or of a cabinet minister.

Mr. Laughren: They are the only ones

who engage in it now.

Mr. Foulds: Even cabinet ministers aren't

in each other's confidence.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Well, that's the problem
the government has, there is no question

about that. But on the other hand that

would eliminate a very few people at the

top, who of necessity should not take part

in political activity. But as has been sug-

gested by some members, these are the only

ones who are allowed to take part in political

activity, and they usually do it surreptitiously

to protect their employment or to please their

minister. But in fact the other 68,000 or

69,000 of the civil service should certainly

be given every freedom to take part in the

political process of our province and of our

country on the same basis as anyone else.

Mr. Speaker, it being 6 o'clock I will con-

tain myself and finish my remarks.

Mr. Speaker: Will the hon. member ad-

journ the debate?

Mr. R. S. Smith: I won't speak after; you
can have somebody else speak.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

CROWN EMPLOYEES COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING ACT

(concluded)

Mr. Speaker: We're dealing with the sec-

ond reading of Bill 179. Would any other

member like to speak to the bill? The hon.

member for Nickel Belt.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. I really cannot resist the temp-
tation to comment on the Liberal position on

collective bargaining for Crown employees. If

there's anything that's typical of the Liberal

Party in Ontario, it's their position on collec-

tive bargaining for Crown employees.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-

tion): It's fairly reasonable, I think.

Mr. Laughren: Yes, well, it certainly strad-

dles all positions.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): We are so

glad the member for Nickel Belt is coming
around to our way of thinking.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: His colleague agrees with

us.

Mr. Laughren: The Leader of the Opposi-
tion knows what happens to politicians who
straddle all positions, doesn't he?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I don't know what hap-
pens to them but we're going to win. What
about the member's party?

Mr. Laughren: That's where he is mis-

taken. The last member of this Legislature

who tried to straddle all positions was the

present Minister of Culture and Recreation

(Mr. Welch). Do you realize, Mr. Speaker,
that to this day he is known far and wide as

Supercrotch because of his straddle. There's a

very great danger that the Liberal Party is

going to end up with the same thing.

Mr. Speaker: Would the hon. member like

to speak to Bill 179 to the principle of the

bill?

Thursday, January 30, 1975

Mr. Laughren: I certainly would, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supercrotch, that's a tre-

mendous contribution to tlie debate.

Mr. Laughren: It describes the Liberal

position on most policies.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What area is the member

super in? Would he care to describe that?

Mr. Laughren: Well, when it comes to our

position on matters of collective bargaining-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Let's hear it.

J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): The Liberals

know it well.

Mr. Laughren: —there's very little dispute

as far as the New Democratic Party stands.

Mr. Renwick: The Liberals know the posi-

tion well.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They know all about it.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Speak on the

principle of the bill.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The member for River-

dale is getting as touchy as the Premier (Mr.

Davis).

Mr. Laughren: The Liberal Party will

strike for everything but essential services

and then the Liberal Party will decide which

are the essential services in the Province of

Ontario.

Mr. R. F. NLxon: Which does the member
think they are?

Mrs. Campbell: He doesn't think.

Mr. Laughren: I would let that be the re-

sult of negotiations.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why doesn't he speak to

his colleague, because he thinks some are so

essential they shouldn't strike.

Mr. Laughren: Well, I agree with him.

An hon. member: Does he start with the

police?
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is he trying to come
down and start with firemen and policemen?

Mr. Laughren: No, I am making the point
that we believe in the right to strike for the

civil service.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What are the strike

issues? Money?

Mr. Laughren: The civil service should

have the same right to strike as any other

segment of the work force.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Except for the police,

according to his colleague.

Mr. Laughren: Well, I agree with that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's our position. What
is the member talking about? Of all the fatu-

ous comments.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Will the mem-
ber for Nickel Belt speak to the Chair on
the principle of Bill 179?

Mr. E. J. Rounsall (Windsor West): There's

pure gin in that glass of water.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, I was only
commenting on what previous speakers have
said about this bill.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The member should read

the letters from Mr. Shouldice. Hell get
more there.

Mr. Laughren: I'm surprised to learn the

Liberal Party would take away the right to

strike only from the police in the Province

of Ontario. That is a revelation to me.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No, it is more than that.

Mr. Laughren: Yes, it certainly is; it is a

lot more than that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's right. Well, does

the member want to speak to the Liberals?

Go ahead. He might as well.

Mr. Laughren: No, the Liberals are not

the enemy in the Province of Ontario. There's

no danger that the Liberals will form the

next government.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They're just like the

Premier—scared stiff of the Grits.

Mr. Laughren: No, we are not worried at

all about the Liberals. Mr. Speaker, if I

could direct the remainder of my remarks

directly to the bill-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Good heavensl

Mr. Laughren: I think the hypocrisy of the

Liberal position has been outlined once

again.

Mr. R. F. Nixon; I thought the member
was going to say something.

Mr. Laughren: Mind you, it would be in-

teresting to know just how many positions
there are in the Liberal Party in this particu-
lar issue.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: How ridiculous!

Mr. C. E. McIIveen (Oshawa): Leave that

little fellow alone.

Mr. Laughren: How many positions are

there on this particular issue?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: There is just one; and
now that the NDP have changed, theirs is

the same.

Mr. McIIveen: Leave that little fellow

alone.

Mr. Laughren: Are there the same number
of positions as there were on Spadina? How
many positions were there on that one, Mr.

Speaker? It is truly enlightening to be a

part of this chamber and to have the Liberals

come out with a new position every day.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The member certainly
is filling the chamber with his speech.

Mr. Rounsall: There are more coming in

all the time.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Are there really two
other NDPs here?

Mr. Laughren: Oh yes. Don't—

Mr. Speaker: Order. Would the member
for Brant give the member for Nickel Belt

the opportunity to speak?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Throw him out, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, any time

there are four Liberals in the House to two
New Democrats, the odds are even. We don't

worry about numbers here.

Mr. Speaker, this bill to amend the

Crown Employees Collective Bargaining Act

is long overdue. We think it's inadequate,
and in view of the fact that during the last

six months-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: There is a straddling

statement if there ever was one.
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Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, if the leader

of the Liberal Party wants to continue this

debate in terms of the Liberal Party's po-
sition, I'd be quite happy to do so.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Perhaps I will, perhaps
I will.

Mr. Laughren: I hope the leader of the

Liberal Party will stand up later and outline

just what areas of the civil service are to be

given the right to strike.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have every intention—
if the member ever finishes.

Mr. Laughren: Well, that will really be

interesting. Of course, he will reserve the

right to change that—

Mr. Speaker: Would the member for Nickel

Belt, rather than speaking to the Liberal

Party, like to speak to Bill 179?

Mr. Laughren: Yes, I certainly would.

Mr. Speaker, it was truly strange during
the past six months or eight months, or a

year even, to see the government go through
those agonizing negotiations with the civil

servants, knowing all the time that they were

going to bring in amendments to the Crown
Employees Collective Bargaining Act, and
at the same time conducting those nego-
tiations as if they had no intention of chang-
ing it. That was truly remarkable—

Hon. Mr. Winkler: On a point of order,
Mr. Speaker, let's be honest. I am being
very serious when I say that the member
knows that we were requested by the CSAO
not to bring in the amendments, and we
complied with that request.

An hon. member: That's right.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, I was talking
about the way in which those negotiations
were conducted—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The member should
start again. This is a mess.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The member made a

direct accusation,

Mr. Laughren: I know the way the ne-

gotiations were conducted, and so does the

minister; they were reprehensible and a dis-

grace to the Province of Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The member has got
to be joking.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, I think the

depth of dissatisfaction of the employees of

the Province of Ontario is such that it should
have been clear to this government that

any changes or any amendments to the

Crown Employees Collective Bargaining Act
should have included some very fundamental

changes, and this bill does not include those

fundamental changes. The Chairman of the

Management Board surely understands what
those fundamental changes are. I refer spe-

cifically to section 17 of the old Act, or sec-

tion 8 of the amended Act.

It is as though this government does not

understand that there is a new era in negoti-
ations with the public service—not just in

this province but in this country—and that

times truly are changing. The fight is going
to continue. This Act to amend the Crown
Employees Collective Bargaining Act isn't

going to change that. The civil servants are

going to remain dissatisfied with the kind

of contracts they get. They are going to

remain dissatisfied with the way negotiations
are conducted. And they are going to remain

dissatisfied with the kind of legislation which
troubles their employment.

When the battle does occur—as it is surely
to occur in the months and years to come—
it is not going to be the integrity of the

CSAO that is in question. That is not what
is going to be questioned by the people of

Ontario. It's going to be whether or not the

legislation is just.

It's not going to be the demands of the

civil service association that are going to be

questioned—whether they are extravagant or

not—it's going to be whether or not the

government of the Province of Ontario is

conducting those negotiations in a fair and

just manner.

Just as the Premier of the Province of On-
tario is judged, just as the cabinet as a whole
is judged, that is the way the negotiations
of this government are going to be judged.
That's the way the negotiations of this gov-
ernment are going to be judged by the peo-

ple of the Province of Ontario.

And never again, Mr. Speaker, will the

government be trying to negotiate agree-
ments with a Caspar Milquetoast in the

Province of Ontario. There is a pretty big
difference between Caspar and Jake, and I

suspect that the Chairman of Management
Board had that driven home to him ^'e^y

clearly during the past year.

This bill does not satisfy the civil service

or their bargaining agent, and it should be
obvious to him why it doesn't. There is

going to be ill-tempered bargaining that

occurs in the months ahead. There is nothing
in this bill that will remove that aspect, to

remove that feeling by the civil servants and
their bargaining agent.
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Tm not suggesting, Mr. Speaker, that civil

servants or anybody in the public sector can

make unlimited demands on the public purse.
That's not what I'm saying at all. But I am
saying that the civil servants in the province
should have a much larger, much louder

voice in the kind of conditions under which

they work and the kind of legislation which

governs them and their employment.

Section 8 of this bill is as paternalistic as

the old section 17 in the bill and it's bound
to create and continue the kind of resentment

and even contempt for the legislation that

civil servants presently have.

It is as though the government did not

realize that the winds of change are whistl-

ing all around it. We now have a work
force and we now have a civil service that

is better educated than ever before. They
have increased expectations of what they can

achieve on their job. They understand very

clearly that when they are denied the right

to bargain for those conditions which affect

the work environment, there is a denial to

them of personal growth on the job and there

is a waste of human potential for those peo-

ple on the job.

Until this government realizes that it is a

tremendous waste of human potential, then

it is really through in terms of good-faitV

bargaining in the Province of Ontario. It is

through in terms of getting from its civil

service their maximum potential.

The civil service has served this govern-
ment extremely well in the last 30 years—
extremely well. I think this government is

throwing that away. It doesn't make sense.

The civil service in the Province of On-
tario has every right to demand an increased

say in the conditions under which it works.

They have every right to have an increased

say over the things for which they bargain
under their contract. When this government
removes that right from the civil service,

then it is doing them an injustice. In the

end, it is doing itself an injustice, and it is

doing the i)eople of Ontario an injustice by
doing that.

It seems as though the government is

traumatized by the thought of a strike in

the public sector. Well, I don't think the

public is. I certainly have confidence, as I

suspect most of the public does, in the public
service that in the event of a dispute that

ends in a strike there will be the kind of

responsibility—without taking the right away
from them—to maintain those essential serv-

ices whose withdrawal might be a threat to

public health or safety. I have every confi-

dence in the civil service in the Province of

Ontario to do that. But if the government
says to them, "We don't have confidence in

you to do that," then it is taking something

away from those civil servants, and it is not

necessary. The government need not do that.

I don't believe that the population at

large will believe the government when the

government says, "We are looking after your
taxes. We are being fiscally responsible. You

pay for the delivery of those services and
we are going to ensure that they are deliv-

ered." I don't believe that the public buys
any more the argument that our civil service

has security, that therefore they should have

dedication and therefore they should not

have free collective bargaining in the Prov-

ince of Ontario. I don't think that argument
washes any more.

It may wash with a certain segment of

the population that is anti-labour, but I

don't think it washes with the population at

large. Surely more and more people in our

society are saying that while we want the

delivery of those services for which we pay,

we don't want it at the expense of the

people who deliver it having rights taken

away from them—the rights that should ac-

crue to everybody in a free and open society;

namely, the right to withhold their labour

it there is no threat to public health or safety.

I don't know how the minister expects to

convince the population at large that there

is that great danger to them when we have

a responsible civil service. I haven't seen

this example of irresponsibility on the part

of the civil service and I don't think the

minister has, and I don't think he can give

me any example of when they have been

irresponsible. How does he expect the civil

service to buy his argument of dedication

to public service if it's dedication to public

service without dignity? And how does he

expect the civil service, and the population
at large, to have a dedication to an employer
that is paternalistic, an employer that is ar-

bitrary and an employer that is blatantly

anti-labour?

I hope, Mr. Speaker, that the Crown em-

ployees in the Province of Ontario fight this

legislation. I hope that they will continue

to do battle with the government because of

this oppressive legislation. I wish that more

of them could be here to see this govern-

ment in action—not necessarily just tonight;
I am just a bit player in the whole scene-

hut to see their government and their em-

ployer in action on all manners that deal

with labour legislation. That's what we are

talking about when we talk about the Crown
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Employees Collective Bargaining Act; we are

tilking about labour legislation.

Mr. Speaker, we shall oppose this bill. We
shall oppose it because it is anti-labour, we
shall oppose it because it is paternalistic, we
shall oppose it because it is arbitrary and we
shall oppose it because it is anti-democratic

and offensive. I would say to you, Mr.

Speaker, that this bill contains an essential

ingredient that is in any Tory legislation

dealing with labour negotiations, and that

has to do with taking away the rights of

working people in the Province of Ontario.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Brant.

Mr, R. F. Nixon: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Laughren: Now we get another half-

dozen positions.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The bill before us has

been examined carefully by our caucus, and

my two colleagues expressed our position in

opposition to it before the dinner hour. I

wanted to reinforce that position with my
own comments and thoughts, and it is not

my, intention to give any great historical

development of it since I know, sir, in your
position you want us to deal with the prin-

ciple of this bill. We are very much con-

cerned not only with what it contains but
with what it omits.

Let's begin first with the matters which
are directly within the confines of the amend-
ment itself and the provisions put forward.

Certainly the government has acceded at

least to some of the requests of the spokes-
men for the Civil Service Association in bring-

ing forward this bill, but it hasn't touched
the basic concerns that have been expressed
not only by those who are employed by the

government but those who are in a position
to speak for them.

There still have been those proscriptions
which interfere with the employees of the

province in negotiating their pension settle-

ments. There are very hesitant and timid

steps, indeed, in opening up the whole ambit
which would permit those people employed
by the province to negotiate in any sort of
an open way on a basis of the conditions
of work. The government still has a tremend-
ously large percentage of the total number
of employees who are classified in those areas
of employment and responsibility which, ac-

cording to the bill, do not permit them to

actively participate in the civil service or-

ganization or belong to it in that manner.

We believe, and in this the member for

Nickel Belt is entirely correct, it is necessary
to have the powers of compulsory arbitra-

tion apply to certain groups within the em-

ployees of the province. We believe that for

the safety and health of the community it

should be expected by those people who
join the provincial police force, who accept

responsibilities in our hospitals, but particu-

larly in the Ontario hospitals for psychiatric
care, and for employees in jails as well,

that their services are necessary for the order

and health of the community.

Now we took that position, certainly,

many years ago. I can remember a great de-

bate among our members when the govern-
ment brought forward compulsory arbitra-

tion legislation for hospitals. We supported
it at that time, and I was very much struck

by the position taken by the NDP, and very

ably expressed of course, that under no cir-

cumstances would compulsory arbitration be

permitted. I am interested in that aspect,

because as a matter of fact we could do

away with compulsory arbitration entirely
for police, hospital workers, everybody. But
I think to be fair, at least expressing the view
that I hold and speaking on behalf of my
party, suppose we were to say to the police:

"Fine, you have the right to strike along
with everybody else." I would say it is un-
fair to say that, because if in fact they went
on strike and I had responsibility in gov-
ernment or had a seat in this House and was
en lied upon to judge the responsibility of

oth^ns, I would have to vote to prohibit
such a strike from taking place. Now I

would hope that in exchange for losing those

rights, that the normal course of compulsory
arbitration would in fact be advantageous
to the police, as it has been in many of the

arbitrations handed down.

The argument breaks down a bit when

applied to ordinary communit)'' hospitals—
and we supported the government in their

bill to impose compulsory arbitration on all

hospital workers. I personally have felt em-
barrassed about that support on more than
one occasion because the ancillary advantages
that are supposed to counterbalance the loss

of the right to strike have not been there.

The Chairman of the Management Board
who is present, knows precisely what I mean,
that the government was not even prepared
to provide the money that was ordered to be

paid by the arbitrators.

Now that has changed. The people working
in the hospitals, while I am not prepared to

say they are fairly paid at the present time,
have had quantum increases in their pay
over the last few months which have neces-
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sitated supplementary estimates approaching
$250 million in this House. But I want
to make this point, that we have taken the

position, as has been described by the hon.

member for Nickel Belt, that we are pre-

pared to support a government which takes

a stand imposing compulsory arbitration on
those employees whose services are, in the

judgement of the government, necessary for

the health and safety of the community.

That judgement has got to be subjective.
There's no stone tablet coming down from

the cloud saying the world ceases to turn if

these people stop working; we know that's

true.

In Quebec, whatever the law is, the fire-

men stop work. As a matter of fact they sabo-

tage those people who are attempting to per-
form their duties. The people were outraged.

Yet; so they had a few firesl There are those

who are prepared to say: "My God, we can't

interfere with their individual liberties, when
all there are are a few houses to burn down."

I don't want to state that in an extreme

way. I believe we are not being fair to those

people who work for the government if we

say, fine, you have the right to strike, when
we know that if they do strike we are going
to force them back to work right away. Be-

cause I don't believe the community can get

along without police protection, fire protec-
tion and the services, not of everybody in the

hospitals but certainly of those in Ontario

hospitals which come directly under our juris-

diction, and those in the psychiatric hospitals
in particular.

I had understood that the NDP position
was to say everybody has the right to strike.

Does the member remember that? His leader

said it very clearly in the elevator strike situ-

ation. One may say: "Well, what's necessary
about—"

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): He
wasn't even here.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, somebody said it.

The NDP certainly voted against it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Bounsall: Sure we voted against it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: All right, let me make
this point.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Bounsall: We did not say everybody
has the right to strike.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: This is the second point.

Mr. Bounsall: Look it up.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We very strongly believe

that the government and this House has, in

the last analysis, the responsibility to put an

end to a strike which is obviously not going
to be solved by any other means.

Mr. Bounsall: The member sure doesn't

believe in collective bargaining to its final

conclusion.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, what is its final con-

clusion?

Mr. Bounsall: The Leader of the Opposi-
tion is not prepared to let it go that far.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The hon. member who is

interjecting now—and I've listened to his re-

marks and I thought they were quite fair-

once he got around the yelling and hollering,

there were some quite important things he

was saying, because he said he was prepared
to accept the concept that certain people

working for the government of this province

performed essential services. Now that is a

breakthrough on the part of the thinking of

the NDP.

Mr. Bounsall: Police and firemen. We have
never denied police and firemen should not

strike.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And I don't want to try
to make a cheap political point, but it is a

breakthrough.

Mr. Bounsall: We have never denied police
and firemen should not, let the record show
that.

Mr. Speaker: Order please, order. The hon.

member for Brant has the floor.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And it's a welcome

change because it's certainly—

Mr. Renwick: Don't waste our time, debate
the bill.

Some hon. members: Oh! Oh!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I must be making a tell-

ing point.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwick: We will state our position,
let the Leader of the Opposition state his

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Evidently the member
lost the argument in caucus again.
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Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwick: Don't waste our time.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He always gets excited

when he's on the losing side. I hope to God
there isn't a losing side in this, because I

think actually we could spend the evening

telling each other how bad the Chairman of

the Management Board is in his concepts as

far as this is concerned.

Mr. Renwick: He's agreeing with the mem-
ber. He doesn't have to tell him, the minister

knows that.

An hon. member: He nods his head in

agreement.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: You know, Mr. Speaker,
I was particularly appalled when I saw him—
was it on New Year's day—announcing the

settlement and saying: "The Leader of the

Opposition, of course, would have given them
30 per cent," or something like that.

I really thought that the Chairman of the

Management Board showed some aspect ol

irresponsibility in that. Because, No. 1, he
was wrong. And, No. 2, he was trying to

make some kind of cheap political capital
either of the bad information he had or his

misrepresentation of it, I don't know which.
It's not particularly important anyway, but I

just say to you, Mr. Speaker, that it certainly
was unworthy of the gentleman who was

nodding a moment ago and is now doing
something else. I don't know what he's

doing.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Well, the Leader of

thp ODDosition and he would waste our time,
and I will agree with that.

Mr. Speaker: Would the hon. Leader of

the Opposition like to get back to the bill

again?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: All right, we'll continue
now that we've cleared away some of those

things.

But there has been no change in position.
We believe in compulsory arbitration for

thosp people whose services are essential to

the health and safety of the community. We
have not changed, we still believe in that.

If, in fact—and I don't want to sound pre-

sumptuous—the government were to change
sonT'time in the dim and distant future, we
MOuVI bring that in at the first opportunity.We would say to those people in the police

and others: "You do not have the right to

strike," and we would be prepared to apply
the sanctions in the law in that regard.

The other employees, important though
they be, would have the same rights as any-

body else, as long as their contract was under

negotiation and not in force, to withdraw
their services. And there would be a delay
in sending out the birth certificates and, as I

mentioned earlier, the gas tax rebates and all

the many important things that are carried

on by the 50,000 people who work in the

offices and work on behalf of the govern-
ment and the people of the Province of

Ontario. There would be tremendous pres-
sures if they withdrew their services. The

community and the taxpayers would suffer.

But, obviously, they must have that right.

I would say to the Chairman of the Man-
agement Board that people wiser than either

of us have said laws like the present one do
not stop strikes, they simply make them

illegal. And I think as well—

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): Who is the member?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I am quoting the gentle-
man who is considered to be the best—

An hon. member: Goldenberg.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, Carl Goldenberg.
And he's probably wiser than the three of us

—maybe the three of us put together, I

don't know about that.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): A man
the government should have hired on more
than one occasion.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I thought it was Pierre

Tmdeau who said that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Ah well, he's wiser than

the three of us put together too, but that's

another matter.

Mr. Martel: The Leader of the Opposition
sells himself pretty cheaply.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: In saying this, I would

hope that the government would not con-

sider this particular bill their answer to the

problems they have experienced in recent

months. They are dealing with a well-

organized, strong force in the community.
It is a force which I presume is prepared
to meet the government of the day within

the next few months with all of the details

of the changes in the economy and, on behalf

of their workers, bargain once again with the

government of the day.
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But I would suggest to you, Mr. Speaker,
that if the government does not change the

law in its present form, that they will eventu-

ally, either this year or at some other time,

assuming they continue in office, face the

problem of what would be in their terms

an illegal strike.

I don't know what the answer to that is.

Is the minister going to put them all in jail?

Is he going to fine them all? After all, the

law was broken this fall, as he well knows.

The law says no one leading the civil service

must even advise a strike, let alone hold a

strike. The minister has got it all in there;

he has got all the mechanism to scare the -

wits out of them. And they scared the

ministerl

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No they didn't.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh yes they did.

Hon. Mr Winkler: Not once.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And isn't it a shame,
Mr. Speaker, that our negotiations—

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Not once.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —have to be undertaken
in that particular atmosphere. I suppose we
can't legislate the frame of mind, either of

the people representing the civil servants—
or the employees; I think we've got to get

away from that term civil servants. Whether

they consider themselves freed or not, we
have got to get away from that word servant,
because I think it has connotations that are

not proper.

Mr. Laughren: Under the present legisla-
tion it is appropriate.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Public servants.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: All right, maybe public
servants sounds a little better, I don't know.
But I think employees of the government is

what they are and that's the way they should

be referred to in our statutes.

So I would just say to you, probably to

repeat the warning that I put to you, Mr.

Speaker, two or three years ago when the

original bill came forward piloted by the

former Treasurer. The people who support
this bill are going to regret it. Now maybe
they don't regret it yet, but I submit that

they will.

We are now in a time of some peace with

regard to those people who are employed by
the government. It will be some weeks or

months before they return to continue nego-
tiation. I would just suggest that we ought to

designate those who are essential and say to

the others they have the same rights as any-
one else. Make that clear in the law.

I trust that the good sense of everyone
is going to make a strike possibility just

academic. But I would say to the minister

that if he leaves the law as it is, eventually
such a strike is going to take place. It will

be, under this law, an illegal strike. And I

am damned if I know what he is going to do
about it, because then the Legislature can't

come back and solve the situation. The gov-
ernment has not got enough cops to solve it;

and I do not believe that it can use the

coercion that is presently in the penalty
clauses of the bill in any effective way, nor

should it.

So I feel there are many substantial

changes that are going to have to take place
in the labour laws of this province. This bill,

as an amendment to the original one, does

not encompass the possibility of all of those

changes.

I felt that it was necessary to reiterate our

position, Mr. Speaker, because we feel that

it is a sound one and one that the govern-
ment of the day ought to accept. We cannot

support the bill in its present form and we
will have to divide the House when this

debate is completed.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. I just want to speak quite

briefly on the bill. I rise to oppose it because

I, for one, feel very strongly in favour of full

and free collective bargaining. Instinctively,
I happen to sympathize and favour the work-

ing men and women of this province, whether

they are railroaders, pulp mill cutters, teach-

ers or civil servants. This bill does not open

up the collective bargaining process in any

meaningful way to the vast number of civil

servants who not only desire it but deserve it.

This party supports the right to strike; and

not in the blind or mindless way.

The right to collectively withdraw service,

labour, is one that has built up very slowly
in North America over the last 150 years,

after some very bitter stniggles. If a person
earns his living solely through his labour,

whether that labour is physical or intellectual,

that is the only thing that he has to bring
to the marketplace, and surely he should have

the right to withdraw that in conjunction with

his fellows when, collectively, they have

agreed to do so.
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The other speakers in my party have ex-

pressed that viewpoint eloquently and ade-

quately and I don't intend to belabour it. I

would like for a moment though, to explore
one other aspect of the bill. That is the denial

of political rights to public servants, and

especially to community college teachers.

I find it really quite shocking that in this

day and age this bill does not change the

clause in the original Bill 105, An Act to

Provide for Collective Bargaining for Crown

Employees. The title itself in that original
bill is a misnomer to say the least. It's

laughable. That Bill 105 is surely an Act

to provide for collective begging for Crown

employees. But the fact that within the

general legislation, after we are finished with

the government's—what do we call what the

government is doing?—it's not a grandiose

gesture; it's a minor, insignificant gesture in

bringing in these amendments. But after we
are through with this gesture it will still

mean that civil servants, and that includes

community college teachers, will not be able

to donate to or participate in political

activity.

I want to just explore the community col-

lege teacher aspect of this for a few moments
if I might, Mr. Speaker, and knowing your
wisdom and breadth of decision I know that

you will allow me to do so. We know that

throughout this province community college
teachers do belong to political organizations.
I know one who is the president, not of an
NDP riding association, but of a political

party's riding association in my own area. He
does so quite publicly, quite openly. The law
is not enforced.

It's not enforced, Mr. Speaker, because it

is not enforceable. In this case the law, as

Charles Dickens so well said, is an ass. We
as legislators should not put into efi^ect a law
that we know cannot be enforced; or even

worse, Mr. Speaker, we should not put into

effect a law that we will not enforce. I sug-

gest to you that that weakens the very prin-

ciple of law and the very principle of legisla-

tion.

We have no bar in this province to univer-

sity teachers belonging to, actively campaign-
ing for and contributing to political parties.
We have no law in this province that pre-
vents elementary or secondary school teachers

from participating fully in political activity.

Why, in God's name, do we have legislation
—at least in terms of a law which is not en-

forced—on the books which continues to pre-
vent community college teachers from fully

participating in political activities? It is

frankly injudicious of us, illogical of us; it is

senseless of us.

So, Mr. Speaker, I rise to oppose the

amendment—Bill 179 of 1974—because it does

not go nearly far enough in giving to the

public servants of Ontario, including the com-

munity college teachers, the rights they fully

deserve. Thank you very much.

Mr. Speaker: Is there any other member
who wishes to speak on this bill?

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.

Speaker, I rise to oppose this bill along with

my colleagues. I oppose it because I would
like to see us attain in this province the

degree of co-operation between those in

charge of responsibility of government and

those who work for it.

I was really surprised when the minister

suggested that this bill might be an improve-

ment, and hopefully provide an improved at-

mosphere for negotiations because it would

provide for compulsory arbitration.

Where would the minister ever find evi-

dence of compulsory arbitration in the legis-

lation improving the atmosphere for negotia-

tions? Every record that I've seen indicates

that is one thing that doesn't result. It results

in a failure of the negotiating parties to really

come to grips with the issues because they
feel in the end they might as well leave it

to the arbitrator.

That is playing Russian roulette. That is

surely abdicating responsibility which these

parties have been elected to assume by who-
ever has that responsibility.

Surely the improved atmosphere can be at-

tained by removing many of the causes of the

problems, the causes of irritation in the nego-
tiations. Many of those irritations are in the

original bill this is amending, and this is do-

ing little to alleviate them.

Surely the delay in negotiating procedures,
the refusal of the government to consider

certain areas of irritation to employees as

negotiable; surely the mistrust of the griev-

ance procedures; surely the illogical, incon-

sistent and unreasonable restrictions on activi-

ties and the rights of those who are employed
by this government; surely these are the

things which destroy the good atmosphere,
the good relations this minister states he seeks

to attain.

I agree completely with my leader's posi-

tion—which has been a veiy consistent posi-

tion—that we feel those who work for this

government should have the right to with-

draw their services except in very carefully

defined categories where the safety and health
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of the people of this province are definitely

a£Fected; and they should be as few as pos-
sible.

There is no reason those who are doing the

normal work of government, so much of

which is not in the essential areas, shouldn't

be in a position to negotiate from a position
of strength. I suggest to the minister, if he

has time to listen, that he examine those

categories and set them out in a revision to

this bill which will be clearly equitable for

those who are affected.

Insofar, Mr. Speaker, as the methods of

negotiation are concerned, we have seen ex-

amples of moves by other governments; the

government of Alberta, now the federal gov-
ernment and other government bodies, are

moving to this process called "final-offer

selection." Final-offer selection is a process

whereby before negotiations begin the em-

ployees decide whether or not they will abide

by compulsory arbitration. The compulsory
arbitration is done at their decision and their

will and on the basis of the two parties nego-
tiating to a point that is decided in legislation
ahead of time as to when the arbitrators will

move in.

The arbitrators* role is not one to try to find

middle ground but the arbitrators' role is to

decide which of the two parties' final positions
is more reasonable and more justified on any
outstanding points at the time negotiations are

to cease and the arbitrator take over. This
results in negotiations taking place in a com-
pletely different atmosphere.

Last year we recommended this at the time
of the teacher disputes. We felt that this was
a different approach to take in a controversy
that seemed too irreconcilable. I'm pleased to

see now that since our recommendation this

approach has been adopted in the negotiations
in the Hamilton-Wentworth area and up in

the Soo. It did result in what was described

by the Ontario Teachers' Federation as one of
the most satisfactory atmospheres that had
ever been negotiated in, because they knew
that it was reason and a justified case in all

issues that would result in the award going to

the party that had the more reasonable of the
two ix)sitions.

I urge the minister to take this approach.
Throw out this idea of everyone having no
right to strike and no right to withdraw their

services regardless of what type of service

they are providing. I urge this minister to

move toward the other approach which has
been found in other jurisdictions which have
attempted it to be very satisfactory; even in

our own jurisdiction it is now being proved

to be that. Break this new ground in an area

that will bring much more reason and much
less likelihood of withdrawal of services, and
I'm sure in the long nm it will result in this

province leading the way, as it has in some

categories, hopefully in new labour atmos-

pheres that we are all proud of.

I urge the minister to change this bill in

that regard; otherwise there is no way that we
can support it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-

dale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I rise to speak
in opposition to the proposed bill. I certainly

think that the atmosphere of the relationship
of the government to the Civil Service Asso-

ciation and the other relatively small groups

charged with responsibility for negotiating on
behalf of the civil servants has changed sub-

stantially during the time from 1972 to 1974.

Indeed, we in this party at the time of the

passage of the original Crown Employees Col-

lective Bargaining Act in 1972 were gravely
concerned as to whether the CSAO would
survive and have any vitality, because it ap-

peared to us to be a very moribund and

apathetic association which had allowed the

rights of the members of the civil service of

Ontario to deteriorate to a point where it was

simply a question whether the CSAO would
continue in a relatively formal existence or

whether or not it would be rejuvenated.

There was a difference between the CSAO
which confronted the government of the Prov-

ince of Ontario during the negotiations to-

ward the end of last year and the CSAO
which was in existence at the time that the

government under the then Treasurer, the

fonner member for Huron, foisted upon the

civil service an Act which was quite iniqui-

tous. Indeed, I think it was one of the proud-
est moments of this party that throughout
that debate both here and in committee the

New Democratic Party fought consistently,

indeed alone, indeed in many instances with-

out the support of the CSAO, either physical-

ly being present or supporting the arguments
which we made.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is the member suggesting
the Liberal Party voted for the bill?

Mr. Renwick: No, I'm talking about the

tone and substance of the debate that took

place.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh, the tone.

Mr. Renwick: Yes, that's right.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: Just as long as there is

no misunderstanding.

Mr. Renwick: There is quite a bit of mis-

understanding. We don't need, and really this

isn't the night that we want-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The member said his

party fought alone. He didn't want the record

to be wrong, I know.

Mr. Renwick: —the kind of erratic flak

which the leader of the Liberal Party is so

prone to these days.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That happens to be
factual.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I promise not

to be deflected again by the member for

Brant.

An hon. member: Deflected?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Not even by the facts.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I want the

House to know, and there is no record in

committee, but the members who stood in

committee-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Renwick: —to fight against the prin-

ciples and the clauses of the bill that is now
before us for amendment, were the members
of this party and the members of this party

alone, as has always been the case-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's right; all virtue

with his party and mostly with him.

Mr. Renwick: —in most instances of im-

portant legislation.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That halo around the

member's head is blinding.

Mr. Renwick: The Liberal Party speaks in

the House on the second reading of the bill

to debate the principle because there they
don't really ever have to deal with the nitty

gritty of the problems that are encompassed
by the legislation.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor ( Lakeshore ) : The angels
are a little tired of having us on their side.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I am getting tired of the

nitty gritty politicians.

Mr. Renwick: But in the committee, when
the questions of detail and the specific pro-
visions of the Crown Employees Collective

Bargaining Act were debated and we faced

the government with what they should be, we
stood alone. There was no support, either

from the Civil Service Association at that

time or from the Liberal Party.

Mr. Martel: Right on.

Mr. Lawlor: That's the truth. I was there.

Mr. Renwick: No question about it.

Mr. Lawlor: We stood alone.

Mr. Foulds: And he*s a gospeller.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And the member was

Joshua to his Moses.

Mr. Lawlor: I never did get to the prom-
ised land.

Mr. Renwick: If the House would like me
to arrange to continue to speak mitil my
colleague, the member for Wentworth (Mr.

Deans), returns on Monday from Cuba to

reinforce the points that I made, I'll be glad
to do so.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): He's cut-

ting sugar cane.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwick: After all, it's only another

1^ hours tonight and three hours tomorrow
and my colleague from Wentworth would be

here.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Listen, the member would
talk beyond the return of his colleague.

Mr. Renwick: And we would have no

difficulty.

Mr. Deacon: No, they wouldn't.

Mr. Renwick: Of course we wouldn't.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: His return will probably
not cut the member ofE.

Mr. Renwick: I thought perhaps it was
worthwhile recalling in the debate the cir-

cumstances under which the government
originally foisted this bill upon the civil

service of the Province of Ontario, apparently
on a weak and apathetic and moribund asso-

ciation.

I am delighted at one of the things which

has pleased this party—the fact that the

leadership of the Civil Service Association has

changed in its calibre, in its ability, in its

skill and in its knowledge of what is required
to deal with the second most powerful gov-
ernment in Canada to try to restore some

measure of the rights which were lost to the
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civil service of Ontario over many, many years
of Tor>' nile. It's right within that context that

the Rovemment of the Province of Ontario

itself produced, as a result of its attitude over

the years, the relatively intransigent position
of the Civil Service Association of Ontario.

I say "relatively" advisedly, because if the

government wants an intransigent position,

it can continue to do what it is now doing,
both in negotiations and in this Act, and I

will have to drop the word "relatively,"
because the civil service of the Province of

Ontario will be intransigent the next time

around. I'll come to that in a moment.

The philosophy of the government has

been fairlv clearly expounded by the Chair-

man of tne Management Board since those

negotiations were settled. I'd like to spend
a little bit of time talking about my percep-
tion of the chairman's philosophy embodied
in the amendments in this bill and the whole
field of Crov^Ti employees' collective bargain-

ing. I think it is fair to say that we can con-

front the government in this party because

there is, on occasion, virtue in consistency.
Not always; not always. But this party has

stood on each and
every

occasion as opposed
to the principle of collective bargaining in

every instance in which the legislation has

come before the assembly.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Does the member want
to correct that statement before he goes any
further?

Mr. Foulds: Compulsory arbitration, not

collective bargaining.

Mr. Renwick: Pardon?

Mr. Foulds: The member said collective

bargaining when he meant compulsory arbi-

tration.

Mr. Renwick: I am sorry, I'll change it.

Thank you. We stood opposed to compulsory
arbitration in each and every instance in

which that issue has come before this assem-

bly; we stood opposed to it. I may be repeat-

ing what some of my colleagues said because
I didn't have the privilege of hearing them
before dinnertime.

Mr. Ruston: He just repeats himself.

Mr. Renwick: We stood opposed on the

Toronto Hydro strike many years ago. We
stood opposed to the hospital disputes arbi-

tration bill. We stood opposed to the compul-
sory arbitration forced in the elevator strike.

We stood opposed on the Toronto Transit

Commission strike and we stood opposed on

the question of the endeavour to force the

teachers into a position where they would
have to accept the equivalent of collective

bargaining. Tnat has been our position and

thats been our clear position on each and

every occasion.

Mr. Good: Until tonight.

Mr. Renwick: I want you to understand

that the members of this caucus deal with

the legislation which is before us, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Tell us what happened
in caucus with Nickel Belt.

Mr. Renwick: We are not engaged in pre-

judging issues which have not arisen in the

Province of Ontario, as to whether or not or

what we would do in specific instances if we
were faced with the question relating to

what can be called the so-called penultimate
essential services in the province. The Liberal

members know what they are. They are al-

ways waving the red flag. Where do you
stand on the police? Where do you stand on

the firemen? They are the penultimate ones.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: His colleague made it

clear.

Mr. Bounsall: It has always been clear.

Mr. Renwick: The one area where we
agree with the Chairman of the Management
Board is that we don't think that the Widget
Manufacturing Co. is an essential service,

but after that we part company with him on

his definition of essential services. Every time

the Chairman of the Management Board

wishes to deal with the question of essential

services, he uses the diminutive term about

the Widget Co. I have never had time to

look up in the dictionary to find out what a

widget is but I assume it is something in the

nature of a yo-yo manufacturing company. I

assume, although it may be questionable, that

we could do away with yo-yos and not suffer

from it as a point of view of an essential

service.

Mr. Deacon: The member was pretty good
at those things in school.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He would destroy the

Tory party.

Mr. Martel: There is a lot of wood over

there.

Mr. Renwick: I would like to deal very

briefly, because I think it need only be dealt

with briefly, with the strange position that
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is taken by the leader of the Liberal Party.
The leader of the Liberal Party says in sub-

stance that there is a reserve right in the

legislative assembly to end a strike in any
area.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Right.

Mr. Renwick: Now we don't disagree with
that. We don't disagree with that but some-
how or other we think that what the leader

of the Liberal Party means is that if the

government of the day decides that it is time

in its judgement to bring a strike to an end

by legislating the men back to work and im-

posing compulsory arbitration, the leader of

the Liberal Party believes that it is our obli-

gation, the 117 members of the assembly, to

stand up and vote unanimously in favour of

it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No, not necessarily. We
can be as inconsistent as the member is.

Mr. Renwick: No, just a moment. What he

is saying in substance and what he said to-

night, and Hansard will show it, is that the

ultimate power of the legislative assembly
should be exercised by unanimous vote. All

right. Let him just look at what he said be-

cause his concern about democratic rights

always disappears at that point in time when
he talks about—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why argue this? So that

the hon. members don't have to spend 20
minutes arguing about what I didn't say,

obviously the majority rules. It has nothing to

do with unanimity.

Mr. Renwick: Obviously the Leader of the

Opposition has rediscovered the basic prin-

ciple of this assembly.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I never forgot it.

Mr. Renwick: That's right. A few minutes

ago he forgot it, because he said in sub-

stance that in such a situation as when the

government calls the Legislature into session

to legislate out a strike in what the govern-
ment determines to be an essential service, all

of us are supposed to stand up and bow.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I didn't say it.

Mr. Renwick: That's right.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I didn't mean it. I didn't

say it. That's wrong.

Mr. Renwick: That's what he asked.

Let me deal with another one of those

strange illusions of the Liberal Party—final

offer selection. If the hon. member for York
Centre-

Mr. Deacon: The member is going to go
after this again, too, eh?

Mr. Renwick: If the hon. member for York
Centre continues to say it long enough, my
guess is it'll probably become one of the

fundamental policies of the Liberal Party.

An hon. member: It already is.

Mr. Renwick: It needs only repetition be-

cause there are very few members of the

party who repeat one theme long enough for

it to become policy; and the hon. member for

York Centre has reiterated sufficiently that it's

now part of the policy.

Mr. Ruston: Is the member for Riverdale

agreeing with the member for Nickel Belt?

Mr. Renwick: My guess is when they go
down to Windsor that final-oflFer selection

will be put forward by the hon. member for

York Centre as one of the policies of the

Liberal Party in the field of collective bar-

gaining.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Shouldn't he have the

right to say what his views are?

Mr. Renwick: Yes.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Should we all stand up

glassy-eyed like the member?

Mr. Renwick: Of course.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: These are the essential

services.

An hon. member: Is the Leader of the Op-
position disagreeing with his colleague al-

ready?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is the member for River-

dale prepared to tell us about how his party's

policy has changed over the last few hours?

Mr. Renwick: As a matter of fact, I think

I will talk through until the member for

Wentworth gets back here on Monday.

Mr. Ruston: He'll straighten him out.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The member for Riverdale

won't quit before then anyway.

Mr. Renwick: The interesting thing is that

if one looks at final-offer selection, the pro-

posals for final-offer selection have alwa>'S
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come from the elitists in the society. When
they come from the Beland Honderichs—

Mr. Deacon: I didn't realize that Val Scott

was considered as one of the elitists.

An Hon. member: Yes he is, sure.

Mr. Renwick: When Beland Honderich de-

cides that he's got the solutions to the prob-
lems of labour-management relationships, and
the Liberal Party adopts them, we can under-

stand that.

Mr. Deacon: Isn't it interesting that he isn't

aware it is quite the reverse?

Mr. Foulds: But even then the leader of

the Liberal Party can change that party's

policy to suit himself.

Mr. Renwick: You know, the interesting
and rather amusing part about final-offer

selection, so far as the Province of Ontario

is concerned, is that it actually originated
with the membership of the New Democratic

Party.

Mr. Deacon: That's right. The New Demo-
cratic Party didn't have room for such sen-

sible policies.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, do you know
where it originated? With real working men
—the men who really toil for their dollars,

the professional engineers of the Province of

Ontario.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): That's

right. In fact, it originated with the profes-
sional Hydro engineers.

Mr. Renwick: The professional Hydro en-

gineers.

Mr. Deacon: They must be in the NDP's
black books these days.

Mr. Renwick: Good friends of mine, Val
Scott and Ed Phillips, were the ones who
produced the first version of final-offer selec-

tion that we ever heard of in the Province of

Ontario. Fortunately for this party, it was
never adopted as a solution for the working
man's power to deal with management.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, tell us about what
Blakeney does for the working man, the Hydro
engineers in Saskatchewan.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Order.

Mr. Renwick: We'll ask little Allan down
some day to give the Liberal leader a lecture;

ho'd be glad to do that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He's one of the brighter

NDPers.

Mr. Lewis: He is. I quite agree. What
about Barrett and the firemen?

Mrs. Campbell: Tell us what he did for

working women. That's discrimination.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, it is necessary

every now and then to deal with some of the

relatively ludicrous arguments of the members
of the Liberal Party.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Ah, yes. Now that we've

dealt with those—

Mr. Renwick: I would like now to turn to

the philosophy of the government of the Prov-

ince of Ontario, as enunciated by the Chair-

man of the Management Board as he reflected

upon the decision that was reached on Dec.

29. His reflections were open and clear, and

the way in which he look^ at this problem
were clearly set out in the speech which, for-

tunately, he sent to each member of the

assembly, a speech which he delivered to the

Kiwanis Club in the Chateau Laurier in

Ottawa on Jan. 24 last. It's a very clear state-

ment. I'd like to deal with it a little bit, Mr.

Speaker.

•In referring to the bill which is currently
before us for debate, he acknowledged that

the millennium had not been reached in the

Province of Ontario in relations between the

government of the province and the civil

service. I think that's quite an acknowledge-
ment and quite an admission. I know he's

v/orking toward it,

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Better goal, too.

Mr. Renwick: I know it's his goal.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Thank you.

Mr. Renwick: I have some sort of scepti-

cism about whether he or I will be around

when the millennium appears—

Mr. Lawlor: Doesn't the minister think he's

set it back several thousand years?

Mr. Renwick: I'm inclined to think that

before the millennium comes, there are going
to be a number of very difficult problems that

will have to be solved.

He said in his speech:

The government currently has before the

Legislature amendments to the Crown Em-
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ployees Collective Bargaining Act, amend-
ments which would change the method of

making appointments to arbitration boards

to ensure their impartiality is beyond
question.

That's interesting. Now, that is one of the

matters that we raised in the committee in

1972 and tried to get the government to

understand at that time—that you can't have

the kind of tribunal that was established in

the present bill. We hardly consider it pro-

gress that two years later, or 2^ years later,

the government has adopted the position

which we took then in committee.

He then went on to say that—oh, and he

split an infinitive; but I will correct that.

Mr. Lewis: I want to speak to my col-

league about that.

Mr. Renwick: I will correct that gram-
matical error.

Mr. Lewis: That doesn't happen in our

caucus. People don't split infinitives in the

NDP, I want to tell the House.

Mi". Renwick: Mr. Speaker, if I may—

Mr. Foulds: The Chairman of Management
Board would split hairs, if he had any.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: What would the mem-
ber split?

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): They
ju't split, period,

Mr. Renwick: And "to expand significant-

ly." Mr. Speaker, I would like the Chairman
of Management Board to get that—"to expand

sif^nificantly." "To expand" is the verb; "sig-

nificantly" is the adverb—and the adverb

generally follows the verb.

Mr. Lewis: He can teU that to his speech
writers.

Mr. Renwick: "And to expand significantly

the subject areas"—

Mr. Lewis: Grade 9 grammar,

Mr. Renwick: "—open to negotiation be-

tween management and employee represen-
tatives."

Mr. Lewis: It is nothing but barbarism to

split infinitives.

Mr. Renwick: He said:

Even as we proceed vdth this legisla-

tion, which we believe offers some very
real improvement in the existing Act, we

are continuing to give active consideration

to further advances in the system.

Well, if one examines the amendments which

appear in the bill which is before us with

respect to those matters which are now nego-
tiable and those matters which are reserved

exclusively to management, one will see that

it is a very marginal difference between the

position before and after. Again, Mr. Speaker,
we in this party in the committee tried to

insist two years ago that those changes
should be made.

So the very two items that the Chairman
of the Management Board highlighted in his

public address are two of a number of items

which we had urged upon the government at

the time of those iniquitous hearings back

in 1972.

He referred to it in his speech as the

broader questions of relationships between

the civil service and the government of the

Province of Ontario; the broader questions
with relation to the negotiations in what he

refers to as the public sector—as distinct from

what he contraposed to it, the private sector.

He appealed to his audience that since

they were all taxpayers they had the right

to know. That was the reason which the

Chairman of the Management Board gave

for all of the public announcements which he

made during the very sensitive periods of the

negotiation which exacerbated the situation.

It is a very selective right to know that

the government of the Province of Ontario

exercises. The only time it takes the people
of the Province of Ontario into its confidence

and says they have the right to know is when
it serves the purposes of the Tory govern-

ment, the cabinet of the Province of Ontario.

There have been countless occasions when
this government has denied the right to know,

and you can't make it a self-serving opera-

tion—and the Chairman of the Management
Board knows it. It is a specious argument.

He then indicates, of course, that it is the

taxpayers who will pay and he opposes the

body of the taxpayers against the Civil Serv-

ice A'^sociatian—almost as if the Civil Service

Association is non-taxable. That is the dis-

tinction he really makes. They pay taxes, so

far as I know. So what he is saying is that

he was engaged in opposing, or trying to

oppose—fortunately he wasn't successful, be-

cause the people of the Province of Ontario

weren't taken in by it.

He wasn't opposing the taxpayers against
the civil service. He was opposing those tax-

payers, corporation and individual who paid
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taxes but weren't members of the civil serv-

ice, against members of the civil service who
were taxpayers.

That was the confrontation the minister
was engaged in and it was humbug. He
ought to Know it and I hope he will have
enough sense in the time to come never to

use that tactic again in the course of nego-
tiations in the Province of Ontario. It was
cheap. It is a management device used year
in and year out in what you refer to as the

private sector. They're constantly taking the

public, the consumers of the product, into

their game to let them know why it is that
the consumers, who happen to be their work-

ers, are really affecting the great body of
consumers.

You know, throughout the speech, the
minister never knows whether to refer to

them as taxpayers or consumers, because he
tries to say that the public sector and the

private sector are different, but he always
stumbles on it because he can't quite distin-

guish consumers from taxpayers. He doesn't

really believe there are any diflFerences of

any real significance and he knows it.

Do you know the specious distinction that
the minister held up, Mr. Speaker? He held

up that the government of Ontario would not

engage in a lockout and therefore that makes

negotiations in the public sector different

from negotiations in the private sector. I'm
not so sure; if Tory government kept on long
in this province they might very well engage
in a lockout. I wouldn't be surprised if they
put a lock on this assembly door if they're
in the government very much longer. We've
had a recent example in Bangladesh of a

parliament voting itself out of existence.

Mr. Foulds: It would be know as the Long
Legislature.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That would be only if

those fellows opposite were in power, that's

all. That's when that will happen.

Mr. Foulds: The precedents aren't encour-

aging.

Mr. Renwick: It's very fascinating that in
his speech in Ottawa he disclosed the samples
which he took in the pay sector of the private
economy. The private economy is different
from the public sector; bargaining in the

private sector is different from bargaining in
the public sector; but the gauge of earnings
of members of the civil service is to be deter-
mined by private wage assessments in the
private sector and that's what the equation
is to be.

That's exactly what the minister did in this

instance. I ask—maybe I'm wrong, maybe they
are available—I ask the minister to table the

comparable employment fields that were used
for the purpose of making those comparisons,
because the Chairman of the Management
Board said, "It was on the basis of those com-
parisons of comparable employments"—which
is a very interesting phrase and even he had
the grace in his speech to indicate that com-
parability was kind of difficult—tempered by
what he referred to as intra civil service ad-

justments that would have to be made, tl.at

it was on that basis that he made his offer

on Dec. 3. He chastised the Civil Service

Association for not being graceful enough to

both be grateful and to accept it at that time
rather than to cause him, the Chairman of

the Management Board, the difficulty and the

trouble which he had for the rest of the

month of December.

I don't know whether the way I look at

things is so different from the way the Chair-
man of the Management Board looks at it that

I find it incongruous that the Chairman of the

Management Board would try to say to us

that the very guts of the items that are being
negotiated are identical in the public service

as they are in the private sector, and then

say that there is some difference in the nature

of the process by which the negotiated settle-

ments would be reached. The logic of it

escapes me. I would be very interested if the

chairman, at the appropriate time, would
clarify my thinking about it. There is no dif-

ference, in my view, and there can be no
difference so long as the standards which are

established by this government for employ-
ment in the civil service are based primarily

upon comparisons.

Then he threw in another criterion. The

funny thing is that his speech started off in

the factual matters of the negotiation and it

appeared to be almost a complete whole and
then it went very funny at the end as though
he got tired and he realized that he couldn't

logically put the whole thing together.

The other criterion he used was the ability
to pay, and he referred to the fact that the tax

resources of the province were not a bottom-
less pit, and that he hoped that others would
learn that hard reality. I had the feeling that

he was talking about the New Democratic

Party when he referred about learning the

hard reality about that.

I think it is fascinating. In one of the vexed
areas of this difiicult problem of public sector

negotiations—in the field of hospital services—
about the very day that the Chairman of the

Management Board was making his speech to
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tlie Kiwanis Club in Ottawa about the ability-

to-pay principle, as it applied to collective

bargaining within the public sector of the

civil service of the Province of Ontario, the

commission established by his colleague, the

Minister of Labour (Mr. MacBeth) was re-

porting upon the question of negotiations in

the hospital services.

The one principle which that commission
ruled out as being irrelevant was the question
of the ability to pay. They established quite

clearly that if the status by way of salary and

working conditions was to be raised within

the hospital industries, the matters had to be
dealt with on a province-wide basis—for which
there may be argument, and obviously the

Minister of Labour wasn't too happy about
the suggestion—and the ability to pay was not
the criterion.

I'm simply saying to the minister he can't

lump into the public sector, hospital workers
and a great number of other persons, cate-

gorize practically all of them as essential and

suggest somehow or other that the govern-
ment of Ontario, which has the final responsi-

bility in practically all of those fields, is going
to use the ability-to-pay principle which was
disowned as being inapplicable in the field

of hospital workers. The report, I hope, the

government of the Province of Ontario will

accept for the hospital workers.

Then in his address on this whole ques-
tion of the broad aspects of how you deal

with this next question he proceeded to

indicate that yes, the essential services ques-
tion was a major question. Of course, the

government has already indicated that some-
where in the private sector there are essen-

tial services as well, because the assembly
legislated out, with us in opposition, the

compulsory ending of the elevator strike.

There must be within the private sector,

areas which the government will consider to

be essential and not just within the public
sector. But the criteria, when you move into

the public sector, of what the government
designates as essential services are basically
services where the pay scales are the lowest.

iWe tried to make this point time and time

again in other debates: The use of the term
"essential services" is a pseudonym for, or

there is another English phrase which indi-

cates that you want to say something with
a glossy term when the reality is not to be

used, I forget what it is—my colleague from
Sandwich-Riverside (Mr. Burr) should be
able to help me because undoubtedly it is a

word of Greek origin—it is a euphemism for

the fact that the wage rates are low and we

want to keep them low, therefore we call

them essential services.

One can make exceptions to it, and one
can say that isn't so in all instances. But in

practically every instance in which we have
to deal with the question of compulsory arbi-

tration it is with people who are getting sub-

average wages across the board. This govern-
ment must have recognized that, because the

maximum upper limit that the Chairman of

the Management Board has stated he will

ever permit in the civil service of Ontario is

the level of comparable rates in the private
sector. That was the measure of the 20 per
cent across the board that he agreed to, or

whatever the final figure was.

I want to emphasize that point, that what
he proceeded to put on the table as the

realistic negotiating position of the govern-
ment of Ontario was an offer which would
do but one thing, and that was to raise the

level of the 19,000 operating members of the

civil service to comparable levels in the

private sector.

The logic of it, of course, is perfectly clear:

That they were sub-^tantially below that level

and that whatever the pay research may have

been—and I'm quite certain it could be shot

full of holes to determine whether or not it

should have been 30 per cent instead of 20

per cent, or whether it should have been the

29 per cent or the 40 per cent—when looked

at in those terms that is an immeasurable

hurdle for the Civil Service Association of

Ontario to constantly and forever have to

achieve to just keep themselves level.

They can never, because they are civil

servants, go ahead. It can never be said in

the philosophy of this government that the

positions in the civil service in the Province

of Ontario are worth more than the positions
in the private sector.

The apologia the Chairman of the Manage-
ment Board put forward was the usual litany
of the defence of the free enterprise system,

indicating again that, thank God, he wished

that some other people would realize that

the free enterprise system was going to be

destroyed. Again I had the feeling the Chair-

man of the Management Board was talking
about the New Democratic Party.

Mr. Speaker, the Civil Service Association

of Ontario knew exactly what they were

doing M'hen they put forward the 62.5 per
cent argument. The 62.5 per cent argument
was put forward to the government to alert

the government that there was something

seriously wrong in the wage levels of the

civil service generally and particularly in the
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areas of the 19,000 that were coming up for

bargaining.

A 20 per cent across the board increase is

a substantial increase. A 20 per cent across

the board increase means that the govern-
ment of the Province of Ontario was paying

substantially sub-average wages for a long

period of time in the civil service. And it'll

never be able to escape tliat. It was paying
sub-standard wages. That's exactly what it

does. It says to the civil service it can't ever

get anywhere except to the standard.

What is worse, to the general category of

the civil service which is coming up for nego-
tiations—I don't know the exact date, but it's

not very long— it has already said they cannot

expect to get the 20 per cent. There is no

evidence, and the minister certainly didn't say

so in his speech, he didn't say that the pay
research has been done in the private sector

to compare the general service employees in

the civil service positions with the private
sector in order to determine what extent of

increase the government would offer. He has

already foreclosed the question that they can

ever get 20 per cent.

Mr. Speaker, the minister knows thev also

are being paid substantially substandard. The
minister knows that. I ask him again to table

—maybe I wasn't here and maybe he has

done it, but I haven't heard about it—to table

those figures in the area of establishing the

pay research that led him to offer the 20 per
cent, I would like to see now the pay re-

search figures he will use for the purpose of

determining the offer which he will make to

the general service employees.

Now, all right; just remember that we in

this party consider that in practically all of

the areas that we are basically concerned

about, the government equates essential serv-

ices with substandard pay. One does not have
to be a genius or a student of labour history
to know that substandard pay is always ac-

companied by substandard working conditions

generally, and is always accompanied by the

absolute reserved right of management to

manage.

And perhaps now, Mr. Speaker, in 1974 and
in 1975, you will understand why the civil

service of the Province of Ontario, after 30

years of Tory rule, had to adopt a self-deni-

grating motto. "Free the servants," in order
to get across to the government what was
wrong within the civil service so far as their

pay rates, their working conditions and the

managerial reserved right to manage were
concerned.

getting that across to the government, but

within that context everything that the Civil

Service Association of Ontario has done in the

last six months has been sweet reasonableness

compared with the position of the Tory gov-
ernment over the last 30 years to the civil

servants.

And I am suggesting to the Chairman of

the Management Board that when he goes
home tonight, he takes my copy of his speech
and perhaps reads some of the notes which

I have put in the margin of his speech and

tries to indicate to himself whether or not his

philosophy really has any place in the Prov-

ince of Ontario in 1974,

I will finish, Mr. Speaker. I understand

the bill is going to committee outside the

House and we'll have an opportunity to deal

with the specifics of the clauses. But on this

first occasion for the amendment of the Crown

Employees Collective Bargaining Act, follow-

ing hard upon, and indeed part of an endea-

vour by the Civil Service Association of On-

tario to get across to the government their

concerns about the collective bargaining Act

under which they were governed, the govern-
ment comes up with very minimal changes in

that particular bill.

The reason we are so far apart—the reason

this party is not prepared to accept some
flat statement that something is an essential

service, that something requires a general

legislation ruling out the right to strike— is be-

cause we believe, as distinct from the Chair-

man of the Management Board and his col-

leagues—and his colleagues must include the

Minister of Labour—that the right to with-

hold collectively one's labour is a fimdamental

rischt established in the common law of Eng-
land, It was part of the common law of

Upper Canada until such time when the com-

promise was made between the labour move-
ment and management. At the end of the

war, there was a compromise and almost a

true settlement reached. The right to strike

was translated into statute law with certain

rules governing it at the time of the treats'—

that's what I call it—in 1944; but it's a right,

and there's no question about it.

But that's not what the minister calls it.

The Chairman of the Management Board

says, "I say 'so-called' right"—"so-called"

right, that's all he understands by it—"be-

cause I cannot accept the suggestion that

some fundamental freedom, equivalent .^ay to

the right of free speech or religious freedom,
is at stake here."

I think they have made some progress in An hon. member: Why?
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Mr. Renwick: I want to say to the minister,

and I want to say it unequivocally, and I

want to say it just as simply and as clearly

as I can: The right to strike is equal to each
of those other rights. The right of free speech,
freedom of religion, freedom of conscience,

freedom of assembly, freedom to withhold

one's labour, are fundamental rights under our

constitution; and nothing this government can

say is going to suggest for one single moment
that because a person works for the govern-
ment of the Province of Ontario he forfeits

that kind of right. The paternalistic view of

this government when it comes to the funda-

mentals of this kind of relationship means that

they just do not understand the fundamental

principles which we are involved in. He goes
on—and I am going to repeat it again, be-

cause I think Hansard should show the whole
context—and I am quoting the Chairman of

the Management Board, because God forbid

that Hansard should misconstrue it, that I

said it:

I say "so-called" right because I cannot

accept the suggestion that some funda-

mental freedom, equivalent say to the right
of free speech or religious freedom, is at

stake here. Rather, it seems to me that

giving an employee the power to withdraw
his services in pursuit of his contract de-

mands is or can be part of the collective

barfraining process but is not necessarily
essential to it.

Mr. Lewis: Come, who wrote it?

Mr. Renwick: *Tn my view,"—again, it is

the Chairman of the Management Board's

view—"it should be seen more as a condition

of employment, subject, as are other con-
ditions—"

Do the members know that in 1936, at

Bassel's restaurant on Yonge St., the first

chairman of the Ontario Labour Relations

Board designated that contract as a yellow-
dog contract? We haven't heard that term for

a long time, but under the guise of the lan-

guage used by the Chairman of the Manage-
ment Board, the government is saying that it

can subject the civil service of the Province
of Ontario to a yellow-dog contract. The
quote goes on:

In my view it should be seen more as a
condition of employment, subject, as are

other conditions, to the wider ramification
of the jobs or services at issue; and sub-

ject, of course, to any individual's right to

refuse employment should he not find the
conditions attached to it acceptable to him.

An hon. member: Oh, come on.

Mr. Lewis: Resign. He should, in fact.

Mr. Renwick: It is not a question of refus-

ing employment if the conditions aren't satis-

factory. That luxury is given to very few. It's

a question of whether or not when one has

the employment he has the right to decent

wages, the right to decent working conditions,
the right to a non-paternalistic employer who
will negotiate in good faith,

Mr. Lawlor: Starve under bridges.

Mr. Renwick: And to enforce those rights,

the right, collectively with his fellow employ-
ees, to withdraw his services.

Let me make it clear: We have said there

is no place in the civil service for a bill

which denies the right to strike. We believe

that a government of the day, exercising its

responsibility of government and its ultimate

responsibility to the electorate of the prov-

ince, can and should select a point in time

where any disruption of the economic life of

the society, be it in the provision of goods or

the provision of services, can be brought to

an end if the democratic process of elected

members meets and passes the law to do so.

It doesn't mean the unanimous vote of all the

members of the assembly, but the exercise of

the constitutional responsibility of govern-
ment to bring it to an end.

We say that at this time in the society of

the Province of Ontario, that is a sufficient

and adequate safeguard of the public interest

without a blanket prohibition against any area

of the public service, in its broadest sense,

being denied the fundamental right without

which it cannot achieve the kind of equitable

pay, equitable working conditions and a rea-

sonable management; it has never been done
in any circumstances that can be quoted

anywhere.
That's what this government has to learn!

I am sure that it will, unless it misunder-
stands the portents of the time; and if it mis-

understands, then it is going to be in trouble.

They were lucky this time, they were very

lucky; I may even say relatively skilful within

the atmosphere of the Province of Ontario.

But the things which I have tried to say

tonight about what the minister designates as

essential services, the standards by which he
determines what oflFer he is going to make and
his version of the collective process, is even

more rudimentary or lacking in perception
when he sort of suggests that on Dec. 3 he
made the oflFer and it should have been

accepted. And then on Dec. 29 he made a

few minor adjustments to it—and that some-
how or other that was settled. We agree.
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I'd like to call the minister by his first

name just to let him know that we really do

agree with him. We really do agree that he
wasn't intimidated. I mean, for heaven's

sakes, who's going to intimidate the second

strongest government in Canada—the 19,000

operating employees?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That's what the Liber-

als said.

Mr. Renwick: Well the minister said it too.

He said he wanted to let the Kiwanians know
that he wasn't intimidated. I imagine he put
his shoulders back. Did the minister wear his

uniform that day?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: It doesn't fit anymore.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): And medals?

Mr. Renwick: Pardon?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: It doesn't fit anymore.

Mr. Renwick: It doesn't, eh?

Listen, nobody kids themselves. The gov-
ernment of Ontario is not to be intimidated.

It's crazy to suggest for one single moment
that 19,000 members of the population of the
Province of Ontario, scattered across the

province, providing certain services at low
rates of pay, are intimidating or threatening
the government. That sort of talk, Eric—sorry,
excuse me, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: It's okay, I don't mind.
I have been called worse than that.

Mr. Renwick: Well I wanted the minister
to know that I really do believe it is possible
to perhaps communicate with him about
some of these matters. Mr. Speaker, I've gone
on much too long. I didn't really intend to

speak on the bill. If this particular document
^ad not come onto my desk, if the minister
had withheld it for a couple of days, the
debate might have been over some time ago.

I want the minister, Mr. Speaker, at some
point to read what I've said. I really do want
him to do that. I don't mean by that that it's

l^een said perfectly or imperfectly or how it's

been said.

I have endeavoured to get across to the

minister the fundamental difference in the

conception of what is required in 1974 for

civilized relationships between the govern-
ment of the Province of Ontario and those
who work for the government of the Province
of Ontario; as well as civilized relationships in

other areas of the public sector where the

government bears the ultimate responsibility.

I hope the minister will find time in the

next few days to retract the words which he
used in this document to say that the general
service employees of the government already
can't be expected to get 20 per cent. He's

setting himself up for extreme difficulty.

An apathetic body has been transformed

over two years into—as I said at the outset of

my remarks—a relatively intransigent, mili-

tant union. It will only be antagonized into

further intransigence if this government con-

tinues to take the view that even before

negotiations have started it has determined

the ultimate limit. That ultimate limit is to

bring them simply up to the standard.

Those people are already working for sub-

standard wages and, in their opinion—and I

respect their opinion, because they are sub-

jected to the conditions—in substandard work-

ing conditions. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, I don't intend

to deal at length in my remarks about this

bill. Others have spoken far more ably than

I can on the subject.

There are one or two things which I feel

it incumbent upon me to say. When I con-

sider there are essential services which do

require compulsory arbitration, I am relating
it to my experience with the firefighters, for

example, of the city of Toronto. There you
have a body of men who in this case do not

wish to have the right to strike.

There are reasons why they expressly do

not wish the right to strike.

That is because management, recognizing
this limitation, if you like, treats that body
with great consideration as they sit down to

bargain together. To me, that really is the

secret of what we are talking about when
we talk about an essential service and com-

pulsory arbitration. It is that kind of relation-

ship which management builds with the em-

ployee which makes the difference.

While I fully agree with- what has been

said on behalf of this party by my leader,

personally I have this kind of concern that

with this government that kind of relation-

ship can probably never be established.

I would trust that sooner or later this

government could understand human beings.
I have looked for it in the time I have been

here and I haven't seen them understand

human beings per se in any single area of

discussion that we have had in this House.

So it is difficult for me, just on that personal

basis, to look at this matter and wonder just
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how this government would handle the rela-

tionship with those whose services are essen-

tial to the citizens of this province.

Nevertheless, I am accepting this principle.
But I would like to point out something else

about the way in which this government
deals with people over whom they have so

much control.

I thought, Mr. Speaker, that we had passed
from the dark ages when management could

put a person through a probationary period
and without any criticism, without any single
word of criticism, can then on the last day of

their probation, advise them that they will

either resign their position or be fired. When
this government deals with people in this

way, how can anyone have confidence in this

kind of a bill? But that has happened,

I regret, too, that so much really is left in

the hands of this government in dealing with
the matter of discipline. I am sure the two
ministers involved with community and social

development know the case whereof I have
been speaking. It is an example of a govern-
ment which has the power to discipline in its

own hands in circumstances under which
there can be no assistance given by the

association. What a delightful power to have!

When I look at management rights as they
are here, and many of them are in accord-

ance with private employer-employee arrange-

ments, and I realize that the government has
the power to decide classifications of posi-
tions and has exercised that power to con-

tinue discriminations which are contemptible
in this time but weren't contemptible when
they started, I have very little confidence in

this government's concern, really, to make

anything work towards a better relationship
with its employees.

Mr. Sj>eaker, I will be interested in debat-

ing this bill as it goes to committee. I'm not

going to prolong this now, but I am prepared
at least to indicate the depth of my concern
in this bill. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Sneaker: Does any other member wish
to speak?

Mr. Lewis: I want to speak just for a few
minutes, Mr. Speaker. I think most of the

arguments have been made; most of the bases
have been touched. I don't know that I can
reinforce it to any great degree. There are

just some comments that I'd like to add, al-

though I fear they will make no impact upon
the minister involved.

Mr. Speaker, there is an enormous range
of deficiencies in the bill and they've been
dealt with over the course of this debate, late

this afternoon and early this evening, by a

number of other speakers. But I thought that

the matter raised by my colleague, the mem-
ber for Riverdale, toward the end of his

remarks was really rather central to every-

thing. The minister involved, the Chairman
of the Management Board, has a cavalier

attitude to the rights of working people. The
way he dealt with the right to strike in his

speech in Ottawa was clearly one of the most
frivolous and mindless ways of dealing with
the right to strike that many of us have seen
for some time.

I don't know to what extent the minister

embraces the view. I don't know to what
extent he was simply reading what was writ-

ten for him. I must say that his view of the

right to strike is so thoughtless and so filled

with misunderstanding that it prejudices the

entire content of this legislation and this bill,

and explains perhaps the attitude of the gov-
ernment towards its civil servants.

One of the problems is that over there on
the Tory side none of them understand the

right to strike. None of them know how it

was won. None of them recognize what's

happened in the last 60 to 70 to 80 years of

labour relations on the North American con-

tinent. None of them can envisage the battles

of the 1910s, 1920s and 1930s, when working
people wrested from employers somewhat
more enlightened than the Treasury Board,
and on occasion even now wrest from em-

ployers basic working conditions; and did it

and do it through the vehicle of the right to

strike.

You don't treat a principle like the right to

strike so cavalierly, Mr. Speaker, It's not in-

vested with holy writ; it ranks with the other

rights; there are occasions when it has to be

dispensed with; but you don't toss it aside

lightly in a speech to a group in Ottawa and
in the process show the basic contempt you
have for 60,000 or 70,000 civil servants in

the Province of Ontario.

I must say, Mr. Speaker, that what the gov-
ernment is doing over there is alienating the

civil service, I suppose most of us should

really applaud. It has a penchant for alienat-

ing everyone. Every day in this Legislature
feels like "The Last Post"—I really have this

sensation. I sit through days like today and
between Shouldice and Spadina I have the

sense that we should have "Taps" playing in

the background every time we rise to speak.

They have a death wish over there that has

no precedent. At least when Mitch Hepburn
went under he did it with panache. They are

just sinking gracelessly into the swamp and

they are taking ever>'thing down after them.
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They go from one calamity to another and
liavi' no perspective, no understanding, no
sense of what the devil they are doing to

each other. Self-immolation never had a

Ijetter definition than that of the Ontario

cabinet.

I want to tell you, Mr. Speaker, that what

they have done to the teachers and what

they've done to the civil servants and what

they are doing to groups all over the province,
of course, will reap the whirlwind. They may
understand that now.

How much more appropriate it would have
been to come into this Legislature and to

say: "We are altering the bill substantially to

incorporate the recommendations of our own
employees. We trust them. We assume they
wouldn't put proposals to us which were
extreme or irrational. We'll incorporate them
in law and we'll see how they work, includ-

ing the right to strike." The entire civil serv-

ic.> would applaud them—for reasons of sur-

prise if nothing else—and even the public
would say: "Maybe a measure of sanity has

returned to that extraordinary group across

the way," But it can't return; it's laughable.
This place is laughable. The government goes
rnder with regularity and it is doing it again
in this piece of legislation.

As I say, I have profound philosophic ob-

jections to its contents, but I have no objec-
tion to having the government stand on the

decks of the Titanic, none at all.

Mr. Speaker, the Leader of the Opposition,
the Liberal Party, indicated; my colleague
from Riverdale affirmed; I state it's not a

secret, that the government of Ontario always
has the right on any occasion to order a

group of workers back to work. You don't

have to remove the entire right to strike from
a legitimate group of working people in order

to protect the public, Mr. Speaker. If on day
one the civil servants walked out—God forbid

—the government brings this House in and it

passes legislation with its majority at the time

—we would oppose it, but the government
would pass it—it has the right to turn them
back.

It is not done just by Tories, New Demo-
crats do it too. New Democrats did it in

British Columbia with the firemen; New
Democrats did it in Saskatchewan with the

hydro workers. I'm not pretending any par-
ticular self-righteousness, but they don't legis-

late in advance. They don't deprive people of

their rights in advance of the Act. They don't

invite the confrontation by legislating it. If

something is out of hand they cope with it

afterwards.

That's the difi^erence between a rational,

moderate, civilized government and people
who are headed for intemperate confronta-

tion. That's what's happened to this govern-
ment and I don't understand it. It is not

fashionable for Tories as a rule, except for

Tories who are so fossilized in social attitudes

that all of the currents of change around
them eddy and swirl and no one is aff^ected

by it—least of all, if I may say, the Chairman
of the Management Board who, in his own
magnificent monolithic way, could walk

through any fire and never notice the flames.

He could walk through quicksand and not

know when he began to gurgle.

Mr. Lawlor: He would sink on rock.

Mr. Lewis: He could tell the Legislature
he was walking across the water and never

notice that he'd sunk. It's a kind of penchant
the minister has—

Mr. Lawlor: He would l)e the last one to

see it.

Mr. Lewis: —for being totally indiff^erent

to what goes on around him in the world.

But the world is moving.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Oblivious.

Mr. Lewis: Oblivious, which is I think

generically related to oblivion.

Mr. Laughren: Yes.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, right, okay. The deficien-

cies of the bill have already been dealt with

by my colleagues. The right to strike is some-

thing that the government does not need to

take from working people, civil servants. Who
are these civil servants, these incendiaries,

these revolutionaries it wants to take the

right to strike from? Who? The people who
inhabit the Frost building? Where are they?
Where are their Molotov cocktails? What is

it about them that the government has to take

away their rights? They are ordinary, decent

people, working well for the Province of On-
tario. They haven't got the slightest inclina-

tion or wish to strike. All they want to do is

to bargain collectively in good faith.

It's not only the matter of the right to

strike. The government does it in questions
of working conditions. It prescribes the area

which can be collectively bargained in a way
which gives it, the management, certain pre-

rogatives which very few managements have.

Again, I don't understand the necessity of

that. In this day and age, in the 1970s,

except for some neanderthals it's possible to

give to working people the right to negotiate
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everything, understanding that they too will

proceed in good faith.

Mr. Speaker, the whole bargaining process
in this last episode was profoundly bizarre. It

>vas preceded by public attacks on both sides.

I didn't like the civil service ad campaign
and have said so publicly. I liked far less

the belligerent and antagonistic response of

the government. For civil servants whom the

government has debased and oppressed for a

good many years, in a manipulative way, it's

perhaps understandable that their frustration

would lead to them to an unwise ad cam-

paign. But a government with all the power
around it doesn't have to engage in that kind

of belligerence itself on the floor of the Legis-
lature. That's quite unnecessary, entirely un-

necessary, And, of course, it heats up the

process almost to the point where it can't be

retrieved.

The government has existed in a state of

paternalism vis-a-vis its civil servants for—

what?—33 years. It has never taken them seri-

ously. There's never been serious bargaining.
The Civil Service Association, I have no hesi-

tation in saying it, had a lousy representa-
tion until the last year. It broke my heart to

be part of the debates in this Legislature,

having to fight the leadership of the Civil

Service Association to win certain rights for

their workers. It really bothered us in this

caucus that the Civil Service Association sat

silently while the fight raged in the Legisla-
ture. But it changes. Unions change. Associa-

tions change. The civil servants have new
leadership. It all altered in the last year or

two. And now we are into a profoundly dif-

ferent situation.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: Both of the sides then took

positions which were very unfortunate. The
government took a ridiculous position; the

Civil Service Association took a ridiculous

position, although, as my colleague from
Riverdale pointed out, what they were say-

ing was that 33 years of manipulation have
ended. They were saying: "We are going to

catch up. We want a quotient additional in

real money and we want the cost of living."

They in fact put together a very impressive

argument for the 62.5 per cent. If that had
been apportioned out over the previous five

or six years, when they were being neglected
by their own leadership, they would be at

that level now. But, of course, in a one-year
contract they couldn't expect to get the 62.5

per cent. We may yet get the vote tonight,
Mr, Speaker, I can say to the minister.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: All right.

Mr. Lewis: Fine, don't panic.

Then there was a great deal of posturing
on both sides. The government, as I under-

stand it, made one of those extraordinary tac-

tical errors. It went to 20 per cent right away.
It moved from 16.5 to 20 per cent. I don't

know where the error occurred. I don't know
whether it occurred in cabinet; I don't know
whether it occurred amongst the negotiators.

But it went to 20 per cent sooner than it

intended, and it left itself no negotiating
room whatsoever.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: What is the member

saying? Is he saying we gave too much?

Mr. Lewis: No, I am not, I am saying that

in the government's crazy view of the bar-

gaining process it found itself so trapped in

the Legislature that it left itself no room for

bargaining. And because the minister didn't

understand what the civil servants were de-

manding, he was prepared to see it to the

crunch. What did the CSAO move from?

They moved from 62.5 down to—

Hon. Mr. WinMer: Forty-one.

Mr. Lewis: —to 41, down to—

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Twenty-nine.

Mr. Lewis: —down to 29, and then sys-

tematically dovm after that. Okay.

I think that the way the negotiations were

conducted was just beyond belief, utterly

irresponsible. I want to tell the minister that

I discussed it informally once or twice—I

know the Leader of the Opposition did too—

with the Chairman of the Management Board

in the Legislature in passing. It was under-

stood that this is the way the crazy negotia-

tions were proceeding, but that doesn't legiti-

mize them. The fact that the government
was able to participate in it doesn't legitimize

them.

And those last 72 hours, I couldn't believe

it. The minister was closeted over there in

the Park Plaza; I was closeted over there in

the Hyatt Regency. Both of us were watching

what was going on, and the minister has to

admit that it had a certain surrealism to it.

Everybody knew, including the CSAO, that

the government would come up a little. How
mucii it would come up nobody was certain.

I had spoken to two cabinet ministers—Mr.

Speaker, they shall remain nameless—in the

last couple of days, and was persuaded that

the government would come up. The workers
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were persuaded that the government would
come up. But the government dug its heels

in, and the workers came down from 29 to

26 to 24 to 23, and the government wouldn't

move.

And at that last meeting at 6:30 in the

morning, the government negotiator sat down
at the table with Chris Trower and his nego-

tiating team for the Civil Service Association,

and said in effect, "Go to the devil. We are

not moving." And then he takes Chris Trower
down the nail and says to him, "I'll get you
21. Perhaps if I twist an arm I might get
21.5." And Christ Trower says, "You get me
21.5 and we'll have a settlement."

What the devil kind of bargaining is that

in the public sector with 20,000 civil servants

waiting to find out what happens? And the

whole of the public potentially affected?

That's not the way it works.

I understand taking it to the 11th hour.

There were conversations in confidence all

over, Mr. Speaker, during these days. The
Leader of the Opposition and I went in and
met one evening with the bargaining team
of the CSAO, and chatted with them inform-

ally. And I am sure we pursued our separate

ways and separate contacts. But I must say
it's one thing to take it to the 11th hour and
it's another thing to take it to 45 minutes

before the meeting. That's not collective bar-

gaining, that's collective absurdity and it

destroys bargaining in the public sector.

It was a neat game, and both sides had
to play it. And I understood it had to be

played, and I know the Chairman of the

Management Board understood it had to be

played. But now that it's all over I am asking
him to reconsider the process, to recognize
that there was too much at stake ever to

allow that to happen again. And I want to

put to him what has been put to him before:

Bargaining in the public sector, particularly
the civil service, has to be honourable, which
means that you have got to set an initial offer

which reflects comparable rates in the private
sector. That's No. 1.

No, 2. If the government insists on taking

away the right to strike, it has to accord to

the civil servants other special rights—which

is an absence of exploitation—in terms of

their rights to negotiate and in terms of their

v\^ges and fringe benefits.

No. 3. If the government is going to deal

effectively in the public sector then it has

to give to civil servants the right to appeal

somewhere, and that appeal should go to the

chairman of the Ontario Labour Relations

Board, and they should have the right to find

the government guilty of bargaining in bad

faith, as the government should have the

right to find the Civil Service Association

guilty of bargaining in bad faith, if that is

what it comes to. In other words, there has

to be an apparatus which reinforces good
faith bargaining.

Then the government needs a group of civil

servants skilled in public sector bargaining,

who have some sensitivity about it and who
will handle it appropriately. The minister has

no such bargainers now. He had a bargainer
on his side with capacity and the civil service

had Chris Trower on the negotiating com-

mittee, but he had no intermediary who
understood the nuances and sensitivities in-

volved and could have brought that dispute

to a settlement within the last two weeks

much more readily and with much less acri-

mony than was the case. That is also true

for teachers, for hospital workers, for transit

workers, for the Catholic Children's Aid

workers and for the Big Brother workers. The

government has got no apparatus in this prov-
ince which can deal appropriately with the

public sector.

One day I will have the opportunity to

outline some of those labour disputes, to

deal with them virtually one by one in this

Legislature, and to suggest the alternative at

the right moment in time. This isn't the time.

But I know that we could have changed the

fractious and antagonistic situation with the

civil servants, had all of that been available

to us—an appeal to establish bad faith bar-

gaining, if it existed, and a group of medi-

ators who had the confidence of both sides

because they understand public sector bar-

gaining.

As it happens, the CSAO got a good settle-

ment, relatively speaking. I don't dispute 21.5

per cent. I don't think it was too high by any
means. I don't think it was quite fair. It

should have been a little higher. But in terms

of what they have ever received from the

government, it was okay. But in the process,

the government fashioned solidarity in the civil

service and developed a political conscious-

ness in the civil service which never existed

before. All over Ontario, civil servants were

wearing "Free the servants" badges; wherever

one went to public meetings, they were in

the audience. Now we have 60,000 people

who are much more aware of the injustice

of government, and now the minister brings

in a bill which is a slap in the face, an out-

right provocation to them. Well, that's his

decision.
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We will oppose the bill. I mean, we op-

pose it with good heart. We want no part of

it. Very little progress is made; very little of

it makes any sense. But the minister wants to

pass this bill. He wants to declare war on

the civil service again. He wants to antagonize
them in an election year. He wants to mobi-

lize yet another group of people against the

government in Ontario. Does he know what

happens when the government systematically
alienates individual groups everywhere—teach-

ers, hospital workers, civil servants, farmers?

Ultimately they represent all the people in

the province, and then they change govern-
ment. That's what they are doing over there,

and they are doing it so systematically that I

can't believe it—but it's happening again in

this bill.

You know, Mr. Speaker, I say to the Chair-

man of the Management Board that I have sat

in this House more often feeling like a stu-

dent of political science or in my old under-

graduate days of history than I do a politician.

I wish I had a column in one of the papers,
not to espouse the cause of socialism but to

analyse what is happening over here. It is like

a death rattle. It is like rigor mortis. It's

as though they cannot move their cerebral

processes enough to understand the self-de-

struction that's taking place. That's what this

bill is doing.

The minister will stand up and speak to

this bill. He will explain how useful it is. He
will say that the right to strike can't be given.
He will say he has extended the rights. But
there isn't a civil servant in the Province of

Ontario who believes him any more. There
isn't a civil servant in the Province of Ontario

satisfied with this bill. Why does the govern-
ment want to alienate all these people? Are
there no lessons they have learned from the

by-elections, the Gallup poll, the party's own
surveys?

Will it never end? Is the government un-

able to accommodate any reasonable request
from any reasonable person or group? Is it

unable to change its policy without humilia-

tion? No to Spadina. Is the government in-

capable of doing anything that registers faith-

fully in the public mind, that has about it the

quality of integrity? The answer is no, and
this bill digs the government deeper in. I

don't want to save them. I'll be there to cavort
and chuckle on election night as they write
the incredible stories saying that after 33
years it's all over.

Even the minister's attitudes predate George
Drew. Maybe then we've come full circle and
it's time to get out of it all. It's a disgraceful

bill; it really is. The minister had such excel-

lent possibilities for some enlightened amend-
ments which would have won applause every-
where. Instead he has made the predictable,
irrelevant alterations. So we can't support it,

civil servants don't support it, the public has

no reassurance, and the government is on its

way yet again to another defeat. I don't know
why. C'est a toi. We'll vote against this.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. member
wish to take part in this debate? The hon.

minister.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, thank you
very much. I have a tremendous number of

notes here to answer. I'm not going to speak
at any great length, except to answer some
of the things that have been said, and to let

us have some clear understanding in regard
to what I think myself and what I intend

to do.

Let me say immediately that in the vein of

the discussion that took place over there this

evening, the disagreement or the argument
that took place between those two parties

indicates that although they're both going to

vote against the bill, I think in many instances

some of them will wonder why.

Mr. Bounsall: Not on this side; not in this

party.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Well, no, not those

members; that's true. I say it justifiably, Mr.

Speaker, because a lot of the discussion this

evening—and I listened very carefully—was

certainly not on the principle of this bill, but

on many things other than the principle of

this bill. I don't deny them that right under
these circumstances. A few of those points
have to be set straight as well, I might say.

Let me say first and foremost that as far as

the leader of the NDP is concerned, let me
remind him that although this might not

please the entire membership of the CSAO, or

himself, what we're doing in this bill—and, as

I've said myself, maybe not going as far as I

even would like to go—is, in fact, in direct

response to the request of the CSAO. It's not

some contrived idea that I'm out to alienate

people. By no means. In fact, I'm endeavour-

ing to co-operate with them to the degree
that I hope it's one step.

I've forgotten what the debate was prior

to the closing of the House at Christmastime,
when the member for Scarborough West had
made some statement and some suggestions
about what improvements there should be. I

suggested at that time some little area of

agreement, and I want the member to know
that that was not just by error. I am follow-
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ing that line of thinking with my cx)IIeagues.

I want to tell the member this, if he thinks

that I'm putting tliis before the Legislature
as something to be great and final, then he is

wrong. And time, a very short time, is going
to tell him that and prove that point to him.

Let me also remind the hon. member that,

for instance, in the United States, Mr. Meany
has said that where he has had the right to

strike in many big instances in many areas, he
said it's no longer of any use to him, there

has to be a new way; and that's the area we're

exploring.

Mr. Lewis: I just want to tell the minister

not to quote George Meany to me. I consider

him a labour fascist. I'm not interested in

George Meany.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Okay. And the presi-

dent of the United Steelvvorkers, also in the

US, has expressed precisely the same view,
and I want to tell the member something, I

feel the same way.

Mr. Lewis: It doesn't always work.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: When he talks to me
about my lack of understanding, when my
friend talks to me personally as Eric Winkler
—and both of the members over there use the

name, the terminology, which I appreciate,
in that personal sense-

Mr. Lewis: Vernacular.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: —have a look at my
whole background. If the member doesn't

think I understand, have a darn good look

at it and he'll know then that he is wrong.
Then I hope he will believe me when I tell

him that this is the beginning, from my point
of view. I probably could have come in a

little tighter than this in regard to the terms

of what I have accepted from the CSAO.
Certainly I could have. He knows that, too.

When we sat down and discussed it with the

leadership of the CSAO a couple of times,

they expressed great surprise that we had

gone that far.

Xow, who is kidding who? I don't think

I am giving everybody everything they want;

certainly I don't. But I want to tell you, Mr.

Speaker, this is step number one in the right
direction. I say this to the legislative as-

sembly and to the private and the public
sector, whoever they may be in Ontario:

Let's hope that the more sensible heads in

this country will get together and find a

system that in fact will solve the strike prob-
lem and give the people, whether it be the

civil service or somebody else in this country,

the proper avenues to solve their problems.
And I will ply my efforts toward that end.

Mr. Bounsall: Has the minister ever said

this before?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Oh, Yes, I have said

this on a number of other occasions. I have
it under active consideration with my col-

leagues now. It is a government policy and
the members will hear about it in due course.

As I said just a moment ago to the Leader of

the Opposition, the members won't be wait-

ing too long.

Mr. Bounsall: We will look forward to it.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The member can be

sure.

Mr. Bounsall: In three or four months?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I am not going to give
the members a time frame. It might even be
well less than that. But they are going to

hear from us; be sure. It won't satisfy the

opposition anyway, so what difference does

it make? That will be nothing new as far as

I am concerned.

There were a couple of the other things

that were said tonight in regard to what hap-

pened in the course of the negotiations.

It is very easy for the leader of the

NDP to say it was a shambles. It was no
shambles because it was contrived from day
one. He said we would have had a much
easier opportunity to settle if we had done

things some other way.

I do not blame the civil servants for that

campaign in the news media, whenever it

happened, whatever month. Sure, it was their

money that was used; but that was a disgrace-

ful campaign and did them no good. I want
to say that. And I will say that directly to

the leadership of the CSAO too, if that would

satisfy anybody to any greater degree than

we understand happened at the moment.

Now, there were personal attacks on the

Premier of this province. Regardless of what

you or I think; regardless of the political ploys
we put forth to gain the support from the

press or whoever—such as went on in this

chamber tonight, Mr. Speaker, I can tell you
that. That's all it was. A little game to at-

tract the attention of the civil service of the

Province of Ontario to some other quarter. I

want to tell the opposition that the civil

servants of this province are a darn sight

smarter than they think they are if that is the

game the members opposite are playing.

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I want to get at some
of the other personal things that were said.

The leader of the Liberal Party made men-
tion of the statement I made at a press con-

ference—I just forget exactly what date it

was. I wil] say this to you, Mr. Speaker, and
the other members of the House, the infor-

mation that was given to me by a member of

the CSAO at headquarters the day he visited

was that they should stick at 25 to 30 and

they would win.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Baloney.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Well, the member can

say "baloney."

Mr. R, F. Nixon: Well, all right.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I got that information

right from the headquarters of the CSAO.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister's stool

pigeons just tell him what they want him to

hear; I am telling him that is wrong.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon. min-

ister has the floor.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That is just despicable
on the minister's part. What is he clucking
about?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No; no, it is not. Mr.

Speaker, that came to me directly from the
CSAO headquarters.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: From the CSAO?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That is correct. And if

the leader of the Liberal Party denies it, I

will accept that denial—because he is the

gentleman that was there, not me.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, that's right; I don't

believe it.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That's fine, he can be-
lieve as he chooses. I don't care.

Mr. Lewis: That was never said in the
room that night, never. That was never said

in the room that night.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I am just telling the

members that it was—that I was informed

by people who were in the room that day.
That's why I said it was unworthy of the
Leader of the Opposition.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of privilege, Mr.

Speaker, although the Leader of the Opposi-
tion can obviously defend himself. I followed

the Leader of the Opposition into that room.

I asked all of the negotiating committee

specifically what he had said and under no

circumstances was that put at any point. That

he should have believed that crap is an

indication of what happened to the collective

bargaining process.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Excuse me, I meant claptrap.

That's a diminutive which crept in.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister will con-

tinue.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, just so

that I don't take up all of the time that is

left, there are a couple of other things that I

have to respond to.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Can't he get to something
of substance? He has just got his wires

crossed.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: If that's the case, it all

went haywire. It's a peculiar thing to hear

what the hon. member said this evening in

regard to the settlement because I think he

rather supports what I did and the settlement

I made, that is, in regard to the figures. I

think he does.

Mr. Lewis: The figures were below that

which I understood would occur but maybe
he and I would be better off if it weren't dis-

cussed in the Legislature.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That may be quite so.

Mr. Lewis: I think so.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That may be quite so.

But I'm going^ to say this to him, that when

people who did negotiate at the table went

out and talked to the full body of the CSAO
and told them they could have settled for

much less, I tell him that is the height of

something or other.

Mr. Lewis: It is indeed.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: It is indeed. Okay, we

agree on that one too. Thank you.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): That

is a rather isolated point, though.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The other point I want

to raise, Mr. Speaker, before I conclude, is

the matter of essential services. We can dis-
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cuss that until we're blue in the face and
that is not what is going to solve the issue

of the settlement of any strike.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It can't be solved.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No, and we can come
back, as somebody said, and we can legis-

late everybody back to work we want to. I

want to tell you, Mr. Speaker, that is not in

my thinking. That's not in the terms of what
I understand a solution should be for the

problems that face us and will face us. I want

something better than that and I want some-

thing better for the members of the CSAO.
The civil servants of Ontario deserve some-

thing better than that. I simply hope, Mr.

SE)eaker—

Mr. Lewis: The government takes away
their rights in advance.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: —as a member of this

government, no matter what they said about
me tonight, I can be part and parcel of a
solution that will stand the test of time and
will be adopted in many other jurisdictions.
Mr. Speaker, I thank you.

Mr. Martel: The minister doesn't believe

that, does he?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, I do.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 179.

The House divided on the motion, which
was approved on the following vote:

Ayes Nays
Allan
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The House met at 10 o'clock, a.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

Oral questions.

The hon. member for Kitchener.

PROPOSED COTTAGE SUBDIVISION
ON NAPPAN ISLAND

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of the

Environment. Following the resolutions made

by the township of Seymour, Percy, Rawdon,
Alnwick, the town of Campbellford and the

Lower Trent Conservation Authority con-

cerning development on Nappan Island, is

the minister concerned that the proposed dte^

velopment will be upsetting to the environ-

ment? And has he moved at all to discuss the

matter with the Minister of Housing (Mr.

Irvine) in order to stop such development
from proceeding?

Hon. W. Newman (Minister of the En-

vironment): I'm sorry, Mr. Speaker—what is

the location of that development?

Mr. Breithaupt: Nappan Island.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): He
knows that deveopment. He knows it well.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): He's got
lots of lots on it.

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, on any
development today wdthin the Province of

Ontario we work very closely with the Min-
ister of Housing to make sure there are no
environmental problems. But there are times—
and I can't give you specific details on this

particular property, but certainly there are

times when we have to siay no to develop-
ments in certain areas because of certain en-

vironmental hazards that are involved. But

certainly we are very much aware of every

developmeat that goes on.

Mr. Breithaupt: Further to that particular

point, considering the fact that there is a bird

sanctuary and a rather delicate environmental
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area immediately adjacent to this, does the

minister not think that the plans for 250 cot-

tages on Nappan Island and an additional

150 cottages on Hardy Island, which is im-

mediately adjacent, would be upsetting to

the environment and therefore should be
reviewed?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, as the

member knows, part VII of the Environ-

mental Protection Act and various other

regulations provide that no development can

go ahead anywhere in this province without

having proper environmental clearance and
controls on it. Soil percolation, soil types, the

rock strata and the aquifers—^all these matters

are taken into consideration on any develop-

ment, and if there is going to be any en-

vironmental pollution at all, we would cer-

tainly be against any particular development
which would create that problem.

The hon. member probably sees in the

paper on a daily basis that we are involved

with environmental matters in various places

regarding subdivisions, storm runoffs, septic

systems and so on. So certainly, if there's

any particular area that would create an en-

vironmental problem, we would be on to it.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions?

HYDRO COMMISSIONS

Mr. Breithaupt: A question of the Premier,
Mr. Speaker, with respect to hydro commis-
sions.

We understand that the cabinet is dis-

cussing the matter of the takeover of hydro
commissions by regional governments; and

following certain problems that have arisen

with respect to membership of those com-

missions in the Waterloo region, can the

Premier advise w'hen we might expect to

have some policy concerning the member-

ship on those commissions and whether, in

fact, regional governments will take over

that responsibility?

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Yes, Mr.

Speaker, this is being considtered by cabinet,

I can't tell the hon. member any exact date

but I think it will be quite shortly. I know of
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the member's interest in the Waterloo area;

there is also some interest in Peel, the city

of Brampton, etc., so there are a lot of us

who are anxious to see the guidelines and
the proposals as to how we might resolve

some of these situations. I expect the guide-
lines and suggestions will be coming forward

very shortly.

Mr. Speaker: Has the member for Scar-

borough West any questions?

ROSS SHOULDICE

Mr. Lewis: Yes, Mr. Speaker, a question
of the Premier.

Now that clearly there are unanswered

questions about the Shouldice aflFair, does

not the Premier think a public inquiry into

the behaviour of that man and his fund-rais-

ing activities in the Sudbury basin—as well

as the other aspects in which he was involved

in doing business on his own or with govern-

ment, and indeed his relationship to the fund-

raising process generally in the province
within the Conservative Party—does the

Premier not now think that since parties and

governments are inseparable that there should

be an inquiry?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I read the

letters that the leader of the New Democratic

Party tabled after he says he received them
on Tuesday evening. They were photostatic

copies. I must say when I first looked at

them I was looking for signs of mildew to

see where they have been for the last 14

months.

Mr. Lewis: They weren't part of that cache.

Hon. Mr. Davis: They may not be. I don't

know which vault of the NDP they came
from on Tuesday evening, or wherever they
came from. I am very intrigued by that.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): The
Premier should talk about the issue. He
should talk about Shouldice, the thug.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson (Victoria-Haliburton):
It's hurting, is it?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, the mem-
ber for Sudbury East can call Mr. Shouldice

a thug if he so desires-

Mr. Martel: He was. He took more people
for a ride in the Sudbury area—

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would only review
certain aspects of it, Mr. Speaker, in answer
to the leader of the New Democratic Party.

The story that appeared initially on Mon-
day last referred to two or three aspects of

the situation; one of them related to the

suggestion about what I think could be called

patronage in terms of selection of firms or in-

dividuals, not related to contract awards or

what have you, but in those areas where

government retains services, where there is

some discretion.

As I read the Globe and Mail story, they
checked a number of the individuals whose
names must have appeared somewhere. In

fact, one might aJmost think some of the

names were contained in a letter that was
tabled here yesterday; one might assume

that, which might also then might lead one
to assume that somebody had this material

when that story was written. In fact, I im-
derstand some of the questions were being
asked in Sudbury as of Friday of last week.
And my understanding of the story was that

that aspect of it was checked by the reporters
from the Globe and Mail, and as I read it,

there was no evidence whatsoever to

substantiate anything being done on the

basis of or on the recommendations or sug-

gestions of Mr. Shouldice.

The main part of the whole innuendo and

accusation, which was contained in the head-
lines of the Globe and Mail on Monday—the
story that was copyright with respect to the

purchase of land in the Oakville area—I say
to the leader of the New Democratic Party
there wasn't a single thing tabled here yes-

terday that either referred to that or cast any
further light on it. And I say that the file

tliat has been tabled, the statements have
been made, prove without any question there

was no influence, there was no contribution,
there was nothing improper done by the civil

servants. Mr. Speaker, I do take exception
to that, and I said it publicly on Monday
night—and I make no apology for it.

What that story implied was that there

was a series of individuals in the Ministry
of Transportation and Communications, not

just one man,—you don't plan a highway
without the involvement of several people-
that these public servants were in some way
suborned for the interest of a political party

or an individual. Mr. Speaker, I reject that

categorically. It just isn't true. To me, it

was a totally incredible story from that

standpoint.

It has been demonstrated, I think without

any question, there were no funds paid to

the party. There were no funds oflFered to

the party. There was no commission paid.

There was nothing improper in the purchase.
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I read the letters of yesterday. One thing

I think they demonstrate very conclusively

is that tlie particular man in question had

very little influence with this government.
You can talk about his vote. You can talk

about some of the other things in it maybe,
but I think it demonstrated conclusively
that some of the suggestions made by that

particular individual were not accepted by
the government of this province.

I say to the leader of the New Democratic

Party that if there are some more letters in

the vault, if he thinks that his caucus has

some other things up their sleeve, if they
want to persecute and see somebody hanged
on the front lawn of Queen's Park, I tell

him the man has been prosecuted. He was

prosecuted under a number of charges. He
is in the process of having a hearing as it

relates to his licence. Just how far does the

member want to go in a democratic society?

Just how far does he want to be involved
in what I think is a very questionable ap-

proach to the political process here in the

province?

I was disappointed, Mr. Speaker—I say
this to the leader of the New Democratic

Party—I was disappointed because while we
have differed on many basic issues, and while

we will debate policies here in this House,
and while I disagree sometimes strenuously
with some of the things that have been sug-

gested by way of policy over the years, I

have always expected that the leader of the

New Democratic Party wasn't going to re-

sort to some of the things that have happened
in the other party in the House, and the

press.

I just can't understand why he has become

part of it. The only conclusion I can come
to is that there are some members in his

party and his caucus who feel some sense

of guilt in that they were sitting on some of

this material for 14 months. And as his own
treasurer, Mr. Caplan, or whoever it was—

Mr. Lewis: Doctor.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —Dr. Caplan—I am sorry—
a very distinguished academic up at the

Ontario Institute, observed himself that he
had known of these letters; the party had
known of these letters; they felt there was
nothing of substance. And I say to the mem-
ber today there is still nothing of substance.

I have no intention of having a royal com-
mission. I say to the leader of the New
Democratic Party I am disappointed at his

involvement and his suggestion, as a result

of the tabling of those letters yesterday, that

this alters whatsoever the facts that nothing

improper was done in what is the main

allegation in the purchase of the land in

Oakville from one Mr. Feldman. And I tell

you—

Mr. Lewis: That is a complete diversion,
a deliberate, defensive diversion.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Oh, it is not.

Mr. Lewis: It has nothing to do with the

land, or the letters.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The member doesn't like

to hear the truth. He doesn't like to hear

the truth.

Mr. Lewis: No, sir. The Premier mustn't

lecture to me about political morality.

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): The
member should be lectured to.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: That is right. It's turning to

sawdust on the tongue of this government.
The Premier shouldn't lecture to me about it.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions?

Mr. Lewis: I have a supplementary. Does
the Premier mean he doesn't understand that

a man like Shouldice, who so clearly debased

the political process in this province, who
had the political morals of an alley cat and
whom the Premier was offended by, still

eight months later had access to the cor-

ridors of power and dealt directly with his

confidants and intimates, and he doesn't see

that this is worthy of some examination in

terms of what it says about the political

process in the province? I believe what the

Premier said about his own view, but what
does it say about the rest of the party's

apparatus? How does the Premier allow that

to occur and how does he defend it publicly?
Let him not hurl charges at me but answer

to his own behaviour.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I'll answer

to my own behaviour. When this gentleman
came in to see me, he made his observations.

In spite of the suggestions made in today's

story, it was detennined without any question
that that particular individual was not to be

involved in the financial and organizational

aspects of the party.

Mr. Lewis: Who told him, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Who
told him?
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Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can only

say this, I cannot control what Mr. Shouldice

writes or who he wants to see. He was not

seeing people on the basis of financing or

organization. He saw two or three ministers

on the basis of recommendations as to who
should be the regional chairman. Mr. Speaker,

you've got to recall that Mr. Shouldice was
not charged at this moment and he wasn't

under prosecution. While I know the hon.

member-

Mr. Lewis: That is also a diversion.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —would like to see some-

body's blood, I guess, I can only say to him—

Mr. Lewis: Why did the Premier allow him
even to consult with his people?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —there is just nothing-

Mr. Lewis: Why did the Premier allow
him into his oflBce? Why did he deal with
such people?

Hon. A. Grossman (Provincial Secretary
for Resources Development): It's an accessible

oflBce.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, he came into

my oflBce as a result of a request for an

appointment.

Mr. Lewis: To discuss patronage. He put
it in his letter.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Davis: To discuss the results

in Sudbury.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on! Why doesn't

the Premier send him a letter and say, "Don't
ever correspond with me"?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Oh, sure I Just as the

member has sent letters to people in his

party. I know how many he has sent—none.

Mr. Lewis: Well, I have not, happily, had
the rotten apple brought forward yet, al-

though I have no doubt it exists. Does the
Premier think it's appropriate that a man
who has indicated to the Premier the way
in which he does business on the part of
the Conservative Party never be reprimanded;
that he never be written to and that he
never be called and told he's debasing the

political process? Is that the way the Pro-

gressive Conservative Party does business?
Because if it is, that's the way the govern-
ment does business. The two are inseparable.

Hon. Mr. Davis: With great respect, Mr.

Speaker, it is not the way the government
does business nor is it the way the Pro-

gressive Conservative Party does business.

Mr. Lewis: Well that is what—

Mr. Speaker: This is not the proper use

of the question period, the way it is gener-

ally developing right now.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): By way of

a supplementary question-

Mr. Speaker: If it is a question of infor-

mation, the hon. member may ask it.

Mr. Renwick: By way of a supplementary
question, was the Premier questioning the

statement by the leader of the New Demo-
cratic Party that those letters came into the

possession of this party and of the leader

on Tuesday of this week?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am not

questioning that. I am only saying that there

was certain information contained in one
of the letters that was tabled here yesterday
that obviously, whether it came from one of

those letters or elsewhere, was the basis of

part of the Globe and Mail story on Monday.
And I can only say-

Mr. Lewis: No, that's not true.

Mr. Martel: That's not true.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well all right. Where
else did the Globe and Mail get the informa-

tion as to what lawyers to go to talk to and
so on? It had to come from somewhere.

Mr. Renwick: It had nothing to do with—

Mr. Lewis: It was in the letter to the

Premier.

Mr. Martel: The Premier should read the

letter to himself.

Hon. Mr. Davis: It wasn't in the letter to

me.

Mr. Martel: It was. It certainly was.

Hon. Mr. Davis: It was not.

Mr. Martel: Look at the letters of Nov. 7

and 16.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I want the

Premier to answer this question for me then.

Mr. Martel: He had better read his mail.
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Mr. Lewis: When the Premier gets a letter

from Ross Shouldice on Oct. 22, 1971—may-
be he could just answer this for me—saying

that he wants to come into his office to

discuss matters of political patronage, why
does he see him? Why does he not reply

to him to repudiate him? Why does he see

him?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, there were
two aspects to the letter. As I read the letter

of Oct. 21, it didn't refer to any specific

firms or anything else.

Mr. Martel: Read the letter of Nov. 16.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say, Mr. Speaker,
that I agreed to see Mr. Shouldice. I am in-

terested in the welfare of this party. As a

result of that meeting, I made my determina-

tions, and the member knows what they
were.

Mr. Martel: He listed everything to the

Premier in the letter of Nov. 16. The Premier

had better check his files again.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions?

Mr. Lewis: Why has the Premier main-

tained so consistently over the past two or

three years that he has never known anything
of the funding process within the Conserva-

tive Party, when, in this instance in any
event, he was directly involved?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can ex-

plain that, and if the hon. leader of the

New Democratic Party can't understand

this, I am sorry—well, I am not sorry; that's

his problem.

I have maintained a very specific policy
as it relates to the financing of the Progres-
sive Conservative Party that there are no

quid pro quos, there are no tickets, there are

no nothings. People contribute to this party
on the basis of believing what it is attempt-

ing to do in its philosophy, its approach, its

ability, and that has been the sole basis for

fund raising as far as the party is concerned
in this province.

Mr. Lewis: It is harder and harder for

people to believe that, unless the Premier
has an inquiry.

Hon. Mr. Davis: That was the case and it

is still the case, and the member knows it.

Mr. MacDonald: Political scientists have
debunked that contention years ago.

Mr. Speaker: I think this matter has gone
on long enough. Does the member for Soar-

borough West have further questions?

Mr. Lewis: Why doesn't the Premier hold

an inquiry if that is the case?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Into what?

Mr. Lewis: Into the behaviour of Kelly and

Shouldice, that's what. I don't know the

answers. Why doesn't the Premier open it

up? He may want to inquire into us at the

same time.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Does the member for

Scarborough West have further questions?

Mr. M. C. Genua (Sudbury): Supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: No, the matter has been

pursued. The member for Downsview.

GOVERNMENT ACTION AGAINST
DOW CHEMICAL

Mr. Singer: I have a question of the Attor-

ney General, Mr. Speaker.

Now that the Attorney General has had a

little time to find his way around his new
department, has he any new opinions, or any

opinions, or can he bring us up to date on
that other great 1971 decisive approach, the

suing of the Dow Chemical Co? Can the

minister tell us what the status of that

action is or what it is likely to be?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Provincial Secretary
for Justice and Attorney General): I am
advised, Mr. Speaker, by law officers—because

I anticipated the member for Downsview
would be interested in the progress of this

case—that the discoveries or the examinations

have been substantially completed and that

the matter will be further reported on in a

statement I intend to make in a very few

weeks, in possibly three or four weeks, or

right after the House reconvenes. Perhaps I

could make a fatuous comment, but I won't.

I think we should press on with it. I

share the member's concern.

Mr. Singer: By way of supplementary,
could the Attorney General tell us how the

discoveries could be substantially complete

when, as I understand it, the question of

the answers which are being sought from Mr.

Hilton have not yet been determined by the

court and the pleadings are not, in fact, com-

pleted? How then could the discoveries be

complete?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am only passing on
the information as I understand it. The coun-

sel appearing for the province has been con-

tacted, as I understand it, as recently as
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about a week ago by the deputy minister

for an up to date report. I am concerned

about it. I think we have got to get on with

it. I don't disagree with the member in any

"way, shape or form, and I will report back to

the House or to the particular member as

soon as I have the file before me. I have

not perused the file; I am relying only on
oral reports given to me by my staflF.

Mr. Singer; By way of one very brief

additional supplementary, could the minister,

at his earliest convenience, bring us up to

date on the amount of money that the Prov-

ince of Ontario has paid to outside counsel

and other assistants for the pursuance of

this important lawsuit, which has been pend-
ing now for four years? Is it substantially
over the $100,000 figure which we thought
it reached about six months ago?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I will have to take

the question as notice. I just don't know,
but I will inquire for the member.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Yorkview.

INQUIRY INTO DUMP TRUCK
OPERATIONS

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview):
a question of the Minister of

and Communications: In view
stration outside and the fact

the dump truck owners are

the gallery, I wonder if the

bring us up to date with

activities in connection with

their problem?

Mr. Speaker,

Transportation
of the demon-
that many of

now sitting in

minister could

respect to his

the solution to

Hon. J. R. Rhodes (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): Mr. Speaker, I

can only repeat what I said to the hon. mem-
ber on Monday of this week, I believe. One
of the requests that has been made to me
by the members of the dump truck associa-

tion—namely, the one here in Metropolitan
Toronto—was that there be an inquiry into

the total operation of dump trucks in the

province. I have agreed to such an inquiry

and, as I said earlier this week, I am in the

process now of attempting to appoint a com-

petent, capable inquiry officer. I have made
several contacts. One person whom I felt

would have been most qualified has declined

because of other activities and we are con-

tacting others presently. The inquiry will be
started just as soon as I can get a person
who is qualified to handle this particular

problem, and I can assure the hon. member
and the members of this House, and the

members of the association, that the inquiry
will not be prolonged. It will be done quick-

ly in order to come up with some answers

to the problems that are facing the operators
of the dump trucks.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): A supple-

mentary.

Mr. Young: Could I ask a supplementary

question?

Mr. Speaker: Yes. A supplementary first

from the member for Yorkview.

Mr. Young: We appreciate the fact that

the inquiry v^U be held and will be short,

but in the meantime there is desperation

among these people. Is the minister plan-

ning to meet the executive of the association

today to discuss what interim measures might
be taken to save the situation while the

inquiry is going on?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: No, Mr. Speaker, I have

no intention of meeting them at this stage.

I see no value to a meeting. I've met with

them several times, and I've met with their

solicitor. We are fully cognizant of their

problems, but there is no easy solution.

This industry is spread clear across this

province, and there are varying opinions from

various parts of the province. I cannot meet

with each individual group and attempt to

solve it for a particular area. There is a

problem here in Metro that has been brought
to me by one association; there are also

problems in other parts of the province, in-

cluding the northern and eastern parts, and

I'm attempting to find a solution that I hope
will be acceptable to all of them.

As I say, there is no value in me holding

a meeting, and I've told that to the president
of the association. I have met with him on

a number of occasions. I know what the

problems are, and I agree with him when he

says that an inquiry would go a long way
towards solving them; and this is what I

want to do.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Essex-Kent.

Mr. Singer: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The member
for Essex-Kent has a supplementary.

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Speaker, since the min-

ister has made a commitment to have an

inquiry, would he now consider prohibiting

the issuance of any more class F licences

until the inquiry is over?
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Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I'll consider that. I am
not overly enthusiastic about that approach,

but I'll certainly consider it. I recognize that

one of the problems is that there are so many
of these licences around. Yes, I will certainly

consider that.

Mr. Singer: By way of a supplementary,
hasn't the minister had any reports from

the civil servants over the many months that

these people have been pressing for some
kind of action? Is there nothing in the reports

he's had that indicates he can't take some
immediate action to help the people Who are

suffering from this very grievous problem?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I have had

many discussions with the people in the civil

service who are and have been intimately
involved with this problem for a number of

years. Quite frankly, we are not able to come

up with what would be a solution even on
an interim basis at this stage because, as I

think the hon. member is well aware, it's a

very complex problem that is compounded
by the fact that these particular operators
have not been required to appear before
the board to show cause that they should
have their licence issued. They've just been
issued to them upon request. This was done
a number of years back when they were
deregulated. Now they wish to be regulated
again.

We do have some problems, and I've had
many discussions with them. I appreciate this

problem, and I hope I can be a party to

having it solved. I do really believe an

inquiry is the way to do it.

Mr. Singer: How long is it going to be
before an inquiry is started?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I would have liked to

have started it yesterday, and I would have
if I could have found a good qualified person.
I don't think you can just pick somebody
out of the woods to handle this. They must
have some knowledge of the problem. We
have two or three people we're contacting
now, and as soon as I have an okay from
someone who is qualified to do this, he will

be appointed immediately and the inquiry
will start immediately—this afternoon if pos-
sible.

Mr. Young: It should have been done a

year ago.

Mr. Speaker: Are there any further ques-
tions from the Liberal Party? The member
for York Centre.

LAND TRANSFER TAX EXEMPTIONS

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): I have
a question of the Minister of Revenue.

Does the minister agree with the select

committee's recommendation on foreign own-
ership of land that the purchase and acquisi-
tion of land, particularly in the "golden
horseshoe" and other developing areas and
recreational areas of the province, has
reached serious levels and should be dis-

couraged? If so, what guarantee of job oppor-
tunities dt>es the government require in order
to justify exemptions from the 20 per cent
land transfer tax, which now amount to many
millions of dollars, on acquisitions and pur-
chases by foreign corporations?

Hon. A. K. Meen (Minister of Revenue):
Mr. Speaker, I think that question in part
should be directed to the Treasurer (Mr.

McKeough) inasmuch as he is the man with
the input as to the growth pressures and
what not in all of Ontario, not just here in

Metropolitan Toronto and in the Toronto-
centred region.

When it comes to exemptions under the

Act for foreign corporations or others seeking
to set up industry here, we do not have

specifics. If they qualify by aflSdavits attached

to their documents, then their documents
would be registered, subject to the payment
of the land transfer tax at the lesser rate

rather than at the non-resident 20 per cent

rate. I don't have immediate access to the

statistics either. What I did have over the

first six or eight months of the use of the

bill was access to that information, because

they did not have the right to register short

of paying the 20 per cent non-resident tax

unless they could swear that they were not
a non-resident. But now they can.

The members opposite were after us in

the government to delineate, and with these

guideliaes laid out and the principles estab-

lished, many of these transactions will now
take place without any necessity for them
to come to my ministry for an express clear-

ance. Only the ones that do not qualify by
the express exemptions set out in the Act—
and which the members of the Liberal Party
endorsed when this bill was before the

House in December—many of those exemp-
tions now clear the way for normal growth
patterns.

But where they do not qualify, then those

transactions would still come before my min-

istry for clearance. They would have to

demonstrate that it was in the best interests

of Ontario, that they were bringing new
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technology, and they would be developing
new product lines that might very well en-

hance the economy of Ontario or tlie balance

of payments of Canada in the foreign mar-
kets. It is that kind of thing, then, that would
be one of the principles which again would

give an exemption. And that kind of an

exemption would be made public—because,
of course, it would be by an order in council.

Mr. Deacon: Supplementary: Since the

DREE legislation sets out definite areas where

exemptions or assistance can be given to

organizations that are setting up business in

those areas, why is it not possible in this

taxing statute to set out the areas so that

we do not continue to encourage land ac-

quisitions by foreigners in the areas where
there is tremendous pressure on land pur-
chases, and where we do want to cause land
values to get down to more reasonable levels,

instead of remaining at present-day inflated

levels? Why doesn't the minister adopt that

type of principle, instead of this idea of

blanket exemption regardless of where they
acquire land?

Hon. Mr. Meen: Mr. Speaker, originally

when the Treasurer and I were discussing
these bills in the spring, I know that he and
I felt that in the interests of good planning
in this province that the non-resident tax was
another and possibly very useful tool that

could be used for steering the development
of industry and commerce in areas in which
further growth was desirable.

However, there was criticism from many
quarters—from some members opposite for

that matter, too—that this was an unfair

implication of a tax. That if we were going
to use incentives for development of in-

dustry in depressed areas of the province,
it should not be via a taxing statute which
was applicable only to non-resident individuals

or corporations, but rather that we should
use incentives under the aegis of the Ministry
of Industry and Tourism in which ministry
there is the expertise to determine the extent,
if at all, to which some kind of assistance

should be granted.

So, rather than use the taxing statute in

a rather heavy-handed and perhaps clumsy
fashion, it was felt by my colleagues and
me that rather than use it for the purpose
of exemptions or non-exemptions, and as

a tool to move industry into depressed areas,
we would not apply it in that fashion. Rather,
we would leave tfiat kind of thing to the

expertise of the Ministry of Industry and
Tourism, from whom we were seeking advice
in the first instances anyway.

When these questions came up and we
were looking at proposed developments in

eastern Ontario, we would go to the Minister

of Industry and Tourism (Mr. Bennett) and
seek his advice as to whether that was or

was not a desirable activity in that particular
instance.

Mr. Deacon: Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: Final supplementary.

Mr. Deacon: The ministry has obviously
abandoned! the principle of trying to discour-

age foreign ownership of land in this way.
Why does the ministry not just forget the

tax completely instead of continuing this

present farce?

Hon. Mr. Meen: Mr. Speaker, obviously
that was only one way in which the tax

would be applicable. There are many other

facets of that tax that make it a highly desir-

able tax to this day.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-

wich-Riverside.

UNEMPLOYMENT IN AUTO INDUSTRY

Mr. F. A. Biu^ (Sandwich-Riverside); Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of Labour.

In view of the high unemployment levels

in the automobile industry, has the minister

decided to withhold overtime work permits
and to reduce the work week to 40 hours and
the work day to eight hours?

Hon. J. P. MacBeth (Minister of Labour):

Mr. Speaker, we are giving consideration to

the matter of overtime permits; but the

answer to the other is no.

Mr. Burr: Supplementary: Has the min-
ister discussed this matter with the oflBcials

of the UAW?

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: There has been no
recent discussions. I have bad discussions

from time to time with members of the UAW,
Mr. Speaker. I don't recall any recent dis-

cussions that I have had specifically on this

matter. When we have these meetings we
cover a wide range of subjects. I would say

again that the answer to the last part is no.

I can't recall that we have had any dis-

cussions. I've had representations made by
certain unions that we should do this but I

can't recall any recent discussions.

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of Energy has

the answer to a question.
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GAS RATE INCREASE

Hon. D. R. Timbrell (Minister of Energy):
Mr. Speaker, on Mondiay the Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. R. F. Nixon) asked a series

of questions regarding rate increases for

natural gas. Although he didn't name the

company involved, I am assuming that the

member was referring to Union Gas Ltd., a

gas distributor in the southwestern part of

Ontario, and to a recent decision by the

Ontario Energy Board.

On Dec. 24, 1974, the board approved,
on an interim basis and subject to adjust-

ment, certain rate increases for Union Gas

with respect to all meter readings or esti-

mates made on or after Jan. 1 of this year.

In the case of certain of the company's
customers the rate increase provisionally ap-

plied to the gas consumed in the first two
weeks of December. The unfairness of this

was recognized by the board and will be
dealt witih—in fact, it is being dealt with

by the board—when its final order will be
made after the hearings which resumed on

Jan. 20 of this year.

I should mention, Mr. Speaker, a copy of

this decision was sent by the chairman of

the Energy Board to the hon. Leader of the

Opposition as well as to the member for

Essex South (Mr. Paterson) who had inquired
earlier. In effect, Mr. Speaker, although the

board was satisfied that Union Gas needed
rate relief on an interim basis, it decided to

require Union Gas to develop a mechanism
for getting all of their customers the benefit

of the lower cost gas which had been pur-
chased in the summer and held in inventory
imtil it was completely consumed by mid-

December, 1974, when the more expensive

gas was supplied. If the rate increase had

applied on sales of that lower cost gas the

company would, in effect, be re-pricing gas
on the shelf. The board was obviously con-

cerned that this should not happen and that

a way had to be found to pro-rate the cost

of the cheaper gas used up to mid-December
and tihe more expensive gas used thereafter.

This pro-rating problem apparently arose

out of the fact that Union had not thought
it necessary to develop a system for pro-rating
or adjusting the bills around the mid-Decem-
ber date to cover customers whose billing

period started before the date and ended
after that date. The company stated that

three months would be required to develop
the system. The board was satisfied that to

delay a rate increase for this period of time
would impair the company's ability to pro-
vide service to its customers. However, the

board insisted that a pro-rating system was

necessary to protect Union's customers and
it has advised the company to that affect.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Welland
South.

PORT COLBORNE TUNNEL

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Thank
you, Mr. Speaker. I have a question of the
Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions. Can the minister indicate to the House
what progress the ministry has made in

bringing about an early decision on the con-
struction of a vehicle and pedestrian tunnel
in the city of Port Colbome and is the re-

quest for this project before the cabinet for

approval of construction funds?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I think

the hon. member is referring to the situation

that was created as a result of the bridge

being knocked down by the lake freighter.
The member has me confused a bit here
because I dealt with something this morning.

Mr. Haggerty: In the city of Port Colbome,
not the village of Port Robinson.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I'm sorry that I can't

give the hon. member a definite answer at

this time. We have been considering that in

conjunction with this other unfortunate in-

cident. Perhaps I can get some of the in-

formation out of the file and send it to him
for his information.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

DEATHS IN THUNDER BAY JAILS

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker, I have a question of the

Solicitor General.

Has the Solicitor General been made aware

of the three recent deaths in Thunder Bay
jails during the past month or so and,

particularly, has he received the report from
the coroner's inquest to the suicide by
hanging of Vernon Nokonogis in the Thiuider

Bay district jail? Is he willing to order a

re-opening of the inquest in view of the fact

that one of the prisoners who felt he had
relevant evidence asked to testify at the in-

quest and was apparently refused and, further,

that Mr. Nokonogis himself had apparently
asked for psychiatric help and was ignored?
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Secondly, with regard to the two deaths

in the police lockup in the Port Arthur ward
Thunder Bay city jail, is the Solicitor General

aware that grand jury reports over the past
several years have consistently condemned
that as a lockup unfit for prisoners and that

no action was taken?

Hon. G. A. Kenr (Solicitor General): Yes,

Mr. Speaker, to answer the hon. member's
last question, I am aware of the grand jury

reports. It is a matter of replacing that rather

ancient facility. I am also aware of the

deaths. I am not aware that the coroner's

verdict is available on the inquest. I will

check into that. As soon as they are available

I will study them, and report back to the

hon. members.

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary, if I might,
Mr. Speaker. While the minister is making
the investigation, is he aware that public

reports in Thunder Bay indicate that the

inquest found no blame attached, but since

then additional evidence has apparently come
forward that might be relevant?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: In a circumstance such as

that, Mr. Speaker, it is possible to reopen
the inquest.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Huron-Bruce.

BRADLEY-GEORGETOWN HYDRO
CORRIDOR

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
I have a question of the Minister of Energy.

Given the fact that the former Minister of

Energy (Mr. McKeough) announced in July
1974, that approval of the southern 500 kw
transmission corridor between Bruce and

Georgetown via Kitchener was being with-
held pending review of the long-range plan
for Ontario Hydro; and given the fact that

on Jan. 16, 1975, the Globe and Mail re-

ported a statement by the new chairman of

Ontario Hydro, Mr. Robert Taylor, announc-

ing that blueprints outlining the expansion
of North America's second largest electrical

utility will stay as they are; and given the
fact that Hydro itself has said that it would
be impossible to conduct a review impartially
on this matter, would the minister consider

appointing Dr. Solandt, or some other person
of similar capacity and experience, to conduct
an independent study of this particular cor-
ridor?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, I wall
be glad to take that under consideration and
as quickly as possible give the member an

answer. I should say too that

in the very near future that

or the Provincial Secretary for

velopment will announce the

reference for the long-range
and the names of the people
it But I will take that under

yes.

I would hope,
either myself
Resources De-
full terms of

plan review

involved with

consideration,

Mr. Gaunt: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Would the minister agree that it's impossible
for Hydro or any body of that nature to

conduct a review of its own action and have
it objective? The review tends to reinforce

the original decision.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: I am not so sure that

that's the case, Mr. Speaker. I have great
confidence in both the chairman and the

president of Hydro. I don't know that we
can answer the question today as to the mem-
ber's particular problem. I will take under
consideration whether it goes into long-range
review or whether it goes into a separate
local review.

Mr. Deacon: Supplementary: Since this

government has already been embarrassed

by the plunging ahead with the $140 million

development at the north end of this city
without proper review—an impartial review—
and now is causing the government some em-
barrassment in the instance of the Spadina
Expressway, in view of the fact that this

corridor down through the—

Hon. W. Newman: Why doesn't the mem-
ber ask the question?

Mr. Deacon: I shall ask a question in due
course. It's just that it's a little difficult some-
times to ask a question with those members

shouting away there.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): The members over there

are always complaining about the question

period—they want to make speeches.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Is this supple-

mentary to the original question? It hasn't

been put yet.

Mr. Deacon: In view of the fact that this

new transmission corridor down through
Limehouse is going to involve an expenditure
of $150 million and that, in fact, that corridor

may be completely unnecessary when the

long-range review is done, would the minister

hold up any further action by Hydro in

the acquisition of those rights-of-way until

the review is complete?
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Hon. Mr. Timbrell: No.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Sudbury.

ALLEGED STATEMENT OF
PARLIAMENTARY ASSISTANT

Mr. Germa: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

Minister of Labour. I would ask the minister

how he reacts to a statement made in Guelph
on Wednesday last when his colleague from

Scarborough Centre (Mr. Drea), in respond-

ing to a question from the audience, said that

the present dilemma in labour relations in

Ontario was caused because the present Min-

ister of Labour was gutless, and went on to

identify him by name?

Mr. Haggerty: Can we have a side profile

here?

Hon. Mr. MaoBeth: I react with anger,

Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Singer: What is the minister going to

do about it?

Mr. Speaker: The member for Windsor-

Walkerville.

EXTENSION OF GAINS LEGISLATION

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Mr. Speaker, I have a question of the Min-

ister of Revenue, if I can get his attention.

Is the minister considering any amend-
ments to the GAINS legislation and/or regu-
lations so that when an individual is com-

pletely disabled and certified as disabled by
the Ministry of Community and Social Serv-

ices, that individual's spouse would be en-

titled to the same GAINS consideration as is

given to a resident of the Province of Ontario

who qualifies for GAINS solely by residency
rather than by disability?

Hon. Mr. Meen: Mr. Speaker, I have to

say that I am not giving active consideration

to that at the moment. That does not mean
that we should not.

The whole GAINS programme is under
constant review by the Ministry of Com-
munity and Social Services, by the Ministry
of Treasury, Economics and Intergovern-
mental Affairs and by my own ministry to

determine the way to pay out the moneys
that are available througih the various funds

of this province. We recently increased the

amount to a total of $2,766 a year for an
individual, or twice that for a married

couple. There are other plans doubtlessly

being studied in the various ministries.

I have noted the member's question, and I

will ask my staff to look into this—for one

thing, we would have to analyse the degree
of cost involved—to see if this is something
that might be considered by the Treasurer

w'hen he is looking at his next budget.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Nickel Belt.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Mr.

Speaker-

Mr. B. Newman: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: One supplementary,

Mr. B. Newman: Mr, Speaker, is the

minister aware that the cases I am bringing
to his attention are those where an individual

is paralysed or disabled to the extent that

the individual's spouse must spend full time

at home taking care of the individual and,
as a result, only qualifies for social service

benefits which are nowhere equivalent to

the GAINS benefits that the spouse might
obtain?

Hon. Mr. Meen: Mr, Speaker, no, I am
not really conversant with that end of things.

I think that would fall more directly under
the administration of the Ministry of Com-
munity and Social Services. But I will speak
to my colleague on that point and see

whether it is appropriate that some assistance

migiht be extended in that area.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Nickel Belt.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES

Mr. Laughren: Thank you, Mr, Speaker.

A question of the Minister of Colleges and

Universities. In view of the fact that the

financing of some of the universities in the

province is becoming critical, and indeed

there is a danger of the quality of education

at the post-secondary level deteriorating in

Ontario, would the minister consider a review

of the financing of the post-secondary insti-

tutions in order that they can operate without

deficit financing?

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of Colleges

and Universities): Mr, Speaker, I don't think

I can add anything to what I have said in

this House about the formula funding for the

post-secondary institutions.
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Mr. Laughren: Well, a supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Just what does the minister see as

the solution for some of the universities that

are faced with very serious financial prob-
lems? Indeed, the people who are going to be

hurt the most are people like the students on
a part-time basis. There is a deterioration in

the level of the library services being de-

livered in the institutions. Does the minister

see no solution for them? What do we do

with the university that has a $4.5-million

deficit or, as in the case of Ottawa university,

a $2.5-million deficit? What is the solution for

them? The government is not even backing
their loans.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, again I will

be repeating myself. I have indicated that I

expect there may well be deficits of a tem-

porary nature—one or two years—for some of

the institutions. They have had this before

and they have solved their problems. I have

also said that—I think it was two years ago

—they anticipated at the beginning of their

fiscal year a total $14.5-million deficit. When
the smoke cleared away, it was just a shade

over $1 milhon.

Mr. Speaker: The oral question period has

expired.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Mr. J. A. Taylor from the administration of

justice committee, presented the committee's

report which was read as follows and

adopted :

Your committee begs to report the follow-

ing bill with certain amendments:

Bill 125, An Act to amend the Land

Speculation Tax Act, 1974.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading? Agreed.

Motions.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the standing
social development committee be authorized

to sit concurrently with the House for its

consideration of Bill 179, An Act to amend
the Crown Employees Collective Bargaining
Act, 1972.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Speaker: Introduction of bills.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, be-

fore the orders of the day, I want to table

answers to questions 23, 27, 31, 33, 35 and

36 currently on the order paper. [See appen-
dix, Page 7131].

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The third order. House
in committee of the whole.

ONTARIO HERITAGE ACT

House in committee on Bill 176, An Act to

provide for the Conservation, Protection and

Preservation of the Heritage of Ontario.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 176, An Act to provide
for the Conservation, Protection and Preser-

vation of the Heritage of Ontario. Are there

any comments or questions on section 1 of

the bill?

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of Colleges
and Universities ) : Mr. Chairman, just before

we start, I might mention to the committee

that I have several amendments, not of a

major nature, that I'll be proposing as we go

through. The first one deals with clause h of

section 1.

On section 1:

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): As a prelude to

my remarks on various sections of this bill,

Mr. Chairman, I would like to say there is a

relatively active organization in Huron county
which is affiliated with the Architectural Con-

servancy of Ontario. Although this organiza-

tion was given virtually no time to study the

bill, it did have a chance to peruse a brief

submitted by Heritage Canada and specifi-

cally asked me to support the concerns of

Heritage Canada when the bill came in for

second reading. Little did Heritage Canada
know that the bill had received second read-

ing, but fortunately the bill was sent into

committee so that members would have a

chance to make some comments, having been

given very little opportunity to study the bill

after its introduction into the Legislature.

In connection with section 1, if I recall

correctly the remarks made during second

reading, Mr. Chairman, I believe the ques-
tion was asked by one of the members about

the definition of "heritage," which is not

defined in the bill. The minister's answer

was that his dictionary said 'Tieritage" was
what is or may be inherited, and in a simple
form it is history. This answer, of course,

does not satisfy the concerns of those in-

terested in conserving, protecting and pre-

serving the heritage of Ontario.

In terms used by Heritage Canada, by
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dictionary meaning, by common usage and

by Ontario government interpretation, "heri-

tage" is a very broad term indeed. For ex-

ample, the government of Ontario oflBcially

used the term "Heritage Ontario" for a

major conference, apparently devoted mainly
to the cultural heritage of ethnic groups.

Does the government of Ontario intend that

the present Act be so broad as to encompass
such uses of the word "heritage" as the

government has already employed, or is the

intention of the legislation to refer more par-

ticularly to real estate, works of art and

other personal property? Does "heritage," as

used in this Act, include also natural or de-

signed landscape which may be found in

the holdings of conservation authorities? These

questions would appear relevant to the role

of the Ontario Heritage Foundation.

Mr. Chairman: Any other comment? The
member for Nickel Belt.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): I, too, share

the consternation of Heritage Canada about

the whole question of what heritage is. I

think I shall wait until we get to section 10

tn question the minister more specifically on
what he means about heritage; and ajso when
he talks about funding, whether he is talking

about historical events as well as historical

sites and buildings and so forth.

I think there is a feeling by many people
in the Province of Ontario that the legislation

is somewhat fuzzy. In some cases it gives

responsibility to the municipalities that per-

haps the province itself should be assuming.
I shall wait until we get to section 10 to

deal with it specifically.

Mr. Chairman: Does any other member
wish to comment?

Mr. Riddell: Are we up to section 7 now,
or are you on section 1?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I hope we are still on
section 1, because I have an amendment.

But just to reply to the comments of the

hon. member for Huron; I would remind him
that actually we sent a copy of the bill when
it was first produced to Heritage Canada
and asked for their comments.

The hon. member said the word heritage
was not defined, but it was not defined

specifically because it is a very broad term.

I think section 7, which sets out the objects
of the foundation, and other sections through-
out the bill, indicate what we consider are

the priorities at this time.

However, since this is a new kind of an

operation, we hope to be able to keep it

fairly broad in its activities and not to restrict

it. We are involved vidth the present heritage

foundation in the acquisition of land, for

instance, through donations. This, I would

assume, would continue.

However, we don't propose the heritage

foundation acquire land for park purposes in

competition with the Ministry of Natural

Resources, for instance, and the conservation

authorities in municipalities.

I think we will find, as the operation pro-

ceeds, that they may broaden their field of

activities. I would not like to see us at this

point attempt to define a word which has a

very broad meaning.

Hon. Mr. Auld moves that clause h of

section 1 of the bill be repealed and the

following substituted therefor:

(h) "Minister means the Minister of Culture

and Recreation."

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Is section 1 of the bill

approved?

Mr. Laughren: Are you talking about

part 1?

Mr. Chairman: That's section 2 isn't it?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Section 1 is just the

definition.

Section 1, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any questions or comments?

Any comments or amendments on any section

of the bill up to section 7?

Mr. B. Nevnnan (Windsor-Walkerville): Mr.

Chairman, I have some comments I would
like to make on section 5 of the bill.

Sections 2 to 4, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 5.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, the sec-

tion explicitly sets out the composition of the

board of directors as being not fewer than

21 persons. May I suggest to the minister

that in the selection of the 21 people, he

make it a geographical selection so that all

parts of the province can be represented.

Likewise, that he consider the contribution

of the native peoples to the province so that

at least there is some native representation.

In addition, I would suggest to him that

he consider the ethnic composition of the
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province so that the ethnic community is not

forgotten. They have also made a substantial

contribution to the early development of the

Province of Ontario. They should have some

representative or representation on the board
of directors so that there can be an ethnic

overview of any recommendations made by
the board of directors to the foundation.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Chairman, I would' also speak to that par-
ticular point as raised by the member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

I presume that the only way we could

have, perhaps, a completely satisfactory board
in this circumstance would be to have some
7.5 million people as members of it. How-
ever, it does seem that we are attempting
here to develop a new approach. If it is to

be successful, then the foundation is going
to have to be as broadly based as the mem-
ber for Windsor-Walkerville has suggested.

There are, of course, considerations of dis-

tance and location that might create a bit

of a problem at times; but with the means
of communication we have, there should be
no difficulty in getting the kind of diversity
that would be useful. Of course, there must
be an input from the native peoples of the

province, and also from the other particular

groups of European and other ethnic back-

grounds that have now developed Ontario to
the province which it is.

I hope the minister will be able to base
the membership of the foundation as broadly
as possible, because I think that would be
the best way to get this foundation meaning-
fully involved in all the streams of heritage
that make up our province.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Nickel
Belt—which section?

Mr. Laughren: Section 5.

Mr. Chairman: Section 5?

Mr. Laughren: I'm concerned about the

makeup of the board of directors to 21 per-
sons, because I've seen in the past what hap-
pens with government appointments to sudh
boards.

I don't know whether you could write it

into the legislation or not, but I would hope
that there be regional representation on the
board. I think most of us would agree that at

the present time the cultural amenities of
the Province of Ontario tend to be concen-
trated in the southern part of the province,
and indeed in Metropolitan Toronto. Only by
making sure there is strong regional repre-

sentation we will be able to disperse our cul-

tural assets across the province.

I look at things like the Royal Ontario

Museum and the Art Gallery, and so forth,

and I see everybody in the Province of On-
tario paying for them with only a relatively

small proportion of the province, geograph-

ically speaking, benefitting from it. It seems
to me that only with very strong regional

representation—and I don't mean Art Grout-
will we have the kind of support needed, for

northern Ontario in particular, on such a

board.

The other aspect, of course, is the old

question is of how many women you intend

to appoint on the board. I hope that without

getting into the whole quota system, you
will ensiure there is adequate representation
of women on this board.

I wish to state as strongly as I know how
to encourage you to make sure there is not

just token representation from northern On-
tario. Perhaps there may even be dispro-

portionate representation from the north, be-

cause only in that way will the needs of the

north be brought to bear and have sufficient

weight on the board to really do something.

That is one of my major concerns about

this whole bill. I see real dangers of most
of the benefits that accrue from the creation

of this and the funds that are to be pro-
vided once again being channeled into south-

em Ontario.

Mr. Chairman: Any other member?

Mr. Breithaupt: I have just one comment
while we we're on this section, Mr. Chair-

man. We note under subsection 4 that a

dhairman is to be appointed and it is under-

stood that the former member for Carleton

East, Mr. A. B. R. Lawrence, is the chairman
of the foundation. I'm wondering if the min-
ister can advise us what the remuneration

will be to Mr. Lawrence and also whether
there will be any remuneration to the direc-

tors or will that be a matter for which

expenses will be paid without any particular
fixed remuneration?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, as far as

the makeup of the board is concerned I'm

sure that the Minister of Culture and Re-
creation (Mr. Welch), who will be actually

submitting the recommendations, will take

into consideration, and I'm sure he would
have already considered, the comments that

have been made in the last few moments.

I would remind the hon. members that on
second reading, I believe, I indicated the
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overall board was going to be broken up into

four committees covering specialized sections

of the work of the foimdation. The ar-

cheological field, the historical plaque and

history field, the building end and the admin-
istration of the funds.

I think we will be looking for people from
all around the province; of both sexes and of

a variety of backgrounds, people from those

categories who have some knowledge or par-
ticular interest in the fields I've mentioned. It

will not be an easy task to get the kind of

representation which would be ideal. As the

hon. member for Kitchener said, if we had
7.5 million people on the board we might
be able to accomplish that, but might be a

little unwieldy.

Mr. Laughren: You could ask Shouldice

for his recommendations.

Hon. Mr. Auld: That gets to the second

question the member just asked. I sometimes
think it would be a great help if we had a

panel of bisexual trilingual itinerants of a

multiracial background to pick from, because

in this ministry we have a great many boards.

I can tell the hon. members that it is not al-

ways easy to find the kind of area, age, socio-

economic male and female representation you
want; but we keep it to two sexes, which

helps.

Mr. Laughren: Your predecessor had a

suggestion when I was making the plea for

more labour and more women representatives
on certain boards—I think it was in Colleges
and Universities—his answer was to find a
woman in labour.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I was going to say that,

although that might conflict with the Minister

of Health (Mr. Miller) and his family plan-

ning programme.
On the manner of remuneration, I would

assume the members will be paid a per
diem and their expenses, as members of the

Archaeological Historic Sites Board and the

Heritage Foundation now are. As far as the

chairman's remuneration is concerned, I really
can't say. I would assume it would start on a

per diem basis. Whether it turns out that the

work of the foundation is such that it be a

full-time task, I can't predict at this point in

time.

Mr. Laughren: Hasn't he already been
appointed?

Hon. Mr. Auld': If that were the case, some
sort of an annual sum, I imagine, would be
established by cabinet on the recommenda-
tion of the Management Board.

Mr. Laughren: Is he not already perform-
ing duties for the government?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Lawrence?

Mr. Laughren: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Auld: He is presently the chair-

man of the Heritage Foundation. It is antici-

pated he will be chairman of the new body
that is being set up in this Legislature.

Mr. Laughren: Is he on salary now?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I am pretty sure he gets
his expenses. I'm not sure about per diem or

not. I know he wasn't when he was a
member.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Sudbury.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Chair-

man, I have a couple of words on section 5.

The Ontario Heritage Foundation is con-

tinued as a body corporate. I have found that

when buildings and facilities are put up, at

100 per cent cost to the public purse by the

Province of Ontario, and then when title is

transferred to this corporation, which in

fact has a private charter, these people who
get to be chairmen of these boards—and

without fail I have seen this reaction from

diese people-think that because they have

been appointed to this particular board, and
are on the board of directors of this par-
ticular foundation, and because they have a

private charter, they are the owners of the

building and that I, as a citizen of Ontario,

can only stand out in the snowbank and
look in the window without having any in-

put. This happens very often, and particu-

larly so in the case of administration of our

hospitals.

The Province of Ontario sinks millions of

dollars of public funding into building a

facility; and then the hospital board of gov-
ernors gets a private charter, and when a

person such as myself tries to ask questions,
intervene or say anything about the adminis-

tration of the hospital—and I'm thinking now
of a particularly abusive and repulsive chair-

man of a hospital in the city of Sudbury;
about an $8 million edifice there, the new
Laurentian Hospital-4his particular man just

waves his charter and says: "You've got

nothing to say. I have a private charter and
I'm the chairman of the board."

He wouldn't recognize that I, as a tax-

payer and a citizen of Ontario, was also a

shareholder. Even though I hadn't bought
a $10 share in his Mickey Mouse corporation
I am a shareholder through the payment of
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taxes into the consolidated revenue fund.

Here was a building constructed 100 per cent
with public funding and I, as a taxpayer and
a contributor to this particular investment,
had nothing to say about it

I'm thinking ahead into the next section,
wherein you say that the foundation shall

receixe property, deeds and titles in right of

the Province of Ontario. I don't object to the

foundation or a board of governors or any
body managing a facility on behalf of the
Province of Ontario, but I do object to title

to properties bought by the citizens of On-
tario being put at the disposal of these small

groups of people who think at that point in

time that because they have a charter and
because they have deed, they therefore own
this facility.

There is a lot of dissension around the

province about this. I have felt it strongly
and I have recited one particular instance

where these people with these private char-

ters just seem to forget that they are servants

of the public. I think what should happen
is that the title deed and ownership to any
property or facility should be held by the

minister or by the government of Ontario,
and that the management of that facility

could be transferred to the foundation if

necessary.

We have such arrangements. We have such
institutions. I know of one in my city wherein
this is how it functions. The Sudbury-
Algoma Sanatorium is owned and title held

b> the Province of Ontario, but there is a
board of management, a committee or a

board, which manages the facility and it

works beautifully. They don't get the idea,
with their private charters and their deeds
and their titles, that they are the owners.
The board at the Sudbury-Algoma Sana-
torium knows exactly where they are; they
are only the managers of this facility on be-
half of the Province of Ontario.

Why is it necessary to transfer title and
deed to a corporate body which is one arm's

length removed from this Legislature? We
have very little control then, as legislators,
over the activities of this foundation because
it is a body corporate and because it has
deed and title.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, first of all,
I just remind the conmiittee that the existing
foundation—I'm afraid I haven't got the
financial statement—but I think its assets
are. something in the order of $4.5 million
or $5 million; all of which, with the ex-

ception of about half a million, has been
donated to it by the public. There is about

half a million dollars worth of tax money in

the foundation at the moment. In the current

estimates of my ministry, there is a further

$1 million for the capital fund of the

foundation, which is, of course, all taxpayers'

money. But I don't think that the concerns

expressed by the hon. member in relation to

the general field would apply to the foimda-

tion, since it is a Crown agency. I would
refer him to section 10(2), which says:

Notwithstanding subsection 1, where in

his opinion it is necessary in order to en-
sure the carrying out of the intent and

purpose of tiiis Act, the minister may
exercise the powers of the foundation under
subsection 1.

But, in fact, this Crown agency will be re-

sponsible to this Legislature through the min-
ister to whom it reports, which will be the

Minister of Culture and Recreation. There-

fore, the concerns he has expressed will not

apply to this kind of an operation.

I would also say, Mr. Chairman, we expect
that there will be continued donations to the

foundation; that is why the fund is being
continued. There have been gifts made to the
Crown in right of Ontario through the founda-
tion in terms of land, buildings and money
specifically to look after the restoration and/or
maintenance of structures, and we anticipate
this will continue.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Chairman, what the min-
ister says is true. There are very many other

arrangements in other ministries where the
minister reports to this House on behalf of
a particular Crown agency. But almost with-
out fail, whenever we lodge a complaint or

make something known to the minister, he
will say: "I don't want to interfere with
local autonomy."

This goes on almost every day of the week
in regard to our hospitals. The minister says:
"We have a board of governors. They are re-

sponsible. I don't want to interfere with their

autonomy."

I can see the same thing happening as far

as this is concerned. We are going to come
to the minister with a complaint and he is

going to say: "I don't want to upset the au-

tonomy of the Ontario Heritage Foundation
because they are responsible people. Go and
talk to them." Well, there are already 320
boards and commissions and agencies JFor us
to go and talk to; in fact, we can't find most
of them. I would rather have more direct con-
trol from this Legislature over the ownership
and activities of any of these facilities.

It is implied in the legislation, and I be-
lieve it to be true, that there is going to be a
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more rapid increase in spending on the acqui-

sition of historical sites by the Province of

Ontario. I think it is envisaged in another

piece of legislation that came into this House
that there is going to be more rapid funding
and larger funding from the Province of On-

tario, and yet we are going to lose control.

We as legislators are going to be transferring
this facility and control one arm's-length furth-

er from this legislative floor.

Mr. Chairman: Any other questions prior
to section 7?

Sections 5 and 6 agreed to.

On section 7:

Mr. Chairman: The member for Huron.

Mr. Riddell: Before I comment on section

7, Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that I

might have been mistaken in suggesting that

Heritage Canada had minimum opportunity to

study and comment on the bill. Although hav-

ing read their brief, I was interested to note
that they stated:

Heritage Canada, like other conservation

groups, was given to understand that there

would be opportunities to present views
after the legislation was introduced into

the Legislature. In these circumstances

Heritage Canada must express disappoint-
ment at the decision of the government of

Ontario to provide only minimum oppor-
tunity for conservationalists to comment. It

hopes this decision will be changed.

Perhaps I was getting my understanding from
a letter I received from the secretary of the

Huron branch of the Architectural Conserv-

ancy of Ontario, wherein she states:

Bill 176, the Ontario Heritage Act, which
was introduced just before Christmas, is of

great concern to our organization. We have
had no opportunity to study it but, accord-

ing to the brief of Heritage Canada, of

which I am enclosing a copy for you, it is

not an ideal piece of legislation to be
saddled with for years to come.

I am sure they don't mean that they don't

think there is a really good intent behind this

bill, but that perhaps there should be amend-
ments, which you have indicated will be com-
ing in, that should be introduced if this bill

is going to have a complete meaning.

As far as section 7 is concerned—and again
I am expressing the concerns of Heritage
Canada—section 7 provides that the founda-
tion advise and make recommendations on
any matter relating to the conservation, pro-
tection and preservation of the heritage of

Ontario. Since neither here nor in the inter-

pretation section of the bill is there any limi-

tation on heritage, one must wonder whether
such a broad objective might dilute the

effectiveness of the foundation in dealing with

the conservation of real and personal property.

From a reading of the legislation, an On-
tario citizen might reasonably conclude that

he should address himself to the Ontario

Heritage Foundation on such questions as

music, the dance, theatre, literature or the

role of ethnic minorities and Indian culture.

This section could imply for the foimdation a

role in all provincial museums. Heritage
Canada submits that the effectiveness of the

Ontario Heritage Foundation might be en-

hanced if its objectives were more precisely
stated and limited.

In section 9, the matters upon which the

foundation may advise the minister are set

forth in a more limited way than they are in

section 7. Is there any reason for the incon-

sistency between the two sections? The rea-

son that I am expressing these concerns, Mr.

Chairman, is that I am expected to attend the

meeting of the Huron branch of the Archi-

tectural Conservancy of Ontario, and I simply

want to get the views of the minister on

some of these points.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): You had

better have the answers.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well Mr. Chairman, on

the points that Heritage Canada raised, it

would seem pretty clear to me that the On-

tario Heritage Foundation, as distinct from

the cultural affairs division of the Ministry

of Culture and Recreation, won't be playing

a role in music, dance, theatre, literature,

those sort of things-except perhaps in the

literature field with the writing of histories

and so on.

However, I think Heritage Canada is quite

correct in suggesting there will be a func-

tion of the foundation in relation to various

provincial museums for instance. Certainly

they will have some function, at least in

research or on an advisory committee, in

the historical parks programme which was

operated by Natural Resources in some

municipalities.

I think it is important that it is fairly

broad, because there will be instances where

the foundation may well be involved in, the

field of literature, in a specific way but not

in a general way. I think the fact that

matters of the natinre are in the cultural

affairs orbit in Culture and Recreation as it

is now proposed and were in the cultural

affairs division of Colleges and Universities

in the past, will ensure that we avoid dupli-
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cation; but we will nevertheless, have the

kind of very close liaison in these related

fields that is necessary.

I don't really see the suggested inconsis-

tencies betwetn 7(a) and 9. One refers spe-

cifically to the objects of the foundation and
the other one, to the role the foundation

may have in advising the minister about this

variety of things.

I might just mention, Mr. Chairman, that

the next amendment I have has to do with

section 24.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Nickel

Belt.

Mr. Laughren: I just touched on one thing
when I was speaking earlier and the more I

think about it the more it bothers me; and
that is the kind of appointments you are

going to make. Maybe mere's no hope with

any government that has been in power 30-

some years, but I would like to see this

foundation you are creating have appointed
to its board, people you nave traditionally
overlooked. Can you just set aside for a

moment all the old patronage—and I don't

mean this in its evil connotation—all the old

patronage kind of appointments that have
been made by this government over the years,
and forget about the Art Grouts and the

Grace Grouts for a moment when you are

making appointments, and put onto tne foun-

dation some young people who are interested

in our heritage.

I would assume that labour and the strug-

gle of labour is part of the heritage of the

Province of Ontario and that you would look

to that sector of society for an appointment
to the board. I don't just mean tihe director

of the steelworkers; there are all sorts of

people in this province whom this govern-
ment, almost by definition, overlooks and has

nothing to do with at all.

d know it's easiest to go to your friends

and make your appointments from the recom-
mendations of the members of the Legis-
lature or the Conservative Party, or from the

supporters of your party throughout the prov-
ince. I imderstand that problem, and I don't

know how you overcome that or how you
deal with that. But I'm suggesting to you
that the time has come when you must try
to do so.

There's a real inherent danger, in a gov-
ernment such as yours, in not ever going
beyond that. For example, that is one reason

you have so few women on many of the

boards across the province. Those people
who are active in your association, those

people who are the leaders of business and

industry in the Province of Ontario tend to

be men. And so, naturally, these are the

people to whom you automatically look.

Let's forget about the patronage appoint-
ments when we're doing this and let s look

to appointing people wno have fresh ideas

about heritage in the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I wanted
to make comment and solicit information from
the minister concerning either the object of

the foundation; or it could also come under
further powers of the foundation, maybe
overlap both. The comments I will make
could cover either or both, and it would be
better to cover it now and get it out of the

way.
I am wondering, Mr. Minister, about or-

ganizations that have already attempted to

establish themselves in a similar field. I am
thinking of a local organization, a historic

vehicles association. They have attempted to

preserve the early automobiles used in the

county of Essex, where the automobile was

really first brought into Canada back in 1907

by the Ford Motor Co. They have attempted
to get various historic vehicles and set up
sort of a museum. Now, rather than staying

strictly with the automobile end of it, they
decided they would develop a pioneer village
like Ford's Greenfield village in Dearborn,
or Upper Canada Village in the eastern part
of Ontario. It would be set up in the centre

of the county as a fairly substantial project.
Not only would vehicles be presented to the

public, but also one of the original school

houses from the county of Essex, and other

buildings of substantial historic significance

would be reconstructed there.

They have already started on their project.

Is it the intention of the ministry now to

come in and take over and develop that

project so that that type of a development
could be accelerated? Or is it the intent of

this legislation to allow such an organization
to stay as they are and maybe attempt to

get financial assistance from the ministry so

they could develop it? Would the minister

care to answer that?

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Mr. Chair-

man, on a point of order; there is no

quorum.

Mr. Chairman ordered that the bells be

rung for four minutes.

Mr. Chairman: I am informed there is a

quorum, we will proceed.
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Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I would
like to ask a question of the minister. I think

he knows what it is and probably for the

sake of saving time he could answer it now.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, I think

the way I would answer the hon. member's

question is that the foundation under the

objects and the intent of the legislation would
be able to assist local groups within the

amount of money which they have available.

On the first point, there is no intention

to take over local groups, historical societies,

conservation groups, building conservation

groups and that sort of thing.

Mr. B. Newman: In other words, the or-

ganization could carry on just as they have
been carrying on except they could look

forward to some type of financial assistance

through the Ministry of Culture and Recre-

ation so that they could accelerate their in-

terest in the type of work they are under-

taking? Am I right?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Yes, with qualifications. I

think all these groups will be looking forward
to assistance. I doubt there will be enough
money available for all of them to get all

the assistance they want as quickly as they
want.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Minister, we recog-
nize that and we know that no organization

expects to get everything they ask for im-

mediately; but they certainly would appre-
ciate financial assistance after this is set up.

I wanted to ask the minister if it would
be one of the projects of the organization to

look into recommendations that are made by
a municipality. For example, in my own com-

munity there was the St. Mary's Academy,
you may be familiar with it, an old edu-
cational institution developed by the Ursuline

Sisters. They no longer could operate the

school, and as a result it was put up for

sale and purchased by a developer.

In the meantime, there was quite an out-

burst by concerned citizens. I had asked the

Ministry of Government Services to look into

what possible use could be made of the

facility by some agency of the provincial

government. That was looked into by the

ministry and likewise turned down. Some in

the community insist there is some historical

significance to the preservation of the aca-

demy. Would it be one of the responsibilities

of this foundation to look into such recom-

mendations or suggestions by either a citizen

or a municipal council?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, we are

really getting into part IV and to some ex-

tent part V. I think it is fair to say one of

the major reasons for the introduction of this

bill has been the request of municipalities
to have authority to acquire some of the

properties that the hon. member is mention-

ing. Again, how much assistance may be

forthcoming from the province will have to

be determined, looking at the demands and
the resources available. But this will give—
and no doubt I will discuss this in a little

more detail when we get further on in the

bill—this will give municipalities the author-

ity to do some of the things and to preserve
some of the structures which they have not

been able to do in the past and which a

number of them are very anxious to do.

Mr. B. Newman: Thank you, Mr. Chair-

man.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Huron.

Mr. Riddell: On section 10.

Mr. Chairman: We are only on section 7.

Are there any other questions or comments

up to section 7?

Sections 7 and 8 agreed to.

On section 9:

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I want
to ask the minister for an explanation of the

word "recreational" in line three of section

9, which reads: "The foundation may advise

and make recommendations to the minister

on matters relating to property of historical,

architectural, archaeological, recreational . . .

interest . . ."

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, as an

example, that would apply specifically in the

case of the heritage park programme where
there are a combination of objectives in the

development of a specific property; there

may be a historical interest as well as what
we might call more participational recrea-

tional interest. Recreation has a pretty broad

meaning.

Mr. B. Newman: The reason I asked, Mr.

Chairman, is that the word "recreational"

certainly covers everything you could possibly

imagine. For instance, practically every com-

munity has a private golf course situated

within its bounds, and there is tremendous

pressure by developers to purchase these

golf courses and turn them into housing. As
a result, the only way such a golf course

could be kept in operation is by the munici-

pality purchasing the thing.
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In my own community there are pressures
for housing in the St. Clair Beach area,

where we have the Lakewood Golf and

Country Club, and local industry already has

asked the municipality to purchase that golf

club. When we're talking about recreational

value or interest, that golf course really

would come under that category. And if it

does come under that category, then you can

expect requests from municipalities for as-

sistance in the purchase of golf courses in

all parts of the province.

I bring my own situation to your attention,

Mr. Minister, because I'm familiar with it.

But I wonder to what extent the foundation

is going to be concerned with either the

development or the preservation of such

types of facilities.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Not very directly, I would
think. The only thing that occurs to me is

that in the historical archaeological context,
an old golf ball might be found some place.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Nickel

Belt.

Mr. Laughren: On section 10, Mr. Chair-

man.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any comments
before section 10?

Section 9 agreed to.

On section 10:

Mr. Laughren: I would like to make
a comment on section 10 about funding.
Yesterday, in the Legislature, one of the min-
isters—I think it was the Minister of Culture
and Recreation—announced an Ontario lot-

tery programme and indicated that the sur-

plus generated by that lottery would go to

support, among other things, cultural, reli-

gious and charitable organizations in Ontario.
I would asume that the Heritage Foundation
would benefit in some way from the lottery

surplus. Is that correct?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, I won't am-
plify the statement made by the Minister of
Culture and Recreation. I think it speaks for
itself. It is expected that some or all of the
funds that are raised will go into that gen-
eral field, but they will go via the consoli-
dated revenue fund.

Mr. Laughren: I understand that. I am
concerned about the whole question of the

surplus of the lottery, because if tradition is

any indication of what happens, the people
who buy lottery tickets are very often people
who have modest incomes. Then, when the

surplus is applied in some way in the prov-

ince, it is not those same people who bought
the tickets who benefit the most from it.

If my colleague from Sudbury was here, he
would say: "No, that's correct. It's the culture

vultures who end up l^enefiting from funds

that are provided out of the consolidated

revenue fund." In this case, a large portion
comes from people with modest incomes.

That's not unusual; that's the way the system
works. I don't like it, but I understand it. One
can use the same argument that the people
from northern Ontario buy tickets. People
from northern Ontario pay taxes to go into

the consolidated revenue fund, which then is

channelled into the Ontario Heritage Founda-

tion, and in return they get an insuflBcient

return.

It would be interesting to know, for ex-

ample, to what extent you are going to regard
events as something which the Ontario Heri-

tage Foundation would support. For example,
the town of Chapleau next year will celebrate

its 75th anniversary as a town. That's a com-

munity of about 3,500 people; by and large,

working people with modest incomes. I'd be
interested in knowing to what extent you are

going to take this money that is being raised

by the same kind of people and turn it back
into those communities. I think that is why
the definition of heritage is important. I am
concerned as to whether or not you are going
to see an event like that as being of signifi-

cance and to what extent you will provide
the kind of expertise and the kind of fund-

ing and, in general, support communities like

that which want to do something.

When you consider what it is they have
available to them with which to work com-

pared to what a community such as Toronto
has available to it, then the need should be
evident that that's the kind of community that

needs your support, and not just of the

Ontario Heritage Foundation but of the new
ministry. I'm very concerned about that and I

would appreciate knowing from the minister

just what guarantees he can give us that the

results of the taxes of people, whether it

comes from income tax or whether it comes
from purchasing a lottery ticket, will be dis-

tributed in such a way that it will accrue to

people who in the past have not benefited

from the moneys that are spent on culture

and recreation in the Province of Ontario. I

wonder to what extent you have thought
about this and to what extent you are going
to build in guarantees that the funding is dis-

tributed in a regional way in the province.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I think that

question should more properly be asked of
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the Minister of Culture and Recreation when
you are debating the bill. I would say in the

case of Chapleau—by the way is Art Grout
chairman of the 75th anniversary committee?

Mr. Laughren: No, he is not.

Hon. Mr. Auld: —through the cultural

affairs division, with input from some of the

activities or some of the staJBF that the Heri-

tage Foundation will have, there will be a

variety of opportunities for historical research
that might be done for Chapleau in the cul-

tural aflFairs Outreach Ontario programme
with displays from ROM, from the Art Gal-

lery, from the archives and a whole variety
of things which will tie in.

As to whether the Heritage Foimdation
would provide funds to assist in the celebra-
tion, I can't answer that question. I would
think it is doubtful, because I think that their

impetus and their priorities, certainly in their
first years, will be more in a material way
of structures and so on. Of course, the his-

tory part of the foundation which will take
over the work of the Archaeological and
Historic Sites Advisory Board may well pro-
vide a plaque to permanently mark the oc-
casion, providing that they are asked in

enough time to have the research done.

Mr. Laughren: I can assure you that they
will be asked in time.

One thing that bothers me is that the
history in southern Ontario is much longer
than it is in the nortli. For example, I don't
suppose a town 75 years old in southern
Ontario is unusual at all. Northern Ontario
is a younger part of the province and I think
there is a real danger that historically signi-
ficant events in a community will be over-
looked because when the people concerned
take a look at the number of years involved
they will tend to put them aside. That's one
reason why I am so concerned about the
regional representation on the board of di-
rectors.

Mr. Chairman: On section 10.

Mr. Riddell: Mr. Chairman, under section
10 the Ontario Heritage Foundation may
enter into agreement with property owners,
prospective donors and with other persons
respecting any matter within the objects of
the foundation. Does this section imply a
restriction upon the foundation in entering
into agreement with corporate bodies, for

example, with heritage societies within the
province, heritage societies elsewhere, or
Heritage Canada?

While section 10 permits the foundation

to arrange exhibits and to undertake research,
no authority is given to the foundation to

publish material. Now, is it the intent of

this section o grant the authority to publish
material?

Hon. Mr. Auld: First of all, my under-

standing of "persons" in the legal sense is

that under the Interpretation Act or some
other Act, a person includes a body cor-

porate. So in that sense any organization
can enter into agreements with anybody who
has a charter, I guess.

The other question is regarding publishing.
I would say, subject to correction, that this

is covered under section C, which says that

the foundation may "conduct and arrange
exhibits or other cultural or recreational ac-

tivities to inform and stimulate the public."
I would think that publishing would be a

cultural activity. If you were going to in-

form the public, you could do it by means
of some publication.

On the other hand, though, within the

cultural affairs division there are two pub-
lishing operations. I'm sure that, by arrange-

ment, if the foundation wished to publish

something of importance in the fields in

which they are working, they would be able

to do it within the ministry.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I wanted
to ask the minister about section 10, clause

(a), where it says the foundation may ac-

quire by purchase, property of scenic inter-

est. I'm taking out the various words that

are involved in there. It is much lengthier
than that, but it all refers to what I'm say-

ing.

Now, may the foundation then come along
and purchase a piece of property in a com-

munity, either directly itself, by grant to

the community, or by the community and
then have it vested in the foundation for

scenic purposes?

Right in my community we have the Brit-

ish American Hotel in the downtown area.

It is a building that has caused quite a bit

of controversy in the last election. The build-

ing is physically not worth the money asked

for it, but because of its location right along
the Detroit River, it prevents the develop-
ment of a municipal park. The park could

extend a little east of Ouellette Ave. right
in the downtown area—and I know the min-
ister is familiar with the area.

Could the community therefore ask for

a grant from the foundation, or would the
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foundation come along and purchase that

piece of property so that there would be un-

broken park in the community?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Speaking of what the

foundation could do tne answer would be,

yes. Thinking of that hotel in particular, I

think it's unlikely that the founcfation would

acquire it because—

Mr. B. Newman: The hotel isn't used.

Hon. Mr. Auld: —I would say that it doesn't

strike me as being of provincial historical

importance. It may be of historical import-
ance to Windsor, but I don't think it's an

unique type of building. I think the reason

it was shut is because they couldn't keep it

going. Isn't that correct? There weren't

enough people enjoying it; that's why they
closed it as a hotel, didn't they?

Mr. B. Newman: But if the province pur-
chased that property there would be enough
people to enjoy it, because the "garden gate-

way to Canaaa," the prime entry into Can-

ada, is the city of Windsor.

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): Oh wrong!

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): That's

right. There's more tourist traflBc in Windsor
than any other port in Canada. I can verify
that.

Mr. B. Newman: That's right. My col-

league from Essex-Kent worked in customs
so he is familiar with that. There are more
tourists entering Canada through the city of
Windsor than through any other point of

entry, and it certainly would be a substantial

addition. The hotel, Mr. Minister, is not used
at all; it's simply a piece of property that
remains as such because it was an original
hotel. You can't do anything with it other
than expropriate, which is extremely costly,
but the foundation could purchase it.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, I guess
what I should say is that it would be possible
for the foundation to do this, but that is not

making any kind of a commitment that the
foundation will do it.

Mr. Chairman: Does section 10 carry?

Section 10 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Anybody before section 23?

Mr. RiddeU: Yes, 15.

Sections 11 to 14, inclusive, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Huron.

Mr. Riddell: Section 15 states:

The foundation, its real and personal

property and business and income are ex-

empt nrom all assessment and taxation

made, imposed or levied by or under the

authority of any Act of tne Legislature,
but this section does not apply to any
property of the foundation while leased

under clause (g) of subsection 1 of section

10 to a person or organization not regis-
tered as a charitable organization under
the Income Tax Act.

In effect, then, section 15 makes the foun-

dation exempt from all Ontario assessment

and taxation. There is, however, this im-

portant exemption of property leased under
section 10.

Heritage Canada questions the desirability
of this exemption. In the course of its opera-
tion the foimdation will acquire real property
which it leases to a tenant at a market rent.

No doubt the income will be placed in the

general revenue of the foundation. Whether
or not taxes are paid on the property will not

affect the level of the rent which will be set

by market conditions, but it wall affect the

financial position of the foundation.

Heritage Canada believes that the case

can be made not to tax the foundation in

any circumstances but permit it to use its

revenues to the maximum to carry out its

objectives. On the other hand, the case can

equally be made that a municipality should
not lose taxes because the foundation has

acquired property within it. Whether that

property is used as a museum, rented to a

charitable foundation, or rented to a private
individual or commercial enterprise should

not affect the tax revenues of the municipality
concerned. Otherwise an impediment is

placed in the way of co-operation between
the foundation and municipalities, which will

look upon the foundation as a liability to

their tax departments. The present bill does

create a loss of municipal revenue.

Heritage Canada suggests to the Ontario

government that, first, all heritage property
ovvTied by the foundation should be relieved

of provincial taxes, whatever its use, and sec-

ond, municipalities should be compensated

by provincial grants for their loss of taxes

because of property in the title of the Ontario

Heritage Foundation.

Just what are your views on this, Mr.
Minister?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, the commit-
tee is aware at the moment that the province
is actively studying the Avhole question of tax

exemptions, municipal tax-exempt properties,
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lands, parks and this sort of thing, and no

doubt whatever policy is evolved will apply
to the activities of the foundation. I would

say, though, that the foundation expects to

be working closely with municipalities. It

also expects to be using the structures which
it acquires for useful purposes and in con-

junction very often with the municipality,
even if the property is leased. It seems clear

that the owner be in the same position vis-a-

vis the municipality, as any other owner,
that the rental charge would include muni-

cipal taxes. On the other hand, if it is a

charitable organization, most of which are

presently exempted by municipalities, there

would probably be no change. Basically,

What I am saying is that whatever comes

up as far as provincial policy is concerned

about provincially owned property will apply,
I am sure, to the properties that will be

acquired by the foundation.

Section 15 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Does any member wish to

comment before section 23?

Mr. Riddell: Section 22.

Sections 16 to 21, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 22:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Huron.

Mr. Riddell: Section 22 provides for ease-

ments and covenants entered into by the
foundation. This is an excellent step. Cove-
nants freely entered into by property owners
can be a major contribution to the conser-
vation of heritage property without cost to
the province or to the foundation. Heritage
Canada therefore, wonders why authorization
of covenants is restricted to property owners,
to the foundation and to municipalities only.
This legislation elsewhere recognizes that

there are many heritage organizations within
the province which share the objectives of
the foundation. Why then should they be pre-
vented from entering directly into covenants
with property owners in the interest of heri-

tage conservation rather than through the
foundation?

Heritage Canada suggests to the Ontario

government that the section on easements
and covenants be expanded to include recog-
nition of such covenants entered into by
any heritage organization recognized by the
minister for the purpose. The recognition
could take the form of an order in council
or regulations under the Act. What are the
minister's views on this matter?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, an historic

easement concept is a very new one to this

country and to this province. In fact, this is

the fir.st use or the first statutory authority
that has been provided to do such a thing.
It may well be that this legal concept wiU
have broader application in the future, I

would point out to the committee that in the

event that, say, the Kingston Historical So-

ciety wanted to acquire one, and it has ac-

quired several buildings—the first one it ac-

quired it restored and then resold to an
owner with some sort of a restriction, not

this kind of covenant—if it wanted to nego-
tiate or acquire such a one, it would be pos-
sible under section 22, subsection 3, to ne-

gotiate a covenant or obtain one and then

assign its use to the Kingston Historical

Society or another local group. That is the

thought that we have for the first few years
of experience, and I shall let Heritage Canada
know that.

Mr. Chairman: Does section 22 carry?

Section 22 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section 25?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, I have an
amendment for section 24, if I may.

Section 23 agreed to.

On section 24:

Hon. Mr. Auld moves that subsection 2 of

section 24 be repealed and the following
substituted therefor:

2. A member of the review board may
be appointed for a term not exceeding
three years but may be eligible for re-

appointment, except that the member shall

not serve for more than two consecutive

terms, but any such member shall be again

eligible for appointment after the expiration
of one year following completion of two
consecutive terms.

Mr. Chairman: Shall the minister's amend-
ment carry?

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, I don't know
the technicalities but I would like to speak
on subsection 1. It is my assumption that

if we pass the amendment on 2—

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr, Chairman, I didn't

realize the member wanted to speak on 1,

perhaps I could withdraw that until we have
dealt with 1.

Mr. Foulds: We could just leave it on the

table, until we deal with subsection 1. I am
a little concerned that the definition of the
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membership of the board in subsection 1 is

as vague as it is. That is, the clause says

that it shall not be fewer than three persons.

Presumably it could be as many as 15, let's

say. And that causes me a great deal of

concern in relationship to sub-clause 4, which

constitutes the quorum of the committee as

one.

I think it would be much better to express
the quorum in a fraction of the total mem-
bership of the committee. If you are going
to have a board that is larger than three, it

might be very valuable to have the quorum
stated as one-third of the board. I think this

would be acceptable and achieve the purposes
that I know you're trying to achieve.

In the case of a review board having to go
out to the hinterland to review a site, talk to

a municipality and so on, you certainly don't

want the whole expanded board having to go.
I do feel a little worried that we could have

quite an expanded board, say to 15, say to 12

even, and still the quorum of the review board

being only one.

It's a bit awkward that I'm tying sub-

clauses 1 and 4 together in relationship, and

you've introduced the amendment in 2. But
I wonder if you want to stick with the defini-

tion in sub-clause 1, whether we could re-

consider an amendment in sub-clause 4.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, first of all,

I think it's important to remember that this

is not a judicial body. It is really an advisory

body, I woud anticipate, made up of people
with some expertise in the various fields on
which they will perhaps be hearing submis-

sions and giving the benefit of their expertise
to the municipality or to the minister or the

heritage foundation.

Specifically, we have said three at this

point in time because I really don't know
how busy they're going to be. I would antici-

pate, just as with a judicial board—like the

Ontario Municipal Board—that there may well

be times when one person would be sufficient

to hear a submission. In other cases, in a
ma^or problem, it may be that the whole
board or half of it would attend. It may well

be necessary that we will require, because
of the volume of work, more than five or

three people. If the committee would accept
this the way it is, I can assure the committee
that in the forthcoming sessions, and even
before the summer session ends, if it is indi-

cated we require these changes, I'm sure that

the minister responsible will be responsive.

Mr. Foulds: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

am intrigued by your comparison to the OMB
because, as you say, this is not a judicial
committee—it is advisory only.

I would think that if we are to take the

bill seriously, any property that is viewed
as part or parcel of Ontario's heritage would
be a serious matter. I would think that while
there is a three-man board, perhaps it would
be advisable to have two as the quorum. If

it were expanded beyond that, then go to the

fraction; and that's a suggestion for future

consideration in seeing how it works.

I understand the tentativeness with which
one wants to approach this kind of legisla-

tion. You are, to coin a phrase, breaking
new ground or preserving old ground.

I did want to express those concerns,

though, and I would hope that the minister

would seriously monitor the workings of the

board and perhaps even report to the legis-

lative assembly, even if there aren't going
to be amendments, in terms of how it is

working and the reason for not bringing in

amendments. That might be a very worth-

while exercise before the summer recess.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I will pass on the sug-

gestion about reporting to my colleague.

Mr. Riddell: In the same regard—and I

trust my colleague has also been following
the brief presented by Heritage Canada—
their concern is that such a heavy respon-

silbility is placed on one person and that by
overruling a designation, that person could

cause the demolition of valued heritage with-

out appeal. In other words, perhaps it is a

situation where two minds would be better

than one.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, having
seen Heritage Canada's brief, I think they
have misinterpreted the role of the board too.

The board has no authority to start or stop

something. The board conducts a hearing
and gives the interested parties in the com-

munity an opportunity to be heard. It makes
a report to whichever body it is that is re-

sponsible, but it is that body itself which
makes the ultimate determination. Whether
the board says to go ahead and demolish it

or not, really won't prevent it or permit it.

Mr. Foulds: That is a real conundrum

you are into in the bill in effect. I suppose
it expresses itself more clearly in section 29,

Mr. Chairman, and I would like to make a

few comments about that when we get to

that section.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any other com-
ments or questions on section 24 before we
deal with the amendment?

Mr. Foulds: I wonder if the minister could

briefly explain the reason for making the
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amendment. I don't think we disagree with

it, but I imagine it is because you wish cer-

tain expertise to be carried on.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Yes, and to have a little

more continuity. In this way, we will be

able to appoint, say, one for one year, one

for two years, one for three years, the first

time round, so that we won't have a total

change every time.

Mr. Foulds: That would take it up to six

years then.

Hon. Mr. Auld: In other words, if some-

body is appointed for one year and reap-

pointed for three, that person will actually

have served four years but two terms and

then would have to be changed. It is just

to ensure that we have continuity.

Motion agreed to.

Section 24, as amended, agreed to.

Section 25 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Is there any other section

in part IV that anyone wishes to discuss?

Mr. Foulds: Section 29, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Riddell: Section 27, Mr. Chairman.

Section 26 agreed to.

On section 27:

Mr. Chairman: The member for Huron.

Mr. Riddell: I have just a short comment.
Section 27 provides that a register of all

designated properties within the municipality
be kept by the clerk of the municipality.

Apparently the legislation covers only the

heritage which lies within municipalities of

the province. Are means envisaged for the

protection of properties in remote areas?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I am sorry, Mr. Chair-
man. I didn't hear the last part of the hon.
member's comments.

Mr. Riddell: In this bill we are dealing
with heritage within municipalities, but are
means envisaged for the protection of prop-
erties in remote areas? In other words, sec-
tion 27 provides that a register of all desig-
nated properties within the municipality be
kept by the clerk of the municipality. What
happens when we get into remote areas with-
out municipalities?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well, those that are in

unorganized areas obviously will be known
to the foundation, and the foundation will

keep an eye on them, probably through Nat-

ural Resources, who have people in the field.

Section 27 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Port

Arthur. Which section?

Mr. Foulds: Section 29. Is there anything
before that?

Mr. Chairman: No, there is nothing before

section 29. Go ahead.

Section 28 agreed to.

On section 29:

Mr. Foulds: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It's

a lengthy section with a number of clauses.

I don't know how to get out of the conun-

drum that I mentioned earlier with relation

to section 24, but it does strike me as incon-

ceivable that after a thorough hearing of the

review board and a property being desig-

nated, that the regional council—or whoever
the responsible body is—overturns that deci-

sion. But I can see that happening.

We have had enough instances in the very
recent past in Ontario where fine city halls

have been torn down in order to get the

money that was available for developers. I

think that happened in Peterborough, and I

think it happened in Kitchener-Waterloo, if

I'm not mistaken. I want to know how you
avoid that in terms of this legislation; it would
look as if that is impossible unless there was
the possibility of a direct ministerial order or

order-in-council. All the dangers that that

entails are the dangers of a heavy-handed pro-
vincial administration coming in to upset the

economy of the locally elected officials.

The key that we have to think about here

in terms of municipal buildings is that the

municipal council has a conflict of interest

because its municipal levies are sometimes
taxed to the limit. And if they can cut down
on expenditure, or get money through the sale

of a property or building—particularly before

election time—they might go for that short-

sighted decision, rather than the long-term
one which would be of benefit, not only to

the people within their community, but to the

people in the community of Ontario as a

whole.

So that you have a second conflict, a con-
flict between what is in the interest of the

local community and in the interest of the

community of Ontario. I don't think, for all

its attempts—and there have been, as we've
said on second reading, good attempts here—
that this bill has really solved that problem.
As the purpose of the structure by the bill
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is to preserve the heritage of Ontario, I

would think that somewhere in the bill there

must be a clause that gives that authority. I

wonder if the minister could comment on that.

I don't have a clause that suggests it.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, the hon.

member put the problem that we face very

clearly, and if he has a solution I would be

delighted to have it. This is the best that we
can come up with. It really is in the hands

of the community and it is the citizens' in-

terest in that community in the final analysis
that will see whether a structure, such as a

city hall, is preserved or isn't. I suppose that

there is a final remedy but I would doubt it

would be applied—that is, that the province
can expropriate from a municipality if it has

reasons to do so. We can't expropriate from
the federal government or from a national

railway.

Mr. Foulds: What a pity.

Hon. Mr. Auld: —or certain other bodies,

nationally chartered. That is my hope and my
expectation, actually, with the very consider-

able increased interest on the part of the very

large and growing part of the population in

the preservation of a number of things. We
may, unfortunately, lose some; I don't know.
I think that this is a pretty good piece down
the road so far anyway.

I know in the case of my own community
some years ago we were faced with this prob-
lem. It wasn't as an historic structure that the

community decided to keep it; it was because

we wanted a theatre and a group of citizens

got very interested and prevailed upon the

council to put it on the ballot. We kept the

theatre and turned down $75,000 for the

comer. We are all very delighted now and it

is actually of some historic significance too.

Mr. Foulds: This is such a genial discussion

that I don't want to escalate the debate, but
I find it difficult to accept from the minister

who is responsible for the legislation that,

"Unfortunately, we might lose some buildings
that are of paramount historical interest in

Ontario." The minister has indicated that in

certain circumstances we could expropriate.
I suppose in terms of parallels—

Hon. Mr. Auld: Perhaps I should have put
it the other way, Mr. Chairman. It may well

be, but I don't anticipate it because I think

that ones of major importance will be sup-

ported by the public. I should also have said

there will another carrot in that the founda-
tion may well be able to assist financially,
which will help to sway the views of those

who would like to see demolition in the com-

munity simply because they are anxious to

see the money.

Mr. Foulds: I suppose what you are say-

ing indicates the whole essential weakness
of the Act in that basically you are relying

on goodwill and intelligence. It's the same
attitude that prevails with the Ministry of

the Environment, a ministry with which you
have some familiarity, in its reluctance about

the returnable versus the non-returnable bot-

tle, and with the Ministry of Transportation
and Communications' refusal about the seat-

belts. They rely on a heightened public con-

sciousness, which I think is necessary to do,

but surely there are other steps, other

weapons iJF you like, open to the provincial

government.

If I might just continue, for example, the

analogy probably isn't a good one; but be-

cause there was a considerable concern by
a number of people, not only in northwestern

Ontario but throughout the province, that

logging in Quetico Park be stopped, essen-

tially for the preservation of some of the

same aims that are desired in this bill in

terms of aesthetic, scenic and historic values,

the province was able to do that. I would

hope that simply because a scenic or historic

property, building or what have you happens
to be in an urban setting rather than in a

Crown-land setting or a rural setting that

the province would be able to exercise its

authority.

I know the tremendous difficulties, as I've

indicated, when you get into property that

has already been alienated from the Crown.
There are tremendous difficulties, particularly

if you are a Conservative and your view of

property is that it is sacrosanct. I don't know
how this government copes with that. I

frankly don't know how our government
would cope with that. But I think that in

exceptional circumstances there should be

rights of expropriation for the minister re-

sponsible for this bill, perhaps rather than

the foundation itself.

Hon. Mr. Auld: First of all, with your

government there would be a lot more of

those buildings.

Mr. Foulds: Well yes, that's perfectly true.

That's perfectly true, Mr. Chairman. There

v/ill be a small mansion in Brampton that

we'll preserve as an historic site of an ob-

scure Premier who held office for four years.

Mr. Riddell: Section 29.

Mr. Chairman: On section 29. The hon.

member for Huron.
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Mr. Riddell: It has been suggested that

this is a fairly lengthy section and therefore

it has led to a fairly lengthy concern on

the part of Heritage Canada.

I trust you've had a chance to study the

brief presented by Heritage Canada, Mr.

Minister. But I think its concerns should be

expressed here so that we can get them on

record; so that we might refer to them when
we go to our own ridings in order to explain

seme of these sections to the interested

people back there. Heritage Canada says:

Section 29 requires that when the coun-

cil of the municipality intends to designate

property it must notify its intention to the

owner and it must publish a newspaper
notice. While these are reasonable provi-

sions as far as they go, they give no as-

surance that groups actively concerned

with the conservation of heritage will be

adequately informed. Newspaper notices

are a satisfactory means of informing
bodies with stajff, but are a difficult form

of communication for voluntary groups.

In similar circumstances elsewhere, heri-

tage ;

conservation groups are invited to

register with such a body if they are duly

recognized. Then they have the right to

receive such documents as notices of in-

tention to designate or appeals against

designation. Heritage Canada recommends

accepting the right of duly recognized

heritage conservation societies to receive

such notices.

You will perhaps make notes as I go along

here, Mr. Minister, and then we'll get your
answers later.

At this point. Heritage Canada wishes

to question the wisdom of a designation

procedure which is based solely upon pass-

ing the municipal bylaws. There is every
reason to provide machinery for the sup-

plementary designation of property by a

municipality, but making this the only
form of designation of heritage property
would appear to constitute a weakness in

the proposed legislation.

While strongly supporting the concept
of citizen participation in advice given to

any designation board", Heritage Canada
believes that property designation should
be a responsbility of the provincial gov-
ernment itself, not delegated to munici-

palities. Two different but admirable mod-
els are found in the provinces of Quebec
and Alberta. Such province-wide designa-
tion is the best guarantee of consistency.

Only at the provincial level is there an

adequate assurance of sufficient qualified

judgement brought to bear upon designa-

tion. While some large cities have staff

professionals with adequate training, ex-

perience and taste to advise the board

upon its recommendations, most munici-

palities do not.

The logical role of the municipality is

not to make, alone and unaided, judge-
ments on what aspect of the province's

heritage will remain for generations to

come, but to supplement lists made by a

higher authority. That is, to supplement
such lists with property which has some

special local value which cannot properly

be recognized by a province-wide board.

In addition, there is a strong philosophi-
cal reason why designation of the heritage

of a province or of a nation should not be

left solely at the municipal level. Designa-
tion involves adversary positions. On tiie

one hand are those who wish to conserve.

On the other side are those who oppose
conservation because it stands in the way of

profits from demolition and new develop-
ment.

If the first party wishes to have credibil-

ity and avoid charges of emotion or a per-
sonal involvement, it must have the best

judgement of the best-qualified and most-

respected professionals in the whole prov-
ince. Those responsible for designation
need that kind of moral authority behind

them because their adversaries are often

national or multi-national corporations with

enormous economic power and public rela-

tions tools behind them. The heritage of

Ontario is too important to be left to a

relatively defenceless group which may
have conscience, goodwill and good taste

on its side, but little else.

One of the purposes of designation

machinery is to protect heritage against

unwise, short-range decision-making made
under the pressures of the development in-

dustry at the municipal level. It is there-

fore no accident that no country within our

knowledge leaves designation to the munici-

pality itself.

An analogy in another field is the On-
tario Municipal Board which, rightly or

wrongly, assumes that citizens need a final

protection against the decisions of their

municipal lawmakers.

While it may be held that the review
board envisaged in the bill would hold a

position similar to the Ontario Municipal
Board, this is true only in a negative sense.

If, because of local financial or political

pressures, ignorance, or lack of professional

guidance, the municipality fails to desig-
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nate property of importance, the review

hoard cannot correct the mistake; it can

deal only with controversy surroimding
nominations already made by the munici-

pal council for designation. The best,

therefore, that can be hoped from the re-

view board is that it will not do too much
harm by permitting too many appeals

against proposed designations.

Finally, it may be imderlined that what
this bill sets out to protect is not only heri-

tage of local significance or, indeed, of

province-wide significance. Under the Can-

adian constitution, the province has respon-

sibility for guarding the heritage property
of the nation which lies within the boun-

daries of a province. When the province
does not protect, the federal government
is legally powerless to do so unless it hap-

pens to own the property in question.

Is, then, the province justified in shifting

this provincial and, indeed, national respon-

sibility to a municipality? What guarantee
is there within Bill 176 that a municipality
will even establish, let alone widely use,

designation machinery? Is the survival of

that considerable part of Canada's heritage
which lies within Ontario to be left to

chance and to local politics?

It would appear to me, Mr. Chairman, that in

this bill this seems to be of major concern to

Heritage Canada and, of course, to the afiBli-

ated groups, such as the Architectural Con-

servancy of Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, perhaps I

neglected to mention this before, but origi-

nally we had expected that Heritage Canada
was going to present a brief. I think they were
invited to on Jan. 17, but were unable to be-

cause they had a meeting in Newfoundland.
But I have read the brief.

As I said some time ago, this legislation is

partly the result of submissions that we have
had from municipalities asking to have this

kind of authority. I have confidence that they
will exercise it wisely and well.

I should point out that there is nothing to

prevent the province working with a munici-

pality and assisting a municipality in the

acquisition of property. Nor is there any-
thing to prevent a province acquiring a prop-
erty itself. I understand there are a number
which have been sort of listed as priorities if

the province wants to see them acquired.

But I really don't agree with Heritage
Canada that municipalities are not good
people to do this kind of thing. In fact, I

think they are. As we discussed in the last

section, I would hesitate to say that munici-

palities should not be doing the kind of thing
that they will be permitted to do under this

legislation, as they have asked to do.

I think that the combination of provincial

input and local input is important. I also

think that there are structures and properties
which are of provincial importance and there

are others which are of local importance. The
government of Canada says that in its pro-
grammes there are structures of national im-

portance which it will acquire, and there are
structures of provincial importance which the

province should look after. I think that the
same thing applies to municipalities.

As I said before, I think this is a pretty
good start. It may well be we will find that
it isn't working out effectively, in which case
we can change it. But I think that it is a

good start. I am confident that it will do the

things that we expect it to do and the things
that the municipalities have asked us to help
them to do.

May I say, Mr. Chairman, I have an
amendment for section 29, which is really
a housekeeping thing again.

Hon. Mr. Auld moves that sub-clause 2
of clause (a) of subsection 14 of section 29
of the bill be repealed and the following
substituted therefor: "to be served on the
owner and on the foundation."

Hon. Mr. Auld: The explanation, Mr.

Chairman, is that the municipality really
doesn't have to serve notice on itself.

Motion agreed to.

Section 29, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any other sections of the

bill prior to section 50 of the bill?

Mr. Riddell: Section 33.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Huron.
Do all other sections prior to 33 carry?

Sections 30 to 32, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 33:

Mr. Riddell: Another concern of Heritage
Canada here is:

One questions the value of such sections

as 33 which provides that an owner may
not alter his property after it is designated.
If he cannot get permission to make alter-

ations on his house, he has automatically
the right to demolish it by waiting for

nine months. Conceivably, an effect of this

law might sometimes be an acceleration

of demolition by an owner who, as the re-
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suit of the law, finds it more difiBcult to

make alterations.

Heritage Canada welcomes the power

given to municipalities to expropriate desig-
nated property, but one wonders how real

in practice that expropriating power would
be: If a property is protected for only
a few months, there may scarcely be time

for the legal process of expropriation before

the owner exercises his right to demolish

his property.

Municipalities may make grants and
loans to owners of designated property.
This provision would have more effect if

the source of such funds were indicated.

If the survival of one of the most important
structures in Canada depends upon the

operating budget of a hard-pressed munic-

ipality, the right to make loans and grants
ihas relatively little meaning. On the other

hand, a provincially operated designating
structure with resources to provide needed
financial aid could be of great help to the

survival of provincial heritage.

What are your views on that?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, it seems
to me that the pubhc cannot in eflFect take

some of these properties from them or re-

quire them to do something with their pro-

perty which they don't wish, unless the

public is prepared to assist in the cost. There
is provision for municipalities to assist an
owner in doing some restoration or repairs
so that he may continue to occupy the desig-
nated structure. On the other hand, there is

also a provision for the province, through
the heritage foundation, to assist a munic-

ipality in that land of thing.

I don't think at this stage that the gov-
ernment is ready to set up a sort of an open-
ended grant system for the maintenance or

acquisition of historic structures. I think, as

I have said, that there will be funds available

for the heritage foundation to assist munic-

ipalities, but they will have to be dealt with
on an individual application basis, at least for

the foreseeable future.

Section 33 agreed to.

On section 34:

Mr. Chairman: The member for Port
Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Foulds moves that the words "for
a period of 180 days from the date of its

decision" in section 34, subsection (2)(b) be
deleted from the bill.

Mr. Foulds: I am sorry I only have one

copy, Mr. Chairman. Perhaps you could re-

read it to the hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, I am afraid

that I cannot accept that amendment. At the

present time, not to the total amazement of

the hon. member, I expect, as it presently

stands, the municipality may delay or prevent
demolition for 90 days while it considers the

application, and then another 180 days—a
total of nine months. I think, again looking
at the rights of a property owner, that nine

months is an adequate time for a municipality
to make up its mind and to take whatever

steps it has to, if it decides to expropriate
or something else. I'm afraid that I couldn't

accept that amendment.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, I think that

this is the whole crux of the bill. This clause,
34 (2)(b), as it is written, shows the essential

gutlessness and the essential frivolity with
which this ministry and this government view

preservation in Ontario, because all you are

doing in this bill is postponing the possibility
of demolition; you are not preserving. And
when you are only postponing for a mere—
what is it—a total of 270 days, that's not even
a year. What this government and this min-

istry are prepared to do is to preserve the

cultural heritage of Ontario for less than a

year. That's the essential principle of this

bill. It's embodied in this clause and it's a

gutless clause.

Mr. Chairman: Does anyone else wish to

speak?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): What is

the minister's response?

Mr. Chairman: The minister has responded
on this.

All those in favour of the amendment will

please say "aye." All opposed will please

say nay.

In my opinion, the "nays" have it.

I declare the amendment lost.

Section 34 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any other questions before

section 50 of the bill?

Mr. Riddell: Section 40.

Sections 35 to 40, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 40:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Huron.

Mr. Riddell: This is, again, a concern of

Heritage Canada, and it "commends the On-
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tario government for its emphasis upon con-

servation areas. It notes, however, an incon-

sistency between the vocabulary used in this

part of the bill—"

Mr. Chairman: I think the minister has an

amendment and maybe we'd better hear that

amendment first.

Hon. Mr. Aiild moves that part V of the

bill be amended by striking out "historic"

wherexer it occurs and inserting in lieu there-

of "heritage."

Motion agreed to.

Section 40, as amend-ed, agreed to.

On section 41:

Mr. Riddell: Any amendment here, Mr.

Minister, before we carry on? Heritage Can-
ada states:

Section 41 provides that no property
designated by a municipality be desig-
nated as a conservation district. It would

appear that this provision has been inserted

to protect the owner of designated prop-
erty from the need to comply with two

parallel sets of regulations. While the

objective is reasonable, the means to

achieve it are questionable.

Would it not be preferable to provide
that when a designated property lies within
a heritage conservation district its owner
is required to comply only with appro-
priate municipal regulations and not

with parallel conservation area regulations?

Municipal regulations would thus take pre-
cedence over regulations for the conserva-

tion area.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, I am ad-

vised by our legal people—we had quite a

discussion about this provision—that the way
to avoid conflict between a designated struc-

ture as an individual structure and a district,

where in a district you're only dealing with
the exteriors, was to do it as we have done
it here. I don't know where Heritage Canada

got its legal advice, but I'm told that as

we're doing it in this provision we will be
able to accompMsh the objective without legal

problems that might have applied to a desig-
nated structure within a conservation district.

So the conservation district, when the plan
is filed, will specifically exclude the property
on which a designated structure is located'.

So the rules or the requirements that apply
to a designated st'-ucture will only apply to

it; and the rules that apply to the conserva-

tion district will apply to the district and
not the designated structure.

Mr. Riddell: It is a case, Mr. Chairman,
where Heritage Canada was not given enough
time to get legal advice, so it's doing this

on its own.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Either that or it may have
saved a little time. Sometimes when you
get legal advice from several of the pro-
fession, it takes longer than if you only get
it from one.

Section 41 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Is there anything before

section 50? Does any member wish to speak
qr comment on anything before section 50?

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, on section 47,

dealing with resources of archaeological
value.

Sections 42 to 46, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 47:

Mr. Foulds: In your definition of property
under the archaeological section, why is it

that you don't include buildings or structures

other than ruins? Is diere a reason for that

in terms of the authority given to various

agencies operating within the ministry?

Hon. Mr. Auld: My understanding of pro-

perty is that it includes land and whatever

may be on it, but in the archaeological field

we are primarily interested in what is under

the land. If the ministry designates a property
of archaeological importance, it will include

ruins and what not, but it will also include

what is under the surface.

Mr. Foulds: I have some very small smat-

tering of knowledge of archaeology. It may
not exist in Ontario, but surely it is possible

to dig out what is a complete building,
rather than a building that is ruined—a build-

ing that has been buried and preserved. It

is not very likely, but I know what has

happened at Knossos in Greece, for example;

they are, in fact, ruins. But one can imagine
certain buildings, such as the Parthenon be-

fore the Turks got at it, somehow being
buried in sand by the Egyptians and yet the

building itself being intact. Discovering and

uncovering it would be an archaeological en-

deavour. I am wondering whether this sec-

tion gives the authority to archaeologists, and

to the pursuit of archaeology, for buildings
that are intact but are yet somehow buried.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I am informed that it

does, Mr. Chairman, although I am not

in a legal position to explain the nuances.

Mr. Foulds: Well, as long as we have the

assurance, not only of yourself but of your
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legal advisers, that it does do that, then I

think that is fine.

Section 47 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Is there any other section

that anyone wishes to discuss or amend prior

to section 73?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, I have an
amendment for section 62.

On section 48:

Mr. Foulds: I have a question on section

48, if I might, Mr. Chairman. What is the

state of archaeological exploration today? Do
archaeologists need to be licensed at the

present time by the minister? Will this force

all archaeologists who are engaged in that

activity in the province to be licensed? Have

you had any representations from archaeolo-

gists and the archaeological society? I would

imagine that they are in favour of the move.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Yes, this was worked out

with the association, with individuals and
with our own archaeological people, and it

has received everybody's approval.

Mr. Foulds: Let me start vdth the obvious

question. Have you decided on a licence fee

yet? Is it going to be minimal, and is it simply
in order to make sure that archaeologically
valuable sites aren't damaged by people who
are not qualified to undertake the activity?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Yes, it will be a minimal
sum.

Sections 48 to 54, inclusive, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section 62?

Mr. Riddell: Section 60, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: I'm sorry. The member for

Port Arthur would like to discuss section 55.

Mr. Riddell: Oh, all right.

On section 55:

Mr. Foulds: There seems to be a contra-

diction in the principle in the bill in section

55 in that the owner may apply to the min-
ister to have the decision revoked, whereas
when we were considering the historic site

section, it didn't even get to the ministerial

level. Surely, there is a lack of parallelism

there, or something.

Why is it that the decision can go to

the ministerial level here, and doesn't in

terms of the other? I know what the obvious

answer is. But it does seem to me, therefore,
to place the legislation itself in a contradic-

tory position in that it doesn't view historic

sites with the same focus as it does archaeo-

logical sites. Perhaps the minister could ex-

plain that.

Is it that archaeological sites are more

valuable, as well as the fact that they come
more directly under Crown land probably
and provincial administration?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Yes, I would say, Mr.

Chairman, that there is this difference. For

instance, if somebody knocks down a wall

of a structure you can always replace it—

and you can generally find the evidence to

replace it properly.

Mr. Foulds: If you knocked down the wall

of^the Forum you couldn't replace it.

Hon. Mr. Auld: But my understanding of

the archaelogical field is that a great deal

of importance is attached to the surround-

ings; the strata, the earth—that sort of thing.

My advice is that we may not be talking
about the same sort of economic importance,
but the site of archaeological importance may
be harmed or destroyed a lot more rapidly

than, say, a structure.

Mr. Foulds: Well, it is doubtful that there

is a lot more damage in weather terms as

opposed to developer-builder terms.

Mr. Chairman: Does section 55 carry?

Sections 55 to 59, inclusive, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Section 60. The hon. mem-
ber for Huron.

On section 60:

Mr. Riddell: I don't think there is any
real issue here. It's just that Heritage Can-
ada are making a suggestion and we'll hear

the views of the minister.

Section 60 provides penalties for contra-

vention of the law.

While a maximum fine of $10,000 for

an individual or $50,000 for a corporation

may seem adequate, it is useful to con-

sider them in relation to the scale of mod-
em real estate transactions. When it is

not uncommon to have developm-^nt pro-

jects involving investments of $25 minion,
the corporation could regard the risk of

a fine of 1/5 of 1 per cent to be more in

the nature of an operating expense than

a deterrent.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, I suppose

you could argue it either way. There are

those who would say that to have an even

higher penalty amount might indicate to a
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magistrate that for a very minor offence

somebody should be fined $10,000 or

$15,000.

I think all I can say is that we had some
considerable discussion about the amount of

the penalty. This is what we have come up
with. If we find that this is not eflFective,

then obviously there would be a change sub-

mitted in the Legislature. I think it's a great

improvement over, for instance, the present
situation under a demolition bylaw where,
I think, the maximum fine is $500. It really

might be interpreted in a large project as

simply another form of licence.

Mr. Chairman: Does section 60 carry?

Sections 60 and 61 agreed to. ^
Mr. Chairman: Section 62. The hon. min-

ister.

On section 62:

Hon. Mr. Auld moves that subsection 1

of section 62 be amended by inserting after

"period" in the ninth line the following:
"The minister or any person authorized by
him in writing."

Mr. Chairman: You have heard the min-
ister's amendment. Are there any comments?

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, again I don't

think this section goes far enough. I'm not

going to belabour the point but even with the

amendment once again it is contradictory to

what the minister has just said. Previously the

minister had said that it is part of the sur-

rounding and setting that is of archaeological

importance. Here all the minister or ministry
has the authority to do is to issue a stop order
and to work on the site for 180 days to take
off the objects or structures.

If you found a site of some significance and
of some great value, 180 days is not nearly
long enough to remove them. If you found
an Indian village, surely to goodness a five-

year period is not too long a period to ask to

remove all that is of cultural heritage and
value. What you've done with your amend-
ment in effect is simply give someone within
the ministry, your agent, the authority to

examine the property and remove or salvage
objects therefrom.

What I'm saying is that, especially in this

case, if you genuinely wish to salvage objects,
it may very well take longer than 180 days.
For example, if the situation developed, say,
in northern Ontario during November, it may
\ ery well not be possible to work as you out-
line there for the immediate months. What
you are going to say is that you would be well

aware of these things long enough in advance.

I'm not sure that that's true. Certainly that

hasn't been true in the past. I would sin-

cerely hope that you would very, very seri-

ously consider extending it to a three to five-

year period.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Very briefly, this is really

an emergency procedure. If it was of such

importance and if so much work was involved

that it was going to take longer, it could be

designated, in which case then we would be

dealing with compensation for loss of business

or whatever it was with the owner. This is

basically an emergency procedure.

Mr. Foulds: Let me just explore this a

little further so that I understand it com-

pletely. You can then, during the course of

this stop order, designate the property in-

definitely?

Hon. Mr. Auld: We would investigate it

and if we found tliat it was of importance,
tlien we would designate it.

Mr. Foulds: And you could do that in-

definitely? Fine. Okay, thank you, Mr. Chair-

man.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Huron.

Mr. Riddell: Yes, I would just like to sup-

port my colleague here in the remark that

he has made. This section which the minister

has amended relates somewhat to section 34.

I think the minister is well aware that Heri-

tage Canada considers these sections are

probably the greatest weaknesses in the pro-

posed legislation in that any designated prop-

erty within the province—and I'm referring
more to section 34 now—may be demolished
within 270 days. If they consider this a great

weakness, and certainly my colleague has

supported their concerns about this weakness,
I think it's worth your consideration, if indeed

you are going to be making amendments in

a short period of time.

Mr. Chairman: Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 62 as amended
form part of the bill?

Section 62 as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Is there any other section

before section 73 which any member wishes

to discuss.

Mr. Riddell: Section 69, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Foulds: Just before that section 67 if

I might-

Sections 63 to 66, inclusive, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

On section 67:

Mr. Foulds: I've always been interested

to find out what the legal definition of one's

last known address is. And I ask it with a

certain amount of personal interest because
I am still getting mail from government min-
istries to an address that happens by a sheer

fluke to be in the Thunder Bay phone book
but at which I have not lived for a year
and a half. I suppose they find out by check-

ing the phone book. Yet the phone book hap-
pens to be wrong, and has not been corrected

even though I have made several representa-
tions to the Thunder Bay telephone finn.

So this gives me an opportunity to ask the

minister what is the legal definition of one's

last known address. What compulsion is

there on the parties concerned to investigate
the address of the person? Can the minister

answer, or do we need a lawyer to answer
that?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): It is where you die.

Hon. Mr. Auld: That may be hard to

ascertain. There is a legal procedure—per-
haps one of my colleagues could help me. I

recall one occasion, in Environment, with a

property owner who we had not been able

to reach, that it turned out that while we
had checked at the registry office we hadn't

followed up, other than by registered letter

to the address that was shown in the registry
office. Well no, I guess not by registered

letter, so it didn't come back. But I think

that there are procedures you must take to

indicate that you have tried to find somebody
properly. It may well vary, but this is what
you generally find in the statutes, so I

assume that it is the normal procedure.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Huron on
68—or did you want to speak on 67?

Mr. B. Newman: Section 67.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor-
Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Under subsection 2 of

67, Mr. Chairman, the first sentence reads
"where service is made by mail, the service

shall be deemed to be made on the third

day after the day of mailing."

Mr. Chairman, I think the third day is

much much too soon. That's almost instant

delivery today. Back home I find it extremely
difficult to get mail from here within three

days, and if it is mailed on a Friday, the

third day would be a Monday and there is

no way.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I understand that regis-

tered mail gets through a little more rapidly
than regular mail.

Mr. B. Newman: Sometimes.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I also understand if there

isn't delivery on Saturday and, of course, on

Sunday, you consider the three days to be

Friday, Monday and Tuesday.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, we had a

similar section in one of the other pieces ol

legislation, and we had it changed in that.

I think the three should be changed to five.

Mr. Chairman: Do you so move?

Mr. B. Newman: And I would so move,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Foulds: Before that goes—

Hon. Mr. Auld: My advisers shrug and

say if you would like to make it five we
would be delighted.

Mr. Foulds: —I would plead to make it

seven because the normal mailing time from—

Hon. Mr. Auld: Any further offers before

we close?

Mr. Foulds: —Toronto to Thunder Bay is,

in fact, five days. So let's make it a week,
seven days, which I think is—

Hon. Mr. Auld: Any further offers before

we close?

Mr. Foulds: Do I hear 10?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Seven days. I would move
an amendment, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mr. Auld moves that in section 67,

subsection 2, the word "third" in the second

line be changed to "seventh."

Motion agreed to.

Section 67, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Does any member wish to

speak before section 73?

Mr. Riddell: On section 69, Mr. Chainnan.

Section 68 agreed to.

On section 69:
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Mr. Riddell: I realize the hour is 1 o'clock

and I think we can complete this bill in two
minutes. I just have one short comment.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I can give you the answer
without the comment.

Mr. Riddell: You have got an amendment?

IIcMi. Mr. Auld: No, I have got the answer.

Heritage Canada say that in the question
of health that a municipality should decide

whether in fact it is actually a question of

health if the person doesn't carry out the

repairs. I would simply point out that the

section says that repairs for health and other

reasons are a bar against prosecution. In

fact, what would happen is that if the munic-

ipality prosecuted, it would be the judge
who would decide whether it is a question
of health; and I think that's where it should
be resolved, in the courts.

Sections 69 to 73, inclusive, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Shall Bill 176 be reported?

Bill 176, as amended, reported.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee

rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee

of the whole House reports one bill with

certain amendments and asks for leave to

sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, before

I move the adjournment of the House, I

would like to say that on Monday I would
ask members of the assembly to prepare for

bills 191, 190, 177, 192, 193 and 194. Should

we be successful in concluding those items,

I will announce further legislation then.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

(The House adjourned at 1 o'clock, p.m.
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APPENDIX
(see page 7108)

Answers to questions were tabled as follows:

27. Mr. Haggerty—Inquiry of the ministry—What are the details of monitoring of radiation

from uranimn in the air and water for the last 10 years in the Elliot Lake region?

Answer by the Minister of the Environment:

The Elliot Lake mining area lies within the drainage basin of the Serpent River in the

Algoma district of Ontario. Uranium bearing ores were first discovered in the area in 1953
and intensive mining operations began in 1957, with 11 mines in operation during the peak
period.

The former Ontario Water Resources Commission was actively engaged in the area as early
as 1957 and investigations into possible radioactive contamination were begun by the Ontario

Department of Health in the summer of 1958. As a result of early environmental surveys in

Elliot Lake, including a monitoring programme which began in 1961, to delineate the

build-up of radioactive materials in waters used for human consumption, the committee of

deputy ministers was established and published a report in November, 1965 which recom-

mended that a detailed investigation of watercourses and waste disposal be undertaken by
the province and that the existing programme at that time for monitoring and analyses
of mine and mill wastes, surface waters and drinking supplies be expanded and extended on
a long-term continuing basis.

The results of this extensive study, which was conducted between May, 1966 and June,

1969, were published in "A Report of Water Pollution from the Uranium Mining Industry
in the Elliot Lake and Bancroft areas," dated October, 1971. This report, which indicated

that the waste from the uranium mining and milling industry had caused serious impairment
of the water quality and associated biology in the Serpent River basin provides a detailed

interpretation of the intensive monitoring programme conducted between 1966 and 1969 and
is available upon request.

These extensive monitoring programmes indicate that liquid effluents from operating mines

comply with effluent objectives for radiological material. While all effluents from abandoned

properties are not of acceptable quality at this time, treatment is being provided and it is

expected that these effluents will be in compliance with effluent objectives within a reasonable

time. As a direct result of the improved quality of treatment being provided for effluents,

in general, it can be stated that the water quality of the Serpent River has improved from
that depicted in the 1971 report. Because of the voluminous nature of this data, it has not
been included, but it is available on request.

With respect to air quality monitoring, measurements were made in 1968 which substan-

tiated the water quality monitoring data in demonstrating the need to stabilize tailings areas

to minimize wind erosion of fines. Accordingly, a programme of stabilization and revegetation
of these areas was undertaken by the mining companies and while these programmes have
not been completed to date, because of the difficulties of growing vegetation on sulphide

tailings areas, the limited success that has been achieved has resulted in marked reductions

in airborne contaminants.

33. Mr. Foulds—Inquiry of tlie mini: try—Would the ministry list the community colleges
that have been built by either (a) the proposal method, or, (b) with a leaseback arrangement.
List the total capital cost of each of these projects? List the name of the main contracting
firm for each of these projects. List the officers and directors of each of the firms involved,
in each of these projects?

'

-

Answer by the Minister of Colleges and Universities:

No colleges have been built using the proposal method and one college building only was
built using the lease-back arrangement. This building, the Black Walnut Building, at Niagara

College or Applied Arts and Technology is 17,000 sq ft in area and was erected on college-
owned land in Welland to house a cafeteria.

The tenn of the lease was for 10 years at an annual cost of $40,620 starting in 1970.

However, in 1974 the college paid the balance outstanding on the lease and now owns the

building.
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The construction company responsible for the building was Newman Brothers Construction

Co. of St. Catharines. The officers of the company involved were George Newman, Edward

Newman, and Graham Newman.

35. Mr. Foulds—Inquiry of the ministry—Can the minister advise the .House of the state

of negotiations between his ministry and the Special Education Contract Teachers Association

and the Ontario Hospital Schools Teachers Association? Is he personally involved in the

negotiations and is he considering an extension to the deadline for resignations so that the

negotiations may proceed in an orderly manner past Nov. 30 if a satisfactory agreement is

not reached by that time?

Answer by the Mim'ster of Education:

The answer to this question was delivered as a statement by the minister in the Legislature
on Thursday, Dec. 5, 1974. It can be found on page 6073.

36. Mr. Burr—Inquiry of the ministry—How many WCB claims for asbestosis and meso-
thelioma have there been for each of the last 20 years? In which plants were the affected

individuals working?

Answer by the Minister of Labour:

The answer to the above question is shown in the attached listing from the Workmen's

Compensation Board of the number of asbestosis cases per year since 1942, giving the name
of the last exposure employer for each case. Workers may have had exposure employment of

varying durations with several employers but claims are charged entirely to the record of the

last exposure employer.

Of the 96 cases of asbestosis, mesothelioma was mentioned in eight as indicated in the last

column of the listing.

CLAIMS ALLOWED FOR ASBESTOSIS, WCB, ONTARIO
^j

;SrEAR CLAIM NUMBER NAME OF LAST
It; .SET UP OF CLAIMS EXPOSURE EMPLOYER MESOTHELIOMA*

1^42 1 Canadian Johns-Manville Co. Ltd.

1947 1 Canadian Raybestos Co. Ltd.

yM"^:-. 1948 1 Canadian Ravbestos Co. Ltd.

r' 1952 1 Vincent Cutler Insulation Ltd.

1955 1 Raybestos-Manhattan (Can.) Ltd.

,1958 1 Canadian Johns-Manville Co. Ltd.

"1961 3 Canadian Johns-Manville Co. Ltd. (2)

Raybestos-iManhattan (Can.) Ltd.

1964 1 Caposite Insulations Ltd.

1965 1 Holmes Insulations Ltd.

1 1966 2 Canadian Johns-Manville Co. Ltd. (2)

1967 6 Canadian Asbestos Co.

Foster Wheeler Ltd.

Department of Public Works

^^,
Raybestos-Manhattan (Can.) Ltd.

g.,
. Canadian Johns-Manville Ltd.

Schreiber Brothers Ltd.

1968 4 Hiram Walker & Sons

{}\Q[ ni White and Greer Co. Ltd.

Mb ; av'< Canadian Johns-Manville Ltd.

Bremco Mechanical Insulation Ltd.
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CLAIMS ALLOWED FOR ASBESTOSIS, WCB, ONTARIO

(continued)

YEAR CLAIM
SET UP

1969

NUMBER
OF CLAIMS

1970 15

1971 11

1972 14

1973 23

1974

TOTAL 96

NAME OF LAST
EXPOSURE EMPLOYER MESOTHELIOMA*

Applied Insulation Co. Ltd.

University of Toronto

Raytbestos-Manhattan (Can.) Ltd.

Consolidated Plant Maintenance Co.

Armstrong Contracting Co.

Canadian Johns-Manville Co. Ltd. (10)

Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo Rwy. Co.

Black & McDonald

Raybestos-MaiAattan (Can.) Ltd.

Lakehead Insulation Co.

Federal Insulation Ltd.

Canadian Johns-ManviUe Co, Ltd. (5)

Holmes Insulations Ltd.

Bryant Insulations

Sheafer Townsend Ltd.

Ontario Insulation (Oshawa) Ltd.

Ontario Hydro
Raybestos-Manhattan (Can.) Ltd.

Canadian Johns-ManviUe Co. Ltd. (4)

Holmes Insulations Ltd. (2)

Nor.-Ont. of Canada Ltd.

Asbestos Covering Co. Ltd.

Terminal Insulation Ltd.

Applied Insulation Co. Ltd.

Dept. of Public Works (Prov. Govt.)
Master Insulation Co. Ltd.

Dewar Insulations Inc.

Kimberly-Clark of Canada Ltd.

Canadian Johns-Manville Co. Ltd. (14)

Holmes Insulations Ltd. (2)

Commercial Industrial Insulations Ltd.

Kerr Addison Mines

Raybestos-Manliattan (Can.) Ltd.

Cem-al Spray Ltd.

White & Greer Co.
A. C. & S. Contracting

Applied Insulation

White & Greer

Superior Insulation

Canadian Johns-ManviUe Co. (2)

Atlas Asbestos

1

* Number of Claims with mention of mesothelioma on record of death.

( ) Number of Claims.

ERRATUM

No. Page Col. Line Should read:

167 7055 2 15 first class bargaining rights to Crown employees
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. House leader.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, on
behalf of the Premier (Mr. Davis), I would
like today to introduce to the Legislature
seven guests from the government of the

Northwest Territories. They are Eskimo

interpreter-translator trainees under the direc-

tion of Mr. Lloyd Dahl, who is leading the

group. They are sitting in the Speaker's gal-

lery and they are visiting the Legislature

today as part of a planned programme in

governmental affairs which will take them to

various provincial, federal and territorial or-

ganizations. I would ask you to join me in

welcoming them.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

ATHABASCA TAR SANDS

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): I'd like to ask the Chairman of the

Management Board of Cabinet if he can

report to the House the intention of the very
important delegation from Ontario meeting
in Winnipeg today with the Syncrude or-

ganization. There was some expectation that

an announcement would be made of Ontario's

involvement. Is there any information the
minister can add to the present knowledge?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Not at this particular

time, Mr. Speaker, but they will report to

the House on their return.

HOPE TOWNSHIP GARBAGE SITE

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I'd like to put a question
tj the Minister of the Environment. It's a

perennial one. Has he any information further
to his last statement on the state of the

application by CPR to dump several hundred
tons of Toronto garbage in Hope township?

Monday, February 3, 1975

This is a matter that has been in abeyance
now for about two years.

Hon. W. Newman (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Speaker, ever since I an-

nounced the comprehensive resource recovery

programme for the Province of Ontario, we
have had a look at this in light of that and
we are now in the final stages of preparation.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Final stages?

Hon. W. Newman: Right.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Since

this matter has been pending since well be-

fore the hon. minister took up his present

duties, what kind of a time span is referred

to as final stages? Can we expect an an-

nouncement before this session is adjourned?

Hon. W. Newman: I doubt it very much,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh, it is that kind of

final stage.

HOUSING PROGRAMMES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: To the Minister of Hous-

ing: How did he make out with the govern-
ment of Canada in his co-operative eflForts

with the other housing ministers across

Canada to improve the housing budget from
tlie federal source, and was he in any way
successful in getting a freer hand in spending
those federal dollars that come to this

province?

Hon. D. R. Irvine (Minister of Housing):
Mr. Speaker, I am delighted that the Leader
of the Opposition has asked the question.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I was sure the minister

would be.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Here
we gol Just answer the question.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: We had a very historic

meeting-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Historic?

Mr. Lewis: Historic?
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Hon. Mr. Irvine: —with the ministers re-

sponsible from all the provinces across

Canada, and we agreed on certain principles
foi housing, not only for Ontario but for all

of Canada.

Mr. Lewis: Historic meeting—certain prin-

ciples—

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The leader of the NDP
might listen to this because I think he's in-

terested in housing. I would like to have it on
record even if he isn't.

Mr. Lewis: So far we have had **historic

meeting," "certain principles" and "Canada."

Hon. Mr. Irvine: If he isn't interested, I

would like to have it on record.

Mr. Lewis: I am listening.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: All right. We agreed,
Mr. Speaker, on some very basic principles

necessary for housing in Ontario and in every
other province of Canada. The next day we
went to a meeting with the federal minister,
the Hon. Barney Danson, and his oflBcials.

We discussed each province's concerns and
problems. In the afternoon, we discussed at

great length the proposed or approved budget
of the federal government, about which we
had word before we went there, hoping that
it might be changed.

The budget of the federal government for
the fiscal year 1974-1975 is $1.2 billion. The
proposed budget for 1975-1976 is $1.4
billion-

Mr. J. A. Renvnck (Riverdale): Is that all?

;
Hon. Mr. Irvine: —with estimated starts of

approximately 200,000, which in our opinion
is much too low in numbers. The budget is

also much too low. It shows that the federal

government has not put a priority on housing
throughout Canada.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And this government has?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: As far as the Province of

Ontario is concerned, we took a very tough
stand with the hon. minister, saying to him
that he had to have a change by his col-

leagues in the cabinet in order to recognize
that housing is a need for all the people of

Canada and particularly Ontario.

W^hat the federal government has done by
way of this proposed or approved budget-
ana we can't tell if it's approved until Mr.
Turner actually comes out and says it is the

budget—is that it has placed a higher priority
on what CMHC does throughout Canada, and
in particular in Ontario, by having 60 per

cent of the budget underneath CMHC and

by duplication of programmes, resulting in

unnecessary expense.

In our opinion, the provinces should be

implementing the programmes, and the

federal government should be providing the

financing.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's a nice way to do
it.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Ah hal

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): That's the

way to do it.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: We have never been
able to get the federal government to say
that they would give us a three-year forward

commitment, that they would give us block

funding, that they would have pre-consulta-
tion before the housing programmes are an-

nounced. The Leader of the Opposition could

help in his small way by telling his colleagues
in Ottawa that they are so iFar oflF base in

their proposed programmes for 1975-1976
that they are a disgrace, as far as I am con-

cerned.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): Right
on!

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): The minister

will get a lot of co-operation after that state-

ment!

Mr. Speaker: The Leader of the Opposi-
tion.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary, if I

might be helpful in my small way-

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Is that

the new federalism?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: How did the minister ex-

plain to his colleagues across Canada that

since he became the Minister of Housing, the

start rate in this province has dropped from

about 100,000 to a projection of about 85,000
for this year, which by the way is down from

110,000 in the time of his predecessor? Does
he not accept some responsibility, since the

province has given it a priority by appointing
a minister for this specific area?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, one of the

first subjects we discussed was why we have

these wide swings in housing—not only in

Ontario, but in British Columbia, in the

United States and in Great Britain. We have

had a very serious drop in housing starts all

over the world.

Mr. Breithaupt: Ontario leads the way.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: Down to 85,000 startsi

Hon. Mr. Irvine: What we have to recog-
nize is that while the provincial government

certainly has a very real responsibility to

produce starts, we also share that responsi-

bility with the federal government, with muni-

cipal governments and with the people in

each community who have said to us: "We
don't want any further starts in our com-

munity. Put them in somebody else's com-

munity."

il am saying that it's time all levels of

government got down to the basic fact that

we have a shared responsibility. It isn't

enough to just put up money. We have got to

have community acceptance of all our pro-

grammes for housing. We have had, as the

Leader of the Opposition stated, a wide dif-

ference between 1973-1974 and now. We're

talking about the calendar year and this is

one thing I think we must separate. The
calendar year is somewhat different from the

fiscal year of the Ontario government. In the

calendar year we had 85,000 starts.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): It'll be

worse in the fiscal year.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is it really that low?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Well, the Leader of the

Opposition saw the statistics. He already

quoted them. What I want to say is that

under Ontario Housing '74. which was mis-

interpreted by the news media-

Mr. Singer: Oh, that's what it was.

Mr. Lewis: Misinterpreted by the news

media?

Mr. Singer: Nobody understands the minis-

ter.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —on the basis that the

programmes in Housing *74 are for the fiscal

year.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The public relations

people were working on it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, when the

leader of the NDP gets through his conver-

sation, I'll start again.

Mr. Lewis: Like everything else, the minis-

ter's in cahoots with the Globe and Mail on

housing. He has a cosy relationship.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Would the

hon. minister complete his answer?

Mr. Singer: Let's not misinterpret it.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, what we
have to ensure is this, that Ontario Housing
'74 set out certain programmes all related to

the fiscal year ending March 31, 1975.

Mr. Lewis: We know the fiscal calendar

business.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: All members have to do
is read the article and they will see it. I can

quote them page and chapter and verse if

they want me to.

Mr. Renwick: The minister has taken up
too much of the time of the question period

already.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: In any event, the subject
is this, that we are distmrbed that we haven't

maintained 110,000 starts. That's quite true.

Mr. Singer: How many has the government
maintained?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: It's time for the mimicipal

governments and for the federal government
to do the same thing—to get with us.

Mr. Singer: The federal government, the

municipal government—where is this govern-
ment's responsibility?

Mr. Cassidy: Everybody is out of step but

the minister; is that right?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I think the Leader of the

Opposition had better recognize this, that the

Province of Ontario has been the leading prov-

ince, not only in Canada but in North

America in regard to housing starts.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Too much bureaucracy.

Mr. Lewis: I have to say something now.

Hon. S. H. Handleman (Minister of Con-

sumer and Commercial Relations): The mem-
ber doesn't have to.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary? Order,

please.

Mr. Lewis: I am compelled to.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West with a supplementary.

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the minister, apart
from the conspiracy of the federal and munic-

ipal governments to prevent him from build-

ing houses, how does he manage to reconcile

his present levels of 100,000 a year for 10
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years, when he knows on the basis of his own
statistics that just to keep pace with the

formation of new families, the replacement
factors and the shift from rental to purchase
acconmiodation, requires a minimum of

128,000 units a year in the Province of On-
tario for the next two

years? Therefore, why
does he posit a shortfall of 250,000 before he
even starts?

Hon. Mr. Lrvine: Mr. Speaker, the very
simple answer to that is that this problem of

inflation has not been related to housing starts

by the federal government, as it should have
been many months ago.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh, that's it.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The federal government
failed to recognize that inflation would stop

housing in Ontario and throughout Canada.

Mr. Lewis: Surely the minister can t blame
them for this situation? Not at all.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Absolutely, without any
doubt whatsoever. The inflationary factor has
been one of the main reasons for the lack of

housing.

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): Right on.

Hon. \fr. Irvine: We have a lack of mort-

gage funds. We have a lack of funds at a
reasonable rate of interest.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Too much bureaucracy.
How about that one? Delay in approval.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: We have to make sure
that the rate of interest is much less than
11.5 per cent. Would the leader of the NDP
not say that the rate should be lower than
that?

Mr. Lewis: Why doesn't the government
lower the tax base?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: We're working on a pro-
gramme which has met with a very good re-

sponse from builders. It was just finalized as
of the end of January.

Mrs. CampbeU: It sure has.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: We sent out on a limited
dividend proeranune. We sent out 80 pro-
posals and half of those have been responded
to by developers, which 1 expect will be very
acceptable in the majority of cases by this

government. Therefore, we will have stabil-

ization of rents on a limited dividend proposal
for building in Ontario, with a programme
which is supplementary to what the federal

government has. All I'm saying is there is no
need for duplication of programmes in On-

tario. The Province of Ontario should be the

one responsible for the implementation of

programmes. There is no need for the federal

government to come in with the same pro-

gramme.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Downsview still have a supplementary?

Mr. Singer: Yes. As carefully as I listened

to the minister, I still misunderstand him. I

don't know what he said. Could he tell me
the extent to which he has fallen below his

target for housing starts in Ontario, even

going to the end of fiscal year March 31,
1975? How much lower is ne than he pre-
dicted he would be a year ago?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, I think the

hon. member said fiscal year 1975. Is that

right?

Mr. Singer: That was before the minister

was complaining about other people taking
a long time.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: For 1974-1975.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I haven't by any means
said that we are going to be below our

target at the end of the fiscal year 1975.

Mr. Lewis: That's marvellous!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister is going
to be down 10,000.

Mr. Cassidy: How far below at the end
of this March?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I am saying to the

member that there is a difiPerence between
the calendar year and the fiscal year. When
the fiscal year is up then we will know what
the starts have been and how much we will

be below.

Mr. Speaker: The Leader of the Opposi-
tion?

Mr. Singer: The minister is behind right

now. How far behind is he now at the be-

ginning of February?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, I suppose
that depends whether you are in the opposi-
tion or over here.

Mr. Singer: Oh, no. No matter where you
sit, here or there.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Right now we think we
are ahead of the game. .,

Mr. J. A. Taylor (Prince Edward-Lennox):
Always ahead.
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Mr. Singer: No wonder no one can under-

stand him.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: We still have time to

achieve the target that we set out in Ontario

Housing '74, and we are going to do it if

I can do it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Does the Leader of the

Opposition have further questions?

Mr. Lewis: Why doesn't the minister go
out and turn some sod himself?

Mr. Speaker: Order please. A final supple-

mentary; the member for High Park.

Mr. Shulman: In order to speed up hous-

ing starts, has the minister considered rescind-

ing the speculative land tax on new con-

struction?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I am sorry, Mr. Speaker,
I couldn't hear the question.

Mr. Shulman: How about cancelling the

speculative land tax to get things going

again?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, I think

that the land speculation tax was one of the

best things we ever did in regard to having
housing starts. We at least were able to

control tlie price of housing in regard to the

cost of land, which is a basic component of

the overall cost for housing. So therefore I

am for the land speculation tax still staying
on and I hope it will.

Mr. Speaker: Has the Leader of the

Opposition further questions?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Scarborough
West?

HIGHWAYS 17 AND 417

Mr. Lewis: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I would
like to ask of the Minister of Transportation
and Communications, why is it taking so

long to erect the signs on Highways 17 and
417 at the request of the many business

establishments and citizens now that the

ministry has put in the bypass?

Hon. J. R. Rhodes (Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications): Mr. Speaker,
I wasn't aware that there was a delay, and
if there is I shall see if we can speed it up.
I have made a commitment to those people
that the signs would be put up. If they are

being delayed I wasn't aware of it and I

will look into that matter immediately.

Mr. Lewis: Good. Thank you.

Mr. Cassidy: Why do we have to keep on

pressing and pressing and pressing to get it

done?

Mr. Lewis: The signs are nowhere to be

found, and no date has been given to tKe

people.

May I also ask then, in a similar vein, what
plans are proceeding within the ministry for

any of the road and roadside improvements
which have been requested to allow for the

continuing viability of all of the establish-

ments in communities along Highway 17 as

a relative tourist route for those who choose
to travel it—the passing lanes, the vddening
of certain lanes, and some of the tourist

possibilities from the Minister of Industry and
Tourism (Mr. Bennett)?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I cer-

tainly cannot answer for the Minister of In-

dustry and Tourism as to what his ministry
will be doing.

We have had people going into the area

meeting with the residents and the business

people along that portion of the highway,
and I have stated to them—and I am sincere

in that—that we will do what we can to assist

them within the confines of my own ministry.

We have, as well, indicated to them that

we will not be leasing sites along the new
highway for service centres, that we would
discuss these matters with the businessmen

who are now on old Highway 17 in an

effort to give them an opportunity to become
viable before any competition such as this

would be developed.

Mr. Lewis: Would the minister report to

us in the House on this so that everybody
there knows what is happening since there

are such time lags between what the minister

believes to be happening and what actually

occurs?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I cer-

tainly shall.

Mr. Breithaupt: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Other than the use of international

signs, does the minister intend that the sign-

ing in this area be done both in English and
French so that there is as great an encourage-
ment as possible, for people travelling be-

tween Montreal and Ottawa particularly, to

take advantage of the scenic and other en-

joyable areas along the old highway?
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Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I have

already indicated to the people of that area

that we will be using international signs as

much as possible. Where the international

signs are not applicable we will put up bi-

lingual signs.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Scarborough
West; further questions?

DOCTORS' FEE SCHEDULE

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
for the Provincial Secretary for Social De-

velopment. What position is the cabinet

taking on the announcement by the doctors
that they may well opt out of the OHIP
programme for the purpose of extracting an
increase in income?

Hon. M. Birch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development): Mr. Speaker, through
you to the leader of the NDP Party-

Mr. Lewis: Just NDP—I am very sensitive

about that.

Hon. Mrs. Birch: I noticed that.

Mr. Lewis: I would like to get sympatico.

Hon. Mrs. Birch: I will endeavour not to

repeat the transgression. The 1975 schedule
has been fixed by the joint committee.

Mr. Lewis: The what? I am sorry.

Hon. Mrs. Birch: The 1975 schedide has
been fixed by the joint committee, and it's

certainly the government's position and hope
that the OMA will continue to honour that

agreement.

Mr. Lewis: I see. By way of a supple-

mentary: Since the doctors have pubhcly re-

pudiated that agreement—which, if I recall,
is fotir per cent on May 1, 1975—and if they
opt out of OHIP, it won't be a 13 per cent

increase, it will be more like a 25 per cent
or 30 per cent increase in costs to the public

treasury and in billing procedures, surely,
there's some government statement of policy
about what we should expect. The doctors

are, after all, voting today.

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Mr. Speaker, that's a

hypothetical question. I think in view of the
fact the doctors are meeting and that no de-
cision has been reached, we will await their

decision before making any judgement.

Mr. Speaker: Are there any further ques-
tions?

SARNIA GENERAL HOSPITAL
CARETAKING CONTRACT

Mr. Lewis: I have a question, if I may,
Mr. Speaker, of the Minister of Labour. Is

the Minister of Labour aware—Fm working
from memory here—that the Sarnia GenersS

Hospital has just contracted out to a private
firm the work of 47 employees in the care-

taking area of the hospital? The 47 employees
were not consulted in advance. They were

presented with a fait accompli and offered

the option to join the new firm without the

equivalent benefits they received as employees
of the hospital. Is he aware of that and is he

prepared to look into this trend within the

hospital administration?

Hon. J. P. MacBeth (Minister of Labour):
Mr. Speaker, I am not aware of it but I am
prepared to look into it.

WATTS & FANTASIA HOLDINGS LTD.

Mr. Lewis: Thank you. I have another

question of the Minister of Labour. Can he
tell us something about Watts & Fantasia

Holdings Ltd., a firm which was engaged in

strike-breaking activities in the Rexall strike

in the Metropolitan Toronto area recently?
Can he indicate to us what the nature of

those strike-breaking activities were and
whether they have his approval?

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Mr. Speaker, I was
aware that there was some friction or disturb-

ance on that picket line. We were concerned
about it. I am happy to report that the
Rexall matter was settled over the weekend,
as the member is probably aware. They are
back to work today; but I'm not aware of

any strike-breaking activities of any illegal
nature. If the member has any information,
I will be pleased to follow it up in any way
we can.

Mr. Lewis: By way of a supplementary:
Since strike-breaking isn't illegal in Ontario,

alas, there are no such activities; but since

the minister's predecessors have condemned
the behaviour, can he look into the activities

of Watts & Fantasia Holdings Ltd., as they
Involve themselves in strikes, and indicate to

the Legislature of what those activities con-

sist and whether or not they have the minis-

ter's approval—legislative, moral or otherwise?

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I'll

be glad to look into it. When the member said

the strike-breaking is not illegal, I thought he
had reference to some illegal action on the

picket line by either party.
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Mr. Lewis: No, I cannot make those

assumptions.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: I suppose the official

position of the ministry is: If it's lawful, that's

all we're involved in. But I'll certainly make
some inquries in regard to this and report
back to the House.

Mr. Lewis: If it is lawful, it is acceptable!
I have no further questions, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Carleton

East.

sideration the inconvenience caused to out-

of-town members by not sitting in the House
on Wednesdays?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: There will be commit-
tees sitting on Wednesdays. I don't consider

that an inconvenience if members are looking
after their responsibilities.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Yorkview.

Mr. Lewis: The House leader handled that

all right. That's the first time in a long time.

WEDNESDAY SITTINGS

Mr. P. Taylor (Carleton East): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. First of all I'd like to ask if we
could know who is the acting Premier today
in the House?

Mr. Speaker: You may direct a question to

any one of the ministers.

Mr. P. Taylor: Is there no senior acting
minister today?

Mr. Lewis: The minister without portfolio
will act. The member for London South (Mr.

White) will always act.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food ) : Why doesn't the member
ask his question?

Mr. Lewis: At $7,500 more he will act

forever.

An hon. member: Ask the House leader.

Mr. P. Taylor: Perhaps I could then ask

the government House leader. I would like

to know, from the government House leader,

why this House is not sitting on Wednesday
and why hasn't it sat on Wednesdays in

regular practice?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Because of normal
routine.

Mr. P. Taylor: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Would the hon. House leader say
that the House has not been sitting on Wed-
nesdays because the cabinet sits Wednesday
afternoons?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That could be part of

the reasoning; but we call it that way, and it

has been working very satisfactorily, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. P. Taylor: One final supplementary,
Mr. Speaker: Could the hon. House leader

say whether or not he has taken into con-

INQUIRY INTO DUMP TRUCK
OPERATIONS

Mr. F. Young ( Yorkview ) : Mr. Speaker,
I have a question of the hon. Minister of

Transportation and Communications. In view
of the continued desperation of certain seg-
ments of the dump truck industry of this area,

as evidenced by their continued presence out-

side the building, even today, has the min-

ister any encouraging words to oflFer them and
the House as to progress in connection with

solution of their problems?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, for the

third time in response to this question I have

indicated to the hon. member and other

members of this House that I want to have

the inquiry. I've told them that I would have

an inquiry as was requested by the members
of the various associations of haulers in the

province. The demonstration that has gone
on here has been conducted by the local as-

sociation here in Toronto. I have met with

representatives from other parts of the prov-

ince; they are quite satisfied that there will

be an inquiry. There is one other request they

have made of me and that is for a moratorium

on the issuance of any further licences in this

class.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): A good
idea.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Frankly, I am looking to

see if I personally as the minister have the

authority to do that. If I do, then I will give

it very serious consideration.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION BOARD

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

My question is of the Minister of Labour.

Could the minister tell this House how many
of the task force members who investigated
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workmen's compensation have been hired by
that board since September, 1973, at what

salary, and specifically, what has P.S. Ross

been paid on a per-diem basis since that

time?

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Mr. Speaker, I know
that Mr. Starr has been hired. I know that

my deputy was deputy prior to the task force,
and is still deputy of the ministry. I'm not

sure that I can even tell you the other mem-
bers, but we can certainly get that informa-

tion, and answer the other points that the

hon. member asked.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
South.

STATUS OF EMPLOYEES' GRATUITIES

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South); I have
a question of the Minister of Labour. This

seems to be his day.

With regard to his public statements in

reference to certain hotels which pay wages
to their employees out of the gratuity fund
which the employees gather for themselves,
how does the minister reconcile his public
statements that this is a practice that he
doesn't necessarily approve of but he can't do
anything about, with the fact there was a
court judgement rendered by Mr. Justice
Eraser in a case some two or three years ago
in Ottawa, stating that gratuities are a trust

fund and are not to be used for wages?

Mr. Renwick: The minister ought to out-

law it.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Mr. Speaker, I've

heard of the case the member refers to. I

haven't read it, but I understand it can be
differentiated JFrom the regular gratuities
where if employees agree to pool their tips
in any way, that is a legitimate part of the
contract. I say I don't like it, Mr. Speaker.
I frown upon it because I think the public

expects the tips to go at least to the persons
who served them, or persons who were very
closely cormected wdth that service. So I

don't like the practice. But the law is that we
ignore gratuities completely.
The service industries would like us to

recognize them in the minimum wage, and

say that the minimum wage for people who
get gratuities should be somewhat less than
the standard minimum wage. We've resisted

that presentation, and the matter of gratuities
is such an uncertain matter that I think we
vdll continue to ignore it. But I think the
case that the member made reference to can

be differentiated. I'll ask our legal advisers

to review it again, sir.

Mr. MacDonald; Supplementary question:
Would the minister not consider amending
the Labour Relations Act, or any other Act
that is more appropriate to specify that gra-
tuities which either are added to the bill or

are voluntarily granted and kept by manage-
ment, shall be treated as trust, and not used
as the pool out of which they pay wages, so

that the minister will protect everybody in-

volved?

Mr. Lewis: Right, In other words, outlaw

the practice.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Mr. Speaker, I think it

has long been recognized as a practice that

many gratuities are pooled in some way or

another—even to the busboys, and it goes

beyond busboys and people of that nature.

Mr. MacDonald: I am not objecting to the

pooling; I am objecting to their being robbed

by management.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: I say that once you
get into it there is no limitation on the matter

at all, because you don't know what the gra-
tuities amount to.

Mr. Lewis: The minister should just change
the Act.

Mr. MacDonald: They can pay the mini-

mum wage and the gratuities on top, as it

was intended to be.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Mr. Speaker, I don't

think we really want to get into it, but I'll

review the matter again. We have had many
discussions on it but I think we—

Mr. Lewis: The minister doesn't want to

get into it? It is outright theft, for God's

sake.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: No it's not, if they

agreed to it in advance, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: Sure it is, sure it is. It is moral

theft then. That wasn't the intention of the

legislation.

Mr. Speaker: Order please, the minister is

answering the question.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: I'm inclined to agree

that it's a moral misrepresentation, or an

immoral misrepresentation-

Mr. Cassidy: Well then, do something
about it.
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Hon. Mr. MacBeth: —but at the same time,

Mr. Speaker, I am suggesting to this House

that once we start having legislation dealing

with gratuities, the employee may be the

one who suffers the most from it, because

then we have to view it in regard to the

minimum wage and other things as well.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: But I've simply been

asked to re-examine it and, Mr. Speaker, I

will.

Mr. Lewis: His present legislation is gratui-

tous anyway.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-

Forest Hill.

SOBERMAN REPORT

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): Mr.

Speaker, I'd like to ask the Minister of

Transportation and Communications, having

regard for the anticipation with which the

Scberman report was awaited, does the min-

ister intend to permit this report to languish
in limbo like the Buckminster Fuller report,

or does he intend to take concrete action

with respect to the implementation of some of

its recommendations? Indeed, what concrete

action, if any, does he intend to take with

respect to some of these recommendations?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, the report
was prepared by Mr. Soberman for the Metro

planning committee. The report has been
submitted to that committee. It is now, as

far as I am concerned, entirely up to Metro
council to make a study of that report and
make its recommendations.

As I indicated earlier, there are recom-
mendations within that particular report that

I think make some sense. I do feel that it

is entirely in the hands of Metro council, for

whom the report was prepared, to determine
what action it wishes to take as a result of

that report. I don't want to pretend for one
minute to be the Metro chairman. It's en-

tirely up to him and his council to make those

decisions.

Mr. Givens: Supplementary: Isn't it a

fact that the government on this issue has

petrified Metro with fear? In view of this

government's transportation policies of the

past SVz years, doesn't the minister at least

owe it to the Metro officials to call them on
the telephone, ask them to come here to a

meeting and indicate to them what encourage-
ment, if any, he is prepared to give them

on the promise of the 75 per cent assistance

that he said he would give them with re-

gard to some of these recommendations, so

that they can feel that they can go ahead
without any fear of this government aborting

any of their plans, the way it did 3^/^ years

ago? Doesn't the minister think he owes it

to them to do this for them?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I have
indicated that I am prepared to discuss the

matters with metropolitan councils and the

Metro council itself. However, I am now
going to await, as I have indicated, a reply
from the Metro council once it has had an

opportunity to study it. I have been criti-

cized by local politicians in the past for

having gone ahead and for making some
announcements-

Mr. Lewis: He already did. He did.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: —before they have done
so. I have only indicated that I was prepared
to recommend some of the recommendations
to my colleagues, provided those recom-
mendations were endorsed by Metro council.

When that happens I'll stand by what I've

said.

Mr. Givens: Supplementary: Is the minister

waiting for them to call him or has he called

them? This is very important.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I have not

called anyone. I am waiting for a response
from them. I understand from reading the

press over the last few days that—

Mr. Givens: A response to what?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: —the chairman of Metro-

politan Toronto is going to be meeting with

the members of his council and they are going
to discuss the contents of the report. I'm not

going to get backed into the comer of de-

ciding what's good and what's bad in that

report until such time as Metropolitan To-

ronto council-

Mr. Lewis: He already has. He has already

done it.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: —which is always talk-

ing about it—makes its report to me.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary: Since the min-

ister has already done that, ill-advisedly, in

advance—and, incidentally, misinterpreted Mr.

Soberman's recommendations, as he indicated

in a letter in the Globe on Saturday—doesn't

he think he has to make some public penance,
some public explanation, and indicate exactly

what he meant, in advance of the Metro
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council meeting, so that they have some
assurance of what they are talking about?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, if I have

misinterpreted Mr. Soberman's report, then

it's quite possible that I'm not alone in this

category, because I was being urged by the

news media in this city and by members of

the Metro council to react to some of the

recommendations made by Mr. Soberman.

Mr. Lewis: Then just say no.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I had an opportunity
to see that report the night it was released.

I read it that evening and I dealt with the

very things that the chairman of Metropolitan
Toronto sent to me, which had a big circle

around it—"Look at the northwest"—and I

did.

Mr. Lewis: Does the minister always re-

spond to what Paul Godfrey circles?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I would certainly think

I would have the courtesy of reading what
he indicated was of interest to him and to

Toronto.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister is going around
in circles.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I looked at those and I

responded to two thing—two things only. I'm
afraid I didn't have an opportunity to read
that total report and I appreciate having the
letter that was sent to me and to the news
media explaining it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury.

SUNDAY TRUCKING OPERATIONS

Mr. M. C. Genna (Sudbury): Mr. Speaker,
I have a question of the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications. Will he be

filing an intervention before the Canadian

Transport Commission into the application by
All Trans Express Ltd. and Kwikasair Ltd.
for a licence to trudc on Sunday?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Yes, Mr. Speaker, we
shall. I quite frankly don't hold much hope
of being very successful considering what has

happened in the last intervention. But we
certainly will intervene on the same grounds.
I wish to point out to the hon. member that
the grounds on which we had to intervene

the last time were that we were concerned
about the volume of traffic and the safety on
our highways. We were advised by the CTC
at that time that those two matters did not
have any concern to them. We appealed that

decision and lost in the courts. Now we will

intervene again but, frankly, I don't hold

much hope of being successful under the

present terms.

Mr. Germa: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Given that the minister has already admitted

defeat before the CTC, and given that he has

promised this House the government of On-
tario will take action to prevent this from

happening, when can we expect some legisla-

tion in this House to accomplish what he has

said is required in the Province of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: First of all, Mr. Speaker,
I don't have to admit defeat. I was defeated,

and it is quite easy to see that. I told the

member at the time when he first asked the

question that we were in the process-

Mr. Lewis: Just a dry run.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): He's getting
into the habit anyway of getting defeated.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I missed that.

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): It wasn't

worth hearing.

Mr. MacDonald: It wasn't worth hearing.

Mr. Speaker: It's an improper interjection.

Will the minister carry on?

Mr. Reid: He's getting into the habit of

getting defeated.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I am
afraid I am on an equal basis with the hon.

member for Rainy River. Neither one of us

has tasted it as yet.

In response to the question, I said at tfie

time that we are preparing regulations in

legislation that we felt could handle this

situation. Frankly, it is not an easy one be-

cause we are faced with the fact that the

Lord's Day Act still is an Act that is in effect

in Canada and in effect in Ontario. We are

trying to find, in working with the Attorney
General's office, adequate legislation that will

handle our problem, and we are working on
that very diligently. I will report back as

soon as I can in response to that particular

problem.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Windsor-

Walkerville.

PLEASURE CRAFT HOLDING TANKS

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister of

the Environment. Is the minister aware of the
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change of policy of the US Environmental

Protection Agency concerning holding tanks

and its effect on the Great Lakes waterways?
Will the minister strongly object to both the

federal authorities in Canada and in the

United States and support Gov. Milliken of

the United States concerning holding tanks,

so that the minister's policy of holding tanks

remains in eflEect, and so that the govern-
ment of the US withdraws its policy concern-

ing not requiring holding tanks on pleasure-
craft?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I am not

just sure of the question. Is the member
talking about the large vessels on the lakes

or is he talking about pleasure craft?

Mr. B. Newman: Pleasure craft in the US,

according to the US Environmental Protec-

tion Agency, do not require the use of hold-

ing tanks. Now all the operator has to do is

simply have the waste chopped up, chlorin-

ated and dumped right into the open waters.

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, we have

no plans to change our particular policy at

this time. As far as holding tanks of pleasure
craft are concerned, we intend to stay with

the regulations we have. I'd like to have a

chance to look at the EPA recommendation.

Mr. B. Newman: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Will the minister join with Gov.

Milliken of the State of Michigan and

strongly object to the new US policy, hoping
to have it changed?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, as the

member knows we have already had meetings
with Madame Sauve regarding vessel waste

discharges from the ocean-going boats. We
have made strong representation there on

many occasions, and we expect federal regu-
lations very soon on this particular matter. I

think they are close to agreement on US-
Canadian waters, but certainly I will take it

up with the federal people here and talk it

over and work something out on the matter.

I am not exactly sure what they recommend,
but we feel that our regulations are right and
I v/ould like to see the Great Lakes well pro-
tected. If they are not well protected, cer-

tainly I am very much concerned about the

way waste is treated on foreign pleasure craft.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Sandwich-
Riverside.

COMBUSTIBLE PLASTIC FOAM

Mr. F. A. Burr ( Sandwich-Riverside ) : Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister

of Consumer and Commercial Relations re-

garding the increasing use of household fur-

nishing products containing foamed plastics.

Is the minister aware that among the causes

of death resulting from residential fires there

is an increasing prominence of combustible-

plastics or plastic foams which emit toxic

fumes when they are burning and while they
are smouldering? If so has he initiated any
discussions on this subject?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, I will

be quite frank with the hon. member. No, I

wasn't aware of the fact that furniture up-
holsterers were using it. I thought they would
be using polyurethane foam, which to my
understanding does not give off toxic fumes.

However, I would be pleased to look into it.

If the hon. member would like to give me
some specifics, I would be prepared to give it

closer examination.

Mr. Burr: Supplementary: Would the min-

ister take steps to look into the probability

that the labels on these plastics are not telling

the whole truth about their flammability?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, I will

check and see if we have jurisdiction to do

that, and if we do I would certainly try to

ensure there is truth in labelling. I under-

stand labelling is primarily a federal responsi-

bility, but I would be quite prepared to look

into it.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Rainy River.

VIOLENCE IN SPORTS

Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
for the Attorney General and the policy sec-

retary for justice et al: Has the minister been

following the court case involving the Boston

Bruin hockey player who assaulted a Minne-

sota North Star player and who has been

charged in the state of Michigan with assault?

Does he intend to instruct the law officers of

the Crown or the people in his ministry to

take similar action in the Province of Ontario

if there is local assault taking place in the

game of hockey, both at the professional and

amateur levels?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Provincial Secretary

for Justice and Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, I have watched with some interest

and listened to some newscasts pertaining to

the first matter to which the member refers.

I haven't come to any conclusion that I

should instruct the law officers of the Crown
to take any different position with reference

to any sport. I think it's a decision that has
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to be made under the circumstances of each

individual case. It's a difficult thing for a law

officer at a sports event to decide when the

natural enthusiasm of participants terminates

and wilful damage is inflicted on someone

who is participating in that game.

I think the law officers of the Crown and

law enforcement agencies are always under

the obligation that if they see anything
that gives rise to a wilful attack or assault on

any participant or spectator, then they must

lay a charge. But to direct all those eflForts

to one particular sport and leave it at that,

would be very difficult. There is an implied
consent that there is a certain amount of body
contact; I think the very difficult thing is to

determine the wilfulness of the attack, that's

a matter that would have to be decided by
the court.

No, I have not directed them to take a look

at the game of hockey with any degree of

particularity other than to maintain the type
of vigilance they have in the past.

Mr. Reid: Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: One supplementary.

Mr. Reid: Does that mean the minister

has the whole matter under consideration in

his ministry, not just hockey but all contact

sports?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes; I think the mem-
bers of the House can appreciate the difficulty
that a law enforcement agency has, but I

think they must continue to be vigilant, par-

ticularly when there have been some very
serious personal injuries suffered in the pro-
fessional sports field in the not too distant

past.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Stormont.

LAND ASSEMBLY IN EDWARDSBURGH
TOWNSHIP

Mr. G. Samis (Stormont): A question, Mr.

Speaker, of the Minister of Lidustry and
Tourism: Is his ministry at present negotiating
with any companies with a view to their

locating in Spencerville? If so, how many
companies, and what is the nature of the

companies?

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and

Tourism): Mr. Speaker, I will answer the

question very simply by saying yes, we are

negotiating and have been speaking with
some companies.

Mr. Samis: Could I ask a supplementary,
Mr. Speaker? What priority is the ministry

putting on attracting industry in Spencerville,
vis-^-vis the other communities in eastern On-
tario?

Mr. Singer: He thinks it is a dumb idea.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: First of all, Mr. Speaker,
I indicated very clearly last week when we
made the announcement regarding the 10,000-
acre industrial park that we are developing
in the Spencerville area that the type or in-

dustry we would be trying to lure into that

part of the province and that park was en-

tirely different than what one would try to

take into a municipal industrial park. There
is no relationship. Their size and the volume
of business-

Mr. Samis: I am not asking that.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, their size

and volume of business is not to be com-

pared. And what we will do with this indus-

trial park in no way will detract from the

type of industries that will be available for

the municipal industrial parks.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The time is

just about up. There are several people who
want to ask new questions. The member for

Kitchener.

PROPOSED COTTAGE SUBDIVISION
ON NAPPAN ISLAND

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, a question of

the Minister of Housing: In light of the fact

that the united townships of Seymour, Percv,

Rawdon and Alnwick, the town of Campbell-
ford and the Lower Trent River Conservation

Authority have all passed a resolution stating
that development on Nappan Island is not

compatible with good interests of land man-

agement and environment control, can the

minister now tell the House anything about

a subdivision plan for construction of an addi-

tional 150 cottages, beside the 250 that had

already been considered, and whether this

plan will now be stopped since the local

townships have unanimously opposed it?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, the question
of land use on Nappan Island is presently be-

fore the OMB. There hasn't been a decision

reached as yet. The question of the sub-

division, whether it will go ahead or not,

has not been brought to our ministry, as far

as I know, and it certainly would have to be

circulated, as is every other subdivision plan.

I am aware of the problems to which the

hon. member is referring and 1 would expect
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that it will be some while before any approval
would be given to any proposed subdivision,

but to my knowledge there's no plan of a

subdivision before us at this time.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

ASBESTOS IN THUNDER BAY HARBOUR

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of the

Environment: Is the minister aware, and can
he explain, why it is that independent re-

search conducted by Lakehead University^-
as it was published in the local papers in

Thunder Bay over the weekend—into asbestos

fibres in Port Arthur's drinking water supply
from Thunder Bay harbour, show fibre counts

10 to 100 times greater than the figures re-

leased by his ministry; and that one sample
taken was higher than the levels shown in

Duluth over the past summer?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I'm not

aware of this particular sampling at the

university, but may I tell the member that

in dealing with testing asbestos in water,
one must be very careful. One must almost

be dealing in a vacuum situation, or they
can also get asbestos fibres into water.

The testing we have done and that has
been done is done with an electron micro-

scope. There are only so many electron

microscopes in the Province of Ontario; and
we can only schedule so many tests. They
are going seven days a week, 24 hours a day.
We expect our own electron microscope will

be in operation within the next four to five

months and we'll be able to do a lot more

testing on our own.

If there has been some testing done, we'd
be glad to see the results and have a look
at it, but certainly our tests are done under
ideal conditions. I'm not saying theirs weren't,
but certainly our lab testing would indicate

that any levels we set out at this point in

time are accurate.

Mr. Foulds: A supplementary, if I might
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Is it a short one requiring a

short answer?

Mr. Foulds: As short as possible. Is the
minister aware that the Lakehead University
research was conducted with an electron

microscope, as he suggested? Why is that the

ministry figures as a whole are lower than
those figures released by the International

Joint Commission? Is the ministry doing dif-

ferent kinds of studies?

Hon. W. Newman: No Mr. Speaker, we're
not doing di£Ferent kinds of studies. We're

constantly doing testing and experimental
work at all times in our lab. I would invite

the member and any other members of his

caucus to visit our labs and see exactly what
we are doing.

Mr. Speaker: The oral question period
has expired.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, just on a point
of order, if I may. I'm speaking in reference
to an answer given by the Minister of Hous-

ing earlier in the question period. It emerges
that the annual start rate in Ontario for the
fiscal year 1974-1975 will be 83,000 units,
which is 17,000 below his target; just to

keep the whole debate in perspective.

Mr. Singer: It depends where one is

sitting.

Mr. Lewis: It doesn't depend on that when
one has the figures.

Mr. Speaker: It is not really a point of

order; but thanks for the correction.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: What was the point of

order?

Mr. Lewis: The point of order was the
minister was wrong again.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Why?

Mr. Lewis: No matter how he calculates

it, he was wrong again.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Order.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

The hon. member for Perth.

RETAIL ESTABLISHMENT BUSINESS
HOURS ACT

Mr. Edighoffer moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to provide for the Con-

trolling of Hours in Retail Establishments.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. H. Edighoffer (Perth): Mr. Speaker,
the purpose of the bill is to provide for
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unifonn holidays and business hours for re-

tail establishments throughout the province.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth); Mr. Speaker,
before the orders of the day, I wonder if I

might put a request to you, sir, since you
have the responsibility for all matters per-

taining to the House. I wonder if you would
instruct Hansard that it would be the desire

of the House that they record proceedings
before the resources development committee

dealing with the Workmen's Compensation
Board?

The Workmen's Compensation Board dis-

cussion that is going to take place, starting

this afternoon, is in eflfect an extension of

the discussion which ought to have taken

place during the estimates and which nor-

mally would have been recorded had it taken

place at estimates time; and it would make
sense for purposes of the record that the

discussion about the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Board should be recorded. It is taking

place in committee room No. 2.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I would rise

in support of the suggestion made by the

House leader of the New Democratic Party.

A year or so ago a lengthy review of vari-

ous activities at the Workmen's Compensation
Board was conducted by a committee of this

House, and it would certainly appear that

perhaps many of the points raised at that time
now will be reviewed to see whether certain

changes have been made and what progress
may have developed in the entire operation
of the board.

I suggest that it would form a useful com-
parison if someone is not only able to read
the results of this afternoons hearings, but
also is able to compare them with the report
that was issued by the select committee of

the Legislature in the last year. I would hope
that they could be recorded in this circum-
stance because I think it would be of great
use and interest to the people of the prov-
ince.

Mr. Speaker: Well, it is rather short notice.

Do you understand the meeting is going to

take place right now or some time later this

afternoon?

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I am sure the

members who are on the committee would
be delighted to hold it over until the evening,
or for an hour or two, if it took that long.

Mr. Speaker: May I suggest that the com-
mittee as a whole consider it; and if it is the

committee's wish, I will be approachable—

and we will see if it can be worked out physi-

cally.

Orders of the day.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT

Hon. W. Newman moves second reading of

Bill 190, An Act to Amend the Environmental

Protection Act, 1971.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Kitchener.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, it is interesting to see that the gov-
ernment has at long last brought forward

legislation which is going to allow for con-

trol by municipal councils over the various

noise problems that exist in many communi-
ties. We are pleased to see that section 95(a)
is going to be added to this Act which will

allow the local councils, subject to the minis-

ter's approval, to make the land of regula-
tions and provisions that have been long
overdue in many communities.

There is one thing that I would appreciate

hearing from the minister upon, and that is

with respect to the codes which will be de-

veloped under the new subsection 2 of this

section 95(a). It would appear reasonable to

me that the ministry should be able to pro-
vide a generally satisfactory model bylaw
that many communities generally might wish

to bring in, with perhaps some local amend-
ments on their own particular part. I think

that if this bylaw is brought before the muni-

cipalities, so that there is a general approach
within the province, it may prove beneficial

in the long term.

I would expect that there may well be liti-

gation, depending upon any subjective terms

that one municipality may use in order to

deal with a certain operation or business

rather than the general operation of busi-

nesses within the community. This kind of

subjective approach is surely not the thing
we would want to develop into general legis-

lation. The rules which come forward surely
should be basically the same for most parts
of the province and where there are certain

particular problem industries, or problem
situations, they should be dealt with evenly
and equitably throughout Ontario.

I would appreciate some consideration be-

ing given to the possibility of a model set of

bylaw conditions or terms so that an industry,
shall we say in Cornwall, is dealt with the

same way as an industry might be, say, in

Fort Frances, if in two cases paper companies
were emitting what might be considered an
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offensive odour to people in those communi-
ties. Surely, the terms of dealing with these

should be similar so that we have a good
and balanced approach to this kind of legis-
lation across the province.

Other than the other two minor amend-
ments in the bill I think there is nothing
further of principle particularly and we shall

vote in favour of this bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-

wich-Riverside.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, I think if any bill ever deserves the

description of anticlimax, Bill 190 is that bill.

I have here an article from the Toronto

Telegram of Feb. 23, 1970-

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): He's an

anticlimatic minister.

Mr. Burr: —which is almost five years ago,
entitled, "There's No Escaping Noise, the

Unseen Enemy." In it was the interesting
sentence, and I'm quoting: "Last week On-
tario Resources minister—" that's what they
called him in those days—"George Kerr, put
this province ahead of the rest of Canada
with his announcement of projected noise

control legislation."

Mr. B. Newman ( Windsor-Walkerville):
Noise control by headline.

Mr. Burr: By merely making this announce-
ment Ontario took first place, despite the fact

that Quebec and Alberta already had legis-
lation on the books. For example, Quebec
had already established 85 decibels as the
maximum industrial noise level and required
ear protection devices where needed. Alberta
had set maximum levels to which a worker
could be exposed. For example, 12 hours at

85 db, six hours at 90 db and one minute at

112 db.

Where these limits were exceeded the noise
must be suppressed or protective devices must
be supplied to the workers. So, just how the

mere announcement by the then minister put
Ontario ahead of other provinces having
actual legislation on the books and enforcing
it was beyond my comprehension. My reason
for mentioning the article at all is to point out
that five years later Ontario still has no noise
control legislation except some vague regula-
tions under the Industrial Safety Act that set

no decibel standards at all.

At the 1969 meeting of the American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science,
doctors repKDrted various experiments show-

ing that noise causes stress and tension and,

occasionally, intolerable nervous strain; that

noise makes people irritable, unsociable and

quarrelsome; that noise can cause seizure in

some cases of epilepsy; that even unborn
children can be disturbed by noise and there

is a belief among some scientists that mal-
formation of children can be caused in the

womb by noise in the environment.

Other investigators have discovered that

excess noise contributes to heart attacks, high
blood pressure, ulcers and even sexual impo-

tency.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): Oh,
no. That is terrible.

Mr. Burr: Impaired vision and loss of bal-

ance have been attributed also to excessive

noise. Of course, loss of hearing is becoming

recognized as a cause for workmen's com-

pensation. One large steel company in the

United States a few years ago had to pay out

over $300,000 to settle claims for hearing
losses suffered by over 200 workers, and the

experts claim that urban noise in the United

States is doubling every 10 years. The loss

of production caused by loss of time and loss

of efficiency has been estimated at $4 bilhon

in the United States.

Every excess noise is insidious in that its

harmful effects are often imperceptibly

gradual. It causes muscular tension and con-

tributes to heart disease, as I mentioned, even

to neurosis. The control of noise may be

costly but the lack of control is even more

costly, because society faces the economic

loss and even the industrialists suffer the eco-

nomic loss.

One aspect of this long period of delay on

the part of the government in bringing for-

ward any legislation at all that I have found

frustrating is that noise consultants have had

a field day doing expensive studies for various

municipalities. For example, four years ago
Toronto launched a $325,000 study which

would cover 20 months; 12 months being
devoted to monitoring and evaluating noise,

four more months to be spent on predicting
the sound levels expected from development

projects, and another four months drawing

up suggestions for anti-noise measures and

drafting a revised anti-noise bylaw for the

city of Toronto.

On Oct. 24, in the past year, the minister

disclosed that there would be no provincial

legislation to control or curb noise. Instead,

he would produce a model bylaw which

municipalities could pass or not as they chose,

and I presume they could also change and

modify the model bylaw if they choose. That
is all we have to show for the five years of
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promises from this ministry and this gov-

ernment; a model bylaw that nobody may
ever implement. Noise pollution has been

deplored ever since the time of the ancient

Romans. The satirist Juvenal said:

Insomnia causes more deaths among
Roman invalids than any other factor. How
much sleep, I ask you, can one get in

lodgings here? Unbroken nights are a

rich man's privilege. The wagons thunder-

ing past through these narrow twisting

streets, the curses of draymen caught in a

traflBc jam, these alone would suflBce to

jolt the doziest sea cow of an emperor
into permanent wakefulness.

So we can see that noise irritated Juvenal
to such an extent that he called the emperor
unkind names.

Mr. Lawlor: The minister is not even an

emperor. Doesn't it jolt him into activity?

It did Juvenal, a long time ago. The noise

is about six times as great now.

Mr. Burr: It is supposed to be doubling

every 10 years, so it is at least six times as

great. Even Juvenal knew that noise—that

is, loud, uninvited sound—was injurious to

health. Modern medical research indicates

that noise constitutes a health hazard, not

only as a cause of deafness but also in other

ways which I have mentioned. The heart

and the blood vessels are affected by noise,
so is the output of hormones from glands
and the secretions of acid from the stomach
all affected by noise. Even the ability of

the eyes to focus can be affected by noise.

Because individuals differ in their tolerance

of noise, it has been diflScult to decide upon
acceptable levels. Everyone finds daytime
noise easier to tolerate than noise at night.
Noise is easier for healthy individuals to

tolerate than it is for those who are ill. It's

also easier for persons who are making
or sponsoring noise to tolerate it than it

i.s for those who feel they are having the

noise forced upon them—who feel they are

the victims of the noise pollution. Neverthe-

less, a consensus seems to have been achieved

whereby the 85 db level is regarded as the

point where hazards begin.

The most serious noise threat is in industry
where sawmills, steel plants and construction

equipment are in constant operation. Hear-

ing loss is usually so gradual that it is not
noticed until it has become permanent. Ac-

cording to insurance experts, one out of every
five workers in the United States is slowly
going deaf because of noise in his place of

work—shop, oflSce or factory. Truck drivers

and rock musicians are among the most vul-

nerable.

Just think of it, Mr. Speaker; 20 per cent

of the American work force slowly going

deaf, and we are going to have a model

bylaw that may or may not be implemented
as communities see fit.

A recent California study revealed that out

of 26 different construction equipment units

tested, 25 had noise levels above human
tolerance. Our own Minister of Agriculture

and Food (Mr. Stewart) once told us that in

tests including 55 farm tractors and 18 other

pieces of farm equipment not one of them
was below the 85 db level, which is the

threshold of hearing harm.

A Saskatchewan health department study
showed that farmers had greater loss of hear-

ing than the general public. The loss increases

with the amount of time spent on tractors.

Among the older farmers cultivating two or

more sections of land out in Saskatchewan, 60

per cent had trouble understanding normal

speech.

In May of 1972 I introduced a bill called,
at that time. Bill 59, the Noise Pollution

Control Act, 1972. If I remember correctly,
members from all parties in the House in-

dicated support for the principle of the bill,

that is for the province to control noise pollu-
tion. Yet today, in February, 1975, we are

offered a bill to pass over to municipalities
the responsibility for controlling noise.

Consider some of the prospects. Some
municipalities will pass legislation and thereby
set standards; others probably will not do so.

The province will become a patchwork quilt
of municipalities, some enforcing the stand-

ards, others having no standards to enforce.

What is legal in one area will probably be

illegal a few feet away in another community.

Just to give you one example, Mr. Speaker,
let us think of snowmobiles. Most snow-
mobile operators are exposed to from 100 to

125 db when driving their machines. Accord-

ing to some experts two hours at 100 db is

the maximum safe period. At 115 db, 15
minutes on a snowmobile might be too long
an exposure. The National Research Council
has recommended the wearing of ear plugs
for anyone driving a snowmobile for more
than 10 minutes.

So you can imagine, Mr. Speaker, the con-

fusion which just this one item will cause

if some communities have regulations, others

have different regulations and others have
none at all. Unless this model bylaw, which
we haven't seen yet, has minimum standards

that must be included, it seems to me the
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bylaw will be most unsatisfactory. Unless

the minister can convince me otherwise I feel

that in protest we must oppose this bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Etobi-

coke.

Mr. L. A. Braithwaite (Etobicoke): Mr.

Speaker, I want to make a few comments
with reference to this bill and to confirm

what my colleague from Kitchener has said,

that without some sort of model bylaw it

will be most difficult to determine exactly
how to take care of this question of noise

pollution.

I happen to live in the northwestern portion
of the borough of Etobicoke, Mr. Speaker;
and that is the borough I represent. Besides

the usual noise pollution problems that come
from industry and about which we have

complained to the minister and his depart-
ment on many occasions, we have the prob-
lem of the noise from Malton airport. Mr.

Speaker, it is apparent that all airplanes must
land and take off at Malton airport, but in

order to arrive at Malton and to get away
from Malton, they must fly over other areas
—
Mississauga, Etobicoke, North York.

For years, Mr. Speaker, this question of

noise pollution has been discussed in this

House, and for years we have waited upon
this government to bring forth a solution. As
the House leader for this party has stated,
we will support this bill; but I want to point
out to the minister that unless the model

bylaw that is proposed takes care of problems
that arise in one area and create a problem
in another, then we are no further ahead
than we have been for many years.

Just yesterday, Mr. Speaker, between 8 and
10 o'clock in the morning, as on many eve-

nings, I heard the rumble of jet airplanes

coming over my own home. Perhaps the hon.
minister doesn't live anywhere near an air-

port, but if he did—

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): He is going to,

some time soon.

Mr. Braithwaite: —I am certain that we
would have a comprehensive, province-wide
noise bylaw by now. I can't tell this House
how debilitating and enervating it is when
the house shakes, the wdndows rattle; in some
cases the smell of jet fuel that is dumped is

so bad people get sick. The previous speaker
spoke at great length about the efiFects that

noise pollution can have on the health of

individuals. We in the borough of Etobicoke
have suffered many of these effects as a
result of the noise from Malton airport.

Mr. Speaker, I would call upon this minis-

ter to look at the problem of noise pollution
from a province-wide basis. Besides granting
the individual municipalities the right to

pass their own bylaws, there should be a

province-wide noise pollution bylaw so that

problems of noise from airports such as

Malton could be kept at a minimum.

Mr. Speaker, all sorts of people have

written to me, to the Premier (Mr. Davis) of

this province, and to the hon. minister's de-

partment, telling him about the question of

noise pollution from Malton airport. On be-

half of these people and as a resident of an
area that suffers badly from noise pollution
from Malton airport, I would ask the hon.

minister at this time to consider making an

approach to his counterpart or to the Minister

of Transport at Ottawa to see what could be

done, first of all about reducing the amount
of noise pollution which comes from Malton

airport.

I know it is customary for people in the

minister's position here at Queen s Park to

state: "Well, that's not our problem, it's a

federal matter." But it is my belief that this

government could bring pressure to bear on

Ottawa, first of all, to see that regulations
are laid down by the Department of Trans-

port at Ottawa which provide guidelines for

the noise which can be caused by an air-

craft taking off or landing and any of the

other incidental pollution that comes from an

airport. There are all sorts of technical break-

throughs that I am certain the minister is

aware of. There are new types of jet engines.
There is insulation. There are new types of

aircraft.

As has been spoken earlier, Mr. Speaker,
it's obvious these things cost money, but the

minister is in a position where he could bring
the technical knowledge of his own depart-
ment to the attention of Ottawa and he

could, in co-operation with Ottawa, bring out

a joint set of regulations which could mini-

mize the noise at Malton airport.

With reference to Malton airport, there

has been an inquiry which has just finished.

I believe it is the Gibson commission. This

commission's report, although it has not been

ofiicially made public, suggests there should

be in the short run additional use made of

Malton by bringing another runway into

operation. At this time, Mr. Speaker, I would
ask the minister if he would convey to the

Department of Transport at Ottawa, and to

his counterpart at Ottawa, the fact that the

individuals and the people who live in the

vicinity of Malton airport are already at the

breaking point from the noise which trans-
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ports
and other aircraft cause. On their be-

half, I am asking that no further expansion
take place at Maiton airport. In that regard,
and speaking personally, I would ask the

minister if he would be good enough to

speak to his own Premier to determine when
the proposed airport at Pickering is to be

started; and if he would be good enough to

bring to the Premier the wishes of the people
who live in Etobicoke, and my own wish,
that the provincial government start imme-

diately on the airport at Pickering so that,

first of all, there be no need for a temporary
enlargement of Malton.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Is that the

Liberal position?

Mr. Speaker: May I draw to the hon.

member's attention that I think he is varying
at bit from the principle of the bill.

Mr. Braithwaite: With respect, Mr.

Speaker, I'm talking about noise pollution.

Mr. Stokes: Is that the Liberal policy?

Mr. Speaker: You only can debate what is

in the bill; I might draw to the hon. mem-
ber's attention.

Mr. Braithwaite: Well, Mr. Speaker, I am
debating on the fact that the bill does not
make provision for province-wide controls.

Mr. Lawlor: Particularly at Malton.

Mr. Braithwaite: Mr. Speaker, I would ask

the minister, therefore, if he would be good

enough to press for the immediate commence-
ment of the airport at Pickering. Now, Mr.

Speaker, I'm speaking personally—that is my
opinion and that's what I'm asking the minis-

ter to do.

Now Mr. Speaker, some years ago I intro-

duced a bill concerning noise pollution; other

members have done the same. Nothing has
been done about this up to now. I do feel,

Mr. Speaker, that the people of Etobicoke
and the people of Mississauga who live in

the Malton airport neighbourhood, and who
are suffering grievously at this time from the

noise pollution and the air pollution caused

by aircraft, should be protected. This is an
ideal opportunity for the minister to consider

a problem such as this, and problems which
will arise from the Pickering airport when it

is built.

I would ask the minister if he would be

good enough to consult with his counterparts,
or other oflBcials at Ottawa, to see if a joint
set of regulations, bylaws, or some sort of

joint co-operation couldn't be worked out, so

that this type of problem could be taken care

of, and regions such as the borough of Etobi-

coke would not find themselves in the posi-

tion where they might pass a bylaw which
would have no effect on noise which arises in

another area, such as Malton airport.

Those, Mr. Speaker, are my comments with

reference to this bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-

view.

Mr. Young: Mr. Speaker, in rising to speak
on this bill, I wonder how it is that my
friends to the right are able to support the

bill and at the same time talk against it in

the manner they have. I also wonder if the

hon. member for Etobicoke ever speaks to

his friends, Mr. Gillespie and Mr. Flemming,
who sit in the seats of the mighty in Ottawa
and who should have some influence there in

connection with this whole matter?

Now certainly in my riding of Yorkview

we get a great deal of aircraft noise and I

can quite understand what he's been talking

about. I, too, would like to see some regula-
tions so that we have a frontal attack upon
this whole problem of noise pollution. We
need it there, we certainly need it in his

riding, and we need it across the province.

Mr. Braithwaite: I'll speak to Messrs.

Flemming and Gillespie.

Mr. Young: All right.

For the life of me, I can't understand why
it is that we are simply giving to the munic-

ipalities the right to pass municipal bylaws

controlling noise pollution.

Mr. Stokes: Complete copout.

Mr. Young: There is no way in the world

tliat industry is going to listen to small munic-

ipalities. Are the airlines going to listen to

Etobicoke or Malton or any other munic-

ipality where they might fly?

I remember dealing with the automobile

industry. I've been interested in the matter

of automobile safety over the years. One thing

we learned is that the industry always said:

"We can't make cars safer." They said this

until it was mandated by government that

safer cars should come. Piece by piece and

item by item, the governments mandated that

certain changes should take place, and the

industry suddenly discovered that it could

design those motor cars to adapt to the situa-

tion and to conform with the legislation.

Now there is just no way we are going to

have any kind of frontal attack upon noise

pollution until we get wider standards set,
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and the municipalities are able to set and to

enforce them. In most cases municipalities
aren't going to bother; small municipalities
will simply say we haven't the power to en-

force a bylaw, so why pass it. I can think of

large municipalities that might very well set

up a noise bylaw and have the power to en-

force it through an inspection service because

they can afford to do it; but just across the

street from that municipality a smaller one

may decide it is not going to do anything
that it hasn't the financial resources to enforce

it, so the bylaw is left out. So across that

street there may be certain industries that are

very high in noise pollution; or as the mem-
ber for Windsor says, they will likely move
there too.

The fact is there is no way the municipality
which has passed the bylaw can enforce it in

a neighbouring municipality.

So I say to the minister, that if he is serious

about this business—and we have talked about
it in this House for a long time—he is going
to set a decibel level which is mandated
across the province.

He certainly wouldn't make it any higher
than 85 db. If he can mandate that decibel
level he will find that it will be taken

seriously by all those who are responsible for

noise pollution; and then we will be getting
somewhere. But as long as we leave it frag-
mented, as long as we leave it to the indi-

vidual municipalities to pass the bylaws and
to enforce them, then noise pollution is going
to continue as one of the dangers of life in

oiu* civilization.

So I say to the minister today, surely he is

not going to be satisfied with this kind of

tokenism, this kind of weak legislation, which
means nothing, really, in the effective setting
up and enforcement of standards in con-
nection with noise pollution. So I ask the
minister to withdraw this legislation and to

bring into this House legislation which sets

minimum standards—across the province at
least—and make some provision for enforce-
ment of those minimum standards right across
the province of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I wanted to make a few comments concerning
an Act to amend the Environmental Pro-
tection Act, the Act that gives municipalities
permission to introduce noise bylaws.

Going back in the history of this Legisla-
ture, Mr. Speaker, I can recall that at one
time there were quite detailed studies carried
out in the city of Toronto, and if I am not

mistaken at one time there was a select com-
mittee of this House that looked into the

effects of air pollution, smoke control, and
had noise as one of the sidelines in the
studies. Back in 1961 the then Ontario De-

partment of Transport, now the Ministry of

Transportation and Communications, came
down with a report on motor vehicle noise

research. This report is quite detailed and it

should be must reading for the minister be-
fore he introduces any type of model bylaw
with which a municipality can control noise.

I would have preferred, Mr. Speaker, to

have had noise control part of provincial

responsibility rather than a municipal re-

sponsibility, because just as—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. B. Newman: No, I would rather see

some kind of a noise bylaw than none what-

soever, and I think the introduction of noise

control legislation so that municipalities can
introduce their own noise bylaw will show
the government this is not the correct way to

approach the situation, because we are going
to have a hodge-podge of bylaws introduced

throughout the length and breadth of the

province. One municipality may introduce a
noise control bylaw, while the other will not.

As a result, we're going to have them vying
for industry, and industry is going to go into

the area where there is no noise control

bylaw.

Just as we had a similar problem in the

development of shopping centres, we may
have the same problem in the development
of industry throughout parts of Ontario.

Rather than setting up in a given community,
they'll cross the division between one munic-

ipality and another and set up shop there, so

to speak, and then punish the residents of

the adjacent community with noises emanat-

ing from the industry.

The Ministry of Labour and the Ministry
of Health, I know, have some control over the

effects of noise on the health of an individual.

For example, in the year 1970, if I'm not

mistaken, the Workmen's Compensation
Board paid out well over $1 million in claims

—claims for injury that affected the hearing
of the individual and his ability to work. And
in 1971, if my memory serves me correctly,
the claims increased by about 27 per cent.

Therefore, if it cost $1 million in 1970 to pay
off claims, it would have cost substantially
more in 1971; and I assume the total has

progressed through the years because there

was no noise control legislation on the part
of the province.
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As I said earlier, a municipality may
attempt to attract industry by being lax in

introducing a noise bylaw and, as a result, it

may lead to hodge-podge development and
to unpleasant differences between municipal
councils throughout certain areas of the

province.

I think the minister should have had a

model bylaw so that municipalities at least

could start immediately to introduce their by-
low. Proving to the minister that it doesn't

work well this way-

Mr. Lawlor: One would think he would
have that at least.

Mr. B. Newman: —and that it would work
better if it were at the provincial level rather

than solely at the municipal level, in my own
community there are noises emanating from
another jurisdiction which can cause prob-
lems. For instance, there are the boats going

up and down the Detroit River, which means
we're not only involved with another munici-

pality but with another jurisdiction; as a

result, federal authorities on both sides of

the international boundary will have to be
involved.

On the Detroit River there are ferries that

transport railroad cars between Windsor and
Detroit. In one location, around 120 Oak, at

Riverside Dr., there happens to be, I believe,

a nine- or 10-floor senior citizens' highrise

building. Here we have the elderly living in

nice accommodation, and right in front of

them is a ferry shunting back and forth,

taking railroad cars between Windsor and
Detroit. The senior citizens are being both-

ered at a time in life when they should not

be bothered, when they should be able to

enjoy peace and tranquillity. But they can't

open their windows at any time of the year
because of the noises from the railroad

facility along the Detroit River.

My own community also suffers from the

effects of aircraft, as was the case in the

ridings of the two previous speakers. The
flight path for Windsor airport is over some
substantial residential areas, which are not

only subjected to fume pollution from aircraft

coming in and landing but also to the noise

from aircraft taking off. In my area the noise

is greater when they take off.

I live approximately four miles from the

airport, Mr. Speaker, yet let me tell you
that the house actually vibrates when some
of the big 747s go thundering off on their

way to the sunny south, transporting primarily
residents of the United States who are looking
for a holiday week or weekend in the West
Indies and points farther south than that.

I also see railroad tracks in a community.
Were the government to hasten its pro-

gramme of relocation of railroad tracks, then

I think they would be doing a real service

to the community. I look along probably one
of the more beautiful areas in the Province of

Ontario, that is, the drive along the Detroit

River, Mr. Speaker, where you can see the

Detroit skyline, yet directly in front of you
for some area of that you have the railroad

tracks. The rail facility there certainly isn't

pleasant to the eye, let alone pleasant to

those who have to live within 150 or 200
ft of the railroad track. Not only is there

noise but also other types of pollution that

accompany that type of an operation.

I can also see that, with the relocation

and the removing of those tracks from an
area like that into some other area within

either the city limits or outside limits, then

probably a lot of the noise problems could

be eliminated.

The CPR railroad track happens to come

right at the southern extremity of my riding.

It goes through a fairly nice area—in fact,

one of the better areas of the community-
yet trains come thundering through at times.

Once upon a time, when we had the steam

engine, they didn't carry and tow as many
cars as they do today with a diesel. They'll

put two, three, or maybe even sometimes

four diesels towing any number of railroad

cars. The tremendous weight they are tow-

ing and the working of the diesel engines just

vibrate the whole terrain in the area.

There are homes that are worth anywhere
from $50,000 to maybe $200,000 in the

area. It's only a recent innovation. When
people moved into the area they thought
the type of facility that was there was going
to remain as such. With the advent of the

diesel engine and the ability to tow heavier

traffic, and maybe because it was economi-

cally more viable for them to have a train

towing a substantial number of cars, they
came along and punished the people in the

area.

I hope that any noise bylaw, any sample
bylaw, would give the municipality the power
to come along and effectively control noise

from the railroad facility, even though that

may be a federal responsibility, as I think

is the case in the control of the railroad loca-

tion. I think something has to be done so the

municipality has some control over that, other-

wise they are going to keep punishing people
either by aircraft or by the railroad tracks

indefinitely.

There has to be some method, I don't

think of eliminating it completely but mini-
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mizing the noise from the railroad track

facilities and also aircraft. I think that our in-

genuity and our ability to do practically

anything mechanically should be put to good
use to control noise. As we all know we can

take a man from the face of this earth and

send him down to the moon and bring him

right back, yet we seem a little slow when
it comes to controlling the noise, especially

that noise emanating from aircraft and from

the railroad.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur) Moon
rockets.

Mr. B. Newman: I think the need there,

really, is for some type of relocation, plus

technical expertise to muflfle and cut down
as much of that noise as possible.

Another thing that does disturb me is that

in a community one may have an area zoned

for a given use. An individual will set up a

motorcycle shop there. It's all right to have

motorcycles and to repair motorcycles there,

but when it comes to testing the motorcycles,
and especially when a residential area abuts

the area where the shop is located, the in-

dividual can get the permit from the city

to have a motorcycle repair shop and when
it comes to testing the results of his repairs
he goes outside the shop-zoned area to test

them. Then the people living in the area

adjoining the motorcycle repair shop are

bothered at all hours of the day, and some-
times night, by the testing of the repaired

motorcycles.

In my own case, a man living on Highland
Ave. who complained bitterly to the city
found that he could do nothing. The area was
zoned to permit such an establishment there.

I hope that any sample bylaw the minister

may introduce will come along and forbid at

least the testing of automotive equipment
when the premises adjoin residential property,
because this man has been punished now for

years and years. He's lived in the area for

52 years. About 18 months ago some people
rented a vacant store next to his place and
set up a motorcycle repair shop. They are

punishing him now and will continue punish-
ing up until the time that business is removed
from the area.

I certainly hope the minister brings in

some type of sample bylaw for municipali-
ties to copy and I hope it covers many of the

points I have made mention of. I m con-

cerned about the railroad noise. I'm con-

cerned about aircraft noise. I'm concerned

about noise from various types of automotive

vehicles. The study to which I referred earlier

indicated back in 1961 that a problem was

there and that the problem could be con-

trolled, and it is better to be controlled on a

provincial level rather than on a municipal
level.

I understand the municipality of Metropoli-

tan Toronto introduced legislation back in

1958 but found that it was inoperative. It

couldn't do anything. It couldn't come along
and enforce the legislation. Mr. Speaker, I

hope the minister takes some of these points
I have introduced here to heart and, if neces-

sary, amends the legislation he is introducing

here in a clause by clause study so that some

of these problems can be eliminated. I pre-
fer this to be done on a provincial level, but

if he is not going to do it on a provincial
level let's get a start at the thing at least on

the municipal level and try to overcome the

problem. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-

shore.

Mr. Lawlor: The New Democratic Party is

going to vote against this legislation and we
further intend to divide the House. That is

how strongly we feel about it. The few re-

marks that I have to make, Mr. Speaker, will

I trust be in thorough castigation of the

minister.

Almost from the time I came into this

House over seven years ago—and certainly

since a certain Throne Speech, which I think

was the Throne Speech of 1971, when the

government hullabalooed the coming into

effect of a provincial law vdth respect to this

matter, covering the whole province, having

teeth, having some points, setting up para-

meters. At that time the minister used to

wring his hands and say that he was waiting

on further research and further investigations.

Since that time an infinity of other jurisdic-

tions have moved ahead-California, Michi-

gan, one can name them; the list is as long

as one's arm and Ontario sits still, still

twiddles its thumbs and does nothing.

As a matter of fact, may I say-and I say

this with a certain reservation—the only

decent cabinet minister having anything to

do with the environment that we ever had

was the first one—I mean the member for

Halton West (Mr. Kerr)-

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): And he wasn't

much good.

Mr. Lawlor: —and he was pretty weak-

kneed too. But since that time there has been

a series of disasters, and this minister is just

the latest of all the disasters. He brings in

tabs on non-returnable tins or something; any
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type of pusillanimous, weak-kneed claptrap.
It's a pretence, it's just pure hypocrisy on his

part-

Mr. Deans: Why doesn't he quit?

Mr. Lawlor: —the present legislation that

he is bringing forward, particularly in light

of what his government has promised by way
of the Throne Speech and what we who have
attended on occasion the environmental hear-

ings downstairs have been told.

The government is under a mandate to do
this. It s not as though it had any option
about the matter; as though it could do it in

due course. The matter is compulsive, it's

necessary, there is a crying need for it, and
this government has made a sovereign promise
to abide by it. And what does the minister

do? He comes in at this latter hour before a

provincial election and, as a milksop measure,

presents this sort of nonsense to us. It's

innocuous legislation which has no guts to it.

Does this minister have no guts either? Can
he not move in an area of this kind, where

any number of other institutions have done
so and where he has an obligation? The
minister assumes this mantle, this ministry,

precisely to bring in some such legislation.

This is the last great area in the province
which is completely vacuous, where there

isn't any law that is really determinative. My
colleague has pointed out the detrimental

effects, particularly in whole areas of physical
health, in which it has been proven, scientific-

ally determined, to be affecting human beings
in a most immediate and direct way. Noise
has a tremendous influence. He didn't go
into the wide range of mental disabilities.

Juvenal mentioned insomnia, but what I

mean is phobias and various forms of mental
disease and inability to cope which are per-

haps not induced—but even then are possibly
induced—but in many ways made worse and

perpetuated by the presence of noise levels

which drive people literally crazy. That is a

very pervasive thing in oiu" society and it is

the minister's job in this particular respect to

do something about it.

What does he do? He delegates off to the

municipalities some responsibility that the

minister hasn't even defined. He doesn't give
them any indicia; he doesn't give them any
guidelines. Where is the minister's wretched
model code? Where has he brought it into

being? Nowhere.

I have heard the environmental people, out
there in attendance upon our caucus and

otherwise, talk about this measure over the

past 2% years. And at the beginning they
spoke sometimes in high anticipation and

hope. We were optimistic; something was

going to happen; it had been promised dv the

government. There was a certain confidence

in the minister and his ministry and in the

government that it would be forthcoming. But
here we sit in these latter dreary days in

February without any sign of it.

To compound his negligence and his com-

plete incapacity to hold the post that he has,

he sifts it off to somebody else without any

guidelines whatsoever telling them what to

10.

I say the minister's legislation is totally

innocuous. Not only that, it's unnecessary. As

I know the situation, there are bylaws, at

least where I come from in Etobicoke, at the

present time on noise.

I agree they are completely unenforceable.

I had a case of a garage on Evans Ave. in

Etobicoke; the blast coming out of that place
was simply dreadful. They took him to court

under the municipal bylaw, with the building

inspector and others giving testimony. Of

course, they were thrown out. There were

no standards. The evidential quahty wasn't

great enough in trying to pin it down, trying

to measure and trying to convince the court

under the circumstances.

That is the whole reason—because muni-

cipal bylaws were ineffective and couldn't

be enforced—that the minister was to bring
in legislation to cover that, that was my
understanding. The municipalities felt their

hands were tied, that there was nothing they
could do. They have made appeals to this

goverimient over a long, long period of time

now, time out of mind, asking the minister to

do something about it. And what does he do

this afternoon? He goes out to the basketball

court and hands the ball back to them and

says: "Go ahead, bright boys, and do the

job I am incompetent to do."

If he is really incompetent and he recog-
nizes the degree of his ineptitude, then he

should quit, get out, because he is only mak-

ing a mockery of this assembly and this

House in coming and presenting legislation of

this kind to us.

I say that maybe the noise has got to him.

Maybe he is deaf to appeals. Maybe his

decibel level is falling rapidly. In any case,

in a speech of this kind, I am endeavouring
to spur the minister on, to give him a kind of

lift. If he can't be coaxed into doing some-

thing, maybe he can be bludgeoned, I don't

know. We try everything to make him move
and what do we get? A complete washout, a

dreadful watering down of everything. He
sits there, mute of malice, in a kind of bath

of stupidity. He has the equipment; he has
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a wonderful staff around him and they clearly

equip him with what is necessary in this par-

ticularly area. He can designate areas as he

sees fit within his legislation if he only had
the gumption to bring it into effect.

Now that's the way things look to us over

here. We can't give any recognition to this

kind of malarkey. We will not only ask

that it be taken into committee to give it

the roughest time possible, but we will con-

test it on this occasion.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. The bill before us deals

with perhaps the smallest part of the five

aspects of noise pollution. All these matters

have been discussed by this government over

the past few years; especially by the former
Minister of the Environment as well as this

Minister of the Environment. It is almost

inconceivable that the government is dealing
with only one of five aspects of the noise

problem.

The original Environmental Protection Act
had sound vibrations in its definition of con-

taminates. Away back in 1971 when the

Premier announced that there was a bill of

rights for the protection of the environment,
the whole matter of noise pollution was
under discussion. It was said that as the

ministry developed its otlier aspects of en-

vironmental pollution controls, noise would
be dealt with at a later date.

The people went along with this. My own
municipahty wanted to do something about
it two or three years ago. They asked me at

that time how long it would take. I said

they were doing research and it would take
two to 2% years before the minister came
out with regulations to deal with noise un-
der the Environmental Protection Act.

They said: "Why should it take so long?
They said it would be less than that."

I said: "Well, if they say a year, give
them 2% years and they might get it done."

We find now that after 3^ years all the

government is dealing with is a model bylaw
for the municipalities.

Let me just read, Mr. Speaker, some of
the things that have been said by a former
Minister of the Environment, as well as this

minister.

There was a release, "Toward a Quieter
Future," issued by the hon. J. A. C. Auld,
the former Minister of the Environment, and
the deputy minister, Everett Biggs. It dealt

with "Noise, the Shock Heard aroimd the

World." It said:

Ontario is presently preparing noise regu-
lations under its Environmental Protection

Act. These regulations will be enforced by
the air management branch of the Ministry
of the Environment.

The first will be aimed at curbing opera-
tional noise from motor vehicles and will

put about five to 10 per cent of all vehicles

on the road in violation—the majority of

those because they are being driven noisly.

While this programme of noise enforce-

ment will eventually be extended to all

Ontario, this regulation will be put into

effect initially in the cities of Toronto and
Hamilton. Vehicle noise will be measured

by instruments placed along roadsides.

Drivers or owners of those vehicles exceed-

ing noise standards will be subject to

fines.

We heard expounded in detail how en-

vironmental offices, in co-operation with the

municipal police and the OPP, would set up
their highly portable equipment. We were
told: "Oh yes, we can whip this around as

easy as a radar unit." They would set up
their highly portable equipment and catch

those offending motorcycles and those offend-

ing trucks. It was all going to be done

through the air management branch. It sound-
ed like an extremely good idea.

Mr. Breithaupt: When was that?

Mr. Good: The agencies were to be acting
all across the province. Well it's a very sig-

nificant thing that the ministry did not put
a date on any of its proclamations about

dealing with noise. This document I have just

read doesn't have a date on it.

With this next document, of course, I

smartened up a little and put my own date

on it when it became available. This is a

summary of the provincial noise programmes,
1973-1974. This particular document says:

"Beginning in July, 1973 . . ." Well, the

ministry released this, but stroked out the

word "July" and wrote "November" in it.

It says:

Vehicle noise regulations could be put
into effect that would limit the operational
noise levels of individual autos, trucks,

buses and motorcycles at different speed

ranges during acceleration. The noise levels

are selected so that five to 10 per cent of

the vehicles may be in violation.

There was another quote put out and it gave
the levels of noise they anticipated would be
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selected for the various types of vehicle noise.

As recently as last year we were told the

work was proceeding satisfactorily; in Metro
Toronto and in Hamilton they were doing
their spot checks. They were doing their

studies and everything was great and we
understood the regulations would be in effect.

Finally, in the Ministry of the Environment
estimates last fall, we heard the disastrous

news that the province wanted out.

Either the minister is inefficient or else he
is biting off something he can't chew and he's

throwing the responsibility to the munici-

palities to deal with, saying it's not his

responsibility. It's one or the other. One
doesn't talk about a thing for about five years
and then suddenly give up the ghost and push
it off on the municipality unless there's some

underlying cause.

The people of Ontario will now know that

this ministry is just unable to deal with this

problem of noise, because it is shucking it

oflF on the municipalities. Voting against the

bill isn't going to show the minister what a

bad job he has done of it. He has done one
little thing; and for that, I suppose, we've

got to be grateful, because the old existing

bylaws dealing with noise dated back to 1858,
under the Municipal Act of that year. An Act

respecting the Municipal Institutioiis of Up-
per Canada was given royal assent in the

name of Queen Victoria in 1858. A section

of that Municipal Act dealt with the fact that

municipalities could make regulations to

regulate the ringing of bells, the blowing of

horns, shouting and unusual noises, as well

as the barking of dogs.

From 1858 until 1975, the government has
now come up with one little aspect of the
noise problem. It's unbelievable. In the regu-
lations of operational noises of vehicles,
which the minister has researched and
checked out in all the municipalities, it was
going to handle them the same as it did the
air management branch.

Now I must confess that while there are

many problems in certain cities about the air

management branch, in my own region the
air management branch has done a reason-

ably good job. They've cleaned up all the

sulphur foundries and all the ferrous found-
ries in the area; I think there were 14 of
them. It took them quite a while, but I

would say they now have all the foundries
under control.

It was a natural succession of events that

they would now spend their time in getting
the noise problems cleaned up. Instead of

that, this new minister decides that he doesn't
want any part of being responsible for noise

pollution across the Province of Ontario, so

he has probably talked his officials and the

Premier and the government into shucking it

oflF on the municipalities. He probably did it

on the basis that they can save a bundle of

money by doing it that way and have some

money left to hand out goodies, because this

is an election year. Well he is going to reap
more harm from doing this. He has now
alienated another group of people in the

province, those who thought he was going
to do something about noise.

Mr. Lawlor: The member is going to vote

for it so he should be careful? He doesn't

want to alienate any person along the way,
does he?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Good: The ministry was going to

tackle ambient noise levels. In particular they
have done studies in Hamilton, London,
Woodstock, Kingston, North Bay and Sault

Ste. Marie. The city of Toronto has at the

same time carried out its studies. You know,
Mr. Speaker, that the municipalities have

proven that you can't get convictions under
noise bylaws. Unless the minister tables with

that bill his model bylaw, we can't tell what's

in here at all. Out of respect and courtesy to

this House, he should have at least shown us

what he was going to give the municipalities.

As for stationary noise source regulations,

this is what the minister said:

With the information derived from Phase

II, plus a study of specific types of noise

sources, regulations will be formulated for

a wide variety of stationary noise sources.

These regulations will likely limit the noise

level at the property line, or at the

receptor in the case of less populated
locations.

Then the ministry went on to state that it was

going to provide a model bylaw for the

municipalities to deal with nuisance noise,

such as noisy neighbours having a party and
this type of thing. That couldn't be con-

trolled in any other way. The minister doesn't

even say in this legislation what types of

anti-noise bylaws he is going to suggest the

municipalities pass. He hasn't given us any
indication what kind of model bylaws he is

going to give the municipalities.

Finally then, the fifth point, the ministry
was going to control operational noise of re-

creational devices, such as boats, trail bikes,

snowmobiles, and at gun clubs and the like.

All in all, away back from 1971, the ministry

did a great job of making promises. Un-
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fortunately, they have taken one little lousy

step—pardon me, one little step here—

Mr. B. Newman: I think the member was

right the first time.

Mr. Braithwaite: Come on, say it louder.

Mr. Good: —to provide the municipalities

with a model bylaw. So that means that the

municipalities are going to have to set the

framework within which to enforce noise

regulations. The city of Kitchener, in co-

operation with Pollution Probe from Waterloo

University, have a noise committee of council,

and they dealt extensively with setting up a

model bylaw. Edmonton had a very good
model bylaw, if my memory is correct. The

city of kitchener was ready to enforce its

bylaw but it got letter after letter after letter

from this ministry saying. "Forget about it,

we are going to look after noise as soon as

we get our regulations ready. You are wast-

ing your time, you are wasting your money
worrying about establishing a bylaw."

Here is a letter, Mr. Speaker, that the

minister wrote back to a constituent of mine
last summer. The letter is addressed to Mrs.
Walter Nurgarth, 17 Young St., Waterloo.
She had written to the Premier complaining
about the inability of the municipalities to

control noise within the municipality, and
asked why the province doesn't do something
about it. She had contacted me and I told

her the province would be going to do some-

thing about it. Believing it to be true I said,
"We expect it very shortly."

We have been talking about if for three

years and while that is a short length of time
for this government to talk about something
before they do it, I really believed that they
were going to do something about it.

Mr. Foulds: Beware of Tories making
promises.

Mr. Good: The letter goes:

Thank you for forwarding to myself a

copy of your letter of April 17 to Premier
Davis concerning an anti-noise law. [This
was 1974.] The Ministry of the Environ-
ment has been involved in the field of noise

control for a considerable time now, but it

lis only in the past six to 12 months that we
have been able to recruit a significant
number of people trained in noise control.

In the estimates the minister had told me that

one of the reasons the province was giving up
was the lack of trained people in the prov-
ince. Now here he tells her that he has
attracted a significant number of trained

people in noise control. How does the minis-

ter expect the municipalities to do anything
about it? Where are they going to get the

staff?

With this experience now available to

us, we are concentrating our eff^orts to-

ward the preparation of two regulations
that will enable us to control these noise

sources that represent the greatest prob-
lem to the residents of Ontario, as wit-

nessed by the number of complaints about
noise that we have received. These two

regulations will deal with the noise from

roadway vehicles and the noise from sta-

tionary sources, such as industrial plants,
lair conditioners, car washes, etc.

When regulations dealing with these

aspects of the noise problem have been

prepared, we will be addressing ourselves

to other problem areas, such as the prepa-
ration of a model municipal bylaw to deal

with noises caused by the inconsiderate

actions of people.

Well, somehow the minister got to that, but

he bypassed the important stuff.

Such a bylaw would be available for

adoption and enforcement by a munici-

pality at the discretion of its council. It

will be prepared to avoid some of the

difficulties that are now experienced in en-

forcing bylaws with wording such as "un-

usual noises likely to disturb the inhabi-

tants are prohibited." The intent of the

model bylaw will be to be more specific in

terms of what is or is not to be permitted.

Please be assured that the provincial

government is extremelv concerned about

the problem of controlling noise and is

concentrating on the preparation of laws

to control this insidious form of pollution.

As noted above, we also intend to supoort
and advise municipalities in the develop-
ment of bylaws for effective noise control

at the local level.

Yours sincerely,

William G. Newman,
Minister of the Environment.

Mr. Braithwaite: Garbage.

Mr. Good: I don't know how the minister

can face the people of the province-

Mr. Lawlor: A terrific letter.

Mr. Foulds: That's just in case you have

an identity crisis these days.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.
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Mr. Good: —having gone through all this

charade for the last three or four years stating
what they are going to do—they are going to

handle it through the air management branch;

they are going to have uniform provincial

regulations. All we heard about the other

aspects of the private sewage problem in the

province was because there were unequal
regulations all across the province. Finally
the minister assured us that the bill last year,
the amendments to this same Act, would

guarantee equal enforcement all across the

province, so that one medical oflScer of health

would not make mandatory what his next-

door neighbour would not allow.

The same thing is going to happen when
the municipalities have to try to do something
about the noise problem. Mr. Speaker, you're

going to find the same situation that now
exists as it relates to the location of industry
when the discharge of metallic wastes into

municipal sewage systems varies by ICK) per
cent from one municipality to another. Natur-

ally, if an industry can put twice as much
contaminant into a municipal sewage system
in Toronto than it can in Kitchener, Uiere's

going to be an incentive to locate in Toronto.

Similarly, if an industry can go into a munic-

ipality that does not have noise bylaws, or it

has a laxer noise bylaw, that is where it is

going to locate.

Mr. Speaker, regarding the bill itself there
are a few questions that I think should be
made clear. Under the definition section it

would appear to me that a region will be

precluded from making noise bylaws. The
definition of municipalities says: "Local mu-
nicipality means a city, town, village or town-

ship." Surely, it would be advantageous to

have, in those municipalities where regional
governments exist, the noise problem dealt
with on a regional basis. Maybe Tm mis-

interpreting this.

Another thing that I'm concerned about is

that these bylaws will be subject to part XXI
of the Municipal Act and, when I looked that

up, it appears to me as a layman that that
means fines under these noise bylaws will be
limited to $300. Now, if I'm wrong on that
I would like to be corrected.

Finally, Mr. Speaker, I think that the
minister should at least have had the courage
to show us what he is intending to give to
the municipalities as guidelines for their by-
laws. Actually, it's ahnost disgusting, Mr.
Speaker, that he's come forth with such a
little bit after four years of promises.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. mem-
ber wish to take part in this debate?

Hon. W. Newman (Minister of the Environ-

ment): Mr. Speaker, it was very interesting
to listen to all the comments today on the
amendment to the Act regarding noise. I

think a few things should be cleared up re-

garding the legislation we brought forward

today.

The purpose of this legislation, of course,
was to give some power to the municipahties
to pass bylaws under the Environmental Pro-
tection Act to eliminate many of the prob-
lems they have in those municipalities which
have passed legislation or bylaws under the

Ontario Municipal Act.

When this legislation is passed we intend

to mail out a copy of a model noise bylaw to

every municipality in the Province of On-
tario. We would hope we will be able to do
that within the next two or three weeks. We
want their comments; we want their sugges-
tions; and we are prepared to meet with the

municipal people throughout the province to

discuss this model bylaw. It is a very sophis-
ticated bylaw, but a municipality, depending
on its location-

Mr. Lawlor: If the minister has it ready
now, why haven't we got it?

Hon. Mr. Newman: Because it is not quite
fiinalized. There are to be two or three

changes.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Braithwaite: Why didn't the minister

hold the bill up until he had ever)rthing

ready?

Hon. W. Newman: The bylaw will be

ready to go next week to the municipalities in

this province for their comments.

Mr. Good: The minister told us in 1973
that he had everything ready.

Hon. W. Newman: The bylaw is ready.

Anyway, we will be taking this to the

municipalities; we will be asking them for

their comments. One of the reasons why we

suggested in this legislation that there should

be ministerial approval on the particular piece
of legislation was to get some degree of

uniformity in various parts of the province.
Whereas a city like Kitchener-Waterloo, in

the member's area, or the city of Toronto

may want a very sophisticated bylaw, some
of our smaller municipalities may require a

much less sophisticated piece of legislation
or bylaw.

Fortunately today, for a cost of about $500
a piece of equipment can be purchased by
the smaller municipalities which will give
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them a very accurate reading of the noise

problems they are faced with in their munic-

ipaUties. If the small mmiicipality has any-
one to carry out this work, we're prepared to

train that person for a week to use this par-
ticular type of equipment.

Mr. B. Newman: Will the minister provide
them with that equipment—the sophisticated
devices?

Hon. W. Newman: No, they can buy a

piece of equipment for testing noise for

about $500. We will not buy it for them, no.

But we will train them on the use of them
and how to handle them so they can actually

lay charges under their bylaw. One of the

problems, as the member said himself, has

been the inability of the municipalities to

deal ejBFectively with the bylaws they have

now. Under tiie legislation we are dealing
with today, they will be allowed to do just

that.

When these model bylaws go out to the

municipalities, we will be asking them for

their comments on them.

Mr. Foulds: I'd like to see those comments
as they come back.

Hon. W. Newman: There are some mu-

nicipalities—Toronto for one—that have legis-

lation now, and they are allowed to keep their

legislation. They don't have to come in under
this particular legislation unless they want to.

Mr. Lawlor: The minister has a bloody
nerve bringing in this legislation. What's

wrong with him, coming in with carte blanche

legislation?

Hon. W. Newman: The hon. member may
think so, Mr. Speaker, but I see him wearing
that thing in the House ,and I wonder if

he is wearing it because he gets tired of

listening to himself.

Mr. Lawlor: He is a pretty purblind min-

ister, that's all I can say. Who does he
think he is?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon. min-
ister has the floor.

Mr. Lawlor: It's the height of nonsense.

Hon. W. Newman: I listen to the hon.
member-

Mr. Lawlor: It is an arbitrary piece of

business.

Hon. W. Newman: —but he obviously
doesn't want to listen to me—

Mr. Lawlor: Not the way he puts legisla-

tion through this House.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Good: The minister must be bloody
well ashamed of himself.

Hon. W. Newman: I am very proud of the

fact that we are saying to the municipalities,

'Xook, we are giving you the opportunity to

pass these bylaws. We'll help you. We'll

give you the expertise. We'll give you the

knowledge that's necessary. We'll help you
work out a model bylaw for your munic-

ipality."

Mr. Lawlor: The last people he tells are

people in the House.

Hon. W. Newman: As for some of the

comments by some of the members opposite

about airplane noise and airport noise, they
will realize that both of these come directly

under the jurisdiction of the government of

Canada; and the federal government has cut

back on its funding allocation through their

federal noise programme this year to the

point that the programme has been effectively

suspended. But we are now moving forward

with our programme here.

Mr. Foulds: We're going forward with

our programme? Tell us how.

Hon. W. Newman: In response to the

member for Etobicoke, who asked me to

endorse the airport at Pickering, quite ob-

viously he doesn't know my feelings about

that. However, I assume that's the official

position of his party; if it is, I'd like to hear

it.

Mr. Braithwaite: What are the minister's

feelings?

Hon. W. Newman: My feelings are very
well known. The Hon. Jean Marchand—well,
we are not going to get into that today.

Mr. Braithwaite: What are the minister's

feelings?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Shall we re-

turn to the principle of the bill?

Mr. Braithwaite: The minister said I don't

know his feelings. I would like to know
what his feelings are.

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I feel

sorry for the member. If he doesn't know
my feelings, quite obviously he doesn't read

the newspapers.
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Mr. Foulds! He doesn't have to tell us

his whole love life.

Mr. Braithwaite: Why does the minister

feel sorry for himself?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, in con-

clusion, we feel that we can work with the

municipalities of this province to build a

bylaw with them and, with our help and

guidance, one they'll be proud of, because
sometimes it's difficult to have particular

bylaws for the city of Toronto or the city
of Windsor which would be applicable in

some of the more northern municipalities.
This bylaw will be going out to the munic-

ipalities, and there will be a lot of discussion

before it is passed. We'll be working with
them to work it out on an effective basis.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Braithwaite: Mr. Speaker, may I ask

the minister if he would be good enough to

comment on how the model bylaw is going
to regulate noise pollution from airports? He
didn't cover that in his talk.

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I just
finished saying that as far as noise from air-

craft and airports is concerned, it's strictly
under federal jurisdiction. Surely he knows
that.

Mr. Braithwaite: That's a copout.

Hon. W. Newman: No, it's not a copout.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. W. Newman: The hon. member's
federal counterparts have cut their budget
so much that in effect they have wiped out
their noise programme.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Braithwaite: It's a copout.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Good: What about the question I

asked?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I am
sorry; there was a question regarding regional

municipalities. We said "local municipality,"
and we meant "local municipality." Under
t'lis legislation, ff all the local municipalities
in a regional municipality agree, they will be

permitted to go that route by passing a

similar bylaw and turning the enforcement
over to the region if they wish to do that.

If they can agree within the region, that

really takes care of that.

Was there one other question?

Mr. Good: What about the fines?

Hon. W. Newman: The fines, yes. The
fines are from $50 up to $1,000.

Mr. Good: Under that section?

Hon. W. Newman: No, under a section of

the Ontario Municipal Board Act and the

bylaws, they will be permissive from $50 to

$1,000.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second read-

ing of Bill 190.

The House divided on the motion, which
was approved on the following vote:

Ayes Nays
Allan
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Ayes

Newman
( Windsor-

Walkerville )

Newman
(Ontario South)

Nixon

( Dovercourt )

Nixon

(Brant)
Nuttall

Parrott

Paterson

Reid
Rhodes
Riddell

Rolhns
Root
Ruston
Scrivener

Singer
Smith

(Simcoe East)
Snow
Spence
Stewart

Taylor
( Prince Edward-
Lennox )

Taylor

(Carleton East)

Turner
Villeneuve

Walker
Wardle
Welch
While
Winkler
Yaremko-66.

Clerk of the House: Mr. Speaker, the

"ayes" are 66; the "nays" 15.

Mr. Speaker: I declare the motion carried.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall this bill be ordered for

third reading?

Some hon. members: Committee.

Mr. Speaker: Mr. Minister, which com-
mittee?

Hon. W. Newman: Committee of the

whole House.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Which
committee do members want?

An hon. member: Standing committee.

Mr. M. Cassidy ( Ottawa Centre ) : Send it

out.

Mr. Lawlor: Bring in the model in the

meantime. He's not going to bring in the

model in the meantime.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole

House, so ordered.

Clerk of the House: The fifth order, House
in committee of the whole.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT

House in committee on Bill 190, An Act

to amend the Environmental Protection Act,

1971.

Mr. Chairman: Does any member wish to

speak on any section of the bill? Section 1,

the hon. member for Waterloo North.

On section 1:

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): I

would like to know if the minister consulted

v/ith the regions and asked them whether or

not they wanted to handle this on a regional

basis or an area government basis, because

I think it could create very large problems if

various area governments adopt a different

level of standard for noise than do others

adjacent within the same region. You have

sewage treatment on a regional basis, you
have landfill on a regional basis, you have

got all other types of pollution control on a

provincial basis, you have got private sewage
handling on a regional basis, and I just fail to

understand why this would be done in this

manner unless the regions have particularly

asked for it. Indeed, have they been con-

sulted on this matter? I would like to know.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

Hon. W. Newmaii (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Chairman, I was talking to

the chairman of the PMLC, explaining what
I was doing and pointing out that in our

definition here under the Act we are talking

about a "local municipality" meaning a city,

town, village or township. I think as I ex-

plained to you earlier on, if the municipalities

within a region can all agree on the type of

bylaw they want to set up, if they can concur

on that, it is possible for the municipalities

to request the region to enforce it. But at

this point in time we feel that we would
like to get the comments of the municipalities

at some future date. If the municipalities feel

the regions should look after it, then certainly
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we would be glad to enter into consultation

with them on it.

Mr. Chairman: Order please, there is too

much talking going on in the Legislature.

It is impossible to hear the member who
wants to speak.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Further

on section 1, Mr. Chairman; does that mean

then, Mr. Minister, that perhaps the smallest

municipality within a region has in eflFect a

veto power to block one standard bylaw
that would be in e£Fect for the entire region?

Surely if that is going to be the possibility,

it would seem to me that within a region
itself—as my colleague from Waterloo North

has said—and, say, particularly in the region
of Waterloo in which we are both members,
that you may well find some unfortunate

results.

One realizes, of course, that the whole de-

velopment of a two-tier system is to leave

meaningful decision-making powers at each

of the levels. If, however, you have proceeded
now to eflFectively give control to the regional

level, the areas that my colleague has referred

to, then it would appear to me an impractical
result to not have this development based on
a regional system. It seems to me that the idea

of a regional bylaw that would treat people
equally and fairly within the whole area

would be preferable to the patchwork that

could otherwise develop.

Hon. W. Newman: WelJ, Mr. Chairman,
the member has a point there, but you also

have regional municipalities which encompass
anything from a very heavily mrbanized area

within cities to a very rural sort of a situa-

tion. Thus here we are talking about the

local municipalities, not including the regions.
If they can get together and work something
out, fine. We are quite prepared to work
with them on it.

Mr. J. A. Taylor (Prince Edward-Lennox):
Mr. Chairman, as I understand it, the local

nmnicipalities now have the authority to

pass bylaws in regard to noise within their

municipalities; that's up to the participating

municipalities and regional governments. Why
not carry it forward and give it to the

municipalities which have a divergence of

opinions and development? Rural areas prob-
ably don't demand the same restrictions as a

highly urbanized area would require. It's

because of these geographical and socio-

logical differences that municipalities should
be able to determine what is best within their

own locale.

I certainly support the section as it is

written.

Mr. Chairman: Does section 1 carry?

Section 1 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Section 2? Does any mem-
ber wish to speak on section 2?

The hon. member for Lakeshore.

On section 2.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): What's all

the business about "Any regulation may be

general or particular in its application, may
be limited as to time and place . . ."? In

other words, as in the rest and the subsequent
sections here, you take away with your right
hand what you gave with your left and then
besides that you tie both behind your back,
so that no one will be quite sure what you
are up to.

In other words, you could pass a regulation

—you may make specific designations both

with respect to the running of time, when
it might run out, whatever the period may
be—three days, three months or three years—
and then you may zero in on a particular

municipality or geographical area and make
the imposition regardless. Is there no con-

tradiction in your mind between the devolu-

tion to the municipalities of the powers that

you are granting here, supposedly, whatever

they may be—Lord knows what they are—

and the fact that you reserve to yourself this

plenary power of cancelling out and over-

riding them?

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Mr. Chairman, surely—I

am sorry.

Hon. W. Newman: Well, in connection

with that, Mr. Chairman, I think the idea

behind "may exclude any place" was to ex-

clude any municipality which now has a

bylaw passed under the Ontario Municipal
Act at this point in time and wishes to keep it.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Prince Edward-Lennox.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Mr. Chairman, should

there not be a provision for certain types
of undertakings that may oflFend on occasion

provisions of, say, an anti-noise bylaw, there

are certain industries that may have to gen-
erate noise which would otherwise be un-

acceptable, and it's possible that they would
be unable to operate unless their noise level

was tolerated? Some people would prohibit
the ringing of church bells, I suppose, if you
permitted them to. Would this then provide
for specific industries or specific undertakings.
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whether it be a church or a manufacturing
establishment?

I'm talking in terms of place and time. In

other words, presumably you might permit
certain noise levels within a certain limited

period of time and define the place. Is that

contemplated?

Hon. W. Newman: As far as municipalities
are concerned, we want to allow a certain

noise level. For instance, let's use a gravel

pit as an example. They must blast and
crush within certain hours because of the

noise factor. They will be allowed to do so

under the municipal bylaws.
As far as church bells are concerned, using

that for an example, I think they have certain

rights now under certain legislation. I don't

know whether it's the Envirormiental Protec-

tion Act, but they are considered as an

entity that has always been there. You can't

really control church bells, unless they get

excessively noisy.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Is this provision to give
the ministry the flexibility to permit this type
of thing?

Hon. W. Newman: Yes, that's right.

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, I'd like one

thing made clear. I don't think protection
has anything to do with regulations, has it?

What regulations of the Environmental Pro-
tection Act have anything to do with the

municipal bylaw that is being proposed? I

think this is just an amendment to the Act
that's thrown in with this bill, is it not?

Hon. W. Newman: Well, partially. It is

to allow us to exclude those municipalities
that already have bylaws that want to be

excluded, and don't want to use this par-
ticular section of the Act to enact their new
bylaws,

Mr. Good: Am I correct in that it means
that any regulations made under the Environ-
mental Protection Act, whether they deal with
air pollution, private sewage, litter or any-
thing else, could now be written to exclude

any municipality from the application of
those regulations? Because what regulations
will the minister be making under the En-
vironmental Protection Act dealing with this

model bylaw? This is what I'm still con-
cerned with.

Hon. W. Newman: It is possible, I guess,
under this section for us to exclude certain

areas under the bylaws that may be passed

by the municipality. We'd have the right to

do that, if we felt something was not quite
right.

Mr. Chairman: Section 2 carried?

Mr. Good: This opens up a whole new
field here. In other words, the province is

now saying to the municipalities: "You pass

your bylaws, but we will reserve the right to

say which municipality may pass bylaws and
which may not, and which parts may be in-

cluded and which parts may not." Is that

right?

Hon. W. Newman: That's right.

Mr. Good: This is what they're doing.

Also, the opening up of this little innocent-

looking section allows the government to

make the whole application of regulations
under any section of the Environmental Pro-

tection Act applicable only in those areas

where it so desires. Now, let's come clean

and tell us what it's all about.

Hon. W. Newman: No, no. Basically,
we're talking about exemptions imder this

particular area—exemptions from a new by-
law.

Mr. Good: It says exemptions of any regu-
lation. Read section 95; this is what it used

to say in subsection 1: "Any regulation may
be general or particular in its application and

may be limited as to time or place or both."

And now the government is adding that it

"may exclude any place from the application
of the regulation." These are regulations

relating to part VIII of the Act.

Hon. W. Newman: I have to rely on my
legal people here, but this section is now in

the Act and a change to the word "exclude"

is to exclude areas that have bylaws imder

this Act. That's all it means.

Mr. Chairman: Section 2 carried?

Section 2 agreed to.

On section 3:

Mr. Good: I am not clear on section 3,

subsection 3, which says that "Part XXI 21

of the Municipal Act applies to bylaws passed
under this section." Now, the way I read

part XXI of the Municipal Act is that it deals

with penalties that may be imposed by by-
laws passed by municipalities. I read that

section of the Mimicipal Act as saying that

$300 is the maximum fine that can be levied

under a municipal bylaw. Now, am I wrong?

Hon. W. Newman: Yes, you are. Under
amendments in 1972, chapter 124, section 17,

subsection 1, of section 466 of the said Act

is amended by striking out $300 in the third

line and inserting in lieu thereof, $1,000.
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Mr. Good: Thank you.

Mr. Ghairman: Section 3 carried? The hon.

member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Well, just again. What is

the weight to be given to the reservation

power, that is the power reserved in your
own hands and subject to your scrutiny and

control, in 95(a): "The councils of local

municipalities may, subject to the approval
of the minister, pass by-laws, . . ."?

In other words you give with one hand
and take away with the other. What are

your nostrums? Why is that reserve clause

shoved in there? What have you got in mind
with respect to "subject to your approval"?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Chairman, to the

hon. member for Lakeshore I would like to

say that the whoje purpose of putting this

in here was not to restrict the municipalities
in the passing of their bylaws, but to have
some co-ordination where you may have three

or four towns, together in an area, which
want to pass bylaws and one municipality

may pass a certain bylaw and another one

may want to pass another bylaw. We want
to have some co-ordination on these bylaws
that are passed so that when you travel from

municipality A to B, there would be some

co-ordinating eflFort set up by the ministry.

But certainly it was not intended to use

it as a lever or any other means, except just

to keep some co-ordination within the munic-

ipal bylaws.

Mr. Lawlor: Another question on subsec-

tion 2 with respect to what lawyers call in-

corporation by reference in a statute. They
may pass the bylaw and then in the course

of that bylaw make a reference out to any
code or standard. I suppose this is where
you get your tie-in with your model code
or Act, or whatever it will be when it

finally sees the light of day, if it is not
stillborn in the process, eh?

Mr. Good: Aborted.

Mr. Lawlor: But what good does that do
individuals? What is the intention there? If

you refer out to some other document, or
some engineering institute's standards of

measurement, or something, is it the intention

that that bylaw will nevertheless incorporate
that code as such, so that it will be explicit,

ready to hand, immediately available for any-
one's scrutiny as to what standards are being
applied? To simply refer out like that may
put any number of people to an infinity of
diflBculties trying to establish what the law

in that municipality happens to be. What are

your thoughts on that?

Hon. W. Newman: As to the bylaw that

is passed by a municipality, certainly as far

as we are concerned the model bylaw which
will be sent out to the municipalities will be

open for a great deal of discussion with the

municipalities before any finajization is made.
We would want to have our technical experts
work with the municipality on setting up
their bylaw.

Mr. Lawlor: So that it embodies all the

terms and conditions and people know what
the law is? Of course, you realize that sub-

section 2 has no necessary reference to any
model bylaw, or code, or anything else? I

mean, they may under that section make any
reference they please to whatever they please
in the civilized world, and I suppose parts of
the primitive world as well. It is not confined.

Hon. W. Newman: May I say this: Part

oi the purpose of section 3(2) is to adopt
scientific standards which may change from
time to time as published by the ministry, or,

for instance, the Canadian Standards Associa-

tion.

Mr. Lawlor: You should really have a

phrase in there if it is going to be efiicacious.

How do you know they won't refer to

Scientific American or something—a back
issue of some year? You should have a clause

to suit standards, or scientific procedures, or

what not, as approved by the ministry again,
shouldn't you?

Hon. W. Newman: That's quite true, we
say that up above "subject to ministerial

approval."

Mr. Chairman: The member for Prince

Edward-Lennox.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: This particular clause

does trouble me, because I have seen in

the past where this type of thing has been
included in a bylaw by reference, and cer-

tainly the material isn't available with that

bylaw for the public to scrutinize. Not only
that, I think the comment of the member for—

Mr. Lawlor: Lakeshore.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: —insofar as the fact is

that it may be a code or reference applicable
in any part of the world—I would say civi-

lized or otherwise; it could be adopted by
reference. It could be American standards,

or anybody else's standards that we may not

have here. Surely there should be something
in the legislation which would dictate that
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the material to be adopted would be some-

thing specified in the regulations so that at

least you could have a knowledge of what
the municipalities intend to adopt—because
this is a very, very wide provision in any

bylaw, and I don't know what the ultimate

result could be.

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Chairman, may I

say to the hon. member that we realize that

this is somewhat open here but, by the same
token, it's subject to ministerial approval.
We wouldn't allow anything to be included

in there that was not within the framework
of the Ministry of the Environment at present.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: I appreciate the minis-

terial approval, but you get into a different

argument when you're talking about minis-

terial approvals than you do when you're

giving a municipality these broad powers.
Because if you give a municipality the broad

powers that are enunciated within the section,

then you can't turn to the municipality and

say, "We don't want you to exercise those

powers" and then arbitrarily refuse to ap-

prove the bylaw.
If you reserve unto yourself the veto power

in terms of approval which you've indicated

is for purposes of uniformity in terms of these

municipal bylaws, then I don't think that

provision should be used to restrict the pow-
ers that are given under the legislation to

the municipalities. That power is a very
wide power indeed—a power that can give
a municipality by reference the right to in-

corporate laws of other jurisdictions.

I have the concern in principle that we
should give municipalities that power to ex-

ercise, through adoption or reference, laws

that are in other lands. It goes that far,

notwithstanding the fact that you do have
a veto power in terms of exercising a minis-

terial discretion as to whether or not the

bylaw, in fact, should be approved. I do
think that it's not a principle that should

be enshrined in this legislation.

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Chairman, all I

can say is that we would not be approving
any bylaw unless we were satisfied it came
within the various codes of this province.

Mr. Lawlor: That is not the end of it

however. I mean the fact is, why don't

you say so? Why doesn't the clause read

that they may incorporate by reference what-
ever portions of the submitted model bylaw
that they find relevant to their particular

needs, and not extend this to encompass all

possible codes, ordinances, norms, standards

with respect to noise pollution control which

may exist anywhere in the universe? That's

not what you want. That's not what you
said you want.

If you give a municipality that power
some bright engineer in some municipality

just might know that Philadelphia has a par-
ticular decibel count and the way of gov-
erning it is quite quintessential, diflFerent

from anybody else's, "so let's get that into

our bylaw." Sure it comes upstairs to you,
but aren't you creating unnecessary resent-

ment then that you're going to knock that

out and say: "Oh no, we don't want to

make that reference out. What we meant is,

here is our model bylaw and we meant you
to adopt whatever portions of it you saw fit,

rather than roam around and literature the

subject almost indefinitely"?

The point made by the member for Prince

Edward-Lennox seems to me would ad idem
on that particular thing. It's cast too wide,

unnecessarily for your own purposes. You are

inviting unnecessary difficulties. You are invit-

ing the municipalities to draw up their bylaw
the way they see fit, and then you are going
to strike out the clauses which you find

you don't quite like.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Mr. Chairman, I would
think the ministry would be put to con-

siderable trouble and work in analysing and

reviewing the standards and criteria proced-
ures that might emanate from other coun-

tries, whether it be the USSR or the Scan-

dinavian countries or the USA. They would

certainly have to review this material in

order to know whether or not it is something
that should be approved. Surely the criteria

should be something that is from this juris-

diction, not from other jurisdictions.

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Chairman, we
would strongly recommend that the code and

standards prepared or approved by the minis-

try be the ones adopted. I think another one

of the important points is that the standard

to be available to be read in Ontario be

written in positive and forcible terms in On-

tario.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Chairman, has the minister made it clear yet

whether the model bylaw contains minimum
standards that the municipalities are not to

reduce?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Chairman, as far as

the model bylaw is concerned the intention

is to send the municipalities a full bylaw—
the ultimate bylaw, so to speak.

Mr. Burr: All right, the regulations—
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Hon. W. Newman: Then they can work
back with us, depending on the municipali-
ties. You are asking are there some basic

minimum requirements? We are not saying
there are basic minimum requirements that

they must have in their bylaw, but their by-
law would be hardly worth their while pass-

ing unless there are certain basic require-
ments in it, the basic requirements of some
of the noise levels involved.

Section 3 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Lakeshore on section 4.

On section 4:

Mr. Lawlor: Section 4 has to do with the

conflict between the Act on the one side and
the enacting bylaws. The actual provisions
of the Act are going to prevail over the by-
law. But then there is going to be an excep-
tion with respect to 95(a). In other words

95(a) when enacted as a bylaw by a munic-

ipality will be in effect and will be the

governing law. If there should be a con-

flict between that and the statute itself, the

Environment Protection Act, then the local

bylaw will prevail. Is that what I am to

understand?

Hon. W. Newman: I'm sorry, I think you
have that in reverse.

Mr. Lawlor: In reverse?

Hon. W. Newman: Right.

Mr. Lawlor: I should know better,

shouldn't I? You are the big guns up there.

They pass a little local bylaw and it goes
through the travail. It's like a gatling gun
of criticism. Inside the ministry you finally

give your imprimatur. You throw a little bap-
tismal water on the brows, so to speak. Out
it goes, and it is in full fledge. Then you get
the court to find that there's a clause in the

Environmental Protection Act inadvertently

brought to this House by the minister some
afternoon. Then the bylaw of the munic-

ipality has no worth and is out of court. It's

pretty hopeless stuff you've got here.

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Chairman; I would
just like to point out, of course, if there is a
conflict then the Environmental Protection
Act shall stand. This Act refers to any other

Act, a private Act as well, that has been
authorized by bylaws.

Mr. Lawlor: You give them something
and then you really scuttle them.

Mr. Chairman: Section 4?. The hon. mem-
ber for Prince Edward-Lennox.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Then, as you know and
have expressed, there are many municipalities
which have struggled under the provisions of

the Municipal Act in terms of passing an

anti-noise bylaw. They have paraded now and
then to the Legislature for special legislation

validating their municipal bylaws. Are you
saying now that this legislation will adversely
affect those bylaws that have been validated

by an Act of this Legislature?

Hon. W. Newman: No, what I'm saying is

that it continues in force any legislation or

bylaws that have been passed now under the

Municipal Act or private Acts. It does not

stop them from passing a bylaw under this

legislation, which in many cases might give a

little more power to enforce their legislation.

But anything that is in force now under
the Municipal Act or a private bill remains in

force.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: I would surmise that if

the municipalities had had this legislation,

in many cases they would not have had to

come to the Legislature for special legislation

\'alidating their bylaws.

Hon. W. Newman: That's correct.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: I think that's a great

thing. That's why we are all supporting this

legislation, with the exception, I suppose, of

some of the more retrograde members.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): What do you
mean? You always called us radicals.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Well, reactionary radicals,

I should say.

Mr. Lawlor: Oh, I see.

Mr. Young: That's a new phrase.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: In any event, what did

concern me was the comment of the min-

ister-

Mr. Lawlor: I thought for a few moments
we knew where we stood in this legislation.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: —that the provisions of

this Act would prevail as in other legislation;

that is, where there is any conflict between

the provisions of this Act and any other pri-

vate or public Act, the provisions of this Act

prevail. I presume that still is the overriding

principle in this bill, which is taken care of

in section 4. Is that correct?

Hon. W. Newman: Yes, that's correct.

Sections 4 to 6, inclusive, agreed to.

Bill 190 reported.
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Mr. Lawlor: Quoth the raven, "never

more."

Hon. W. Nev^TTian moves the committee

rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee

of the whole House begs to report one bill

without amendment and asks for leave to sit

again.

Report agreed to.

MUNICIPAL UNCONDITIONAL
GRANTS ACT

Mr. Beckett, on behalf of Mr. McKeough,
moves second reading of Bill 192, An Act to

amend the Municipal Unconditional Grants

Act, 1974.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. This bill deals with amend-
ments to the Municipal Unconditional Grants

Act, passed last year, whch repealed all the

other unconditional grants Acts and amend-
ments before it.

On first looking at this bill, I thought that

there should have been a little better ex-

planation as to the purpose of these amounts.

For instance, a very large sum of money—
$173,000—is going to the regional municipal-

ity of Sudbury, and $57,000 is going to the

town of Kenora.

I presume the Kenora money relates to

the police costs that were required in the

unpleasantness they had up there last sum-
mer when the Indian group took over the

park. I think there were hints there would
be provincial money coming to help with that

particular cost.

The grant to the region of Sudbury,
through the Municipal Unconditional Grants

Act, was a little unusual to me at first glance.
I wondered what authority could be had for

that, but I noticed there is a clause in sec-

tion 3 of the Municipal Unconditional Grants
Act which allows grants made under that

section to be made to other municipalities,

including a metropolitan or regional munici-

pality, where the grant being made by the

minister, at his own discretion, is as a result

of a change in legislation or an unforeseen
commitment imposed on a municipality, such
as the imposition of regional government re-

quiring additional sums of money. I under-
stand this particular grant to Sudbury is in

relation to their o£Bcial plan.

I would like to say, Mr. Speaker, that in

my view the whole matter of grants to the

new regional governments, has been very

badly handled. One particular region gets so

much, while the next region, if it hollers a

little louder and has a few more needs, gets
another amount. And we have provisions in

the Municipal Unconditional Grants Act and
the Regional Municipal Grants Act which
allow a great deal of ministerial discretion

and leeway to apply and provide whatever

sums of money he or she sees fit to tide them
over that particular purpose.

We have here, I suppose, somewhat of

a duplication of what happened in the last

election year when the then Minister of

Municipal Affairs took his $1.5 million and
trotted off to the various regions around the

province to quell the uprising in the Niagara

region, give another $500,000 to York and
another $250,000 to Muskoka, so that the

people would settle down and not have so

many financial worries in an election year—

especially those people in the regions.

We in Waterloo took a real shafting on

our start up grants. We had only 24 per cent

of the proposed $1.8 million required for

startup costs. And why our name isn't in

this list of grants, I don't know, but it seems

that the startup grants that are paid to the

regions depend on the amount of money
available, I suppose, and on the w^hims of

the Treasurer at the time as to how much

you are going to get.

I think that there should be a pretty fair

explanation coming forth here as to why the

regional municipality of Sudbury is getting

$173,000 for planning studies to help to-

wards the ofiicial plan—and remember, every

regional bill we have ever passed requires
that a regional ofiicial plan be created within

the next three-year period. I don't see any-

thing there.

However, there is in this bill grants to

small municipalities—Wiarton, Amabel town-

ship, Habermehl and Lion's Head up in

Bruce county. There is no designation as to

what these are for—planning studies or extra

costs for child welfare. The explanatory note

says that is what they are for, but it would

be interesting if the parliamentary assistant

could give us a little bit of detail as to why
these amounts were required, how much was

asked for, how these amounts were decided

upon and just what the basis is.

When the government starts handing out

money in a discretionary manner to various

municipalities across the province without

proper explanation being given, one starts

to think in some pretty strong terms as to
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what the reasoning behind it could be. I

hope the ministers parliamentary assistant

has some knowledge of this and will tell us

what these grants are used for.

I think the municipalities certainly need
additional sums, but we can't just apply
them holus-bolus, wherever the need arises,

at the discretion of the minister. I don't

think this ministerial discretion in grants is

good. I think it should be done on a formula

basis, and there should be public knowledge
and explanation given of why these munic-

ipalities require it.

Now, of all these municipalities listed here,

I gathered what the Kenora grant was for;

I asked what the Sudbury grant was for;

but there is no way one could ascertain what
the other moneys were to be provided for.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Yorkview.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Speaker, I

just want to back up what has already been
said. The reason this bill has to be brought
forward is because at the time of the setting

up regional governments, this Legislature re-

fused to undergird the municipalities with
the proper financial base. It's just as simple
as that.

As tliO member for Waterloo North has

said, from time to time we have indulged
in ad hockery in paying this bill and that

bill, and granting something here and some-

thing there for projects that have had to be
undertaken. If we had done what should
have been done in the beginning, these

amounts would have been met out of the

adequate revenue of the regional govern-
ments concerned.

This side of the House did outline to the

government at the time the early regional
governments were set up what we called

the municipal foundation plan. Lest you fear,

Mr. Sneaker, I am not going to outline it

here this afternoon; it's already on record-
several times, as a matter of fact. I am not

goiner to try to outline it, but it did provide
for the kind of fiscal autonomy that munic-

ipalities of this kind need and eventually
must have. Certainly the various ministers

over there who have been responsible for

municioal government since that time have
been nibbling at the plan a bit.

It was adopted in large measure as far

as the Minister of Education is concerned,
but so far we haven't been willing to face

up to the fact that when we establish munic-
ipal eovemments we also must undergird
them with a financial base which will allow

them to meet their obligations without hav-

ing to run to the provincial government at

regular intervals for this grant and that grant
to undertake the kind of things which are

not only necessary but which are demanded

by the senior level of government.

So, while we are not going to oppose this

bill and we will vote for it because I think

these amounts are needed by the municipali-

ties concerned and they should have been

there long ago, we simply want to register
our protest that this government is bungling

financially in setting up the regional gov-
ernments. I hope that they learn from ex-

perience and in the future when new re-

gional governments are set up, whether it's

that government or another government, we
will face this responsibility clearly and we
will provide the financial base that regional

governments ought to have.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. member
wish to speak to this? The member for

Lakeshore.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. The grants are set out here in

two columns, one for the year 1975, the

other one for next year, 1976. That in itself

is interesting. There is no explanation vouch-

safed to this body as to what any of the

sums mean. We are told in the frontispiece

that there are three distinct and separate

areas to which these grants may be allocated,

and I suppose any one grant may have three

sorts of division written into it.

Let's say the town of Sioux Lookout—$14,-

850-might have all three written in. The

first area has to do with special planning
staffs and the second area has to do with

liabilities that are incurred under the Child

Welfare Act. I would like to hear a little bit

more about those liabilities, what precisely

they are, or if they are different in different

localities what are the differences?

Finally, I refer to the town of Kenora

situation involving the Indians in the park,

and the poor handling and the disgruntlement
within the Ministry of Social and Family Serv-

ices fighting the Attorney General's depart-

ment quietly, inside that bubble over there,

as to how that whole thing should be man-

aged. In any event, they are now asking
for $57,000 to remedy these expenses.

What I would like to have and I think

what this party would like to have—and we
will be asking for it in committee of the

whole House—is a breakdown, individually

and collectively, of all these figures, as to

what money is to be given to whom for what
in the various areas; and in this principle

reading I would like a justification with
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respect to both the Kenora situation and the

Child Welfare Act.

Mr. Speaker: Do any other hon. members
wish to speak to this? The member for

Prince Edward-Lennox.

Mr. J. A. Taylor (Prince Edward-Lennox):
Mr. Speaker, I certainly commend the action

of the government insofar as transferring
these funds to the local municipalities. I

don't know whether this bill will be going to

committee of the whole House or not—

An hon. member: It will.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: —but if it is, then I could

probably ask my questions there. I'm particu-

larly concerned as to whether there may be
some typographical

error. I notice that

Prince Edward coimty is not mentioned in

here—

Mr. Lawlor: Oh, I see.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: —after spending consid-

erable moneys which parallel the expenditures
of the county of Hastings. I have exerted

my weight in that application and I was just

wondering if there was some omission.

Mr. Lawlor: There you are, you see? They
don't pay any attention to the member.

An hon. member: Exerted his weight?

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Yes, the full force of my
weight.

Mr. Lawlor: They pay less attention to him
than they do to the member for Grey-Bruce
(Mr. Sargent).

Mr. Speaker: The member for Thunder

Bay.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. I think that in all fairness

it would have been advisable for the minister

to get up and state the reason for these funds.

I am well aware of the need for funds by
the town of Kenora, having specifically to do
with the problem in Anicinabe Park last year.
It is unfortunate that a situation should have
arisen whereby it was necessary to involve

the police forces in such large numbers as

to have incurred an extraordinary expendi-
ture in the neighbourhood of $57,000. It was
a situation I don't think had anything to do
with any initiatives taken locally by the town
council or any small group of people within

the town of Kenora. It was a situation that

had degenerated over a long period of time,
due to a misunderstanding between the native

groups involved and the handling and admin-

istration of land by the federal Department
of Indian and Northern Affairs.

While we realize that we have to come to

the assistance of commimities which find

themselves in such situations, I find it rather

interesting to find that the town of Sioux
Lookout got financing to the extent of $14,-
850. I think it would have expedited matters
if the member had got up and explained the

reason for this transfer of funds. If we agreed
with it in principle, we could have stated so,

but we're not in a position to say whether we
agree or disagree until we find out the reason
for the—

Mr. Good: We're trying to teach them that,

Mr. Stokes: —extra grants and whether or

not, in our opinion as members coming from
the north, they were justified. So it's not

possible for me at this time to state whether
or not I'm in agreement or disagreement with
them.

In the case of Sioux Lookout, I would like

some clarification as to the nature of those

funds, how they were expended and why it

was necessary to give an unconditional grant
in that amount. I would like that kind of

information from the parliamentary assistant.

Mr. Speaker: Any other hon. members to

speak to this? If not, the hon. parliamentary
assistant.

Mr. R. B. Beckett (Brantford): Mr.

Speaker, in an attempt to answer some of the

questions raised by the various members, and
to deal first of all with the questions of the

hon. member for Waterloo North who ques-
tioned the amount to the regional munic-

ipality of Sudbury, this is a two-year pro-

gramme for an official plan-$ 100,000 in 1974
and $73,000 in 1975. This is an agreement;
this is the 50 per cent share.

With regard to the questions about Kenora
and the amount of $57,000; $21,000 is for an

agreement for the official plan, and $36,000 is

the reimbursement of municipal costs.

An hon. member: What kind of municipal
costs?

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Is that for

the policing last summer in Anicinabe Park?

Mx. Beckett: I would hope to be able to

answer that a little more fully in reply to the

hon. member for—

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): Why not go

through them all and say what they are?

Mr. Beckett: I'm going to go through them
all now.

'

s^f
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\fr. R. S. Smith: Okay.

Mr. Beckett: The next question was re-

garding the Children's Aid Society. The last

two items—improvement district of Beardmore
for $4,969 and the county of Prescott and
Russell $1,058 — those were to the Children's

Aid Society for unexpected expenditures in

operation of the Children's Aid Society
facilities in those areas.

Another question was in reference to

regional governments and insufficiency of the

grants. These are not startup grants in any
way, shape or form. These are grants for

official plans.

With regard to Sudbury, this is a four-

year commitment for assistance to the official

plan. The municipality will be paying 50 per
cent of the cost, and this is the province's
share.

The member for Yorkview, I think, asked

questions similar to those of the member for

Waterloo North; the member for Lakeshore
wanted a breakdown with regard to Kenora.
I mentioned previously the $21,000 and

$36,000. A question was asked as to what
these municipal costs are: Police and public
works overtime, $26,000; materials for re-

pairs, $1,300; miscellaneous, including meals,

$5,692; estimate for repainting buildings,

$3,000; for a total of $36,338.27.

The member for Prince Edward Island-
Prince Edward-Lennox, rather — asked about
the question of the moneys-

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Moved,
eh?

Mr. Stokes: He just seems far away, seems
kind of detached; Prince Edward-Lennox.

Mr. Beckett: Prince Edward-Lennox, I

apologize.

That is strictly for an official plan for the
area of his neighbour that he was inquiring
about.

The member for Thunder Bay was asking
about the costs; I think I have covered those
with a breakdown. I would be pleased to try
and answer anything further on that.

With regard to Sioux Lookout, the $14,000
is strictly the cost for the official plan, the 50

per cent from the province.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the
bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall this bill be ordered for

third reading?

Committee of the whole House?

Agreed.

DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY OF
MUSKOKA ACT

Mr. Beckett, on behalf of Hon. Mr.

McKeough, moves second reading of Bill 193,
An Act to amend the District Municipality of

Muskoka Act.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Waterloo
North.

Mr. Good: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. It has

been general practice that the region has

to be the body responsible for the creation

and adoption of official plans, and I presume
there must have been some ambiguity in the

Muskoka Act in that the area governments
wanted to have a hand in the official plan.

Unfortunately, in a two-tier system it has
been my observation that a considerable

amount of tension exists between the top tier

and the lower tier government when it comes
to the planning concepts. The region, of

course, has the authority and the power, but

e\erything they do does aflFect the local level

very considerably. This, I presume, is to

clarify the fact that while the area govern-
ment still has certain powers under the

Planning Act, the official plan has got to be
a product of the region; but at the same time,
Mr. Speaker, it should be a plan with which
the area governments can live and into

which they will have some input.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Yorkview.

Mr. Young: Mr. Speaker, we have no
objection to this bill. I presume that while
the responsibility for planning is ultimately
vested in the regional government the area

governments would also have some input and
that they make suggestions and perform
other functions in detail. If that is the case

then I think we'd support the bill.

Mr. Speaker: Any other hon. members wish
to speak to this? If not, the hon. parliamentary
assistant.

Mr. Beckett: Mr. Speaker, the questions
raised by the members for Waterloo North
and Yorkview are both right on. This has
been requested by the district. The areas will

have the ability to make sure they have
their full input into the district—not the

region, because this is known as a district.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the
bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall this bill be ordered for

third reading.

Agreed. .. .^j ;.<
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COUNTY OF OXFORD ACT

Mr. Beckett on behalf of Hon. Mr.

McKeough, moves second reading of Bill 194,

An Act to amend the County of Oxford Act,

1974.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Waterloo

North.

Mr. Good: This bill, Mr. Speaker, is a

great opportunity, once again, to bring be-

fore a member of government—and Fm
sorry there are no cabinet ministers here—
the problem which has existed since the

first regional government was established in

this province, namely that no one seems to

know quite what to do with existing public
utilities commissions. This bill allows the

trustees of the police villages in the county
of Oxford, or the region of Oxford which it

actually is, to continue in their capacity as

public utilities officers and commissioners

to run the Hydro operation.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): They
didn't know they could, possibly?

Mr. Coed: Every bill that has been brought
before this Legislature has sidestepped the

issue as to what's going to happen to public
utilities commissioners and who is going to

run hydro. They all usually state that the

existing commissioners will continue to op-
erate until such time as the minister desig-

nates, with the result that in some munic-

ipalities—in fact in all municipalities—there

have been no elections for public utilities

commissioners. They will not allow the pub-
lic utilities commissioners of any particular
area or village to take in the customers which
were given to them on the new boundaries
that were created; in this case the county of

Oxford, or the region. The same problem
has existed ever since the first regional

governments came in.

The situation is so ridiculous, Mr. Speaker,
that the Waterloo region bill allows the

former mayors to still retain their seats on
the public utilities commission, although two
of them were defeated in the last election.

It's almost unbelievable that this problem
hasn't been tackled. It has been studied.

There having been task forces. They've been

reporting to the now Treasurer (Mr. Mc-

Keough), the former Minister of Energy.
Everybody wants to do something about it,

but nobody has done anything up until now.

Once again, we have to have amendments
to the Oxford bill now so that there is some-
one to carry on the hydro. What's going to

happen to the public utilities commissions?

Are they going to be operating on an area

government basis, a regional or a county
basis in this particular Oxford situation? Why
doesn't somebody grapple with this problem
and come up with a solution and stop having
to have all these amendments brought in on

every bill, every year? It's stupid.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Yorkview.

Mr. Young: Mr. Speaker, I suppose this

is an interim measure in any case. We have

to bring some order into this kind of a situ-

ation. It's too bad we have to deal with these

things, as the previous speaker has said, in

this particular piecemeal fashion. Since the

problem is there and this may carry it over

for a period of time until we get better

regional organization, all right, well go along

with it.

Mr. Speaker: Are there any other com-

ments on this? The member for Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: I have one brief comment,

Mr. Speaker, and that is to note that in this

situation we had dealt with three of the

police villages within the county of Oxford

in amendments before Christmas. It would

appear that suddenly people in the ministry

found out that in fact there were three other

police villages that had gone astray. One

would have thought that any county or re-

gion would know the number of municipali-

ties that were in it and might have brought
this to someone's attention earlier.

Mr. Good: How come the government

didn't notice that?

Mr. Breithaupt: However, I suppose we're

only correcting a situation that, hopefully,

was inadvertent. We have, however, found

three more police villages and I'm sure they're

all quite pleased to be brought into this

statute.

As my colleague from Waterloo North has

said, we are under a particularly interesting

situation in Waterloo region where three

former mayors of Waterloo, Kitchener and

Cambridge remain on hydro commissions be-

cause the cabinet and the minister in charge
have not grappled with this whole problem
of the approach that should be taken as to

whether these commissions should be elected;

whether they should form part of regional

government at a lower or upper tier, or

whether in fact they should simply continue

at the sufferance of the minister.

I was pleased at the response that the

Premier (Mr. Davis) made to a question which

I asked last week when he said we would be
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seeing some new guidelines, because in the

constituency which he represents there are

problems in this exact same circumstance as

a result of regional government.

We are sorry this approach has to continue

and we do hope the ministry will come to

grips with this problem in the future.

Mr. Speaker; Any further comments be-

fore the hon. parliamentary assistant replies?

The hon. parliamentary assistant.

Mr. Bedcett: Mr. Speaker, the hon. member
for Waterloo North raised some very interest-

ing questions, and I think the hon. members
for Yorkview and Kitchener did as well.

I think the simplest way I can explain this

is that these are three more police villages
that were not included in the original legis-

lation. The policy that they are
referring to,

or the lack of policy, I believe is the subject
of a study now. There is a committee under
the Ministry of Energy which has been work-

ing on this, and I believe there is a policy
decision that will be coming before long.

But as far as this particular situation here

is concerned, it is my understanding that we
can thank the member for Oxford (Mr. Par-

rott) for bringing to our attention that there

were three police villages ignored in the

previous legislation.

Mr. Young: Mr. Speaker, can I ask the

minister, or his assistant, is it his plan to

leave police villages in the region?

Mr. Good: Just for hydro purposes.

Mr. Beckett: Mr. Speaker, for hydro pur-

poses only.

Mr. Young: Won't the ministry eventually

phase them out?

Mr. Beckett: Yes.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bdl.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill 193, An Act to amend the District

Municipality of Muskoka Act.

Bill 194, An Act to amend the County
of Oxford Act.

Hon. Mr. Winkler, in the absence of Hon.

Mr. Meen, moves third reading of Bill 125,

An Act to amend the Land Speculation Tax

Act, 1974.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-

shore.

Mr. Lawlor: Just one word. I will pre-

serve the minister from further harm and

just say we spent a lot of time in committee

on this particular bill, it became infinitely

intricate, and the new sections that were

added on the last day would knock your left

eye out. I'll let it go at that.

THIRD READINGS
(concluded)

Bill 125, An Act to amend the Land Specu-
lation Tax Act, 1974.

Bill 176, An Act to provide for Conserva-

tion, Protection and Preservation of the Herit-

age of Ontario.

Clerk of the House: The fifth order. House
in committee of the whole.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

MUNICIPAL UNCONDITIONAL
GRANTS ACT

House in committee on Bill 192, An Act to

amend the Municipal Unconditional Grants

Act, 1974.

Mr. Chairman: When the committee rose

at 6 o'clock, we were about to consider

Bill 192. Are there any comments, questions
or amendments to any section of the bill?

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): I raised on
second reading-

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Lake-
shore. What section?

Mr. Lawlor: All sections. Cross sections.

Number 2, Mr. Chairman. Basically, section

1, Mr. Chairman, is tied in to two sets of

schedules here with a special column 3,
in which the township of Burleigh and
Anstruther, for instance, is getting $1,434.

I want to make it clear, by the way, for

the record, that no one in this party, or I

suppose in this House, is really objecting to

any of the sums of money. The only prob-
lem is that we are under some responsibility
to know what they are about.

As far as I'm concerned, I would think
that we could foreshorten this particular de-
bate if the minister were prepared to break
down those figures and let us who are in-

terested in the breakdown have it on some
subsequent occasion. We are not going to

win this battle tonight. If the worst comes
to the worst, the House leader will get up
on his hind legs and call the whole House
back in—not just the two or three of us

who, as the Lord said, "was silently gathered
together."

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Silently?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): It will never be
silent as long as the member for Lakeshore
is here.

Mr. Lawlor: You have to do something to

stay awake.

Monday, February 3, 1975

I wonder if the minister is prepared to

give the kind of breakdown on the three areas

that have been set out, namely the business

of the Child Welfare Act sums. Nor did

the minister tell us in reply, or at least I

didn't hear him, precisely what area of child

v/elfare has made this added budget requisite
in the situation.

I think we all know about the Kenora

situation, and the division of moneys as be-

tween the other two—namely the special

planning moneys that were necessary in some
of these areas, and the child one. So before
I sit down, first of all tell us about the child

welfare situation; secondly, is it possible,
rather than to take you over these items one

by one and ask you to break them down—
and it could take a considerable time to go
over that—for you to be prepared to let us
have a breakdown in, let's call it the fullness

of time, say by midnight tonight?

Mr. Chairman: The hon. parliamentary
assistant.

Mr. R. B. Beckett (Brantford): Mr. Chair-

man, I think the points raised by the member
for Lakeshore are well taken. I would like

to give my personal commitment that I won't

bring something like this in again without

further detail. Also, in my opening remarks

I will attempt to give more. I think I can

only plead my inexperience on this. If I may,
I would like to indicate—

Mr. Lawlor: You are one of the few
honest Tories in the House. You are re-

markable.

Mr. Beckett: There are many of them, sir.

Mr. Lawlor: No one has ever said that

before—anyway to my knowledge.

Mr. Beckett: I am going to confuse you
further, I'm sure, because I gave you wrong
information regarding Sudbury. I said it

was two years. It's for a three-year period,
1973-1974-1975. This is an agreement that

was made between the municipality, its

planning board and the actual people who are

doing the official plan. These are exact costs

of each one of these oJBficial plans with the

exception of the last two items which were
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the Children's Aid Society's—that's the im-

provement district of Beardmore, and the

counties of Prescott and Russell. The informa-

tion I was given was that these were un-

expected costs to the Children's Aid Society
for the care of children who suddenly were
forced upon them for some reason that they
did not anticipate.

Mr. Lawlor: Prescott and Russell; that's

$1,000.

Mr. Beckett: Yes, sir. The last two items-

improvement district of Beardmore for

$4,969, and the counties of Prescott and
Russell. All I can presume is that when the

municipalities consulted with the Children's
Aid Society, which presents its budget to
them in the normal spring procedures, they
estimated what their costs were going to be
with regard to the care of children, custody
of the society—and obviousjy they were un-
der. This is the way it has been decided
is the best way to make sure the municipality
is reimbursed for costs for which it can't

exactly be charged.

Mr. Lawlor: Let me then just take one
moment of your time. Take the county of

Hastings; the $24,700 is a fairly large item.
That must be there, in that situation, wholly
in terms of special planning studies.

Mr. Beckett: No, sir. The grants, originally,
if you remember, were conditional; and they
became "deconditionalized." These were
agreements that were made in order to assist

the municipalities with them, because we had
made a previous commitment to them. This is

what these moneys are for.

Mr. Lawlor: Another question: The town-

ship of Harvey—why is it split into two sec-

tions? Why has it taken the sum of close to

$2,500 just for next year, the 1976 year?

Mr. Beckett: The information I have re-

ceived is that this is the way that the agree-
ment was made between the municipality and
the consultants doing the official plan. This
is the estimate for producing the whole work.
The $4,995.60 would be charged against 1975
and the $2,497.80 will be against work to be
committed in 1976.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any further ques-
tions, comments or amendments to any sec-

tion of the bill?

Bill 192 reported.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee

of the whole House begs to report one bill

without amendment and asks for leave to sit

again.

Report agreed to.

THIRD READING
The following bill was given third reading

upon motion:

Bill 192, An Act to amend the Municipal
Unconditional Grants Act, 1974.

HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ACT

Hon. Mr. Rhodes moves second reading of

Bill 177, An Act to amend the Highway
Traffic Act.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Essex-Kent.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Yes, Mr.

Speaker, this bill, as we know, has some
rather important legislation in it; some other

not quite so important, I would suppose.

Not being a lawyer, I get confused every
so often on rulings and so forth; the diflFer-

ence between the Criminal Code and the

right of the province to issue the licences.

This has been in and out of the courts, 1

think, for the last few years. From what I

can gather from this bill, it actually gives the

province the power to prohibit anyone from

driving when they have once been convicted

of impaired driving or a similar oflFence, and
does not allow a restricted licence. In some
cases we have seen judges who have allowed

people to drive on a to-work basis, or what
we call a restricted licence.

J suppose that it had some merit; because

if a person goes out some night in his car

with too much to drink and is charged with

impaired driving, his method of livelihood,

is gone for three months. That is, of course,

if he is a truck driver or someone who has

to depend on driving for his living.

We must make safety a prime factor on
our highways. With the high statistics of im-

paired driving or people drinking and driving

as far as accidents and the death rate on the

highway go, one must of course consider

these firstly. But I really do think there is

some merit on a first offence, where a person's

living depends on driving, that there should

be some way that a person could be allowed

to drive. I know that there's another approach
—and someone, probably among the legal
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people, will bring this up—which is the com-

plete absolution of a person after he has been

charged. I have read of one or two cases of

t-iat happening.

As I say, Mr. Speaker, we will support the

hill wholeheartedly. There are a couple of

things that maybe the minister in his reply

can explain to me on the particular point, as

far as any possibility of a restricted licence

for those whose living depends on it, having
in mind that the province has the right to

issue a driver's licence and our federal

government doesn't have jurisdiction here,

except under certain applications of penalties

under the Criminal Code.

As for the flashing lights on buses and

stopping at all speeds, as it was before, in

the case of anyone driving a bus at 40 mph
or over a motorist was obligated to stop at

the flashing lights. In a 35 mph zone or

under he was not obligated to stop while

the bus stopped to pick up children. It has

been brought up a number of times by dif-

ferent groups and different organizations that

there were real problems there, and even in

our own area we had them in the township
of Sandwich south. There were a number of

people who had a problem where a bus was
in a 35-mph zone and there were no side-

walks or anything and no place for the people
to get off and wait even on the side of the

road. Yet the traffic wasn't obligated to stop.

It brought on a real problem, so we appre-
ciate the minister bringing in this legislation.

I suppose, though, that there is always
someone who will object! I understand that

when this resolution went through county
council in Essex, there were about seven or

eight of the 41 members who objected to it,

if my information is correct. I guess they
were figuring that it would hold up traffic too

much. My understanding of the Act is that

the driver must use his own discretion. If

there is a sidewalk where he stops to allow

the children off, then he doesn't necessarily
have to put on his flashing lights. It was my
understanding that if it was in a 30-mph
zone in downtown traffic, that might be one
of the alternatives.

I think the colour is in here too, isn't it?

An hon. member: The colour of the buses.

Mr. Huston: The colour of the buses.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
That is the Boretski amendment.

Mr. Huston: We had a sad situation in our
own county but that's been brought up by a

number of people. I imagine the member
for Huron (Mr. Riddell) will be speaking on

that, Mr. Speaker, so I will stop my remarks
at that and some other members will follow

up a little later on.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. As was said, this particular

piece of legislation is a very queer melange.
May I say that I don't, nor ever have, nor I

suppose ever will, wholeheartedly, as the hon.

member just said, adopt it. There is a curious

twist to the tail with highway traffic legisla-
tion. The more coercive, the heavy-handed-
ness of government seems to be constantly

present and impose itself. Some kind of de-

light starts with the concept that, after all,

driving is a privilege and from there on
whatever we may do to the driver, he
deserves it.

However, the privilege may be a necessity,

and much havoc in family and personal lives

may be wreaked by the implication of all

kinds of sections in the present legislation,

which drives people to the wall. I'm think-

ing, of course, of the sections here which are

central to this legislation. One can't be too

tough about it.

It is a form of alleviation that we're going
to have going through here tonight, where

a first conviction is made for a range of

offences under the Criminal Code: under sec-

tion 203 of the Criminal Code, that is, crimin-

al negligence causing death; section 204,

criminal negligence causing bodily harm;
section 219, the manslaughter section in the

Criminal Code; section 233, criminal negli-

gence in the operation of a motor vehicle

involving, in subsections, failure to stop and,

secondly, the perennial clause, which is so

difficult for lawyers to construe, called dan-

gerous driving, whatever that is as, say,

opposed to criminal negligence on one side

and careless driving on the other; section 234

of the Criminal Code, driving while ability

is impaired by drugs or alcohol; and section

235 of the Code, the refusal to take a

breathalyser test, which brings about, by this

simple failure, the same penalty as if one

had taken the breathalyser test and had been

found wanting.

All these sections then come into effect,

and the penalty is meted out—apart from any
penalty that the federal government may
have imposed by way of fine or imprison-
ment, the special penalties which constitu-

tionally the province has a right to impose;
for a first conviction on any of these matters,

tliree months suspension, and for an)' subse-

quent conviction, six months. In the case of

driving with ability impaired, a second con-
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viction before a crimnal court will auto-

matically involve one in 14 days in jail—no

penalty apart from that—then, coming out of

jail, this particular penalty of six months is

imposed and runs consecutively.

Now, we do need brakes on the various

misuses of the privileges of driving under
the Criminal Cooe; there's no question about
it. I've always found it a bit questionable,

though, that this ministry, even in face of
what the judges have seen and what the

judges have assessed, hearing the evidence in

a courtroom, the pleas being made on behalf
of an accused person, the livelihood at stake,
will nevertheless aloofly dismiss and cast aside

any gestures of mercy, of alleviation, on these
counts.

I think, in this law, that while the penalty
can be imposed, the minister should repose
enough discretion and faith in our own judges
—namely, the provincial court judges of this

province—so that in a worthwhile case, in a

deserving situation, that judge ought to be
able to have the final say, and not have the
minister's cohort in the ministry applying a
rule of thumb across the board which in-

variably will lose a man his job. Sometimes
it's possible for him to get his wife or a
friend to drive him to work, but if he's a man
who relies for his livelihood, for the making
of his bread, by way of driving, in one way
or another—as a salesman, as a truck driver,
in a whole range of occupations which re-

quire and make driving absolutely mandatory
if he's going to earn a living at all—the min-

istry's axe falls.

Wherever an axe falls like a guillotine—I
think of the French Revolution-it's too tough.
The ministry has done good work, because

previously the division, as I understood it,

was as between whether or not property
damage and personal injuries were inflicted;
where automatically, if one had an accident
and was convicted of any one of these various
offences then he got six months, but if there
wasn't personal injury or property damage
then he got three months.

Under certain circumstances, at earlier

times, one could, if he got the six-month

period, ask for alleviation by the minister
or his department for certain purposes only,
on a restricted licence situation and not for
recreational or pleasure driving at all, but
simply to get to work and back again within
certain time limitations as to the hours you
may drive a vehicle, simpjy to keep your
job and not send the family off on to relief

or whatever it is that will flow as an almost
direct consequence of this fairly Draconian

type of law. I don't see anything in this

piece of legislation giving either the minister

or the judiciary any area of elbow room or

any quality of mercy that is not strained

or otherwise; there is nothing like that. Why
not?

I say to this minister, I have seen other
ones sitting over there that I wouldn't even
make this kind of appeal to; it would not
be worthwhile because they were puppets
and tiny mandarins who had their own
coercive puritanical morality, and when they
had somebody under their thumb they just

squeezed.

I don't think this minister is that kind of

man. I think he has a completely different

approach to these matters; he has a far

more rough-and-ready, give-and-take kind
of manner about these things. If he can make
it more humane, why doesn't he? He can
do it without encouraging or seeming to give

way to drunken driving or any of the ranges
of offences in terms of negligence that are

set out in the Criminal Code—and thereby
be of very considerable benefit to the com-
munity, instead of the iron screw of the
law always being brought to bear, and as

I say, most peculiarly in the area of high-
way traffic law.

Apart from those central features of the

law, Mr. Speaker, there is a great deal in

the legislation about something called a
motor-assisted vehicle, which is a bicycle
with a motor. All the ingenuity and wisdom
of the department has at this time in history

lighted iipon this strange contraption as

worthy of monumental legislation and the
amendment of many sections of the High-
way Traffic Act in order to encompass it. I

say, "Bully for you, boy, that is really a move
forward."

Wheelchairs manage to get honourable
mention throughout tihe legislation too, par-
ticularly with respect to pedestrian crossings
and things like that. I suppose some pro-
vision should have been made for that a long
time ago, and it is not a matter which we
can argue about.

A thing which the ministry has done that
is beneficial under the legislation is to have
matured just slightly, let's say by a quarter
of an hour. That brings them from the age
of 13 years, six months, seven hours, etc.,

by that extra quarter of an hour, to almost
13 years and something.

In other words, what they have done is

they have said to the municipalities: "Listen,
you pass bylaws on a whole host of matters
under the legislation, with respect to one-

way streets, slow-moving traffic, the spring
weight loads and limits that affect different
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municipalities in different ways, also with

respect to speed limits. We won't call those

into question basically. We are deputizing to

you, and you don't have to get our approval
for a wide range of these matters."

I suppose that is a basic move to give

some kind of recognition and enfranchisement

of wider powers to the municipalities of

Ontario. But they have a most curious sec-

tion, a queer section in here, section 31, about

which the side note says:

Where, in the minister's opinion, a

municipal bylaw dealing with traffic or the

operation of a motor vehicle is inconsistent

with the Act and the bylaw prior to the

amendment would have required approval
of the minister, then the minister may de-

clare the inconsistent portion of the bylaw
invalid.

You know, it sounds like the United Nations

with the veto power reposed in the Russians

or something like that; or like any number of

sovereign bodies, such as the ones you never
like upstairs at Ottawa, who have the power,
if the provinces pass legislation, to veto the

legislation or to rule it out as unconstitutional

by edict of the federal authorities.

I always thought that the Tory government
of this province found that a little irksome
and unpalatable, but here it is embodied in

the government's own legislation vis-a-vis its

own creatures, namely for the municipalities
of the province, so that the minister moves
in and says that bylaws which are apparently
law and which are recognized as such are

not law at all after the event. That is a

questionable piece of legislation, or at least

the wording is, in that particular matter.

There is a good deal in here, all to the

good, about the definition of school buses—

eight-passenger; certain kinds of markings on
the bus; the kind of stop lights that must be
used by the buses; the fact that the 35 mph
speed limit is not the guiding factor with

respect to stopping when behind or approach-
ing school buses. There is a certain havoc on
our roads with respect to these buses and to

children being injured along the rural roads

of the province particularly: if these various

features do anything to save life and stop

injuries then all to the good.

Just before I finish I go back again to the

main point; the cancellation of licences, the

suspension of licences and to the periods of

time, upon which the minister's legislation

dwells, people will be kept off the road as

a categorical, unyielding piece of business in

this regard. He can't do it on this occasion—if

he even was disposed to, but I would ask the

minister to give a good deal of thought to

some alleviation.

I think any one of us in this House who
have been lawyers and have attended

cases knows of an instance where a man who
has driven for 25 years in perfect safety;

who has all kinds of records of good behav-

iour with his firm; who has a first-class record

of driving, goes out with the boys, has a

drink and gets picked up.

You know—I make no bones about it— I

think that most of us on some occasion,

were we unlucky enough, might be the vic-

tims there, but for the grace of God. But

the grace of God isn't there that night and

he ends up in the police station, with a

breathalyser and he's finished.

There he is; isn't the penalty great enough,
the shame of the situation? Secondly, comes
the incarceration; he may have to spend some
time that night in the jail. Thirdly, he has

to pay a fairly steep fine. He has to pay a

wretched lawyer in order to get the fine im-

posed properly, because otherwise without a

lawyer how would he ever get fined properly?

Then, having got all these penalties reached,

the minister comes out of the clouds like

Zeus with his thunderbolt and knocks him
out of his job completely.

Now, the minister says they deserve every
bit of it. They drank and they were told

they can't drink and: "By George, we'll teach

them!" Well, I don't think human beings are

that way. While I think, by George, a lot of

them should be taught and that it acts, as I

say, as an inhibition and a brake upon a good

many of the citizenry, I just wonder how

many people don't drive their motor vehicles

because of the threat of the minister's legisla-

tion. I dare say a good portion of the popula-
tion doesn't even know it exists. They learn

about it for the first time when the charges
are laid.

The penalty at that stage just becomes too

rough. The driver loses his job. The minister

could easily spoil a whole lifetime over an

incident of that kind. I don't say it's a minor

incident; I simply say it's a very human inci-

dent in which the minister must have some

kind of alleviative powers and if he doesn't

preserve that in his legislation then it's cruel.

Mr. Speaker: The member for York-Forest

Hill.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): Mr.

Speaker, there are two sides to that coin and

it is my respectful opinion that this law is not

coercive enough.
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Mr. Lawlor: I should leave the House
before the member talks.

Mr. Givens: I don't think the member for

Lakeshore should leave the House. I think
he should stay here to hear what I have to

say, because he was—

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): He was talking
to me.

Mr. Givens: —waxing eloquent with his mix-
ed metaphors about Dracx)nian kinds of laws,
and quoting from the Merchant of Venice
about the quality of mercy, and talking about
thunderbolts from Zeus and wretched lawyers
and about his horrible clients who are locked

up in
jail because they happen to take a

drink and, after 23 years of safety, they're
in this terrible box. But the member didn't

mention one important factor: What about
the poor victim who got killed just before

they were arrested? The member didn't men-
tion that.

Mr. Lawlor: He wouldn't be fined for that;
he would go to jail.

Mr. Givens: He wouldn't be fined for that.
Mr. Speaker, I say this law isn't explicit
enough.

Since we are talking about the principle
of the law, this gives me an excellent oppor-
tunity, since the minister is in the House,
to read him a letter which I asked a con-
stituent to write to me and which I was
going to send to the minister. With many of
the weighty things that the minister has to
think about, such as the Metropohtan To-
ronto transportation plan review and other

weighty things of that nature, I would have

thought that if I sent him this letter one of
his secretaries would probably relegate it to
one of his legal officers or one of his lower-
echelon, high-priced help-I don't know how
low they are, but many of them seem to be

very high-priced-and that he would probably
never get to read it.

I couldn't have a better opportunity to
read him this heart-breaking poignant letter

which I want to put on the record and which
I want the minister to listen to, which I'm
sure he will, because as much as we've had
our differences in this chamber, I know what
a very sympathetic-hearted person he is.

As a lawyer I've had experiences like my
friend from Lakeshore has, the kind of ex-

perience where one sits in a magistrate's
court and sees a person arraigned and a

charge read out where somebody has been
killed, particularly a child. But the degree
of negligence that has been exercised by the

person who is arraigned and who has been

charged is not so great that one can make
a charge stick under the Criminal Code or
even under the Highway Traffic Act. Gen-

erally, the person gets off with a slight rap
over the knuckles or maybe a $25 fine,

and the poor parent whose kid is killed can
do nothing about it.

The accused gets off scot free. There is

all kinds of sympathy in the world for him
while the parents of the child have the rest

of their life to grieve in their agony. We
talk about this shameful person who commit-
ted this thing—and one can't call it a crime.

We talk about it being terrible that he may
lose his job because his licence is going to

be suspended for a period of six months.

I want you to bear with me, Mr. Speaker,
as I read this letter from this person called

Donald C. MacCharles. It reads as follows,
and it is worth listening to:

Dear Mr. Givens:

My 11-year-old daughter was killed by a

motorist who was subsequently charged
and convicted with careless driving. The
evidence showed that had he not been

speeding then, he would have been able

Ito stop 10 ft short of hitting her. My
daughter is dead and the motorist had
a $100 fine levied along with a 30-day
driver's licence suspension.

He could not be convicted under the

negligent and dangerous driving provisions
of the Criminal Code because a wanton
and almost premeditated act of behaviour

is necessary and this could not be proven
beyond a reasonable doubt.

The next appropriate charge was the

careless driving one which is treated as

little more than a misdemeanour. Given
the seriousness of the consequences of the

laction, it would appear that the law is at

fault and that this type of behaviour, while

not criminal in origin, is certainly not

trivial.

This behaviour falls between two juris-

prudence stools wdth the consequence that

the law dealing with traffic casualties, in

my opinion, is not giving the social control

over these actions that is required in order

to reduce the fatalities on our roads.

The civil law of tort would normally
provide some measure of correction for this

imbalance in the statute involved. But,

unfortunately, it too is defective. The pro-
visions of the Highway Fatalities Act read
such that the maximum claim permissible
is $100 for each year of a child's life, while
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alive, plus funeral expenses to a maximum
of $800.

The net result is that there is no effective

method of controlling much of the danger-
ous driving on our highways. Drivers

should be required to be more cognizant
of their social obligations when they under-

take to drive a vehicle. This could be

accomplished through such methods as a

larger range of offences being specified,

with stronger punitive measures in the way
of long-term licence suspensions, as well

as making them subject to larger civil

actions. Perhaps then a larger degree of

sanity could be brought to traffic control in

the province. This is especially important
in an age when the automobile has such

a pervasive influence, and is used as the

major form of transportation in our society.

In order to show the seriousness of this

social problem I quote here from recent

studies. They show high life loss, and in

particular for young children in urban

areas. The Financial Post shows in a chart

that about 400,000 potential years of life

are lost each year through accidents. Poten-

tial years of life that are lost through death

prior to age 70 in 1971 were 1,683,100

years—13 per cent of them resulted from

motor vehicle accidents.

Then there is a quotation from the Globe

and Mail which reads as follows: "Ontario

road deaths up 1.3 per cent." This quotation
is absolutely devastating when you listen to

it:

A total of 1,959 died in Ontario highway
accidents in 1973, up 1.3 per cent from

1972, the Ontario Safety League, quoting
government statistics, announced yesterday.
The league says the growing popularity of

l^icycles and motorcycles is reflected in the

figures.

Sixty-nine bicycle riders were killed in

1973, seven more than in 1972. More than

half were under 15. Eighty-four motor-

cycle riders died compared with 66 in 1972,
an increase of 27 per cent.

Apart from deaths, the league notes that

impaired driving increased in all age groups
but particularly among people 20 to 24. A
total of 1,613 impaired drivers in that

group were involved in collisions in 1973,

compared with 1,260 in 1972. There have
been 94 traffic deaths in Metro this year.

Then he quotes from a CIBC booklet about
accidents.

The following chart illustrates the num-
ber of children's deaths as a percentage of

total deaths from the causes shown. Forty

per cent of traffic deaths are children under
14 years of age.

Forty per cent of traffic deaths are children

under 14 years of age!

Therefore what I am proposing is two

specific statute changes to help bring the

law up to date with our current social

reality. The first is to broaden the range
of specified driving behaviour offences with

long-term licence suspensions. The second
is to review the Highway Traffic Fatalities

Act so that people can be made respon-
sible for the consequences of their actions

through the law of tort.

It is worth mentioning that at the mo-
ment the law is more concerned with pro-

tecting the rights of the accused rather

than the rights of those who have died or

are left behind to suffer the loss. In point
of fact, in my case, the judge felt that the

young man being accused would suffer the

consequences of the death for the rest of

his life and therefore awarded a minimum

punishment.
In fact it is my wife and I who will

bear this loss. Especially since the subse-

quent actions of the driver indicate that

he feels no responsibility. Not only did

he tell me that he felt he had done noth-

ing wrong, but he has subsequently been

fined for speeding through the same in-

(tersection in which he killed my daughter.
When the police apprehended him his

^comment was, "V/hy don't you pigs stop

harassing me?"

I think the time has come to treat the

carnage on our highways with the serious-

ness it deserves and make the people re-

sponsible for it, truly responsible. Let's

get our highway laws out of the horse and

buggy era.

Mr. Speaker, this is the end of the letter.

When you read a letter like this which is

written from the heart, from a man who
has undergone this kind of experience him-

self, there is nothing in here that you can

possibly quarrel with, Mr. Speaker. You can

say, "Well, the accused in this case was an

unusual kind of person. A young man who
is devil-may-care, couldn't give a damn,
couldn't care less; he committed one accident,

he is prepared to commit others. Apparently
he has gotten into trouble again and again

and again." But on whom should the onus

be?

He who is careless should be earless,

really. The onus should be on the other side.

The duty should be on the side of the person
who doesn't take care. The onus should be
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on him—not on the person whose life has

been taken, but on the person who takes

life. The carnage on our roads is absolutely
abominable. And I tell you, Mr. Speaker,

through you to the minister-

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): No more

Spadina. Ban the automobile, ban the ex-

pressway. That's the solution.

Mr. Givens: Well, I don't know what that

interjection was for, Mr. Speaker.

An hon. member: It shows someone is

listening.

Mr. Givens: It shows he is listening, but it

also was a silly remark. I had a secretary

who was killed on Christmas Day. She didnt

get killed on an expressway, she got killed

at a subway stop just this past Christmas.

So, I mean, if the member is going to make

silly remarks, I could make the remark that

you can get killed on a subway as easily
as you can on an expressway, Mr. Speaker.
This just happened a couple of months age-
less than a month ago. So, I mean, of what

consequence is that kind of remark?

The carnage on our highways has become
so serious that for people who aren't prepared
to drive with due care and attention, we
should have no pity and no remorse. The

duty and onus should be on them and we
should stop shedding crocodile tears for those

people who have licences suspended, pro-
vided that the due process of law is fol-

lowed. I mean, I don't think we should have
some bureaucrat in the minister's oflBce who
looks at a piece of paper that comes through
and says that because of something that

happened a licence should be suspended
automatically. I mean, provided the normal

course of events is followed and the proper

investigation is made, and this person is

deserving of having his licence suspended,
it should be suspended whether he has to

make a living or not. He should think about

it before he gets out on the road.

But no remorse should be shown to these

people who drive without due care and at-

tention. Our civilization and our society have

come too far along this road without our

being so puny in this particular case that

we shed too many crocodile tears about the

particular person who is careless in this re-

gard.

I am glad I had this opportunity to read

this letter and with great respect to the

minister, I hope that when he gets his copy
of Hansard and he sees this letter—and per-

haps ni still send it to him—he will take

these suggestions of this gentleman, Mr. Mac-

Charles, seriously. I hope he sees whether
indeed the law oflScers of the Crown, in the

minister's department or in the Attorney
General's department, can possiblv make
these necessary changes that he tallcs about

in here to accommodate the kind of offences

and the kind of misdemeanours and the land

of wrongs that he thinks should be righted,
and that he feels they should indeed be

righted in accordance with the manner that

he has suggested.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Wentworth.

Mr. Deans: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

have two or three comments to make on this,

and I am almost reluctant to say what I am

going to say, given some of the comments
that have gone ahead of me.

I consider drinking and driving to be a

very serious problem in Ontario. I recognize

that for the most of us—and I include myself
in the number—there is every likelihood that

at some point in the past we might have

been stopped, or in the future we might be

in the position where we could be stopped,
and could be considered under the law to be

under the influence of alcohol while in con-

trol of a motor vehicle.

I still think that we have to take pretty

strong measures to try to bring to the public's

attention the consequences that they will face

if they are caught drinking and driving, par-

ticularly drinking in excess. I think it is un-

fortunate that we have to wait until someone

is killed or there is a serious accident before

we seem to be able to recognize that there is

a problem developing within society. It's

really too late to raise a hue and cry when
a motorist strikes a child crossing a street or

when two cars collide at an intersection and

one of the drivers is considered to have been

impaired.

I think we have an obligation, though, to

do more than what's in the bill. 1 thmk we
have an obligation to begin a very serious

programme in informing the public of the

attitude of the people of Ontario. I th'nk

that the highway traffic signs in Ontario could

well carry a warning. TTiat warning might
well be that if you are caught drinking and

driving in this province your licence is likely

to be suspended. If not suspended, you are

likely to lose it for an indefinite period of

time.

I realize there is always the likelihood or

possibility of what my colleague has said. A

person might have driven for 23 years and

never once have been stopped. Suddenly,
he's stopped by a police officer—for one rea-
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son or another—and is discovered to have

had too much to drink and is convicted and

loses his Hcence and his job is in jeopardy.

What my colleague didn't say is that the

person may have driven for 23 years, and
in each of these years he might have been

driving in the same condition but never have

been stopped before. This unlucky soul hap-

pened to be in the wrong place at the wrong
time. It's only, perhaps, by the grace of God
that there wasn't somebody who stepped off

the sidewalk or a car that came out of a

driveway; or for that matter that he didn't

lose control of the vehicle.

We have rather severe weather conditions

in Ontario which make it necessary to recog-
nize that w^e have to require people to have

all of their faculties and all of their senses

when they are behind the wheel of a car.

I don't know what I would feel about the

kinds of penalties the minister should impose.
I don't really think that fining people makes
much difference, because it is not long after-

wards they have forgotten the fact that they
had to pay the money.

I can't see much point in putting them in

jail, because in actual fact the majority of

them are not doing anything much different

from a great many other people. They just

happened to be in the wrong place at the

wrong time.

I have a real problem with people who
come crying to me and tell me diey got

picked up for driving while intoxicated and

they may lose their job, because they need
a car to get either to and from work or for

the purposes of their business. I have to think

that that's something they should have given
some thought to before they had the extra

drink or two.

I would be even tougher, I think, if I were
faced with it—although my colleague would

disagree with me. Perhaps all of my col-

leagues would disagree with me, for all I

know. I think that the three-month suspen-
sion on a first conviction, given that that is

only a first conviction and not necessarily a

first offence, is not at all too difiicult to

consider.

I am of a mind, if a person were to be con-
victed again within that five-year period, whe-
ther they shouldn't lose their licence alto-

gether.

I'm really quite concerned that the law
isn't sufficiently strong in this regard. Driv-

ing an automobile, given the traffic volumes
in the majority of metropolitan areas, is a

hazardous occupation, a hazardous under-

taking at the best of times.

I have personally watched drivers come
out of the parking lots of hotels at excessive

rates of speed, entering highways and streets

without proper care, weaving down the street,

luckily getting home and parking and going
in and falling asleep. It is because no one
else happened to be in their way, or every-

body else happened to get out of their way
that they were able to avoid an accident. It

was only because there were no police in the

area that they managed to avoid being picked
up.

I think it's a bit strange, though, that in

this day and age we insist that hotels that

are being built have parking lots for 200 cars

or something, while at the same time talking
to people about not drinking and driving. I

once thought that maybe it would make sense

if we didn't allow hotels to have parking lots

at all. Then maybe people would have to

take the bus or take a cab.

I don't know how that would go over with

the hotel proprietors; but I am still concerned

that you can't encourage people to take their

car down to the local pub for a drink and

expect them to come out sober and drive

home.

I know, in some instances, the police sit in

very close proximity to hotels and are able

to pick up quite a few people after they
leave in their cars.

Hand in hand with what we've got, I think

we're simply going to have to embark upon
a very serious and continuous programme of

public education. I don't think it's nearly

enough to make a statement every once in

a while about the hazards of drinking and

driving. Perhaps we could begin bv making
sure that every hotel is adequately signed
to show that after you've had three drinks

you're not considered fit to drive within the

law. Maybe it would be a start to have a

number of signs in each hotel beverage room
—the best place is probably in the washroom
on the wall, where everybody reads—stating
that after your third drink you're really not

fit to drive and you should consider taking
a cab.

Beyond that, I think there should be con-

siderable emphasis placed on public educa-

tion, both in schools and on the highways.
On the highway signs from Hamilton to

Toronto and within Metropolitan Toronto,

perhaps it wouldn't do any harm to have as

part of those signs that in Ontario if you
lose your licence you may not get it back.

I th'nk that would make people think twice.

It might not stop them; it might go on just

as it did before, although I doubt it because

I think a lot of people would have some
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serious concern about the possibility of not

being able to drive at all.

It might simply encourage people to drive

without a licence. In that case, then the

penalty
has to be even more severe. If you

nave lost your licence, if you know you don't

have one and you insist on driving, then the

penalty has to be much more severe—and peo-

ple have to understand what it is; we have
to make clear to them what it is.

I realize that most people might think that's

a kind of Neandarthal approach. A lot of

people
might think I'm a bit backward in my

thinking about it. I'm not apologizing for

that, but I can't think of any other way to

come to grips with it.

If people insist on drinking and driving,
then they have to be made fully aware that

the consequences are that they will not have
a licence. I think we've got to say to hotel
owners that they have a responsibility to

play a role in making sure that people are
made aware of this. I think we have to make
sure that the public advertising campaign is

suflBcient and that the penalty—I suppose it's

called a penalty-is of suflBcient magnitude
to make it desirable for people not to break
the law in that regard.

I gather the minister means business; I

don't know. Everybody feels sorry for the

guy who loses his licence; I do too, some-
times. I feel sorry for someone who loses
his licence in a marginal case. Nevertheless,
I have some real feeling about the people
who, luckily enough, manage to get home
without getting killed by the guy who was
drunk, or who perhaps had problems with
him because he was drunk. I'm not just sure

any more. I have a lot of mixed emotions about
it. Tve wondered a lot about it and Tm not
sure what the answer is. But I'm sure that

part of the answer is in making sure that

people who habitually drink and drive are not

given licences to drive in the Province of
Ontario.

I think we've got to recognize that there
are very few cases indeed, although no doubt
there are some, where a person once in his
or her lifetime happened to drink too much,
drove

and^ got caught. But in the majority
of cases it's the person who drinks too much
and frequently drives who gets caught.

Mr. J. F. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Especially
those who are too drunk to walk.

Mr. Deans: It may be that all I've said
won't make any diflFerence, but I've come to

the conclusion that if we don't do something
about the situation of drinking and driving
in an effort to try to bring to people's at-

tention the dire consequences they face, then
we're not going to be able to aflFord to drive
in the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Civens; That's why cabinet ministers

have chauflFeurs.

Hon. J. R. Rhodes (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): I heard what the

member said.

Mr. Deans: I don't have any statistics about

it, but I'm told that much of the damage
to automobiles results from drinking and

driving; that in a great percentage—perhaps
my colleague from Yorkview (Mr. Young)
knows—of accidents drinking and driving are

involved; and that property damage, which
results in higher rates of insurance, is at-

tributable to a great extent to drinking and

driving. I might say that I, like a lot of

people around here, enjoy having a drink,

but I am concerned that at some point we are

going to be faced with very serious problems
if we are not already faced with them. I

suggest to the minister that the legislation
is okay, but I think it could be even stronger.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Essex South.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Mr.

Speaker, there are two principles in this

bill with which I would like to deal very

briefly. They are both contained in section

28 of the particular bill and have to do with

school buses.

I believe it was some eight years ago the

township of Anderdon posed a problem to

me relating to the 35 mph speed limit. At

that time I took it up with the ministry, and
on subsequent occasions, and I am very

pleased to see that this particular section

is going to be deleted from the bill.

Mr. B. Newman: How long did it take

the member to get that through?

Mr. Paterson: It is eight years we have

been working on this. In this particular in-

stance, Mr. Speaker—

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: My ministry has re-

solved it in the space of one year.

Mr. Paterson: —the township in question
had to make amendments to its speed limit,

to get it down to the 35 mph limit from the

previous limit, in order to protect the child-

ren, as the road surface is quite narrow and

there are ditch'^s and no place for the child-

ren to stand. This was one way they circum-

vented the system, and now I am sure that

they will be quite pleased, as other areas in
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my particular riding will be, with this par-
ticular amendment to the bill.

The second principle with which I am con-

cerned is in relation to the regulations re-

specting colour and markings of school buses.

As the minister is aware, the member for

E sex-Kent and myself did pose a question
to the ministry a year ago after an unfortu-

nate accident when a workers' bus was mis-

taken for a school bus. Certainly we uphold
the principles contained in here on the

chrome yellow painting with the black letters

and so forth. There is no question in that

regard.

This past weekend I was approached by
owners of two school bus lines in my particu-

lar riding who were somewhat concerned

about this particular legislation, as apparently
the school bus owners* organization in the

province has endorsed a principle, on their

understanding at least, that these school

buses could no longer be used for charter

purposes. If that is incorrect, that's all I

want to get from the minister.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: It is incorrect.

Mr. Paterson: It is incorrect? Well, that's

the word we want to have. The documents
that came out from their association have
been misinterpreted by some of the smaller

school bus operators. I am glad to hear this,

because it is very essential in many munic-

ipalities that these buses be available for

charter purposes. I know in the counties of

E'^^sex and Kent, where some 8,000 school

children work in com detasseling, the only
method of transportation is school buses.

Certainly some of the select committees of the

Legislature have travelled many hundreds
of miles by school bus and we wouldn't want
to see that denied to them. I am pleased to

learn this from the minister and I will pass
it on to my constituents.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Yorkview.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Speaker, I

want to make a few remarks about the busi-

ness of the restricted licences tonight. It is,

I suppose, about a year or so ago that the

hon. member for York Mills (Mr, Bales) and
T. along with the Attorney General at that

time (Mr. Welch), had a bit of an alter-

cation here in the House over this whole

matter, because fresh in my mind was a

case of a rather gross infustice of a chap
who had been driving, had been caught, his

Hcence had been suspended and he had lost

his job. This chap—it was a first offence-
had not made a habit of drinking but he

had made a bad mistake. I felt that here

was a case of injustice and perhaps we
should be thinking in terms of giving some

leeway to the judge to make some award of

a restricted licence or something of that

nature, so that people of this kind might be
looked at carefully.

On the other hand, of course, one always
has to weigh injustice on both sides, and

certainly as I looked over this last year, as

I have, at some of the figures of death on

the highway due to alcoholism, and the

upsurge of the alcoholism and the death

rate among younger people particularly since

the lowering of the drinking age—along with

the voting age—I realize perhaps there is a

great deal to be said on the other side of

the situation. While injustice may occur on

the one hand, perhaps more injustice occurs

on the other hand. The person who is al-

lowed to get away with drinking and driving

creates real problems for himself and many
other people. Perhaps the weight of the evi-

dence is on that side rather than on the

other.

Last fall I put a mass of figures in Han-

sard in connection with this whole problem
of alcoholism and traffic safety. I'm not going
to repeat those fir^ures tonight. I don't have

them with me, but even those I remember
I'm not going to repeat in any kind of detail.

The thing we have to recognize is that

we are dealing with two activities of the

human race—the activity of drinking and the

activity of driving. Both are legal in this

province and around the world. But our prob-

lem is to separate the two, and to say to

people: "If you're going to indulge in this

particular legal activity then you should not

indulge in the other legal activity. You can't

mix gasoline and alcohol."

That's our problem in this society. It's the

resolution of that problem that the minister

is trying to get at tonight. It is being wrestled

with by a great many people on this con-

tinent in a way that it has never been

wrestled with before.

Last fall, here in Toronto, 30 nations were

represented in a conference dealing with al-

cohol and traffic safety, and as I sat and

listened I saw the common problem of 30

nations was being met with bewilderment-

nobodv had the answers. The problem was

defined, but nobody had the ultimate so-

lution to the whole thing.

Our own committee, who looked into this

and last fall brought out a report on drink-

ing and driving, pointed out certain very

startling things. The death rate on the high-
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way among teenagers, particularly late teen-

agers, has more than doubled since we low-

ered the drinking age. It's tied right in to

that time frame so that there is no question
of a basic cause for it. When we see that in

1972 the 18-year-olds had an accident rate

that was between 300 and 400 times the

rate before the drinking age was lowered to

18, and the 19-year-olds had almost as bad a

record, then we commence to realize we
are facing a desperate problem with our

young people.

The other thing pointed out was that

young people
are being bombarded today

in

an incredible way by television ads which
make the drinking of beer particularly, and
of course by transfer, all alcoholic beverages,
the thing to do-

Mr. Givens: Glamorous.

Mr. Young: —as the way to manhood or

womanhood, the way to happiness, the way
to wealth, prosperity, what you will. And
that's been driven at them constantly day
and night by an industry which is seeking
only one thing, the prontable sale of their

products. They don't care one iota what

happens to the young people of this country.

This is something we have to face. Simply
making a change in the restricted licence

doesn't go any distance at all toward solving
the problem. We have to face up to what
this kind of advertising is doing to our civil-

ization. We have to face up to the fact, and
I think everybody is agreed upon this who
is knowledgeable in this field, that this kind
of advertising ultimately must be banned.

The m\th is so often perpetuated that beer
is not as dangerous as alcohol, as hard liquor.
But one bottle of beer has the same alcoholic

content as a shot of hard liquor. So whether

you drink a bottle of beer or a shot of liquor,

you are getting the same alcoholic content.

The thing the British did is extremely
significant, although it didn't last too long.

They went out on a campaign when they
brought in their breathalyser legislation. They
had a multiple of three. They said this to

everybody: 'Three drinks and after that, no

driving. Three drinks, no driving."

That's not always accurate. It depends
upon a person's weight, his eating habits; all

the rest of it. But, by and large, they made
that a rough rule of thumb: three drinks and
out.

This is where we have got to get at the

thing. We have to show our people that the
alcoholic is a person who needs help. We've

got to train more people to look after them.

But, beyond that, we've somehow got to

persuade our people that if they are going
to drink beyond the two or three drinks that

will bring tne blood level up to four, five, six,

seven or eight per cent, then that's the time

to stop driving.

If a sober person is going into town to

drink, Mr. Speaker, then he must make

arrangements to get home without sliding
behind the wheel of a car. That's the fimda-

mental thing we have to do. We have an
education job here that must be done.

I don't know what the total answer is. I

don't think any of us does. But, certainly

greater enforcement is part of it. As my col-

league, the member for WentwOTth said,

we have to start an educational programme
in the schools that is realistic to show our

young people how alcohol can be properly
used, and what the misuse of it will lead to.

Certainly, we have to have television pro-

grammes and a thorough-going educational

programme to show our people that they must
not take the risk of losing their licences by
driving after their blood alcohol level is up
to a certain point—and 0.08 likely is too high.
That's the law now, and we've got to live

with it. But that's likely too high.

It is a big problem, yet here is a start. The
minister is trying to say to people that this

is penalty. But, Mr. Minister, I say that it has

got to be backed up by far more than this.

I would hope that this ministry and the

other ministers on the Treasury benches will

take this matter seriously; that they will read

that report on alcoholism and traffic safety,

that this government has produced with all

the facts and suggestions that are there; and
that they will say:

"We are going to take this seriously. We
are going to put resources into this pro-

gramme. We are going to put teeth into the

programme itself. We are going to put en-

forcement resources there that will at least

persuade a lot of people who are now sliding
iDchind the wheel of a car that it doesn't pa\-
to do so. And somewhere along the line we
are going to lower the whole incidence of

traffic accidents."

It is a startling fact that over 50 per cent

of all the deaths on the highway are alcohol-

related. A larger percentage of the accidents

are alcohol-related. So we have got to bite

the bullet. We've got to start on the road

away from the kind of trend we've had in the

past. We have to find the way back to sanity
in this whole matter of the consumption of

alcohol.
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I say to you, Mr. Speaker, that I hope that

this House will take this whole matter seri-

ously and not be content with just a small

amendment to our Highway Traffic Act. We
must go beyond that and make the whole
matter of highway safety efiFective.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): Thank you, Mr.

Speaker; I just want to make a few com-
ments. The first thing I'd like to do is com-
mend the minister for making some attempt
to provide more adequate legislation for tne

safety of the children who travel to and jBrom

school by school bus.

You are probably familiar, Mr. Speaker,
with the fact that in 1973 and again in 1974
I introduced a bill aimed at safe school bus

transportation. This bill addressed itself to

the two major areas of the school bus operator
and the school bus itself where safety de-

manded legislative action. I recall when I

spoke on that bill some member from the

NDP got up and said there was legislation
but it was just a case of it not being enforced.

I took this as having some basis in fact

owing to the fact that I wasn't here that long
and 1 realh' wasn't all that familiar with the

legislation that was available. But since that

time I have had a chance to look at what

legislation is available and I have tried to

determine what was covered by federal and

provincial statutes. I was surprised to dis-

cover that mandatory safety standards for a

1973 automobile carrying only six passengers
were more stringent than those for a 1973
school bus carrying 65 children.

This is hard to believe. Here we are trans-

porting probably the most precious cargo
that any vehicle could carry, that is young
children, and the safety devices within these

buses do not meet with half of some of the

safety devices that we have in passenger cars.

In fact, safety standards for school buses are

only now beginning to be researched by a

committee of the federal Ministry of Trans-

port. I believe a study was recently being
done by the Ontario Ministry of Transporta-
tion and Communications regarding school

bus safety.

In this bill before us, the minister has
recommended that buses be required to stop

regardless of what speed zone they are in.

Again I commend him for what I call a very
small aspect of the overall bus safety picture.
The reason I think he is wise in bringing in

this particular legislation is that statistics have
shown that the most hazardous part of a

journey that a bus makes every day is when
the bus stops. More children are killed cross-

ing the highway to and from the stopped bus
than are killed as passengers within the bus.

I might say, Mr. Speaker, I have done

quite a bit of research on this. As a matter

of fact, every time I heard of a bus accident

I wrote and asked for a police record of the

accident just to see what types of injuries
were being sustained by these young people
in the bus. I feel I am a little better equip-

ped to talk about the thing than I v^^s maybe
in 1973.

The lives of school children alighting or

boarding school buses must be protected as

far as possible wherever they might be.

Therefore no exemptions should be made
with regard to the speed limit; motorists

must stop for a school bus with lights flash-

ing letting off or taking on passengers at

all times.

This has now been incorporated in the bill.

The old argmnent that the stopping of buses

in a 30 miles per hour zone would delay
traffic is not sound as far as I am concerned

because school buses tend to travel when
traffic is not the heaviest, and surely the

safety of a child should be put before the

movement of traffic.

Based on findings, and according to reports

and numerous letters I have been receiving
from concerned people in Ontario, it's evi-

dent that the selection and training of school

bus operators leave much to be desired. I

am only sorry there wasn't something in-

cluded in this bill which would indicate that

the bus driver must be subjected to a more
severe driving test than he has had in the

past. I could go on and say quite a bit more
about the types of tests I think a school bus

driver should be subjected to, but hopefully
I might have a chance to speak on this before

the session ends.

One area of concern that crops up time

and time again in letters directed to me,

Mr. Speaker, is the overloading of school

buses. Here again, we haven't any legisla-

tion that prevents the overloading of a school

bus. Despite the fact that research has added

indisputable evidence that standees can be-

come human projectiles in the event of an

accident, the practice of standees in buses still

persists. In fact, Ontario law permits stand-

ees to the extent of one-third of the seating

capacity of a bus.

I simply fail to understand why the min-

ister won't act on this particular matter and

bring in legislation insisting that no standees

be permitted in a school bus.

As I have said, I have checked into a lot

of the accidents that have happened, and the

fatalities that were reported were among
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those who had to stand in the aisle. The
ones who received injuries but were not

killed were the ones who had some protec-
tion inasmuch as they were sitting in a seat.

Nevertheless, these young people were
thrown forward in the bus and received facial

lacerations and their teeth were knocked out

simply because of that steel bar that runs at

the back of the bus seats. There is no padding
on the back of the seats in the buses; and
there are no arm rests on the bus to actually
restrain the young people.

I just can't imderstand why we can t have

legislation upgrading the CSA standards

whereby they would have to construct buses,
and whereby school boards would be com-

pelled to buy buses, that had all these safety
features added to them.

There are more school bus accidents oc-

curring as time goes on. We in Ontario have
been fortunate that there have been very few
school bus accidents up to now, but we
do see them reported quite frequently now.
I have been following them up, and many of

the injuries and many of the fatalities have
taken place because we simply do not have

properly designed buses with the proper
safety features in order to give children

some protection. There are probably many
more things I could say on school bus safety,
but I am not going to at this time.

The only other thing I want to mention is

this business of farm vehicles travelling along
the highway. It is my understanding that

under the existing law if such vehicles pull
over on to the shoulder of the road to allow
traflBc to pass, and there happens to be an

accident, that farmer is held responsible

simply because he pulled over on to the

shoulder of the road.

I would like the minister to tell me whether
I am right or wrong in this respect, but I

think this is something worth looking at. I

think if a farmer is driving a tractor, say
pulling a load of hay along the road, and
he knows he is holding up traffic, then I

think he should be allowed to pull over on to

the shoulder of the road and to travel along
there until the traffic passes him by. But it

is my understanding, and I might be v^nong,
that the way the law is at the present time,
if a farmer does pull over on to the side

of the road and there happens to be an

accident, then he is held responsible for

that accident.

Mr. J. A. Taylor (Prince Edward-Lennox):
I think the member is wrong.

Mr. Riddel! : Those are the only remarks
I am going to make at this time, but I

would like the minister to tell me why he
won't bring in more adequate legislation to

protect our young p>eople travelhng to and
from school by school bus.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-

wich-Riverside.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, I would like to congratulate the

minister on bringing in, at least, this sub-

section to remove the provision that the sub-

section applies only where the maximum

speed limit is greater than 35 miles per hour.

It seems to me that every September I

have been besieged by parents and school

teachers complaining about the unsatisfactory

arrangements that have existed. In fact, just

last fall in one of the communities the people
put out a petition to raise the speed limit on
their road from 35 to 40 mph, despite the

fact that they would have preferred that the

speed limit be reduced to 30 mph. The
reason they signed what appears to be a

ridiculous petition was simply that they
wanted the school bus to be able to activate

the lights when letting the children off, but

every year I got letters back—I suppose writ-

ten by the same person in the minister's office

—explaining that this couldn*t be done. In

fact I think the minister must have some

people who sit in his office and write the

same letters year after year; and the new
ministers, as they come along, just sign the

letters, perhaps without even reading them.

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): That's

only for members who didn't understand

the first one.

Mr. Ruston: There they are, the letter

writers.

Mr. Burr: Oh they are under the gallery.

Well I have written to the minister on

occasion about another problem that all of

us hear about, the idea that shopping malls

should be put under the Highway Traffic

Act so that the police and the fire depart-
ments can have adequate access in the event

of emergencies.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I have read all those

letters and I agree with the answer.

Mr. Burr: The answer that I got this year
used the word "tradition." It couldn't be

done because it was traditional that the

Highway Traffic Act governs only highways
and it doesn't govern shopping malls, so
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this is tradition. I find that with this minister,

if one talks to him personally, one gets
farther than if one sends letters to these

professional letter writers, who are tradition-

alists.

Mr. B. Newman: They allow snow removal

on private property.

Mr. Burr: Do they?

Mr. B. Newman: So they can just turn

around and do the same thing.

Mr. Burr: They are defying tradition then,
aren't they?

Mr. Speaker: Order please. I wonder if

we could return to the principle of the bill.

Mr. Burr: Oh yes. Mr. Speaker, I would
like to point out, as my colleague from York-

view did in different words, that it's now a

privilege in Ontario to drive at 16 after pass-

ing a test for ability, and at the age of 18

people have the right to drink without pass-

ing any tests of their ability to do this; but

nobody has any right or privilege to do both
of these at the same time. We should have

signs around on our highways: "Don't drink

while driving, don't drive while drinking"; or

words to that effect. Actually, in Windsor, we
do have some signs up in this vein. I forget
the exact wording now, but some of the signs
refer to the .08 level and others get the

message across that one is heading for trouble
if he is drinking and driving.

Mr. Speaker, with regard to the breatha-

lyser tests, they have proven to be ineffective

because they are not used in spot checks and
the motorists know this is the case. The
police now have a device to make our high-
ways safer but they don't, or they can't use
it. The breathalyser test is just as valuable a

safety device for you and me, Mr. Speaker,
as is the seatbelt or the shoulder belt, but
there's no point in our having seatbelts or
shoulder belts in our cars if we don't use

them; and there's not much point in having
our police armed with breathalyser devices
if they don't use them on our behalf.

Mo t motorists are sensible enough to real-

ize that if they were driving while they were

drinking and were subject to spot tests the

chances of their being caught would be sig-
nificant and many of them would make sure

they never ran the risk.

I think I saw some figures recently that

the average policeman in Ontario makes two

impaired driving arrests a year. That gives

you some idea of the ineffective enforcement
we have, Mr. Speaker, because various stud-

ies have shown that as many as one out of

12 drivers are in the impaired range on cer-

tain occasions when tests have been made.

Alcohol advertising should be banned. Per-

haps some of the hon. members noticed that

this Christmas the breweries put out posters
with the slogan, "None for the road." This,

of course, was for the Christmas holiday only,
because it just isn't very nice to be killed by
a drunken driver during Christmas holidays.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: I wouldn't want to be

killed at any time of the year.

Mr. Burr: Oh no, but as far as this slogan
is concerned and as far as the breweries are

concerned this is the slogan for Christmas

time, you see, because it's not nice-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon. mem-
ber for Sandwich-Riverside has the floor.

Mr. Burr: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

This type of slogan should be used through-
out the year and should be publicized

throughout the year and not just at Christmas

time. So, I appeal to the minister, Mr.

Speaker, to take advantage of the high office

that he's holding to make our roads and our

streets and our highways safer for all the

motorists and the pedestrians of this province.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for W^ind-

sor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I wanted to make a few comments on this

piece of legislation, and, at the outset, hope
that the minister enjoyed himself last Satur-

day night. He was with a very nice group of

people at the Caboda Club.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Where's

that?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: That's in Windsor-Wal-
kerville riding.

Mr. B. Newman: That is in the Windsor-

Walkerville riding, the great riding of Wind-
sor-Walkerville .

Mr. Burr: On the edge of Sandwich-River-

side.

Mr. Breithaupt: Fame enough.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, my first

comments concern a restricted licence. I hold

no brief for an individual who is apprehended

by the law for being intoxicated. But I don't

think that under all circumstances, simply v
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because the individual is intoxicated and is

driving, he should lose his privilege to drive

for a period of time. I think that individual,

especially on a first offence where there is

no property damage or where property dam-
age is very minor, should not lose his right
to earn a living.

I can understand the ordinary individual

losing his licence, but in talking about an
individual who drives a vehicle professionally
all the time, I think it is wrong to deprive
him of the opportunity of earning a living.
Under no circumstances would we take away
the right of a doctor to practise medicine

simply because he were caught driving while

uncier the influence.

Mr. Burr: But he should be rehabilitated

first.

Mr. B. Newman: The doctor should be
rehabilitated?

Mr. Burr: The drunken driver.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I think that

if the individual is caught for the second

time, there should be no compunction what-
soever. Maybe we should even go farther than
to cancel his driving privileges; maybe we
should use the State of Michigan system,
which is that drunk drivers go to jail, stop.

I think we have to come to grips with the

problem of the drunk driver, and I don't think

we can come to grips with that problem by
being too lenient. I only make that one ex-

ception, and that is where it is the livelihood

of the individual, and it is not during the

course of his work—he is off work when, for

the first time, he happens to be caught imder
the influence and tiien loses his right to

drive. For a second offence I say that indi-

vidual certainly should have his driving
privileges withdrawn.

I think the big problem, Mr. Speaker, is

an educational problem. I don't think we can
stress strongly enough in our school system
the hazards of drinJcing and driving at the
same time. I can recall in my earlier days in

the classroom attempting to point out to the
students some of the problems they could
run into as a result of overindulging in the

products of the Hiram Walker company, and
other similar companies. But it is extremely
diflBcult to convince people at that age that

they should be moderate in their approach to

alcohol, food, or anything else that we may
consume.

Mr. Speaker, I think the minister could

suggest to his colleague, the Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations (Mr. Handle-

man), that every time a liquor licence board

gives a special occasion permit, the organiza-
tion not only post the permit on the wall, but
also other types of signs. These would state

that if the individual overindulges, then he

certainly shouldn't drive. We might have signs
similar to those our American friends use,

that is: "Drunk drivers go to jail." Through
an educational programme, we have got to

convince the public that driving and alcohol

definitely do not mix.

Now, 1 would say that not only with

special occasion permits
should there be some

type of poster that should be posted in the

hall in which the function is taking place, but

there should be several of these posted inside

taverns in an attempt to alert the individual

that if he overindulges there are penalties
that he may have to be subjected to if he is

apprehended by the law oflBcers of the Crown.

Mr. Speaker, I am very pleased that the

minister has followed the suggestion that

originated, if I am not mistaken, in the

county of Essex, and that is concerning leav-

ing the one colour exclusively for buses. I

think it was a forward step on his part, but

I just wonder why, Mr. Minister, it takes so

long for good suggestions to be adopted by

government.

Mr. Paterson: I explained that.

Mr. B. Newman: The member for Essex

South has been attempting for years to alert

the ministry concerning the problem, and

just didn't seem to be able to get anywhere.
We hope, Mr. Minister, suggestions from

this side of the House also have merit, and

that the ministry and its officials should think

seriously concerning them.

I can recall being in correspondence with

either the minister or his predecessor con-

cerning the adopting of the specific coloiu*

for school buses. Tliat was well over iy2

years ago, and it is still under consideration.

Surely, the ministry doesn't take a thing under

consideration indefinitely. As the member for

Essex South said, he has attempted for years

and years to convince the ministry of adopt-

ing such a scheme.

I would also like to tell the minister that

I am extremely disappointed in the legisla-

tion introduced today in that it doesn't desig-
nate ambulances as emergency vehicles.

Surely, Mr. Minister, an ambulance is an

emergency vehicle—I think it is.

Back on May 17, 1974, I received a com-
munication from the minister stating the mat-

ter was "currently under review." He said:

Although it is unlikely that any amend-
ments to the appropriate sections of the
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Highway Traffic Act can be ready for in-

troduction during the current session of the

Legislature, it is my intention to deal with
the matter at as early a date as possible.

That was May 17, 1974. It doesn't take that

long, Mr. Minister. I really think that minis-

try officials should look into designating am-
bulances as emergency vehicles.

From my understanding, and in talking
with officials in the ministry, they are not

considered emergency vehicles—and as a re-

sult must stop at all traffic intersections, even

though they may be rushing an individual to

a hospital, it being a matter of life or death.

Returning to the bill, Mr. Speaker, I'm

also pleased the minister now has taken the

recommendation, of Mr. Crothers I think it

was, who has hounded the ministry to have
the law changed so that flashing lights would
])e required at any time a bus would stop,

regardless of the posted speeds. We owe Mr.
Crothers the real thanks of the Legislature
for his hounding the ministry to see the

ministry did eventually listen to a good sug-

gestion. The suggestion, I would say, not

necessarily coming solely from him, since

there were other groups and organizations
that have made that suggestion. I can recall

practically every council in the county of

Essex passing a resolution to that eflFect.

An hon. member: Annually.

Mr. B. Newman: The Ontario Municipal
Association likewise passed a resolution to

that effect. I think the PTAs and Home and
School Associations have also attempted to

have that legislation accepted by the ministry.
Now that the ministry has accepted that, we
commend the ministry for it.

I hope he goes farther than he has done
so far and that he also looks at the sugges-
tions that the member for Huron made in his

comments back in 1973 and then again in

1974 concerning buses and bus safety. He
has made some good constructive suggestions
to the ministry. We hope the minister and
his officials read his comments and don't hesi-

tate to implement them. They come from
this side of the House, but we're generally
constructive and we would like to see him
implement some of the things that are for

the betterment of our youth.
This is the content of my comments, Mr.

Speaker, I hope the minister has a chance to

reply, and especially to reply to me concern-

ing the ambulances as emergency vehicles.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I'm pleased
to enter this debate and bring just several

comments with respect particularly to the

operation of school buses.

In reviewing the basic approach this bill

takes, it is, of course, clear now that one of

the major points that the bill raises is a

definite suspension of drivers' licences for

certain offences for a period of three months
for a first offence and six months upon a

subsequent offence. We are aware that over

the past several years there has been a certain

difficulty in immediate suspension for drivers'

licences and as well of the view that some

people had that they could obtain a specific

licence for work or for certain job require-

ments, generally on a restricted term during
the time that otherwise their licence would
be suspended.

I think it is worthwhile that we have now
come to a conclusion on this particular prob-
lem and have received assurance from the

ministry that in certain circumstances, which
I hope will be well advertised, there will be
without question a suspension based upon
a decision made that that kind of a penalty is

a valuable one and one which, hopefully,

might be a deterrent in certain other circum-

stances. The sections of the Criminal Code
which deal with those offences for which

suspension is mandatory are clearly set out in

the Act and we would certainly agree with

them here.

There is one point that I would like to

raise and that's with respect to the matter of

school buses. The minister may be aware
there was an editorial comment in my home

newspaper, the Kitchener-Waterloo Record,
with respect to this whole approach concern-

ing the requirement to stop cars during the

letting off or taking on of pupils onto the

school bus. Drivers of cars have been forbid-

den to pass a school bus if the flasher signals
are working, and only if the bus has been

stopped where the posted speed limit is more
than 35 miles per hour.

I think it was reasonable that the editorial

comment raised the point that it might well

be a question to the person driving by as to

just what the speed limit might be in a cer-

tain area. They particularly raise the com-
ment that apparently was made at Goderich
to a convention of the Western Ontario chiefs

of police with respect to a resolution urging
the government not to extend this stopping

requirement into other areas.

One of the police chiefs involved at this

particular event apparently commented, as

it's reported, that the whole approach of
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requiring motorists to stop in speed zones

posted at 35 miles or less was in fact a traffic

hazard. This police chief, reported in this

case to be Mr. Robert Cook, the chief of

police for Samia, was of the view that stop-

ping in these lands of zones was a greater

problem, proportionately, than the certain

concerns that might exist with respect to the

safety of school children. The chief of police
of Point Edward, Mr. J. H. Clarke, was

reported as having the opinion that we would
have a better system if stopping for school

buses was removed entirely from the High-
way Traffic Act.

Certainly in my view, and I'm glad to say
that in the view of Mr. Wilfred Henrich, the

chief of the Waterloo regional police and

formerly the chief of the Kitchener police

department, we should be putting the lives

of pupils and possible injuries that could occru*

aheacl of the traffic inconvenience of this

kind of a stopping pattern in zones in which
the speed limits would be 35 miles per hour
or less. Certainly there might be a minor
traffic hazard involved, but we think that the
risks balanced against the possible iniury
which could occur to pupils using school
buses would be well worth that kind of

balance.

Accordingly, I would appreciate the minis-
ter's views concerning the comment of Chief

Henrich, that "one cannot provide too much
safety for the children of the province." I

think this kind of an approach, whereby we
now require drivers to stop their motor vehi-

cles at any time they see a school bus stop-
ped, is a much improved situation. Whether
the speed limit might be 35 miles per hour
or more is something which of course could
be omitted from a driver's remembrance as

he goes through a 40-miIe zone or as he
comes out of a 50- or 60-mile zone.

I think that if we make this particular

change we are working toward a better safety
situation and we are going to have the re-

quirements that school buses, when they are

stopped, must bring a definite reaction within
the members of the public who are driving
m-itor vehicles. That reaction has to be that

vehicles will be stopped; that there will be
the encouragement, not only from a position
of safety but also from a position of simple
common sense, that the lives of the students
who are using those buses are certainly to

be more than balanced against the traffic

inconvenience of making stops at those points.
The one point I would raise with the

minister, and I would appreciate his com-
ment, is the question which comes forward
from the present requirement that one has

to stop when meeting a school bus except
where there is a median strip. One wonders,
as a result, if there is really meant to be an

exemption when there is a median strip and
whetner this should not also be removed to

permit school children to completely cross a

highway. The matter of the median strip

may prove to be an inconvenience or a cer-

tain problem as vehicles are otherwise ap-

proaching a school bus. I think there should

be some clarification on this point.

Again, if the present requirement to stop
for school buses is complete, no matter what
the speed zone limit may be, then some pub-
licity also should be aimed at the oncoming
driver as to what is expected. If the matter

of a median strip is going to be a solution

to avoid that person's stopping, then I would

hope that the minister might give that some

particular publicity so that the drivers of the

province—as most of us are, of course—are
aware there are certain basic requirements
and that the exceptions to those requirements
are clearly spelled out.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. member
wish to take part in this debate? The hon.

minister.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
First of all, I think the sections of the bill

that caused the most discussion were those

that dealt with the changes, and the new
section that deals with the suspension of

drivers' licences and privileges on conviction

for certain offences under the Criminal Code.

I'd like to make it very clear at the outset

that the word penalty has been used and
this is, in fact, not a penalty for the particu-
lar conviction. The penalties are called for

by the Criminal Code, but the suspension will

follow the conviction for any of these offences.

As far as the change is concerned, it cer-

tainly is my opinion that when people take

the responsibility that goes with the privilege
of driving an automobile on the highways of

this province, they must accept that they are

expected to obey all of the laws, and that if

people are going to violate the Criminal Code

they must be subject to the possibility of

losing the privilege to drive in the province.

The suspension of three months for the

first offence is, in fact, less than the existing
Act now provides. The existing Act, for ex-

ample, upon conviction under the impaired
and intoxicated driving sections, calls for a

suspension of six months, but a suspension of

one year if they are involved in an accident

that injures or causes death or excessive prop-

erty damage. It is six months for the first
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offence and up to two years for any sub-

sequent offence.

What we are doing here is removing the

possibility of the restricted licence. What I

am saying is that if a person is convicted for

any violation of this sort under the Criminal

Code he must accept the fact that he will

not be able to drive upon the highways of

this province, for a first offence for three

months, and for any subsequent offence within

the following five years, for a period of six

months.

Mr. Breithaupt: Is the minister going to

publicize it?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: It will be well publi-
cized. One of the problems we have is that

in the courts around this province there has

not been a consistency in the application of

the law. We still face—and I want to make
it very clear—we still face the situation where
the driver convicted under the Criminal Code
sections in a provincial court can appeal and
he could be given a conditional discharge or

an absolute discharge. Although he may have
been found guilty he's not convicted, and he
must be convicted before he will receive this

suspension. As far as we are concerned in

the province, upon conviction within our

provincial courts these suspensions will be

mandatory and no extra privileges will be

given.

I have listened to many of the arguments
that have been put forth. It's been interesting
to listen to the differences of opinion. The
member for Lakeshore and the member for

Windsor-Walkerville both feel there should
be this mercy, this leniency, this considera-
tion for a person who may lose his or her

job as a result of being convicted. Quite

frankly, I would have to side very quickly
with the member for Wentworth, the mem-
ber for York-Forest Hill and others who have
said that the person who is driving an auto-
mobile and who makes his living driving an
automobile or a truck should be well aware
of the fact that he is taking that chance of

losing his licence, and it is not really the

responsibility of the courts to show this mercy
and leniency. The responsibility is upon the

driver, who knows full well that if he is

going to be convicted—

Mr. Lawlor: The minister always sets up
some perfectionist norm. If he appeared be-
fore the courts very often he wouldn't think
that. Each case always has unique circum-
stances.

Mr. Deans: He would be as corrupt as the
rest of the lawyers.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The hon. minis-

ter has the floor.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I am going
to associate myself with the comments of the

two members opposite, the member for Went-
worth and the member for York-Forest Hill.

As a police officer in a municipality of some
size I spent a lot of time investigating vari-

ous accidents. I've seen people who have
been killed, or badly injured or maimed, and

unfortunately I cannot find too much mercy
for the people who stagger away from these

vehicles; you take them down to the police
station and then the leniency of the court

allows them back on the highway the next

day.

Mr. Lawlor: Nobody is suggesting that.

The courts wffl look after that.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I find no reason for any
leniency in this area whatsoever for the per-
son who finds himself arrested. Because he
didn't hit and kill somebody, some lawyer
throws his client at the mercy of the court

and has him given a restricted licence even

upon conviction. The following day that indi-

\'idual can just as quickly be killing someone.
I don't see anyone feeling awfully sorry at

that time for the victim, but they are awfully
sorry for the person who happened to get

caught again.

It is my position to stand by this particular
section and to let it be known and widely
known that within the Province of Ontario,
if one is convicted under any of these sec-

tions of the Criminal Code he is going to

have his driver's licence suspended.

Mr. Lawlor: The minister doesn't think

three months is going to make any difference,

surely.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): There
is a certain inconsistency.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I am sorry?

Mr. Lewis: It is just the business of re-

moving the restrictions on the one hand and

reducing the term on the other.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Let me comment upon
that. The feeling is we can get an absolute

suspension for the three months on the first

offence and six months on the second and

any subsequent offence. If one reads the Act
as it is now, it was all relative to how much
damage he did in the accident or whether he
hurt someone or whether he killed someone.
The way I feel about it is that that is reall\-

not the important part; that isn't the part we
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are trying to discourage. The severity of the

accident really isn't that important, it's the

fact that the person was in such a condition.

I fail to see why a person who is intoxicated

and merely causes a slight rear-end collision

that may cause a bit of whiplash-

Mr. Lawlor: If he is impaired, he is not

intoxicated. It's quite different.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: —should be treated any
less severely than the person who smashes

into a car and does any number of thousands

of dollars worth of damage. That's one of the

reasons why it was felt this would be even

more consistent, that it is more severe in that

there cannot be restricted licences given, at

least not in the provincial courts or not within

the suspension section that we have.

As far as the bus-stopping law is con-

cerned, I don't think there is perhaps too

much for me to say with exception of re-

sponding to the comments of the member for

Huron who wondered why we hadn't gone a

little further.

He mentioned the standees in the buses. I

think it's simply a question of economics,

quite frankly. I think it is a matter of the

number of buses. For example—and I think

the member is probably more aware than I

of this—if a bus is making a run in a particu-
lar area and it has so many passengers in

that bus that the bus is full to capacity and
a new family moves into the area with two
more students, what can one do with them?
Does one have to hire a whole new bus to

start delivering those youngsters? I think it is

a matter of economics. Does one add a

couple of standees to that bus,^ or does he

buy a new bus?

I wonder just what the school boards

would do and how they would approach it. I

hesitate to use it after the remarks by the

member for Windsor-Walkerville, but it is a

Twitter that has been under discussion with
th" Ministry of Education. The officials have
1 p n talking about it. I don't know when we
are going to be able to establish or raise the

levels of doing away with the standees. It is

a \ery serious problem and one that can have
a great, severe economic effect on the school

boards which are trying to provide a trans-

portation facility.

As far as the standards of the buses them-
selves are concerned, these have been devel-

oped. The CSA standard D250, of which I

am sure the hon. member is aware, is being
imDroved upon and updated and in a very
short while there should be new standards

brought forth. This is being done in conjunc-

tion with the Consumers' Association of Can-

ada, the Ontario branch, which has represen-
tatives on that particular body. They are

keenly interested and have offered a tremen-

dous amount of input into the discussion.

These standards, I think, will be improved.
Ontario school buses have been meeting the

CSA, the D250, standard since 1971. Any-
thing that can be done to improve the stan-

dards I think will be done, recognizing that

there are certain grandfather situations in-

volved as to buses that have been purchased

today by a school board that may not meet
the standards that may be put into eflFect next

year. Hopefully, these standards can be im-

proved as we go along.

I think perhaps I would make one com-
ment on the median strip. On major high-

ways, where we have multi-lane highways
with a median strip, it is our intention not to

require oncoming traflSc to stop. The stopping
rule would apply in all other areas.

Mr. Breithaupt: I think some publicity
would be worth while.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Again, that's absolutely
correct, Mr. Speaker. The definition of me-
dian strip in the Act is what we would apply
it by, and I have to agree that the publicity
would be required.

I think this stopping law is going to be

accepted a lot better than perhaps it was at

first. There were those in some municipalities
—and I think in the larger areas such as

Metropolitan Toronto, Ottawa, London and

Windsor—some of them were concerned that

it was going to create a traflBc problem within

their communities if you made traffic stop for

these buses.

I wanted to point out to the member for

Essex-Kent that I think he may have mis-

understood the question about the driver of

the bus. The driver of the bus is required in

the Act to activate these lights. The only
time that he does not have to do so when
he is loading or discharging youngsters is at

an intersection that is governed by traffic

lights. Aside from that, he is required to do

at all times.

But I think there is more acceptability—

certainly in the smaller communities we have

heard a tremendous amount of comment from

a great many people. Certainly the bill that

was introduced by my colleague the member
for Wentworth North (Mr. Ewen) that was
debated here in the House some time back

brought a lot of reaction from around the

province ssupporting the position of having
traffic stop.
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The colour of the bus; although it took a

long time, as the member drew to my atten-

tion, I think we are going in the right direc-

tion as there is a need for distinguishing the

colours. I will say again that the buses that

are owned by the school bus companies will

not be prohibited from operating on charters

during the off season. They will be required
to cover up their school bus signs as they do
now and the lights would not be used; they
would be covered as well. They will be per-
mitted to be used, but we will not permit
the yellow and black buses to be taken out

of use and put into some other service. They
must be painted over; they cannot retain that

colour. That will be exclusively for the school

buses.

I think, Mr. Speaker, I will terminate my
remarks on that and we will perhaps do more
as we go into committee.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I would
like it to go to the committee of the whole
House, please.

Mr. Speaker: Do you want to take it right
now?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I would like it to go at

this time.

Clerk of the House: The fifth order, House
in committee of the whole.

HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ACT

House in committee on Bill 177, An Act
to amend the Highway Tra£Bc Act.

Hon. J. R. Rhodes (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): Mr. Chairman, I

would hope we might be able to move along
rather quickly on this. The first amendment
will be to section 1, subsection 2.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Went-
vv'orth.

On section 1:

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): This may have
been answered, I am sorry—I may have
missed it, I had to go out for a moment. One
of the diffculties we have had is on some-

thing called a warning strip.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Median.

Mr. Deans: Median, yes. In a number of

municipalities there is a strip of pavement

separating the lanes in either direction. It's

generally corrugated in nature.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Rumble strip.

Mr. Deans: Rumble strip; it's a warning
strip. There have been a number of ques-
tions raised about that. There have been con-

victions, in fact, for people passing school

buses that were stopped where that rumble

strip, as you call it, was in effect. One was
in the area of Highway 20 and Highway 8 in

Stoney Creek in my riding. Another was, I

think, in the area of Clappisons Corners, but
I am not positive about that one.

It is still a little vague. It says, "by a

physical barrier." Well, a physical barrier;

is that intended to mean something you can't

get over?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Right.

Mr. Deans: Okay. Or an unpaved strip

of ground? Btit if there's a paved section

there, then that doesn't constitute a—

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: It would not be classed

as a median as it's defined in the Act. The
median strip definition that we have would
be that of a physical barrier which would
make it impossible under ordinary circum-

stances for you to get through. There are

those who've tried, but they don't make it.

And the other is the unpaved divided area

on the highway.

Mr. Deans: Okay. Let me describe some-

thing to you. There's a situation at the inter-

section of Highway 20 and Highway 8 where

there is a wide, what you would call, physical
barrier at the intersection. It then carries on

beyond the intersection to become a rumble

strip. A person coming along there, when he

gets to the intersection, would automatically
assume that that was a continuation of the

existing physical barrier, only lower—it's per-

haps six inches in height in the centre. It

causes some considerable diflBculty for people

driving there because they're never sure

whether they're supposed to stop for school

buses going in the opposite direction or

whether they're not.

I wrote to the ministry about this very

problem three or four years ago because of

a conviction that occurred, providing not only
the circumstances but a sort of diagram, of

how the intersection happened to be devel-

oped. I'd like to suggest to you that the legis-

lation, even though it is changed, doesn't yet

adequately cover that. A person going into

court, were he to be charged by an officer—

which he could well be—would have serious

difficulty in trying to prove his point.
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Let's say the bus pulled around the corner

and then stopped about 20 ft around the

corner at the intersection, they would be in

that sort of never-never lana between the

barrier and the rumble strip.

Mr. D. W. Ewen (Wentworth North): That's

30 miles an hour.

Mr. Deans: Well, it may be 30 miles an
hour there now, but there are other places
farther down the highway where the same
situation prevails. I'm not sure it properly
defines what you're talking about. It's not

always 30 miles an hour.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, I think

that the only comment I could make is that

a rumble sbrip only serves its purpose; it's

there to warn drivers when they drive on it

that they're getting oflF their own side of the
road. It's not a median as such.

Perhaps we should take a look and see if

we can be a little more specific in the defini-

tion of "median". We feel that as it is now,
will handle it; experience may make us have
to change it. I would hope that that would
be acceptable.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 1 carry?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, it is on
section 1, subsection 2, that I have an amend-
ment.

Mr. Chairman: Section 1, subsection 2?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes moves that paragraph
15(c) as set out in subsection 2 of section 1

of the bill be amended by inserting after

"motor" in the second line, "which is driven

by electricity or."

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: The reasoning for that,
Mr. Chairman, is that we have since learned
that there are motor-assisted bicycles with
electric motors, so we want to include those
as well.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Is section 1 as amended
carried?

Section 1, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Does any member have any
comments or amendments prior to section 20
of the bill?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Lake-
shore first.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Section 3.

Mr. Chairman: Section 3.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I have an amendment to

section 2.

Mr. Chairman: The minister has an amend-
ment to section 2.

On section 2:

Hon. Mr. Rhodes moves that the bill be
amended by adding thereto the following sec-

tion, that subsection 1 of section 9 of the said

Act, as amended by Statutes of Ontario, 1974,

chapter 66, section 5, is further amended by
adding "or" at the end of clause (c), by
striking out "or" at the end of clause (d),
and by striking out clause (e), and that the

remaining sections be renumbered accord-

ingly.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Chairman, I wonder if the minister would be

good enough to advise us as to what that says

since, of course, we don't have copies of the

original statute in front of us. Perhaps he
could advise us as to the intent of that

amendment.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I was rather hoping this

might slip by, Mr. Chairman, because it is a

bit embarrassing. You will recall that about a

year ago, or less, there was some error in the

legislation which failed to make it a require-
ment to put a sticker—a red sticker at the

time, a green one this year—on the licence

plate. A drafting error was made in the

amendment that was brought in to require
that they be put on the licence plates. As a

result, we ended up with a penalty—well, for

example, the section says:

In the fomi and manner prescribed by
the regulations evidence of the validation

of the permit, where the permit for the

motor vehicle has been validated the gen-
eral penalty provision of the Act applies,

namely a minimum fine of $20 and a

maximum fine of $100.

When we amended the Act we created a

similar oflPence by adding clause (e) to sec-

tion 9(1). As a result, we now have t\vo

penalties. We thought it was redundant and
that we should remove one to leave the gen-
eral penalty and not the one of $50 to $500.

Mr. Breithaupt: I won't make any com-
ments that will embarrass you.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Thank you very much.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Yes, if

you don't tell anybody, we won't.

Section 2, as amended, agreed to.
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Mr. Chairman: Has any member any com-

ments on section 3?

On section 3:

Mr. Lawlor: For my general education, I

suppose, I would like to ask about proposed
section 15(b). I suppose it applies to people
who have their licence suspended in this prov-

ince and go to another province, apparently

to obtain a permit to drive elsewhere, then

come back to Toronto and drive with the

extraprovincial licence. Is that common? I

didn't even know it was possible.

My recollection in the case of certain

clientele is they tried to do that trick but

they were totally unsuccessful. The other prov-

ince asked for the production of their Ontario

licence; and on their being unable to do so,

or it being marked in a certain way, simply

refused the issuance of that provincial licence.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, what can

happen, of course—and the purpose of this is

to make sure that it does not occur—is that a

person can go to another province—the prov-

inces of Quebec and Manitoba are the likely

locations—and apply for an original licence as

an unlicensed driver, receive a licence by
passing the test of either of those two prov-

inces and come back into Ontario with a very
valid Quebec or Manitoba driver's licence. So

it is not a question of having to produce your
old Ontario licence; you merely go in and

apply as a new driver, take the test and get

the licence.

Mr. Lawlor: Well, I can't help very much
here, I agree, but that of course is fraudulent

misrepresentation which would be subject to

criminal penalties if they so did, because

every application form has certain questions

making disclosure necessary.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Does the minister have any
intention of possibly employing the use of

social insurance numbers on applications for

drivers' licences, which would at least allow

a fairly immediate check with adjoining

provinces where it was suspected that some
c'riviuft offence had occurred and therefore

that the person may have had a driver's

licence suspended in an adjoining province
or elsewhere and against which person there

may be some serious infractions recorded as

to that person's driving ability?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: No, Mr. Chairman, we
haven't looked at the possibility of using that

number. It is something that can be looked

at, but to the best of my knowledge that

hasn't been considered.

Mr. Breithaupt: Well, at least that number
would avoid any duplication in source

records. And since most of us, whether it's

from income tax or through various other

areas, are now all related to that one con-

sistent number, this might be a valid view

of driver-licence applications. So that, too,

could be referred into a common source of

information as to an individual, which ap-

pears to be accepted generally now by the

people of Canada.

Section 3 agreed to.

On section 4:

Mr. Chairman: Section 4. Would it be out

of order if the Chairman asked a question on

section 4? Are you on section 4?

Mr. Deans: Section 5.

Mr. Chairman: Would it be out of order?

Mr. Lawlor: It is unheard of.

Mr. Chairman: Would you agree to it?

Mr. Deans: It would be; but we are always
out of order—so go ahead.

Mr. N. G. Leluk (Humber): It is out of

order, but do it.

Mr. Chairman: I would like to ask the

minister on section 4: Does it mean that a

person 14 years of age could get a licence,

say, to operate a motorbike on the highway?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: No, Mr. Chairman, it

does not. It does not require a licence under

this Act to operate a motor-assisted bicycle,

as it is defined. You are referring to the

driving of a motorcycle?

Mr. Chairman: No, a motorbike.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: You do not need a

driver's licence to operate a motor-assisted

bicycle, as defined in this Act. A person

under the age of 14 would not be permitted
to operate them. A person over 14 would be,

but would not require a licence,

Mr. Chairman: The question I want to ask

is: What can they operate on the highwax

at 14 years of age?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: At 14 years of age they
can now operate a motor-assisted bicycle.

And they can also operate a 10-speed bicycle,

which goes faster than the motor-assisted

bicycle.
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Mr. Leiuk: Not necessarily.

Section 4 agreed to.

On section 5:

Mr. Chairman: What section of the bill

does the member for Wentworth wish to

speak on?

Mr. Deans: Section 5.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: May I just, with your usual

great grace and compunction, Mr. Chairman,

say my final word with respect to this parti-

cular section?

I think, as a lawyer who has watched the

courts for many years, that arbitrary across-

the-board legislation which binds everybody
in an overall way, is purblind, narrow and

stupid. Every case which comes before the

judiciary—and the direction of justice must be

in the direction of humanity—always has sur-

rounding it and included within it certain

mitigating circumstances. They ought to be

given grounds of presentation. The intelli-

gence of the courtroom should operate that

way.
To set up arbitrary barriers, limitations and

categories, such as has been done here, seems
to me the very reverse of the notion of jus-

tice, the notion of law. It's easy to do. It's

simple-minded; it's blockheaded. I suppose,

purblindedly and backwardly, it achieves its

purpose—although I question that very se-

verely. If the minister thinks that with a three-

month penalty he is in any way going to fore-

close on the possibility of traffic deaths, then

it seems to me that he's badly mistaken in

his estimate of what human beings are up to

and what they think about.

You do have to have a penalty; and the

penalty should be invoked in the overwhelm-

ing majority of cases. Nevertheless, there are

circumstances, there are special cases. There
are pleas that might and should be made,
in the interests of decency, that you're fore-

closing in this particular bLll.

To invoke, as this member here does, a

victimization of certain people being placed
in a bad situation, a great wrong having been

done, a child killed, and then over against

that, to say that we must use the mechanisms
of the law to punish somebody else in order

somehow to make up the balance in some
remote and strange way, that is a parcel of

the retributive mind.

I don't know what people are thinking
about when they think in these terms of

mathematical equivalence, or some kind of

factor system that you can balance off lives.

You can't do it that way. Everyone .regrets
that circumstance, but that has nothing to do
with the actual case before the courts with

respect to this very man's case. To mitigating
circumstances, such as they may be, he gets
no presentation under this and under your
law as it presently stands. I consider that

stupid.

Mr. Deans: Before you answer I want to

say—

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: You fellows go ahead
and debate-

Mr. Deans: —I think it is a privilege and
not a right. If a person is made fully aware
of the consequences of his actions and insists

on following through with those actions then

he has to be prepared to face the law. I

understand my colleague's position. It's diffi-

cult for lawyers. I appreciate that. I'm not a

lawyer, thanlc God, at this point. I might have

liked to have been a lawyer but I'm not.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Aren't you glad?

Mr. Deans: I listened to what you said

earlier about this being a more stringent

application of the law than the previous
law, though it doesn't appear that way. I

think you are right; it probably is.

Mr. Stokes: Would you believe that both

had dinner tonight and never mentioned this

bill?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: They ate at different

places.

Mr. Deans: I still feel that if a person,

given the opportunity and given the knowl-

edge of the law, is prepared to take the

chance, notwithstanding whether he kills

someone or not, then he has got to appre-
ciate that he will not be able to drive in the

Province of Ontario for a specffic length of

time. I'm of the view that if a person were
to be convicted more than once, he ought
not to drive at all. I feel quite strongly about

it. I think that if a person is caught twice it

may be just his bad luck that it's only twice

in his whole life that he has got drunk and

driven, but I suspect that isn't the case.

Mr. Lawlor: Can you hear the pibroch of

John Knox in the night?

Mr. Deans: If a person is unfortunate

enough to get caught twice, it is probably
because he drives in that condition quite

frequently. He is a hazard on the road.
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These aren't the only people who should

be taken off the road. I'm telling you, Mr.

Chairman, that as far as I'm concerned there

are a lot of other people who are not capable
of driving on the highway and shouldn't be

on the highway because they are a danger
to themselves. They may well be able to

make the choice to be a danger to them-

selves, but they shouldn't be able to make
a choice of whether or not they should be a

danger to other people who may be quite

unsuspecting.

I say to you that if a person were to be

convicted twice in a year, he should certainly
lose his licence for life. There should be no

justice, as my colleague talks about. If it

were to be twice in five years, maybe the

suspension should be a year or longer.

I feel quite strongly about it. Beyond that,

let me just say here what I would say on
section 9. I want to suggest to you that the

licence should be removed in the court. It

shouldn't be left in abeyance or in a state

of limbo as it currently is.

Mr. Lawlor: It is, under the legislation.

Mr, Deans: No, it isn't always.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: It is.

Mr. Deans: Quite frequently, a person is

informed that he has been convicted and
then has to await the notice from the Minis-

try of Trannsportation and Communications.

Mr. Lawlor: No, they take it away from
him right in court.

Mr. Deans: Where does it say that? I was

looking for it and couldn't find it.

Mr. Chairman: Let's deal with section 5
and then we'll move to 9.

Mr, Deans: Show me where it says that,

will you?

Mr. Chairman: Let us deal with section 5.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I just want to make one
comment on section 5, and this will be my
last comment. The member for Lakeshore for

some reason wants to impose upon this Act
the penalty for impaired driving or drunken

driving or dangerous driving. There is no

penalty in this Act that deals with any of

these sections.

The leniency of the court can well be
found when the trial is held under the charge
under the Criminal Code. If the good judge
who hears the case before him convicts upon
the evidence submitted to him on the charge

under the Criminal Code, as a result of that

conviction in respect of the leniency that he

did not receive at the hands of the judge, the

Highway Traffic Act simply says that upon
conviction—as the warning says—of the offence

and the circumstances indicated therein, his

driver's licence shall be forthwith suspended.
The leniency will be in the court either to

convict him or let him go. You either convict

or you don't convict on the basis of the evi-

dence, and the judge can be lenient.

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing); He can't be

lenient on a conviction.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): You may
lose convictions on that basis, then.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: What you are telling me
then is, there is no leniency in the Criminal

Code at all.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, I can't let that

pass. It is a misrepresentation, actually, in

most instances, if I may say so. Let's get the

first thing clear here, by the way. A driving-

with-ability-impaired charge is not the same

thing at all by a damn sight as driving while

intoxicated or drunken driving. There are

quite different standards. On most standards

a fellow who is impaired is quite disintoxi-

cated. We wouldn't think he was necessarily
intoxicated at all, but he reaches that .08 on

the Richter scale, and by George the earth-

quake has happened. That's No. 1.

No. 2—the penalty is not written in, in

that sense. But the penalty that this Act, in

fact if not in law—and in law too, because it's

in legislation—inflicts upon these individuals

can be far more devastating than anything
the court would dream of giving the indi-

vidual in question. The fact that his licence

is under suspension, his livelihood is down
the drain and his family is in dire circum-

stances because of that, is the thing that

strikes me; and there may be good grounds
for his making some kind of compassionate
or other kind of appeal in the circumstances.

There may be mitigating circumstances.

There very often are. For the minister to cut

that off, a priori, right from the word go in

terms of his legislation, seems to me a

purblind move to say the least.

I've wanted the legislation for a long time

made more humane, made more flexible. I

would even go the other direction and give
the judge the power to inflict a hardship

penalty; maybe suspension for life depending

upon the unmitigating circumstances of the

case. I think there should be a swap here.

But to set up a minimal term, the minister

may as well make it two years; three months
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is all he needs to he thrown out of where he

is so that his livelihood is lost.

What is he supposed to do for those three

months? The minister makes no provision for

these possibilities at all. The circumstances

may be the most superficial and minor in the

world. The consequences that flow from that

particular infraction might have been neither

here nor there. Nevertheless, he has to bear

the full penalty along with somebody who
has been very venal indeed in the circum-

stances that were found in that other case.

We have to leave room in law, and if we
don't that law is stupid.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 5 carry?

Sections 5 and 6 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section 20?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, I would
move an amendment to section 12.

Sections 7 to 11, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 12:

Hon. Mr. Rhodes moves that section 12 of
the bill be amended by adding thereto the

following subsection:

"Section 49 of the said Act is amended by
adding thereto the following subsection: 1(a)—
Subsection 1 does not apply to a motor-
assisted bicycle with an attached motor which
is driven by electricity."

Mr. Lawlor: I am sure glad he did that.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Aren't you though? I

didn't want the member picked up on his

way to work on his electric bicycle.

Mr. Lawlor: Smoke marijuana on your
little electric-driven bike and you have had it.

Mr. Chairman: You've heard the minister's

amendment to section 21; is there any com-
ment? Shall the amendment carry?

Section 12, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any other section before
section 20?

Sections 13 to 20, inclusive, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Does any member have any
comments or amendments to any other sec-

tion of the bill?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, I would
like to move an amendment to section 28.

Sections 21 to 27, inclusive, agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes moves that subsection 1

of section 120 of the Act, as set out in sub-

section 1 of section 28 of the bill, be amended
by striking out ''motor vehicle designed for

carrying eight or more passengers and," in the

first and second lines; and inserting in lieu

thereof the word "bus."

Mr. Chairman: You have heard the minis-

ter's amendment to section 28 of the bill.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Does
that cover a three-seat station wagon?

Mr. Chairman: Does the member for York
Centre have any comments?

Mr. Deans: Could we have the definition

of "bus" read out, since we don't know what
the definition is in the original Act?

Mr. Chairman: The member for York Cen-
tre first.

Mr. Deacon: I just wanted to find out if it

included a three-seater station wagon; which
has a capacity of nine, I would think.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: What we are hoping to

do is to have this applied to buses, and

actually a bus is defined as a vehicle that

carries 10 passengers. It is intended that this

would remove from the conditions of this Act
those vehicles, such as cars or station wagons
that are used in many cases in the outlying
areas as small feeder-line buses, if you will,

to take youngsters to a regular school bus. We
do not want to impose upon these smaller

vehicles the need to have the requirements as

laid out in the Act.

Mr. Deans: Oh, I am sorry. Are you telling

me, then, that station wagons used for school-

bus purposes are not to be regulated under
this Act?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: No, I am simply saying
that we do not want to define them as they
were defined in section 28. The definition of a

bus is, "a bus means a motor vehicle designed
for carrying 10 or more passengers and used

for the transportation of persons." That would
be the application within section 28.

Mr. Deans: Well I have got to understand

what you are doing and I don't. I know of a

number of school buses, for transporting crip-

pled children in particular, that are of a

station-wagon nature. They hold, I don't

know, eight-

Mr. Deacon: Eight or nine.
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Mr. Deans: —crippled children, I guess, or

nine. They are sort of three-seat aflFairs. Are

they not required to have "Do not pass when
signals flashing" signs on them? Are they not

required to have two red signal lights in the

rear and two red signal lights in the front?

Are they not required to be painted yellow
with black lettering?

Hon, Mr. Rhodes: That is correct.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deacon: You would make them im-

practical to operate.

Mr. Deans: Why are you doing that? You
are going to have to deal with those some-

where; you are surely going to have to deal

with them someplace. There are a number of

school jurisdictions that I can think of that

use station wagons, and they travel-

Mr. B. Newman ( Windsor-Walkerville ) :

Retarded children use a lot of them.

Mr. Deans: Retarded children, crippled
children.

Mr. Breithaupt: But you are not loading
and oflF-loading along the road.

Mr. Deans: You most certainly are. You
have to stop at the side of the highway in

order to pick them up.

I want to know whether they are going to

be regulated in some way, because the thing
about having this whole section is that it has
some handle on the safety of the bus. It

means that the buses are going to be easily

identified, that hopefully people will be more
careful when they are in the area of a school

bus. If you can run one of these other little

station wagons loaded with crippled kids as a

school bus, and not have to put on it that

that's what it is really used for, then I think

you are going in a backward direction.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: There is a major prob-
lem here, and that is that a great many
youngsters are being transported to schools

for retarded children and schools for crippled
children and ordinary taxis are doing the job.

They are paid for by a local service club, and

they drive around the community and pick
them up and take them. What we were

hoping to do was to—

Mr. Breithaupt: They are not loading on
the streets.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: That's right. These
vehicles will have the word "school bus" on
the front of them. That will be on them. But
what we are saying is we are not—

Mr. Deans: Why? Where does it say that

it will have that on those?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: They are required to

have that on now, I think, as a contract. They
are not required under the Act because it is

not being defined as a bus. Anything less

than 10 passengers we do not wish to define

as a bus.

Many of these will pull off the highway
themselves, turn in driveways, and are not

making the long-haul, multi-stop sort of pick-

up and delivery to a school. We were con-

cerned at the time when we had these in-

cluded, and there was some considerable dis-

cussion about it.

Mr. Deans: Okay. Let me just say to you
that I used to own a little station-wagon
affair—what was it called? A club wagon,
like a Volkswagen bus. It carried eight people

or nine people, I guess. I see them being
used frequently for school-bus purposes.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: You described it, though,

as a bus.

Mr. Deans: No, it's not, it's called a club

wagon. I see them frequently being used for

the purpose of transporting children to and

from school.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: If it will carry 10 or

more passengers it is a bus within the defini-

tion of the Act.

Mr. Deans: It is set up to carry nine—three

and three and three.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Then it is not a bus;

then it is not within the definition of a bus

in the Act.

Section 28, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any other section of the

Act, any other comment, or amendment?

Mr. Lawlor: Section 31.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I have an amendment to

section 31 which I thought the hon. member
for Lakeshore might be interested in.

Mr. Lawlor: Have you? Well, you may be

improving.

Mr. Chairman: What section?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I think my amendment,
Mr. Chairman, will satisfy him.

Mr. Chairman: Okay.

Mr. Lawlor: I doubt it.
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Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Or come close.

Sections 29 and 30 agreed to.

On section 31:

Hon. Mr. Rhodes moves that subsection 1

of section 135 of the Act as set out in section

31 of the bill be amended by striking out *in

the opinion of the minister," in the first line;

by striking out "the minister may declare," in

the 12th and 13th lines; by striking out "or

any part thereof to be invalid by notice sent

by registered mail to the clerk of the munic-

ipality and such bylaw or part thereof," in

the 13th, 14th and 15th lines; and by striking
out "21 days after the sending of the notice,
in the 16th and 17th lines.

Mr. Chairman: Do members want to com-
ment on section 31?

Mr. Lawlor: Are we going to work all

night or am I going to get time to think
about this?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Can we come back to-

morrow morning or tomorrow afternoon?

Mr. Breithaupt: Is it the view of the House
leader that we would finish this bill this

evening?

An hon. member: Oh no.

Mr. Breithaupt: Or what do you have in

mind? We are agreed to it if you wish.

Mr. Deans: I just want to ask you one

question.

Mr. Lawlor: It will take another half hour
at least.

Mr. Deans: It will take a little while. Could
I ask one question about what I just raised
with the minister; I realize it's passed—

Mr. Chairman: If it's now in the bill, why
you are not entitled to ask another question.

Mr. Deans: Well, we are not going to finish

the bill, but we'll talk afterwards.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee rise

and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House begs to report progress
and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): I was just

going to ask, Mr. Speaker, since we have
now more or less completed the list of legis-

lation, other than the completion of com-
mittee stage for this bill and proceeding with
Bill 191, the Ontario Lottery Corp., perhaps
we could hear from the government House
leader as to what he is proposing to do later

on. Will, for example, Bill 195, a further Act
to amend the Highway Traffic Act, follow

along the present bill we have been discus-

sing this evening?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, tomor-
row we will proceed to the conclusion of the

bill presently before us; and then we will pro-
ceed immediately to Bill 195, to be followed

by Bill 191 and Bill 182.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:35 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. L. M. Reilly (Eglinton): Mr. Speaker, I

should like to introduce to you and to the

members of this Legislature some students

from Glenview Senior Public School. They
are accompanied by their teacher, Mrs. Prit-

chard, and also by two parents, Mrs. Brad-

shaw and Mrs. Leemy.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.

Speaker, I wish to introduce to the Legisla-
ture a group of students from Woodland
Senior Public School in Thornhill and hope
they will be welcomed to the Legislature.

Mr. Speaker: I am sure that all hon. mem-
bers will join me in welcoming in the

Speaker's gallery the 1974-1975 parliamentary
interns from the National Assembly of the

Province of Quebec. These interns are in

Toronto for the balance of this week and
will be meeting with a number of members
to discuss parliamentary affairs in Ontario. I

wish to thank those members who have

agreed to meet with them and know that all

hon. members will join me in welcoming
them here this afternoon.

Statements by the ministry.

ATHABASCA TAR SANDS

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
I wonder if I could seek the indulgence of

the House in case there are any questions
related to a certain meeting in Winnipeg yes-
terday? If we could agree now, we will

revert to ministerial statements at 5 o'clock,
when I expect to be able to make a statement
to the members of the House. If any mem-
bers have questions about those meetings
yesterday, I just can't answer any prior to

that hour.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, could we ask if there would then
be the opportunity perhaps to have some

interchange of questions at that point should

they become necessary?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, if you in

your wisdom decide to cut short the question

Tuesday, February 4, 1975

period at this time by five minutes, I wouldn't

object strenuously to five minutes of ques-
tions afterwards.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): No.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
We could even add five minutes on.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I think there

should be either a significant reduction in the

question period, because we're not going to

let the Fl-emier off with five minutes, or a

significant extension when the time comes.

But we need, I think, sir, a guarantee that

we can have a serious exchange about this.

Mr. Speaker: Can we agree on maybe 30
minutes at this time and 15 minutes at that

time?

Mr. Lewis: Oh, no.

Mr. Speaker: We might even agree to

extending it, if that's not enough.

Mr. Breithaupt: Might I suggest, Mr.

Speaker, that we proceed with the question

period in the normal form at this point and
that the House, because of this most impor-
tant problem, allow whatever time is neces-

sary at that point to deal with this?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I am sure unanimous con-

sent would be forthcoming.

Hon. A. Grossman (Provincial Secretary for

Resources Development): That's what we call

a quid pro quo.

Mr. Lewis: I think that's a fair give and
take myself.

Mr. Speaker: There seems to be agreement
that we can revert to statements and, if neces-

sary, questions at that time. Do I understand
that its a normal period at this time then?

Agreed.

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of Health.

DOCTORS' FEE SCHEDULE

Hon. F. S. Miller (Minister of Health): Mr.

Speaker, I am very pleased indeed that the
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Ontario Medical Association council, in re-

flecting the wishes of its members, announced
last night that it will honour the agreement
entered into last year-

Mr. Lewis: Not all its members.

Hon. Mr. Millert —providing a four per
cent increase in the fee schedule, effective

May 1, 1975. I am grateful for and encour-

aged by the responsible attitude displayed by
the medical profession in Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: There was, the minister will

notice, no voluntary cut.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

Order please; the hon. Leader of the Op-
position, an oral question.

IMMIGRATION POLICY

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I would
like to ask the Premier, in the absence of the

Minister of Culture and Recreation (Mr.

Welch), if he has had any communication
with the government in Canada over a re-

quest for the view of this government on

immigration policy? Is the Premier aware
that in his absence yesterday on important
provincial business, a green paper on immi-

gration policy was made public in Ottawa
with the request that the provinces express
their views? In this connection, can the
Premier indicate that there would either be a

debate on this matter in the House, or per-

haps through some other facility, so that the

community interested in it can express their

views to a committee of this House?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I haven't

discussed this with the minister. I think I am
right in this, that there was a communcation
from the Prime Minister of Canada talking
about some form of study related to the

demographics of Canada, which I assume
means the question of location of growth and
what have you, that I think might have been
related—and I can only say this—to whatever

paper was tabled yesterday. I just looked at

this very early this morning and we're in the

process of replying to it.

I think the federal government is asking
for provincial representation as it relates to

this kind of study. There were, I believe,
two or three suggestions in the telegram. I

will explore this further, discuss it with the

minister and have a more detailed reply for

the member on Thursday. I think probably
the two are related, but I can't say this with-

out further checking.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Since

this province is affected probably more than

any other area of Canada by federal policy—
and evidently four basic alternatives have

been put forward for discussion—and since

apparently the government of Canada has re-

quested the formal views of the government
of Ontario, I'm simply asking that there be
an opportunity to discuss it in this House, or

even better, an opportunity through a com-
mittee of this House to seek the views of our

community.

An hon. member: Human resources.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, as I say, I

received this fairly lengthy Telex from the

Prime Minister. I can't say that the two are

definitely related. I haven't seen the report
from yesterday. I'll certainly discuss it with

the minister and see what in fact the federal

government is suggesting and whether it is

asking for our views. The Telex I saw really
was referring to the involvement of the prov-
inces in some continuing study of two or

three matters. They may or may not be re-

lated, but I'll find out.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: A supplementary: Has the

Premier planned on a major submission from
the Ontario government, knowing that the

paper on immigration was coming down, a
submission which could form the basis of a

debate here or follow a debate here?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't be-

lieve we were planning on any formal sub-

mission in that sense of the word—certainly
not until the study had been completed.

Certainly, from our standpoint, perhaps a

discussion here in the House might be worth-

while; I just don't know when it would use-

fully take place, but I don't reject the idea.

Mr. Speaker: The Leader of the Opposi-
tion?

TAX REDUCTIONS FOR NORTHERN
ONTARIO

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question of the Treas-

urer, Mr. Speaker.

Has the Treasurer examined the recom-
mendations from the president of the North-

eastern Ontario Municipalities Action Group?
Actually, the gentleman's name is Rene Piche.

He is the mayor of Kapu^^kasing, and I think

he has other responsibilities in the north as

well. His recommendations call on the prov-
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ince to bring down in the budget for the

next fiscal year, some relief for citizens living

in the north by way of an income tax credit,

a reduction in the sales tax from seven to

five per cent north of the French River; and
the possibility of a reduction in gasoline tax

as well.

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Treasurer, Minister

of Intergovernmental Affairs): No, I haven't,

Mr. Speaker.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Is the

minister able to say to the House that it is

getting consideration from his colleagues, the

Minister of Northern Affairs, the Minister of

Revenue, and his other colleagues, so that the

people of the north might expect this relief

by way of equalizing the cost of living?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I am

certainly able to say that this matter is being

given every consideration.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): We can't

hear the minister.

Mr. Lewis: The minister is so subdued he

is inaudible. Let's at least hear from the new
Treasurer.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Sounds like the old

Treasurer at a lower level.

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): They can't

hear that in Kapuskasing.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions?

CLOSING OF BURWASH
CORRECTIONAL CENTRE

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I want to ask of the

Minister of Government Services if he has

any further statement to make to the House
on the utilization of the facilities at Burwash,
as discussed some weeks ago and which
were an item of considerable interest in the

news reports just a day or two ago?

Further, can he give some comment to

this House and the interested citizens in the

north on the report that the economic im-

pact on the community was not discussed in

any way by cabinet before the decision was
made to close it up and turn over the

facilities to the gentle treatment of the hon.

minister?

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government
Services): Well, the short answer to both

questions, I think, Mr. Speaker, is no.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: What
about this stujff about renting the land out

to local farmers, if any? What about the

prospects of a northern tourist development?
What about the prospect of a golf course?

That was one of the proposals. It sounded
sort of like a revised Maple Mountain. We
thought perhaps the minister was cranking
that back into the machine.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, obviously
we have got to get into longer answers.

We are, Mr. Speaker, giving serious con-

sideration to all the proposals that have been
made to the government regarding the Bur-

wash facilities. Certainly, one of the areas

that is receiving very serious consideration

is the agricultural possibilities for the land

and also the tourist possibilities, and the

many other suggestions that have been made.

These are all being considered, but my
short answer of "no," in the first place, meant
that I was not able to report any firm de-

cisions on those at this time. My second

short answer of "no" meant that I would
not comment as to the discussions at cabinet,

as that would not be appropriate.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary; the mem-
ber for Ottawa East.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary
of the same minister.

Is there any basis for the comment made
by one individual that when the govern-
ment left Burwash it left all the potatoes
out in the field—potatoes to feed 1,000

people? And, if this is so, what was the

hurry to get out of there? Does the minister

not think that was a bit irresponsible in light

of the cost of food and vegetables in this

province?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, I am not

aware that there were any potatoes in the

field. To my knowledge the general farming

operation ceased at Burwash a few years

ago. There certainly has been no cattle opera-
tion there; whether the institution carried

on a garden, I can't say. But Burwash was
closed as of the end of December, and my
ministry accepted responsibility for it about
30 days ago. I am sure if there were any
potatoes there when we took it over, they
are well frozen by now.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Sudbury
has a supplementary?

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Speaker,
does the minister not have a meeting
scheduled with the Ministry of Health re-

garding the utilization of this facility?
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Hon. Mr. Snow: No meeting is scheduled

that I'm aware of, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. Leader of

the Opposition have further questions?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I should say I have
several meetings scheduled regarding the

facility, but none with the Minister of Health.

Mr. Speaker: The Leader of the Opposi-
tion? The member for Scarborough West
then.

ASBESTOS PROBLEM AT CANADIAN
JOHNS-MANVILLE PLANT

Mr. Lewis: I have a question of the Min-
ister of Health, if I could ask one. Has the

ocupational health branch of his ministry

brought to the minister's attention the recent

testing they did for asbestos particles at the

Johns-Manville plant in Scarborough? Per-

haps that's where I should start. Has it been
brought to his attention?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I don't
recall specific tests of a specific plant being
brought to my attention. Several months ago,
we were discussing cancer of the lung through
asbestos, and certain principles were brought
to my attention but not details in specific

plants.

Mr. Lewis: By way of a supplementary, if

testing was done by the occupational health
branch of the Ministry of Health and it

showed that levels were significantly above
the threshold limits both recommended by
his ministry and established by the Ministry
of Labour, would that not normally find its

way to the minister, since the lives of the
workers are involved?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Speaker, with that
lead-in I almost feel that the member for

Scarborough West knows something that I

don't.

Mr. Lewis: I do, but I'm not telling the
minister.

Mr. Roy: That is not unusual.

Hon. Mr. Miller: It is not in the member
for Scarborough West's case but it is in the
case of the member for Ottawa East.

Mr. Lewis: I don't swath myself in velvet

garb.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Why is

the member blushing?

Mr. Roy: I won't give the member .the

name of my tailor.

Mr. Lewis: I don't want the name of the

member for Ottawa East's tailor.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I admit to

the fact that I think I am generally aware of

such things in my ministry; I like to think the

staflF would inform we when there's a prob-
lem. If I haven't been brought up-to-date,
I would like to know about it.

Mr. Lewis: I will tell the minister later

today.

Mr. Speaker: Are there any further

questions?

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the Minister of

Labour, Mr. Speaker, has the industrial safety

branch of his ministry informed him of the

accelerating asbestos problems at the Cana-
dian Johns-Manville plant in Scarborough
and, if so, what is being done?

Hon. J. P. MacBeth (Minister of Labour):
Mr. Speaker, earlier the member referred to

recent reports. Now, I can't think of any
recent report that I have seen or that has

been brought to my attention. There were

some, some months ago, in connection with

it. The member is speaking of within the last

few months, is he?

Mr. Lewis: I am speaking of within the

last six to eight weeks.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: No, I don't recall any-

thing as recently as that, Mr. Speaker. The

procedure would be if they were beyond the

standards that we provide for, some follow-up
would be given to it. I'll make an inquiry
into it.

But I don't know whether we would report

back to the Minister of Health in regard to

it. We take on the responsibility of enforcing

those standards; I think it's up to us to make
sure that they are carried out. So I'll make
some inquiries. Maybe we should report back

to the Minister of Health, who sets the stan-

dards. I'll speak to my colleague in regard
to that as well, sir.

Mr. Speaker: Are there any further

questions?

Mr. Lewis: Not on that subject, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): A supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary; the mem-
ber for High Park.
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Mr. Shulman: Does the ministry inform
Workmen's Compensation Board of these

studies relating to asbestos?

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: No, I don't think we
have any direct procedure for informing them.
I think the Compensation Board has all the

information we get. But the member asks,

do we have a direct procedure that every-

thing that goes through our office goes on to

the board? I don't think it does, sir. But

certainly there's nothing that we have that

the board could not get. I know that there is

a continuing liaison between us, but whether
we have any procedure for automatically

sending all our reports on to the board, I

would doubt it.

Mr. Shulman: A supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: One more supplementary.

Mr. Shulman: In view of the fact that the
board has been turning down compensation
cases from Johns-Manville with cancer of the

lung — who have asbestos bodies found in

their lungs — and the board apparently be-
lieves that there is no relation between asbes-

tos bodies in the lung and cancer, will the

minister inform it of his recent findings so

that we can get these archaic people brought
up to date?

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Mr. Speaker, I don't

think there is anything archaic about the
medical people in the Workmen's Compen-
sation Board.

Mr. Shulman: No? The director.

Mr. Lewis: We'll see, at the board hearings
this afternoon.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: They are at present be-
fore the standing committee of the House,
and there are doctors there who are prepared
to answer. If there is any information that we
have that will be of assistance to the mem-
bers, certainly we will be glad to provide it,

but I reject the suggestion that the medical
officers on the staflF of the Workmen's Com-
pensation Board, or the independent people
who they refer to, are in any way archaic or
not up to date.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: I'll ask this as a separate ques-
tion, Mr. Speaker, since you wouldn't allow
me a supplementary.
Do I take it then that the minister himself

is not at this time involved in anything serious
around occupational health safety at Johns-

Manville, eitlier by reference from his minis-

try's industrial safety branch or from the
Workmen's Compensation Board? At the
moment he is not personally seized with that
as minister. Is that correctr

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Personally seized? No,
I'm not aware of anything personally at the

present time, but there is much work that

goes on in my ministry every day that doesn't

necessarily involve me personally. I certainly
don't know of every check that they make on
various industrial plants across this province.

CATHOLIC CHILDREN'S AID SOCIETY

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, again a question
of the Minister of Labour. The minister knows
that the conciliation in the dispute between
the workers at the Catholic Children's Aid

Society and the society in Metropolitan To-
ronto broke down last Thursday. Can he make
a report to the House now, considering the

way in which service is suffering at the

society?

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Mr. Speaker, we are

in touch with the matter. As my colleague

suggested, it did break down last Thursday.
We understood there was only the matter of

union security separating them, but when

they returned to the bargaining table we
found there were one or two other things as

well and they were not able to come to any
agreement. We are in touch and hope to

arrange meetings again shortly, although there

isn't one scheduled at the present time, to my
knowledge.

DENTAL CARE

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Health.

Is it the minister's intention to respond in

any formal way to the proposal for dental

care provided to him by the Ontario Dental

Association, particularly in relation to the

cost factors and the initiation of the plan for

those under six years of age? How does he

view the cost factors in their proposal, by the

way?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Speaker, let me
answer the first part first.

At my request, back in March the Ontario

Dental Association and ministry representa-
tives started working out the mechanics of

any potential dental health plan. The mate-

rial presented by the ODA a week or so ago
was pretty well the kind of plan that they
worked out on the assumption that there
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might be a governmental dental plan some

day.

They started that work knowing full well

that this might not be a fact for some period
of time, but so that at least we would have

some understanding as to the manpower
available, the most important groups to be

worked upon, the methods of payment and
so on. Aoout three months ago we agreed
that the work had gone as far as it should

go, until such time as the government in its

wisdom decided that the plan was necessary.

Mr. Roy: Like before the election in 1975.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Miller: We don't have to de-

pend upon such ploys-

Mr. Roy: That is what they are doing.
Admit it.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The minister is

answering the question of the leader of the

New Democratic Party.

Mr. Lewis: Such cynicism!

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes, cynicism.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: How can anybody get

cynical aroimd here?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Miller: —or even hospitals in

Atikokan.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Right be-

fore the election—the very day before.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We used to believe in

the big blue machine and now we know that

is just a fagade. We can't believe in any-
thing.

Hon. Mr. Miller: I have totally lost track

bf what I was trying to say.

Mr. Roy: The minister should sit down
while he is ahead.

Hon. Mr, Miller: The fact is we have
looked at certain cost implications in terms
of taking the three-year-old to six-year-old

age group, which seemed to be the most

profitable group to work on first, and extend-

ing the coverage as they grew up. It seems
to me that the figures I saw months ago were

relatively modest in that range. They were
in the $20 million-a-year range, which is

modest for a plan, by my ministry's standards.

Mr. Roy: It's very modest compared with
the health plan.

Hon. Mr. Miller: The figures were in that

order, but the total cost of a plan for all

people escalated very quickly to at least $250
million and perhaps to $500 million. Those

implications were in it.

Mr. Lewis: The government will find that

much for Syncrude to bail out Imperial Oil.

God forbid, they should find it for a dental

plan.

Hon. Mr. Miller: There are lots of other

things. There are dental programmes going

on, as the member knows, through the health

units. We have fluoridation programmes in

many cities; and just within the last week
I heard dentists saying what a dramatic

difference that by itself has made in the

total demand of the young group for dental

care. No one item, I say with great respect
to the member for Sandwich-Riverside (Mr.

Burr), no one other item seems to have as

much impact upon the state of dental health

as fluoridation does at this point in time.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions?

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Supple-
mentary.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: As with seatbelts, the

government is not going to do anything
about it?

Hon. Mr. Miller: We're doing a lot about
it.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Rainy River

with a supplementary.

Mr. Reid: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I'd

like to ask the minister, related to dental

care, if he is aware of the survey that was
taken by the northwestern health unit? It

indicated that children in the younger ages
in that area have more cavities and more

problems with teeth than anyone else in the

province, due mainly to the lack of dentists

ill that area. In light of this, is the govern-
ment considering any programme to expand
dental care in northwestern Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I am not

aware of that specific study. I am aware that

the percentage of young people with dental

caries is very high, even in the city of

Toronto. I think some 32 per cent of the

children, or some factor like that, have un-

treated cavities. I can quite appreciate that

in fact the problems in the northern areas

will be great because of the many instances

of the lack of natural fluorides in the water
in those areas.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: A lot of natural mercury

up there though.

Hon. Mr. Miller: I can't answer the last

part of the member's question.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Ottawa East,

Mr. Roy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker, to

the minister's statement: Has he changed his

position today to what it was in August or

September when he made a statement, at

the meeting of the ministers of health, in

which he said that dental care in Ontario was
not a high priority item? How does that

coincide with the proposal from the ODA,
which has set its target date for 1975?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Speaker, those words

were used by me in a context and therefore—

Mr. Roy: The minister didn't mean them.

Hon. Mr. Miller: I don't imply I was mis-

quoted or anything else. I have to set

priorities and until such time as there is a

dental plan one has to assume it hasn't

reached the top of the list, that's all.

Mr. Roy: I will bet the election changes
the minister's priorities.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Well it may even change
the membership in this House, including that

ot" the hon. member.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The member
for Cochrane South.

HEALTH AND SAFETY STANDARDS
IN ONTARIO MINES

Mr. Ferrier: My question is of the Minister

of Natural Resources. Will the minister make
himself aware of the brief submitted to the

Ham commission by the United Steelworkers

of America local of the Reeves mine of

Canadiari Johns-Manville, which raised major
complaints about serious dust problems in

their dust control system; to the effect that

trucks are windowless, and those that do
have doors are wired shut; that loaders are

without brakes; and that ramps in the open
pit—there are two now—are without proper
guardrails?

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Mr. Speaker, I want to assure the

member opposite that we have some senior

members of our ministry at every one of

these hearing of the Ham commission. Cer-

tainly that particular report, along with other

reports that have been tabled with that com-

mission, will be checked into very carefully.

Mr. Ferrier: Well as a supplementary, Mr.

Speaker, what has the ministry's mine in-

spection branch been doing to aljow these

deplorable conditions to exist? Will the min-
ister order a full inspection of the mines to

make sure that corrective measures are taken

when there are obvious violations of the Min-

ing Act and worker safety is greatly im-

perilled, such as in that situation right now?

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): It is the

same story all across northern Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: I am certainly not pre-

pared to make any particular comments until

I have a chance to look at the report and to

compare it, of course, with the conditions

the member has pointed out.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
Centre.

TORONTO AIRPORT FACILITIES

Mr. Deacon: A question of the Premier: In

view of the growing concern of the people of

this province, and I hope of this government,
about the consequences, the serious conse-

quences, of the major growth emphasis ad-

jacent to Metro Toronto, will the Premier

urge the federal government to reject any
expansion of facilities at Malton and to choose
a location for the new airport well away from
the Metropolitan Toronto region?

Mr. Lewis: We don't need a new airport.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Quite obviously the mem-
ber for York Centre has come to the con-

clusion there is a need for a second inter-

national airport. I am delighted—

Mr. Lewis: Now that's interesting.

Mr. Deacon: I accept it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —to hear the member is

officially in support of it.

Mr. Roy: What's the Premier's position?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I can only say that as it

relates to the first part of the question, my
position-

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): What about

Spadina?

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and I do confess here

some degree of responsibility, as the member
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for Peel North—is that I have never been en-

thusiastic about a major expansion at Malton.

While this has not been discussed since the

commission report has come in, I can only

say that it remains my point of view.

Mr. Deacon: The Premier should answer
the question about growth against Toronto.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary?

Mr. Deacon: The Premier hasn't answered
the question: What is his view about em-

phasis on growth around Toronto, such as

the Pickering airport? Will the Premier urge
a location right away from the city?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, this bill has
made it

very
clear that we are concerned

about growth in and around Metropolitan
Toronto. We are doing something about it

with respect to the TCR and other studies.

Mr. Roy: That isn't obvious.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The people opposite aren't

at all committed. They are not interested and
are totally contradictory in everything where
it has something to do with respect to To-
ronto area development.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes they are.

An hon. member: We are not.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes they are, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

An hon. member: What is the Premier

doing about it?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Lewis: I have no idea what he said,
but he is rightl

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The member
for Sandwich-Riverside had the floor a
moment ago. Is he deferring to the member
for Thunder Bay? Fine.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The biggest sewer pipe
in the world, and he is proud of it.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. We are await-

ing a question from the member for Thunder

Bay.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): I have a

question of the provincial Treasurer.

PROVINCLVL INDUSTRIAL AND LAND
USE STRATEGY

Mr. Stokes: When can the people in the

Province of Ontario expect the unveiling of

an overall industrial strategy for the Province

of Ontario, so that the people in northwestern

Ontario can compete with the kind of de-

velopment that is anticipated in North Picker-

ing and Haldimand-Norfolk? And when are

we going to get the unveiling of tlie overall

strategic land-use plan for the Province of

Ontario that was promised last fall by the

minister's predecessor?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, in re-

sponse to the second part of the question, I

would simply say in the fullness of time.

Mr. Roy: Before the election in 1975.

Hon. Mr. McKeousfh: In response to the

first part of the question, I would simply say
that a plan setting out a design for develop-

ment of northwestern Ontario, has been in

place for some three or four vears. It sets

certain targets and certain goals and objec-
tives for that part of Ontario. My understand-

ing is that those goals and objectives are not

only being met, they are being exceeded. In

fact, our record in northwestern Ontario is a

darn good record—and the member knows
that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister is just not

communicating.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The member
for Nipissing.

Mr. Stokes: Supplementary.

Mr. Roy: Supplementary.

Mr. R. S. Smith: I have a question for—

Mr. Speaker: This is a supplementary?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The member
for Thunder Bay with his supplementary first,

Mr. Stokes: Thank you.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): The
member for Thunder Bay has egg on his

face.

Mr. Stokes: Mr. Speaker, I am well aware

of the progress that has been made in

northern Ontario with regard to the design
for development; as a matter of fact, I de-

fended it during the past week.

What I want to know is: With the kind of

determinations being made in northwestern
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Ontario with regard to the implementation
of a design for development and the imple-

mentation of a strategic land-use plan, to

what extent are we going to be able to go
forward with those plans in the absence of an

overall industrial strategy that mitigates

against the kind of development we want in

the north and the kind of strategic land-use

plan that we are developing in the north?

How is that going to blend with the aspira-

tions of the rest of the province if we don't

have an industrial strategy or an overall land-

use plan?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I am very tempted,
Mr. Speaker, to ask my friend to put that

question on the order paper. But I would
think that in the absence of an overall provin-
cial plan, which will be here in the fullness

of time, in a conceptual stage only-

Mr. Lewis: No, I don't think so. It is his

own overall plan.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Conceptual only? The former

Treasurer (Mr. White) promised us a full

plan.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I would simply say

this, that as long as we have in the govern-
ment of Ontario, in the cabinet of Ontario,
members such as the member for Kenora

(Mr. Bemier), my friend from Fort William

(Mr. Jessiman) and others-

Mr. Stokes: What else?

Mr. Lewis: There are not many Tories up
there now.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —who continually
tell us about what northwestern Ontario

needs and wants—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: That's better. That is more the

minister's style.

Mr. Stokes: They want us to blend in oil.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —that is the greatest
checkmark that we can have. We propose to

improve on those checkmarks and make sure

the northwestern Ontario gets more than
its fair share-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That is real communica-
tion.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —as it has been

getting now, and will continue to get.

Mr. Lewis: Let's have a little red apoplexy.

Mr. Breithaupt: Sounds like the Shouldice

wing.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member was

nearly identified.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The member
for Nipissing with a supplementary, I under-

stand.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I have a

supplementary.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: It is the usual re-

action of the New Democratic Party.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The interjection

was out of order. The minister is out of

order too. The member for Nipissing has the

floor for a supplementary.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I have a

supplementary: Would the minister inform

me when the same plan for northeastern

Ontario is to be brought forward, since it has

been promised since the minister was pre-

viously Treasurer some 2/2 years ago?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, that's a

very good question. I was to have had a

meeting at 8:30 this morning to update my-
self on that particular point. Since we arrived

back a little bit later than we had anticipated

last night, that meeting was cancelled.

I am somewhat perplexed about that.

When I left my present portfolio some 2/2

years ago, that plan was nearly ready. The

problem is, and I say this to the leader-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh, things went very

badly in those years.

Hon. J. White (Minister without Port-

folio ) : Just cut it out.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): The

former Treasurer is crying.
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Hon. Mr. McKeough: I say to my friend,

the leader of the New Democratic Party, that

some of this provincial planning has been
held up for the last couple of years because

my successor was so much farther to the right

than I am.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He is really being very

gracious.

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Nipissing.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Supplementary: Is the

minister indicating that the former Treasurer

completely ignored northeastern Ontario for

2% yearsi^

Mr. Ferrier: Yes, that is what he is saying.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Order, please.
The Minister of the Environment has the

answer to a question asked previously.

Mr. Lewis: I don't believe it. That was a

pretty impressive plan.

Hon. W. Newman (Minister of the Environ-

ment): In response to the question asked by
the hon. member-

Mr. Lewis: Does the minister remember
the observation, drowning increases near
bodies of water?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

AIR POLLUTION IN SUDBURY

Hon. W. Newman: In response to the ques-
tion asked by the hon. member for Sudbury
East (Mr. Martel) last Thursday concerning
the ministerial order on the International
Nickel Co. I wish to advise the hon. member
that my ministry at the present time has not
received any request or granted any extension
to amending control order issued on Jan. 2,

1973, to be finalized in 1978. In fact, Mr.

Speaker, I am advised that the company is

meeting the interim requirements of the min-
isterial order.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Ottawa East
with a question.

ROSS SHOULDICE

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, my question is of

the Attorney General and deals with the cor-

respondence exchange by Mr. Shouldice with
Mr. Kelly and other people within the gov-
ernment: Was the minister rightly quoted
when he said that there is no basis on which

to lay criminal charges? And if he was cor-

rectly quoted, could he tell us the background
of his coming to that particular decision?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Provincial Secretary
for Justice and Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, when anything such as the Shouldice
matter is brought to the attention of my
oflRcials, they look at it and see if there has
in fact been any breach of any statute. This

was no exception. They scrutinized section

110 of the Criminal Code which really is

framed in the basis of conspiracy. It indicates

—and I am paraphrasing it, probably in-

correctly—it's something to the effect that if

an inducement or an enticement or something
of this nature is held out-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Like $30,000.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —to procure the elec-

tion of an individual or a party, then that is

an indictable offence. Because it is couched
in a conspiracy-setting, philosophically, there

has to be more than one person involved. And
there's absolutely no evidence—in fact, a

complete denial by the person to whom that

epistle was apparently addressed that he re-

ceived it. And therefore there is no indication

that any offence has been committed,

A second matter pertaining to the same

thing which was also drawn to my attention

is that the letter was dated some time in

November, 1971, and therefore it could not

affect the outcome of the general election of

October, the preceding month. Those are the

two matters that were brought to my atten-

tion.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: So what was he raising

money for at that time?

Mr. Roy: Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: One supplementary.

Mr. Roy: One supplementary to the minis-

ter in his response: Is the minister saying that

section 110, subsection 2 only applies during
an election campaign? Second.ly, Mr. Speaker,
is the minister saying that in his opinion there

was no attempt here to commit an offence?

If you look at the attempt, an offence doesn't

have to be committed. Surely the letter of

Nov. 23, 1971, totally indicates attempt.

Mr. Speaker: The question has been asked.

Hon. Mr. Clement: We were just convey-

ing to the members of this House the opinion
of my law officers. They say there's no evi-

dence with which to proceed under section

110, arising out of that letter the member
refers to.
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Mr. Speaker: We'll allow one supple-

mentary from the hon. member for Sarnia

becaus3 he indicated his intention,

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): Would the

minister make available to members of the

House the opinion received from the law
officers?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I have that opinion, in

the form of an oral opinion conveyed to me
by the deputy minister. If the member wishes

it reduced into writing, I think probably it

might be of some advantage to him. I have

no hesitation in bringing it forth.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-

wich-Riverside.

URANIUM COMPOUNDS IN DENTURES

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): I

have a question of the Minister of Health,
Mr. Speaker, regarding the use of uranium

compounds in dentures. Is the minister aware
of a recent report from the National Radio-

logical Protection Board in the United King-
dom that three out of four British dentists

are now using a porcelain that contains

uranium, when they prescribe or when they
make up artificial dentures or crowns, and
that the board considers there is a risk of

overexposure to radioactivity?

Hon. Mr. Miller: I must admit, Mr.

Speaker, that I was unaware of those facts.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Oh,
shame!

Mr. Burr: Could the minister inquire
whether this kind of compound is in use in

Ontario? Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

MERCURY POLLUTION

Mr. Reid: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I have
a question of the Minister of Natural Re-

sources, if I could get his attention. In view
of the publicity attendant on the CBC pro-
gramme in regard to mercury in the English
River system and the programme last fall

and of ministry ofiicials coming down, can
he report to the House any progress in re-

gard to any programmes he has come up
with to assist the native people so affected?

Can he give us an up-to-date account of

how the mercury is affecting their health in

that area?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, I can

point out to the hon. member that we did

extract from the major timber licensee in

that particular area substantial timber limits

for the Whitedog and the Grassy Narrows
reserves. I believe they were allowed to cut

up to 3,000 cords of timber per year, and
I believe they've cut up to about 600. We
have also made realignments with regard
to our trapline possibilities and have made
more traplines available to them in both areas.

Here again, I understand they didn't use the

total quota that was allocated to them.

In addition to this, as I've mentioned on

previous occasions in this House we em-
barked on some extensive regeneration pro-

grammes where employment was made avail-

able to the members of the Whitedog and the

Grassy Narrows Indian reserves. In fact, we've
made contact with Chief Roy McDonald of

Whitedog and Mr. Andrew Keewatin, who
is the chief of Grassy Narrows. They are

coming to Toronto in the next short period
to discuss further steps that may be taken

by this government. I may say on this point
that just last Thursday I had the occasion

to meet with Judd Buchanan and discuss a

number of issues. This is one issue which
we touched on briefly. He is most anxious
to co-operate in any way he can, but it is

a very complex and a very difficult situation.

With regard to the health of the Indian

people per se, it's my understanding that

health tests are continuing with the adults,
the senior citizens and with the newborn
children in the immediate area. To date I

know of no direct effect that can be related
to mercury contamination in any of the in-

dividuals who have been tested.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

HAMILTON HARBOUR INVESTIGATION

Mr. Shulman: I have a question of the

Attorney General, Mr. Speaker. Is it correct

that it has been determined to charge a very
prominent individual who has not yet been

charged in the Hamilton Harbour scandal?
If that decision has been made in the min-
ister's department, why has there been a

delay in laying the charges?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I would
like to know what the member means by a

"very prominent citizen."

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): He said "in-

dividual," not "citizen."
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Hon. Mr. Clement: As the hon. member
knows, there were certain matters, which I

think went to preliminary hearing in Hamilton

about two months ago. I further believe that

the matter is coming on for trial this week.

That is the only comment that I am prepared
to make at this time. As the matter unfolds,

then I think the hon. member will be able to

satisfy himself as to whether any additional

party or parties are about to be charged.

Mr. Shulman: A supplementary: Can I

get a straight yes or no? Is the minister going
to charge additional people this week?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am not prepared to

advise this House what we are prepared
to do.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Beaches-
Woodbine.

VIOLENCE IN SCHOOLS

Mr. T. A. Wardle (Beaches-Woodbine):
Mr. Speaker, I have a question of the Minister

of Education.

I noted a suggestion today that the root

causes of the problem at Castle Frank High
School in Toronto are the result of provincial

ceilings, and I wonder if the minister would
have any comment on that suggestion.

Mr. Lewis: Ah ha! So the ceilings cause
violence now!

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Speaker, I noticed that quotation in the
front page of the Toronto Sun this morning;
it was attributed to one of the members of
the Ontario Secondary School Teachers

Federation, Toronto chapter. She was re-

ported as saying that provincial spending
ceilings were responsible for growing violence
in Toronto schools and that classes over the

past four years have grown to sizes larger
than anyone could consider ideal.

In answer to the member's question, Mr.

Speaker, the best thing I can do is to tell him
that in September, 1972, there were 58 staflF

members at Castle Frank with an enrolment
of 832 and a pupil-teacher ratio of 14.3.

Mr. Havrot: How about that!

Hon. Mr. Wells: On Sept. 30, 1974, there

were 66 members of the staff, a decreased
enrolment of 821 and a pupil-teacher ratio

of 12.4. Therefore, I think the statement con-

cerning class sizes is inaccurate. I think the

problems that are underlined by the occasion

of this incident at Castle Frank bear careful

scrutiny by all of us. The answer to this kind

of situation, the eruption of violence from
time to time in our classrooms, is not one

that can be answered easily and it is not one
than can be answered by suggesting more
use of corporal punishment in the schools.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Huron.

DEVELOPMENT OF FORMER AIR BASE

Mr. J. Riddel] (Huron): Mr. Speaker, a

question of the Minister of the Environment.

Could the minister explain the reason that

his ministry oificials have placed a freeze on

further development of Varnastra, which is a

phased-out air base just outside Clinton, in

Huron county, particularly when the govern-
ment initially encouraged development of the

base and particularly when lots had been pur-
chased for building purposes and the pur-
chasers now find that they can't build houses

on those lots?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I don't

know about that specific case, but I would
assume that it is because the facilities in the

area are taxed to capacity or committed at

this point in time. I would be glad to look

into it and get further information, but I

assume that the facilities would be committed

to their full capacity now, either by present

plans or by plans in the works.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Thunder

Bay.

MOBILE DENTAL CAR

Mr. Stokes: A question of the Minister of

Health.

Will the Minister of Health undertake to

see that the mobile dental car which is cur-

rently at Moosonee is dispatched to the un-

organized community of Upsala in north-

western Ontario, which hasn't seen a dentist

in five years?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I will be

glad to look into that.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Essex-Kent.

OVERTAXING OF AUTOMOBILES

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of

Revenue.

Is the minister aware of the overtaxing of

automobiles resulting from the rebate insti-

gated by the big four auto companies, and is
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he considering the refund of the seven per
cent sales tax on the amount of the rebate

to the consumer?

Hon. A. K. Meen (Minister of Revenue):
Mr. Speaker, I am not aware of the problem
which the hon. member raises. If he would
like to give me some particulars, I would be

glad to look into it.

Mr. Speaker: The member for High Park.

LIQUOR LICENCE ACT

Mr. Shulman: Mr. Speaker, a question of

the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations.

When is the minister going to produce his

wonderful new liquor bill, which his prede-
cessor promised that he was introducing in

March, 1973, and October, 1973; he promised
it for introduction in March, 1974, and Octo-

ber, 1974; and which in his last speech he
said would be introduced in the second week
of December, 1974? When will the minister

give his first prognostication?

Mr. Stokes: Next week.

Hon. S. B. Handleman (Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations): Mr.

Speaker, I refuse to be drawn into making
prognostications. All I can say is that we are

studying a revision of liquor legislation regu-
lations, and in the fullness of time we will

be presenting them to this House.

Mr. Cassidy: It will be well distilled. Is

that it?

Mr. Speaker: The member for Sarnia.

CUT IN MINISTERS' SALARIES

Mr. Bullbrook: I have a question of the
Minister of Revenue. In connection with that

significant anti-inflationary thrust of the gov-
ernment in giving money back to the

Treasury, could he advise whether a gift to

the Crown is a taxable exemption and
whether, therefore, the ministers will get the
benefit of at least 50 per cent of the donation
to the Treasury with respect to their federal
income tax?

Mr. Roy: That's a tough one.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member should
ask his leader. He would know the answer.

Hon. Mr. Meen: I think I would rather not

try to answer that at the moment, Mr.

Speaker. As I understand it the full amount

would be deductible for purposes of income
tax as a gift to the Crown, but I think it

would be appropriate for me to get a more

complete answer for the hon. member.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Why?

Mr. Bullbrook: By way of a supplementary,
I am right then in assuming that when the

Chairman of the Management Board (Mr.

Winkler) characterized it as an anti-inflation-

ary thrust he was only half right?

Hon.. Mr. Meen: I don't think that's cor-

rect at all, Mr. Speaker. I think he is 100

per cent right.

Mr. Lewis: I don't understand this. If it's

tax deductible, I might want to change my
mind.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Sandwich-
Riverside.

ESSEX COUNTY BUILDING

Mr. Burr: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Attorney General with regard to the

provincial jail in Windsor. Has the minister

explored the advantage of acquiring the soon-

to-be-vacated Essex county administrative

offices and council chambers with a view to

considering some expansion, alteration and
renovation of the provincial jail in Windsor?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, the jail

system does not come under this ministry. I

did receive an oral report from one of my
officials a week or so ago but I forget what
reference was made to the Windsor adminis-

tration building that I think the member
refers to along with three or four others in

the province. Perhaps I can take his question
as notice and get back to him, because I

don't recall in detail what the gist of that

discussion was.

Mr. Speaker: The oral question period has

expired.

Mr. P. Taylor (Carleton East): A question
of privilege, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: A question of privilege.

Mr. P. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, I hope that

you will agree with me that the rights and

privileges of this House have been violated

by members of the foiurth estate by virtue of

their using ineligible players today who did

humble the members of this House 11 to 6
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in a game of hockey. I hope that you won't
mind if we say out loud and publicly that

we sorely missed the presence and the talent

of the member for Kingston and the Islands

(Mr. Apps).

Mr. Speaker: I noticed that the member
used the word "sorely."

Hon. E. A. WinHer (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): That comes later.

Mr. Speaker: We welcome the gladiators
back from the arena.

Petitions.

Clerk of the House: The following petition
has been received:

Of Mr. Stokes, the member for Thunder

Bay, and signed by more than 500 petitioners,

praying that a realignment be made of the

corrective programme with respect to the

highway from Schreiber to two miles east of

Schreiber on Highway 17.

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Motions.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that Mr. Turner
and Mr. Ewen be added to the administration

of justice committee and that Hon. Mr. Mac-
Beth be removed therefrom.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's a fair balance.

Mr. Roy: It takes two guys to replace the

hon. Minister of Labour.

Mr. Speaker: Introduction of bills.

Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The third order, House
in committee of the whole.

HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ACT

House in committee on Bill 177, An Act to

amend the Highway TraflBc Act.

Mr. Chairman: When we finished last night
we were debating the minister's amendment
to section 31. The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

On section 31:

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Yes, we were
given an amendment to this section which,
confessedly, did go some distance to removing
an objection which I had prepared to the

section. It does make somewhat better sense

than it did previously, but not all that much
more sense in removing one type of minis-

terial discretion. What's happening, Mr.

Chairman, is that the bylaw would be passed
by the municipality regulating a whole host

of things, including prohibiting or regulating
the operation of motor vehicles, and would
go into efiFect; except it wouldn't go into

eflFect if it were inconsistent with or in con-

travention of the Highway Traffic Act.

In this case ministerial approval is neces-

sary for that particular bylaw. But the min-
ister interposed himself to an even greater

extent, and I suppose the reason behind it

was that if by some inadvertence or over-

sight the bylaw got through the ministry and
then subsequently it was discovered to be
inconsistent with the Highway Traffic Act

generally applicable in the province, so that

we would have a peculiar law in a very
specific municipality, the minister could come
along afterwards.

Does this really obviate the difficulty,

though? So far as the local municipality is

concerned it's the law; the bylaw is as much
a law as any other statute of the Queen and
has the full impact. Suppose they initiate a

prosecution under that bylaw as it stands?

Albeit it has your approval, but it has gone
into effect nevertheless. Is it up to some

bright-eyed lawyer to appear to point out to

the court that there is an inconsistency be-

tween the statute as it stands and the bylaw
as it is being sought to be enforced in that

courtroom? Doesn't that difficulty still re-

main? What are the minister's thoughts on
this?

Hon. J. R. Rhodes (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): Mr. Chairman, one
of the concerns that I had when I looked at

this particular section was the fact that while

we were saying at the outset that we wished
to put the responsibility, and properly so,

in the hands of the municipal councils for

the passing of bylaws, the Act as it was

prior to amendment seemed still to have the

authority remaining with the minister to de-

termine in fact whether or not the bylaw
should remain in effect.

The reason I feel we have to continue to

say the bylaw would be considered invalid

if it were inconsistent with the Act is in

order to prevent municipalities from being
able to pass bylaws that were totally opposed
to the rules of the road as they are con-
sidered throughout this whole province.

Under the Municipal Act, municipalities
have the right to pass bylaws of various
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kinds. Our concern would be that—and I

will use what I agree are very hypothetical

possibilities—for example, without this sort

of condition in the Act, a municipality could

conceivably decide that within its community
you are required to drive on the left-hand

side of the road, or that you are permitted
to travel through an intersection on a red

light and stop on green. This is the sort of

thing; as I say, it's completely hypothetical.

Being a little more realistic, you will note

that in the Act we are saying that the munic-

ipalities may pass speed bylaws, but they
cannot be less than 25 mph or more than

60 without the approval of the minister. The
reason, of course, for wanting this particular
section as is, is to prevent a municipality
from passing a bylaw without permission,

saying that the speed limit is 10 mph, and

having someone convicted for exceeding the

speed limit and conceivably losing points for

that conviction when it comes back through
the process down here.

So really, in its simplest terms it is to make
sure that we have some way of noting them.

By submitting the bylaws to us for perusal—
not that we would necessarily change them—
we simply want to be sure that the bylaws are

consistent with the Act and that they are
not going to cause a problem for the citizens

not only of that community but from other

parts of the province who may be visiting
within that community.

Mr. Lawlor: I quite agree with what you
are trying to do and I think it is very sensi-

ble. In other words, there's a range of bylaws
of such importance that you feel that the

ministry ought to approve of them before

they become enforceable in law. That's fine.

There is another range of bylaws passed by
municipalities which fall into these designa-
tions here which have effect, which are valid

law from the time that they pass them,
though not necessarily with your approval. If

previously this type of bylaw required the

approval of the ministry, then if that sort of

bylaw is inconsistent with the Act it's no

longer valid.

My problem is, who is to test that? Where
is that to be found? I don't want to reduce
the argument to absurdity, as the minister

did, but suppose they said you had to stop
3 ft back from a stop sign or something like

that, or set up some distances with respect to

red lights or something of that kind, and then

they went ahead and laid charges against an
individual for failure to do so, wouldn't they

probably go zip right through the court, the

judge, the conviction elicited, the whole thing

and the man fined; and subsequently prob-

ably, find out that they had no power or right
to do that as it was inconsistent with the

clear terms of the legislation itself, that is the

Act?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, I think

that was in our mind as well. What we had

originally tried to do prior to the amendment
was that we were requiring the municipali-

ties to forward their bylaws to us, as in sec-

tion 1(a)—

Mr. Lawlor: Right.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: —and we in turn were
then going to notify the clerk within 21 days
—I'm sorry, they had to file it with us and

we were then going to notify the clerks if

there was anything invalid about the bylaw.

We removed that condition that they must

file it with us within this specific time by
registered mail. We still would like them to

send the bylaw to us so that we can peruse
it. If it is inconsistent, then we will be able

to go back to the municipality. Now I agree
with you that charges could be laid.

Mr. Lawlor: In the meantime.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: That's exactly correct.

Mr. Lawlor. That is what I am after.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: You are exactly right.

We agree with you that that could happen.
However, there have been arguments put
forth to me by municipalities in responding
to the contents of this Act after first reading.

They said: "Why don't you just remove all

of these conditions completely, even sections

1(a) and 1(b), and we'll determine whether

or not our bylaws are invalid or not and they
will be tested duly in the courts."

I agree with you that there are many
people who will be charged under various

bylaws who never even questioned the

validity of them. If the sign is up or the by-
law is there, they go in, pay their fine and

that's the end of it. That problem is there.

We are hoping that we can overcome it in

some way by not taking too much of the big

brother attitude on how they pass their by-

laws, by getting away from that but still re-

questing them to file them with us so that

our people will have an opportunity to look

at them and then advise the municipality. I

suggest most of them would like to have

their bylaws valid and enforceable.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Minister, in order just to

forfend as much as you can in a different

situation here, in which I quite agree with
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you, couldn't that time be pulled back just a

little bit? An avvful lot of charges can be laid

in a 30-day period from the time that a by-
law goes into effect and begins to be enforced

by the police of a municipality.

Wouldn't it be possible to say that within

15 dajs they must file the bylaw to give you
an opportunity to get on to it? By the time

it gets to the ministry, is filed and is perused,

possibly a month and a half or even two
months might go by before it's recognized.

Your staff is not wholly preoccupied with

reading the fine print in bylaws, comparing
them with the Act itself, and trying to sift

out differences between the two. I would
think that a municipality passing bylaws of

this type, having been given that area of re-

sponsibility, wouldn't find it at all onerous

through the clerk of the municipality to get

the stuff in to you immediately: I call "im-

mediately," within 15 days. Would you con-

sider that possibility as not leaving all kinds

of citizens open to infringements which may
be point-losing and may involve their licences

again, rather than to move in a direction that

will do as much as you can, at least in your
power, to forfend against that?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, I don't

suppose it really matters whether it's 30 days
or 15 days. I think the points being made

by the hon. member are probably very valid.

I have some question in my mind about the

reliability of Her Majesty's post oflBce to do

anything within 15 days, especially if some

poor soul happens to be mailing this from

Kenora or somewhere in the riding of the

hon. member for Thunder Bay (Mr. Stokes).

We can't count on the reliability of the

mail, but perhaps 15 days will be adequate.
I would hope that we don't jeopardize some-
one's licence by the fact that the rain and
the hail and the sleet held up the mail for

some reason. I won't object to a change
of 15 days.

Mr. Lawlor: I think you would jeopardize
their licence a good sight more by leaving
it as you do.

Mr. Lawlor moves that the words "30

days" in the second last line of (1) be altered

to "15."

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, I would

accept the amendment the hon. member
is making.

Mr. Lawlor: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

just have a question on (lb).

Mr. Chairman: I am waiting for a copy
of the amendment.

Mr. Lawlor: Well, what are you so occu-

pied with?

Mr. Chairman: Unfortunately, I don't take

shorthand.

Mr. Lawlor: Oh, I see.

The question has to do with (lb). If I

may, I'll give you the amendment in a

moment, since the minister has accepted it.

May I do that, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Chairman: Yes, that will be fine.

Mr. Lawlor: This has reference to **high-

ways designated as connecting links only."
Why do you require prior approval in that?

What's the kind of situation there?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, it is our

opinion that that particular portion of the

highway is still considered to be a provincial

highway and that we want to retain some

control over the consistency of the type of

signing, the type of trafiBc light control that

there would be on the connecting link as

it relates to being a part of the provincial

highway system within the municipalities;

otherwise, we feel that should be entirely in

their hands to pass any bylaws as relate to

that.

Mr. Lawlor: Thank you.

Mr. Chairman: Does section Si-

Mr. Lawlor: As amended.

Mr. Chairman: —yes, as amended—form

part of the bill?

Section 31, as amended, agreed to.

Sections 32 to 34, inclusive, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Does anyone have any com-
ments on any other sections of the bill?

Mr. Lawlor: Just one question on section

35.

On section 35:

Mr. Lawlor: I have a case at the present

moment, which I don't know the answer to,

and I am going to seek free legal advice.

Suppose, as the law presently stands, an

individual has been up on one of these

multiple charges under the Criminal Code
and he has been judged guilty, convicted and

fined, but nothing is said by the bench

whatsoever with respect to his licence. He
walks out of the courtroom, climbs into his

car and drives oflF, but is apprehended along
the way by a police constable. Is he liable
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to be charged with driving while his licence

is under suspension?

In other words, as things presently stand,

most people going into court don't know that

this will flow from the fact of the conviction.

Most people believe that until they get
a notice in the mail or delivered by the

police that they believe they are still free

to drive a motor vehicle. At the time it

arrives at their home, either one way or

the other—by registered mail or by police

delivery—then, of course, they stop.

Very often their licence is picked up by
the police officer, or they are told that they
must send it in to the department.

But in that interim stretch of time, is it

permissible for the police, as you understand

it, to lay charges against people?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, as the

hon. member knows, in the bill we have now
brought back what used to be within the

legislation, and that is the requirement of

the provincial judge or the presiding judge
to-

Mr. Lawlor: Take the licence.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: First of all, to give
the warning; the warning that upon conviction

the licence will be suspended. There is also

a requirement that he take the licence from
the convicted person at the time. If the

licence is not there, quite frankly the situa-

tion the member has described is correct.

Where the driver of the automobile comes to

court without his licence—and this has been
a ploy in the past; it is hard to believe, but
some have been advised by lawyers to

leave their licences at home-

Mr. Lawlor: Oh no!

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Then when they leave
the courts, of course, the licence is never sent

in or turned in until such time as it is picked

up by the police officer if possible. So the
situation the member has described is cor-

rect: If a person leaves the courtroom after

conviction, then he will be considered to be

driving while suspended. That is correct.

Section 35 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any comments on any other

section?

Sections 36 to 38, inclusive, agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, just one
comment. I recognize that the member for

Wentworth (Mr. Deans) is not present, but
I would like to have this on the record. Last

evening he indicated some concern about

section 9, which deals with the mini-buses.

To set his mind at ease—and mine, quite

frankly—mini-buses, station wagons and all

other forms of vehicles that are used, other

than those we define as a bus, must be prop-

erly lighted and have signs on them. This is

all provided for in the regulations of the Act.

They must be properly signed when being
used for this purpose.

Bill 177, as amended, reported.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes moves that the committee

of the whole rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee

of the whole House begs to report one bill

with certain amendments and asks for leave

to sit again.

Report agreed to.

HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ACT

Hon. Mr. Rhodes moves second reading of

Bill 195, An Act to amend the Highway
Traffic Act.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, basically we are prepared to support
this bill. The amendment which will exempt
trucks hauling milk from the previous load

limit restriction is something we think is

worthwhile.

One question was asked earlier concerning

any proposals the minister may have with

respect to the hauling of logs and other

timber products. Perhaps he could advise us

if that is being considered at the present time.

The member for Nipissing (Mr. R. S. Smith)

asked me to raise the point since he is doN\Ti

in the committee dealing with the Workmen's

Compensation Board.

I have no other comments with respect to

the bill, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr.

Speaker, try as I may, and I have tried very

hard overnight, I cannot find grounds for

philosophic dissertation upon either the haul-

ing of milk, the hauling of fuel or the haul-

ing of livestock feed; and regrettably I find

that we will accede to the legislation.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister.
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Hon. J. R. Rhodes (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): Mr. Speaker, I

thank the hon. members for their complete
accord on this bill. I recognize that the mem-
ber for Lakeshore has spent considerable time

looking for some way to contest the validity

of it, and I appreciate his confidence.

Regarding the question of the logging
trucks, in its simplest terms, no, we are not

considering changing the Act as it relates to

logging trucks. We think there are entirely

different circumstances involved in moving

logs and pulp in the northwestern and north-

eastern parts of the province, and we are not

planning any changes there.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Does the minis-

ter contemplate any great damage to the road

surface?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Is the member referring
to these two particular types of vehicles?

Mr. Young: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: No, we don't think so.

There may be some damage in certain areas,

but we feel that because of the offsetting re-

quirements of these two very important de-

livery services the effect of the damage will

be minimal. There aren't that many of them
and in many cases very short distances are

involved.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): No. If I may,
I would like to make some comment prior
to third reading. I will be very brief.

Mr. Speaker: Well, the order is to place
this bill for third reading; however, we will

hear from the hon. member for Nipissing.

Mr. R. S. Smith: I'm sorry. I was just out
of the House when this went through, but
I had been waiting to speak on it.

I understand our House leader did ques-
tion the minister in regard to the fact that

some of us over on this side of the House
feel that those trucks that are carrying logs
in northern Ontario should have the same

type of exemption as the milk carriers. I'm
sure the minister understands this as well as

I do, insofar as he represents an area in

which, in those two months, this is very
critical to the logging industry. The bringing
in of the half-load season during that period
is often the difference between whether oper-
ations continue or whether they close down.

In my area alone there are perhaps three

mills, and particularly this year, when there

is such a slump in the sale of lumber, there's

no question that those logging operations and

the mills which produce the lumber will be

forced to close down because of the change
in the regulations on the time of the year
which provides for half loads.

I would ask if the minister could com-
ment on this, because I am sure he's aware

of the problems that face these operators in

his area in the very same way they are

affected in mine. I'm not opposed to those

people who collect milk from the farmer

being granted the provisions of this bill as

they are, but I do feel some look should be

taken at logging operations, which in that

two-month period are so dependent on the

provision of logs, which are virtually cut off

by the half-load season.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, first of all,

the loads we refer to in this particular bill,

as I know the hon. member is aware, were
for special vehicles, these milk tank trucks

and the fuel tank trucks in particular, which

we have found in some cases were overloaded

without having any load on them at all. Log-

ging trucks, as the hon. member knows, are

capable of reducing their loads to what the

requirements may be.

If he is looking, as I know he is, at the

requirement of the supply of logs to various

mills for operations—and I recall the prob-
lem we had last spring in his area—it is our

opinion that those involved in logging opera-
tions, the operators of the mills, the operators
in the cutting areas, the operators of the

trucks, are aware, and have been for many
years, of the half-loading restrictions that

come into our part of the province on those

particular roads.

There's no reason in the world why ade-

quate hauling cannot take place prior to the

two months, or whatever it may be of re-

striction to half-loads, and these logs can be

hauled into the mills and stockpiled. So the

shutting down of the mill, although these has

been a tendency to blame that on the half-

load restrictions, many times, in my personal

opinion, the blame lies in mismanagement of

the operation itself by the people running
the mill for not having sufficient stock on

hand.

The other portion, of course, is that these

are much longer hauls. These are hauls upon
many back roads that are, for all intents and

purposes, primarily logging roads in some

cases, and the logging trucks make up the

majority of the traffic.
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We have to be very, very careful regarding
the excessive loads and the very heavy loads

that can be carried by these logging trucks,

because of the very considerable damage they
do to the road. We do make concessions to

the logging trucks as to the size of loads they
can carry during half-load seasons. If I

remember correctly, I think 110 per cent of

their licence is permitted during the full-load

season.

Mr. R. S. Smith: During freeze-ups; right
now.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: As well, the logging
trucks are allowed to run, even right now in

the late part of the evening. If the weather

stays cold we allow them to run with a

normal load even though the half-load re-

strictions are on.

Mr. R. S. Smith: No; oh, no.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I really believe in the

case of the logging trucks, if there is a

freeze-up in the area, in the evenings they
are allowed to carry heavier loads. At least

that's the information I received when I in-

quired into that particular matter.

But frankly, at this stage we are not pre-

pared to reduce the half-load restrictions

totally across the province for logging opera-
tions.

Mr. R. S. Smith: I would like to make a

short comment, if I could, Mr. Speaker. It

is the point that the minister makes that the

logging operators, if they are operating prop-
erly, could have the logs at the site of their

mill prior to the times pointed out in this

biU.

I should say to you, Mr. Speaker, that the

operations are still taking place in the bush
and there is no way they could get the logs
out until they have cut them. If the minister

can get them out before they are cut, well he
has some powers they don t have.

THIRD READINGS

The following bill was given third reading
upon motion:

Bill 195, An Act to amend the Highway
TraflBc Act.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes moves third reading of
Bill 177, An Act to amend the Highway
Traffic Act.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Mr. Speaker,
may I make a few comments on Bill 177?

Possibly the minister, with your approval Mr.

Speaker and that of the members of the

House, might answer one question for me.
Is it the intention of the ministry, through
this legislation, following conviction on one
of the offences as set out in section 5 of the

bill covering section 203, 204 and 219 of

the Criminal Code or other offences—impaired
driving and so on—is it the intention of the

ministry, once a conviction has been regis-

tered, to ask the provincial judge, or the

justice of the peace, whoever is presiding in

court, to immediately take this individual's

driver's licence?

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, it is a statutory offence.

Mr. Roy: I notice the minister has nodded

agreement, Mr. Speaker, and I would like to

make a few comments about that.

I am extremely disappointed, Mr. Speaker,
that the-

Mr. Speaker: Order please. This is third

reading of the bill; these points should have
been discussed during the other two readings.
Now we gave the member for Nipissing

special permission because, unavoidably, he
was not here for second reading.

Mr. Roy: Surely, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The principle
of the bill was fully discussed, and then it

went to committee of the whole House for

clause by clause consideration, so the com-

ments on third reading are just substantiating
whether you are supporting or not supporting
it. While we do not want too great an elabor-

ation, if you wish to ask the minister a quick

question, we will allow that in view of what

has gone before.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I apologize. I was

not here on second reading or committee con-

sideration of the bill. It is very difficult to

know exactly when these bills are going to

be called,

Mr. Speaker: That's a chance the member
takes.

Mr. Roy: Oh yes, that is a chance, but I

think there should be more discretion-

Mr. Speaker: I don't want to prolong the

discussion-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. If there is a

matter of clarffication, we wiU allow that.

Mr. Lawlor: We will have some special
rules for the member for Ottawa East.
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Mr. Roy: No, I don't want any special

rules; but the way the House operates here
is not exactly logical or cohesive.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: The member shouldn't

blame us for his absence.

Mr, Speaker: Sometimes it is diflBcult; but
this is a third reading on this bill and these

remarks are out of order. We have been

through the two processes; both the principle
and the clause-by-clause discussion have

already gone through the House. If it is a

point of clarification we will allow that, but
not a . prolonged discussion on any point or

principle of the bill.

Mr. R. S. Smith: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, I just want to make one thing plain.
First of all, I was allowed to speak on third

reading when I had allowed the bill to go
past second reading and committee of the

whole House.

Mr. Speaker: Yes, I understand.

Mr. R. S. Smith: And that's why I was
allowed to speak; it wasn't a special privilege.

But I would also like to make the point
that as far as I am concerned, and under the

orders of the House, on third reading a
member can say what he likes about the bill.

He is not really curtailed to a short comment
or something like that, because there are

many bills on which we have had full dis-

cussion during third reading.

Mr. Speaker: I think the hon. member
knows what I was saying. The principle has
been decided and that is closed, the point-
by-point discussion has taken place; so you
really should summarize why you are for
or against the bill on third reading. This has
been the principle, I think, throughout my
10 years in the House.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, my only intention
was to express certain concern that I have
about the bill. I thought that was certainly
permitted on third reading. But I want to
make one thing clear to you, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: May I answer that? On the
basis of those remarks, what you wish to

say appears to be in order.

Mr. Roy: I do want to make it clear, Mr.
Speaker, that when I made a comment about
the operation of this House I was not attack-

ing the Chair at all or you personally. What
I was saying is that the way the business
is called on the other side by the government
sometimes makes it difficult for us in the

opposition to know exacdy when legislation

is j?oinjc to be called. In no way did I want
to be offensive to the Chair.

Mr. Speaker: All right. We'll accept that.

Would the member just continue with his

remarks.

Mr. Roy: The concern I want to express,
and I want to say this very sincerely to the

minister—

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: That was all said yes-

terday.

Mr. Roy: —is that through the succession

of Ministers of Transportation and Com-
munications the government has had, it has
failed to come to agreement with the federal

government about an anomaly that exists, a

clear anomaly between certain provisions of

the Criminal Code in relation to impaired
driving and the approach that is taken by
this ministry in relation to the suspension of

the licence. That anomaly, Mr. Speaker, is

that under the Criminal Code a provincial

judge, or a judge who is presiding in our
criminal courts, has a certain discretion to-

ward the suspension of a licence or the pro-
hibition of driving. The minister is familiar

with this. There can be given what are called

intermittent terms for driving.

The purpose of that provision in the

Criminal Code, which is in clear conflict with
sections under this Act, was not to treat

everyone the same. In other words, if I,

a taxi driver or a truck driver, end up be-
fore the courts on a charge of impaired
driving or 0.08 or some of the other sections

of the code that I referred to, in section 5

here, the loss of my licence means sometimes
the loss of my job or livelihood for my
family; whereas for an individual, like for

instance the minister who has a chauffeured

limousine, the loss of his licence is not some-

thing that is going to be any great loss be-
cause he has the limousine at the door and
he doesn't have to drive anyway. In fact I

think he can take the limousine down to his

riding if he likes.

In any event, we are attempting, Mr.

Speaker, through legislation, whether it is

this type of legislation or legislation emanat-

ing from the federal government, to try to

hp equitable in our sentences. We are not

doing so.

I know this is difficult and the press has

consistently failed to understand that point.
This minister's predecessor, the member for

Armourdale (Mr. Carton), when he mentioned
that he might look at this clear conflict be-
tween the two areas of legislation, was
severely criticized in editorials by the press
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saying we were getting soft in light of the

fact that there are apparently a greater per-

centage of drivers who are driving under
the influence of alcohol; that we shouldn't

get soft, we should get tougher.

I fail to see why at some time the minister

could not get together with his federal

counterpart, the Minister of Justice, and some-
how come to an agreement so that we don't

have one piece of legislation saying one thing
and another piece of legislation saying an-

other. What the minister is doing now, with
this legislation, is precluding—

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, on a point
of order, are you going to allow the debate
to reopen again? We went through all of

these points yesterday, twice.

Mr. Speaker: I was just hoping this would

conclude, because we covered those very
points last evening in the House.

Mr. Roy: I want it on the record.

Mr. Speaker: There are other members who
wish to speak.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, it's on the

record.

Mr. Roy: What about the bill?

Mr. Speaker: That's all right. This was fully
debated and replied to by the minister last

evening.

Mr. Roy: It might have been done, but

surely it's open on third reading for a mem-
ber to again reiterate what his concern is

about the bill.

Mr. Speaker: The reasons for supporting
it or not may be stated, but the debate on
principle has been completed and those are

points which are not new to this House, if

you will check Hansard.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I just want very
briefly to state something to the minister.
I know it bothers him when we reiterate a

point that is of some value. I notice the min-
ister is getting very touchy.

Mr. Lawlor: I agree with the member
completely.

Mr. Roy: The point I am trying to make
very simply is that the minister is now pre-
cluding provincial judges who have juris-

diction under the Criminal Code from exer-

cising that discretion. He is saying to them:
"Seize the driver's licence right now."

Does he know what he is going to do?
He is going to force those courts and those

judges to start giving more and more what
we call conditional discharges where there

will be no conviction registered and in that

case there won't be any suspension. I'm say-

ing that is not the proper approach.
The fact is that this minister is at logger-

heads with the federal government. They
should get together on this, because after all

the people who are going to be sujffering

because of inconsistent legislation are going
to be the public. They don't understand this.

I can't see why the minister doesn't get to-

gether with his federal counterpart on this

situation.

Hon. R. Welch (Minister of Culture and
Recreation ) : Maybe the member could act

as an intermediary.

Mr. Roy: Maybe I could.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker I want to

respond just as briefly as the hon. member
presented his remarks.

Let's understand it very clearly, Mr.

Speaker, and I'm sure the hon. member does

as well, that every jurisdiction in this coun-

try has attempted to bring this particular

matter to the attention of the federal Min-
ister of Justice, to absolutely no avail.

The federal minister is completely aware of

the frustrations being faced in every provin-
cial jurisdiction in attempting to have some
sort of control over the number of impaired
and intoxicated drivers who are on our high-

ways; he knows full well that we've at-

tempted to do that.

Recent meetings of the various provincial
ministers have dealt with this very point,

how impossible it was to get this message

through,

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Is that

why the minister switched?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: As far as the incon-

sistency of the law is concerned the incon-

sistencies have been carried on from court-

room to courtroom around this province, and
this eventually will do away with the incon-

sistencies.

Now when someone walks into any court-

room in a particular province, if he or she

has been convicted for impaired driving or

under the other sections that are shown under

the code in this particular Act, he or she

will know that licence suspension is auto-

matic; and it is the same for everyone across

this province.

Mr. Roy: They'll get a conditional dis-

charge.
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Hon. Mr. Rhodes: As it now stands, be-

cause of the inequities in the law, in one
courtroom one can be given an intermittent

driving privilege; in another, depending upon
the mood of the judge or the way he wishes

to handle his court, there is no opportunity
given.

Mr. Roy: Why doesn't the minister do

away with those judges then?

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): There
would be no appointments then.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: There are still the op-
portunities for conditional discharge.

If it is to rest upon the head of the
federal government, this provision to permit
people who are known to be convicted of in-

toxication while driving their automobile on
the highways, to permit them, through their

legislation, to go back on the highways, let it

rest on their shoulders and not on mine.

Mr. Roy: Well why doesn't the minister
do away with judges then?

Mr. Speaker: Order please, the motion is

for third reading of Bill 177.

The following bill was given third reading
on motion.

Bill 177, An Act to amend the Highway
TraflBcj Act.

ONTARIO LOTTERY CORP.

Hon. Mr. Welch moves second reading of
Bill 191, An Act to Incorporate the Ontario

Lottery Corp.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: I presume Mr. Speaker
that after the minister's introductory state-

ment he has nothing further to add at this

point.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Just by way of reply.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I am pleased
to enter this debate with respect to the

development of what is now to become an
Ontario Lottery Corp. As the bill advises,
the principle activity of the corporation is to

conduct lotteries to enable the promotion of

physical fitness, sports, recreational and cul-

tural activities and facilities for those par-
ticular areas.

I suppose, Mr. Speaker, that if this bill

had been brought before the Legislature 10

years ago, or even five years ago, there would
have been great consternation in the hearts

and minds of many members. Indeed we
might well have had to have a free vote on
a subject as controversial as presumably this

might have been.

Thunder and lightning would no doubt have

been part of the backdrop to any debate—or
at least the prognostication would be such—
and it's rather interesting to see the lack of

enraged morals that have greeted the intro-

duction of this kind of bill, compared with

what we might have expected.

I suppose it's the Olympic lottery that has

changed the views of the people of Ontario

and helped make this proposal acceptable—
the same way that Oktoberfest in my home

community has changed some of the views of

liquor laws within the province. That is in

the same pattern as this piece of legislation.

Ontario certainly hasn't led the way here

because other jurisdictions
— Quebec and

Manitoba—have proceeded with this kind of

an approach to the raising of funds. I sup-

pose a goodly number of our citizens feel the

raising of moneys in this way is rather re-

grettable in that funds are raised in this

manner even though they are to be spent

for worthy projects.

We on this side of the House might well

say that the spending priorities
of the govern-

ment are such that we would reorganize them

to make necessary funds available from the

general revenues of the province rather than

go through this particular approach to fund-

raising.

However, the ministry appears to have ac-

cepted at least four points in a rationale for

the development of this kind of a situation.

The first point, as I have mentioned, is that

the Olympic Lottery has at least conditioned

our citizens to accept this kind of a fund-

raising spectacle and the presumption that

any one of us, if we have the price of a ticket,

can presumably earn or at least receive a

bonanza by way of a tax-free prize from a

lottery.

The second point is that, of course, there

has been an apparent change within our

society that has found the lack of any real

outcry against this kind of an approach, other

than the disappointment to which I have re-

ferred, so this whole idea is perhaps con-

sidered to be politically safe as well.

Third, no one will disagree that the pro-
ceeds can be useful, and perhaps are indeed

needed, but in this case we apparently ac-
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cept that the worthy objective and the worthy
aims which we are seeking in the provision of

these facihties are sufficient that we are pre-

pared to accept this means, with the hope
that the means will be forgotten, at least by
some of our citizens.

I think the fourth point, Mr. Speaker, is

that, of course, the money that is being

presently spent on this kind of project by
many of our citizens will at least stay at

home. We have been spending these funds,

perhaps some $40 million, in the Irish Sweep-
stakes and the other horseracing affairs, par-

ticularly in England as well as Ireland, and
the moneys that have been sent rather fur-

tively and secretly across the seas have not

been matched with the kinds of penalties that

the minister had been called upon, I am sure,

to invoke when he was the Attorney General

of the province.
I think it is quite clear that when the

names of winners have been published in the

press over these last several years there have
no doubt been calls and letters directed not

only to the government but most particularly
to the Attorney General saying, "Well, why
don't you prosecute? How can these people
live off the avails of something which you say
is illegal—namely, the selling of these tickets

within the province?" The answer, I pre-

sume, is that there is no proof that the ticket

was bought in Ontario and, therefore, we
would rather not get involved with that kind

of a prosecution.

So the government really has turned a
blind eye to this whole sort of thing, and as

a result we are now at the stage where On-
tario is going to join in, at least to benefit

from the expenditures which people are other-

wise making. I suppose it may be too strong
to call it living off the avails, but at least

there is—with some validity, I think—a view
within certain quarters of our society that it

is, if not a completely immoral or evil thing
to do, at least perhaps a regrettable thing to

do.

We are presumably looking forward to re-

ceiving a figure somewhat equivalent to the

$1 million per week that is raised in Michi-

gan, and I would imagine, as the minister

says, that we will be able to acquire some
$40 million through this kind of a project,
which will provide, of course, substantial

funds for the furtherance of the various points
that the explanatory note to the bill suggests
the purposes of this legislation will be.

The major problem, of course, will be the

division of the spoils. I would imagine that

the minister will require the wisdom of

Solomon to try to decide, among competing

groups all with, at least in their view, very

worthy projects, just how the money is going
to be divided. The former Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations, now the

Attorney General (Mr. Clement), was quoted
somewhat at length last spring and summer
as to his views with respect to this kind of a

financing programme. He didn't like lotteries

then, but I presume he is now in line and we

may indeed even see him buying the first

ticket if things continue to go rapidly in the

direction that the minister—a veteran but at

least newly appointed in this incarnation—will

have us develop.

I would like to ask a couple of questions
at this stage rather than requiring that this

bill go to committee, and perhaps the minis-

ter could refer to them when he replies.

First of all, I wonder how he intends to

have the tickets sold. Are they going to be

sold through the banks or through indi-

viduals, as we have seen in the case of the

Olympic lottery-

Mr. Lawlor: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker. As far as we are concerned, for

this precise kind of reason, we would desire

that the bill go to committee. I don't know if

that would foreshorten the debate on second

reading.

Mr. Breithaupt: That certainly can fore-

shorten my remarks. I have just three or four

brief points to comment upon. The matter

of dealing with the tickets is one. The matter

of the extension that Quebec may seek for its

Olympic lottery financing is another matter

that I would like to hear from the minister

upon, so that we can get some idea as to how
this is going to fit in with the overall plans
that that project may require.

I suppose another point that concerns many
of us is the possible interference with local

fund-raising projects. In his introductory state-

ment on Jan. 30, the minister was careful to

review the local involvement in fund-raising

that has seen lotteries an accepted part of

fund-raising for what we would consider to

be community projects. I suppose the local

success of those projects has also helped to

make this overall idea of a provincial lottery

acceptable to the large majority of the people.

A further point I would raise with respect
to the bill relates to my concern about the

size of the board of the corporation. I think

three to seven members may be rather a low

figure in order to get the kind of balanced

input and control that the minister seeks.

The final point that I would raise deals, of

course, with section 9 and the earmarking of

revenues. This is quite a change from the
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historic view the government has taken, in

that any moneys put into the consolidated

revenue fund do not necessarily go out in any
proportion to the means by wnich they have
come in.

Over the years, the ministry ordinarily has

commented, particularly with respect to gaso-
line tax, that expenditures on roads and high-
ways should bear no particular relationship to

the resultant gasoline tax revenues that

happen to come into the coflFers of the prov-
ince. The expending priorities had to be de-

fined quite clearly, and the gasoline tax was
to be looked upon solely as a source of

revenue and as one that bears no relationship
to spending programmes. In this instance, the

goverrmient seems to be moving away for the

first time from that general approach, which
I think has been the historic one that this

government and, indeed, most provincial gov-
ernments have taken.

I had rather hoped that this bill could go
to standing committee because I thought that

perhaps there would be reason for some

public input, perhaps from those groups that

woidd wish the whole idea of a lottery to be
reconsidered for reasons that they would wish
to bring forward. I don't know what the

ministers intentions are on this subject.

Presumably members have received some
letters directed from individuals, but I must

say—and certainly this is my experience—that

the comments about the whole idea of an
Ontario lottery have not brought any par-
ticiJar flood of mail from the persons either

for or against. Accordingly, it seems to be

generally accepted that this is a way of rais-

ing money and that the people of the prov-
ince are prepared to accept this kind of an

approach with the hope, as we may all follow

through, that anyone can perhaps make a

million, even though none of us, except one,

might write a book on the subject.

I suppose, Mr. Speaker, that this really ends

my remarks. We will support the bill. If it

is to go into conmiittee of the whole House,
the minister might choose to answer the

points I had raised. Otherwise perhaps he
could reply to them when the debate is

completed.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. This
is the first opportunity that we have had since

the appointment of the new minister and I

congratulate him on his appointment. A more
itinerant minister is hardly to be imagined.
How many portfolios has he held over the

past few years?

Mr. Stokes: Seven.

Mr. Breithaupt: Eight in eight years.

Mr. Lawlor: I think four in one year.

Mr. Martel: They can't find a niche for

him.

Mr. Lawlor: I thought the first signal act

of his ministry in introducing things might

very well have been opening a glittering new
Las Vegas-type casino aown in Prince

Edward county or something of that kind to

show what an addict of culture he really is,

but it's the lottery instead.

When the hon. minister introduced it, it

certainly must have become palatable to the

virgin instincts of the province. I really think

that must be the case. On the other hand, of

course we haven't had the bill before us all

that long either. The remarks by the minister

were made in the Legislature on Jan. 30 and

I wouldn't think he had given adequate time

for certain sentiments to roll. They certainly

must be abroad in the province.

Not only that, but a second element was

mentioned by my friend about some kind of

feeling perhaps among the smaller lotteries

and even among somewhat larger ones as

being the reason why the government has

been somewhat loathe. Part of the reason

why it has been loathe to introduce an

Ontario lottery has been that it may impinge

upon and in some way disrupt the lottery

situation as it developed under previous legis-

lation elsewhere in the province. That is the

reason the government has given, at least in

the past, in this regard.

With respect to both groups of individuals,

those who may be offended or who may be

in some way impinged upon by the legisla-

tion, I would ask the minister to give good

thought to taking this to the committee

downstairs, to a more public forum, as a

way of a feeling and giving some advertise-

ment in advance. This House will be sitting

for a couple of more weeks, I am sure. There's

no harm in giving an airing to a matter at this

time, rather than introducing the legislation

without adequate time for the general public
to become completely aware of its existence.

I think the minister knows that after the

event he could be very sorry indeed that that

was not done, as we have of latter days been

very sorry indeeed with respect to certain

rules made in a committee downstairs under

the press of circumstances and the kind of

work we are doing. In the white heat of that

committee hearing a number of flaws were
made with respect to a piece of legislation.

People are claiming they didn't get adequate

representation and adequate opportunity to
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make presentations. We in this assembly
don't want to be accused of not giving the

fullest possible amplitude for the public dis-

cussion of measures which afiEect the life of

the province as deeply I think as this one is

going to do.

I also want to say something to the min-

ister which I never had an opportunity to

say when the bill went through just im-

mediately before Christmas in those swelter-

ing days when we were all seeking to get out

and do a little Christmas shopping. I re-

member the last afternoon well. This par-
ticular piece of legislation kind of floated

through the House with very little com-
ment. It had nothing close to what it de-

served.

In any case, isn't the minister right back
to where he was when I first came into this

House? He used to be called Provincial

Secretary. Does he remember those days when
he had the same role, and the same functions?

He was in charge of translations from Sanskrit

into Muscovite or something like that. I

remember that was his chief task in those

days. He did it with a great deal of eclat,

b>' the way.

I am sure this particular ministry is the

kind of thing which can only have one

highly beneficient effect with respect to his

career since, generally speaking, he confers

blessings and favours upon all around. He
hardly could ever be the object of criticism

iti a ministry full of the cornucopia of good
things that this has. There is no hard edge
to the thing. It is all largesse. It is open-hand-
ed giving, I'm sure, to every cultural group
in the province-

Mr. Martel: It's a power base.

Mr. Breithaupt: It could be like Snoopy's

security blanket.

Mr. Lawlor: —
ever>' sportsman, everybody

who can do the 100 yards in seven seconds
flat. Has the minister tried that recently, by
the way?

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): What,
100 yards in seven seconds? He's obviously
never done 100 yards.

Mr. Lawlor: Can't he do it in seven seconds
flat?

Mr. Givens: No way.

Mr. Lawlor: Well, then, what is it—10
seconds?

Mr. Breithaupt: He couldn't fall that fast.

Mr. Givens: The member couldn't even
bend his elbow in seven seconds.

Mr. Lawlor: I'm sure when I was in

college I did it in seven seconds, flat, Mr.

Speaker. That's all I can say.

Mr. Breithaupt: That was elbow room.

Mr. Givens: He couldn't even drink a beer
in seven seconds.

Mr. Speaker: I'm afraid I can't find that

in this bill.

Mr. Givens: Bending an elbow in seven
seconds flat?

Mr. Martel: What he's trying to say is

that the minister is building a power base for

the next run.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, that's kind of what I was

saying. I didn't want to say it in such a way.

Mr. Martel: I am too unkind.

Mr. Lawlor: My friend has more forthright-
nes5 than his colleague.

In any event, there we are, back to it. And
arising out of the bijl is the use of funds.

On page 2 of that statement the minister

discloses what he expects. I suppose it is

on the basis of what New York State has

done, and New Jersey up to a point, although
theirs has been pretty grim. From the Quebec
situation there is an estimate of $100 million

coming in on the thing—$40 million in terms

of prizes of all kinds. And then there is a

fairly substantial sum of money, $20 million

by way of commissions. That gives the min-

ister a lot of scope to reward friends he hasn't

spoken to for years. He might have to beat

the bushes. The range of his acquaintances
is going to be very vastly extended.

Mr. Givens: Shouldice might even come
back from Florida.

Mr. Martel: Come back to haunt him.

Mr. Lawlor: I mean, imagine, $20 mfllion

to be handed out for people selling tickets

on commission. It's kind of an open invitation

for groups to participate in the largesse, as

it stands.

Mr. Martel: Will Ross Shouldice handle it?

Mr. Lawlor: I wonder, really, whether that

kind of figure, in terms of administration and
in terms of commissions, is really legitimate
and well established.

I understand the minister has done a monu-
mental report on this matter; to which, of

course, we would be the last people in the
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world to be privy. Never would they dream

of introducing us into the various researches

made in other jurisdictions.

They did it with respect to the horse

thing; but that was because we had to pay
Allan Lawrence off for his trips to Australia

and elsewhere. They finally got two volumes

out on that one. We have absolutely nothing
on this one.

Again, I feel there's a certain high-handed

Tory superciliousness connected with the

whole thing in feeding us the necessary in-

formation on which to estimate as to whether
20 per cent is a legitimate figure or not.

There are no figures as to the actual adminis-

trative costs. They say they are going to

keep them low. Well, thank heaven for that.

I was over in Ireland last fall where the

Irish Sweepstakes got this kind of thing

underway in the world, and it has been
around a long time. To this extent I con-

gratulate the Ontario government for taking
the matter under its own wing and super-
vision and keeping a tight control over it

through its tribunal or through the com-
mission.

Because in that country I understand free

enterprise has gone mad. It's all owned by
a single individual. As I understand it, own-
ing the Irish Sweepstakes, he basically owns,
along with it, most of the rest of the country,
and so on. I suppose he's little Rocky
O'Rorahan, who has done rather well, coming
out of the bogs with peat kind of glowing
all over him, and has become with his race-

horses the greatest thing in the world.

But he's looked up to. There's no re-

sentment in Ireland; there's no bitterness and
there's no socialism. Between the two, Larry
O'Rorahan, or whatever the blazes his name
happens to be, sits on top of the pile, even
if it's a dung heap, and surveys the world
like a prince—Balboa looking at the Pacific,
or something like that.

Anyway, so we get down to wishing to

have figures; some kind of clear picture as

to how the thing is going to be run as to

costs and as to how the minister arrives at

the amounts that are set forth on the second

page of his statement. Then the money is

all coming into a central fund. He gives a
kind of impression in his statement that
somehow it's earmarked for a particular ac-

tivity—cultural, recreational and what not—
but a very narrow segment of the total life

of the province. It is not going to be used
for welfare, and it is not going to be used
as the Irish Sweepstakes supposedly was—
and they get about five cents on every dollar

that goes over there for Irish hospitals; that

is just not where it goes.

We are not going to do that, but on the

other hand it will go to the consolidated

revenue fund. There doesn't seem to be
within the perimeters of this legislation any
way in which it is sifted out in any de-

terminate manner to particular areas. We
would like to know a little more of the

minister's plans in this regard.

What about swimming pools? The junior
minister over there had a good deal to say
about that prior to his anointment, when he
made a speech on Dec. 16 in private mem-
bers' hour about this matter-

Mr. Breithaupt: The minister is not putting

up the money for Sussex Dr. surely?

Mr. Lawlor: —that we could put in 1,000

swimming pools in the various areas of

Ontario. What would be the minister's in-

tention in that regard? Further, is it his in-

tention that this must cover a vast range
of matters which are already under the um-
brella of different ministries and ministers,

particularly the athletic director for Ontario?

Is that job to be merged into this ministry
and moneys to be dispersed through that? Is

it to be retained just as it is? Let's take

social and family services; the Community
Centres Act. Is that to be brought into this

ministry now?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Yes.

Mr. Lawlor: When are we setting about
all this-

Hon. Mr. Welch: The Provincial Secretary
for Social Development (Mrs. Birch) men-
tioned all this on second reading of the Act
to establish the new ministry. She said what
was coming into the new ministry.

Mr. Lawlor: Well, is the basis of it at all

to be an Ontario version of a LIP programme?
Is that at all operating in the minister's mind
as a way of getting into that field with this

so-called $40 million that is supposed to be

available in that regard? I wasn't either the

victim of or the beneficiary to whatever was
said in that particular debate, Would the On-
tario Arts Council be absorbed from Colleges

and Universities into this ministry?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Yes.

Mr. Lawlor: It shows the minister has done

a little thinking about what his ministry is

going to achieve. Has he seen the recent

proliferation of theatre groups in Toronto?
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Hon. Mr. Welch: Yes.

Mr. Lawlor: There are 25 or 26 of them

presently operating, putting oh plays.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Very impressive.

Mr. Lawlor: To what extent does the

minister intend to subsidize and aid these

groups out of this money? Has he any allo-

cation in mind at all, or how is that to be

handled? Has he any clear demarcation? Is

there a point system? Is it done intuitively?

When the minister was provincial secre-

tary he was in charge of the boonswaggle.
He was even the minister of the boonswaggle;
he had the swag under his desk and all those

various institutions, groups, etc., throughout
the community—from year to year they

changed a little bit, shifted a little bit—but

they all kind of fell within his particular

providence, and like God Almighty he put his

finger in the pie and they were all rewarded,
and if he didn't, if he frowned, they dis-

appeared from the scene. What power!

No majesty, but an awful lot of power in

the situation, and we used to question that

particular piece of large-handedness at con-

siderable length. It was one of the things
that Sopha did particularly well in the old

days; he took the minister to task on that.

Well, here we are back into it again. But
this is the big-time operation; the minister is

not going to fool around any more.

Hon. Mr. Welch: That's right.

Mr. Lawlor: Not only have they given him
a department, but he has $40 million he
didn't know he was going to have previously.

Well, I can tell you, Mr. Speaker, that if

Mrs. Welch's little boy wants to be the

Premier of this province he certainly has got
the inside track at the moment. He is going
to have friends and acquaintances he wouldn't

believe—

An hon. member: Not if he stays with the

Tories, though.

Mr. Lawlor: —and he wouldn't find at all

palatable in some cases either, but there we
are.

We want to know whether there is any
theory of earmarking involved in the funds at

all. If these $40 million are to be used for a

particular range of purposes, how is the

minister going to do that? As the money goes
into the Treasury and is mingled with the

general revenues of this province, is it the

minister's intention to go before Management
Board with particular allocations of funds

based upon the amounts of money coming in

and say: "These funds are really funds for

these particular purposes." If he does that,

it certainly will be the first time in the his-

tory of the province that that has been
dreamed about.

Never have we considered that the segre-

gation of funds was a permissible thing, nor

that there was any particular legitimate levy

against general funds—or particular funds for

that matter. It's a kind of principle that has

never been offered previously. That's the

kind of principle that the minister has enun-

ciated in this legislation, and I'm questioning
it—we're not taking objection to it—because

we want to understand what it's all about.

What is going on and how is it to be man-

aged? It seems to us a bit of a puzzle, and

we're not quite convinced that the govern-
ment has figured it out itself yet as to what
it is really about.

Mr. Martel: Will Conservative members de-

liver the cheques, as in the past?

Mr. Lawlor: That's a good one.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I am a great believer in

tradition.

Mr. Martel: Oh, is he? Then they'll de-

liver the cheques. What the minister is saying

is that they'll deliver the cheques.

Mr. Lawlor: I thought that was an amend-

ment to the bill that the minister was

introducing, that only Conservative members

will deliver cheques.

Mr. Young: He will have one friend and

1,000 enemies in that case.

Mr. Lawlor: On the last page of the min-

ister's statement, he says:

The establishment of the new Ministry

of Culture and Recreation reflects the high

priority this government assigns to the pro-

motion of physical fitness, sports, recrea-

tion and cultural activities of all kinds.

The lottery revenues will be used to fur-

ther stimulate these programmes above

and beyond the considerable expenditure

that the government is already making in

these areas.

That was the basis of my puzzlement with

respect to the general use of public funds

and this peculiar new use of public funds

that the minister is setting up in this legis-

lation.

Those are basically our thoughts—reserva-

tions, if you will—and objections. The

questions will flow from them. Again, before
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I sit down, I would seek to prevail upon
the minister to give this a public airing.

He's the boss in that particular regard, but

in any event we will have questions in com-

mittee.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Perth.

Mr. H. EdighofFer (Perth): Thank you,

Mr. Speaker, I would like to make a few

comments on Bill 191. First of all, I would

like to congratulate the minister on his new

ministry.

I guess I've spoken on provincial lotteries

on two previous occasions in the 1974-1975

session, particularly in the private members'

hour, and I've agreed that a provincial lot-

tery should be conducted. At that time I

stated that it was most important that costs

be kept down and community benefits kept
as high as possible. The other purpose was
to try to restrict the flow of cash out of the

province. The other item was that we could

consider this a form of gambling, but it is

a fact of life that many people want to par-

ticipate. This, of course, is not mandatory
legislation; people do not have to participate

if they don't want to.

Mr. Speaker, in studying this bill, along
with the statement which was made by the

minister not too many days ago, I found it

somewhat confusing. I thought at first glance
that the government had changed its policy,

particularly when I read the second para-

graph of the minister's statement, where he

said:

The net proceeds from the lottery will

be used by the government to support

programmes for physical fitness, sports,

recreation and culture in Ontario. The
corporation will determine the price of

tickets, sales arrangements, size of the

prizes and frequency of the draws.

Then, of course, when we finally got the

printed bill I looked very carefully at sec-

tion 9, and in reading section 9, I'm just

wondering if the minister responsible for

this legislation is doing what I believe the

Premier (Mr. -Davis) has said that this party
has done on many occasions—had both feet

planted firmly in mid-air. As I read section

9, it says:

The net profits of the corporation, after

provision for prizes and payment of ex-

penses of operations, shall be paid into

the consolidated revenue fund at such

times and in such manner as the Lieu-

tenant Governor in Council may direct . . .

Then it goes on, ". . . to be available for

the promotion and development of physical
fitness etc." It looks to me as if that is

exactly what the Premier has referred to in

the past as other parties having both feet

in mid-air. I just hope that when this goes
to committee the minister will be able to

explain that more clearly.

Also in the minister's statement on page 2,

he stated that about 40 per cent of the in-

come will be used in prizes, and operational

expenses and sales commission of about 20

per cent. I think 60 per cent is fairly high
and I hope this isn't what he expects the

corporation to aim for. I hope that in the

future that would be able to be reduced

considerably.

The other question that arose in my mind
and which has been touched on—

Hon. Mr. Welch: I am sorry, I missed that

point about 60 per cent. I don't know how

you get 60 per cent out of my figures at all.

Mr. EdighoflFer: I am sorry, the minister

said he hoped that sales would reach $100

million, and 40 per cent and 20 per cent

would be spent in prizes and operation, which
is 60 per cent. Sorry, I probably didn't ex-

plain that clearly; I'm glad the minister asked

me to clarify that.

Mr. Speaker, after realizing that this min-

istry w^s coming into existence, and this be-

ing the first piece of legislation that this min-

ister, as Minister of Culture and Recreation,

has brought before the Legislature, I really
wonder why this type of legislation isn't con-

trolled by Consumer and Commercial Rela-

tions, left in the lottery branch. To me this

is an unbelievable start for the new ministry,

especially in the promotion of culture.

I don't really feel the minister can be par-

ticularly proud of this legislation, because

section 9 and section 10 allow the cabinet to

allow the money to stay in the corporation
imtil they desire it to be placed in tihe con-

solidated revenue fund. Tlie cabinet has the

right to give as much money as it wishes to

the corporation at any time.

The last comment I would make on the

minister's statement—and I think this is pretty

typical of this first piece of legislation for the

ministry—is that on page 4, the top paragraph
states:

Additional revenue from this provincial

lottery will be used to enhance even fur-

ther the new impetus this government in-

tends to give to a whole range of activities

which vdll benefit all the residents of

Ontario.

That really doesn't explain too much to me.

I just hope that the minister can explain that

a little more clearly.
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The last comment I want to make, Mr.

Speaker, is that I, as one member, have not

received many comments from constituents or

residents of Ontario against provincial lot-

teries. I have, however, received one request
from one group of people and I think the

minister is aware of this group.

I happen to have a father-in-law who is a

Baptist minister and there is a group called

the social concerns committee of the Baptist

convention and I believe—and I want to draw
this matter to the attention of the minister-

that on Oct. 30 the Premier of this province
wrote a letter to this group. I would just like

to quote one sentence from that letter—and
this is from the Premier of the province—and
it is in reference to provincial lotteries:

May I assure you that there will be

ample opportunity for input and comment
from interested individuals and groups, if

and when a decision should be taken to

establish a provincial lottery.

I hope that this minister, seeing that he now
sits right beside the Premier, would accept
that decision about which the Premier wrote
and he would see that this bill goes to stand-

ing committee.

Thank you Mr. Speaker.

Mr. J. E. BuIIbrook (Sarnia): May I inter-

rupt, Mr. Speaker, if you would permit me?
I want to join this debate, but would you
permit me to ask a question?

Mr. Speaker: For clarification purposes?

Mr. BuUbrook: Is the minister to be desig-
nated as the minister responsible for this

statute?

Hon. Mr. Welch: That's my understanding,
yes.

Mr. BuIIbrook: Thanks very much.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Yorkview.

Mr. Young: Mr. Speaker, in rising to par-

ticipate in this debate I think all of us take

for granted that the bill is going to pass, as

we took it for granted last December when
the private member's bill was introduced by
the member for London North (Mr. Walker)
and we had a debate on it at that time.

As far as this group on this side is con-

cerned, we are not going to divide the House.

However, I do want to express some concern
here that I expressed in December about the

whole matter of the provincial lottery.

I don't know whether the hon. minister has

l:>een looking over his shoulder and seeing the

ghosts of Calvin, and Wesley, John Knox and

the other people who went before him who
talked to us in terms of hard work and re-

ward for sweat and hard, bold labour. We
also had a very comforting philosophy, for

the wealthy particularly, that if you worked

hard, your reward would be prosperity and
riches. Calvin, you know, had a pretty hard

and fast rule about this. He said to every-

body—this was part of his religion—"You get
down there and work your head off and

eventually you'll get rich."

Of course all the Presbyterians didn't get

rich, I understand. But some of them did.

And, of course, John Wesley, riding his horse

around England at a later date, preached to

the poor of the country that they had to get

back into the sweat-shops and do an honest

day's work and they would get an honest

day's pay and perhaps out of their labour

and out of their devotion, out of their reli-

gion, would come—what was it?—a quickening
of the conscience on the part of the rich and

the employing groups and they would see to

it that a better kind of society would emerge.

So I just bring to the minister's attention,

and to the attention of this House, this phil-

osophy which, as I pointed out in December,
has all but been forgotten in our society. Be-

cause this dream of getting rich—the way it

was, you see, through the Calvinistic ap-

proach, was hard work and devotion, long

hard hours of back-breaking labour; that was
the path.

But then there were smart people who saw

a way of short-circuiting this. And it was

short-circuited in a variety of ways—I'm not

going to name them all. Of course, the ex-

ploitation of labour was one. The people who
took real risks, who went to the Indies and

brought back these shiploads of spices and

gold and silver and all these things, they had

a quick way to fortune but, believe me, for

every one who made a fortune a lot of ikiem

foundered on the way in the heavy seas and

so on.

The oil barons, of course, have found a

way in recent days to short-circuit that busi-

nes of hard work toward riches. Of course,

now the minister, instead of saying "Bear ye
one another's burden," the way Calvin and

Wesley said, says, "Just take a chance and

have the rest of society bear your burdens."

It's a reversal, you see, of that kind of good,

old Calvinistic philosophy.

So we are all going to take a chance. We
buy the tickets and we hope that the rest of

our days will be spent in luxury and ease at

the expense of others.
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Well, we have accepted that kind of phil-

osophy in our society. I am not going to point
out much more about it today, because I

think all of us understand it.

So, I suppose out of this will come wealth

for us — saunas in the House, maybe — who
knows? Maybe the member for York-Forest

Hill will find his way to luxury. He already
now knows it, of course.

Mr. Givens: I have already found it.

Mr. Young: You see, there; he has found it

—and perhaps some other member will get
it too.

Mr. Martel: He should spread it around a

little, then. Spread it around a little.

Mr. Young: But I am wondering whether
or not, as—

Mr. Givens: You have to work for it, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Young: —this thing gets under way,
whether or not some advertising agency in

Ontario might also find its way to some short-

circuiting of the hard labour and find pros-

perity, if not riches, out of this.

The minister hasn't told us whether the

board members are going to be paid or whe-
ther it's a labour of love. I presume they are

going to be paid. We don't know whether it's

a full-time job or a part-time job. I presume
the chairman would have to be full-time.

But I presume, also, there would be a reward
for somebody—and I doubt that it'll be a
New Democrat who will get that appoint-
ment, or even a Liberal. Perhaps the minister
is going to show this broadmindedness and

appoint someone who is a known member of

another party to head up this board; I don't

know. But certainly we ^vill be watching care-

fully
to see what kind of advertising is going

to be done; who does it; who are the members
of the board; and what is going to happen
here.

One of the things which concerned me in

December and still concerns me—and has al-

ready been expressed today by two previous
speakers—is just how recreation, arts, culture

is going to be linked in with the lottery. I

feel that if we are going to have recreational

programmes, if we are going to have cultural

programmes—as we have and we hope to see

them expanded—then these should be done on
the basis of whether or not they should be

supported by societv, by this government, by
this province, bv whatever voluntary agencies
want to support them. This is the funda-
mental thing I think we have to come to.

And part of the consolidated revenue of this

province should go to this kind of activity.

Hon. Mr, Welch: It does now.

Mr. Young: All right, it does now. But
then in the propaganda in connection with

this lottery and putting over the ideas of the

Erovince,

we are being told that the income
•om the lottery is going to expand this kind

of activity.

Does that mean that we are going to ex-

pand this kind of activity in this province in

proportion to the success of the lottery, rather

than in proportion to the needs of thepeople
of Ontario ror this kind of activity? There is

a difference here, and I hope the minister

understands it.

I am concerned that the community of

Sarnia, for instance, will come to the minister

at some future date and say: "We need to

have our little theatre group underwritten.

We are getting a very good group here; we
need more facilities; we need more equip-
ment. Now we need a matter of $25,000 to

$30,000 to expand the activities of this group."

Now, does the minister respond: "Yes, that

is a worthy project, and I will speak to the

Treasury board and see if we can't pry the

$25,000 to $30,000 loose from the consoli-

dated revenue without mentioning the lot-

tery"? Or is he going to say to the member
for Sarnia: "We are sorry, this year the

lottery hasn't come up to our expectations,
and so you can't have this $25,000 for this

good purpose"?

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): No, he's going
to give them a big package with lottery tickets

in it and say, "There you are."

An hon. member: Sell!

Mr. Deans: "Sell your lottery tickets."

Mr. Young: This is the other matter which
I think concerns all of us. In order to pro-
mote culture, in order to get a new recrea-

tion facility in our community, the minister

will say to the athletic association of that

community: "All right, here's $100,000 worth

of tickets. You sell them." I suspect that the

Conservative association in the riding will

also have lottery tickets as a means of raising
funds.

Mr. Bullbrook: That will be an exercise of

some discretion there.

Mr. Young: An exercise of some discretion.

Mr. Bullbrook: Mv colleague from Lambton

(Mr. Henderson) will have some input.
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Mr. Young: That's right, but the member
for Sarnia may not have; that's his point, is

it?

Mr. BuUbrook: That's right.

Mr. Martel: Probably correct.

Mr. Young: When the time comes when
the spoils are to be distributed, we hope
those spoils are going directly into the con-

solidated revenue of the province, and no

place else and that the support of the recrea-

tion facility in Sarnia or in Kitchener or in

Forest Hill, wherever it may be, will not

depend upon the success or failure of the

raffle at that point.

I can see in the future where people may
get a little bit tired of buying all these raffle

tickets and that this may not be as successful

as the minister thinks. He builds up a pro-

gramme of recreation with this in the back
of his mind, even if the consolidated revenue

pays for it. Then, suddenly, instead of $40
million, we get down to $30 million in this

particular year. Does the minister at that

point say: "Now we have to cut back on
recreation programmes; we have to cut back
on culture, because these were the purposes
for which this money was being raised"?

Rather than the importance of the activity,

the success of the lottery will determine
whether or not these things are to be funded

adequately in Ontario.

This is a reservation which I have and
I hope that the minister will explain to us

exactly what relationship there is between
the lottery and cultural activities. I hope he
doesn't go out to sell this through the adver-

tising agency that he may appoint on the

basis that it is going to be for these funda-
mental purposes and say: "If you people out

there in Ontario want these things, then by
gosh, by inference, you had better get be-
hind it and sell the tickets and buy the

tickets and make it successful."

The other thing that does concern me is

this matter of diverting the attention of the

people of Ontario from their very great prob-
lems today to certain activities of the gov-
ernment. A little while ago we heard about
a five per cent reduction in the salaries of

cabinet ministers. Is that the answer to in-

flation, a five per cent reduction in the
salaries of cabinet ministers? And now we
have a second answer. A five per cent re-

duction and a lottery is the answer which
this government is giving to the people of

Ontario to solve their very great problems
of increased cost of living, inflation, trouble,

unemployment and all the rest of it. Are

these the solutions that we are being given
at a time when the people of Ontario are

looking for leadership in all these desperate

problems they are facing?

Are we going back to the days of Rome
when the government gave them enough
bread and circuses to divert their attention

from their problems? I don't know. I some-
times wonder if that's what we are doing,
so that we can get the people all heated

up about a raffle, getting out selling tickets

and getting excited about making that

$100,000 or whatever the prize is going to

be—$1 million in the case of the one in

Quebec for the Olympics. Get them excited

about these things and somehow or other

with that hope of riches dangling before

them they are going to forget the problems
of the every-day world and their day-by-day
living. I hope we are not trying to do that

but it does smack something of that kind

of activity which the ancient Roman rulers

did indulge in, particiJarly in those days
when they were facing extinction, as this

government seems to be facing right now.

I hope, Mr. Speaker, that we are going
to face this lottery with some degree of tre-

pidation and some degree of the seriousness

of the course upon which we are embarking
—the denial of the fundamental tenets upon
which the minister was brought up on—
and that we realize that we must not divert

our attention from the fundamental problems
of our society by focusing on this particular

activity. Somehow or other we have to do

more than make a five per cent reduction

and hold a raffle in Ontario to meet the

needs of our people.

We have great resources in our timber,

our metal-

Mr. Martel: They gave them away.

Mr. Young: —in oil and all the other tre-

mendous resources we have in this country.
Instead of giving these resources away, in-

stead of refusing to tax these resoiu^ces and
raise funds from the logical places where

they seem to be, as my confrere has said,

not only are we giving them away, but we're

allowing the profits from them to be si-

phoned ofiF into another country. These are

the places we ought to be looking to for

revenue.

Instead we look at this little bit of reve-

nue which will be raised in terms of the

need of the province—and it's going to be

raised largely from the poor of this province,

too—it's generally the people of moderate

and low incomes who buy the tickets. Those
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who are more wealthy will go into the stock

market, I suppose, and do their gambling
there and other places. Land speculation, 1

understand, is a place where a great many
people-

Mr. Civens: They are taxing that now, too.

Mr. Young: Yes, they're taxing that a bit

now, too. But there are a lot of exemptions
from that tax-

Mr. Civens: Only if you're an American.

Mr. Young: There are a lot of exemptions
there, as I say, but that still lets the profits

from that land flow across the border.

Mr. Speaker, I think I have shot my bolt

this afternoon. I have raised these concerns

and I hope the minister is seriously looking
at that ghost of John Calvin up in the seat

behind him there.

Mr. Deans: That's who that is, the ghost
of John Calvin.

Mr. Young: That chap got a little bit off

the track from Calvinism. But this subliminal

ghostly form that watches the minister is a
bit disappointed at his holding out this little

bit of a hope for people to become million-

aires without the hard work and the back-

breaking experience that such go with it,

according to the Calvinist philosophy.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-
Forest Hill.

Mr. Civens: Mr. Speaker, I am delighted
that I was here to listen to the speech of the
hon. member for Yorkview, which I can only
describe as a beautiful vignette on the sub-

ject in terms of its moderation, its candour
and its clarity. I think he ought to be con-

gratulated. I've heard him speak quite often
in the Legislature, but never so eloquently,
so quietly and so circumspectly as he did

just now. I really enjoyed it.

Mr. Speaker, my precursors in religion
were not Messrs. Calvin and Wesley, so I am
not religiously bound by anything that they
had to say about hard work.

Mr. Young: They based their philosophy
on the Old Testament.

Mr. Civens: Well, I always thought I was
a follower of the Judaeo-Presbyterian ethic

when it comes to hard work. I always follow
those precepts in my daily life. That's why I

have become the great success that I am,
being a member of this Legislature and driv-

ing a Ford.

Mr. Deans: What kind of Ford?

Mr. Civens: A 350-hp Ford. ,

Mr. Bullbrook: Yes, it's named after a

president of the United States. Want to

guess? It's not Eisenhower.

Mr. Young: It isn't a Model T, understand.

Mr. Civens: No, the man who came through
the Civil War.

An hon. member: Durant?

Mr. Deans: It isn't an Edsel, is it?

Mr. C. Samis (Stormont): It's related.

Mr. Civens: In the Old Testament, Mr.

Speaker, there are instances where lots were
taken and lots were held, so I have no

religious forebodings with respect to the

holding of lotteries. Neither I nor the mem-
bers of my party will vote against the bill on

the basis of principle or on the basis of reli-

gion. But, to be perfectly frank with you, I

don't like the bill. And I don't like the whole

concept of the province entering the field of

lotteries.

I find, in the countries that I have been

throughout the world, that the holding of

lotteries generally is the mark of a weak

society. With all due respect to the countries

I visited, I found that it's the more degener-
ate—I shouldn't say degenerate, that's a terri-

ble word: the weaker states, the ones vdth

the less healthy economies-

Mr. Samis: France. France is the best

country in the world.

Mr. Civens: —the less healthy societies,

the less vigorous societies. France? What is

so wonderful about France? The member
has been saying France has such wonderful

things.

Mr. Samis: No, no, the member is talking

about France—less health, less vigour.

Mr. Civens: Does the hon. member con-

sider France such a great society from the

standpoint of moral ethics-

Mr. Samis: We weren't talking about moral

ethnics.

Mr. Civens: —with the greatest alcoholism

rate in the world? Well let s not get into that

debate.

It is not the mark of a great vigorous,

healthy society to have to base its monetary

requirements on a lottery—
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Mr. Deans: Shows the government how
insignificant it is.

Mr. Givens: Let me give you an example
of the differences between this government
now and this government led by another ad-

ministrator, John Robarts. This may well be

this government's epitaph, so I will give you
the example of what I mean, Mr. Speaker.

I am sorry that this minister should have

to be the minister who is saddled with this

bill. It is rather an inauspicious thrust to see

him given to Culture and Recreation with a

bill on lotteries. I would have thought a man
of his intelligence, his background, and his

perspicacity would have made his inroads

into culture and recreation on a more lofty

plane, than to bring in a lottery gambling
bill as his first mark in the field of culture.

Let me give you an example of what a

former Premier of this province did, Mr.

Speaker. When I was mayor of the city of

Toronto a question of embellishment for the

new city hall came up—this will just give

you an example of how this government
treated the matter of culture previously. It

was a matter of buying a piece of sculpture

by Henry Moore, who was considered to be

the greatest sculptor of the century, maybe
one of the great sculptors of all time. The
members probably all know the story—at one

time or another it appeared in all the news-

papers of the country, of North America, and

probably in all the newspapers of the Eng-
lish-speaking world.

The council refused the money for reasons

which I won't go into; it is a very romantic

story. I have been vindicated in my lifetime;

I am happy about the story. The council

refused the dough, although they had it. I

went out on a private campaign and raised

the money, and I bought the sculpture. As
a result of this sculpture being purchased
and brought to Toronto, Henry Moore came
to Toronto. As a result of his coming to

Toronto—where he first learned where To-
ronto was as distinct from Kakabeka Falls

Of Albuquerque—he was convinced that To-
ronto was a wonderful place. And as a result

of this, this government under the leadership
of John Robarts was persuaded to contribute

$12.5 million to the Art Gallery of Ontario—
the name was changed from the Art Gallery
of Toronto—to build a wing to house the

gift of Henry Moore.

The capital city of Ontario is now the

largest centre of Henry Moore sculptures and
works of art anywhere in the world. This
is what John Robarts did. He didn't go out
and run a lottery, or run a horse race for

the purpose of raising the money. He
realized it was a worthwhile project, so he
said to the guys at the Art Gallery, "All right,
I will give you $12.5 million; you go out
and raise $5 million." Moore was willing to

co-operate on the basis that this wing was
going to be built in his honour, and he was
willing to make this contribution of what is

considered to be about $15 million worth of

his works.

This is what resulted from what this gov-
ernment—on the basis of realistically realizing

what was good and what was in the best

interest of the people of the Province of

Ontario—did in a realistic way out of tax-

payers' money. And this is the way to face

up to the situation. Not to arouse the fan-

tasies and expectations of people that they
are going to get something for nothing, that

they are going to buy a ticket for $10 and

they are going to win a million. That's a

bunch of baloney.

Mr. Speaker, this is the difference to me
between the government of the previous

Premier, Robarts, and the administration now
run by this Premier. As I say, this will prob-

ably be its epitaph.

This is why I don't like this business of

this lottery. I say it is the mark of a regressive

state, notwithstanding the fact that France
has a lottery. There are a lot of things
about France that are backward, including
the former Devil's Island that France ran

and a lot of otlier things that France has

done which are bad, but I don't want to get
into that discussion now.

There are two specific things I would like

the minister to address himself to, to get to

specifics, so that we just don't ramble gener-

ally. The minister is determined to put this

thing through. I've learned from bitter ex-

perience, after being around here for 3V2

years, that he is going to get his way. The
first thing is this, the city of Montreal or

the Province of Quebec—I don't know under
whose jurisdiction the Olympic lottery is

run—apparently had to get approval by the

federal government and the provincial govern-
ments of this country to run the Olympic
lottery. They must have had provincial ap-

proval as well because there are some prov-
inces which do not permit the sale of

Olympic lottery tickets. It has been indicated

by the Prime Minister of Ganada over and

over again that he's not going to help in

any special way with respect to funding the

deficit, if any, of the Olympics, and there

sure as hell is going to be a deficit there.
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Mr. R. G. Hodgson (Victoria-Haliburton):

They said the same thing about tlie last one
in Montreal.

Mr. Givens; Yes, I know, but the fact is

that we're going to have the Olympics. We're

wondering whether we should help Syncrude,
but they're prepared to blow $250 million

defending the honour of the Olympics. Let's

not get into that. That point I'm trying to

make is this. The Prime Minister has indi-

cated that he's going to look into the feasi-

bility, the practicability and the desirability
of permitting the Olympic setup or the cor-

poration or whatever jurisdiction they function
under to continue to sell Olympic lottery
tickets for an indefinite period of time after

the Olympic event.

I remember when I was mayor of Toronto
I had a promise from Mayor Drapeau that

Man and His World and Expo would stop

functioning and that it would never interfere

with the Canadian National Exhibition. I

knew he was conning me at the time because
I didn't believe that he was going to dis-

mantle it. Of course, he continued after

Expo, after 1967. They intend to continue
to sell Olympic lottery tickets because, after

all, it isn't going to cost the Prime Minister

anything to give his permission. What is our

position going to be?

The fact of the matter is that this has
become highly publicized. They have a high-
ly sophisticated public relations programme.
People have got into the habit of buying
Olympic lottery tickets. They're being sold
in all the banks and all the financial institu-
tions and all over the place. A lot of people
here have bought these tickets from time to
time. What is the minister going to do about
that particular situation? Is he going to re-
fuse the sale of Olympic tickets in Ontario?
Is he going to be in a position to refuse it?
Is he going to take the position of refusing
them permission to continue after the Olym-
pics? Does he intend to do anything about it

or is he simply going to let them continue
to compete vdth his lottery tickets which he
intends to sell as of the passing of this bill?

I think that if the minister is serious about
this, which I'm sure he is as otherwise he
wouldn't be going through with this hassle,
then he has got to adopt a strong posture
and take the position that in this province, as
in New York or anywhere else, the govern-
ment is going to have the exclusive run. What
have we got now—a population of eight mil-
lion people in Ontario roughly thereabouts?
If they siphon ofiF his market, because they're
selling them year round, then he is going to
be left with nothing.

I'd like to know what his views are with

resi)ect to what I call exclusivity. Does he

expect to run them out or does he not expect
to run them out? By running them out he
knows what I mean. Is he going to take over
or is he going to keep the field to himself?
That's No. 1.

No. 2. I'm really concerned that govern-
ment is going to develop this into one big-
excuse the expression—pork barrel, where it is

going to take the $40 million that it is going
to get or whatever it is projecting for the
future—and the minister doesn't know better

than anybody else how much he is going to

get out of this—and distribute this largesse,

particularly around election time, like nuts in

May, something for this, something for that

and something for somebody else. I think this

is wrong. I think it is amoral, I think it's

wrong politically, I think it's wrong socially
and it's wrong in every other way.

I think what my> learned friend from York-

view has pointed out is absolutely correct,

namely that when the government starts back-

ing a programme of importance and then

finds its income has decreased by five or 10

per cent and has to cut that programme by
five or 10 per cent because it will not be able

to sustain the level of sales, then that would
be tragic. If the government relies on that

sort of helter-skelter kind of funding, I think

that's wrong.

The minister is going to find in this particu-
lar field that a sort of a Parkinson's law will

develop, where the causes which he wiU fund

will expand in order to meet the funds that

are available for the gifts that he hands out,

if he knows what I mean. Let me give him
an example I remember when the Metropoli-
tan Toronto corporation was set up. We had

the question of how much Metro was going
to be able to give away for objects of cultiire

in the community. We were talking about

240 square miles. At the time, there were 1.5

million people and now there are about 2.25

million people. I think there was an upper
limit set of about $50,000. This goes back

some 15 years.

If the minister was interested enough to

pay attention, only about six weeks ago, just

before Christmas, he will recall that there

was an amendment that went through to the

Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto Act,

which took the limit off completely on the

business on how much money can be handed
out to organizations of culture, philanthropy—
I forget what the wording was, but he knows
what I mean—things of this nature, recrea-

tion, culture and so on. The upper limit was

completely taken off. The reason that was
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done was that the number of causes escalated

and increased to such an extent and their re-

quirements increased to such an extent that

it was just impossible to batten them down.

There was no use going to somebody and

saying: "Look, if you show me a deficit, we'll

give you money," because the least efficient

ones were the ones that showed a deficit, and

those that really should be helped were un-

able to be helped. There was no point in

saying to somebody like the Toronto Sym-
phony when they needed $150,000, that one

was going to give them $5,000. One might as

well give them nothing.

This is what I think the minister's going to

find. So my second point on the exclusive

business of having the field to oneself is this;

I think the minister should do something in

committee when we are discussing this about

tying this down to a specific field of activity.
If he wants to confine it to sports, confine it

to sfKDrts. If he wants to confine it to hospitals,

confine it to hospitals. But confine it to a

certain field of activity so that there will not

be all these myriad number of diverse and
multitudinous claims which are going to beset

him or some subsequent minister in years to

come, because he is going to have them and
he is going to be overwhelmed by it.

Mr. Young: Put it in the consolidated

revenue.

Mr. Givens: Or put it all in the consoli-

dated revenue, because in the final analysis it

comes out of the same pot anyway. But for

the minister to put himself into a position
where he is going to have this pork barrel

into which the money is going to flow and
out of which he is going to give out this

largesse, puts him in a position of handing
out favours from a public trough of a lot-

tery, which I don't think is desirable at all.

I tell the minister that as far as I'm con-
cerned—and I hope I'm wrong and hope it

brings in zillions of dollars, but I don't think

that it is going to—what is hapening now is

that too many people are getting in the act.

There are many states and too many prov-
inces. Everybody is looking to the lottery as

the way out. Does the minister know how
many states there are in the United States

now into lotteries?

Mr. Samis: About a dozen.

Mr. Givens: About a dozen. And we've got
Quebec and we are going to have Ontario and

somebody else is going to come along. They
are going to cancel each other out because
there just aren't enough people to finance

these things. Then we've got the Irish Sweep-
stakes and la belle France.

Mr. Samis: La belle province.

Mr. Givens: Then we've got South Ameri-
can countries. I don't know whether the

tickets come up here or not, with permission
or without permission, and so on. And so

they cancel themselves out.

However, you are determined to have lot-

teries so those are the two poiats that I would
like to see answered: what you are going to

do about maintaiaing the exclusiveness of the

field, because I think that is important; sec-

ondly, what about getting away from the

pork barrel aspect of it to have it devoted to

a specific cause such as hospitals or directly

related to culture? I don't mean horticulture

or agriculture or physical culture or some
weird esoteric or widely defined aspect of

culture, but something that can be readily
understood by everybody or have it paid into

the general consolidated revenue fund so that

everybody knows where the money is going.

Mr. Speaker: I guess the hon. member for

Stormont is next.

Mr. Samis: Mr. Speaker, I will make my
remarks fairly brief. I guess my perspective
on this bill is quite diflFerent from my col-

league's from York-Forest Hill. Coming from

a border riding, surrounded on the south by
New York State, within access of la belle

province de Quebec—the scions of the people
of France of whom I am so proud compose
40 per cent of my riding.

I spoke on this bill in December in a pri-

vate members' hour and supported it then,
and I am glad to say that I support it now. I

congratulate the minister for bringing in this

bill. Coming from a part of the province
where the name John Calvin is not especially

famous, where his influence is rather minimal,
I am pleased to see that the minister has

been able to throw ofl? the shackles of Calvin

and all his followers, since this province has

been shackled for too long by the puritan
ethic of the Calvinist philosophy.

Mr. Lawlor: This is the closest the member
is going to get to Geneva, right here.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Samis: There was an interesting article

in our local newspaper in the city of Corn-
wall on Saturday that said approximately
$121,000 already had been spent on the

recent issue of the Olympic lottery from

Montreal, which is revenue that doesn't stay
in Ontario. If the city of Cornwall decides to
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spend $121,000 in a lottery like that, it is

high time that money stayed in Ontario and
was used for the benefit of the people of

Ontario.

Frankly, I wonder why the Province of

Ontario waited so long to bring in a lottery.
The Province of Quebec has had a prosperous
lottery that has been going on for

approxi-
mately five years. New York State and other

states had them five, seven, eight years ago.
The Province of Manitoba has had a lottery.
It has been used in the western provinces as

well. It's a common feature in European
society. And as I said, I certainly don't share

the feelings of my colleague from York-

Forest Hill about the country of France.

It seems to be Ontario has always had its

head in the sand regarding lotteries and

things of this sort. I am glad to see we are

getting our head of the sand, opening our

ears, opening our eyes, and facing the fact

that lotteries are a part of life in North
America. They may not be the best way of

raising revenue. They are certainly not a sub-

stitute for a fair and just tax system, but they
are a legitimate way of raising revenue.

I noticed in reading up on lotteries that in

1873 the city of Montreal had a lottery. In
1934 the Senate of Canada oflBcially approved
a national lottery. In 1934 the Legislature of

Quebec passed a lottery bill. So in Canada
the idea of lotteries is nothing new. Ontario
is only catching up; we are not moving ahead.
We are catching up with other provinces. I

hope in later discussion in committee, the
minister would outline how much study has
been put into this, the other models that he
has studied—for example, in Quebec the
United States, New Zealand, Europe. I would
be interested to know how much study his

department has gone into to find out what
system he wants to adopt here in Ontario.

When he appoints this board, I would hope
he would consider the Franco-Ontarian

people of Ontario who are a legitimate part
of this province and who have been ignored
for a long time. I would hope he would see
fit to appoint a Franco-Ontarian to that
board.

When the minister gets this consolidated

revenue, I certainly share the concern that

has been expressed already that we don't
create another pork barrel whereby the minis-
ter becomes a travelling, 12-month Santa
Claus dispensing the political goodies of the

Tory party in Ontario.

Mr. Lawlor: He is beginning to grow a
beard already.

Mr. Samis: If he decides not to use the

consolidated revenue approach, for goodness'
sake let him consider the needs of eastern

Ontario. For too long Toronto has been

getting all the goodies; everything has been
centred on the southern part of this province.
If there is one part of Ontario that needs

help, and the government is getting extra

revenue, then we would ask the minister

seriously to consider the needs of eastern

Ontario in the field of culture and recreation.

Our average income is lower. We don't

have the facilities to create things that the

people here in Toronto have. We don't have
the multi-splendoured facilities that people
here in Toronto can use. We need more help.
So if the government is going to use this for

culture and recreation, please consider the

needs of eastern Ontario when it dispenses
this largesse.

In closing, I support the bill, but on the

premise that this is not a substitute for a

fair and just taxation system. It's only a way
for Ontario to catch up with the other prov-
inces; we are in no way moving ahead.

Again, I congratulate the minister for intro-

ducing the bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sarnia.

Mr. Bullbrook: I thank you very much,
Mr. Speaker, for the opportunity of joining
in the debate. We don't have that much time.

The Premier is going to make an announce-

ment on Syncrude, I guess at 5 o'clock.

With the shackles of Calvinism, it seems

there is a degree of Syncrude about this. But

may I say to you, Mr. Speaker, I am not

against all lotteries—by any stretch of the

imagination.

One lottery I never did like was that one

in the United States where they picked
names and sent them to Vietnam. That was

a terrible type of lottery.

But there is nothing essentially wrong with

a lottery. I have been known to accept and

take a wager. I see nothing essentially repre-

hensible in the raising of funds for public

good.

But having been here for eight years, and

on my way out, I have developed an awfully

suspicious nature. This probably is a bill so

replete with invitations to suspicion that I

have got to catalogue some of them. The
first one is: Why doesn't the government
name the responsible ministry? That is the

first question I'd like to ask. There is a

purpose in not naming it. There is an ulterior

motive, Mr. Speaker, in this government in

not naming this ministry. Because it can name
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the minister very easily, if it is to be the

Minister of Culture and Recreation.

I say to you that there must be a reason,
Mr. Speaker, for not naming the minister. I

say, secondly, that the very principle of not

naming the minister responsible to the House
is wrong. The total equation that goes on
here is one of ministerial responsibility to the

legislative process, and under this bill we
don't know who it is. I say to you, Mr.

Speaker, as a first matter of principle we are

entitled to know who that is.

When you couple the function of the Min-
ister of Culture and Recreation as established

in the statute that we passed. Bill 180, with
the fact that he is going to be the chief lottery
officer of the Crown, one wonders whether
the government is not doing something in an
insidious way—or whether I might say they
just don't know what they are doing.

Listen to the objects of this ministry and
the responsibilities and duties given to the
minister under his own statute. They are:

preserving and maintaining the cultural heri-

tage of residents of Ontario, with full recogni-
tion of their diverse traditions and back-

grounds; promoting access to the benefits of

citizenship and of active involvement in the
cultural and recreational life in the province;
and stimulating the development of new
forms of cultural expression and promoting
the concept of individual and community
excellence.

Those are the stated ambits of the minister's

responsibility'. There is an additiona,l section
that says he can do whatever they give him
to do. That's what it says. It says:

In addition to the functions of the min-
istry mentioned in subsection 1, the min-
ister shall perform such functions and
duties as are assigned to him from time to
time by the Lieutenant Governor in Coun-
cil.

Now, I am told in response to a question
that the Minister of Culture and Recreation
is going to be responsible for the operation of
the lottery. I say to you, Mr. Speaker, as a
matter of principle, that is wrong; it's en-

tirely wrong. The minister has nothing to
do with the operation of a lottery, if the

principle of acquiring funds for the purpose
of public good is a valid principle, and I
wish to accept it. But I say to the minister
that I cannot accept that he, with the duties

assigned to him, the explicit duties that we
are told by the statute that he was to per-
form in the culture and recreation field, is

entirely divorced from the raising of moneys
b\ lottery, because what they are going to

have the minister doing next is supervising
offtrack betting. That is coming; that's the

next thing to come. We might just as well

recognize that now.

If this government has made a decision

ar. a matter of policy that it is prepared to

raise funds for public good, for public need,

through the policy of accepting gambling as

a legitimate method of raising state funds-

Mr. Lawlor: They are going to run the

crown and anchor game down at the Cana-
dian National Exhibition.

Mr. BuUbrook: That might be next. Off-

track betting will be next and then it logically
falls upon the Minister of Culture and Recrea-

tion. You see, Mr, Speaker, the minister's

responsibilities are so mutually exclusive. The

operation of the lottery, if we are going to

have it, should be and should continue to be
with the Minister of Consumer and Corporate
Relations-

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): The
Minister of Consumer and Commercial Re-

lations.

Mr. Bullbrook: Well, that really isn't that

important, is it? Consumer and Commercial
Relations—whatever his name is, it should be
with him. He is the one who is responsible
for it. My friends on this side of the House
are absolutely correct. The obvious fact is

that this minister should have nothing to

do with it. Under his statute he is supposed
to go out and promote recreation, cultural

activity, physical fitness, the arts. That's his

responsibility. He is not to go out and pro-
mote the selling of lottery tickets.

But do you know the reason for it, Mr.

Speaker? The reason for it is that the creation

ot his ministry was the creation of a govern-
ment-subsidized arm of the Progressive Con-
servative Party, because that's all the minister

is going to do.

The present minister has too much talent to

be vested with the responsibility for this min-

istry. Look at his history. He aspired to be-

come the Prime Minister of this province. He
became the Provincial Secretary for Justice.

He became the Attorney General of this

province. He was Provincial Secretary for

Social Development. Now no one for one

moment can tell me that it requires a talent

such as this to run a ministry called Culture

and Recreation.

I have seen him in action. I have seen

him in action in Sarnia—a charming, able

person who will be able to walk in with the

proceeds of the sale of these lottery tickets
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and say: "Is there something you need? We
will let you have it. Now, I am going to have
to take this up with the incuinbent member
somewhere around. If it's in Sarnia, I am not

sure I will deal with Bullbrook. I think we
might discuss whether we should dispense
some of this largesse with his colleague from
Lambton."

That's what's going to happen. That's

what's going to happen in connection with
these funds. There is no doubt about it in

the world and that is the reason why the

Premier of the province decides that a man
of this stature should be responsible for Cul-

ture and Recreation, because his responsibility
in essence is going to be the distribution of

these moneys.

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): The member
has to be kidding. He has to be kidding.

Mr. Bullbrook: The first principle that's

wrong, as I said before—

Hon. Mr. Davis: He makes sense some

days but this time he is all wrong. He is

all wrong.

Mr. Bullbrook: The first principle that I

said that was wrong—

An hon. member: The truth hurts, eh?

Mr. Bullbrook: I want to tell you, Mr.

Speaker, the Premier interrupts me and he
is in no position to interrupt me having
regard to the Pontius Pilate approach he has
taken over the last couple of weeks in con-
nection with party funding.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: That's a lot of bull-
brook.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): The
member never interrupts anybody, does he?

Mr. Bullbrook: So don't interrupt me.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Bullbrook: I will talk about the princi-

ple of this bill as I see it. Mr. Speaker, as I

said before, the first principle that's wrong
is that a minister must be assigned responsi-

bility in connection with legislation. We
must know who the minister is who is respon-
sible to us in this House, and that statute is

deficient in that respect.

The second principle that's wrong is that

the Minister of Culture and Recreation, hav-

ing regard to his manifest duties, should not
be the minister responsible for the carrying
on of a lottery.

The third thing that's wrong is that there
should not be a specific designation for the

utilization of those funds after they come into

consolidated revenue. I bring this to the

attention of the Premier and his minister:

When the government in effect earmarks

these funds for culture and recreation, it

stultifies itself. It establishes a position of

priority with respect to these funds that it

should not do. Having regard to the obliga-
tion of the people of Ontario; having regard
to the fact that we presently have about $1
billion worth of deficit; having regard to the

provision of health and medical services, I

ask the Premier to consider this exaggeration
—that a small community in northern Ontario

doesn't have a hospital because there isn't

enough money in the consolidated revenue

fund to build it a hospital, but there's money
available to build it some type of community
centre. That's the type of thing, by exag-

geration I admit, that could happen as a

result of earmarking these funds.

On these funds, if they're to be accepted—
and Fm prepared to vote to accept the con-

cept of a lottery for the purpose of public
need and public good—I say there should be,

however, a positive response in connection

with the three principles that I say are wrong
with respect to the bill. We want to support
the bill, but we want to make it a proper

objective; we want the bill amended and

we're going to do all we can.

In closing, I hope we receive the assur-

ance from the minister involved that this bill

will be sent to standing committee and that

those people who wish to make public input

will have that opportunity.

Mr. Deans moves the adjournment of the

debate.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Speaker: Pursuant to the agreement
which was reached earlier today, the House

will now revert to the matter of ministerial

statements, and I will hear from the hon.

Premier.

ATHABASCA TAR SANDS

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, as members

of this Legislature no doubt are aware, I and

my colleagues, the Treasurer of Ontario (Mr.

McKeough) and the Minister of Energy (Mr.

Timbrell), met yesterday in Winnipeg with

representatives of the government of Canada,

the government of Alberta and certain private

petroleum companies involved in the devel-

opment of the reserves of the Athabasca oil

sands, located to the northeast of Edmonton.
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The matter under discussion was whether

or not the public interest and the interests of

Ontario would be served by the early com-

pletion of the Syncrude project, a project

designed to extract synthetic oil from the

Mildred Lake site of the Athabasca sands at

a daily rate of 125,000 barrels.

As hon. members are aware, the original

participants were Canada-Cities Service Ltd.,

Imperial Oil Ltd. and Atlantic Richfield, each

with a 30 per cent interest; and Gulf Oil

Canada Ltd. with a 10 per cent interest. The

escalation of costs and the resulting wih-

drawal of Atlantic Richfield Canada Ltd. re-

sulted in the remaining partners concluding

that they could not expand their commitment

and continue with the project.

On Dec. 18, the government of Alberta

issued an open invitation to the government
of Canada and the governments of provinces

to participate in the Syncrude project through

taking up the interest of Atlantic Richfield

Canada Ltd. The remaining partners in the

project also approached the government of

Ontario and the governments of Alberta and

Canada in an effort to find additional capital.

Prior to our meeting of yesterday, the

three governments examined in detail the

causes of the escalation and the reliability of

the cost figures advanced by the participating

companies, and we have assured ourselves

that the data upon which decisions were

being based were reliable.

The three governments involved were in

unanimous agreement that the project should

be completed. Concurrent with my statement

to the House here this afternoon, statements

are being made in the House of Commons in

Ottawa and in the Alberta legislative assem-

bly in Edmonton to the effect that agreement
in principle has been reached on a method
of financing the Syncrude project and that

the project will proceed without delay.

Essentially, the agreement deals with the

intent of the three private companies in-

volved to continue to bear 70 per cent of the

cost of the project, and the three govern-
ments to take up the remaining 30 per cent.

As the projected cost is $2 billon, this means
that private enterprise will invest a total of

$1.4 billion. The remaining 30 per cent-$600
million—will be shared by the governments of

Ontario, Alberta and C^ada, with our prov-

ince investing $100 million. Alberta investing

$200 million and Canada investing $300 mil-

lion.

The governments of Ontario, Alberta and

Canada will, respectively, hold five per cent.

10 per cent and 15 per cent and the com-

panies involved will have 70 per cent.

Alberta, as I noted, is investing directly the

sum of $200 million. But, in addition, Alberta

will bear 100 per cent of the costs of a pipe-
line to transport the product to market and
will bear 100 per cent of the costs of pro-

viding the needed electrical plant plus other

infrastructure costs for an estimated total of

$600 million. In addition to these two com-

mitments, Alberta has also agreed to advance
a further $200 million to private participants

to facilitate the financing of their commit-
ment.

I don't believe that all hon. members will

be surprised at this announcement. It is ap-

parent that Ontario has been supporting this

project and did not want it to collapse, or

indeed to be unduly delayed. Security of

supply is important. As the National Energy
Board report of October, 1974, confirmed,

crude oil supply will become a problem in

the early 1980s. Today we are taking a con-

structive step toward dealing with the situa-

tion.

But we are doing more than agreeing to

invest in a secure supply of oil from a Cana-

dian source. The oil sands and heavy oil in

Alberta contain immense quantities of oil; the

Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Board

recently estimated that the sands may ulti-

mately yield recoverable reserves of 300 bil-

lion barrels. At present oil consumption lev-

els, these reserves could supply Canada's oil

for centuries.

The Syncrude project is critically impor-
tant to the ongoing development of the oil

sands. Presently, three other plants are in the

early planning stages. The National Energy
Board supply forecast relied heavily upon oil

from this source for Canadian supplies dur-

ing the 1980s. The collapse or delay of this

project, fundamental to the development of

technology and the gaining of experience,

would have serious implications to the devel-

opment of this major resource.

Even if the need for energy is set to one

side, there are great national benefits. This

new public/private consortium is a major
achievement in furthering the co-operation

of the private and public sectors in the de-

velopment of our energy resources.

The co-operative agreement between the

governments of Alberta, Ontario and Canada
creates a partnership that can serve to

strengthen our bonds within Confederation.

The energy situation is creating severe strain

among governments, strain which we hope
this co-operative initiative in energy might
ameliorate.
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It is understandable that Alberta should

be concerned as to the depletion of its re-

serves of conventional oil. The people of

that province have every right to expect that

the people of Ontario, and more broadly

Canada, will help to assure the development
of resources with a long life and so ensure

the future of subsequent generations of Al-

bertans. This project, the precursor of more

oil sands plants, will contribute immeasurably
to the building of an industrial base in

Alberta.

We in Ontario will also benefit. At the

end of 1974 orders for the manufacture of

major equipment by the factories of Ontario

for the Syncrude project totalled $105 mil-

lion, a larger sum than our proposed invest-

ment. The fact that the project will now con-

tinue means that Ontario's share of equip-
ment purchases for this one project over the

period of construction will total almost a

quarter of a billion dollars. Some 29 per
cent of the equipment ordered for the project

will bear a "made in Ontario" label.

In Ontario terms, it is historic in still

another sense. It is relevant to the Ontario

Energy Corp. This government established

that corporation to make investments that

serve the provincial and national interest and
assure the people of the province had ade-

quate and secure supplies of energy. That
instrument is now at hand and available and
taking its first positive and measurable op-
portunity to contribute to the welfare of

the people of this province.

Mr. Speaker: There was an indication

earlier today that there may be some people
with questions to ask. We didn't arrive at

an agreement for limiting it or anything like

that. Would we have just a few questions?
We don't want the thing to develop into a

debate, because this is not that sort of order.

We got unanimous consent to revert to

ministerial statements, but we did not have
that in connection with the question period.
I would like some indication of how long
the extension of the question period might
be.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I think the

understanding was that questions, as may
be necessary, could be put.

Hon. Mr. Davis: There may be some ques-
tions. The only thing is that this is a minis-

terial statement; it has been made at 5
o'clock rather than 2 o'clock. I am quite
prepared, and my colleagues are, to answer
questions to the extent we can. We are not

really prepared to debate it.

ATHABASCA TAR SANDS

Mr. Speaker: The member for York Cen-
tre?

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Premier.

First of all, I want to commend the Pre-

mier and those who worked with the various

parties to bring this partnership into effect,

as we were all concerned about the situation.

What is the price per barrel that it is

estimated the product from this Syncrude
plant will be sold at and to what market?

What is the estimated return on the invest-

ment that the government is proposing to

make here, and when? Was Quebec invited

ot participate in this project? And why is it

not a partner since it is one of those markets

that I think would be given assurance of

future supply as a result of the project?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, quite frank-

ly, I can't answer some aspects of the hon.

member's question. On the question of floor

price or upper price, the understanding was
— and this was confirmed yesterday

— that

there was not to be a floor price, as was

suggested by some.

Regarding the question about the percen-

tage that would come to the Province of

Ontario, Ontario is obviously the major con-

sumer in Canada. In terms of total consump-
tion, this would not represent a large por-
tion. It is not a major portion of the total

consumed. I can't say what percentage of

125,000 barrels per day, when it comes on

stream, would actually flow into the Prov-

ince of Ontario.

Obviously what we're seeking is security

of supply in the development of this poten-

tially tremendous resource; quite obviously
our interest is having this in terms of se-

curity. But as to whether there will be 40

per cent, 30 per cent or whatever, I don't

think we can determine that, certainly not

at this stage.

About Quebec, I don't want to speak for

any other governments, but I think other

governments were aware of the suggestion
that other provinces should participate. I

can't comment as to why Quebec did or did

not or whether they were officially invited

to participate, although I do sense they were
aware of it.

Mr. Speaker: Does the member for York
Centre have another question?

Mr. Deacon: Yes, I would like to ask a

supplementary on that. I wanted to find out—
and surely the Premier would know—what is
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the estimate on which the return would be

based and what the return is, the estimate

of the price per barrel and the estimated

return; and when?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Here, Mr. Speaker, we

get into the very complex area of what the

world price of oil may be, say in 1978 or

1979. I think it's impossible to say that the

price will be so much per barrel when it rep-

resents a percentage of the total consump-
tion. It does relate, I think without any ques-

tion, to what the world price may be when
it comes on stream. I can't really help the

hon. member much beyond that at this point.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Scarborough
West.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): I have

a supplementary question. I don't know why
we're playing around with this. It is true,

isn't it, that the Premier has agreed to an

oil price, using the exact words of Donald
S. Macdonald, "internationally oriented in

1979," which means a price per barrel—you
don't have to be a prophet—considerably in

excess of $12 and a cost to the Ontario con-

sumer of something in excess of $1.50 per
gallon of gasoline?

Now why has the Premier entered into

that arrangement without any protection for

the consumer of Ontario, particularly given
the extraordinary statement by the former
Minister of Energy that he would not tolerate

an increase in the price per barrel and there-

fore in the price to the consumer?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think the

hon. member, of course, doesn't quite under-

stand it-

Mr. Lewis: The Premier will have his

troubles on that.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Perhaps he
understands it too well.

Mr. Lewis: Perhaps I understand it well.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I know the member for

Scarborough West has great insight as to

what the world price may be in 1978 or

1979-

Mr. Renwick: We know what will be the
world price.

Mr. Lewis: We know what will be the
world price the Premier has signed to.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I don't think there is

any question that the actual cost of produc-
tion in this initial plant in the tar sands, in

terms of cost related to the investment, will

be in excess of what is the traditional pro-
duction cost in the Province of Alberta. Even
I can understand that. What also must be

recognized—and I'm sure the member does-
is that we are talking about a small per-

centage from this plant as it relates to the

total consumption of the Province of Ontario.

And to create the myth that somebody is

going to be paying $1.25 for a gallon of

gasoline as it relates to this—

Mr. Lewis: I said $1.50.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —when it may be five

per cent of the total consmnption, which
would then be part of the total-

Mr. I^wis: Oh come on.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, that's right. Take

125,000 barrels a day and calculate how

many barrels a day are used in the Province

of Ontario at the price of gasoline, then the

member will see, with great respect, that he

is making a fiction.

Mr. Lewis: No, I am not.

Hon. Mr. Davis: It is only a part.

Mr. Lewis: No, I am not.

Hon. Mr. Davis: He certainly is.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): A
supplementary: Can the Premier give his

assurance that if the agreement that he has

entered into is moving on the premise of

accepting internationally-oriented prices for

Syncrude, that it won't go to all oil in

Canada.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can assure

the hon. member, and I have made state-

ments on this—as have the former Minister

of Energy, the now Treasurer, and the new
Minister of Energy, we do not, and we have

never accepted the principle here in Ontario

of world price for existing—

Mr. MacDonald: But now he has sold out.

Mr. Lewis: But he is doing it. He is open-

ing the door here.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, if the hon.

member would only recognize that in terms

of the plant itself it could be that the actual

cost of production for this limited amount of

production, could be higher than world price.

I don't know, because I haven't the same

mystic ball he has available to him to predict
world price in 1979.
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Mr. Lewis: That is very nice. It is nice of

the Premier to commit Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The fact of the mattei

is the reason the people in the member's

party don't like it is that this government
has, with the private sector, embarked upon
something that has significance for the future

of this country, and he and his people don't

like it.

Mr. Lewis; To salvage the private sector,

that is what he has done.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Not at all.

Mr. MacDonald: The Premier has been

taken.

Mr. Lewis: He has been taken to the clean-

ers by Imperial Oil again. That's what has

been done.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Treasurer, Min-
ister of Intergovernmental Affairs): The NDP
w-ants government to do it all.

Mr. Lewis: That's right, why couldn't the

government do it all? Why can't the public
sector do it?

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Does the

member for Scarborough West have another

question?

Mr. Levds: I have another question. If

I'm using a so-called crystal ball, how is the

Premier persuaded of die $2 billion figures

being turned out by the oil companies when
even the Alberta study is not yet completed
and when the study which Canada wanted
is not yet completed? What legitimacy can
he give to those $2 billion figures on which
he is investing $100 million of Ontario's

money?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think the

member will find the Alberta study is com-

pleted and we've had access to it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sarnia.

Mr. MacDonald: Supplementary question-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please, the hon. mem-
ber for Sarnia has a question.

Mr. Bullbrook: All the Premier had to do
was tell the leader of the New Democratic

Party
that the agreement wasn't tied into

world oil prices without getting into a shout-

ing match.

Mr. Lewis: Well it is.

Mr. MacDonald: It is.

Mr. Bullbrook: He hasn't told the member
that yet. He never answered his question.

I want to ask the Premier a question in

connection with his comment that Alberta

will be responsible for the building of a pipe-
line to the markets. Where are the marlcets?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, obviously
the markets are primarily, as they say out

west, into some plants in Alberta and then

here to central Canada. That's the phrase-

ology that presently is used.

Mr. Bullbrook: But we understand that they
are to be Canadian markets.

Hon. Mr. Davis: By and large.

Mr. Bullbrook: Without equivocation please!
Do we understand that the agreement is that

the Alberta government is to bear the capital
cost of the pipeline to the Canadian markets?

Is that right?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No.

Mr. Bullbrook: It is not right?

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Well, will

one of them tell us?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I think the pipeline
which is contemplated by Alberta is from

Mildred Lake to Edmonton, which presum-

ably connects into the refineries at Edmon-
ton or into the interprovincial pipeline in

Edmonton.

Mr. Bullbrook: That is all.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: It is $100 million.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-

dale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, by way of a

supplementary question, is the Premier say-

ing that his satisfaction in the last 24 hours

on the reliability of the costs of this project is

based upon the Alberta study? When was the

Alberta study available and will it be made
available in th's House?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't know
whether it will be made available in this

House or not. If the member for Riverdale

feels he can analyse this, and determine whe-
ther the $2 billion is totally accurate or not,

I'm delighted to have this suggestion. I can't

give a commitment that that will be tabled

here in the House.
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Mr. Lewis: Oh thanks very much. It is

only $100 million.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwiek: Imperial Oil gave the Prem-
ier a commitment for $2 million.

Mr. Renwiek: Imperial Oil told the gov-
ernment what it was.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Supplementary on that

particular point, Mr. Speaker: Does the

Premier not think that while this report may
indeed be very detailed and not perhaps
understood by all the members of the House,
it would be useful to have it available to

other experts within our economy, since in

fact the province is contributing a substantial

amount of money to this project.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can give
this undertaking, whatever is made available

or tabled in Alberta that belongs to the

Province of Alberta, we will certainly make
sure it is available here. I can assure the
hon. member that the federal government
people looked at this as well.

I just want to make this point, Mr. Speaker,
so that it is clearly understood. I'm not

standing here today to say that in terms of
total economic viability, in terms of saying
to the members of this House that there
aren t going to be some difficulties, that there
aren't going to be some problems, as they
relate to the development of the technology
perhaps. I'm not going to guarantee perfec-
tion, I will admit this. I admit it and I en-
thuse about it. We are committing ourselves
—
ye^, we are committing ourselves as a gov-

ernment representing the people of this prov-
ince-

Mr. Lewis: Without any protection for the

people of the province.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —because we think we
have available in Canada a tremendous po-
tential in terms of oil sufficiency.

Mr. Lewis: Good. Develop it publicly.

Mr. Renwiek: Who is debating and who
is answering questions?

Hon. Mr. Davis: It's time we got ahead
with it as a national project. We are partici-

pating in it to see that it is done, because
we think it's important in the long-term
interests of this country. The people opposite
can disagree.

Mr. Lewis: Nuts, nuts. The fact is there
are no protections.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The member is vsnrong.

Mr. Speaker: The member for York South
with another question?

Mr. MacDonald: Yes. My question to the
Premier is this: What scrutiny was there of
the $2 billion figure? Since the 1972 figure
was $500 million and the Bechtel study six

months ago was $848 million, and it is now
being escalated beyond $1 billion, how did
we jump from $1 billion to $2 billion? How
does the Premier get that as reliable data?

Mr. Lewis: Boy, are we being taken on
this one.

Hon. Mr. Davis: We accept—and I confess

this; acknowledge it—the information was pre-
pared by people who we do believe have
as genuine an interest in the cost as we do,
and these are the Province of Alberta and
the government of Canada.

Mr. MacDonald: The Premier has been
taken by Exxon for the last two years.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can only
say this—

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. Mr. Davis: If the government of

Canada were to follow the route being sug-
gested by the New Democratic Party of this

province, and some of the other socialist-

ically-oriented people, I can only make this

prediction for you: If it were left totally to

government—totally in this sort of environ-

ment—the cost would certainly substantially
exceed—

Mr. Lewis: Not at all. Not at all.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —the kind of cost figure
we now have.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. I think there

have been several questions. It's developed
into a debate. We will allow each opposition

party one more question. Who will it be?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Yes, I

wonder if the Premier could tell us if efforts

were made to interest or encourage any of

the other provinces to participate other than

Alberta and Ontario, and the extent to which
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they went and the kind of replies that were
received?

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Like BC,
Manitoba and Saskatchewan.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I can't speak with knowl-

edge in that I wasn't there; but I under-

staml there were.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: My question is a very simple
one for the Premier to answer. Since this is

$100 million of our money being invested

outside the province vsdthout any guarantees,
or, for that matter, specific information, could

he please put it on the order paper and
allow us a full-scale debate in the Legis-
lature in the immediate future?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I cannot

give that undertaking today. Certainly I know
the leader of the New Democratic Party
would like to debate this.

Mr. Lewis: Yes. It is fairly important. That
is what we are here for.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Certainly it is important.
I just can't give that sort of commitment

today, but I am prepared to consider it. I

am prepared to consider it.

Mr. Lewis: Why not, Mr. Speaker—on a

point of order to you, sir.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: He is riding his red
horse again.

Mr. Lewis: The Premier's
silly blue con-

traption has collapsed.

Mr. Deans: What about Ontario Hydro?

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Lewis: The private sector does it; let

them do it. Why the hell should this gov-
ernment bail them out?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West has a question.

Mr. Lewis: I want to ask the Premier: Why
should he have any hesitation at all in allow-

ing a debate in this Legislature on an invest-

ment of $100 million of Ontario's money in

another area of Canada, when there is no
other opportunity to debate it? Surely it is a
fit subject for the order paper. And there is

no information from the Premier as well.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, Mr. Speaker, at

some point in time there will be estimates

for the Ontario Energy Corp. I'm sure that

would provide an ample opportunity.

Mr. Lewis: Next year. Later on this year.

Mr. Deans: A bit late.

Hon. Mr. Davis: But, Mr. Speaker, I can

only say this: This commitment is made. I

am prepared to accept the NDP leader's

second-guessing and his judgement related

to his point of view.

Mr. Lewis: I understand. Let's debate it.

Mr. Deans: But we are entitled to debate

it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: It's already been ex-

pressed. I know what it is.

Mr. Lewis: WTiat is he afraid of?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I'm not afraid.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. We will get
on with the orders of the day.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of privilege, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Point of privilege.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of privilege, I

want to put to you, sir, that there is real

disrespect for the legislative process in this.

I'm serious about that.

Some hon. members: Oh no, no.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, we have-

Mr. Deans: There is nothing-

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I am putting it

to you that the Premier has just made a very

major announcement. It involves an expen-
diture of $100 million after the debate on

estimates for this year has closed.

Mr. Deans: And the estimates.

Mr. Lewis: It's a matter of enormous pub-
lic importance. We are surely entitled to

debate it. I don't understand the Premier's

resistance. That's what we are all here for.

I would ask you, Mr. Speaker, to ask the

Premier to reconsider; it doesn't make sense.

Mr. L. C. Henderson ( Lambton ) : Is the

member opposed to the project?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The Speaker
doesn't order the business of the House. I

am sure much more information on this very

interesting topic will come out in the next
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little while, and undoubtedly in questions

before the orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: Resuming the ad-

journed debate on the motion for second

reading of Bill 191, An Act to incorporate

the Ontario Lottery Corp.

ONTARIO LOTTERY CORP. ACT

( continued )

Mr. Speaker: The member for Wentworth
I think had the floor, did he not?

Mr. Deans: Maybe we are going to use

the money to pay for the oil.

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, no.

Mr. Deans: No. Where is the Premier

going to get the money to buy the oil? Out
of which estimate?

Mr. Lewis: The Energy Corp.'s.

Mr. Speaker Order please. We are in sec-

ond reading of Bill 191.

Mr. Lewis: Imperial snaps its fingers and
all of the Tories and Liberals jump. Every
one of them jumps. Every one of them jumps
like Pavlovian mutts.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Who's Pavlovian?

Mr. Lewis: The minister is Pavlovian. I

have never seen anything like it.

Mr. Speaker: We await the words of the

member for Wentworth.

Mr. Deans: I am just waiting for things
to die down.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I have come a

long way in my view of lotteries. I used
to be adamantly opposed to them. I have
now moved to the position where I am not

as adamantly opposed but I am still opposed
to the use of lotteries for the raising of

public funds for the undertaking of public

projects.

Frankly I don't think that any government
can fund major undertakings on the basis

of the chance that someone may or may not

buy a lottery ticket. I am really quite con-
cerned that the government has taken the

position, first, that it is going to earmark
the money; and, second, that it hasn't suf-

ficient confidence in its own capacity to man-
age the ajffairs of the province that it would
fear it would be able to find the necessary

funding within the normal funding pro-
cesses-

Mr. Speaker: Order please. There is a

great deal of background noise in the cham-
ber. It is almost impossible to hear the mem-
ber who is entitled to speak.

Could we have a little less noise please?
Thank you.

The member for Wentworth.

Mr. Deans: They could tell me to speak

up, I suppose.

I am really quite concerned when the gov-
ernment gets to the point where it doesn't

feel that it is capable of managing the fi-

nancial aflFairs of the province through the

normal funding processes.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. We have asked

that there be less conversation in the House.

Mr. Deans: Thank you. I have thought a

lot about lotteries. I have wondered whether
or not the government's move into lotteries

wasn't, as was mentioned by one of the other

members, perhaps one of my colleagues, an

attempt to divert the public away from the

major problems that confront it.

I recognize that it would be
very

difficult

for the government to go to the sales tax or

to the income tax or to the corporate tax at

this particular point in time and to try to

raise money for the very worthwhile projects
that I hoped would be undertaken—

Mr. Lawlor: Order!

Mr. Deans: Thank you. I think I will

have to have the member for Lakeshore

appointed Speaker. I appreciate it.

Mr. Speaker: Who's the whip in that party?

Mr. Givens: It's all those back-benchers.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Would the hon. member for

Wentworth continue with his debate?

Mr. Givens: He must like the member. He

might have learned something.

Mr. Deans: I guess maybe he does, I

don't know. I doubt it. I listened carefully

to what the member for York-Forest Hill

said, by the way. He read that very nice

letter and he read it very well.

Mr. Givens: Did the member learn any-

thing?

Mr. Deans: No, but the lady who wrote

the letter, though, was very learned.
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Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Givens: It wasn't a lady. That just
shows the member wasn't listening.

Mr. Deans: Or the gentleman who wrote

was very learned, and the member read it

very well.

Mr. Speaker: Could we return to the

principle of the bill? Order please.

Mr. Deans: The point that worries me
about this is that I can see that the govern-
ment may not have the capacity to go to the

normal taxing sources; maybe it doesn't want
to raise taxes elsewhere. But I think, in all

fairness, that if the projects that the govern-
ment intends to fund out of the lottery

moneys are worthwhile at all, then they are

projects that should be undertaken within

the normal funding programmes.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: That's right. The government
shouldn't tie them in any way to the chance
that perhaps it will be able to raise money
through a lottery, because at this particular

point in time there is the great likelihood

that there will be less and less disposable
income in the hands of the people of the

Province of Ontario.

Given the housing market, given the rising
cost of living, given the increases in taxation,
there will be fewer and fewer dollars avail-

able to the majority of young people, at least,

in the Province of Ontario, with which to buy
tickets in a lottery, and the majority of peo-

ple aren't going to be able to embark on
this frivolous get-rich-quick scheme of the

government of Ontario, and by far 99.9 per
cent of them will derive absolutely no bene-
fit from it whatsoever.

I suggest to the minister that before he
embarked on a lottery he should have done
a complete reappraisal of government spend-
ing in every single ministry, that there should
have been an attempt made by this govern-
ment to rationalize its spending, that there

should have been an attempt made by this

government to ensure that the dollars that

are currently being raised through the various

taxes that are imposed were used as wisely
as possible before he resorted to a game of

chance, the purpose of which is to fund a

number of programmes which are currently
deficient in the Province of Ontario.

Quite frankly, I don't agree with this
sys-
thiistem of government. I don't think that

is what government was ever intended to do.

I don't think that when governments were
first instituted, when people thought of the

need to have government, that they ever con-

sidered that the government would embark
on a get-rich-quick programme for people
and sell lottery tickets, hoping somehow or

other to raise an additional amount of money
for the public use.

I think that given the num]:!er of service

clubs and small municipal operations that

currently involve themselves in a small way
in the sale of lottery tickets for putting in

chidren's playgrounds, or for providing the

wherewithal to put new sand in the ball dia-

mond or to provide for the repainting of the

local town hall, okay, that may well be a

worthwhile undertaking for them. That gives

them something to work at, some kind of a

project and a way of raising money for their

own particular use.

But in an overall basis in the Province of

Ontario, run by the government, it's not in

keeping with the best government tradition.

This is not the way to fund government pro-

grammes. If the programmes can't be funded

through a proper taxing system that will raise

money on an ongoing basis, for which there

will be some reasonable guarantee of a source

of income to continue the programmes on

beyond one year or two years, if we can't do

that then the introduction of a lottery isn't

going to make any substantial difference to

the financial position of the province.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Deans: I think the minister might have

encoura';;ed the various social agencies, the

various social groups in the province who are

undertaking fund-raising projects, to go ahead

and use that system, if they wish, in a small

way for one-shot proposals. Frankly, I don't

agree with the idea of a government embark-

ing on government programmes, programmes
on behalf of people that will carry on long

beyond this government, and basing the finan-

cial backing for the programmes on the abil-

ity to sell a few tickets door to door on a

lottery that may or may not turn out to be

successful. I find that completely foreign and

it alienates me from the whole process of

government.

I don't agree with it and frankly, I don't

think I can support that as a government pro-

gramme. I think that the government is mak-

ing a drastic mistake.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Nipissing.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I have a

few comments I would like to make in regard
to the bill, particularly in regard to the oper-
ation of the lottery. I disagree with the posi-
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tion taken by the last speaker and I feel that

the society in which we live is prepared to

accept government lotteries. In fact, this gov-
ernment has been involved in lotteries for the

last four or five years through its issuing of

licences to lotteries operated by other organi-

zations, whether they be charitable or not.

They have, in effect, been taking a percentage
off the top and that has provided an income

to both the province and the municipalities

concerned.

As well, as I understand it, through the

agreement with the lotteries that are being

operated to support the Olympic Games, if I

am not mistaken some percentage of that

money has been kicked back to the Province

of Ontario over the past year and a half. In

effect, the Province of Ontario has been in

the lottery business as a partner with Canada
and with Quebec, so it's not something new
that we're entering into. In fact, the only
difference is that it will be operated directly

by the province itself. There's also the fact,

according to the statement by the minister

the other day, that apparently for the first

time we will have the direction of incoming
funds to make specific payments for specific

programmes; that's covered under section 9.

But as I read section 9, I think you could

really drive a truck right through it; I don't

know whether there is a change of policy or

not. As I read section 9, the government
could decide next year that the moneys raised

through this lottery weren't going to be used

for cultural and recreational purposes, but

that they could be used for hospital purposes
or any other purpose.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Not without amending
the statute.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Section 9 does not say

specifically that those moneys have to be
used for that purpose.

Hon. Mr. Welch: It certainly does say it,

as I read it.

Mr. R. S. Smith: It may, the way the way
the minister reads it, but that's not what it

says.

Section 9 does not say that these moneys
have to specifically go for that purpose. I

think that if section 9 were rewritten we
might have a definitive statement insofar as

specifically tying those moneys to those cer-

tain programmes. But the way section 9 is

written in this bill, I think the minister's

statement the other day was rather mislead-

ing to the great number of people he had

sitting up in the galleries, when he said that

these moneys would be available for recrea-

tional and cultural purposes in perpetuity.
I think the government can change it any

day it wants, according to section 9.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Not without changing
the statute.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Well, I disagree with
the minister-

Mr. B. Newman: The clause says "may
direct."

Mr. R. S. Smith: The statute says "may
direct." It does not say it "shall direct" all

the funds.

Mr. Roy: He can do what he wants.

Mr. R. S. Smith: The government can do
what it wants with the funds, and the min-
ister is simply pulling the wool over the

eyes of people who were sitting up in the

gallery and whom he took downstairs and
told what a great thing he was doing for

sports and recreation. I don't agree that was

proper. In fact, it was in effect using the

question of where the money was going to

placate some people who may well not have

agreed with the imposition of a lottery at

this time.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Well I'll have my op-

portimity later, but the word "may" isn't

used there with respect to the availability.

The word "may" has to do with the—

Mr. Speaker: Order please. At this time

we are debating the principle of the bill.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Well I'll read the sec-

tion then.

Hon. Mr. Welch: That might not be a

bad idea.

Mr. R. S. Smith: I will read the section

to the minister, so he may understand. He

likely shall not understand, but he may
understand!

Mr. Speaker: We're just debating the

principle of the bill, I might point out.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Well, this is one of the

principles of the bill. I'm talking to the

principle of government which the minister

says is being changed by this bill. The prin-

ciple of government up to this time has been
that no moneys that come into the coffers

of the province are directed to any specific

programmes. So section 9 is a very basic

principle of the bill. I'll read the section.

It says:
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The net profits of the corporation after

provision for prizes and the payment of

expenses of operations shall be paid into

the consolidated revenue fund [and if we
stopped there, we'd be within the present

policy] at such times and in such manner
as the Lieutenant Governor in Council

may direct to be available for the promo-
tion and development of physical fitness,

sports, recreational and cultural activities

and facilities therefor.

I read that to mean that the government
can do what it likes with the money when
it likes. And I think the minister had better

get advice from legislative counsel before we
proceed any further. If, in fact, it is the

intention to direct the moneys without any
undue change, perhaps the minister could

have an amendment prepared for second

reading.

That is the one complaint I have about
the bill; that people are being misled by
section 9.

Hon. Mr. Welch: That is not a fair com-
ment.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Well, it is the way it is

written.

Hon. Mr. Welch: That is not fair.

Mr. R. S. Smith: It is badly drafted then.

Hon. Mr. Welch: No, the member is not

interpreting it correctly.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Debate the

principle, whether you are in favour of it

or not; that point can be ironed out in com-
mittee later.

Mr. R. S. Smith: I don't know what the

principle is here.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I think the member
should really take the advice of a lawyer
on how to read that section.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Well the way I read it,

I get my legal advice—

Hon. Mr. Welch: That is not fair.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Will the hon.
member continue with his debate of the

principle?

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): With all

those interruptions from over there what can
he do?

Mr. R. S. Smith: The minister keeps inter-

rupting me.

Mr. Speaker: I have heard several inter-

ruptions. Will the member continue with his

remarks?

Mr. R. S. Smith: I will get my own legal
advice. I won't depend on the minister's

advice.

Mr. Roy: I can do just as good a job as

the minister in drafting bills; I can tell him
that.

Mr. R. S. Smith: The problem is we all

pay too much for legal advice, no matter

where we get it. But that's another question.

Mr. Breithaupt: Free advice is worth what
one pays for it.

Mr. R. S. Smith: I still maintain that sec-

tion 9 allows the government to direct the

income from the lotteries to wherever it may
think it can be best used; and that it does
not directly tie it to the areas of culture

and recreation.

Another point I would like to make is:

Who is going to do this? Who is going to

sell these tickets? Who is going to be re-

sponsible for the distribution? I would sug-
gest to you, Mr. Speaker, that perhaps the

liquor stores of the province might be the

best place to put it so that we can keep the

patronage all in one place.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Keep what?

Mr. R. S. Smith: Keep all the patronage
in one place. We won't have to hire another

army of Tory hacks in order to sell lottery

tickets, the same way we had to hire them
to sell liquor. We snould put all our vices

and all our Conservative friends in one spot
and put them in the liquor stores.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Is booze a vice?

Mr. R. S. Smith: It depends on how it's

used. It just depends on how many tickets

one buys whether it is a vice or not. I am
sure there are many of us here who can go
in and buy one or two tickets and it won't

be a vice. But if we buy more than that, it

may be a vice. Isn't that what the Anglican
church teaches? The Catholic church teaches

me that.

Anyway, I should hope that in the estab-

lishment of the method of sale of these lot-

tery tickets, that it does not become a po-
litical gimmick by which the distribution is

under the sole control of people appointed
on a political basis, shall we say.

We even had that with the fishing licences

in this province. If one didn't belong to the
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party on that side, he couldn't sell fishing
licences. Or if he was not approved by the

defeated Tory candidate, he couldn't sell

hunting licences.

And now it is going to be that one can't

carry around a book of lottery tickets, per-

haps, if he isn't approved by the defeated

Tory candidate. That is not an impossibility
when you look at the way things have been
done so far.

Those are the comments I would like to

make, Mr. Speaker. I would like to remind
the people in the cultural and recreational

fields that I hope the minister brings in

an amendment to make it mandatory upon
the government to pass the moneys on in

that direction and that those moneys be ex-

pended in that way.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Nickel Belt.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Mr. Speak-
er, I would hope that the minister, when he
is responding, will quietly bare his soul

as to what the attraction was in this ministry
to go from Attorney General to Minister of

Culture and Recreation. Most of us would
be very interested in knowing that.

Mr. Breithaupt: A change is as good as

a rest.

Mr. Ruston: Changes every year though?

Mr. Laughren: Without implying what
the member for Samia did, I would be very
interested in knowing that; knowing the in-

terest that the minister has shown in the

past, from his chequered career.

I might say though, Mr. Speaker, with a

slight diversion from the principle of the

bill, that the minister might like to know
that he is one of two leadership candidates
that Ross Shouldice did not support finan-

cially in 1971. I thought he'd like to know
that it would make him breathe a little easier.

I say that, Mr. Speaker, in the hope that

he will not be tempted to give Mr. Shoul-
dice an appointment on the board or even
to allow him to dispense lottery tickets

throughout the province. I think we need to

have those assurances from ministers of this

government. I think perhaps it should even
be written into the bill.

The principle of lotteries, Mr. Speaker,
rests quite easily with me as long as the

funds are being used for the delivery of

marginal services and not essential services

in the province. That's the responsibility of

taxation. I would hope that the government
doesn't get into the position of using the

lottery funds to bail it out of fiscal deficits

and so forth or for essential services. That

truly would be oflFensive.

I'm a little concerned about who buys
lottery tickets and to whom the benefits go
from the revenues. I have a feeling that the

people who buy lottery tickets are, by and

large, the working men and women of On-
tario who will buy the majority of the tickets.

If the profits that accrue from the sale of

those tickets go to provide the kind of cul-

tural amenities that traditionally those people
have not received benefits from, then that

too would bother me a great deal.

I think the government is going to have to

watch very carefully who are buying the

tickets and to whom the benefits are accru-

ing from the profits on the sale of those

tickets. I think also of the regional aspect
of the disbursement of funds. If there is

going to be a substantial number of dollars

going into physical fitness, sports, recreational

and cultural activities, then I would hope that

those funds could be used to help northern

Ontario and, I suppose, eastern Ontario as

well, as my colleague from Stormont men-

tioned, catch up with the rest of Ontario',

particularly the "golden horseshoe."

I won't go into a listing of all the amenities

that are here and are not up there, but I

think the minister knows very well that there

are many of them. To date, there has been

very little attempt even to take those cultiu-al

amenities and the other recreational facilities

in a portable sense or a mobile sense to the

rest of Ontario. There has been a little bit

of movement there, but not very much.

I hope that the ministry will see that there

is a great need for that and will make a

serious effort to provide some amenities in

northern Ontario. I'm not talking about just

the major metropolitan centres. On the con-

trary, there are all sorts of isolated communi-

ties in the north that have no facilities what-

soever for recreation. None at all. Those are

the kinds of communities that could benefit

most from it.

I've seen many small towns where there is

a school and that is it. Very often in those

small communities that school is closed to the

public in the evenings. Despite all the talk

from the Ministry of Education and select

committee reports, those schools remain

closed. There is a need for the government
to provide some of the services in those small

communities because the social cost in not

having recreational facilities is evident in

what happens to young people in those com-

munities. I think it's a serious problem and I
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hope that the minister will attempt to do

something about it.

I'm worried about the management of the

lotteries and the distribution of the funds, as

I say, and I trust that something will be done
about that as a watchdog on it. One way, of

course, would be to ensure that on the mem-
bership of the corporation, of which I believe

there are to be—

Hon. Mr. Welch: Up to seven.

Mr. Laughren: —seven, there will be

regional representation. There's nothing in

the bill that suggests that this will be the

case. I will be concerned if the people on
the board are all from southern Ontario.

When I say there should be representation
from the north, for heaven's sake, Art and
Grace Grout don't need another appointment.
Think about dispensing some of the largesse
and some of the appointments among other

people in northern Ontario.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Uncle
Wilf has never got a job yet.

Mr. Laughren: Let's not get Uncle Wilf
in on it, either.

So, Mr. Speaker, I am uneasy about the
bill. I hope that the funds that accrue to the

government are wisely dispersed. Thank you.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. Roy: I had occasion to listen to the
discussion between my colleague from Nipis-
sing and the minister, and I want to point
out to the minister that I think the very least

he can admit is that the drafting of that

particular section is ambiguous. I have an
idea of what he wants to achieve by that

particular section, but it doesn't say exactly
that. For instance, let's say, and I think I'm

right-

Mr. Speaker: Order please, that point can
be debated in committee. It is the principle
of the bill which is to be debated.

Mr. Roy: The most important principle,
Mr. Speaker, if I just might-

Mr. Speaker: Yes, may I just point out
that you are haggling over the details of the
bill and I thmk you should debate the

principle of the
lottery.

Mr. Roy: No, no, all I want to—

Mr. R. S. Smith: The principle is where
the money goes.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, one of the major
principles of this bill is that the funds will be
earmarked for certain specific purposes, and
what we are saying is that because of the

drafting of that legislation the bill doesn't

necessarily do that. Surely that's the most

important principle of this bill.

What I want to point out to the minister,
Mr. Speaker, is that at the very least the

Lieutenant Governor in Council may direct

or may not direct at all. It doesn't say "shall

direct." When the section says "to be avail-

able," what does that mean? Why don't we
have something like "shall be used for the

following purposes"? What I want to say to

the minister is that the draftmanship of that—

Mr. G. W. Walker (London North): Don't

gel into details.

Mr. Roy: —particular section is not all that

clear and it is confusing. It is short of commas
and the bill does not specifically make it man-
datory for that money to be earmarked for the

purposes of physical fitness, sports, recreation

and cultural activities. Mr. Speaker, I want
to make some general comments about the
bill and possibly emphasize, and repeat I

suppose, what some of my colleagues on both
sides of the House have said about the bill.

I would think that the creation of a lottery

in Ontario was something which basically was
forced on this particular government, and I

think for good reason; that there was so much
Ontario money from residents of Ontario be-

ing" funnelled out of the province. Whether
w<^ are talking about the Irish Sweepstake or

the Quebec lotteries in the Ottawa area, small

lotteries which were permitted under the

Criminal Code could not compete, for in-

stance, with Loto Quebec—and that is some-

thing I've mentioned to the Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations on a num-
ber of occasions. Of course, with the Olympic
lottery now, we have tremendous amounts of

money being funnelled from this province to

other jurisdictions, and I think that what the

government is basically doing here, Mr.

Speaker, is creating its own lottery so that—

since the residents of Ontario have proven
that they are prepared to buy lottery tickets

ii" as large a number as any other jurisdiction

—at least the moneys will stay here to benefit

certain activities going on in this province.

As our House leader has mentioned, we are

very much interested in knowing from the

minister what the arrangements were with,
foi instance, the Olympic lottery, and how
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long they are going to go on in light of the

fact that they are facing a relatively large

deficit. What we also want to know is when
does the minister plan to have this lottery

start? What is his target date? Is it sometime
after the Olympics or is it sometime before?

Mr. Speaker, one of the areas that is of

great concern, and it has been mentioned by
a number of members, including my colleague
from Nipissing, is that this lottery will be an
ideal vehicle if this government wants to start

playing politics and start dispensing favours.

In fact, the announcement had hardly been
made when people were already calling up
members saying, "I want to be an agent. I

want to sell those tickets. I want to get hold
of my member to see whether I can't get

something out of this."

It is going to be interesting to see which
members are going to be named to the cor-

poration. It says here "three and not more
than seven," and I would think that the min-
ister is going to have trouble appointing
seven. I don't think there are seven Tories in

this province who are out of work presently
at the rate that this government has been ap-
pointing them to boards and commissions.

Mr. B. Newman: They will be shortly.

Mr. Roy: If we wait a while, if we wait

through this year, 1975, it may well be that

many of those people opposite will be out of

work. It may well be. And then there will be

jobs for them, but I'm not guaranteeing that

they will make it on this particular lottery.
There might be some consideration made, Mr.

Speaker, to naming some of these good peo-
ple, on the left there, as agents. We might
name them as agents if they behave. But there
is just no way they are going to make it on
that commission, I can tell them that.

Mr. J. A. Taylor (Prince Edward-Lennox):
Is the member for it or against it?

Mr. Roy: So, Mr. Speaker, we are saying
to the minister, don't, with any undue haste,
start naming people all over the place until

the public of this province have had an oppor-
tunity to decide how good a job the govern-
ment has been doing since 1971.

Mr. Walker: Is the member supporting it?

Mr. Roy: This has been mentioned as well

by my House leader, Mr. Speaker—I think it

is important that this legislation goes to stand-

ing committee. It is a new step; It is some-

thing on which the province, as such, has no
precedent. I think it would be important, to

send the bill to standing committee, to give

the public of this province an opportunity to

express some views. I think the member for

Lakeshore mentioned the fact that the bill

was before us when the announcement was
made on Jan. 30. I suggest, Mr. Speaker, that

that is not suflBcient time for the public to

have sufficient input into the legislation. I

would encourage the minister to do it. The
government has got a lot of catching up to do
as far as standing committees. No doubt the

ministers are aware of a bit of research that

was done by my colleague from Sarnia about
how many bills are going to standing com-
mittee. It's difiicult for us to go across this

province and preach to the public that we are

ii^terested in having their views, when
throughout, what is going on in this House is

going through the House without going into

standing committee.

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): That's not
true.

Mr. Roy: Well, my colleagues want to

argue with me—

Mr. Speaker: Order please, it has nothing
to do with the principle of the bill.

Mr. Roy: Pardon me?

Mr. Speaker: It has nothing to do with

the principle of the bill.

Mr. Roy: Well, I think it's an important

principle that this bill go to standing com-
mittee.

Mr. Speaker: You have made your point.
It is not debatable.

Mr. Turner: Let the member just tell us,

not keep us in suspense.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, in closing I do
not want to repeat all the points given by
my friend, but I trust that the minister will

send it to standing committee so that we
can get full airing of different views, or what
the minister's thoughts are, in the imple-
mentation of this bill, and so that we can

amend section 9.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Coch-
rane South.

Mr. Walker: Does the member support it

or not?

Mr. Roy: We are for it.

Mr. Walker: Get on the record.

Mr. Ferrier: Mr. Speaker, I enter the de-

bate with some ambivalence. I recognize
that lotteries, and selling of tickets, and
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gambling have became a way of life in this

province with a lot of people.

Mr. Turner: Tell us about it. The United
Church members support it.

Mr. Ferrier: A number of us, I suppose,

speak with forked tongues in the fact that

we have bought many tickets. But I can

also remember the number of sermons that

I have preached in times past about this

very subject. It's not all benefit as seems to

be suggested by some people. I think the

needs of this province need to be funded

by the taxation revenue that can be gained
from legitimate sources, and that legitimate
needs should not be at the whim of a par-
ticular lottery.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: How about adjourning?

Mr. Ferrier: The fact that we are now
moving in this legislation to have a lottery

which is approved by the province is open-
ing the door for not just this, but offtrack

betting and so on it goes.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Does the member think

he could stop and adjourn this debate?

Mr. Speaker: Order please, perhaps before

the member gets into the body of his re-

marks he might-

Mr. Ferrier: I have a few more remarks

that I would like to make, Mr. Speaker, and
I would be pleased to resume at 8.

Mr. Speaker: Well, we want to adjourn
the debate.

Mr. Ferrier moves the adjournment of the

debate.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

ONTARIO LOTTERY CORP. ACT

(concluded)

Mr. Speaker: When we rose at 6 o'clock,

the member for Cochrane South had the jBoor.

He may continue his remarks.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
The spokesman for the United Church of

Canada.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Mr.

Speaker, when the House rose at 6 o'clock

I had stated that I had some ambivalence
about this particular bill.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): And now he is

opposed.

Mr. Ferrier: As a matter of fact, I was

stating the things that I think need to be

done, that we should accept responsibility for

them and finance them from the general taxa-

tion revenues of the province. I don't feel

that this way of supporting culture and rec-

reation, as it is probably designed to do, is

very meritorious.

It used to be, before there were the

amendments to the Criminal Code, that poli-
tical parties depended a great deal on draws
and the selling of tickets to finance a number
of their operations; with the amendments, of

course, that wasn't possible. Now the federal

government has changed its approach and
has a bill with regard to political financing,
and I think we are probably going to have
one too, which suggests that people who
believe in a political party and a political

process will have a chance to make their con-

tribution towards it, with some money being

paid out of the public funds, because this is

a necessary part of life in our province today.

Already the debate on this bill has trig-

gered questions about political patronage-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Surely not!

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): The member's

colleague did.

Tuesday, February 4, 1975

Mr. Ferrier: —and how tickets are going to

be distributed; and already there are many
suspicions-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's terrible.

Mr. Ferrier: —so that even in the debate

on principle it raises and brings to mind,

amongst some of the members of the House,
a side of life that is better done away with.

I think the principle that is inherent in

lotteries is in many ways a denial of responsi-

bility. It caters to two things. I think it

caters to greed in people who want to get
rich fast.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's a mortal sin.

An hon. member: What can they lose?

Mr. Ferrier: It caters to those people in

many cases or to the poor and the people in

our society today who are hard-pressed by our

system and are grasping for some way to

get out of their financial burdens, as though
the difficulties of life and the burdens that

we are required to bear can be done away
with by chance.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They might win.

Mr. Ferrier: Well, they might win but—

Mr. G. Nixon: They might not.

Mr. Ferrier: —a lot of these people can ill

afford to be buying lottery tickets-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Right on.

Mr. Ferrier: —of $10 and so on, yet they

are the ones who do it. I know in bingo
when I lived in—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The United Church has

bingo in Timmins?

Mr. Ferrier: No, they sure as heck don't.

I would like to hear what the Leader of the

Opposition, as a prominent United Church

layman who is going to be one of the leaders

in this province, has to say about this bill-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Okay.

Mr. Ferrier: —and how well he has been

listening to the messages from that pulpit in

St. George.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: We have a totally re-

constructed minister.

Mr. Deans: What was he before?

Mr. Ferrier: Maybe so, and maybe not.

But this idea, this philosophy says that the

good life is dependent on money and material

Slings and getting rich. A lot of people in

society believe that today. Our whole econ-

omy is to make people want to buy things

and so on. This is the pervading atmosphere
here, but I don't think that we necessarily
need to go along with that or to give it the

support mat the government is giving it by
enshrining it in a bill.

Mr. Deans: Withdraw the bill.

Mr. Ferrier: I remember preaching a ser-

mon in a Presbyterian church in Timmins not

too awfully long ago—we have the ecumenical

spirit up there—and I remember quoting from
a statement of Robert F. Kennedy when he

was the Attorney General of the United

States. It was his opinion, based on many in-

vestigations and statistics that came back from

him, that there was a direct tie-in between

organized crime and gambling.

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): What about the

booze he lived on?

Mr. Ferrier: Oh, sure. The widespread use

of booze and over-indulgence in booze are no
better than this kind of licence either.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is more serious than

we thought.

Mr. Ferrier: Sure it is, but the truth of the

matter is that this is not enhancing the moral

life of the province by any stretch of the

imagination. We have gone through a process
in our political life today where we have seen

one of the most morally degenerate adminis-

trations, I suppose, that the world has ever

seen over in the United States where people
were getting down and praying on Sunday
and so on and yet were engaged in the

crookedest kind of things that one ever could

see.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That was that fellow

named Nixon.

Mr. Ferrier: They were talking about law
and order and yet there was the worst dis-

order that one could see and the most degen-
erate administration that one could ever

imagine.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): That's what
George used to say.

Mr. Ferrier: Even in this province the poli-

ticians are not above disrepute or above sus-

picion. I remember canvassing in my first elec-

tion and introducing myself to a person in a

little community and she says: "Oh, you are

one of those politicians. You are a no-good
so-and-so." People aren't always appreciative
of the wonderful qualities that we think we
have.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We appreciate the mem-
ber.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Never
mind. We love the member.

Mr. Ferrier: I don't think any country or

any province necessarily makes progress in a

downward direction and I think that the gov-
ernment is moving downward in this par-
ticular piece of legislation. I would hope that

there would have been a little more leader-

ship shown at a time like this. But I suppose
it's a popular thing, now that the national

lottery is pulling in the money that it is, and
with the so-called popularity of the Irish

Sweepstakes, that we've got to get on the

bandwagon.

Mr. Deans: Look how well they're doing.

Mr. Ferrier: It's a popular thing to do, and

so on. Well, I think it's as much expediency
as anything.

An hon. member: He's right.

Mr. Ferrier: I know that they are laughing
at me and think I'm a darned fool, but—

An hon. member: No, we think he's right.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): We need
his words of wisdom.

Mr. Ferrier: —I think that some of these

things need to be said and that we need not

lose track of the fact that the moral quality

of our province sometimes needs to have

some special attention paid to it.

Mr. Roy: He's dam right.

Mr. Ferrier: The Irish Sweepstakes were

supposed to be a way of financing the hospi-

tals in Ireland. The amount of money that

actually got into the hospitals after the prizes

were paid and the administration, and all that

kind of stujff was looked after, was a mere

pittance.

The culture and recreation of this province
has significant value, and the government is

enhancing it with a new status. It is putting it

in a ministry and saying that it wants to in-
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crease our culture in many facets and many
ways, and they need money for this. But I

don't think funding it through a lottery is

being consistent. I think that if it is as im-

portant as the government says it is, it would

provide moneys out of taxation revenue.

Mr. Deans: Absolutely.

Mr. Ferrier: I don't know whether we're

going to have a division on it or not, but

I know there are differences of opinion on

it. Not too many think the way I do; but if

there's a division, I'll vote against it.

Mr. Deans: Just judging from the numbers

opposite, they wouldn't want it.

Mr. Roy: Good for the member for Coch-

rane South.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman ( Windsor-Walkerville ) :

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I wanted to make
a few comments on the bill, An Act to in-

corporate an Ontario Lottery Corp.—and

really speak in favour of it.

The principle of the bill establishing a

provincial lottery is one that—as the previous
member had made mention—I'm sort of am-
bivalent about. I don't approve of this

method of raising funds, yet I look back

in my own community and see the hundreds

of thousands of dollars that are being si-

phoned away from the community, going
into the Michigan state lottery. This is a lot-

tery that is held on a weekly basis and nets

the State of Michigan some $46 million to

$60 million a year. And I wondered, Mr.

Speaker, when the Province of Ontario was

going to get into the line-up of jurisdictions

attempting to raise funds by means of a

lottery.

In no way are we going to eliminate

gambling, whether we have the lottery on

the provincial level or not. People are going
to gamble. They're going to buy tickets on

sweepstakes, on basketball games, on hockey

games. Just name it. The desire to get some-

thing for nothing, so to speak, is inherent in

all of us. There isn't one of us here who
hasn't supported types of lotteries. Maybe
we have even conducted a lottery of our

own. When we were a little younger and

attempted to raise funds for a softball team
or for a basketball team, we quite often set

up a little lottery. We may have written

out tickets and sold them to friends and

neighbours, giving some portion of the total

receipts to the winner of a ticket that was
drawn.

That is going to continue. Even though
the province may get into a lottery, and
even though the federal authorities may con-

tinue with lotteries, we are still going to

have these small lotteries conducted in mu-

nicipalities. You'll still find, Mr. Speaker,
that certain service clubs, groups and or-

ganizations are going to conduct lotteries.

They may not raise the same amount of

funds that they have raised in the past be-

cause they will be raising funds essentially

from their own membership, rather than the

community at large.

The province, by the setting up of a pro-
vincial lottery, is, as I made mention, going
to obtain substantial funds, but the funds

from this lottery, Mr. Speaker, are apparently

going to be directed, and I think this is

wrong. I don't think the funds should be
directed. I think they should go directly

into the consolidated revenue fund, as they
are going to go according to the legislation,

but they should be spent in areas that are

of substantial need.

I know the minister will say that in physi-

cal fitness there is the need, in sport there

is the need, but where was this government
back in the late Fifties and early Sixties

when they were spending $26,000 a year on

fitness and $180,000 a year on racehorses?

So, Mr. Speaker, you can see where over

the course of approximately 15 or 16 years

their priorities have changed from a min-

uscule one-half of one cent per capita they

are going to now provide substantial funds

to sports, recreation and to culture.

I am pleased to see that some of these

funds are going into athletic endeavours.

Canada has attempted in the past to make
a fairly good show with its athletes in inter-

national competition. They have always
worked under a real handicap. Facilities

were lacking throughout the country. The
athletes were enticed to go into the United

States where they either received better

coaching or received financial assistance to

complete their education, but a lot of that is

changing today. Athletes now are a little

more nationalistic in their outlook and would

prefer to remain within the confines of Can-

ada or the Province of Ontario as they seek

to excel athletically in an attempt to show

to the nations of the world that we, too, in

Canada can compete with the best and

present a creditable showing. I hope the day
is not in the too far distant future when our

athletes not only compete with the best

in the world but show that they are some
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of the best in the world in all areas of ath-

letic endeavour. Likewise in the fields of

culture—referring to all the arts.

For too long, Mr. Speaker, the athletics

commissioner has been sort of looked upon
as an individual who gave out baseball bats

or gloves, or hockey gloves and other minor

equipment as a big favour to athletic groups
and organizations in communities, and I am
afraid that this ministry is going to simply
do exactly that same thing, but now on a big
scale. It is going to attempt to perpetuate
itself in oflBce by doling out funds to almost

every organization that puts in an appeal for

funds. Naturally there are going to be cri-

teria set up, but you can rest assured that

when it comes closer to an election, some of
the criteria may be set aside and expediency
is going to be the concern of the government
in the interest of perpetuating itself in oflBce,
as it doles out assistance to worthwhile groups
and organizations in the sports and culture
field.

Mr. Speaker, I would have preferred to

have seen the government raise its funds by
a better method than this, but as I said

earlier, people are going to gamble, they are

going to
buy lottery tickets from other juris-

dictions, and if they are going to do that we
might as well take advantage of their weak-
ness and get some revenue from it.

One of the things that does disturb me,
Mr. Speaker, is that there are going to be a
lot of individuals who cannot aflFord, really, to

purchase these lottery tickets who are going
to buy them. I can see people on pensions
who really need every dollar to maintain
their standard of living who are going to be

looking at the end of that rainbow and buy-
ing lottery tickets, plural, rather than the one
ticket, hoping that they're going to be suc-
cessful and find themselves at least living the
later years of their lives in by far better straits

than they have to live today. I can see, like-

wise, individuals on socal service benefits who
are going to hold back $1 or $2, maybe even

$5, in an attempt to buy an Ontario lottery
ticket hoping they may become wealthy over-

night.

Mr. Speaker, I can recall that the desire for

a lottery has been expressed by municipalities

throughout the Provinue of Ontario for years
now. I think in my earlier comments, when
we debated a private member's resolution on
a lottery, I made mention that back in the

year of 1962 the council of the city of Wind-
sor suggested to the province that lotteries be

permitted for charitable purposes. You can
see that the idea is an old idea, the idea of

raising fimds for charitable purposes by means
of ana through a lottery.

Mr. Speaker, I can recall likewise the mayor
of the city of Windsor, Mayor Bert Weeks,

commenting at one time, prior to having been
elevated to the high oflBce of mayor, suggest-

ing that there be a municipal lottery. At the

time that the heart-lung machine was an ex-

tremely popiJar issue in the community; at

that time the lottery was sort of designated
to raise suflBcient funds to provide a heart-

lung pump and ancillary facilities for a hos-

pital in the community so that the city of

Windsor would have the facilities to take

care of patients who would need heart-lung
attention.

I can likewise recall that at one time there

was the consideration of financing some mu-

nicipal projects by means of a
lottery.

That

isn't the right way, Mr. Speaker, but you
can see the desperate straits municipalities
are sometimes driven to when they have to

think of raising funds by means or a lottery

and are having to raise funds by means of a

lottery because of their inability, or their diflB-

culty, in raising municipal property taxes any

higher than they are today.

In fact, Mr. Speaker, when we talk about

lotteries I understand that even now our

friends to the left have financed some of their

activities by means of lotteries; so it's noth-

ing new at all to raise funds through a

lottery.

Mr. Speaker, I would also like to bring to

your attention, in conclusion, that back in

January, 1973, in one of the questionnaires
that I sent out throughout the great riding
of Windsor-Walkerville, I asked the following

question: "Should Ontario operate its own

lottery as do other provinces?"

At that time I had my questions on the

questionnaire set up in a fashion where I

could get the opinion of the male in the

household and the female, and then the com-
bined opinions. There were 4,400 returns on

a questionnaire that had a distribution of

some 21,640, giving a percentage, I think, of

a little over 15 per cent.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Give it to

us. Exactly what was it?

Mr. B. Newman: It is kind of interesting to

note, Mr. Speaker, that the men preferred a

lottery, but by a small percentage point over

the women. Eighty-five per cent of the men

replying said they woiJd prefer a provincial

lottery.

Hon. R. Welch (Minister of Culture and

Recreation): What was that again?
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Mr. B. Newman: Eighty five per cent of

the men, but only 83 per cent of the women.

So the minister can see that the men would

prefer it. There may be a little more gambling
instinct in them than there happens to be

with the women.

Mr. Renwick: Oh I don't know; what about

the margin of error?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It's a two per cent

differential.

Mr. Renwick: What is the margin of error

in those samples?

Mr. B. Newman: When they are conducted

in the riding of Windsor-Walkerville, there is

no margin of error.

Hon. Mr. Welch: How is that for the mem-
ber for Riverdale!

Mr. B. Newman: Ten per cent of the men

opposed the lottery and 11 per cent of the

women opposed the lottery.

Mr. Renwick: Is that right? Those are

really significant figures.

Mr. B. Newman: Five per cent of the men
refused to answer and six per cent of the

women wouldn't answer. Combining both,

Mr. Speaker, of the 4,400 who replied, 84

per cent said they would like to see a provin-
cial lottery as against 11 per cent that would

not, and some five per cent refused to answer.

As I had mentioned in my earlier comments
one of the areas I'm concerned with in this

bill is section 9.

Section 9 of the Act should be rewritten

completely so there can be no discussion as

to what section 9 means. I can recall dis-

cussing it with several of my colleagues and

coming to an opposite opinion as to what the

section really entails. I think Mr. Speaker, it

would be better if the ministry took out sec-

tion 9, rewrote it and made it absolutely,

perfectly clear, so that anyone reading this

bill would have no
difiiculty interpreting and

knowing just exactly what that section means.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Roy: We will amend it with no charge.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-
der Bay.

Mr. Stokes: I don't wish to be repetitious,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: This will be a very short

speech then.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): Sit

down.

Mr. Stokes: I don't intend to be, but I

think it's a sad commentary on this minister

to come into the House without an opening
statement which outlines in quite some detail

how he anticipates this lottery will be oper-
ated, how the funds will be administered and
with some kind of assurance that it's going
to benefit in a significant and a material way
the very kinds of people we all hope it will

benefit.

Mr. Renwick: It is going to help the min-
ister because this is a stepping stone to the

premiership of the province.

Mr. Stokes: The member for Riverdale
can speak next.

An hon. member: Atta boy!

Mr. Renwick: He is the whip.

Mr. Givens: Boy, what a put-down!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I couldn't have said it

better myself.

Mr. Renwick: I wouldn't be suiprised if

we voted against the bill now.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please, we'd all like

to hear the member for Thunder Bay.

Mr. Stokes: The member for Riverdale is

going to wind up for our party.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And the member doesn't

know whether he is going to vote for it or

against it.

Mr. Stokes: I expect to be out of the

House speaking to the parliamentary interns

at 9 o'clock. I just want to state my position
in advance of whatever he might say.

Mr. Renwick: Never mind; we'll be solid

on the vote.

Mr. Stokes: Basically I am in favour of the

concept of raising funds by the lottery means.
It has become an accepted practice by many
reputable organizations in the Province of

Ontario, some of them religious in nature

and some of them doing tremendous social

work right across the province.

Mr. R. S. Smith: That is exactly the oppo-
site of what his deputy leader said.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): What
about those campaign funds in his riding?
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Mr. Speaker: Order, please; the member
for Thunder Bay is maJdng his speech.

Mr. Stokes: For the reasons that have mani-
fested themselves in the past-

Mr. Renwick: We cannot get a licence for

this. They are all illegal.

Mr. Stokes: —I think I would be less than

honest if I didn't say that I was in complete
accord with the method of raising money.
With regard to the purposes and the uses to

which the money is put, I am in accord if it

is going to satisfy a tremendous need to bring
recreational facilities and recreational services

to most of the riding that I represent, and
indeed a good percentage of the population
in the province who are lacking in sports,

recreational and cultural facilities; and if it's

going to provide those without a lot of the

chicanery that could be associated with this

sort of thing in the way in which these funds

are dealt out.

I'm not going to be as uncharitable as to

suggest that this minister or any other minis-

ter would stoop so low as to use these funds

in the ways that some people have suggested
in this House. I will be watching, and if I

think that they are engaged in this kind of

practice-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: If they're buying cultural

votes-

Mr. Stokes: —111 be the first to say so. But
I have enough confidence, at least in this

minister-

Mr. Renwick: I have no confidence in this

minister.

Mr. St(^es: —that he won't use this kind of

programme and these funds in a way that

will bring disrepute to the whole parliamen-

tary process in the province and in this

country.

I want to impress upon the minister that

his colleague who had responsibility for

sports and recreation previously—and tJiat is

his colleague sitting directly behind him, the

hon. Minister of Community and Social Serv-

ices (Mr. Brunelle)—represents the kind of

riding that I do, which has the kind of needs
that people in my riding have, where they
have never been able to aspire to a signifi-

cant, meaningful, well-rounded sports recrea-

tional programme. They have never been ex-

posed to some of the culture that people who
have lived in Metropolitan Toronto and other

large centres of population have.

After having attended a 3V^-day seminar

last week at Quetico centre with the minister's

colleague, the Minister without Portfolio (Mr.

McNie)—I don't know what riding he repre-
sents-

Mr. Renwick: Hamilton West.

Mr. Stokes: —it came through loud and
clear that the people in northwestern Ontario
felt that one of the overriding reasons they
weren't able to attract the kind of profes-

sional, skilled and semi-skilled people we
need to that part of the province was because
of the inability of most communities to pro-
vide the social, cultural and recreational

amenities that the people were used to in

other areas of the province, or in fact, even
in other countries from whence they may
have emigrated.

So I think the minister is well aware of the

tremendous needs with regard to sports, rec-

reation and culture in the have-not part
of the province. If these funds are going to

be used in an honest, a sincere and a signifi-

cant way to rectify that imbalance of those

services, I'm all for this kind of bill. I want
to assure the minister that I'll assist in any
way, even to sitting on his commission if he
should wish me to do so, as a representative

of northwestern Ontario.

Mr. Renwick: He's all ready for an ap-

pointment.

Mr. Stokes: I want to assure this minister

or any other minister who happens to be

charged with the responsibility of operating
this lottery-

Mr. Givens: Forty thousand dollars a year.

Mr. Stokes: —that I will be at his door

often. I'll be as loud, as vocal and as repeti-

tious as I have to be in order to get what I

consider to be a fair share of the funds to

achieve the kind of cultural and recreational

programme we have wanted and felt we were
entitled to for far too long in northwestern

Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kings-
ton and the Islands.

Mr. C. J. S. Apps (Kingston and the Is-

lands): I would just like to make a few com-
ments on the principle of the bill which, as

far as I am concerned, really boils down to

the fact of whether the province should con-

duct a lottery or whether it shouldn't. Al-

though I haven't been here to listen to all

the members who have spoken this afternoon

and this evening, there haven't been very
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many speak, really, to the principle of the

bill. I wish I could be as sure as most of

the jnembers in the Legislature that this is

a good thing.

Mr. Renwick: I agree with that.

Mr. Apps: Admittedly, there are lotteries

being held all over the place. The Olympic
lottery, I think, has been one of the most

successful lotteries that has ever taken place

anywhere. Lotteries are being held in Mani-

toba, in Quebec and in the State of Michi-

gan for governmental purposes. There is no

question about the fact that the majority of

people really approve of this type of fund-

raising. I worry a little bit about the govern-
ment getting into the act here. Really what
we are doing is catering to the—

Mr. Stokes: Is the member saying it was
not discussed in caucus?

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): Yes.

Mr. Apps: I listened very carefully to what
the member for Thunder Bay said. I am
trying to be serious about this, because I

have reservations in my own mind about the

propriety of a government getting into the

lottery business-

Mr. Renwick: So do L

Mr. Apps: —and the member can rest as-

sured I made my voice known in caucus on
that basis.

Mr. Stokes: Fair enough.

Mr. Apps: What I am trying to say here

today is that the government is catering to

the gambling instincts of people to raise addi-

tional money, in this case particularly for

culture and recreation.

Mr. Stokes: Everv' time you walk out on
the street it is gamble.

Mr. Apps: Sometimes I think there are

enough people already catering to the gam-
bling instincts of our populace without the

government getting into the act; and al-

though I don't always agree with the hon.

member for Cochrane South, I think that

once in a while we should sort of stop
and take a look at where we are heading to

see whether it is really necessary, particularly
for the government, to raise money in this

way.

People say we are spending money on lot-

teries from outside the country and that the

money is going outside the country. I don*t

think we are going to spend any less. I think

the money is still going to go outside the

country. This is going to be additional money
that will be raised over and above the lot-

teries that are already in progress. It means
we are going to spend a little bit more money
on lotteries than we spent before.

I don't agree with those who have sug-

gested that this money should go into the

general revenues of the province and then be

spread out all over to do anything the gov-
ernment might want to do. I think it should

be specific. I think it should go exactly where

they say it's going. At least that way we
know where it is going and we have the

opportunity of buying a ticket or not. This

really is the only choice that is sort of left

open for you.

I don't know whether I am going to buy

any tickets or not. I don't think I will,

because fundamentally I don't really believe

in this method of raising money. However,
I realize that the great majority of people do.

The member from Windsor indicated, I think,

that about 83 per cent of the people in his

riding thought this was a good way of raising

money. I think that is general throughout the

province, but that doesn't necessarily mean
I have to agree with it.

I am going to support the bill; I am going
to support it with very grave reservations.

I think that if we really wanted the extra

money we could have found some other way,

through some other type of taxation, to raise

that money. But it's the going thing: People
like to do it; people like to put a dollar here

and a dollar there. I do the same thing in

many other ways.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: On an occasional hockey

game?

Mr. Apps: Maybe on an occasional hockey
game?—no, I don't bet on hockey games be-

cause I don't think that's right. But sure, we
bet on various things; there is not much dif-

ference between a lottery and betting on

various other events.

I am going to support the bill with reserva-

tions, as I say—with a word of caution that

we should not get carried away with the

amount of money that we can take from the

people through lotteries because, as has been

indicated by many speakers here tonight,

many of the people who buy those lottery

tickets really can't afford to do it. They are

buying them in the hope that maybe they'll

be the lucky one, but the chances are 999,000
out of one million that they won't be the

lucky one. They are just going to throw down
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the drain that money they might have put to

better use.

il am a little concerned, as I indicated

before, about the aspect of a government

getting into the lottery business. I think this

is the principle that should be debated on
second reading. Most of the members agree.
I accept that, because most of the population

agree. I don't necessarily agree.

Mr. Stokes: The member is talking against
the bill, but he is going to vote for it.

Mr. Apps: I am just explaining how I feel

about the lottery. I don't agree with the hon.

member that this is a good thing to have.

Sure money is going to go to culture, to

recreation and, hopefully, to sports, which is

fine as far as I am concerned; I hope a lot

of it goes to sports. I hope they dont forget
the sports as against the cultural and recrea-

tional end of it, because there are a lot of

sporting activities that need this particular

money.
The principle behind this bill is that now

the government is into the lottery business,

let's not get carried away with it and think

that this is the way of raising the money.
If we need to raise any money, other than

that, let's do it through normal channels and

say: "All right, we are going to tax so and

so, and so and so to raise this money." Rather

than appealing to everybody: "Well, buy a

ticket. You might win $1 million." Well you
might win $1 million, but your chances of

winning it are very remote. "Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The Leader of the Opposi-
tion.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I am a great admirer of the member for

Kingston and the Islands, and I have listened

carefully to what he said. In many respects
we have the same kind of antecedents. Our
families came from the same part of the

world. We went to the same university.

Mr. Renwick: The member for Brant can't

play hockey.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And I cannot for the life

of me understand why I can't—

An hon. member: He is a better stick

handler.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —play hockey better than

he can; or at least as well. But you know,
Mr. Speaker, I am very interested in hearing
what's going on here this afternoon and this

evening. So many people have spoken against

this bill who are going to vote for it. I don't

see why they don't vote against it.

I don't see that there's a great matter of

party solidarity required here. This is a mat-

ter that is going to be associated with the

revenue of the province. And if you are

against it, by Goa, vote against it. Why not?

What's the matter with it? The member for

Riverdale is just aching to get up and unload
his views at length on this—

Mr. Renwick: I am not.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He is going to speak
against it, and then he is going to vote for

it—unless, of course, he persuades his col-

leagues to follow his views.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I cannot see why we, as

members of this House, should not feel, in a

matter like this, that we are prepared to

speak our minds and then vote our minds.

Let me say this, Mr. Speaker, that I cer-

tainly don't like to accuse anybody of hypoc-

risy, and I don't do so. But having said that,

I will tell you that our family has been buy-

ing Olympic lottery tickets. And maybe our

conscience, if it is bothered at all—and I don't

believe it is—

Mr. Renwick: It is not a matter of con-

science.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —is soothed by that ath-

letic kind of multiple picture on the front.

You say: "We are helping all those poor
athletes in Canada, and therefore it is okay."
I reject that as an argument.

I don't see anything wrong with this as a

method of raising funds. I well recall some

years past, and some others perhaps remem-
ber too, the former member for Brantford,

George Gordon, a saintly man indeed. He
used to argue in our caucus against lotteries.

He would speak in the House against them,
because he felt they took money from families

who could ill-afford to spend the money on

such a long range, long odds chance. I re-

spected his views.

I don't happen to agree with them. I be-

lieve that people have the choice to buy a

lottery ticket or not. If they don't win, at

least they have the fun of expectation. And
whether the money is directed toward cul-

tural or recreational pursuits, we should as-

sume that if it goes into the consolidated

revenue fund, it's going to be spent in some

way for the welfare of the province. I, for

one, would not like to see the funds ear-

marked.
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Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why doesn't the NDP
have a caucus meeting and decide what it is

going to do about this bill?

Mr. Ferrier: Why doesn't the member get

on with his speech?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition has the floor.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I have always felt in principle that it was

bad business for a government to earmark

revenues. As a matter of fact, I mentioned

that to somebody in the—

Mr. Renwick: There is no earmark here.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No, I think the earmark

IS—

Mr. Renwick: There is no earmarking here.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The hon. Lea-

der of the Opposition is making his point.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I can hardly wait for the

member for Riverdale to express his views, if

he ever finds out what they are.

But I will tell you, Mr. Speaker, that whe-
ther the bill directly earmarks it or not, in

my view I think it is a bad practice. I have

read the bill and I feel that the so-called ear-

marking section is rather vague.

For my part, we might sometime in the

future feel we would like to spend the

money on pensions for, let's say, defeated

Tories or some such worthwhile project.

Mr. Eaton: What happens to the Liberals?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We will look after the

member for Middlesex South. We will look

after him.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have the greatest re-

spect for the former cabinet minister who
said that he wants to have these special funds
to assist the Heritage Foundation. He is the

present chairman of the Heritage Foundation.
He is not under the clock now but he was,

looking with expectation. The two Gelbers,
who are very, very interested in cultural pur-
suits in this province—the arts, music and so

on—they were there. I have a feeling that

what the minister thinks of as culture is not

exactly what the Gelbers have in mind, but
that remains to be seen. We'll just see how
those moneys are spent. For recreation and

sports, great! The minister well knows of my
dedication to those pursuits-

Mr. Stokes: The Leader of the Opposition
is no sport; what kind of recreation is he?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: But I do believe that it

is bad practice to earmark any revenues. I

personally believe very strongly in a system
of responsible government where the ministry

spends the money from the consolidated

revenue fund as it sees fit and then stands

the public test, as from time to time they are

required to do. I personally favour that.

For my part I would say to my colleagues,
if on a basis of principle they feel opposed to

this, certainly they're free, as far as my con-

cern is expressed, to vote as they see fit on a

matter such as this. I can't see why other

people can't do the same. That's what we're

here for, to express our views and vote those

views. For my part, I intend to support the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Any further speakers?

Mr. Renwick: Are you waiting for me, Mr.

Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: I was just waiting for some-

body. The hon. member for Riverdale has the

floor.

Mr. Renwick: This is exactly what the

government does. They intended a long time

ago to introduce the lottery into Ontario. We
get the bill on Jan. 30, there's a weekend,
the bill isn't printed until Monday morning
and we're supposed to have definitive views

on it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: His caucus hasn't had a

chance to meet, right?

Mr. Renwick: The caucus has met.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: But they don't agree with

him, right?

Mr. Renwick: It's not a question of whe-
ther they agree.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The best two out of three.

Mr. Givens: Say something, speak up al-

ready.

Mr. Speaker: I am waiting.

Mr. Renwick: I don't mind if a little time

goes by. We need five members.

Mr. Eaton: It is too bad they can't get
more than that in the House.
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Mr. Renwick: Well it's relatively difficult

considering the way in which the Tory party
deals with the assembly.

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): Nonsense.

Mr. Renwick: When there is a matter of

fundamental importance such as Syncrude, of

course, we don't have any debate on it. We
get a unilateral decision of the government.
When there's another matter, such as the

enhancement of the present Minister of Cul-
ture and Recreation in his pursuit for the

leadership of the Tory party—

Mr. Speaker: Could we get back to the

principle of the bill please?

Mr. Renwick: It's quite clear. The minister

and I understand each other.

Mr. Eaton: Nobody understands the mem-
ber.

Mr. Renwick: We've watched him in poli-
tics for a long time.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwick: A party such as our party
has immense difficulty with this bill. It has
immense

difficulty with party solidarity on a
bill such as this.

Mr. Eaton: All the time.

Mr. Renwick: That distinguishes us, of

course, from the Liberal Party, which is con-

stantly accustomed to divisions on bills of all

kinds.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We have noticed that the
member is the one that is sort of on the outs
with his caucus now.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Couldn't we
get to the principle of the bill?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The member should think

about that.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-
dale.

Mr. Renwick: I don't particularly feel that

way about it at all. I have immense con-

cerns; not so much about whether or not I

participate in lotteries, I buy lottery tickets

and I'm quite sure the hon. member for

Kingston and the Islands buys lottery tickets.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: But the member for

Riverdale is thinking of those with lower
moral fibre who should be protected.

Mr. Renwick: No, I am concerned about
whether or not the Province of Ontario,
which is a wealthy province, should be pur-

porting to pursue social goals through a

revenue-raising provision, which is so expen-
sive. On the very opening statement of the

minister, he tells us that the revenue he

anticipates when the thing is in full swing is

$100 million, the prizes and expenses will be

$60 million and the province will net $40
million. Those are the figures, as I under-
stand them.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is a very conservative

estimate. They should net $60 million.

Mr. Renwick: I'm not a numbers expert.
One of the few things I can't do is either

arithmetic or use a calculator.

Mr. Roy: Is that all he can't do?

Mr. Renwick: But it seems to me there's

something fundamentally wrong in this for a

province like the Province of Ontario. I speak
from my own background about a matter

such as this, strangely enough a background
which I share to some degree with the minis-

ter who is introducing the bill. I haven't

risen quite as high in the lay levels of the

Anglican church-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: In fact the member has

slid back.

Mr. Renwick: —but I was certainly brought

up fairly closely to them. It seems to me to

be passing strange that this minister would
consent to this method of funding the minis-

try of which he is now the first holder. The
strange thing is that in the other ministries

which he has held in the last year-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Eight, I believe.

Mr. Ruston: Seven.

Mr. Renwick: —or since I have known him
he hasn't introduced—oh, I shouldn't say he
hasn't introduced, he has occasionally intro-

duced a bill for first reading, but he has

never debated a bill of fundamental impor-
tance in any of the other ministries which
he held.

Mr. Roy: He brought in privacy in the

courtroom.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He was very big in the

medical area. A denturist at one time.

Mr. Renwick: Well I know. He also nudged
into the question of matrimonial property; the

bill stands on the order paper in his name
but will die.
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Well, I am certainly glad the Provincial

Secretary for Resources Development has

arrived in order to—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He heard the member

speaking.

Hon. A. Grossman (Provincial Secretary

for Resources Development ) : I wouldn't want

to miss it.

Mr. Renwick: Yes, I am quite sure. If I

thought for a moment there was any good
reason for the bill being introduced to pro-

vide $40 million for the minister to disperse

in the Province of Ontario; and if the bill

had any specific guidelines as to the way in

which that dispersion of those funds would
be made; and if the Tory government had

not been concerned about replacing the mem-
ber for Bellwoods ( Mr. Yaremko ) as that rep-

resentative of the ethnic community by my
friend the member for Humber (Mr. Leluk);
and if I were not concerned about the on-

going, if I may say, problem of the Tory

party with representation in the ethnic com-

munity; and if I were not concerned about

the attitude of the Conservative government
toward the LIP projects; and if I were not

concerned about the picayune way in which

the Ontario Arts Council has been forced to

deal with the bubbling-over of theatrical per-

formances by amateur theatre groups in

Metropolitan Toronto and elsewhere in the

province; if I were not concerned about the

niggardly number of dollars which were avail-

able throughout the province for other cultural

activities; if I were not concerned, as a mem-
ber of the Legislature, to find that two or

three times a year I get a letter sent to me
indicating that some people in my riding got
a few baseball bats or gloves or balls, or a

few hockey sticks or a goaltender's mitt; if I

Vv^eren't concerned about those things, you
know, Mr. Speaker, I might think there was
some merit in the bill. But I am concerned

about them; and as a result I think it is

phoney.

We had great difficulty in the caucus. Col-

leagues of mine think strongly about the

whole question of the lottery as a system.

Colleagues of mine representing the kind of

ridings which we represent, generally are the

people who participate by buying the tickets,

which is a substitute for a tax to provide
viable programmes in areas of essential need
in the Province of Ontario. And my colleague
the member from Sudbury, put it very suc-

cinctly, as he always does: Will the people
who buy the tickets benefit from the number
of dollars which are spent? In this good-deeds

attitude toward governing the Province of

Ontario, to what extent is this minister going
to encroach upon the Minister of Community
and Social Services with respect to community
centres? To what extent is he going to en-

croach upon the funding of the Ontario Arts

Council for specific projects among those with

whom the minister would curry favour?

The minister denies it but I happen to

know, deep down in my own feelings about

Ontario politics, that he has dedicated him-

self to a single proposition: to succeed the

man who sits on his right as the leader of the

Tory party. We had almost come to the point

in time, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Can we keep to

the principle of this bill?

Mr. Renwick: I'm sorry, Mr. Speaker, would

you repeat your remark? I was on my feet,

and I never listen to you when I'm on my
feet.

Mr. Speaker: I was suggesting that we keep
to the principle as enunciated in the bill.

Mr. Renwick: That's right, because that's

exactly what I'm going to do.

I grew up in the Province of Ontario, and

when I grew up in this province—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He made a great

impact too.

Mr. Renwick: Yes that's right, keep com-

menting. Some others did too; and some

others will recall what I'm going to say. There

was a patronage department at the federal

government level and there was a patronage

department at the provincial government
level. One of them was called the post office

and one of them was called the department
of highways. Now there is no patronage area

left in the Province of Ontario, because of the

sophistication of our governments.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh!

Mr. Renwick: Okay, there are areas of

patronage and there are areas of specffic

patronage, and there are means by which we
can find those particular areas of individual

patronage. We're not doing badly about that.

But there is no longer the pervasive influence

in the Province of Ontario of the patronage

system.

Mr. Roy: It's not as obvious.

Mr. Renwick: All right. I'm not saying it's

not as obvious or anything else. I know the

way in which the game is played.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: He ought to read the

Shouldice letters.

Mr. Renwick: But there isn't a department
of highways as a patronage system and there

isn't the post oflfice as a patronage system.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: A great government.

Mr. Roy: Ross Shouldice said that.

Mr. Renwick: So far as we are engaged in

what we all are engaged in, Tammany Hall

politics, we all have to make the effort to

see what little leverage any one of us may
have.

But do you know, Mr. Speaker, that this

particular minister is engaged single-mindedly
in making certain that he has at his disposal
an immense number of dollars which will cut

across innumerable ministries of government
which have statutory authority.

Hon. Mr. Welch: That's not true and the

member knows it. All these branches of gov-
ernment are part of the ministry. He just

hasn't understood the bill.

Mr. Renwick: No, I haven't understood the

bill from the beginning; of course I haven't

understood the bill.

Hon. Mr. Welch: He didn't have time to

study it.

Mr. Renwick: That's usually my problem.
I never understood what the—what is the

ministry he presently holds?

Hon. Mr. Welch: The Ministry of Culture
and Recreation.

Mr. Renwick: The Ministry of Culture and
Recreation. I never understand that minister.

I followed him through each of his portfolios
with a great deal of concern-

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): And
he is speedy tool

Hon. Mr. Welch: It is all there. It is all

in the new policy.

Mr. Renwick: —because never, in the

course of the time he has sat in the House
during which I have sat in the House, has
he made a definitive statement about any
matter.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. I wonder if

we could return to the principle of the bill.

Mr. G. Nixon: Get with it, eh!

Mr. Renwick: I'm simply saying to the

minister that in his opening statement on this

bill, which I have read three times—

Hon. Mr. Welch: If the member had had
the same training that I've had, he would
never attempt to get so low as he is getting

tonight by attacking the personality involved
rather than speaking to the principle of the

bill.

Mr. G. Nixon: Right on.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Get on with the principle
of the bill. The member shouldn't lower him-
self the way he is doing right now.

Mr. Renwick: Thanks very much.

Hon. Mr. Welch: What a disgrace.

Mr. Renwick: I'll make the decision, thanks

very much. I can quite understand that the

minister is immensly concerned about it. I

can tell from his posture.

Hon. Mr. Welch: As a gentleman, it is

very unbecoming.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Let's return to

the principle of the bill.

Mr. Renwick: I can tell from his posture
that he is very concerned about it.

I have read the initial statement made in

this assembly—

Hon. Mr. Welch: He is embarrassing his

group over there.

Mr. Renwick: —by the minister, which is

his first act as the minister of a new ministry
of government, explaining what he intends to

accomplish by this operation. I look at the

bill, and there is nothing in the bill which
indicates what he is going to accomplish.

Hon. Mr. Welch: The member for River-

dale hasn't read it.

Mr. Renwick: I have read the bill, and

quite obviously the minister is concerned. It

will be very interesting to hear his reply—

Hon. Mr. Welch: I can hardly wait.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, do you know
what I would suggest to the minister? I hap-
pen to have a 1,052-page volume of the

biography of William Pitt the Younger which
deals with the financing of government, the

purposes of government and the prevention
of corruption in government. I am simply

saying to the hon. minister that whether
or not the lottery is an acceptable way of
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raising funds, unless there is a definitive

statement by him of what he proposes to do
with the $40 million which he anticipates will

be the revenue of his ministry, for something
so amorphous as recreation, sports and cul-

tural activities, then I say to the minister

that the ministry is introducing into the

Province of Ontario a programme of give-

aways related to the kind of thing to which
I had hoped a government such as the gov-
ernment of Ontario wouldn't have to stoop.

If the government had specific social pro-

grammes related to sports, recreation and cul-

tural activities, then I would have assumed
that the minister would have said on the

introduction of the bill: "These are the pro-

grammes. This is what we are going to do.

These are the things we are going to accom-

plish. We do not feel it is possible to divert

this number of dollars out of the tax revenues

of the Province of Ontario for these purposes.

Therefore, we are saying we will provide a

lottery, because it is fashionable now to pro-
vide lotteries, and we will accomplish these

programmes."
In fact, Mr. Speaker, that's not what he's

going to do. Only after the event, will we
in this assembly know where the $40 million

has gone. We don't know whether the

Theatre Passe Muraille will benefit from it

as a suppliant to the government.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He can't spend the money
without an estimate.

Mr. Renwick: We don't know whether or

not the Injured Workmen's Consultants will

benefit from it as a suppliant of the govern-
ment. We don't know whether or not there

will be immense competition amongst the

municipalities in the Province of Ontario for

recreational facilities which the government
will set up from the $40 million.

The minister probably doesn't understand
that what has vitiated extremely valuable

community projects, which were sort of spon-
sored by and had the ferment of the times

involved in them, is that the brains of each
and every one of those recreational, cultural,

sports and related activities has been devoted
to being the suppliant of the goverimient for

funding.

By this bill, in my own particular view,
we will produce about $40 million which will

be in substance a fund to be disbursed by
this minister as he sees fit in his own pursuit
of not offending anyone in the Province of

Ontario for the purpose of succeeding to the

leadership of the party of which he happens
to be a member. I know that's unacceptable,

because people don't believe that to be so.

But anybody who has followed his career in

politics knows very well what is happening
in the Conservative Party.

Mr. Speaker: Order, I am wondering if

the hon. member would return to the prin-

ciple of the bill, please.

Mr. Renwick: Yes, I—

Mr. Roy: Right on. Give him hell.

Mr. Renwick: No, it's not a question of

giving him hell; it's a question of trying to

draw to the attention of the assembly that

we know nothing about the purposes for

which $40 million are to spent. There is no

background or history to support what he

may be doing. He is not the successor to

other branches of government that may have

been involved in the field and that could be

a spinoff, a legitimate spinoff of a specialized

activity for the purpose of providing a social

need in the province.

That's not it. That's not it at all. He is be-

ing given an entirely different organization to

say that he can raise—disguised as he will be

by the title of Minister of Culture and Re-

creation or Recreation and Culture—$100 mil-

lion, of which we are being asked to authorize

the expenditure of $60 million so that the

Province of Ontario will net $40 million to be

spent on programces we don't understand.

We understand it even less than we under-

stand the $100 million to be devoted for a

five per cent interest in Syncrude. At least

that's clear. At least we can find out, some-

how or other, where that money is going to

be spent.

The minister said to me a few minutes ago
that I don't understand the bill. I can't pos-

sibly understand it, I've almost lost it. But
in section 9 of the bill—and I am going to

read it in extenso because that's the purpose
of the bill-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why doesn't the member
read it all too?

Mr. Eaton: Read it into the record.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Renwick: Well, I might very well, as

a matter of fact. It might be worth doing. I

doubt very much whether many of the absent

Tory members of the assembly would bother

to read it. If I thought they would, I would

accept the view of the member for Middle-

sex South and I would read it in extenso.

Mr. Breithaupt: All 64 of them?
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Mr. Rcnwick: Perhaps, if I may say to the

member for Middlesex South, if one extracts

the essence of the bill maybe even the mem-
ber for Middlesex South will understand what
I am talking about.

Mr. Deans: I doubt it.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): There is

very little essence.

Mr. Renwick: I doubt it.

Mr. Speaker: I'm wondering if the hon.

member would direct his comments to the

Chair rather than to the hon. member for

Middlesex South?

Mr. Deans: If you keep interrupting, he
will.

Mr. Renwick: I would prefer to do that

Mr. Speaker: And to the principle of the

bill.

Mr. Renwick: The net profits of the corpor-

ation, $40 million, in the minister's estimate,
after provision—well, no, I shouldn't say that,

because even they don't know how to draft

the bill. It says: "The net profits of the

corporation after provision for prizes and the

payment of expenses . . ." Well, I thought
that was what profits meant but apparently
not.

I would have assumed that the gross profits

of the corporation—the gross profits being
$100 million—after provision for prizes and
the payment of expenses of operation, $40
million; eh? $60 million, sorry.

Net profit, $40 million, "shall be paid into

the consolidated revenue fund at such times

and in such manner as the Lieutenant Gov-
emoT in Council may direct ..." Well, pre-
sumably $40 million will find its way into the

consolidated revenue fund.

And then it goes on, ". . . to be available

for the promotion and development of physi-
cal fitness . . ." The minister's physical fit-

ness? Is that what we are concerned about?
Or the government's physical fitness?

Mr. Roy: Does the member think $40 mil-

lion is enough?

Mr. Renwick: I doubt it very much.

Mr. Eaton: The member for Riverdale
could use some.

Mr. Renwick: Participation.

Mr. R. S. Smith: What about our mental
fitness?

Mr. Renwick: Continuing: ". . . sports,

recreation and cultural activities, and facili-

ties therefor." Someone indicated that that

was an earmarking of the funds. That's not

an earmarking. William Pitt the Younger in-

dicated quite clearly what earmarking of

funds meant. That's not an earmarking of the

funds.

There is no way, except by amendment to

the Financial Administration Act, that one
can earmark funds in the consolidated reve-

nue fund. But somehow or other this minis-

ter is going to have $40 million to distribute

across the province, but all of the questions
are unanswered. He hasn't said it in his open-

ing statement; he has not said on any occa-

sion what he is going to do with the $40
million.

I simply say I have no confidence in the

minister to distribute $40 million amongst
the areas which are concerned, other than

to suggest to him that it is an immense
additional slush fund for the Tory party
across the Province of Ontario. He doesn't

like that language.

Mr. Deans: It's true.

Mr. Renwick: He objected to me some
time ago when he was the Attorney General

and Provincial Secretary for Justice that I

suggested that—

Mr. Eaton: A lot of people object to the

member for Riverdale.

Mr. Renwick: —perhaps there was some
other motivation, and he told me not to

lower myself.

Mr. G. Nixon: Right on.

Mr. Renwick: I wouldn't want to lower

myself again tonight about it.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I said that as a friend

of the member; a fellow human being.

Mr. Renwick: That's right.

Mr. Speaker: Shall we return to the prin-

ciple of the bill?

Hon. Mr. Welch: The member for River-

dale has always had great promise.

Mr. Renwick: There is no difficulty about

it at all, Mr. Speaker. We were introduced

to the bill on Jan. 30, and it is now Feb. 4.

It is extremely difficult for 20 members of

this assembly, members of the New Demo-
cratic Party from across Ontario, to assem-

ble to discuss the principle of the bill and
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to come to a conclusion about it. I make no
bones about that. I don't worry about that

kind of thing. There are strong feelings in

our caucus. Our caucus decision was that

we would support the bill with reservations.

Some hon. members: Oh, no!

Mr. Renwick: That's right.

Mr. R. F Nixon: This is a matter of high

principle

Mr. Cassidy: That's right; and we are

expressing our reservations.

Mr. Renwick: There is nothing to laugh
about in that; nothing to laugh about.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Renwick: That's exactly what hap-

pened in that caucus of the government;
that's exactly what happened in that caucus

—no question whatsoever.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is what he is

accusing the Liberals of.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The member
for Riverdale has the floor.

Mr. Cassidy: If they had no reservations,

they would have had a lottery years ago.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Divide on it.

Mr. Renwick: I think we will, as a matter

of fact.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Sure.

Mr. Renwick: I don't think the mere fact

that there will be a division does not indi-

cate what the ultimate vote will be.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh, he hasn't made up
his mind yet.

Mr. Renwick: That's right.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Eaton: He probably won't vote.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon.

member for Riverdale has the floor.

Mr. Renwick: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
If the bells ring as long as they usually do
for the Tories to produce members, we'll

have ample opportunity to decide whether
or not—

Mr. Cassidy: We'll support it, but with

reservations.

Mr. Renwick: —we will support the bill,

or whether we will vote against the bill.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: They have six mem-
bers over there, let the record show. ^Lx

NDP members are in the House; one is

leaving. They have six members over there

and they are losing one.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-

dale has the floor. Would he return to the

principle of the bill? Thank you.

Mr. R. S. Smith: We are going to sup-

port the vote too.

Mr. Renwick: I always worry when there

is the motherhood issue presented to us. It is

that everybody else is conducting lotteries,

therefore we should conduct them. And the

fact that we can always gain a pretty sub-
stantial share of the market, since a goodly
number of people of the Province of Ontario

participate in them anyway; since the prizes
will be attractive; since some advertising

agency hired by the government will be

engaged for the purpose of advertising the

programme; and since the government doesn't

really believe in physical fitness, sports,
recreation and cultural activities, except as a

peripheral operation of government; and
since the minister is dedicated to the proposi-
tion of becoming the next leader of the Con-
servative Party by marshalling these funds.

Now, there are such serious reservations

that subject always, of course—and we in this

caucus always listen to the ministers—subject,
of course, to the way in which the minister

responds to the questions which have been
raised by this caucus about the bill, about

the integrity of the bill, about the integrity
of the minister—as the minister—in propound-
ing this bill, about what he proposes to do

with $40 million, and presumably a division

would make very good sense considering the

obvious divisions within his party, within the

Liberal Party and within our own party. And
with those few words I would call upon the

minister to deal with the bill in substance

and in depth, to see whether or not this

government has any conception of what they
are going to do with $40 million—which will

cost $100 million to raise for the purpose of

funding social programmes, about what those

programmes are that we are being asked to

support by supporting this bill—because every-
one knows that the people in my riding will

buy tickets, as the people in all the other

members' ridings will buy tickets. That's the
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question. Let's get on with it. Perhaps the

minister can reply.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Essex-

Kent.

Mr. Ruston: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

would like to speak very briefly on this Bill

191, An Act to incorporate the Ontario Lot-

tery Corp. There has been quite a bit of

discussion on it already, and at the beginning
I would like to say that I am going to vote

in favour of the bill. There have been dis-

cussions about what might go on, or a divi-

sion or something, but I will be voting for

the bill.

I think money raised by running a lottery
should not be used for the essential things
that a government has to supply. It has been
mentioned that it should go into the con-

solidated revenue fund and then the govern-
ment should allocate it out, but I dont think

that we should be selling lottery tickets to

raise money for education or health and such

necessities of life. That should be the respon-

sibility of taxation and collected on the abil-

ity to pay, because lottery tickets are often

bought by people who don't have the ability
to even pay income tax—they often think that

they might win and they will take a chance
and throw out $5 or $2, as the case may be.

So I would think that that principle is all

right.

I don't really think we needed a new minis-

try to run this lottery and I don't think we
needed a Ministry of Culture and Recreation

—maybe by itself. However, that was what
the government thought was necessary and
that is what goes. But I feel very strongly
about these funds. If we are going to allocate

the money for recreation, culture and other

items, in our area we have had a little

trouble in trying to buy an arena and recrea-

tion complex—we are having a few problems
where it's a joint operation with three munic-

ipalities. We could certainly use some funds
from some kind of a lottery, so will look

forward for some assistance in that way.
I suppose that having bought a $10 ticket

on a car in the village of Wheatley not too

long ago on a Friday evening about 9
o'clock-

Mr. Turner: Terrible.

Mr. Ruston: —and it's a strange thing when
you buy tickets and no one knows what's

going to happen to them.

However, they announced that they were

selling tickets on this lottery when we were
at the bingo game at the opening of the new

arena in Wheatley. A fellow came around to

sell tickets; he didn't have a pen, Mr.

Speaker, so my wife loaned him a pen. I

gave him the $10, and my wife put the boy's
name on the ticket. As we were leaving
the next evening, she said to the boy, "Steve,

you had better listen for the phone tonight.

I have a premonition you are going to win
a car." Well, you know, we went out that

night for a dance or two—as my leader says:

"Always going to a dance some place." We
came back about 12:30 that evening and
Stevie was sound asleep. At 1:30 the phone

rang and I wondered who was calling. Some-

body must have had a problem with unem-

ployment insurance or something. I jumped
up and answered the phone.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Or workmen's compensa-
tion.

Mr. Ruston: Yes, workmen's compensation.
One night at about 4:30 the phone rang and

somebody had a dike break. What should I

do? Anyway, this phone rang at 1:30 and,

of course, being my usual self, jumping up
in a hurry to look after my constituents, I

answered the phone and said: "Yes, what

can I do for you?" And the fellow says, "Is

this the Ruston residence?" I said, "Yes, I

think it is. At this hour of the morning I'm

not sure."

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Ruston: He said, "Does Stephen Rus-

ton live there?" I said, "Yes, he's in bed. Is

it important?" And he said, "I'm not sure

how important it is. This is Dr. McGibbon

calling from Wheatley to tell him he just

won a car."

An hon. member: It was important.

Mr. Ruston: I do have a ticket in my
pocket for the Olympic lottery, Mr. Speaker,
and I guess I'd be very hypocritical if I

didn't vote for this bill. But I think it's very

important that we keep the price of the

tickets within the range of what I figure

everyone can buy. I think that is in the $1 or

$2 range at the most. The State of Michigan,
and we're very closely oriented to Michigan
in our area, has a lottery. They may have a

different way of handing out the money.
You might win $200,000 but they give you
$20,000 a year for 10 years. The idea of that,

of course, is that if the lottery has the money
it can put that money out at interest of eight

or nine per cent and that almost pays the

payments each year. There are different ways
of doing this. iTiey may collect it as it comes

in. There are two different ways I suppose.
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An hon. member: That's what Manitoba

does.

Mr. Ruston: It's something that the minis-

ter might look at, Mr. Speaker. I see he is

making a note already. It's an idea. I sup-

pose he can pay out many more prizes and,

as the money comes in each year, he'll keep

rolling them out.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I think it's called the yak
formula.

Mr. Ruston: The yak formula. Mr. Speaker,
I didn't know if I should get up and speak
on this bill.

Mr. Turner: The member made a mistake;

I'll tell him that.

Mr. Ruston: The minister on one occasion

was very annoyed at an interjection I made
a year or two ago. I didn't know if he would

speak to me or not, or whether he would
answer anything I might ask here today. But
I think he's a fine gentleman.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Speaker, I happened to

be in town when the leadership convention

was on for the Conservative Party in Ontario.

An hon. member: Who did the member
vote for?

Mr. Ruston: I went over to Maple Leaf

Gardens with a friend of mine who was my
campaign manager, and we looked around. It

so happened that the minister's opposition,

the present Treasurer (Mr. McKeough), was

organizing his group on the main floor.

Mr. H. C. Parrott (Oxford): How about the

principle of the bill?

Mr. Ruston: The mayor of Tilbury asked

me if I would go along with them to support
the Treasurer, but I thought I should be im-

partial. So I went up to the top seats in the

greys in Maple Leaf Gardens and listened to

the great speech of the Minister for Culture

and Recreation.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Order. I think

we've strayed from the principle of the bill.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Speaker, I will get back
to the bill. I just want to say that the main
concerns I have with the bill are keeping
the tickets within reason that people can buy,
and that the money be used for things that

we wouldn't necessarily want to tax people

for. I think that's probably a good position

to take.

The other thing I noticed was that some of

the people on our left in the New Demo-
cratic Party have some reservations. I was

just looking through my wallet. I've been car-

rying around a ticket for a year or two of

the Sandwich-Riverside NDP Association.

They've been raflBing oflF tickets on something,
but I couldn't find it. I mislaid it some place,
I guess. I didn't necessarily buy it; one of my
boys did where he works. Apparently they
were raffling off and running a lottery for the

association. I don't think that's quite cricket,

but that's up to them.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I'll bet it wasn't licensed.

Mr. Ruston: I have no objection to what

they want to do.

Mr. Roy: What was the prize?

Mr. Ruston: I think it was $50. Mr. Speak-

er, I would have no objection to this bill. It

has been mentioned but I would certainly

hope the minister does not use it in any

political way. We have some reservations,

but we will take hope and I am sure that it

will be used for the benefit of all the people
of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to take part in this debate? The hon. member
for Prince Edward-Lennox.

Mr. J. A. Taylor (Prince Edward-Lennox):
Mr. Speaker, I have considerable reserva-

tions about this bill-

Mr. Turner: Oh, no.

An hon. member: Oh, just say no.

Mr. Taylor: —and especially the principle
of running, or assisting to run, any govern-
ment programme by any money raised

through gambling or lotteries-

Mr. Turner: Down with gambling.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: —but after hearing the

compelling arguments of the hon. member for

Essex-Kent I am completely convinced.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The Chair can-

not hear the hon. member.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: —of the merits of this

bill. I am—

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. J. A. Taylor: —overwhelmed—

Mr. Turner: And converted.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: —and converted, indeed.

Anyone who has the good fortune that he

has had I think is inspiring to all of us and

can lead onlv to the conclusion that this type
of bill should be supported. Not only that,

but I may say that it wasn't long ago that I

was attending a county fair and my ticket

was drawn and I won a quilt.

An Hon. member: A racehorse.

An hon. member: A quilt?

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Yes, and for a moment
I thought they were trying to put a good

Tory to sleep.

Mr. Deans: They probably thought he was

already asleep.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Because of all the good
sound reasons that have been advanced, not-

withstanding the ambiguity and ambivalence

of the NDP-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: I must in good con-

science support the bill and do trust that the

money raised will advance the recreational

activities and the athletic prowess of the

people of this good province.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Not to raise the salary
of the cabinet.

Mr. Turner: And the cultural activities too.

An hon. member: Don't forget the cultural

activities.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. member
wish to take part in the debate? If not, the

hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I have lis-

tended all day to the contributions of many
hon. members to the debate on second read-

ing of this particular bill. In fact, Mr. Speak-

er, this being Bill 191, An Act to incorporate
the Ontario Lottery Corp., if my records are

correct I am the 20th member of the House
to take part in this debate on second reading,
and I think that is significant.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Here I thought he was

taking notes.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I think it is of some sig-

nificance that so many members have felt

compelled to take part in the debate and to

share some of their concern with respect to

this matter.

May I say at the outset that I have been

greatly impressed) by the sincerity of a num-
ber of what I would refer to as highly moti-

vated members, who have emphasized the

importance of ensuring that a lottery in this

province does not in any way—and I under-

line this, because it is a very important mat-

ter that really does speak to the principle

of the bill—that it doesn't in any way con-

tribute to a breakdown in moral standards

in this province. Indeed, I might say as the

minister who carries the responsibility of

this legislation tonignt—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The custodian of our

morals.

Hon. Mr. Welch: —that both through con-

versation and through correspondence, as the

member for Perth (Mr. Edighoffer) pointed

out earlier in the afternoon, a number of

well-meaning people have pointed out the

necessity to strictly control certain aspects

of the lottery operation-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A lot of those people
didn't want one at all.

Hon. Mr. Welch: —to maintain the basic

honesty and the integrity of our society. I

would like to assure those who have ex-

pressed these particular concerns that I ac-

cept their words of advice very seriously and

that it is the intention of the government to

instruct the proposed lottery corporation to

give the fullest consideration to the concerns

that have been expressed, and the suggestions
that have been set out, in setting up the

specific details of the lottery operation.

Mr. Cassidy: And not to sell tickets in an

immoral way.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I say this to my col-

league from Ottawa Centre, I think there

are people who have very serious reserva-

tions about this type of activity and I re-

spect that particular point of view.

Mr. Cassidy: But either the minister is

selling a lottery or he is not selling a lottery.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Every effort has been

made to learn from the experience of other

jurisdictions—and there's been very extensive

study done on this—to learn from the ex-

perience of other jurisdictions in minimizing

and, indeed, avoiding any negative side
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effects. Indeed, I have every confidence that

the lottery will be operated in a manner

which will satisfy the majority of the resi-

dents of this province.

We've had a tremendous amount of dis-

cussion and I think it can be summarized in

this way: No. 1, those who express, as I've

already indicated, legitimate concerns with

respect to this type of activity in raising

money.

I would hope that we could take as reread

the statement whidh I made on the intro-

duction of the bill itself, in which I shared

with the House the reasons which, in fact,

prompted the government to bring forward

this legislation for the consideration of the

Legislature. Politics being what it is, arriv-

ing at some type of consensus with respect

to those things which are, indeed, in the

public interest, one must take into account

the amendment to the Criminal Code itself

by the House of Commons Which, in fact,

created the opportunity for the provinces to

enter into this particular type of activity-,

and the period which the province itself

took by way of research to look into the

activities in other jurisdictions with respect
to this activity, to share, as I've already

indicated, in the experience of those juris-

dictions.

I think it should not go unnoticed by the

members of this House that a very signifi-

cant aspect of this whole development is

section 9, I have been very interested in

listening very carefully to the concerns that

have been expressed with respect to the

use to which the funds will be placed.

It is my understanding that there will be

some consideration given to this being re-

ferred to standing committee, and I hope
that we would go to the committee of the

Whole House and have an opportunity to

express, in our exchange, in some detail, by
way of answers to specific questions, why
the legislation is written in the way it is.

I want to say as the minister that I don't

think we should consider this particular leg-

islation without keeping in mind the con-

tents of Bill 180, Which was the Act which
established the new ministry in the first

place, particularly section 6 of that Act,
which is very specific with respect to the

aims and the objectives of the new ministry
and Avhy the ministry was brought into be-

ing.

As one takes into account that particular

section, one must also reread the statement
of the Premier (Mr. Davis) when he, in fact,

indicated that he would be introducing such

legislation, and indeed, the statement of my
policy minister, the Provincial Secretary for

Social Development (Mrs. Birch), on second

reading, when she went on to describe some
of the functions of the new ministry; that we
would be bringing into focus these par-
ticular activities presently being carried on
in other ministries, but bringing them into

sharp focus in the new ministry, to give some
emphasis to the importance which is at-

tached to these programmes which add so
much to the qualitative aspect of life in the

province.

I think it's important to keep in mind that,

having established the new ministry, having
been very specific with respect to its mandate
and the responsibilities to be assumed by the
minister there, that ministry would, in fact,
be charged with the responsibility of estab-

lishing the corporation, to give further em-
phasis, indeed, to section 9 of the bill which
is before us, to illustrate in a very meaningful
way that the government is very serious with

respect to the use to which the proceeds of

the lottery would be put; that the Minister
of Culture and Recreation, charged with the

responsibility of administering that ministry
created by Bill 180, would now be asked to

set up the corporation to assume responsi-

bility to the Legislature for that corporation,
the net proceeds from the activity of which
were to be devoted to programmes which fall

within the responsibility of that ministry. So

there could be no misunderstanding with

respect to the utilization of those funds,

which I can understand is of such concern

to the members of the House.

Let me go to section 9, because that's a

very integral part of the principle of this

legislation. There could have been ways to

tighten up section 9 but, as far as I was con-

cerned, this had to be subjected to the

usual estimate process. It was incumbent

upon this minister, the Minister of Culture

and Recreation, to present his estimates to

this House so that the programmes of this

ministry were subject to the same scrutiny
as the programmes of all ministries are sub-

jected to at estimate time. If we had a separ-
ate fund, sort of beyond the estimate process
in the Legislature, then the concern that the

members opposite have been expressing about

the fund all afternoon really would have

been quite understandable.

What will happen here, under the circum-

stances—and I want to come back to the

estimates for just a moment—is that in the

development of the estimates of the Ministry
of Culture and Recreation, in keeping with

the spirit and the wording of section 9 of
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the Act, we will now be able to estimate, in

addition to those resources which would

normally come to this ministry for these

programmes, additional revenues from the

corporation and be able to see them repre-
sented in the book in that particular way
so that the members will be able to review,
as they are entitled as a legislature to review
the decisions that have been made, the prior-

ity decisions taken by the ministry.

When concerns are expressed in this House
with respect to regional emphasis and with

respect to a fair and equitable distribution

of those fimds as between sports, culture and

recreation, we will have to assume the re-

sponsibility. We will have to subject our-

selves to the whole principle of accountability
in the same way that, for years, estimates

with respect to these programmes have been
brought before the -House, and the decisions

of whatever minister had the responsibility
at the time were subjected to the same scru-

tiny and questioning dealing with priorities,

programme delivery and the like.

What will happen, in a very practical way,
is very simple. The corporation—and, inci-

dentally, I never heard anyone raise this

question today; 19 speakers have preceded
me, but no one has questioned the model.
We would at arm's length establish a Crown
corporation and charge that corporation,
within the framework of the terms of refer-

ence of the legislation, with the responsibility
of organizing and developing the game. The
proceeds from that particular activity, called

a lottery, will then be available to the con-
solidated revenue fund, earmarked as they
are by the terms of section 9 for these pro-
grammes.

We, of course, as we proceed with this

particular matter in connection with the pro-
grammes within the policy field, will now
develop our programmes, look for pro-
gramme enrichments in those areas where
I've heard members express their concern'

today, and think in terms of new initiatives

within the framework of the terms of refer-

ence of the ministry.

All of this will be subject to the scrutiny
of the House, and when those things are

presented to the House, it will be obvious

exactly what decisions have been taken
within the ministry itself with respect to the

programme.

Mr. Deans: How will we question—

Hon. Mr. Welch: Apart from this, I find
it difiicult to understand how the members
opposite can see a minister going around and

doing all sorts of things beyond this particu-
lar process.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Part of

it is tied to this ministry.

Mr. R. S. Smith: The minister is only
there for a year. What about the next guy?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Welch: All I'm saying is that

the members should be encouraged by the

fact that we now have a ministry, by Bill

180, with special responsibilities in this field.

We have a bill establishing a Crown corpo-
ration as tihe vehicle by which the lottery
will be organized and the proceeds will be

paid into the consolidated revenue fund.

Those estimates will reflect themselves in

the programmes, as members will be able
to see.

Mr. Good: It is tied to his ministry.

Hon. Mr. Welch: May I draw the atten-

tion' of the members of the House to the

expenditure estimates for 1974-1975 of the

social development policy field, being vol-

ume 4 of the estimates. I would point out
that on pages S20 and 836 one could get
some appreciation of what this government
from tax revenue is already expending in

many of these fields.

Mr. Deans: And that is appropriate.

Hon. Mr. Welch: The statement of the

Premier and the statement of the Minister
of Culture and Recreation have been quite

clear, that revenues from the Ontario Lot-

tery Corp. will be in addition to what the

government is already expending in these

particular fields. I tfcink that it's very impor-
tant that we appreciate that.

Let's take a look for just a moment at

page S20 of those estimates. If I read these

estimates clearly, and the House has already
passed them in the Ministry of Colleges and

Universities, we see what is called the cul-

tural and general education programme. We
see the House has already voted $51,492,000
for these programmes. We talk about the
Province of Ontario Council for the Arts, $7
million, and building conservation, $1 mil-
lion. We haven't discovered those things just

by the introdtiction of this particular bill.

What we are saying is that the people of
this province, through systems of taxation,
are already making substantial contributions
in this field. We think perhaps we can do
even more on the basis of this particular
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activity, which seems to be a popular activity

on the part of so many people.

Mr. Good: Why tie it to this ministry,

then?

Hon. Mr. Welch: It comes to $51,492,000.

Look at page S36 and see the community
services division of the present Ministry of

Community and Social Services. What we
see there that members have already ap-

proved is $10,088,000, being the total for

community services, subsidies and grants to

community groups and agencies.

Mr. Deans: A pittance.

Hon. Mr. Welch: The substantial part of

that programme and the one that I just made
reference to earlier are coming into the new
ministry,

Mr. Roy: The minister is being political

with that system.

Hon. Mr. Welch: We are not talking about

developing something new. I can appreciate
the fact that there may be some legitimate
concern on the part of many members of

this House that maybe they don't think that's

enough, but that's all part of the exercise at

estimate time. Members had the opportunity
to question these ministers at the time the)'

submitted their estimates as to whether they

were, in fact, spending enough on these par-
ticular programmes.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Welch: What is the point that

I make? The point that I am making now,
in answer to the member for Nipissing and
so many others, is that there is already an
established pattern with respect to where
moneys in the culture, recreation, physical
fitness and—

Mr. Roy: The minister is being political
with that pattern.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Welch: —sports fields are being
spent. It should be of no particular surprise
that when the Minister of Culture and Rec-
reation submits his estimates we will be talk-

ing about the same programmes, but we will

be talking about that much more money for

them because we will be estimating revenues
from another source which, by virtue of sec-

tion 9 of the Act incorporating the Ontario

Lottery Corp., will belong to those program-
mes. That's the point I am making.

Mr. Deans: What happens if the ministry
doesn't raise the money?

Hon. Mr. Welch: The point that I am mak-

ing is that these revenues, whatever they

may be—

Mr. Deans: What it means is that the

minister is going to cut off any future expan-
sion from the public purse.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Welch: No, whatever they may
be will come under the scrutiny of estimates.

The hon. member for Wentworth will under-

stand that we will have to make that partic-

ular estimate at the time.

Mr. Deans: It means that from now on any
additional moneys will be raised by way of

lottery.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon. mem-
bers have all had a chance to make their

contribution.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I am satisfied and I will

stand by this. I say to my colleague from

Waterloo North I stand by this, that I think

one of the principal points that makes the

lottery acceptable to large numbers of people
in this province is the fact that it will be

spent for these purposes.

Mr. Deans: It is the chance that they

might win.

Mr. R. S. Smith: The minister is fooling

those people.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I say to my hon. friend

that that is the whole point, that if in fact

there is some reason for the province to take

advantage of the permission granted by the

Criminal Code of Canada, if in fact they
are impressed by the reasons which prompt
us to bring in this legislation, then we think

there is some real obligation on our part to

make sure that as much of the proceeds of

the game as possible goes back to the people
of the province who in fact are supporting
the game. Let's take a look at that on esti-

mates.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Good: The minister doesn't say that.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Well, the member's son

won a car; I have never won a car. But my
daughter did win an afghan the other day
from a church draw, to tell you the truth—a

blanket of some kind. The same as the mem-
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her for Prince Edward-Lennox. Mary-Jayne
won it.

Anyway, the point of the matter is that

on the basis of estimates that I have—I say
this to my hon. friend from Waterloo North,
who I am sm"e is waiting on every word I

say in this particular debate—out of every

dollar, 80 cents is going to go back to the

people immediately, 40 cents of it in prizes
to those who played the game, another 40
cents in the transfer of payments that come
with respect to the enrichment of these

programmes. A substantial amount of the

other 20 cents is going to go back to non-

profit and charitable organizations in com-
missions for the sale of tickets. So a very
substantial amount of the money is going
back to the people anyway. And they have
had the pleasure of playing the game.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Now we know. Now we
know.

Mr. Breithaupt: Sounds like a shell game
to me.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I would hope, notwith-

standing the hour, that members who have
taken part in this debate have realized that

the concerns have all been taken into ac-

count. I would underline the fact that I have
been very impressed by the nature of this

debate and I can assure the House that as

the minister who will be responsible to this

House for the activities of this corporation,
that the concerns that have been expressed
tonight will be passed on to that corporation.
I would ask the members of this House now
to give this bill approval in second reading.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the
bill

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for
third reading?

Some hon. members: No, committee of the
whole.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole
House.

Agreed.

Mr. Breithaupt: On a point of order, Mr.
Speaker, I am wondering if we could just
elicit some information from the minister con-

cerning his direction of the bill to commit-
tee of the whole House. Perhaps the minister
can advise us just when he intends to have
this lottery in place and beginning its sales.

The presumption is that if it is going to

be after the Olympic lottery, then there is

plenty of time for it to go through a stand-

ing committee stage, even if it meant that

this bill would be dealt with substantially in

the next session. However, if we are going
to be here for several more weeks, as is

likely the case, surely the bill could be dealt

with in a standing committee stage so that

we could have the input—which the corres-

pondence already referred to in the debate
has suggested would be available—by those

citizens of our province who might wish to

conmient.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I would
say in reply to the House leader for Her
Majesty's loyal opposition that the point
with respect to the Olympic lottery was
covered in the statement of the minister at

the time of the introduction of the bill for

first reading, and I am quite satisfied that

the activities of the provincial lottery corpo-
ration will in no way be a concern for the

Olympic lottery.

My instructions to the corporation, once it

is formed, would be to establish the terms of

reference for a lottery, and that they would
have their first lottery as soon as practicable.
So I would like the bill now to go to com-
mittee of the whole House.

Clerk of the House: The third order,
House in committee of the whole.

Mr. Speaker: The order has been called

for committee of the whole House.

Mr. H. Edighoffer (Perth): Mr. Speaker,
on a point of order-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Yes, the point
of order-

Mr. EdighoflFer: Earlier during the debate
I read a statement out of a letter of the
Premiers stating that this bill would go to

standing committee and I wonder i£ the
minister will acknowledge the—

Mr. Speaker: It's the minister who directs

the destiny of the bill after second reading-

Mr. Cassidy: But the Premier's promise is

pretty important.

Mr. Speaker: —and he has so directed it to

the committee of the whole House and that

order has been called.

Hon. Mr. Welch: That is not the com-
mitment at all of the Premier, I say to the

member for Perth, that it would go to a

standing committee.
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Mr. Roy: Doesn't the minister think it is

a good idea anyway? That's where it should

20.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Welch: We prepared that letter

and there is no reference to a standing com-
mittee. That's the point that the member for

Perth is trying to make. Let's be fair. We
talked about substantial input.

ONTARIO LOTTERY CORP. ACT

House in committee on Bill 191, An Act
to incorporate the Ontario Lottery Corp.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any comments,
questions or amendinents to Bill 191? The
hon. member for Kitchener, What section?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Section

On section 1:

Mr. Breithaupt: We will talk about the

definitions and this whole idea of the lottery

scheme. Presumably, we were to have a sub-

stantial input as we developed this idea of

a lottery scheme. It would appear, Mr.

Chairman, that we had rather an unfortunate

difference of opinion as to the approach that

should be followed.

As the minister will confirm, this bill was
introduced on Jan. 30, which happened to be
last Thursday. The bill now is to go not only
through the second reading debate five days
later but also in committee. Presumably it

will receive third reading almost immediate-

ly and it will be all attended to.

I don't think that that can be equated
with substantial input. I would think that

the minister perhaps could give us some
idea as to whether this input has occurred
outside of the chamber or whether he is satis-

fied that those groups who would be inter-

ested have had an opportunity to deal with
this matter.

Hon. R. Welch (Minister of Culture and
Recreation): Mr. Speaker, I don't know what
reference this has to section 1 but I think
that perhaps we should clarify it here. The
member for Perth (Mr. Edighoffer)-and I

am sorry he is not here because I had in-

tended to make some reference to this—did
make some reference to an undertaking sent
out in a letter from the Premier (Mr. Davis).
I think it was unfortunate that there were
those who interpreted that as meaning going
to standing committee because that's not
what the letter says.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): How else is

the public going to have input?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Wait a minute. This gov-
ernment can get its advice in a number of

ways. There have been all kinds of specula-
tion about whether or not we would proceed
by way of lottery. In fact, it was the specula-
tion which prompted the letter to which the

reply was given in the first place. There are

many ways in which this can be interpreted.

I find it diflScult and I don't want to be
misunderstood. We had general approval of
the principle of a lottery corporation just a
few minutes ago. This Legislature is a repre-
sentative system of government and we are

all accountable for how we have voted on
this particular matter now. The House has

accepted the principle of a lottery.

Having accepted the principle of a lottery,
there may be some concern with respect to

some of the details of the lottery. I would
think that there would be ample opportunity
for those who have written to express their

concerns. If these people who have written

have some concern with respect to some of

the details with respect to its operation,

they would be encouraged to share that with
the corporation from which we would expect
decisions with respect to these details,

I invite members to consider that the

House, the democratically elected Legisla-

ture, has approved that there would be a

lottery in principle. What remains are some
of the details with respect to the operation
which we by virtue of the legislation have
now turned over to a corporation.

I met yesterday with the chairman of the

committee which the member for Perth

meant and heard his particular concerns. His

concerns were with respect to the principle,

as to whether there should be a lottery at all.

The members who have been elected by the

people of this province have already decided

by vote that there will be a lottery in this

way. So the principle has been settled by
the elected representatives. What remains is

some of the details.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): We don't need
a lecture in politics or the democratic pro-
cess.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I must say to members
as a matter of fact, that in representative

government I am prepared to accept some

responsibilities for this. I now invite the

Chairman of the House to proceed to con-

sider this bill clause by clause in committee

of the Whole.
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Mr, Deans: You don't have to direct the

Chairman how to do his business.

Mr. Chairman: Is there any further dis-

cussion on section 1 of the bill?

Mr. Roy: On a point of order, Mr. Chair-

man, I would just like to ask the minister

how a group in my riding which has some
objections to some of the mechanics of the

bill—where the money should go or should
not go—is going to make representation in

the House here.

Hon. Mr. Welch: They could come and
see the minister.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: Yes, after he has passed the

legislation.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Chairman, I can't let

a statement like that pass. This member has

just asked me with respect to anybody in his

riding who wants to make representation as

to where the proceeds go. How does that

diflFer from the way this government has been

acting for years when people come in and
see ministers day after day, making repre-
sentations with respect to their particular

projects? That will always be available to

them.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 1 carry?

Any comments on section 1 of the bill?

Mr. Breithaupt: Yes, Mr. Chairman. Fol-

lowing the comments that the minister has

made, I would at least remind the minister
that we've had, within the last several weeks,
one of these Thursday and Tuesday debating
sessions, whereby a certain bill was passed
with respect to travel agents.

The fact that it went through very quickly
without any input—even though the House
approved of it in principle—but without any
input from the persons particularly involved
in that circumstance, brought a great deal of

difficulty down on the heads of the govern-
ment.

The point, therefore, that we have made,
solely, is that while the House agrees in prin-

ciple with this matter, we would think that
it would be by far the best balanced way to

look at this to allow the matter to stand
for a few days in order that those who may
be concerned could attend to it.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Let them
make their mistakes.

Mr. Breithaupt: Well, it would appear, as

the hon. member for Lakeshore says, that

the government is determined to make its

own mistakes, so let us therefore proceed
with it.

Mr. Chairman: The Chair fails to see where
this discussion applies to section 1 of the

bill.

Shall section 1 carry?

Section 1 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any comments, criticisms

or amendments to any other section of the

bill?

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, section 3.

Mr. Chairman: Section 3, the hon. mem-
ber for Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: On subsection 1, the par-
ticular point which I had raised in my re-

marks earlier was that dealing with the num-
bers of members of the corporation and the

backgrounds of those persons who might be
involved.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): On a

point of order, Mr. Chairman, that's where
I wanted to comment, under section 2.

Mr. Roy: So did I. I wanted to comment
on section 2.

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps the hon. member
for Kitchener will defer. We'll dfeal with

section 2; the hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

On section 2:

Mr. Cassidy: That's correct, Mr. Chair-

man. I just wanted to bring the minister a

bit to task on this. I haven't taken part in

the debate, and I don't intend to take part
in it to any great length, but when the

minister says that he will determine where
the money is going—

Hon. Mr. Welch: No, I didn't say that.

Mr. J. A. Taylor (Prince Edward-Len-
nox): He didn't say that.

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): The member
is wrong again.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I didn't say that. I said

that as far as making decisions goes, it was
no different than any other ministry bring-
ing forward a programme for the considera-

tion of the House at estimate time.
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Mr. Deans: Well, can I ask a question?

Mr. Cassidy: No, the minister is making
rather a different comment and implying

that he will make the decisions in a kind of

patronage fas^hion, which is what the hon.

member for Riverdale (Mr. Renwick) was

very upset about.

Mr. Lawlor: Of course. That's what he

intends. That's what it's all about.

Mr. Cassidy: And that would seem to be

what he intends. There has been the creation

of a munber of agencies in order to handle

certain grants in the culture and recreational

field in order to insulate it from the kind of

patronage of which the minister now speaks.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Well, that is what I

said.

Mr. Lawlor: Oh, come on. The minister

is the Santa Claus of ice cream.

Hon. Mr. Welch: But I say in all fairness

to the member for Ottawa Centre-

Mr. Lawlor: Come ofiF it. He is carrying
his big bag all year round.

Hon. Mr. Welch: With respect to the

apportionment of those funds-

Mr. Lawlor: The giver of gifts. The bene-
factor of benefactors. The light of the west-

em world.

Hon. Mr. Welch: But the hon. member
for Ottawa Centre is quite legitimately in^

terested in this, and I think he makes a very
valid point. The cultural affairs division of

the Ministry of Colleges and Universities is

coming to the new ministry. We'll be ac-

countable to this House at estimate time
with respect to how we, in fact, recommend
certain expenditures.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, it is what they have

already done.

Hon. Mr. Welch: One of the agencies
there is the Province of Ontario Council for

the Arts, which in turn deals with other

agencies. At the moment we've already voted
$7 million to them for 1974-1975. If it was
a priority-making decision, the ministry
would recommend more, estimating some
funds from the proceeds of the lottery. That
would be right there in the estimates. All
I'm saying is in the normal-

Mr. Deans: Yes, but—

Hon. Mr. Welch: Wait a minute now.

It's the point of the hon. member for Ottawa
Centre. All I'm saying is that—

Mr. Lawlor: Don't give us that malarkey
about estimates. Has the minister ever seen

the estimates change by five cents, by a

centum?

Hon. Mr. Welch: All ministries perform
this way and are accountable to the House
for the priority decisions which we make
from the standpoint of the consideration of

the estimates.

Mr. Lawlor: Don't put on an act.

Mr. Breithaupt: Might I ask a question

following that wonderful answer, Mr. Chair-

man?

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Are we then to assume

that in addition to those moneys which, per-

haps, have been granted from time to time

in the estimates of those areas that are com-

ing into your ministry, in addition to those

moneys there will be an allocation out of

the net proceeds of this lottery for perhaps
even further programmes, so that the second

will not replace the first, but will definitely

be in addition to the first?

Hon. Mr. Welch: A very important point,
and the answer is yes. That's a very impor-
tant point.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Went-
worth.

Mr. Deans: What I want to understand is,

you talk about $7 million for the Ontario

Council for the Arts, and you decide that you
are going to spend $10 million on the Coun-

cil for the Arts; are we to assume that any

upgrading of the amounts that will be made
available in any year after this year will then

be moneys raised out of the lottery? How are

we going to be able to tell what moneys are

being raised from what sources? How are we

going to know how much of the lottery

money is going into the Council for the Arts

or how much of it is, in fact, tax revenue?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Very simply—at a definite

time you would ask.

Mr. Deans: Yes, we would ask, but let me

point something out to you, in section 10 it

says—

Hon. Mr. Welch: Yes, but-
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Mr. Chairman: The member for Wentworth
has the floor.

Mr. Deans: Yes. It says in section 10:

The Lieutenant Governor in Council

may authorize the Treasurer of Ontario to

make advances to the corporation in such

amounts, at such times ana on such terms

and conditions as the Lieutenant Governor
in Council may deem expedient.

Hon. Mr. Welch: That's the corporation;

nothing to do with the ministry.

Mr. Deans: No, that's true, but the cor-

poration will in essence get all the money
initially; all of the money raised will be

going directly to the corporation. Anything
in excess of the operating expenses, which
will be significant—not the excess, the ex-

penses—will then be returned to the consoli-

dated revenue fund. Is it not then possible
that the Lieutenant Governor can designate
money into the corporation which will, in

turn, be returned into the revenue fund?

Hon. Mr. Welch: That section only talks

in terms of its organization.

Mr. Deans: It doesn't talk in terms of its

organization; it talks in terms of the Lieuten-
ant Governor's right to make advances in

any such amounts and under whatever con-

ditions the Lieutenant Governor in Council

dictates; and we know who the Lieutenant
Governor in Council is.

Hon. Mr. Welch: To answer your question,
no.

Mr. Deans: No? So how do we know then?
How are we able to tell? Are you going to

be spending, in any given year, only the

money that was raised in the previous year

by the lottery?

Hon. Mr. Welch: No.

Mr. Deans: Are you going to be anticipat-
ing what the lottery may well raise?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Yes.

Mr. Deans: You are going to be doing that?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Yes.

Mr. Deans: And you are going to be then

handing the money out in advance of raising

Hon. Mr. Welch: Yes.

Mr. Deans: How then are you going to

answer to us during those estimates how
much of the money is, in fact, lottery money?

Hon. Mr. Welch: It would be quite pos-
sible to do.

Mr. Deans: It is impossible, because you
don't know how much you will raise. Ifou

are spending it before you have raised it.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for York-
view.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): I think, Mr.
Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: We are still on section 2?

Mr. Young: Yes. I think perhaps the ques-
tion I had has been answered. I presume
that what the minister has just said is that

the estimates are there for the fiscal year, he
is estimating the amount that will be raised,
and then if that amount is not raised the rest

will have to come out of consolidated reve-

nue, or from loans, or something of that

nature?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Right. Or in fact-

Mr. Deans: But you have already spent the

money.

Hon. Mr. Welch: —it could come out of

other revenues as well.

Mr. Chairman: Before the Chair recognizes
the member for Ottawa East, may I point
out that the section 2 we are debating is

rather broad in terms of the whole adminis-

tration, but I think that the details of the

administration are covered in the subsequent
sections, so let's not prolong the discussion

on section 2 in a broad sense. The hon. mem-
ber for Ottawa East.

Mr. Roy: If we don't get some answers we
will have to prolong the discussion, Mr.

Chairman.

The question I want to ask the minister is:

In section 2 you say the minister is respon-
sible for the administration of the Act, and
in your subsection that defines minister you
don't say which minister it is; if it is your
Ministry of Culture and Recreation, or what-
ever you call it, why wouldn't you specify it

in the Act?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Section 1 has been car-

ried.

Mr. Roy: No, no, never mind the techni-

calities; just answer my question.

Hon. Mr. Welch: It is very important to

have rules to follow in debates. Section 1

has been carried.
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Mr. Roy: Why are you being so political

and so edgy on this? Why don't you just

answer the question? It is going to go a lot

easier.

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): You broke

every rule in the book in section 9.

Mr. Chairman: The Chairman would rule

that we should deal with section 2. Section

1 has been carried.

Mr. Roy: Is that the approach? Mr. Chair-

man, on a point of order, when I look at

section 2 I see "minister," and then I have
to go back to section 1 and ask myself who
the minister is, and I can't see it in any other

subsection.

Surely I am entitled to ask this minister

who the minister is? Why wouldn't you
specify in the Act who the minister is?

Hon. Mr. Welch: The minister is desig-
nated by the Lieutenant Governor in Council.

It is the intention of the government to desig-
nate the Minister of Culture and Recreation.

Mr. Roy: But why wouldn't you put it

into the Act?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Section 2 is absolutely

necessary. Surely to goodness you under-
stand that section 2 is necessary to have some

accountability to this House.

Mr. Roy: Right. But why wouldn't you
put it into the Act that when you are refer-

ring to the minister, you're referring to you
as the Minister of Culture and Recreation?

Mr. Deans: That business about account-

ability to the House is nonsense.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Put in

an amendment.

Mr. Roy: Why wouldn't you put it right
in the Act?

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Have you
picked a deputy yet?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Malcolm Rowan.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 2 carry?

Section 2 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any comments
on section 3(1)?

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman a few mo-
ments ago I started my remarks with respect
to this matter simply to ask about the back-

ground that is expected of the persons to be
named to this corporation and the reasons

for setting the numbers between three and
seven.

I realize that we're not looking at the

kind of a board of directors that perhaps the

Ontario Heritage Corp. or something else

even more broadly based would require. I'm

wondering how the minister sees the board

being established and why that variety of pos-
sible numbers was picked.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Chairman, I'm not

particularly wedded to the numbers. I think
we were looking at some precedents with

respect to minimum and maximum.

Mr. Stokes: He hasn't got into the numbers

game yet.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I have been impressed by
some points raised in the course of the de-
bate on second reading with respect to the

representation on this particular board, espe-

cially the concern that some expressed about

regional representation and that sort of

matter.

As you know, there's no obligation to ap-
point seven, and the fact is that there should
be at least three. In fact, if anyone has any
concern about this, or would like to make it

a smaller board, you're not going to have any

objections as far as I'm concerned. I think

there might be some advantage in leaving it

this way to make sure that perhaps we do
have the type of representation on the board
to which I've heard some comments addressed
this evening. That's all. I'm quite open to

any suggestions on the matter.

Mr. Breithaupt: It's difficult, of course, to

get much of a regional balance if you have

only three members. On the other hand, if

you're looking at a board of, seven persons,
shall we say, it might be better to strike a

balance of five to nine, say, if that is what is

wanted. I guess it really depends on the size

of board you expect to want, if you think

that's large enough.

Hon. Mr. Welch: On the basis of what
I've beard tonight, and knowing that there
are very legitimate differences of opinion on
different matters, I'd like to have a fairly

representative board. I must say that I can't

add anything more to the comments I made
before. If you'll leave that with me and,

knowing that we have this particular latitude,
we will get busy to establish our board as

quickly as we can.

Mr. Breithaupt: Would the minister accept
an amendment to change the word "seven"

to nine r
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Hon. Mr. Welch: Sure.

Mr. Deans: And the word "three" to

"five"?

Hon. Mr. Welch: I think there are some
reasons to leave the minimum at three, but

I would be glad to accept the amendment

suggested by the member for Kitchener.

Mr. Chairman: Would the hon. member
move the amendment?

Mr. Breithaupt moves that the word
"seven" at the end of the fourth line in

section 3(1) be changed to "nine".

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Deans: Now you can appoint five as

you always meant to do.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Yorkview. Do you want to speak on section

3(1)?

Mr. Young: No, I am speaking on another

aspect of the same section.

I would like to ask the minister how he

envisages this board in terms of full-time

and part-time people. Does he think there

will be enough work for full-time people?
What about the chairman? Will he be full-

time?

Hon. Mr. Welch: My opinion at the

moment is that the chairman and the mem-
bers of the board would be part-time. They
would be the policy determining body; they
would address themselves quickly to such

questions as the price of tickets, frequency
of draws, prizes and the like. The full-

time individual would be the general man-
ager or executive director, whatever he is to

be called—I think it's general manager—and
a minimal staflF would be necessary to deal
with distribution agencies and that sort of

thing. To answer the question of the hon.
member quite specifically, I see this board
as a part-time board making this type of

policy determination,

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Stormont.

Mr. G. Samis (Stormont): In view of the
minister's answer, could he tell me how this

would compare wdth existing boards in Que-
bec and New York state in the administration

of their lotteries?

Hon. Mr. Welch: You mean as far as size

is concerned?

Mr, Samis: Size, part-time vs full-time em-

ployees.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I must admit that I

would think what we propose here is some-
what consistent with the results of the expe-
rience we've had from otiher jurisdictiins.

Mr. Samis: Would it be identical?

Hon. Mr. Welch: No, I think in view of

the amendment that perhaps the boards in

some other jurisdictions are smaller.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 3(1) carry?

Carried.

Mr. Chairman: Any other comments, criti-

cisms or amendments? The hon. m^nber for

Ottawa East.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to ask

the minister what sort of remuneration he
has in mind for these directors of the corpo-
ration.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I haven't got it with

me, Mr. Chairman, but I think there's a Man-

agement Board scale on a per diem rate that

you pay these boards and commissions.

Mr. Roy: Per diem?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Yes, it is simply on a

per diem basis.

Mr. Roy: Including your chairman?

Hon. Mr. Welch: That would certainly be
the case for part-time people, that's my un-

derstanding. I haven't the Management Board
directive before me, but I think it Is on a

per diem basis.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Ot-

tawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: How many women do you
propose to have on this board?

Hon. Mr. Welch: I certainly hope there

would be women on this board.

Mr. Cassidy: What proportion?

Hon. Mr. Welch: We don't approach these

things on a quota basis.

Mr. Cassidy: Sure you have a quota sys-

tem; very few, tokenism all the way.

Hon. A. Grossman (Provincial Secretary
for Resources Development): It is strictly

on talent.

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Chairman: The member for Stormont.

Mr. Samis: You've agreed to expand the

size of the board, would you now give
serious consideration to the suggestion I made
this afternoon vis-a-vis eastern Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Welch: There is no question
about that. I think it is important, just to

reiterate that point and to underline that

point.

Mr. Good: Fern Guindon is going to be
chaiiTnan.

Hon. Mr. Welch: There would be a very
honest attempt to make sure there would
be representation from all parts of the prov-
ince on the board.

Mr. Good: Ready made for Fern Guindon
as chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Ot-
tawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Does the minister anticipate
the board will give any advice to the min-
ister or to the government as to the dispo-
sition of the proceeds from the lottery after

prizes and expenses?

Hon. Mr. Welch: No.

Mr. Chairman: Any other comments, critic-

isms or amendments on any other section?

The hon. member for Nipissing.

Mr. R. S. Smith: I have a comment on
section 8, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any other com-
ments prior to section 8?

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, I want to com-
ment on section 4.

Section 3, as amended, agreed to.

On section 4:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Ot-
tawa Centre.

Mr. Roy: Ottawa East.

Mr. Chairman: Ottawa East, I'm sorry.

Mr. Cassidy: East, yes; they tried to put us

together.

Mr. Roy: I wouldn't stand for it.

Mr. Chairman, in relation to my earlier

comment about the payment of directors, the
minister stated it was on a per diem. Now
the chairman himself, I take it will not be
on a per diem, he will be on a flat—

Hon. Mr. Welch: He will be part-time, he

will get the same.

Mr. Roy: Oh, he may well be part-time?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Yes, I responded to the

member for Yorkview on that question, that

it is our plan at the moment to have all mem-
bers of the board, including the chairman,

part-time.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: To what end?

Hon. Mr. Welch: We want to cut down
expenses, that's all.

Section 4 agreed to.

On section 5:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for York-

view.

Mr. Young: I would like to ask a question
with regard to the composition of the em-

ployees of the board. Is it the minister's plan
that we should have all the work done by
direct employees of the board or does he

think in terms of contracting out a good deal

of the management work and the work in

connection with administering the whole

lottery?

Hon. Mr. Welch: I really envisage a very
small staff. There is some section, I just can't

put my finger on it now with respect to pub-
lic service—yes, section 6 talks about the staff,

and I think it will be a very small stajff. They
would more than likely, as any corporation

does, contract out on the special services re-

quired for whatever type of promotional ac-

tivities are undertaken.

The staff would be very minimal. I mean I

would want, in establishing a Crown corpora-

tion, to leave that particular management de-

cision to them; but certainly from the stand-

point of secretaries, any support staff the

general manager might need would be very
small. They would be, I would assume, per-

manent employees, and the corporation would
in fact contract out activities such as distribu-

tion of tickets, promotion and that sort of

thing.

Mr. Young: Then I presume, Mr. Chair-

man, that the minister envisages certain com-

panies bidding for this kind of work, and
then the person whose offer is most advan-

tageous to the lottery would get the contract?

Hon. Mr. Welch: As far as these other

activities are concerned, ves.

Mr. Young: The minister is convinced this

is the most efficient way to run the lottery?
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Hon. Mr. Welch: Yes.

Mr. Deans: Would it be the intention-

Mr. R. S. Smith: I have a question on that

section.

Mr. Deans: On the same point, I just
wanted to ask—

Hon. Mr. Welch: If it's all right with the

Chairman, section 5 really doesn't deal with

that particular point; section 6 deals with

staflF. If there are any questions on section

5, I would be glad to handle them.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 5 carry?

Section 5 agreed to.

On section 6:

Mr. Young: Bylaws governing the opera-
tion would be the point to speak to here.

Hon. Mr. Welch: If I perhaps haven't

been clear, section 6 goes on to talk about

job classification and personnel and the appli-
cation of the Public Service Superannuation
Act for the few employees there would be
as far as the corporation was concerned. What
I was trying to explain as a matter of clarifi-

cation was that there may be other activities,

promotion and sales distribution for example,
which of course wouldn't be done by em-

ployees of the corporation but would be
covered hiring this type of service on this

type of activity. That's why I was comment-

ing on the point the member made a little

earlier.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 6 carry?

Section 6 agreed to.

On section 7:

Mr. Chairman: Shall 7 carry?

Mr. Roy: I just wanted to ask the minister

to make a comment on this. I'm not sure you
answered some of the questions that were
asked earlier about whatever arrangement
you have with the Province of Quebec and
when you plan to have this thing start. Pos-

sibly I wasn't here, as I had to leave for a
while. Section 7 talks about the object of the

corporation being to dtevelop, undertake, or-

ganize, conduct and manage lottery schemes.
What I am wondering is where are you plan-
ning to have these people start this? I don't
know if you answered that in your general
comments at the end of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I would hope, if it is

the will of the Legislature that there be such

a corporation established, that once it is

established they would be encouraged by me
to proceed with their job and to have the

first game as soon as possible.

Mr. Roy: As soon as possible? You don't

have any arrangements with the Province of

Quebec or the fedteral government as to the

Olympic lottery; that you will not set any-

thing up in competition in the meantime?

Hon. Mr. Welch: If I could draw your
attention to the statement I made on the in-

troduction of this bill, we've already cleared

that point with the Olympic lottery people,
who have encouraged us to get into the field

right away. There is no concern on our part
with respect to our lottery competing with

the Olympic lottery. This is no problem
as far as they are concerned or as far as

we are concerned.

Mr. Roy: What you are saying is that in

all likelihood these people will start raising

money this year and you will be using some
of that money next year for some schemes for

physical fitness, sports and all of this. Is that

what you are saying?

Mr. Cassidy: He's got to have someone
to finance his ministry.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We will try to keep
Drapeau from having an' abortion.

Section 7 agreed to.

On section 8:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Nipissing.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Yes Mr. Chairman, I

have some comments to make, particularly
in regard to subsection a, which is the

method by w'hich the distribution of the

tickets will take place across the province. I

think this is the part that has been referred

to previously, but actually it does come under
subsection a of section 8.

As I indicated earlier in my remarks on
second reading, I believe the distribution

of the tickets should be closely held by the

government. I don't think it should be put
out to tender for distribution. I believe there

are certain places in the province that are

set up now where people are used to buying
lottery tickets to start with as a result of the

Olympic lottery, and secondly where the pro-
vincial government already has people who
could sell the lottery tickets very easily.

Mr. Breithaupt: At no cost.
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Mr. R. S. Smith: At no cost at all to the

province. I noticed that the minister has in-

dicated again tonight, as he did in his state-

ment the other day on the introduction of

the bill, that 20 per cent of the moneys he

feels will be generated by the lottery will

be expended in expenses on the sale of the

tickets, as well as administration of the

corporation.

Hon. Mr. Welch: That's an estimate.

Mr. R. S. Smith: That's an estimate, and

I would say that's a very liig'h and generous
estimate. I should hope that perhaps it could

be kept down to around 12 or 13 per cent;

which would perhaps be more realistic, par-

ticularly when one looks at the experiences
of some of tlie other lotteries, such as in

Manitoba where I understand the expenses
are running around 12 per cent.

Mr. Stokes: They are very efBcient.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Very eflBcient. They are

also the one province that doesn't give you
the cash money, they just give you the in-

terest on the money. They are very efficient

in that respect, too.

Mr. R. S. Smith moves that section 8, sub-

section (a), be amended by striking out all

the words after "corporation" in line two and

substituting the words "in retail outlets oper-
ated by the Liquor Control Board of Ontario

and in ehartered banks and in all Province
of Ontario Savings Offices and prescribing the

fees, commissions and discounts in such
sales."

Mr. R. S. Smith: Mr. Chairman, in effect

the amendment restricts the sale of the

tickets to liquor stores now operated by the

Liquor Control Board, chartered banks in

the province and the Ontario savings
branches that operate across the province.

I feel in this way that we do away with
the whole question of whether or not this

matter of distribution would become one of

political patronage. Secondly, I think in this

way the costs could be curbed, because two
of the institutions that I have named in the

amendment are now presently staffed by
provincial government employees. They could

easily carry out these functions without addi-

tional staff. Thirdly, the chartered banks
have carried out the process-

Mr. W. Ferrier (Codhrane South): How
come he left out drugstores?

Mr. R. S. Smith: No, we don't want any-
body outside of t!hose who will keep the costs

down.

The chartered banks have already become
the place where people go to buy their

lottery tickets for the Olympic lottery; so

that is the other natural place that people

go-

The intention of my amendment, therefore,

is to cut the costs of administration and to

curtail the whole question of whether or not

it may or may not become a political ques-
tion as to wlio sells or who doesn't sell

lottery tickets. I think that's important, be-

cause right now under the lottery distribu-

tion system that has been established by the

Olympic lottery organization, there has been
some question of patronage.

There is the situation of people who have

got sections of this country tied up and they
are the only ones through w'hich the lottery

tickets are funnelled. For example, there is

a person in Sudbury who has northern On-
tario tied up. During the seven lotteries that

are being run for the Olympics, he stands to

realize a profit in excess of $200,000. That's

one single person appointed some way or

other, I imderstand, through the Olympic
lottery commission.

Beyond that person there are distributors

below him who are paid so much a ticket for

distribution. Their incomes on the seven lot-

teries in my city alone are going to be in the

area of $20,000 to $25,000. So it becomes a

very lucrative business. Each one of these

people to whom I refer is operating it as a

sideline.

That is why many people in this province

question whether or not we should get into

lotteries, because it becomes a question of

morality. In some cases it may well become
a question of political morality. I don't be-

lieve it should even be given an opportunity
to become that kind of question.

That's why I put forward this amend-

ment, so that people would know how the

lottery tickets are to be sold and where they
could buy them. They would know that the

institutions through which they are being
sold are all above board, there is no middle-

man, nobody is making a large profit, and
the expenses can be kept to a minimum.

I would ask the minister to comment on
this and to accept this amendment as the

most reasonable one in light of the expe-
riences in other jurisdictions, and in light of
the experience of the Olympic lottery,

Hon. Mr. Welch: Well Mr. Chairman, the

amendment is quite unacceptable, and I want
to share my reasoning with the member.

No. 1: I don't think we want lottery tickets

associated with liquor sales in the Province
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of Ontario. I say to you, with the greatest

respect that that would mean that the prov-
ince itself would be making commissions on
the sale of its own tickets. I think that in

view of some of the concerns I have ex-

pressed, I would like to separate the sale of

alcoholic beverages from the sale of lottery
tickets in Ontario. I say that quite sincerely.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Why?

Hon. Mr. Welch: I don't think tihe province
should in fact benefit, through commission

income, on the sale of the tickets, that's why.

Mr. Cassidy: You make more profit on the

tickets than on the booze, that's why.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Plus the fact I think

there should be some distinction made be-

tween the two products that are being sold;

that's niunber one.

Mr. Stokes: You are saying that there is

nothing wrong with each of them singly,

but you couple them together and it is a sin.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I am not saying there

is anything wrong with them both being

together. I am simply saying they are govern-
ment liquor stores, and I really invite you
to consider the fact that commission income
is now coming to the liquor board in the

sale of some commodity which they were not

brought into being-

Mr. Breithaupt: Don't pay it.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Don't pay a commission;
that is what I am suggesting to you.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Now the other thing is

this, that the distribution system-

Mr. R. S. Smith: Are you listening, Mr.
Minister?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Well I listened to you;
and I am awfully glad to see you back in

form. I think as a matter of courtesy you
might now listen to me.

Mr. Roy: Yes but you are not answering
his question.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I didn't interrupt you.
I don't recall having interrupted you for one
secondwhen you discussed your amendment.

Mr. R. S. Smith: I was talking to the

point and you are not.

Hon. Mr. Welch: When I am finished you
can stand up, because I don't think there
are any restrictions in committee for you to

comment on what I am saying.

Mr. Chairman: Would the hon. minister

continue?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Get this minister mad
and you are in trouble.

Hon. Mr. Welch: No. 2: The distribution

system is the key to the success of this whole

game. I said at the time that—

Mr. R. S. Smith: Just like every other

Tory.

An hon. member: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I said at the time of the

introduction of this bill and on second read-

ing, if the member for Nipissing would like

to listen, that we found the most successful

distribution system is that employed by the

Olympic lottery people, I also mentioned at

the time that—

Mr. R. S. Smith: There are political con-

siderations?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Well, that I don't know.
I am not aware of that, if there are, and your
judgement of that matter is an important
consideration. I don't know of any political

considerations that were given in that regard.

No. 2: There was great concern expressed
and part of our research was with respect
to charitable and non-profit organizations,

many of whom might like to be ticket agents
and sell tickets instead of having their local

draws. This is precluded by your amendment.

There is no way in whidh we can force the

chartered banks to accept our commodity for

sale, and I tell you that you will put such

limitations on this that in fact it will impair
the success of the game. The amendment
of the hon. member is not acceptable. I

would rather leave to the corporation the

development of a distribution system which
it feels would result in a successful draw that

would involve far more people—the little

merchants of the province, the mom-and-pop
stores throughout this province, thinking in

terms of the small businessmen who might
benefit.

Mr. Roy: Force them to collect.

Hon. Mr. Welch: And all of these things
are precluded. I would rather rely on the

good judgement of the corporation to make
sure of the widest distribution and so there-

fore I cannot accept the amendtnent.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Mr. Chairman, I would
just like to make a few points insofar as

what the minister has said. First of all, he
said he didn't want them sold in liquor stores
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because he didn't think they should be put

together—for no reason other than the fact

that liquor and lotteries might coerce people
to some other kind of sinful procedure. I

really don't understand that, but that seems
to be what he is is saying. I am suggesting
to him that if he put them in the liquor

stores, the corporation would not have to pay
the liquor stores a commission, and that's

one of the reasons for putting them there.

The second point I would like to make
is in regard to

'

the fact that he talks about

the mom-and-pop operations. The fact of the

matter is that that's where he is going to

get into the politics of the distribution of

these tickets—just as they have the politics

of the distribution of fishing licences in this

province.

In mom-and-pop operations, if you are a

Tory you get the licence to sell; if you are

not, too bad. If a defeated candidate will let

you sell these tickets, you are all right; and
if he won't, you don't get the right to sell

them. What you have is a storekeeper on
this comer selling them because he's a Tory,
and the storekeeper on the other comer not

selling them because he's not a Tory. That's

exactly what you want to do.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: That doesn't happen in your
ridings?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That's what we have
to look forward to if you fellows get into

power, eh?

Mr. R. S. Smith: That's exactly what you
do in the area of fishing licences.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. I would draw
to the hon. member's attention that it is

now 10:30 of the clock.

Mr. Breithaupt: Do you want your parents
to sell these tickets?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I wish they could.

Hon. Mr. Welch moves that the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed td^'- ' '-  

;:;:

The House resuinedi Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House begs to report progress
and asks for leave to sit again.

Rejiort agreed to.

Hon. R. Welch (Minister of Culture and

Recreation): Mr. Speaker, before moving the

adjournment of the House, I have been asked

by the House leader to indicate that when
we reconvene on Thursday we will continue

the consideration of the lottery corporation
bill in committee, followed by Bill 182 and
Bill 111.

Hon. Mr. Welch moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjoumed at 10:30 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): Mr.

Speaker, I would like to take this opportunity
to introduce to the members of this august
dhamber a. number of bright young students

from Ledbury Park Junior High School in the

sovereign riding of Armourdale, which I don't

represent now, although I do hope to repre-
sent them in the near future-^but the member
is absent today. They are here under the

tutelage and able leadership of Miss Sandy
Winter and Mr. Lloyd Howes. They are here

to see the proceedings of the House and to

learn all about how the legislative assembly
works. We are very happy to welcome them

here, and I hope that the members of the

chamber will express their welcome to these

young people from Armourdale riding.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Mr.

Speaker, today I have the pleasure of intro-

ducing to you and members of the Legisla-

ture, a very distinguished group of students

whom we have visiting us today. Last Sep-
tember, a group of our young people from
the region of York went over to Germany
from September to December on an exchange
student basis. Today we have the pleasure of

welcoming 51 students from Germany who
are in the region of York for the next two
to three months on an exchange basis. They
are accompanied by 50 more students, who
are the host students from the region of

York to this distinguished group of young
people, and also by members of the admin-
istration staff, teachers, and Mrs. Elliott, who
is head of the parent group that is looking
after this group of students whom we wel-
come here today in our Legislature and
to the Province of Ontario. Thank you very
much.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by tihe ministry.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE
TO FORT SEVERN

Hon. J. R. Rhodes (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): Mr. Speaker, I

should like to inform the House-^and perhaps

Thursday, February 6, 1975

especially the member for Thunder Bay (Mr.

Stokes)—of an event which should give us

all a sense of pride. Within the last few days
the most remote outpost of Ontario, the com-

munity of Fort Severn, has become linked

to the outside world with reliable long-
distance telephone service.

Fort Severn has a population of about 250

people, most of whom are members of the

Cree Indian nation. It is located on the coast

of Hudson Bay, just 80 miles from the Mani-
toba border. Until now, regular communica-
tions have been extremely difficult and un-

reliable. Co-operative action by Bell Canada
and the government of Ontario changed this

situation.

Bell Canada has installed a Telesat Anik

satellite receiving station in Fort Severn so

that the company's 25 telephone customers

can connect with the outside world by full-

time, reliable satellite communications, 'Elec-

trical power for the communications service

is being provided by the Ministry of Trans-

portation and Communications through the

Ontario Northland Transportation Commis-
sion.

The service via satellite in Fort Severn

joins a similar service provided a year ago

by the ministry and Ontario Northland at

the Hudson Bay coastal community of Winisk,
and by Bell Canada at the community of

Big Trout Lake. During the next three years,

we plan to connect all of the 28 communities

in remote northern Ontario to the outside

world as part of a joint ministry, ONTC, and

Bell Canada programme.

The members will also recall tliat the

Ministry of Transportation and Communica-
tions has a programme to build airstrips at

many of these remote communities. An air-

strip was built at Fort Severn during the

last two summers and is maintained by a

local resident employed by the ministry.

One of the first calls made to Fort Severn

via satellite was to the airstrip office. When
we suggested, "It is good to be able to tele-

phone to Fort Severn," the immediate re-

sponse was: "Yes, and after all these years."

Mr, Speaker, I bring this to the attention

of the House to remind all of us that there

is still a great need to provide even the most
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basic of reliable communications to a p*eat

many Ontario communities. May I stress

that not all of these communities are as

remote as Fort Severn, Winisk or Big Trout

Lake. Many are in parts of Ontario we fre-

quently consider to be "developed."

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): How about

Shining Tree?

JAMES BAY COAL DEPOSITS

Hon. L. Bernier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Mr. Speaker, with the current world-

wide shortage of energy resources, it has be-

come essential that Ontario make a thorough
assessment of all its own sources of supply.

Ontario depends on hydrocarbon fuels for

a large part of its energy supply and imports

large quantities of coal from the United States

for this purpose and for its metallurgical in-

dustries. In view of the world supply situa-

tion, further dependence on foreign supplies
should be held to the lowest practical mini-

mum by the use of these domestic sources.

There are valuable deposits of coal in

Alberta and Nova Scotia which warrant con-

sideration. Within Ontario, at Onakawana in

the James Bay lowlands, there is an extensive

lignite or brown coal deposit, which is now
being studied by the government as a possible
source of thermal electrical power.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
They made a study of that last year and the

year before.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): George
Wardrope used to study that from time to

time.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: There is a reasonable

probability that other equally large deposits
exist in the cretaceous sediments to the west
of Onakawana. However, knowledge of the
cretaceous basin is limited because of the

heavy overburden of the glacial debris and

swamp. There are only a few widely scat-

tered exposures of bedrock along the river

channels. This limited knowledge militates

against the selection of target areas for ex-

ploration which might reduce the cost to a
reasonable level. Thus, little work has been
done, or is now being done, in the basin.

However, a comprehensive geological study
is essential if the potential of the basin, and
areas for more detailed investigation, are to

be assessed. Because of the scarcity of rock

exposures, conventional surface mapping
would be of little or no value. To be useful,

any study would require test drilling at widely

spaced intervals, supplemented by seismic

and other geological surveys.

The Ministry of Natural Resources will

carry out a preliminary survey of this nature

during February and March of this year. It

is hoped that some important geological data

will be obtained by this survey. In addition,

the effect of the limited
study

on the environ-

ment will be closely studied in order to de-

termine what, if any, hazard to the environ-

ment might result from further or more ex-

tensive exploration of the same nature. Local

residents, including the native people of

Treaty 9, have been advised of this pro-

gramme.
The NORT committee has arranged for the

rehabilitation of 30 miles of existing winter

road from Smokey Falls north to Hambly
township and the construction of a new
winter road from Hambly township toward

Jaab Lake for a total distance of about 75

miles.

It is planned to drill 10 vertical test holes

at eight-mile intervals along the access road.

In all, about 5,000 ft of drilling will be

carried out. Chip drilling has been selected as

the most reliable and economical method of

recovering samples of the unconsolidated

cretaceous formations. Materials of possible
economic importance would be peat, silica,

lignite and fireclay.

A seismic survey is planned to establish

the depth and the character of the sedi-

mentary basin and an electrical resistivity

survey will help in establishing continuity of

any beds of lignite. Groimd survey control

will be provided for location of the drill

holes and for geophysical survey stations.

Field observations and a preliminary re-

port will be followed by laboratory studies and

a final report will be released later this year.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The Leader of the Opposition.

ATHABASCA TAR SANDS

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like to ask the

Premier if he can explain to the House a

situation involving our commitment to the

Syncrude corporation: Are we in it for five

per cent of the total cost or are we in it for

$100 million?

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): And
what is it?

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
we, the shareholders of the Province of On-

tario, have five per cent of the equity of

Syncrude. The estimated total cost, with some
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allowance for contingencies, is around $2

billion; but we are equity participants.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Can
the Premier assure us this is not going to be

something like the Bricklin, in which his

colleague in New Brunswick is involved,

where the total cost tends to escalate the

closer youi get to the conclusion of the

project? How carefully did his experts ex-

amine the commitment so that we are not

into some sort of an open-ended rat-hole

down which the $100 million would go as

just the beginning?

Mr. Lewis: Oh, oh; the Liberal Party has

changed again in 24 hours; a remarkable

change.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): Not at all.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, the com-

panies and the government of Alberta pre-

pared certain documentation. As was stated

to the House here, this was available to us.

I was asked whether this would be tabled and

I said this would be done if it were tabled

in Alberta; it's their documentation.

This material was assessed. I can only say

to the hon. member I don't know anything
about a rat-hole, but I will leave that for

him to determine.

Mr. Lewis: Last week they liked it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes.

Mr. Lewis: They applauded it. They were

congratulating the Premier.

An hon. member: The member for Soar-

borough West should, too.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I can only say to the

hon. member, as I stated here when I made
the announcement, that we are going on the

best information, the best estimates avail-

able. We are doing this along with the gov-
ernment of Canada, which is in the same

equity position except for a larger percentage,
as well as the Province of Alberta which is

also in for a larger percentage. While I can't

personally guarantee the Leader of the Op-
position that it will be exactly $2 billion, I

do say to him that in our judgement we have
invested in sometliing that is important, both
in the interest of the x)eople in this province
and in the national interest.

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): That's not the

question.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary, since

there hasn't been another asked just at this

moment: WoiJd the Premier not agree, how-

ever, that one of the diangers in this—and

quite removed from what he has said the

justification is, which in fact is a very im-

pressive justification—is that he, as the prin-

cipal negotiator for this province, has com-
mitted us and future governments to paying
five per cent of whatever the cost would be?
Was there at least no attempt to negotiate
some sort of a terminal responsibility or some
limit beyond which our treasury would not

be called upon to pay?

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Donald
Macdonald committed all of Canada—with
our money.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes, Mr. Speaker, there

were discussions. I think every government
—the government of Canadia and the govern-
ment of Alberta, along with ourselves—would
like to be totally sure that the total cost will

be $2 billion and that the investment in

equity didn't carry with it the responsibility
of being an equity participant. I'm quite

prepared to acknowledge that there are some
possible hazards, I guess, in these terms.

I can only say to the Leader of the Oppo-
sition there have been very few projects
of national significance in any jurisdiction
wtiere one could have guaranteed in advance
the total outcome. I would go back to the

days when this country was put together;
and if the same people then had had the
attitude of the Leader of the Opposition of
this province, Confederation probably would
have never been accomplis'hed.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Why doesn't
the Premier just answer the question?

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South):
There's a big schism over there.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I doubt very
much that the people responsible for the

building of the railways in this country were
able at the time of the concept, at the time

decisions were made, to give a totally accu-

rate estimate as to the cost. I hate to think

what might have emerged if some decisions

of that kind had not been made at that

particular time in our history.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why is the Premier so

defensive about it?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am saying very simply
here that we are relatively satisfied that the

estimates are as accurate as they can be. We
have an equity participation in something
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we think is without question in the national

interest and will be, of course, of benefit to

the people <^ this province. It's the kind of

thing that government should do in this day
and age, particularly in a country like ours.

Mr. Speaker: A further supplementary
question?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I

appreciate your allowing a further supple-

mentary from me. Would the Premier not

agree that there is nothing narrow-minded
DOT irresponsible in simply asking about the

facts in a deal which commits the taxpayers
to $100 billion? I hope to God the Premier
asked about some of those facts—and' did he?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I have an-

swered the Leader of the Opposition with the

facts as we know them at this time.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Yakabuski: Where's the $300 million

coming from?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: A supplementary question of
the Premier, Mr. Speaker: Since he felt rela-

tively certain about the facts as he garnered
them from the last conference he went to,

<HiIy to find he was wrong on almost every
count-

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Who advises
him?

Mr. Lewis: —can he tell us how, on the
basis of 24 hours—because that's all he had,
as I understand it, when the Lougheed re-

port was secretly given to Donald S.

Macdonald and himself—they satisfied them-
selves on $2 billion; on a commitment, with-
out having it in writing, of machinery from
Ontario equivalent to $250 million; on a price
which wouldn't extort money from the
Ontario consumer; and on a total level at the
end which would secure us at roughly a
$100 million equity investment rather than is

what more likely to be a $150 million equity
investment?

Mr. P. Taylor (Carleton East): Answer
that!

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can only
say to the member for Scarborough West that
he underestimates—and that's a great mistake
to make—the capacity of this government-

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): To
make mistakes?

Hon. Mr. Davis: —to make decisions, when
they are in the national interest and the

provincial interest, in time to meet a particu-
lar situation.

Mr. Deans: Something like the conference
in Ottawa.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I might also say to the
hon. member that I had asked the people in-

volved to start their assessments as of Jan. 1.

I might point out that the Treasurer and
Minister of Economics and Intergovernmental
Affairs (Mr. McKeough) and the Minister of

Energy (Mr. Timbrell) were in the Province
of Alberta about a week prior to the Monday
meeting for discussions and so on. I can only
assure the hon. member that to the extent

that it is possible in any of these situations,

the situation was assessed with great care.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): A supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker: Did the Premier and
his advisers approach this meeting with any
stipulations for leverage on behalf of the

Ontario taxpayer in view of the fact that

Quebec is not going in? Do we have any
special leverage on rates for the price of oil

here?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, Mr. Speaker, we don't

have special leverage as it relates to rates.

What we do have is an equity participation.
I'm not going to comment on why other

provinces have or have not involved them-
selves. This province, I would say to the hon.

member with some sense of satisfaction, has

always endeavoured to co-operate, to involve

itself in things that have meaning for Con-
federation in Canada, and I think this demon-
strates that very conclusively.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions from
the Leader of the Opposition?

Mr. Sargent: Then the Premier didn't drive

a hard bargain for our five per cent?

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): What is

good for Imperial Oil is good for Confedera-
tion.

Mr. Lewis: A great commitment to Exxon,
that's his commitment.

Mr. Speaker: The Leader of the Op-
position.

MINING TAX REVENUE

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, I would like to ask

a question of the Minister of Revenue. Can
he give the House the most recent projections
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as to the revenue which will accrue to our

consolidated revenue fund from the new
mining tax which has been in effect now for

many months, which we expect will be de-

bated some time this week or next week?

Hon. A. K. Meen ( Minister of Revenue ) :

I don't have it at my fingertips, Mr. Speaker,
but I think that I could get a rough estimate

of what we would expect to recover from that

for the hon. member.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Could the minister give
us a rough estimate now and give us a more
refined estimate when he looks at the figures?

Hon. Mr. Meen: No, Mr. Speaker, I simply
do not have it at my fingertips.

Mr. Singer: By way of supplementary, is it

a fact that it is considerably more than the

projection that was given when the budget
announcement was made?

Hon. Mr. Meen: I do not know.

Mr. Speaker: The Leader of the Opposition
—further questions?

ASBESTOS PROBLEM AT
CANADIAN JOHNS-MANVILLE PLANT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like to ask the

Minister of Health if he would refer to the

very serious charges made by the leader of

the NDP in a committee meeting last night
and also respond to the concerns expressed

by the mayor of Scarborough that the

asbestos pollution in the air around the Johns-
Manville plant is affecting the community,
and particularly the students at the Oliver

Mowat school, a matter of a very substantial

concern locally and across the province?

Hon. F. S. Miller (Minister of Health): Mr.

Speaker, I believe tests in the air and around
the school have been done by other minis-

tries, not by mine. The inspection of the

plant has been done by my ministry. Some-

body tells me that some experiments have
been done by OISE; I have not heard any-
thing about those except through the media.
The Minister of the Environment (Mr. W.
Newman) might be aware of some tests done

by his ministry in that area, at the school. I

am told some were done in 1972 and that's

the only record I have of any.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Since the
minister was quoted as giving very sub-
stantial assurances to those people concerned
in the plant, would he be prepared to co-

ordinate, let's say, the information among the

other ministries and give a report in response
to the matter that was raised?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Speaker, first of all,

I qualified some of the statements I made

yesterday. I don't feel all of my qualifications

appeared in the press. I am not trying to

understate the concerns I have, or the other

ministries have, for the conditions in the

plant. The data I got on in-plant tests showed

they were considerably better, as I men-

tioned, than the leader of the NDP had said.

I can tell the member specifically how many
tests on a given day exceeded the threshold

level values at this point in time.

Blue asbestos is the one that I believe

causes the mesothelioma.

Mr. Lewis: They claim that.

An hon. member: All asbestos is known to.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Yes.

Mr. Lewis: All asbestos causes it—this is

another device.

Hon. Mr. Miller: All right, I am not pre-

pared to argue that either because I do not

know. I only know what 1 am told, and I

was told mesothelioma is caused by blue

asbestos. I am concerned, the other two min-

isters are concerned, and I am doing my best

to channel the three of us together.

Mr. Speaker: The Leader of the Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And may we expect a

report from the minister or one of his col-

leagues? He said yes, did he not?

NIPISSING SEPARATE SCHOOL BOARD

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Attorney General. Can he

report to the House as to what action has

been taken in regard to his ministry's applica-
tion to the Supreme Court re the appoint-
ment of an Indian representative in the Nipis-

sing district situation? Is he aware that the

schools concerned are closed today and the

children are not in attendance?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Provincial Secretary
for Justice and Attorney General ) : I was not

aware, Mr. Speaker, that the schools were
closed today, I was advised on Tuesday that

the notice of motion on the commencement
of the application to the Supreme Court was
filed yesterday, or was to be filed today, and
that is the most recent information I have in

connection with it.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: In his

experience as being learned in the law, could

he tell us what sort of a time element we
would be facing with the way the procedure
is going, since it doesn't seem to be a matter

of great urgency?

Hon. Mr. Clement: It is a matter of great

urgency. My opinion would be quite con-

jectural at this point because the notice of

motion would be supported by an aflBdavit;

and if the other side declined to cross-

examine on that affidavit, then the process
would be expedited. On the other hand, if

the other side decided to cross-examine on
that affidavit, then it's only conjecture as to

when the appointment might be obtained in

order to cross-examine. Ordinarily these

matters, on this type of application, would
take as much as two months before they
would be heard before the appropriate judge.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: since the

matter may very well be interfering v^dth the

continuing education in the community,
would the minister not consider recommend-

ing to his colleagues that the statute be
amended so that, instead of setting this

arbitrary limit of 100 students it would re-

quire Indian representation on any board
which governed the education of young
people coming from an Indian band?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I believe
the member's colleague from Nipissing made
such a suggestion here some days ago.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He introduced the bill.

It could be enacted today.

Hon. Mr. Clement: As we see it, the

difficulty is, if we said that if there is any
child of Indian parentage in attendance at a
school-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No, no, with an Indian
band in the jurisdiction.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —with an Indian band
in the jurisdiction, the problem as I under-
stand it, is that there might be a very small
number of children attending that school,

many of whom may live in the city and off

the reserve. Then the criticism seems to be
that there would be double representation for

those particular children, in that their ward

representative-

Mr. Fould: It is about time they got repre-
sentation in this province.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —would be there as

well as their Indian representative. So I don't
think it would be appropriate at this time to

change the legislation until the court makes
a determination of it.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Nipissing.

Mr. R. S. Smith: To the Attorney General:

Would the Attorney General not agree that

the Act reads that if the band enters into an

agreement with the board, then it has the

right to make an appointment; that it has

nothing to do with where children live out-

side the area that is covered' by the band

itself; and that the question of whether they
live in another municipality would not affect

the question of the appointment if, in fact,

the Indian students did not come from the

area covered by the band?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I make
no comment on the observation offered by
the member for Nipissing. There may be

alternatives, that's quite correct. The prin-

ciple put forward by the member's leader

and suggested is, should we not amend the

legislation today, or within this session, in

order to compel the placement of a member
on that board. I take the position at this

particular time that I don't think that would
resolve the matter. It is now going before the

courts; I think that is the proper course.

The Minister of Education (Mr. Wells)
has brought forward the information to us,

and as I understand the solution, there seems

to be a difference as to the count, as to the

numbers of children attending that school.

That's the gist of it. The information that the

Minister of Education has, is that there are

103 children. It's a mandatory obligation on

the board, once there are 100 or more chil-

dren. The nominee has approached the board
and asked to be seated. The board, for its

own reasons, has refused to seat that person,
and therefore I think it is up to the courts to

make the determination.

Mr. Speaker: The Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, may I ask a sup-

plementary?

Mr. Speaker: This will be the final supple-

mentary on this.

Mr. Roy: To an answer given to my leader

about that, what is the returnable date on the

motion? That was not mentioned. The minis-

ter said the motion might be deposed before

the Supreme Court tomorrow, and he men-
tioned the fact that there might be cross-
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examination on the affidavits. But could he

tell us what the returnable date is on the

motion—when the motion is to be heard—and
is there any demand in the motion for an

interim injunction pending the cross-examin-

ations on the affidavits, seeing that this evi-

dence is so overwhelming?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I am un-

able at this moment to tell the member the

return date on the motion. I can make a

phone call and find out before the question

period ends this afternoon. I have not per-

sonally seen the pleadings so I don't know
what the return date on the motion is. I

would imagine it is probably five or seven

days. It will have to be adjourned if notice

to cross-examine is served on us.

Mr. Speaker: Does the Leader of the

Opposition have further questions? The
member for Scarborough West.

ASBESTOS PROBLEM AT
CANADIAN JOHNS-MANVILLE PLANT

Mr. Lewis: Yes, Mr. Speaker. I would like

to confine myself exclusively to questions re-

lating to asbestos. My first is to the Minister

of Health. How can he possibly say and,
even more extraordinarily, how can Dr. Tidey
possibly say that the Ministry of Health has

found t'lings to be safe in Johns-Manville
when he has a report, dated June 20, 1974,
from C. S. Rajhans, an engineer with the

occupational health branch, which enumer-
ates area after area in the plant with the

following illustrative comments, and I will

use one or two as descriptions:

In my last report dated April 5, 1973, it

was shown that the local exhausts at this

drill were improperly designed and hence
were considered to be inadequate. A direc-

tion to improve the exhausts was suggested.
No changes were found during this visit. A
comment was made in my previous report
that the face velocities have gone down
considerably and also that the counts are

high. The company apparently paid no
attention to my comment—

And so it goes for location after location

through the plant from within the minister's

own ministry. How, then, can it be said that

the levels are safe?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I have

reports from the same engineer in my hand
right now, I asked for them to be brought
to me. I got them after the question period;

began today. Therefore, I can't say I can

quote them verbatim or with great depth.

I can only tell the member that mine are

dated considerably after his, Jan. 17, 1975,
and that I have data on each of the locations

within the plant where he has been doing

testing procedures. In the final remark, apart
from all the technical data, the most im-

portant word is what has changed since the

last time he was there.

There are words like "a considerable in-

crease," that is, in flow of air. Basically, if

the member recalls, most of his recommenda-
tions on an individual basis dealt with the

improvement of mechanical ventilation at

specific locations without the factory and/or
means of cleaning up the dusts that accumu-
late in the factory during the course of a

day.

I can go through the various points but
at least in this report a number of the areas

are showing considerable improvement, a few
are marked as "no change," and one, I see,

is not as good as it was before. Following
that, he gave nine specific recommendations
to the factory which we, in turn, I under-

stand, have given to the Ministry of Labour,
and which I assume are being dealt with
at this point in time by that ministry to see

that they are being enforced.

I have to say that we are working much
more closely with Labour at this point to

see that recommendations mad'e by our min-

istry are acted upon. At the same time, the

data I have shows that in June, six locations

Out of 22 were above the threshold levels

that we felt were acceptable. In an earlier

report four out of 21 were above the

threshold level.

I have told the member I am not mini-

mizing the problem. I am not. My job is not

to protect Johns-Manville in any way at all.

Mr. Lewis: That is what is happening.

Hon. Mr. Miller: I am there to protect
both the men working in that plant and the

people who live near that plant. As Minister

of Health, I intend to do just that.

Mr. Lewis : I believe the minister. It is what

he is not realizing, perhaps, because one

always misses the contents of these reports.

By way of supplementary, in the same docu-

ment the minister just read from, Mr. Rajhans

says about the previous survey, and I am
quoting: "Thus only five counts are truly

considered to be safe." That is out of 22.

In the December survey, on the same basis

that he uses, only eight counts are considered

to be truly safe out of 35. How can the

minister be so blessed sanguine about a plant
which year after year continues to violate
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the threshold limit value which his ministry
has set? Why does he treat them with velvet

gloves?

Hon. Mr. Miller: First of all, Mr. Speaker,
I haven't seen those words that the member
refers to but I will be glad to look. There is

an argument as to—

Mr. Lewis: Well, they are right here. We
s'hould show the minister the reports.

Hon. Mr. Miller: What is the member
calling the threshold level that he referred
to?

Mr. Lewis: I am calling the threshold level

the level that the ministry recommends,
which is one fibre per cubic centimetre.
Never mind for a moment. If one takes it

on the basis of two fibres per cubic centi-

metre, more than 50 per cent of the plant
in each case was stilll unsafe. No matter
how one looks at it, it is an unsafe work
place—and nothing happened.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. This is de-

veloping into a debate. Is this a question
for information-

Mr. Lewis: You're right, it is. And Fm
not going to be cut ofi^ by you on this one.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Cassidy: Answer the question.

Mr. Lewis: Answer the question.

Mr. H. C. Parrott (Oxford): Always a

speech,

Mr. Speaker: Actually, this is a question
period to elicit information from the min-
ister. It's not meant to be a debating session.
That procedure has been well established in
this House for several years, and that is all
I was pointing out to the hon. member. Does
the hon. minister have an answer?

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): That is

precisely what he was doing.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Supple-
mentary.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West with a supplementary.

Mr. Bounsall: What information does the
minister have, if any, on equivalent lung-
problem health hazards from fibreglass par-
ticles manufactured in plants similar to
Johns-Manville?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Do you dteem that a
supplementary, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: I'm sorry, I didn t get the
content of the question.

Hon. Mr. Miller: It was on a different
material altogether.

Mr. Bounsall: This is plants similar to those
of Johns-Manville, making the same type of

product
and insulation materials—the same

kind of product.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member can, in his

turn, ask it as a new question.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): Supple-
mentary, Mr. Speaker: Is there a filter system
on the exhaust going out of the plant, or is

that asbestos-laden air just being pumped
into the neighbourhood?

Hon. Mr. Miller: I can't answer that ques-
tion, Mr. Speaker. I assume there are some

types of cyclone separators, I don't know.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West, further questions?

Mr. Lewis: I have a further question of

the Minister of Health. Does he recall ex-

plaining to me some little time ago why it

was necessary to have much tougher standards

outside the plant than inside the plant, be-

cause it was a more general population out-

side, susceptible to contamination over a

longer period of time? Am I right in that

recollection?

Hon. Mr. Miller: He may be.

Mr. Lewis: Okay. May I ask of the Minis-

ter of the Environment what standards has

he for the emission of asbestos fibres into the

air from a plant like Johns-Manville?

Hon. W. Newman (Minister of the Environ-

ment): Mr. Speaker, back in 1970 or 1972,
the guidelines for asbestos at the point of

impingement—that was the indicator we had
on the school—were 50 micrograms per cubic

metre of air. At that particular point in time,

when we were doing the testing, all tests

indicated that we were wdthin those guide-
lines.

I think it was last June in this House that

I brought in new guidelines regarding im-

pingement of asbestos and other materials,

and we reduced the impingement point for

asbestos to five micrograms per cubic metre
of air over a half-hour period.

As a result of our new standards that we

brought in, we went to Johns-Manville in this

particular case. We did work out a pro-

gramme with them to fix their bag houses, to

improve them, to get outside maintenance so

that they were looked after on a regular basis.
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As a matter of fact, they contracted out this

work.

They are recycHng some of their bag house

filtration now; and, of course, they are co-

operating with us on the monitoring we are

now doing in the area. We have a contract

with the Ontario Research Foundation to do

some further testing, I beHeve, in April of

this year.

So, at this point in time, we have taken

samples with these improvements done; but

we do not have the final analysis at this

point in time. We expect to have it shortly.

Mr. Lewis: The minister will concede, I

take it, that in the case of vinyl chloride or

lead, or any of the other dangerous con-

taminants, the levels that are set outside a

plant are much more stringent than the levels

that are set inside? He has already acknowl-

edged that through his ovm announcements.

Does the minister recognize that the levels

recommended outside the plant are one one-

hundredth of a fibre per cubic centimetre? In

this 1972 Ontario Research Foundation study
which I have, every single reading was above

that. This means the kids at Sir Oliver Mow^t
are in danger. I dare say every reading he

now has is above it. Would he table tiiose

readings?

Hon. W. Newman: Does the member mean
the new readings that we have? That's what
I said—that in the next few days we will have

the necessary information—and if the House
isn't in session, I will be glad to release them.

Since we've been back in with the com-

pany, they've done considerable work in the

bag house and the filtration setup there. The

guidelines that were used in 1972, I assume,

were set up by the appropriate medical

people—of 50 micrograms per cubic metre of

air.

Mr. Lewis: The minister is just playing

games with us.

Hon. W. Newman: The ones I brought in

last June—if the member would just listen-

are reduced to five micrograms per cubic

metre of air-

Mr. Lewis: Over five.

Hon. W. Newman: —over a half-hour

period.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions?

Mr. Lewis: One last question of the Min-
ister of Labour: Why were no charges laid

under the Industrial Safety Act when the

minister was informed on a regular basis that

Johns-Manville was not, in fact, complying
with the inspector's directions as set out?

Hon. J. P. MacBeth (Minister of Labour):
Mr. Speaker, the business of measuring these

things is a pretty difiicult task. The count is

so low that very many things can upset it. I

am just passing on some information that I

got at noon today; that is one reason I was a

little late in the House, I was having a crash

course on this matter. I understand that the

count can be upset by somebody shufiling his

feet, by somebody shaking out his clothes, or

doing a number of things. It is a very finite

thing they are dealing with.

We are keeping a very aggressive eye on

Johns-Manville; we know the risks, and we
will continue to keep that aggressive eye. But
as far as laying charges on the evidence

that we had and on the counts taken, there

was not sufficient supportive evidence to be
successful in any charges. At the same time,

this could have been a very temporary situa-

tion—a matter of hours or a matter of five

or 10 minutes.

As for these levels—and I want to keep
clear of getting into the health problems—I
understand that these are conditions that one
must be exposed to for a great number of

years before they are a health danger.

Mr. Lewis: That is not so.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: So if this condition

existed for a half an hour, or even for a

day, the kind of counts that our survey
showed would not in themselves be a health

risk. Over a period of time they would be.

Mr. Shulman: Not a risk? That's not so.

Mr. Lewis: There is collaboration here with

the company.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: I should not be getting
into the health field and I have got into it.

Mr. Shulman: He sure shouldn't.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: I will stop my answer

at this point, Mr. Speaker.

Mr.. Lewis: I have one last question of the

minister. Does the minister, in his health ex-

pertise, realize that once an asbestos fibre

has entered the lung it is indestructible and

it is never emitted? Was the minister given
that information at noon?

Does the minister also recognize that there

is nothing temporary about the pattern of

Workmen's Compensation Board claims and

lung-cancer death statistics which are pre-
sented to him? Why isn't he taking this com-
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pany on frontally? Why is the minister play^

ing such games with this?

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Mr. Speaker, we are

not playing games. We are in dead earnest,

we are serious and we are going to keep
after it. But at the same time, regarding the

health conditions that we are discovering to-

day, it is my understanding that they were
caused some years ago.

Mr. Lewis: It is not so.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: After that point we
have stringently tightened the regulations-

Mr. Lewis: How is the minister going to

explain it 20 years from now?

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Of course, we will not

know for a number of years whether the

regulations that are there today are effective

or not, and that is the regrettable part.

Mr. Lewis: They are useless as they are

today.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: But all the best knowl-

edge that we have would indicate that the

regulations that are there today, and which
we are trying to make sure are adhered to,

are ample to protect the health of the

workers. Now it doesn't stop at that. This is

under constant review.

Mr. Speaker: May I just break in here?

There have been over 30 minutes taken up
with the questions of the two leadoflF ques-
tioners, and I think it is time we moved on
to the member for Downsview.

LEGAL AID PLAN

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Attorney General. Could the

Attorney General tell us how long he and/or
his predecessor have had in their possession
the report of Mr. Justice Osier dealing with
the legal aid system in the province, and why
it has not, as yet, been tabled?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, I would be glad
to, Mr. Speaker. We haven't had it in our

possession yet. It is at the printers, I am
instructed, and we are anticipating receipt of

it about the middle or end of next week.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, by way of sup-

plementary, even though the minister hasn't

had a printed copy, has he or his predecessor
seen an advance copy? And is it true, as I

understand it to be, that it is highly critical

of the present system?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I cannot

speak for my precedessor, but, no, I have

not seen an advance copy of that particular

report. Its existence is well known and there

is no reason why it shouldn't be known. As

a matter of fact, I had a meeting with repre-

sentatives of the legal aid group last week

in connection with it and they, in turn, were

anticipating what might be in it. But I have

not seen a copy at all.

Mr. Singer: By way of supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: This is the final supple-

mentary.

Mr. Singer: —did the minister's predecessor

mention whether or not he had seen it, or

has the minister discussed it with him?

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, but I can ask him.

Mr. Singer: Talk to him now.

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, he tells me he

hasn't seen it.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Sudbury
East.

CLOSING OF BURWASH
CORRECTIONAL CENTRE

Mr. Martel: I have a question of the

Minister of Government Services. Was his

ministry involved until recently with the

federal government, Mr. Almand in partic-

ular, in negotiations to sell Burwash to the

federal government for a federal minimum

security prison at Burwash?

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Govern-

ment Services): Mr. Speaker, I personally

did not enter into any negotiations with the

federal goverimient and I don't believe there

was anything which took place that one

would call negotiations. I believe there may
have been some notification to the federal

government regarding the facility being
available.

Mr. Martel: I have a supplementary ques-

tion.

Mr. Speaker: One supplementary.

Mr. Martel: Did the ministry put out an

asking price for that institution and, if so,

would the minister indicate to the House
what that asking price was?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, Mr. Speaker, there

has been no asking price established and I'm

sure there has been no price given to any-

one, nor have we been asked for one.
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Mr. Speaker: I believe the Minister of

Industry and Tourism has the answer to

a question.

LAYOFFS AT INGLIS

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and

Tourism): Mr. Speaker, I have the answer to

a question from the member for Riverdale

which he asked in the House last week re-

lating to layoffs by John Inglis Ltd.

First of all, I would like to correct his

statement when he said that Whirlpool Corp,
of the United States controlled John Inglis

Ltd. of Canada. John Inglis Ltd. is a Cana-

dian company. The majority of the directors

of the company are Canadian and the com-

pany is run by Canadians. Whirlpool Corp.
is a shareholder of John Inglis but not the

majority shareholder.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): It controls

it with the others it ovms.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: The company does plan
a layoff of two weeks duration at its Toronto

and Stoney Creek plants. The reason is the

net result of a major turndown in business,

coupled with the residual effect of 4y2-month
strike which John Inglis experienced between

April and August, 1974, at the Toronto

plant.

When the strike d'ragged on during the

summer, the company found it had to protect
its long-term market position. The Cana-
dian principals made a decision to bring in

one Inglis model from their American asso-

ciate firm. This had been done on the biisis

of a firm commitment since some modifica-

tions of the product had to be made by the

American company. With the end of the

strike, the company was faced with honour-

ing the commitment it had entered into, and
it continued to import the models until it

had completed the contract arrangements.

With the turndown of the economy and
subsequent reduction in production, the in-

ventory problem has not been eliminated as

quickly as anticipated. It is for this reason
that the decision was made to close com-
pletely both operations for the announced
period of time. There had been extensive
discussions between the union and manage-
ment regarding their problem and the antici-

pated time necessary to coiTect the situation.

Based on the current sales level, the com-
pany has stated that it is probably committed
for all of the finished prodlicts and it will
be for some time. I have spoken with the

president of John Inglis and he feels that

he will be able to maintain successfully the

complete employment once the company is

back in production.

My ministry has reviewed the situation

with the company, Mr. Speaker, and indi-

cated that its experience has been very
favourable over the last number of years.

The new president in the past five years has

turned the company around from a troubled

corporation to a very productive one for

Canada, I might add that the new president
has indicated to my ministry that they intend

to maintain full employment at their plant
once they are back in production. May I in-

dicate that in the last five years John Inglis

has added to the employment of the company
200 additional employees from the Province

of Ontario. I believe that we'll see full pro-
duction and employment before many weeks.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Grey-Bruce.

OWEN SOUND HOSPITAL

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Premier. In view of the fact that

the corridors of our hospital in Owen Sound
are still full of beds-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: This is the member's
last chance.

Mr. Sargent: —and that the temporary
solution that he is providing will only be a

waste of money, I challenge the Premier, at

least to have the courage to write my people
and tell them that they're second-class

citizens.

Mr. Speaker: Was there a question, please?

Mr. Sargent: I'm getting to it.

An hon. member: Will he accept that

challenge?

Mr. Sargent: Write them and tell them
that they do not rate the same treatment as

they do in Brantford or the rest of Ontario-

Brampton, I'm sorry.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Brampton, yes. We are

first-class but we don't get that treatment.

Mr. Sargent: Or Brantford too. In view of

the fact that 170 urgent cases of surgery are

waiting and 370 back cases awaiting elective

surgery—all these are on the waiting lists-

how can he, as a chief executive of this prov-

ince, not give us the needs for our people
that they have in other parts of Ontario?
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Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Si^eaker, I think that

question should be more properly directed to

Aie Minister of Health who is totally familiar

with the situation. I'm sure he would be de-

lighted to give an answer.

Mr. Sargent: I am asking the Premier.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, this is very

important to us here.

Mr. Shulman: I have a question of the

Premier, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: You placed the question.

Mr. Sargent: Will he do that?

Mr. Speaker: Order please, the hon. mem-
ber for High Park.

MONEY FOR HORSE-BREEDING

Mr. Shulman: Mr. Speaker, I wonder if the

Premier would care to comment on the letter

sent out on the letterhead of the Canadian

Thoroughbred Horse Society, which says that

the money that has been voted by this Legis-
lature to improve the breed is being wasted,
and which refers to his government as "irres-

ponsible and lacking in good judgement."

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I'm not

totally familiar with the problems being sug-

gested at present by that particular orga-
nization. Unlike some perhaps, I'm not totally

conversant with the thoroughbred industry,
it's breeding practices, an so on. I must con-

fess I was once the owner of a thoroughbred
—for about 48 hours. I was very kindly given
a thoroughbred horse. It was sold at auction

very shortly thereafter with the proceeds go-

ing to the University of Guelph for certain

research.

Mr. Deans: The Premier should have taken

up-

Hon. Mr. Davis: That was the extent of

my involvement with the thoroughbred in-

dustry. I expect I even may be going to meet
the writer of that letter. I don't know who
wrote that letter. Of course, I never know
who writes letters these days.

Mr. Singer: Or gets them.

Hon. Mr. Davis: But I was delighted to

see the member for Sudbury East had been
into his files again and found some more.

Mr. Martel: That's an admission on the

Premier's part.

Hon. Mr. Davis: But I can only say to the

member for High Park that if it is the presi-
dent of that association, I have a feeling
that I have an appointment to see him, at

which time I hope to be more thoroughly
briefed about the industry itself. I'm sure we
will have a very constructive meeting with
that particular gentleman.

He already has been in touch with the

member for York North. They've had several

discussions. The hon. member from that par-
ticular riding is very knowledgeable, having
a number of these people as his constituents.

He has brought this very forcibly to my atten-

tion in the past few days, and I expect he

will also be a participant at that meeting. I

regret I can't ask the member for High Park

because I don't think he knows any more
about horses than I do.

Mr. Shulman: I could leam.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Revenue
has an answer to a question asked previ-

ously.

MINING TAX REVENUE

Hon. Mr. Meen: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Earlier this afternoon the hon. Leader of the

Opposition asked me if I could give the

House any projection of the increase in

mining tax revenues to March 31. On a sup-

plementary the hon, member for Downsview
asked me if I coidd give him any guessti-
mate—or rough estimate—at this time for the

benefit of the House, and I said I simply did

not know.

I've been able to ascertain in the meantime,
Mr. Speaker, that the actual administration

of the income under this Act is under either

the Ministry of Natural Resources or Treas-

ury and Economics. I think it's under Natural

Resources.

Mr. Renwick: Natural Resources, that's

right

Hon. Mr. Meen: Either that ministry or

the Ministry of the Treasury and Economics

would have—if the figures are available, and

I would think they might be—the projections
to March 31.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): This minis-

ter should have them.

Hon. Mr. Meen: In my ministry I do get

projections monthly on the various taxing
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statutes that are under my ministry, and I

would presume—

Mr. Lawlor: That is a disgrace; spread all

over.

Hon. Mr. Meen: —that in a similar fashion

the projections for anticipated revenues under
the Mining Tax Act would also be made on
a monthly basis.

Mr. Speaker: The oral question period has

expired.

Mr. P. Taylor: Point of privilege.

Mr. Stokes: Point of order.

Mr. Speaker: State your point of privilege.

Mr. P. Taylor: The vast majority of this

question period has been consumed by minis-

ters nmning up the clock on long-winded,

pointless answers.

Mx. Sargent: That's true. That's true.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Sit down.

Interjection by lion, members.

Mr. P. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, I would

merely—

Mr. Speaker: State your point of privilege.

Mr. P. Taylor: I would merely like to ask

you, sir-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please, if I may com-
ment on that, I drew attention to the fact

that there-

Mr. Shulman: May I rise on a point of

order, sir?

Mr. Speaker: Mr. Speaker has the floor for

a moment. I drew attention to the fact earlier

that there seemed to be an undue length of

time taken up by the two leadofF questioners,
and I would suggest that the hon. member,
if he has a dissatisfaction with the amount of

time spent, should take it up with his leader
or the respective leaders.

Mr. P. Taylor: Question of privilege, Mr.

Speaker,—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: I've answered that point of

privilege. The hon. member for Thunder

Bay.

Mr. P. Taylor: Question of privilege, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Order please; the member for

Thunder Bay has the floor.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Sit down, sit down.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Take that guy to the wood-
shed.

Mr. P. Taylor: I had a point of privilege.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Thunder

Bay.

Mr. Stokes: Thank you, Mr. Speaker,

Mr. Shulman: Mr. Speaker, I have a point
of privilege.

Mr. Stokes: I have a point of order.

Mr. P. Taylor: A point of privilege super-
sedes a point of order.

Mr. Speaker: I gave the floor to the mem-
ber for Thunder Bay; the member for

Thunder Bay has the floor.

Mr. Shulman: May I speak to this point of

privilege?

Mr. Stokes: I have a point of order. I have

a perfectly good standard railway watch.

Mr. Sargent: The member for Carleton

East has the floor.

Mr. Stokes: At 2:12 o'clock the question

period began. We have a 45-minute question

period. That means it wouldn't expire until

2:57. We still have two minutes to go.

An hon. member: All aboard!

Mr. Roy: I have a question. I couldn't

believe it-

Mr. Speaker: Order please. I do have it

right down here too. Tm sorry, I slipped down
five minutes; so the member for—I admit that.

Mr. Lewis: This happens every day; every

day you can't count.

Mr. Speaker: I humbly apologize. I have

the time here too, which coincides. Just a

moment now, we've wasted about three

minutes-

Mr. Stokes: I suspect we should have five

more minutes, because we lost three minutes.

Mr. Speaker: Well I was going to say I

could see a loss of about three minutes here.

We'll go to 3 o'clock.
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Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, that's when the little hand is on the

3 and the big hand is on the—

Mr, Speaker: All right. A question from
the member for Rainy River.

PUBLIC RELATIONS STAFF

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): I have a

question of the Chairman of the Management
Board, Mr. Speaker, in relation to my ques-
tion concerning the public relations staff of

the government. I gather this \vas prepared
under his auspices, mis information in regard
to public relations people in the government.
Can the minister inform me, since the infor-

mation he
provided in regard to my question

that was placed on the order paper on May
16 of last year was just tabled last week, how
he can justify such a delay when there are
145 people on the staff as information officers

and public relations personnel? Why would
it take eight months?

Further, can he explain why the one per-
son, the public relations officer in the
Premier's office, is, according to the informa-

tion, getting paid $56,000?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Reid: Why are the 11 employed by
the Ministry of Agriculture and Food getting,

approximately, an average of $60,000 in

salary?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Reid: Well that's the minister's infor-

mation, that's what he gave me.

Mr. Roy: It is embarrassing, eh?

Mr. Reid: Can the minister explain those

figures?

Mr. Singer: Yes, explain them.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I think the interpreta-
tion of the information is probably very in-

accurate. I'll have to look at the question as
it is placed before me and see if I can give
the member some more information.

Hon. A. Grossman (Provincial Secretary for

Resources Development): Take five per cent
off.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: However, I will say this

to the hon. gentleman: Whatever they are

doing, whatever they are being paid, he can
be sure they are worth it

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Reid: One quick supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: First of all, I woula fire the guy in

the Premier's office, tf I were the Premier.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary question.

Mr. Roy: He's doing a poor job.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Reid: Would the minister not agree—

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Reid: -that the $10.5 million that is

being paid to—

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The member for

Ottawa Centre.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES

Mr. Cassidy: A question of the Premier,
Mr. Speaker: Is the Premier aware that Algon-

quin College in Ottawa is making a con-

sidered decision not to accept first-year

students in the forthcoming academic year?
Is it government policy that community col-

leges should not accept first-year students for

a period of a year to solve their financial

problems?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am not

aware of it. I suggest that question should
be properly directed to the Minister of Col-

leges and Universities (Mr. Auld).

Mr. Givens: He is never here.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary: Would the

government take steps, if the community col-

leges have pared their budgets to the bone,
to ensure that no first-year student is refused
in September of this coming year?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am not

aware of this. As I say, the Minister of Col-

leges and Universities, I'm sure, would be

quite prepared to answer this questicHi.

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of Labour has

an answer to a question posed previously

by the member for St. George (Mrs. Camp-
bell).

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION BOARD

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Mr. Speaker, on Feb.
3 the hon. member for St. George asked:

(a) How many members of the task force

which studied the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Board have been hired since Septem-
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ber, 1973, and at what salary? (b) What
has P. S. Ross and Partners been paid on

the per diem basis since that time?

In answer to the first question, I wish to

report that the task force comprised three

members: Messrs. A. R. Aird of P. S. Ross

and Partners as dhairman; R. D. Johnston,

Deputy Minister of Labour; and Michael

Starr. As members know, Michael Starr was

appointed chairman of the board in Novem-

ber, 1973, at a salary of $37,800, and Mr.

Johnston has continued in his office of deputy
minister.

In regard to the second question, P. S.

Ross and Partners, upon completion of the

task force report for the Ministry of Labour,
was engaged by the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Board to assist in the implementation of

recommendations arising therefrom. For this

service the partnership has been paid a total

of $140,482.44, during the period Sept. 1,

1973, to Dec. 31, 1974. In addition, the part-

nership has been paid $2,240.18, which
amount is not included above. It was for

screening candidates for senior positions

recommended by the task force and for a

computer analysis of the board's investment

portfolio management programme.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Carleton

East.

Mr. Lewis: One hundred and forty thou-

sand dollars in 16 months. That's not bad.

HIGHWAYS 17 AND 417

Mr. P. Taylor: Thank you, IMr. Speaker.
A question of the Minister of Transportation
and Communications: Has he received a

letter from the Highway 17 committee over
the signature of Mr. Jean Gauthier and has

he read it and could he give us his impres-
sions of the statements made in that letter?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I cannot

specifically say I have received that letter. I

have received a number of letters from the
businessmen along old Highway 17. I have
no idea what the content may me.

Mr. P. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, by way of

supplementary, would the hon. Premier, to

whom this letter has been addressed, pass it

to the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications so that he can be up to date with
the feelings along Highway 17 about the
lack of action on signs?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, could I just
answer that question? I would say if the

hon. member were genuinely interested in

his constituents, it would be a simple matter

for him to send the letter over immediately
to the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications. Why doesn't he do it?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He can do that. Does
the Premier really have 10 PR officers? Why
is it no one understands him?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. P. Taylor: A question of privilege,

Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The oral ques-

tion period has now expired.

Mr. P. Taylor: On a question of privilege.

Mr. Speaker, I think you will appreciate that

as a member of this House I have expressed
in this House over the past couple of months

very real concern with the conduct of the

business of the House—

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Treasurer, Min-

ister of Economics and Intergovernmental

AflFairs): Why doesn't the member resign?

Mr. Sargent: The Treasurer resigned, and

now he's back in again. He should be

ashamed.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. P. Taylor: A moment ago I attempted
to-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. P. Taylor: A moment ago, sir, I raised

the matter of the conduct of this question

period, and in your response to my opening
statement on the question of privilege, you
laid the responsibility for the conduct of the

question period at the feet of the two leaders

of the opposition parties and the extent to

which they are permitted to question the

ministry. I ask, sir, as a matter of your

policy in conducting the question period in

this House, do you intend to allow the

ministry to run on ad infinitum in the answers

to those questions?

Mr. Speaker: I would suggest that that

question is as long as many of the answers

that were given today. As a matter of fact,

both questions and answers were a bit
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lengthy today. So there is not a point of

privilege.

The next order of business is petitions.

Presenting reports.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): Mr.

Speaker, I beg leave to present the final

report of the select committee on the utiliza-

tion of educational facilities.

It is with great pleasure that this commit-
tee tables its final report-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. I find it very
difficult to hear the hon. member who is

presenting his report.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Mcllveen: —which marks the end of
our work. As chairman, Mr. Speaker, I wish
to take this opportunity to express to you my
satisfaction with the sincere eflForts and gener-
ous support of my hon. colleagues in the
work of the committee in the presentation of
this final report. The committee has been
served throughout its life by a resourceful
staflF. We must acknowledge particularly the

support of Alex McFedries, clerk of the com-
mittee, and the work of Katherine Bladen,
as research director, Barbara Couks as com-
mittee co-ordinator, and Kay Shibuya as sec-

retary.

During our three years of work the com-
mittee has tried to meet with as many
organizations, groups and individuals as pos-
sible, to gather a wide variety of information
and ideas on the matters that we were to

study. We visited educational institutions and
held public meetings and hearings in many
centres throughout Ontario. On the basis of
these travels and discussions we prepared a
series of three interim reports dealing with
the specific areas of interest.

Our first interim report suggested strategies
for increasing community use of school facili-

ties and developing community involvement
and participation in the process of deciding
how local community resources, including
schools, should be used.

Our second interim report dealt with the

question of year-round use of educational
facilities and the development of year-round
educational programmes.

In our third interim report we centred our
attention on the development of an open
educational system for Ontario which would
be concerned with improving access to edu-
cational opportunities in the province and

achieving co-ordination of our educational

resources.

Mr. Speaker, in this final rep>ort, we have
chcsen to bring the recommendations of our
three interim reports together with the re-

actions and criticisms that have been made
of our work. We have used this response as

a means for refocusing on the areas of dis-

cussion in the interim reports that needed
refinement and/or re-examination. Therefore
we have included in this report, summaries
of the public response and the basis of these

comments, as well as of the study, and we
have made 43 final recommendations.

Mr. Speaker, I would like to indicate the

general questions and issues that have been
covered in these recommendations. They are

the development of community education in

Ontario, the increasing importance of leisure

in our lives, the planning and design of new
community and school facilities, accessibility
for the physically handicapped to community
and educational facilities. The issues also in-

clude falling enrolments and resultant surplus

space in schools, who pays for increased use

of schools, the need for community decision-

making, improved child care and development
programmes, utilization of community learn-

ing resources and the development of com-

munity learning opportunities, community
involvement in school programmes, year-
round educational programmes, and last but
not least, the open sector in Ontario.

Mr. Speaker, may I say in closing that we
have been gratified and excited by the inter-

est that has been shown in our work by a

wide range of individuals and organizations
across this province. I hope that our final

report will find favour with these people and
I look forward to seeing the implementation
of our proposal at an early date.

Before I close, our staflF is in the east

gallery. I also have to apologize to you, Mr.

Speaker, because there is a mistake in the

report. When it's addressed to you, you are

spelled "R-O-E". We will correct it.

Mr. Speaker: That will satisfy my Irish

blood.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Orders of the day.

THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing upon motion:
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Bill 181, An Act to establish the North

Pickering Development Corp.

Bill 190, An Act to amend the Environ-

mental Protection Act, 1971.

Clerk of the House: The fourth order,

House in committee of the whole.

ONTARIO LOTTERY CORP.

(concluded)

House in committee on Bill 191, An Act

to incorporate the Ontario Lottery Corp.

Mr. Chairman: When the committee rose

during our last session, Mr. Smith from

Nipissing had proposed an amendment:

That section 8, subsection a be amended

by striking out all the words after "corpora-
tion" in line 2 and substituting therefore

the words "in retail outlets operated by
the Liquor Control Board of Ontario and
in chartered banks and in all Province of

Ontario Savings oflBces . . ."

And prescribing the fees, commissions and
discount in such sales.

Is there any further discussion on the

amendment?

All those in favour of the amendment will

say "aye".

All those opposed will say "nay".
It is my opinion the "nays" have it, the

amendment is lost.

Are there any further comments, questions
or amendments on any further section in this

bill?

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): Yes, Mr.

Chairman, on section 9.

Section 8 agreed to.

On section 9:

Mr. R. S. Smith moves that section 9 of the
bill be amended by the addition of a comma
after the word "direct" in line five of section

9; and that the words "to be available" in

line five be struck out and replaced by the

words, "and the total of such funds shall be
used as directed in the estimates of the

ministry."

Mr. Chairman: Any discussion on the

amendment?

Mr. R. S. Smith: Mr. Chairman, the dis-

cussion has gone on right through the bill on
this specific point, so I think most of the

points have been covered. The amendment

is put forward to make it clear that the
funds collected, or shown as a net profit
from the lotteries, will be earmarked, for the

specific purposes the minister has indicated,
to those involved in those pursuits; to ensure
that it will be done.

The minister has indicated during the de-
bate that he feels the section does that now.
Most of us over here feel that in fact the
section does not earmark the funds and that

the funds could be used for other purposes
when section 9 is read in total. The amend-
ment is to tighten up the section perhaps, and
to make it mandatory that these funds be
used for the purposes which have been out-

lined previously in the statement made on
the introduction of the bill by the minister.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr. Chair-

man, since if the amendment is not accepted
the section will pass, I would like to make
a comment as to another manner in which
this perhaps could be dealt with.

If the words "to be available" are re-

placed by the four words "and shall be used,"
then I think it would assure anyone reading
the section that that earlier clause, "at such

times and in such manner as the Lieutenant

Governor-in-Council may direct," does, in

fact, amplify the payment into the consoli-

dated revenue fund and that all of these

funds will be used following the term "shall"

in the second line, so that there is clarity as

to the intention of the section.

During the debate on second reading, a

number of members commented with respect
to the drafting of this section. It would

appear that if the amendment suggested by
my colleague from Nipissing is acceptable, it

would go a long way to resolving the con-

cern that some of us had to ensure that the

matter would be dealt with clearly.

As I have said, Mr. Chairman, if the full

extent of my colleague's amendment is not

found satisfactory, I hope that at least the

minister will allow the insertion of the comma
to which my colleague has referred; and

perhaps consider the suggestion I have made,
which would be to replace those next three

words in the fifth line, which are now "to

be available," by the words "and shall be

used".

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for York-

view.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Chairman,

I'm afraid we can't support this amendment
because of the attitude which I took the

other day, and other members of this party
have taken. We felt this money should not
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be earmarked
specifically

for this kind of

activity. Our feeling is that if it's important
that wc have recreation and cultural activi-

ties in the Province of Ontario, they should

stand on their own feet and that this govern-
ment should make adequate provision for

these activities irrespective of whether or not

we have a lottery in Ontario. Because of that,

our feeling is that this amount should go into

consolidated revenue, as is suggested; but at

that point is should not be earmarked, it

should simply form part of consolidated

revenue. If we feel strongly that we should

have more recreational centres, more artistic

productions or more little theatre in the Prov-

ince of Ontario, then these things should be

undergirded irrespective of how successful

this lottery might be.

I can see the problem if the lottery should

fail. You then have an incredible expenditure
of $60 million in an attempt to get $40
million into the consolidated revenue fund;
and that expenditure will

likely go on, in

large measure, even though the lottery is not

fvdly successful. So if we drop to an income
of $80 million on the lottery, then it means
the prizes wall drop to $20 million or less;

and next we might have the minister saying
that since the lottery has not been successful

this time, we have to back down on our

support for recreation, or culture or whatever.

I just don't want the minister or this

government to have that kind of power or

leverage on the whole cultural development
of the Province of Ontario.

As far as we are concerned, we think the
amount which is realized by the lottery should

go into consolidated revenue, and that the
cultural and recreational activities of this

province should stand on their own feet; be-
cause they are important and because they
are part of the life of Ontario, they should
be supported on their own merit, regardless
of the lottery.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Kit-
chener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, I just want
to refer to the comment which has come
from the member for Yorkview. It would
appear that the member for Yorkview has
now decided that he and his colleagues should

oppose the section because of the earmarking
or the revenue. Perhaps unfortunately for

some of us, that was already decided when
the bill was debated in principle. I think that

at this point it is our hope, as it appears to

be his concern, that the money received shall

be used for the kinds of purposes which he
wishes to have.

It is diflficult, I would feel, to oppose the

amendment on those terms because the prin-

ciple has already been accepted by the House
that the money will be earmarked. I would

hope that in spite of the comments of the

member for Yorkview, the minister will still

find the amendment of some value.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Waterloo North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Chairman there is a point here that is very

difficult, I agree. I feel, and I am sure the

minister feels, there are many people in the

province to whom the idea of a provincial

lottery is not all that acceptable—although

they are not as numerous as they were five

years ago, when I would have included my-
self. The idea that a lottery is going to be

used to raise funds for the province doesn't

sit well with a lot of people. They think if

you want money, tax us and we will pay our

taxes as good citizens.

I could see through this thing right from

the start. The only reason this lottery Act is

tied into the Ministry of Culture and Recrea-

tion is to legitimize it in the eyes of certain

people within the province who otherwise

might not approve. I was
very

much surprised

that the minister admitted this in the House

the other day, but he did. He said, "Yes, that

is true." Well, if we are using this as a reason

to legitimize this lottery in the eyes of certain

people who would otherwise object to it, by

tying it in with the fact the proceeds from

it will be used for culture and sports, I think

we have to play honest and tie it in some

way. That's the way I feel. Basically speak-

ing, I don't like the idea of earmarking funds,

but you have to be honest about this thing.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. member for

Port Arthur wish to speak on the amendment
or the section?

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Thank you,

Mr. Chairman. I would just like to support

the comments of my colleague from York-

view. I agree with the dilemma that has been

put up by the previous speakers from the

Liberal Party, but there is the
very grave

danger. I know this minister wouldnt do it,

but he has been shifted out of his portfolio

over the last five years so frequently that we
don't know how long he is going to be in

this one and how long we can take his words

in good faith. It's the legislation that we have

to be concerned about. The legislation itself,

and the wording of the legislation, will govern

things in the province over the next few

years.
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Mr. Young: He likes the minister.

Mr. Foulds: Like my colleague from York-

\'iew, I am very loath to give any minister,

including the present one or any future one,
the out that they could say: "The lottery has

only garnered this much and, therefore, this

is all that we are giving to the development
of culture and recreation." With even the

slight rewordings that have been suggested,
a Scrooge-like interpretation of those word-

ings could use that as an excuse—not as a

basis in law, but as an excuse—for leaving, in

eflFect, the support of culture and recreation

in this province to chance. I would be un-

willing to do that. I've spoken on this matter

inniTmerable times in committee, in estimates

and in the House.

The private sector, in its contribution to

the development of the arts in this province,
has been shamefully low. The province, for-

tunately, over the last three to four years in

particular, has taken an increasing role and

responsibility, and has taken that increasing
role and responsibility in the form of financing
out of the consolidated revenue fund.

They have come up with this gimmick—
and it is, in my view, nothing more than a

gimmick—to get additional revenue. To that

much I'm agreeable; but I am not agreeable
to even coming close to allowing in the legis-

lation the possibility of the danger that the

support would be tied only to the funds
raised through the lottery. Therefore, I

strongly support my colleague from Yorkview,
and we would have to oppose the amendment
on this basis.

Mr. Chairman: Is there any further com-
ment on the amendment to the section?

Mr. R. S. Smith: Mr. Chairman, I would
just like to make one point clear, that neither
this amendment nor the section itself in any
way indicates that these will be the only
moneys that can be spent on culture or re-

creation or anything else, and I think it is

wrong for the previous speaker to indicate
that might be the case.

In fact, the minister has given an under-

taking to the House that next year this will

be in addition to the moneys that are already
spent in the present estimates. I don't think
the amendment curtails in any way what can
or cannot be spent on culture and receation
or the other areas that would be assisted by
this clause.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. minister wish
to comment on the amendment?

Hon. R. Welch (Minister of Culture and
Recreation): Mr. Chairman, I want to be help-

ful and I want to really indicate why I think

both of the suggested amendments, other

than the comma, might not be what you
really want. It would be quite easy to estab-

lish rules and regulations which would almost
establish these moneys as trust funds. But I

didn't think the Legislature would want to

establish any wording which would put the

ultimate appropriation of these funds beyond
the scrutiny of the Legislature. It should go
through the estimated process, and if there

is any point I was attempting to make the

other night it was that particular point.

I think we have some obligation, as the

ministry, to reflect upon those areas which
were entitled to some enrichment; to look

upon programmes where, perhaps, we should

be following some new initiatives; and to

present this to the House at estimate time in

the regular way that programme scrutiny is

carried out.

Mr. R. S. Smith: That's what the amend-
ment says.

Hon. Mr. Welch: No, the only question
about the amendment under the circum-

stances, among other things is that the word

"ministry" isn't defined in the Act. You talk

about this particular ministry, which confines

it.

There may well be other programmes or

recreation that, in fact, are part of the

government delivery system. The physical
recreation facilities would not necessarily fall

within the purview of this ministry, for ex-

ample, because all the parks programmes and
all the recreational programmes are not neces-

sarily here. I don't feel you really want to be
restrictive. So, I think for purposes of clari-

fication—and I speak to the member for

Kitchener—I would just be worried that a

year or two from now someone might start

interpretating his wording too strictly and
think in terms of this separate and apart from
the estimate process.

What I'm really pleading for is a consider-

ation of section 9 along these lines. The

comma, if it helps to clarify, is perfectly

legitimate. I think if it will help to clarify

the matter then let's put in the comma. What
I would like to suggest is that the section

be left the way it is, unless you want to

add after the word available "by appropria-

tion"; or some such words which would
relate it to the regular procedure.

But aside from the section, I was drawing
your attention the other night to what I

envisage. Two items in the 1974-1975 esti-

mates have already been carried by the

Legislature in the Social Development policy
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field; I direct attention particularly to pages
S20 and S36, whereby we talked in terms

of $51,492,000, now being the total for cul-

tural and general education in the Ministry
of Colleges and Universities. So there will

be some modification of that amount as to

the general education portion. On page S36
there is some $10,088,000, which is described

as the total for community services, being
subsidies and grants to community groups
and agencies.

Now tihese, plus other programmes, are

coming into the Ministry of Culture and
Recreation. It is our obligation to show you
that in the normal way—in the normal reve-

nue route through taxation—these programmes
will be maintained or modified, depending
on the mind of the Legislatm-e. There'll be
the natural appreciation or accretion to these

amounts that would come irrespective of a

lottery. The new initiative, the new em-
phasis—some of the things that perhaps
couldn't have been done another vs^y—would
in fact be attributable to the net proceeds
from the lottery, with the very firm state-

ment having been made that we are talking
about in addition to and not instead of,

which I think is very important.

I'm really trying to be helpful; I'm not

trying to be difficult on this amendment, but
I really feel, with some sensitivity to the
ultimate power of the Legislature in this

matter, that the minister has some obligation
to introduce these programmes in the normal
way through his estimates and then be able
to establish the facts for the purposes of this

House.

There will be the annual report of the

lottery corporation, which will be public
information. What the net proceeds are will

be quite well known, and I can't imagine
anyone considering the estimates of this

ministry or any ministry related to recreation
without asking for some accounting with res-

pect to the distribution of those funds as set

out in the annual report of the lottery cor-

poration and further manifestation in the
estimates with respect to the amounts.

So I really say to you that I would prefer,
unless—and I just caution you about putting
in words that may weU be interpreted as

simply saying that these amounts really are

beyond legislative scrutiny. I tell you quite

truthfully, I don't want to be placed in a

position, as the minister—people accuse me
of this motivation and I don't want it—to
have complete control, as a single minister,
over the distribution of these particular pro-
ceeds. It has got to go through this particular

process.

I suggest to you that your particular word-

ing does not do anything to improve upon
what's already there or to further clarify our

intention.
•

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): May I just

make a comment? I appreciate very much
the fact that you don't want to be burdened
with the specific distribution of these funds,
but you are going to be burdened with the

specific distribution of these funds.

Hon. Mr. Welch: That's not true, you
know.

Mr. Bullbrook: I believe it to be true.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I am simply saying it is

not true.

Mr. Bullbrook: I believe it to be true.

Correct me then. Who is going to make the

value judgements? We are not going to make
the value judgements, you are, as the min-

ister; that's your responsibility.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Ultimately it is like every

programme of government that comes in

here; the Legislature accepts the responsi-

bility, ultimately.

Mr. Bullbrook: I know, that is the very

point I am making. We accept the resjKJnsi-

bility for appropriating the funds to your

ministry under general headings for specific

distribution. You make the value judgements
and you are going to be doing so.

I want to talk about this. As I understand

the purpose of it—and perhaps I'm not grasp-

ing your explanation, but here we have in

effect an hiatus as I see it. Our looking at

the report of the Ontario Lottery Corp. will

just show us an expenditure of their net

revenues over to the consolidated revenue

fund. That's all it will show. All right? Now
if you continue with the use of the words

"to be available," as I understand my col-

league from Nipissing, his concern is that un-

less you decided to use these funds, they don't

come before us in your estimates, because

only if you have appropriated them for public

use are they going to come before us for

scrutiny and debate.

The problem is that when you use the

words "to be available" it puts no obligation

upon you to use the funds, therefore giving
us the enjoyment that you so truly and rightly
want to give us. As I understand it, this is

why he is very much worried about it. He's

worried about the fact that the government
has the responsibility of making a judgement
as to whether the funds will be used. If

they are just going to be available and they
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are not used, we are never going to have

anything to do with debating them.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I don't perceive that

happening.

Mr. R. S. Smith: The point I would like

to make is that the minister says he wants
to make sure they go in the estimates. If he
reads the amendment that I put forward, I

say specifically that the money should be
made available to the estimates. Maybe the

Chairman will read it again and that would
clear up the whole question, because you say

you want to get it in the estimates. The
amendment says you have to put it in the

estimates; and that is what we want to do.

We are both trying to do the same thing. If

)'Ou leave the section as it is now, we are not

going to accomplish that.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I disagree. Tm quite

happy to live with the section the way it is,

with the addition of the comma for purposes
of clarification.

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps we can deal with
the comma first. I understand that the minis-

ter is agreeable and the members of the

House are agreeable to add the comma in—

Hon. Mr. Welch: Are you going to divide

on the comma?

Mr. Chairman: —line five, section 9, after

the word "direct."

Amendment agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Let's deal then with Mr.
Smith's amendment:

That section 9 of Bill 191 be amended
by the addition of the comma after the

word "direct" in line five of section 9; and
that the words "to be available" in line five

be struck out and replaced by the words
"and the total of such funds shall be used
and directed in the estimates of the minis-

try.

All those in favour of the amendment will

please say "aye."

All those opposed will please say "nay."
In my opinion, the "nays" have it. The

amendment is lost.

Mr. BuUbrook: I think you are right. It

is 9 to 4.

Mr. R. M. Johnston (St. Catharines):

Democracy in action.

Mr. Chairman: I declare section 9 carried

with the one minor amendment.

Section 9, as amended, agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Section 9, Mr. Chairman,
is carried with a comma.

Mr. Chairman: With a comma! Are there

any further comments, criticism or amend-
ment to any other section of the bill?

Sections 10 to 14, inclusive, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Shall the bill be reported?

Agreed.

Bill 191, as amended, agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Welch moves the committee rise

and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee

of the whole House begs to report one bill

with two amendments and asks for leave to

sit again.

Report agreed to.

THIRD READING

The following bill was given third reading

upon motion:

Bill 191, An Act to incorporate the Ontario

Lottery Corp.

MUNICIPAL ACT

Mr. Beckett, on behalf of Hon. Mr. Mc-

Keough, moves second reading of Bill 182,

An Act to amend the Municipal Act.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Perhaps

there are some comments the parliamentary

assistant would wish to make first, Mr.

Speaker?

Mr. R. B. Beckett (Brantford): Yes, Mr.

Speaker, I would appreciate that opportunity.

I would like to inform the House that it is

the government's intention to introduce a

number of amendments to Bill 182. Most of

these amendments are minor in nature and

relate to the date of the coming into force

of various sections.

One amendment of particular significance,

however, should be noted. That amendment,

which is a new matter, increases the authority

of municipalities to make grants. Presently,

municipal authority to grant moneys to any

organizations or persons must be specifically

provided for in the Municipal Act. This has
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caused serious problems where municipalities
had wished to fund worthy organizations not

referred to in the Act.

This amendment would authorize munici-

palities to make grants which councils consider

to be in the best interests of the municipali-
ties and will result, therefore, in the continua-

tion and establishment of many needed or-

ganizations which provide services, such as

homes for emotionally disturbed children and

community information centres. There will

be other amendments which I would beg
leave to submit during the consideration of

the bill in committee of the whole House,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Waterloo
North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Speaker, as the parliamentary assistant has

indicated, he must have been saving amend-
ments to the Municipal Act for a good long
time to come up with this many all in one
bill. There is really no general principle to

the bill, but there are various things about

which I would like to make comment.

The first part, Mr. Speaker, simply allows

an improvement district of 500 population now
to declare itself either a township or a village,
which I suppose has some implications more
or less of the future status of that munici-

pality. And then there is the carrying on of

the bylaws when a municipality merges with
another municipality.

The next part deals with the county now
being allowed to be the debenturing agency
for other municipalities within the county. I

suppose the reason for that is that the county
would undoubtedly get a better rate on the

money market when it issues a debenture loan
than would a small township within the

county. So, that would certainly seem to make
good sense.

No ministerial approval is required now
for a municipality to set up a sinking fund,
and there are changes regarding the issuing
of debentures in either Great Britain or US
currencies. Ministerial approval is no longer
required, but these funds must be kept
separate if there is any premium. I suppose
it would be used later in the paying of the
interest on the premium fund, or if there is

any change in the evaluation of that par-
ticular dollar.

The province, Mr. Speaker, is moving
slowly in the right direction along the lines

of allowing municipalities to receive or charge
certain institutions held by the Crown in the

right of the Province of Ontario within its

boundaries, to charge them certain amounts
in lieu of taxes. We have had legislation re-

garding the students at the universities. We
have had legislation regarding inmates in the

provincial correctional institutions, and that

definition is now expanded to allow a $50

levy per year against training schools within

the municipality, as well as facilities for the

mentally retarded. So that will help the tax

base somewhat. We have been promised, for

as long as I have been in this House, that the

province intends to move more and more
towards providing the proper taxation grant
in lieu of taxes for those institutions which
are provincial in nature and lie within the

municipality. So, now we have another few
added to the list.

It's difficult to figure out what percentage
the $50 grant would be of the taxes that

would normally be levied by the municipality
if the full assessment were made. I can re-

member when the grant at the University of

Waterloo was $25 per student. For the city,

it represented about 19 per cent of what the

taxes would be if they were taxed at the

regular assessment.

However, this is another step in the long
succession of grants that are paid by the

province to the municipalities. These pay-
ments in lieu of taxes would of course affect

the equalized assessment base of that muni-

cipality when it comes to them paying their

levy to a higher level of government, and the

allocation of this money within the munici-

pality for levying purposes would be on the

basis of the regular tax base.

The matter of levies on telephone com-

panies is changed somewhat so that a muni-

cipality now can collect on calls, as I under-

stand this—

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): On a point
of order, Mr. Speaker, there is no quorum.

Mr. Speaker: Would the Clerk check for a

quorum, please?

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Why don't

the Tories start doing their job around here

and get a quorum in?

Clerk of the House: Mr. Speaker, there are

15 members present.

Mr. Speaker ordered that the bells be rung
for four minutes.

Mr. Speaker: We now have a quorum. The
hon. member may continue.

Mr. Good: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. The
five per cent taxation on gross receipts will
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now include calls generated by the telephone

company within that municipality, but as I

understand it, there is some arrangement

whereby the kickback of funds from other

telephone companies on long distance calls

will now be applicable to taxation within the

municipality; which I suppose is a fairer and
more equitable way of doing it.

I am a little concerned, Mr. Speaker, as

to why the provisions of taxing the gross

receipts of the telephone companies under

2,000 phones—which were at three per cent

and then four per cent and were to go up
to five per cent in 1975—have been left at

the four per cent rate, and that has been
extended now to 1975 and 1976. Evidently

they must have been in some kind of financial

trouble and asked for this concession. The

municipalities would certainly wonder, I sup-

pose, why they have to cut back their taxa-

tion, which was formerly allowed under the

old statute, by this amendment. I would like

to hear a reply from the parliamentary assist-

ant on that particular point.

Ministerial approval is no longer needed
for the setting of reserves, but a vote of two-
thirds of council will serve the same purpose,
and any reserve, of course, must be used
for the purpose for which it was originally

designated.
The method by which municipalities may

invest on the short-term market money which
is not needed immediately is broadened to

some extent. I have spoken to various muni-

cipal treasurers around the province and they
rely a great deal on the investment of money
derived from interim taxes, levies that are
made even before the mill rate has been set.

When the expenditures of a municipality for

that year are very low, probably just pa>TolI
and very little else, the investment of those
funds generates a considerable amount of
additional revenue for that municipality. The
broadening of the purposes and the places in

which they can invest is, I am sure, welcomed
by the municipalities.

The investment of surplus funds procured
from debentures—I suppose they float a de-
benture for a certain project and then if the

project is not completed payment would not
be required immediately—is also allowed and
provided for, with the condition, of course,
that that money be returned to the debenture
account. OlFhand, I don't see here what would
happen to the interest on that money that has
been invested when it is debenture money.
Because the money so invested is returned to
the account, I would presume the interest

from it could go into the general revenues
of the municipality. Perhaps the parliamentary
assistant could clear up that problem for me.

The imposing of fire routes on private prop-

erty by municipal bylaw is something which
I always thought could be done. Maybe it

was done under another Act—the Fire

Marshals Act or something—but I know there

have been times in my constituency, when the

fire chief had authority, I thought, to have
cars towed away on roads which were desig-
nated as fire routes on the private property
of shopping plazas. While it is private prop-
erty, the "No Parking" signs were not being
adhered to, and the statement was made that

these were fire routes and if a fire ever

occurred in that shopping plaza, the fire

trucks could not get in. I understand tickets

were issued and cars were even towed away.
Maybe this is a clarification of that, and per-

haps I am mistaken in believing that that had

always existed.

Another section, Mr. Speaker, deals with

the sale of industrial land and money from

that sale can now be used for purposes other

than that land without ministerial approval;
or three-quarters the vote of the council in-

stead of the minister's approval would be re-

quired for using that money for other pur-

poses.

Then we have a section here, rather a

lengthy section, dealing with the whole mat-

ter which has been discussed in this Legis-

lature on numerous occasions, and that is

the licensing and the assessing and taxation

of mobile homes or house trailers.

A rather ambiguous situation has devel-

oped in the province, Mr. Speaker. Normally,

municipalities license mobile homes under

this section of the Municipal Act, and the

assessors did not bother to assess, nor did the

municipalities tax, the mobile homes. Some

bright assessors a few years ago got the

idea that, under the terms of the Assessment

Act, when they deal with real property it

included mobile homes.

That decision was upheld in court, with

the result that we had the situation where
the municipality was levying a $20 licence

fee on that home per month, which they
were allowed to do under the Municipal Act,

and the assessor was making his assessment

stick under the Assessment Act. So the mu-

nicipality then was obliged to levy a tax rate

and a mill rate against that assessment.

I brought this to the attention of the min-

ister in the House about a year ago this

spring, and he said it was not their intention

to double tax and they would be looking
into it. Since then I have had conversation

and correspondence with the ministry and the

amendiments are now here to deal with the

problem.
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Mr. Speaker, I think many municipalities
were labouring under a misapprehension
when they thought that mobile homes were
not paying their fair share of taxation. And
even if they were paying their fair share of

taxation, many municipalities did not want,
and still do not want, mobile homes. Rather
than make their prejudices known, they al-

ways blamed' it on the fact that the imits

didn't generate taxation.

I have said in this House and I have said

to councils within my own area at $20 per
month many mobile homes were generating
more revenue than some three-room apart-
ments in apartment buildings. In any event,
this didn't seem to influence too many mu-
nicipalities. Then, by doing a little research,
Mr. Speaker, I was able to show one munic-
ipality that they were better oflF financially
by having a mobile home unit within their

boundaries.

First of all, each mobile home was gen-
erating revenue of $20 a month or $240 a
year to the municipality. This municipality
is an area government within a regional
government. Now the levy, or the taxation
from the area government to the region, is

based on the equalized weighted assessment.
The assessment on that particular mobile
home park is very low. Therefore, the levy
to the region would be comparably of a low
nature. But there is where the paradox comes
in. The grants coming back to that munic-
ipality are on a per capita basis under the
Municipal Unconditional Grants Act. So they
are getting large grants because they are on
a per capita basis, and they are paying a
small levy to the region because they are on
an assessment basis.

So I was never convinced that municipal-
ities were financially worse off by virtue of
having mobile homes within their boundaries,
even if a considerable number of school chil-
dren were involved. Because the same thing

if
*r"® *o ^^^ levy of that mum'cipality to

J ^v.
°°^ ^^^^ ^^ °" ^" assessment base,

and the grants from the province came back
on a per pupil basis. So I was never con-
vinced.

Now we find that under this particular
amendment the licensing procedure will be
eliminated, and municipalities may license
trailers presently in the municipality and
charge a licence fee up to $20 a month. The
amendments exempts the trailers assessed
under the Assessment Act in order to avoid
the duplication involved in paying both the
licence fee and municipality taxes in respect
of the trailers. So in those municipalities

where they have accepted the assessment on

those trailers, and they are charging them
taxes on that assessment, I understand they
vnW no longer be able to license them.

From what I have been able to find out

in my own area, I know the municipality is

going to need revenue under the taxing ar-

rangements. Mr. Speaker, I don't think the

people living in mobile homes expect to pay
less tax than anyone else. They want to pay
their way. This has been the argument given

by many people who have approached me
as to why they can't establish additional

mobile home parks closer to the built-up

areas of the province. They have always said:

"We want to pay our own way but that type
of life suits us better."

Retired people can get into a really nice

mobile home for $10,000, $12,000 or $15,000,

instead of having to pay $30,000 or $40,000

for a home. People whose work takes them

from one part of the province to another

certainly like that way of life. But the mu-

nicipalities have generally resisted them.

If there is a loss of revenue, there is pro-

vision in the bill that a refund of licence fee

will be paid if a particular unit has been

assessed and taxed. There is also provision

that the province can reimburse a munic-

ipality for loss of revenue when the taxation

rate does not equal the licensing fees. The

provision here is quite clear, I think, in that

the owner must apply for that refund of

licensing. That's something that may cause

a few problems if owners are not aware of

the fact that they have to apply, but I sup-

pose word will get around quite quickly in

that regard. The minister also can pay a

municipality for lost revenue.

There is an interesting section in this bill,

Mr. Speaker, which I hope will clear up the

problem that has existed' with taxis at the

Toronto International Airport. It provides

that cabs licensed in Mississauga will not

have exclusive rights at the Toronto Interna-

tional Airport and that others not governed

by these municipal bylaws may also serve

people at the airport. I hope this corrects

once and for all, the situation that has existed

for a good many years at the airport.

The maximum $2 licence fee on itinerant

salesmen now is removed and the munic-

ipality now may pass bylaws granting per-

mits to construct over public roads and

streets. I presume, this will correct situations

like the Sparks St. Mall in Ottawa, where
there were problems because they wanted to

build certain things \\athin what was a per-

manent mall but what was still designated
as a street.
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The section should' also correct the prob-

lems that have resulted in sidewalk sales

being illegal in the province, as I under-

stand it, although I'm not sure. I'd be in-

terested to know if this section will correct

that situation, because the merchants in most

municipalities of the province have been

holding sidewalk sales up and down their

main streets and, as I understood it, they

were illegal because there were no provi-

sions in the Municipal Act to allow them.

I would think this section should take care

of that.

The method of financing county councils

is overhauled so that they now will be
allowed to make interim installment levies

of taxation. There is one point here which
I am not quite in favour of. If a municipality
within the county is late in its payment to

the county or is in default, interest will be

paid on that late instalment. Then there is

provision in another matter where the OMB
can hear apoeals on these levies. If the OMB
decision upholds the fact that the levy from
a township to the county council was too

great and it was going to have some portion
of money refunded, I don't see any provision
where the county would have to pay interest

on that overpayment that was designated as

overpayment after an appeal had been made
to the OMB. At least, I couldn't find it.

I think that should work both ways. If the

county is going to charge interest for late

instalments, I think they should also pay
interest if they have been overcharging a

municipality within the county and that mu-
nicipality has filed an appeal with the OMB
and has had its decision upheld. It is just
a point which I think I'd like to hear clar-

ified.

Then there is a long section here regarding
the poor municipal clerks and all the work
whidh they have to do, which, in my view,
should be done bv the assessment depart-
ment. It's UD to the clerk now to get the
school STiDport lists in order. He has to in-

clude the assessment roll number on them.

Among other things he has to do is verify
the owners on a tax sale list where they list

the properties that are going to be put up
for tax sales. The clerk has to verifv those
now in a new form and the fee that the
clerk dharge.s on that may now be set by
bylaw and not necessarily just be the $2 fee

which it was before.

In the section dealing with refunds, can-

cellations and return of taxation by a mu-

nicipality in such cases where a house is

burned down or torn down and there would

be a refimd, provision is now made that it

applies to mobile homes as well.

In all, Mr. Speaker, I'm sure these are

needed amendments, and probably amend-

ments that municipalities have been asking

for. I would appreciate if the parliamentary

assistant could comment on those questions

of which I was uncertain.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-

view.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Speaker,

this bill is certainly a hodge-podge of

amendments to the Municipal Act which are

very difficult to deal with as a matter of

principle. I suppose the general principle

that is outlined here is that there shall be

amendments to the (Municipal Act, and there's

not much more than that. I don't plan to do

what the member for Waterloo North has

just done. He has gone through the bill very

adequately. I don't think I disagree very

much with that he has said, but we may
have some comments from time to time

during the committee stage.

But there are a few things. I think that

one of the good thmgs that has been done

here is, in effect, the abolition of the im-

provement districts and making the figure

500 and up for the new townships. This is

something that the member for Thunder

Bay (Mr. Stokes) has been talking about for

some years. He'll have a word to say about

that later and I don't intend to dwell on

it right now. I presume this is simply a

transitional phase because as regional gov-

ernments are set up these small townships

will disappear into the regional government.

Certainly it looks as if it's a good move now,

because all too often these improvement

districts are simply little fields of the prov-

incial government or the local corporation

that may be exploiting resources.

The general tenor of this bill seems to be

a reversal of the trend which has been going

on for many years, and which the minister

and his predecessors have been trying to

dhange; that is, for a long time we saw the

gradual erosion of the powers of munic-

ipalities. Over the period from the Baldwin

Act until a couple of years ago, we saw how

those almost independent municinalities grad*-

ually became the property of the provincial

government because more and more of the

powers of those municipalities were taken

over, because they were not large enough to

exercise those powers, and they could not

provide the resources to set up the staffs and

the technology to meet the present age. So

we have seen the province assume more and
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more of that responsibility over the years.

This is something many of us from time to

time have remarked upon at great length in

this House.

But now, in the last period of time, we
have seen a reversal of that—particularly as

we have got more and more regional govern-
ments. The government has seen fit to restore

certain powers to the municipalities, and that

is all to the good. I think the more indepen-
dence we give, particularly to the regional

governments, the better. And while the

smidler municipalities may not yet be in a

position to assume much of that power, at

least they are being given what little power
they can exercise with some degree of skill.

So that a good deal of this Act is looking
toward that particular change of respon-

sibility, and we agree that it is a good thing
to do.

One thing that 'has concerned me for a

lone time is the fiasco with the cab situation

at Toronto International Airport. At one time
we had a very efficient service there—with the

airport taxi service—when one company had
the monopoly. While I realize that this bill

doesn't deal with this in any adequate fash-

ion, it does give other people, besidte Missis-

sauga, some control. And it does end part of
the cab war that we have seen.

In recent days we have gone into the

ST^at scramble for business out there. When
I get into a cab I notice that the dispatcher
puts his hand out to the driver, and the
driver deposits part of the fare into the dis-

patcher's hand. Cab drivers tell me that

this is the usual practice; that they have had
to share with the dispatchers if they ex-

pect to get business at all. This system did

not exist when one cab company had the

franchise, and it*s an introduction I am very
sorry to see.

If I can enlarge on this for a moment,
Mr. Speaker, the cab drivers who used to

drive for the franchise company recently
formed their own organization, set up theii

own dispatching system and are in uniform

now, and doing a good part of the driving
from the International Airport. Perhaps a

more healthy situation is being restored. I

agree with this particular section of the bill,

but I would hope that we can go a good
deal farther, and that eventually we can

restore a good deal more order to that situ-

ation.

The fixed date for the last day for assess-

ment complaints disturbs me. I think uni-

formity is what we are striving for in the

administration of our municipal governments

but I can see where some municipalities may
have difficulty in meeting this deadline, which
is set as the second Friday in November. I'd

like to hear the minister, or the assistant,

justify this. Perhaps he can give us good
reasons why that should be done.

The member for Ottawa Centre (Mr.

Cassidy), who is occupied in committee to-

day, asked me to express to the ministry
certain reservations which he had about part
of this bill. He wasn't sure that he understood

the complete meaning of it, I'll simply read

the notes which he left with me to have

placed on Hansard, Mr. Speaker.

He says that the sections on equalized
assessment on the shares paid by municipali-
ties to meet county expenses should be ex-

plained by the minister. There seems to be

no reference to the method of calculating

payments by area municipalities to county
school boards. This is a serious problem in

the Ottawa area. Gloucester township is

facing a liability of $950,000 because the

Carleton county school board did not take

into account Gloucester's federal grant in lieu

of assessment in calculating the township's
share of school board costs. The board was

working on the ministry's directives, but

these were overturned on an appeal to the

OMB, and cabinet has not rejected Glouces-

ter's appeal from the OMB decision. What
is needed from Gloucester is clarification of

how grants in lieu of assessment should be

handled by school boards and compensation
for its taxpayers for the $950,000 liability

which accrued because of local officials fol-

lowing the directives of Queen's Park. Now,

perhaps we will have some clarification of

this when we get the ministerial answer to

the whole problem.

Some of the other members of this caucus

have a word or two to say on aspects of the

bill. We don't feel that it solves many of

the basic problems of our municipal govern-
ments today. Certainly, we should be look-

ing more and more to a speed-up of regional

government which this government seems

now to have slowed down. But with that

there should be proper undergirding of

fiscal resources, which we have already men-

tioned many times here.

I would hope that we don't think—and I

don't think the minister does think—that this

is a solution to the whole problem of muni-

cipal government today. However, by and

large we agree with the general changes
that are outlined in this bill and we will

have a bit more to say at a later date.
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Mr. Speaker: The member for Windsor-
Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Mr. Speaker, I am going to make a few com-
ments on the bill—I'll be very short—and

express the concern of my own community
and commend the ministry for having taken

it into consideration and eventually resolved

the problem.

The section of the bill that I first would
like to make comment on, Mr. Speaker, is

section 14. This gives municipalities the right
to designate private roadways and fire routes

and to prohibit the parking of vehicles thereon.

I can recall back in the early 1960s being
asked by the municipality to encourage the

government to come along and introduce

legislation that would control the problem.
The municipality was always of the impres-
sion that they did not have the authority. If

I am not mistaken, at one time they had a

bill before the private bills committee seek-

ing that type of authority. It was denied,

because they said it should have been in gen-
eral legislation, rather than going into spe-
cific legislation.

Now the ministry has seen fit to designate
the power to designate private roadways so

that the municipality can ticket illegal park-
ers—parkers on private shopping plazas. It's

nothing unusual to go into a shopping plaza
in almost any community and find cars parked
where it says, "No parking; fire route"—be-

cause it is the closest area to the entrance of

a building. Under this legislation the muni-

cipalities will have the authority to designate
such areas and to have tickets issued in viola-

tion of the municipal bylaw.

The next area, Mr. Speaker, that concerns

me a bit—and it is the name that really con-

cerns me—and that is the use of the name
"trailer" for accommodations. These are mo-
bile homes. I know in the definition section

a mobile home may be designated as a "trail-

er" but I think this is downgrading a sub-

stantial and important type of housing.

I think the definition should be changed.
I think we should call a mobile home a

mobile home, and designate the trailer differ-

ently. What we looked upon as being a

trailer in the old days was something that

trailed behind a vehicle and did not have all

of the conveniences that you find in what

today is referred to as a mobile home. Any-
one who lives in a mobile home park is very
highly insulted in having his accommodation
called a "trailer." It's almost the same as

calling some individual's accommodation a

slum, and one shouldn't do that.

Mobile home living is substantial living, it's

good living. It provides accommodations for

a large percentage of our populaton. In the
future it will provide a much greater per-

centage of accommodation to the people. In

fact, if I am not mistaken, approximately 60

per cent of the accommodations under $15,-
000 built in the last year in the United
States were mobile home accommodations, so
1 would like to see the ministry look into

the changing of the name from trailer and,

especially where it refers to a mobile home,
to have it referred to as a mobile home.

The only other section that I would like

to bring to the minister's attention is section

19, which now permits municipalities to have
sidewalk sales and other business ventures of

that nature. It was only last year in the

private bills committee that my own com-

munity asked for permission to conduct such
sales and was denied that, simply because
the ministry thought that should have been
in general legislation. The city of Toronto
was given permission to have the mall in the

downtown area as an afterthought, when
pressure was applied by the members of the

local council. I think it is a forward step
to allow municipalities to regulate, control

and license these ventures. My community
hesitated to permit such obstructions being
placed on sidewalks and in roads because of

the insurance coverage, and I think now that

there is general legislation that will solve the

problem.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Do any other hon. members
wish to speak to this? The member for

Wentworth.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. I will be extremely brief about

it.

There is very little to oppose in the bill.

The thing that bothers me about the bill is

that while every single section is no doubt

somewhat of an aggravation to some munic-

ipalities across the province, and is, indeed,

a reflection of the government's response to

questions raised by municipalities and by
members of the Legislature over the last

while about particular matters, it worries

me that at a time when municipalities are

faced with major cost inflation we are playing
around the fringes with changes like this to

the Municipal Act. I don't quite understand

why the government hasn't begun the proc-

ess of rewriting the Municipal Act to bring
it into touch with the actual needs of mu-

nicipalities and to provide within it a much
more substantial access to provincial funding.
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The changes that are made are fine. On
the matters dealing with the levy against

telephone companies one might question why
it was staged in the way it was between
1973 and 1974, and why the government
found it necessary to levy different per-

centages on smaller companies in those par-
ticular years. One can question all kinds of

things, such as the right to raise the levy in

a number of different areas, but I think,

quite frankly, that these things, though they

might he important in their own right, don't

begin to deal with what is the major prob-
lem of municipalities across the Province of

Ontario, and that is that they are going to

be faced in the next year with a tremendous

appreciation of cost; that the cost of pro-

viding the services that are currently being
provided in the majority, if not in all, mu-
nicipalities right across the province is going
to rise by a substantial amoimt.

I would have thought that since this is

now the month of February of 1975 and most

municipalities are currently in the midst of

determining what their budgetary require-
ments are going to be for the year 1975-1976,
this government might have been in a posi-
tion in February to tell them that there are

going to be substantial additional amounts
of money made available to them for gen-
eral municipal purposes in order that they
can meet their legitimate obligations without

imposing additional hardship on the residen-
tial ratepayers.

I think that's what aggravates me about
the kind of legislation that is brought in by
the government. Nobody questions the need
for these amendments, but they should be
part of a total package dealing with not only
these rather incidental matters but also deal-

ing with some of the major problems con-

fronting the municipalities in this province.
The government seems to think that all it

need do in order to satisfy the requirements
for sitting from time to time is to bring in
amendments of this type.

How are we going to make available to

municipalities their fair share of the addi-
tional revenues that have been derived by
this government as a result of the inflationary
spiral; an inflationary spiral which I might
say is affecting their performance and the

possibility of them being able to provide the
level of service that their residents right-
fully expect from them? And I think that's
what we could have expected in this.

The other thing that bothers me is that not
too long ago I raised with the ministry the
problem of the position of solicitors with
regard to their rights to a hearing. I put a

private member's bill on the order paper and
asked that the Municipal Act be amended to

give solicitors the same rights with regard
to a hearing in the event that they were
to be fired as is given to engineers, clerks and
other personnel within the municipality.
Given the nods of approval that I got from
a number of the government members, in-

cluding the then minister—now Minister of

Housing (Mr. Irvine)—charged with the re-

sponsibility of administering of municipal
affairs, I had exi>ected that that might come
forth in an amendment to The Municipal
Act.

I know the hon. member for Samia (Mr,

Bullbrook) knows, as I do, that the city
solicitor in the city of Hamilton suffered a

great deal of aggravation and embarrassment
not so long ago at the hands of certain

council members who attempted to down-
grade his position in a personal vendetta, and
he needfed the protection of The Municipal
Act. He desperately needed that protection
to ensure that he would have in law the

right of a hearing, and he doesn't have it.

When I raised it with the member for

Grenville-Dundas, now the Minister of Hous-

ing, and asked whether they might consider

permitting the private member's bill to go
through, the first reaction I got was, "yes,"

they were prepared to accept it. It was only
after they realized the legal consequences
of allowing an opposition member's bill to

pass that they decided not to go ahead
with it.

But I did anticipate that that would be
contained in an Act to amend the Municipal
Act, to ensure that no other solicitor acting
on behalf of any municipal corporation would
be forced to endure the kind of embarrassing
situation that was thrust upon the city so-

licitor in the city of .Hamilton.

I would like to ask the parliamentary assist-

ant to the Treasurer (Mr. McKeough) whether
or not any discussion was ever undertaken
with regard to ensuring that the same pro-
tection now afforded to other top officials

in municipalities will be afforded to the top

legal adviser in municipalities. I think it's

necessary; I think it's common sense. I'm

disappointed, frankly, that it isn't contained

in this bill. I had anticipated that it would

be, and I frankly think that it should be.

I wish that the government at some point
could set its mind to putting into order the

Municipal Act so that it reflects the needs of

today's municipalities, and that it stops bring-

ing in, in dribs and drabs, all kinds of minor

amendments year after year. Surely to good-
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ness it's not too much of a problem for the

government, with the Ministry of Treasury,
Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs,

given the vast numbers of people that it has

at its disposal, to sit down and to try to

bring into the 20th century an Act which has

been amended and amended and amended,
but has never been rewritten, in an attempt
to provide a proper kind of legislation for

municipalities to operate within.

I sincerely hope that the parliamentary
assistant will take back to the minister—I

couldn't remember if he was Minister with-

out Porfolio or parliamentary assistant. It

really doesn't seem to make a heck of a lot

of difference.

Mr. J. E. BuIIbrook (Sarnia): Oh, it does,
it makes about $10,000 worth of difference.

That's an appreciable difference, isn't it?

Mr. Deans: Well, in terms of dollars, it's

a big thing.

I hope that he will take back to the minis-
ter the need to spell out clearly what the
intentions of the government are (a) with

regard to the funding, and (b) with regard
to ensuring that the Act is gone over, if

need be, by one of the standing committees,
and getting representation from those who
are knowledgeable in municipal affairs, in an
effort to try and make sure that all of the
sections of the Act are in keeping with the
needs of municipalities in the more modem
society of 1975.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-
der Bay.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Mr.
Speaker, I have a few words to add to the
debate on Bill 182. I am going to confine

my remarks
specifically to section 1 of the

bill, which is a provision which I have ad-
vocated. It is something about which I have
been

cajoling successive Ministers of Munic-
ipal Affairs, Ministers of Treasury, Economics
and Intergovernmental Affairs, Ministers
without Portfolios, parliamentary assistants
and civil servants for the past six years. The
purpose of my cajoling and urging them was
simply to allow communities of less than
1,000 population to be erected into townships.We have many of them in northern Ontario
and because of the limitations under section
10 of the existing Act, it was impossible for
them to do without bringing in a special piece
of legislation into this House.

It was done in the case of several smaller

communities, unorganized communities, in
the past which allowed them to seek erection
either into a village or a township, but it

required a special Act of this Legislature.
With an amendment to section 11, I guess
it is, of the Municipal Act, it is possible for

communities of less than 1,000 population
to be erected into a township rather than

having the status of an improvement district

board where there wasn't responsive or re-

sponsible government, inasmuch as they were
officials appointed by the existing minister

or someone who was under his direction.

This is a tremendous step forward. It has

been a long time coming. It will provide

many communities throughout the province,
and particularly in my riding, with an oppor-

tunity for the first time to have some control

over their own destiny. Not only will it pro-

vide an opportunity for people living in those

communities to be more responsible with

regard to their own needs, but I think that

those who are charged with the responsibility
for municipal government will of necessity
have to be more responsive to the specific and

unique needs of those particular mimicipalities.

I think the time has long since gone when

people in a community have to be guided, led

and directed by somebody who is elected by
a minister of this government or any other

government for that matter. I think that

what has aggravated the situation even more

was that some of the elected officials who
were charged with the responsibility for the

affairs under an improvement district board

did not necessarily have to reside within that

jurisdiction. In fact, many of them didn't

even reside in the jurisdiction but had a fair

degree of control and say in the day-to-day
affairs of those communities that had an

improvement district board as the only munic-

ipal body to deal with the various ministries

of this government down here in Queen's

Park.

It has been a long time coming. It is

something, as I say, that I have advocated, I

think, almost since I came into this House

about seven years ago. I do hope that the

parliamentary assistant will impress upon offi-

cials within the ministry that they should

proceed with all possible haste to assist, to

advise and to guide these municipalities so

that they too can take their rightfid place in

the social and economic life of the province

by allowing them to get into, in a meaningful

way, cost-sharing programmes where they will

have a much greater responsibility now than

they have ever had before. I hope this

amendment will provide them with an oppor-

tunity to enhance the lifestyle in their com-

munity and accept some responsibility for its

future. I'm sure all of those people will be

a lot better for it. I think that even the min-
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istry will find that if we make people more

responsible at the local level they are much
more likely to take municipal affairs in those

communities much more seriously than they
have ever done in the past.

I want to compliment the minister, through
the parliamentary assistant, for having brought
in this particular amendment. I'm sure that

a good many communities in my riding will

be extremely pleased by it and I hope that

it gets speedy passage through this Legisla-
ture to allow tnose municipalities to get on
with doing the kind of work that they're

capable of doing. I see the minister's advisers

under the gallery complimenting one another.
I'm sure that there were people who were

urging for this very thing behind the scenes.
I want to compliment them, too. I don't
know their names, but I'm looking forward to

bigger and better things from these com-
munities as a result of this amendment. Thank
you very much.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish to

speak? The member for Sandwich-Riverside.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.
Speaker, sometime around Dec. 16 or 17 the
Minister of Transportation and Communica-
t ons (Mr. Rhodes) introduced some amend-
ments. I wrote him a letter on Dec. 18 in
which I said:

I was glad to listen to your introduction
of amendments to the Highway Traffic Act.
I didn't hear any reference to putting fire

lanes in shopping malls under the Act so
that local police could enforce safety in
such places. Did I fail to hear it? If not,
could you work it in?

An hon. member: What date was that?

Mr. Burr: Dec. 18. Bill 182, which were
now discussing, was introduced on Dec. 19,
and yet I got a reply from the Minister of

Transportation and Communications on Dec.
31 in which he said:

Dear Fred:

Thank you for your letter of Dec. 18

regarding police control in fire lanes of

shopping malls. The Highway Traffic Act
has traditionally been restricted in its scope
to the public highways and I believe that
this is the right and proper way for it to
remain.

I suppose this is an example of lack of com-
munication between ministries.

Mr. Bullbrook: What ministry was the
member dealing with? The Ministry of Trans-

portation and lack of Communication?

Mr. Burr: Yes, Transportation and lack of

Communication. The question I would like

to ask the parliamentary assistant is why this

new section 14, subsection 1, can't be ex-

tended to require the reporting of collisions

and compliance with privately-erected speed
limit signs? Could this section be expanded
to cover these two points so that the police
could enforce traffic laws, control speed and
make it mandatory that collisions be reported?

Mr. Speaker: Are there any further com-
ments by hon. members?

Mr. Bullbrook: I would like to speak, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Sarnia.

Mr. Bullbrook: I have one brief comment,
if I may, on a matter of principle not en-

closed within the bill itself but on the outside

of the bill, and that is the principle of the

Treasurer of Ontario instituting municipal
bills.

Through the Speaker, I would strongly
recommend to the minister that if he ever

has the opportunity he would recommend
to the government the reinstitution of a

separate portfolio dealing with municipal
affairs.

Looking back to my first term in the

Legislature, Mr. Speaker, when I had prob-

lems, I would pick up the phone and call

the present chairman of the Ontario Munic-

ipal Board, the then deputy minister; when
I had a legal problem, I knew exactly where
to go to—Jolm Bell, QC. We knew who
would give us the answers.

I think one of the most significant responsi-

bilities of a provincial government—it might
even be a trite to say this—probably is liaison

with municipalities. I think we made a tragic

mistake when we integrated that responsi-

bility in intergoveriunental affairs. I think it

is worthy of a separate portfolio. I think it's

something that, were I part of government,
I would strongly recommend to my col-

leagues.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. member
wish to speak to this bill? If not, the parlia-

mentary assistant.

Mr. Beckett: Mr. Speaker, with your per-
mission I would like to attempt, not to answer

each one of the points raised by the various

members but rather to try to group them,
because I think the same points were raised

many times by different members.

To start off, there was a question about

what I would call the philosophy behind this
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bill. The best way to express it, I think, is

to say that this is the government's answer
to requests from municipalities to have re-

turned to them the authorities which they
feel that they can administer to the best

advantage of their ratepayers.

The matter of the telephone rate changes,
I would think, would be the subject of a

debate when this bill comes before the com-
mittee of the whole House. All I can say
now is that I believe the hon. members will

find that it is very much to the advantage
of the municipalities in that under the pro-
cedure that is being recommended there will

be more moneys available to the municipali-

ties, which they will be able to use for their

own purposes. At some time I was told that

this government would make in the vicinity
of $600,000 more funds available to the

municipalities.

A question was raised about the solicitor's

right to a hearing; this is currently being
considered and examined by senior staff

with a view to an amendment in the next

session. This was asked by the member for

Wentworth, I believe.

There was a question about the fire routes.

At the present time, one of the difficulties is

that cars parked in an improper place can

only be towed away with permission of the

owner of the property. This will remove

that problem. We are taking the action that

has been requested by municipalities whoVe
had the problem. We are also following the

lines of the requests of the professional fire-

fighter's organization—I'm sorry, I can't re-

member the exact name of it—which has

requested this type of legislation.

Regarding the matter of the control of

sidewalks, this bill definitely will allow regu-

lation of sidewalk sales.

There was the matter of mobile homes
and trailers. I would certainly agree with
the points raised by the hon, members Who
mentioned the problems in regard to the use

of the word "trailer." All I can report is that

this is being studied by a group composed
of all the ministries that are involved with
this problem, namely Transportation and

Communications, Housing and this Ministry.
A report is anticipated very soon, which I

hope will allow legislation in the next session

to look after this problem. But I definitely

agree that there is a problem in describing
these luxurious homes as "trailers,"

There was the question of the payments
in lieu and there is the $50 per resident

place as a proportion of the tax that would
normally be levied. This is difficult to esti-

mate, as Tm sure the hon, members realize.

because of the fact that the taxes are de-

pendent on the mill rate and the value of

the property. Thus the ratio would be dif-

ferent from municipality to municipality and
as between types of institutions.

With regard to the licensing and assess-

ment variation for the trailers, in some cases

taxes will be more than licence fees. In

others, they will be less. The intent is that

mobile homes will be treated in the same
manner as moderately priced conventional

homes. There is no provision for interest on

reapportionment pursuant to an OMB deci-

sion. This is consistent with the other OMB
decisions with regard, for example, to school

boards and regional apportionments, etc.,

for which there is no provision for interest.

But I am certainly sure that—

Mr. Good: Well, that is wrong.

Mr. Beckett: Right—this can be considered.

Several members have mentioned the ques-
tion of the control of taxis at the federal

airport at Malton, I'm sure all members will

recall that there was an announcement made
by the federal minister, Mr, Marchand, and

by the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications of an arrangement that had been
worked out. One of the requests that group
made was that the type of legislation that

is before the House be presented for them.

They feel that this will assist them in the

proper control of the taxi situg,tion that all

members have made comment on. They are

very anxious that this legislation should come
through as soon as possible. The services of

the Ontario Highway Transport Board have
been offered by the Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications to assist in this

problem.

The reason for counties issuing the deben-

tures on behalf of municipalities within their

structure is, as the members have indicated,

that obviously there will be a better rate

available ff there is a consolidation instead

of a series of smaller issues. In answer to

the points raised, in particularly by the hon,

member for Thunder Bay, basically, this

legislation has been produced in t'his manner
to attempt to assist in the situation in

northern Ontario, It's anticipated by the

ministry officials that there are a number of

organizations that will probably want to take

advantage of this legislation.

Mr, Stokes: Beardmore and Nakina, to

name two.

Mr. Beckett: To indicate very briefly, there

are North Shore and White River, both in
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Algoma; Balmertown, Barclay, Sioux Nar-

rows, Kcnora, Tiinagami and Nipissing, Man-
itouwad'ge, Nakina, Red Rock and Thunder

Bay. If the hon. members 'have any others,
I would appreciate them.

Mr. St<^es: Manitouwadge has already
done it.

Mr. Beckett: I couldn't quite hear the

other name that you mentioned.

Mr. Stokes: Nakina and Beardmore.

Mr. Beckett: Beardmore, thank you. I will

certainly draw to the minister's attention and
also to the attention of oflBcials of the min-

istry the comments of the various members.
The question was raised of speedy passage.
I would certainly hope that other members
will agree with this.

The member for Sandwich-Riverside asked
a question that I am not able to answer,
even though I was in Transportation and
Communications as parliamentary assistant

for nine months. But I think regardless of

where the diflSculty is on that problem of

those dates—I think it was Sept. 18 and 19—
we have the legislation now before us; hope-
fully that will clear that part.

Mr. Burr: Is the parliamentary assistant

going to be able to extend it to the points
I suggested?

Mr. Beckett: May I read the notes that I

have been given?

The Highway Traffic Act, as its name
suggests, does and should deal only with
the public highway. This is the policy of

the Ministry of Transportation and Com-
munications. We are trying to interfere

as little as possible with private property
rights, but this doesn't mean we are not

going to take into consideration the com-
ments made.

The one thing that I am sure the hon. mem-
beir will agree with is that this movement
of traffic really doesn't belong to this ministry.
It should be in the other ministry.

That completes my remarks, Mr. Speaker,
at this time.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the
bill.

*

Mr. Speaker: I understand it's to go to

committee of the whole House. Am I correct?

Agreed.

ROYAL ASSENT

Mr. Speaker: Before we proceed to other
lousiness I beg to inform the House that in

the name of Her Majesty the Queen, the

Honourable the Lieutenant Governor has
been pleased to assent to certain bills in

her chambers.

The Cleric Assistant: The following are

the titles of the bills to which Her Honour
has assented:

Bill 125, An Act to amend the Land

Speculation Tax Act, 1974.

Bill 176, An Act to provide for the Con-
servation, Protection and Preservation of the

Heritage of Ontario.

Bill 177, An Act to amend the Highway
Traffic Act.

Bill 181, An Act to establish the North

Pickering Development Corp.

Bill 190, An Act to amend the Environ-
mental Protection Act, 1971.

Bill 192, An Act to amend the Municipal
Unconditional Grants Act, 1974.

Bill 193, An Act to amend the District

Municipality of Muskoka Act.

IB ill 194, An Act to amend the County of

Oxford Act, 1974.

Bill 195, An Act to amend the Highway
Traffic Act.

Bill 191, An Act to incorporate the Ontario

Lottery Corp.

Clerk of the House: The fourth order,
House in Committee of the whole.

MUNICIPAL ACT

House in committee on Bill 182, An Act
to amend the Municipal Act.

Mr. Chairman: Does any member have

any remarks on section 1 of the bill? If not,
the parliamentary assistant has an amend-
ment on section 2.

Section 1 agreed to.

On section 2:

Mr. R. B. Beckett (Brantford); Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

I don't believe, Mr. Chairman, that there

is an amendment to the first section. I be-

lieve it's the second section.

Mr. Chairman: No, the first section has
been dealt with and carried. This is section 2.
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Mr. Beckett moves that the bill be amend-
ed by adding thereto the following section

248(a):

The said Act is amended by adding the

following section 248(a): Notwithstanding

any special provision in this Act, the coun-

cil of every municipality may, subject to

section 248, make grants to any person,

institution, association, group or body of

any kind, including a fund within or out-

side the boundaries of the municipality
for any purpose that in the opinion of the

council is in the interests of the munic-

ipality.

Mr. Beckett: This is the amendment, Mr.

Chairman, that I mentioned in the opening
remarks, which has been requested by munic-

ipalities. It gives to municipalities the ability
to make grants to types of institutions that

they feel are of merit. The problem at the

present time is that there are some munic-

ipalities which do not have this ability,
whereas their neighbours have it through a

private bill.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Chairman, I wonder if we could have a copy
of that amendment? What concerns me is

that it says "notwithstanding section 248,"
and that's the section that deals with munic-

ipalities, isn't it?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Good: Okay. Now you are not saying
by this that municipalities can go out and
lure industry by giving them free land and
that sort of thing, are you? I just wanted
to get that point straight.

Mr. Beckett: Section 248 states: "Notwith-

standing any general or special Act, a council
shall not grant bonuses in aid of any manu-

facturing business or other industrial or com-
mercial enterprise."

Mr. Good: Do I have that assurance, Mr.
Chairman? Maybe I can see the minister's

officials.

Mr. Beckett: You have the assurance, be-
cause it certainly would not be the policy of
this ministry to permit what you are suggest-
ing might be the result.

Section 2, as amended, agreed to.

Mi*. Chairman: Anyone on any section

previous to section 6?

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview):
Mr. Chairman.

On section 5,

Sections 3 and 4 agreed to.

On section 5:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Yorkview.

Mr. Young: I want to ask the parliamentary
assistant as to whether there is any indication

of time. There doesn't seem to be any here.

That is, this thing could go on forever if

foreign exchange fluctuates, if the credit bal-

ance becomes rather marked in any one
account and the exchange remains in favour

of the municipality, or perhaps it fluctuates

very slightly on the other side. Does this

fund go on forever? Is there no termination

date when some adjustments might be made,
or can the adjustment be made with the per-
mission of the minister?

Mr. Beckett: It is my luiderstanding, Mr.

Chairman, that that clause is withdrawn.

Mr. Young: Withdrawn?

Mr. Beckett: There is a substitution.

Mr. Young: I must have a wrong copy of

the bill then.

Mr. Beckett: I am sorry. I couldn't hear

which one you meant. What was the number?

Mr. Young: Section 5, that's in connection

with the premium received on currency.
Whatever premium there is must be set aside

in a special fund to offset any decline on the

other hand, if such should occur. My point
was simply that it may be that the fluctua-

tion of ciurency may be very much to the

advantage of a municipality for some length
of time and there may not be any draw on

that particular account for some years. I

wonder whether there might be some provi-
sion by which, with the permission of the

minister, those fimds might be transferred.

Mr. Beckett: Mr. Chairman, I apologize. I

misunderstood the section. This will provide
that any premiums that may be received on

such currency that is not required to pay the

cost of work authorized under the bylaw, and

charges incidental thereto, shall be set aside

in a reserve fund to be used to pay the prem-
ium on the annual payments of principal and
interest on the debentures, and this is in keep-

ing with the ministry's policy of increasing

municipal authority.

Section 5 agreed to.

On section 6:

Mr. Chairman: The parliamentary assistant

has an amendment on section 6, subsection 2.
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Mr. Beckett moves that section 304 of the

Act as amended by subsection 2 of section 6
of the bill be further amended by adding
thereto the following subsection:

For the purposes of subsection 3(a), the

designation by the Lieutenant Governor in

Council and a determination by the Min-
ister of Community and Social Services

mentioned in that subsection made in 1975
shall apply in respect of 1974 and a

levy
may be made in 1975 in respect of both
1974 and 1975 upon such designated
facilities.

Mr. Beckett: This amendment, Mr. Chair-

man, provides that there is retroactivity and
it also brings in the Developmental Services

Act in respect of the year 1974. This amend-
ment will provide that the power of munic-

ipalities to levy an amount against an institu-

tion under the Developmental Services Act-
in other words, institutions for mentally re-

tarded persons—will extend to levying an
amount in respect of the year 1974.

Section 6, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any comments on any
other section before section 21 of the bill?

The parliamentary assistant has an amend-
ment on section 21.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): iMy col-

league has an amendment to section 14.

On section 7:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Yorkview.

Mr. Young: Could we ask for clarification

of section 7, as to what telephone com-
panies are meant here: ". . . exempts from
the tax traffic agreement, revenue involving
two companies, each of which has multiple
traffic agreements"? I'm not just sure I un-
derstand what is involved here.

Mr. Beckett: Mr. Chairman, there are

many private telephone companies in exis-

tence in the province. In the event that I

was to be in one of the areas serviced by
a private company and I wished to place a

long-distance phone call, it would' go out of
the independent company's area into Bell

system—or in some parts of the province it

would go into the Ontario Northland system.
It is for these traffic agreements between
these two companies that we are now sug-
gesting taxing authority, so that some of
their gross receipts will now be taxable in

such a manner as to bring a benefit to the

municipalities within the area served by
those private telephone companies.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Beckett: It will mean, if our estimates

are correct, that the current amendments will

make Bell and Ontario Northland taxable on
their traffic ^reement receipts from in-

dependent companies, and \Vill add $500,000
and $100,000 respectively to the tax bills of

the companies. It is important that these

taxes be paid to the municipalities in which

they were generated.

Mr. Young: All right. Thank you very
mudh.

Section 7 agreed to.

Sections 8 to 13, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 14:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Sand-

wich-Riverside.

Mr. Burr moves that 45(a) of section 14

be amended by adding the following words

after the word "thereof: "and that the provi-

sions of the Highway Traffic Act shall apply
to any private roadways so designated."

Mr. Chairman: Have you anything you
would like to speak to?

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riversidte): Well,
I could explain. I think I probably explained

already that we would like to see the mu-

nicipality, if it so desires, give the police

the right to enforce speed limits in shopping

malls, and have any traffic collisions reported.

At present, because these collisions take place
on private property, it's not essential that

they be reported. This amendment would
have two advantages: It would require that

all collisions be reported on these private

roadways, and the police of the municipal-

ity would be able to enforce any speed limits

that were posted.

Mr. Beckett: Mr. Chairman, I don't argue
with the intent of the hon, member's amend-

ment, but I would respectfully suggest to

him that there are other pieces of legislation

which would be much more suitable for that

type of an amendment than this Municipal

Act, because this amendment basically is the

one that gives municipalities the rights to

prohibit parking on private property and to

tow away vehicles, and so on.

I would be very pleased to recommend
to the minister that this be processed to a

ministry that could handle this problem
more adequately than in this particular Act,

because, we deal very little with police
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other than authorizing police commissions,
and so on.

Mr. Burr: Does the parhamentary assistant

mean that he would refer this back to the

Transportation and Communications minis-

try?

Mr. Beckett: I would be very pleased, sir,

if you would—

Mr. Burr: With favourable comment.

Mr. Beckett: If we could get together and
write out something, I would be delighted
to present it to the minister, with the recom-
mendation that this would be processed. It

wouldn't be the policy field, as the hon.

member has mentioned, not this policy field.

Mr. Chairman: Does the member wish to

withdraw his resolution in view of what the

parliamentary assistant has suggested?

Mr. Burr: Well, I suppose I have made
my point. Thank you.

Section 14 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Does any member have

anything before section 21 of the bill?

Sections 15 to 20, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 21:

Mr. Chaiiman: The parliamentary assist-

ant has an amendment on section 21.

Mr. Beckett moves that subsection 1 of

section 21 of the bill be struck out and that

subsections 2, 3 and 4 be renumbered as

subsections 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

Mr. Beckett: The reason for this amend-
ment, Mr. Chairman, is that in 21(1) it was

hoped to provide an answer to the problem
of indication of school support. We thought
we had the remedy by indicating "the index
book shall take precedence."

Representations have been made to the

ministry by the Ministry of Education, which
has received representations from school

groups who are not satisfied with the solution

that we have presented here. They asked of

the Minister of Education (Mr. Wells) that

they be involved in further discussions in

an attempt to come up with a solution to

this problem, a solution they think likely
to be more successful than what we have
here.

At present, persons wishing to indicate

where their school support should go, can

go to their municipal clerk's oflBce where

duplicate forms are provided for them. They

complete the forms; the clerk notarizes that

he has received the forms; they receive

copies back; and the information as to their

wishes is recorded in "the index book".

There is also a problem when enumeration
takes place by the assessment persons-
many people are not home when the official

calls, and for some reason do not return the

information. So the assessment roll could get
out of date. With the index book system we
thought we had the answer, because this is

where people actually come and made their

wishes known. But it has been requested that

this be withdrawn and be reintroduced when
a more satisfactory solution to this problem
is arrived at by the various ministries con-

cerned.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 21 stand as

part of the bill, as amended?

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, if I could make
one comment?

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Waterloo North.

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, it is too bad

you haven't got the problem solved because

it has been of great concern. I understand

some school boards have hired a full-time

person who does nothing else but try to

gain more assessment for that particular

board, which means the other school board

in the area has to hire another full-time

person to check the work done by the first.

It's a real dog-and-cat game going on with

each of the two school boards trying to

make certain of the accuracy of the assess-

ment roll as it relates to school support. I

do hope you find some good solution to

keeping that index book up-to-date as it

relates to school support.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. parliamentary
assistant.

Mr. Beckett: Mr. Chairman, what the hon.

member has indicated is true but I think he

must not forget that the onus is on the

individual to indicate his support. The mech-

anism is there. I know there is no question
about it, that a part of the problem is the

person not doing this. I would presume it

is something like the dog-tag business in

municipalities. People ignore it as long as

they can.

Section 21, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Does any member have

any comments on any section before section
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25? The parliamentary assistant has an amend-
ment on section 25.

Sections 22 to 24, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 25:

Mr. Beckett moves that section 25 of the

bill be struck out and the following sub-

stituted therefor:

25 (1) This Act, except sul^ection 2 of

section 6, subsection 4 of section 14, and

sections 18 and 20, cwnes into force on

the day it receives royal assent.

(2) Subsection 2 of section 6 shall be
deemed to have come into force on Jan. 1,

1974. Subsection 4 of section 14, and
section 18 shall be deemed to have come
into force on Jan. 1, 1975. Section 20
comes into force on Jan. 1, 1976,

The reason for this, Mr. Chairman, is to

make sure that these various amendments
will come into force at these particular times,

because, as you will recall as we've gone
through the bill, there is retroactivity in

some cases and there are projections forward
in regard to new county apportionment, for

example, under section 20 of this bill which
will come into force for the 1976 taxation

year.

Section 25, as amended, agreed to.

Section 26 agreed to.

Bill 182 reported.

UNFAIR BUSINESS PRACTICES ACT

House in committee on Bill 55, An Act
to Prohibit Unfair Practices in Sales to Con-
sumers.

Mr. Chairman: On Bill 55, section 1, does

any member wish to speak? The hon. mem-
ber for RiverdaJe.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I have two
or three points to make on section 1 of the

bill. It's an important section because it con-

tains, of course, the definition clauses.

My first question is a technical one of

legal draftsmanship. When we were in the

standing committee on the administration of

justice there was included in section 1 a
definition of the term supplier. That defini-

tion of the term supplier was eliminated in

the bill as it appears before this committee,
which as noted on the front, is reprinted as

amended by the administration of justice
committee.

The reason I raise the question is not
concern because of the elimination of the

definition of the word supplier, but because

in the committee we had provided in item

(b) on the definition of consumer the fol-

lowing words, "consumer means." Then we
were to iasert the word "natural" before the

word "person"; and that is in the bill which
is before us for consideration. After the

words "natural person," there was to liave

been a clause "to whom a consumer repre-
sentation is made but," and deletion of the

words "other than a corporation."

That may sound like gobbledygook to

those who weren't in the committee, but I

take it that it is now no longer necessary to

have t!\ie words "to w*hom a consumer rep-
resentation is made but," because of the

elimination of the word "supplier." I assiune

that to be so, but I would like the record

to show that is the reason the particular

wording that was agreed on in the committee
was altered in the revision.

To put it succinctly, those words "to whom
a consumer representation is made but" are

no longer a necessary ingredient of the defi-

nition in item b of section 1 of the word
"consumer," b^ause of the elimination from
section 1 of the definition of "supplier" which

formerly appeared.

That's my first point and perhaps it would
make sense to deal with them one at a time.

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): That

was the intention and it was subject to

draftsmanship at the time. That was the in-

tent.

Mr. Renwick: I'm satisfied. I just wanted

the record to s'how that was tfee reason

for it.

Mr. Drea: I would like to say to you that

I think one of the things that should be

brought out at this particular time is that a

great many of the changes that were made
were made on the condition of being subject

to the approval of the draftsmanship.

Mr. Renwick: I understand that and as

usual I bow to the drafting skill of the legis-

lative council.

I would like to refer to clause f of sec-

tion 1, which is the definition of the term

"goods". We are talking about a consumer

bill, a bill to protect consumers. The bill

is entitled. An Act to Prohibit Unfair Prac-

tices in Sales to Consumers, and I would
have assumed we would want to use lan-

guage that was meaningful to a person who
was a consumer and who was not a lawyer

by profession. I think most consumers are

not lawyers.
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I find it extremely difficult to suggest that

the words "chattels personal," as it appears

in the definition, which is a very technical

legal work of art, is meaningful to the

citizens of the Province of Ontario. I think

if you ask somebody what was a "chattels

personal" he would have some difficulty in

indicating what it was. I think he might

peAaps think his automobile was a chattels

personal, but I don't think he would get

there by direct use of the English language
as we understand it.

Mr. Renwick moves that clause f of section

1, Bill 55, be amended by deleting the words

"chattels personal" in the first line and sub-

stituting therefor the words "tangible per-
sonal property;" and by deleting the words
"chattels" in the third line and substituting
therefor the words "tangible personal prop-

erty."

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): The ob-

ject is that the uninitiated can more easily

understand.

Mr. Renwick: I think the word "tangible"
is an English word which is knowledgeable.
I think personal property is something which
a person can relate to. I find it difficult to

suggest that the jargon of the law is ordinary,

everyday language but I suggest it is more
in the nature of ordinary, everyday language
than the phrase "chattels personal". There-
fore I make that amendment.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Chattels
were always used on the farm.

Mr. Renwick: I would be quite prepared
to stack that particular amendment without

requiring a division of the committee at this

time.

(Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Chairman: Does the parliamentary
assistant wish to comment before I read the

amendment?

Mr. Drea: Mr. Chairman, I got the first part
of the amendment, but there was a bit of

chatter on the second part. I wonder if I

could hear the second phase?

Mr. Renwick: The chairman will read it.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Renwick moves that

clause f of section 1 of Bill 55 be amended

by deleting the words "chattels personal" in

the first line and substituting therefor the

words "tangible personal property"; and by
deleting the word "chattel" in the third line

and substituting therefor the words, "tangible

personal property".

Mr. Singer: But he was deleting more than

just the word "chattels", it is "chattels

personal".

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Are you
in favour of that one, Vern?

Mr. Drea: Mr. Chairman, throughout the

committee hearings the member for River-

dale rai ed in a general way this particular

change, that an Act dealing with the con-

sumer should have language readily under-

stood by the consumer. However, and I sug-

gest this with all due respect to the member
for Riverdale, just going over to the next

page and getting into definition i, the intro-

duction of that three phase definition of

services put an enormous burden upon the

definition of goods. It seems to me, it was
the intent of the committee that the definition

of goods would be a most specffic one and
that that is why it was drafted in that par-
ticular legalistic way. I would also suggest
to you that the words "tangible personal

property" have no traditional judicial mean-

ing.

Mr. Renwick: Yes they do.

Mr. Drea: The other argument, and this

was raised at the particular time, is that the

words "tangible personal property" have

associations-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Drea: —with the administration and

the collection of retail sales tax. These argu-

ments were brought up at the time and

much as the committee would have liked to

use common language throughout in this

bill, on this particular definition it was the

intent of the committee that the definition

of "goods", because of the implications in it,

should be a very specffic legal definition.

Therefore I am not prepared to accept the

amendment.

Mr. Renwick: I didn't expect that the mins-

try would accept it. I suppose the outcome

will be that we will lose that amendment
and the consumers of the province will lose

again.

Mr. Drea: With all due respect to the

member for Riverdale, I fail to see how-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Drea: —the consumer is going to lose

again with a specific definition. I would
think the consumer might lose with a nice
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little piece of vernacular that says "tangible

personal property" which has to go all the

way through the whole court system for a
definition.

Mr. Renwick: I'm just delighted, because
that just put a little fire and life into this

debate. It was a bit languid up to now.

Mr. Singer: You will hear about this on
the hustings.

Mr. Ferrier: Lot of fire and not too much
light.

Mr. Renwick: I think we can now get
down to some meaningful remarks. I am very
much concerned about the meaning-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Singer: What about your earlier

remarks?

Mr. Renwick: —of the ambit of the defini-

tion of the word "services". The members of

the committee will recall that in the original
version of the bill, even though it purported
to deal with goods and services there was a
definition of goods but no definition of serv-

ices. In committee, after some prodding, the

ministry came to the conclusion if it was
related to goods and services that some effort

should be made to define services. Then they
defined it in a way which, even though it's

language which is used on the other side of
the Rockies, I believe it is rather meaningless
in its ambit and leaves much to be desired
in precision. I find it difficult that "services"
mean services, particularly "provided for

social, recreational or self-improvement pur-
poses" or "that are in their natiure instruc-
tional or educational." I find that is rather

meaningless language. I am not quite certain
what its origin is, but my recollection is that
it is taken out of the British Columbia statute.

I think it's inadequate. I don't think it

clearly covers the kinds of services that could
be designated as professional services. I think
it's very important that the bill extend to

professional services.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Especially
lawyers.

Mr. Singer: At least thatl

Mr. Renwick: It may be argued that it

would apply to professional services in respect
of goods or in respect of real property, but
there are many other kinds of services which
are rendered by persons who are professionals
that are not in respect of goods or of real

property. It doesn't seem to me that they are

covered under the two clauses which follow
that clause to which I have referred earlier.

I therefore believe it is most essential that
the courts know what we intend about
services.

Mr. Renwick moves that clause i of section
1 be amended to read as follows: "Services
means services of every nature and kind,

including without limitation services provided
in respect of goods or of real property."

Mr. Chairman: Before the chair puts the

amendment, perhaps we should deal with the

previous amendment. I was allowing the dis-

cussion to continue, feeling there was inter-

relation between clauses f and i. Perhaps we
should deal with Mr. Renwick's amendment
to clause f.

\fr. Renwick: Perhaps, Mr. Chairman, we
could stack these.

Mr. Chairman: We are going to have a

voice vote.

All those in favour of Mr. Renwick's amend-
ment to section f will please say "aye."

All those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

It is my understanding then that we will

stack any votes.

Mr. Renwick: If we follow the whole

procedure.

Mr. Singer: You haven't been around here

long enough to.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): He'll get
used to it.

Mr. Stokes: Why don't you go back from

whence you came?

Mr. Renwick: It's going to be hard on my
colleague to keep them in the House all this

time.

Mr. Chairman: Clauses g and h will carry.

On clause i we have the amendment by Mr.

Renwick. Is there any fiurther discussion on

the amendment? The hon. member for Lake-

shore.

Mr. Lawlor: Certainly my colleague was

right in committee, which lasted for about

two solid weeks of much mumbo jumbo
and tiu^bulence—

Mr. Stokes: And foofaraw.

Mr. Lawlor: As my friend says, foofaraw.

At any rate, it was necessary to insert the

wording. The language that we did finally
insert is not taken from the British Columbia
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legislation, which defines services as meaning
"services that are the subject of a consumer

transaction, either together w^ith or separate
from any kind of personal property, whether

tangible or intangible." The Alberta legisla-

tion, however, has substantially the same
definition that we incorporated here.

Mr. Renwick: Oh it's Alberta.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, the two clauses having
to do with "recreational" and the third one

having to do with "instructional" and so on,

are taken as written from the Alberta legisla-

tion. The first clause, though, which may be

a moot one, is not identical to what is in

the Alberta legislation, which refers to "serv-

ices provided in respect of the maintenance or

repair of goods or of personal property used

as a private dwelling by an individual." They
have narrowed and delimited it and expressly
excluded real property with respect to a

whole dimension of services which otherwise

might have affected it.

If the parliamentary assistant subsequently
decides to do something about the clause that

is giving us all the difficulty, at least from a

public impact point of view, namely section

6, I believe—

Mr. Drea: Section 5.

Mr. Lawlor: —section 5, having to do with

real estate firms; if it is his intention to alter

that in any way at all, then I suggest that

from his ov^oi point of view the definition of

services as set out here cannot stand.

Well he wags his head, and I would be

interested to listen to his nice points.

Mr. Stokes: He agrees with you.

Mr. Lawlor: Oh he agrees?

When this legislation was first passed in the

United States, when it first had an impact

upon other jurisdictions in this country and
elsewhere in the world, the legislation was

basically designed to touch merchandising in

all of its phases and amplitude.
There's no doubt that the vigorous imagina-

tion of my colleague—I say "vigorous imagina-
tion" because he sees the virtue and the

potency of the legislation as being able to

extend to the whole dimension of services;

in other words, to cover the waterfront in

one fell swoop with this bill. It's a good
idea. It's a thing that can be done. And it

would be precedent-setting to attempt the

full amplitude of the possibilities of legislation
of this kind.

However, if I may say so, the definition of

services as contained in the bill is ambivalent:

it reaches too far and yet doesn't reach far

enough.
Either you come down on a restricted

definition with respect to the merchandising
field as such or you go the whole hog and

join forces with my colleague from Riverdale

on this matter and cover the full amplitude
of every possible service. You must do one
or the other.

We are prepared to go the second route

in the matter. I am most intrigued to see just
which way you are going to go down the flue.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Ottawa East.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Mr. Chair-

man, as I read it, the amendment proposed
by the member for Riverdale is all-encom-

passing, which is not the case in the Act
that has been presented to us and read at

this juncture. If it is the intent of the amend-
ment to include all professionals in this legis-

lation, I would take it that this was not the

purpose of the original bill.

It is my respectful submission to the Chair,
and to my colleagues here, that the indi-

viduals who may well be involved with this

type of legislation could include doctors,

architects, lawyers and so on. I am not sure

if those professionals were advised that the

legislation would apply to them or if they
were given an opportunity to make any
representation before the standing committee.
As I recall the original legislation, the word

"services", or whatever definition you had
at that time, would not have included their

services; therefore, they felt they would not

be aff^ected by this legislation.

I am not saying that these individuals

should not be included, Mr. Chairman, but
if they are going to be included—especially
when one considers the way we draft legis-

lation and the problems we sometimes have
because our legislation is drafted in haste

or without sufficient debate or public input-
then the various professionals who may well

be included should be given an opportunity
to make some representation to the com-
mittee.

Mr. Renwick: They had plenty.

Mr. Roy: I'm not sure they have, because

originally they were not included in the

legislation.

Mr. Renwick: They were before the com-
mittee in force.

Mr. Roy: So what I—
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Mr. Lawlor: The advertising industry, the

insurance industry, the aircraft industry.

Mr. Roy: The doctors, the architects, the

chiropractors, all these people made repre-
sentation to the committee? That was not

my—

Mr. Renwick: Are you saying they should

be permitted to engage in unfair sales prac-
tices?

Mr. Roy: No, I'm not suggesting that at all.

Mr. Singer: Oh come on!

Mr. Roy: I'm suggesting, Mr. Chairman,
that if we have a standing committee and

present a piece of legislation and advise cer-

tain groups they may well be affected, and
then we come into committee of the whole
and make an amendment encompassing a

whole series of other professionals who were
not advised, I think it is highly irresponsible
of us to do so.

Mr. Good: How are you going to back out

of that?

Mr. Roy: As much as I want to—

Mr. Renwick: What a pass, that we should
advise the professionals.

Mr. Roy: Look, I didn't interrupt you. I

would like to support your amendment.

Mr. Renwidc: Isn't that interesting?

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Ot-
tawa East has the floor.

Mr. Roy: All I'm saying, Mr. Chairman—
and if my colleague the member for Riverdale
would just sit and listen; I listened to him—is

that I appreciate the intent of the legislation.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, the point I'm

trying to make is that as I read the amend-
ment it says "services shall include services

of every nature and kind." That is pretty
wide. Some of these professionals, Mr. Chair-

man, have their own associations. We just

passed a number of amendments covering
doctors under the Health Disciplines Act to

deal with certain infringements or practices
which were not worthy of that particular

profession. They have discipline committees
and all of this.

I'm not saying it is not a better way of

dealing with them, but the fact remains that

if we are responsible here and if we are

going to pass legislation affecting all of these

professionals, I'm suggesting we should listen

to them and get some public input.

I can't see how we here today—at least

I for one— I don't see how I could responsibly
support this Wpe of amendment without at

least giving these individuals, these various

professionals an opportunity to make com-
ment and to see how it may well affect their

services or their professions. I think it would
be patently unfair and not at all responsible.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for River-

dale.

Mr. Renwick: I was interested in the com-
ments made by the hon. member for Ottawa-

Mr. Roy: East.

Mr. Renwick: —East. It's quite interesting
that before the House of Commons in Ottawa

at this time is Bill C-2 extending the Com-
bines Investigation Act, which is a far more

all-embracing bill and a far more punitive

bill, being part of the criminal law, than

this bill is to services.

Mr. Roy: In fact that bothers me, con-

sidering what we're passing.

Mr. Renwick: While there is no magic
in words, I could have adopted and perhaps
should have adopted in my amendment to

the definition of services the proposed defini-

tion in Bill C-2 to amend' the Combines Act.

Because by that definition service means a

service of any description, whether industrial,

trade, professional or otherwise.

Mr. Roy: And includes all professionals.

Mr. Renwick: That's right. No question
about it whatsoever. Now I don't think any
notification was given by the Parliament of

Canada-

Mr. Roy: It certainly was.

Mr. Renwick: —which I understand is the

Liberal Party government.

Mr. Roy: It certainly was.

Mr. Renwick: A notice was sent out to

each of the professions telling them about it?

Mr. Roy: All the professions were advised

of this and they have all made representa-

tion.

Mr. Renwick: About services? Yes, the

professions?

Mr. Roy: That's right.

Mr. Renwick: They didn't get specific

letters from the minister responsible for the

bill.
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Mr. Roy: I don't know how the notice was

given.

Mr. Renwick: There was immense notori-

ety about the extension of the bill to services.

Mr. Roy: Well your comparison is unfair.

That bill has been before the House for

about two years.

Mr. Renwick: Well this bill I'm talking

about hasn't been before the House for two

years. This bill was introduced on Oct. 2,

1974.

Mr. Roy: There was a white paper on

that.

Mr. Renwick: Of course; I've got most of

them here, somewhere. All I'm suggesting
is that the reasons which were given by the

Consumers Association of Canada before the

standing committee on banking, trade and

commerce on Dec. 18 in Ottawa seemed to

apply singularly to what we are talking about

in this bill; that is if we are interested in the

consumer protection aspect of this bill. If we
are interested in limiting its scope in order

to protect specially-privileged groups, then

of course that's a different purpose.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, on a point of

privilege.

My colleague, the member for Riverdale,

keeps misinterpreting the intent of my objec-
tion. I want to protect the consumer as much
as he does. As a practising lawyer I think I

have prosecuted more cases under the Com-
bines Investigation Act in favour of the con-

sumer than possibly he has.

But the point is simply this: If we are

intent on having these professionals affected

by this particular legislation—and it may well

be that we want to, and I \\'ould have no

objection to it—all I am saying is that the

original bill did not say so and they were
not advised. Surely if we are going to be

responsible let's advise them. What is there

to lose?

An hon. member: Some representation.

Mr. Roy: What I am saying is very simply
that I want to protect them. I am saying
that the way you are doing it is unfair and
not responsible.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, this is almost

ridiculous. There are literally hundreds of

bills that come before this assembly which
affect the people of the Province of Ontario;
and we don't send every citizen of the prov-
ince of Ontario a registered letter advising

him there is a bill before the assembly to

amend the Municipal Act. Now let's not fool

around.

Mr. Roy: You're doing it.

Mr. Renwick: We sat in that committee,
as my friend said, for a long period of time

dealing with this matter and there were rep-
resentatives of various vested interests before
it. They had a single tune that they were

playing. They all agreed the principle of the

bill was excellent, just so long as it didn't

apply to their particular vested interest group.
That's what took place, and those were the

preparatory words.

Now I am simply saying that particularly
in the case of professionals, the consumer
relies on the professional. He goes to the

professional because it is a field in which he

is not versed. Therefore he is singularly de-

pendent on the professional for the advice he

gets and he is entitled to the same protection
as a person is who is buying an automobile

or any other piece of tangible property—
about which, incidentally, he may know a

lot; but you do not know very much, usually,

about services by a particular professional.

ll thought it was such a good statement

of the point that I jotted it dowm from he

proceedings before the banking, trade and
commerce committee in Ottawa.

The client does not normally know what
he needs and relies on the professional to

diagnose the situation and satisfy the need.

The importance of that is critical. That is

why integrity is so important in the pro-
fessions.

I understand my friend, the member for Ot-

tawa East. He says we shouldn't do it now,
we should do it next year.

Mr. Roy: I am not saying that. I am say-

ing very simply that if we are going to do it,

we must be fair with them. I am in agree-
ment vdth you that the professionals don't

have a status superior to any other person

supplying services. I am saying the original

bill does not include them. Your amendment
now includes them. We want public partici-

pation in legislation, why don't we advise

them?

Mr. Renwick: That is not so. The word
"services" was in the original bill, it just

wasn't defined. There was no definition of

the word services, so in all likelihood it

was covered under the original bill as it

was originally presented. Now we have a

restricted—
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Mr, Roy: Not the way I read it.

Mr. Renwick: Well there was no definition

in the original bill.

Mr. Roy: Well when they talked about

suppliers helping out, it included profes-
sionals.

Mr. Renwick: No, it talked about the pro-
vision of services. That's all it talked about.

All we said was we wanted definition. All

we are
objecting to is a restricted definition;

we want a broader definition. I want to make
certain that the professionals are covered

by it. There is aosolutely no reason why
thev should be exempt from the provisions
of the bill.

Mr. Roy: I agree with you.

Mr. Renwick: I think they had ample
notice because my friend says that Bill C-2,
or its predecessor, was before the House of

Commons a long time ago.

Mr. Roy: It has been talked about for

two years.

Mr. Renwick: I think I have here some-
where the original bill as introduced by this

government, and I think it was some con-

siderable time ago. I think many people were
well aware of what was taking place in con-

nection with the bill.

Well I'll leave it at that. I think the defi-

nition should certainly cover it. I think so
far as draftsmanship is concerned, I would
accept the definition in Bill C-2, if for no
other reason than for purposes of uniformity,
as being an equally adequate definition of

the term "services".

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Renwick has moved
an amendment to clause i. Does the par-

liamentary assistant wish to comment?

Mr. Drea: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Go-

ing in reverse order, the question raised about

professional services by the member for Ot-
tawa East is quite correct. When this bill

was introduced there was no intent to cover

professional services. At this present time,
even with a revised definition of "services",
there is no intent to cover professional
services.

Mr. Roy: It changes your intent.

Mr. Drea: I'm talking about the intent of

clause i at this time.

Before we get into this thing as to who
who is the best friend of the consumer, I

point out that to bring in coverage of pro-

fessional services under this bill would either

make this section, or those in the various

Acts and statutes that cover discipline of the

professional societies redundant.

It is all very well to read a definition that

people put forward in support of Bill C-2
in the federal House. There are adequate

provisions for the integrity of a solicitor, of

a physician, of a dentist and a great number
of other professional groups.

Mr. Renwick: There are not.

Mr. Drea: There certainly are.

Mr. Renwick: There are not.

Mr. Drea: Without being a solicitor I

would say to someone I think is a very

distinguished solicitor that if a person goes

into a law office-

Mr. Renwick: I mean that is the height of

the debate.

Mr. Drea: —and receives an exorbitant

bill for the amount that is done, he has

provisions through the taxing office to have

that bill reduced, or in fact eliminated. That

is there.

In any event, the member for Ottawa East

is quite correct. It wasn't the intent then

and it is not the intent now in clause i.

I am not going to accept that amendment.

Second, to come to the member for Lake-

shore, I'm a little concerned about his dif-

ficulty in grasping the implications of the

words "real property" in that definition. If

he will recall, during the committee the

insertion of those words, was by intent, and

by draftsmanship, not to cover the sale or

the transfer of real property but to cover

renovations and so forth that were done.

Mr. Renwick: Oh I can hear it coming
now. Are we amending section 5?

Mr. Drea: When we get to section 5, we
will get to section 5.

Mr. Renwick: Yes, but this is your version

of what was intended in the committee. We
were members of the committee; perhaps we
can speak for the committee, you were but

the parliamentary assistant carrying the bill.

Mr. Drea: That's right.

Mr. Renwick: We know vVhat we amended
in committee and what we intended to

cover-

Mr. Singer: Is that the royal "we"?
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Mr. Renwick: —exactly what we had to.

Mr. Drea: Not in this definition; and I say
that with the greatest of respect, not in this

definition. The words "real property," and
I refer you to the specific intent of clause i,

under that definition "real property" has no
connection whatsoever with the sale or trans-

fer of real estate. Its only connection con-

cerns renovations, repairs, fixtures and so

forth; that was very clear in the committee.

Mr. Renwick: It was not.

Mr. Drea: It certainly was.

Mr. Renwick: Not your version.

Mr. Drea: It certainly was; it was a very
clear and specific intent.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Renwick: It was so clear that we put
in section 5, that you're going to take out-

Mr. Drea: It was so clear that we put in

section 5; one of the reasons section 5 was
put in—

Mr. Renwick: Let's deal with section 5
when we get to it.

Mr. Drea: Yes, we'll get to it.

Mr. Renwick: You're jumping around from
section to section,

Mr. Drea: You keep interjecting a little

bit. Section 5 was put in because, if you'll
remember correctly, you were one of the

people who said there was no reference to
the transfer of sale of real property, even
v\ithin the amended definition of services. It

pertained only to renovations—and let the
record say that.

Mr. Renwick: That is not correct.

Mr. Drea: That's right. Now, in terms of
what the member for Lakeshore suggested—

Mr. Lawlor: You have got a distorted view
of reality. It was because we expended the
definition to services that you got into that

difficulty,

Mr. Chairman: Order please, the parlia-

mentary assistant has the floor.

Mr. Renwick: Let's go back to standing
committee.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, he can't go
construing these clauses any damn way he

pleases. It is not what he says. It's what the
courts will decide they say.

Mr. Chairman: Order please, let's get
back to subsection i. The parliamentary as-

sistant.

Mr. Drea: The member for Lakeshore
knows it, if he was there when that particular
definition was made.

Mr. Lawlor: It won't mean what you say it

means.

Mr. Singer: He isn't going to win this

amendment, I don't think.

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

Mr. Drea: The member for Lakeshore raises

the question as to whether this legislation

particularly applies to the mercantile field.

If I recall it, that was the thrust of his ar-

gument.
The intent of this legislation has always

been that it appHes primarily to the mercan-

tile field. That was quite clear in the open-

ing statement by the minister when it was
introduced. It was quite clear in the com-

ments of the minister while he attended the

standing committee, and I think it's been

quite clear from the many remarks that I

made in the standing committee. So I put
his mind to rest on that.

Coming back to the amendment, the difii-

culty with this amendment is that it would

go far beyond the intent of the Act. It would

put every conceivable service, including

opinions and a great number of intangible

things, within the scope of this Act.

Mr. Renwick: Of course. Do you think

that they are entitled to protection against

unfair practices, or not?

Mr. Drea: I think that anybody is entitled

to protection against unfair practices, but—

Mr. Renwick: All right then, let's put it in.

Mr. Drea: —but there are more appropriate

places to put in that type of protection then

within the scope of a business practices Act.

Mr. Renwick: This Act is an Act of general

application.

Mr. Drea: This Act is an Act of general

application as it relates to the marketplace.

With all due respect, I suggest to you that

the very specific professional services you

mean, are hardly within the scope of the

ordinary marketplace. There are already,

through a great number of other statutes—

none of which to the best of my knowledge
are administered by this minister—a great
number of detailed and specific remedies for
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consumers who feel that they are wronged.
On that basis, Mr. Chairman, I would re-

fuse to accept the amendment.

Mr. Rcnwick: I was going to suggest we
divide, but that would take us till 6:30. By
the way, what time is 6 o'clock on the Celsius

scale, anyway?

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. member for

Riverdale wish to speak further on his amend-

ment, or shall we take the vote?

Mr. Renwick: Yes I do, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Singer: In case you tliink that clang-

ing is a coincidence, it isn't.

Mr. Renwick: The importance of this de-

bate on this question of services is because

it deals with the ambit of the bill, there is

no question about that now, just as there

are laws of general application, such as this

law, there is no reason for excluding from

it any person who provides any kind of serv-

ice or supplies any kind of goods. No reason

whatsoever.

The parliamentary assistant's argument is

that because there is a special Act governing
the Law Society of Upper Canada and the

medical profession and the chiropractors and
the auctioneers and the real estate and busi-

ness brokers and a number of other areas

such as that, and the insurance industry as

such, we do not need to protect the con-
sumer from those persons who, while they
may be of professional status, engage in the

kind of activities which are referred to as

unfair practices in the bill which we have
before us. There is no logic for saying that

a member of the legal profession, the ac-

counting profession, the medical profession,
the architectural profession or any of the

other professions should be exempted from
the requirement not to engage in unfair

practices.

The protection we are trying to give to
the consumer here should be given to the
consumer against the professional who en-

gages in the unfair practices which we are

endeavouring to prohibit. That's the argu-
ment and it's quite simple. You cannot take

away from that argument without limiting
the protection of the consumer. And the con-
sumer will be less well protected to the ex-

tent that you delimit the meaning of the
word "services"; to delimit it, as it comes
across to me in the response by the ministry,
means in terms of the vested interest groups.
Whenever the consumers run into the vested

interest groups with this government, the

consiuner generally loses. And that's what
this ministry is trying to do in this bill.

The argument is unanswerable that profes-
sional services must be rendered by persons
who eschew, stay away from or do not en-

gage in false, misleading, deceptive or un-

conscionable consumer representations with

respect to their services. It is equally im-

portant because the professional is in a re-

lationship of utmost good faith, and therefore

the consumer must have the benefit of the

protection of this Act. This is fundamental
to the nature of the bill.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson (Victoria-Haliburton):

Do you want the lawyers under this?

Mr. Renwick: The parliamentary assistant

may say that it was never their intention to

cover services by professionals, but that was
never said when the bill was introduced.

There was no statement to that effect; there

was the broad word "services". The parlia-

mentary assistant is endeavouring to rewrite

history in the way in which he interprets
the Act.

Mr. Drea: That was your game.

Mr. Renwick: All right. We are going to

spend a little bit of time on it, because Tm
not going to allow the ministry to get away
with the suggestion that the original bill, in

its text, did not cover professional services.

And the parliamentary assistant is saying that

it excluded professional services.

Mr. Drea: No, I didn't,

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: Do you want the

lawyers under this?

Mr. Renwick: Well, he is saying it was not

intended to cover them.

Mr. Drea: The intent was not to cover

them.

Mr. Renwick: There was no such state-

ment. The bill itself contained the word
"services" when it was introduced. The defi-

nition of "supplier" was not limited to goods
and the definition of "consumer representa-
tion" was not limited to the recipient of

goods. It was to provide for services. Any-
body v/ho rendered a service would have
come under the original bill. That's why I

say, with the greatest deference to the parlia-

mentary assistant, we are not going to have
this record pretend to show something differ-

ent than what the original bill said.

Mr. Drea: You have already done that.
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Mr. Renwick: What you- have done is to

delimit—

Mr. Drea: No, I haven't.

Mr. Renwick: —the extent of the bill as

originally introduced. I would rather go back

and delete the definition of services and let

it ride just on the word "services," because

then it would apply to all professional services

of every nature and kind. There is no way
in which it wouldn't apply.

Mr. Drea: Well, I am glad of the oppor-

tunity to respond because first of all, let's

make the record entirely correct. When we
are talking about professional services, I am
not talking about anyone covered by a regula-

tory Act that is now enforced by this min-

istry. There are no exclusions or exemptions

simply because you are in a field that is

already covered by a specific regulatory Act.

Mr. Renwick: They're not covered by any
regulatory Act whatsoever.

Mr. Drea: My friend, you used the words
real estate and business brokers and you said

something about auctioneers. I want to make
it very, very plain that there are no exemp-
tions and there are no exclusions under this

Act simply on the basis that you are already
covered by a regulatory Act enforced by
the Ministry of Consumer and Commercial
Relations.

Mr. Renwick: Say that again. Are you
saying that the real estate and business brok-

ers are not covered by this Act?

Mr. Drea: No, I said that there will be no

exemption or exclusion.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: That would bring the

lawyers under this Act.

Mr. Drea: You started raising some of those

occupations that were covered by regulatory
Acts of this ministry. It may have been inad-

vertent or it may have been a fishing expedi-
tion. If it was a fishing expedition, you have

got your answer, because this question was
raised many times in the committee.

When we come back to the activities of the

professional person who is covered by pro-
fessional statutes, or statutes governing a

profession which are administered outside of

this ministry, I am suggesting to you to put
them under here, when there are already
remedies for the consumer.

Mr. Renwick: There are no remedies for

the consumer under the Law Society of Upper
Canada-

Mr. Drea: There are none? Then how do

you get your money back? Tell me how you
get your money back if there is no remedy
for the consumer? Of course there is.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): What is it?

Mr. Drea: What is the remedy? There is

a fund administered by the Law Society of

Upper Canada that will repay the consumer
when the—

Mr. Renwick: Not that unfair practices
are defined in this Act.

Mr. Drea: Not specifically the unfair prac-
tices that are defined in this Act.

Mr. Renwick: That's right.

Mr. Drea: Not specifically those unfair

practices, but certainly where the lawyer is

engaged in the betrayal of trust of his client,

where money is involved, there is a remedy
for the consumer. There certainly is.

Mr. Renwick: There is not.

Mr. Drea: Then why does your fimd pay
out? Certainly not out of the gratitude of

tihe Law Society. It pays out and occasionally
it pays out copiously.

Mr. Lawlor: It is only under very narrow
conditions of fraud.

Mr. Drea: Yes, that is quite true.

Mr. Renwick: And sometimes by very
proportionate amounts.

Mr. Drea: Yes, depending upon what is

there. But I am suggesting to you that the

very title of this bill—An Act to Prohibit

Unfair Practices in Sales to Consumers—in-
dicates clearly that this is a business, a mar-

ketplace, a mercantile bill. It has been

abundantly plain since the day of introduc-

tion tliat this did not cover the so-called

professional services that have been regulated
far longer than this.

Mr. Renwick: WTio does it cover then?

Which services does it cover and which serv-

ices does it not cover? Does it cover in^

surance?

Mr. Drea: It covers the service—the sale

of the insurance—not the insurance contract.

Mr. Renwick: I am not talking about the

insurance contract. Does it cover the in-

surance salesman?

Mr. Drea: In his representation to the con-

sumer, yes.
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Mr. Renwick: Yes? How does that come
about?

Mr. Drea: How does it come about? He
is providing a service within the definition

of the Act.

Mr. Renwidc: What kind of a service?

An hon. member: Ah, come onl

An hon. member: A cultural service?

Mr. Lawlor: Recreational service?

Mr. Renwick: A recreational service?

Mr. Drea: No, he is not providing a rec-

reational service.

Mr. Renwidc: What is he providing? A
service in respect of real property?

Mr. Drea: He is providing a service in

respect of goods. He certainly is covered

under the services-

Mr. Renwick: What if he is selling life

insurance?

Mr. Drea: It is my understanding, at least

under the definitions of f and i, between

goods and services, that the insurance agent
is covered in the representation he makes to

the consumer. The insurance contract itself

may not be covered. That's already covered

under other legislation. But the purchase of

service by the consumer is covered under

this Act.

I suggest to you that to accept your

d'efinition, the amendment that yon want,
would go far beyond the intent of th? bill.

Indeed, if Bill C-2 does go through the

federal House, the definition that you want
about all services would either make this

particular section in this Act redundant or

parts of Bill C-2 redundant. How many
pieces of legislation do you want that cover

virtually the same thing?

Mr. Renwick: They don't cover the same

things.

Mr. Drea: If I accepted your definition, I

suggest to you, you probably would'n't need

a Bill C-2 within the scope of this province.

Mr. Renwick: You are going to have one.

Mr. Drea: Yes, that's a fine answer, "You
are going to have one." So as long as there

is a federal bill coming in with specific

things in it, you want us to duplicate it

word for word in a provincial statute. Surely
if there ever was redundancy, it lies right

there.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock p.m.

UNFAIR BUSINESS PRACTICES ACT
(continued)

Mr. Chairman: On adjournment we had an
amendment by Mr, Renwick, I believe, that

Mr. Drea was speaking to. Has that been
concluded?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): I don't

know whether it has been concluded. I

assume that over the dinner adjournment
the parliamentary assistant has had a chance
to think about it and is now prepared to

accept it. Would that be—

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): The

parliamentary assistant has had a great deal

of time to contemplate it over the dinner

hour, as he did in committee, and the parlia-

mentary assistant is not going to accept it.

Mr. Renwick: You're very gracious.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Yes, the

parliamentary assistant has had a great deal

of time.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): I wonder where
the minister who deals with these things is?

Mr. Chairman: Shall the vote be stacked?

Okay. The hon. member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: You know, Frank, you did
a great job in taking over midway and so

on, but you didn't move the engine forward
one inch. Your minister showed a great deal

more imagination and sense of what it's all

about than you are at this moment indicating.

May I say, and these are the only two

points I want to make, under your definition

of services and under the clause on consumer

representations with services as first men-
tioned, by any stretch of the imagination
my colleague is perfectly right. I mean if

services are services, whatever they happen
to be, you can't, my argument is, impose
your own subjectivist and personal definition

upon what services mean.

There's nothing showing in this legislation

saying that professional services as such are

Thursday, February 6, 1975

ruled out. It's quite possible, I would suggest
to you, for a judge of the county court of

the county of York to determine that services,

in connection with the first clause provided in

respect of goods or of real property, very
well might mean that if a lawyer is sitting
in his ofiice advising with respect to the

impact of a mortgage, first, second or fif-

teenth, or with respect to the handling of

personal property, he is rendering a service

vis-a-vis personal property. And it goes this

much further, saying that—well let me just

pause there.

The professional skill involved in any ele-

ment—surveying, architecture or anything that

might touch on personal property—very well

might be considered a service, unless you
put in a specific clause saying that services

do not encompass this area. If you exclude

it explicitly and deliberately then it can be

interpreted as not including the range of

professional services. Personally, and this is

where I disagree with my friend on the thing,

I don't think it should include all those

services. I'll come back to that in just a

moment.

I don't think it was the genius, the drive,

the focal point of the legislation initially, to

begin with; nor has it been in any other

jurisdiction. It's not what this bill is all about.

However, I have to give credence to the

brilliant imaginative genius of a renaissance

type such as my friend over here, who sees

the world caught up in an omnibus notion.

If it were so, and I have no doubt in my
mind in 10 years it will become so, the

diapason, the range of this Act will cover

all these services; I have no doubt at all

about that.

So why not be a progenitor of one's time;

why not a bit in advance of the cause so

to speak; prophetic and vain, Vatican impetus;

why not?

But you, as a member of the government,

always hang back a bit. You're terrified of the

future and hung up on the past, so that we
wouldn't expect you to move that quickly. I

say to you not only are professional people
very possibly, unless you specifically exclude

them, caught within the definition of services.

As I see it, there's nothing that prevents it.
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They are dealing with real estate and with

gooos and with giving advice vis-^-vis par-
ticular problems associated therein. Wnen
you say services provided in raspect of real

estate property, obviously that encompasses
real estate agents. Aren't they the very ones

who give plenary, immediate and necessary
services with respect to real property? But

you come along at a subsequent date and
exclude that.

The reason we didn't use various other

wording as we went through committee, was
because your erstwhile minister, the minister

of the day, kept on talking about moving
vans and various forms of moving services,

and the definition we had before us wouldn't
have covered that. It would cover all kinds

of installations of TV, and people who ap-
proved property in various ways—it left out

moving vans—we ended up with this because
of that.

With that in mind, I am suggesting to you
that that clause, literally interpreted, would

impart to me, or to any person sitting as a

judge, that real estate people were involved
in this thing, whether, my friends, you ex-

clude them or not subsequently. You see

they can't read what goes on in this Legisla-
ture. They are excluded by law, by the law
that they respect and observe, from knowing
anything that goes on or anything we say
here. That is ruled out.

The Act speaks for itself. Its literal word-

ing as presented to them, in front of them
on the page, is what guides them, solely and

entirely, and I would think that any judge
reading that would say, "Well, among the

first people who would fall under designation
of people providing services of real property,
would be, precisely, the real estate agents."

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Is that

going to determine whether one per cent or
10 per' cent is eluding the book industry?

Mr. Lawlor: That doesn't determine that;

it nevertheless leaves the full amplitude of

section 2, and particularly section 2(b) on
unconscionable transactions, open to the coiurts

—exactly the problem that he is seeking to

avoid—

Nfr. Singer: Don't be so
pedantic about

something that is so absolutely irrelevant.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The member
for Lakeshore has the floor.

Mr. Lawlor: Not absolutely irrelevant, only
slightly irrelevant.

Mr. Singer: I accept that as a victory.

Mr. Chairman: We are still speaking on
section 1 of the bill.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, we are speaking of serv-

ices, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Yes, on section 1 of the

bill.

Mr. Lawlor: Right. With that in mind,
therefore, I think that it is fatuous for mem-
bers of the Legislature, in the white heat of

controversy, to sit downstairs and while the

bill is in the furnace seek to go altering it,

amending it, without being able to envisage
the full implications of what they are doing.
I think that that is a fatuous type of legisla-
tion. I think we take too much upon our-

selves in that particular process.

The arrogation of the legislation originally
wasn't that way. I thought we'd leave well

enough alone up to that particular point. Hav-

ing branched out, we must recognize the

penalties, what we breed into the cause, and
what we breed in are a whole host of vic-

timizations. It is not my purpose this evening
to spend several hours in colloquy, not with

you—who are a diminutive figure in my
eyes, may I say—but with my colleague here,

for heaven's sake, who is a formidable son of

a pup, and with that in mind I am going to

silently vacate this chamber. Thank you, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. Singer: Not bad, not bad.

Mr. Chairman: Does the parliamentary
assistant wish to reply? We have an amend-
ment here. I don't know whether you want
to carry it or not; we will put it and see

whether you do or not.

Moved by Mr. Renwick that clause 1 of

section 1 be amended to read as follows:

"Services" means services of every nature

and kind, including, without limitations,

services invited in respect of goods or real

property.

Shall the amendment carry?

Some hon. members: No.

Mr. Chairman: All those in favour of the

amendment please say "aye."

All those opposed please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

Do you want the members called in or do

you want to stack it?

Mr. Deans: We will stack it.

Mr. Renwick: I think we can stack it.
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Mr. Chairman: Okay,
we will move on to

section 2 of the bill. Any comments on

section 2?

On section 2:

Mr. Renwick: I think it deserves a brief

comment since this is the section which

establishes the unfair practices that are to

be prohibited.

Interestingly enough, and perhaps for no

other purpose than to put this on the record,

section 2 simply establishes what are unfair

practices. The unfair practices are false, mis-

leading or deceptive consumer representa-
tions and unconscionable consumer represen-
tations. Those are the areas which form the

substantive part of the bill, for whidh the

balance of the bill is mainly procedure for

enforcing against those kinds of unfair prac-
tices.

I don't think that there's any need, be-

cause those practices were dealt with at

some length in the committee, for us to deal

any longer on section 2 and we have no

amendments to it. I believe section 2 and
one or two others are about the only ones

that we don't want to amend. But section 2

is the substance of the bill and I think that

we concur in it at the present time.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 2 carry?

Mr. Drea: Mr. Chairman, for the sake of

the record, I would like to jjoint out section

2(c) to the member for Riverdale. There was
some concern about the enforcement of that

self-destruct regulation, and there is a provi-
sion in section 2 now that there can't be a

prosecution under that regulation until it is

confirmed by the assembly, which is the

reference to section 17.

Mr. Renwick: I noticed that, and I was

pleased to see it.

Mr. Drea: I think it is worth mentioning
for the sake of the record, because it was

very important in committee to the sub-

stantive content of section 2.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Lake-

shore.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, this is a truly

fantastic section in both parts, but partic-

ularly in part two. What we wrote in section

2(b), you're perfectly right, we didn't want
unconscionable transactions in that particular
section as distinguished from deceptive rep-
resentations. We didn't want to give the

ministry plenary power to add to that list

by regulation, because the impact of that.

and what may be drawn out of "uncon-

scionable representations," could be very

dire indeed. We heard in committee from

the other party.

I'm wholly in favour of the section, but

I sometimes wonder why. From the strictly

legal, precise point of view, the range of

these clauses, the subjectivities involved and

the interpretations that may be lent to these

sections can be really very horrendous in-

deed.

Mr. Drea: Only if you are a crook.

Mr. Lawlor: Gosh, it's nice to have a

black and white universe: on one side the

devil himself and all the holy angels over

here—and you, I suppose, are on the side of

the holy angels-

Mr. Drea: That's right.

Mr. Lawlor: That ain't necessarily so,

as the song once said. The fact of the mat-

ter is that there are grey areas, an enormous

amount of colour in here—

Mr. Chairman: Will the hon. member for

Lakeshore stick to the principle of the bill?

Mr. Lawlor: —when you say, under the

heading of unconscionable practices, for in-

stance, that a representative, a salesman,

possibly a lawyer, or even possibly a doctor,

who makes a statement to an individual

patient, a client, a person to whom he in-

tends to sell some goods or a customer,

either knows or ought to have known that

the consumer is not reasonably able to

protect his interest because of physical in-

firmity, ignorance
—

really! Ignorance is a

pretty broad quality.

We all share in that to an extent we
wouldn't want to admit openly, in ignor-

ance, illiteracy and inability to understand

the language of an agreement or similar fact.

That fact alone, just not understanding, is

sufficient in itself to avoid the transaction.

He can simply say: "I didn't understand the

word that you said, or I didn't understand

it sufficiently. You put it over on me, you
hoodwinked me, you misled. That is the end

of the road, boy. The deal is finished and

out we go."

I say it balances the cards. For too long

under our free enterprise system the sur-

veyor of goods has put it over, hoodwinked

and pushed down the throat of the consumer

all kinds of misrepresentations. Finally,

there's a slight reversal.

By George! did we ever hear it in front

of our committee from all the representatives
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of industry, the boards of trades, etc., that

this is iniquitous socialist legislation. They
said: "You are really putting the business

community on the spot. You are making it

diflBcult. What about caveat emptor? Let the

bloody buyer beware."

Now you're saying and we're saying for

the first time in this province at least—it has
been done many places elsew'here-that the

buyer has to beware, but not all that beware,
thank you. We don't have to be taken.

With that in mind, when you extend it

out and say in clause (ii) that where a repre-
sentation is made such "that the price grossly
exceeds the price at which similar goods or
services are readily available to like con-

sumers", you are playing with fire. There is

a vagueness about all that. There is a

vagueness that does aflFect the somewhat per-
jured soul of the ordinary lawyer in this

particular regard. How in blazes is that to

be interpreted? How is that to be construed?

And in the next one when you say "that the
consumer is unable to receive a substantial

benefit," what do you mean by that? What
do you mean by a substantial benefit in this

particular regard? Or, when you come down
and say "that the proposed transaction is

excessively one-sided in favour of someone
other than the consumer," isn't that glorious?
We've entered the new Jerusalem almost.
We are in the ante-chamber to the temple.

Mr. Drea: Just remember the Conservative

Party took you to the new Jerusalem.

Mr. Lawlor: Too one-sided, eh? Isn't that

sweet? All right, I say that under some

legislation we've had before us and which
is on the books of this province—the Un-
conscionable Transactions Relief Act—in legis-
lation of that type, the equities prevail and a

gut sense of justice, not a rationalized sense

up here, where they all balance figures out.

Tne fact of the matter—who is getting taken
in this particular situation?—becomes predom-
inant. That's great and that's what they hated
in the committee and what we're for and for

which I give you, to this extent, credit.

The trouble with your wretched legislation
is you don't go far enough in this particular.

During the evening, put a halo around your
head, as we will be moving numerous amend-
ments to fortify you in your stance, in

your pretended accolades to consumers of

this province.

I'm saying, on the other hand, that we
heard almost ad nauseam from the business

community about what this means in our
terms as to the construction of contracts, etc.

We have, I trust, sufficient faith in the tri-

bunal that's in existence and, if not, then in

the courts themselves to construe what con-

scionability is and where good conscience
resides in these transactions. A lot of it over
a period of time will develop a jurisprudence,
a series of precedents and a series of inter-

pretations of this thing, which is not your
wretched interpretation which you seek to

impose from on high in this assembly but the

interpretations rationally and slowly arrived

at by the courts of the province to bring
some sense into otherwise terribly amorphous
sections of the Act.

That's what we depend upon. We depend
upon morality, believe it or not. It's the most
moral piece of legislation I've ever seen. It's

saying that people must be honest and must
have goodwill. There must be a generosity in

the interrelationships between human beings.
It can't be all fetched to one side. The busi-

ness community can't predominate. It can't

rule the roost. It can't put people over a

barrel every day of the week. And that's the

meaning of all this stuff.

If it works that way—fine. And to the

extent that you've gone—okay. But it has

been pointed out to you by consumers' repre-
sentations and others—may I just read the

last sentence of a letter which you recently
received from Ruth Jackson and M. J. Trebil-

cock, the professor who attended throughout
these hearings. This is the last paragraph of

the letter:

We do not think that Ontario should
take any particular pride in the possibility
that it will enact the weakest Business

Practices Act in this country.

And that is what you are in the process of

doing, despite what you are trying to do.

Why don't you buckle on your armour of

righteousness, so to speak, as the representa-
tive of the ministry in this regard, and go
along the line during the evening with re-

spect to the numerous amendments. How
about class actions; representation for indi-

viduals who have to pay out of their own
pocket the costs of court cases; substantial

issues that have real meaning to the public,
where somebody is taking somebody else?

Why don't you give that thought? You've re-

sisted that all along the line.

These are only two things among the

many that will be brought forward. There is

ill will on your part. It shows a purblinded-
ness and a stupidity and a digging in of heels

which you make take pride in. I'm not sure

about you yet.

Interjection by an hon. member.
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Mr. Lawlor: But I'm watching—and you
know this is your baptism of fire. This will

tell which side of the fence you are really

on, because you have been trumpeting horns

and playing mandolins to the consumer of

the province as the Great White Father. All

right, we'll test you. We'll see. We'll see how
far you are prepared to go on this one, boy.

My prediction, for what it's worth—and
I'm Nostradamus with the green light—you
won't take a single one of them all the way
through.

In terms of the several clauses that we
have before us, they can have enormous

impact on the province. This is new stuff

and it's good stuff. Once in a while one gets
a lift in this wretched place, full of dullness

and dudgeon, various miasmas and stinking
smells and various other things, etc. Very
often there is not too much light comes into

the total darkness. But when you read a

section like that, you think there may even
be hope for you fellows.

Mr. Drea: Well, Mr, Chairman, I just

want to—just so anybody isn't led astray by
that brilliant whatever it was.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Nobody
would ever be led astray by your brilliant

talk.

Mr. Drea: It is all very well to read the

various sections out of here, both under (a)

and under (b). It's all very well to do that;

and I've heard that a number of times. I have
never really understood, when it came from
the member for Lakeshore, whether it was
a soliloquy for lost crooks or it was a pay-in
on behalf of some consumers. However, there
is one thing I am sure of—

Mr. Lawlor: You think there is a contra-

diction?

Mr. Drea: —in no case have you ever
read both section (a) and section (b). Just
so we don't take all of these subjections

wildly out of context—this thing about ig-
norance and the other things that you brought
up-

Mr. Lawlor: Yes?

Mr. Drea: —they must be "part of a false,

misleading or deceptive consumer representa-
tion." I think that those words in both sec-
tion (a) and again, "an unconscionable con-
sumer transaction" in section (b), put those
clauses in their proper perspective. I would
have thought that certainly so astute a solici-

tor-

Mr. Lawlor: Do you know that the Social

Credit legislation is better than yours?

Mr. Drea: What Social Credit legislation?

Mr. Lawlor: You've heard of that; the

Alberta legislation.

Mr. Drea: If our legislation is so bad-

Mr. Lawlor: The Alberta stuff has far more

guts in it than anything you've got here.

Mr. Drea: I see. It wasn't Social Credit

legislation in Alberta, it was Conservative

legislation.

Mr. Lawlor: It has far more meaning.
Whatever is good in your bill, you borrowed
from the poor beggars.

Mr. Drea: Indeed, if this is the genesis of

the new consumerism in Ontario, you can't

have it both ways. On the one hand, you
are saying it's the genesis and the beginning
of light, and on the other hand you are

saying it's a wretched bill—and then you
read out of context. I read that letter. You
read it out of context, that particular thing.
You are going to read something else out of

context in less than two minutes.

Mr. Lawlor: I will read the whole bloody
letter, if that is what you want. It's even
worse than that.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Drea: The point is that these clauses-

Mr. Chairman: Order please. Would the

hon. member for Scarborough Centre-

Mr. Lawlor: He'll never make a minister-

Mr. Drea: That's what I am talking about.

Now section 2 of this bill was—

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. Lawlor: This man will never make a

minister of the Crown, he is too provocative.

Mr. Chairman: This has got nothing to

do with section 2 of the bill either, I say
to the member for Lakeshore. Let's play the

game square.

Mr. Lawlor: Certainly it has. What game
are you playing? I am serious.

Mr. Chairman: Proceed.

Mr. Drea: I really think playing the game
square would probably be the last thing that

would happen here.
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Mr. Chainnan: Ord^r please.

Mr. Drea: I just want to remind the House
that the sections that the member for Lake-
shore has read, were read out of context,
and this is frequently the case.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): How can

you read a section out of context?

Mr. Drea: I am talking about the sections

in this Act. To understand the implications
and the purposes and the realities of those

sections you must read the preamble that

appears in both section (a) and section (b). I

think if you had done that, the thrust of this

bill and what it is intended to do would have
been accurately represented.

Mr. Lawlor: Oh, come oflF it.

Section 2 agreed to.

On section 3:

Mr. Chainnan: The hon. member for River-
dale.

Mr. Renwick: I would like to know if the

parliamentary assistant has an amendment to

section 3. Section 3 is the prohibition saying
that no person shall engage in an unfair

practice. In view of his remarks earlier, pre-

sumably he would like to make an exception
at the end of that, "except the member of a

profession." Is that what he would like to

do? So that the clause would read, "No per-
son shall engage in an unfair practice unless
he is a member of a profession."

Mr. Drea: That clause stands. If you want
to make an amendment to that effect, I won't

accept it.

Mr. Renwick: No, but I had that feeling
that you wanted to make an exception for

those in the profession so that they could

engage in unfair practices without being sub-

jected to any of the provisions of this bill

from the discussion we had before supper
designed to ensure the protection of the con-
sumer of those professional services.

Mr. Drea: No, I made it quite clear, Mr.

Chairman, before the adjournment for supper
that there were no exceptions or no exclu-
sions. If you fitted under the definition of

both the goods or the services section, which
have already been passed, that you are in.

Mr. Renwick: We haven't passed the serv-

ices section. There is an amendment stacked.

Mr. Drea: I think by the time the evening
or tomorrow is over, that will be passed.

Mr. Renwick: I understand. I know. I

know. The mailed fist of the Tory party will

come down and—

Mr. Drea: Oh, I think we will have some
other support.

Mr. Renwick: I wouldn't be surprised.

Well, that is the comment I have on sec-

tion 3, that if there is any consistency in the

parliamentary assistant he would want to

make an amendment, rather than to leave it

vaguely misunderstood by the public that the

lawyers and doctors and architects, and so on,

aren't subject to the provisions of this bill.

Mr. Chairman: Does section 3 carry?

Mr. Lawlor: No, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: I am anticipating a bit, Mr.

Chairman, with respect to section 5. If sec-

tion 5 were subject to this section, then

a great deal of justice would be done. This

is completely reworked, revamped, a new

baby—the whole section. It's remarkable what

was done in the committee—and particularly

with respect to 1(b).

They say that you can rescind a contract.

I just wonder about this too, you know, from
a straight legal point of view. You don't re-

scind contracts. As my legal training told me,

you repudiate the wretched things. I f you
don't like a contract, you repudiate it. You

may have valid or invalid grounds for doing

so, and it's up to the court to accept or re-

ject your repudiation which is called rescis-

sion. It's done by the courts.

In any event, let's not become too techni-

cal about the language. This is the rescission,

where the individual says, "You pulled a deal

on me; you have got an unfair practice. How-
ever amorphous and vague it may be, the

fact of the matter is you have done it to me
and I am calling the whole deal off. I am not

going to pay another dime, and I want my
money back." But then they are saying in

(b) that there are certain circumstances in

which this cannot be done.

I mean, everybody knows there are circum-

stances in which you have got rid of the

goods, or they have been lost or you yoiur-

self don't want to restore them; or any num-
ber of things may happen where rescission,

which means putting people back in the same

position they were before the thing ever

started, would come into being.

Then when you say: "Where rescission is

not possible because restitution is no longer
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possible"; in other words, you haven't got
the thing to give back or you have damaged
it, you couldn't possibly give back the same
goods that you got in the first instance and
so on; "or because rescission would deprive";
this is where a certain morality again enters

into the legislation, which is a kind of second

morality as between the vendor and the pur-
chaser.

Other people are out there who are going
to get hurt. When there's a third party, some-

body else is going to get hurt: "which would

deprive a third party of a right in the subject
matter of the agreement that he has acquired
in good faith and for value, then the con-
sumer is not entitled to rescind." He can't

call the whole thing off, he simply goes for

damages.

Now I can't see why you can't retain the

realistic sections if you word the clause there

dfferently. It excludes the one I am talking
about, section 4(l)(b). Why not keep section

4(l))(b)? Protect third parties against the
effect of calling off a deal arbitrarily, and
retain the full range and full weight of the

possibilities of this legislation.

That's what I thought we were doing in

committee; and when I came on the Friday,
a week or so ago, and saw this version sitting
on my desk, I said "What on earth?" It is

not the parhamentary counsel's fault. He
knows what he is doing. It's just that I mis-
understood. I didn't understand that that was
the way it was, the colour of the eyes, that
wasn't the way it was. I thought that third

parties were being protected in this; in the

way you have set it up third parties aren't

protected. That's the only thing.

Why should a real estate salesman, for

instance, be able to make grotesque misrepre-
sentations inducing people into contracts and
so on, and then be excluded from the whole

range and ambit of your legislation? He
should very well be within the four corners

of this bill. There is no reason in the world

why he shouldn't be, as long as you give
adequate protection to those who would be
victimized otherwise.

So as I understand the position; you very
well may be wiping him out of the picture

entirely for the faintest of reasons and with-
out adequate justification. If you protect
people on the domino theory, that's what this

clause would do. We wrote it in deliberately.

You know, it was kind of a travail to do it.

I mean it was real hard work downstairs,

trying to get this thing worded and trying
to get it in shape. We got it into shape, and

now you are, it seems to me, abdicating it;

at least in one quarter.

The section as it stands, it seems to me,
is vahd with respect to the whole other range
of transactions if third parties are going to

be hurt. Most often where persons are buying
a refrigerator or a stove they are not reselling
the same article or even another stove in

order to puchase the first one, which is not
true about real estate transactions. Therefore
the possibilities of third parties becoming
involved, and becoming in some way injured
as a result of the transaction, is very remote
indeed in most transactions. Nevertheless, it

is wise to write this kind of possible buffering
in as a buffer against this if it does happen.

Now I suppose you had a lot of flak, a

good deal of flak, with respect to the subse-

quent wording of this thing, as to how the

damages, the monitory recompense, is to be
arrived at. We heard a good deal in com-
mittee.

Are you satisfied with the distinction, the

range of damages and the differentiae be-

tween the amount paid under the agreement,
to the degree it exceeds the fair value of the

goods or services received under the agree-
ment or damages or both? Have you really

worked at it? Do you know? Because I wasn't,

to be quite frank with you, completely satis-

fied in committee, since this thing was born

out of clean air, that that was really work-

able and really sound. Are you really satisfied

with this?

It is your responsibility. It is up to you to

work these things over. It is not our bloody

legislation, and in this particular regard I

would like to be assured on that count.

Mr. Drea: Well, I would point to section

4(2). I think that answers all of your prob-

lems.

Mr. Lawlor: Have you worked out your
measure of damages? There are all kinds of

problems.

Mr. Drea: If you refer to the next subsec-

tion, you will see that the measure of dam-

ages is going to be determined by the

courts. I think that properly is their job.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, but you must give the

criteria for doing so. You must set up the

lines upon which the courts have to act. Is

it clear enough for the courts to operate on?

Mr. Drea: I think it's absolutely clear. It

says: "The court may award exemplary or

punitive damages." They know what to do.
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Mr. Lawlor: Well, thank God not all our

judges are of the same ilk. I think you're

going to have a great deal of trouble with it.

Mr. Drea: Well, I'm certainly not going to

presiune to tell the judges-

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 3 carry? Car-

ried.

On section 4, the hon. member for River-

dale.

Mr. Renwidc: Mr. Chairman, my colleague

and the minister were already debating sec-

tion 4.

Mr. Drea: I thought we had passed it.

Mr. Chairman: Yes, they debated part of it.

Mr. Renwick: I just want to make this

point about section 4—there should be no mis-

understanding about this—that it's not any
consumer representation that is an unfair

practice that gives rise to the right of re-

scission or, in the absence of the right of

rescission, the right to the damages set out in

the section, and in certain cases with permis-
sion to the court to assess exemplary or puni-
tive damages where the representation is un-

conscionable. To claim the benefit of this sec-

tion, a person must not only establish that

there has been a consumer representation
that is an unfair practice, he must also estab-

lish that it was a representation of the kind

that induced him to enter into the agreement.

I think it's very important that it be clearly

understood that there is that second aspect
of the requirement of the statute before a

person can call in aid the statute to assist him
because of an unfair practice.

I think the second point that requires com-
ment is that if it is of the kind of unfair

practice which can be called unconscionable,
we have given the consumer the potential ot

the court awarding exemplary or punitive

damages. I know of very few cases where the

court has ever taken upon itself the power to

award exemplary or punitive damages, other

than in the law of libel and slander.

Mr. Lawlor: Libel and slander, yes.

Mr. Renwick: I don't know of any other

case. Perhaps my friend the member for

Prince Edward-Lennox (Mr. J. A. Taylor) can
think of another one, but I don't know of

any others. That in itself is a fairly Draconian

provision, and it'll be interesting to see over

the years the occasions on which a court

might exercise that particular Draconian

power.

The next part that I think deserves very

significant attention is a break in one of the

major rules of the law of evidence, which

provides that parol evidence—that is, verbal

evidence—or non-written evidence, apart from
the written agreement, may be brought in to

establish whether or not the representation
has taken place. That's included in section

4(7), and I think it's worth quoting:

In the trial of an issue under subsectiwi

1, oral evidence respecting an unfair prac-
tice is admissible notwithstanding that there

is a written agreement and notwithstanding
that the evidence pertains to a representa-
tion of a term, condition or undertaking
that is or is not provided for in the agree-
ment.

That, coupled with the next clause, which

says, "This section applies notwithstanding

any agreement or waiver to the contrary,"
is a very substantial extension of the law with

respect to what can be brought in evidence

for the purpose of establishing an unfair prac-

tice of the kind that might have been said to

induce the person to enter into the agree-

ment and give him the right to rescind the

contract or, in the absence of redssion, to

claim damages. For lawyers, that is indeed a

very major departure from the law of evi-

dence as applied to written contracts.

Mr. Drea: It's good, though.

Mr. Renwick: I think the last part on which

we had trouble was with the whole field of

advertising, and that we endeavoured to

cover in the way in which subsection 9 of

section 4 is worded that says that subsection

3—that is, the joint and several liability of

persons who are involved in making a con-

sumer representation—

. . . does not apply to a person who, on

behalf of another person, prints, publishes,

distributes, broadcasts or telecasts a repre-
sentation or an advertisement that he

accepts in good faith for printing, publish-

ing, distributing, broadcasting or telecast-

ing in the ordinary course of his business.

I am not certain that that is adequately

phrased. I think it is, for the present purpose,
the best that can be done imtil there is some

experience about it.

The question obviously arose that if a

merchandising house submits an advertise-

ment to the Globe and Mail and the Globe

and Mail publishes the advertisement, and the

advertisement turns out to have contained a

false or misleading representation on which
a consmner acted to his detriment, a question
that the committee had to determine was to
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what extent was the medium—in the illustra-

tion I used, the Globe and Mail—responsible,
along with the merchandising house, for any
of the effects that might flow from it. We
decided, I think correctly, that it was wise

to eliminate that liability provided it was
done in good faith.

Now I don't know the limits of that. I

think it is very diflBcult, if there were a

grossly misleading advertisement placed—for

example, the kind of advertisements that

have been placed by that chap from London,
the Coalition of Citizens; that kind of gross,

misleading advertisement—whether or not a

newspaper is protected when it knows very
well by reading it that it is grossly misleading
or deceiving, or contains false or misleading

representation to induce someone to join the

Coalition of Citizens for the advancement of

what could be termed right-wing causes in

the Province of Ontario. That's the kind of

problem that we are faced with. I think the

section probably is as good as can be accom-

plished at the present time until we have had
more experience as to how it will lyork out.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, I would like

to speak on two points further on this and
one is the parole evidence rule.

1 think it should be clearly understood by
the members of this House and the general
public—and this is anticipation again of sec-

tion 5—when a contract is written up and it

is in black and white then there is always a

clause in there—and it is a rule of court that

that's it—that whatever is said in advance of

that, or surrounding that, or after that, or

in any other way, once the thing is written

down, the written word with all its magic
prevails. Other things are excluded, and you
can't in the court room bring in evidence
that contradicts this written word. There is a
rule that you can expand it a bit to explain
what it means as long as it doesn't contra-
dict it.

But the fact of the matter is in ordinary

everyday life, and as a practical matter, sales-

men or all kinds tell fibs. It is not just

pu£Bng; everyone can excuse puffing; it car-

ries beyond that particular point. When the

real pivot on which the whole transaction

turns is that he told him something that

brought him into the transaction which never-
theless didn't manage to get itself written
down because the salesman knew damn well
that if he wrote it down he would be in

trouble, so he excludes it and the asininity of
British law up to this point is that when you
get the people on the witness stand and you

are in the court room, you can't mention

that; it is out of court.

This section is a breakthrough in this par-
ticular regard. It says that whatever is said

in the course of the transaction inducing a

person to enter into that transaction is admis-

sible, you can talk about it, you can explain
it to the judge, it is part of the deal, it is

part of the case, etc. And if it is grave

enough and if it is material enough, it very
well may bring an end to the whole pro-

ceedings.

That's extremely valid. If, in the next few
moments it's your intention to exclude section

5, then out the window goes that particular

parole evidence rule. The parole evidence

rule is absolutely critical in this particular

context, as you well know, and I want it

to apply ri^ht across the board to every form
of commercial transaction that it could pos-

sibly apply to.

As to the second point, on advertisers, Mr.

Chairman, we had great, great difficulty with

it. Not only did we put in this other clause

here, saying that it "does not apply to a per-
son who, on behalf of another person, prints,

publishes, distributes, broadcasts or telecasts

a representation or an advertisement which
he accepts in good faith for printing ..."
and so forth, but we went on with section

18(6) in a sense to reiterate that, to say it

all over again, because we don't quite know
what to do with television advertising and
with the press media reprinting things which
come to them, which they have no apparatus
to investigate as to their truth or falsity and

yet print.

We didn't feel it was necessary; it wasn't

quite just to pin the blame on them, because

they would have to have an enormous re-

search staff in ordter to test the validity of

all this advertising on one side of the fence,

so we swung it back to the people who
make the presentation in the first place. Let

them stand the weight of their own adver-

tisements and, at the same time, let them
be liable should their advertisements be

wrong in this regard.

Mr. Chairman: Does section 4 carry?

The hon. member for Ottawa East.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): I would like

to make a few comments on section 4 of

the bill and pose a few questions to the

parliamentary assistant.

In my opinion, section 4, from a practical

point of view, is what I consider to be

legislation for the consumer Which has done

away with a lot of the apparatus of the court
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and this type of thing. In other words, a

summary sort of relief can be given to the

consumer.

On the other hand I'm a bit concerned,
Mr. Chairman, and I think this was men-
tioned in standing committee, about the

duplicity of the effects of section 4 with
section 36(1) and section 37(1) of the Com-
bines Investigation Act. You see, you have
a situation here in which, if the consumer
feels he's a victim of an unfair practice, he
can rescind the contract and he can get his

money back. In fact, he can receive an award
from the court for exemplary and even puni-
tive damages.

Over and above this, there's a possibility
that the individual involved in this type of

practice might well be charged under the

Combines Investigation Act, the federal sta-

tute. For instance, if he advertised in the

same particular transaction he may well be

charged under section 37(1) of the Combines
Investigation Act—a section I'm very familiar

with—which talks about advertisements con-

taining statements which are untrue, decep-
tive or misleading. Under that particular sec-

tion, of course, he could be guilty.

Two or three years ago that section was
amended and it is now an indictable offence.
It has been my experience that, more and
more, the courts are getting relatively tough.
They weren't imposing sufficient sentences,
when you are talking about large corpora-
tions, but some people are, in fact, going
t» jail and the federal Minister of Consumer
and Corporate Affairs has suggested that lie's

looking at an amendment to put corporate
people in jail.

The point in this is, in our effort to sort

of give the consumer a method of righting a

wrong, and a summary method of doing it,

I'm just wondering if there's going to be
some sort of duplication involved here, where
we have an individual who may well end
up losing his contract, paying the money
back, suflFering punitive damages in court
and being dharged criminally under the
Combines Investigation Act. We have a prin-
ciple in our law, Mr. Chairman, which states
that an individual should not be punished
twice for the same offence. I am concerned
about that aspect of the legislation.

Fm all for the summary approach taken

by this particular Act. I think it was men-
tioned in committee that it's unfortunate that
the whole range of protection for the con-
sumer is going to end up with part of it

under the federal government and part of
it under the provincial government and

there's going to be duplication. Somewhere

along the way, some individual is going to

end up being punished twice.

Of course, we have a Bill of Rights in

Canada which says an individual should not

suffer undue or harsh treatment under our

f)articular

laws. I would like to ask the par-
iamentary assistant-

Mr. Drea: Do you want me to respond
to that?

Mr. Roy: Yes.

Mr. Drea: That's all very well to say, but

what happens to the person who gets into

an automobile accident? Tliat person may
very well face civil damages through his in-

surance company because of his negligence.

Secondly, he may be tried under a provincial
statute—the Hig'hway Traffic Act, for instance

—for running a stop sign or failing to remain.

Thirdly, because of his blood alcohol con-

tent, or something that he did, he may very
well face the full penalties of federal legis-

lation, \^ich is the Criminal Code.

Now, then, you run risks when you oper-
ate a motor vehicle and perform in an irre-

sponsible manner, depending upon the con-

ditions. I'm sure, from your own practice,

you're aware of all those conditions. You
can't go out with the driver and say: "J"st
because your insurance is going to pay for

the accident the charges under the Highw^ay
Traffic Act, the charges under the Criminal

Code should be dropped because it's a viola-

tion of the Canadian Bill of Rights." You
don't do it there, and I don't see one single
whit of difference here.

You can get into an automobile accident,

and, as I say, there could be a civil remedy.
Let's say, following your analogy, this is the

repayment of the money. You can be tried

under the provincial statute, which may very
well suspend your licence because of tlie

points accumulated and you can go to jail

for a criminal offence under the Criminal

Code. If that's good enough for the automo-
bile driver and the person who is irrespon-

sible, I really don't see any great difficulty

in applying it into the field of consumerism.

I agree with the member for Ottawa East

that the courts are starting to get tough. I

think the courts should have started to get

tough on this sort of thing 20 years ago. I

don't think there's one bit of difference be-

tween putting a gun into the side of a bank
teller and stealing $200 from a bank, than to

stand there with a smile on your face and
with a white shirt and tie on fleece a
widow out of $2,000. In fact, I prefer the
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bank robber. At least you know what he's

up to.

Mr. Ferrier: They are not great robbers if

that's all they get.

Mr. Drea: I agree with the member for

Ottawa East. It's about time the courts got

tough.

I don't think the intent of this section is

to deliberately put people into double jeop-

ardy. But if they have decided to embark
on a course of going out and trying to fleece

the consumer, then they might as well know
now they face an awful lot of consequences.
And if they still want to do it, then I say,

with all due respect to the federal Solicitor

General, we are going to get a new class

of clientele in the penitentiary. They may
have to upgrade them just to deal with the

new type of prisoner who will go in-—and it's

about time they did.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, I don't know if

the analogies made by the parliamentary
assistant are actually relevant to this. When
we talk about motor vehicle negligence, you
could not be charged with a similar offence

under the Highway Traffic Act as you can

under the Criminal Code. He could plead
double jeopardy in those particular situations.

Mr. Renwick: But you could be charged
with another offence.

Mr. Roy: You could possibly dharge him
with another offence.

Mr. Drea: That is why there are so many
sections under one.

Mr. Roy: What I want to know—and I did
not complete my question to the parlia-

mentary assistant. I notice that the director

has a right under this legislation to take

action. Is there going to be any communica-
tion with the federal level where, in the di-

rector's opinion, misleading advertising has
taken place in violation of a section—for

instance, 37(1)—of the Combines Investiga-
tion Act? Is there any intention of referring
that type of breach to the federal level?

Mr. Drea: I think the record is quite clear,
Mr. Chairman. In the past, under general
applications of false and misleading advertis-

ing, we have preferred that those cases be
tried by the federal authorities under the

auspices of the existing Combines Investiga-
tion Act. Where misleading advertising was
most specific in an industry which we regu-
late with specific statutes administered by

the Ministry of Consumer and Commercial

Relations, then we proceeded. But where

they were in a general field, in an industry
not specifically regulated—and I'm talking

about, for instance, in a regulated industry
under our ministry, such as automobile sales

—where it was false arid misleading advertis-

ing in that regulated industry, we would pro-
ceed. If it was in the general sphere that

wasn't specifically regulated, the federal

people have dealt with it to this date through
the Combines Investigation Act.

I don't really see that this section is going
to change any of the administrative practices.
I think that that system has worked out

very well. In both cases there have been a

number of convictions, but far more impor-
tant than that is the fact the number of com-

plaints concerning false or misleading adver-

tising in both areas has been dropping.

People are much more aware of the conse-

quences of getting into this kind of game.

I agree with you that if there was going
to be duplication all the time, with a writ

going here and a writ going there from a

different authority, and virtually a flipping
of a coin as to who was going to proceed,
then I think that would be a problem. But
I give you the record of the past where I

think the system has worked out very ver>'

well.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, I would just briefly

comment that I'm all for protection of the

consumer and I say it is high time that we
got legislation here. You talk about things

going on for 20 years and nothing being done

and I just ask you, who has been in power
in the province for the last 20 years? Why
has something not been done prior to this

time? This is something that we have talked

about for quite some time.

Mr. Drea: Don't start that bunk now.

Mr. Roy: I am saying very simply to you
that in your haste and your enthusiasm for

the protection of the consumer, which we

agree with, let's not forget the rights of all

individuals in this society, whether it is the

vendor or anyone else. I just express this

concern that in the haste of several levels of

government to get involved in this field, you
will have individuals who will be facing, in

my opinion, Mr. Chairman, different penalties
at different levels. I think that is something
that we should keep in mind. I would trust

that the courts would treat it accordingly. I

don't think any individual in this society

should be placed in a position where we are

offending one of the basic principles of our
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justice in this province and in this country,
the fact that an individual should not be

punished twice for the same oflFence.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 4 carry?

Section 4 agreed to.

Mr. Chainnan: Section 5.

On section 5:

Mr. Singer: On section 5, has the parlia-

mentary assistant got an amendment? I'd be

very happy to hear an amendment.

Mr. Drea: I may send you home early. Mr.

Chairman, there have been some references

made already in anticipation of section 5,

particularly by my friend from Lakeshore.

Mr. Renwick: What they couldn't do in

open committee, they did behind the closed

doors of the ministry.

Me. Drea: Are you suggesting the real

estate industry got to me? If that is what

you are suggesting, say it.

Mr. Renwick: I just said it. I said what

they couldn't do in open committee-

Mr. Drea: Well, I will tell you something.
You put forward a proposal in that com-
mittee regarding this section that was so

nonsensical that your friend from Lakeshore
even turned his back on you and you couldn't

even get a vote in there. You are the last

person to criticize any single subsection of

section 5 as it stands now or as it is going
to stand in a couple of minutes.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Renwick: Do you want me to repeat
what I said?

Mr. Drea: Yes, go ahead.

Mr. Renwidc: What the real estate industry
couldn't—

Mr. Chairman: Order. Order.

Mr. Renwick: —get in open committee, they

got behind closed doors in the ministry.

Mr. Drea: That's bunk and you know it.

Mr. Chairman: Order. Do you want to

proceed.

Mr. Ferrier. We are waiting with bated
breath.

Mr. L. C. Henderson (Lambton): Take it

easy now.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Chairman, it is quite true

that section 5, as it now stands in the Act,

is the result of the feelings of the majority
of the people who were in the standing
committee at the time Bill 55 was being
discussed. Mr. Chairman, it is a fair repre-
sentation of the feeling then by the com-
mittee members regarding—

Mr. Singer: Who were there.

Mr. Renwick: That's the committee you
know, those who are there constitute the

committee.

Mr. Drea: I didn't say that, fight with him,
the member for Downsview.

Mr. Renwick: Sure you did.

Mr. Drea: No, I didn't say that.

Mr. Renwick: You did; who were there

at the time, you said that.

Mr. Drea: I said the committee members
who were there at that time.

Mr. Renwick: That's right, that was the

committee.

Mr. Drea: That's right. All right the com-

mittee, it was the feeling of the committee.

Mr. Singer: At that time.

Mr. Drea: At that time, that's right. Now
did I get the comma in correctly for you?
It was the feeling of the committee-

Mr. Henderson: It still is.

Mr. Drea: Yes; it still is the feeling of

the committee that really—

Mr. Renwick: You weren't on the com-

mittee. How would you know what the com-

mittee felt?

Mr. Drea: —an Act that was going to serve

as the basis for a general codfe of business

standards, really had to attempt to come to

grips with the service and the agency rela-

tionship in something as significant to the

consumer as a real estate transaction.

Mr. Chairman, the difficulty with that is

that Bill 55 as it stood originally, and BUI

55 as it will stand, quite clearly deals with

selling practices. It does not deal with par-
ticular products nor does it deal with in-

dustries.

Mr. Ferrier: Mr. Chairman, could you get
some progress in this House?

Mr. Drea: Its original purpose—
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Mr. Chairman: Would the hon. member for

Scarborough Centre, if he has an amend-

ment, present the amendment to the Chair

and then we can discuss it?

Mr. Drea: If I could just say a few more

words, Mr. Chairman, you will get the

amendment.

Mr. Renwick: He wants to keep the sus-

pense up.

Mr. Chairman: If you are going to amend
the section—

An hon. member: If you are going to

present an amendment, do so and then let's

discuss it.

Mr. Drea: All right, Mr. Chairman, I am
going-

Mr. Renwick: This is high drama.

Mr. Drea: All right, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Drea moves that section 5 be deleted
in its entirety.

Mr. Singer: I don't know why everyone is

so—

Interjections by hon. members.

Some hon. members: Carried?

Mr. Renwick: Well, well, well! Did you
get a letter from anybody, or did they come
and see you?

I just got a baleful look.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Don't tease

the bear.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwick: The consumer certainly is

getting the double shuffle here.

Mr. Shulman: I>ouble shaft!

Mr. Renwick: Yes, the double shaft; called

bait and switch.

Mr. Drea: You know, you open your mouth
one more time and I am going to tell every-

body the ludicrous proposal you made down
there that nobody would even vote for.

Mr. Chairman: Order, order.

Mr. Renwick: Are you going to cross the

floor?

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Drea moves we delete

section 5 as it is now in its entirety.

All those in favour of the motion please« >f

say aye.

All those opposed please say "nay."

In my opinion the "ayes" have it; the

amending motion is carried.

Mr. Singer: That is even vdthout Lawlor.

On section 6:

Mr. Renwick: Yes, section 6; but if I could

just put a little addendum in here, you know,
I'd just like to repeat, rather by way of inter-

jection but actually on the record, that of

course the vested interest got to the min-

istry. It's just that clear.

Mr. Singer: All the members except one

tonight.

Mr. Renwick: That's right.

Mr. Singer: Insulting us all, eh?

Mr. Renwick: That's right. You know, it's

a very interesting thing-

Mr. Chairman: Order. We have dealt with
section 5.

Mr. Renwick: If you buy an automobile-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for River-

dale is out of order and he knows he is out
of order. We are dealing with section 6 at

the present time.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwick: On section 6.

Mr. Chairman: Yes.

Mr. Renwick: Well, as I was saying, on
section 6—

Mr. Chairman: Any particular subsection?

Mr. Renwick: —I wanted to propose two
amendments. One of them is quite lengthy
and it will be necessary for me to read it

into the record. The other one is quite short,

but it is essential, Mr. Chairman, that under
section 6, where the director is permitted to

do certain things, that he be able in certain

cases to take an action on behalf of a con-

sumer in order that the consumer will not be

subjected to the expenses that would be in-

volved in taking a meritorious case to the

court. It's known colloquially—and there was
substantial discussion of it in the committee—
as the substituted action.
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Mr. Renwick moves that section 6 be
amended by designating the present section

6 as subsection 1 and adding thereto the fol-

lowing subsections:

(2) Subject to this section, the director

may, where it is in the public interest to

do so,

(a) commence and maintain an action

under section 4 where a consumer has a

cause of action under that section; or

(b) maintain an action under section 4
after it has been commenced; or

(c) bring and maintain an appeal in an
action under section 4.

(3) Where pursuant to subsection 2 the
director brings or maintains an action or

an appeal under section 4, he shall do so

in the name of and on behalf of that con-
sumer and he shall be entitled to take the

same steps in and have the same control

over the action or appeal including the

right to settle the action or appeal or any
part thereof as that consumer would have
had in respect of that action or appeal.

(4) The director shall not bring or main-
tain an action or an appeal under this sec-

tion without first obtaining the written
consent of the consumer in whose name
the action is brought.

(5) Upon the consumer giving written

notice under subsection 4, the director may,
without consulting or seeking any further

consent of the consumer, conduct the ac-

tion or appeal in such a maimer as the

director considers appropriate and proper.

(6) In any action or appeal commenced,
brought, or maintained by the director

pursuant to subsection 2,

(a) any moneys recovered, excluding costs

of the action or appeal, shall be paid to the

consumer where reasonable and practicable,

(b) any moneys payable by the consumer,
excluding costs of the action or appeal, are

not recoverable from the director or the

government of Ontario,

(c) the costs of the action or appeal shall

be paid to or borne by the director.

(7) Nothing in this section abrogates or

restricts any right of set-off that a person
has or may have against a consumer on
whose behalf the director is acting under
this section.

(8) Where the director, while acting on
behalf of a consumer under this section,
releases a supplier from a liability or an

obligation arising out of the cause of action,
that release shall extinguish that claim to
that liability or obligation referred to in

that release which that consumer may have

against that person.

(9) Where money is paid to the director

in an action referred to in subsection 2

and

(a) it is not reasonable or practical to

pay the money to the consumer; or

(b) the consumer to whom the money
is payable cannot be located,

the director may apply to the court for

directions respecting the payment of the

money and, upon complying with the direc-

tions of the court, pay any remaining
balance into the consolidated revenue fund.

Mr, Renwick: Mr. Chairman, unfortimately
I only have one copy of it. No, I have two.

I take it that it would not be necessary to—

Mr. Chairman: It's quite a long amend-
ment and I imagine the parliamentary assist-

ant would like the amendment to look over.

Mr. Renwick: I think I can give him one.

Mr. Drea: No, Mr. Chairman. I have

listened to it. I understand the thrust of the

hon. member for Riverdale's amendment and

I don't think I need to look at it. We're not

going to accept that.

Mr. Renwick: The reason and the pur-

pose for the amendment is that there are

obviously situations in which a consumer
would be subjected to a substantial burden
in taking a meritorious case or a test case

to the court. The purpose of this amend-
ment is to provide that, with proper safe-

guards and spelling out the procedures to

be followed in achieving those safeguards,
the director can take the action in place of

and in lieu of the consumer.

It is not unique. It is a procedure which
is available under the British Columbia legis-

lation, and is probably available under the

codfe in the United States, although of that

I am not certain. But the substituted action

has very real merit if the director is, in

place of the consumer in a test case situation

or in a meritorious case, able to bring the

action in the place of the consumer. I would
submit that the amendment should be carried.

I have another amendment to this same
section.

Mr. Chairman: Do you want to place it?

Mr. Lawlor: I would like to speak on this

particular one first, because it's lengthy and
diJBBcult. It's called a representative type of

action. It introduces the director into the

midst of the marketplace and makes him
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play a dynamic and central role, the kind

of role which I thought, listening to the

parliamentary assistant at Osgoode Hall and
other places, he would be most anxioLis that

his director occupy. I suspect at the end of

the day he'll bow his head, albeit in some-
what stem approval of the legislation as it

stands.

I would like to refer in this regard to the

Consumers' Association of Canada brief to

the committee of the Legislature:

We are strongly of the opinion that Bill

55 should include a provision similar to

section 24 of the British Columbia Trad^
Practices Act, permitting the director to

sue on behalf of the consumer where the

public interest would be served by this.

Such a provision would add considerable

muscle to the department's general media-
tion functions in consumer complaints and
would provide an avenue for getting test

cases on important issues of principle
before the courts. Such a provision has

existed in south Australian consumer legis-
lation for two years now, and reports indi-

cate that while it has been used sparingly,
its presence has proved an invaluable lever
in mediation activities.

That's the basic thrust of the thing. It's

lengthy, I admit, but it's simple in concept
and in prospect and I would seek to prevail
very much upon the minister, if he wants to

give eflRcacy to the legislation, and why
shouldn't he? He knows better than most
members of this House, with long experience,
that for most people, however good the

legislation might be on the books of the

province, one way or another the taking of
action in courts is an inhibitory sanction
whether you win or lose in a case, because
you end up paying your lawyer regardless;
you have two sets of costs and you're out
of pocket at the end of the day, no matter
what you want to do.

Second, most people simply will not ven-
ture into the arena of the courts on the
hazard that's involved in those proceedings.
Third, there is the straight convenience of

the thing, taking a day off work, maybe two
days, particularly if it's a small claims court
situation—although I would think that mast
of the cases the director would take would
either be at the county court level or the

Supreme Court level, because these are im-

portant cases. They are, so to speak, test

cases to test what the law is in the applica-
tion of the courts in this branch of indlistry,
which has a wide aspect to it and which
is affecting a lot of people in the province.

Why should the private citizen bear the

burden for the common weal? There is the

weird notion that we are all aristocrats with

endless amounts of money to be expended
upon the various court functions and to put
into the pockets of lawyers. That is simply
outdated; not a 20th century concept any
more. The role of government is at least

that. It has a kind of paternalistic function

in this particular regard. Consumer legisla-

tion would be impossible if that weren't the

central conception of it.

So I am asking the minister and the

parliamentary assistant to move in this par-
ticular regard, adopt this particular amend-
ment. It is in all the other legislation. Why
on earth isn't it in yours?

I think the only reason we have to argue
about the matter at all tonight is because

your minister took sick at the time. It wasn't

his fault. He was amenable, as I understand

it; and I suspect that you very well might be
amenable too. I really wait on tenterhooks

on what you have to say on this one.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, if I might make
a few comments on—Ottawa East.

Mr. Chairman: Ottawa East, I am sorry.

Mr. Roy: Damn it all, Ottawa East. It is

the centre of Ottawa, but it is Ottawa East.

Mr. Chairman: The Chairman apologizes.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, I am surprised at

the response given by the parliamentary
assistant to the amendment proposed by the

member for Riverdale. You rejected the

amendment out of hand, and yet you were

up on your feet not more than 10 minutes

ago arguing vigorously that you were serious

about giving the consumer protection under

this legislation. In fact you were prepared
to go as far as to trample on some of the

rights of the vendor or other people in the

marketplace, in other words, in order to give
the consumer full protection when I was

expressing some concern about double jeop-

ardy.

Mr. Drea: That is not what I said, get the

story straight.

Mr. Roy: Yet, when an amendment is

ojffered like this amendment, which exists in

the BC legislation and various states of the

US in their consumer legislation, it is rejected
out of hand.
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I am surprised, because, as the member
for Lakeshore mentioned, one of the main
reasons people will not go to cx)urt is because
of the expense involved. We know that a

percentage of small claims are not processed
because often it costs more money to submit
the claim than you are going to get back.

You could have a situation as well where

you could have a whole ream of consumers,
for instance, a sort of class action. It would
be an ideal situation in which the director,

on behalf of all these consumers, could take

this action and process it through.

I would be very much surprised, for in-

stance, if a consumer got into a situation

where he wanted to sue and went down to

legal aid. We may well expect some amend-
ments to legal aid regulations, for instance,

a class action, because there were briefs pre-
sented to legal aid and we don't have the

report yet. But I would be very much sur-

prised if you went to legal aid and you could,
in fact, get legal aid to get you to support

your claim.

In the light of this situation where you say

you want to do everything possible for the

consumer, I can't really understand why you
would not accept an amendment as valid as

this one.

What can possibly be wrong with giving

power to the director to institute an action

on behalf of the consumer, or to substitute

on behalf of the consumer in one of these

actions?

It exists in other legislation in this prov-
ince. As you know, under the Crown Attor-

neys Act, the Crown attorney can take over

the prosecution of a private prosecution if

he wants to. He has that jurisdiction. It is

not precedent-setting, even in this very con-

servative jurisdiction.

So I would suggest to you that this reason-

able amendment will not cause panic, let's

say in the financial community or in the

business community, and would really be

something that would give evidence of this

government and this Legislature's intent of

protecting the consumer. Because no matter

how good your legislation is, if the financial

impediments or otiier aspects of it make it

difiiciilt for the consumer—whether he's got
to take time off or w'hether he's going to go
in the hole paying a lawyer to go to court to

see his claim through—this would be a situa-

tion which would help the consumer in fact.

I really can't understand your attitude to-

wards this amendment.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Downs-
view.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, I find no diffi-

culty whatsoever in supporting the amend-
ment moved by the member for Riverdale.

For far too long we've enshrined in our

system of law the so-called majesty of the

adversary system.

The adversary system is fine, presuming the

people who go before the courts are equal
and have resort to equal opportunity for rep-

resentation, equal opportunity for talent that

can represent them, equal opportunity for

familiarity with the laws that affect them.

But as we move into the type of statute that

we can call An Act to Prohibit Unfair Prac-

tices in Sales to Consumers, surely we have

to begin to look at a somewhat different

concept.

We think it's good that the government
moves away from the idea of caveat emptor

—"only the rich shall prevail; only the strong
shall win". As the government moves away
from that, as we change our concepts of law,
then we have to provide the mechanics, the

tools and the ability to call to account the

people who might have committed the kinds

of sins that we're legislating against. And,
since we're going to have a director who is

a public ofiicial, then we should give him
the responsibility of initiating action and call-

ing to account those people who are ap-

parently committing the sins that the Legisla-
ture has seen fit to delineate. As I under-

stand it, and I've just read it again, that is

the thrust of the amendment moved by the

hon. member for Riverdale.

My colleague from Ottawa East said that

he is surprised at the parliamentary assistant's

opposing it. I haven't heard the parliamentary
assistant speak on this amendment. I would

hope when he does speak that he will be

able to accept the kind of thinking that we're

applying to it. He shakes his head "no."

Well, if he can't, then I feel very sorry that

he isn't able to bring the government along
to this kind of concept. It's the sort of thing
that we've been moving to.

It's the sort of thing we've been moving
to in our fair employment practices; we've

been moving to in our anti-discrimination

legislation—some of us have been trying to

move to it in our concepts of what the public
trustee should be doing. I've been trying to

move to it in what my concept is of what
an ombudsman might be doing. This is the

kind of thinking that I think Legislatures

have to do.
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At the time when we're considering an
Act such as this one, Bill 55, an Act to pro-
tect the public against unfair practices in

sales to consumers, then we have to cloak

the public official who is setting it up—the
registrar, the man in charge—with the power
to go out by himself in appropriate cases,

and to take the necessary action at the ex-

pense of the public, the expense of all of us,

to make sure that these things are looked

after.

Therefore, as I say, Mr. Chairman, I have
no hesitancy whatsoever in supporting this

amendment moved by the hon. member for

Riverdale.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. parliamentary
assistant wish to comment?

Mr. Drea: Yes, Mr. Chairman. First of all

I would like to disabuse the hon. member
for Ottawa East of his remarks that iVe re-

jected this out of hand. Had you ever con-

descended to appear in the standing commit-
tee it would have been very apparent to you
that the member for Riverdale and the mem-
ber for Lakeshore have, in one form or an-

other, advanced this proposed amendment
throughout those committee hearings. It has

been discussed over and over again. And I

think it would have been most unfair not to

indicate to the member for Riverdale that

there had been no change in government
thinking. So I wasn't rejecting it out of hand
without reading it or anything else. This went
on many an evening and many an afternoon
in the committee session in public. And I

know full well the intent of that amendment.
I would also like to point out, Mr. Chairman,
that there is a kind of suggestion here that

the director without this amendment is going
to be left relatively impotent. First of all I

would draw the members' attention to sec-

tion 7 where he can order an unfair practice
to cease.

Mr. Lawlor: It is not a class action.

Mr. Renwick: This is a substituted action.

Couldn't you be accurate?

Mr. Drea: Mr. Chairman, philosphically, I

am not really opposed to the principles that

the member for Downsview advanced.

Mr. Lawlor: Don't become a philosopher.
You will get lost.

Mr. Drea: However, I seriously question
it in this bill. This is a very specific regula-

tory bill. It deals with specific, unfair prac-
tices which are defined in such a way that

they cover the broadest spectrum possible,
unconscionable transactions as specific and

imticipatory as anybody could make, but
nonetheless in the whole ambit even finally

giving the right to have an unfair practice,

although within substantial limitations, parti-

cularly in regard to prosecutions. Therefore,
I rather resent the implications that we
trample on people's rights.

Mr. Roy: You are certainly going to, if you
reject the amendment.

Mr. Drea: Look, if you ever came to the

committee you wouldn't be bothering us to-

night. I'm speaking in reply to the member
for Downsview.

Mr. Roy: I can make representation
wherever I want.

Mr. Chairman: Debate the amendment.

Mr. Drea: It would be nice if you came. I

see you so seldom it's really a thrill.

Mr. Roy: The less I see of you, the better.

Mr. Chairman: Debate the amendment.

Mr. Drea: If I was a Liberal I'd say that

too.

Mr. Lawlor: That is not the same thing. Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Drea: He can order that. When the
order is not complied with, he can prosecute.
That takes care of one aspect of it. What the

particular aspect of this amendment would
have the director empowered to do is to start,

I think the words that are used are "repre-
sentative actions," on behalf of perhaps one
but with implications for many. I much pre-
fer the more honest statement that some of

the people made, or the more honest descrip-
tion, a class action under another name.

Mr. Renwick: It is not really a class action.

Mr. Drea: There is a section in there in

which an unfair practice, even in anticipation
of something that is slowly coming, before

it can even be defined by legislative statute,

can be done by regulation. That is the so-

called self-destruct clause, by which unless

that unfair practice or whatever it is is not

confirmed by the Legislature by statute at

its next sitting, it therefore does destruct. I

say it can with some limitations, because it

has been agreed there will be no prosecutions
until that specific section is confirmed by
statutes. I think that, philosophically looking
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at it from the other side, the member for

Downsview would agree with that.

Mr. Lawlor: Are you trying to say in your
roundabout way that you are not prepared
to accept the amendment?

Mr. Drea: I have listened to you all night.

Mr. Lawlor: Is that what you are seeking
to get to?

Mr. Drea: I listened' to one speech of

yours and I didn't know whether you were
here or whether you were outside. Just for

once, you are going to have to listen to me.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Lawlor: Why don't you have the

bloody honesty to get to it? If you reject it,

reject it and sit down. Then we will know
where you stand.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please, let's return

to debate the amendment.

Mr. Lawlor: That's what I said to you
earlier. It's all palaver. You haven't even
kissed the blarney stone. How do you get

away with it?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Drea: I can assure the member for

Lakeshore, much to his discomfort, I have
kissed the blarney stone.

An hon. member: You must have kissed
Patrick.

Mr. Drea: No, I draw the line at that one.

Mr. Lawlor: You do.

Hon. A. Grossman (Provincial Secretary for

Resources Development): I must have walked
into the wrong place.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Shall we re-
turn to debating the amendment?

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): He wasn't

hanging from his heels, though.

Mr. Drea: This is declaratory legislation.
The whole thrust of this is that unfair prac-
tices will and can be stopped. There are

specific remedies for consumers in a great
many areas—the right of rescission. We've
already agreed, by the fact it was almost

unanimous, that section 5 be deleted, that
the act of rescission in itself is not a total

thing that goes all the way across the board.
It is my concern that the director, since he

already has the powers to order the practi-

tioner of an unfair practice to cease and
desist and, if the person does not, to have
the prosecution, the very fact of ordering
a practitioner to cease and desist an unfair

practice is a declaration that an unfair prac-
tice has been going on.

Mr. Lawlor: That does nothing for the

already injured consumer.

Mr. Drea: It enables them to go to the

courts-

Mr. Lawlor: Come off it.

Mr. Drea: —with a very straightforward

proposition. If it didn't enable them to go
to the courts with that straightforward propo-
sition, I would really be inclined-

Mr. Lawlor: Good.

Mr. Drea: —even within the strict confines
of this bill, to support, perhaps not the word-

ing but certainly the general intent of the
member for Riverdale. But I think in view
of the fact that by virtue of the fact that he
can declare a thing to be an unfair practice
and order a practitioner to cease and desist—

Mr. Lawlor: How does that help the poor
consumer who has been bilked?

Mr. Drea: —and there are specific reme-
dies spelled out for the consumer-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Drea: —which can come about in two

ways; first, there can be a voluntary compli-
ance, and I think that would be all to the

better, but second, if there is not a volun-

tary-

Mr. Roy: You don't understand your own
legislation.

Mr. Drea: I understand my own legislation.

An hon. member: I'll explain it to you.

Mr. Germa: You don't understand it your-
self; you really don't.

Mr. Drea: Well, once again, that party is

divided.

Mr. Chairman: Will the hon. parliamentary
assistant continue?

Mr. Drea: By virtue of the fact that there

is a very specific remedy for the consumer
that will be applied by the courts and, indeed,
even when die service is consumed—and a

great many of these educational, instruc-

tional, recreational, social, what have you, are
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going to be consumed—there are specific
references to the courts—I really feel at this

time that the consumer-

Mr. Singer: Yes, but only at the behest of

an individual consumer and at his expense.

Mr. Drea: Pardon?

Mr. Singer: Only at the behest of an indi-

vidual consumer and at his expense.

Mr. Drea: The behest of the consumer,

yes, if he is involved at all in an unfair busi-

ness practice-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Drea: —but surely when he has a

declaration from the government and there

is not a voluntary compliance, which means
that the rescission in itself is not the remedy,
there has to be a turnback of funds-

Mr. Renwick: Of course it is. Of course

it is.

Mr. Drea: —all right, well that's not volun-

tary-there is an almost instant movement
into the courts. It is not going to be a long,
involved, terribly expensive case for the

solicitor.

Mr. Lawlor: Of course it is.

Mr. Renwick: Of course it is.

Mr. Drea: He's not going to have to do all

kinds of extensive research. The thing is

almost decided before it goes to court.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Drea: Yes, it is the matter of the case.

Mr. Lawlor: It's a black day when Peter

Lougheed has a lot brighter view as to what
it is about than you do.

Mr. Drea: I'm not so sure that Peter

Lougheed, if he took a look at our bill,

would feel that he would prefer ours.

Mr. Lawlar: Look at it.

Mr. Drea: —would require all the things
that he has in his own,

Mr. Lawlor: Take a look at his bill.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Let's debate
the amendment.

Mr. Roy: You are not comparing yourself
to Peter Lougheed, are you?

Mr. Singer: Let's not stack this.

Mr. Drea: Do you want to vote on it? Fine.

Mr. Lawlor: Let's not stack it.

Mr. Drea: I suggest to you that the minis-

try is not prepared to accept this amendment.
I say, in particular response to the member
for Lakeshore, I have discussed not only this

proposed amendment but a number of others

with the minister of that day, and the minis-

ter of that day assures me that he wouldn't

act any differently than I am acting now.

Mr. Lawlor: Today his mind is on other

things.

Mr. Drea: I have consulted with the minis-

ter of this day, who has been fuUy informed-

Mr. Lawlor: —my blue-eyed friend, absorb

a bit of knowledge around you.

Mr. Drea: —and I am informed by him

that he wouldn't act any differently than I

am acting now.

Mr. Lawlor: We expected you to reject all

the other points, but we didn't think you
would throw this out. We thought you would

go for this.

Mr. Drea: So let's just put that down.

There was no change in government policy

despite the illness of the former minister.

Mr. Lawlor: We thought you had enough;

you haven't. You are just dreadful.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for River-

dale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I want to

make one point for the record, and make

it very clear; the parliamentary assistant again

was rewriting 'history. It is very clear that

this particular amendment found very strong

sympathy with the former minister, now the

Attorney General (Mr. Clement). In the hear-

ings of that committee he was empathetic
toward the arguments which were put for-

ward on behalf of the Consumers' Associa-

tion of Canada about this amendment. I

have the feeling that, had he not taken ill,

this amendment would quite likely have been

accepted. But from the moment the parlia-

mentary assistant moved in on this bill it

has become rigid, closed-minded and re-

stricted; more restricted than it would other-

wise have been. We were making very sub'

stantial progress on this particular issue.

The minister doesn't understand that when
you move from the criminal field to the con-

sumer field, you must provide a broad range
of remedies through the administrative pro-
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cedures, through administrative law and

through the civil court suit. One of the ways
that you ensure justice in meritorious cases

is to provide a power in the director to

select those typical cases w'hich require to

be tested in the court and which no indi-

vidual plainti£F is able to maintain in a court

because of the time, the cost and the work
involved in it.

The argument need not be repeated. The
member for Downsview indicated that it was
about time we divided on one of these

matters of principle. This is a matter of prin-

ciple, and I would suggest that we call the

vote on the amendment and divide.

Mr. Drea: Just before you do, Mr. Chair-

man, I just want to reiterate this about the

former ministers empathy and sympathy. I

have discussed this with him on several occa-
sions after his recovery from his illness. I

specifically directed to him that there have
been certain statements made that he was

sympathetic, on the verge, teetering on the

brink or ready to go ahead with an amend-
ment or a clause similar if not identical

in intent to this.

Mr. Chairman, I want to tell the House
that I am told by the minister of that day,
who is the present Attorney General, that

while he found some of the concepts interest-

ing, at no time then or now would he be
prepared to accept such an amendment. I

say that to specifically clear the record.

Mr. Lawlor: That's great news for those

who are most concerned.

Mr. Renwidc: That's great news for the
consumer. Another defeat for the consumer.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. Roy: I just want to make one com-
ment in support of the amendment to bring
to the parliamentary assistant's attention that

even in the criminal field, the Law Reform
Commission is suggesting that you get away
from the punitive measures—jail, fines and
orders. To them, the most helpful deterrent

is that when an individual has been wronged,
you make restitution to him. It's all very
well to send someone off to jail, to have an
order against him to have him in contempt
of court or something else, but if the fellow
is out $200, $300 or $400, it's not helping
him very much. This is where this type of

of an amendment would be important.

You would be following the trend of

modem law today in trying to say that w'hen

a consumer has been wronged and if he

faces another wrong and doesn't have the

finances to carry on his own action, a director

can act on his behalf. You would be follow-

ing the trend. You wouldn't be setting a

precedent. I can't see why you can't accept
this amendment.

Mr. Chairman: All those in favour of the

amendment as proposed by Mr. Renwick
will please say "aye."

All those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

Shall this vote be stacked?

Some hon. members: No.

Mr. Chairman: Then we shall deal with

all the stacked amendments to this point.

The first amendment was moved by (Mr.

Renwick that clause (f) of section 1 of Bill

55 be amended by deleting the words "chat-

tels personal" in the first line and substituting
therefor the words "tangible personal prop-

erty," and by deleting the word "chattels" in

the third line and substituting therefor the

words "tangible personal property."

The committee divided on Mr, Renvvick's

amendment, which was negatived on the fol-

lowing vote:

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 10, the "nays" are 53.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the amendment
lost and section 1 (f), carried.

In the second amendment, Mr, Renwick
moves that clause (i) of section 1 be amended
to read as follows:

Services means services of every nature

and kind, including without limitation ser-

vices provided in respect of goods or of

real property,

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Take the

same vote.

Mr. Chairman: Is it the wish of the House
that we take the same count? Agreed.

The committee divided on Mr. Renwick's

amendment to section l(i), which was nega-
tived on the same vote.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the amendment
lost and the subsection carried.

Section 1 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The last amendment we
are dealing with at the present time was
moved by Mr, Renvvdck, It is quite a lengthy
one. Shall we take it as previously read?
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The committee divided on Mr. Renwick's

amendment to section 6, which was nega-
tived on the following vote:

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 21, the "nays" are 42.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the amendment
lost and section 6 carried.

Section 6 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any other com-

ments, questions or amendments to any other

section of the bill? The hon. member for

Riverdale, which section?

Mr. Renwick: Section 7.

Mr. Chairman: Let the hon. member pro-
ceed.

Mr. Lawlor: Don't go too far. There will

be another vote.

Mr. Renwick: I did have a further amend-
ment to section 6, but that has gone now. Is

that right? I will have to put it into section

7. I will put it into section 7. I have three

amendments for section 7. I think I had
better put each of them in so that I am cer-

tain to get the vote.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The Chair

is having difficulty hearing the hon. member.

Mr. Renwick: The first amendment could

be succinctly called a corrective advertising
order.

Mr. Renwick moves that section 7 be
amended by adding thereto subsection 8 as

follows:

Where the director or tribunal makes an
order under this section or where the court

grants relief under section 4, the director,
tribunal or court, as the case may be, may
make a further order requiring the person
to advertise to the public particulars of

any order, judgement or other relief

granted, and any order made under this

subsection may prescribe:

(a) the methods of making the adver-
tisement so that it will ensure prompt and
reasonable communications to consumers;

(b) the content, form or both of the

advertisement;

(c) the number of times the advertise-

ment is to be made; and

(d) such other conditions as are con-
sidered proper.

Mr. Renwick: The second amendment to

section 7 could be referred to as an ad sub-

stantiation power.

Mr. Renwick moves that section 7 be
amended by adding thereto subsection 9 as

follows:

Where a person makes or has made a

consumer representation, the director may
order that person to provide him material

possessed by that person at the time the

consumer representation is or was made,

substantiating or purporting to substantiate

the truth or accuracy of that consumer

representation and may order disclosure of

the substantiating material.

Mr. Renwick moves that section 7 be

further amended by adding thereto the fol-

lowing subsection 10 as follows:

Where a consumer believes on reason-

able and probable grounds, that any person
is engaging or has engaged in an unfair

practice and the director refuses to make
an order under subsection 1, the consumer

may serve notice on the director requiring
a hearing by the tribunal of the refusal of

the director, whereupon the tribunal shall

appoint a time for and hold the hearing
and may, by order, uphold the refusal of

the director or direct the director to make
the order provided for in subsection 1.

Mr. Lawlor: You have to accept that one.

That's sheer equity.

Mr. Ferrier: That is as clear as the clearest

water.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Riverdale

has moved three amendments to section 7. I

assume that we should deal with them in the

order they were placed.

Is there any further discussion on amend-
ment No. 1?

Mr. Drea: Mr. Chairman, in light of the

considerable discussion in the standing com-

mittee, the proposed amendment is totally

unacceptable to the ministry. I would point
out to the House that it is redundant. It is

already covered by subsection 6. Indeed, this

would be a limitation of section 7(6) in view

of the fact that subsection 6 reads: "The tri-

bunal may attach such terms and conditions

to its orders as it considers proper to give
effect to the purposes of this Act." That is

all-inclusive and broad. The impact of this

proposed amendment would be to severely
limit what is already in subsection 6.

Mr. Renwick: That's ridiculous.
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Mr. Drea: It is absolutely accurate.

Mr. Chairman: All those in favour-

Mr. Lawlor: No. Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. Lawlor: The parliamentary assistant

can't get away with that type of persiflage
and harassment, or whatever the devil it is

that he's trying to pull oflF here tonight.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Chairman, on a point of

order-

Mr. Lawlor: You haven't got a point of

order. Sit downl

Mr. Drea: On a point of order-

Mr. Lawlor: Sit down, blandishment.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Chairman, in the course of

this debate tonight-

Mr. Lawlor: Don't play games with this

House!

Mr. Ferrier: No more persiflage.

Mr. Drea: No, I've got a point of order.

Mr. Stokes: Nothing is out of order.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Chairman, on a point of

order-

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, he seeks to cut

somebody off in mid-flight—

Mr. Drea: I am not cutting anybody off,

Mr. Chairman. I have a point of order and
I would like to speak to it.

Mr. Chairman, during the course of this

debate tonight I have been called several

adjectives and a number of nouns. I have
been called a beggar, my ancestry in Ireland

has been substantially questioned—and, Mr.

Chairman, I am hardly a person who has a
thin skin.

Mr. Stokes: You are mortally wounded.

Mr. Roy: That is not a point of order.

Mr. Drea: And I would respectfully sug-

gest to the Chair that if the member for

Lakeshore is going to continue on with these

antics that he raise the level of the debate
back to the particular sections of Bill 55 that

he has some cause to dispute.

Mr. Chairman: The Chair does not con-

tend that that is a point of order. The hon.
member for Lakeshore will continue.

Mr. Lawlor: That is an objective, consid-

ered judgment, if I may say so. Talk about
thin skinned! The other word for it is known
as paranoia.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. I wonder if

the,member for Lakeshore would confine his

arguments and debate to the amendment?

Mr. Lawlor: No, the member for Lake-
shore won't—I'll be damned.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. Lawlor: Listen, you dunce.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. I would ask

the hon. member to withdraw that comment.

Mr. Lawlor: Last week-

Mr. Chairman: I would ask the hon. mem-
ber to withdraw the comment.

Mr. Lawlor: Last week at a very private
low-brow meeting on the island of Mozam-
bique, which is just off the coast of West

Africa, they had had this particular recom-
mendation about advertising, supplying the

particulars and making them correct in public

print, their misrepresentations which induced

all the buying, etc. This has been a long

accepted and perfectly cognizable feature of

the culture of Mozambique. Now why in

blazes in Ontario—the people are still living

largely in the stone age. People like him have
reached the brazen—they are in the brass.

They haven't reached the age of iron.

Interjections by hon, members.

Mr. Lawlor: Really! We thought that this

at least would be acceptable.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Chairman, how
about getting that in English? Only two

languages are allowed here: French and

English.

Mr. Lawlor: Are you so intransigent, so

purblind, so iron-heeled, so woebegone-

Mr. Breithaupt: So torn.

Mr. Lawlor: Tom? Son of a puppet. If you
could tear him you might move him. No, no
—there is no torn.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The Chair

finds the hon. member's comments most inte-

resting; but let's return to the principle of the

debate.
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Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): You have
no sense of style.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, the attempt is

not to be interesting, but only to get some
decent legislation on these books. I mean, I

am dead serious. The only time I joke is

when I'm dead serious. This is the end of the

road. You, as the apostle, carrying your
damned little cross up and down Bay St. in

front of the court house. I have listened to

you for three years now. You have repre-
sented to the lawyers and to every assembly
I have attended, to the board over here at

the University of Toronto-

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): You are ofiF

the section.

Mr. H. C. Parrot (Oxford): Two minutes

warning

Mr. Lawlor: The Province of Ontario, you
said, was culpably negligent and totally ab-

stentious with respect to consumer legisla-
tion. And what do you do? As soon as you
get an iota of power-

Mr. Drea: I will tell you what I do. I

have had about enough of you.

Mr. Lawlor: What do you do? You sell out.

You don't do a damn thing when you are

asked to attend upon it. Here is your op-

portunity; do something!

Mr. Drea: Don't you ever use those words
about me.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. Lawlor: Make a tiny tinpot hero of

yourself, do something. But what do you do?

Mr. Drea: I have just about had enough
of you. If there is one thing I am, it is con-
sistent. The bill is entirely consistent with

government policy.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Lawlor: I had some hope for you.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please I would say
the Chair has had enough too. Let us con-

tinue in an orderly fashion.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee

of the whole House begs to report one bill

with certain amendments and progress on a

second bill and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): It didn't get

much progress.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, can we be advised if we are in-

tended to continue with this bill tomorrow

morning?

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): The

reply comes tomorrow morning.

Mr, Roy: Reply.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): We can hardly
wait. Wow!

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): This bill will be

continuing tomorrow until its conclusion, and

then we will proceed to order No. 3.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock, p.m.
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The House met at 10 o'clock, a.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

ALGONQUIN COLLEGE

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of Colleges

and Universities): Mr. Speaker, last fall the

board of governors of Algonquin College of

Applied Arts and Technology met with me to

request additional funding, primarily to cover

anticipated increases in faculty salaries as a

result of the collective bargaining agreement.

In the course of that meeting it was mu-

tually agreed that an independent study

should be made of the overall financial situ-

ation at Algonquin College. A consulting firm

has been engaged in this study since January
and will be reporting early in March to my-
self and to the chairman of Algonquin's
board of governors.

I understand that the consultants are re-

ceiving excellent co-operation from the board

of governors, the college administration and
from the ministry's staff. It is, therefore, sur-

prising to hear of a conjecture about dis-

missals, layoffs and the cancellation of classes

before all the financial facts are verified and
laid on the table.

Until I have received the consultants* re-

port, I will have no other statement to make,

except to offer the assurance that this govern-
ment would not couiitenance a disruption of

Algonquin College's services to the commun-

ity on the scale purported.

INQUIRY INTO DUMP TRUCK
OPERATIONS

Hon. J. R. Rhodes (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): Mr. Speaker, in

response to questions in the House in recent

weeks, I have indicated to the House that it

was my intention to hold an inquiry into the

for-hire operation of dump trucks in the Prov-

ince of Ontario iri the transportation of sand,

gravel, rock, roadbuilding materials and

aggregates.

Friday, February 7, 1975

The ministry has received representations
from a number of associations representing

dump truck operators, alleging that there are

circumstances which inhibit the operation of

dump trucks on a paying basis. Such circum-

stances are the adequacy of trucking rates,

the number of dump trucks available in rela-

tion to demand for their services, the desire

of local truckers to participate in local proj-

ects, overloading practices as a means of in-

creasing revenue and the resulting potential

danger from mechanically unfit vehicles as a

result of such practices.

The inquiry which I propose will:

Examine and evaluate the availability of

dump trucks in relation to the demand for

their services, and also in relation to different

areas of the province, for example eastern

Ontario, northeastern Ontario, northwestern

Ontario, central and western Ontario;

Establish the trucking rates in effect during
1974 for the areas defined, and establish

whether such rates were compensatory, in-

cluding consideration of financing arrange-
ments between vendor and purchaser of new
and used dump trucks;

Establish the contractual relationships in

effect between the quarry or pit operator, the

construction contractor and the dump truck

operator;

Determine the essential criteria for the

establishment of a proper rate;

Examine the advantages and disadvantages
of control of entry into the industry and
establish ways and means of effectively con-

trolling such entry.

I am extremely pleased to announce that

Mr. M. L. Rapoport, QC, will be appointed
commissioner to conduct the enquiry. Since

graduation as a lawyer in 1936, Mr. Rapoport
has devoted his whole career to transporta-

tion law, with particular emphasis on high-

way transportation. His experience has been

related; both to the purchasers of transporta-

tion and to the carriers. His experience and

reputation place him among the leading prac-
titioners of transportation law. He has repre-

sented both shippers and carriers in the

courts and before federal and provincial gov-

ernment transportation tribunals. He has also
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contributed a number of leading articles on

transportation law to trade magazines.

He was a founding member of the Cana-

dian Institute of Traffic and Transportation,

past member of the faculty of Queen's Uni-

versity on extracurricular transportation, and
was chairman of the board of directors of

Doctors' Hospital in Toronto.

With further reference to questions in the

House in this matter, I advised the House
that I was reviewing the statutory authority

that would penAit the declaration of a mora-
torium on the issuance of further public and

commercial vehicle licences for dump trucks.

My legal advisers are of the opinion that the

Public Commercial Vehicles Act would au-

thorize the cessation of the issuance of oper-

ating licences, however there is no authority
to refuse the issuance of a vehicle licence

under the Public Commercial Vehicles Act.

In other words, it would be possible to

limit the number of operators but it would
not be possible to limit the number of vehi-

cles that could be operated by such operators.

Therefore, I am not satisfied that a morato-

rium in these circumstances would be effec-

tive or appropriate. Neither am I satisfied

that a moratorium would be in the public
interest in all circumstances, in that it may
result in unreasonable limitations of trucking
services available to any particular construc-

tion project undertaken in any particular area

of the province.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

- The member for Kitchener.

ALGONQUIN COLLEGE

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, following the statement made by the

Minister of Colleges and Universities, and

noting the recent press comment on this sub-

ject, can the minister, first of all, advise if

possible how the situation would have devel-

oped that has led to this proposal, made just
a day or so ago, which presumably because of

financial problems, has led to the suggestion of

dismissal of a large number of staff and also

curtailing eni-olnlent? Does he know whether
the finances have been satisfactory; and if

that i^ a problem, can he tell us when hie

expects the report to which he referred?

• Hon. Mr. Aiild: Mr. Speaker, perhaps
dumbfounded isn't the w6rd, but I was very
surprised when I read yesterday what had
been announced by, I believe, the vice-presi-

dent acad^ic to the board on Thursday-

Mr. Breithaupt: Vice-president of adminis-

tration.

Hon. Mr. Auld^ On Wednesday^ rather; the

vice-president of administration was quoted
in the paper this morning, I believe it was
the vice-president academic who made the

proposal to the board, which was at a public

meeting I gather.

The board, as I said in the statement, met
with me, I believe it was on Nov. 27, over a

number of things, but particularly their con-

cern about a possible deficit in the current

year. There was some question on the part of

our own staff about the figures they were an-

ticipating, so we mutually agreed that we
would have a consultant; in this case, it's a

partner of Woods Gordon, who has met with

them and with us.

To answer the last part of the member's

question, the target date is March 14 but

they may be finished a little sooner because

it seems to be going well.

The thing that surprises me so much is

that there would have been this proposal be-

fore receipt of the report, which will have a

great bearing on what the situation will be at

Algonquin.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Mr. Speaker,
in his answer to my colleague, the minister

stated that he was somewhat dumbfounded

by the approach announced by Algonquin
College. Is he not aware that apparently all

the community colleges since the announce-
ment some time ago regarding universities,

have complained to him that they are getting
less per student than the universities and that

in view of his policy, the announcement this

week was inevitable? Why would the minister

be dumbfounded when in fact the community
college presidents have conveyed their finan-

cial difficulties to him?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I would have
to take issue with my hon. friend. All the

rest of the colleges have indicated that they
have to tighten their belts and that it's going
to be difficult. None of them has suggested

anything oh the scale comparable to what has

been suggested at Algonquin.

Furthermore, ifs well to remember that

while the percentage increase in the case of

thfei colleges was not as great as for the

universities, in fact it was almost tile same,
because last year's original budget, on which
the. percentage was based, was increased dur-

ing the year by some additional funds. So
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actually there is not much difference. But,

of course, the situation is slightly different

anyway.
I should also say that in the college situa-

tion we have the manpower training pro-

gramme, which is fully supported by the

government of Canada and which varies a

great deal. This is a continuing problem
with some of the institutions because it is

very difficult for them to do long-range

planning in terms of faculty, for instance,

when it's sort of a year-to-year selling of

service.

Mr. Roy: May I ask one further supple-

mentary?

Mr. Speaker: One further supplementary.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, is the minister say-

ing that Algonquin College is the only com-

munity college that is facing this kind of

financial difficulty? And if that is so—

Hon. Mr. Auld: No, Mr. Speaker. I said a

moment ago that they are all having to

tighten their belts but Algonquin, which I

think has a total full-time enrolment of about

8,000, is the only one that has talked about
not accepting 2,300 or 2,500 students and

laying oflF 135 faculty and a large number
of administrative people. As I said, I just
don't believe that would ever happen; it

would be unnecessary.

Mr. Speaker: The member for—

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I didn't complete
my supplementary.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: It is not a debate.

Mr. Roy: If I might just complete my
supplementary, would Algonquin College
have added problems because of the fact

they have instituted a bilingual programme
or the campus?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, that may
well be part of the problem, and that's one
of the things we hope the management
people will be looking at. Of course, they

get a substantial grant—I haven't the figure
at my fingertips but I have it here in the

book—for their bilingual programme. But it

is sometimes a little difficult to establish to

mutual satisfaction what those costs are.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West with a final supplementary.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Mr.

Speaker, is the minister aware that very
similar financial difficulties to those that are

occurring at Algonquin have given rise to

a meeting this coming Wednesday at the

University of Windsor, the topic being
whether or not they can continue or will

have to close down?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I'm not aware of any

meeting at Windsor. Is it a normal internal

board meeting or an administrative meeting?

Mr. Bounsall: They have called a meeting
of the entire university community to discuss

whether they can continue operation or will

have to close down for this coming year.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I am not

aware of that meeting but I think it un-

likely that Windsor would be closing down.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

DISPOSAL OF LIQUID WASTES

Mr. Breithaupt: A question of the Minister

of the Environment, Mr. Speaker: Since the

minister's officials are concerned and perhaps
are suspicious that many toxic industrial liquid

wastes are being dumped on farmlands in-

stead of being properly dealt with and that

this problem appears to exist particularly in

the Waterloo region, can the minister now
give us any report as to the problems that

are suspected, that these wastes perhaps are

being dumped into abandoned gravel pits

where they could add substantially to very
serious pollution of water systems?

Hon. W. Newman (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Speaker, there are certain

sites that are set aside for this purpose in

various parts of the province, depending on
the type of liquid waste, whether it's organic
or inorganic liquid waste. There are some
landfill sites which are approved for certain

kinds of liquid waste disposal. There are

times when individuals are paid to take

waste to one of those sites and they do drop
it off some place where they should not. We
do have some staff in the field, and wherever
we can catch these people or are informed

about it, the necessary charges are laid.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): Where is

the waste being dumped from Johns-Man-
viUe?

Hon. W. Newman: What Idnd of waste is

the member talking about?

Mr. Shulman: I am referring to asbestos

waste that they cart out of there in trucks

twice a week.
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Hon. W. Newman: I don't know. I can

find out. But I would imagine it would be

going to a landfill site.

Mr. Shulman: Would the minister find out

please?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kit-

chener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Supplementary on that

point: As it would appear that the small in-

dependent haulers who, normally are hauling

septic tank sludge, could be involved in this

problem, is there any intention to develop a

further kind of a supervision programme so

that this kind of problem can be more closely

monitored, and hopefully stopped?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, if the

member is talking about septic tank haulers,

they will all be licensed hopefully by the end
of this year and will have to carry a licence

under the Ministry of the Environment. We
hope to have that in place by about the end

of this year.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions?

PICKERING AIRPORT

Mr. Breithaupt: Just one further question
of the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications, Mr. Speaker: As it would appear
there is a ring road proposed around the new

Pickering airport that apparently would oblit-

erate the Green River townsite, can the

minister advise us if the roads that are pro-

posed will be provincial roads and will the

province be involved in contracting the build-

ing of them, or will the funds be coming
from the federal government to develop the

road pattern which is proposed in that area?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, at this

point I don't think we can say exactly where
the jurisdiction will lie because we have only

recently got into any sort of discussion with
the federal government as to what sort of

involvement we would have for the provision
of ground transportation to the airport. My
understanding is that there will be a contact

made some time today between officials in

my ministry and the Ministry of Transport in

Ottawa to begin some discussion about what
our involvement will be. So I don't think I

can accurately answer the member to whose

responsibility it would be and what our in-

volvement would be in that particular ring
road situation.

Mr. Breithaupt: When that is decided, will

the minister make a statement with respect to

that particular responsibility?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Yes Mr. Speaker, I

think that once the whole situation has been
resolved as to what is going to happen out

there, I'm sure that it will all be made very

public, at least I sincerely hope so; at least

our involvement will be, I can't speak for

Mr. Marchand.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

ATHABASCA TAR SANDS

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Thank you, Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Treasurer.

Given the statement last evening by Patrick

McFadden on "As It Happens" with regard
to the negotiations which took place in

Alberta over the Syncrude deal, that the

Ontario delegation was kept some consider-

able distance away from the actual negotia-
tions for a period of time during the crucial

and critical part of the negotiations, will the

Treasurer—

Hon. W. D. McKeough: (Treasurer and
Minister of Intergovernmental Affairs): Who
said this?

Mr. Deans: Patrick McFadden said it last

evening on "As It Happens."

Mr. Roy: Another one of the minister's—

Mr. Deans: Will the Treasurer take some

steps to put before the public of Ontario the

position Ontario took initially with regard to

the Syncrude deal, along with whatever in-

formation was available to Ontario prior to

the delegation going to Alberta, in order to

make us aware, and the public aware of

how Ontario arrived at its position; and also

to determine whether Ontario did in fact have

access to the complete study, rather than just

the summary of the engineering study that

was supposedly completed but not yet tabled

in Alberta?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I have no idea what
was said on television last night.

Mr. Deans. Radio.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Or radio, Mr.

Speaker; but it is not correct. It is true there

were a number of bilateral discussions which
went on during the course of the day, and
we were involved in meetings which others

weren't involved in and vice versa. The ma-
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jority of the time was spent with all six

participants in the room.

With respect to the second part of the

question, I think the answer would have to

be no; not from the point of view of denying
access to certain papers to members of the

House but from the point of view that what

papers and studies there are are in—

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): In

good hands.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —in good hands; and
are in various places. We have no report per
se as to what our evaluation was. A great
deal of it was done on the basis of discus-

sions, on the basis of figures being put in

front of us, on the basis of informed advice.

To table a document does not give a com-

plete picture at all, so I think the answer
would have to be no.

Mr. Deans: Supplementary: Did Ontario go
to the meetings with a prepared position?

Mr. Roy: Blindly!

Mr. Deans: Did the minister have avail-

able to him prior to leaving this province the

information with regard to the studies that

were completed, did he have the summary of

the engineering study available to him prior
to going to Alberta? Was there a position
that Ontario was prepared to put forward
before they arrived there, and was that then

negotiated? Or did he just arrive and sit

down and listen and then nod his head?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No. Ontario had
worked out a number of positions in advance,
the basic position being that we believed this

was in the national interest and in the On-
tario interest; and if we could be helpful,
then we would be helpful. That was the
basic position we took to the meeting, based
on a number of facts.

Mr. Deans: One final supplementary ques-
tion: In his effort to be helpful, whose advice
did the minister get with regard to the actual

value, the actual cost of the project that is—

Mr. Yakabuski: Sure as heck not the mem-
ber's.

Mr. L. C. Henderson (Lambton): The
member was not very helpful.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The member
for Wentworth is asking a supplementary
question.

Mr. Deans: It is okay. I don't think the

member for Renfrew South knows much more
about this than I do, and I think that we all

have the right to know.

Mr. Yakabuski: It is a good deal.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Deans: I just happen to think the

people of Ontario have the right to know
when the government spends $100 million.

What I am asking is how did the Treasurer

arrive—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Yakabuski: It's a good deal.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The hon. mem-
ber has a right to ask a supplementary. We'd
like to hear it.

Mr. Deans: How did the minister arrive at

the decision that the $2 billion was a reason-

able figure and that the $100 million that

Ontario was going to invest was an invest-

ment well taken? And how does he justify

the Premier's (Mr. Davis) position that it is

something like the original involvement in the

railroads? Does that mean the Province of

Ontario will be forever subsidizing the Syn-
crude operation?

Mr. Yakabuski: Mr. Speaker, how long is

this going on?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Deans: Until I am finished.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, there

are several questions there. The original fig-

ure going way back on the Syncrude project
was $750 million. The base figure of some
time ago was $1.2 billion. The studies which
we did and which others did of Canadian
Bechtel's revised Syncrude estimate from $1.2
to $2 billion, works out on the basis of about

70 per cent inflation and perhaps 30 per cent

improvements and modifications during the

time from the preliminary design stage to the

stage of final engineering, including contract

awards.

The escalation in costs from roughly $1
billion to $2 billion over the last two or three-

year period is not surprising. The Petrosar

project, for example, was originally estimated

at just over $200 million. It is now priced
at close to $450 million. The refinery at Nan-
ticoke which was originally conceived as a

$200 million project by Texaco is now over
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$400 million. The original Pickering project
was in the neighborhood of $760 million. The

duplication of Pickering should be cheaper
because there are certain economies and effi-

ciencies in the doubling of Pickering. I think

the latest figure there is about $1.2 billion or

$1.3 billion.

We are all aware that there has been an

enormous amount of inflation in the economy
in the last two years. Nowhere has the infla-

tion been more pronounced than in the con-

struction field, in the area of steel and of

heavy equipment. The costs have escalated

enormously in all that area.

We were and are satisfied that the $2
billion figure is the best estimate that can be
made at this point. People who looked at it

in greater depth than we did—and I am quick
to say that—found variables of plus one per
cent and minus two per cent, but on balance

felt that the $2 billion was on, with the figure
still built in for inflation and for escalation in

costs over the next three or four years which
is an enormous figure. The highest figure I

have heard suggested as an over-run, depend-
ing on rates of inflation, is possibly five per
cent.

The other part of the member's question
was how can the Premier compare this to

the building of the railway. He might have

used the building of the trans-Canada pipe-
line as perhaps something more current. He
might have talked about our commitment to

the nuclear programme at Pickering, which
was a gamble of nearly $1 billion. He might
have referred to the Seaway in Mr. Frost's

time.

Mr. Deans: He might have talked about
a public project.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: What he was talking
about is faith in this country, faith in the

people of this country in doing something.
That's what this party is cfedicated to. We
are not dedicated to tearing things down the

way the small-minded people are over there.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Faith in

Imperial Oil, that is what the minister is

talking about.

Mr. Deans: He was talking about the gov-
ernment's decision to take public funds and
put them into private corporations.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Does the mem-
l)er for Kitchener have a supplementary?

Mr. Renwick: The government will be
taken by Imperial Oil, just as the federal

government was taken by the CPR and still

is.

Mr. Speaker: We have a supplementary
by the member for Kitchener. Order please.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): It took
the Treasurer 28 minutes, but he finally got
to it.

Mr. Brcithaupt: On the record of the

House, are we correct that the commitment
of funds in fact may be increased to a five

per cent result, just as the federal govern-
ment's commitment may also be increased

proportionately, if there is some over-run?
We are committed to the five per cent, of

which we expect $100 million to be the

likely total. Is that correct?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No, we are not com-
mitted to anything. We are committed to five

per cent of the total. We are an equity share-
holder. If costs escalated, I suppose we would
have the choice of saying in some way that
we are pulling out. I just don't know how
one could conceive of that at this moment.

Mr. Deans: The government could try to

find some other sucker to buy its share.

Mr. Renwick: It could sell out.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We are an equity
shareholder. It will be available to the new
consortium, whatever form it may take, to

Syncrude Ltd. if I can put it that way, with

new shareholders, which organization has not

yet been negotiated or put in print, and
which will take some months or some weeks
at any rate to complete, to borrow on the

credit so that the cash flow might well be
held to $100 million. But we would be

responsible, for example, for five per cent

of a debt which might be incurred. Our
responsibility would be there, but perhaps
not the cash flow.

The other point that has to be made is

that one of the variables in the $2 billion

figure, and I think this will take some weeks
if not months to sort out, is the evaluation

of the sunk costs of ARCO. That's not going
to be sorted out overnight; and that could
reduce the figure somewhat, depending how
much is left in.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South):

Supplementary: May I ask the provincial

Treasurer, has Ontario got a copy of the

most recent Alberta study that I understand
has been completed but not yet released?

Has the government a copy, and if so wfll

it be tabled in this House?
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Hon. Mr. McKeough: We have copies of a

number of studies-

Mr. MacDonald: I mean the most recent

one, the Loran International engineering

feasibility study.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: There were studies

tabled in the Alberta House on Tuesday
which are public documents and we will

make them available.

Mr. MacDonald: Only a summary of the

latter. My question was, and I repeat it, has

Ontario got a complete study?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We will not table

what has not been tabled in the Alberta

Legislature.

Mr. Deans: Does the minister have a copy?

Mr. MacDonald: My question, I repeat for

the third time, has Ontario got a copy, a

complete copy not the summary, of the

Loran International engineering feasibility

study?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Yes.

Mr. MacDonald: Yes; but the minister

won't table it?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No.

Mr. MacDonald: Does the minister beheve
it is confidential as Lougheed does?

Interjection by hon. member.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The government of

Alberta believes it is confidential. If they
were prepared to table it, then obviously we
would have no objection to tabling it.

Mr. MacDonald: I wonder what they've
got to hide, the both of them?

Mr. Roy: Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East. A final supplementary on this.

Mr. Roy: When the minister talks about

tabling documents, in fact when his leader
talks about tabling documents would that in-

clude the agreement arrived at by all the

partners, including the federal, the two prov-
inces and the oil companies? Would it in-

clude that?

Mr. Yakabuski: The member should get
that from his federal friends!

Hon. Mr. McKeough: When that agree-
ment is ultimately signed?

Mr. Roy: Yes; the government has a signed,

written agreement with—

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Do we?

Mr. MacDonald: It's a verbal agreement?

Mr. Roy: Yes.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: There isn't a piece

of paper in existence at this moment in time.

Mr. Roy: The government doesn't have it

down in writing?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No.

Mr. Roy: Oh wow!

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-

worth, further questions?

Mr. Deans: Very quickly, a question to

the-

Hon. Mr. McKeough: But when the agree-
ment is signed, I would see no reason why
it would not be made available.

Mr. Deans: It would be nice to get infor-

mation in advance.

Mr. Renwick: It would be nice to get it

before the shareholders of Imperial Oil got it.

Mr. Deans: It would be nice to know the

basis of it too.

HAMILTON TRADE CONVENTION
CENTRE

Mr. Deans: A question of the Minister of

Government Services: Given the inflation the

Treasurer speaks about that's been built into

the Syncrude operation, will the Minister of

Government Services reconsider his position
with regard to the Hamilton Trade Conven-

tion Centre? Will he consider making more

money available to try and offset the inflation

the Treasurer recognizes has taken place in

all construction in the Province of Ontario?

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): Mr. Speaker I heard the last part
of the question. Would the hon. member
repeat the first part? I didn't realize—

Mr. Deans: I'll try, okay? Given the posi-

tion the Treasurer has put forward with

regard to the inflation that has affected all

construction in Ontario, will the Minister of

Government Services reconsider his position
with regard to making more money available

for the development of the Hamilton Trade
Convention Centre to try and adequately
meet the 100 per cent or more additional cost
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which the city of Hamilton is going to have

to bear over the 1971 projected figures?

Hon. Nfr. Snow: First of all, let me explain,
Mr. Speaker, that the first commitment of

this government to the Trade Convention

Centre was in the amount of $3 million.

Mr. Deans: The first commitment was by
John Robarts in 1967, pre-election.

Hon. Mr. Snow: That was not the case,

Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Deans: It certainly was.

Hon. Mr. Snow: The first commitment for

the Trade Convention Centre was in the

amount of $3 million made in 1971. The
Trade and Convention Centre did not pro-
ceed at that time, although it had been

worked at continuously and co-operatively
l>etween officials of the city of Hamilton and

officials of my ministry.

The city of Hamilton approached the gov-
ernment about a year ago requesting that we
reconsider the amount of our contribution.

We did so at that time, and based on inflation

in the construction industry from the date of

our original commitment until mid-1975 when
the project is expected to go to tender, we
increased our commitment by 50 per cent.

Mr. Deans: From $3 million to $4.5 million.

Hon. Mr. Snow: From $3 million to $4.5

million.

Mr. Deans: The cost of the project has

gone completely—

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Just a moment, Mr.

Speaker. I would appreciate being able to

answer the hon. member's question.

Mr. Yakabuski: He doesn't want an answer.

He wants to hear himself.

Hon. Mr. Snow: He spent a great deal of

time in commentary in asking the question,
I'd like to reply fully.

Mr. Speaker: Please proceed.

Mr. Roy: Yes, hurry up.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, the estimate

of the officials of my ministry on the inflation

rate in the construction industry—that is,

building construction, which I point out is

not the same as the heavy construction in-

dustry, which the Treasurer was speaking
about—would be 4 per cent at the highest
from the date of our original commitment to

mid- 1975. So I recommended, and Manage-
ment Board approved, that we should in-

crease the commitment from $3 million to

$4,5 million, which fully took into account
the inflation factor.

Mr. Roy: This is a statement.

Hon. Mr. Snow: The reason for the in-

crease in the cost of the centre is that a great

many additional criteria have been added by
the city of Hamilton. They have decided

they wanted additional things that were not

originally anticipated, and this has escalated

the cost.

Mr. Yakabuski: Flairs and frills.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I would also point out,

Mr. Speaker, that in addition to our original

agreement, this goverrunent agreed to build

the underground parking garage under the

Trade and Convention Centre which was

originally to be completely funded by the

city of Hamilton.

Mr. Deans: That's because the government
is building an office block.

Hon. Mr. Snow: We agreed to build this

because we were building an office building
in the complex.

Mr. Deans: It will facilitate the govern-
ment's needsl

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I would like to point out,

Mr. Speaker, that the cost of the under-

ground parking garage has escalated consid-

erably and we have assured the city of Ham-
ilton that we will pick up all the cost escala-

tion ill the underground parking garage.

Mr. Deans: How much has it escalated?

Hon. Mr. Snow: The first estimate I had

from my officials for the parking garage was

$2 million. It is now going to cost more than

$3 million; I believe it is $3 million or some
such figure.

Mr. Deans: I thought there was only a 48

per cent increase since 1971.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. We are still re-

ceiving the answer to the question.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I would also point out

that we are accepting any increase in our

share of the cost of the central utilities plant

which is being built, and of course we are

accepting the total cost of the office tower.

So, Mr. Speaker, I think we have accepted
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our full share of any increase and any com-
mitment that has been made.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions? The
member for Renfrew South.

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

Mr. Yakabuski: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Treasurer.

Mr. Deans: Is that why the member was
so noisy? He finally had something to say.

Mr. Yakabuski: In view of the statement of

Mr. Macdonald, the federal Minister of En-

ergy, Mines and Resources, in Ottawa yester-

day, and his pleading for voluntary restraints

insofar as the conservation of energy is con-

cerned, would the Treasurer feel that the

comment of the former Treasurer in April,

1973, which I believe went like this, "Turn
down your thermostats and put on a sweater,"
doesn't look all that bad now? And wouldn't
he say that the former Treasurer was two

years ahead of his Ottawa counterpart?

Mr. Shulman: Is the member bringing back
the energy tax?

Mr. Roy: Wasn't it a good idea to put a
seven per cent tax on energy?

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): What about a

second sweater.

Mr. Breithaupt: They all have bulky
sweaters on.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, the

answer is yes. I would just comment—and

perhaps my colleague, the Minister of En-
ergy (Mr. Timbrell), might like to comment as

well—that the remarkable thing is that it only
took Ottawa two years; often it is five or 10

year.

Mr. R. S. Smith: That was between 1957
and 1958.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): A final

supplementary: Is the Treasurer going to

take up his predecessor's suggestion and re-

impose a seven per cent tax on energy in his

next budget?

Mr. Deans: Is the member suggesting it?

Mr. Singer: No, no. Since he thinks it is

such a good idea, I just want to know if that

is his contention.

Hon. S. B. Handleman (Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations): Wait and
see.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Why
doesn't the member ask them that in

Windsor?

Mr. D. W. Ewen (Wentworth North): Does
the member feel that it is something he

would recommend?

Mr. W. Hodgson: Why is he so interested?

Mr. Ewen: The member should bring it up
at his party's convention.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson (Victoria-Haliburton):

It's a pretty poor defence of his Ottawa

counterparts.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I would

suggest to my friend from Downsview that he

control himself and wait for the budget. In

the fullness of time all will be unveiled to

him and he will once again feel secure in the

promised land.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Downsview
with a new question.

INQUIRY INTO DUMP TRUCK
OPERATIONS

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Transportation and
Communications .

In view of his announcement this morning
about the inquiry into the trucking industry-

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Mr.

Speaker, on a point of order, is this a supple-

mentaiy question?

Mr. Speaker: The first question was a

supplementary; this is a new question.

Mr. Singer: Yes. In view of the minister's

announcement about the inquiry into the

trucking industry and the appointment of

Mr. Rapoport, has the minister any idea when
Mr. Rapoport is going to commence his

inquiry? Has there been a time limit put
on it? And isn't the time limit important in

that there should be a report to government
as quickly as possible since the minister says
he is unable to restrict the issuance of

licences?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, my in-

formation is that the gentleman will be

prepared to start immediately and get the

basic staflF he is going to need to get started.

That will be taken care of very quickly. We
haven't put a specific time limit on the in-

quiry, however I have been advised that it

should take a maximum of two months to
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cany out the inquiry. He feels he can handle

it in that time.

I recognize, Mr. Speaker—I'll take just a

moment—there are some pressures, and we
recognize these pressures, upon the industry;

so does the gentleman who will be carrying
out the inquiry. But there are a number of

matters that have to be brought in, that I

related in the statement. We want this to go
as quickly as possible, and certainly we want
to have this thing completed before the

major construction season gets under way.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): A supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary from the

member for Sudbury.

Mr. Cerma: Is the minister not aware of

the problem created by out-of-province trucks

coming into Ontario during the construction

season, particularly in the eastern part of the

province? Will he consider broadening the

terms of reference for Mr. Rapoport to in-

clude looking into the problem created by
out-of-province trucks coming in during the

construction period?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Certainly I have no in-

tention of limiting the inquiry that Mr. Rapo-
port will carry out. If that is a real factor

then certainly that should be considered. We
are not anxious to have out-of-province
trucks coming into Ontario to carry out
work that our people can do themselves.
But I think the hon. member is as aware as
I am that there are certain parts of this

province where there is not the over-
abundance of dump trucks available for major
jobs. The north and the east are certainly
tw'o such areas.

Mr. Germa: Is it now included?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: It will be; it's not now.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Windsor
West has a question?

COLGATE STRIKE

Mr. Bounsall: I have a question of the
Minister of Labour, Mr. Speaker. What in-

volvement have he or his mediation staflF

had in the three-week-old Colgate strike in

east Toronto, bearing in mind that the only
issue seems to be one of a monetary nature,
tliat it's the lowest paying soap company in

North America and that they still charge
the same price for their soap products as any
other soap company?

Mr. Germa: That's a slippery outfit.

Hon. J. P. MacBeth (Minister of Labour):

Mr. Speaker, Mr. McGuire of our mediation

and conciliation service has met with these

people. We're continuing to work with them
and hope that settlement will be brought
about in due course.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): A supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary?

Mr. Reid: This may not be exactly supple-

mentary-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Reid: —but has the minister been

approached by the United Steelworkers to

mediate the dispute between themselves and
their oflBce workers?

Mr. MacDonald: That is not a supple-

mentary.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: No, but we'll be glad
to help them if they need some help.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Ottawa East.

COMPUTER BILLING ERRORS

Mr. Roy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I have
a question of the minister responsible for the

protection of consumers. In view of the ex-

tensive use of computers and credit cards in

this province, and in fact the billing practice
emanating from the use of computers, does

he plan any legislation to protect the con-

sumer when the computer, in fact, bills the

consumer incorrectly and then he starts get-

ting a series of letters—

Hon. A. Grossman (Provincial Secretary
for Resources Development): Jail the com-

puter.

Mr. Roy: —where the consumer's response

is, in fact, neglected? Does he plan to do

anything about that?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Jail is too good for it.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, having

recently had personal experience in trying to

argue with a computer, I found the best way
to do that is to put a pin in the computer
card and then somebody has to look at it.

However, I would be pleased to see if this is

going to be a very serious problem. Cer-

tainly the provincial government is aware of

its responsibilities to consumers.
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Mr. Roy: Is the minister recommending
that?

Mr. Breithaupt: Is that government policy?

Mr. Deans: Is the minister recommending
that?

Mr. Breithaupt: Do not fold, staple or

mutilate.

Mr. Roy: May I have a supplementary?

Mr. Speaker: You may have a supple-

mentary.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, may I ask the minis-

ter whether he will support my private mem-
ber's bill which will, in fact, annul a biU

under $50 if the computer doesn't give a

reasonable response within 90 days and,

secondly, will allow the consumer to collect

as much as $100 from the computer firm if

it continues violating the Act?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, I can
assure the hon. member that his private bill

is being studied very carefully in my minis-

try for any merit which it might contain.

Certainly if there are good ideas we will take

them from any source.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Sandwich-
Riverside.

SWEDISH WASTE TREATMENT SYSTEM

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): I

have a question of the Minister of Housing.
Is the minister considering the use of the

Swedish home waste treatment system, both
for sewage and garbage, known as Clivus

Multrum for the past 30 years, and now
available on this continent—a system which,
if used in every home in a new residential

community, would make unnecessary both

sanitary sewers and a sewage treatment plant
and would reduce the community's need for

water by about 50 per cent?

Hon. D. R. Irvine (Minister of Housing):
Mr. Speaker, our ministry always considers

any alternatives to the present methods. We
are looking into that particular method. It's

not necessarily something which we can

accept as being feasible in Ontario or in

Canada because it works in another country.

Mr. Renwick: Of course not.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: So what I'm saying to
the hon. member is this: We are aware of
that method, and we will look into it and
determine whether or not it is feasible. I

don't think it is at the present time.

Mr. Burr: What possible conditions could
make a system not work in Canada, when it

works in Sweden and the United States?

Mr. Breithaupt: We know how those

Swedes are.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, that is a

technical question that should be answered

by the technical experts. I don't think the

hon. member is an expert in all fields of

technology.

Mr. Renwick: He certainly is.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Any more than any other

member in this House.

An hon. member: He tries to be. Every-
time a science digest comes out he has a

question.

Mr. Renwick: He is. That's where the

minister is wrong—he is.

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of Labour has

the answer to a question asked previously.

WATT AND FANTASIA HOLDINGS LTD.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Mr. Speaker, just a

short answer to a question from the Leader

of the New Democratic Party (Mr. Lewis).

He asked me to investigate a company by the

name of Watt and Fantasia Holdings Ltd.

We have made certain inquiries and have

not found anything to connect the firm of

Watt and Fantasia Holdings Ltd., with the

recent strike at Rexall Drug Co. in Missis-

sauga.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron.

DAYCARE SERVICES

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): Mr. Speaker, I

have a question of the Minister of Community
and Social Services. In view of a recent

editorial entitled "Where's Our Daycare
Centre?" which appeared in one of the re-

nowned weekly newspapers in Huron

county, I'm wondering if he is able to in-

dicate whether Management Board have

looked favourably upon his request to ex-

tend the funding for daycare centres? Or if

indeed the Management Board has approved
an increase in fundings for daycare centres

across Ontario?

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Mr. Speaker, Manage-
ment Board always looks favourably upon me.
I think the hon. member has written to me—
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Mr. MacDonald: Who is the minister

kidding?

Hon, Mr. Grossman: Getting the dough,
that's something else.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I believe he has written

to me about his daycare centre and this is

the one in question in Huron? Is that correct?

Mr. Riddell: Yes, at Seaforth.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Did the member not

get a favourable reply? It was my under-

standing that consideration was being given to

that daycare centre. I'd be pleased, Mr.

Speaker, to see the hon. member after the

question period to find out just what the

status of his application is.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thunder
Bay.

YOUNG TRAVELLERS PROGRAMME

Mr. Stokes: Yes, I have a question of the

provincial Treasurer. Is the provincial Trea-
surer aware there are dozens of schools in

northwestern Ontario anxiously waiting to find

out whether or not the Ontario Young
Travellers Programme is going to be extended

beyond this fiscal year? Is he aware that a

good many of them have to plan for those

trips now? Is there any way the Treasurer
can assure them that this programme—it has
received wide acceptance throughout the
north—will be continued beyond March 31?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, no, I

was not aware of that; but I will make it

my business to become aware and speak to
the Minister of Education (Mr. Wells) about
it, perhaps he might have something to say.

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary.

Mr. Foulds: In his investigation, can the
Treasurer find out whether or not the new
programme has limited the Young Travellers

Programme to a range of 300 miles? In the
case of northwestern Ontario that would
restrict them very severely in coming down
to Toronto.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Nipissing.

ONTARIO NORTHLAND
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION

Mr. R. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Minister of Transportation and

Communications. Will the minister table the

feasibility study that apparently has been
done under aegis of the Ontario Northland

Transportation Commission in regard to rail

passenger service into northeastern Ontario

and the new technology that is now avail-

able to provide that? Secondly, will the min-

ister indicate what steps he has taken since

his estimates, when he indicated he would
look into the question of making an applica-
tion to the Canadian Transport Commission
ia regard to the losses that are suffered by
the ONR insofar as their rail passenger serv-

ices are concerned?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, in response
to the first part of the question I haven't

received a copy of that report as yet, so I'm

unable to table it.

As to the second part, I have been in

contact with the officials in the Ontario

Northland and requested them to make the

necessary inquiries as related to the matter

of funding available from the federal govern-
ment for losses on the operation of passenger
service. I've received nothing back to this

date.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Will the minister table the first re-

port when he does receive it; if and when
the ONR finds the time to send it to him?

Secondly, would he get the reply to the

second question from the ONR within the

next year or so, or are we going to have to

wait another four or five years-

Mr. Roy: Next election maybe.

Mr. R. S. Smith: —and miss all the benefits

of the federal money that is going down the

drain?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I don't

think I have to take that sort of criticism

about waiting a year. I haven't waited a

year. The question was placed to me, I made
the inquiry. As to whether it is coming
back, very often any delays that we ex-

perience in trying to get information from
the federal government-

Mr. Roy: Oh yes, it's the feds.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: —isn't on the receiving
end. Why doesn't the member use some of

his influence, if he has any anywhere?

Mr. Roy: Why doesn't the minister ask

me?

Mr. R. S. Smith: I want to make the point
that I brought this to the attention of the
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minister and his predecessors for six years

in a row.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I want to

respond to that. I can't be responsible for

what happened six years ago anymore than

the people in the member's riding can be

responsible for him.

Mr. Roy: There is no continuity in this

government.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

HAMILTON HARBOUR INVESTIGATION

Mr. Shulman: I have a question of the

Attorney General, notice of which has been

given. Is it not true that his ministry has in

its possession evidence, including a tape

recording, linking a prominent politician with

the Hamilton harbour scandal? Is it also not

true that the non-elected officials in his

ministry recommended to his predecessor that

charges be laid against that official? Why
has the Attorney General not laid the charges
which were to have been laid yesterday?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Provincial Secretary
for Justice and Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, the hon. member asked me those

questions outside the House and I refused

to answer them. The matter is still before

the court. The Hamilton matter is still be-

fore the courts in Hamilton. It is inappro-

priate, and would be most inappropriate for

me, to pass commentary either privately or

publicly relating to the criminal charges

against any individual in this province. I

have no intention of responding to the mem-
ber's inquiry.

Mr. Shulman: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Let me make it quite clear that I am not

referring to the charges before the courts. I

am referring to charges the Attorney General
has not laid, against a person who has not

been named, yet which his non-elected

officials have recommended be laid. I am
asking has there been political interference

to prevent those charges being laid.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, there has
been no political interference respecting any-
one in connection with any charges, be they
applicable to Hamilton or any other area. I

hope the member is not suggesting there has
been political interference in my ministry
when it comes to a criminal matter.

Mr. Shulman: Yes, I am suggesting it

very strongly.

Hon. Mr. Clement: If the member wants
to make it public, then let him go ahead
and do so, but I will not engage in any
dialogue or debate in this House affecting
criminal charges which may or may not be

pending against any individual in this

province.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

NORTHWESTERN ONTARIO
HYDRO REPORT

Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I'd like to have

the honour of asking the Minister of Energy
a question. I think it is the first one he has

had.

Mr. Singer: Oh that nice young man! He's

a great suitcase carrier and he goes to

Winnipeg very well.

Mr. Roy: Did he enjoy the trip with the

big boys to Winnipeg?

Mr. Reid: Can the minister inform me
whether he has received a report from On-

tario Hydro in regard to the new facilities

for Ontario Hydro in northwestern Ontario,

hopefully the report that was going to

recommend Atikokan as the site of the new

facility?

Hon. D. R. Timbrell (Minister of Energy):

No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. MacDonald: I have a new question.

Mr. Roy: Mine is a new question.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
South has a new question first then.

EMPLOYEE GRATUITIES

Mr. MacDonald: I have a question of the

Minister of Labour. Is the minister aware

of a widespread practice, in the food and

beverage service industry, whereby an em-

ployee is forced by management to rebate to

management one or two per cent of his daily

gross sales out of his income? If the minister

is aware of this practice, does he approve
of it? And if he doesn't approve of it, would
he be willing to consider some legislative

denial of that?

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Mr. Speaker, I am
aware of some practices where they rebate

all of their tips to management. I don't think

it's very widespread, and I hope it's not. As
far as a proportion, some percentage, going
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back, that's a different angle. I'm not aware

of that, although I suppose those arrange-
ments can be made.

As I said in the House the other day,

certainly we could pass legislation to make
the gratuities the sole property of the em-

ployee and to say that any agreement of this

nature would be null and void. But, sir, I

don't think we should do that for various

reasons that I mentioned the other day.

Mr. MacDonald: Supplementary question:
Would the minister investigate how wide-

spread is the practice of a mandatory per-

centage rebate—one or two per cent—from

gross sales by the employees from his income
to management?

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Mr. Speaker, I haven't

heard of that practice, but we'll investigate it.

If the hon. member for York South has any
information for me, I know he'll be glad to

share it with me.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: In the great socialist

society they are not allowed to accept a tip.

Mr. MacDonald: That may be a good idea.

Mr. Speaker: The oral question period has

expired.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Hon. Mr. Handleman presented the annual

report of the Liquor Control Board of Ontario
for the year ending March 31, 1974.

Mr. J. A. Taylor from the standing admin-
istration of justice committee presented the
committee's report which was read as follows
and adopted:

Your committee begs to report the follow-

ing bill with certain amendments:
Bill 133, An Act to establish the Ontario

Land Corp.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for
third reading?

Agreed.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, before the orders
of the day, I wonder if I could ask the

government House leader to consider a mat-
ter that is causing some concern? The per-
sonnel who are interested in both the Crown
Employees' Collective Bargaining Act and the
Workmen's Compensation Board are the
same people; and the people interested in

business being conducted in the House are,

generally speaking, the same people.

We have both committees sitting simul-

taneously today, which it makes it extremely
difificult for the people involved, as he can

appreciate. Both of those matters are very

closely related, so that it would be impossible
to divide the forces up in such a way as to

have it adequately covered by people who are

knowledgeable in both fields. I wonder if it

would be possible to have but one committee
sit this morning in order that we can deal

adequately with that and then perhaps on

Monday go back to the other committee for

the remaining work to be done?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet ) : Mr. Speaker, with

my particular problem I have taken a position
that we wouldn't sit here while the other two
committees were sitting. This is the first day
this week when two other committees were
not involved, and I appreciate the problem
the hon. members face. I am faced with

exactly the same problem.

However, I think that I have been suf-

ficiently generous in the course of the week
to fend for the other two groups, and I would

really like to proceed this morning. If there

is to be a stand-down of one of the commit-

tees, I would think that it would be the com-
mittee hearing the Workmen's Compensation
Board and not ours.

Mr. Deans: I don't care which one, as long
as we only have one.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I'll speak to the chair-

man.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Mr. Speaker, if I might
just speak to that, I think the officials from
the WCB are here. I don't know who all were
involved in the other committee—but we do
have a good number here and would like to

proceed.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

THIRD READINGS

The following bill was given third reading

upon motion:

Bill 182, An Act to amend the Municipal
Act.

Hon. Mr. McKeough moves third reading
of Bill 133, An Act to establish the Ontario

Land Corp.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the motion carry?

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): No, no.
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Mr. Speaker: Those in favour of third read-

ing of Bill 133 will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion, the "ayes" have it.

I declare the motion carried.

Motion agreed to; third reading of the bill.

Clerk of the House: The third order,

House in committee of the whole.

UNFAIR BUSINESS PRACTICES ACT
(concluded)

House in committee on Bill 55, An Act to

Prohibit Unfair Practices in Sales to Con-
sumers.

On section 7;

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): Mr.

Chairman, before the commencement of the

committee, in view of some of the discord-

ances toward the end last night, I think it

might be beneficial to review the situation.

There were three proposed amendments to

section 7. I think that before the committee

adjourned I had dealt with the first proposed
amendment, but it might be in order at this

time if the member for Riverdale would read
the second and third parts of that amendment
to section 7.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Chair-

man, perhaps we could deal with them one at

a time.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Chairman, with all due re-

spect, we had dealt with the first one. There
had been full discussion on the first one and
I had replied.

Mr. Renwick: I recognize that. I say the
next two we could deal with one at a time.

Mr. Drea: Oh, all right, fine, yes.

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps we could deal with
the first amendment moved by Mr. Renwick.
This deals with section 7 and would be a new
subsection.

Mr. Drea: That has been dealt with, Mr.
Chairman. The second and third have not.

Mr. Chairman: We haven't taken a vote on
that one. I think this is the one we were dis-

cussing, wasn't it?

Mr. Renwick: That's right.

Mr. Chairman: It would read:

Where the director or tribunal makes an
order under this section or where the court

grants relief under section 4, the director,

tribunal or court, as the case may be, may
make a further order requiring the person
to advertise to the public particulars of any
order, judgement or other relief granted.

I would ask the hon. member for Riverdale,

this is not another subsection? This just con-

tinues on, the reading here?

Mr. Renwick: Yes.

Mr. Chairman: To continue:

Any order made under this subsection

may prescribe:

(a) the methods of making the advertise-

ment so that it will assure prompt and rea-

sonable communications to consumers;

(b) the content or form or both of the

advertisement is to be made; and

(d) such other conditions as 'are con-

sidered proper.

Shall the motion carry?

All those in favour of Mr. Renwick's mo-
tion will please say "aye."

All those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion, the "nays" have it; the

amendment is defeated.

The Chair will read the second amend-
ment made by the hon. member for River-

dale. Perhaps the hon. member might refresh

the Chair's memory as to which of these

amendments was placed first last night.

Mr. Renwick: The one, Mr. Chairman,
which is referred to at the top as the ad sub-

stantiation power.

Mr. Chairman: We will deal with that

amendment. It reads:

Where a person makes or has made a

consumer representation, the director may
order that person to provide to him mate-
rial possessed by that person at the time

the consumer's representation is or was
made, substantiating or purporting to sub-

stantiate the truth or accuracy of that con-

sumer representation, and may order dis-

closure of the substantiating material.

Is there any discussion on this amendment?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I don't think

there need to be very much discussion on it.

The merit of the amendment, of course, is

obvious. It is an attempt to ensure, where

advertisements, particularly of nationally ad-

vertised products, make representations about
matters that the public cannot know about,
that the director would have power to require
the substantiating data be made available to
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him, and in proper cases, made available to

the public to substantiate the claims which
are being made.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. parliamentary
assistant.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Chairman, I see merit in

this but the difficulty is, as I said in com-

mittee, with respect to the hon. member for

Riverdale, I take it that this is substantially

the same as the proposals for a monitoring-

of-advertising clause, which was proposed to

us as a separate section, rather than in addi-

tion to this one. I see considerable merit in

this, Mr. Chairman. I think that it's not too

far away. But within the confines of a very
strict regulatory bill which defines unfair

practices, which defines unconscionable trans-

actions, which allows for the speedy declara-

tion of a practice or a representation to be

unfair or unconscionable, subject to confirma-

tion by the Legislature, which provides a

great number of penalties, I suggest to you
that desirable as it might be in principle,

that particular substantiation of advertising

claims or the monitoring of advertising claims,

would be seriously out of place in this bill.

As I said to the representative of the Con-
sumers' Association of Canada when this

matter was raised I not only find merit in it,

I have great sympathy with it; but I think it

more properly belongs in a much more gene-
ral statute than in a very particular aiKl a

very specialized regulatory one.

I find some merit in the remarks concern-

ing potential double, triple or quadruple
jeopardy that were made last night by the

hon. member for Ottawa East. One of the

concerns that I have about this particular

monitoring or substantiation vdthin the con-

fines of this Act is that here we would be

saying, in effect: "Without prejudice and
-without damage to you, we want you to sub-

stantiate your claims under a section of an
Act that most specifically, in a substantive

form in section 2, contains these very spe-
cialized definitions of unfair practices and un-

conscionable transactions."

So, on the basis that while it does have

merit, Mr. Chairman, I think it would be

seriously out of place in a bill like this; and

indeed, might altogether erode some of the

intent of Bill 55. I would not be prepared to

accept that amendment.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Ottawa East.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Mr. Chair-

jnan, can I ask the parliamentary assistant a

question pertaining to this amendment? I

certainly consider it to have some validity in

a highly technical age and with sophistica-
tion in products, and so on. The amendment

proposed may well have a lot of merit. He's

not suggesting that under the bill, as it is

presently drafted, the director or the tribunal

has that kind of power, is he?

Mr. Drea: No, no.

Mr. Roy: So that, in fact, there is some-

what of a void there in what this amendment
would cover. I just wonder, in light of the

fact that this amendment was proposed in

committee and now is proposed again—and

you seem to think it has merit—why it could

not be included?

Mr. Drea: I don't want to leave the im-

pression that the hon. member for Riverdale

formally presented this amendment in com-

mittee. He did not, in those words. He said

that he was going to put forward an amend-

ment to this intent when we returned to

committee of the whole. My particular con-

cern about it—and I make it very plain—is

that the director does not have the power
under this Act, and it was not envisaged
that he would.

I am also somewhat concerned about the

implications of Bill C-2, if and when it is

ever passed. In light of certain definitions

in Bill C-2 and the avoidance of duplication,

I think this particular substantiation or moni-

toring of advertising does have merit, but not

in this bill.

It may very well be, within a very brief

period of time, that there will be general

legislation coming from this ministry that

will establish the very procedures that the

hon. member for Riverdale would want in

section 7 of Bill 55. On that basis, I'm not

prepared to accept it for Bill 55,

Mr. Renwick: Well, the parliamentary

assistant has spoken and I really don't ex-

pect him to change his mind. That is as

close as we have got to any suggestion that

there was any merit in any of the matters

we put forward. I am delighted to know he

is sufficiently open-minded this morning to

feel there is some merit in that proposal.

Mr. Drea: With all due respect, Mr.

Chairman, my position was made abundantly

plain in committee in the representations

that were made before me. I haven't changed

my mind one whit from anything that went

on in the committee.
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Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Maybe we
can continue with the debate on the issue

in question.

Mr. Drea: Then how about cutting out the

facetious remarks?

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Don't be
so sensitive.

Mr. Chairman: Is there any further dis-

cussion on the amendment?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, because the

phrase has run through the parliamentary
assistant's remarks in the course of this bill,

when he refers to this as a regulatory bill as

if it were regulating some particular aspects
of our lives, I want to say this is a bill to

establish behaviour in the marketplace. That
is what the bill is about. It is designed to

get away from criminal prosecutions and to

provide a wider range of remedies related

to administrative law and civil actions for

the purpose of protecting the consumers.

The concern which we have had, ever

since we found out the very limited inter-

pretation placed upon the advertising provi-
sion of the Consumer Protection Act, is that

this government, for whatever the reasons,
refuses to take any position with respect to

misleading advertising. Not only does it re-

fuse to take any position with respect to mis-

leading advertising, the government defaults

in the fact that it assumes only the federal

Crown will take any action about misleading

advertising, because no charges have been
laid by the Ministry of the Attorney General
for the purpose of protecting people against

misleading advertising. Nobody has to be a

genius to know that high prices and mis-

leading advertising are the two areas of im-

mense concern to people.

This government is gun-shy about adver-
tisements. It says it is a federal matter. Even
though day in and day out it enforces the

provisions of the Criminal Code relating to

every other kind of offence, through the

Ministry of the Attorney General, there has
been no instance that I know of where a
substantial case of misleading advertising,

using the provisions of the Criminal Code
or the Combines Investigation Act, has been
launched by this government—no such case.

You are gun-shy about misleading advertis-

ing. We will come to that in another section
of the bill.

I am simply saying that ad substantiation

is a matter that any government interested

in the consumer will deal with and will not
leave to the federal government.

Alternatively, a commitment could be
made by the parliamentary assistant, on be-

half of the ministry he represents, that the

provisions of the Criminal Code and of the

Combines Investigation Act relating to mis-

leading advertising will be dealt with through
the Ministry of the Attorney General or

through the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations (Mr. Handleman) laying the

information before his colleague. Rather than

to say only federal prosecutors can prosecute
federal matters.

That's the line that this government has

been taking in consumer matters, and it

doesn't operate that way. The law in force in

the Province of Ontario is the law passed by
this assembly and the law passed by the

federal government at Ottawa and you have

a responsibility to enforce it. If you won't

enforce the Criminal Code provisions or the

Combines Investigation Act provisions, then

you have got to put it in your own statute.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Chairman, I am not going
to let that one go by because once again it is

half the truth, and the member for Riverdale

knows it. I went into this at great length last

night.

Mr. Renwick: It is the whole truth.

Mr. Drea: Under the specific regulatory
Acts that we have in the ministry we have

constantly moved in the area of misleading

advertising, either through cease and desist

orders or through more substantial penalties.

However, it has been our position-

Mr. Renwick: Where? Name them. Name
the incidents.

Mr. Drea: I would be prepared to.

Mr. Renwick: Name the penalties that have
been imposed in this province for misleading

advertising.

Mr. Drea: In committee I was prepared to

read off—I think the figure was better than

200. That's to the best of my knowledge. I

had a piece of paper that night that was
handed to me.

Mr. Renwick: Are penalties imposed?

Mr. Stokes: Not with cease and desist

orders.

Mr. Drea: Penalties are imposed—loss of

licence to operate.

Mr. Renwick: We're not talking about loss

of licences. That's entirely diflFerent, and you
know it.
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Mr. Drca: No, it's not entirely different.

It's not entirely different at all.

Mr. Renwickt There are no licences pro-
vided in Bill 55.

Mr. Drea: That is quite correct.

Mr. Renwick: There are no licences pro-
vided in the Criminal Code and the Com-
bines Investigation Act.

Mr. Drea: You know, your problem is

you take a sawed-off shotgun to shoot a

mouse.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): If you're

referring to yourself that's true.

Mr. Drea: We're not gun-shy about false

and misleading advertising at all. I think

we've taken a very responsible position—and
that is, where it's a specific regulatory Act,
we move. The director of the business prac-
tices division has moved constantly, and has

moved well, and has moved efficiently.

Mr. Renwick: You are dealing with licens-

ing and this is not a licensing bill. Don't
confuse them.

Mr. Drea: I am going to go back and say it

again. You said this government and this

ministry are gun-shy about false and mislead-

ing advertising. Nothing could be further

from the truth. I explained that last night. In
terms of the Combines Investigation Act we
have wanted the prosecutions to go through
them because it seemed to us that this was a
much more efficient manner—rather than

everybody jumping into the field, rather than

everybody doing the investigation.

Mr. Renwick: Don't be ridiculous. The
Crown attorneys that are in the courts everv

day prefer the charges under the Criminal
Code and that's a federal statute. Why don't

you prefer charges under misleading advertis-

ing in the provincial courts through the At-

torney General the way you do in other

criminal life? It's because you're gun-shy.

Mr. Drea: Tm going to say it again that

the record of the business practices division

of this ministry would indicate that, far from

being gun-shy, the business practices division

is most efficient, and has built up quite a

substantial record of movement on false and

misleading advertising.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Downsview.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Yes, I just
want to say one word on this. I don't know

that actual facts are stated either by the par-

liamentary assistant or by the member for

Riverdale. So far as the Combines Investiga-
tion Act, the Narcotics Control Act and a

number of other federal matters are con-

cerned, the federal government administers

those itself. They do it through their own
police officers.

Mr. Renwick: That is exactly the point.
There is no reason why they administer them
themselves.

Mr. Singer: They do. They do, in fact,

do it.

Mr. Renwick: They don't need to do it.

Mr. Singer: The fact is that they do it, and
it is accepted across Canada, and it is done
in this way, and is recognized by the police,

and there are lines of demarcation. There are

frequent prosecutions for false and mislead-

ing advertising which are against the provi-
sions of the Combines Investigation Act.

Mr. Drea: That is right.

Mr. Renwick: But they are not by this

government.

Mr. Singer: I agree. If the member for

Riverdale will understand, the arrangement-
and I don't know whether it has the sanction

of law or not—

Mr. Renwick: It doesn't have the sanction

of law. You know that.

Mr. Singer: Will the member for Riverdale

simmer down for a minute and listen? The
administration of justice is charged to the

province by the appropriate provision of the

BNA Act. Whether or not the combines in-

vestigation statute is passed under the crim-

inal powers and its adininistration becomes
a question of the administration of justice

or not, I don't know. Perhaps you would
want to give us a constitutional essay on that

point.

Mr. Renwick: You should know it. It is an

elementary point.

Mr. Singer: The fact is that for many
years in Canada there has been a procedure
that federal officials enforce certain federal

statutes. One of them is the Combines In-

vestigation Act, another of them is the adver-

tising section, another one is the Narcotics

Control Act, another one is the federal Ex-

propriation Power Act. There is Food and

Drug, and so forth. This is the way it works.

I don't think that the charge levelled at the

provincial government is a fair charge be-
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cause there is a system that's handling it.

That's all I wanted to say.

Mr. Drea: That's right.

Mr. Chairman: All those in favom: of Mr.
Renwick's amendment as previously read will

please say "aye."

All those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion, the "nays" have it.

The third amendment to subsection 7 as

submitted by Mr. Renwick is as follows:

Where a consumer believes on reason-

able and probable grounds that any person
is lagging, or has engaged in an unfair

practice, and the director refuses to make
an order under subsection 1, the consumer

may give notice to the director requiring
a hearing by the tribunal of the refusal

of the director, whereupon the tribunal

shall appoint a time for and hold the hear-

ing and may be ordered to uphold the

refusal of the director or direct the director

to make the order provided for in subsec-

tion 1.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I think this

question of the access of the consumer to
the tribunal with respect to a matter on
which he, the consumer, on reasonable and
probable grounds, feels that the director is

not doing the job which he is supposed to
to in a particular instance, should be a matter
that goes to the tribunal.

Very briefly again, because the amendment
is quite clear, I want to ask if my colleagues
in the Liberal Party would seriously consider

supporting this amendment. I want to refer to
the letters which were addressed to the min-
ister of this ministry, Jan. 28—to which my col-

league the member for Lakeshore has already
referred-from Prof. Trebilcock and from
Mrs. Jackson, the president and vice-presi-
dent of the Consumers' Association of Can-
ada, and the letter of Feb. 3, 1975, to the
minister from Prof. Jacob Ziegel; both of

whom, as you know, act for the Consumers'
Association of Canada as well as being, I

suppose, the leading, most knowledgeable
law professors in the field of consumer law
in Canada.

Mr. Trebilcock and Mrs. Jackson say:

Another of our proposals with which the
minister expressed some sympathy was that
in the event of the director refusing to

propose a cease and desist order follow-

ing a consumer complaint, the consumer
should have the same right of appeal to

the tribunal as a supplier has under the
bill in the event of the director proposing
to make such an order.

We contended, with considerable feeling,
that the appeal process should work both

ways. While we made a number of other

proposals, such as the inclusion of con-

simier class actions, etc., it is a matter of

bitter disappointment to us that our more
immediate proposal, with which the min-
ister expressed sympathy during the hear-

ings, has been totally ignored in the new
version of the bill.

And part of Prof. Ziegel's letter said:

Very few of the recommendations made
in the brief filed on behalf of the Con-
sumers' Association of Canada and the

brief which I filed with the conmiittee
have been implemented. I am particularly
concerned about the consumer's lack of ac-

cess to the commercial registration appeal
tribunal where the director himself has
evinced no interest in pursuing a com-
plaint.

I simply say that both those professors act

for the Consumers' Association of Canada,
both of them are knowledgeable about what
is required and both of them believe that the

consumer should have access in a case where
there is a difference of view as to whether
or not a matter should be pursued by the

director. I urgently ask that the government
would accept this amendment.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): A simple

question, placed in the negative: Why not—

Mr. Drea: Good morning.

Mr. Lawlor: Good morning. Tm afraid I

can't take off on the same high fervour at

this time of the day as I was able to mount
last evening. Why should not the consumer
have that right of appeal? I doubt if you
can think of a reason why he ought not to be
able to; or if you do think, we certainly are

all ears about it.

It was simply a case of tit for tat. Isn't

there as much grievance on the side of the

consumer? As a matter of fact, he is the

complainant in most instances. He's cut off

at the post in this particular legislation,

whereas if in any way the supplier is called

into question he has this right of appeal
right up to the courts if he so wishes to

avail himself of that.

I take it as an oversight. I take it that

basically it wasn't very deeply considered

at the time. The puzzling thing now is, can

it any longer be an oversight, you having
been very fully informed about the matter

during the committee hearings? That's what
committee hearings are all about. When
you came along with your revision of the
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bill, I very much expected to see it embodied.
This is

really
one oi the smaller things; may-

be not smaller but more obvious thing, where

you get some kind of balance and some kind

of equity and what is available to one is

available to the other I felt the tenor was
that this is a consumers' bill directed to be

of immediate benefit and impact upon the

consumer and to alleviate a whole host of

situations, admittedly. In a cultural area of

mere procedure, he hasn't got a look in. He

gets no benefit at all.

I think we could prolong it almost in-

definitely in terms of the equities involved

and the balances. It seems to me so appal-

lingly simple that you would just accept it

without turning a hair. Maybe it's because

you are losing your hair. I don't know. Why
this recalcitrance in the course of this bill?

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

DoNvnsview.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, I know this

is the other side of the coin, but if there is

an appeal to the supplier against the de-

cision of the registrar, why shouldn't there

be an appeal allowed to the consumer? It

would seem that if the complaining consumer
hasn't been dealt with in a manner that he
feels is appropriate by the director then he
should be allowed to go to the tribunal on
an appeal.

Perhaps there should be some additional
or specific mention of a power given to the
tribunal to impose costs in the event that
the appeal to the tribunal is frivolous. That
would be the only sanction there. I don't
see any reason why, if the director refuses
to act, there shouldn't be an opportunity
given to the complainant to go to the tribunal
and ask that they act in place of the director
or direct the director to take the appropriate
course of conduct.

I think this is a reasonable amendment
and we shall support it.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, I have just one
word on this amendment. In most legislation
that you are dealing vdth, even the most
stringent type of legislation, criminal code
or otherwise, there is always a two-way street,
that if the Crown can appeal, why not the
accused? If one side can appeal, why not the
other? Even in legislation dealing with pro-
fessionals—the Health Disciplines Act, that
we passed some time ago—there is an appeal
that runs both ways. I can't see why not
in this bill. Using your own words, you say
that you really want to protect the consumer
and want to give him a full range of sanctions

and remedies under this particular Act. Then

why can't he appeal? I don't see anything
ofi^ensive about this amendment. It makes

good sense.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. parliamentary
assistant wish to reply?

Mr. Drea: I think the member for Ottawa
East touched upon it in his second last

sentence. What we are concerned about is a

remedy for the consumer. As the member for

Downsview very well knows, costs have never

been involved in appeals before the tribunal.

The frivolity of the complaint really doesn't

concern me. Regardless of how many of us

would view a complaint, I would like always
to take the position that the person who is

making it makes it with the utmost serious-

ness and sincerity.

However, despite the fact of being able to

appeal the decision of a registrar, or in this

case of the director, in that there was no

complaint under the Act to the tribunal, what
is the remedy indeed for the consumer? All

the tribunal can do is to order the registrar

to look into the case or, failing that, they can

direct him to say that this is an unfair

practice.

Mr. Renwick: That's right.

Mr. Drea: At this point, the consumer still

hasn't got his money back or what have you.

Mr. Renwick: We are not talking about

that. Will you please pay attention to the

amendment?

Mr. Drea: It is most difficult to pay atten-

tion to you in a consistent manner. You need

a road map at all times.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Shall we re-

turn to the amendment?

Mr. Lawlor: We will buy the parliament-

ar>' assistant a compass so tJhat he can see if

he is NNE or SSW.

Mr. Drea: I'm certainly not left, my friend.

Mr. Lawlor: Oh, at times, you even pre-
tend to be that.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. Will the hon.

parliamentary assistant continue the debate?

Mr. Lawlor: He can't tell a hawk from a

handsaw. You know what Hamlet said.

Mr. Drea: It is our position that while

there are those who are sympathetic to this

amendment, it really doesn't provide a remedy
to the consumer. And on the basis of the
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lack of remedy—it's not the concern about

the frivolity; I want to emphasize that that's

not my concern. The possibility of the direc-

tor being upset and the impact upon admin-

istrative law don't concern me.

This amendment does not provide a better

remedy for the consumer than he now has;

after all, if the director refuses to issue or to

investigate, the consumer has all kinds of

remedies in the court. I suggest to you all

that this amendment does is postpone for

some period of time the actual implementa-
tion of the remedy, which in the end is

going to have to be done by the court.

Mr. Renwick: You are talking through

your hat.

Mr. Drea: If it provided a faster way for

the consumer to get a remedy, regardless of

its implications upon administrative law and

regardless of some of the concerns about

frivolity, 1 would accept it. Since it is my
advice that it does not, I am not prepared
to accept it.

Mr. Renwick: Of course you are not. We
knew that.

Mr. Drea: You now have five people in

here between the two of your parties. You

pulled this one just to get a standing vote, so

let's divide.

Mr. Roy: Just before we divide, may I say
that what you are doing is creating sort of a

vicious circle. First of all, you rejected an
amendment where the director could have
taken a substitutive action on behalf of the

consumer.

Mr. Renwick: That's right.

Mr. Roy: Now we are saying the consumer
should have a right, let's say, to appeal a

decision that is directed to the tribunal.

You are going around in circles. You are

saying that if he can't appeal a decision, he
has still got his action. But if he doesn't

have any money or something to take his

action, as we know very well—those of us

who practise law know there are situations

where a consumer doesn't have the means or

the access to a court—then the director can't

take an action for him.

Mr. Drea: You mean you don't take action?

Mr. Roy: As you go along, you keep chip-

ping away at your bill, a bill which you say
is for the protection of the consumer, and yet

you are consistently turning down reasonable

amendments which would help the consumer.

Mr. Drea: You have voted against most of

those reasonable amendments.

Mr. Roy: I voted for reasonable amend-

ments, and these two were among them.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I can well

understand why the parliamentary assistant

wants to get this one over. It's so eminently
reasonable that the fewer words on the Han-
sard record to disclose the complete fallacy
of what the parliamentary assistant is about,
the better he will like it.

Mr. Drea: If you want to speak for an

hour, be my guest, because I will reply to

each and every one of the allegations that

you are going to make. So don't say I am
trying to muzzle you or throtde you with a

short answer. You just go on with all your

eloquence, because I'll just come right back
at you.

Mr. Renwick: Oh, come on. One thing we
know about you from last night is that you
are predictable.

Mr. Drea: And consistent.

Mr. Renwick: All I am saying, Mr. Chair-

man, if I may make this sort of oflF-the-cuff

remark about the problem of parliamentary
assistants, is that it makes a mockery of bill

debate, because obviously this parliamentary
assistant has absolutely no authority at all

to alter one jot or tittle of the bill.

We are talking to the public of Ontario

because, as the member for Ottawa East

simply said, when you add it all up you have

taken away, by refusal to accept these amend-

ments, what could have been a very real and
valuable bill for consumer protection. The

parliamentary assistant has refused to accept
even those very reasonable amendments
which have the support of all thinking peo-

ple and of the jurisdictions that have made
use of these procedures for the purpose of

protecting the consumer.

The division on this bill will obviously be
another defeat for the consumer, but so be it;

there'll be a new government and these

changes will be made.

Mr. Roy: We'll protect the consumer,
don't you worry.

Mr. Drea: God help him if you are pro-

tecting him.

Mr. Lawlor: They are not getting much
from you. You are not doing very well up
there.
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Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

All those in favour of Mr. Renwidc's

motion will please say "aye."

All those opposed will please say "nay."
In my opinion the "nays" have it.

Mr. Renwick: We'll stack that.

Mr. Chairman: Fine, we will stack the

vote and consider it at the end of the com-
mittee and report on this. Subsection 7 will

carry. Any other comments, criticisms or

amendments to any other section of the bill?

If so, what?

Mr. Renwick: My friend here.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, section 8, Mr. Chair-
man.

On section 8:

Mir. Chairman: The hon. member for

Lakeshore.

Mr, Lawlor: It has to do with class ac-

tions. I am moving that section 8 be amend-
ed by adding thereto the following subsection
as subsection 6 thereof. It's fairly lengthy. I

submit it.

Mr. Singer: Have you got some copies?

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, I have a copy. I am not

going to give one to the parliamentary
assistant, because he is not going to accept
it anyhow. If you happen to be remotely
interested in the matter, if it makes any
twinge upon you at all, then it is taken

directly, verbatim, out of the Alberta
statute.

I want to put you to shame. I want to
cause you to blush. I mean, this from those

benighted beggars out in the middle of the

prairie there somewhere, who are known for
their conservatism. But you can out-conser-
vatize them. By George, you are a stalwart,
true blue part of the machine, aren't you?
What do you think you are—a bolt in the

axle, something in the rear end of the motor
vehicle, so to speak?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Lawlor: I am not going to waste time
now—

Mr. Drea: For a clown who does not even
know where Mozambique is, don't put me in

your league.

Mr. Lawlor: I am not going to waste time
this morning, Mr. Chairman, talking about
class actions. This is what it is all about. I

think that the hon. member despite the fact

that he is not a lawyer—has a fairly good in-

kling, from what he has picked up in the

consumer field over the years, as to what
is involved in a class action. Our jurisdiction
is probably the most retrograde in North

America with respect to the utilization, both

within the legal profession itself and then

in cahoots or conjunction, or whatever it is,

with this government.
In the area of environmental control, we

run up against total obtuseness, recalci-

trance—in that particular area, I don't think

they even understand. At least I will give

you the benefit of the doubt here and assume

that you do know what this particular griev-
ance and particular plea on class actions is

all about.

In Ontario, under a 1910 decision, Martin

Co. versus the Knight Steamship Co., a line

of reasoning was laid down. It was stated

by the court that no representative action

could lie where the relief sought was dam-

ages, since they would have to be proved

separately in the case of each plaintiff. The
common interest or common grievance pro-

pounded by Lord McNaughton in the Bed-

ford case was thereby limited to those situa-

tions where there are identical rights against
a common fund or where a class of people
has a community of interest in some subject
matter.

That's very difficult and very narrow, ex-

tremely hard to apply and to bring yourself
within the umbrella of, and therefore the

class action concept has to apply.. Why
shouldn't a number of individuals with a

common grievance, being similarly afflicted,

pool their resources and hire a single law-

yer and not half a dozen or so? Maybe there

are as many as 500 people, or 5,000 for that

matter, who have been similarly afflicted in

the marketplace. They should be able to

proceed to take the matter before the court

as a conjoint thing that will affect them all.

It's one of the more involved points in

jurisprudence. And, of course, the Americans

in this area put us to shame. They are con-

siderably ahead of us. They have evolved

the law, refined it in this area to a point—
we are almost primitive in this regard.

All I am asking is to make a move forward,

to bring yourself in line with contemporary

thinking in the western world in this regard—
and lets have it. Since I despair before I

speak, I would have loved to have gone
into class action at a very considerable length.

I'm sure the minister, as well as the rest

of us, is in possession of a fairly elaborate

document called Consumer Class Actions

prepared for the Consumers' Association of
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Canada, by Prof. Neil Williams of Osgoode
Hall, as he then was. Prof. Williams and any
number of others have worked on this thing.
There are luminous texts now, and this is a

new thing in the world in the area of these

actions, proving their worth and their

efficacy. I want the minister—or the parlia-

mentary assistant, who very well may be

the minister some day—to put on his socks-

Mr. Drea: Boy, have you changed your
tune since last night.

Mr. Lawlor: —fresh socks, pull up his

socks, even if it's the old ones, and move
into this area.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, just one word—
I think that the suggestion put forward about

class actions has merit and I shall support
the amendment. Thank you.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Chairman, I want to—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Drea: Before the hon. member for

Downsview goes, will you just give me a

minute for explanation?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Before we
continue the debate on the amendment, per-

haps the Chair should read it into the record

for the consideration of the hon. members.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, I want the minister to

understand it.

Mr. Drea: It may not be necessary, Mr.
Chairman. I want to raise a certain point
that the hon. member for Lakeshore may have
overlooked in his research. If that is based

upon Bill 78, and I think it is, in the Alberta

Legislature, I would like to draw to the at-

tention of the hon. member for Lakeshore

that that bill is dead, a new bill is coming
in in the Alberta Legislature, and the par-
ticular sections that you're referring to and

pointing the finger of scorn at me for not

accepting western conservatism, aren't going
into effect. So, this now becomes your total

idea.

Mr. Lawlor: That only proves what I

have to say.

Mr. Renwick: That only proves it.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The Chair
will read the amendment into the record.

Order.

Mr. Lawlor: That's right, they are the true-

blue blue-eyed Conservatives diat I thought

they were, and you're right with them.

Mr. Chairman: Order. The Chair will

read the amendment into the record.

Mr. Lawlor moves that section 8 be
amended by adding thereto the following
subsection as subsection 6:

8(1) Where a consumer has suffered dam-

age or loss due to an unfair act or prac-
tice, that consumer may, on behalf of

himself or on behalf of himself and other

consumers who have suffered similar dam-

ages or loss due to similar unfair acts or

practices, commence and maintain an ac-

tion in court against any supplier of the

goods or services that are the subject of

the consumer transaction who engaged in

or acquiesced in those unfair acts or prac-

tices that caused that damage or loss, for

relief from that damage or loss under this

section.

\8(2) In an action under this section, the

court may (a) award damages for damage
or loss suffered; (b) award punitive or ex-

emplary damages; (c) make an order for (1)

specific performance of the consumer

transaction, or (2) restitution of property
or funds, or (3) rescission of the consumer

transaction; (d) make an order declaring

that the act or practice is an unfair act

or practice; (e) grant an order in the nature

of an injunction restraining the supplier
from engaging in the unfair act or practice;

and (f) make such directions and grant such

other relief as the court considers proper.

(3) The court may award party and party
costs and solicitor and client costs or

either of them.

(4) When an action is commenced under

(subsection 1, the plaintiff shall serve the

director with a copy of the statement of

claim within 15 days after the date on

which the statement of claim was served

upon the defendant.

(5) Upon being served under subsection

4, the director may, upon notice to all

parties to the action, make application to

the court to be added as a party, and

upon the order being made the director

may take any steps he would have taken

had he commenced an action under sub-

section 6.

The hon. member for Ottawa East.

Mr. Roy: Can I just make a comment on

that? My colleague, the hon. member for

Downsview, has mentioned that we on this

side would certainly support the amendment.

I would just like to mention to the parlia-

mentary assistant that whether that is part of
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the Alberta legislation or not seems to me to

l^e irrelevant.

Again, we're talking about a bill which

you say is really going to protect the con-

sumer, and, as I mentioned in my earlier

comments, Mr. Chairman, this parliamentary
assistant has, on a consistent basis, refused

amendments which we feel would give the

consumer more clout and certainly more ac-

cessibility to the court. For instance, you
have taken away the right of the director to

take action on behalf of the consumer of

substitutive action. You have not accepted the

amendment dealing with an appeal from a

decision of the director to the tribunal and
now you are going to refuse the question of

class actions.

My colleague from Riverdale is right when
he says that it is diflBcult sometimes to have
an exchange of ideas across the House, be-

cause you don't seem to have any flexibility

whatsoever in your approach to the bill. In

other words, you seem to have come into

debate in committee of the whole here with
a view in mind that you are not going to

change one iota of this particular bill. Really
that is what you are doing, and the evidence
is there. You can shake your head all you
like. The evidence is there that you have not
shown any flexibility at all.

Mr, Drea: If you would ever come to com-
mittee or if you would ever stay around this

House long enough, there are a lot of

changes you would know about.

Mr. Roy: You are inconsistent with other

legislation that is going to come into this

province. I am convinced that when that new
legal aid report comes out, one of the major
recommendations will be that legal aid be

provided to groups to allow individuals to

take class actions, because you have situations

where a whole group of consumers is aff^ected.

Let me give you some examples. What
about all the consumers who are affected, for

instance, with motor vehicles such as the
Corvair? You will recall just a few years ago
the famous motor vehicle that everybody had
problems with called the Firenza. A whole
ream of people formed an association. Surely
it would be helpful to have this type of class

pction. It would be additionally helpful if the

director, as was proposed in this legislation,
could come in as a party and maybe take
over this action and prosecute it on behalf of
the consumers.

I could go on, Mr. Chairman, to mention a

number of cases where surely a group or class

action will be of relevance. You appear again

to be turning it away without giving valid

reason. I don't see your reasoning or the

merit or the logic of your refusal of this

amendment.

Mr. Drea: That is understandable, since I

haven't given it yet, but that is nothing new
for you.

Mr. Roy: You haven't given the reason I

asked this morning.

Mr. Drea: Just cool it. First of all, not

being a solicitor-

Mr. Stokes: The parliamentary assistant

hasn't the right temperament for this kind of

thing.

Mr. Drea: Of course I do. I don't have a

red face and high blood pressure. I have a

very easy-going temperament.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Can we re-

turn to the debate on the amendment?

Mr. Drea: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I just want
to raise one thing for about 10 seconds. I am
not going to say it any more.

Mr. Stokes: You should practise at home
before the mirror.

Mr. Chairman: Order. Perhaps the hon.

member will continue the debate on the

amendment.

Mr. Lawlor: Why don't you stay on the

point? Why do you get off on these personal

things?

Mr. Drea: Mr. Chairman, I am not pre-

pared to go on until there is some order in

the committee.

Mr. Lawlor: Oh, aren't you? Then you will

be standing there for a long time.

Mr. Roy: You are overly sensitive.

Mr. Chairman: Will the hon. member con-

tinue? In the Chair's opinion, there is good
order.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Chairman, in terms of class

actions I would like to point out something.
There was the document held up by, I think

it is Mr. Williams. I have read the document,
but I forget the man's name.

Mr. Lawlor: Prof. Neil Williams.

Mr. Drea: It would have been very in-

teresting if the member for Lakeshore would
have read into it, because he would have
found out that when it comes to class ac-

tions the author of that particular document
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suggests they do not appear in Acts like this.

If class actions are to come in, it would be

my position that they should come in across

the board and not just be confined to a

relatively limited statute administered by one

particular ministry of government.

With all due respect to the member for

Ottawa East, I don't know what is in the

report based upon legal aid.

Mr. Roy: You just won't read it in a

couple of weeks.

Mr. Drea: Not being clairvoyant, it is dif-

ficult for me to read what hasn't been put
out.

Mr. Roy: That has been your problem
throughout this dtebate.

Mr. Drea: If we are going to start on a

road into class actions, I would respectfully

suggest that it should be across the board.

It would be more properly the jurisdiction
of the Attorney General (Mr. Clement); it

would be more properly placed into every
type of litigation in this province, not just

consumerism. Therefore, I think that's a very
valid reason that at this particular time I'm

not prepared to accept the amendment that

would put the Ministry of Consumer and
Commercial Relations into the class action

field in a very limited area of its jurisdiction.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, may I just men^
tion one thing to the parliamentary assistant?

He may well be right that the ideal situation

would be to have legislation which would be
all-encompassing and apply to all provincial

legislation allowing class action. That is a
frustration on our part when we are propos-
ing amendments or legislation to you people
across there, because the only way you could

possibly do that would be to have what is

called an Ontario bill of rig'hts with some-
thing in it about class action. If you can
explain to me how you can pass a piece of

legislation in this province which would ap-
plv to all legislation, including this Act,
which neeates the class-action approach, I

would be interested to hear it.

I'm saying that what we need is a stan-
dard mece of legislation like an Ontario bill
of rights. Of course, you've refused to accept
that. I've made the suggestion for three vears
that we should have some sort of legislation
permitting the use of that, but this province
has refected that. If you look at your col-

leagu'^s in Alberta, thev have what th'-v call
the Alberta Bill of Ricrhts. I don't know how
you would rJo it, frankly. I'm saving that the
way vou are «Toing about not accepting this

amendment at this time is not practical and

not possible because in the past you have

rejected legislation that would permit it.

Mr. Chairman: All those in favour of Mr.
Lawlor's amendment, will please say "aye."

All those opposed please say "nay."

In my opinion, the "nays" have it.

Mr. Chairman: Is it the wish that this be
stacked?

Mr. Renwick: Yes, please.

Mr. Chairman: Then we can proceed with

section 9 of the bill. Shall section 9 carry?

The hon. member for Riverdale.

Mr. Renwick: I have a very minor thing
on section 10.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 9 carry?

Section 9 agreed to.

On section 10:

Mr. Renwick: On section 10, we had never

heard in this party the expression "AVCs"
until this bill came through, but I would like

the assembly to know that we discovered in

the last day of the hearing that AVC means
assurance of voluntary compliance. We were
a little bashful about asking about it for fear

of disclosing our imiorance, but we wish you
to know that we did learn something in com-

mittee after all.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 10 carry?

Sections 10 and 11 agreed to.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I have an

amendment on section 12.

On section 12:

Mr. Renwick moves that section 12(1) be

amended by adding after the word "Act" in

the sixth line, the words "or any provision of

the Combines Investigation Act or of the

Criminal Code of Canada relating to the

supplying of goods or services or both."

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, if I may
speak to the matter. Reverting to the point
about which the member for Downsview

interjected a few moments ago to outline to

me this question of the responsibility for the

administration of the laws in the Province of

Ontario, I repeat, the law enforced in On-
tario for which the administration of justice

which is required under the constitution by
this province includes the federal laws appli-

cable in the province. No administrative

nractice or convenient bifurcation of jurisdic-

tions with respect to executive action can
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override the responsibility of the government
to administer the laws of the province.

This particular section of the bill is limited

to the power of the director to investigate

only alleged contraventions of this Act. It is

passing strange that every other Act dealing
with this and similar forms of behaviour has
an extended clause in the particular Act

governing it.

The Securities Act of the Province of On-
tario has had it in from time immemorial. My
guess is that it was the original clause and
I'd like to read from the proposed Bill 75,
which repeats what is in the existing statute.

And I refer to the proposed Bill 75, which
stands on the order paper;

Where, upon a statement made under oath,
it appears probable to the commission that

any person or company has,

(a) contravened any of the provisions of
this Act or of the regulations;

That's what this present Bill 55 says and
that's where it stops. But the Securities Act
goes on to say:

or (b) committed an oflFence under the
Criminal Code of Canada in connection
with a trade in securities the commission
may by order [do so and so.]

I refer to the bill which was introduced by
the parliamentary assistant on behalf of the

ministry in this session of the Legislature,
and which I believe has already received

royal assent. Bill 165, An Act to regulate the
Business of selling and dealing in Travel
Services. When we come to the correlative

pass section in that bill, section 20 in that

bill, it says:

^Vhere, upon a statement made under
oath, the director believes on reasonable
and probable grounds that any person has,

(a) contravened any of the provisions of
this Act or the regulations; or

(b) committed an oflFence under the Cri-
minal Code of Canada or under the law of

any jurisdiction that is relevant to his fit-

ness for registration under this Act . . .

And then goes on to make a statement.

I want to point out that under the Securi-
ties Act where you are engaged in protecting
the consumer in the securities industry, you
do not limit the power of the director. But
then again that would be natural for this

government because the consumer who has an
investment portfolio and who has the funds
to invest in the security markets, always has
the ear of the government because he be-

longs to the top level of the people in the

province who economically can have that

protection.

But oh, when the minister comes to deal-

ing just with the consumer of consumer goods
and services, he limits the power of the

director. You give him no authority, even

though the constitution requires it, to provide
that the consumer in Ontario under aegis of

this ministry will have a vigilant watchdog
to refer, not only to breaches of Bill 55, but
who will have the benefit of the references to

the Criminal Code when they relate to fraud

and other transactions related to the sale of

goods for which this ministry should accept
responsibility.

The point is so obvious, the point is so

clear, that when it comes to the consumer,
when it comes to the consumer of goods in

the marketplace, this government has no in-

terest except to impose its version of paternal
elitism on the province.

The Seciu:ities Act deals in securities for

certain segments of the consumer public and
the director has wide powers. When you are

dealing with a consumer in his generic sense,
the guy who buys the automobile, the guy
who buys any kinds of goods and services,

broadloom, any of those areas that are in-

volved in it, no. You insist on the division,

the rigid division between federal responsibil-

ity and your responsibility.

I referred to it earlier, I say again, and I

will continue to say it, that the ministry is

gun-shy. They are frightened. They are

frightened and they are blind to the need to

protect the consumer in the province. The
defeat time after time in this assembly of the

amendments which we have proposed to this

bill add up to an almost total abdication by
this ministry of any concern of any signifi-

cance for the consumer.

Mr. Stokes: Shame. Shame on you.

Mr. Renwick: If you accept this, I'll give

you some indication that maybe perhaps you
will treat the consuming public with the same
deference that you protect your elitist friends

who have the portfolios of investments rep-
resented by the protections under the securi-

ties law.

Mr. Stokes: Well said.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. Lawlor: This, you will be happy to

learn, is my last hurrah—the last time I intend
to speak, I believe, in this bill.

Mr. Drea: I don't believe it.
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Mr. Lawlor: Surely the recommendation

made, this amendment, already embodied in

other pieces of your legislation, should be

palatable and acceptable to you—or does the

degree of your recalcitrance reach such limits

as even to reject that?*

I am delighted with the bill in the way in

which your obtuseness has shown itself. It

has become absolutely clear, crystalline to

anybody who cares to look, precisely where
this government, and the minister, stands

with respect to consumer matters. It is clear

when you get a letter from Mr. Trebilcock

and Mrs. Jackson, Jan. 28 of this year, which
in the second paragraph thereof says: "Listen,

they haven't got a great deal of time and
we've got less money. The parts in the new
section 5 on real estate have been deleted

and we are hard pressed to find any other

strengthening changes made in the bill as a

result. They are reluctant to come to the

conclusion." They may be reluctant, but I

hope their reluctance has been overcome.

They see what members of the opposition
have to forfend against every day of the

week, and particularly in the area of con-
sumer legislation. You bang your head against
stone walls and the blankness comes down,
moles creep underground seeking light; yes.

Why don't you come to the surface and take

a little rain water?

Mr. Drea: Why don't you get on with it?

Mr. Lawlor: They are reluctant they say
"to come to the conclusion"—what nice peo-
ple. Oh, there is a certain degree of trust in

their relationship with the government, one
which we have learned somewhat to over-

come by bitter experience with it. But I

could have told them pretty well what would
have happened. I didn't know it would be as

crass as this; that you would come down as

hard. In fact, I thought you would allow a
little elbow room; do a little stick handling.
You haven't even got the grace to do that.

You say blankly "no." You've cut everything
off.

Mr. Drea: That's right.

Mr. Lawlor: Let me start the sentence for

the fifth time:

We are reluctant to come to the conclu-
sion that the hearings were simply an exer-
cise in participatory tokenism, a giant talk-

in, designed to give the appearance of flexi-

bility on the part of the government, when
in fact its mind was closed to meritorious
amendments.

And that sums up this debate. And that's

where you are, boyo. That's what it is all

about, and I don't think there is any point
in saying very much more.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Ottawa East.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, just on this

amendment, from a personal point of view. I

have serious reservations about this Act if it

was ever challenged—the Act in its present
form—on the basis of ultra vires or constitu-

tionality. Just on the basis on which it is

drafted now, I have serious doubts whether
it would stand up to the scrutiny of the

court. The argument by the federal govern-

ment, that in dealing with punitive legisla-

tion in relation to advertising or otherwise,
would obviously be that they occupy the

field. The facts of this Act that I see as

problematic in this type of case would be the

points in section 18 where you deal with

penalties. It may well be that the province
could argue that it is dealing with the civil

aspect of the remedy and the federal govern-
ment is dealing with the criminal aspect of it.

But one thing I would be concerned about if

the amendment was, in fact, accepted is that

it would be clear, in my opinion, that the

provincial government is clearly embarking on
a field which is occupied by the federal

government.

Mr. Renwick: That is the most utter non-
sense.

Mr. Drea: You see what you are up
against?

Mr. Renwick: Absolute nonsense.

Mr. Roy: I notice when my friend from
Riverdale was talking about other legislation,

the Securities Act, in which the director had

flexibility, let's say, he said that all of this

legislation that was being mentioned was in

fact in the Criminal Code. And of course the

province has jurisdiction for the enforcement
of the Criminal Code. But it doesn't—

Mr. Renwick: All right, accept my amend-
ment with respect to the Criminal Code then.

Mr. Drea: He never accepts reality.

Mr. Renwick: Of course not.

Mr. Chairman: Order, The member for

Ottawa East has the floor.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, if it said here
that the director had flexibility to look at a

breach of the Criminal Code, obviously I

would support it; he would have that juris-
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diction because he does have jurisdiction to

Ro into breaches of the Criminal Code and
that's guaranteed by the BNA Act. But when
it comes to the question of the Combines

Investigation Act-

Mr. Renwick: The Combines Investigation
Act is criminal law and always has been so.

Mr. Roy: That is your opinion, but I am
suggesting to you—

Mr. Renwick: It is the opinion of the

courts of the land.

Mr. Roy: It is not the opinion of the

courts of the land.

Mr. Drea: Let's get out of law school and
back to the bill.

Mr. Roy: I have yet to see any prosecu-
tions by any provincial governments or prov-
incial Attorneys General, let's say for the

Income Tax Act. Are you saying again that

that's a criminal prosecution? I haven't seen

any of this. It's just like the Combines

Investigation Act. In light of the fact that we
are operating in various levels of jurisdiction

—we are talking about federal and provincial
or otherwise—I say very sincerely to my
friend that I feel if that was inserted in the

bill, clearly someone would argue that it was
ultra vires and that the province was trying
to get an encroachment of federal jurisdiction.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, you know,
sincerity is no substitute for knowledge.

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): You are right
on.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwick: Let me give the member for

Ottawa East a minor lesson in constitutional

law.

Mr. Roy: Oh, don't give me any lessons.

Mr. Drea: Don't give lessons; get back to

the bill.

Mr. Renwick: So far as the Income Tax
Act reference, which is totally irrelevant, is

concerned, one jurisdiction will not enforce

the revenue laws of another jurisdiction.

That's trite law; very simple. Okay, that's

that.

Mr. Roy: You should sit on the Supreme
Court of Canada.

Mr. Renwick: Secondly, the Combines In-

vestigation Act, when it was first introduced
into the Parliament of Canada, was by ref-

erence held to be an exercise of the criminal
law power.

Mr. Roy: Quasi-criminal.

Mr. Renwick: Not quasi-criminal; criminal
law power.

Mr. Lawlor: That's right.

Mr. Renwick: A substantial number of the

provisions of the Combines Investigation Act
were transferred out of the Criminal Code
for administrative purposes only. It's not

quasi. That's typical lawyer's jargon. Nobody
knows what the word "quasi" means, you
know. It's not English. Do you understand
that? It's criminal law and it's criminal juris-

diction-

Mr. Roy: You should sit on the Supreme
Court of Canada.

Mr. Renwick: —and the responsibility of

this government is to enforce the criminal

law in the Province of Ontario. I am asking
this ministry to enforce the criminal law.

The criminal law is contained in the Criminal

Code and in the Combines Investigation Act.

What the government is doing—and we are

allowing it to happen; we raised it before

the Provincial Secretary of Justice—this gov-

ernment, in the field of consumerism, has

made a minor representation about the in-

trusion into the civil law field of the federal

court apparatus to permit an extension of

the Combines Investigation Act from its

criminal aspect into its administrative and
into its civil aspects. That, in my judgement,
is wrong.

This government has permitted a new level

of courts to be introduced into Canada—the
federal court system, expanded and enlarged
—so that this government will be able to

continuously say: *'Oh, in our little water-

tight compartment, we protect the consumer

through our paternal elitism, and anything
else we will leave to the federal government
and to the federal court." That's what thev

are dtoing. It is an abdication of responsibility.

It's clear—it's clear in the estimates of the

Ministrv of Consumer and Commercial Rela-

tions. In the estimates you can't even find

the word "consumer."

In this bill there are so many failures that

this can't even be dignified as the kind of

bill which generally the Liberal Party sup-

ports—that a little bit is better than nothing.
This bill is hardly even that. What you have

done is to preserve for the arcane world of

the lawyer, the protection of the consumer.

And that has failed down the years and will

continue to fail because of the ineptness,

rigidity, closed-mind"edness of the ministry.
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In a charitable moment, I say that had the

former minister still been the minister, and
had he not taken ill during the course of

those proceedings, we might possibly have

got two or three of the reasonable proposi-
tions which were put before the committee

by the Consumers' Association.

I know he is upset, I can tell. When his

right flapper flaps, I know he is really upset.

Mr. Chairman: Would the member for

Riverdale—

Mr. Drea: Are you all there?

Mr. Chairman: You're speaking to the

principle of the bill instead of your amend-
ment.

Mr. Renwick: It is very interesting that

the new minister apparently treats this bill

as old business which didn't really exist for

him in his administration of this ministry,
because I haven't seen him or heard of him

during the course of this debate. But the

intransigent parliamentary assistant, the vocal

parliamentary assistant for consumer rig'hts—

Mr. Chairman: Order, order. The member
for Riverdale—

Mr. Renwick: —has become a lawyer, a
pseudo lawyer.

Mr. Chairman: Order, order. Will the
member for Riverdale please come to order
and speak to the amendment.

Mr. Drea: Wait just a minute. Mr. Chair-

man, I would like first to comment upon the
remarks of the member for Ottawa East.

You stole a little bit of my lines—that is a
concern. Secondly, I would point out to you—

Mr. Renwick: It's wrong; it is total error.

Mr. Drea: Secondly, I would point out to

you that in the two Acts that were men-
tioned—the Securities Act, and we have a
reference to Bfll 75; there was also a par-
ticular reference to the travel industry Act,
Bill 165—now the reason that the extension
was put on in both of those is that particular
section with the registrar or the competent
authorities-

Mr. Renwick: Those are only-

Mr. Drea: —has to deal with the revoca-
tion of the registration.

Mr. Renwick: That is not correct.

Mr. Drea: Now, I would point out to you
in Bill 55-

Mr. Renwick: That is a deliberate false-

hood.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. Renwick: That is a deliberate false-

hood. The Securities Act deals with the
Criminal Code and has nothing to do with

registration of any kind.

Mr. Chairman: Order. Would the member
for Riverdale take his seat while the parlia-

mentary a sistant speaks to the amendment?

Mr. Lawlor: How can he do that when he
is misleading the House? It is a dreadful

thing. How do you answer my colleague?

Mr. Drea: With contempt.

Mr. Lawlor: You are a real atavistic

amoeba if ever there was one.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Order, order.

The member for Lakeshore—

Mr. Lawlor: It's absolutely unbelievable.

All right, we can give as good as we get, you
know—and probably better.

Mr. Chairman: Order, order. To the mem-
ber for Lakeshore, he has already spoken
to the amendment. Now give the parliament-

ary assistant-

Mr. Stokes: Tell him to make sense then.

Mr. Lawlor: Let him make a fool of him-

self.

Mr. Chairman: If I were a referee, a judge
of both sides, I would say there has been

very little sense made in the past 15 minutes.

Mr. Roy: I thought I had a very reasonable

comment.

Mr. Drea: I think I have replied to the

member for Ottawa East. I am not prepared
to accept this amendment.

First of all, if the director feels that the

particular matter should be more properly
handled under the Combines Investigation
Act or the Criminal Code, there are investi-

gatory agencies dealing with both of those

pieces of legislation. This would merely be
a duplication if the director became a police-
man for purposes of the—

Mr. Renwick: Absolute nonsense. Absolute

nonsense.

Mr. Drea: —Criminal Code or became an

investigator under the Combines Investiga-
tion Act. They have their own staff >. They
do very well. They have built up an enviable

reputation.

Mr. Renwick: Very few convictions.
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Mr. Drea: Once again, it's just another

attempt to duplicate. I agree with most of

the comments made by the hon. member
for Ottawa East that tnis indeed would be
an intrusion upon a very well defined and

clearly laid out federal area.

Mr. Renwick: Oh, don't talk nonsense.

Mr. Drea: I never talk nonsense. Despite
the names that have been coming at me, I've

remained remarkably calm. But I will tell

you that it's not when my right hand begins
to flap that I am starting to go. You are

rapidly pushing me so that we are going to

have quite a little bit of fun in the 44
minutes that are left.

Mr. Stokes: Is that a threat or a promise?

Mr. Renwick: I hope you enjoy it because

I have spent all the time here I want to

today.

Mr. Drea: Let's just see if you can get
five of you to divide on this, because you
haven't even got five in your own party here.

Mr. Lawlor: The government has handled
the rules of this House so badly that every-

body dispersed to the four winds.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): You
have only five counting yourself.

Mr. Stokes: There are only five Tories in

the House.

Mr. Drea: That's better than five of the

left wing.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 12, subsection

1 carry?

Mr. Renwick: I think we should call a

quorum vote. What about a quorum?

Mr. Chairman: All those in favour please

say "aye."

All those opposed please say '*nay."

In my opinion, the "nays" have it. I de-

clare the amendment lost.

Sections 12 to 16, inclusive, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Is there any other section

of the bill before section 20?

On section 17:

Mr. Renwick: Yes, section 17 deserves one
comment. Section 17, subsection d, provides
for regulations "exempting any class of per-
son or type of consumer from this Act or

the regulations of any provision thereof."

That again is the provision by which the

vested interests in the province will be able

to do behind the closed doors of the ministry
what they failed to do in the public com-
mittee hearings on this bill. They'll get ex-

emption after exemption after exemption^
because they'll be able to say, "It's a very

good bill in principle just so long as it

doesn't apply to us."

The same argument that was so efi^ective

in excluding the professions from the appli-

cation of this bill is going to be used by
the ministry to exempt the life insurance

industry and various other groups who very

vocally put their case. The committee knock-

ed them down. But once they get behind the

closed doors of the ministry, the vested in-

terests always win. And they'll win again,

you mark my words.

Mr. Drea: I would just like to point out

to the hon. member for Riverdale, as I said

last night, though he may not remember
from last night-

Mr. Renwick: I remember last night very
well.

Mr. Drea: —there would be no exemptions
and no exclusions under the regulatory sec-

tion. That's a matter of record; that's a com-

mitment that's there.

Mr. Renwick: Well, delete it. I will move
the deletion of that section.

Mr. Drea: That's a facetious amendment.

Mr. Renwick moves the deletion of item

'd' of subsection 1 of section 17 of the bill.

Mr. Renwick: The minister said it's not

going to be used, and I'm a great one for

not making the statutes any longer than they
need to be.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 17 stand as

part of the bill?

All those in favour of section 17 standing
as part of the bill will please say "aye."

Mr. Drea: Aye.

Mr. Lawlor: There is only one person over

there.

Mr. Stokes: Just one person. Now put the

other one.

Mr. Drea: Oh, there's more than that.

Mr. Stokes: Oh, no. It has been put and

one person responded. Ask for the "nays."

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): There

are more ways to respond than talking.
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Mr. Stokes: You didn't even grunt.

Mr. Chairman: All those opposed to sec-

tion 17 forming part of the bill please say

"nay."

In my opinion, the "ayes" have it. I

declare the amendment lost.

Mr. Drea: We can't even get a division

yet. They haven't got a party over there.

Mr. Stokes: We got one "aye" and not

even a grunt.

Section 17 agreed to.

Mr. Stokes: This place becomes more
irrelevant by the hour.

Mr. Chairman: Section 18?

On section 18:

Mr. Drea: Yes, I want to do something on
section 18, Mr. Chairman. Since I have been
accused quite directly of being intransigent,

arrogant, defiant, obtuse and probably about
15 other adjectives, where there is some
stimulation involved as to the creation of

them, I would like to point out that I am
not totally opposed to any amendment. In
view of the fact that they spent, quite
frankly, all of the time in committee, and
while we didn't agree, either the member
for Lakeshore or the member for Riverdale

might like to propose an amendment—I could
to it, Mr. Chairman, but I am being very
charitable—they might like to propose an
amendment, because there is a typographical
error in this section, that I am sure they have
noticed. It is in subsection 2 where it says:

Every person who engages in an unfair

practice other than an unfair practice pre-
scribed by regulation made under subsec-
tion 1 of section 16 . . .

That really should be section 17, not 16.
Now if someone would like to propose the
amendment—either one of you—I would be
glad to accept it. If you don't propose it I

will move it myself.

Mr. Lawlor: You move your own silly
amendment.

Mr. Drea: All right, Mr. Chairman, I

move the correction of that section.

Mr. Lawlor: We offered you all kinds of

opportunity, and now you want a typographi-
cal error changed.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, I would like to
discuss a prior subsection in section 18 with
the parliamentary assistant, if we are going
to proceed with this in order.

I would like — and depending on your
answer I may well move-

Mr. Chairman: Maybe we should dispose
of this and we will let you get back to it.

Mr. Roy: Okay, I didn't want to be pre-
cluded from talking about section 18(1).

Mr. Drea: Oh no, it is a typographical
error.

Mr. Roy: Okay, that's your amendment
then.

Mr. Drea moves that in subsection 2 of

section 18, line 3, the figure 16 after the

word "section" be changed to 17.

Mr. Chairman: You have all heard the

amendment. All in favour of the amendment
will please say "aye."

All those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "ayes" have it.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Ot-

tawa East.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, I would like to

speak to section 18 (l)(c). I am somewhat
concerned about the wording of that section.

It states here one is guilty of an ofi^ence on

summary conviction if he does the following

things under a, b and c, and c is: "... fails

to comply with any order or assurance of

voluntary compliance made or entered into

under this Act."

The problem I w^ould like to discuss with
the parliamentary assistant is this: When you
talk about any order under this Act, are you
talking about an order of the director or an
order of the tribunal, or what is it? Are you
talking about both of these orders? I am just

wondering whether you should have in front

of the word "order" the words "lawful

order."

I am concerned that one may well con-

sider that the order made by the director

is not a reasonable order and want to chal-

lenge that order. If, under subsection c, he
fails to comply with it, is there any way for

him to challenge the order made by the

director?

Again, I am all for the protection of the

consumer; but on the other hand I d'o not
want to see a sort of double whammy put
on the individual who infringes this Act, and

put on in such a way that he has no way of

challenging the order without being in breach
of section 18(l)(c).

Mr. Drea: In reply to the member for

Ottawa East, I am assured by the legislative
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counsel that "order" per se means lawful

order; the word "order" in the Act does not

become an order until the person who it

applies against has exhausted his appeal

through the Commercial Relations appeals
tribunal.

So, I think that answers your concerns

that this is not just—I am going to use the

word "directive" rather than "order" to avoid

confusion—this isn't just an arbitrary direc-

tive of the director, and that that would

bring the particular person under the ambit

of subsection c before he has a chance to

appeal it. The thrust of subsection c as it

stands now is after all of the appeals, if

there are appeals, have been exhausted. So

it is a final order that has been confirmed

where the person has had the right to appeal.

Mr. Roy: My concern, of course, is that

the parliamentary assistant's whole bill in-

terchangres the word "order," whether it's

emanating from the director or from the

tribunal. My concern is that once the word
starts being used interchangeably in the bill,

and the court is in a position to start inter-

preting the word "order" in section 18(l)(c),

it's going to look at the bill to see how the
word "order" is used in the bill itself.

I'm not sure that entering the word "law-
ful" in front of the word "order" is going
to make it any more lawful but I just want
to express the concern that I wouldn't want
to see a situation where an individual would
be in breach of section 18(l)(c) when he
was in the process of challenging some order
or directive of the director.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any other com-
ments? Shall section 18 carry?

Mr. Roy: I would like to put one other

question to the parliamentary assistant. In
talking aboiit a corporation that has been
convicted of an offence under subsections
1 or 2, section 18(4) says:

The director . . . and each oflBcer, servant
or agent of the corporation who was in

whole or in part responsible for the con-
duct of that part of the business of the
corporation ... is a party to the offence

unless he satisfies the court that he did
not authorize, permit or acquiesce in the
offence.

First of all, what you are doing is reversing
the general onus on the Crown in all criminal
or quasi-criminal prosecutions to prove a
case against an individual. That is one of

the basic rules of our criminal law. What
you are doing here, in fact, is switching that

around.

It's an extremely wide section. In the case

of a company like Imperial Oil, it may well

be that once a decision is made for adver-

tising in relation to one particular product,
let's say, you may well involve hundreds
or thousands .of officers or servants who
might be faced with having to satisfy that

onus.

Mr. Drea: Perhaps I could ease your con-

cern if I explained how that particular sub-

section came into being.

There was considerable concern expressed
to the committee by people, particularly the

directors, who represented the very type of

corporation you are talking about. The con-

cern that was expressed, and it's reflected in

this definition, is that directors might well be

unaware because of the complexity of the

enterprise and so on; indeed, it would be

Draconian unless we got into a limitation of

their responsibility which is what we have

arrived at here. This was suggested by rep-

resentatives and directors of corporations,

both large and small. This was also sug-

gested and complied with in an element

of fairness by members of the committee who
have had some experience.

Therefore, I think that some of the con-

cerns you were expressing may not be as

substantial, or the thrust of that subsection

may not seem as significant, now that you
understand the basis on which it was arrived

at.

Mr. Roy: If I might, I would like to make
this comment, Mr. Chairman. I'm not overly
concerned that one of the basic principles

of the Bill of Rights or our criminal law is

for the first time being chipped away or

reversed, because in other legislation at the

federal level the onus has been changed
when it was necessary.

I think that when you're dealing with

corporations, you sometime have to switch

the onus because there is just no way that

the Crown or the prosecuting authorities

could prove the active participation of indi-

viduals when you are dealing with large

corporations.

But I do want to express concern and have

this concern put on the record, Mr. Chair-

man, You see, this works well in normal,

sort of ordinary cases, but I can see situations

where that section, involving a particular

type of transaction, could be abused. And of

course when that springs to mind, I think

it's normal that one would expre-s some

concern about the wide powers and the onus
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put on individuals under that particular
section.

Sections 18 to 20, inclusive, as amended,

agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Mr. Ren-

wick has moved an amendment to section 7

of the bill. Is it the wish of the House that

the Chair re-read the amendment or shall

we take it as previously read?

The committee divided on Mr. Renwick's

amendment, which was negatived on the

following vote:

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 14, the "nays" 43.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the amendment
defeated.

Mr. Lawlor has moved an amendment to

section 8. Is it the desire of the House we
take the same vote, the same count?

The committee divided on Mr. Lawlor's

amendment, which was negatived on the

same vote.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the amendment

lost. Shall the bill be reported?

Bill 55, as amended, reported.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee

rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the commit-
tee of the whole House begs to report one

bill with certain amendments and asks for

leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

UNFAIR BUSINESS PRACTICES ACT

Mr. Drea, on behalf of Hon. Mr. Handle-

man, moves third reading of Bill 55, An Act

to Prohibit Unfair Practices in Sales to Con-
sumers.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the motion carry?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr.

Speaker, before third reading I would sim-

ply like to put the position of our party
about the defects in this particular legisla-
tion.

It is defective in that it doesn't provide
for substitutive actions. It is defective in that

it doesn't provide for class actions. It is defec-

tive in that it doesn't provide for access by
the consumer to the tribunal where the

registrar refuses to act. It is defective in that

there is no provision for corrective advertis-

ing orders. It is defective in that there are

no provisions for ad substantiation orders.

It is defective in that it does not apply to

all services, but excludes, particularly, pro-
fessional services from its ambit. It is defec-

tive because the government persists in

dividing the field between itself, and the

federal government instead of accepting the

responsibility to administer all laws in

favour of consumer protection. Therefore, for

that reason we in this party are opposed to

the third reading of the bill and will divide

on the matter.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Mr.

Speaker, may I make a quick comment on

the bill on third reading? We feel that the

bill could have been considerably stronger
had the amendments been accepted by the

parliamentary assistant. We are extremely
concerned about them. These matters were

mentioned by my colleague from Riverdale;

the substitutive action, die class action and

the right of the consumer to appeal the deci-

sion of the director. We feel, Mr. Speaker,
that when the parliamentary assistant states

that this is a bill that is going to be strongly
in favour of the consumer, unfortunately,
the evidence does not bear him out. He has

left a gap in what we consider to be very

important areas of the bill.

In spite of the fact that we are in favour

of this type of legislation, we are very dis-

pleased indeed by the intransigent attitude

of the parliamentary assistant in not accept-

ing what we had considered to be important
and very reasonable amendments. When the

consumers of this province complain in the

future about the lack of action in certain

areas-

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): They
won't go to the member.

Mr. Roy: —we will direct them to read the

debates that have taken place here over the

last two days.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, I realize there is

going to be a division. I am going to talk for

about 20 seconds. First of all, this is the

finest piece of consumer legislation ever in-

troduced in this province and indeed in the

whole country. I don't say that because I had

anything to do with it. I think it is a monu-
ment to the minister of that day, who is now
the Attorney General (Mr. Clement).

Secondly, Mr. Speaker, I would like to

end on a concordant note.
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Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): It is really
remarkable what a little power will do, a

little brief authority. It is just incredible.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Will the mem-
ber continue his remarks?

Mr. Dreat Hie member came close last

night. Just keep pushing it, mister.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

end on a concordant note. I would like to

thank the members of the standing commit-

tee on justice from all parties who, despite
the fact that it was late in December, that

there were many hours of sessions and that

there were a great deal of very, very tech-

nical arguments, nonetheless stayed, were

present and made an important contribution

to this bill.

I say that, Mr. Speaker, because there was
some publicity about certain activities in this

House on a certain evening. I think the
record should show that there were nine
members of the committee who were not in

this chamber on that particular evening. In

fact, two of them gave up part of their din-

ner hour to make sure this bill would be
studied.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. We're dis-

cussing third reading of the bill.

The House divided on the motion for third

reading of Bill 55, which was approved on
the following vote:

Ayes

AUan
Auld

Belanger
Bennett

Birch

Carruthers
Downer
Drea
Eaton
Evans
Ewen
Gilbertson

Grossman
Hamilton
Handleman
Havrot
Henderson

Nays

Bounsall

Breithaupt
Burr
Deans
Dukszta
Foulds
Germa
Lawlor
MacDonald
Martel
Renwick

Roy
Smith

(Nipissing)
Stokes

Worton— 15.

Ayes

Hodgson
(Victoria-

Haliburton)

Hodgson
(York North)

Kennedy
Leluk
MacBeth
Mcllveen
McNeil
McNie
Meen
Momingstar
Newman

(Ontario South)
Nixon

(Dovercourt)
Nuttall

Parrott

Rhodes
Scrivener

Smith

(Simcoe East)
Snow
Stewart

Taylor
(Prince Edward-

Lennox)
Villeneuve

Wardle
White
Winkler-4I.

Clerk of the House: Mr. Speaker, the

"ayes" are 41, the *'nays" 15.

Mr. Speaker: I declare the motion carried.

Motion agreed to; third reading of the bill.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, before

I move the adjournment of the House, I'd

like to say that on Monday we'll proceed
with Bill 111 and then we'll resume item

No. 2 on the order paper.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 1:10 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. J. Dukszta (Parkdale): Mr. Speaker, I

would like to introduce 60 grade 10 students

from West Toronto Secondary School with
their two teachers, Mr. Jarman and Mr.

Ketcheson, who are sitting in the east gallery.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

ONTARIO SUMMER GAMES

Hon. R. Welch (Minister of Culture and

Recreation): Mr. Speaker, I'm very pleased to

advise the House this afternoon that the 1975
Ontario Summer Games will be held over
the Labour Day weekend in London.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): What's wrong
with Hamilton?

Hon. Mr. Welch: We expect more than

1,800 athletes from all parts of Ontario will

enter the various competitions, including
swimming, diving, lawn bowling, cricket,

rugby, soccer, track and field, water skiing,

canoeing, lacrosse, shooting, field hockey,
golf, rowing and netball.

In addition to these sports events, my min-

istry will co-ordinate a programme of cultural

activities similar to those which contributed
so much to community participation and the
success of the winter games in Thunder Bay
in December.

We looked at facilities in a number of

Ontario communities which offered to hold
the summer games, and the interest of these

municipalities and their local organizations is,

of course, evidence of the widespread interest

and support for these games in the province.

Mr. Speaker, we will be using facilities of
the parks and recreation branch of London,
the University of Western Ontario and the
London Board of Education for competition
sites, athletes' accommodation and adminis-
trative support services; I would like to com-
mend all of these agencies for the excellent

co-operation we have received from them so
far.

An hon. member: Why wasn't it in Bramp-
ton?

Monday, February 10, 1975

GLAUCOMA SCREENING CLINIC

Hon. F. S. Miller (Minister of Health): Mr.

Speaker, to promote public awareness a free

glaucoma screening clinic using non-contact
air puff tonometry is being made available

to all members of the Legislature and the

press gallery on Thursday and Friday, Feb.
13 and 14, from 10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
The government is myopic, not glaucomic.

Hon. J. T. Clement (Provincial Secretary for

Justice and Attorney General): Members op-

posite have hardening of the arteries, not the

eyeballs.

Hon. Mr. Miller: The clinic, under the

auspices of York-Finch Hospital, will be
located in the library off the west lobby. The
new puff tonometry method was developed
by Dr. Melvin Cooper of York-Finch Hos-

pital and has been hailed as a breakthrough
in detecting elevated eye pressure, which if

undetected and untreated can lead to blind-

ness. The test takes about five minutes and
does not involve the use of drops or direct

eye contact. I hope all hon. members and all

members of the press gallery wiU allow them-
selves to be tested.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): We have

always said the government was lacking in

vision.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): It is not

the eyes that need testing around here.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I'd like to ask the

Premier if the commitment made in the

Speech from the Throne at the beginning of

this session is going to be fulfilled, in

which Her Honour said to us: "You will

be asked to approve legislation which will

require an environmental assessment of major
new development projects." Does the Premier
recall making or having the Lieutenant

Governor make the same commitment of

government policy in 1973 as well as 1974?
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Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
I don't recall having made Her Honour the

Lieutenant Governor do anything. I think

tliere was some reference to it in the Throne

Speech, yes.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Perhaps
in order to answer the question, will the

Premier tell us whether we are going to

have legislation as promised, or is it, like

the seatbelt stuff, going to be handled by
public relations?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I recall the

suggestion in the Throne Speech about seat-

belt legislation.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It was very clear; it

wasn't suggested.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I've read it myself.

Mr. Cassidy: I thought it was a com-
mitment.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I can only sense that the

Liberal Party is officially on the record as

opposing legislation on seatbelts, although
I haven't read anything about it yet.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What about environ-
mental assessment?

Hon. Mr. Davis: All I read is that the
Ijberal Party raises it as an issue and hasn't

decided yet whether it is for it or against
it, like everything else.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is it true that the govern-
ment has to change its mind?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't ex-

pect it will be in the Throne Speech again.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: With your help, Mr. Speaker, I

would like the Premier to indicate whether
this legislation, which is clearly promised,
is going to be introduced before the end of
the session; and if not perhaps there is some
reason why not.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I hope the
end of the session will come this week.

Mr. Deans: I doubt it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The proposed legislation
is very complex in nature. I anticipate we
will have that legislation prior to any ques-
tion of elections.

However, I have discovered that the
liilierals are in favour of something. Some-
body just sent me a button which says on
it: "Kiss me, I'm a Liberal." It's the first

positive thing I've seen from that party.

Hon. S. B. Handleman (Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations): Is that the
Liberal policy?

Mr. Lewis: Let the Premier be careful
where he puts the button.

Interjections by hon. members.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I'd like to put a question
to the Minister of the Environment. Is it his

impression that it was because of his relatively

junior position in the cabinet that the influence

of the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications (Mr. Rhodes), the former Min-
ister of Energy (Mr. McKeough) particularly,
and the Minister of Industry and Tourism

(Mr. Bennett), did not permit him to in-

troduce the legislation establishing a proper
environmental hearing procedure?

Hon. W. Newman (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Speaker, as for the influence

of anyone, I don't know what the Leader
of the Opposition is talking about. He talked

about a proper environmental hearing pro-
cedures and he talked about environmental
assessment.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A point of order, with

your permission, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: A point of order.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: With reference to the

minister's statement, I'm talking about the

clear statement by Her Honour, on page
5 of Hansard, which says as follows: "You
will be asked to approve legislation which
will require an environmental assessment of

major new development projects." Now where
is the legislation and why doesn't the minister

introduce it?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I think

if the Leader of the Opposition had been

here, I believe when we first went back
into session, I explained that it would—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It was a personal com-
mitment.

Hon. W. Newman: Just don't get all ex-

cited; just calm down.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The hon. min-
ister has an opportunity to answer.
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Hon. W. Newman: Maybe we should do

one on the member.

Mr. Lewis: It was a personal commit-
ment this time, it was not government policy.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. W. Newman: In answer to that ques-

tion, I said it would be coming in the next

session of the Legislature.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, we'll see what we
get on that.

APPEAL ON OHIP PAYMENT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I'd like to ask the Min-
ister of Health why he is continuing to

harass my constituent, Arthur Taylor, an

elderly gentleman who appealed the non-

payment from OHIP of his medical expenses
to the OHIP appeal board? He won the

appeal. The minister appealed it further to

the divisional court, where my constituent

won his appea,! again, with costs. Why is

the minister now directing his legal oflBcials

to appeal it further, when my elderly con-

stituent has gone now more than two years
without adequate payment from the ministry?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Speaker, the hon.
Leader of the Opposition and I have dis-

cussed this issue privately. He knows that

this latest step just came within the last week.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): Yes, but
the public doesn't know it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Miller: I, in turn, am looking
at the request from my ministry staflF to

proceed with this appeal. I am going to make
a decision on it within the next 24 hours, I

would think.

But the issue isn't quite as simple as it

might seem. The law states that persons re-

ceiving treatment outside of Canada may not
bo paid more than the amount a physician
in Ontario would have been paid. A dis-

cretionary decision was made by the appeal
body in that case, allowing extra costs for

Mr. Taylor. We appealed it on the basis

of a point of law, not on the basis of the

justice or injustice of the particular case. It

was on that basis that the appeal went
forward.

Now, I do intend—and I have put a

request in to discuss this with staff—to see
whether the law needs to be changed, or
whether the appeal needs to be proceeded
with to determine the validity of the current
law.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Since the

ruHng of the review board estabHshed un-

der legislation a year ago and staffed by
people appointed by order in council, ap-

proved the payment; and that was appealed
to the divisional court which surely knows

something about the law and which per-
mitted the payment; why isn't the money
sent out to my constituent?

Mr. Lewis: Why not send out the money
and pursue the point of law?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I'm not a

lawyer, nor is the Leader of the Opposition,
but I assume one of the reasons for the

numbers of appeajs that are allowed in

British law is because the law itself is not

always easy to interpret, and therefore re-

quires review by different courts.

Now we have a test case—I'm sure you
know that whenever we put a statute in

the books one of the important things is to

see that it stands the test of court cases—
and this, sadly enough, happens to affect a

rather elderly gentleman. But the fact re-

mains, this law, in our staff's opinion, should
be upheld. The principle was very important
to them. There are millions of dollars at

stake in this kind of thing, with people who
go into a Florida hospital, or see a Florida

doctor or a California doctor, and pay five,

six, seven times the rates in Ontario. If this

was allowed to go unchecked there could
be almost unlimited drain upon the Treasury
of Ontario.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's the thing that is

strange.

FIRE PROTECTION COSTS COVERAGE

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I'd like to ask a question
of the Solicitor General. Is he going to

respond affirmatively to the many requests

from municipal officials for a thorough re-

view of the efficiency and the cost of provid-

ing fire protection across the province?

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Solicitor General): Well
Mr. Speaker, that was a very general request
from the municipal group. I'm not sure

whether or not they require permanent fire

brigades in every part of the province. Hope-
fully we are intending to provide fire pro-
tection in unorganized territories in the north

where they have no protection whatsoever

now.

There is the question of volunteer fire fight-

ing. Many of the forces want to continue that

programme, where a small part of their
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force is permanent and they supplement that

force with vohmteer help.

I had asked people in my ministry to look

into this. It would not necessarily be on any

type of shared-cost basis. Most fire protection,

including equipment, for example, is paid for

locally. I am not aware of any substantial

grants from this government to help munic-

ipalities, in say the southern part of the prov-
ince, with fire protection.

We have our inspection facilities, of course.

We hope to take over many of the functions

that are now being performed by the Liquor
Control Board and by the Ministry of Indus-

try and Tourism, but this is a very general

request and I am sure it will result in a

number of conferences between those within

the firefighting community and the govern-
ment.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary.

Mr. Good: Is the minister not concerned
about the statement last year of his retiring
fire marshal, Mr. Hurst, who said that the

province is wasting money on fire protection;
that they are using methods that haven't

changed since the inception of fire protection
in the province; and that of the billion dollars

being spent he feels a lot is being wasted be-

cause of a lack of review of procedures? Why
does the minister resist having a task force

look into the economics of it, the same as he
had one look into the police a year ago?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, the retiring
fire marshal was talking mainly about large

metropolitan areas, such as Toronto and
Ottawa-

Mr. Good: They spend money too.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: —where there are a num-
ber of fire departments, for example, within
the various boroughs. At the present time, as

the hon. member knows, there are commis-
sions under way in both Ottawa and Toronto
to study the municipal structure of those areas
in particular, and included in the terms of

reference of both the Mayo commission and
the Robarts commission is the question of

firefighting.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions? A
supplementary?

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Yes. When
is the minister going to do what he promised
during his estimates and devise a scheme

whereby the unorganized conmiunities in the

province could have some financial assistance

to provide fire protection for their residents?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, I just alluded

to that in my answer to the question of the

hon. Leader of the Opposition. We have funds
in our next year's budget to provide firefight-

ing equipment to small communities in un-

organized territories.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions? The
Leader of the Opposition?

Mr. Good: Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: This will be the final supple-

mentary.

Mr. Good: In view of the fact that in some
lower-tier municipalities of regional govern-
ments firefighting is now taking up one third

of their budget, would the minister see that

this matter could be discussed at the PMLC
meeting, which up to now has resisted even

putting it on their agenda?
Would he answer verbally so that it can be

recorded in Hansard, please?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Yes, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

ELECTION EXPENSES;
REDISTRIBUTION OF

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Premier, if I

may. Do I take it from his response about

wishing to adjourn this week that the Camp
commission recommendations on the reform

of election financing—and indeed the re-

distribution bill—that neither of them are

likely to be passed before we reconvene with

the Throne Speech?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can't pre-

judge the work of the distribution commis-

sion as far as time is concerned. It would be

my thought—in fact, commitment—that we
will have redistribution. I am not sure that

it will be here in time for us to consider, as

we should consider it, carefully, before the

balance of the programme we have is com-

pleted this week.

As it relates to the election finance reform,
I hope that we will have it at least for intro-

duction before we adjourn.

Mr. Lewis: So that, by way of supple-

mentary, barring unforeseen events I suppose
is the way the Premier would say it, his

commitment that we will have the legislation
on election financing passed before an elec-

tion, still stands. It is not like his commit-
ments in Throne speeches.
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Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, i think we
match 90 per cent of our proposals that are

enunciated here by Her Honour.

Mr. Lewis: With indecision and vacillation.

Hon. Mr. Davis: We do accommodate the

vast majority of them. As it relates to the

commitment on election finance the answer
to that is, unquestionably, yes.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr.

Speaker, by way of supplementary: Is it the

Premier's intention to prorogue the fourth

session at the end of this week or merely
adjourn it, perhaps to have it—

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am sorry.
I expect we will prorogue, but I should alert

members that the business of this province is

really quite time-consuming, and while there

might be a short interval between prorogation
and the next session, if I were the member
for Downsview I wouldn't plan a six- or

seven-week period canvassing the riding or on

holidays.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Maybe the Premier could
indicate when he expects the new session
would begin.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would expect, Mr.

Speaker, and I can't give any firm commit-
ment on this today, that it should be fairly

early in March.

Mr. Lewis: Another holiday gone.

Mr. Deans: There is one particular piece
of legislation, the Condominium Act, cur-

rently before one of the standing committees,
and there has been a commitment from many
members of the House to a great number of

people across the province that it would pass
during this current session. Are we going to
sit long enough to see that Act passed? The
current situation is inflicting a great deal of

hardship. It is intolerable in Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can't com-
ment on that. I will be quite prepared to dis-

cuss it with the House leader.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Scarborough
West.

TTC SUBSIDY

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the Premier whether
he can give another public commitment
that the fares of the Toronto Transit Com-
mission will not be allowed to rise within the
next several weeks, by way of guaranteeing
further provincial subsidy if necessary?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, Mr. Speaker, I can't

give that commitment.

Mr. Lewis: Well, by way of supplemen-
tary, given the reversal on Spadina, the

abandonment of Krauss-MajBFei and the

adoption of certain Soberman proposals, what
is left of the Premier's public transit policy if

he cannot at least contain the fares that are

paid to the TTC?

An hon. member: What indeed?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I guess I

could take several minutes to answer that

question; and I shall, now that I have been
asked.

The public transit policy of this govern-
ment I think is, hopefully, relatively simple to

understand. That is, increased funding, both

by way of operating and capital expenditure,
to make public transit more viable in terms of

our urban centres.

While there has been a great deal of atten-

tion focussed on some of the more interesting
and novel parts of what we would like to see

accomplished, the basic ingredient has been
and still is — and the ingredient on which
this jurisdiction is just light years ahead of

any other in North America where they have
similar problems — related to the commitment

given regarding the capital expenditures by
the various transit authorities and our sub-

sidization of operating costs.

I think it is also fair to state though, Mr.

Speaker, that there comes a time, with in-

creased costs related to recent arbitration

awards, where a degree of equity must be
maintained as it relates to other fields of ex-

penditure-

Mr. Lewis: Oh, so he is going to put fares

up in Toronto. That's the last blow.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —where costs have in-

creased. We will continue to pay operating

grants; at what level as it relates to the

various transit authorities, I honestly can't say
here today. But it would be unfair of me to

say that the transit fares will remain exactly
as they are now.

Mr. Lewis: Well, the message is clear; the

message is clear.

Mr. Cassidy: Is that a green light?

Hon. Mr. Davis: But, Mr. Speaker, what-
ever determination is made, this province will

continue to enjoy one of the most enlight-
ened transit policies you will find anywhere.
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Mr. Lewis: Let him tell that to his back-

benchers. Nobody else believes him. Not a

soul believes him.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I don't need to tell them.

They know, they know. If the leader of the

New Democratic Party doesn't believe it,

doesn't understand it, just let him take me to

any socialist jurisdiction where it's any better.

Just take-

Mr. Lewis: With pleasure.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Where, where? Let him
show me one. Let him show me one. I will

tell him something else-

Mr. Lewis: Well Scandinavia for starters.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, he wants to stay in

Canada? Much less exotic.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I haven't finished yet.

Where will we go? Is the member inviting me
on a trip? Mr. Speaker, I want the record to

show I am being invited on a trip.

Mr. Speaker: Please, the hon. Premier has

the floor.

Mr. Lewis: We can discuss election financ-

ing on the way.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Does the member see any
conflict in this trip?

Mr. Lewis: Not at all.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Not at all, I have it from
the leader.

I would also point out, Mr. Speaker, that

as it relates to one of the areas where this

government was offering and will continue

to offer some leadership as it related to the

intermediate capacity carrier, one of the things
that I found particularly interesting, and I

haven't finished my total study of Mr. Sober-

man's report, was his, I think, almost total

endorsation of the need for an intermediate

capacity carrier of some kind.

Mr. Deans: Yes, but not Krauss-Maffei.

Mr. Cassidy: Not GO-Urban

Hon. Mr. Davis: While we have had a

lot of fvm with it here among our members
opposite, particularly the member for York-
Forest Hill (Mr. Givens) who refers to it

in rather sarcastic tones, the fact remains
that somewhere, some time, fairly soon, some
jurisdiction is going to develop an inter-

mediate capacity carrier; and I just hope it's

the Province of Ontario that does it.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions? The
member for Scarborough West.

Mr. Lewis: The Premier annihilated the

member for York-Forest Hill. He is speech-
less.

Hon. A. Grossman (Provincial Secretary
for Resources Development): That isn't easy.

CATHOLIC CHILDREN'S AID SOCIETY

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Labour: Is the minister now prepared to

appoint a senior member of his mediation staff

to intervene in the most recent breakdown in

contract negotiations between the Federation

of Children's Aid Societies' staffs and the

Metro Toronto Catholic Children's Aid

Society?

Hon. J. P. MacBeth (Minister of Labour):
Mr. Speaker, Mr. Stevens of our mediation
staff is working on that and he's quite com-

petent. Wages are still the main issue in-

volved. At one time we thought it was union

security, but wages are still a major issue.

There has been movement by both sides,

and I'm hoping for further movement in

the near future.

ASBESTOS PROBLEM AT CANADIAN
JOHNS-MANVILLE PLANT

Mr. Lewis: I have one question I want
to put to the Minister of Health, which may
lead to a supplementary or two. Is the Min-
ister of Health prepared to launch, as he did

in the case of Ejliot Lake, a complete health

examination, including chest x-rays, sputum
tests and general examinations, of those

workers presently employed, not just at Johns-
Manville but in the asbestos industry gener-

ally, in order to give some kind of security
to tlie workers who are involved; and to make
the results public, as I think he intends to

make the Elliot Lake results public?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Speaker, currently I

can only assure people that we're doing quite

a bit of x-ray work with anybody we con-

sider at risk. I understand that the senior

staff who have been working for some time

at Johns-Manville are getting x-rays twice

a year.

At the current time, sputum cytology is not

being carried out. I have been talking to

staff as recently as this morning, and the

problem hasn't been one of willingness or
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unwillingness, but one of the technical facili-

ties to carry out the testing. I have asked as

recently as 1 o'clock that we look into this

as quickly as we can to see if there is

capacity to do the testing on those people
who may be considered at risk in that in-

dustry.

I'd have no reason not to carry out similar

tests in other places where manpower per-
mits it. I repeated the other day that my
job is not to defend the company, it's to

point out the risks in any industry where

people work.

I feel, having reviewed the issues in this

particular plant over the weekend, that per-

haps some comments should be made to re-

assure not so much the workers, because

as the member knows, the workers are

getting the reports-

Mr. Lewis: Careful.

Hon. Mr. Miller: —and I believe the

workers should get the reports—that we, from
our stafF, bring out.

Mr. Lewis: They're not getting the re-

ports from the plant. They're not getting
them.

Hon. Mr. Miller: I was told the union is

given the information in Johns-Manville, and
the reports are discussed with the union.

Mr. Lewis: No, no. They have to request
reports. I spoke to the safety chairman yes-

terday; it is not so.

Hon. Mr. Miller: At this point in time it's

the member's information against miae, and
I'll be glad to check that. I can't argue that

he's wrong or right.

Mr. Lewis: They have to ask for it.

Hon. Mr. Miller: I simply say I see nothing

wrong with that. I think it's one of the best

methods, if we can do it, of alleviating un-

necessary concern or of finding places where
we can clean up the act, whichever way it

happens to work, and I'm quite willing to

work on it.

But our standard is only 40 per cent of the

US standard in this particular area. We allow

two particles per cc; the American standard
has been five. Five years ago ours was 12.

We have progressively cut it down, so that

by even the most pessimistic standard, cur-

rently, today a man would have to have over
50 years' exposure under the current working
conditions to be eligible as a risk person.

Mr. Lewis: Nonsense. That's just unadul-
terated nonsense.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Order.

Mr. Lewis: And I'm surprised at the min-
ister.

Hon. Mr. Miller: I'm surprised at the mem-
ber. I'm surprised at him.

Mr. Lewis: Okay, wait for the supplemen-
tary that's coming.

Hon. Mr. Miller: I'm ready for the supple-

mentary.

Mr. Lewis: Okay, that's fine. It's coming.

Hon. Mr. Miller: I only say to the member
that I have seldom found him guilty of the

type of smear that the man behind him, the

hon. member for High Park (Mr. Shuhnan),
is so excellent in. That's the type of thing; the

fear-mongering that goes on in the world; the

statements that there is—

Mr. Lewis: What fear-mongering? The
minister has nerve. How does he explain fear-

mongering to the men who have had asbes-

tosis and have died? What kind of fear-

mongering is that?

Hon. Mr. Miller: I do not have a nerve.

I'm talking about—

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Was it

fear-mongering in Elliot Lake?

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Lewis: He is treating it lightly. He is

being conned by his staff. He's being taken in

by all the bureaucrats in his department,
with his nonsense about fear-mongering.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Does the min-

ister have a further answer to the question?

Hon. Mr. Miller: I want to tell the mem-
ber that I wasn't talking about in-plant con-

ditions. Is he aware, for example, that we
recvcle all the air in that plant? Is he aware
of that?

Mr. Lewis: So what? There was recycling
of the air at Denison. They recycled the

same dust.

Hon. Mr. Miller: We recycle it so that dust

—I am talking-

Mr. Lewis: They recycle the same dust.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Sir-

Mr. Lewis: Come on; look at Denison.

They said the same thing. Don't give us that.
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Mr. Speaker: Order please. The minister is

still answering the question.

Mr. Lewis: Is the minister apologizing for

Johns-Manville?

Hon. Mr. Miller: I am not apologizing for

them. I am apologizing to people in that com-

munity who the leader of the NDP has fright-
ened to death over the weekend.

Mr. Lewis: What is the minister talking
about? I don't have to frighten them to death;

they died on their own, thanks to the minis-
ter's negligence and that of the government.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Oh, ohi

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Lewis: They don't have to be fright-
ened to death. Boy oh boy; has the minister

got gall. Come on. Move in there and clean

up that plant.

Hon. Mr. Miller: I am working on that

plant; and I am proud of the work we are

doing in that plant and the improvements we
have made in that plant since our staff went
in in 1959.

I am just saying that to make a person with

eight kids-

Mr. Lewis: That plant is still 200 times
above the recommended level. That's right;
1/100 of a fibre per cubic centimetre.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. There was a

question asked and the minister is answering
it.

Hon. Mr. Miller: 1 simply say that when
the member frightens people in the commun-
ity by statements-

Mr. Lewis: Frighten people?

Hon. Mr. Miller: The leader of the NDP
did that very effectively.

Mr. Lewis: I just stressed the facts. What
does the minister mean frighten people?

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): Would the
minister rather have them die than be
frightened? He just doesn't want any of this
to be public knowledge.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Lewis: He sits on the reports and re-

presses them. He has a public responsibility.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. It seems to me
the minister is straying from the original ques-
tion. Has he completed the answer to the
first question?

Mr. Lewis: The Speaker is right when he

says the minister is straying from the original

question. The minister is engaged in criminal

negligence when he suppresses those facts,

and he shouldn't kid himself.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. TTie member
for High Park has a supplementary.

Mr. Shulman: Does the minister think a

report released today by the Department of

Preventive Medicine of the University of To-
ronto is fear-mongering when it says such
casual contact with asbestos as working in a

plant for four days can produce cancer of the

larynx leading to death; that such casual con-
tact as laying asbestos pipe for one month will

produce cancer of the larynx leading to death;
that the cause of cancer of the larynx has

definitely been linked to asbestos? Does he
think that is fear-mongering? Is the minister

going to blame them?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Speaker, unlike an-
other member, I am willing to look at his

article as well as the ones I have.

Mr. Shulman: It is not an article.

Mr. Lewis: It is a study in Toronto, at the

university.

Hon. Mr. Miller: The fact remains there is

a lot of literature in the scientific journals, not
done by the staflF in my ministry, to indicate

the tolerance and levels at which people can
work. Now either you are going to say you
cannot work with asbestos at all, or you are

going to minimize the risks so that the odds
of illness are very low; and we are trying our
best to do that.

Mr. Shulman: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Is the minister not aware that a study was
done at the Toronto General Hospital of every
person who died of cancer of the larynx, and

they have definitely linked it to asbestos? Is

the minister not aware of that?

Mr. Laughren: He is looking for a way out.

Mr. Shulman: He is not aware. He knows

nothing of what is going on, and yet he calls

me a fear-monger.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions—the
member for Scarborough West?

Mr. Lewis: One supplementary on this,

which I didn't intend to ask, but the minister

certainly can aggravate a person; which is

perhaps uncharacteristic of him.

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Lewis: Well I am usually a placating

moderate, but on this issue, by God, I want

to ask the minister now: Does he know that

800 bags of blue asbestos, which he himself

has described as a danger to health, which the

head of his occupational health branch de-

scribed as a danger to health, are now sitting

in that plant at Johns-Manville? Does he know
that three tractor-trailers of blue asbestos

were delivered just last week? Will the minis-

ter explain to me how he can allow that to

continue when he has himself documented
the hazard?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Speaker, the assump-
tion that one never works with hazardous

material in industrial settings is totally in-

correct. The question is to recognize the

danger and to take action to prevent disease

from it.

Now there are many things we wouldn't

work with if we took the assumption that the

member took as the foundation of the work-

ing conditions. Vinyl chloride monomer
would be ruled out at once; nickel carbonyl
would be ruled out at once—

Mr. Lewis: Does the economy require blue

asbestos?

Hon. Mr. Miller: —blue asbestos would be
ruled out at once. But it is our job to try and
make sure that the working conditions are

maintained for safety.

Mr. Lewis: What is more important?

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions? The
member for Scarborough West?

Mr. Lewis: No, sir.

Mr. Deans: Who is going to protect the

people if the minister doesn't?

Hon. Mr. Miller: I am doing it, whether
the member believes it or not.

Mr. Deans: No, the minister is not. He
teels me that the people are not the first

consideration.

Mr. Speaker: I would just point out that
there has been a great deal of time spent on
this. The member for Sandwich-Riverside may
have one supplementary.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): A
supplementary of the Minister of Health:
Are x-rays and other precautions and con-
cerns being shown to the workers at the
Holmes Insulations plant at Pt. Edward as

well as at Johns-Manville?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I would
have to ask that of my staff, because I don't

know myself; but I will find out.

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations has the answer to

a question asked previously.

Mr. Lewis: There is more of this to come.

ALLEGED LCBO HARASSMENT

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, I have

the answer to a question raised on Jan. 27

by the member for High Park, who can

hear me even though he is not in his seat

at the present time.

The member asked: "Has the minister

looked into the complaints of harassment by
the Liquor Licence Board which were sent

t:- him by the Concordia Club in Kitchener?

What has been the result of that looking in,

if he has done it?"

Mr. Speaker, I'm always very concerned

whenever an agency for which my ministry
i? responsible is accused of harassing any
segment of the public. I asked for and have
received a full report on the activities of

both the Concordia Club and the inspectors
of the LLBO since the club first applied for

a liquor licence in May, 1955. We have a

20-year history and sequence of events.

After a careful examination of this report,

I am convinced there has been no harass-

ment, and in fact this club has been frequent-

ly in violation, not only of the liquor regula-
tions of the province but also of its own char-

ter and bylaws. I think the inspectors of the

LLBO have gone out of their way to be
fair to the club and have repeatedly brought
infractions of the bylaws and regulations to

the attention of club officials, only to find

them repeated time and again.

Following the club's appearance before

the board in a "show cause" hearing on Oct.

23, 1974, at which the club's licence was

suspended for seven days for service of liquor
to non-members, the club's solicitor wrote to

Mr. Mackey, chairman of the board, thank-

ing him for a fair hearing and for the

courtesy extended by the board.

If the hon. member is interested, I will be

glad to show him a copy of the report I

referred to in my answer.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Rainy River.

OPP TAKEOVER OF LOCAL POLICING

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. I have a question of the Solic-
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ilor General. Has the police commission, un-

der his direction, drawn up any guidelines

for the takeover of local police departments

b>' the OPP, either in a regional government
setting or just generally speaking, so as to

avoid the kind of problems that happened,
I believe in Napanee, where the local police
force was taken over without the men in-

volved knowing exactly what was going to

happen to them or what the guidelines
were-

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, dealing with

the latter part of the hon. member's question,
the Ontario Provincial Police have not taken

over the police in Napanee.

Mr. Reid: Regional government.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: The Napanee police force

lias decided to carry on as it was in the past.
It depends on the particular area-

Mr. Reid: I am talking about guidelines.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Pardon?

Mr. Reid: They didn't know what was go-

ing to happen.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: It's been the practice, Mr.

Speaker, that when a particular municipality
wishes to be taken over by the OPP, to

amalgamate with adjoining forces, or to have
a coimty force, usually a study is under-
taken by the police commission, as was done,
for example, in Huron. Then the OPC will

make recommendations and give various alter-

natives to the local people to decide how
they want their policing handled in the

future.

Where there are OPP detachments, for ex-

ample, surrounding a municipal force in a

small community, the OPP wilj, in most

cases, agree to take that force over. Mr.

Speaker, the task force on policing has
recommended that all small forces of under
15 members be either amalgamated with
other forces in the area or taken over by the

Ontario Provincial Police.

To answer the hon. member's question,
there are guidelines, there are suggestions,
directions and recommendations, but we for

the most part leave the decision up to the
local force and the local police commission.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Sandwich-
Riverside.

MID-TERM SCHOOL BREAK

Mr. Burr: I have a question of the Minister
of Education regarding the mid-term break

in Ontario schools. Is the minister aware of

the considerable disruption to the plans of

families and to the plans of children-oriented

organizations that is being caused by the

decision to leave to the local boards the

determination of dates for the mid-term
break?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Speaker, I am aware there are some
problems involved—some very real problems
—however I guess this is the price we have
to pay for local autonomy and local decision-

making.

Mr. Burr: Mr. Speaker, I have a supple-
mentary.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary?

Mr. Burr: What merit is there in having
local autonomy in this matter? What merit
is there?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: You know, Mr. Speaker,
the member is sounding like these fellows.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, my friend,

perhaps, doesn't want any local autonomy,
but when you have local autonomy you have
to accept the kind of decisions that are made
by the local people. I've told people who
have written me about this—

Mr. Deans: It is a bit selective though,
the minister must admit.

Hon. Mr. Wells: -that certainly there
should be consultation between, for instance,
the separate school boards and the public
school boards and the neighbouring boards.
Btit surely in this matter of the school year,
we debated it when an amendment went
through this House—and the member prob-
ably voted for that amendment a year or so

ago—we debated it fully then and we said:

"We are turning over to the local boards
some degree of autonomy to plan the school

years, including when the mid-vmiter break

is;" and that's what we did.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Revenue
has the answer to a question.

OVERTAXING OF AUTOMOBILES

Hon. A. K. Meen (Minister of Revenue):
Thank you, Mr, Speaker. On Tues., Feb. 4,

the hon. member for Essex-Kent (Mr. Ruston)
asked me if I was aware of what he suggested
was "overtaxing of automobiles resulting from

the rebate instigated by the big four auto
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companies," and whether I was considering
"the refund of the seven per cent sales tax

on the amount of the rebate to the consumer."

Mr. Speaker, where a car dealer allows a

reduction in the selling price of an auto-

mobile because he's being compensated in a

like amount by a supplier, the retail sales tax

is, naturally enough, applicable to the selling

price, net of the reduction. However, where
the rebate is made directly to the consumer

by the automobile manufacturer, as appears
in many cases to be the case, and the dealer

has not reduced the selling price of the auto-

mobile to the customer, the rebate cannot be

used to reduce the amount on which the sales

tax is applicable.

In this second kind of case, the selling price

negotiated between the dealer and the cus-

tomer is unaffected by the rebate, the rebate

can't be considered a discount and therefore

does not act to reduce the amount upon
which the tax is applied. The rebate trans-

action is a separate agreement between the

customer and the automobile manufacturer.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Supple-
mentary.

Mr. Speaker: One supplementary.

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Speaker, to the minister:

The actual price the consumer is paying for

that product is really with the rebate off,

Mr. Speaker: Order please, you are debat-

ing it. Do you have a question?

Mr. Ruston: Yes, I am just asking, isn't

the minister really over-collecting in sales

tax, because the consumer is not paying that

full amount, in effect?

Hon. Mr. Meen: No, Mr. Speaker, I have

just outlined to the hon. member that I'm not.

I'm applying the tax on the basis of the con-
tract price. Whatever happens after that is

between another party—namely the manu-
facturer—and the purchaser.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: What about the
federal tax?

Mr. Speaker: The hon, member for Downs-
view.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Supple-
mentary.

Mr. Speaker: I said one supplementary. The
time is fast flitting. You may ask something as

a new question later. The hon. member for

Downsview.

MINING TAX REVENUE

Mr. Singer: I have a question of the Minis-

ter of Natural Resources. Has he been able to

ascertain the incidence of tax raised by the

mining tax and its projection forward to the

end of the fiscal year ending March 1 next;

and the comparison of what the mining tax

has raised in this fiscal year as compared with
the last fiscal year?

Hon. L. Bernier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): I don't have those figures right

handy, Mr. Speaker, but I'm sure the hon.

member realizes we can get a projection.
That projection, of course, would all depend
on the price of metals. There is a definite de-

cline in metal prices right across the whole

spectrum, so that would have an effect; but

we would be glad to get a projection for the

member for 1975.

Mr. Laughren: Trade revenues for Inco—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Since we
will be debating this tax law, probably some
time today, would it be possible for the min-

ister to make that information available, or

the best projection he has, so that it could

at least form the basis of some of the dis-

cussions tonight?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Mr. Speaker, I'll see

what we have within the ministry. If we have

something reasonably reliable then I'll bring
it forward.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Coch-
rane South.

MINING CROWN CORPORATION

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of Natural

Resources: Has the minister abandoned the

idea of setting up a provincial corporation to

do exploration in mining? If he has aban-

doned it, why has he done so when the

amount of staking in the mining areas of the

province is going down?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Mr. Speaker, let me
reassure the hon. member for Cochrane South

that staking in the Province of Ontario in

1974 has not declined. In fact, it has gone
up considerably over 1973.

We have not abandoned our ultimate goal
of setting up a Crown corporation with regard
to exploration, but it may be slightly delayed
because we are going into a number of

other different fields. One could be, as was

pointed out in the budget speech, the ex-

tension of the MEAP system—that's the
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Mineral Exploration Assistance Programme—
into a number of diflFerent areas across the

province. That would be part of it. But we
have not at this time abandoned our ulti-

mate goal of setting up a Crown corporation.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

SUN TOOL AND STAMPING CO.

Mr. B. Newman ( Windsor-Walkerville ) :

Mr. Speaker, I have a question of the Minis-

ter of Labour. The minister is aware of the

discussions we've had over the last couple
of days concerning the Sun Tool and Stamp-
ing Co., and the $55,000 worth of vacation

pay that is being withheld. Would the min-

ister clear up this situation? From discussions

that I've had there appear to be three differ-

ent agencies involved—that is, the Provincial

Bank, the Ontario Development Corpn. and
the adjustment assistance board, a federal

body—and one seems to be putting the blame
on the second.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Mr. Speaker, the mem-
ber for Windsor-Walkerville spoke with me
late on Friday afternoon about this matter.

Regrettably, I haven't been able to get to the
root of the matter yet. As I understand it.

Sun Tool and Stamping Co. of Windsor has
a loan guaranteed by la Banque Provinciale
of over $80,000. I understand that ODC is

the first body behind that loan; but behind
that again, the second body is the General
Adjustment Assistance Programme. I under-
stand that the General Adjustment Assistance

Programme, which would be the first loser, is

asking the ODC to share some of the possible
loss involved. That's what I understand the

position to be. We believe that the GAAP
should take the entire loss on the matter, but
I will have further information for the mem-
ber tomorrow, I hope.

Mr. B. Newman: Supplementary, Mr.
Speaker: May I ask the minister to check
with ODC so that we could speed up the
release of the funds and the workers could

get their vacation pay, because it is adversely

affecting them?

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: Mr. Speaker, I don't

know whether my colleague has any further

information to add on it or not, but I'll follow
it up with the member.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

PEACE BRIDGE INCIDENT

Mr. Deans: I have a question of the

Solicitor General. Has he had brought to his

attention an incident which occurred over the

weekend at the Peace Bridge where Buffalo

police chased an Ontario-licensed vehicle

across the bridge, stopped it in Ontario, ac-

costed the driver and then left without even

communicating with the Ontario Provincial

Police? What action does he plan to take to

correct these things?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, the informa-

tion I have was that this happened Sunday
morning about 4 o'clock. Apparently there

was a truck with Ontario licence plates that

was being followed by a couple of Buffalo

police cruisers and there was some suspicion
that an offence had been committed. The
Buffalo police attempted to stop the Canadian
vehicle. The Canadian vehicle took off across

the Peace Bridge and apparently the vehicle

was stopped about 60 ft past the immigration

checkpoint on the Canadian side of the

bridge.

There was some discussion between the

immigration authorities and the Buffalo

police, said: "We want you to notffy the

Niagara regional police force and we will

stay here until someone from that force turns

up." Now that was done. Apparently, how-

ever, there was a scuffle at that point and the

Canadian driver of the vehicle, I believe, was
hurt.

Mr. Lewis: He was hurt? I heard he had
a concussion.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: I have asked for a report

from the chief of the Niagara force so that I

can get the details, particularly as to what
offence the Canadians had allegedly com-
mitted. I understand that two other occupants
in the vehicle have been charged by the

Niagara police.

Mr. Deans: With what?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: I believe with either dis-

orderly conduct or assault. I will get the full

particulars, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

Centre.

Mr. Lewis: He had better bring NORAD
into this.

LIQUOR ADVERTISING

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): I have a

question of the Minister of Consumer and
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Commercial Relations. Has the minister stud-

ied the new Quebec legislation with regard to

liquor advertising; and if so does he propose
to introduce similar legislation here in On-
tario to avoid existing association between
alcoholic beverages and achievement?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, not

only are we away ahead of Quebec, they
have copied us almost word for word. I

would be pleased to send the hon. member a

copy of the Ontario Liquor Board's directive

on advertising so he can compare ours with

the Quebec regulations.

Mr. Deacon: Is that now in legislation?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: It is not in legisla-

tion; it has been isued and is in the hands of

all the advertisers and agencies.

Mr. Deacon: For what purpose?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): By way of

supplementary, for what purpose is it in the

hands of the advertisers and in what way is

this government ahead of the Province of

Quebec, which has promulgated it and estab-

lished a date on which it is going to come
into force?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, we are

ahead of the Province of Quebec in that we
have designed the directive-

Mr. Renwick: Would he let us have a copy
of it?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: It's in the hands of

the advertising agencies as guidelines to them.

Mr. Deacon: Why doesn't the minister let

the public know what he is doing?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of Natural Re-
sources has the answer to a question asked

previously.

MINING TAX REVENUE

Hon. Mr. Bemier: The member for Downs-
view was asking what are our projections for

revenue out of the mining tax. I am informed
that the budget address last spring indicated

about $88 million, and our estimate now is

$144 million.

Mr. Speaker: We have about 30 seconds. I

think the member for Waterloo North was up
earlier. Can you decide which one? Okay.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): The last

question was asked by the Liberals.

Mr. Speaker: You are right. I looked over

there a moment ago when that question was
finished and no one rose. The hon. member
for Thunder Bay.

YOUNG TRAVELLERS' PROGRAMME

Mr. Stokes: I have a question of the Min-
ister of Education. Has he communicated
with his colleague and seat mate, the hon.

provincial Treasurer to see whether or not he

is going to extend the assistance to the On-
tario Young Travellers' Programme beyond
the end of this fiscal year?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, does my
friend mean are we going to have the On-
tario Young Travellers' Programme in the next

fiscal year? Yes, the answer is yes, we will be

having it.

Mr. Stokes: Will he accept applications

from groups who will be coming after the

fiscal year, because it is my understanding

they are being held in abeyance until March
31 and it's impossible for them to plan on

that basis? Can I give them the assurance

they should go ahead and make application?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, certainly Mr. Speak-
er. I think my friend knows, though, that it

is perhaps rather presumptuous for me to

spend money ahead of estimates being intro-

duced, and so forth.

Mr. Reid: Especially if the government is

having an election.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. MacDonald: Never been done before.

Hon. Mr. Wells: But we would be happy
to have them put their applications in.

Mr. Speaker: The question period has ex-

pired; but the member for Waterloo North

has a point of order, I believe.

Mr. Good: A point of order, Mr. Speaker.
I am sure the Minister of the Environment

would not want to mislead the House when
he left the impression he had not promised

any environmental assessment legislation in

this session. I quote from page S-1793 of

Hansard on the ministry's estimates where he

says: "As far as the environmental assessment

legislation is concerned, I intend to introduce

that very early in the session."

Mr. Good: A question of the Minister of— Mr. Lewis: Wrong again.
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An hon. member: That was just an inten-

tion.

Hon. W. Newman: In answer to that point

of order, that's exactly what was said, "very

early in the session"; the next session.

Mr. Reid: Which session?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The question period has ex-

pired.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Mr. Hamilton from the standing social de-

velopment committee presented the com-
mittee's report which was read as follows

and adopted:

Your committee begs to report the following
bill with certain amendments:

Bill 179, An Act to amend the Crown
Employees Collective Bargaining Act, 1972.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Cassidy: Committee, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Will the hon. minister—which
minister is it? Oh it's the only place it can

go—that's right. Committee of the whole
House then. I am sorry, I didn't hear till

after we had carried it.

Agreed.

Hon. Mr. McKeough tabled vol. II and
vol. Ill of the public accounts, 1973 and
1974.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The first order; re-

suming the adjourned debate on the amend-
ment to the amendment to the motion that
this House approves in general the budgetary
policy of the government.

BUDGET DEBATE

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): First

order, resuming the adjourned debate on
last year's budget.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): The sugar cane speech?

Mr. Speaker: Of those who are standing

up, the member for Wentworth appears to

have the floor.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. I have two or three matters

that I want to raise this afternoon in the

discussion on the budgetary policies of the

government. I want to do them in a par-
ticular order, at least initially becauses I

want to deal with two things that may be
of interest to two of the ministers who are

here, while they are stiJl here.

I started this speech, as you'll recall, Mr.

Speaker, last November, and it's been sort

Gi moving along little by little. I have to

confess that while I thought I might have
had time during the Christmas recess to pull

together all of the material that I thought
I could put on the record for public con-

sumption, I haven't really had as much time

as I expected to have.

I want to talk about four or five diflFerent

topics; I will tell you what they are, Mr.

Speaker, and then I will talk on them. I

will very quickly cover the one dealing with

home ownership in a moment; I want to

talk about the Nanticoke to Hamilton through-

way again, because I think it's important; I

want to put a few remarks on the record

with regard to redistribution. Unfortunately
I wasn't able to be here during the debate
and so I am going to take advantage of this

opportunity to—

An hon. member: Was the member sick?

Mr. Deans: I wasn't sick, no; I was on
vacation. Then I am going to talk about

rents; about the HOME programme; I have
some comments about nursing homes; I'll

talk a little bit about the central utilities

plant in the city of Hamilton; about a par-
ticular picket line incident at International

Harvester in Burlington; and I think if we
get through all of those things, it will prob-
ably be time to adjourn the debate at 6
o'clock.

I want to turn to the home ownership
matter. As you know, sir, I have been

speaking for some time now about what I

consider to be an inadequate way of dealing
with the Home Ownership Made Easy pro-

gramme, particularly with regard to the

lottery system. I have put together a number
of things which have caused a great deaj of

aggravation to many people who applied for

the lottery or who took part in the lottery
and who either were or were not successful

—it didn't seem to matter. Even those who
were not successful seemed to suffer the
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same kind of aggravations as some people who
were successful.

I raised with the minister one day last

week a particular problem. I want to deal

with that first of all.

A couple put their name in to the lottery.

To the best of their knowledge they qualified
—and I want to make it clear that it's quite

easy in the month of November not to be
able to assess accurately exactly how much
money you have earned during the year. They
thought that they fell within the $17,000 and

they signed the document to that effect. They
had forgotten that there had been an increase

given during that time; in addition to that,

there had been a bonus paid. And so, when
the final calculation time came around it

turned out that they were some hundreds of

dollars—not thousands, but some hundreds of

dollars—over and so I am not making a case

with regard to their eligibility. It turns out

they were not eligible. But it is when this

came to light that bothers me.

I want to say to the Minister of Housing
(Mr. Irvine), through you, Mr. Speaker, I

have a number of the documents here before

me that these people were required to sign,
all of which left them with the impression of

eligibility. They began, of course, in Decem-
ber, 1974, by signing something called

"Schedule C acknowledgement" to the On-
tario Housing Corp. It is that document which
said that they, to the best of their knowledge,
believed they had fulfilled all of the eligibility

requirements and that their income was not

in excess of $17,000 combined per annum.

There was nothing much said about that

from that point on. They were asked to get
documentation from their employers showing
what they had earned. Their employers sent

the documents in. Ontario Housing, upon
looking at them, decided they weren't in the

proper form and they asked the couple if

they would send in an additional document
from each of their employers, setting out what
their actual earnings were on the stationery
or letter head of the place where they were

employed. That was done, as I recall, in the

second week of January, 1975.

At the time they first entered into an agree-
ment—and I have in front of me an agree-
ment that's called "Agreement of purchase
and sale of leasehold land under the HOME
programme," and it has on it the date of the

closing of the deal. The agreement says,
under section 12: "The sale shall be com-

pleted on or before the 15th day of January,
1975," and that's important. The deal shall

be completed on or before the 15th day of

January, 1975, It goes on to say, "on which

date vacant possession of the real property
shall be given to the purchaser which shall

be the date of closing."

They signed this and they sent it in, to-

gether with their statement—and the state-

ment they sent to Ontario Housing indicated

that in fact they had earned several hundred
dollars more than they had anticipated. So

they wrote to Ontario Housing on Jan. 10,

and recognizing that they were within five

days of the closing date, they put a PS at

the bottom of the letter, whicn they sent

special delivery registered, saying: "If there

is a problem, would you please phone collect

because we are most eager that there should

be no di£Bculty encountered on Jan. 15,"

which was very close.

The minister responded to me when I

raised it with him by pointing out that they
were not eligible, and I readily admit that.

He then stated that they had been telephoned
on Jan. 16, which even to me is after the

closing date but, fair ball. I've spoken to the

people involved and they assure me, and
would do so in writing, and would sign an
affidavit to the effect, that they did not re-

ceive a telephone call on Jan. 16. The man
was working that day and his employer is

prepared to swear to the fact that he was at

work all day. He did not at any time during
the day receive a telephone call. Nothwith-

standing that, I point out that even Jan. 16

is after Jan. 15, and Jan. 15 was the closing
date on the documents which were filled out

by them, duly signed and submitted to On-
tario Housing Corp.

Hon. D. R. Irvine (Minister of Housing):
But they're not eligible anyway.

Mr. Deans: I'm not denying that.' What
worries me is that these people signed every

single document required of them. They
signed a purchase, they took over the prop-

erty. They responded. I read to you from the

solicitor for the builder. He's writing to the

solicitor for the purchasers:

I now enclose a form of undertaking
which I require your clients to sign. Please

return two copies of the undertaking to

me and a cheque in the amount of $938.39,

payable to my order for the amount due

on closing which I undertake to deposit
in my trust account.

It was the normal letter. This was dated

Jan. 13. These people thought when they

signed that, since they hadn't heard from

Ontario Housing Corp. otherwise, that they
must have been accepted and that there must
have been some room for adjustment. It's

not unusual that there would be room for
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adjustment of a couple of hundred dollars.

It turns out it wouldn't have done; but at

the time that the documents were filed they
thought that perhaps there was some room
for leeway in the whole transaction and
that the reason they hadn't heard back was
that they had been given the authority to

go ahead.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I think in all fairness

they did not include $950.

Mr. Deans: No, no. I'm going to come to

that. I'm not quarrelling with their eligibility.

I'm not quarrelling with that at all. I'm

coming to what I'm going to quarrel with
and I'll tell you in a minute. They had ob-
tained the adjustments and they signed the

appropriate undertaking to assume the mort-

gage and to assume all of the liabilities that

the builder had. Then they received a letter,

dated on its face, Jan. 27, 1975, in an

envelope which they received on Jan. 29,
1975. That's two weeks after the closing
date, a closing date which was filed with
Ontario Housing Corp., a closing date which
the Ontario Housing Corp. had brought to

their attention by registered letter on Jan.
10, and which appeared for some reason or

other, not to have concerned anyone at

Ontario Housing Corp.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Well, it wasn't received
until Jan. 14. We have to get that straighten-
ed out.

Mr. Deans: Well, if it were received on
Jan. 14 and they looked at it and recognized
that the closing date was Jan. 15, a telephone
call or even a telegram—we use them often
—would have informed the people that they
had been disallowed and that they were not
entitled to the property.

What I'm quarrejling with you about is

that these people entered into diat lottery in
October. They were told in November that

they had qualified. They filled in all the
forms in good faith. They even sent in the
form that said what they were earning. At
that point, it was considered to be about
$200 more or maybe $250 initially. That
was their employers' initial calculation. But
even the employers weren't absolutely sure
ct that stage. They sent in those things. They
got correspondence from Ontario Housing
Corp. They then fulfilled that requirement
by sending in yet a further statement. They
wrote to Ontario Housing Corp. saying, "for
heaven's sakes we are almost at Jan. 15.
If there is a problem, tell us, and we won't
move." They gave notice of the place they
were living in; they purchased appliances

to move; they weren't told until two weeks
after the closing date.

Now, the minister may say to me they
should have known, and maybe I would

agree with him they should have known—
but since they asked specifically for guidance
or the matter; since they came to Ontario

Housing Corp. without in any way trying to

hide their intent; since they put to them
as clearly as they could the emergency situa-

tion they were faced with; since they re-

sponded as quickly as they could possibly

respond to Ontario Housing Corp.'s require-
ment that they file another statement of earn-

ings; then surely there was a—

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Which is a very im-

portant point.

Mr. Deans: I understand; but that state-

ment of earnings should have been required
at least a month before.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Sure, but they are the

ones who should have submitted it.

Mr. Deans: But they did submit it.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: They didn't.

Mr. Deans: They submitted a statement of

earnings, and were informed that it was on
the wrong form.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: They didn't submit it

correctly.

Mr. Deans: They didn't submit it correct-

ly? How in heaven's name is anyone to know
how to submit correctly? They filled in every
damn form they were asked to fill in.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: If they don't know how
much they make, there is something wrong.

Mr. Deans: No, there isn't something
wrong. The minister's people seem to think

everybody is on a salary. Some people earn

by the hour; some people are paid by the

hour. If you happen to work overtime for

three weekends in the course of a full year,

you could be $500 or $600 over what your
mental calculation of your earnings for that

year may have been.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. I would ask the

hon. member for Wentworth, and also the

minister, that they address their comments
through the Chair rather than across the

House.

Mr. Deans: I don't want you to think

for one moment, Mr. Speaker, that because
I have got my back to you I am not speaking
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to you. You just consider that my remarks at

any time are going through you; but the

minister is sitting in the wrong place, that's

all. He should be up here somewhere—okay?
I do want to talk to the minister; it is not

really to you. Okay? I wouldn't want you to

think you had to do anything about it, be-

cause I know you can't.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: We never ignore the

Speaker.

Mr. Deans: Okay. So I will say it now,

through you, Mr. Speaker, from now on I

am speaking to him, okay?

I am interested to inform him of something.

Surely to heaven it is not much to expect
that there should be correspondence from

Ontario Housing Corp. to all of the people
who were "accepted" in the lottery—in other

words, whose names were drawn—and that

that correspondence should set out clearly

exactly the form to be used; the time limits

to be imposed; the requirements upon the

people who had their names drawn. If they
then didn't follow those requirements, then,

of course, they have no one to blame but

themselves.

But there was no communication. They
were left with the impression that they were

dealing now with the builder, that all of their

Ontario Housing Corp. dealings had ceased.

They had signed all that they were asked to

sign, through you, Mr. Speaker.

In addition to that, they were then verbally

told, and told by mail too, that: "You now
deal with your builder. Your builder is Mr. X
and he builds houses. You go and you see

him, and you will arrange the thing with
him."

They then assumed that if the lawyer for

the builder—who ostensibly is acting on be-
half of Ontario Housing Corp. at that point,
because he has been authorized to build

houses on their behalf—was prepared to

accept all of the documentation which had
been placed before them; and if that lawyer
hadn't received any communication from On-
tario Housing Corp. telling him that these

people were ineligible; and if they hadn't re-

ceived any communication from Ontario

Housing Corp., telling them that they were

ineligible; and since Ontario Housing Corp.
didn't correspond with them immediately
upon recognizing the closing date was upon
them and that they were faced with the

possibility of having to move two or three

times; and since no communication was re-

ceived from Ontario Housing Corp., it was

quite reasonable for them to assume that

there was some room for adjustment — that

someone, somewhere had said: "Although

$17,000 is the limit, we allow one or two

per cent over in the case"—

Hon. Mr. Irvine: It doesn't say that any-
where.

Mr. Deans: No, I realize it doesn't say it

anywhere, but there is no reason to assxmie

otherwise, because it happens in many trans-

actions. When it comes right down to it, we
must recognize that people's incomes fluctu-

ate in accordance with the amount of over-

time they have worked; in accordance with

whether or not their wife has worked for a

full year or part of a year; in accordance with

whether or not they have changed jobs during
the course of a year; whether or not they've

had their vacation yet; whether they've been

laid off at any time during the year. You've

got to admit, Mr. Speaker, that it's a very
difficult thing to keep close tabs on your
actual income during a calendar year prior

to receiving your T-4 slip. I couldn't tell you

exactly how much I've earned this year, and
I don't think you could tell me exactly how
much you've earned, and I doubt very much
if, without waiting for your T-4 slip, you'd
be able to tell us exactly to the penny what

your earnings have been.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: What did the figure come
to in the final analysis, Mr. Speaker? It

came out to $17,950.

Mr. Deans: Yes, but I'm going to tell you,
Mr. Speaker, that even that figure may turn

out not to be exact. What the minister has

to face is that in November, when they were

talking about earnings, they were talking

about earnings up to and including the time

when they originally filed their application.

It would be much easier to find out what
their 1974 earnings were in January or

February, obviously, than it would be to try

to determine what they might be in the

month of November, given that there are still

six weeks or more of the year to go and no

one can tell exactly whether they will be

earning during that period or how much.

Let me put it to you this way, Mr. Speaker.
If they had known in November that their

projected earnings for the year were going
to be $900 over, do you know that either or

both could probably have made arrangements
not to work for the last month of the year in

order to qualify? It would have been possible

for them to take some action to try to make
sure their earnings were not as high diuring

that calendar year.
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But the fact of the matter is that because

of the slowness of the process—and that's

what I'm getting at; because it's not clear in

any sense how one goes about qualifying and
what kinds of requirements are placed upon

people—that these people are now going to

have to move out of that house after having
l)een allowed to move in, after having as-

sumed all of the obligations.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: They didn't get in with
with the permission of OHC. Tney got in

without permission.

Mr. Deans: But I want to tell the minister

something, Mr. Speaker. Nowhere in the

documentation is there anything that says
that you have to have permission from OHC
—nowhere. It simply says, if you are ap-

proved—and the approval, I say to you, is

tacit. It's tacit if, in fact, the lawyer acting
on behalf of the builder who is acting on be-
half of Ontario Housing Corp. is prepared to

proceed with the deal. That's what I m argu-

ing about.

The minister can do nothing for these

people, perhaps. It may well be that I

shouldn't even raise it in that way. But he
is going to have to make clear exactly what
will be required by anyone whose name is

drawn. He's going to have to make it clear; it

isn't clear now; it's not nearly clear now.
When those people had a Jan. 15 closing
date I tell you, Mr. Speaker, that they ex-

pected that some communication might be

forthcoming which would inform them one

way or the other—and it didn't come. When
the builder's lawyer, knowing full well what
their conditions and situation were, went
ahead and closed the deal they assumed—

wrongly, but they assumed—that that was
done on behalf of Ontario Housing Corp. I

don't think that that's—

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Wrongly is right.

Mr. Deans: Wrongly, perhaps, but you
can't have so many fingers in one pie, Mr.

Speaker. The people start out by dealing
with National Trust. No sooner does their

name get drawn than National Trust wash
their hands of it. They're finished, that's the
end of it. "Don't come back to us. It's now
in the hands of Ontario Housing Corp."

They communicate with Ontario Housing
Corp. They say: "Your builder will get in

touch with you." So the builder gets in touch.

At that stage the builder takes on the

mantle of Ontario Housing Corp. At that

stage that builder, having been approved,
takes on the responsibilities for ensuring that

the requirements of Ontario Housing Corp.
are fulfilled.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Not in regard to the

mortgage. That is the point I'm making.

Mr. Deans: Nowhere—in any of the com-

munications, in any of the advertising, in any
of the statements of Ontario Housing Corp.—
does it say that in addition to entering into

agreement with the builder's lawyer, or with
the builder through his solicitor, that you
have to wait until Ontario Housing Corp. gets
around to deciding whether or not you're

eligible.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Ontario Mortgage Corp.,
as does every other person who applies for a

mortgage.

Mr. Deans: Not so. Every other person
who applied did not, and I bring to the

minister s attention at least one other incident.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Well, there's always some-
one who wants to—

Mr. Speaker: Order, please,

Mr. Deans: But you understand that the

people had been given a closing date, and the

closing date was filed with Ontario Housing
Corp.—it was Jan. 15. They went ahead and

completed the agreement on Jan. 15.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Where are these people
going to get their mortgage from?

Mr. Deans: Where were they going to get
their mortgage from? These people assumed
when they signed the undertaking—it is an

undertaking for a mortgage, good God.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Which was not approved.

Mr. Deans: Which was not approved. But

how were they to know? What are they sup-

posed to do?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I would expect they'd
wait like the hon. member, or anybody else.

Mr. Deans: They wrote to Ontario Housing
Corp., they phoned Ontario Housing Corp.;
what are they supposed to do? They didn't

get any communication until two weeks after

the date, two weeks afterwards.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: They very obviously

knew they were wrong, and I don't know why
the member is putting up such a defence for

them because they haven't got a leg to stand

on. He knows that.

Mr. Deans: You obviously don't understand.

Do you think it appropriate—I'll wait until

the minister finishes.
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Hon. Mr. Irvine: Sorry.

Mr. Deans: It is okay. I understand there

is other pressing business to be conducted as

well as what I want to talk about.

The minister is defending the indefensible,

I've got to say to him in regard to this. I'm

not suggesting for a moment that these peo-

ple did qualify. I'm criticizing the lack of

communication between Ontario Housing

Corp., and these people and that builder. If

they couldn't get hold of the people between
the 10th and the 15th, they could have noti-

fied the builder not to close the deal because

the people didn't qualify. Surely that would
have made sense, wouldn't it? A communica-
tion to the builder saying, "Don't close on the

15th. Extend the closing date because there

is some problem over the financing of the

mortgage; they don't appear to qualify."

Wouldn't that have made some sense? Doesn't

the minister think that's how to deal with

people?

I say to the minister they felt they had
done everything and they sent in their state-

ment in good faith and they thought—wrongly
—that there was some latitude within Ontario

Housing Corp., and they expected to get a

communication if that wasn't the case. In no

way did they file in an attempt to take ad-

vantage of something unfairly. They didn't

claim that they made less than they made.
Has the minister found out by some other

method that they didn't? They filed honestly
with the ministry. They really believed when
they moved in on the 15th that they had been

approved because nobody, anywhere, told

them otherwise.

I want to suggest to the minister that when
he set up his committee to study the way in

which the home ownership programme is run,
that's another of the things that has to be
dealt with. Those people have incurred sub-
stantial costs. They have given up the apart-
ment in which they lived. They have acquired
a number of appliances which cost them a
considerable amount of money. They have

paid to move. They have hired a solicitor.

They have gone through all of the things
that people normally do in the process of

changing from one location to another, and
now they are going to have to move again.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: They hired a solicitor?

Mr. Deans: No, they acquired a solicitor

for the purposes of the deal.

They followed all of the forms that the
builder required of them. There was no evi-

dence on the record to show that Ontario

Housing Corp. had in any way disallowed

them. They were allowed to move in; they
moved in. They were there two weeks before

Ontario Housing Corp. got off its backside

and told them that they weren't eligible.

They had already passed the closing date.

It just is incomprehensible to me that an

operation could be that sloppy. If somebody
wrote me a letter setting out a date, and that

date was tomorrow and I knew that they
weren't able to qualify, I'll tell you I think I

would have found a way to communicate
with the people to let them know, Mr.

Speaker. A telegram was the obvious way. A
communication with the builder was equally

obvious.

But as to the ministry's claim that they
were phoned on Jan. 16, I can assure the

minister that they are prepared to swear that

they weren't even there on Jan. 16. Even the

claim that they were phoned on Jan. 16 is

hardly of much consequence since Jan. 15

was the closing date and the deal had been

completed at that time. There is something

desperately wrong with the way in which the

process takes place within Ontario Housing

Corp. There has to be another way. We can't

go through this again and again.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: We'll have this assur-

ance for the member. The family will receive

a letter fully explaining where they went

wrong, in our opinion-

Mr. Deans: Yes, where they went wrong—

Hon. Mr. Irvine: —and where we think we
fulfilled every obligation on our part.

Mr. Deans: Is the minister saying to me
that he doesn't believe that Ontario Housing

Corp. erred in any way?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: At this present time, I

would say we haven't erred, yes.

Mr. Deans: OHC hasn't erred?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: That's what I said. That's

my information at this time. I think the mem-
ber's people have erred on the side of not

understanding what the lottery was all about

and taking action into their own hands.

Mr. Deans: I'm prepared to concede that

they misunderstood and that they took things

for granted; but I'm not prepared to con-

cede that when Ontario Housing Corp. doesn't

recognize that two weeks after a closing

date is too damn late to correspond with

people, that it hasn't made a mistake. I am
not prepared to concede that when Ontario

Housing Corp. gets a communication which
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shows clearly on the face of it that the

people are about to move and are asking for

guidance and refuses to respond to it im-

mediately, that it hasn't made a mistake.

I'm not prepared to concede that the whole

process, from day one when they first put
their name in, shouldn't be cleaned up to en-

sure that people can't get into this mess.

The very first thing that should be checked

in this lottery, is that when their name is

drawn their eligibility should be checked out.

My understanding, right from the very be-

ginning, when I first started raising it in

October, was that the one thing that would
be done beyond all other things was that

the eligibility of all of the people would be

checked scrupulously.

Now I didn't realize that it meant it

would be checked after they moved in. I

thought it meant it would be checked prior

to any action on their part or any financial

undertaking.

I've got to tell the minister that in this

case that wasn't so. Now he thinks that is

the way to do business, then he can answer

to the people of Ontario. I don't, and I'm

prepared to make the case on those grounds
alone.

When someone applies for something here—
and it is entirely possible, since day after

day people apply for things and they ul-

timately turn out not to be eligible—the

ministry doesn't wait until they have com-
mitted themselves and until everything is

completed before it tells them of their status.

It checks their eligibility before it allows

them to go that far.

That's where I think the error was made.
I think they should have been told in De-
cember or in November that they weren't

eligible, if that was the case. They weren't

told until Jan. 27, which was 12 days after

they had closed the deal and some 10 days
after they had moved in.

The minister can defend it if he likes. I

just happen to think that is not the way to

do business. If it were the minister they
were dealing with, I don't think he would
be satisfied with that either.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I am satisfied they signed
a false document.

Mr. Deans: Now that's the problem there.

I wish the minister hadn't said that. Those

people did not sign a false document. It

said to the best of their knowledge.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Fair enough.

Mr. Deans: They signed that they believed

that the requirements on the face of the

document were being fulfilled.

I don't think the minister understands the

way people's income works. Let him \\alk

around and ask his colleagues, any of them
who work for a living, other than the ones

who just hang around here, if they could

tell him, at a moment's notice, what their

income is.

They had to sign that document, by the

way, very early in the going. They didn't

know exactly what their income was, but

their best guess was that it would be less

than $17,000. The first statement by their

employer was, in fact, slightly over $17,000,
wasn't it?

It's easy to understand that they might not

hove recognized it. The employer obviously

didn't even understand it either.

The minister makes it sound as if some-

how or other they tried to hoodwink him.

They didn't try to hoodwink him—they filed

honestly. They said they believed they were

earning less than $17,000; and I think they

thought they were earning less than $17,000.

I don't think there are many people work-

ing in a factory or working in an oflBce who
could tell you exactly how much their

earnings are, unless they are on an annual

salary and it hasn't been changed.

As I say to the minister, he must bear in

mind that if a man works in a plant of some

kind, all he has to do is work one weekend at

double time and a half and he could be

$500 over. That's what we are talking about.

We are talking about somebody working
overtime during the course of a week and

working a full weekend on a holiday week-

end at some point during the 12-month

period and not remembering it. I can tell

the minister there are a lot of people who
would be in that position.

I just think the Ontario Housing Corp. has

an obligation to try to be much more careful

and to ensure that the people's eligibility is

the very first thing that is checked, rather

than waiting until the people have been

allowed to sign.

I want to get something clear. Just what

authority does the builder have?

H<m. Mr. Irvine: In what way?

Mr. Deans: In terms of acting to complete
a deal. I mean, does every single person
who applied and had his name drawn have

to wait for a communication from Ontario

Housing Corp. to inform them—
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Hon. Mr. Irvine: No.

Mr. Deans: They don't?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: The builder is advised.

Mr. Deans: The builder wasn't advised in

this case.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Is the member sure?

Mr. Deans: I am positive.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: We think otherwise.

Mr. Deans: Is the minister telling me the

builder was to blame? Because I haven't got
that information. But if the minister is say-

ing to me that the builder was advised, what
he is telling me is that people don't receive

communications from Ontario Housing Corp.;
and that's what I thought.

When I said to the minister that the builder

should have been advised, that's how I

thought it might have been handled. But in

this instance, if the builder was advised and
he allowed those people to take the deal on,
then it is with him that they have a cause.

Can the minister produce for me some
communication with the builder back to

Jan. 15?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I am going to produce the

full statement on it.

Mr. Deans: No, but can the minister pro-
duce—

Hon. Mr. Irvine: It will go to the Hamilton

Spectator and it will get into the hands of

the people the member is concerned about.

Mr. Deans: Yes, but would the minister

just do me a favour and recognize they are
not quibbling about whether they were
eligible or not, okay? Can he produce for me
a statement from Ontario Housing Corp. to

the builder prior to Jan. 15, to show that the
builder should not have proceeded with the
deal?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Maybe not a letter, but

maybe a phone call.

Mr. Deans: Maybe a phone call.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Yes. I think the member
will find out those people were advised.

Mr. Deans: I know that the people were
not advised. I am telling the minister they
were not advised. But beyond that, I say to

the minister a phone call—

Hon. Mr. Irvine: All right. They wrote on
the 10th, we got it on the 14th.

Mr. Deans: Okay.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: A registered letter.

Mr. Deans: A registered letter, special de-

livery, and asking in the letter—

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Four days later?

Mr. Deans: It was a Friday, the 10th.

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Why would they send it

on a Friday?

Mr. Deans: Because that was the first day
they had the documents. They were only
asked from them that week. They went right
to their employer. The documents went from
each employer—they sent them in immedi-

ately; immediately on the 10th. That's when
they were asked for them.

I don't think that whoever is advising the

minister is really telling him the truth, I

really don't. I don't know why they are not

doing it, unless they have just simply made
some slip-up of their own and they don't

want to admit to it.

Mr. Speaker: While the hon. member is

looking for his notes, may I draw the atten-

tion of the House and the hon. members to

the fact that the hon. member is being a little

repetitious. This really isn't an estimates de-

bate, we should stick more to the budget.

Mr. Deans: This is a budgetary debate. I

want to tell you—

Mr. Speaker: It is the budget debate and
not the estimates debate.

Mr. Deans: I am not talking about the esti-

mates. I mean I haven't said a word about
his estimates. I am raising before this House
a complaint of a constituent of mine, and I

am doing it in the budget debate.

Mr. J. Dukszta (Parkdale): On a purely

conceptual basis.

Mr. Deans: No, not only on a purely con-

ceptual basis. While he is breathing, I'll take

a look through this. I don't see it.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Who's

breathing over there?

Mr. Deans: I just want to tell you, Mr.

Speaker, that even I would like to see some

proof of a communication from Ontario Hous-

ing Corp. either to the builder or to those

people, prior to the closing date. If that clos-

ing date shouldn't have been followed through

with, then there should be a communication

from Ontario Housing Corp. to the builder

not to close on the 15th, because as the
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minister says, unless there is a problem, On-
tario Housing Corp. doesn't communicate with

the applicants. Those are his own words.

In this instance they assumed, because

there was no communication, that things went

according to the practices of the Ontario

Housing Corp., if not according to the letter

of the draft of the law that was before them.

I leave it at that. I am not going to argue

any further with the minister about it be-

cause I know it is not going to win anything,

but I just happen to think that Ontario Hous-

ing Corp. has to bear some of the responsi-

bility for the mess these people are in.

Mr. Speaker, there isn't a quorum.

Clerk of the House: Mr. Speaker, I see

there is not a quorum present.

Mr. Speaker ordered that the bells be rung
for four minutes.

Mr. Speaker: We now have a quorum. Will

the hon, member for Wentworth continue

please?

Mr. Deans: Thank you, very much.

I want now to turn to another topic that's

causing me some concern. It is an incident

on a picket line at the International Harvester

plant in Burlington, in the riding of the Solici-

tor General (Mr. Kerr), and I want to begin
by saying something to the Solicitor General.

Mr. Speaker, when someone calls him up
and asks for his assistance with regard to an
incident on a picket line, I would appreciate
very much if, in answering, he didn't cite as

the No. 1 problem confronting these people
the fact that they contacted me.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Solicitor General): Would
I say that?

Mr. Deans: Oh, yes.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Oh, well.

Mr. Deans: In fact, what happened was the

lady called up because her husband was seri-

ously injured—and I'm going to talk about the

injury in a moment. When she spoke to the

Solicitor General and asked, since he is the

Solicitor General—

Hon. Mr. Kerr: After she got me.

Mr. Deans: —that he might inquire into the

actions of the police in that instance, he said

to her: "You made a number of mistakes, and
the first one was calling Ian Deans."

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Always call your member
first.

Mr. Deans: Right. I'm going to tell you,
Mr. Speaker, that she had been trying to get
in touch with the Solicitor General, and had
tailed me out of desperation. The information

I gave her was that in fact it was a responsi-

bility of the Solicitor General, both in his

capacity as the member for the riding and in

his capacity as Solcitor General, to take a

serious look at the incident that occurred and
to determine whether or not there should be
an investigation.

Well let's you and I, Mr. Speaker, talk

about it and see if you and I can agree on

whether there should be an investigation or

not, okay? I want to read to you a letter from
the president of the union involved; okay?

Dear Sir:

I am contacting you in relation to an

incident that took place Nov. 5, 1974, at

approximately 10:00 a.m. The events pre-

ceding the incident were in the presence of

approximately 30 to 40 uniformed and

plainclothes policemen who were called by
International Harvester Co. to assist the in-

gress and egress of non-union transport
trailers to the strikebound International

Harvester distribution centre in Burlington,
Ont. This alone seemed a little excessive as

only six to 10 pickets were present at the

time. The end result was some extreme

overreaction by the police officers present.

Mr. Balaz, 53 years of age, was injured

by the police during this overreaction. Mr.
Balaz asked for medical attention for ap-

proximately 20 minutes, and was repeatedly

ignored by the police officers. One ser-

geant—

And I won't name him.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: By the way, Mr. Speaker,
could I interrupt for a moment? Has the

member contacted the police about this?

Mr. Deans: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: The member has their

version of the story?

Mr. Deans: I'm coming to it. I did con-

tact the police. One officer was overheard say-

ing that the man was only play acting.

It was only after extreme persuasion by
some of the picketers that he was finally

taken to the hospital. It was plainly evi-

dent by Mr. Balaz's appearance that he

was suflFering pain and discomfort. Hospital
tests showed that he had a bruised lung,

and the lengthy delay in getting Mr. Balaz

medical attention was unwarranted and

unforgivable.
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In all fairness I will admit the conduct

of many of the police officers has been

commendable, with the exception of only a

few. By the same token, the Mr. Balaz

incident should not go unchallenged, as

perhaps next time because of negligence

by a few to get immediate medical help,

more serious consequences may result.

It's also unfortunate that-

Well I won't go into that because it's a

matter of opinion and I don't like to read

opinion into the record.

I sent this letter to the chief of police in

Burlington on Dec. 4:

Dear Chief Skerrit:

I am enclosing a reproduction in part
of a letter which I recently received. Cer-

tain names in the letter I thought it ad-

visable to exclude. I would appreciate

knowing what the investigation conducted

by the police revealed.

With best wishes.

Signed by me.

I left out the name of the officer whose
name was used, and I also left out the names
•of the people who signed the letter. But I

have both of those on file if the Solicitor

General believes that it's necessary to take
another look at it.

I received then a reply. And the reply was
Pec. 11, 1974, to me:

Dear Sir:

I have endeavoured to answer your letter

of inquiry by answering the letter of com-
plaint in the sequence the questions were
asked. [It is a good start.]

As you have indicated, 30 to 40 uniform-
ed and plainclothes policement does seem
excessive when only six to 10 pickets were
present. However, at the time the commer-
cial motor vehicles arrived at the Harvester
plant there were only 13 policemen pre-
sent, under the supervision of a staflF in-

spector. The additional officers did not ar-

rive at the scene until the commercial
vehicles were ready to leave. The total

number of policemen at the scene, but not
on foot [I don't know what signfficance
that has] was 28.

Our estimation of the number of strikers

at the beginning of this incident was 15.

However, it was difficult to be accurate
because they were arriving by motor ve-
hicle during the time of this occurrence.
We had also received information from
other union personnel in the area that they
were going to support the strike, and on

one occasion this did happen. [But not on

this occasion, I might interject.]

I did not quite understand what it

means, "in over-reaction in this case," be-

cause our acts are dictated by observance.

When one of the commercial motor ve-

hicles entered the plant, a striker took a

stone from his pocket and, in throwing

same, smashed a window on the driver's

side. Mr. Balaz was also seen to throw

something at one of the commercial motor

vehicles. It was because of this he was

removed from the scene.

I want to stop there to point out that it was

not Mr. Balaz who threw the stone through

the window, nor was that suggested. Okay?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: How does the member
know that?

Mr. Deans: Because it says so. One of the

strikers was seen to throw something through

the window; Mr. Balaz was seen to throw

something in the direction of the vehicle.

Those were two separate incidents and I

want to make that clear.

Perhaps I should start from the begin-

ning to explain in particular the conduct of

Mr. Balaz. He was seen to drive to the

entrance of the strike-bound plant and park
his motor vehicle across the driveway.

After much persuasion he moved his motor

vehicle. His wife has since said that his

motor vehicle would not start. As I men-

tioned before, above, Mr. Balaz was ob-

served throwing an object at a commercial

motor vehicle and for this reason he was

removed from the scene.

While being escorted to the cruiser he

broke free and ran. If you are familiar

with the area you will have observed the

steep grass bank between the loading dock

and the Guelph Line. This grass bank was

very slippery from the recent rain and be-

cause of the poor footing it was in this area

where the two officers and Mr. Balaz fell.

When the three men gained their footing,

Mr. Balaz was laughing and seemed to be

in a jovial mood. At no point did he com-

plain of an injury. Mr. Balaz was placed in

the cruiser on the west side of the Guelph
Line, and when next contacted by a mem-
ber of our force, he complained that he

was injured and he was taken to the hos-

pital. [It is incredible really.]

The doctor's verbal report was to the

effect that the injury could have been

caused by this man's age, his weight and
the fall. I have information from other

police personnel that our officers did not
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fall on Mr. Balaz. I take exception to the

complainant stating that collusion exists—

Well, I left that out of the first and I will

leave it out of this one.

Let me read another letter, dated Jan.

28. It is addressed to me and to the chief of

police. I am going to leave the names out

again, because I don't think it appropriate
to use them. It says:

Re Michael Balaz:

I [Mr. X] was present the day the

above-mentioned incident took place. I am
under the impression that the main issue

in this case is the fact that the police were
lax in taking this man, Michael Balaz, to

hospital [an incident which was mentioned
to me ever so slightly in Chief Skerrit's

letter].

When I arrived at the Harvester re-

ceiving area there were, I believe, three
trucks Aere. As I was walking toward the
trucks two policemen came my way drag-
ging Michael Balaz betvvee'n them. I

watched until they reached the truck en-
trance and the Guelph Line, then I turned
back to the trucks. The next time I saw
Michael Balaz after that was after the
trucks had left and the police had started
to walk back across the Guelph line. [He
mentions another gentleman and himself]

being members of the strike committee,
went to the school grounds across from the
Harvester to see what we could do.

When we got there Michael Balaz was
sitting in the back of the police car com-
plaining of severe pains in his chest and
asking to be taken to hospital. I noticed

ground-in dirt and grass above his left eye,
which seemed odd for just a fall. This
other gentlemen and I tried to talk to the

police to get them to call an ambulance to
take Mr. Balaz to hospital. During this

time I overheard [he names one of the

police oflBcers] say to have him put in the

wagon and also say: "He is only play-act-
ing." We kept requesting that he be taken
to hospital.

The police got Mr. Balaz out of the
cruiser with much diflBculty and proceeded
to put h'm in the wagon. He could not get
his feet in because of the pain, but was

helped in by the oflBcers. We volunteered
to take him to the hospital ourselves, and

they were about to let us, until finally two

police oflRcers stepped forward and said

they would take him there. I would esti-

mate that the time it took to get Mr. Balaz
taken to hospital from the time he was
taken across the road was 35 minutes.

We followed the police, who once again
demonstrated their lax attitude by the

route which they took and the speed at

which they travelled. At the hospital the

police went into the area where he was to

be looked at but we were not allowed to.

The volunteer at the desk told us that the

police were not supposed to go in either.

One oflBcer was then called to the phone
for about 10 minutes. When he came out

he told us there would be no charges and
that we were to take care of getting Mr.

Balaz home, and the police left.

There were enough police
in the school-

yard that a driver and a man could have

been spared. As far as I'm concerned, the

police were out of their jurisdiction in act-

ing as doctors in deciding that Michael

Balaz didn't need medical attention. If Mr.

Balaz had had a heart attack he would

have died during the lax police effort on

his behalf.

The latter part of the statement can be sub-

stantiated by another member whose name

they have given

Mr. Balaz's wife, on his behalf, tells the

story this way: "Yes, they did come." First

of all:

Yes, he did stall his car in the driveway
and the police gathered around, a num-

ber of them, and harassed him into moving
it. He told them he couldn't get it to start.

One of the police even tried to start it. It

wouldn't start. They finally did get it going
and he moved it. He then went from there

to the picket line.

He did not throw an object at the vehicle

but rather flicked with his thumb some-

thing he had been standing holding in his

hand. [Like this, as people do from time to

time.] It did no damage. He's not even

sure if it got as far as the vehicle. It was

some distance away. The police came and

informed him that they were arresting him.

He asked why, and they took him and

roughly dragged him across. He fell.

One of the police oflBcers, either acci-

dentally or purposely, [I'll choose acci-

dentally, okay?] fell on top of him. His

knee struck him when he fell [by acci-

dent we will presume]. Mr. Balaz was then

taken from that point and put in the

cruiser. He asked if he could please be

taken to the hospital, he was in severe

pain. They refused. It was only after the

two strikers came by that they even con-

sidered taking him, and they finally did

take him.
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That man could have died. He could have

been haemorrhaging; he could have had a

heart attack; there could have been any num-
ber of things wrong. I suggest to you, Mr.

Speaker, that under the circumstances it was

unnecessary for the police to conduct them-

selves in the w^ay that they did.

I understand there has been a lot of hard

feelings at the International Harvester plant.
I understand it hasn't been the most pleasant
strike—some of that brought on by the com-

pany, I might say. I understand there's been
a great deal of frustration. It takes a very

highly trained and sensitive police force to

deal with those kinds of human problems.
It's very difficult for people, given under the

law that they are permitted to go on strike,

to then stand by and watch while other peo-

ple are brought in to take their jobs, again,
under the law.

There have been many incidents across the
Province of Ontario where people have been
faced with having to try to bring to other

people's attention that it would not be in

their best interests—theirs or the others' best
interests—to take over a job that belonged to
them ostensibly and for which they were on
strike as a result of the law permitting them
to do so.

I think the law's an ass, frankly. I don't
see how you can have a legal strike and at
the same time permit somebody to come in
and take another man's job. But nevertheless,
I think if police forces are going to take it

upon themselves to try to protect companies,
then they're going to have to train their

police officers to do it vdth compassion and

understanding, realizing that many people
who never in their entire lives have broken
a law, are very emotionally charged around
the situation that has arisen—the conflict

that has arisen—between themselves and their

employer. It requires a great deal of sensi-

tivity and understanding to be able to deal
with those. It doesn't require the vice squad,
or it doesn't require the heavy artillery.

In Hamilton we have some very good
people. The deputy chief, Albert Welch, is

as good an example of a man who has the

capacity to understand the human emotions
involved as any I can think of. They could
learn in Burlington from Deputy Chief Welch
and the way in which he handles these kinds
of situations.

The one thing you can't do, in what is

ostensibly a private dispute, is abuse citizens,

Mr. Speaker, If they've broken a law arrest

them. But recognize that you are dealing
with a private dispute. As long as that

private dispute doesn't get out of hand you

deal with those people as you would any
other private citizen on the street.

I'm asking the Solicitor General for an

inquiry into this incident. I want an inquiry
because I want all of the information that

is available to be put before the chief of

police and before the police commissioners

of Halton. I think it's important—not be-

cause I want to see any retribution, not be-

cause I want to see any action taken against
the police officers involved, who may have
done their duty as they saw it, but because
I want them to understand that as there is

commercial and industrial growth taking

place they are going to have to train their

officers in the way in which to handle these

kinds of delicate situations.

They should be taught that they are not

dealing with a criminal in these cases—they
are not hunting down someone who just

finished raping somebody, or who has been

shooting up the tov^ni. They are dealing
with a private citizen in a dispute which he

is legally entitled to be in and he must be

handled with respect. If the strikers break

the law they should be arrested as any other

person is. But we can't allow this kind of

abuse.

I may say through you, Mr. Speaker, to the

Solicitor General, that man was obviously
verv badly hurt. He was in the hospital and is

still under a doctor's care to this very day.

He could not have returned to work. I've

fallen, as you have fallen, Mr. Speaker, and

his doctor doesn't believe that his injuries

could have occurred simply as the result

of a fall. He believes that he was struck with

an object. He thinks it could have happened
as a result of a blow from a knee, acciden-

tally, or an elbow, accidentally, but he doesn't

think it happened just because he happened
to slip and fall.

I think as the member for the area, but

more important as the Solicitor General, if

the member for Halton West would require

either of the police commissions—or per-

haps it's gone too far now. I had originally

thought that we might ask the local police

commission to take a look at it. It may have

gone beyond that point now. I think all of

the prejudices and "views are already estab-

lished. I may be wrong but I think perhaps
I am right.

I'm going to ask the Solicitor General if

he would have the Ontario Police Commission

investigate that incident. It's in the best in-

terest of that police force to have it cleared

up, and it's in the best interest of the people

in the area; they have to have confidence in
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those police. If the police did something
wrong they have to face up to it. If there

was a mistake mad^ they have to face up to

it. If the accident was inadvertent—if it was
in fact an accident—then a simple apology

probably would have sufiBced.

But I think that we've got to look into it

to be sure, because I wouldn't want to think

that sometime in the next year or two there

could be another similar situation where the

same kind of thing could occur again. There
is suflBcient evidence to justify an inquiry and
I think a sufficient number of people are pre^

pared to come forward and give their views.

There should be some kind oiF opportunity for

that to be done before an impartial body.

I don't doubt for a moment that the police
officers are telling it as they saw it. I don't

doubt that the chief of police, in writing to

me, is telling what he l^elieves to be true.

I don't for one moment question that the

people who wrote me the two letters, who
were at the scene of the incident, believe
that what's in their letters is true. The only
thins is that there's something different be-
tween the two. I would like to see that cleared

up and I would appreciate it very much if

you would take whatever steps are necessary
to have that done. I think it's in your best
interests and their best interests to do it that

way.

Mr. Deans: The Solicitor General can go
now, I'm finished with him.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: They will ring the bells.

Mr. Deans: I do appreciate the minister

coming in to hear it because I couldn't have
written it to him the way I could tell it.

It's very difficult to get into words exactly
what I felt about it and I wondered a num-
ber of times how to do it.

I want to raise with you, Mr. Speaker,
another matter that has been of some con-
siderable concern to me. I seem to have a
lot of matters of concern these days. I don't
know what it is. It seems to me the incom-
petence of this government is bringing upon
me all these difficulties but, nevertheless, I'll

have a look at another thing.

You will recall, sir, in December-perhaps
it was late November—I was speaking in this
House about something called the Nanticoke
to Hamilton transportation and utility cor-
ridor. A few things have happened since the
month of November and I want to bring you
up to date because I know at the time you
expressed an interest in being kept informed.
So I am going to do that now.

We held some meetings in Hamilton in

December regarding that particular corridor.

I put forward a number of views at that time

which I placed before the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications (Mr. Rhodes),

asking him if he didn't really think the

process that had been followed wasn't very
realistic.

They proposed that one of two routes in

the eastend of the city be followed. They
actually proposed three routes but one they
seemed to discard immediately and they ac-

tually seemed to be moving more towards
one of two, either a route down Redhill
Creek or a route down Highway 20.

I can remember the horror on your face,
Mr. Speaker, when I mentioned the possibil-

ity of taking the route down Highway 20.

Both of us travel that area extensively and we
both know the volume of traffic that is on

Highway 20, the way in which it has l^en
allowed to develop commercially, the fact

that it goes right through the town of Stoney
Creek and the fact that the intersection of

Highway 20 and King St. and the intersection

of Highway 20 and Highway 8 are without

question two of the most hazardous intersec-

tions in the region. In fact, the intersection

of King St. and Highway 20, if I may say so,
has caused me as many problems as any other
intersection I can think of. I can remember
making representation to the then Minister
of Highways with regard to slowing down the

traffic, and with regard to signing it in order
that drivers would be made aware of the
hazards as they came down the hill towards
the intersection.

I can remember making representation to

a government body in the town hall in Stoney
Creek some years ago, trying to get them to

understand that that particular intersection

was of such a hazardous nature that some
action had to be taken to alleviate the traffic

on it. We met with some success, I might
say. We did, in fact, have the speed limit

reduced. We did have signs placed at the

top indicating the steep gradfe, the fact that

speed would kill and the fact that there was
a hazardous corner at the bottom. I bring
to your attention, Mr. Speaker, that it is a
comer that has cost two or three lives in the
not too distant past.

I've got to tell you that I was flabber-

gasted to read in the paper the other day
that the board of control of the city of

Hamilton was recommending that the High-
way 20 route be the one that be adopted
by the planning study that is currently look-

ing at the tie-in between Nanticoke and
Hamilton. I just couldn't believe that any
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individual who lives in the area who knows
the route could for one minute consider that

that would be a suitable place for a major

highway at this point in time.

It might well have been that 20 years ago,

before the development was allowed to take

place, we could have expanded the highway.
We could have taken steps to provide suffi-

cient width to enlarge it. But in this day I

don't see how any individual who knows the

area at all could even consider turning that

into an even busier highway than it currently

is. In fact, I can remember speaking in this

House about the need to develop an alterna-

tive route to Highway 20 and trying to do

away with it as a major highway in Ontario.

And do you know what really amused me,
Mr. Speaker? One of the controllers, Con-
troller Campbell, in dealing with the matter

said it would be better to use Highway 20
because it has been a highway for as long
as he can remember. Now that's a very com-

pelling argument, I must say. Why not use

Highway 6? It was there before 20, if one is

to believe that they were given out in numeri-

cal order.

It runs right through the middle of the city

of Hamilton. No one in his right mind would

suggest that because Highway 6 had been
there before Highway 20, it was a better

alternative. And yet that's the kind of illogical

logic that the council of the city of Hamilton
has to rely on for guidance. That's the kind

of position that is put forward by a senior

controller with regard to the development of

an access to the east end of the city.

I want to make a plea through you, sir, to

the Minister of Transportation and Communi-
cations, and the plea is this: Don't ever con-

sider expanding Highway 20. Even at the

very best it could be only a short-term

proposition, not capable of handling the kind
of traflSc that will be generated by the devel-

opment of Nanticoke, and the need for the

flow back-and-forth between Hamilton and
these new developments. If we are serious

about providing this corridor from Nanticoke
to Hamilton, let's now try to develop an
alternative route somewhat east of the town
of Stoney Creek so that we don't end up with
a major highway running through the middle
of the most densely populated area of the

city.

I want to remind you that at the comer of

Barton St. and Highway 20 in Hamilton there
is a development which is by far the most
densely populated single block in the whole
city. The apartment buildings that were
allowed to develop there, I suppose by virtue
of this same board of control, or their friends,

have brought about a condition of overcrowd-

ing. And then they are talking about running
a highway practically through the middle of

it. The whole suggestion is preposterous and
ludicrous.

And I want to urge you, sir, as the repre-
sentative of the members of this assembly, to

make representation to the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications on our behalf,
because it is not in the best interest of the

people of the province. And you, after all,

represent me. I think you do, and I need

your help.

Mr. Speaker: I would be glad to referee.

Mr. Deans: Thank you. The next time you
go to Hamilton, take another look at that.

We have the largest single shopping mall in

the Peninsula area—built there by Cadillac

Developments. We have 50 new commercial

enterprises. We have every single new hous-

ing subdivision in that immediate area on
either side of the highway. And for any per-
son to suggest that that would be a suitable

place to build a new superhighway, they have

got to be out of their mind.

Of course, that doesn't surprise me. I

have wondered a little bit about some of

the people who make these suggestions for

years. I wonder whether some of them
would like to try driving up ond down there

in the morning. Or maybe try to get across

the King St. intersection when the dump
trucks are barrelling down there at 50 miles

an hour and can't stop. All one need do is

ask MacLeod of MacLeod Motors—a good
friend of the Conservative Party, I might

say; you could ask him without even em-

barrassing him. Ask him what he thinks of

developing that superhighway down there and

he'll tell you that they live in terror on that

comer—just waiting for the day when the

next school bus or dump truck will pile into

the front of their new-and-used-car business.

I urge you to take that up on my behalf

because I need your help, Mr. Speaker. I also

want to say, before I leave that, that I still

feel that it would be unwise for us to con-

sider doing away with the Gorge and the

Redhill Creek passive recreational area.

There are very few cities in Ontario that can

boast of a recreational area of that magni-
tude and beauty within their confines. While

I am the first to concede that not every
citizen of the area takes advantage of it, I

personally do and my family does. It will

no doubt be in greater demand as years go

by and the total area expands with more and
more residential development.
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To have a recreational facility of this
type

right within the city available to all of the

pcoplo—within a bus ride of everyone, al-

most within walking distance of half of the

community—then to consider making it into

a highway, that is really pretty diflScult for

me to unoerstand.

I can appreciate it, of course. The studies

are clear that it would be cheaper to build

it down Redhill Creek. But cheaper in what
terms? Cheaper by what calculation? It would
be cheaper in dollars today to destroy the

Redhill Creek area and to build a highway.
But what would it cost to replace it and
where would we go to try and find another

place? How would we replace it? I think

it's pretty obvious that it's one of these irre-

placeable natural resources, and we can't

afford to have it destroyed simply because the

cost today might be a little less than some
alternative.

I want to suggest to the minister if I can,
that if the region and the government are

really interested in developing a peripheral
route around the city of Hamilton, tying in

Highway 403 at the west end with the Queen
Elizabeth Way on the east end, some reason-
able and logical discussion could take place
between the council of the region, the coun-
cil of the town of Stoney Creek and other
interested persons, with regard to a subgrade
highway out in some parts of the less de-

veloped township area. It could be done in

such a way as to ensure a minimum of dis-

ruption at the lowest possible cost. It

wouldn't take anything like the potential
recreational or farm properties that the gov-
ernment has permitted to be taken over the

years without any outcry.

Although providing a longer route for a

great many people, it would likely be a

speedier route and a much more acceptable
alternative. Over the long haul, it would
prove to be cheaper. The decision would

probably prove to have been arrived at with

foresight, which is something we don't seem
to have had very much of in the past.

It is easy to be critical of things that went
on in years gone by, and it's easy to criticize

people for not having had enough foresight.
I think in this instance we have the benefit

of the knowledge that we can't replace what

they are planning to take away. We can't

use what is already there because no fore-

sight was used and, therefore, we have to

develop something new. If it causes us to

drive a little further, so be it, because the

time made up will no doubt be made up by
the saving in the long haul.

I also want to turn my thoughts for a

moment to a discussion which took place
in my absence. I had long ago planned to be

awray—

Mr. Dukszta: Because the member was

away.

Mr. Deans: Thank you. I had long ago

planned to be away during the week com-

mencing Jan. 25. I had bought and paid for

a trip. It was of one week's duration. I

thought at the time—this was at August last-

that the very safest possible week to take my
vacation would be the last week in January,
I went ahead, only to find that because of

the incompetence and bungling of the gov-
ernment House leader, we had to come back.

Well, that's not unusual. I should have recog-
nized that would occur, but that's okay.

Anyhow, I was away when the members
talked about the redistribution and while I

realize it's not perhaps right on the budget,

it's close, and so I want to raise a couple of

matters about it.

My colleague from Wentworth North (Mr,

Ewen) made some remarks about the second

report of the redistribution commission. He
made a very eloquent plea that they had

made a mistake; that in taking the town of

Grimsby out of the riding of Wentworth, as

bad been proposed in the first report of the

redistribution commission, they had failed to

remember to put back in a portion of Ham-
ilton Mountain, south of Mohawk, west of

James, which had heretofore been a part of

the Wentworth riding.

I don't want to shatter his dream, but the

fact of the matter is they didn't forget it.

The fact of the matter is that given the

tremendous natural growth in the area east of

James and south of Mohawk, and given the

rather rapid grov^^h in the towTi of Stoney

Creek, and in particular in that area which

is serviced now by Ontario Housing and

which is going to become a major satellite

development on Saltfleet Mountain, which

I've spoken about previously and which has

been on the record and on the books for

some seven years or more—that's now pro-

ceeding. And given that 80 per cent of all

of the Ontario Housingr Corp.'s new develop-
ment in Hamilton is taking place in the loca-

tions east of James St., it wouldn't be possible

to put that area back into the riding of

Wentworth without creating a severe im-

balance.

My colleague from Wentworth North — I

can imderstand; I mean I was really upset
when I heard—
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Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Not the

member for Wentworth?

Mr. Deans: When I heard that they were

taking those very fine people on the west

mountain out of my constituency, I was

upset about it, I'll tell you, Mr. Speaker.
I went home and I said to my wife, "Do you
know what they're doing? They're taking all

these very fine people in the west mountain
out of my constituency."

I can understand that when the member
for Wentworth North asked them if they
would rather be in ^yentworth North with

him or in Wentworth with me, that out

of 100, 99 per cent would rather be in

Wentworth with me. I can understand that.

I mean, he didn't have to conduct a survey,
I could have told him that. But that's not the

criterion for the determination of fairness in

the electoral boundaries. I mean, I can tell

him that there are people in Rockton who'd
rather be in Wentworth with me, and that's

in the heart of his riding. But that's neither

here nor there. So, that argument is really
not of much consequence.

I'm looking for the redistribution book, by
the way. I seem to have left it upstairs. Okay,
well, I'll have to go without it.

My recollection is that he was talking
about that area having around — oh, maybe
15,000 people in it. Now, my riding at the
moment would be, based on the 1971 census,
7,000 to 8,000 persons smaller than his. That
means, given the natural growth which has
taken place in the east end of the city, in

Stoney Creek, on the mountain and on the
Hamilton Mountain, that instead of the ap-
proximately 60,000 I am reported to have,
at this point in time I probably have around
74,000 by today's calculations, rather than
by the figures of the 1971 census.

If you took those 15,000 or so people and
put them in Wentworth, Mr. Speaker, that
would raise me up to 90,000. Now my col-

league from Wentworth North, since little

growth has taken place in his constituency,
may have another 5,000 people in total in

his. If you were to deduct the 15,000 from
his and put them into mine, and if you were
to add 5,000 for the natural growth of the
Wentworth North riding, and if vou were to
add 10,000 for the natural growth of the
Wentworth riding, I would end up with
90,000 and he would end up with 70,000,
give or take a few thousand one way or the
other.

I think you would agree with me, Mr.
Speaker, that would be an imbalance which
couldn't possibly be tolerated by the redis-

tribution commission. But I am going to say

something to you, I appreciate that those

people have a community of interest with the

people on the Hamilton Mountain in my part
of the riding, and I think we have to try to

find a way to accommodate that, while at the

same time making sure that we don't create

such an imbalance in the population that one

riding is 20,000 or 30,000 smaller than the

other, and that would be the case.

What I am going to suggest is one of three

things: First of all, it would be possible, I

think, for the member for Wentworth North
to acquire a5 part of his constituency the

area known as Glanbrook. It is a rural area—

substantially rural with strip development —
compatible with much of what he has within

his riding now. While it would add a number
of miles in distance to his total, it would not

be unacceptable, I think; it wouldn't be un-

workable or unserviceable, and if we were to

assume that there were 10,000 people there,

which is fair to assume, then I wouldn't

quibble about taking back that section of the

Hamilton Mountain.

If the redistribution commission saw fit to

take the Glanbrook area and put it in with
Ancaster and Dundas and the other parts
of the Wentworth North riding, though I

wouldn't want to lose the people—in fact they
vote for me anysvay; they support me very

strongly—I would still be prepared to con-

cede, in the interest of fair redistribution,

that they could consider that, and I will take

back all of those nice people in the west

mountain and continue to look after their

interests, since they obviously relayed the

message to the mfember for Wentworth North
that that would be their wish.

Failing that, I would like to suggest that

maybe we should take a look at all three

ridings—Hamilton Mountain, Wentworth and

Wentworth North—and we should find an

equitable way of distributing the population

of all three ridings so that they all ended up
with approximately the same population, but

allowing just ever so slightly for the rmusual

growth which will be taking place in the

Wentworth riding, and to some extent lesser

growth in the Wentworth North riding.

So I think that maybe the redistribution

commission, given that they didn't accept my
first suggestion, might accept that they should

redistribute again in those three ridings, tak-

ing some from Hamilton Mountain, some

from Wentworth, if not quite as much as

they did before — maybe part of the rmal

community, although I am a little reluctant

to see that happen—and putting that into

Wentworth North, and allowing that the
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Wentworth riding would remain on a com-

parative basis, given that they have a great
deal of expansion taking place, and that the

Hamilton Mountain riding would be some-

what reduced in size. It could stand being
reduced in size anyway, because it is a fairly

densely populated riding in any event.

The third suggestion I would make is that

the redistribution commission take all six of

the ridings and attempt to redistribute them
again; that they recognize that all of the

growth in the city of Hamilton, in fact almost

all of the growth in the region, is taking

place south of Mohawk, east of Ancaster, and
that while there will no doubt be growth
take place in the Ancaster area at some time

in the future it is not immediate. So they
could take a position which would redistribute

all SLX ridings and create another constitu-

ency. There is room and there is sufficient

population. It may require the constituency
to have rather unusual boundaries, but never-

theless, if representation by population is to

be the main criterion then I don't think that

that should be of any difficulty and I would
be delighted to give them the benefit of my
views as to how it might be done.

I know the member for Wentworth North
will be pleased to get my comments on it, I

know he has been eager to know what I

tliought of what he said. I don't resort to

obscenities, so therefore I didn't tell him.

I do think that he may have got carried

away just a wee bit and I don't think he

quite understood what he was proposing
would actually accomplish. It would result in

a riding in Wentworth of n size that would
be unmanageable before the next electoral

period was over within the next four years

and, no doubt, that riding would be 120,000
or 130,000 persons. It's much too large. We
simply just can't do it exactly as he said, but
I think there must be a way to accommodate
his desires and also accommodate the needs
of the people in terms of getting reasonable

representation on a representation by popula-
tion basis.

I now want to speak for a moment or two
about nursing homes. You will recall, Mr.

Speaker, just prior to Christmas I raised with
the Minister of Health (Mr. Miller) some

objections and concerns which had been ex-

pressed by an alderman in the city of Hamil-

ton, Aid. Valeriano. I asked the Ministry of

Health if they would investigate the com-

plaints, if they would determine the validity

of them and if they would take whatever

action they deemed appropriate to correct

them.

I want to say something about Aid. Val-

eriano, first, because I think it's important
that I put it on the record. Aid. Valeriano,

by virtue of the criticisms that he levelled,

has done a considerable service to the area.

His interest- in the conditions in nursing
homes has focused both public and govern-
ment attention on the nursing homes. If for

no other reason than that, he is to be com-
mended because the action that he took, quite

obviously, will bring about a better nursing
home structure in the Hamilton area and

perhaps right across the province.

I want to say something else. I'm abso-

lutely convinced, given the nature of the nurs-

ing home business, that it's extremely difficult

to have a set of criteria for nursing homes
which can be enforced in such a way as to

ensure that those who have been there for

many years are able to comply to the same

degree as the ones that are currently being
built are able to comply. Anyhow, I asked

the minister for an investigation and he

very kindly arranged for his colleague, the

parliamentary assistant from London North

(Mr. Walker) to go to Hamilton. He and I

and Ms. Jones, the regional chairwoman,
Councillor MacDonald, the inspector of nurs-

ing homes for Ontario and a reporter, a Mr.

Oliver from the Hamilton Spectator, set out

one morning early to inspect a number of

nursing homes which I chose. I got those

nursing homes in the following way: I called

Aid. Valeriano and I asked him if he would

give me a list of all of the nursing homes
about which he had particularly serious com-

plaints. I didn't tell him why I wanted it.

He called me back and he gave me a list of

about 12. I didn't tell anyone the names of

the homes. I didn't tell the member for

London North; I didn't tell the aldermen;

I didn't tell the chairperson or anyone what

the names were.

We met at 8:10 in the morning, I think it

was. We all wore our trench coats with our

hats pulled over our eyes so that no one

would recognize us and we met behind the

city hall. It's a good place to meet because

nobody goes to the city hall that early in

the morning, not the employees, not the

councillors, nobody.

We met and we talked about it. I then in-

formed them which home we would first

go to. I picked four but I really didn't pick
them in advance. I had the list and I said,

"Let's go to that one first." I told them where

it was and we went en masse. We arrived,

we knocked on the door, and after a mo-

ment's hesitation, which is understandable, the

person in charge allowed us in. We pro-
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ceeded to inspect the premises to the best of

our ability and we left. We did this in four

of what I thought were representative nurs-

ing homes in Hamilton.

I regret that Aid. Valeriano didn't see fit

to accompany us. I think it would have been
useful for him to have seen these things
himself and to have pointed out whatever

problems he perceived to be there so that

we could have them corrected.

I wasn't entirely happy with every home—
I don't think any one was. I thought that

the homes offered a wide range of services.

One home in particular on the mountain

offered an extremely wide range of services,

though it tended to be a little clinical in

its envirormient. But there were ample oppor-
tunities for rehabilitation, recreation, patient

care, and patient observation, the diets were

well handled, the mechanics of the home
seemed sound, and the home itself seemed
in good substantial condition. On balance,

while it seemed to me a bit clinical, a bit

sterile, it certainly did provide a very suit-

able facility for people requiring nursing
home care.

Of the three other homes we visited, one
of which has received a great deal of no-

toriety in Hamilton, I found two of them

fairly good. There was that one and one
other which are in old homes that have been

redeveloped. They didn't have quite the pro-
cedure that the newer one had. They cer-

tainly didn't have the wide range of recre-

ational and rehabilitational programmes be-

cause they were much smaller. The rooms

probably didn't measure up to the standards

as established by the Nursing Home Act if

one was to take a slide rule and measure
them out. Maybe the windows were a bit

tiny in some instances and the candlepower
of the lights may not have been quite up
to snuff. But on balance they made up for

those things with a very homey atmosphere,
an opportunity for people to live out their

years in reasonable comfort, communicating
one with the other and vdth the staff in a

ver)' open and forthright way.

In one home we visited some people were

sitting around the kitchen table chatting
about the morning news. They'd just finished

breakfast. The cleaning up had been done

by the staff and they were sitting there in

a very friendly discussion about world affairs,

and that's what a nursing home should be. A
nursing home should be a place where

people go and live in dignity and comfort.

It should not be sterile—identifiable by its

box-like shape and its tiny rooms. It should

be a place where people will get care, love,

adequate food, attention, and be able to live

in dignity and in comfort. If it doesn't quite
measure up to the standards that we've es-

tablished, but it provides all of those things,
then I think we've got to recognize that those

other things are equal in importance to some
of the requirements that we might well have
established as being needed for new homes.

Some of the new homes, I might say,

through you, Mr. Speaker, to the parliamen-

tary assistant, may not be able to provide
the kind of care and attention and the kind of

atmosphere that some of the older ones are

able to provide. I did promise the member
to make a report to him and I'm doing that

now.

So on balance, I'm much more in favour

of trying to develop a home-like atmosphere
than I am in providing the most clinical,

sterile environment. I think that in two cases

they did that to the best of their ability. One
I wasn't happy with. The more I thought
about it the less happy I was—and you know
which one I'm talking about. I wasn't happy
about it because it dealt only with men,
which of course is always a problem for me.

The only thing is it looked like a run-down

converted motel—I think that's the best way
to describe it. I think that is what aggravated
me more than anything else.

I have the assurance of the ministry offi-

cials that a great deal of work is going to

be done in that home. And I'm going to tell

you, Mr. Speaker, there is a great deal of

work needing to be done in that home; and

I would hope to be able to live long enough
to see it.

But I also say that no matter what they

do, it is really not the kind of place I would

think we should be putting people. Unless

drastic changes take place there in a very
short time, I'd like to suggest that home is

not a suitable place. The enviroimient is ter-

rible.

I had a communication though from the

Rev. Sutherland, with whom the minister

might be familiar. He pointed out to me
that for a lot of those people there is no

other place. Well that may well be true, but

I think we are going to have to develop an-

other place.

That's not a nursing home, that really isn't

a nursing home. It is a sort of haven and it's

not the best haven. It doesn't provide the

best opportunities. I think on balance, we
would be just as well ojff without it.

So I say to the minister that the one I am

talking about—and I know he is familiar
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with it from his gleeful little grin-if that

isn't cleaned up pretty soon, that Aid.

Valeriano's feelings about nursing homes
could be borne out; because that is not a

very good example of what we are trying to

accomplish in Ontario.

I suggest to the minister that he ask his

oflBcials to look into that one very closely

over a short period of time; make sure the

renovations that are proposed are completed;
and that in fact it creates an atmosphere in

which people can live.

I don't think, as I review it in my mind,
as I have done ever since I was there, that

the atmosphere there is the kind of atmos-

phere I would want to put my father into.

And I don't think the minister would want
to put his father into it either. So I think

with that in mind he should do something
about it.

I think though, that on balance the people
who run the nursing homes are doing the best

they can in a very restricted way. I would

urge the minister, wherever possible, when

people do apply for the opportunity to re-

develop, that they be permitted to proceed
as quickly as possible with whatever re-

development they are contemplating.

There is a tremendous need; a great back-

log of people waiting to go into nursing
homes. If we were to build at twice the rate

we are currently building, I don't think we
could meet the need in five years.

I think we have to find the wherewithal
within government to meet the human needs

of people. In addition to investing $100 mil-

lion in Syncrude—saving Imperial Oil and
others—we should make sure we put a suffi-

cient amount of money into the provision of

nursing home care.

I still think Pat Valeriano probably did

the right thing on balance. We wouldn't have
been there if he hadn't raised the matter;
and that in itself it sufficient evidence that

what he did made some sense. Okay?

Now, where was I? Oh yesl

Mr. Stokes: Meanwhile, back at the ranch.

Mr. Deans: Meanwhile back at the rents-

Mr. G. W. Walker (London North): He
probably yelled wolf.

Mr. Deans: He probably yelled wolf—well
okay. It wasn't exactly a full grown wolf, but
there certainly were evidence of wolf cubs in

the neighbourhood in one instance at least;

so one out of four.

I think we could be of some help. I'm not

trying to defend it. I just think we did see

it ourselves and it could be changed.

I want, now, to turn briefly to rents in the

Province of Ontario, before coming to the sort

of major matters I want to talk about.

I'm having a bit of a running battle at the

moment with Mrs. Ruth Walker. Mrs. Walker
is a very nice lady. She owns and manages
a number of millions of dollars worth of

apartments in the Province of Ontario. Mrs.

Walker, speaking as the representative of the

apartment owners' association in the Hamil-
ton area, indicated there should be some
rather substantial increases in rent in Hamil-
ton in the coming year.

I think it's time that Mrs. Walker and her

friends were required to justify the rents they
are charging, both to the tenants and to the

community at large. I think it's time we had
a complete and full understanding of the

apartment business in the Province of On-

tario, and make no mistake, this is a business.

I think it's also time we began to under-

stand that the provision of accommodation in

this province is in the hands of the wrong
people, and that for low-income earners in

this province it is virtually impossible to fight

back against the rent increases which are

imposed upon them. There is nothing in the

law in Ontario which requires any apartment
owners to justify in any way the rents they

charge for accommodations they are making
available.

I want to tell you, Mr. Speaker, that what
we have to know about apartment buildings

is far more than what it costs them to operate
over the last 12 months. We are going to

have to get an insight into the investment

practices of the apartment owners. We are

going to have to have an insight into the

reinvestment and the refinancing of apart-

ment owners. We are going to have to try

to come to grips with why it is in this prov-
ince that the government of the Province of

Ontario is incapable of providing a sufficient

number of public housing units to meet the

needs of the low-income earners in the

province.

What we are going to have to do is to

establish once and for all that no person be

required to pay more than 25 per cent of his

or her income on accommodation. We are

going to have to take steps to ensure there

is sufficient method within the law to deal

with that problem.

I have asked by way of correspondence
that the government initiate an investigation

into the apartment industry, and I think it has
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to be done at this point in time. There is

no one who can convince me that the owner

of a building that is 20 years old should be

charging the same kind of rent as one charges
for a brand new building.

There is no one who can convince me
there is only a three per cent return to the

apartment owners. While I have made the

suggestion to the apartment owners through
Mrs. Walker that they should select at ran-

dom 10 or 20 of them and allow me then

to choose from within that group a sufficient

number for my purposes, so that I could go
ahead and take a look at the books, I haven't

yet received a response; other than from Mrs.

Walker herself, who says that she'd be glad
to let me look at her books, but that she

would want to know which accountant I was

going to use.

Well okay, but looking at one set of books

for one apartment owner doesn't begin to

put on the record the way in which apart-
ment owners in general are overcharging their

tenants. When rents go up by $30 a month
there is something drastically wrong. An in-

crease of $30 a month per unit in a 100-unit

apartment building is a substantial sum of

money, far in excess of either the increase in

property taxes or the increase in fuel or the

increase in maintenance or the increase in

any other general area of maintenance or

development of the apartment.

I don't understand the government's re-

luctance to come to grips with apartment
rents. Mrs. Walker claims that in Hamilton
alone the number of apartments currently

being built is so down from previous years
that's the reason the rents must rise; be-

cause the supply and demand requires it.

Well I want to tell you, Mr. Speaker, that

the vacancy rate in Hamilton is twice the

national average. I want further to tell you
that the number of apartments currently be-

ing constructed in Hamilton does not vary

significantly from the number constructed
in any other year over the last four or five

years.

I have before me a number of the reports
of the city of Hamilton, from the department
of buildings which issues the permits. I have

gone through these reports very carefully,

looking at all the permits issued from 1970

through 1974. And I assure you, Mr. Speak-
er, that the amount of development currently

taking place—currently meaning 1974 and on
into 1975—in the city of Hamilton varies

very little from that which took place during
any of the other years.

I am not going to put all the statistics on
the record, because quite obviously that

would take a considerable period of time

—unless of course you want me to, Mr.

Speaker; if you would like me to I would.

Mr. Speaker: I don't mind.

Mr. Deans: You don't mind? Well I will

now give you a couple of examples for your
own benefit.

This year 1974, there are 64 apartment
buildings and row dwellings; 2,268 units.

Last year, 1973, there were 29 apartment

buildings, 2,042 units; there were also row
dwellings, 299 units, which come to within

100 of the total number of units built in the

year 1974. In 1972 there were 18 permits
issued for 2,142 units and 430 row-dwelling
units. In 1971, there were 2,496 units on

23 permits, with 375 row dwellings.

I think you would agree with me, Mr.

Speaker, that going back through 1974, 1973,
1972 and 1971, the number of units being
constructed in the city of Hamilton varies

very little year-to-year. The claim by Mrs.

Walker that there is such a drastic reduction

in the number of apartment buildings being
built and that this justifies and makes it

necessary that they be entitled to charge
more for the existing apartments, is wrong.

The very fact that by Statistics Canada's

own information the vacancy rate in the

city of Hamilton is almost twice the national

average, would certainly prove to me that

her claim there is pressure on the apartment
owners as a result of there being a very low

vacancy rate is also wrong. I have to think

that Mrs. Walker is making things up to

satisfy her own ends.

One need only drive through the city of

Hamilton—I am sure the member for Samia

(Mr. Bullbrook) does it very frequently—to

see the numbers of apartment buildings being
built. I haven't seen as many in years.

It's time the apartment owners were re-

quired to justify the rental increases they are

currently placing before the people of that

city, because they are determined, somehow
or other, to extract from the incomes of these

people far more than they can afford for

accommodation. I hasten to remind you, Mr.

Speaker, of what I said before, that because

of the cost of accommodation alone we have

had a decrease in the amount of purchasing

power of many people in the community.
The more a person has to tie up simply to

pay for accommodation, the less that's avail-

able for him to spend on the other purchases
which keep the economy going.

That is the problem; because of the increas-

ing cost of accommodation, housing and
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apartments, and because we haven't been
able to keep it in check, either because the

government doesn't care or doesn't know
how, there is less and less expendable in-

come available for people in the Province of

Ontario to use for other purchases. They're
not able to continue to buy all of these ad-

ditional commodities, the production of which

provides employment for so many of the

people across this province.

It's evident that fewer people are pur-

chasing automobiles. Fewer people are pur-

chasing televisions. Fewer people are purchas-

ing all of the other things which make up
the standard of living that we're accustomed
to.

As that occurs, tliere are cutbacks and

layoffs; and as that occurs it will ultimately
affect heavy industry. We're going to find

that we're going to have an even greater

degree of recession unless we come to grips
with the problem of the apartment owners

and the problems that are being brought on

by the high cost of accommodation in general.

I want to say to you, Mr. Speaker, that

this isn't something that's only concerning
the people of Ontario. I was in Quebec
recently and spoke to people there about
their rent control mechanisms. While they
don't work perfectly and while they do create

certain imbalances, they are at least trying
to take steps to help the people of Quebec
meet the rising cost of accommodation. It

could be that if we were to have either

a standing committee or other committee of

the Legislature look into the whole matter of

the cost of apartments, the cost of main-

taining them and the costs to the renter of

the rents, we might be able to come up with
a refined form of rental review with power
to roll back wherever necessary.

I suggested dliring a debate in which the

hon. member for St. George (Mrs. Campbell)
took part, that we could easily set up a

mechanism which would allow people to ap-
ply in the event they felt the rents which

they were being charged were exorbitant.

If that were to be done, I suspect, given that,

in my view it would either be that the rent

would be approved or disapproved but not

varied, we would find apartment owners

chartjing whatever it was they could justify
much more quickly than they would chare'^

whatever it was they thought the traffic would
bear. I think that's what we're trying to

accomplish,

I might point out to you too, Mr. Speaker,
that the E)istrict of Columbia in the United
States—I very rarely refer to the United States,

by the way, it's not one of the things I do

frequently in this House — the District of

Columbia also has regulations and a law

governing rental accommodation.

The latest edition of their rules governing
rental accommodation is available to any
member of the House who would like to read

them. They're in my file. These were printed
on Aug. 6, 1974. They've set up a number
of terms and conditions which are necessary
in order to ensure that rental accommodation
is within the financial reach of the great

majority of the citizens of the district.

I think we have an obligation to our cit-

izens to do likewise. I think I would like, if

the government would see fit to do it, to put
this before such a committee and allow them
to study it and attempt to come up with
suitable regulations for the Province of On-

tario, which would protect the consumer

against unwarranted increases in the field of

rentals.

We have tried this a number of times. It

doesn't seem to have ever met with success.

But I think that this government is in such

difficulty at the moment that I don't see how
they can continue to turn down th?ir oblitra-

tion to protect the consumers of the Province

of Ontario. They're not d'oing it now in any
field, and they could at least begin in the

field of rental accommodation.

The whole problem in the housing field

is one which we on this side of the House
have been raising with the government re-

peatedly. All we ever get is another statement

about meeting some target, a taroret which,
even if it were to be met, would have been

inadequate to begin with and which is not

going to be met by the provincial govern-
ment.

There were 71,520 housing units started

in urban Ontario in 1974. This represents a

decline of 20,691, or 29 per cent, compared
with the 92,211 units started in 1973.

Surely it is easy to recognize, at this time

in Ontario when housing costs have been
allowed to escalate far beyond' the capacity
of the average income earner to meet them,
that one is not going to be able to come to

grips with the high cost of accommodation if

one doesn't build more houses and put them
on the market. This is where the crunch

comes.

The government indicates on the one hand
that it wants to leave it to the private sector;

that it thinks the housing crisis can best be
met by the private sector. Yet in fact the

private sector has proved conclusively that it

is incapable of meeting the needs of the

average wage earners in this province with
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regard to accommodation. It has proven that

it is not within its capacity to build homes
that will be made available to people within
the range of the income which they are ca-

pable of earning.

In addition it has acknowledged, by the

very fact that there has been a substantial

decline, that the homes that it can build are

priced far outside the range that most people
can afford. That is why they cut down on the
number of starts. If it were possible for them
to have sold the homes at the prices they
were charging, we wouldn't have had a de-
cline of 29 per cent in the numbers of homes
built in the Province of Ontario in the last

year.

Yet where is the void being filled? Is it

being filled by the government? Are they
building additional homes at a rate that will
fulfill their obligations to the community?
Are they attempting to provide mortgage
funding for people at a rate they can afford?
Are they going out into the marketplace to

try and make sure the price escalation which
has taken place will be stopped? They are

sitting back hoping that the pressures of the
market will at some point reduce the market
value.

But what does one say to the people who
are forced to pay the exorbitant rates be-
cause they had to find accommodation? To
the people who paid 10, 15 and 20 per cent-
even 50 per cent—more than the realty was
worth during this period of inflation in the
real estate markets that this government per-
mitted to occur—and in fact encouraged?

Mr. Laughren: Aided and abetted.

Mr. Deans: This is what the government
is faced with. When statistics show an almost
30 per cent decline in housing starts at a
time when the population is growing, at a
time when there are more and more people
unable to find accommodation at costs that

they can afford, it is clear evidence of this

government's inability to come to grips with
one of the major problems of this province.

You would agree with me, Mr. Speaker,
and I know the hon. member for Nickel Belt

would agree with me, that housing must sure-

ly be one of the two priority matters. It is

hard to decide the order of priorities, but
first one must make sure that food is avail-

able at a cost that people can afford. Then
one must make sure that shelter is available

at a cost that people can afford. Even the

most Neanderthal civilization dealt with those

things. They attempted to find ways to

guarantee there would be food and they

attempted to find ways to guarantee there

would be shelter within the capacity of their

people to meet the cost. This government, in

the very two areas of absolute requirement,
failed to act. They failed to act, and that's

the reason why one becomes critical of the
attitude of the government. It's a responsi-

bility of government, if it has no other re-

sponsibility at all, to make sure that those

two basic needs are adequately met. Beyond
that you can go on to health and education
and to many other fields, but those are the

two priority needs.

When the government talks about invest-

ing $100 million in Syncrude—bearing in

mind that the Province of Alberta has just
used its oil receipts to decrease the income
tax of the people of Alberta, while we in the

Province of Ontario are going to have to pay
more in order to pay our share of $100 mil-

lion—there's something wrong with the priori-
ties of this government. When I read the

paper and I see Peter Lougheed standing up,
barefaced, and telling us in Ontario just two

days after we have committed $100 million

to his oil deal, that he's going to use the

revenues—not all of them, just a portion of

them—from the sale of Alberta oil to bring
the personal income tax level of the people
of Alberta to a point which will make it the

lowest in the Dominion of Canada, and when
I recognize that the Premier of Ontario (Mr.

Davis) is going to come to the people of

Ontario at some point—if not immediately

given that there might be an election—and

require that they raise additional funds to

channel into Alberta, I've got to ask where
the priorities lie.

I don't see us in the Province of Ontario

using our mineral resources—in the same way
that Lougheed has used his—to protect the

people of Ontario. I don't see us getting back

from the rape of the resources of Ontario,

the kind of revenue that Peter Lougheed gets
back for the people of Alberta.

I've got to ask myself just who is this

government protecting? The Premier and his

lieutenants trip off to Ottawa not many
months ago and sit down with the Prime

Minister and the premiers of other provinces

to talk about the value, and the worth, and

the charge to be placed against oil. It be-

came evident to all of us—after he had been,

and came back, and committed us—that he

hadn't the foggiest idea what he was com-

mitting us to; that he had been given mis-

information; that his advisers had not advised

him properly; that he had committed us to

expenditures considerably in excess of what

he himself imagined we were committed to.
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Yet, when he went out to Alberta to talk

about Ontario's involvement in Syncrude, did

he suggest to them: "Since you hoodwinked
us the last time fellows, maybe this would
be the appropriate time to get retribution"?

Did he suggest to them: "Maybe since you
took more than we intended you would take

at the last round of negotiations, this might
be an appropriate time for us to negotiate a

stake for Ontario at a considerably lesser

amount"? Did he say: "Since you, my friend

Peter Lougheed, are likely to have an elec-

tion this year, and since you want to use all

this revenue to try to gain for yourself the

kind of support from the people of Alberta

that you need to return yourself to power,
maybe you could afford to assume a consider-

ably greater extent of the cost of producing
this oil on behalf of all Canadians—since in

fact, that oil does belong to all Canadians"?
I wonder.

I wonder if the Premier really took part
in the discussions. He certainly didn't take

part in the last one.

Mr. Laughren: Maybe it's just as well he
didn't.

Mr. Deans: No, Mr. Speaker, I've got to

tell you that when I took a look at what was
said out of Alberta within 72 hours of com-

pleting the negotiations—given that there is

not yet a document; given that the informa-
tion that the Alberta government had was
not available in total to the Province of On-
tario; given that we in this Legislature didn't

have an opportunity to review it; given that
we're not going to be provided with the in-

formation available to the government; given
that the government didn't seem to have any
predetermined position before it went—the
Premier of Alberta getting up and talking
about using these vast financial resources
that are now available to him because of the

royalties imposed upon oil, to reduce the
costs to the consumers of Alberta while we
in Ontario are faced with increasing costs, I

ask you, is that how to govern a province?

Mr. Laughren: The Tories do it. No won-
der your ship is sinking fellows.

Mr. O. F. Villeneuve (Glengarry): What
is the member going to do? Is he going to
cut his own wood?

Mr. Laughren: They are the crew of the
Titanic. Does Captain Davis know that?

Mr. Deans: We are in a very good posi-
tion in Ontario. We have a wealth of mineral
resources here that should be used to pro-
vide for the people of this province, and to

a lesser extent but nevertheless to a signifi-
cant extent, to provide for the welfare of the

people of this country. I'm suggesting to the

Premier that he has once again been out-

manoeuvred by Peter Lougheed; that he has

gone, he has sat, and he has spoken, but
the man who came out on top of this one was

again the Premier of Alberta, just as he did

the last time, because the Premier of On-
tario didn't have access to the information

necessary to make the kinds of judgements
that were made.

Mr. Laughren: No guarantees at all.

Mr. Deans: All we are guaranteed is if the

costs rise, our share will rise-

Mr. Laughren: Right.

Mr. Deans: —not our share of the revenues,
our share of the costs, while Mr. Lougheed
is going to enjoy the returns from the royal-

ties, fill the coffers of Alberta and distribute

the goodies among the people, pre-election.

I'm personally unhappy with what hap-

pened in Alberta, and I want to tell you, Mr.

Speaker, that I do think it's time for a new
direction in government. It is time that this

government sat down for whatever length
of time it has available to it, and mapped
out a strategy for Ontario that vdll enable us

to derive full benefit from those things which

are rightfully owned by the people of this

f)rovince,

and in addition to that, that they
earn something about negotiation so that

they don't end up giving away the—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Deans: —tax dollars of the people of

this province to the major corporations as

they've done in this latest Syncrude opera-
tion.

Mr. Laughren: Should have taken a cattle

drover and—

Mr. Deans: It's taxing the poor to provide
for the rich. You find in the corporate profits

for the year 1974 over 1973, that in oil re-

fining in 1973 profits were $384.8 million; in

1974, $487 million. Yet we've got to go out

there with the sales tax dollars, the indi-

vidual income tax dollars, we've got to go out

there to Alberta and put $100 million into

the development of Syncrude, given the vast

resources of that industry.

I'm going to tell you, Mr. Speaker, if it

were the desire of the country to develop
that oil for the benefit of the people of this

country then we should have gone it alone,

because all we are doing is funnelling tax
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dollars into the pockets of the major oil pro-
ducers. They are taking our oil and our dol-

lars. They are using our dollars to find our

oil to sell to us at inflated prices. I wasn't

really going to talk about that actually. But—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh, go ahead, we are

listening.

Mr. Deans: Thank you, I will, I am sure

the members are. They will recall when I

was speaking before the member for Prince

Edward-Lennox (Mr. J. A. Taylor), who is

not in his seat unfortunately, kept interrupt-

ing me when I was speaking about the profits

in the major corporate sectors. I want to up-

date my figures a little bit so that they can

be compared with the figures I gave for the

third quarter. The year-end profits, as re-

ported in the Globe and Mail of Thursday,

Feb. 6, in a number of areas are very inter-

esting. These are all figures for 1974 over

1973.

I'll give the House the 1973 figures first

and the percentage increase last: Banks had

$402.3 million profit in 1973 and in 1974

$440.9 million, an increase of 9.6 per cent in

that year. Chemicals-$58.9 million in 1973,

$113.3 million in 1974, a 92.4 per cent in-

crease. Construction and materials—$18.7 mil-

lion in 1973, $28.8 million in 1974, a 54 per
cent increase. General manufacturing—$18.7
million in 1973, $24.9 million in 1974, a 33.2

per cent increase. Industrial mines—my col-

league will be interested—$322.8 million in

1973, $486.4 million in 1974, a 50.7 per cent

increase in profit. Merchandising has gone up
46.7 per cent. Miscellaneous industrial has

gone up 53.4 per cent. Paper and forest prod-
ucts have gone up 46.2 per cent. Oil refining

—26.6 per cent. Pipelines— 16.3 per cent.

Stael—43.8 per cent. Western oils—49.2 per
cent.

These are the increases in the profits for

1974 over 1973. This comes at a time when
we are facing the worst inflation we've faced

in a decade, when people are having almost

insurmountable difficulty in meeting their

commitments. Now they are telling us, as my
colleague from Yorkview (Mr. Young) said,

it's because of higher wages that we are

faced with this increase in the inflationary
rate.

An hon. member: The Premier said that

today.

Mr. Deans: It isn't borne out by the sta-

tistics. At a time when everybody is being
asked to tighten their belts, when people
can't aff^ord to buy houses, when taxes are

rising, when the cost of the majority of the

essential items is going up by leaps and

bounds, how can it be corporate profits are

going up by the same amount—?

Mr. Laughren: That's why they are.

Mr. Deans: The average increase over all

of the commodities is 24.1 per cent for 1974
over 1973. And 1973 was a good year. But
1974 was a better year. It was because they

dug deeper into the pockets of the wage
earners of this province and extracted more
for their products.

Mr. Laughren: It is called gouging.

Mr. Deans: My colleague says it's called

gouging. I used that term before. Nobody
seems to like the term gouging, but it seems
as if it might be true.

What has been happening in the private
sector over the course of the last year cer-

tainly hasn't been restraint, with profits rising

as they have. Even those who didn't show
a profit increase in 1974 over 1973, didn't

show a loss. The profits themselves are sub-

stantial and healthy, even though their rate of

increase in 1974 may not have exceeded that

of 1973 in some instances.

But the fact of the matter is that we are

talking about a very healthy private economy
that is extracting far more from the wage
earners of the province than they can reason-

ably pay. And that's part of the reason why
people can't afford to buy into the markets

into which they must go—the housing market

being one of them.

Mr. Laughren: The Tories sit there and
the ship sinks.

Mr. Deans: Anyhow, I have exhausted

everything that I want to talk about. I know
the members will be pleased to hear it.

Mr. Laughren: The Titanic all over again;

Captain Davis.

Mr. Deans: While I have covered a lot of

topics over the course of a number of hours,

I haven't even begun to enumerate the dis-

graceful attitudes that this government has

shown in the last three years. I thought I

had seen incompetence in my time, but I

have never seen incompetence the likes of

which we have seen displayed in this House

by this government.

It seems totally incapable of recognizing its

jurisdiction. It seems unwilling to understand

its responsibilities to the people of the prov-
ince. It staggers from crisis to crisis without

ever developing an overall economic pro-

gramme for this province; without ever de-
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veloping an overall industrial strategy for this

province; without ever developing an overall

housing thrust for this province, without

recognizing the need to establish forms of

review to ensure that those who are unable

to buy in the housing field will at least be

protected in the rental field; and without

ever being able to understand its responsi-

bility with regard to the cost of living and
the need to maintain a level of foocf and
other essential commodities that will be

commensurate with the capacity of the people
of the province to earn.

It has no manpower policy. It has dealt

shabbily wdth people all the way from the

Workmen's Compensation Board on the one

hand right through to the public housing
market on the other. It's extremely difficult

for me to find anything useful to say in terms

of being able to save this government from

its own folly. It is absolutely committed to

destroying the very social order that it is

charged with administering and maintaining.

I suggest, Mr. Speaker, that it's time for

a change in the Province of Ontario. And
the change that takes place will be a change

away from the fringes of corruption towards

people who will at least deal honestly and

fairly. They may not have all the answers,
or may not be able to perform miracles-

given the decrepit state of the economy that

will be left to them. But at least they wall

bring integrity and honesty into government.

They will be able to go to the young people
of this province and say to them truthfully:
"You can trust your government again. It

may fail from time to time but when it does
it will be fully informed and it will use the

information to the best of its ability."

A tremendous lack of trust has developed
within the entire electorate of the Province
of Ontario. They don't trust the government

any more. They feel that the government is

inadequate. They don't place the kind of

faith that they had in the Robarts years in the

government mat is currently here. They tell

me this every day. They say to me: "Look,
Ian, if only we could trust the government—
we know they make mistakes, but if only we
could feel that they are doing what they
are in our best interests. Then we would be

prepared to suffer along with everyone else."

But they don't think that any more. And
we in this party intend to instill the kind of

faith, confidence and trust in the people of

the Province of Ontario that will enable them
to vote at the next election—to ensure that

for the first time in 32 years they will be

represented here at Queen's Park in the seat

of government.

Mr. Laughren: The only person I have
heard disagree with that viewpoint is Ross
Shouldice.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food). Mr. Speaker, I wonder if—

Mr. Deans: Does the minister want me to

move the adjournment of the debate?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes. Is the member

through?

Mr. Deans moves the adjournment of the

debate.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, I suggest

you call it 6 o'clock and we will return at 8.

Mr. Speaker: Agreed? I shall now leave

the chair and will return at 8.

It being 5:15 o'clock, p.m., the House
took recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

DOMINION CARTAGE ACT

Hon. Mr. Winkler, on behalf of Mr. Turn-

er, moves second reading of Bill Pr23, An
Act respecting Dominion Cartage Ltd. and
Downtown Storage Co. Ltd.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Well that's a

good one! Where did they dream that one up?
In the absence of the hon. member who
moved it, could the House leader tell us

what it's all about?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Nothing really much.

There was some disability in regard to the

cleaning up of the affairs of this particular

company. The Clerk is now satisfied that the

tax arrears which were outstanding have been

paid, and it can now be passed.

Mr. Singer: Well now, I'm very fascinated

by what the hon. minister says. Does he have

any communication from those persons re-

sponsible for collecting those taxes?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I did, or I wouldn't

be moving it. I'm satisfied.

Mr. Singer: Who was the person who trans-

mitted the information to the minister? And
on what date did he receive that information?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: This day, and it was
transmitted to me by the Clerk of the House,
who was satisfied with the returns that were
made in regard to the bill that was before
the committee.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

THIRD READING

The following bill was given third reading
upon motion:

Bill Pr23, An Act respecting Dominion

Cartage Ltd. and Downtown Storage Co.
Ltd.

Monday, February 10, 1975

MINING TAX ACT

Hon. Mr. White, on behalf of Hon. Mr.

McKeough, moves second reading of Bill 111,
An Act to amend the Mining Tax Act, 1972.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Mr. Speaker, it is nice to hear the former

Treasurer's (Mr. White) voice again; we
haven't heard him in action for some months.

It's interesting that the Treasurer (Mr. Mc-

Keough) has decided to ask his predecessor
to pilot this legislation through the House.

Of course, the former Treasurer was respon-
sible for its interpretation many months ago,
and it was referred to first in his budget in

the spring of 1974.

The mining tax amendments have been
commented on, of course, by the industry
and others since that time, and I believe

that the debate on this bill is a very important
and significant one. I am wondering why the

Treasurer has felt that his predecessor should

carry the responsibility for this? It may be
the present Treasurer feels the bill was rather

unprofessionally drawn at the time, since the

revenues, based upon this whole new ap-
proach to mining taxes, have been so far

removed from the original predictions by the

former Treasurer.

I don't believe anybody here on any side

is going to be carrying a brief for the mining
companies, which have shown substantial

profit increases over the last two years.

An hon. member: The Minister of Natural

Resources (Mr. Bemier) will.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: But it seems strange they
should be subjected to the rather strange and
unusual pressures of a new tax Act, which
seems to have been based on seat-of-the-pants

predictions by those people in the mines
branch of the Ministry of Natural Resources

rather than with any kind of a hard-headed

projection as to what the revenues might be,
or certainly without any consultation.

Consultation with the mining industry is

not necessary, but I believe that consultation

with other taxing authorities is necessary.
One of the important aspects of this legis-

lation is the kind of pressure that is applied
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to the industry, when both the government
of Canada and the government of this prov-
ince decide here is a reservoir of revenue,

relatively untapped, which can be used for

purposes of general revenues which have not

been, let's say, foreseen in the past.

I have often heard the spokesmen for the

NDP, when they are talking about certain

programmes they want to bring forward, in-

dicating that all of these can be carried out
without any increase in tax revenues what-

soever, except those on the corporate profits
of the mining industry. Inco is usually indi-

cated as the chief one concerned. I feel this

is a substantially misleading approach to the

problems of corporation taxes. The phrase
corporate bums is associated with the NDP,
and certainly it hit a sensitive, respondent
note in the community, which has often

felt, particularly in the resource industry,
that the corporate taxes and the rentals, as

one might put them, for the utilization of

public resources have not been adequate.

My own feeling is that the mining industry
has largely been responsible for its own prob-
lems. In looking over the various briefs from
the industry over a number of years, my own
feeling—and it may be prejudiced—is that we
would have some reason not to be entirely

confident, not in their specific figures but in

their attitude expressed toward the taxing

powers of the province and the federal gov-
ernment. However I also feel, even recogniz-

ing the increase in profits that have been
reported by the mining companies, that are

well known in this province over the last two
years, that it is unfair that the two jurisdic-

tions, federal and provincial, have not had
an opportunity, or not taken the opportunity,
for the kind of consultation that would bring
about a concerted approach toward the

revenue-producing aspects of mine profits or

the utilization of natural resources by the

mining corporations.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Where
does that qualify?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I am glad to hear the
member for Cochrane South is participating,
because I have a feeling the NDP is going
to be very strongly opposed to this bill on
the basis that it does not return enough
revenue. I can remember that position being
taken in the past when the member for Coch-
rane South actually spoke and voted against
his colleagues because he, being a member
from a community which depends upon min-

ing resources for its livelihood, realizes that
if we are not going to go toward public
ownership, which we in this party reject,

then the mining companies have got to have
a level of profit which will permit them to

expand their operations to keep on expanding
their level of employment.

Mr. Ferrier: But not an inordinate level as

this bill permits.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: You know very well,

Mr. Speaker, being a close follower of the

debates and the votes in this House, that the

hon. member who is interjecting spoke and
voted against his own party when we were
concerned with special incentives for the

Texasgulf corix)ration some years ago.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): I bet

he had some shares in it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I felt this was to his

credit.

Mr. Singer: Some members didn't know
that. Didn't they read about it?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Not only did it indicate

a certain independence of opinion, but I

thought it indicated a certain sensitivity as to

the views of the people in the north, particu-

larly those who depend upon the mining

industry for their employment.

People in Sudbury, and I remember the
former member for Sudbury, Mr. Sopha, tak-

ing a strong stand in many of these matters,
have another type of independence, based

upon perhaps another view of the exigencies
of the mining economy. But I will tell you,
Mr. Speaker, that we in this party don't

believe any government, let alone an NDP
government, should be running the mines of

this province. I don't think that is in the best
interests of anyone. If we reject that as an
alternative then we must in belief in the free

enterprise system, have a tax base which is

going to be seen by objective observers—
those without too many political axes to grind
—as a piece of legislation which is going to

return to public revenue those shares of the

profits of the mines which are deemed to be
fair and equitable. This has got to be a sub-

jective judgement.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Oh, the

member is talking out of both sides of his

mouth.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, yes.

Mr. Stokes: What about Syncrude? What
about Panarctic? What about the Canada

Development Corp.? What about them?

Mr. Speaker: Order please. We're debat-

ing second reading of Bill 111.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: I must say the member
for Thunder Bay is consistent; that he's a

socialist and he believes the government

ought to run the railroads, becaxise he knows
how well they run the railroads. They ought
to be running the mines and they ought to

be running all of these things, and he's

getting a little touchy-

Mr. Stokes: I didn't say that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —because he realizes that

with only three members of the NDP here

their position is a little weaker.

Mr. Stokes: The Leader of the Opposition
said that. How many Liberals were here on

Friday?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It may well be, Mr.

Speaker, that they're hoping I will speak for

quite a while until the hon. member for

Riverdale (Mr. Renwick)—

Mr. Ferrier: We know how we are going
to vote.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —gets back and tells them
how they're going to vote on this particular
bill.

Mr. Singer: Aw come oflF it, come oflF it.

There were more than there were NDP for

two-thirds of the morning, and the member
knows that.

Mr. Stokes: I don't know that.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): I don't know
that.

Mr. Singer: Well the member should,
otherwise he can't count.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The hon.
Leader of the Opposition has the floor.

Mr. Singer: I was here at 10 o'clock.

There were nine of us here and there were
five from the NDP.

Mr. Stokes: The hon. members are talking
out of both sides of their mouths.

Mr. Singer: What is the member complain-
ing about? Nine to five it was.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: To get back to the point,
now that I've stimulated the hon. member
for Thunder Bay to one of his better inter-

jections.

Mr. Stokes: Stick to the facts.

Mr. Singer: Only when the members for

High Park (Mr. Shulman) and Scarborough
West (Mr. Lewis) aren't here.

Mr. Stokes: Nothing but the facts.

Mr. R. F, Nixon: We are concerned at the
lack of consultation between the two levels

of government pertaining to the taxation of

resource industries. I've read the arguments
put forward by John Turner in defence of

their stance with regard to the budgetary
position which indicated that royalties, not
taxes specifically but royalties, as a matter
of importance, would be non-deductible from
federal taxation. This does not apply to the

mining taxes nearly so directly, since the

federal government has withdrawn from ap-

proximately 25 per cent of their mining tax

area in favour of the provinces. As I read
this legislation and see the results of the

taxation indicated by the Minister of Natural

Resources, it appears we are more than filling

that room vacated by the government of

Canada.

I was interested to read a report of a

speech made by the president of Noranda,
Mr. Powis, who indicated that in this prov-
ince their profits are now taxed at the rate

of approximately 60 per cent. I don't think

that's out-of-the-way. I would think that, as a

shareholder in Noranda—which I am not but

I presume there might be a few within sound
of my voice—that I might object to—

Mr. Singer: Not in the NDP, surely.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The member for High
Park isn't here. He probably has only one

share so he can speak at their annual meet-

ing.

Mr. Singer: The member for Cochrane
South is grinning.

Mr. Stokes: He hasn't said whether he's a

shareholder or not.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He's hardly ever here,
is he?

Mr. Singer: No. The member for Cochrane
South is a shareholder in Noranda.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I said be-

fore that the mining industry, years ago
mind you, was its own worst enemy because
it tended to mislead us in this Legislature—
and I believe mislead the community to some
extent—as to the problems it was facing and
to some extent as to the financial impact of

tax legislation.

I am hardly in an actuarial position to

check the president of Noranda's indications,

but they were quite clear in a speech de-

livered to the Canadian Club or the Empire
Club a few weeks ago, which was widely re-
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ported, that in this province their
profits

are

taxed at the level of approximately 60 per
cent. Anybody who is talking about a higher
rate of taxation than that is talking about

confiscation or pubhc ownership. It seems to

me that is a reasonable rate of taxation if

we expect, as we do, that those mining cor-

porations are going to direct a substantial

share of their
profits

toward the expansion of

the mining industry
in the resource areas of

this province. I believe that we depend upon
them to support the exploration and the

other work that would lead to the opening
up of mines as the resources gradually work
out.

I was interested also in reading his com-
ments when he said that, in fact, these

should not be classified as non-renewable
resources because all of the minerals that

are mined out of the ground are, in fact, still

in utilization in the world today. They are

not destroyed, but they are made usable by
the operations of the mining companies.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): That's

stretching it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I don't know whether it

is stretching it or not, but I do agree with
the gentleman who interjected, mat once

they are taken out of the ground their utiliza-

tion as far as a source or corporate taxation

is lost to us, so they may be non-renewable
resources from a taxation point of view. The
nickel and the copper and the gold and so

on, however eflBciently or ineflSciently it is

used, is still extant in the world, and in fact

the amount is growing as it is removed from

the earth, refined and made into usable

products or set aside in vaults by those who
want to treasure one particular metal or the

other.

In returning to the views of the Minister

of Finance for Canada, I feel the main pres-
sure on federal policy has been brought by
the oil-producing provinces. With their royal-

ty pohcies it appeared more and more that

if all of those payments were totally deduct-

ible from the federal taxation, the federal

goverrmient woidd, of course, find the prov-
inces that found themselves in the advan-

tageous position of taxing oil resources would
tax them at such a level that there would be
no corporate profits

left after the deduction

for the federal government to tax at all.

I'm quite sure that if we had that sort of

a policy here, rather than a direct mining

corporation profit tax, it would be only good
sense, if it were deductible federally, to tax

them to the limit so that it would all be
deducted federally and we would get the

profits here. Anything less than that would
mean we are not taking advantage of the

situation for our own taxpayers and for our

own revenue.

So I have a certain amount of sympathy
with w'hat the Minister of Finance has said

and done. But I feel—and I think this was
indicated in the speech that I have already
referred to twice—that in order to stop the

flow of federal revenue or the erosion of the

federal tax base, it is the mining tax situation

that's been injured almost incidentally. I hope
that it would be possible for the new Trea-

surer, if not the old—and I'm sure that the

former Treasurer had a good basis of dis-

cussion vdth his colleagues or with his op-

posite numbers in Ottawa—to find a basis

for sitting down and working out these prob-
lems so that both the province's and the

federal treasury would have an equitable
share of these profits as they accrued to the

mining corporation.

It's strange that it's just in the last two

years that these great pools of profits, as they
have growT3 unexpectedly, have been seen by
both governments to be a tremendous source
of perhaps unexpected revenue. I'm not sure

that it wasn't, in part, based on the attacks

of David Lewis in the election campaign of

1972, but as well it was based on the fab-

ulous windfall profits accruing to mining

corporations as the prices of the products

they had for sale skyrocketed in the world

market. Even during the years when their

prices seemed to be going up without limit,

these people were sending out briefs to any-
one who would read, taking full-page ads in

the provincial diailies, drawing to our atten-

tion and the taxpayers' attention, that the

mining industry was very much a cyclical in-

dustry and that the values and the profits

were very unpredictable.

Mr. Powis had some very harsh words in-

deed to direct to the former Treasurer, who
is piloting this bill, the member for London

South, indicating that he was ill-informed

indeed. I think this has been borne out by
any i)erusal of the price of metals on the

world market today. While we hope the

profit levels of the mining corporations will

be such that they can maintain not only the

present stance but an expanding programme
in their industry, it is obvious that the prices,

even compared with what they were when
this budget was brought down and the taxes

were first imposed, have dropped enormously,

particularly in the case of copper. The gold
mines are experiencing perhaps the greatest

boom they've had since the palmy days when

Harry Oakes and some of the others—well-
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remembered name^ — were taking the riches

out of the earth and transporting them to

Nassau and points out of this jurisdiction;

something that was greatly to be regretted.

I'm not prepared to criticize the government
of the day for letting that happen, but this

is another day and I hope that we can-

Mr. Laughren: Liberal government, is it?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh, the member wants

to make a speech on that, does he? Let's tear

the skin oflF Mitch Hepburn, he*s always a

vulnerable target,

Mr. Stokes: That would be messy.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's true.

Mr. Stokes: Old onion-skin.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It was a bloody crime.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: That must be hard for

the Leader of the Opposition to say.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Not hard to say, no, no.

As a student of history and this far removed
I am prepared to say it.

An hon. member: I'm-rm-rm-rm for

Nixon.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: But I do believe that

there are about three things—four, since I

know the member for Thunder Bay is going
to be interested to know how we are going
to vote on this—and I might as well end up
by saying something about that.

Mr. Eaton: Have the Liberals decided yet?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It's essential that the

provincial and federal jurisdictions work to-

gether better than they have. I don't par-
ticularly want to get into the problem the
former Treasinrer had in dealing with the

government of Canada. I always felt he
couldn't think of it as the government of
Canada but only as "those Liberals in Ot-
tawa." Yet I feel his ability and his per-
sonality were deep and perhaps expansive
enough even to overcome those rather sickly
prejudices which he has shown in the past,
and in fact deal with the government of
Canada in a way which would be for the
benefit of the province and not exclusively
for the benefit of his own party.

The second point is that if we believe in
the free enterprise system, obviously there
has to be a level of taxation which is going
to allow the mining industry to expand so
that the job opportunities in the north are

going to increase rather than decrease. I'm

not at all sure—as a matter of fact I am
quite sure that it is not enough, simply to

leave profits in the treasury of these cor-

porations in the hope they are going to be

spent for the purposes that I have described.

We know that Inco, for example, has used
a good part of its profits to diversify out of

the mining industry entirely and in another

country. It used a huge chunk of its profits
to buy a controlling interest in some battery

company down in the United States, which
is not going to be much good to us.

So the idea of strengthening the provisions
of our laws and regulations and keeping the

benefits from the profits of the metals ex-

tracted and refined in this jurisdiction—let's

say in this country, which I think is the

better view—is certainly extremely important.
It is not enough for us to say we are prepared
to leave these profits under the companies'
control, with the expectation that they are

going to expand their operations in a job-

producing way.

It is necessary for the government to use

its undoubted powers to see that those profits

are used for that purpose, and I think that

is quite within the realm of reasonable con-

templation as far as policy is concerned.

I know we have had strong statements

from the government over the years. I think

Al Lawrence made the strongest ones, about

regulations which would require the ores to

be refined in Canada. We are prepared to

applaud him for saying not just in Ontario
but in Canada, but we were rather surprised
to learn that he was giving licences for ex-

portation of these ores which allowed more
ores to be exported after he made his state-

ment than before.

The problems that the mining industry has

should not, I think, unduly preclude the co-

operation between the Provinces of Ontario

and Quebec. This means there has to be a

meeting of minds between those people in

authority in this province and also those in

the Province of Quebec. We would hope the

attitude of the government of Quebec would
not be unnecessarily chauvinistic, if the word
is appropriately used there. We are both prov-
inces blessed with tremendous mining re-

sources. It would be a shame if somehow a

boundary were built along the borders be-

tween our two provinces, which boundary
was unnecessarily going to restrict the ac-

tivities of the companies.

(Once again referring to Noranda, a good
many of its products, and tlie products from
the Timmins area, go across to Quebec. I

think this is a great problem, as far as we
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are concerned, that we are losing the ad-

vantage of the jobs that could accrue to the

people in this province. And I would think

that the Minister of Natural Resources, who

may in fact comment on this debate later,

should give us some accounting of how he
has dealt with the Province of Quebec, and

certainly with the mining industry concerned
—
Texasgulf and Noranda—as to the problems

associated with that boundary. And we must
remember that it is not an international boun-

dary but a provincial boundary.

Now, the revenue aspect is the other

thing I wanted to talk about. It appears,
from a rather vague answer from the Minis-

ter of Natural Resources this afternoon, that

while it was predicted there would be reven-

ues of $88 million from the imposition of

this new tax, that he is expecting by the end
of the fiscal year to receive $144 million—

and this is still a far cry from the predictions
made by the Treasurer in his budget.

I remember that he got up a few weeks

after the presentation of the budget and

brought us the great news that revenues

were going to far exceed his original pre-
dictions.

It seems to me that there must be some-

body in the old Department of Mines—I don't

know what we call it now; the mining branch

or something—who had perhaps not done

enough calculating or enough consultation in

predicting the revenues, even though the

prices were going up very rapidly and there

was every reason to predict a rapid expansion
and then escalation of price.

I would say this: That a goverrunent with

the resources in expertise that this govern-
ment has, has been seen to be almost un-

imaginably inept in the imposition of the tax

and its predictions as to its revenue.

I suppose a virtue can be made of the fact

that we are now extracting revenue from

mining corporation taxes amounting to $144

million, and I am sure there will be those

who will speak after me who will say that

it *is still certainly insuflBcient; but on the

basis of the view of the tax responsibilities

vis-a-vis the mining corporations, we are pre-

pared to support the government in at least

the principle of dismissing the old tax pro-
cedure and putting in a graduated scale of

the type that was announced by the Trea-

surer in his budget last spring.

We are prepared to be critical along the

lines that I have brought forward, but essen-

tially this tax base is directly associated with
the level of profit.

There have been a number of loopholes

left, which we would like to consider further.

The fact that new mines as they come into

production are to be considered separated
from the parent corporation, is a tremendous

advantage to the large corporations which

already report very large profits indeed. If

they had to pay taxes on the revenues from

their new mining operations at the level as-

sociated with the overall corporate profits,

of course it would mean that they would

pay even more than the profits accruing from

the new operations.

We are still concerned that perhaps this

gives an undue advantage to some of the big

corporations. We have a bit of a problem with

this ourselves, I must admit, because we are

committed to the free enterprise system. The
last thing we want is for the government to

be operating those mines.

Government policy must be directed toward

keeping the mining corporation economically

viable, by means of regulations, seeing that

a large part of that viability, that is the

profits, are turned into the further develop-

ment, of Ontario first and secondly of Can-

adta. This is not an easy job. It will require

a much closer consultation on the part of the

authorities in this province with their opposite

numbers in the Province of Quebec; and

much more important, the officials in the

government of Canada.

Now I believe this is an important debate

because there are those who are prepared
to say that all our economic problems can be

solved simply soaking the tax money out of

the mining corporations. We do not believe

this. We are not here to speak in their de-

fence, because their profit levels are well

known and have been put on the record of

this Legislature frequently, most recently just

this afternoon.

So it is with some reluctance, I must admit,

that we are prepared to support the principle
of the bill that is before us this evening.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Cochrane

South.

Mr. Ferrier: Mr. Speaker, we didn't expect
much different from the Liberal Party.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What is the member

going to do for the miners in Timmis? That

will be interesting.

Mr. Ferrier: If the Leader of the Opposi-
tion listens he will find out what I am going
to do.

I am glad to see that it is the Minister

without Portfolio (Mr. White) who is piloting
this bill through the House. Unfortunately,
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the taxation of the mines should not be in

the Ministry of Natural Resources. It should

be in the Ministry of Revenue, because in

my opinion there is a conflict of interest be-

tween the Ministry of Natural Resources and
the taxation of the mining companies. There
has always been too close a link between the

mines branch of that ministry and the mining
industry and I will just give you a little

anecdote to point that out, Mr. Speaker.

This past fall I was visiting some of the

local mines in my area with certain of the

officials of the Ministry of Natural Resources
and I got into a very heated discussion with
one of the persons over the taxation of the

mining industry. This particular person said:

"You are taxing the mines far too heavily.
You shouldn't go ahead with this bill." When
I pointed out to him that it was only on
profits that the taxation in this bill applies,
he didn't even accept that. It was interesting
that standing there was the underground
superintendent of the large mining company.
"For God's sake," he said, "finish up your
argument and let's get down and view the

mine," because he had some other commit-
ments later on in the day.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Ferrier: So we would have liked to
see the government take the further step
and put the taxation of mining under the

Ministry of Revenue where all other taxation
in this province belongs.

We are witnessing a federal-provincial con-
frontation over the resource tax field, as has
been mentioned here by the Leader of the

Opposition, and the federal Minister of Fin-

ance, John Turner, gave this as a principle
of his budget: "It is essential that this sector

bears a burden of tax profits that is reason-

able, relative to the share borne by other
sectors of the economy."
Of course, that is recognition that the

natural resources sector has borne a minimal
tax burden for years. Eric Kierans remarked
in his speech— .

•

;

Mr. Stokes: That great Liberal.

Mr. Ferrier: —and the remark is something
revealing-

Mr. Singer: I hear the NDP is making him
its new federal leader. Is that true?

Mr. Ferrier: —although I am inclined to

disagree to some extent with what he has

said, if we use the Ontario experience as

an example-

Mr. Singer: Who are they going to get?

Mr. Ferrier: Well, we won't get the mem-
ber for Downsview, that's for sure.

Mr. Singer: No, I wouldn't even offer.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): His is the

only name I haven't heard mentioned.

Mr. Ferrier: Kierans said: "If the resource
sector has paid too little in taxes on the

mining of natural wealth, this has principally
been the result of federal policies and defi-

nitions of taxable income, not provincial

legislation."

Mr. Singer: Where is the member for

Scarborough West tonight? He is not here

tonight?

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): The member
should listen to what is going on here. There
is wisdom being dispensed.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The member
for Cochrane South is making his remarks.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The government of Mani-
toba didn't accept Kierans' recommendations
when they were made to that government.

Mr. Ferrier: Well this speech wasn't given
to the government of Manitoba.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They hired him.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Ferrier: It seems to me, Mr. Speaker,
that until now the provinces as well have
been extremely generous to this particular

industry. Nevertheless the federal govern-
ment's unilateral action to disallow provincial

royalties and mining taxes goes right to the

heart of the constitutional foundation of this

country as laid out in the BNA Act.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is the member still quot-
ing Kierans?

Mr. Ferrier: Sure; lam going to quote him

again from the same speech-

Mr. Singer: Is the member going to vote

for him for leader?

Mr. Ferrier: —and he says that this action

"indicates a new round of federal-provincial
confrontations in which no government can
sit passively on the sidelines while its pro-
vincial partners are picked off one by one.

The debate will go to the core of the political
structure of this country, that is, the measure
of centralization that Canadians are prepared
to accept."
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I must say that I personally deplore the

federal government's move into the provin-
cial area of jurisdiction when they disallow

the write-ofiF of mining taxes. I agree there is

much more revenue available from the natural

resources sector than this bill before us will

extract. But I believe the bulk of this

revenue should come to the provinces, since

our tax base is much more limited than is

that of the federal government.

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): It may be higher than that of the

federal government.

Mr. Ferrier: As to the non-deductibility of

f)rovincial
royalties and mining taxes, I would

ike to quote from a statement by J. P. Coris-

tine of the Iron Ore Co. of Canada, which
he made at a panel on taxation of mining
at the Canadian Tax Foundation.

We find it highly objectionable in prin-

ciple that the government proposes to in-

clude in taxpayers' income amounts that he
will never be entitled to receive. [He goes
on to say] We would also like to raise the

question which we cannot answer, as to

whether the government is entitled to in-

clude in income something which does not,

cannot and never will become the income
of the taxpayer. [He sums up by saying]
The strategy of using taxation to threaten

Vital industries in the natural resource sec-

tor, in order to achieve what a particular
level of goverimient believes to be an

equitable share of resource taxes, is to be

deplored.

He's quoting from the Canadian Bar Asso-

ciation's presentation.

I feel that the federal government, in

moving into this field as it has and pre-

empting the provincial government's right
to taxation, is to be deplored. I am surprised
that the Leader of the Opposition did not

come out much more strongly on the prov-
ince's side.

The bill before us represents an increase

from $88 million in mining taxes under the

old scheme of taxation to $144 million. Not
what one would call a dramatic increase or

a reasonable increase. For this reason, we in

this party will oppose the bill.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Because it is a reason-

able increase?

Hon. J. White (Minister without Portfolio):
How high would the member like to see

those taxes?

Mr. Ferrier: We'll see.

Hon. Mr. White: The member personally?

Mr, Ferrier: Me personally? A good deal
more than they are now because there are
far too many write-off^s and—

Hon. Mr. White: Spit it out.

Mr. Laughren: We'll tell the minister.

Wait for it. He'll hear.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: The member is scared
of Timmins. He won't say.

Mr. Ferrier: However, this modest move

by this government has triggered the usual

hysterical denunciation and violent promises
of capital lockouts that previous efforts to

increase mining taxation have resulted in. We
all got "Super Tax", put out by the Ontario

Mining Association, and many newspapers in

this province carried the advertisements
"Does anybody out there care?"

Mr. Laughren: I thought it was the John
Birch Society that put that out.

Mr. Ferrier: The poor, poor, hard-done-by
mining industry. In "Super Tax" we read:

Contrary to general public belief, the

mining industry is not opposed to higher
taxes or amended regulations, provided
that they are reasonable and do not impair
the industry in any of its essential func-

tions. Modifications in tax rates, incentives

and other regulations are desirable from
time to time to meet changing conditions.

But the mining industry, along with all

other business sectors, must be permitted
to earn reasonable returns under reasonable

rules, which the industry can expect will

not be changed at whim.

Mr. Laughren: Sounds like Wallace.

Mr. Ferrier: I suggest, Mr. Speaker, that

in the last couple of years in particular the

profits of the mining companies have steadily
risen to record levels in most of the com-

panies' histories—profits that are higher than

they've ever achieved before. Yet when they
are asked to pay a modest increase in pro-
vincial taxes, they mount their usual scare

campaign and threaten their usual blackmail.

Mr. Laughren: That's right. That's what

they call it.

Mr. Ferrier: While the OMA and all the

mining companies begin every article by say-

ing that the industry does not oppose an in-

crease in taxation, every statement that fol-

lows indicates how mucn they do oppose any
increase. In an effort to try to meet a myriad
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of needs and programmes, costly as they are,

and beset by inflation, I believe the people
of this province have a right to demand a

greater taxation return from the mining
companies of this province.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is up about $100 mil-

lion in one year.

Mr. Ferrier: In making this assertion, I

am at the same time saying that a good close

look needs to be taken at the taxation of the

industry and corporate institutions that lie

here in southern Ontario. The northern On-
tario mining industry should pay more, and
more of this money must go back into the

north. A careful review is in order for the

southern industries and financial institutions

as w^ell, to finance the government's needs,

without expecting us in the north to sub-

sidize them.

As I understand this legislation before us,

Mr. Speaker, the government's intention was

to double the yield from the mining tax and

to secure a larger share of windfall gains.

Going from $88 million to $144 million is

certainly not doubling.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Actually, it went from

$45 million to $144 million in one year.

Mr. Ferrier: Not according to what the

minister said this afternoon.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The report for a year

ago showed the revenue as $45 million.

Mr. Ferrier: This tax is a tax on bigness,

as E. K. O'Brien of Inco complained in a

paper to the Canadian Tax Foundation. He
complained it represents an unveiled attempt
to severely tax large profits wdthout regard
to investment required to produce those prof-
its. The large windfall gains are there; the

people have a right to a reasonable portion
of them. As it is, these companies have such

a pool of retained earnings from their re-

tained income from mining that they have

diversified into pulp and paper, forest pro-

ducts, battery companies, service companies
and manufacturing, as they become even

bigger and bigger multi-national conglom-
erates.

We kid ourselves if we think that the

majority of the profits are returned to the

shareholder. The truth of the matter is that

he gets precious little of it. The system of

taxation, Mr. Speaker, based on profit, has

some merit in the mining industry. I agree
that it is something of an incentive to mine
the lower-grade ore, which otherwise might
be left if a royalty system is used. This, of

course, will extend the life of the mine and
the community aroimd about it. A graduated

system does provide some assistance to

smaller mines in that what profit they do
accrue is taxed at a lower rate and the rate

goes up only as the profit rises. The graduated

tax, as embodied in the bill, is not an al-

together bad principle, and the heavier taxes

on the big mining companies are certainly

to be desired.

The truth of the matter is that the mining
industry is almost exclusively made up of

giant mining corporations. The small mining
companies are becoming a thing of the past
and this is not desirable. The reason why this

bill does not do what it is purported to do
is that the base on which the tax is levied

is still inadequate and too many exemptions
and concessions are still granted. R. D.

Brown, a senior tax partner v^dth Price Water-
house and Co., wrote an article entitled "The

fight over resource profit." It was, I think,

in the 1974 July-August edition of the Ca-
nadian Tax Journal. He wTOte this para-

graph:

Because of the deduction of the process-

ing allowance in determining mining prof-
its subject to provincial mining taxes, and
because of arbitrary disallowances and
other differences in the calculation of in-

come from mining tax for income tax

purposes, it has always been difficult to

express provincial mining taxes as the

equivalent of effective corporate income
tax rates. Up until the past year the max-
imum rate of provincial mining tax in the

more important mineral-producintr prov-
inces — Ontario, Quebec, Manitoba and

Britis'h Columbia—was 15 per cent, but in

many cases the effective rate of such taxes,

after processing allowances and after al-

lowing for their deductibility for income
tax purposes, was very substantially less.

The tax base on which the mining tax is

levied is greatly reduced from the actual

profit the mining of the ores actually pro-
duces.

Before this bill becomes law, mining profits

were taxed at 15 per cent but the deductions

of the following expenditures were allowed:

exploration and development expenditures in

Ontario; depreciation on mining and process-

ing assets on a straight-line basis at a rate

of at least five per cent but not more than

15 per cent of the original cost of the assets;

processing allowances—which, according to

E. K. O'Brien of Inco, are the most generous
in Canada and which we propose to make
much more generous—are permitted as an
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annual deduction in determining taxable min-

ing income.

Based on original asset cost, eight per cent

is permitted in respect of concentrating assets,

16 per cent cumulative in respect of smelting
and concentrating assets, and 20 per cent

cumulative in respect of refinied smelting and

concentrating assets.

The change in this bill, as introduced by
the minister when he was the Treasurer of

the province, was to introdlice the graduated
tax--as noted in section 2 of the bill—and
some other things: Depreciation allowance

of up to 30 per cent for new plants, equip-

ment, machinery and buildings, exploration
and development expenditures incurred in

Ontario after April 9, 1974, and prior to the

commencement of production will now be

permitted as a deduction in computing profits.

In the words of the minister who is piloting
this bill before this House, in the new system
we retain several existing measures that have,
in the past, stimulated exploration, new in-

vestment and domestic mineral processing.
These measures include the automatic deple-
tion allowance, the full deduction of explora-
tion and development expenses and the

generous fast write-off provisions of the

Corporations Tax Act and the Mining Tax
Act.

When the minister introduced this bill into

tile House on June 20, 1974, he made some
more concessions and modifications. First,

new mine income was to be disaggregated
for the purpose of calculating mining tax, and
depreciation allowance for new mining assets

increased from 15 per cent to 30 per cent on
a straight-line basis and applied to new assets

after April 9. Processing allowances were im-

proved in respect of refining assets as they're

operated in northern Ontario, and a further

processing provision was added to existing
ones in order to encourage, in the minister's

words, "manufacturing in northern Ontario."

The processing allowance applies to assets

when acquired prior to April 9. No process-

ing allowance could be taken until the asset

was used.

In the bill, as I have stated, when the

minister introduced it on June 20, 1974, the

provision was made for the disaggregation of

new mines for the purpose of calculating the

mining tax. He described it in a speech to

the Canadian Club in New York as follows:

New mines will be taxed individually,
not collectively, to allow each mine to work
its way up the graduated tax structure.

This measure will not only encourage new
investment but will also provide equal tax

treatment to the new mines of all compa-
nies, large and small. i

But disaggregation, if applied to separate and
distinct ore bodies, may have some merits. In

the Timmins area, Pamour Mines has adopted
the practice of developing several small gold
ore bodies, obviously and geographically dis-

tinct from the ore body at the original Pam-
our mine and miles away from it. There's

the New Joburke and the Golden Arrow—
and the ore is trucked from these mines to

the Pamour mills for processing. Perhaps if

disaggregation is limited to this kind of oper-

ation, as I say, it may have some merit.

But Dr. Charles Fogarty, president of

Texasgulf, in an interview with financial

analysts in Toronto, is reported to have said

that disaggregation will allow Texasgulf to

sink a new shaft a litde distance from the

present shaft so that it can go deeper under-

ground in the same ore body at the same
mine site to develop workings at this lower

level.

If disaggregation permits this to take place

so that the ore from this new level of work-

ings of the same ore body is taxed at the

graduated rate with the exemption for the

first $100,000 profit and up to the graduated
scale until you get $40 million, and it's

reached at the 40 per cent level, then I am
opposed to the principle of disaggregation.

I would ask the minister in his response,

Mr. Speaker, to deal specifically with this

question as it relates to the situation I have

outlined at Texasgulf. Does disaggregation

mean that you can do this with the same ore

body, as was suggested by Dr. Fogarty?

As I understand it, in regard to the pro-

cessing allowance, this was heretofore not in

the legislation, but it grew into the manual

of the mines assessor. There was no set down

legislation or provision in the regulations; but

it is just a practice that has grown up. Is the

minister going to regularize this in his bill?

The processing allowance in this bill is en-

riched in three significant ways, according to

the aforementioned speech of the Minister

without Portfolio when he was the Treasurer.

It was given before the Canadian Club in

New York, and I'll just read part of what he

had to say there. He said:

First, there will be a sharp increase in

the allowance rate for ore refined in north-

em Ontario. Secondly, a new incentive

category will be established for companies
that carry processing in northern Ontario

beyond the prime metal stage. Thirdly,

companies will be allowed to apply the

allowance as capital works are constructed.
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rather than when tliey are completed and

put into production.

He went on to say:

I have mentioned that some of our meas-
ures are of particular benefit to the small

companies, but one should not infer from
these remarks that large companies will

find their incentives reduced. This is not

so. To determine what impact our new
measures might have on large, integrated

mining companies, we analysed one large

company situation and found the process-

ing allowance alone will reduce its tax this

year by more than 15 percentage points,

bringing its rate down to about 20 per
cent. '

So^ the| government is eroding the tax base

and it is admitting it in a very significant

way, and in a growing way. And then the

minister went on to say that the big compa-
nies are going to go ahead with the expansions
they have announced, or they intend to

accelerate their expansions.

.Let me say, Mr. Speaker, that until this

bill is passed the new expansions of Texas-

gulf in the Timmins area will not be formal-

ly announced. The expansion at this mine
will be a copper smelter and refinery, plus a
fertilizer plant and a possible lead refinery.
If all these plans go forward, as I am sure

they will,. Texasgulf plans to spend about

$500 million on plant construction in the

next few years.

At this point Texasgulf is playing a very
skilful waiting game in anticipation of as

many tax concessions as is possible from this

government. It did it when the negotiations
to construct a zinc refinery were going on.

At that time both provincial and federal

governments
' were very generous. In fact,

through DflEE, the federal government
granted it over $8 million, and the province
made major concessions as well.

An interesting sidelight on this was the

concession to the company made, supposedly
by Allan Lawrence when he was Minister of

Mines, as to the write-off of the rental on the

railway spur. But that was not honoured by
the ONTC since apparently Allan Lawrence
made the concession without formalizing it

in contract forrh. So poor Texasgulf lost out
on that one.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): The
only useful thing Allan Lawrence did while
he was Minister of Mines was to foul it up.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Where is he now?

Mr. Ferrier: As long as governments at the

federal and provincial level intend to carry
out resource development by means of large

general tax concessions, and subsidize the

large mining companies, I do not blame

Texasgulf for trj^ing to exact as much as it

can get.

Mr. Lewis: It's called capitalism.

Mr. Ferrier: But is this the right principle
to follow in terms of development? Do we
have to make these kinds of concessions?

Consider this recent release on Texasgulfs
1974 sales and earnings, from New York,

Jan. 28, 1975. Mr. Speaker, it reads:

Texasgulf Inc. announced today record
sales and earnings for the year 1974 ex-

ceeding the previous record set in 1973.

Net income for the fourth quarter of
1974 amounted to $42,218,000, or $1.39

per share, compared to $26,676,000, or 88
cents per share, in the fourth quarter of

1973, an increase of 58 per cent.

Sales in the fourth quarter of 1974
amounted to $156,152,000, compared to

$111,236,000 in the fourth quarter a year
ago, an increase of 40 per cent.

Net income for the year 1974 amounted
to $147,442,000, or $4.84 per share, com-

pared to $73,922,000, or $2.43 per share,
for the year 1973, an increase of 99 per
cent.

Sales in the year 1974 totalled

$568,526,000, compared to $363,776,000
in 1973, in increase of 56 per cent.

The company's chemicals and metals

divisions were the principal contributors

to the higher 1974 sales and earnings, with
chemicals showing the greatest percentage
increase. The oil and gas division made
smaller gains.

Mr. Speaker, does the multi-national re-

source company with net income of

$147,442,000 for 1974, wi\h a significant por-
tion of this from the metals division—that is,

the Timmins operation—need all the extra

concessions that the minister proposes in this

bill and is anxious to hand out to it?

Mr. Laughren: Not bloody likely.

Mr. Ferrier: I seriously question the

minister's exceeding generosity in that pro-

gramme. I feel that that expansion will go
ahead anyway, since the ore body is so rich

and such a large profit is to be made over

the years that it can more than finance the

major expansion that is proposed. ,
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As a side comment, Mr. Speaker, the

longer they delay in going ahead with this

construction project, the more it's going to

cost them. Iimation is unchecked and it's go-

ing up, construction costs are going up as

high as
anything else, so they are being

rather self-aefeating if they delay.
The ore at that mine is an extremely rich

ore. It's varied and it's complex. It contains
zinc—

Hon. Mr. Bemier: I hope the member sends
this speech back to Timmins.

Mr. Feirier: The minister will send it

back, I know that; I don't care. I'm making
it here in public, hoping tliat as many people
as possible will read it, because I thmk it

does justice to the whole situation and stands

up for the good of the people of this prov-
ince.

Mr. Young: If the government extends it

to the company, it should extend it to the

people.

Mr. Ferrier: That ore contains zinc, copper,
lead, silver, tin and small amounts of gold,
so that its worth is very great. As well, the
extent of the ore body is still not defined.

Hon. Mr. White: I have been in Timmins
a dozen times. They don't even know who
the member is.

Mr. Laughren: They certainly know who
the minister of mines is and what he has done
to them. That they know.

Mr. Ferrier: The people of Timmins have
no trouble knowing who their member is. He
looks after them.

Hon. Mr. White: I didn't know who their

member was.

Mr. Ferrier: The minister doesn't know a
lot of things. He doesn't know a lot of people.

An hon. member: It's a good thing he is

getting out of politics.

Mr. Young: He ought to make a trip to

the north sometime.

Mr. Ferrier: This bill enhances the pro-
cessing allowance by making it applicable
as soon as the capital project undergoes con-
struction rather than waiting for its com-
pletion, as is now the case. This is a major
concession that this bill incorporates. Fur-

thermore, the processing allowance is in-

creased so that smelting facilities in either

northern Ontario or the rest of Canada can

be deducted from mining income at the rate

of 16 per cent instead of eight per cent.

Refining facilities are raised in northern

Ontario to 30 per cent while they remain
the same in the rest of Canada at 20 per
cent. Further, processing facilities in northern

Ontario will qualify for 35 per cent write-off

against mining income. This is new. However,
the processing allowance, as I understand it,

which is now eight per cent for ores pro-
cessed outside of Canada, is abolished.

This kind of incentive to the private min-

ing industry which is really the giant mining
firms of Inco, Falconbridge, Noranda, Texas-

gulf, Rio Algom and Denison, is far too rich

and unnecessary. It gives away too much of

the public's money in the name of develop-
ment. It is socialism for the rich while we

preserve free enterprise for the poor. I do
not happen to think we need to make all

these kinds of generous concessions to the

rich.

We react too readily to their hysterical
denunciations and high-pressure threats. We
do not negotiate for the people of the prov-

ince, of whose resources we are the trustees,

with sufficient resolve and determination. We
are like Esau in that we are prepared to sell

our birthright for a mess of potage. We must

be prepared to face up to the public involve-

ment in our resource development in the

mineral field. We can find $100 million to

invest in Syncnide in Alberta to bail out the

multi-national oil companies. Why cannot

we find this kind of money to develop our

mineral resources for our own good rather

than engage in further tax write-offs and
concessions to the industry?

As Eric Kierans has written:

It is the value of the ore or the crude

oil and gas that is of paramount importance
to the provinces. The refining and conver-

sion process built upon them can and
should be left in the private sector, assum-

ing the conditions of supply and competi-
tion obtain. Therefore the task facing pro-
vincial taxation authorities is to disentangle
from the varied complex and diversified

activities of the large resource corporations
the direct and simple costs of the actual

mining. This is where the real profits are

to be found, hidden though they may be

by depletion and exploration costs and

averaged into the overall group returns of

the diversified, modem conglomerate. That
these profits are large can be judged by
the huge holding-company structures built

upon the flow of funds from the original
resource concessions.
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We should, therefore, hasten the move to set

up a provincial Crown corporation to do ex-

ploration and development in the mineral

domain, such as is being done in Quebec,
Manitoba and Saskatchewan. We should not

be dragging our heels, as the present Minister

of Natural Resources is doing, even though
he had stated about a year ago that he will

move in this direction.

I think that in the next five or 10 years,
as Kierans has said, all further exploration
and development will be carried on by the

provinces diemselves. He said:

Efforts by the federal government to

enhance its share of revenues after 100

years of neglect can only hasten a trend
which is already developing. It is appar-
ent to the public that turning over tlieir

natural resources to large corporations in

exchange for the employment created to

extract that wealth is not a sufficient re-

turn for their real value. They are also

aware that any efforts to procure a larger
share of the rent that should accrue to

them by right of ownership are likely to

be prolonged, frustrating and futile in the
end. Negotiating with an industry that
threatens at

every change in legislation to

pick up its marbles and go elsewhere is

hardly a profitable and certainly not a

satisfactory exercise.

So says Kierans. He also goes on to say that
even the companies themselves are recog-
nizing that the government is going to move
in and develop these resources, because they
are using their cash flows and their extra

money to diversify into other industries such
as pulp and paper and lumber and manufac-

turing and the service sectors. He says: "How
else does one explain the current wave of

takeovers with funds that should more

properly have gone to shareholders?"

We heard the Leader of the Opposition,
Mr. Speaker, and the industry itself has cer-

tainly been saying that even this tax rate that

we are imposing in this biU sets up a 73 per
cent tax rate. I wish to make a reply to that

charge. In the first place, it is a marginal
tax rate, not an average tax rate. Secondly,
it is a maximum.

It is made up of the following, and I am
giving you a summary that I have taken from
Stat. Can, 61208 for 1970. It gives a general
indication of the importance of some deduct-
ible items for metal mining companies in

Canada. The figures that I use are for 1970:

The profits on the books of the companies
before taxes in 1970 were $883 million. From
that we deduct exempt mine income of

$179.6 million and other exempt income,

primarily Canadian dividends, of $134.9 mil-

lion, to get the total non-exempt income of

$518.5 million. The industry was then per-
mitted to deduct $106.1 milhon more in

depreciation allowances than the actual de-

preciation as carried on the books of the

company.
In addition, exploration, development and

depletion were deducted to the extent of

$175.3 million—more than actual costs in

these areas as carried on the company's
books. A further deduction of charitable ex-

penses, $.3 million, was allowed; as well as

mining taxes, the ones that are now dis-

allowed by the federal government and the

source of the current row, the $46.4 million,
there were other deductions of $7.5 million,

bringing the total to $54.2 million.

This left a taxable profit, after adjusting
for prior losses, of $217.9 million on which
federal and provincial income taxes of

$114.5 million were paid. These taxes repre-
sent 52.6 per cent of taxable profit, but only
13 per cent of book profit.

The point comes home even stronger when
it is recognized that we would object to book

profit as being too low a measure, as well

because one deduction in calculating book

profit which one wonders whether we should
consider is depletion. The resource belongs
to the public, why should we compensate
the mining companies for its depletion? In

1970, that item in these companies' books
amounted to approximately $69 million. This
raises our notion of profit to $952 million and

drops the percentage paid in taxes to 12 per
cent.

Mr. Speaker, we in the NDP caucus are

not fooled by the smoke screen of the very

powerful lobby and public relations job that

has been done by the mining companies as

they try
to deceive the public into thinking

this bill overtaxes them. We continue to be-

lieve that the concessions and privileges,
even with the federal disallowance of provin-
cial mining taxes, are too great and not

necessary. Not only must the public have a

greater return from our resources, but the

public sector must move to real involvement

in the exploration and development aspects

of this industry. Therefore, Mr. Speaker, we

oppose the principle of this bill and will vote

against it on second reading.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Nipissing.

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): Mr. Speaker,
I have a few comments I'd like to make in

regard to this bill; some of which may agree
with the remarks of the previous speaker
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and some of which may not. There are two

things—pardon?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Does the member agree
with his leader, the previous speaker?

Mr. R. S. Smith: Oh, I agree with my
leader, yes.

Hon. Mr. White: That's a nice change.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): As far

as he went.

Mr. Singer: Well, when we get White not

agreeing with White, as the members will

see very shortly, that's an interesting change,
too.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, any time two
Liberals agree it is a minor miracle.

Mr. R. S. Smith: How many fingers has the
Ministefr without Portfolio?

Mr^ Singer: Which speech does he agree
with? The question is, do they have a leader

left over there?

Mi*. Lewis: Tell me which two Liberals

agree! 'Name two. I challenge the member
to n^me two.

Hon. Mr. White: This gentleman says he

agrees with his leader.

Mr. Lewis: Nonsense, a momentary aber-

ration!

Hon. Mr. Bemier: I want to hear it.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Last week we had a

couple of bills here and we had the NDP
sitting here arguing among themselves, and
all we could hear over here was one guy
saying: "Why don't we have a half an hour
to have a caucus so we can decide how to

get together on something?"

Mr. Young: It was a Liberal who said that.

Mr. Singer: The member for Riverdale

stood alone the other night on section 5, yes.

Mr. R. S. Smith: No, no; the liberal who
sits to the left of the NDP leader?

Mr. Singer: Yes, and all his colleagues sat

and glared at him.

Mr. R. S. Smith: And that's exactly what
he said.

Anyway, Mr, Speaker-

Mr. Singer: Would the leader of the NDP
tell us about that?

Mr. Lewis: With us it's flexibility, Mr.

Speaker; there it is called anarchy.

Mr. Speaker: Will the hon. member for

Nipissing continue?

Mr. R. S. Smith: Thank you very much
Mr. Speaker. I am glad to see the flexibility
of those people to my left.

There are two things that have happened
in the past week-and-a-half or so which I

think are significant in light of this piece of

legislation. The first was the fact that the

government, for the first time, took an equity

position on natural resource exploration, but
it took place outside of the Province of On-

tario; that was the $100 million they put
into the Syncrude deal. The second was their

decision to change what has always been

government policy, so that funds that came
into the coffers of the province would be
earmarked for specific types of programmes.
This was done by the setting up of the lot-

teries bill; and the Minister of Culture and
Recreation (Mr. Welch) has assured us that

those funds are earmarked for certain things

in culture and recreation.

But then we come to this bill, which in

effect increases the amounts of moneys that

are going to be collected from the mining

corporations during this 12-month period
from the $45 million that was collected last

year to the $144 million the Minister of

Natural Resources says are going to be col-

lected this year. So in effect the increase is

$100 million. It's very close to the amount

they've already committed to Syncrude,

I for one take a little different tack than

some people in the Legislature would, in

that I believe that perhaps we should have

some earmarked funds. The earmarked funds,

the $100 million increase that is being taken

out of natural resources in northern Ontario

through this bill, should be earmarked to

be placed in an equity position in those

public companies that are extracting our

natural resources. in northern Ontario.

If these tax funds were placed back into

northern Ontario in part ownership of the

natural resource in conjunction with the

private sector, we would know what the

profits are because we would be the bene-

factors of those profits through the acqui-
sition of our equity position.

I realize this is not good Conservative gov-
ernment policy. So far as I know, the only
time they've taken an equity position has

been in a compariy that's outside of the

province, the Syncrude deal. But they have

done that, and I think in doing that they set
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a precedent that can be easily followed, in

that perhaps we should set as a goal a 30

per cent to 40 per cent equity ownership

position of the natural resources in the mining

industry in this province to be held by the

Province of Ontario.

Mr. Laughren: It is different from his

leader.

Mr. R. S. Smith: No, it isn't different.

Mr. Laughren: He says it is. He says he
is all for the private sector, the free enter-

prise sector.

Mr. R. S. Smith: I am saying it is in con-

junction with the private sector. We are not

scared to be in partnership with the private
sector.

Mr. Young: Isn't the member afraid he is

heading into socialism that way?

Mr. R. S. Smith: Does the member mean
like 100 per cent? I don't say that we have
to have that.

Hon. Mr. White: He is right, they dbn*t

agree.

Mr. R. S. Smith: The NDP leader said at

the time of the budget introduction that this

is doing nothing but calling for the total take-

over of the natural resource industry in

northern Ontario. That's what he said, and
that's. the member's leader. Does the member
disagree with him? He said 100 per cent, and
that is where those people all stand. Either
that or they are divided. They should make
up their minds what they want to do.

Mr. Speaker: Would the member for Nipis-

sing get back to the principle of the bill?

Mr. R. S. Smithi That is the principle of
the bill.

Mr. Lewis: Somehow you don't look re-

spectful about it, Mr. Speaker. You don't

look awesome enough. Can you take your
foot off that stool and sit up, Mr. Speaker?
You look too comfortable.

Mr. Speaker: Back to the principle of the

bill.

Mr. R. S. Smith: You are not supposed to

be that comfortable. I am on the principle
of the bill, but I will continue anyway.
The fact of the matter is that through this

bill the government of Ontario is enriching
its coffers by $100 million this year over last

year through the mining tax, and for the

Minister of Natural Resources to sit there and

see this $100 million extracted from basically

northern Ontario, and with no earmarking of

this money to go back into northern Ontario

to assist in the rebuilding of many parts of

the province there that have gone down the

drain because of the continual extraction, I

think is terrible.

I think we should be putting this money
back into equity ownership in northern On-
tario. We should be putting it back into

exploration and into the development of new
industries, whether they be in the primary
extractive area or in the secondary industry
level. I believe that since these moneys are

going to be made available, if we can ear-

mark money for culture, if we can earmark

money for recreation, certainly we can ear-

mark money for equity positions in the

natural resource field and for further assist-

ance to the areas from which these moneys
are coming.

There is no question that when we move
up to a maximum 40 per cent tax on profits

we are moving into a large share of the

extractive profits from the natural resources

in that area of the province, and therefore

we as a government have just as big a re-

sponsibility as those in the private sector to

put something back into the parts of the

province from which they are taken.

That has been the problem. iTiat's the

problem in Sudbury; it is the problem in

Timmins; it is the problem right across

northern Ontario—it is the problem in the

minister's own riding—that those privately-

owned companies have not put back into that

area, and not put back into my area, any-

thing as compared to the amounts they have

taken out. When the government sets its

share of that profit through taxation at 40

per cent, then that same government, this

government, has the same responsibilities we
feel those in the private sector have, and

that's to put the money back from where

they are getting it.

But this is not the case, and it obviously

is not going to be the case. These extra

hundred million dollars in tax funds are being
used for the good of the whole province, and

certainly I can't, as a provincial member, say
that it is money being wasted or that it is

money being badly spent. There is no ques-
tion that all the programmes need funding,
but on the other hand, if we can find fault

with the private companies for not putting
the moneys in the form oT profits back into

that area of the province then at a 40 per
cent rate, I certainly find fault with a govern-
ment which has no other programme which is

going to use this extra $100 million to foster
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any type of development in northeastern or

northwestern Ontario.

I would just like to close by making the

point that I agree with the fact that we need

to take more money from these corporations.

But I do believe that it's time that we as a

government looked at taking that money and

reinvesting it in those corporations, so that

we will become equity shareholders and be-

come direct benefactors from the large profits

that are coming out of that industry.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Nickel Belt.

Mr. Laughren: I rise in opposition to this

bill. I'm surprised that the last speaker

adopted the very begiiming part of the New
Democratic programme on resources which

we adopted at our convention in Sudbury in

September. It's a very appropriate place to

adopt a resolution on resource ownership-

Mr. R. S. Smith: It's difPerent, though. It's

using a variety of co-ownership.

Mr. Laughren: —in which we stated that

we would move towards the public ownership
of resources using a variety of means in the

short term. Of course, that's our policy and
we're very proud of it.

We are opposed to this bill, primarily I

suppose because we'd be opposed to any bill

that returned more from our resources to the

multi-national corporations that exploit them
than to the people of Ontario who own them.

That's really the crunch where it comes
down.

It really wouldn't matter what kind of bill

on the taxation of resources that the govern-
ment introduced; if it involved the taxation of

resources, we would be opposed to it because

of that very fact. I don't think I can be any
more specific than that. As long as the gov-
ernment is talking about the taxation of re-

sources in such a way that more of the

revenue from those resources goes to the

multi-national corjxjrations than goes to the

people of Ontario, we will stand opposed to

that kind of legislation.

Mr. Lewis: That's a good rule of thumb.

Mr. Laughren: There's no other way to

put it.

I don't know what further examples the

government needs in terms of non-renewable
resources. It has seen the example of oil and
what we could be doing now with our oil if,

many years ago, we had moved to control

and own our own resources in petroleum.
We know as well—we've had all the warnings

from the mining industry—that the higher you
set a tax rate on resources, the more you
force the mining industry to highgrade that

resource. You push them into the comer,
Mr. Speaker, and that's really all that's left

for them. You force them to explore and

develop their ores elsewhere.

It's in all the publications that if you con-

tinue to increase taxes on resources they will

have to explore and develop ores elsewhere

in the world. They make no secret of that,

Mr. Speaker. The whole question of the

federal-provincial dispute on the taxation of

resources is because the provinces left the

tax room there.

The provinces stand condemned—and On-

tario is certainly no exception. Ontario left

the tax room there and the federal govern-
ment could see that we were not obtaining
what we should from our natural resources,

so naturally they moved in to impose the tax.

Had the provincial government been obtain-

ing from those resources what the people of

this province should have been obtaining for

many years, the federal government would
not have had the tax room to move in there.

We know that a Conservative government,
or for that matter a Liberal government, will

never move toward changing the status quo
in terms of the resource industry; not because

it doesn't make good sense but because that's

too blatantly socialist and, of course, would

alienate their friends. We imderstand that

and it doesn't change our opposition to the

legislation the government brings in.

I should remind the minister that an in-

creasing number of Canadians—people in On-

tario are no different—are feeling the way we
do about non-renewable resources. And,

despite what the leader of the Liberal Party

says—he was quoting, not saying it himself—

our non-renewable resources are just that.

They are non-renewable; the minister imder-

stands that. It's not good enough to say that

the products they make are in circulation out

there. Those products depreciate and over a

period of time they are no longer there either,

just as the resource itself is no longer there.

I could quote briefly from a nonetheless

reputable journal, the Canadian Tax Journal.

In the July-August, 1974, edition it says:

The view is increasingly held' that the

depletable natural resources must be hus-

banded and developed only where positive

benefits to Canada would result, and not

squandered by being exported in an un-

processed state or without major contribu-

tions to domestic employment and indus-

trial development.
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I want to come back to those two points in

a minute—domestic employment and indus-

trial development—because I think therein lies

the real significance of our natural resources.

I know that the minister might say that this

kind of taxation will achieve that, but that's

utter nonsense—it does not. I would like to

quote some of the Minister of Natural Re-

source's Ofwn statistics in terms of employ-

ment, and relating employment to the actual

output of the mining industry. The last

figures available on employment were from

1972; so that's why I'm using that figure,

for no other reason.

Between 1962 and 1972, our mineral out-

put—I'm talking about minerals, not quarries

and so forth—was up 68 per cent, while

during the same 10-year period emplojonent

dropped in absolute terms. So we have a

situation where output is increasing dramati-

cally and employment is dropping. Now, how
is that increasing the development of the

province? How is it making a major contri-

bution to domestic employment? I don't

know what is being accomplished by the

increased output if we are not increasing
either the development of the province or

domestic employment— and neither is hap-
pening.

Mr, Speaker, when I witness things like

the development of southern Ontario in the

form of the Nanticoke development, for ex-

ample, I think of a steel company coming
to the government and saying, "We wish to

develop a major complex there." And the gov-
ernment acquiesces. It does this rather than

taking a strong stand on diversifying develop-
ment in the province and saying, "Well, there

are a couple of other locations in the prov-
ince. There is Blind River, there's Thunder

Bay, and we will encourage development in

those areas. They are both on major bodies

of water." There could very well have been
this type of development in those two com-
munities.

Of course, this govenmient does not think

the way we would think in terms of saying
to the private sector, "Look, if you don't

want to develop the steel companies there,
then we don't give you the permit to build
here. Also we will go there and build, since

there must be a demand for the product, or

you wouldn't be building in the first place;

therefore, we would be quite happy to go
into competition with you." I think the gov-
ernment would find that the attitude of the

private sector would change considerably.

What's really happening, Mr. Speaker, is

that the domestic employment is not in-

creasing through the mining industry. Pro-

ductivity is, in an extremely dramatic way,
but not employment.

We see the capitalization of the mining

industry in Sudbury all the time. I don't

know whether the minister has ever been

underground, but it is truly mind-boggling
to see some of the equipment there. The size

of the machines they call scoop trams is

remarkable. They literally lift a roomful of

ore in one scoop, and that does the work of

a great many men.

I'm not suggesting, Mr. Speaker, that they

shouldn't be capitalizing, that they shouldn't

make it more mechanical underground and

relieve men from digging wdth their picks and

shovels. What I'm saying is that as long as

that's all that happens—the increased capital-

ization of the mines in Ontario—then it's not

achieving what we want from our non-renew-

able resources: namely, increased domestic

employment and increased industrial develop-
ment. That's not happening, and it's very

simple to see why.

Mr. Speaker, just in case you might
think that I was selective in my quotations

by quoting the Canadian Tax Journal and

quoting the Minister of Natural Resources'

own statistics, I'd like to quote from the

article referred to by my colleague from

Timmins. The title: "Super Tax: The Impend-

ing Crisis In Canada's Mining Industry, And
How It Will Affect All Canadians." This was
that gem brought out by the minister's friends

in the Mining Association of Canada.

In it they make three points—they make a

lot more than that, but there are three that

I think really put it together very succinctly.

Here they are talking about the increased

tax and what it is going to mean to Cana-

dians:

A contrived slowdown in Canadian min-

ing development based on a we'11-get-a-

better-price-later premise would force

Canadian-based mining companies to ac-

celerate their exploration efforts outside

Canada. Indeed they would have no other

alternative since mining companies must

continue to explore to maintain supplies

for customers.

Once this trend occurs it tends to become
irreversible. As developments proceed else-

where, only the very high-grade mines will

be developed in Canada and the industry
would inevitably move away from expan-
sion to a static position, then to a declin-

ing one. The mining communities, as well

as the secondary and service industries that

depend upon mining, would suffer severely.
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Jobs would be lost and disruption and dis-

placement of large numbers of people
would become a harsh fact of life.

Mr. Speaker, when my colleague from Tim-
mins used the word "blackmail" I don't think

that he was using any hyperbole at all.

The second point—once again referring to

what happens with increased taxation:

The rate of growth would slow down,
then halt altogether, basically because of

the extremely long lead time involved in

mine development, not unusually five to

seven years. Some mines currently imder

development would probably be brought
into production even in those provinces
with the highest tax rates and other re-

strictions, since companies would seek to

recover as much of their invested capital

as possible. But plans for new mines, mills,

smelters, refineries and secondary process-

ing plants would inevitably be dropped if

the two levels of government proceed with

inordinately high levels of taxation.

That's laying it on the line—I'll say that for

them. And finally, they say:

So far we have developed only a fraction

of our potential mineral wealth. New en-

vironmentally sound mining techniques will

allow lower and lower ore grades to be

mined, increasing our supplies enormously,
but oppressively high taxes will cause our

mineral reserves to shrink so that only

higher-grade ores can be economicallv

mined. Lower-grade mineral deposits will

simply be left in the ground.

There we have it in spades.

I don't want to draw any silly comparisons,
but it reminded me when I read that of a

university course I took one time when I was

reading the translation of Mein Kampf—read-
ing Hitler's prognostications, or actually his

promises, about what he was going to do. He
then proceeded to carry on and do those very

things. Here the government has the mining
companies telling it exactly what they are go-

ing to do if it increases taxes on them.

And what does the government do? It goes
umbrella in hand to the Mining Association

and makes sure it doesn't offend them any
more than it has to.

I think, Mr. Speaker, what I'm really try-

ing to say is that in a confrontation with the

mining industry over taxation, the government
simply cannot win. As the mining companies
shed their crocodile tears, they'll higrade,

they'll use their profits to develop them else-

where, probably in the third world, and

they'll capitalize back here.

I wish the principle of the bill allowed a

little more broad-ranging debate, Mr. Speaker.
The antics of our resources corporations in

the third world make me ashamed of the fact

they are resident in this province. Their ex-

ploitation in Rhodesia, in Libya, in South

Africa, is reprehensible. They pay their em-

ployees well below the poverty datum line

as set out in the United Nations. They are

hand in hand with the apartheid rulers of

those coimtries—

Mr. Lewis: That would never concern the

minister, would it?

Mr. Laughren: —and this government does

not see that as being part of the overall larger

responsibility in terms of our resources. I

know the profits that are earned here are

used to explore and develop further in those

countries exploiting the black people in the

third world. Then the excessive profits they
earn there, as a result of the minimal wages>
are used to capitalize further back here.

Round and round and round goes the capital,
and never to the benefit of the working

people either here or in the third world.

I don't think we can dissociate ourselves

from the antics of the resource corporations
that are resident here, and what they do in

the third world with profits that they earn

in this province.

That's really one of the things that bothers

me most about our resource corporations. It

is one of the reasons that I would be most

happy if we could have our non-renewable

resources under public ownership, because

certainly then the pressure could be applied-;-

it wouldn't even need to be applied; then

there would be no case of the corporations

owned here exploiting people in the third

world.

I think too that the mining industry's com»-

plaint about the level of taxation is misleadr

ing. When they talk about '73 per cent taxes,

as the former speakers have pointed out,

they really are not talking about 73 per cent

because of the exemptions. I'd like to kno\y

the maximum level of taxation that any min-

ing corporation pays, because I am sure I'D

be surprised. I think the Leader of the Oppor
sition mentioned 60 per cent. I would be sur-

prised if any company pays more than 4Q

per cent.

Mr. Lewis: How could they?
'

Mr. Laughren: I just don't believe it. And

yet we get these publications that would do

the John Birch Society justice, screaming that

it's "Super Tax." They haven't convinced the

people of Ontario, and I think it is a matter
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of time until everybody in this country says,

"Hold the line on our non-renewable re-

sources. That's all we've got/'

The PMLC is one of the former Treasurer's

pet diversions, if I could refer to it as that,

and nothing makes me angrier than to see the

municipal officials in the Province of Ontario,

particularly those municipal officials who are

sitting on treasure vaults of resources, coming
down here to Queen's Park with their hats in

their hands. I am embarrassed for them when
they do that.

At the PMLC meeting in Sudbury in the

fall the mayor of Sudbury expressed concern
to the former Treasurer that perhaps the new
tax levels would be harmful to the mining
industry in Sudbury. I can tell you, Mr,

Speaker, I wasn't proud of Sudbury's mayor
on that occasion. I realize that he is probably
going to be a Conservative candidate in the

next provincial election, but I don't think

that did him justice.

Mr. Stokes: He is going to lose.

Mr. Laughren: Well, of course, he is going
to lose.

And you know, Mr. Speaker, out of ap-
proximately $1.5 billion worth of production
of minerals in Ontario, I see the International

Nickel Co. getting more than we do in net

profit-$306 million in 1974-1 don't under-
stand. I don't understand how the minister

regards that as being sensible at all.

It's not a case of kicking International

Nickel. It is the government that needs to be
kicked. International Nickel fills out its tax

forms the way it is told to fiU them out. It's

those people opposite who aUow them to do

that, and it is hard for me to understand

how, at a time when record profits are being
achieved, the deplorable working—

Hon. Mr. Bemier: What did the member'^

counterparts in Manitoba do? Introduced the

bill and then withdrew it.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact, they are

toughening it, that's what they are doing.

Mr. Laughren: We are going to take—

An Hon. member: They're in full retreat.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The member
for Nickel Belt has the floor.

Mr. Lewis: What do you mean, "Order

please"? It's slander across the floor.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Lewis: Sid Green is even now toughen-
ing the bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel

Belt has the floor.

An hon. member: Total freedom in both
those provinces.

Mr. Laughren: And besides, Mr. Speaker,
I am not the minister of mines in those

provinces.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: The member is strong
in opposition. If the member had the respon-

sibility-

Mr. Laughren: When we form the govern-
ment here—the minister thinks that this is a

strong document, the one called "Super Tax"?
Wait until he sees what we put out when we
form the government in Ontario.

Some hon. members: Ha!

An hon. member: We won't live that long.

Mr. C. E. McIIveen (Oshawa): We'll all be
dead before the NDP forms the government.

An hon. member: He'll wait a long time.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-

ture and Food ) : He'U never be around.

Mr. Laughren: Who won't be around?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: The member for Nickel

Belt.

Mr. Laughren: Oh, I see.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, the Minister

or Natural Resources diverted me. I guess he

sensed that I was going to talk a little bit

about his ministry, because at a time when
record profits are being recognized by the

mining industry we have the kind of work-

ing conditions coming to light that are a

disgrace and the Minister of Natural Re-

sources stands condemned. The need for

improved working conditions in the mines is

such that the Ham commission that is going
around the province now needs to be made
a permanent commission. There is enough
for that Ham commission to do that it can

work full-time for the next 10 years. I would,
of course, expand its terms of reference to

include plants as well.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: What has that got to

do with taxing?
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Mr. Laughren: Pardon?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: What has that got to

do with taxing?

Mr. Laughren: Well, I am just telling the

minister that the same companies that are

ripping ofiF this $306 million a year in taxes

have those kind of working conditions under-

ground and in their plants and smelters.

That's part of the problem.

The minister doesn't see a connection be-

tween profits and unsafe working conditions,

does he? He doesn't seem to realize that. In

one breath he says that it costs too much
money to make the mines safe and the next

minute he says safe conditions have nothing
to do with taxation. He is trying to suck and
whistle at the same time, and he can't do
that.

Mr. Speaker, I drove up to Kirkland Lake
on the weekend and, driving through those

communities and talking to some of the

people on the Saturday evening, I was struck

by the similarity of complaints in those min-

ing communities. There was a large number
of people at the gathering and they repre-
sented a large number of the communities
around there. They had the same kind of

complaints that I hear when I go to Cha-

pleau or Sudbury; namely, that sense of total

neglect, the sense that despite what accrues
to the mining companies nothing seems to

be left in the community.

When I first went to Sudbury, Mr. Speak-
er—I was not a native Sudburian, I moved
there in 1969—I was really appalled at the
lack of evidence of the enormous wealth of

that basin. I looked around for the oflBce

towers.

Mr. Stokes: The city hall?

Mr. Laughren: I looked around for the
kind of amenities that communities in south-
em Ontario have. One community I have
often compared to Sudbury is Oshawa, with
its population, and I think of some of the
social amenities in Oshawa.

Mr. McIIveen: They have better council-
lors down there.

Mr. Laughren: The real diflFerence, Mr.

Speaker, is that you have reaj wealth being
created in both communities and yet the city
of Oshawa, because of the nature of the

development of that city and the manufac-
turing, has been able to provide to its citi-

zens a higher level of amenities than has

the city of Sudbury.

An Hon. member: A better hockey team

too.

Mr. Laughren: Now if the member for

Oshawa is going to tell me—

Mr. Speaker: Order, please; order, please.

Mr. Laughren: Could we allow an inter-

jection from the member for Oshawa, Mr.

Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: If it is important.

Mr. McIIveen: There are far superior
elected officials in Oshawa.

Mr. Ferrier: With the exception of the

provincial House.

Mr. Stokes: That's the Pilkeys down there,

Mr. Lewis: The Pilkey influence; Pilkey,

Michael Breaugh and others.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel

Belt will continue.

Mr. Lewis: Breaugh, yes.

Mr. Laughren: That's right. We could go
back a ways.

Mr. Lewis: The government will be seeing
a lot of him.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon. mem-
ber for Nickel Belt will continue.

Mr. Lewis: Well, who is stopping him, ex-

cept the Speaker continually interrupting?

Mr. Laughren: Yes, how dare you allow

an interjection from the member for Oshawa?

Mr. Lewis: His first recorded statement in

the House.

Mr. McIIveen: No, I had one other.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, probably the

issue that drove it home to me most clearly

was the Elliot Lake situation, where we had
enormous wealth in that community, and we
have seen the thanks, we have seen the re-

wards which the miners received in Elliot

Lake. That truly crystallizes the confronta-

tion between what is best for the people of

Ontario and what is best for the mining in-

dustry.

It is remarkable that in this bill, which al-

lows for increased revenues to the province,

there is no allowance whatsoever for any
of it to be returned to the community.

I am not suggesting, Mr. Speaker, that we
start applying finances from where they are
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obtained, because I, for one, don't believe

that all revenue from liquor sales should be

put back into liquor advertising or into cam-

paigns such as that. What I am saying is

that despite the fact that northern Ontario,
from whence these resources come, has given
this province this enormous wealth, it has

received in return for it the back of the hand
from this Conservative government, and that

just is not good enough. If the Minister of

Natural Resources really cared for the people
who work in the mines under his jurisdiction,
there could easily be set up some kind of

trust fund by the mining companies to apply
to those people who suflFer from compensa-
tion problems, compensable industrial injuries
or illnesses.

The Minister of Natural Resources does
not see fit to do that. He obviously has not

convinced the Treasurer that there needs to

be something set up for the workers in those

communities for a number of reasons. One,
because of the high incidence of industrial

diseases and accidents; two, because of the

depletable aspect of that industry.

Instead of giving the mining companies a

depletion allowance, it should be going to

the communities. Perhaps that's one way of

still allowing the depletion allowance to be

recorded, but have it diverted to the com-

munity. Not the corporation tax, not the

mining tax, but the depletion allowance.

Surely it's insane to pay the private sector

to deplete our resources. Somebody's going
to have to explain to me the sanity of that.

Oh, I know what the minister will say.
He'll say, "That's to allow them to explore
and develop new resources." Where? In
Rhodesia? But that's what's happening. I don't
see any insistence that a certain proportion
of the profits of the company remain in

the community to develop the Province of

Ontario.

Surely what we're going to see in Ontario
is the continued kind of imbalanced growth
that we've seen in the past. How does the

government justify, in a 120-mile strip of
land from Niagara-on-the-Lake to Oshawa,
the kind of development that's occurring now?
Thirty miles wide and we're going to have a

couple of million new people in that area by
1995. In the meantime, the figures for north-
ern Ontario are truly startling. Mr. Speaker,
I recall that between 1961 and 1966, which
were the latest figures I could obtain from
Statistics Canada, there was an out-migration
from every single region of northern Ontario.

I am not talking, Mr. Speaker, about popu-
lation. Put aside for a moment natural popula-
tion growth—births and deaths—and think for

a moment of the number of people who come
into a community versus the number of people
who leave a community. M the province as

a whole, something like 250,000 more people
entered than left. For northern Ontario and

every single geographic region as laid down
by the province, there was an out-migration.
When you total the out-migration figures for

all northern Ontario, it comes to 52,500.
That's how many more people left the various

regions in northern Ontario than came into

them during that five-year period.

That's some kind of redressing the imbal-
ances of growth in Ontario. This government's
attempts to balance growth and its attempts
to diversify are in tatters—there is nothing
left of them. Until they show some political

courage and say they truly are going to pro-
vide incentives for development in the north
and disincentives for development in the

south, then they're not going to turn the

present rate of development around. Surely
that's in the best interests of the entire

province.

Mr. Speaker, I'll get back to the principle
of the bill. At the same time that International

Nickel was rolling up these $306 million in

profits, almost simultaneously the Ontario

government announced the $100 million in-

vestment in Syncrude in western Canada. I

started thinking for a moment of what that

$100 million could do. The answer came to

me in a flash, Mr. Speaker, and I know the

Speaker would want me to share this flash

with him. That was, that if the provincial
assessment of the International Nickel Co.,
which is roughly $70 million, and the pro-
vincial assessment of the Falconbridge Nickel

Mines, which is roughly $15 mfllion, were
added together it comes to roughly $85 mil-

lion. That's the provincial assessment of their

operations in Sudbury. For $85 million, Mr.

Speaker, we wouldn't be buying a pig in

a poke in western Canada, we'd be buying
two viable mining operations in the Sudbury
basin. Yet this government looks the other

way when the municipal people-

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): The
member for Cochrane South didn't say to

nationalize that, did he?

Mr. Laughren: The member for Cochrane
South isn't speaking now, I am.

Mr. Haggerty: But the member for Nickel
Belt is taking a different approach.

Mr. Laughren: No, not at all.

Mr. Lewis: Not at all. I will tell the mem-
ber something, the member for Nickel Belt
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realizes we have to get more for the money
than we do; and he knows how to go about it.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Laughren: The member for Cochrane
South \vas at the Sudbury convention and
voted in support of the resolution, we all did.

As a matter of fact that resolution in Sudbury
passed unanimously.

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Will the hon.

member return to the principle of the bill?

Mr. Laughren: I must say, Mr. Speaker,
there was not one single resolution passed

unanimously at the recent Liberal conven-
tion. As a matter of fact, there wasn't one

single resolution passed.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact, there were
no resolutions. As a matter of fact, there was
no convention.

Mr. Young: In other words, the leader is to

lay down policy.

Mr. Laughren: The leader will lay down
the policy at the appropriate time.

Mr. Haggerty: In the fullness of time.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. A. Grossman (Provincial Secretary
for Resources Development): When did he

lay that down?

Mr. Laughren: In his leadership eulogy.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He laid it so flat no
one will ever be able to recognize it.

Mr. Laughren: Is the Provincial Secretary
for Resources Development standing up?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I hope the member
for Nickel Belt will never die. I will never
be the shortest again.

Mr. Laughren: That's good enough to close

on, yes. Maybe I will do that

I couldn't close though, without making a

plea, and that is to have, for the first time,
some kind of committee or organization set

up within the Ministry of Treasury, Econom-
ics and Intergovernmental Affairs to take a
serious look—I don't think it has ever been
done—at the problems of the resource com-
munities and whether or not it is possible to

divert a portion of revenues from the mining
corporations to those communities.

At one time there was something called

mining revenue payments. That was not a

tax, I don't think, on the mining companies.
That was just a diversion of provincial reve-

nues to the communities. That was done

away with, and we now have something called

resource equalization grants.

But the word "grant" goes down the wrong
way with me. I really find it remarkable that

all those communities in northern Ontario are

still coming down here and pounding on the

Treasurer's door, month after month after

month. I would like to know, Mr. Speaker,

just what the regional chairman of Sudbury's
annual airplane bill is between Sudbury and
Toronto. I can assure you there are not very

many weeks he is not down here; and the

reason is always the same, he either has a cap
or a tin cup in his hand.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Does the member
mean he didn't come back with any money?

Mr. Lewis: If the provincial secretary gave
him the money he wouldn't have to keep

coming back.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: They are not going
back with any money?

Mr. Laughren: They are going back with

some money, but does the provincial secre-

tary know how they are getting it? By plead-

ing with the government despite the fact that

we sit on a virtual treasure vault of wealth in

the Sudbury basin.

Mr. Lewis: If the government gave him the

money he wouldn't have to sue Jonathan

Manthorpe, for heaven's sake.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He never got to it in

the first place.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I wonder if

the hon. member for Nickel Belt would re-

turn to the principle of the bill?

Mr. Laughren: Yes; well that was an intri-

guing interjection and I really would like to

comment on it, but I will restrain myself.

Mr. Speaker, this bill still provides too

many exemptions. The private sector obvi-

ously is still paying the piper because it is

obviously calling the tune. It is not enough.
We feel this government is not acting in the

best interests of the people of Ontario, and

we suspect that it is because their commit-

ment to the private sector is greater than

their commitment to the people of Ontario

as a whole. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

Centre.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.

Speaker, in connection with these mining tax

amendments, I would Hke to make a few
comments with regard to facts I think should

be carefully considered by the government
with regard to any changes in the mining tax

situation.

I have heard a repeated reference tonight
to the big tycoons and the multi-national cor-

porations. I have heard a constant reference

to these in a manner that doesn't seem to

really relate them to the individuals in this

province. I think we should remember that

they really represent, in their total owner-

ship of these mines and what they get out of

it individually, a very small minority of the

actual ownership and benefit of mines. The
vast majority of the ownership and benefits

are in the hands of hundreds of thousands of

individuals who have life insurance, who have

moneys in pension funds, who have mutual

funds or directly own shares through the in-

vestment of their savings.

The mining industry and the more remote

parts of Ontario have been developed by
enterprising prospectors and also enterprising

people with savings. Instead of buying colour

TV or other consumer goods or whatever are

the popular goods of the day, they invested

their savings hoping they could gain and have

something for the future, and in doing so

they opened up our north country.

Mr. Ferrier: The member should say "in

addition to" rather than "instead of."

Mr. Deacon: The fact is the alternative

would have been for us to invest our own
tax funds, our government dollars in the

enterprise. I haven't seen evidence in any
province, or any part of this country or any
other country, where a government enterprise
has really given any sort of eflBcient or efi^ec-

tive means of developing any sort of resources.

Mr. Young: Less than 10 per cent of the

people own shares.

Mr. Deacon: The member is talking about
less than 10 per cent of the people owning
shares. He is not correct. When we talk

about investment, a large number have shares

through their life insurance premiums and
their pension funds, particularly those two
areas are a major source of savings in this

country.

Mr. Young: Oh, but they get no benefit

out of those.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Lewis: Does the member realize that

when BC bought into West Coast Trans-
mission the share value went up?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon. mem-
ber for York Centre has the floor.

Mr. Lewis: If we bought a controlling
share of International Nickel, we would get
a better return.

Mr. Deacon: I understand the point of

what they're saying, and whether they inter-

fere or not we'll get to that later on, as to

what we might be doing to improve the con-

fidence of investors and where government
can ensure that it can have a better under-

standing and a better share of what comes

through.

I want to point out, though, that private

enterprise is more than just International

Nickel or Noranda or these big outfits. There
are a lot of small outfits and there are a lot

of small people who are effected by whatever
we do to them.

I think it's important that we realize when
we set rules we should set rules that are

not changed without pretty careful considera-

tion of what those changes will do. After all

there are some major risks involved in any
sort of development, whether it be in mining,
resource development or in other types of

development.

To have a standard of living in a country
we should be setting the rules, and I cer-

tainly agree the rules should include proper
concern for safety and proper concern for

reinvestment of funds in the community. I

don't disagree with those factors. And they
should have a proper rate of tax; but let's

set those things and don't drastically change
them and upset the confidence of people who
put up their savings in the middle of the

game.
After all, it takes an average of about $25

million to find a mine. Sometimes they've
been lucky and have found one with a few
thousand dollars, but that's very rare. It cer-

tainly is rare nowadays. It takes another good

many millions of dollars—hundreds of mil-

lions in many cases—actually to get that thing
into operation and get it producing and get-

ting the dollars out to the investors.

The next thing we must remember is the

very major changes in commodity prices. Last

year when the former Treasurer brought in

this tax change proposal the price of copper
was $1.50 and he thought it was going to go
higher. Where did it go to? It went to 65
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cents in the matter of a few months. That's

quite a change in price. What had happened
in the meantime is the same thing that is

happening to aluminum and to several other

metal commodity prices. There has been a

major change in the markets in that period.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: They should have

kept the member for High Park out of it.

If they had kept him out of it, it would have

been more stable.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Deacon: It is a very soft market in

aluminum and sales have dropped away off.

Everything like that is subject to volatile

markets and we must recognize that. That's

the second risk to which investors have to

give consideration.

When we bring in sudden changes in taxes

so that we do get well over the level of tax

that was taken into account when a new mine
is developed, then I think we have to recog-
nize what we do to the most important people
in this, that is those who put their money at

risk, whether through pension funds or

through life insurance policies or directly.

Because here we have today many pension
funds which are in jeopardy because the value

of their securities have plunged—sure they've

plunged because of the general market levels

and investor confidence in the world-

Mr. Young: The member is talking about

free enterprise, so-called.

Mr. Deacon: —but I am talking about the

factor you have to have in every situation

when you've got to liquidate funds and pro-
vide funds-

Mr. Young: It is a free-enterprise system-

Mr. Lewis: The member for York Centre

is the only man who can make the Minister

without Portfolio appear left of centre. I can-

not believe this.

Mr. Deacon: Maybe so, maybe so.

Mr. Lewis: The Liberals are so right wing
I can't believe it.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I just told him that.

Mr. Deacon: The NDP's idea is that the

only way a government can ever develop

something is for—

Mr. Lewis: I cannot believe that the prov-
ince will move to the right.

Mr. Deacon: —the member for Scarborough
West to be controlling some enterprise.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Lewis: You don't have to control it.

Mr. Deacon: The member doesn't realize

that this country has been built by enterpris-

ing people who have a choice—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I just told him that.

Mr. Lewis: Did the minister just tell him
that? I can't believe this. Day in and day
out—

Mr. Speaker: Order, please, the hon. mem-
ber for York Centre has the floor.

Mr. Deacon: Right now we have a situa-

tion where a major mining company, like

Noranda for example, which is selling at five

times its earnings—in order for it to raise new
money for new development it would have to

have a profit of 40 per cent before tax if the

tax rate was 50 per cent. That certainly is

an impossible thing for us to have to see in

the way of a potential return to justify some-

thing-

Mr. Lewis: Now it is in defence of

Noranda.

Mr. Young: What are Noranda's reserves?

Mr. Deacon: The member thinks of re-

serves in terms of cash on hand, doesn't he?

They don't have cash on hand. Reserves have

to be mined before they get the cash out of

it. They have to be developed and sold.

Insofar as all these things are concerned—

whether it's the oil companies or the mining

companies—they don't always have the cash

on hand to do all the things that the member
thinks they should be able to do because they

have millions or hundreds of millions on their

balance sheets. They have to go and raise

dough in the markets-

Mr. Lewis: Good Lord, it is just incredible.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: You can't tell—

Mr. Deacon: I think it is incredible that

the member thinks that magically somebody
is going to—

Mr. Stokes: Boy, does this member ever

make the Tories look good.

Mr. Deacon: Maybe I make them look

good.

Mr. Sneaker: Order, please. The hon. mem-
ber for York Centre has the floor.

Mr. Young: Just keep him talking and you
are going to reverse the thing over there.
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Mr. Singer: A few lines from the member
for Scarborough West and ofiE they go.

Mr. Deacon: That's right. My colleague

from Nipissing pointed out to us an approach
that I think should be considered by govern-

ment.

Mr. Lewis: Stop taxing-

Mr. Deacon: That is that we start to invest

the proceeds we get from royalties in the

shares of the companies themselves—

Mr. R. S. Smith: That is not what I said.

Mr. Lewis: No, I said-

Mr. Deacon: —and have a government
interest in them—buy into them. We've sug-

gested that in a select committee report on

the mining industry and I think that we have

seen evidence of where this has worked very

successfully to the profit of government and

to the public and the shareholder.

This is in the case of British Petroleum and

its development over the last 60 years or

more. In 1914 the then Anglo Iranian Oil Co.

found itself in severe financial difficulties and

the UK government invested funds which

gave it a 50 per cent ownership interest. At

that time the government agreed that it

would be a shareholder but it would not

interfere with the operations of the Anglo
Iranian company which is now called British

Petroleum. It had a veto right over the ap-

pointment of the chairman and chief execu-

tive. It appointed two directors to sit on a

board of about nine or 10, and it left control

with the private enterprise part of the op-
eration.

BP as a result has not been the normal

type of state-owned, stifled operation—it's

been a very enterprising and very successful

operation. At the same time it has given the

public, the owners, the citizens of Britain, a

very profitable source of income over the

years and one which has also given the gov-
ernment a greater understanding of what is

going on in the oil industry itself.

To my mind this is an important approach
that we should consider in order to build

up the knowledge government has about

what's going on in industry—whether it be
the mining industry or any other type of

industry. At the same time it would establish

a rapport and a communication between

government and private enterprise that I

think is essential to the future development
cf our country.

I would like to point out to the minister

that I hope in the future the government of

Ontario will think about moving itself into

an ownership position in partnership with

the mining industry, in the same sort of way
that the government of the UK did some
60 years ago in the oil industry.

I think this is something that could give

us the best of both worlds; were we can

ensure that the public is getting a fair share

of the rewards, but through its government
is also taking some share of the risks. In

that way I am sure that we all can benefit

greatly.

We support this bill; it is a modification

and I think the government should think in

terms of the effect of increases or changes
in the tax levels. It should be doing so much
more in consultation with those who invest

savings so that we don't have public confi-

dence shaken to the extent that people don't

want to invest any of their savings, pension
funds or other income in the development
of our country. I think it's a very important
fact that we should take into account.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Thunder Bay.

Mr. Stokes: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

have listened with a great deal of interest

to the debate thus far. We haven't heard

from any members from the government

side, including the Minister of Natural Re-

sources, who has an interest in this taxing

legislation. I had hoped that some of the

members from northern Ontario, particularly

from the government benches, would have

got up and expressed a point of view. It's

unfortunate that they haven't thus far. Maybe
it's not too late yet.

I want to congratulate the Liberal Party
on its ambivalence with regard to this piece
of legislation. They say they support it in

principle, but have a great deal of difficulty

with many of the sections of the Act that

they seem to be definitely opposed to.

Hon. Mr. White: No, I don't think that's

fair. "Fighting Bob" came down tough on

both sides of every argument he made to-

night.

Mr. Stokes: Well, I've often wondered,

every time I hear one of them get up to

speak on a piece of important legislation

like this—

Mr. Singer: Jealousy will get the member
nowhere.

Mr. Stokes: —how they manage to get

over the fence without hurting themselves.

Mr. Singer: The common bond of jealousy.
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Mr. Stokes: One of these days a foot is

going to slip and there is going to be a

catastrophe.

Mr. Deacon: They are not all bad over

there.

Mr. Stokes: They are jumping from one

side of the fence to the other; but mainly

sitting on the fence most of the time.

Mr. Haggerty: The member for Thimder

Bay is going to set us straight.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon. mem-
ber for Thunder Bay is speaking.

Hon. Mr. White: He doesn't listen very

well, does he?

Mr. Haggerty: He's going to nationalize

everything—even the government.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Stokes: For anybody who knows as

little about natural resources as the member
for Welland South, he has a lot of gall even

interjecting.

Mr. Lewis: That's right, believe me.

Mr. Stokes: He has such unmitigated gall.

If there is anybody who knows less about
natural resources in this chamber, it's got to

be the member from Welland.

Mr. Speaker: Will the hon. member return

to the principle of the bill?

An hon. member: This is the member for

Welland South. The member for Welland

(Mr. Momingstar) sits over there.

Mr. Stokes: Welland South.

Mr. Lewis: He just processes the resources

that are found in the north.

Mr. Stokes: I think there has been only one

piece of knowledge emanate from the

soeeches given thus far from members of the

Liberal Party. It came from a northerner, the

member for Nipissing. He highlighted what
I think is the major problem of the mining
industry from the perspective of someone
from northern Ontario.

I think the Minister of Natural Resources

is in a position, if he chooses to do so, to

echo the sentiments of every member coming
from northern Ontario—regardless of his polit-

ical stripe or his political leaning.

Has there ever been an industry that has

exploited the resources of the north and left

so little behind? Has there ever been an in-

dustry that has done it to the extent that the

mining industry has done it? If there has, I

wouldn't know what industry it was.

When one looks at the inability of the

communities that act as the dormitory com-

munity to tax and get a fair return from the

mining activities to provide basic amenities

for people who work in that industry and

who provide well in excess of $2 billion

worth of new wealth each year to the econ-

omy of this province, I don't have to remind
both the ministers, who are having a little

tete-^-tete, about the incredible problems
that mining communities are having and of

the mining communities that have gone down
the drain as a result of the depletion of ore

reserves in so many communities throughout
northern Ontario.

I am not competent to speak in a personal

way about all of the problems of mining com-
munities in northeastern Ontario. I am sure

that there are other people in the House who
can speak with a much greater degree of con-

viction and knowledge, having regard to that

part of the province, than I can. But I can

speak with some degree of knowledge, hav-

ing regard for communities like Geraldton

and Beardmore, which were communities that

owed their being and their very existence to

gold mining operations where the ore re-

serves have long since gone and so have the

mining companies, along with any viability

that they may have hoped for.

Ways and means have been suggested on

numerous occasions in this House wherebv

the mining companies, at the urging of both

the federal and the provincial governments,
could have provided for the ultimate day
when the mining companies would have

walked out when those ores were depleted.

The mining companies didn't see fit to set up
a fund to provide for some degree of viability

after they moved out. The people who took

up residence there and had a modest equity
in their homes and the small businessmen

who set up enterprises based on the mining
wealth in that area have been left to pick

up the pieces. And this is a government which

presumably is the champion of the free enter-

prise system, the large and the small entre-

preneurs.

I want to ask the two ministers what the

former Treasurer and the Minister of Natural

Resources have done to ameliorate the effects

of the closing of mining operations where

they have left the workers to hold the bag
and to pay for whatever services they have

in small communities. What has this govern-
ment done to ameliorate the effects of the
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closing of a mining enterprise? It has done

nothing but leave the small businessmen to

pick up the pieces and offered no alternative

ol any consequence for them to remain viable

as a community.
It's very, very interesting to read an article

in the Dryden Observer of Nov. 21, 1974,
where they quote Mr. Norman H. Wadge,
executive director of the Ontario Mining As-

sociation, when he says:

We need development in northern On-
tario and the time has come for govern-
ment to implement the necessary far-reach-

ing policies that will make the develop-
ment a reality. To date, the mining industry
has been by far the economic mainstay of

northern Ontario and, given a reasonable

stable tax climate, it will continue to be.

Hon. Mr. White: The Liberals have all left

the House. The member has driven them all

out.

Mr. Stokes: That's fine.

Mr. Lewis: He hasn't driven them out.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Ferrier: They talked about the fact

that there were so few of the NDP and now
they are all gone.

Mr. Stokes: Yes.

Mr. Speaker: Would the hon. member re-

turn to the principle of the bill and never
mind the interjections?

Mr. Lewis: What do you mean? He never
minds them.

Mr. Stokes: I thought I was right on the

principle of this bill. It's the interjections
that are irrelevant.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Why can't

you keep that fellow quiet, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Stokes: I want to know from the two
ministers over there who are responsible what
has the mining industry done for communities
in northern Ontario after it picked up its

marbles and went home? What have the two
ministers sitting there with grins on their

faces done on behalf of mining communities
in the north whose economy was based

wholly and solely on the extraction of ore of
all natures, whether it be base metals,
whether it be gold or whether it be iron

ore?

Mr. Ferrier: They have delivered the

eulogy.

Mr. Stokes: Let me point out a situation

that exists—

Hon. Mr. Bernier: There is more growth in

Geraldton today than there was 20 years ago.

Mr. Stokes: Oh, but it is the service in-

dustry.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Don't play down Gerald-
ton all the time.

Mr. Stokes: I am not playing down Gerald-

ton, I know Geraldton very well. I know
Geraldton a lot better than the minister does.

Does he know what the prime industry in

Geraldton today is?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Forestry.

Mr. Stokes: No, it isn't. The biggest single

employer of manpower in the town of Gerald-

ton right now is education. \

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Solicitor General): All

right, we can take credit for that.

Mr. Stokes: Getting back to the taxing
structure in the Province of Ontario, I will

tell the minister what the single most aggra-

vating problem of the people of Geraldton
is. It is the dormitory community for over

400 woodsworkers associated with the forest

industry, but their tax mix is just simply scan-

dalous. They can't afford all of the social

amenities that they have a right to but can't

pay for, because of their inability in the first

instance to tax the gold mining industry and
in the second instance their inability to tax

the forestry industry. They are still a dormi-

tory community as they were for the gold

mining industry. They are now the dormi-

tory community for the forest products indus-

try and they don't get a penny in direct tax

from it.

Let me ask the minister how much easier

it would have been for communities like Red
Lake, a gold mining community, that owes
its existence wholly and solely to the ability
of those miners to extract ore at a profit, if

they could tax the mining industry. I want
to ask the minister how much the residents

of Red Lake are paying for water and sewer.

Could he please tell me?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: I believe it is under

$200 a year.

Mr. Stokes: It is my understanding that it's

just a little over $300 a year, Mr. Speaker.
Those are the figures that were provided me
by the Ministry of the Environment under
the provincial water and sewage plan.
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How much easier would it have been for

those people to underwrite the cost of pro-

viding basic services if they had the ability
to tax the mining industry in a way that they
too would bear their fair share of the cost of

providing services to their own workers. Let
me ask the Minister of Natural Resources yet
another question.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: There is only one mine
in the municipality of Red Lake and that's

been there for only a short period of time.

Mr. Stokes: I am talking about the area
known as the Red Lake gold mining camp.
It's Balmertown, Cochenour and Campbell-
Red Lake. I am talking about the people
who live in that group of communities and
their inability to tax directly or through funds

provided by this government. At one time in

our history we had the mining revenue pay-
ments. As inadequate as they were, at least

they had something on a per capita basis that

provided some stability for them.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: On a point of order,
Mr. Speaker, could I just correct the hon.

member? He is leaving a false impression
with regard to the municipalities of Balmer-
town and Cochenour. The Cochenour com-

munity was established by the Cochenour
Willans gold mine. I would invite the mem-
ber to go up and see just what that mining

company has done. A complete townsite was
established by the company itself, a modem
arena with artificial ice was completed, and

special emphasis was given to assisting our
native people.

The townsite was totally constructed by
the mining company, the Cochenour Willans
Mine.

Mr. Laughren: The minister is defensive
for them, isn't he? He sure defends them
well.

Mr. Singer: This is not a point of order
at all. What point of order is he talking
about?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Go over to Balmertown
and see that community and its improvement
district It's one of the most modem com-
munities in the Province of Ontario—again,
assisted by the mining industry. But to sit

there and say they're not doing anything is

entirely incorrect and I have to correct that.

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government
Services): Right on. Right on.

Mr. Laughren: Isn't he sensitive? He is so
consistent.

Mr. Lawlor: If the minister wishes to join

the debate he will have an opportunity.

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps the hon. member
might continue his remarks?

Mr. Stokes: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

am saying to the hon. members over there

who think this is a great Act that they
haven't even scratched the surface in tapping
the available wealth that's generated by those

residents of those communities, those who
actually work in the mining industry. They
haven't even begun to tap the amount of

wealth that is available to provide basic

amenities for those people who are respon-
sible for creating that new wealth.

Let me refer the House, Mr. Speaker, to

a conference that was held recently in

Quetico Centre, about 10 days ago, when
the topic of conversation and our terms of

reference were to outline our manpower re-

quirements between now and 1980, as it

pertains to the mining industry, the forest

products industry, the tourist industry and
the service industry. We had representatives
from all of those industries. We had mine

managers, we had pulp and paper managers,
we had entrepreneurs, we had representa-
tives from all of the major communities. And
they were unanimous—they were unanimous
—in the conclusion that both governments,
federal and provincial, and all of the com-

panies involved, if they were going to pro-
vide a stable work force, were going to have
to pull up their socks.

We had people representing the mining
company who said they had failed, that they
hadn't lived up to their obligation to pro-
vide a proper working environment and

pioper social amenities in their communities.
The forest products industries came to the

same conclusion. The elected representatives
of all of the communities there said the same

thing. There was a unanimous consensus that

all of the companies had failed to provide a

proper working atmosphere, not only to at-

tract but once they did attract to retain the

kind of people and the numbers of people,
whether they be professional, skilled or

semi-skilled, in order to provide for the tre-

mendous amount of expansion we are capa-
ble of achieving in northwestern Ontario.

It may not be common knowledge to

everybody in this House, but we've got over

$2 billion in new expansion on the drawing
board. A good deal of it is based wholly and

solely on our ability to exploit, in an orderly

way, both our mineral and our forest re-

sources. If this government isn't going to

take it upon itself, first of all to collect the
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wealth, and then once it collects it, to retain

it and direct it back into the north from
whence it came, it isn't going to have the

degree of development that northwestern

Ontario is capable of achieving.

These aren't my words, Mr. Speaker. This

is a consensus that was arrived at in dis-

cussions with officials from mining com-

panies, with officials from pulp and paper
industries and a broad consensus of the pri-
vate sector, in co-operation with all of the

municipal officiajs in northwestern Ontario.

All I'm saying is that if we are going to

achieve those aims, if we are going to

achieve the degree of development we're

capable of achieving in northern Ontario, we
must provide services and social amenities
in those communities, and the only way
we're going to be able to achieve that is

by us, through this government—and when
I say us, I am talking about everybody liv-

ing in northwestern Ontario, and I am sure
the argument is equally valid in northeastern

Ontario. If we are going to satisfy those who
are presently living in northern Ontario, and
those who we hope to attract to northern

Ontario, the government is going to have to

provide a quality of life that is at least equal
to and better than is available any place in

the Province of Ontario.

The only way the government is going to

achieve it is by extracting from our extrac-
tive industries a sufficient amount of capital
in order to be able to achieve those ends.

They are not doing it at the present time;
and if the government feels that it is getting
a fair share of the mining activity in northern
Ontario at the present time, it means that its

priorities are way out of whack, because the

quality of life in many, many areas of north-
western Ontario is going downhill at the ex-

pense of increased industrial and commercial

development in other parts of the province
that really don't need it. It is only adding to

the problems and the frustrations of gather-

ing large numbers of people in a relatively
few centres down around the "golden horse-

shoe," and it is going to come back to haunt
this government.

I am saying the government has an oppor-

tunity to reverse this trend; to divert that

development up into northern Ontario where
it is badly needed. I suggest the government
do that by its taxing methods. It has it within
its power to do it. The government has fum-
bled the ball up until now.

The only way it is going to accomplish
that—and it is something it is going to have
to accomplish, or some other party will do

it—is by rearranging its priorities in order to

get a fair share of the economic wealth that

is being created daily by those workers in the

mining industry in northern Ontario and

diverting it back up to provide a quality of

life that will make it more attractive for them
to continue to live there and to attract even
more numbers to live there to take care of

the expansion that is on the drawing board.

That's the only way this government is going
to get northern Ontario out of the doldrums
and into the mainstream of social, economic
and cultural development within this province.

I just have two other small comments that

I want to make, and this is in reference to

the complete neglect of the plea of the very,

very small mining company in the Province

of Ontario at the present time. This govern-
ment doesn't talk to any of the really small

ones. I know there is something in there that

says the first $100,000 are tax free, but does

this government know that most of the major
finds in the Province of Ontario at the pres-
ent time weren't found by these great big,

sophisticated companies like International

Nickel, Noranda and Falconbridge? They
were usually found by some little guy going
out and scratching with a pick and shovel.

He would come up with what looked like an

interesting bet. He did all the groundwork
and then, after it had almost proved itself,

some big mining company came in, took it

over and developed it.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: What have the feds

done about that?

Mr. Stokes: I don't know what the feds

have done for that.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Killed them with their

taxation policy.

Mr. Stokes: What I am saying is if this

government is really and truly and sincerely

interested in getting greater mining develop-
ment in the north, it has to pay more atten-

tion to the little guy. And when I say the

little guy, I am talking about the individual

prospector.

Hon. Mr. White: This bill does this.

Mr. Stokes: Pardon?

Hon. Mr. White: This bill does this.

Mr. Stokes: No, it doesn't.

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, it does.

Mr. Stokes: No, it doesn't. There is not

one penny of incentive for an individual

prospector.
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Hon. Mr. White: This is a tax bill which
allows for a big write-off of preproduction
expenses, which we have never done before.

Mr. Stokes: That's assuming that he has

got $50,000 or $100,000 of his ovm money to

go out and do it.

Hon. Mr. White: It is a thoroughly good
mining tax.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Does the mem-
ber have further remarks to make?

Mr. Stokes: Yes, I have a few more re-

marks to make.

Mr. Speaker: Would the member care to

move the adjournment of the debate?

Mr. Stokes moves the adjournment of the

debate.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. White: It lowers taxes on all

mining companies in the Province of Ontario
with an annual profit of less than $1.3 million.

Why doesn't the member read the bill?

Mr. Laughren: The minister will get his

chance.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Before I move the ad-

journment of the House I would like to say
that tomorrow we'll proceed further with the

consideration of this particular bill. There will

be two others; there will be Bill 179 and
Bill 118 to deal with, then the conclusion of

the budget debate and the bill in accordance

with that debate. I would assume we could

look at something like Thursday, if the House
feels that way, for prorogation.

Mr. Breithaupt: Could I ask the House
leader before adjournment if any considera-

tion is given to sitting on Wednesday in case

that day would be necessary, depending on

the outcome of the debate?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Unfortunately I have

to inform my friend that the cabinet will be

meeting in Oshawa on Wednesday.

iMr. Lewis: There goes that seati

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. L. M. Reilly (Eglinton): Mr. Speaker,
earlier today some students from North To-

ronto Collegiate had a tour of the legislative

buildings. They are in the west gallery now,

accompanied by their teacher, Mr. Batt. I

know the members here would like to join
with me in giving them a welcome.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

RESTRUCTURING OF PUBLIC UTILITIES

Hon. D. R. Timbrell (Minister of Energy):
Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to announce tiie

approval of guidelines for the restructuring
of electric utilities in areas or regions covered

by restructured local government. The guide-
lines emanate from the report of the govern-
ment committee on the restructuring of public
utilities chaired by Mr. William Hogg, presi-
dent of Great Lakes Power. The committee
included representation from the Ontario

Municipal Electric Association, the Provincial-

Municipal Liaison Committee, the Association

of Municipal Electric Utilities, the Ministry
of Treasury, Economics and Intergovern-
mental Affairs and Ontario Hydro.

Mr. Speaker, the committee is to be com-
plimented on the resolution of many conten-
tious issues which heretofore have hindered
the restructuring of electrical distribution sys-
tems in areas now served by regional govern-
ment.

In those regions where local authorities

wish to proceed with the restructuring pro-
cess, I intend to call meetings of representa-
tives of the municipal governments involved,
the electric utilities, Ontario Hydro and other

interested bodies, with a view to expediting
arrangements for the quickest possible resolu-

tion of the situation.

I wish to emphasize that the initiation of

restructuring will be at the local level. We
will only take part in restructuring studies

and programmes when we are invited to do
so by the local authorities. Recognizing that

in the future other counties may wish to

inaugurate studies leading towards overall
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restructuring, we will be available to parti-

cipate at their invitation.

In some of the regions affected I under-
stand that exhaustive, detailed studies have

already been conducted, by Ontario Hydro
and in some cases the local utilities. Much
groundwork has therefore already been done
which could simplify and expedite the process
of restructuring.

The guidelines call for maximum input at

the local level to ensure that any restructur-

ing of utilities is carried out to best serve

local interests. Equitable rate structures for all

customers within the region would be a

primary objective.

The guidelines allow for local discussion

on the question of appointed or elected offi-

cials. I recognize that some of the guidelines

suggested by the Hogg committee may in-

deed not receive local support. The govern-
ment makes it clear that consideration will be

given to alternative solutions put forward by
local authorities in support of an early resolu-

tion of the problem.
I am assured by Ontario Hydro that the

corporation stands ready to assist local util-

ities and municipalities with necessary tech-

nical advice and support.

I am tabling today a statement entitled

"The Restructuring of Public Utilities" which
describes in detail the guidelines related to

restructxiring of public utilities.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): When are we

going to hear the minister on energy policy?

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON
PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

Hon. M. Birch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development): Mr. Speaker, it is with

great pleasure that I announce today the

establishment of the Ontario Advisory Council

on the Physically Handicapped; and it is with

pride that I tell members that the chairman-

ship has been accepted by Mr. Edward

Dunlop, the distinguished former member of

this Legislature.

Mr. Speaker, more than half a million On-
tario residents are physically handicapped and

more than one third of them have a very
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severe disability. They are in every age group
and in every income group.
The council, with its chairman and 18

members, will provide a direct voice to gov-
ernment. It is our intention to seek the advice
of those, who through no fault of their own,
encounter problems with many of the facets

of life which the rest of us take for granted.
Some of those who will serve on the coun-

cil are physically handicapped. All of them
have worked on behalf of the handicapped
and have shared in their heartaches and their

victories.

Under the terms of reference, the Council
for the Physically Handicapped has been
asked:

1. To advise the government of Ontario on
matters pertaining to the well-being of the

physically handicapped.
2. To further promote the development and

creation of opportunities for self help for the

physically handicapped to their satisfaction

and advantage.
3. To review current policies which have a

bearing on handicaps involving the areas of

education, employment, reh3)ilitation, in-

come maintenance, health measures, services
and facilities—including government—housing,
transportation, recreation, guardianship and
other related services.

This is the fourth advisory council ap-
pointed that reports through me as Provincial

Secretary for Social Development. I am con-
fident that the members of this council, like

those on the Status of Women, Multicultural-
ism and Senior Citizen Advisory Councils,
will help us to find solutions to their prob-
lems in their own way.

Mr. Speaker: I recognize the member for
York North.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Mr.
Speaker, it has just been drawn to my atten-
tion we have a very distinguished guest in

our galleries today. Present in the visitors

gallery today, along with his fellow students
from Earl Haig Secondary School in North
York, is Howard Kotchie, who at the age of

13, in the year 1973, competed for and won
both the Ontario provincial and Canadian
national championship for singles 10-pin
bowling in the bantam division.

Howard was born in North York on Sept. 4,
1959. He intends to compete this year for

both championships and has already qualified
in the preliminary competition. He is a fine

example of our Canadian youth on the move.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Mr. Speaker, just while we are in the mood.

I know you would like to welcome a former

colleague and friend of us all, Mr. George
Bukator, the mayor of Niagara Falls.

Mr. Speaker: I am sure we would.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mayor of all the people.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The leader of the Opposition.

SALES TAX ON AUTOMOBILES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like to put a

question to the Minister of Revenue. Is he

prepared to change his policy statement yes-

terday which indicated he would not refund
the sales tax on the cost reduction portion of

the automobile sales, in view of the fact that

recent statistics show that unemployment in

this province has jumped from 4.6 per cent

to six per cent in one month, twice as big an

increase in unemployment as any other prov-
ince?

Hon. A. K. Meen (Minister of Revenue):
Mr. Speaker, the application of the tax in

cases like that, I would suggest, would have

—well, I suppose I would want to leave that

perhaps to the judgement of others, such as

the Treasurer (Mr. McKeough), but I would

expect it would have little if any impact on
the transaction.

Mr. Roy: Ah, that's wrong. It's about $35.

Hon. Mr. Meen: That is as to whether the

transaction is completed or is not completed.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): How
would the minister know?

Hon. Mr. Meen: I have learned there is

another way in which at least one company,
I understand, has been able to accomplish
the same end as suggested by the hon. mem-
ber, namely by rebating the money through
the dealer for the reduction in the sale price
of the vehicle. On that basis then, the net

cost of the vehicle is the amount upon which
the tax is based, rather than the larger sum.

The companies that have taken the other

route are of course dealing in a third-party

relationship, and my ministry doesn't have
the audit facilities to get involved with deter-

mining whether in fact there has been a sale

price at a lesser amount. By the terms of the

Retail Sales Tax Act the sale has taken place
at the larger price, and I don't think I would
be in a position to treat those any differently.
There is a mechanism though, as I've indi-

cated, which at least one company is follow-

ing by way of that rebate.
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I hasten to add that in doing it that way,
it strikes me that it might be prejudicial to

the purchaser if he is endeavouring to finance

the purchase of that vehicle to the full extent.

If, for example, the financing company be-

hind the transaction is prepared to go to say,
80 per cent of the sale price, and if the sale

price is reduced by the $400, $500 or $600

rebate, then the extent of the financing would
also be reduced. However, if the transaction

is completed in the other manner at the larger

price, on which sales taxes of course then

have to be calculated, but then the pur-

chaser receives his rebate direct from the

manufacturer, that rebate has not influenced

his arrangements for financing. So it might
be for that reason—perhaps there are others—

that some of the manufacturers have chosen

to take the direct route from manufacturer to

customer rather than through their own
dealers.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Since

the minister and I and some others believe

in the free enterprise system, and the car

manufacturing companies are dipping into

their profits to spur the sales of cars and

therefore to spur employment in the auto

industry, would not this imaginative minister

—and he must be imaginative when we look

at some of the legislation he has brought
forward-

Mr. Roy: The Land Speculation Tax Act

and things like that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —couldn't he find some

procedure whereby the $35 maximum pay-

ment, which in my view he is keeping un-

fairly, could be returned to the purchaser?
I would think that even the publicity asso-

ciated with it would be a spur to car buying.

Mr. Roy: He could put his name on the

rebate cheques.

Hon. Mr. Meen: Mr. Speaker, we have in-

vestigated the possibility of some kind of

approach like that, but the hon. member
must remember that the Act has certain

definitions in it as to what constitutes a
contract. This is a transaction tax, and I

am afraid that living within that Act, I

have not tried to find a way around it so

much as to try to indicate to the manufac-
turers and the dealers that there is a way
in which their transaction could be exempt
with respect to the discount inasmuch as it

could be sent back through the dealer if

they wished to do it that way.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Supple-
mentary?

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary.

Mr. Singer: Wouldn't the minister agree
there are sufiicient discretions in the statute

to allow him to exercise his discretions

which are really designed to allow the min-

ister to get at the real intent, the real essence

and the real thrust of the transaction?

Couldn't he use those discretions, which he
insisted that the Legislature give him when
those statutes went through the House?

Hon. Mr. Meen: Mr. Speaker, I am not

convinced there is a discretion that is reposed
in me as the minister with respect to that

kind of provision. There is discretion in

section 8 of the Ministry of Revenue Act
itself to do that by way of order in council,

but each one of those would have to be a

specific decision.

Mr. Speaker: Does the Leader of the Op-
position have further questions?

NORTH PICKERING AIRPORT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like to put a

question to the Minister of the Environment:

Has he recommended to his cabinet colleagues
that communication be sent to the govern-
ment of Canada recommending the abandon-
ment of the programme to build an airport
p.^ Pickering, or has he personally contacted

the federal Minister of Transport in this

regard?

Hon. W. Newman (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Speaker, if I heard the

question correctly, I have made the responses
that are necessary as the member represent-

ing the riding of Ontario South; if the mem-
ber cares to read the news media, he will

see exactly what I have done.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Since the

news media prompted the question, what has

the minister done in response to a quote in

his personal report from the Legislature in

the Pickering Post, Feb. 6, where he says,

and I quote:

That is why I strongly urge everyone
in opposition to the plan to get in touch

immediately with the federal Minister of

Transport. It may be our last chance to

express opposition.

If that is so, wouldn't he consider that he,
as a minister of the Crown, has a responsi-

bility, speaking for this cabinet, to express
that view; that surely this cabinet could

stop that airport with a phone call, if in

fact it wanted to?
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Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, the

Leader of the Opposition party has asked me
a question as far as the cabinet is concerned-

Mr. Roy: Answer the question.

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): Just wait a minute!

Hon. W. Newman: I will tell the member
this much, Mr. Speaker, the hon. Jean Mar-
chand and his cabinet colleagues are sitting

down there waffling, sitting on their fannies;

they have gone through two sets of hearings.
The member knows it's a political decision

that has to be made in Ottawa and don't

try to pin it on anybody else.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: By God, I didn't mean
to turn him on that way. I would simply put
a question to the minister as another supple-

mentary.

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): Don't try that

again.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Certainly our policy is

clear in this; what is the policy of the gov-
ernment? Do they want the airport to con-

tinue or not? What is the government's

policy? What is the minister's policy?

Hon. W. Newman: We just told the mem-
ber what we did.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Surely we can
ask questions with a little less noise. I don't

mean the noise from the members asking

-questions, but the surrounding noise. Is there

an answer?

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): This is

a rowdy place.

Hon. W. Newman: I don't really know
what their policy is over there. I don't think

:they can ever really sort it out.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Our policy is that it

should not go forward, and we have ex-

pressed it clearly. What's the government's

policy? The minister is part of the govern-
ment. What's his policy?

Interjections bv hon. members.

'

. Mr. Speaker: Order please. Does the

Leader of the Opposition have further ques-
tions?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: On a non-controversial

subject—since he really doesn't know what

their policy is—and this is to the Attorney
General-

Interjections by hon. members.

PINBALL MACHINES

Mr. R. F. Nixom This is non-controversial

and perhaps almost as important. In a visit to

Ryerson a week ago, it was brought to my
attention that there seems to he an uneven

application of the enforcement of the federal

law prohibiting the use of pinball machines.

Can the Attorney General tell us the status of

that law as far as the application in Ontario

is concerned; and why pinball machines seem
to be used in many parts of the province
without any problem, but we have raiding

squads going down to Ryerson saying that if

they are continued in use it will be desig-

nated a common gaming house or something
like that?

Mr. Roy: Don't they have anything better

to do?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Provincial Secretary
for Justice and Attorney General): I will be

glad to tell the Leader of the Opposition; as

long as I don't turn him on again, that's all.

Under the Criminal Code, pinball machines

fall within the definition of slot machines and

are forbidden.

Mr. Roy: That's not what the judges say.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

H<m. Mr. Clement: I am telling the mem-
ber what the Criminal Code says. In some

jurisdictions the police have been directed by
the provincial authorities, who have the re-

sponsibility for carrying out the provisions of

the Criminal Code, not to prosecute or lay

charges under those sections.

It was drawn to my attention yesterday by
a member of the House that the federal Min-

ister of Justice had written to someone at

Ryerson, I believe, positively indicating, at

least from my reading of the letter, that he

intended to introduce legislation very shortly

to amend the Criminal Code to permit the

keeping and using of pinball machines. On
the strength of that letter, I wrote this morn-

ing to the federal Minister of Justice—I have

had no communication directly with him on

it—asking for his confirmation of that and

when we might anticipate that type of legis-

lation.

Until the legislation is amended there is no

way We can preclude any law oflBcer from
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going out and enforcing those sections of the

Code which are still the law of the land.

Therefore, we find ourselves being placed in

the position of having legislation that appar-

ently is going to be changed, but until it is

changed it is there and must be enforced by
the police officers of this province.

Mr. Singer: Supplementary.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: I think

that the answer is an important one. The thing
that concerns me is why there is an uneven
enforcement across the province. Certainly I

can go and play a game of pinball in certain

areas that I know of in my constituency, or

perhaps in Ottawa itself as somebody has

suggested.

Mr. Rov: Not so much in Ottawa.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why is there this un-

even enforcement, if in fact the minister feels

that he is compelled to enforce the letter of

the law, even though it seems to be an ass?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I can only speak from
the administration of justice side. I must say
that if the law is there then I presume police
forces take different views. Some feel that

they won't bother, and that they can turn

their efforts to other activities of law enforce-

ment. Others feel that while it's there it

should be enforced. Until such time as the

federal legislation is amended, as I stated

earlier, it is a prohibition within the entire

country and it's up to the individual police
forces to take whatever attitude they must. I

am not going to place myself in any position,
and I'm not going to speak for the Solicitor

General (Mr. Kerr), but I'm not going to

direct the Crown Attorneys of this province
not to prosecute it because eventually the

federal law might well be changed.

Mr. Roy: Supplementary.

Mr. Singer: Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. Roy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. In view
of the fact that this has been an ongoing
problem for a couple of years and that there

are conflicting court decisions about inter-

preting the Criminal Code, doesn't the min-
ister have anything better to do than to go
and seize pinball machines? In fact if he is

going to enforce the law-

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Ask your sup-

plementary question.

An hon. member: Sit down. ,

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): Let the

member see his boys in Ottawa.

Mr. Roy: 1 ask the minister, if he is going
to enforce the law, is he going to seize all

machines, including the one in the basement
of my colleague the hon. member for York-

Forest Hill (Mr. Givens)?

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):

And the Albany Club.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I didn't catch the

address there. It's not a matter of having

nothing better to do, it's a matter of this

province being seized with a responsibility,
as the member knows full well, carrying out

the provisions of the Criminal Code.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What about Sunday clos-

ing laws?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. Mr. Clement: If the member finds

that section of the Criminal Code so offen-

sive, why doesn't he put pressure on his col-

leagues at Ottawa to bring it into abeyance?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's what we're doing.
We're raising it in this forimni. The minister is

our Attorney General.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: What's the Liberal

policy?

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The hon. mem-
ber for Downsview wishes to ask a supple-

mentary. This will be the last supplementary
on this question.

Mr. Singer: Would the Attorney General

not agree that the pertinent section of the

Code which relies on the judicial interpreta-
tion as to whether the particular device is a

game of skill or a game of chance is open to

different interpretations? Would he not be

impressed by the fact that the Province of

Nova Scotia not only says that that section of

the Code does not apply to pinball machines,

but licenses them; that the Province of British

Columbia presently has declared a mora-

torium because its Attorney General does not

believe the section can be reasonably inter-

preted against pinball machines; that in

Ottawa there is at least one court decision

which has indicated that these machines do

not come under the Code; and that in Toronto

there's apparently a different view? Wouldn't

the Attorney General believe there should be
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some consistency, and at least pause in the

present enforcement of this section until

there's a definitive court decision or until the

section is changed?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, at this

moment I'm just not aware whether any of

these have gone to the court of appeal-

Mr. Singer: Why doesn't the Attorney
General take one there then?

Hon. Mr. Clement: —to determine if they
fall within the interpretation or definition of

a slot machine. That is the key to this section.

Until such time as such a decision is avail-

able, then I presume they will be interpreted
in different ways by various members of the

criminal branch here in the Province of On-
tario.

Mr. Roy: Which the government has never
heeded.

Hon. \fr. Clement: I must say that I find

it somewhat diflBcult to accept the proposition
recited by the hon. member for Downsview
that the Attorney General from British

Columbia has in his wisdom said: "Let's not

impose the provisions of the Criminal Code
because w^'re not sure what it means."

Mr. Singer: That's what our Attorney
General is doing, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Mr. Clement: The police of this prov-
ince and the courts of this province have

obviously taken difi'erent interpretations.

Mr. Singer: Nova Scotia too.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Until the Code is

changed we're not going to place ourselves in
the position of suspending any provisions of

any federal statute.

Mr. Speaker: Does the Leader of the Op-
position have further questions?

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): How does
the minister know if it relates or not?

Mr. Lewis: Is that Joe Dupuis in the

gallery? The greatest pinball player of all

time is with us today. How is that for

notoriety on your first day back?

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions?

intention on the part of his government to

say anything, to make any economic policy
statement today, on the extraordinary rise in

the unemployment rate in the Province of

Ontario in the figures divulged this morning?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, those

are questions that concern the Treasurer more
than myself. I will consult with him, but I

would say not this afternoon.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Samia): What a

legacy the former Treasurer has left.

Mr. Lewis: May I ask, by way of supple-

mentary—or perhaps I could redirect the

question to the chairman of the cabinet-

Mr. Speaker: If you want to ask a new
question of anyone it is your turn.

Mr. Lewis: —the Minister without Portfolio.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): The
portly Minister without Portfolio.

Mr. Lewis: Can the Minister without Port-

folio indicate what the intention of his

government is, given the jump of 54,000 in

one month in the unemployment rate in the

Province of Ontario? What will the minister

do in terms of the automobile industry, or

perhaps in terms of job creation?

Hon. J. White (Minister without Port-

folio ) : Mr. Speaker, I am sure that Ontario

continues to be the most prosperous juris-

diction in North America.

Mr. L Deans (Wentworth): For those

who are working; for those who work.

Mr. Roy: He should tax the rebate.

Hon. Mr. White: But these particular ques-
tions must be put to the Treasurer.

Mr. Lewis: Is that the answer he is going
to give to the 54,000 who are out of jobs.

Hon. Mr. White: They must be put to the

Treasurer.

Mr. Roy: Why? Doesn't the minister know
the answer?

Hon. Mr. White: Does the member?

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): He
passed that buck pretty fast.

UNEMPLOYMENT
Mr. Lewis: May I begin by asking the

Chairman of Management Board: Is it the

ATHABASCA TAR SANDS

Mr. Lewis: May I ask a question of the

Minister of Energy? On the basis of the
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various press reports that are now emerging
about the Syncrude deal — I don't know how
else to characterize it — what in the minis-

ter's mind is a fair rate of return on invest-

ment which the private companies in the con-

sortium should expect? What did Ontario

enter into?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, during
the course of the discussions there was no

specific figure referred to. We recognized

that, when one tries to pinpoint what the

return will be four or five years from now
when the oil is coming through the pipes, it

is something of an academic question at this

point, not knowing a number of the variables

—the price of world crude among them. So
it is difficult to pinpoint it at this point.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, since

the Premier (Mr, Davis) said he had the

statements, surely he had the Foster Research
Ltd. study, which showed that the breakeven

point is $7.80 a barrel, but that the commer-
cial fea,sibility level, the world level, is $13.45
a barrel, so that the profits of the oil com-

panies, whether measured on rate of return

or measured on the diflPerence, will be some-

thing in the vicinity of $200 million a year or

better? Did Ontario enter into that arrange-
ment knowingly?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: I would have to check
those figures, Mr. Speaker, to verify them,
but I recall a number of figures being dis-

cussed during that day.

Mr. Roy: Was the minister there during
the discussion?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): He was
out getting sandwiches at that time.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: The member must
understand that our major concern, both in

going to Winnipeg in the first place, and in

all the meetings we had beforehand, was to

ensure that the overall Syncrude project and
the development of the Athabasca tar sands

kept on stream.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Even
if he lost his shirt in the process?

Mr. Bullbrook: Mr. Speaker, by way of

supplementary-

Mr. Lewis: Go ahead. I will follow.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Samia with
his supplementary.

Mr. Bullbrook: Yes. Concurrent with those

discussions, was any assurance requested or

given for the continued provision of sweet

crude to the petrochemical industry in

Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, that is

really covered by the letter of, I think March

29, 1974, from the Minister of Energy, Mines
and Resources of Canada to Mr. Ian-

Mr. Bullbrook: That isn't what I asked.

Concurrent with the discussions that took

place, I believe a week ago today, was there,

as a result of Ontario's participation, any as-

surance requested from the Alberta govern-
ment for the continued provision of adequate

supplies of sweet crude to the petrochemical

industry in Ontario? I am not talking about

what happened last March.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, I think

we all went into the discussions with the

assumption that that provision, as laid down
b\ the Minister of Energy, Mines and Re-

sources, would continue to prevail.

Mr. Bullbrook: So there was no assurance.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: We have the assurance

of the federal government.

Mr. Bullbrook: We have no assurance;

we have no assurance.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Scarborough

West with a supplementary.

Mr. Lewis: How did the minister manage
to arrive at what the studies are now show-

ing—a guaranteed rate of return to the oil

companies of between 20 per cent and 23

per cent—which works out to an armual profit

of somewhere between $257 million and

$317 million; and why did Ontario engage
in that kind of underwriting of the oil com-

panies?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, the rate

of return will basically result from the re-

lationship of the project to the world price,

whatever that will be. I can't stand here to-

day, nor can the hon. member for Scar-

borough West, and predict with any certainty

at all what that world price will be in four

or five years, any more than either of us

could have stood here two years ago and

predicted what it will be today.

Mr. Lewis: Does the minister think it will

come down?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: That's a possibility.

Mr. Havrot: That's a ridiculous assump-
tion.
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Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): A supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. I understand

there are certain documents being passed
around and put on desks. I was asked

whether this was proper. I glanced at it, and
it's rather di£ScuIt to make a decision on.

But it was not proper, in my opinion, to

have this material placed on the desks. If the

sender, whoever it is, wished it to go to the

members, it should be done through ordinary
mail. However, I don't know who is passing
it around. I ask him to cease and desist.

Mr. Lewis: What is it?

Mr. Speaker: I don't know the contents,
but it would seem to me more appropriate
to be sent through the mail because it's a

private document. It has nothing to do with
this particular House as far as the sender
is concerned.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Put it in the mail box,

right.

Mr. P. Taylor (Carleton East): Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Yes.

Mr. P. Taylor: I wonder if the Minister

of Energy could confirm whether or not

Ontario's initial position was to offer equity
of $20 million or $50 million?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, our
initial position, going back I guess two weeks
when we met with the government of

Alberta, the government of Canada, various

cf the members of the consortium and other

potential partners, was that we would rather

not be in at all if a large enough investor

could be found in the private sector.

Mr. P. Taylor: What was the minister's

initial offer in Winnipeg?

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): What did
tlie minister put up for Ontario's ante?

Mr. Speaker*: Order please. We have

spent quite a bit of time on this question.
Does the hon. member for Scarborough West
have further questions?

Mr. Lewis: Is the Minister of Health (Mr.

Miller) anywhere in the precincts of the
House?

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, I have a supple-
mentary.

Mr. Speaker: I just mentioned that we've

spent quite a bit of time on this particular

question.

Mr. Sargent: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: We will allow the member
for Grey-Bruce one supplementary.

Mr. Sargent: In view of the fact that

Ottawa is going to lose many hundreds of

millions of dollars in tax revenue because of

depletion and write-offs, did the Minister of

Energy in his discussions get to the point of

how much Ontario is going to lose in a
similar way?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, I would

say to the hon. member that in fact Ontario
is going to gain on all fronts. No. 1, we are

in consort with the governments of Alberta
and Canada working to ensure that the de-

velopment of the tar sands proceeds, which
the Liberal Party supports.

No. 2, we are ensuring that the contracts

which have been let in Ontario will proceed,

thereby safeguarding jobs; and we are ensuring
that further contracts will be let in Ontario
to produce more jobs in Ontario. So we gain
all round.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Scarborough
West.

Mr. Lewis: I have one other question of

the Minister of Energy on this subject. What
contracts have been let and will be let in

Ontario? What is the exact amount and can

the minister tell us the number of jobs which
he predicts will be created within this prov-
ince?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, I believe

the figure let to date is about $105 million oi

$110 million, projected to go to $248 million.

Mr. Lewis: And what about the number of

jobs?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: I can get that for the

hon. member. I haven't it readily at hand.

Mr. Speaker: Are there any further ques-
tions?

Mr. Lewis: No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of Revenue has

the answer to a question previously asked.

CUT IN MINISTERS' SALARIES

Hon. Mr. Meen: Mr. Speaker, on Tuesday,
Feb. 4 last, the hon. member for Sarnia

asked me whether a gift to the Crown is a

taxable exemption and whether, therefore,

ministers will get the benefit of at least 50
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per cent of the donation to the Treasury with

respect to their federal income tax.

Mr. Roy: We can't hear the minister.

Hon. Mr. Meen: In confirmation of the

view I expressed at that time, Mr. Speaker,
I've been advised that under section 110

(l)(b) of the Federal Income Tax Act, gifts to

the Crown are deductible from taxable in-

come for purposes of calculating income tax.

In this regard, I refer the hon. member to the

precise wording of the Act for determination

of how this provision might apply in any

given case.

Mr. Bullbrook: By way of a supplementary,
am I correct then in assuming that although
the Treasury, in right of Ontario, secures

some benefit, the federal Treasury will suffer

concurrent loss?

Hon. Mr. Meen: Mr. Speaker, the way in

which you calculate your income tax is that

you work your way down to the point where,
after your allowable deductions, you wind up
with a net income and then you make deduc-
tions such as this, gifts to charity and the like;

and then you have a net amount that is sub-

ject to tax. The tax is calculated; then you
apply 30.5 per cent, if my memory serves

me correctly, with respect to Ontario tax.

You wind up with the net amount of tax

payab-e to the two jurisdictions, the 30.5 per
c^nt being collected on behalf of my ministry

by the federal Department of National

Revenue and remitted to us. So in the sense

that it is a deductible item, it has the same
net effect as a reduction in one's salary of

the amount of that gift.

Mr. Bullbrook: By way of one final sup-
plementary, may we not readily presume,
having regard to the integrity of purpose and
intent of the government, that the cabinet

ministers collectively wouldn't possibly regard
it as a gift and seek a deduction from their

income tax?

Mr. Speaker: The member for—

Mr. Bullbrook: Can we presume that?

Hon. Mr. Meen: Well, why not? I think it

is a perfectly appropriate arrangement; it is

exactly the same as reducing one's salary by
roughly $2,025.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why doesn't the minister
do it oflBcially? Why doesn't he amend the
statute?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, my question is to

the Attorney General—

Hon. Mr. Meen: Mr. Speaker, in response
to the question raised by the leader of the

Liberal Party, I would say, why did he hustle

in so quickly with his own?

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Then why won't the

government accept my private bill and re-

duce the ministers' salaries? Why won't they
reduce their salaries oflBcially?

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Lewis: If they put it in legislation, I

will participate. Now there is an incentive

for them.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Both the in-

terjection and the answer were out of order.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South):

"Tiger Bob," the federal pinball.

Mr. Good: He called the government's
bluff.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Ottawa East.

ROSS SHOULDIGE

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, my question is of

the Attorney General,

Last week I asked the Attorney General a

question dealing with the possible charges

against Mr. Shouldice under section 110 of

the; Criminal Code. I recall at that time he
made a commitment to the House about

filing a written opinion from his law oflficers.

In light of the fact, as I understand it, that

he will not be filing that opinion, will he

give us a fuller and more legal explanation
as to why charges will not be laid against
Mr. Shouldice in view of the evidence?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, the mem-
ber for Ottawa East correctly describes some

dialogue which we exchanged perhaps a

week ago yesterday. I advised the member
at that time that I did have an opinion from
senior law officers of my ministry that in

their opinion there was no evidence in which
to frame a charge under section 110(2) of

the Criminal Code against one Ross Shoul-

dice. He asked me if I would table that

opinion. I said it was not in writing; it was
an oral opinion expressed by two senior

members of my ministry. He asked, in eflFect,
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would I get it in writing and produce it?

I indicated in my answer that I would.

I then found, Mr. Speaker, that I mis-

directed myself and I conveyed that to the

member the next day, because I am ad-

vised—I wasn't aware of this—that it is

improper to file written legal opinions deal-

ing with criminal proceedings by law oflScers

of the Crown. It has been pointed out to

me by my deputy minister that under May's
Parliamentary Procedure, volume 18, that
law oflScers' opinions in writing are not to
be tabled in the House—

An hen. member: Isn't that lucky?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Lucky, lucky, lucky—
which reminds me of something else.

Mr. Sargent: Tell us after.

Mr. Deans: It could have been em-
barrassing.

Hon. Mr. Clement: In any event, I did
indicate to the hon. member that the law
oflScers were of the opinion that no criminal

charges should be laid in this matter; that
there was not suflScient evidence by the
unilateral finding or observing of a letter, the

receipt of which has been expressly denied;
and that the unilateral making of any offer
would not give rise to a successful prosecu-
tion under section 110(2) of the Criminal
Code.

I apologize to the hon. member for Ottawa
East if I misled him, but I wish to point
out that I did convey that to him the very
next day when we had a private discussion
about this particular matter. I was not aware
of that parliamentary principle.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, may I ask the
minister a supplementary?

Mr. Speaker: One supplementary.

Mr. Roy: In the light of the confusing
answer that was given by the minister last
week on this question-the talk of conspiracy
and so on, which is certainly not obvious as

pertaining to section 110, subsection 2 of
the Criminal Code-and in light of the fact
of the minister's answer here again today
that an opinion will not be filed, and that
cannot be challenged, does he not feel, as
chief law oflScer for the Crown, that to

satisfy all doubts about the political ramifica-
tions and so on, a fuller explanation or a
statement should emanate from him as to why
charges will not be laid in view of the evi-
dence that exists against Mr. Shouldice?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I repeat, Mr. Speaker,
that the opinion of my law oflScers is that

suflScient evidence does not exist. Therefore,
we will not use the criminal process to com-
mence some type of an inquiry for political

reasons. May I point out to my friend that

if he feels evidence exists, there is nothing
to preclude him from laying a private com-

plaint against Mr. Shouldice under that sec-

tion and letting the courts scrutinize it?

Mr. Sargent: Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: No, that was the last supple-

mentary. There are many people who wish
to ask questions and they have to be given
an opportimity. The member for York South
has been seeking an opportunity for a ques-
tion.

Mr. MacDonald: A question of the Min-
ister of Energy.

Mr. Roy: On a point of order—
Mr. Yakabuski: Sit down. The galler>' isn't

watching.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: So the member for Ren-
frew South is here for once.

Mr. Speaker: What is your point of order?

Mr. Roy: I just want to advise you, Mr.

Speaker, vdth all respect to the Chair, that I

am not satisfied with the minister's answer
and I intend to raise it under standing order

27(g) at the adjournment of the House.

Mr. Speaker: You may do so.

GAS PIPELINES

Mr. MacDonald: A question of the Minister

of Energy: Now that Exxon Corp. of New
York represents the third major withdrawal

from the Canadian Arctic natural gas pipe-
line down the Mackenzie Valley, and since

the Exxon share has been distributed among
American gas companies whose objective will

be to take the gas to the United States, what
is the position at this point in time of the

Ontario government with regard to support of

the so-called Maple Leaf consortium—a Ca-

nadian consortium of smaller proportions but

directed to meeting Canadian needs alone?

Mr. Roy: Is John here?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, as I am
sure the hon. member for York South knows,
there has yet to be an application filed before

the National Energy Board for the
project

known as Maple Leaf or Foothills or what-
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ever you want to call it. Until they do make
such an application and we know exactly the

economics of the project, the environmental

considerations, I don't think it would be wise

for me at this point to take a position in

favour of one or the other.

Mr. MacDonald: Supplementary question:
Since there have been previous expressions of

support for the major American-dominated

line, is it not appropriate for the minister to

express public support for the development
of a Canadian consortium—particularly since

there is going to be some delay before they
can proceed with a pipeline, because a federal

investigation, presided over by a judge, is to

look into environmental considerations and

that will take some time?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, the ex-

pressions referred to by my coUeague, I think

would still stand. It's the only one that is

presently before any official body. Mr. Justice

Berger will begin his study, I think within

the month or within two months. In addi-

tion, the Federal Power Commission of the

United States begins a hearing on May 5

comparing the El Paso project and its com-

petitor. At this time, really, Canadian Arctic

is the only one before the people, and until

we are given an alternative I think we have
to support that.

Mr. MacDonald: Help it into existence.

That's all I ask.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

PUBLIC RELATIONS STAFF

Mr. Reid: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I have
a question of the Chairman of Management
Board in relation to my question about public
relations officers in the government.

Has the minister had the opportunity to

check the answer he filed in the House last

week in regard to my question, which indi-

cates that the 11 public relations officers in

the Ministry of Agriculture and Food are

earning an average salary of $60,000; the five

in Colleges and Universities are making an

average of $20,000; the one at the Ontario
Science Centre an average of $51,000? Can
he inform me why there is no budget shown
for advertising in the Ministry of Industry and
Tourism, which I understand has a budget
for advertising of roughly $4 million?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I am absolutely sure,
Mr. Speaker, as a matter of fact I know, that
the inference in the hon. member's question

is wrong. If he wants further detailed infor-

mation, he might place another question on
the order paper and I would be pleased to

supply it to him.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Does the Minister of

Agriculture and Food (Mr. Stewart) want to

say something?

Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I—

Mr. Speaker: Is this a supplementary?

Mr. Reid: No, I rise on a point of order,

Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The inference in the

question was wrong.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I asked a ques-
tion-

Mr. Breithaupt: But they were the correct

figures.

Mr. Reid: I placed a question on the order

paper on May 16 relating to the number of

public relations officers and information offi-

cers and their salaries in the various govern-
ment ministries.

Mr. Good: The member should ask the

Minister of Energy. He'll tell him.

Mr. Reid: I asked each ministry to provide
the information. The information I got, sir,

did not come from each minister. It came
from the Civil Service Commission. It's com-

pletely inaccurate and completely misleading.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The Speaker
can't rule on that. That's a matter of opinion.

Mr. Reid: My point of order is this, sir:

Are We not as members of the Legislature

entitled to complete and accurate informa-

tion about questions placed on the order

paper?

Mr. Good: That's right.

Mr. Speaker: Actually, a member has a

right to ask a question and the appropriate
minister has a duty or an obligation to answer
it as he sees fit. I can't rule on the answers so

your comments are out of order as far as I

am concerned here.

The member for Nickel Belt.

SEX DISCRIMINATION

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. I have a question of the Chair-

man of the Management Board of Cabinet.

In view of the fact that it is International
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Women's Year as declared by the United

Nations, is it the intention of the Chairman

of the Management Board of Cabinet to in-

troduce specific legislation in the Province of

Ontario that will case the more onerous as-

pects of sex discrimination in this province
such as a requirement that there be equal

pay for work of equal value and that there

be a proper network of daycare centres estab-

lished in the province?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, in regard
to the first half of the question, the hon.

member may be sure we are actively looking
at that question at this particular point in

time. The second one is not my responsibility.

Mr. Cassidy: That is a cop-out.

Mr. Speaker: The Solicitor General has the

answer to a question asked previously.

DEATHS IN THUNDER BAY JAILS

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Solicitor General): Mr.

Speaker, the hon. member for Port Arthur

(Mr. Foulds) asked me on Jan. 31 last regard-

ing a death in the Thunder Bay district jail.

The deceased, Vernon Nokonogas, was serv-

ing a three day sentence on an outstanding
bench warrant and the unfortunate death

occurred during the second day of that sen-

tence. Following the inquest on Jan. 16, an-

other inmate wrote to a local radio station

alleging that a request for psychiatric help by
the deceased had been refused by the staff of

the jail. This information was not known by
the coroner before the inquest into this un-

fortimate matter.

The question here is whether this informa-

tion which has now been revealed would
have made the jury come to any different de-

cision. I have asked the chief coroner's office

to consider this particular aspect of the case

and make a determination whether or not the

inquest should be reopened.

Mr. Sneaker: The member for Windsor-
Walkerville.

SUN TOOL AND STAMPING CO.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Minister of Industry and
Tourism. Has the minister, in co-operation
with his colleague, the Minister of Labour

(Mr. MacBeth), looked into the situation of

the $55,000 or so that is owing as vacation

pay to the employees of Sun Tool? These
funds are apparently being held up by one of

the ministry agencies, Ontario Development
Corp.

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and

Tourism): Mr. Speaker, first of all, the funds

are being held up by one of the corporations

reporting to the Ministry of Industry and
Tourism. To put it into its very proper se-

quence, sir, la Banque Provinciale has the

first lien on all assets of Sun Tool. Ontario

Development Corp. gave them an $800,000

guarantee on the payments.

Secondly, the federal goverrunent's agency
has a first right to accounts receivable. It is

my understanding that in the discussions with

people of my ministry and the receiver there

has been no relenting by the federal agency
to give up its position in relationship to any
of the funds that may come into the treasury
of Sun Tool over the next short period of

time to meet the holiday pay requirements. It

is not the responsibility of ODC, although we
have been negotiating with GAAP and its

operation to see what compromises we can

get from them.

Mr. B. Newman: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Is the minister aware that in check-

ing with the federal agencies they are willing
to release the funds, but it is tne minister's

agency that is withholding the funds? Let's

stop playing games with the $55,000 in vaca-

tion pay that is due.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The member
has asked his supplementary. Does the min-
ister now have an answer to that? All right,

the member for Sudbury.

SUDBURY HOSPITAL EMPLOYMENT

Mr. M. C Genua ( Sudbury ) : Mr. Speaker,

a question of the Minister of Health. I am
sure the minister is aware that layoff notices

went out to all employees of St. Joseph's hos-

pital in Sudbury, and I think the minister is

aware that this layoff and closing of the hos-

pital does not coincide with the opening of

the new Laurentian Hospital. Will he inter-

vene to ensure that there is no curtailment of

service or employment in regard to the open-

ing and closing of these two hospitals in the

city?

Hon. F. S. Miller (Minister of Health):

Mr. Speaker, I have already done so; there

will be no interruptions.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Huron-

Bruce.
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AUTOMOBILE EMISSION CONTROL
STANDARDS

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr.

Speaker I have a question of the Minister of

the Environment: In view of the fact that a

year-long study by the consulting firm of

Arthur D. Little Inc., of Cambridge, Mass.,

found that car manufacturers could give al-

most 50 per cent better fuel mileage with the

technology they already have through rede-

signing automatic transmissions, by manufac-

turing smaller cars and be employing alterna-

tive engine designs; and in view of the

renewed emphasis on energy conservation,

wouldn't the minister feel that this would be

a better approach, rather than trying to en-

force the emission control standards which

are already really unenforceable and which

in all cases increase gas consumption by up
to 50 per cent?

Mr. Roy: A good question.

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, that's a

very good question and a very good point
t'lat has been brought up. It comes com-

pletely under the jurisdiction of the govern-
ment of Canada related to the manufacture
of the vehicles. I think the member should
take it to them. We are quite prepared to

look at the material and if the member wants
us to talk to our counterparts in Ottawa to

move along with some of these good ideas,
we would be glad to do it.

Mr. Gaunt: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
First of all, has the minister got the report
to which I made reference—and if not, will

he get it? Secondly, will the minister, in con-
cert with his colleague, the Minister of In-

dustry and Tourism, pursue this matter with
the government of Canada to see that this is

done?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I don't

have the report in my hands. It may be

possible that our staff has it. We will cer-

tainly get it. We will have a look at it and
certainly do anything we can to improve
abatement equipment as far as automobiles
are concerned in the Province of Ontario. We
are only too glad to try to talk to our counter-

parts in Ottawa, if it comes at the manu-
facturing level.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Cochrane
South.

HOMES FOR THE AGED

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of Com-

munity and Social Services: When does he

expect the new regulations pertaining to the

make-up of the boards of management for

homes for the aged to take effect, so that

these boards of management will be made up
of a majority of elected officials from the

areas concerned?

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services ) : The date they will take

effect, Mr. Speaker, is April 1.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Samia.

COST OF EDUCATION REPORT

Mr. Bullbrook: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

have a question of the Minister of Education,
if we can get him to light for a while.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Bullbrook: It is so difficult to get him
to light.

Mr. Speaker: I think he can hear you while

he is talking, if you proceed.

Mr. Bullbrook: Is it a fact that his ministry
has had the final Hay and Associates report
on the cost of education for some months
now? Why has he not released it?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
I am sorry, I don't know what report the hon.

member is talking about.

Mr. Bullbrook: The report of Hay and
Associates in connection with the remunera-
tion paid to the directors of education in the

Province of Ontario, amongst other people.

Hon. Mr. WeUs: I must say I am not

familiar with that report at all.

Mr. Bullbrook: The minister does take care

of education?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I take care of education

and there are not many reports that I am not

familiar with. There's a committee on the

costs of education headed by Jack McCarthy,
who is the executive secretary. I haven't got
that report yet. We have had four interim

reports, but there is still another one.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Scarborough
West.

Hon. Mr. Wells: If the member, Mr.

Speaker, could identify in a proper manner
the full title of the report and who com-
missioned it, I would be happy to tell him
about it.
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Mr. Bullbrook: The minister hasn't made
it public yet; how can I identify it in proper
form?

Mr. Speaker: The member for Scarborough
West

UNEMPLOYMENT

Mr. Lewis: Could I ask the Treasurer, now
that he's here, what pubh'c statement does he
have to make on the dramatic rise in unem-
ployment in the Province of Ontario within
the last month? What initiatives, specifically,
will he be taking in reference to the autopact
in the automobile industry in this province?
What jobs does he intend to generate? What
does he see as the future, given the current
trend?

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Treasurer, Minister
of Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr. Speaker,
there's no question that the rise today, both
in the country and in Ontario, is disturbing
to say the least. The hon. member has pin-
pointed one of the problems, of course, which
is the drastic

layoflFs which occurred in Janu-
arj' in the automobile industry, and which we
estimate would account for a least one per
cent of the total figures.

Mr. Lewis: They are continuing.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No, there have been
some call-backs, thankfully. In Windsor there
have been some at Chrysler. General Motors
called back something like 14,000 in Oshawa,
Windsor and St. Catharines. So, those figures
will change somewhat. Nevertheless, the
situation is disturbing, although I said the
other day that those in the automobile in-

dustry are more fortunate than many other
members of our society, in that they do enjoy
a very high rate of unemployment benefit,
which is not the answer to the problem, but
I simply point it out.

Mr. Lewis: What is the answer?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: What measures we
will be taking, if any, will of course be a
matter for the provincial budget.

Mr. Deans: Why? That's too far away.

Mr. Speaker: The oral question period has

expired, I might just point out.

Mr. Lewis: That's too great a time.

Mr. Cassidy: Nothing until April?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Lewis: There'll be nothing until April?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I point out to

the House, as was indicated earlier by the

hon. member for Ottawa East, he was not

satisfied with the answer that was given to

one of his questions, and he has given the

necessary written notice to the Speaker and
the matter will be dealt with at 10:30 this

evening.

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Mr. Reid presented the final report of the

standing public accounts committee.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH ACT

Mr. Lewis, on behalf of Mr. Martel, moves
first reading of bill intituled, An Act for the

Promotion and Protection of the Health and

Safety of Persons engaged in Occupations.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, the purpose of the

bill is to consolidate matters dealing with the

health and safety of workers, and place them
under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of

Labour. The bill also establishes a depart-
ment to be part of the Ministry of Labour,
which is responsible for research in the set-

ting and enforcing of standards to protect
workers. And is this bill necessary, Mr.

Speaker, in light of Johns-Manville and Elliot

Lake!

RETAIL SALES TAX ACT

Mr. Edighoffer moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Retail Sales

Tax Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. H. Edighoffer (Perth): Mr. Speaker,

the purpose of this bill is to reinstitute sec-

tion 11 of the Act, which was repealed in

1972. Remuneration from the collection of

tax should not be less than $12 and not more

than $1,200 per annum for each collector.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, before the

orders of the day may I put a proposition to

the government House leader with respect to

the possibility of considering that the Legisla-
ture sit tomorrow afternoon for the sole pur-

pose of having private members make their

contribution to the budget debate?
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It would seem that if that could be

arranged, perhaps six or eight members of

the House could be accommodated and this

would, therefore, work toward the comple-
tion of the business of the House along the

schedule that the government House leader

had suggested. If we had tomorrow afternoon

available, it might accommodate a number
of the members, especially those from out of

town who would be in the city in any event.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, that sounds like

kind of a useful suggestion, other things be-

ing dispensed with; then the relative object
of proroguing on Thursday might be reach-

able.

Mr. Breithaupt: I might add, Mr. Speaker,
the windup of the debate could be held at a

time convenient to the ministry, of course.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I think that is a very

good suggestion. I will have to inquire into

the feasibility of having it done and report
back later this afternoon, but I shall cer-

tainly do it.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The sixth order, re-

suming the adjourned debate on the motion
for second reading of Bill 111, An Act to

amend the Mining Tax Act, 1972.

MINING TAX ACT
(concluded)

Mr. Speaker: The member for Thunder Bay
may complete his remarks.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Thank you,
Mr, Speaker. When we were dealing with this

piece of legislation last night, we in this

party were trying to estabhsh and to convince
the portly Minister without Portfolio (Mr.
White) that this was, indeed, a bad piece of

legislation, a piece of legislation that didn't

assure the people of northern Ontario-

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Accent
on portly. Actually it is kind of affectionate,

you know, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Stokes: I am always affectionate with
the former Treasurer.

Hon. J. White (Minister without Portfolio):
It is the double entendre that I worry about.

Mr. Stokes: We were trying to say on this

side of the House, at least in this party, Mr.

Speaker, that we felt the amendments to the

Mining Tax Act in the Province of Ontario

didn't return to the people in northern On-

tario the kind of dollars that we felt were

necessary to assure the quality of life.

I had made reference to several commun-
ities that I thought had been shortchanged in

the past as a result of the inability, or the

unwillingness, of this government to come to

grips with the hard services that are required

by many northern communities that owe their

existence to the mining industry. I tried to

convince ministers of the Crown over there

that much more needed to be done to assure

that an adequate amount of money go back

to those people who are responsible for creat-

ing this new wealth, in order to provide a

quality of life that everybody in this province
should be entitled to regardless of where they

may live.

I had spoken briefly on the inadequacy of

this bill as it pertains to small mining com-

panies. And, of course, the minister did try

to convince me that there were provisions

within the Act to provide for allowances,

whether they be development allowances or

depletion allowances, for all companies within

the mining sector. When I talk to people in

the mining sector, particularly
those who

represent that segment of the industry

primarily concerned with small mines, and

those are the very junior mining companies,

I am told that there is nothing in the statutes

at either the federal or provincial level that

will provide them with the kind of economic

stimulus, the kind of incentives, that will

allow them to go forward and produce a

viable operation.

I think it's common knowledge, Mr.

Speaker, that most of the successful milling

ventures in the province are brought into

production by large corporations with a lot

of wealth behind them. Those that are well

established can afiFord to take the thick with

the thin, the good with the bad, and sur-

vive the vagaries of the marketplace. This

isn't so with the very junior mining coni-

panies, Mr. Speaker, and we think that this

bill is deficient for that reason also.

In talking to individual prospectors and

grubstakers, I'm told that there is nothing in

this Act, or in any other kind of legislation,

that will provide them with an opportunity

to go out as they have done for decades a.nd

outline good mining chances and to provide

them with the necessary financial ability in

order to make accurate surveys.

It's well known that exploration and initial

development with regard to outlining and

defining of ore bodies requires very sophisti-

cated equipment, some of it in the electro-

magnetic field, some of it in the magne-
tometer field-a lot of highly technical ap-
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paratus and gadgets that the small companies
and the individual prospectors can't a£Ford.

Anybody who has talked to individual

piospectors or groups of prospectors will

quickly come to the conclusion that this

asi)ect of development in the mining industry
has just about had its day. It's something
that I think this government and this ministry
should be looking into because it is a way of

lile for people in the north.

A good many of the major finds that have
been developed and have sustained the min-

ing industry for a number of years were as

a direct result of the activities of small pros-

pectors and small grubstaking groups. I think

they are to be commended for the work they
have done in pioneering in the nortli, par-

ticularly in the mining field, and I think

c\ery opportunity should be afforded to them
to continue in that role. I think the economy
of northern Ontario in the mining industry
would be much better for it.

It seems to me, Mr. Speaker, that we've
been so preoccupied with bigness—by giving

allowances, concessions and exemptions to

the large companies—that we have failed to

recognize the important role that individual

prospectors and small groups have played in

the development of the mining industry that

we consider so important, not only to the

economy of the northern part of the province,
but to the economy of the entire Province
of Ontario and, indeed, of Canada as a whole.

One other aspect of this bill that I think

needs some consideration is sort of ancillary
to the mining industry as we know it, where
we are exploiting gold, iron ore and base
metals. I refer to the gemstone industry. Some
might equate that to quarrying rather than

open-pit mining or mining by underground
operations. But it seems to me, in my travels,

that there is a wonderful opportunity for

people throughout the province to foster and

develop a gemstone industry in the Province
of Ontario.

It's common knowledge that tourists, in

ever-increasing numbers, are becoming in-

teiested in the rockhound hobby. We have
a good deal of opportunity to assist small

businesses to get started, whose basis for

operation could be the gemstone industry.
We know that there is a wonderful potential
foi that in the Bancroft area and I'm sure

my friend from Hastings (Mr. Rollins), were
he here, would have something to say about
that. Having visited the Bancroft industry a

year ago last winter, I was made aware of
the quite considerable income that accrues
to the people of the province as a result of
the gemstone industry.

In the area that I represent in north-

western Ontario, people in ever increasing
numbers are becoming interested in the gem-
stones that are available—amethysts, agates,

gemstones of a good many kinds and varieties

—that could be developed into the kind of

an industry that would provide the kind of

diversification and the kind of balance that

we need in northern Ontario, since we have

primarily a resource-based economy.

I know that our friend the Minister of

Natural Resources (Mr. Bemier) agrees with

me on this and I think that he's trying to do

something to foster this kind of thing. I'm

tl linking in terms of the cottage industry in

Switzerland, where they ship components
out to the homes of people who are com-

petent and skilled in the assembling of

watches, and I'm thinking of doing this for

our gemstone industry; where we have the

components and we ship them out and we
have something that is uniquely Canadian,

something that is crafted by Canadians, some-

thing that we can call our own, rather than

importing stuff from the orient, such as

from Taiwan, mainland China, Korea, Japan,
all of this two-bit handicraft that we've got
on far too many of our gift shop shelves

today.

I think it is high time that we should

be fostering something that we have here,

something we can be proud of, something
that can be developed to provide a good deal

of viability to many small communities, not

only in northern Ontario but in eastern On-
tario as well. So I would have hoped that

there would have been something in here to

act as an incentive to fostering this kind
of thing.

As I say, in most instances it's a quarry

operation rather than an underground mining
operation. But, when dealing with the Mining
Tax Act in the future, I hope the minister

will pass this on to his successor and I hope

they will take this into consideration. It's

these kinds of things my colleagues and I

have been speaking about when addressing
our comments to this bill that I think vdll

bring great benefit to that segment of our

population and to that region of Ontario that

is primarily interested and concerned about

the orderly development of the mining indus-

try in the province, and assuring that a just

amount of the economic rent and a just

amount of the dollars that accrue to mining

companies comes back to the people who are

responsible for creating that great wealth, and

hopefully we can even out the social and

economic benefits that we are capable of
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providing to all people in the Province of

Ontario regardless of where they may live.

I'm not totally opposed to this bill, but I

think that the minister could have gone quite
a bit farther in order to get the kind of dollars

that we think are available to those people
who are responsible for creating that wealth.

With those remarks, Mr. Speaker, I will take

my seat and allow somebody else to engage
in the debate.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-

shore.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. I rise to engage in this debate

with my hon. friend, for one reason among
many, many others, but one reason only, as

this becomes, I would suspect, perhaps the

last opportunity in which we may cross

swords, lock horns, trade punches or what-
ever it is that we do.

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Treasurer, Minister

of Intergovernmental Affairs): There are go-

ing to be a lot more opportunities.

Mr. Lawlor: And far be it from me—a
worthy foil too, a worthy foil; pace over

there. He may not be as worthy as his pre-
decessor on a large number of terms. He
may have smoothed the path for him so that

he just becomes partially palatable.

In the course of my few remarks on this

matter before I go back downstairs to handle

condominiums, the—

Hon. Mr. McKeough: There is going to be
a lot more.

Mr. Lawlor: Is the Treasurer moving out
of his condominium? Can't he afford it?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I cant take it.

Mr. Lawlor: The way housing is going in

the province these days, I don't doubt he
can't afford it. I don't understand why he is

—although I am gratified that he is—why he is

sitting over there handling this particular

piece of legislation.

Mr. Stokes: All alone.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, all alone. It's been depu-
tized to him. The Minister of Natural Re-
sources would be the obvious one to be
central to it.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): He is

the handmaiden of the mining industry. No
independence of thought over there.

Mr. Lawlor: He doesn't know anything
about mining tax. Is he putting on airs?

Wherefore this pretensiveness? He was as ex-

posed as I was over a period of months there

some years ago when we first became

acquainted and friends-

Mr. Stokes: His claim to fame is he fol-

lowed Smith.

Mr. Speaker: Would the member for Lake-

shore get back to the principle of Bill 111?

Mr. Lawlor: I beg your pardon.

Mr. Stokes: He's just bidding adieu to a

friend over there.

Mr. Speaker: I see.

Mr. Lawlor: Can't I give him his valedic-

tory? The poor beggar has suffered cost

enough. He did have a kind of a stormy

petrel regime and regimen over there for

the short time he lasted, didn't he?

As I say, why would he be handling
this matter, considering the really suspect
role that he performed as Treasurer? Is he

performing it in a Treasurer's capacity? And
do those various albatrosses that he gen-
erated still hang around his neck? No doubt

they hang with that particular flair that is

possessed of hanged medallions. But the bird

is dead. He goes out, anyhow, with some

splendour—more than he came in with, I

suspect. And some of us, at least, will sorely

miss him as he leaves the House.

He made a speech in New York on this

one, puffing and panting and blowing him-

self up, so that they could see him just off

the port there, from the top of the Empire
State Building.

Mr. Stokes: Was that before or after New-
foundland?

Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain): The
statue of Liberty is dead.

Mr. Lawlor: Unlike the speech to the

Canadian Club of New York on Sept. 10,

1974, this is the good part of my speech
—this is the accolade part. He cites that we
don't adopt, in this particular form of taxa-

tion, a royalty system. He gives the reasons

therefor, because of highgrading that may
take place if the government so adopts the

royalty system in taxation. I think one will

agree it has a fair amount of worth in terms

of oil and natural gas, and that type of

revenue, because there is basically a uni-

formity of product. Whereas, in nickel or in

gold mining or in the whole range of minerals,

you get the second, third, fourth rate

minerals in order to give the greatest benefit.

If you do it on a royalty basis, you force
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them just to highgrade all the way through.
And you want to encourage the mining of

low grade ore in this province.

That was one of the remarks that he made
with which I think this party would find

itself in accord. He then gets to the benefits

conferred upon small companies, which my
friend has ably pointed out are not all that

great. Then he turns to the large companies
and says this is not so; the large companies
aren't going to get any benefit.

Well, I suppose that it is palatable to the
Canadian Club in New York. But we over
here find that this particular form of pushing
doesn't quite go down. It is not so that large
companies aren't going to derive considerable
benefit.

Our point over here is that the government
ia telling us to determine what impact our
new measures might have on large integrated
mining companies. We analysed one com-
pany's situation and found that the processing
allowance alone reduced its tax this year by
more than 15 percentage points bringing its

rate down to about 20 per cent. The thrust
of the remarks being made over here is that,
whereas the government has increased by a
graduated scale certain rates with respect to
the tax itself, and therefore brought in added
revenues to the province, the Treasurer knows
that he is pinched for money and that the
expense of contemporary government is so
great and omnivorous as to eat up every
piece of sagacity and every turn of the tail
that he possibly can wangle.

No wonder we introduce energy taxes. The
minister is practically out of his mind with
being distraught with respect to finding the
revenues whereby to gain even a partially
responsible picture of the handling of the
revenues of the province to being anywhere
close to the notion of balancing out accounts.
That simply cannot be done and it won't
be done under contemporary government in
this province through the next 20 or 30 years.

This is the way the cookie crumbles in re-
gard to taxation. And so they introduced
taxes with respect to lotteries to pick up
another $40 million as any measure, however
desperate, to forfend against economic dis-
aster and the failures of which the Smith
committee spoke many, many years ago
which are now, in effect, coming home to
roost.

The government gives very great largesse
i.jdeed, as I hope to point out in the course
of this debate, to the great oil companies
of the province. I want to arrange my re-

marks, Mr. Speaker, under about five head-

ings. The first has to do with the effective

rate of the tax; the second, the area of de-

pieciation; third, the area of exploration and

development expenses, and the nodding of

heads of governments in the particular area

of processing allowances, which are the real

crunch of the affair; and depletion allowances
which are an extra piece of government
giveaway and which certainly takes very little

into cognizance the recommendations which
are now dead and interred—not under six

feet but probably under 12 ft of earth—of,
namely, the Carter committee on taxation.

Touching depletion, taking the last first, if

the government's intention had been to set up
through taxation policy a more equitable dis-

tribution of wealth in this province, to that

extent to have an enormous impact upon the

people of the country as a whole, then it

missed its opportunity in many regards. The

spread between rich and poor, between the

20 per cent at the top and the 20 per cent at

the bottom of our economic structure, re-

mains identical.

Carter would not have done so. There
would have been some form of shifting of

income back and forth so that the equitabili-
ties would have been set up and this country
would have become a more just society. As
the Treasurer has arranged it with his tax

credits and everything else, he has simply
been able to mark time. It's a status quo sit-

uation that he has achieved.

And, really, if one takes real income, the

spread grows. It grows in this jurisdiction and
it grows between the first and the third

worlds, and we are part of the first. I see the

same modalities operating in both areas and

nothing is being done about it. The oppor-
tunity has come and gone and the Treasurer

and the government's actions are really a
damnation of what Carter sought to do. One
of the areas in which he sought most to do
it was in depletion; he would wipe out

depletion.

I am not going to make a long speech here,
which I very well might do or could do on
economic rent. We spent days talking about
the theory of economic rent and how out of

natural resources produced in a geographical
area—the heritage of the whole people—the
whole people ought to participate in the bene-
fice and that they should not be the private

preserves of a very few, mostly foreigners.
We talked about that. It has never come to

pass. The government still retains the full

depletion thing. There are roars in the

United States coming from Congress — and
that isn't particularly an enlightened body,

by and large — with respect to depletion
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allowances touching the oil companies and

the oflFshore oil of the Mexican Gulf.

It is a scandal to behold. The government

perpetuates that particular theory in this prov-

ince in face of the enormous studies that

have been made and the best wisdom on the

matter that has been thus far achieved, In this

particular regard, it is not under this particu-

lar Act, but under the Income Tax Act of

Ontario a 33% per cent depletion allowance

is still perpetuated in force.

And then we come to the processing allow-

ances. The processing allowances bother me
enormously for several reasons—one has to do

with the way in which the processing is

arrived at.

The minister may recall from the old days
what was said in this report—which we went

over with a fine tooth comb. At 306, vol. HI
of the Smith taxation report to this Legisla-

ture, section 11 says: "When an appraisal is

made, the mine assessor usually, but not in-

variably, follows a standard procedure."

Right there in that first sentence "usually,

but not invariably." What kind of law is that?

First of all this stufF isn't even in law. The
minister brings a Mining Tax Act before us

today and nowhere in the laws of the prov-
ince are the rules of procedure, guidelines or

amthing else laid down. This is done by rule

of thumb. It's as long as the chancellor's big
toe. The minister has embodied it in a man-

ual, but the manual is not part of the law of

the Province of Ontario.

Hon. Mr. White: No, we have regulations

ready to come forward.

Mr. Lawlor: I didn't hear the minister.

Hon. Mr. White: For the first time ever,

we have regulations ready to cx)me forward.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): I should

hope so. They are not published yet; when
will they be?

Hon. Mr. White: They will be published

very shortly. It is now being regularized—

Mr. Lawlor: Well, whatever they may be,
this is the hidden benefice. This is not the tip

of the iceberg which shows in the minister's

legislation, but the rest of the monstrous thing
that lies in the sea, where the real benefits

are subterraneously conferred—not to the eye
of any beholder, not to the eye of any mem-
ber of this House. The minister may get it

into regulation; we haven't seen it; I would
be most pleased to see it. If we take it out

of the hands of the Minister of Natural Re-
sources and put it into the hands of the

Minister of Revenue of this province (Mr.

Meen) for administration, I would feel even
safer.

What they say happens presently, and that's

going on right now, although some of these

figures shift a bit: ". . . the mine assessor

usually, but not invariably, follows a stand-

ard procedure. This consists of deducting from
the sale price of the processed product the

costs of processing and marketing . . ." Trans-

portation costs are involved in that too. He
sets up his little note in his notebook as to

what allowances are being made under this

head. Next: ". . . the portion of head oflBce

expenses allocable to processing . . ." In

other words, whatever you take out that is

not a pithead job; it goes right through to

toilet facilities apparently. "... an allowance

for depreciation of the processing plant . . ."

There's a depreciation allowance which is

made internal to the—nothing to do, by the

way, with the depreciation allowance which
is granted under this legislation. It's a double

depreciation, and when you add the federal

government on it, Mr. Speaker, it's a three-

fold form of depreciation.

The report continues: ". . . and an allow-

ance for a processing profit. The latter 'pro-

cessing allowance* is generally determined by
the mine assessor at eight per cent of the

original cost . . .**

The minister sets up a series of different

categories—in concentrating it was previously
and is again eight per cent; in smelting and

concentrating assets the 16 per cent remains

at 16; refining and smelting going from 20 to

30 per cent; and in processing in northern

Ontario, a special grant and allowance—which

is something no one over on this side of the

House can take exception to—a 35 per cent

figure. If the latter were passed along to

northern Ontario alone and the other matters

not taken, it would help to generate new
industrial life, new plants and at least a

beginning of viability for many of the towns

in northern Ontario.

Anyhow it is not all that different: ". . .

generally determined by the mine assessor at

eight per cent of the original cost to the

operator of the assets used for processing,

regardless of any depreciation that may have

been claimed in respect of them . . .

In other words, you get the depreciation
and you get the allowance too, Mr. Speaker.

This is something not done and not dreamed

of in any other industry, and the counter-

vailing argument against it is it takes no

account of economic rent if you do it that

way, but this is modified inasmuch as the
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minister will not permit the allowance—I

quote: ... to be less than 15 per cent or

more than 65 per cent of the profits of the

combined mining and processing operations
and before deducting the allowance itself.

These lower and upper limits for the

allowance are arbitrary devices which were

adopted to ensure that not more than 65

per cent of the profits of the combined

operations of marginal producers would be
attributed to processing, and that, where
the investment in processing assets was
small relative to that in other assets, the

ttdlowance would not fall below 15 per
cent of such profits. In practice the mine
assessor gives the operator of nickel mines
a special processing allowance in addition

to the general allowances described above
in recognition of what he considers to be

special conditions that apply to the smelt-

ing and refining of nickel ores.

My faint recollection is that the government
has altered that. If it hasn't altered that, then

why in green blazes hasn't it done so? Tm
not going to read the full sections of this

book; it would take too long. But that was
allowed under very special circumstances with

respect to the chemical difiiculties in extract-

ing the nickel in the old days. It was well
over 50 years ago that that was granted. I

have no knowledge that it has been altered

since that time; that is, that the nickel mines
are treated even more specially than anybody
else. A couple of years ago, I thought this

subject was discussed in this House and it

was indicated that there was some alteration

and that they were treated precisely the
same as anybody else, as they very well might
be and should be in any sense of equity with

respect to mining taxation.

From 1939 to 1955, but not subse-

quently, the basis of the special allowance
was authorized by order in council. To
summarize, under this method of appraisal
the value of ore at the pit's mouth is

determined by deducting from the value of

the processed product specified processing
costs and an allowance for processing
profit.

At page 328, the whole lamentable and really

trying story, in terms of equity and in terms
of decent taxation policy, is set out as to what
the regulations do, as to the determinations
that are left in the hands of the mine assessor.

I have spoken on this matter previously and
have read these paragraphs into the record

years before, but it hasn't had much impact.
It's all there. I leave it to the hon. minister
and to the Minister of Natiu-al Resources to

move in on the area.

When we think that at this time in history

we have gone to $140 million, and perhaps
close to $200 million in revenue from mining
in this province, will the minister please take

into account that that may still not be

enough? Why? Because the margin of profit

that is derived from the mining industry, par-

ticularly the big operators and particularly in

gold of recent times, has been proportionately

greater in retention after taxes than before,

because of an inflated world market in this

regard.

I heard the minister say the other day that

this is levelling out and zoning down; that's

probably true, because the figures that came

out today from UNESCO with respect to

world inflation arising out of raw materials

show that it was one per cent in the last month.

It has come down from other previous figures,

and that is all to the good. The fact is that

they have had a great ballooning of profits

which the government wanted to enter into,

quite justifiably, at least as part beneficiary.

I say to the minister that the companies
weren't hurt in the process.

Secondly, there's the consideration used ad

nauseam by the hon. minister in this House

on previous occasions, that where it is a cor-

poration profit it's basically passed on anyhow
and that whatever benefits are derived from

such sources and so on in terms of the

treasury of this province ultimately are sub-

stantially not bome by those sources at all.

Therefore, to pretend that they are in some

way mulcting the mining industry, as they

pretend, having given figures of—what?—78

per cent or 73 per cent taxation—what a joke,

the way they compute things. They compute
even without computers. A computer could

never come up with answers of that kind. No
machine could be so self-interested and pur-

blind as to arrogate the facts to that particular

extent.

In terms of exploration and development,
this government is giving a full 100 per cent

deductible allowance, while the federal gov-
ernment allows 30 per cent for development
and 100 per cent for exploration. Again the

politics of desperation prevail.

All right, suppose we said very little about

that. We will say that the generation of new
ore and the finding of new mines was such a

vital facility in this province that a 100 per
cent deduction was permissible, just, allow-

able, and was to be recognized and taken off

the mines' profit tax. Suppose we went that

far. Can't the government do something in

a positive direction the other way, by grub-
staking for example? Don't the companies use
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the government's aerial surveys extensively?

Doesn't the government make a major contri-

bution in terms of roads and every other way

of getting the prospectors into the resource?

I'm not trying to rake off the private sector;

I want a mixed economy, but I want it a

damned sight more mixed than we have it at

the moment, and I don't want all the fruits

flowing in a particular direction, or rather the

basic fruits that would very well come to the

people of this province. Why don't we move

in the direction of doing something to sub-

sidize exploration in the province in a direct

way, and immediately, so that when the

staking occurs the province will become the

prime, initial beneficiary?

Nor-this is my personal position—when

the times comes for development need the

govermnent do it wholly and entirely in its

own hands, but it at least is there at the

initial rung of the ladder, having a sub-

stantial interest, having people on the board

of directors who are aware and cognizant of

the wider interests of the province, the wider

interests of this particular economy, rather

than a group of moguls over here who are

completely insentient to any public good at

all as far as I can see, and who in any case

live in Switzerland or the Bahamas and

couldn't care less about this country as long

as they can extract, as absentee landlords,

the benefits from these things.

If the government participates in capital

and in exploration all along the line it would

have taken an immense interest, it would
have been there at the core, and it would

have been a guiding figure in the destiny

of that corporation as it developed; and it

would develop in a way that would be

beneficent to all of us, including the govern-
ment and the minister; because there is the

root of our prosperity—it is in our natural

resources and in our farm lands that the

generative core exists. We are disposed un-

der heaven in a way that possibly no other

jurisdiction in the world is yet. I say that

our resources haven't even begun to be

exploited. The point is that they have been

abnegated, neglected, let go ofiE to private
interests for too long. The whole history
of the thing is one vast sellout. The book
of this ministry a short time ago gave the

whole history of mining in the province and
what a sorry tale that is, if the minister has

had an opportunity to look at it.

In the realm of depreciation we have gone
from a straight line of depreciation of five

per cent at least, and not more than 15 per
cent, up to a figure, with respect to new
plants and equipment after July 9 last year.

cf 30 per cent. They have doubled the de-

preciation and I don't think there is adequate

justification for that. It is a sore point. They

are trying, I suppose, to generate more em-

ployment in the province, but I just wonder

to what extent that is feasible. Can tiie

minister justify that in terms of the equip-

ment and what not as purchased from other

jurisdictions which have no impact what-

soever on employment in this province, and

particularly in the mining industry? The last

area which I want to make mention of is in

the effective rate, going from $50,000 exempt,

at a 15 per cent figure, up to a basic exemp-

tion of $100,000 with a 15 per cent base, and

escalating up to, I believe, 40 per cent by

tiers. That, as far as I am concerned, is not

a bad move. It is, again, better than imposing

royalties. The graduated straight structure

permits a good deal of flexibility. I would

that the minister had retained it at $50,000

and not at $100,000 tax free in the first

instance, and secondly, 1 think that if we
can't alter the processing allowance and all

that is hidden therein, then we can go round

to the front door and use the rate structure

in this thing for the government's own pur-

poses and for future governments of this

province to bring back to the people as a

whole something commensurate to what the

public realm needs and requires and is justly

entitled to in terms of the flow to the Treas-

ury from our basic resources which are, in-

cidentally, in this instance at least wiped
out and never renewable.

These are the basic considerations, as it

were. If this is tied into the federal picture,

which I don't think it would be proper to

do on this occasion, we'd get the whole, vast

panoramic picture of what resource taxation

looks like in this country and the unusual

benefits, the usual levitations, conferred on

this peculiar type of company. If that were

done, then we would see the full range and

impact of how inadequate and how vicious

and how exploitative they are and how much

of a giveaway is involved, both in this

jurisdiction and in the federal realm, touching

this area. If one contrasts it with what the

Carter committee again would have brought

into being, had it had the power, in terms of

an invocation of pure conscience, a distribu-

tion of wealth in this country, then some-

thing meritorious might be accomplished.

This is a toddling step. The government

always feels that it should be praised for its

infant efforts, but it is only just that. Come

into adolescence but don't expect maturity;

that's too great a boon. We might have some

form of responsibility at that stage. Just come
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into adolescence with respect to this area

of the economy. Enter into it personally;
use Crown corporations in terms of develop-
ment and fund them with some money. It

will bring in fifty-fold of whatever the gov-
ernment has to spend in terms of what the

resources of this province are and which have
not been exploited.

These beggars threaten the government,

cajole it and use every form of blandishment

against it in terms of saying: "We're going
to pull out. We're going to slow down. We're
not going to do it." If that's the position they
take, then the government is left no alter-

native. It must use its own weapons and the

tools at its disposal in order to fill that gap.
If that's the way they want to play the game
—and this is, I think, what the government
feels the particular press to be—then we have
the wherewithal at our hands to take over

and do it and we will also be the greatest
beneficiaries of that thing at the end of the

day. I think the path is clear.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Natural

Resources.

Hon. L. Bernier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I certainly
am pleased to take the opportimity to enter

into this debate as the minister responsible
for the administration of Bill 111 in the realm
of administration and implementation. Of
course, we have a very close interest and a
real concern.

I was most impressed with the debate to

date. I think it's fair to say that both the

opposition parties, Mr. Speaker, would like to

wholeheartedly endorse this particular bill. I

noticed the Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
R. F. Nixon) has come out flat-footed and en-
dorsed it. I sense in the NDP a balance, a

riding the fence, so to speak.

They like the idea of the graduated tax,
a graduated tax that will impose, Mr. Speaker,
a tax of 15 per cent on that first $100,000 of

profits earned. The rate will then be levelled

at a progressive rate by increasing it five per
cent on each $10 million of profit earned and
it reaches its maximum of 40 per cent on

profits in excess of $40 million.

I'm particularly pleased that both parties
have seen fit to endorse this graduated appli-
cation of the mining tax up to this particular

figure. I notice some indicated it should be a
little higher, but in essence I think that the

principle of the bill itself is endorsed—and
this comes as a bit of a surprise to me.

Mr. Lewis: We didn't endorse the graduat-
ing tax.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Read Hansard—Fm sure

he'll see it.

Mr. Lewis: If he is going to bring in a

tax, it should be graduated—but that's not the

principle.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: This is a real diversion

from the NDP's counterparts out in BC and
in Manitoba-

Mr. Lewis: That's right, we believe in

royalty.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: —who went the royalty

route.

Mr. Lewis: That's our route.

Mr. Renwick: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: I'm very pleased, Mr.

Speaker, to see this waffling or this shifting

here in Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: What shifting? Why does he

think we are opposing the bill?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Because there is a

definite change. The recent speaker and the

hon. member for Thunder Bay, and even the

member for Cochrane South indicated that

they thought this was the best route to go.

Mr. Lewis: If the government is going to

have a tax and it graduates it, we accept that.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: So, I just want to make
the record very plain and clear that we have

support in this particular field.

I just want to point out that there has

been some concern and some expression that

possibly the Ministry of Natural Resources is

not the place for this particular tax to be

administered. But I would point out that in

the Ministry of Natural Resources we have

the responsibility for the conservation, or the

development of the natural resources of the

province.

Mr. Renwick: The exploitation of them is

what the minister is responsible for.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Certainly, if we are go-

ing to manage those resources, then the best

tool—as the member for Lakeshore has cor-

rectly pointed out-

Mr. Renwick: The government is not

managing those resources; it has given them

up years ago.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: The best tool that we
have is the taxation tool.

Mr. Renwick: The best tool the minister

has is not a taxation tool.
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Hon. Mr. Bernier: And when one con-

siders that, it is obvious that with the type
of personnel and with the management of

the resource, this particular bill should rest

within the responsibility of the Ministry of

Natural Resources.

I think it's very plain to point out, Mr.

Speaker, that there are basically three prin-

cipal stages in the mining field—of which I'm

sure the members are aware.

First of all, of course, is the finding of the

ore body itself—the exploration aspect. Then,
of course, we have the mining itself—the

extraction of that mineral from the depths—
and then the mineral processing further down
the line. So it requires a tremendous amount
of expertise. It's a complex operation, as the

member for Lakeshore correctly pointed out.

I just want to make it clear that the govern-
ment of Ontario certainly recognizes a need
for very special incentives, particularly for

exploration and processing. I think it is fair

to say that in the field of exploration we've

gone some considerable distance with the in-

troduction of the mineral exploration assis-

tance programme. As was announced in the

budget last spring, we will see a further

expansion of this particular programme.

Mr. Renwick: Why is the government so

slow about the expansion of that programme
and the establishment of the provincial

exploration company?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: In the field of explora-

tion, Mr. Speaker, my former parliamentary
assistant, now the Minister of Transportation
and Communications (Mr. Rhodes), led a

very ambitious committee to revise the Min-

ing Act. This, of course, deals with the

mining activities that occur prior to the actual

mining operation. I'm referring to the staking
and the assessment work that's required by
the prospector and those involved in staking
claims. This is coming forward and there will

be some incentives. There will be some direc-

tion to the smaller operations.

I think the member for Thunder Bay made
a particular plea for the lowly prospector,
who is fading not only in Ontario, but right
across Canada. We are concerned with that.

We hope the changes that we make to the

Mining Act will lend some support to that

breed coming back into Ontario.

As the member for Thunder Bay correctly

pointed out, he was that fellow who chose to

go out early in the spring and stay out until

late fall, sometimes even throughout the
winter. He scratched the surface as he moved
throughout the north country and took the

opportunity to uncover those outcrops and
to follow them up further. We cannot forget
those individuals who have played a very

prominent role in the development in the

mines in the Province of Ontario.

I think, historically, Ontario's policies have
been directed—and very eflFectively directed—

to more mines being discovered and more
mines being put in operation. When you
compare the effects and the results of this

policy over the last number of years, one will

see, of course, that we in Ontario produce
well over 50 per cent of Canada's mineral

production. This is something that we cer-

tainly are proud of. Certainly it may be be-

cause of our natural endowment, but I think

the fact remains that the mining industry,

helped by the policies of the Ontario govern-

ment, has been and still is a very stable em-

ployer in northern Ontario.

Another point I should make, Mr. Speaker,
with reference to section 113 — and I know
this will come up for some considerable dis-

cussion — is that we in the Province of On-
tario have more production and more pro-

cessing, in relation to the amount of minerals

mined here, than any other province in

Canada. So we are moving in the right
direction.

I just want to make a comment on the

stability of employment within the Ontario

mining industry. If you'll check page 31 of

the Ministry of Natural Resources statistics

for 1974, Mr. Speaker, you will see that in

1962 we had about 29,000 people working

directly in the mines; in 1972 it was 28,867.

Basically the total is just about the same in

a 10-year period. When we take in the

quarries, the gravel operations, the diamond

drilling contractors, and the metallurgical

people, we are talking of a total in 1962 of

48,989 people; 10 years later, in 1972, we
had 47,753.

I think you would have to agree, Mr.

Speaker, that the mining industry has been

a very stable employer when it comes to

numbers.

Granted, there has been new technology,
new science and new methods of extracting

ore; they are producing more with the same
number of people. I think we are seeing this

happen in a number of our resource extrac-

tive industries. We can see it happening on a

daily basis in the pulp and paper industry

where they are becoming more sophisticated,

more mechanized; of course, this means less

direct employment but production is main-

tained and even increased. So I think we can
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take heart in the stability of employment that

the Ontario mining industry has given to

northern Ontario.

I just want to say a few words about the

tax system itself. I think it is fair to say—and

I hope the members of the opposition realize

this, as I'm sure they do—that while we have

been endowed with a tremendous amount of

mineral wealth in the Province of Ontario,

particularly in northern Ontario, and while

we mine those minerals, the metals that we
produce are of course brought onto the

market on a world competitive bases, because
it's obvious that we ourselves can't use all

the metals that we produce here in Canada,
even from the mines of the Province of On-
tario.

Incidentally, Mr. Speaker, with the trans-

portation facilities we have today and con-

sidering the interchange and the interplay,

the world is becoming smaller and smaller

each day. So we have to consider the appli-
cation of a tax in a world connotation, not

just within the confines of the Province of

Ontario, if we are going to maintain a viable

mining industry and the stable employment
we all look forward to.

I think it is also fair to say, Mr. Speaker,
that the amount of minerals we can use in the

Province of Ontario bears directly on the

manufacturing markets which are similarly
constrained domestically. We can only grow
in terms of our international sales, so again
we are in a world-wide situation. Our prices,
and hence the prosperity of the industry, are

largely determined on an international basis

and on international demands.

I think the members of this House, and
certainly the members who entered this de-

bate, are very much aware of the cyclical
nature of the prices of minerals and metals
in Ontario, and indeed in the world. In fact,
a recent report in the Northern Miner indi-

cates that 1974 prices were at an all-time

high in all minerals and all metals. When
one looked at them six or seven years earlier

—I think it was 1966—the price dropped con-

siderably at that time. It has been rising ever

since. We are seeing a direct result. I think

the mining revenue tax that vdll be accruing
to the Province of Ontario—we estimated $144
million last year-in this coming year is some-

tliing we can all take heart in.

Mr. J. E. BuIIbrook (Sarnia): Is that esti-

mate realistic?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: The experts tell me it is

very realistic.

Mr. BuIIbrook: I heard it was a little con-

servative.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: As the member points

out, it is slightly lower than what was esti-

mated in the budget last spring.

Mr. BuIIbrook: I heard the minister is get-

ting more money than he ever dreamed of.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: I don't think so. We are

not out to rip off the mining industry. We
just take what the member's leader has said

was a fair and equitable share of their profits.

This is what we intend to do.

I think it is fair to say that we on this side

of the House have always used a tax on

profits. This has been in effect for 67 or 69

years now. This tax is much different from

the royalty that is applied in other provinces.

I thinic it is fair to say, Mr. Speaker, that the

application of a tax on profits avoids the clos-

ing down and the reopening of mines.

Anyone who is connected vdth the mining

industry knows that to reopen a mine it is

very costly, and that the personal hardships
that are encountered should one close down
are astronomical. We are going along with

a percentage, a tax on profit that maintains

the operation, regardless of the price of the

end commodity or the mineral that is ex-

tracted. A portion of those profits accrues to

the government and the people of the Prov-

ince of Ontario, but in no way does it

jeopardize the operation, which is in com-

plete opposition or contrary to the applica-
tion of a royalty that comes right off the

top, regardless of whether or not there is a

profit.

The other governments of this country have

chosen to go that route, and I think we'll see

the effects of that in the not-too-distant future.

In fact Mr. Speaker, I had the opportunity of

spending three or four days in one of our

western provinces. It was obvious to me as

I toured many of the mining operations and

met with members of the press, that the feel-

ing out there was that it was eventually going
to be confiscation of the mining industry.

There was just no doubt that as a result of

the rate of royalty that was being applied,
that the end goal-

Mr. Stokes: The CMA and the OMA say
this tax is confiscatory.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: —was obviously going
to be confiscation of the mining industry.

Mr. Stokes: The minister can take that with

a grain of salt.
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Hon. Mr. Bernier: That is certainly some-

thing that we don't want to get involved in.

We think there is a place, as the Leader of

the Opposition has correctly pointed out, for

the free enterprise system to operate and to

operate very effectively. I can assure you,
Mr. Speaker, that it is not our goal to go
that complete route.

Mr. BuUbrook: The minister could hardly
call Lougheed a socialist; now when he talks

about free enterprise—

Hon. Mr. Bernier: I am looking over the

other side of the hill.

Mr. Bullbrook: I don't think there is any-

thing mutually exclusive between royalties
and a free enterprise system.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Mr. Speaker, I'll just
touch on another point. The Leader of the

Opposition made some comment as to the

rapport that exists between the various Minis-

ters of Mines when it comes to the applica-
tion of various taxes, because he felt that

interprovincial borders were not there as

barriers, in other words to siphon off develop-
ment that may occur in one province vis-a-vis

another.

I would expect the Leader of the Opposi-
tion is referring directly to the Noranda op-
eration. I know the member for Thunder Bay
will agree with me when I point out that

Noranda does a lot of custom smelting and

refining in Noranda, Que. and in Valleyfield
but nothing in the Province of Ontario. Not
a thing have they got here that directly re-

lates to that type of an operation.

I can say to you, sir, that we put a tre-

mendous amount of pressure on that par-
ticular company a few years ago because there

was a strong feeling within my ministry and
within the government that there was need
for a custom smelter in the Thunder Bay
area. At that time, the cost of energy was

considerably lower in the Province of Quebec.

Hon. Mr. White: Subsidized.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Yes, subsidized. In fact,
I said at one time that it was an under-the-
table deal, where our costs are on top of the
table. Hydro would not move from it. They
said: "This is the cost of energy in the Prov-
ince of Ontario for all industries located in

specific areas and that is our cost." But when
we compared the mill rate that was suggested
to that operation then, of course, it was
obvious for economic reasons that they had
to expand their operation in the Province of

Quebec.

Mr. Renwick: Of course, this government
has never provided any tax giveaway pro-

gramme for industry.

Hon. Mr. White: Ours is on top of the

table, it is not a hidden subsidy.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: It's on top of the table.

It's right there.

Mr. Renwick: Not at all, because this is the

minister who disregarded it.

Hon. Mr. White: It is on top of the table.

Mr. Renwick: Our resources are exploited.

People have a right to know about these

things.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: As I am sure the Minis-

ter without Portfolio, the former Treasurer,
will point out when he responds to the various

comments, all our dealings are on top of the

table, be they processing allowances or any
other type of tax. Even our energy costs are

debated and are clear for everybody to see.

Mr. Renwick: Oh, for heaven's sake. Read
about the exploitation of natural resources of

northern Ontario. They are not on top of the

table and the minister knows it. He cannot

rewrite history.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: I just point out that,

with the incentives we have here, we will

see things coming back into northern On-
tario. I think the member for Cochrane
South is very much aware of what is going
to happen after this bill gets the approval
of the members of this Legislature.

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, he is sorry it is

going to be successful, though.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: I wonder how he is

going to live in his home town of Timmins
with that speech he made, but it will be in-

teresting to see how it moves ahead.

Mr. Ferrier: I will live with it.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: I just point out to

you, Mr. Speaker, that while we may be

accused of trying to create and give the

mining industry incentives, those incentives

are for development in northern Ontario—

the processing allowances which will bring
the type of development that we in northern

Ontario all want and have been striving for

and I think are all working for, or at least

those who speak for northern Ontario in

this Legislature.

I just want to touch briefly again, if I

could, on the administration of the mining
tax and the complexity of the exercise. As
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I pointed out in my opening remarks, the

proper assessment of the tax itself is a

\'ery skilful thing, and I think the member
for Lakeshore touched on this when he
made reference to the mine assessor.

Mr. Renwick: It has been illegal up to

now.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: I just want to point
out to the members that when we manage
the resources as we do in the Ministry of

Natural Resources, then it is obvious that we
should have the taxation powers that go hand
in hand with that. The people we have in the
mineral resources branch are the highest
calibre of men we can find anywhere in

Canada. I just want to name them to you,
Mr. Speaker, because they do a great job.

Mr. Stokes: It is time the minister brought
them out front and centre instead of giving
them a secondary role.

Mr. Renwick: That is right.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: They are right out
there-

Mr. Renwick: That is why the under-
the-table talk about other jurisdictions lies

very uneasily in the minister's mouth, when
the method of assessment has never yet been
disclosed.

Hon. Mr. White: It is going to be; don t

worry.

Mr. Renwick: It is going to be now, after

how many years?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Yes, we have made this

commitment and that will properly be brought
before all to see.

Mr. Renwick: The sooner it is taken out
of that corrupt ministry the better it will
be for the people of the province.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, I just
want to point out the quality of the type of

people we have in the mineral resources
branch. They are not only expert in their

particular fields but they are most difficult

to recruit and, of course, they do a great
job for the amount of remuneration they re-
ceive. I think it is fair to say that some of
them are experts. They are all experts, of
course, in their particular fields.

I just want to name them. Dr. Tom Mohide,
who is the branch director and mine assessor,
is an expert in the marketing of metals. He
comes to us with a tremendous background
in the particular field of economics and
finance. We have the mineral taxation assess-

ment section, headed by Mr. J. Stoddart.

Also, we have on that same team a mineral

economist and a metal minerals expert in

Mr. Wade and Mr. Matten. We have Mr.

Foster, who is with the pits and quarries
section. With the petroleum resources sec-

tion we have Doug McLean. So we have

gathered together, over the years, a tre-

mendous force of expertise to deal with this

very complex situation.

Mr. Renwick: Oh, for heaven's sake.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Renwick: For heaven's sake. Oh please
don't. This was a good debate until the
minister entered it.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: It's not the application
of an ordinary tax. I think the hon. member-

Mr. Renwick: This apologia by this second-
rate minister is more than we can endure.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: But it's there, Mr.

Speaker, for all to see. The application of the

mining tax is no easy job. It takes experts in

marketing, in metallurgy and in economics to

administer it, in co-operation, of course-

Mr. Renwick: It will reduce the tax take

of the Province of Ontario to the lowest

possible figure. It takes genius to do that

over the years.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: —with the resource de-

velopment and the management that we have
within the Ministry of Natural Resources.

Mr. Renwick: The government has really

got to work at that to be able to expand the

expenses deductible from the value at the pit

mouth to get as little return as it does.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Well, we'll have that all

spelled out for you in very simple clear

language, Mr. Speaker, in the not too distant

future.

Mr. Renwick: The government has really

got to be skilful to be able to do that.

An hon. member: What is the member for

Riverdale blethering about over there?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, I just want

to point out that the proposed tax, of course,

will have new incentives, particularly directly
related to development in northern Ontario.

There will be 100 per cent write-oflF of all ex-

ploration and pre-production expenses. I'm

sure that this is not the whole solution to

further development, and I accept that. But,

nevertheless, it's a step in the right direction.
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I think another point we should make, Mr.

Speaker, is that there is an increasing cost of

working in the minerals field today. I think

it's fair to say that the cost of exploration
has accelerated considerably in the last 15 or

.20 years.

I think, as the hon. member for Thunder

Bay pointed out, all the outcrops in northern

Ontario have been thoroughly gone over, so

that now we're left with a more sophisticated

type of exploration and development.
We have the type of equipment that will

go down 50 or 60 ft through the overburden

and reach the mineral resources and give us

some readings. But now we even have to go
further than that.

I think, as I announced in the Legislature
some time ago, we are looking at the lower

James Bay basin. It is an area of tremendous

potential, but we don't know what is there.

We're going down 500 to 700 ft to see what
is there. However, the costs are rising each

day from inflation. I would just like to point
out that in 1955 the work cost $100,000.

Mr. Stokes: Maybe even hydrocarbons, if

one looks hard enough. <

Hon. Mr. Bemier: To do that same amount
of work in 1975, you would have to have
about $1 million. The costs have gone up
about 10 times in 20 years. This is a further

burden. But we have to have further explora-
tion if we're going to keep our mineral ac-

tivity where we want it in the Province of

Ontario.

Mr. Stokes: The minister might even get
into it himself.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Well, we might yet.

Mr. Stokes: What about joint ventures?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: As we get into this
more sophisticated type of exploration, of
course the risks get much greater. It's obvi-
ous that you can't become more sophisticated
in looking for minerals through a tremendous
amount of overburden without creating a

greater degree of risk. This adds further costs
to the exploration companies.

I think it's fair to say, Mr. Speaker, that
while we haven't got all the answers on all

the problems, I think the government recog-
nizes there is a great technical and scientific

challenge facing us. And, of course, it will
be coming forward with many propositions in
this area. We're working on them now. I

refer, of course, to the mineral exploration
assistance programme, which is working quite
well and which we intend to expand.

We do think that we should be concen-

trating not only in the gold mining areas, but
now that energy is becoming scarce through-
out this country, maybe the time has come to

concentrate on uranium areas. Hopefully, I'll

be able to announce something along these

lines in the not too distant future. We think

there should be more surveys. A Crown cor-

poration, of course, is something that we have
on our shelf; and we are moving ahead in

this particular field.

Mr. Ferrier: We're going to take it off

the government's shelf.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: I just want to touch

briefly, Mr. Speaker, on the comments of the

hon. member for Lakeshore when he indi-

cated that we should get involved in more
direct ways to help the prospector—and he

suggested the field of grubstaking. Well, I am
sure those members who are knowledgeable
are aware of the experience in the Province

of Saskatchewan where they went into a

direct subsidy for the small prospector. It was
a total and complete failure. They have with-

drawn that programme because of so many
abuses and it did not produce the necessary
results.

But we think that the rewriting of the

Mining Act, giving certain concessions and
assistance with regard to assessment and giv-

ing the prospector more credit with regard to

the work that he does in a broader range of

areas, this type of assistance will be more
beneficial to encouraging them to go back

into the field and stay there.

I think, Mr. Speaker, as the application of

this graduated tax becomes known and as it

is applied and as the new incentives for re-

fining and processing of our minerals in

northern Ontario are applied, we will see a

very strong and powerful tool that will bring
into force new plants in northern Ontario.

I suggest that new plants, and new employ-
ment opportunities will follow closely on the

passage of this particuar bill. I refer to a

zinc refinery, a copper smelter, a cement

plant and even a fertilizer plant.

Those are things that we just can't scoff

off because they are there and there are going
to be more to come. In fact, I am going to

make a prediction for the member for Thun-
der Bay that we will have a smelter in north-

western Ontario within the next decade,

solely on the strength of this particular bill

and, of course, the need for a custom smelter

in that particular area.

Mr. Speaker, just a note before I wind up,
I want to make the members aware that in
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1974 we had four new mines come back into

production and at this point in time, because

of gold prices throughout the world, we have

renewed activity in 17 other areas. This is

quite encouraging when we think that in one

year alone we have something like 21 new
activities, and we are hopeful that all 17 will

come into production this year.

With that kind of renewed interest, I think

it is fair that the direction we are taking with

the application of this graduated mining tax

is not only acceptable and returns to the

people of the Province of Ontario their share

of the profits from those mineral resources,

but also encourages the mining industry to

continue exploration and to continue opera-
tion and to continue expanding.

Mr. Speaker, I think maybe I should wind

up with a summary, because we did hear

sometimes about the neglect of the mining
industry. I am not here to make any excuses

or to pat the mining industry on the back for

what they have done for northern Ontario,
but I think it is fair to say that they have
done things. Granted, in some instances, they
could have done more.

I just want to point out to the members
that there has been no railway development
in Ontario in the last number of years with-
out direct relationship to a mining industry.
I think we can look at road developments in

many parts of northern Ontario. They are

again related to mining activity. I look at the
incentives that were granted to the em-
ployees of many of our mining communities.
We saw mining communities go in and estab-
lish a very broad range of housing facilities

and other services. After X number of years
of low rent being paid by the employees—
and rightly so because they were certainly
giving up other amenities of life — those
houses have now been turned over to the
mine employees at a very nominal price.
Some homes in my own area have been
turned over for $4,000 and $5,000. These are
homes that are worth $20,000 and $25,000.

Mr. Ferrier: Hollinger got all they could

get out of it.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: The homes are there
and the employees are most anxious to get
them. I also want to point out that the in-

dustry has not neglect^ its responsibility
totally as some would indicate to you, Mr.
Speaker.

Mr. Stokes: I am talking about the ones
who have moved out.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Well, yes, I think I

would agree with the member. Several years

ago they did move in and move out, but now
we have a new attitude in the mining indus-

try, and I think it is because of the effort and
the direction of the government today which
is demanding, and the public is demanding
that they pour more back into the improve-
ment of the quality of life in northern On-
tario. I like to look at Manitouwadge, which
is a typical example of a fine community, a

well laid-out community, with all the services.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Tell us
about Elliot Lake.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Elliot Lake is an excel-

lent community. There is not an empty
house in Elliot Lake.

Mr. Germa: Yes, tell us about it. Tell us
about the corporate citizens up there.

Mr. Ferrier: There are lots of people in

the graveyard, though.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: In the field of recrea-

tion, I just want to point out in my own
riding, Mr. Speaker, the mining industry
there is directly involved with the construc-

tion of an ultra-modem arena with artificial

ice. They are directly involved in a curling
rink. They even have a nine-hole golf course

carved out of the wilderness area of north-

western Ontario, out of the barren rock.

They even hauled in fill to make it more
acceptable. Very recently they developed a
ski hill.

Mr. Germa: Tell us about Elliot Lake.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: In the housing aspect,

they developed a special community adjacent
to the Cochenour housing development for

our native peoples so that they were directly
involved. Right next to that, the town picnic
area and the swimming area were totally

developed by the mining industry. So we
have a direct involvement, we have a con-

cern, and we have an acceptance by some of

the mining companies as to their responsi-
bilities in improving and maintaining the

quality of life in the northern communities
where they are involved.

I touched on the stability and the job

opportunities that they do provide. So, Mr.

Speaker, as we move ahead with this par-
ticular bill and apply the graduated mining
tax, I think that we in northern Ontario can
take confidence that we will see action—that
this policy direction is the one which will

bring us benefits in the future.
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Hon. Mr. White: That's the first sensible

speech in this debate.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Well, the former provincial
Treasurer calls it a sensible speech. I have
never heard a more lamentable apologist for

the mining industry than the present Minister

of Natural Resources.

Hon. Mr. White: The member only thinks

so because he hates the industry.

Mr. Lewis: No, I don't hate the industry.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): He only thinks

so because it's true.

Hon. Mr. White: Why does the member
hate northern Ontario?

Mr. Lewis: I know that the job of a Minis-

ter of Natural Resources is to control the in-

dustry; to monitor the industry; to regulate
the industry; to make sure that the industry

operates on behalf of the people of the Prov-
ince of Ontario. The present minister sees his

job, not as regulator, not as an authority, but
as an extension of the mining companies—

Hon. Mr. White: I don't think so.

Mr. Lewis: —and there is absolutely noth-

ing positive about that. That is the minister's

view. He's entitled to that view. We're en-
titled to our objections to it, Fortunately,
some of his colleagues—

Hon. Mr. Bernier: That is not correct at all.

Mr. Lewis: —are not such sycophants
within their own ministries. Happily, the
Minister of Health (Mr. Miller) doesn't bow
every day to the medical profession. If that

happened in his ministry the way it happens
in the Ministry of Natural Resources there
would be a public scandal.

Happily the new Attorney General (Mr.
Clement) does not bow every day to the legal
profession. The only ministry which day in

and day out sees itself as a logical extension
of the industry it is supposed to supervise is

the Ministry of Natural Resources.

Hon. Mr. White: The member is having a

pipe dream.

Mr. Lewis: That is frankly abhorrent.

Obviously that's a basic difference. I'm not

going to get into the details of the bill.

They've been discussed at length by members
of the Legislature. I just want to put to the
House some simple philosophic differences
which cause us to vote against the bill. Be-

cause that's what we are talking about; we
are talking about basic differences in prin-

ciple, the way in which we approach this re-

source sector and the way in which the

Tories do. Our approach starts from a quite
different premise, Mr. Speaker.
We think Ontario owns the resources. We

think the resources belong to the people of

this province. We think that only on suffer-

ance and on very tight contractual provisions,
should Inco, Falconbridge, Rio Algom,
Denison, Hollinger or anybody else have the

right to mine our ores. We think, as a party,
and I make no apology for it, that the mineral

rights belong to the people of the province—
not to Ititernational Nickel Co. On that we

part company in this House—on that we part

company.
The government believes that the mineral

resources in the ground of northern Ontario

belong to the companies. Starting on that

premise, it applies a certain tax to the profit
structure of those companies in order to re-

capture for the public a modicum of income,
a tiny fraction of what we deserve. That's a

basic difference in social philosophy.

The government says that because Inco is

there, or Texas Gulf was there and did the

exploration and found the ore and now pro-

cesses and develops it, that it is the com-

pany's. Our response is, it is not their ore. It

is ours. The ores in the ground of Ontario

belong to the people of Ontario. The govern-
ment had no right to alienate the mineral

rights, not at all; no right whatsoever. Tell

me another province in Canada that's alien-

ated the mineral rights?

The government has no right to enter into

this tax relationship with Inco, or any other

mining company for that matter, which ac-

cepts as its basic premise that it owns
northern Ontario. We own it, and it's time

the government understood that. The people
own it. There is such a fundamental division

in social attitude that it speaks volumes

about why we oppose the principle of this

bill.

When we apply a graduated tax to the

profits of those companies what we are

doing in effect is accepting everything about

capitalism that is most abhorrent and,

curiously enough, what we are doing is par-

ticipating in something that is now a matter

of international debate.

As a matter of fact, I'm sure the former

Treasurer has occasionally speculated on what
is happening internationally and continentally
in terms of resources and in terms of whether

they are energy resources or more traditional

mining resources: The western world now is
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ranged against Exxon and OPEC, and gov-
ernments find themselves in a terrible

dilemma as they suddenly face the corporate
sector in a fashion which is uncomfortable
for most western capitalist governments—and
I use the phrase in descriptive ways.

The government of Ontario now is deal-

ing with Syncrude in a fashion which makes
Ontario a supplicant to Syncrude. We're not

calling the shots. We get a five per cent

equity in an operation which is dominated

by multi-national corporations and to whom
the profits will flow disproportionately. It's a

real dilemma for the Province of Ontario.

It's fascinating that we have come so far

in our basic regard for and favours toward
the resource sector that we would allow

ourselves, incredibly enough, to give $100
million or more to Imperial Oil, which is

no longer even part of what was once called

the multi-national society and is now ranged
with the major OPEC companies against

governments.

Whether it's the resource sector in terms of

energy or in terms of minerals, what the

government is doing in this bill in fact is

again saying that the mining companies have
all the rights in this province, that they dic-

tate the terms, and what we will do is in-

ter\'ene to tax them. We'll try to civilize the

taxes a bit. We'll try to redeem the incredible

exploitation of the last 20 years when they
got away with paying a pittance. We'll try
to redeem that by graduating the tax some-
what-

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): They should
have made it retroactive.

Mr. Lewis: So we come out at the far

end with $145 million from our mines tax
and $202 million in total. In the year 1975
the net profit for Inco was $306 million.

Hon. Mr. White: World-wide, yes.

Mr. Laughren: Where does the minister
think it comes from?

Mr. Lewis: Let me put it to the minister
this way—and on this fact I have no qualms
to stand—Inco makes more net profit in the
Province of Ontario than this government
is extracting from its entire mining tax that
we're debating this afternoon. Does the min-
ister understand that? Does he realize how
disgraceful that is? One multi-national cor-

poration makes a greater net profit in this

province than this government extracts from
an entire piece of legislation to be applied
to all of the mineral industry.

Someone, somewhere, is going to have to

explain the justification and legitimacy of that

to me, because the logic escapes me.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): What do the

shareholders think of that?

Mr. Lewis: One would have thought, as

my colleague from Nickel Belt has pointed
out—and I've listened to many of the speeches
in this debate—that at the very least the

government would take as much for Ontario

as it gives to them in profit. Is that not a

fair ruje of thumb?

My colleague from Nickel Belt says behind

me, sotto voce, that maybe we should apply
the tax retroactively. Well, I don't know how
we can apply a tax retroactively; clearly we
can't—

Mr. Deans: They've done it.

Mr. Lewis: They've done it by a few

weeks, I suppose. That's true, I remember
that fiasco.

Mr. Deans: We argued that it was illegal-

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Mr. Deans: And it was illegal!

Mr. Lewis: We argued that it was illegal.

So just as we argued in terms of the sales

tax—
Hon. Mr. White: The members opposite

made it legal.

Mr. Deans: It was illegal.

Mr. Lewis: I must say, he is quite right.

We are doing it with this bill. He is quite

right. But I suppose retroactivity has a ter-

mination point; one doesn't go back to 1950.

But ni tell you, there is no reason why the

terms within this piece of legislation, the tax

which is levied, shouldn't be sufiiciently

tough that we begin to recoup all that we
gave away in those years of enormous profits

in the 1960s and early 1970s. It's very easy
now for the former Treasurer-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: —the portly overlord, to intro-

duce a piece of legislation which now brings
us $145 million from the industry. And he
claims—

Hon. Mr. White: It is $202 million.

Mr. Lewis: —$202 million depending on
the tax: This tax will bring us $145 million,

right—that is the bill we are talking about.

It is $145 million under the Mining Tax Act.
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And the minister talks about it as a major
increase over last year. That's right—threefold

I guess. Just about threefold; right!

Then I recall all those years when the total

productivity of the mining industry in On-
tario ranged between $1.5 billion and in ex-

cess of $2 billion a year, and we were receiv-

ing by way of mining revenue less than one

per cent of total productivity.

It was an absolute scandal what Inco and

Falconbridge and everybody else got away
with in the Province of Ontario. And that's

all documented. That's all on the record. It

all came from Dr. Tom Mohide. Would that

he were still allowed to do the kind of break-

down ^yhich he did up until 1971.

You know why we don't now have the

breakdown mine by mine, table by table, that

we had then, Mr. Speaker? Because it's too

embarrassing-

Mr. Laughren: That's right.

Mr. Lewis: —for the government to show

publicly what it hasn't been getting from
the mining industry. And the reason—as I

stand here; and I believe this—the reason

that since 1971 we have never been able

to have the explicit breakdown of the figures
for revenues from the mining industry is not,

as the minister says, because it was a compli-
cated procedure and they were cutting back
on what they put out, etc.; it's because of

my Sudbury colleagues and others showing
the world that it was $16 million, $18 million,

$24 million, $25 million a year. It was so

embarrassing. It was so difficult in northern

communities that the government decided to

suppress the information. It's as simple as

that. And that is exactly what it did.

I don't know how many times we phoned
the minister's office. As a matter of fact, I

even phoned his office attempting to get the

figures, forever to be told that they were
in preparation, or they were coming, or they
were not quite in the form that they once

were, etc. The government extracted so

little from the mining industry that it be-

came a matter of public embarrassment. Now
the minister can talk about $145 million as

though it was of some consequence. It's of

no consequence measured against what the

government relinquished in the past.

So the basic philosophic point then re-

mains: The government believes that the in-

dustry owns the ores; that it has an un-

trammelled right to those ores. Therefore,
all the government is prepared to do is enter

into a graduated tax relationship with it. We
believe the people own the ores and that,

therefore, there is a contractual arrangement
to be entered into with the companies where

they pay us by way of royalty for the

mineral rights in the exploitation of the re-

source, and we get our money back for the

people of Ontario. That is what is being done
in western Canada by New Democratic gov-
ernments.

Mr. Deans: Maybe we could put it on the

income tax.

Hon. Mr. White: They have Mdthdrawn

that one—they are in retreat.

Mr. Lewis: It is in effect in British Co-

lumbia; that is exactly right. Nobody is in

retreat. Manitoba has taken the bill off the

order paper to make it even tougher. No
one is in retreat.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: He has got to be kid-

ding—he is away off base.

Mr. Lewis: Not at all—not at all. And if

the government is going to have an income

tax—

Hon. Mr. Bemier: They took a realistic

approach—that's what they did.

Mr. Lewis: —of course you have to gradu-

ate it. Which of my colleagues can object to

that? Who can object to that? Graduated

taxes make sense. It's motherhood. But that

isn't the route. That's kind of an acceptance

of everything that the mining corporations

stand for. This government has simply ac-

cepted their right to dominate both northern

Ontario and the industry—and to our last

breath we will not accept that right. We don't

believe the ores are theirs. We don't believe

we should have given them away, at all, in

the first place. So that's the first philosophic

difference.

The second philosophic difference, Mr.

Speaker, il I can put it to you, is that having

applied a tax to the mining companies, we

would then not allow all of the special ex-

emptions and special provisions—from depre-

ciation and depletion to tax write-offs for

development exploration, and everything else

in the world that they get from provincial

Tories and federal Liberals. We would simply

not allow it.

If the goverrmient is going to have a tax,

let it have a tax and cut out the exemptions.

If the government says to us that somehow

those exemptions are needed for the mining

industry in order to survive, we say balder-

dash. Everything they do, Tories and Liberals,
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with resouice corporations is to provide special

security for them.

I read that front-page Globe and Mail story

in the "Report on Business" this morning on

the tax concessions given to Syncrude and I

could hardly believe it. I could hardly credit

it. They are getting eight times in tax con-

cessions \vhat we are giving them from the

public coffers of the Province of Ontario. We
fall all over ourselves to provide special provi-
sions for the mining corporations and resource

corporations in this country, and on that we
have a basic philosophic difference. If the

government is going to tax the blessed' cor-

porations, then let it tax them and not play
games with them.

The third philosophic difference, Mr. Speak-

er, which we have with the government on
this bill is the inherent continued exploitation
of northern Ontario. The member for Thunder

Bay, the member for Nickel Belt, and the

member for Nipissing (Mr. R. S. Smith) in the

Liberal Party talked to the House about the

rights of northern communities. There is

something foul about politics in Ontario, and
there is something that is malodorous about

politics in Ontario that the government has
extracted so much from the north and re-

turned so little. The Minister of Natural Re-
sources has the chutzpah—which translated

freely means a combination of audacity, gall
and presumption-to say that there are golf
courses built in northern Ontario on the ex-

ploited ore lands. What does he have? What
has he done? What did he have?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: He is an authority on
northern Ontario. He made one trip in four

years and he is an authority.

Mr. Lewis: One hole per life is that what
the minister is establishing? Every time a
miner dies on the job he builds another golf
course?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: The member doesn't
even know where half of the municipalities
are in northern Ontario.

Mr. Deans: He digs a hole.

Mr. Lewis: One of the things I have learned
in my travels through the province as leader
of the NDP, sometimes useful and sometimes
not so useful, is that every Tory in northern
Ontario is in trouble, including the Minister
of Natural Resources.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: The member said that in
1966 and he said it in 1971.

Mr. Lewis: No, I have never said it before.

I always thought the minister was impreg-
nable. Then I realized that only applied to

his cerebral processes. I now understand that

politically he is vulnerable.

Mr. Stokes: What did the minister say
about me in 1966?

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps we could return to

the principle of the bill.

Mr. Lewis: I am. If these caustic interjec-

tions would cease, I would continue my
amicable views.

I want to say to you, Mr. Speaker, that

northern Ontario has been betrayed through
this Mining Tax Act for as long as any of us

can remember. To talk about golf courses

is kind of a surreal note. I don't know where
the minister gamers his pleasures from, but
not the workers. What is he trying to tell us?

What about the miners in Geraldton? What
about the miners in Elliot Lake? Has he taken

a good look at the Sudbury basin recently?

Has he looked at what the gold mines that

closed down in Timmins did to the economy
of the region? What is he talking about in

referring to these benefits that are conferred

on northern Ontario by the mining companies?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Go up and look at it.

Hon. Mr. White: The member had better

go up and have another little look. Things
are happening.

Mr. Lewis: If the government had extracted

a fair and equitable tax from the mining com-

panies through the last 15 years, then it could

have returned some of it to northern Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Look up there and see

what has happened in the last 10 years. This

is the same old broken record of five years

ago. He hasn't changed his tune. He hasn't

changed his point of view.

Mr. Lewis: Broken record? I don't mind the

broken record.

Mr. Deans: It's a shame we have to keep

saying it; that's the problem.

Mr. Germa: How does the minister sleep
at night? The minister has blood on his hands

and be knows it,

Mr. Lewis: In 1971, there were Tories who
lost their seats in northern Ontario.

Hon. Mr. White: Northern Ontario is

blooming all over.
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Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please, the hon, mem-
ber for Scarborough West has the floor.

Mr. Lewis: The government's whole view

of northern Ontario is so filled with political

contempt that it's time that was said.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: The member is scared of

what is going to happen in northern Ontario,

that is why.

Mr. Lewis: They look at northern Ontario

and say within the inner sanctum of the

Tory party: "They have only got 15 seats.

We are going to have 125 in the new redis-

tribution. To hell with northern Ontario, we
can lose them all and still keep a govern-
ment." They always thumb their noses at the

north. They have never ploughed back into

the northern economy that which they have
taken from it, the minister knows that.

My colleague from Nickel Belt talked

about when he first moved to Sudbury. I can
remember in that 1971 campaign — and I

didn't know much about Sudbury at the time
—I walked into a community and found the

road network was terrible, me hospital beds
were in short supply, there was no housing,
and people were sleeping in the backs of

station wagons. There was a lack of housing,
transportation and health amenities — and

Sudbury sits on the richest ore body in the

western world.

The government calls that justice in

northern Ontario and the minister tells my
colleague from Thunder Bay about places in

the northwest which have golf courses. Tell

that to the miners with silicosis and cancer
in Elliot Lake, and look at the profits of

Denison and Rio Algom. We are telling this

government very simply that one of the ways
to correct all of that is by applying a tax

which is fair. This tax is simply not fair.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: That party is forever

downgrading northern Ontario and the

people who live there.

Mr. Lewis: This tax is simply not fair and
one of the other philosophic differences-

well, the north will make its judgement
several months from now.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: They have a hard time

handling the seats they've got.

Mr. Stokes: The minister doesn*t believe

that.

Mr. Lewis: We will stand by that, as the

minister will. They will make their judge-
ment and we will see what they say.

The reality is that we part company with

this government on northern communities as

well. There is no part of this province-

including eastern Ontario—

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Join us and start build-

ing northern Ontario. Things are happening.

Mr. Lewis: Does the minister want to

speak again?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon.

member for Scarborough West has the floor.

Mr. Lewis: By all means, I will sit down
for him.

Hon. Mr. White: I want to speak. Speed
up.

Mr. Lewis: I am sure he will. He is an-

other apologist. The place is filled with

apologists for mining companies and oil com-

panies over there. I have never seen such a

coterie.

The fourth philosophic basis—and I am

going to play right to all the government's

prejudices, because we want the record un-

mistakable in all of this—is that if we are go-

ing to move into the resource sector at all,

then it doesn't involve a five per cent equity
in a Syncrude or a graduated tax of the

mining industry which nets about half to a

third of what we should have been getting
for the last 10 years; we either take a con-

trolling interest in the industry or take one

of the major multi-national corporations into

public ownership in order to show what can

be done.

For the Tories, that's sacrilege. But let me

say to those opposite, it is no longer sacrilege

to the public; no longer at all. The public
of Ontario and Canada wouldn't bat an eye
if the government bought a controlling in-

terest in Imperial Oil. They understand that

resources which are so central to the life of

the province have to be publicly controlled

and often publicly owned, and at some point
we simply have to intervene on behalf of the

public.

It doesn't cause me one jot of anxiety to

suggest that one of the major mining cor-

porations belongs in the public sector or, fail-

ing that, we should take an equity participa-
tion which gives us control over its invest-

ment policies, its exploration policies, its

development policies and the distribution of

its profits, and begin to return to northern

Ontario the 'wealth that is theirs and begin
to show to the rest of the province what

might be done. Again, philosophically, we
feel that very strongly. The government
doesn't feel it at all?
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One of the reasons the Tories are losing

Ontario is that there is no recognition of

what is real in the outside world. There is

no recognition that the little waltz they have

danced with the mining companies, lo, these

many j-ears,
is now turning to a series of

sour notes, that they have to change their

step, that the gavotte is out of date, that the

incestuous relationships are over and that

no one any longer regards a simple gradu-
ated tax as dealing with the mining sector

of Ontario. No one believes that any more

except the most inveterate Tory—and, my
Cod, the benches are empty of inveterate

Tories, but there are a few who are here

representing them. No jobs will be driven

out as a result of taking a tough position on

mining taxes; no jobs at all. Jobs aren't

leaving British Columbia, Saskatchewan or

Manitoba; no, sir.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Yes they are.

Mr. Lewis: No, sir. Jobs are not leaving
those provinces and that has been demon-
strated every time.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Oh yes they are. Face
up to it. How can he stand there and sav
that?

^

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact, this

government should intervene even for the
international implications—

Hon. Mr. Bernier: The member is 100 per
cent wrong.

Mr. Lewis: —and show people in Ontario.
I know that this doesn't make any impact on
the minister, but I'm going to say it anyway,
because I agree with my colleagues in the
caucus: Falconbridge spends all its time ex-

ploiting underdeveloped countries with the
wealth we extract from Ontario. International
Nickel does the same. There's a certain
shame in that, you know.

We don't run off to the food conference in
Rome and beat our breasts about the need to

give money to the third world and at the
same time play footsy with the mining cor-

porations in Ontario who use our profits from
our resources to exploit peoples in the third
world. There is a moral inconsistency there,
if nothing more. But it matters not at all to
those benches.

If we raise the behaviour of Falconbridge
or Inco or any of the others in Rhodesia,
South Africa, New Guinea or any other third

world^ area, we're not even allow'ed to discuss
it. It's considered beyond the pale.

Mr. Laughren: Does the minister remem-
ber that?

Mr. Lewis: But it means something to this

party, and I want the minister to know that.

PJiilosophically it means something to this

party, and we're not going to participate in

the endless accrual of profits in Ontario to

be used for the exploitation of underdevel-

oped peoples. That is another reason why we
feel strongly about this bill and about the

principle it embodies.

Let me summarize:

1. We repudiate the bill because it explic-

itly endorses the proposition that the mineral

companies own the resources of Ontario. We
reject that. We own the resources of On-
tario. We will grant to the private companies
the right of exploitation on our terms, not

theirs.

2. If there is to be a tax of any kind on

the mining companies, even in Tory terms,

it must not be a tax which can permit the

kinds of concessions, exemptions and special

favours which renders the tax obsolete.

3. If a tax is to be levied, then it has to

capture a legitimate amount of money. And
$145 million, which I repeat represents less

than the net profit of International Nickel in

1974, is not a legitimate amount of money.

4. Northern Ontario has to receive some

special advantage from this tax. We can only
discriminate against an area or a region of the

province for so long before we have to intro-

duce a note of equity—and nothing in this

bill suggests anything on behalf of northern

Ontario.

5. If we're going to enter into any taxation

at all, it should be on the basis of equity that

means something by way of ownership of

shares, as well as the taxation, or indeed the

public ownership of a major company.

6. If one is going to deal with the mining

industry in this province, one must deal with

it in an international context, recognizing the

behaviour of those companies abroad in the

third world, and recognizing the problems of

western governments as they face the major
multi-national resource corporations.

On every one of those grounds the govern-
ment is wanting, and we repudiate the legis-

lation for it. Speaking in terms of philosophy
and in terms of principle, there is not a thing
we hold in common in terms of the way in

which we would approach the resource sector

of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: Do any other hon. members
wish to speak to this bill before the minister

replies?

Mr. Deans: The minister did reply.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister.
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Mr. Deans: He already has replied.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, the leader

of the NDP has summed this up very well.

There are a number of philosophical differ-

ences standing between us, who believe in

free enterprise, and the NDP, who believe in

socialism.

Mr. Lewis: A mixed economy.

Hon. Mr. White: Where the Liberals stand

on the matter is once again somewhat in

doubt, because "Fighting Bob" came out yes-

terday very hard on each side of the argu-
ment. It was only in his very last sentence

that anybody here in this chamber had the

slightest idea whether the Liberals were vot-

ing for the bill or against the bill.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion ) : The minister was listening to that, was
he?

Hon. Mr. White: Now, in fact, they're

voting for the bill, as it turns out, although
the three speakers from their side each ex-

pressed a different Liberal policy in arriving
at that conclusion.

I'm going to go through the details of the

bill, but before I do I'd like to come to grips
with some of the philosophical differences

which, as the socialist leader quite rightly

pointed out, form a very great barrier between
his party and our own.

Regardless of who owns the ore-

Mr. Lewis: Regardless?

Hon. Mr. White: —that ore is not an eco-
nomic good until it is discovered, developed
and put into production.

Mr. Lewis: Right. What does the minister

mean, "regardless of who owns it"?

Hon. Mr. White: We on this side of the
House believe that the economic value thus
created at the risk of investors and pro-
moters-

Mr. Lewis: What risk?

Hon. Mr. White: -is to be shared with the
risk takers, and we make no apology for that.

Mr. Laughren: Including the workers? Are

they the risk takers too?

Hon. Mr. White: And as a matter of fact,
the member for York Centre (Mr. Deacon)—

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Give the minis-
ter a chance to speak to this bill.

Hon. Mr. White: —came out with that

proposition yesterday and it was just about

the only sensible thing that was said from

the Liberal benches. So we do have that

fundamental disagreement with the NDP.

Mr. Lewis: What does the minister mean,

"regardless of who owns the ores"? How does

he throw it away so lightly?

Hon. Mr. White: Well as the member's

daddy quite rightly put it about five years

ago, it doesn't make any difference who
"owns" these resources-

Mr. Lewis: Don't be silly.

Hon. Mr. White: -and the federal NDP
did indeed change its policy, coming to the

realization that one could—

Mr. Deans: But we do own them now.

Hon. Mr. White: —accomplish all of these

objectives without investing enormous

amounts of public moneys in private cor-

porations, and that's the route we are going
to take.

Mr. Deans: That is an entirely different

matter.

Mr. Lewis: The minister is talking about

something quite separate.

Hon. Mr. White: Well they are not dif-

ferent points.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. There should

not be this number of interjections.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): The
member was complaining that he was in-

terrupted.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, Mr. Speak-

er, that statement has nothing to do with

the ownership of ore bodies. That state-

ment had to do with whether or not it is

necessary to nationalize individual companies.

If the minister wants to use my dad, he

should quote him accurately.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I have high regard

for the member's father and I used the term

only to tease the member, and not dis-

respectfully. Although I have never agreed

very much with anything Mr. David Lewis

said, I think he is a man of complete in-

tegrity-

Mr. Lewis: Thank God for that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I understand the minis-

ter only agrees with John Robarts.
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Hon. Mr. White: —and I do agree with

him in this respect, that who owns the re-

sources is not now important, Because gov-
ernments have the undoubted power-

Mr. Lewis: He never said that.

Hon. Mr. White: —to reach their objectives.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. White: Now then, this is going
to take a long time, so if everybody will

settle down, I will go through the points

as quickly as I can. Secondly—

Mr. Deans: He is a past master at twisting
other people's words.

Kfr. Lewis: I was heckled mercilessly.

Mr. Bullbrook: This speech is to assure the

minister's directorships as soon as he resigns,
that's all it is.

Mr. Speaker, Order, please.

Hon. Mr. White: I am not going to take

that King down.

Mr. Lewis: Well, take it standing up then.

Hon. Mr. White: It is an insulting remark
and to make it and then run for the cor-

ridors.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Treasurer has al-

ready left, he can't take it.

Hon. Mr. White: So I haven't got my
cap in hand for anything, and we will see

some months from now who—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He'll see some months
from now.

Mr. Eaton: The Leader of the Opposition
should read what the member for Samia
said about him at the weekend.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Let's get the
debate back in its proper order. Every mem-
ber has had a chance to speak. Now it is

the minister's turn to reply and there should
not—

Mr. Lewis: Is the minister saying he
wouldn't accept a corporate directorship in

a mining company?

Mr. Speaker: Order please. There should
not be this many interjections. Will the

minister please continue?

Hon. Mr. White: I wouldn't accept any—

Mr. Lewis: When I was speaking there

were a great many interjections, Mr. Speaker,
and I took them in good spirit.

Hon. Mr. White: I am saying I wouldn't

accept any directorships for a considerable

period of time after leaving public life-

Mr. Lewis: Yes, about six months.

An hon. member: About 30 days.

Hon. Mr. White: —and beyond that I would
want to weigh every such offer-

Mr. Lewis: Against the remuneration.

Mr. Germa: Remember Leslie Frost? He
got 15 in one afternoon.

Hon. Mr. White: —if, indeed, any are re-

received—to assure myself that I wasn't accept-

ing a position in a company I had benefacted.

And to have this insulting remark from the

MPP for Samia, who thereupon runs out of

the room, when he himself has undoubted

designs on a very handsome law practice-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh yes. The minister

should get to the point of the bill. He is

so childish. His own Treasurer has left.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, go and get him
then and let's have it out.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is the minister*s job to

get the Treasurer in here. He is the one who
sent him out.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. White: It is clearly out of order

that kind of—

Mr. Lewis. They are going to have fisti-

cuflFs.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I have asked

that the procedure of the House be respect-

ed. Will you please do so? Will the minister

continue?

Hon. Mr. White: Well "Fighting Bob" is

shouting a little more since last Saturday, but

he is not saying any more. And certainly his

contribution on this particular debate was an

absolute and complete travesty. No wondter

the Toronto papers are now demanding that

the Liberals come out and say something for

a change.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh, that is it; every day
a little more. Is the minister going to speak
on the principle of the bill or not? He is

just talking nonsense. That's why he was dis-

missed from the cabinet. He is just kept
around to mount this campaign.
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Hon. Mr. White: Now moving to another

point-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh, another point?

Hon. Mr. White: -trotted out by the leader

of the NDP. He said there should be a flat

rate. It has yet to occur—

Mr. Lewis: I didn't say that, I know I

didn't. I offered royalties as an alternative.

There are various ways.

Hon. Mr. White: Listen, the members of

the NDP who have spoken on this bill have

been completely against royalties. I am in-

cluding the member for Lakeshore and the

member for Thunder Bay.

Mr. Lewis: They have indicated again that

if the minister is going to apply this kind of

tax, it clearly has to be graduated. It is com-

mon sense. There are alternative ways of

dealing with resource taxation-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is the principle of the

bill that they are opposing.

Mr. Lewis: We are opposing the basic

principle, that's right.

An hon. member: It's a matter of degree.

Hon. Mr. White: Royalties, quite frankly,

cannot work well insofar as mining is con-

cerned, because it does induce the companies
to highgrade. This fact is making itself abun-

dantly apparent-

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on. If the govern-
ment had a different minister they wouldn't

highgrade.

Hon. Mr. White: —to Premier Barrett in

British Columbia and Premier Schreyer in

Manitoba. In both of those provinces they
are in full retreat from those measures.

Mr. Lewis: What a ridiculous answer! Oh,

stop it. Don't be silly.

Hon. Mr. White: Manitoba is doing it

overtly and British Columbia is doing it cov-

ertly. In the British Columbia legislation the

minister has enormous discretionary power
which he is using secretly and privately to try

to keep that industry breathing out there.

Mr. Lewis: That is not right. No, he is not.

Secret and private; what is he talking about?

Prove it.

Hon. Mr. White: Insofar as our approach,
that is to say, a graduated mining tax versus

a royalty, I'm perfectly sure we're on firm

ground. The other provinces are now finding

this out, as they emulate us. Indeed, Quebec
has done so in the last couple of weeks by

coming out with a system not unlike our own.

So the idea of a flat rate turning up a

marginal tax of 77 per cent would, in itself,

have two distinct disadvantages. It would
make our industry in this province uncom-

petitive with mining industries in other juris-

dictions and, perhaps even more importantly,
it would leave us with the lever of processing
allowances to induce the development of a

manufacturing sector in northern Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, right.

Hon. Mr. White: Now, I'm going to pause
on this. I've listened carefully to each of the

speakers, most of them here in this chamber,
one or two from outside Mr. Speaker's office.

I've listened to every word said in this debate,
and nobody has realized the very powerful
combination of the high marginal tax rate

of 77 per cent and the very large processing
allowances available if a company takes its

production to a fourth stage; that is to say,
to a manufacturing or fabricating stage as

such.

This provides a very great incentive to the

companies. And, although the returns aren't

in by any means—because, frankly, the com-

panies themselves did'n't quite comprehepd
it in the early months. That's one of th-^

reasons their estimations were so high and
so inaccurate.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's why they asked the

minister to explain it.

Hon. Mr. White: They are now coming
to the realization that they can earn back
some portion of tax that would otherwise
be payable if they developed manufacturing
jobs in northern Ontario.

Mr. Deans: They're certainly rushing out
to do it.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Tell us all

the names of the firms that have done it.

Hon. Mr. White: As the realization has

dawned, things have happened. Texasgulf
has announced a $100,000 expansion of the

Kidd Creek mine. They've announced con-

struction of a $150 million smelter and re-

finery at Timmins.

Mr. Lewis: They announced it before the

tax was introduced.

not.

Hon. Mr. White: No, no. Listen, they did

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): How
many processing jobs were needed?
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Hon. Mr. White: They have announced
the construction of the first of a series of

fertilizer plants in northern Ontario, each to

employ 300 people.

Mr. Reid: Are they shredding the minister's

old speeches?

Hon. Mr. White: And they have other

prospects on the horizon that Fm not free

to mention.

Now Inco is looking at the construction

of a strip mill plant in northern Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: That was before the tax was
introduced.

Hon. Mr. White: Falconbridge has an-

nounced a $95 million smelter improvement
programme at Sudbury and the opening of

a new mine at Sturgeon Lake by a subsioiary
at a cost of $17 million. Union Miniere has
a $60 million mine development programme
in Pickle Lake.

Mr. Foulds: That really gets us into

secondary manufacturing, doesn't it?

Hon. Mr. White: I've got some news for

you, Mr. Speaker; this is only the beginning.
We have a date in front of us now indi-

cating that $4 billion is going to be expended
by all kinds of industries in northwestern
Ontario alone in the foreseeable future.

Mr. Foulds: How long is that foreseeable
future?

Hon. Mr. White: And in northeastern On-
tario, from some of the illustrations I've pro-
vided here, one will see another enormous
investment in northern Ontario employment.
While there are a number of reasons for this,
one of the principal reasons—as history will

prove—is because of the very high marginal
rate and the very high processing allow-
ances.

As we come up with a high marginal rate
on a graduated basis, we were determined
to protect the smaller companies who often
constitute the single industry for small com-
munities. So what have we done? If that
small company's profit was less than $1.3

million, we've removed all of the mining
tax, so that that production would be per-
petuated and the employment continued.

I think we've accomplished the purpose
of inducing additional development in

northern Ontario, trebling the amount of

revenue realizable by the public purse and
not putting the little guys out of business.

Turning now to the exploitation of

northern Ontario, one has not available the

precise collection of taxes and the exact

expenditures by any regions in this province,
and I half hope we never do, any more than

I would want to see a really accurate depic-
tion of the revenues from Ontario at the

federal level and the expenditures into On-
tario at the federal level.

Mr. Lewis: That's not a bad principle.

Hon. Mr. White: This quite frankly would
be drawn to the attention of the uninformed
and thereupon give rise to all kinds of dis-

satisfactions in this rich heartland of Canada
and make it impossible for the federal

government to continue to ship, in eflFect,

billions of dollars worth of economic develop-
ment into the less developed parts of this

country.

Mr. Stokes: We are talking about quality
of life in northern Ontario.

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, and I'm going to

apply the principle in a minute to this prov-
ince alone.

Mr. Deans: The trouble is the government
is not doing that here in Ontario.

Mi. Stokes: Even the Tories are talking

about the quality of life in Northern Ontario.

Hon. Mr. White: If one acknowledges that

one of the fundamental reasons for Confed-

eration is to share the economic fruits of one

region with another—

Mr. Lewis: That's right, and the govern-
ment has done nothing about it.

Hon. Mr. White: —and if one acknowl-

edges that the federal government has done
this with very little complaint from us, I must

say, by shifting billions of dollars worth of

economic wealth into other parts of the

country-

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Mr. Deans: This government hasn't done

that in Ontario.

Hon. Mr. White: —without a great deal of

dissatisfaction, because the numbers are not

known.

Mr. Lewis: Why does this apply to the

Maritimes and not in Ontario?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. White: I am going to draw a

parallel with Ontario. There is very consider-

able pressure from Chairman Paul Godfrey
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and his council here in Metro to have a pre-

cise counting of the moneys paid by Metro

Toronto taxpayers and moneys returned to

them in a variety of services. I hope this

is never fully and accurately attempted or

produced, because it will show, I am abso-

lutely positive-

Mr. Lewis: This is a red herring, a neat

red herring.

Hon. Mr. White: —that we've invested $2
in northern Ontario for every $1 we've got
out. Now what have we done just recently?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Ferrier: That's not right.

Hon. Mr. White: I've dealt with the par-
ticular application of mining tax.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order. What did
the minister say? Did he say that the govern-
ment has invested $2 in northern Ontario for

every $1 that has been taken out of the
north?

Hon. Mr. White: That's my hunch.

Mr. Lewis: The minister, sir, is ridiculous.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon. min-
ister is the only one supposed to be speaking
at this time. Will the hon. minister continue
and the rest hold their peace? It is a very
unsatisfactory debate.

Mr. Lewis: We have had a congenial ex-

change all afternoon.

Mr. Bullbrook: He misleads the House
with his hunches.

Mr. Speaker: I would suggest that there
be fewer interjections. The minister will

please continue.

Mr. Reid: You don't think we are going
to sit here and listen to that nonsense, Mr.
Speaker?

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, I want to
tell the minister that I really think he is

categorically and hopelessly in error.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Everybody
has had a chance to make his contribution to
this debate. There is a difference of opinion
and everyone has a right to express it, but
not over and over again by interjections.

Mr. Deans: There is a difference of an
opinion.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister.

Mr. Bullbrook: On a point of order, if I

may, if we have a speaker telling us that

northern Ontario is receiving twice as much
as they give to the public purse and then he
tells us it's a hunch, isn't that misleading this

place? I would think it is.

Mr. Ferrier: It is an insult to the north.

Mr. Stokes: What about the $2 billion in

new wealth created in the north each year?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: I am sure that will go right

across the northern part of this province.
The minister has just reduced his credibility

to nil.

Hon. Mr. White: Let me recapitulate.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Can we get
on with a more orderly debate? The hon.

minister, please.

Mr. Bullbrook: No more hunches.

Hon. Mr. White: I hope that we don't

really refine the data relating to revenues by
regions and expenditures by regions.

Mr. Lewis: I will bet the minister does

when they hear what he has said.

Hon. Mr. White: I'm trying to bring some
rationale to the member for Samia who didn't

hear this part of the explanation. I think that

we will find that in the Toronto-centred

area—

Inerjections by hon. members.

Mr. Stokes: To hear the minister talk

they are all on the dole, and I resent it.

Hon. Mr. White: —a lot more is being paid
in taxes than is being consumed in services

and I think we will find in outlying parts of

the province, including northern Ontario, that

more money is being expended in services

than is being collected in taxes.

Mr. Ferrier: We cannot accept that.

Mr. Lewis: What is the minister talking
about?

Hon. Mr. White: Now that's a hunch of

mine—

An hon. member: What's the minister's

hunch about the next election? Maybe it's

as good.
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Mr. Deans: Doesn't that tell the minister

something about the tax level, even if it

were true?

Hon. Mr. White: —and I am as well in-

formed, I suspect, as anybody else in the

chamber at the present time.

What is the consequence of this? Well,
I'm going to tell the members opposite that

I've oeen in northeastern and northwestern

Ontario perhaps a dozen times in the last

few years—maybe more than that. Did I hear

the Minister of Natural Resources say the

NDP leader has been up there once in four

\ears? Is that what I heard?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Once in four years.

Mr. Lewis: That's a vile slander.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: It's true.

Mr. Lewis: I have been up there with

regularity. Even my wife is up there with

regularity.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I've been up there

a dozen times or more, Mr. Speaker, and
I'll tell you what is happening. Everywhere
vou look you see new houses, new ware-

houses, more factories, more roads-

Mr. Gilbertson: And bridges.

Hon. Mr. White: —and hospitals, com-

munity colleges and universities, and pros-

perous, happy-looking people on the side-

walks.

Mr. Ferrier: That's not true.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): The

government tries to close them down.

Hon. Mr. White: So the socialists who
come down here and tell us, year after year,
how awful everything is in the north, like

the member for Cochrane South-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. White: —are out of touch with

reality and certainly—

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Could we—

Mr. Foulds: Why didn't the minister act

upon "the sensible and moderate suggestions"
made to his ministry?—and I am using a

direct quote.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. I think it

would help matters along if we stuck right
to the principle of the bill, please.

Mr. Ferrier: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker. I would like the minister to say

when I said how awful things were in the

north?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. That is not a

point of order.

Mr. Ferrier: He doesn't know what he is

talking about.

Hon. Mr. White: Most recently, last night.
Another attack on the north and on the

mining industry and everything that goes
with it.

Mr. Foulds: All we are doing is attacking
the government's attitude.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): We won't

have the member for London South to kick

around much more.

Hon. Mr. White: Listen, HI guarantee

personally that we will get the member lots

of circulation for that speech in Timmins if

he thinks it is going to help him a lot. TU
volunteer to do that.

Mr. Lewis: We would like to have it in a

glossy cover, if possible—with his picture.

Hon. Mr. White: In all these communities

across the north we find a wonderful flower-

ing of economic and cultural activity, and
it's because we have done a number of

things in recent years-

Mr. Deans: What has this got to do with

the bill?

Mr. Lewis: There is a flowering here, I tell

you.

Hon. Mr. White: —including, for the first

time in the history of this province, a

differential grant rate as introduced in my
budget of April, 1973. Hey, don't go. This

is for the leader of the NDP. This is to

bring him up to date.

Mr. Lewis: Well, I have respectfully
listened to the minister since he began, and

I am keeping someone waiting. The minister

said he was going to get on to the details.

Is he at that point?

Hon. Mr. White: I'm dealing with the

member's six points.

Mr. Lewis: Has the minister finished with

the philosophical differences?

Hon. Mr. White: It's all right. When the

member comes back, I'll finish.

Mr. Lewis: Can the minister pollinate his

way into the specifics?
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Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, before the

leader of the NDP leaves, and while the

leader of the Liberal Party is here, I have

four amendments to offer, none of w^hich is

substantive-

Mr. Foulds: Well, that's normal.

Mr. Lewis: I don't have to stay.

Hon. Mr. White: —and each of which is

technical. With the approval of the House,

which I must have, I would like to oflFer

these amendments today so they can be in

the reprinted bill for the debate in the com-

mittee of the whole House on Thursday. So

at the end of my remarks here today I will

offer those, if I may.

Mr. Reid: Well organized.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Co-operation, under-

standing.

Mr. Reid: Well organized.

Hon. Mr. White: The socialist sagamore

having left, I will now turn back to the bill

itself.

Mr. Bounsall: Sagamore? Would the min-

ister explain that?

Hon. Mr. White: What does the bill do?

It is designed to achieve the balance between
tax revenues and a healthy mining industry
and to utilize natural resources for the pro-
motion of economic development in Canada.

Mr. Foulds: How does a truncated Tory
like the minister get away with that?

Hon. Mr. White: The objectives of the

policy, Mr, Speaker, are to secure for the

people of Ontario a higher return from their

natural resources without imposing an unfair

burden on the industry should metal prices
and profits decline. And what are we doing?
We had some bum figures, as the leader of

the Liberal Party said. The reason we had
bum figures is, first of all, that the industry
wouldn't provide us with up-to-date data,
for reasons of their own, although in fairness

it must be said that they have been co-opera-
tion personified since April 9, 1974. Secondly,
nobody in the world—not even the speculator
from High Park-could have forecasted some
of the surging prices in some of these metals

markets in the world, following April 9.

Mr. Bullbrook: That's why they are ex-

panding up there. Doesn't the minister real-

ize that?

Hon. Mr. White: However, our estimations

were as good as anybody's. When I was able

to inform the House last May or June that

we were anticipating $225 million in total

from the several taxes from the mining in-

dustry, now I can tell the House that it is

going to be more than $200 million— and

that's not a bad estimation. And if the Liberal

critics have any better numbers, I would like

to hear them. In fact, our forecasting has

been very much better than the industry's—

Mr. Bullbrook: Lend us some public serv-

ice for a year and we'll show the govern-
ment.

Hon. Mr. White: —and it has been better

on previous occasions than the federal gov-
ernment's forecasting, so I don't have to make

any apology on that score.

The second objective of the policy is to

stimulate exploration, new mining investment

and domestic mineral production. I have of-

fered some evidence that that objective is

being reached, and there will be more evi-

dence to come, don't worry. Even the ancient

member for Thunder Bay, a chap who one
can't help but like-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We don't have that

trouble.

Hon. Mr. White: —will be hanging on by
his fingernails when the next election rolls

around, whatever his fine personal qualities

may be.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's the campaign chair-

man talking.

Mr. Stokes: Will the minister repeat that?

Hon. Mr. White: His destructive associa-

tion with that socialist party will have the

MPP for Thunder Bay hanging on to his

riding by his fingernails. I think we can knock
him off.

Mr. Bullbrook: The Tories couldn't beat

him if they ran St. John the Baptist against
him.

Mr. Foulds: That shows how desperate they
are.

Mr. Stokes: The last time I heard the

Tories talk about my riding, they were ask-

ing me to run for them.

Hon. Mr. White: About 1923, wasn't it?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The rabid socialist from
Thunder Bay.

Hon. Mr. White: We want to provide
economic benefits to northern Ontario and
indeed we are so doing—
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Mr. Foulds: Is it true that the member for

London South is going to run for the NDP?

Hon. Mr. White: —and finally to co-

operate to the extent possible with the

federal tax system on the mining industry.

I want to pause and deal with that for a

minute. The Liberal leader, perhaps to

recognize the graceful way in which all of

the big brass flowed from Ottawa to Wind-
sor on the weekend-

Mr. Reid: The Tories wish they could
have that at their conventions.

Hon. Mr. White: —gave us quite a scold-

ing here last night, saying that we should

be accommodating ourselves to a budget
which came out after ours. May I recall to

your memory, Mr. Speaker, that the Minister

of Finance for Canada issued a policy
announcement in 1970, saying that the

federal government was going to back out

of natural resources, they being the consti-

tutional responsibility of the provinces-

Mr. Reid: The minister is talking about

everything but the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: —and that they were go-

ing to leave it to the various provinces of

Canada to establish the total appropriate tax

burden on the industry in their province.

Naturally, when we brought in the budget
of April 9, 1974, we thought the federal

government's policy was intact, there having
been no intimation of any description that

this was not the case.

Mr. Bullbrook: We are not back to that

old stuff again?

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): The one
where we were to put on our sweaters and
tiu"n down the thermostat.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, you can

imagine our astonishment when, without any
consultation, the federal Minister of Finance
in May, 1974, changed the policy entirely.

Nfr. Laughren: The Treasurer didn't con-

sult him about the energy tax either.

Hon. Mr. White: Now, sir, if there was un-

evenness or unfairness insofar as the mining
industry is concerned, where did the fault

lie? Let me tell you. Right on the shoulders

of the federal Minister of Finance.

Mr. Singer: Oh, yeah!

Hon. Mr. White: In fact, he had the grace
to recognize that, because he did back away
from certain of those provisions when he re-

introduced his budget in the fall and, I

think, went back something like 25 per cent.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The mining industry
blames the minister—and so does the present
Treasurer. That's why he won't stay in here

and listen to the minister.

Hon. Mr. White: We have gone from a 15

per cent flat mining tax rate, which in 1973-

1974 produced $46 million, to a graduated
tax rate ranging from zero to 40 per cent

producing $144 million, which is to say three

times as much. And when one adds in the

corporation income tax and capital tax, the

total amount of taxation paid by the mining
industry is expected to be $202 milhon.

My hon. friend, the member for Cochrane

South, gave his entire speech on the basis of

we were raising these taxes from $88 million

to $144 million and was complaining, Mr.

Speaker—I coiddn't believe it—that we hadn't

quite doubled the mining tax.

Mr. Ferrier: I never made that remark.

Hon. Mr. White: Since this was the

premise underlying every single remark he

made in his rather lengthy speech, I suppose
the conclusions flowing from the assumption
are likewise incorrect. Anyway, I tell him

now that while he is complaining that we
haven't doubled it even, we have in fact

more than trebled it, as his leader was

bright enough to know.

Mr. Laughren: The government is still

giving Inco more than the people of Ontario.

Hon. Mr. White: We are collecting a lot

more money and we are leaving the smaller

companies—as 1 say, those with less than

$1.3 million in profit—in a better position
than they were before.

Mr. Singer: That's what makes him so

lovable.

Hon. Mr. White: We have established reg-

ulations, soon to be published for the first

time, which wfll remove any discretion from

the application of these taxes and the process-

ing allowances. This has been a difficult, com-

plicated undertaking quite understandably,

and this is the reason, no doubt, it was never

done before. However, we are going to have

printed regulations which can be reviewed by
members of this Legislature and members of

the public. It will provide for disaggregation

of new mines.

Why is that? It seemed absurd to us to say

to a firm like Inco you have to pay the top

marginal rate of 77 per cent if you yourselves
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open a new mine, but if Eaton's opens a

new mine or if Stelco opens a new mine or

if General Motors opens a new mine, they will

come in at the zero rate and earn their way
up the scale. So for the sake of consistency

and fairness, and once again to encourage

exploration, development and production in

the north, we have said if you open a brand

new mine, you stand on all fours with Eaton's

of Canada or any other such company that

might devote—

Mr. Laughren: What about a new shaft in

the same ore body?

An hon. member: We've been shafted for

years.

Hon. Mr. White: Well there are a number
of points here to qualify for disaggregation,
and I think I would like to give them to

members now. This will bring a measure of

equity as between large companies and small

companies, and between companies which are

mining firms as such and companies which
are in the private sector with concentration in

other fields of activity.

The following projects would qualify for

disaggregation as being prepared for in the

regulations:

1. A mining investment designed to in-

crease ore production from a mine by 30 per
cent over the previous hig'h.

2. A mining investment of at least 25 per
cent of the original cost of depreciable min-

ing assets of a mine.

3. Mines inactive on Apr. 9, 1974, that are

reopened; or if closed down after that date

remain closed for five years before reopening.

4. Any other major mining investment as

determined by the Lieutenant Governor in

Council.

Well now sir, the processing allowances,
which were eight per cent for concentrating
in Canada, 16 per cent for smelting in Can-

ada, and 20 per cent of course cumulative
for refining in Canada, and which were eight,

eight and eight outside of Canada, are now
very substantially revised. Members can't

call this parochialism, because we are singling
out a less developed region, namely northern

Ontario, for this benefit.

This benefit will not apply to southern On-
tario, and the charges made by the Liberals

that we are in some way advantaging this

province of ours and disadvantaging other

provinces simply isn't true. The Province of

Quebec stands on the same groimds exactly
as does the southern part of this province.

We have given a special advantage to

northern Ontario and I make no apology for

it. In northern Ontario we are going to

provide processing allowances of eight per
cent for the concentrating stage, 16 per cent

to the smelting stage, 30 per cent instead of

20 per cent of the refining stage, and 35

per cent instead of the old 20 per cent to the

further processing stage. Now that works out

to a very substantial amount of money per
worker per year; and also a useful amount
of money—a significant amount of money—
when one takes into account the multiplier
factor as each new mine worker is aug-
mented by doctors and barbers and auto-

mobile medhanics and so.

.. Mr. Foulds: It isn't necessarily so. What
advantages do they have in the north if they
don't have houses?

Mr. Raid: Build us some houses.

Mr. Stokes: The government holds back
the quality of life in the north.

Hon. Mr. White: That is the kind of remark
that really is so negative and so injurious to

the north. I go around this province preach-

ing what a great spot northern Ontario is,

and the northern Ontario members from the

socialist benches spend most of their time

saying how bloody awful it is.

Mr. Laughren: The government is not

doing anything about it either except for

what the NDP squeezes out of it.

Mr. Ferrier: We say how bloody awful the

government is.

Mr. Foulds: We say how bloody awful the

government is to the north.

Hon. Mr. White: I don't think that's a

clever way to sell northern Ontario. At any
rate, Mr. Speaker, perhaps I've given enough
information on that particular matter. I now
want to tell members the story of the industry.

Mr. Laughren: That's all he has been tell-

ing us so far.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: We are winning unani-

mous approval.

Hon. Mr. White: The industry was in a

small state of shock on April 10; and then

when Mr. Turner came out with his budget
in May, they were furious. I don't blame

them much, because frankly the federal gov-

ernment had double-crossed them—
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister had better

get right down to New York and tell them
about that.

Hon. Mr. White: —at the same time that it

was double-crossing the provinces. The new
total was a pretty heavy burden. However,
as I said, in fairness, Mr. Turner did correct

that to some extent in his fall budget.

Well we didn't put them out of business.

I said privately and publicly in the months

of the spring of 1974 that we weren't going
to put the mining industry out of business in

this province. Texasgulf has done pretty well.

Their after tax profit in 1973 was $74 million

and their after tax profit last year was $147
million.

Mr. Ferrier: A really penurious company!

Hon. Mr. White: And I'm simply delighted.

Mr. Laughren: I know the minister is.

Hon. Mr. White: Their taxes to all sources,

as taken from their own reports, have gone
from $47 million to $122 million.

Mr. Ferrier: How much of that's in

Ontario?

Hon. Mr. White: And I'm simply delighted.

JMr. Ferrier: How much in Ontario?

Mr. Laughren: We're saying it should go
to the people.

Hon. Mr. White: At Inco the profits have

gone, after taxes, from $227 million to $306
million. Good show!

Mr. Laughren: And the minister is de-

lightad about that too.

Hon. Mr. White: Noranda's profits for nine

months have gone from $79 million to $128
million, and Denison's for nine months from

$6 million to $9 million. They're doing very
well and I'm happy that they are.

Mr. Laughren: What about the workers

there?

Hon. Mr. White: If these mining com-

modity prices go down precipitously, then I

suppose some Treasurer at some future time

will accommodate himself to those sets of

circumstances by altering the rate, as one is

required to do from time to time.

Mr. Ferrier: He will probably abolish the

taxes then.

Hon. Mr. White: The question was raised

by the Leader of the Opposition as to why

the Treasurer is not here to debate this bill

himself. Well the answer is very simple. He
has an enormous amount of work to do pre-

paring his next budget, dealing with Ottawa,

dealing with municipalities and so on. He
was not familiar with the details of the bill

in the way I Avas, I having been the Trea-

surer responsible for introducing it.

Mr. Bullbrook: I think he could grasp it

in a hurry.

Hon. Mr. White: For these reasons he
asked me to do it. I was amused, because

while the leader of the Liberals was saying
the bill should be debated by the present

Treasurer, the hon. member for Lakeshore
was saying it should be debated by the Min-
ister of Revenue.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He wouldn't permit the

minister to take the last corporation bill

through committee.

Hon. Mr. White: I think somebody else

wanted it debated by the Minister of Natural

Resources. I'm a sort of compromise candidate.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: The minister is doing a

great job.

Mr. Laughren: That wasn't from us, I'll

tell him. He is not fit to hold oflBce, let alone

be a minister.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: The minister is going
to get unanimous support and unanimous

approval from all sides of the House. I can

see it coming.

Mr. Laughren: The way the Minister of

Natural Resources has treated the workers in

the mining industry he'll be lucky to have a

seat.

Hon. Mr. White: The Leader of the Oppo-
sition said the industry must have a level of

profit to permit expansion. I think, Mr.

Speaker, that this bill and these rates do pro-
vide that level of profit, as evidenced by the

figures I have read into the record here.

Mr. Ferrier: The bill will get the minister

lots of campaign funds from the mining

industry in the next election.

Hon. Mr. White: As for the hon. member
for Cochrane South, what a wonderful fellow

for a mining town to send do\vn to Toronto.

He says taxes are too low and there are too

many allowances.

Mr. Bullbrook: The minister comes from a

university town and they're not too happy
about it.
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Hon. Mr. White: However, he won't be

back after the next election, so I'm not going
to spend a lot more time on him.

Mr. Bullbrook: Neither will the minister.

Mr. Stokes: Don't count on it.

Hon. Mr. White: The hon. member for

Nipissing brought out Liberal policy No. 2,

when he said the Province of Ontario should

own between 30 per cent and 40 per cent

of the mining companies. That was an in-

teresting idea. That's the worst of both

worlds to own 30 per cent or 40 per cent

and let the other guys own 60 per cent or

70 per cent. That I think would be the most

asinine expenditure of public moneys imagi-
nable.

Mr. Bullbrook: This government has five

per cent and they have 95 per cent, is that

right?

Hon. Mr. White: The hon. member for

York Centre, however, came out with Liberal

policy No. 3, when he said we should

enter into a partnership. I guess that means
50-50-he didn't say 50-50-but I think he
was talking about a co-equal partnership
with the mining industry.

Mr. Stokes: Partnership? One horse won't

run.

Hon. Mr. White: Was there a fourth policy

expressed here today? I thought there was a

fourth policy emanating from one of the

Liberals here today. Maybe not.

Mr. Breithaupt: The minister's humour is

deadening.

Hon. Mr. White: I have explained how the

royalties lead to highgrading. Now I am
looking at the notes I made on the member
for Nickel Belt.

Mr. Bullbrook: Now I can see why this

minister has carriage of this bill.

Mr. Singer: It was too much for the
Treasurer.

Hon. Mr. White: We did have a mining
revenues payment system, as touched upon
briefly by the member for Nickel Belt. It

didn't work at all well. The select com-
mittee on taxation in 1968 recognized the

imperfections and urged there be a better

way found. The better way found was to

scratch the Mining Revenue Payments Act
and bring in a new Property Tax Stabilization

Act with a northern Ontario component.

This has increased unconditional grants to

the mining communities. It has provided
more money and it has provided these ad-
ditional moneys more sensibly, because

frankly under the old Mining Revenue Pay-
ments Act every year there was dickering
between the Treasurer of the day and the

mining communities involved, there was no

rhyme nor reason, there was no objective
test, there was a wrestling match and

finally something was agreed upon that left

everybody unhappy. So now we have a much
more sensible system.

Mr. Stokes: I told the government that in

1968 and they told me I didn't know what
I was talking about. I told them that in 1968.

Hon. Mr. White: Did the member tell us

that in 1968? Well, we did it, we did it for

him. It took us a little while-

Mr. Foulds: Yes, it always does.

Hon. Mr. White: —but we are not as quick
as he is, we are not as alert. Now that the

member has learned it and taught us, would
he tell his compatriot from Nickel Belt? Then
we will all be happy.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We are going to miss
the minister.

Hon. Mr. White: Well now, the member
for Thunder Bay is a particular friend of

mine, and he asked what was the govern-
ment doing for northern Ontario? My dis-

tinguished colleage, the Minister of Natural

Resources, spent half an hour or thereabouts

detailing some of the accomplishments in the

north. I have touched upon some of them

myself, such as a new grants for northern

Ontario, the new tax allowances for northern

Ontario mining firms.

Mr. Foulds: It is too late,

Hon. Mr. White: —the newly announced

expansions taking place all over the top of

the north-

Mr. Foulds: Yes, without consultation.

Hon. Mr. White: —that are going to turn

northern Ontario, Mr. Speaker, into a veri-

table paradise within a decade.

Mr. Breithaupt: Hallelujah!

An hon. member: Those who want in,

stand in line.

Mr. Laughren: The hyperbole is too much.
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Hon. Mr. White: It is going to be wonder-
ful.

Mr. Foulds: Yes, there is going to be no

snow, no ice, no mosquitoes.

An hon. member: A new government.

Mr. Breithaupt: Is the minister going to

move there?

Hon. Mr. White: You can see it in Sudbury

right now; you can smell it in Timmins,
when its member is out of town-

Mr. Breithaupt: You can smell it right here.

Hon. Mr. White: —and in every community
in northern Ontario things are booming.

Mr. Foulds: Is the minister going to get rid

of the smell in Dryden? Is he going to get

rid of the mercury pollution?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker: I am in-

formed that I don't actually have to read

these technical amendments into the House

record, but rather provide them to the Clerk

so that the bill can be reconsidered in the

committee of the whole House with the

amendments included in the reprinted version.

Mr. St(^es: At least give us a copy of them.

Hon. Mr. White: I will ask the page to

distribute this now.

Mr. Speaker: I am not sure, Mr, Minister,

whether it is proper to do that or not, but

certainly I think if you have acquainted the

House with the contents-

Mr. Breithaupt: Perhaps the minister could

either read his amendments as a convenience,
or at least provide us with copies.

Mr. Speaker: You know, you just took the

words out of my mouth. As long as we are

acquainted with the contents, I think the bill

has been already printed, preparatory to the

other, and this will give the members an

opportunity to study the amendments.

Hon. Mr. White: I am going to wind up,
sir. This has been a very good debate-

Mr. Deans: On a point of order, if I may,
regarding the minister's amendments. I don't

quite understand why it is necessary to re-

print the bill with the amendments. What 'is

the purpose of that?

Mr. Speaker: No, we just said that would
not be done.

Hon. Mr. White: This bill is going to com-
mittee of the whole House on Thursday and

we could very easily have these amendments
included in the redraft. They are technical

amendments, they are in no way substantive

amendments.

Mr. Deans: Is the minister going to provide
us with copies?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes. That is the reason for

doing it this way.

Mr. Breithaupt: May I suggest, Mr. Speak-
er, that if there is a matter of expense or

time, and there may well be further amend-
ments suggested which the minister may ac-

cept, that one need not go through the entire

reprinting at this point, since the bill would
have to be reprinted finally anyway.

Hon. Mr. White: Whatever Mr. Speaker
and his oflBcials decide on suits me.

Now, sir, very briefly, what are we trying
to dto? We're trying to increase the revenues

from the mining industry and we are trebling

the revenues from the mining tax. We are

increasing the revenues from the mining tax

from $46 million to $144 million, and we are

increasing the total tax revenues from the

mining tax, the corporate tax and the capital

tax, to $202 million.

Mr. Deans: That's what they invested in

Syncrude.

Hon. Mr. White: That's what I call a big

step. At the same time, we are leaving our

large corporations competitive in the markets

of the world, as proven by the figures I've

given.

Thirdly, we are decreasing the tax on a

substantial number of small mining com-

panies, upon which depend some of the small

communities of northern Ontario. We are

providing very large processing allowances

against the large marginal rate of 77 per
cent tax, thereby inducing the development
of a secondary manufacturing industry in

northern Ontario in a way that has never

been attempted before. It's going to work
and it has started to work. I'm not going to

apologize for that either.

So, with this one bill, we bring in a com-

pletely new system of mining taxation which
is going to bring about a new flowering of the

north, and I venture to say, brave as I may
be-

Mr. Laughren: Show us a guarantee of that

in the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: —foolish as I may be, I

venture to say that 10 years from now the

member for Cochrane South will say—
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Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): What a great
man the minister is.

Hon. Mr. White: —Feb. 11 was an historic

day for northern Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The motion is

for second reading.

The
second

approved on the following vote:

House divided on the

reading of Bill 111.

motion for

which was

Ayes

Allan

Apps
Auld
Bales

Beckett

Belanger
Bennett
Bernier

Braithwaite

Breithaupt
Brunelle

Bullbrook

Campbell
Carruthers

Davis

Deacon
Downer
Drea

Dymond
Eaton

Edighoffer
Evans
Ewen
Gaunt
Gilbertson

Good

Haggerty
Hamilton
Handleman
Havrot
Henderson

Hodgson
(York North)

Irvine

Jessiman

Kennedy
Kerr

Leluk

MacBeth
Maeck
Mcllveen

McNie
Meen

Morningstar
Newman

(Windsor-

Walkerville)

Nays

Bounsall

Burr

Cassidy
Deans
Dukszta
Ferrier

Foulds
Germa

Laughren
Lawlor
Lewis
Stokes

Young-13.

Ayes

Nixon

(Dovercourt)
Nixon

(Brant)
Nuttall

Parrott

Paterson

Reid
Root

Roy
Ruston

Sargent
Scrivener

Singer
Smith

(Simcoe East)
Smith

(Hamilton Mountain)
Smith

(Nipissing)
Snow
Stewart

Taylor
(Prince Edward-

Lennox)

Taylor
(Carleton East)

Timbrell

Turner
Villeneuve

Walker
Wardle
White
Winkler
Wiseman
Worton
Yaremko—73.

Clerk of the House: Mr. Speaker, the

"ayes" are 73, the "nays" are 13.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill

Mr. Speaker: It is my imderstanding that

it will go to committee of the whole House.

Is that right, Mr. Minister?

Agreed.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Before you see the

clock, Mr. Speaker, earlier today I sug-

gested that we would communicate in re-

gard to sitting tomorrow to hear speakers
who care to make a contribution to the bud-

get debate. There is an agreement reached.

I would suggest that maybe you'd like to

make it an order of the House.

Mr. Speaker: Will you acquaint us with

what that is so I will know too?
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Hon. Mr. Winkler: The House would sit

tomorrow afternoon to hear the continuation

of the budget debate without routine orders.

Mr. Speaker: Is that agreeable?

Agreed.

Mr. Stokes: From 2 to 6?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, from 2 to 6, that's

right.

Clerk of the House: The second CHrder,

House in committee of the whole.

CROWN EMPLOYEES COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING ACT

House in committee on Bill 179, An Act
to amend the Crown Employees Collective

Bargaining Act, 1972.

It being 6:05 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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The House resumed at 8:05 o'clock, p.m.

CROWN EMPLOYEES COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING ACT

(continued)

Mr. Chairman: When the committee rose

at 6 o'clock we were just starting to con-

sider Bill 179.

Are there any comments, questions or

amendments to any section of the bill, and
if so, what?

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Sec-

tion 1.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): I will defer

to my colleague the member for Windsor
West.

On section 1:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
The leader of the NDP.

Mr. Bounsall: A few years yet to go on

that.

On subsection 2, Mr. Chairman, section v,

in committee, we discussed the possible

change of "normal period" to "work week",
in terms of the casual person who is employed
and not covered by the contract. I can't quite
recall the rationale expressed there as to

why "normal period" was a better phrase
than something like "work week". When you
explained "normal period", "work week" kept

creeping into the phrases. Why is "normal

period" again a better designation than

"work week"? Does it keep it more general-
ized—and make it easy for comparison with

other employees—than to specify it in terms

of a work week?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): I think that's right.

I think in the ordinary course of events an

employer would be looking at the work week
in any event.

Tuesday, February 11, 1975

Mr. Bounsall: Would he be looking at the

work week in any event in most circum-

stances?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I would think so, yes.

Mr. Bounsall: So that if there is something

strange about the particular job, then a dif-

ferent period could be looked at, but norm-

ally it's the work week?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comment on

subsection 2, section v?

Mr. Reid: Subsection viii, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Any other comments prior
to subsection viii?

Mr. Reid: Mr. Chairman, we went over

this fairly lengthily in the committee. Has
the minister anything to tell us this evening
about what he is going to do concerning the

employees who work in the legislative build-

ing under the auspices of the Speaker? Have

you been able to unravel that?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Well, Mr. Chairman,
the short answer to it is no. They are dealt

with in this Act and we will have to deal

with other people, or another department
of the government, to take care of the other

Act.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comment on
this subsection?

Mr. Bounsall: Thanks, Mr. Chairman. On
this section, I quite appreciate the amend-
ment of the acting committee dropping the

original phrase "persons employed in the

office of the assembly". That's a step forward
and obviously the minister can take his time

considering any other changes if they are

required.

But have we made it quite clear that the

persons in the Office of the Assembly, as

well as those 18 other persons who were

stewards, tour guides, cooks and clerks, are

in fact not Crown employees?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, I have said that

they are covered for the purposes of this Act,
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but we will have to make that change in the

other Act, which I will endeavour to do,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Agreed?

Mr. Bounsall: That is all on subsection

viii, Mr. Chairman.

Section 1 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any other com-
ments, questions or amendments to any other

section and if so, which one?

Mr. Reid: Section 3, Mr. Chairman.

Section 2 agreed to.

On section 3:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Chairman, I have an amend-
ment to section 3, subsection 6 of the bill.

Mr. Reid moves that section 3, in the third

line of section 6 of the Act, after the words
'terms and conditions of employment" be
amended by adding "including pensions and

superannuation."

Mr. Reid: I'd like to comment. Again, we
don't want to go over the whole debate, Mr.

Chairman, but very simply, it is the position
of the Liberal Party that the civil servants

should have some say in the investment of

their moneys, some $680 million — close to

three-quarters of a billion dollars—in invest-

ment funds for their pensions and superan-
nuation. I seemed to get the feeling and im-

pression from the minister when we discussed

this in committee that he felt the dvil ser-

vants would run out and invest this money
in the nearest penny stock or some other

reeling enterprise like the Ontario govern-
ment, or something like that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Krauss-MaflFei perhaps.

Mr. Reid: But it is the feeling of this party
that because these are funds that belong to

the civil servants, funds that they contribute

to Ae pension ftmd, surely along with the

other rights—to conditions-

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Specula-
tion in land.

Mr. Reid: —of employment and so on—they
should have the right to have a say in regard
to their pensions and superannuation. Some
method can be worked out so that it isn't just
a consultation by the minister, or whoever is

doing the negotiating for him, but that they

have a real say and some strength in where
those funds are invested and what happens
to them.

Mr. Chairman: Is there any further discus-

sion on this amendment?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale) I think there

must be some discussion. I mean, after all,

this amendment has been proposed. Is the

minister going to comment on it or not? Are

we just going to have one of these bland

evenings together in the assembly?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Exactly the way you
want it. This was discussed in committee and
I think I made-

Mr. Renwick: We would like your com-
ments. We weren't all in committee.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Weren't you in the com-
mittee?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I know that. I think

I made my position very dear at that time.

I am not agreeing with what the hon. mem-
ber said, of course I am not. The matter of

pensions is very important to us, as far as the

employees are concerned. We don't say for

one moment that we are not prepared to dis-

cuss the matter, because we are. I assume
from what you said that you reject that sort

of projyosal. However, we think the fact that

we are prepared to discuss it with them comes
a step closer and we are prepared to listen

to what the members of the CSAO have to

say and to consider any suggestions in this

regard.

In the meantime, if we changed it I think

I have to make it quite clear that the govern-
ment would be withdrawing its support of the

guarantee of the fund. So as far as I am
concerned, at this time I would have to vote

against your amendment because I think we
have come a fair step forward as we are.

Mr. Reid: I don't want to prolong this,

Mr. Minister, but would you not agree, really,

that it would be hardly going overboard if

you made provision on the board, or what-

ever controls the superannuations and pen-

sions, for a member from the Civil Service

Association as a voting representative, or one

of two or of three, controlling those funds?

Surely it is only right and just that they have

more than just the right to consultation with

the government when we are dealing with

this kind of money?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I am not certain whether
I said this or not, but I believe I said in

committee that I am just not satisfied that
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the entire membership would particularly

want it this way. I am prepared to open it up
for discussion.

Mr. Renwick: Yes, it would.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Don't you think they
have a democratic executive?

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Would
the minister agree with it if the majority did

indicate that they wanted to have control

over their own funds and that they should

have that right? I don't think that these gov-
ernment guarantees are a good idea myself.
These funds should be operated by the em-

ployees.

Mr. Renwick: Are those your party's views,
not your personal views? We get your per-
sonal views most of the time.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Deacon: I am speaking as the member
for York Centre. I haven't consulted my party
as to whether they share these views or not.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Where is the member for

Riverdale this week? Are you still at odds
with your caucus, by the way? What are you
going to do about that?

Mr. Deacon: He is the expert in standing
by himself.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He's like the member for

High Park (Mr. Shulman). He never goes to

his caucus.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Deacon: I would like to bring forward
the opinion that it's a mistake for us to keep
on encouraging groups to rely upon a

government guarantee of their pensions, be-
cause this is not developing self-reliance and
all the qualities and characteristics that I

would hope Canadians would develop. I

think that by putting this pension func^ by
putting the OMERS, by putting the teachers'

fund, putting all these in a situation where

they are being run independently, where our
role as employer is one of contributing an

equal amount or even a greater amount to

the pension but leaving it up to them to run
it, would be a great step forward. It really
would, and I hope the minister, if he finds

that sort of sentiment on the part of the
association and its membership, would
definitely agree to go along with it.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I just say that all pen-
sion funds haven't been all that successful,
but I think-

Mr. Deacon: No, they certainly haven't

been, under government, necessarily success-

ful.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I know what members
are saying, with the exception of the fact

that I think this is a step forward in the in-

terests of the employee groups we are dis-

cussing.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Windsor West.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, if I may, I

take it that what the member for Rainy River

would like, and I think we would be totally
in support of his position, is some repre-
sentation-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Has the member checked
it out with the member for Lakeshore (Mr.

Lawlor)?

Mr. Renwick: —with respect to the ques-
tion of the determination of pensions, and I

think that's all he's asking for. I think he

agrees with us that's all we can possibly get
at this time for the civil service of Ontario.

Would the minister be prepared to accept
an amendment that would allow some repre-
sentation from the Civil Service Association

of Ontario, regardless of how it is drafted,

on the question of the determination of pen-
sions and superannuation? I take it that's

what the member for Rainy River would be

prepared to accept.

Mr. Reid: I am concerned, Mr. Chairman,
if I might clarify my position, that the Civil

Service Association have some representation,
not only in future negotiations on pensions
and superannuation but that they have some

say in the present situation where the fund

is already some three-quarters of a billion

dollars.

Mr. Renwick: For what it is worth, we are

in agreement with you depending on the

wording. I am sure the minister is prepared
to accept that. Even a moment's reflection

should convince the minister of its worth.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Windsor West has the floor.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Chairman, I would cer-

tainly be pleased if the minister would accept
an amenmnent of that sort, or at least indi-

cate clearly to what extent he would ensure

that the bargaining agent, in this case the

Civil Service Association, had in fact repre-
sentation and a say in the investment of those

pension funds.
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If the minister will indicate, as he did so

often as we went through the bill in com-

mittee, that he will consult in depth or set

up a joint consultative committee, and give
us some idea of the make-up of that com-

mittee, and assure us that committee will in

fact contain representation from the associa-

tion and have a real say in determination of

where their pension moneys are placed, I

would be quite interested in hearing that.

I am almost tempted to let the argument
stop there. I think it's important we get that

established and the minister give us his cur-

rent feelings on that.

On the other hand, the stand of our party
has always been, with respect to things nego-
tiable, that matters that can be placed on the

bargaining table by the bargaining agent and
that matters that are exclusively the rights
of management, should in fact be things
that are completely bargainable in that one

bargains through and reaches a management
rights' clause albeit, but one which has been
reached as a result of bargaining, and not

having anything in the Act which puts limi-

tations on what is bargainable from the

point of view of the employees' association

and what is exclusively the right of manage-
ment not to bargain.

I would very much prefer, Mr. Chairman,
that in this section everything after the word

"employer" be deleted, so that this section

would read: "Upon being granted representa-
tion rights, the employee organization is

authorized to bargain with the employer."
So that the matters which are negotiable and
which can be negotiable, and what are

management rights and what aren't, are in

fact sorted out by the two parties at the bar-

gaining table.

You know, that wouldn't be a bad pro-
cedure to be going through right at the
moment. I think there was a certain large

degree of understanding reached between the

minister and your negotiating team, and the

representatives of the Civil Service Associa-

tion. At this stage in time, if one said,

"Okay, let's delete section 6 and section 17
of the original bill [the first clause being
section 3 in this bill], let's sit down now and

bargain what is negotiable in our various

contracts," I think there would be strong

bargaining on both sides. But I think the

faith which is now starting to emerge would
result in a better solution, and an ongoing
solution, to the problem. It would never be
o£F the bargaining table at any time; through
the bargaining procedure, they would arrive

at what is considered to be a management
right and what is considered to be fully

negotiable. I would like to see the minister

try that, because I gathered from the min-
ister in committee that a fair degree of good
faith was building up on both sides now.

In committee, the minister certainly seemed

very reasonable on many of these points and

certainly, at the moment, he seems to be a

person whom I could put a fair degree of

trust in as being reasonable on this point. I

would hope that the minister would see his

way clear to letting the two parties bargain
about what is negotiable. To that end, Mr.

Chairman, I would like to move an amend-
ment to the amendment.

Mr. Bounsall moves that all the words fol-

lowing "employer" in the second line be
deleted.

Mr. M. C. Germa ( Sudbury ) : That sounds
reasonable.

Mr. Laughren: Very good amendment.

Mr. Germa: I'll support that.

Mr. Renwick: Does the mover of the

amendment support that? What does the hon.

member for Rainy River say about that?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Chairman, I think

I made my position quite clear. We have to

deal with a number of employee organiza-

tions, the CSAO of course being the largest
of all; and following the words of the hon.

member for Windsor West, I think the first

stage is the discussion of the question with

these agents, as I have said on more than one
occasion now. I would prefer to follow that

course of action; therefore, I am not prepared
to accept the amendment.

Mr. Laughren: It would be a major act of

good faith on your part.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Bounsall has moved an

amendment to the amendment, that all the

words following "employer" in the second line

of section 3(6) be deleted.

All those in favour of the motion-

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Before

you put the motion, Mr. Chairman, if the

amendment to the amendment is lost, and the

amendment is lost, will it preclude any fur-

ther debate on the section?

Mr. Chairman: No, just on the amend-
ment. On a technicality, if the second amend-
ment did carry, it should carry the section.

This would be the procedure.

Mr. Stokes: On that basis I'll take my
chances.
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Mr. Chairman: We'll deal with the amend-
ment to the amendment.

All those in favour of Mr. Bounsall's amend-
ment will please say "aye."

All those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

Do we have the consent of the committee
to stack the votes?

Some hon. members: Yes, stack them.

Mr. Reid: What about my amendment?

Mr. Chairman: Is there any further dis-

cussion of Mr. Reid's amendment before I

place the motion?

Mr. B. Newman ( Windsor-Walkerville):
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: I would ask the minister
to reconsider the decision not to include the

suggestion of my colleague from Rainy River.
The suggestion had been discussed at some
length during the committee and I think it

is an extremely worthwhile one. I look back
in communities throughout the province
where policemen and firemen, once they are

retired, no longer have any rights, nor even
has their association any rights to bargain
for pensions and superannuation. It puts them
in the invidious position with the rising cost

of living that they may reach the point where
their pensions are actually below the poverty
level.

I think that by accepting the inclusion of

pensions and superannuation you give the

privilege— I shouldn't say privilege—the op-

nortunity for the civil servants at least to

bargain on something to which they have
contributed. These are their funds that you
are handling and not your own. Surely they
should have some say as to how they may
be invested and as to what types of pensions
and superannuations they could negotiate
with vou through the collective bargaining
procedures.

Mr. Chairman: Is there any further dis-

cussion on Mr. Reid's amendment? The hon.
minister.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I should just like to

respond to that. I am not turning down all

the suggestions—of course I am not.

Mr. Stokes: You are just simply not ac-

cepting them.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I am simply saying
that we are not all that unique, because
there is only one jurisdiction in Canada where
it is negotiable. That is no excuse, but I

am just saying, Mr. Chairman, to those who
are participating in the debate that I think

this is a first step forward, I am not saying
we won't look at it again.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

Mr. Bounsall: Could I ask the minister, is

there any consultation at all now occurring
with the Civil Service Association of Ontario

with respect to the investment of their pen-
sion moneys? Is there any informal talking,

if that is the way one has to refer to it,

with respect to the investment of their pen-
sion moneys, and/or is there any sort of

consultative committee? That is not the way
I would normally recommend that it occur,
but I would like to see something much more
formalized. But is this going on now and is

it something->

Mr. Renwick: Can we have an assurance

that it is not going to be from these funds
that the Syncrude investment is going to be
made? Could we have this?

Mr. Bounsall: What does take place now?
Could we hear the minister's comments?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: There have been dis-

cussions regarding pensions but not the in-

vestment policy. I say to you that the dis-

cussions that I am suggesting take place will

hit a broader range.

Mr. Reid: Are they in progress right now?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: As time goes by, I will

let you know.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for York
Centre.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, is it the prac-
tice of the government to hire outside ad-

visers to invest these funds or are these fimds

just channelled into government of Ontario
securities that, in effect, are self-borrowing

by the province at rates it determines to be

advantageous?

If that is the case, there is really very little

basis for the government to indicate that it

has to guarantee these pensions. It is subsi-

dizing itself through the investment of these

funds, unless it does use outside objective
advisers, is it not?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: To the best of my
knowledge, we have had them analysed by
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outside advisers, but it is the government's
prerogative.

Mr. Deacon: It is not an outside manage-
ment organization that is investing the funds?

You occasionally have somebody decide

whether the funds are guaranteed or safe

or something of that sort? I don't think that

is suflBcient and I urge the government to

move over to where they are independently

operated.

Mr. Chairman: All those in favour of Mr.

Reid's amendment will please say "aye".

All those opposed will please say "nay".

In my opinion, the "nays" have it.

Shall we stack this vote?

Agreed.

Mr. Cbainnan: The section will carry. Is

there any further discussion on any other

section?

Mr. Stokes: The section won't carry. You
gave me that assurance.

Mr. Chairman: We won't have any further

discussion on this.

Mr. Stokes: On section 3 of the Act?

Mr. Chairman: I understood we were going
to take the discussion prior to the vote and
we have actually had the voice vote. It

would seem to me the discussion^

Mr. Reid: Not on the amendment.

Mr. St(^es: No, no. I'm not on the amend-
ments. You assured me that if the sub-

amendment didn't carry that there would be
further discussion allowed on section 3.

Mr. Renwick: You said you would take

your chances,

Mr. Chairman: I think you perhaps mis-

understood the Chair. I will permit a dis-

cussion at this particular time, but it would
seem to me that when the amendment is

defeated the section would automatically

carry. We've had the voice vote on it.

Mr. Stokes: You gave me the other assur-

ance that if the sub-amendment didn't carry,
further debate would be permitted.

Mr. Reid: That is true.

Mr. Chairman: I said that we would deal
with the sub-amendment and then we would—

Mr. Stokes: I only have a brief comment
on it.

Mr. Chairman: Okay. The Chair will recog-
nize the hon. member.

Mr. Renwick: Fine. There are a couple
of points I want to raise too.

Mr. Stokes: Section 3 of the bill dealing
with section 6 of the Act makes specific refer-

ence to some of the items that are negotiable
and among them is the mileage rate payable
to an employee for miles travelled when he
is required to use his own automobile on

employer's business.

In a recent change in the manual of admin-
istration that was put out by the government
recently it did increase the mileage allowance

generally across the province, and it was in-

creased to 19 cents per mile in northern

Ontario for non-union people and 15 cents a

mile for those who were covered.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Stokes: That's the way I read it. There
is that discrepancy of four cents a mile. It's

15 cents a mile for somebody who is covered

by this agreement and 19 cents a mile for

other personnel who would be in a higher

category.

I'm wondering why the discrepancy and

why the apparent discrimination against some-

body who is covered by this agreement, com-

pared with somebody in a supervisory capac-

ity, a branch head or something of that

nature. Surely the minister must appreciate
that. As I say, while I appreicate that it is

a negotiable item, why is there this discrep-

ancy where one civil servant is paid 15 cents

a mile while others are paid 19 cents a mile?
It costs the same amount of money to operate
both automobiles and surely there should be
the same indemnity. It really shouldn't have
to be a negotiable item.

If you're paying 19 cents a mile for those

civil servants who are not covered by this

agreement why would you restrict those cov-

ered by this agreement to 15 cents a mile?

It seems to me an anomaly that should be
corrected.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I

am not sure of my dates, for I would like to

quote you the dates. That oflFer has been
made and has not been accepted by the

CSAO—that very offer, the amounts of money
that you made reference to. As a matter of

fact, I think our oflFer was made in retro-

activity so that if it were accepted we could

pay back to the date that we made the oflFer.

I can't remember exactly what that date

was but it is some time ago now.
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There were two raises; April 1, 1974, was

the first one and Aug. 1, 1974, was the sec-

ond one. And that offer stands.

Mr. Chairman: Is there any other discus-

sion on any other section of the bill?

Mr. Renwick: Yes, there is.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Riverdale, what section?

Mr. Renwick: On the same section, if I

may; section 3 of the bill.

What conceivable reason is it that any
elective public office or political activity is

excluded from the area under which bargain-

ing can take place?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Would you explain that

please, may I ask?

Mr. Renwick: As I read the new section 6

v/hich is clause 3 of the bill, we can assume

that the employee organization can bargain
about any number of things, but at the very

tag end it said: ". . . and the conditions

applicable to leaves of absence for other

than any elective public office or political

activities . . ."

If I read that correctly that means that

those matters are matters to be retained

entirely for the discretion of management. I

can't understand why questions of leaves of

absence for the purposes of someone running
for elective political office or engaging in

political activities should be proscribed by
the government as a matter of managerial
concern. Perhaps I haven't read the section

correctly but that's my understanding of it.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I've been informed that

leave of absence is covered by the Public

Service Act, Mr. Chairman, and I'll to leave

it in that regard. I thought maybe you were

talking to the earlier part of that section. But
that's the answer I have for that particular

point. Leave of absence for elective offices

is covered by the Public Service Act.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Windsor West.

Mr. Bounsall: Yes, on that same point, Mr,
Minister—that is covered by the restrictions

in the Public Service Act. We are not dis-

cussing that Act, Mr. Chairman, I point out,
but would the minister give a commitment
that sometime early in the next session amend-
ments would come in to the Public Service

Act, which deals with this whole area of an
individual's political activity?

Here in this bill we do talk about the

restrictions on the employee organization, the

CSAO, and this bill looks fine except for that

provision—because we don't talk about the

individual's rights to do anything or not do

anything. Then you turn to the Public Service

Act and there are all the restrictions on the

individual. Could you give us a commitment
to do something very soon about the Public

Service Act and the restrictions therein?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I won't make the com-
mitment that the hon. member asks for, but

what I will make is that I vidll discuss it with

my colleague.

Mr. Bounsall: Which minister is it who will

be bringing these amendments in? Is it the

Minister of Labour?

Hon. J. P. MacBeth (Minister of Labour):
I will be glad to discuss it with my colleague.

Mr. Bounsall: Did the Minister of Labour

say he'd be glad to do it? Did I catch that?

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: No, glad to discuss it.

Mr. Renwick: He would be glad to do it

but the Act isn't under his ministry.

Hon. Mr. MacBeth: I said I'd be glad to

discuss it, but it isn't under my ministry.

Mr. Chairman: Any further discussion on

this section?

Mr. Renwick: I am not certain I can quite
understand that the question of the employee
organization bargaining with the ministry on
the question of political activities is an en-

tirely different matter. I had taken this to

mean that the employee organization was

precluded from bargaining about leaves of

absence for individual members of the em-

ployee organization who may wish to engage
in political activities, or engage in competi-
tion for public office.

I defer to my colleague, the member for

Windsor West, but if that's what the meaning
is, then it doesn't belong in this century-
let alone in this half of the century—that those

matters of questions of leaves of absence for

individual members of the Civil Service As-

sociation, who may want to run for elective

office, should be precluded from the bar-

gaining which may take place.

It would appear to me to be a very legiti-

mate topic for discussion in a bargaining
session.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I assure you that I

will have a very careful look at that.
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Mr. ChaimMui: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West

Mr. Boimsall: Still further to this point,

Mr. Chairman, I realize that it's diiHcult to

frame amendments to a bill When the bill

has reference to and is affected by so many
Acts, like the Public Service Act. But really

if one were looking at this bill and wanting
to make it as simple and as clear as one could,

bearing in mind those other references, the

minister probably should delete from this sec-

tion those words "dealing with leaves of ab-

sences for other than elective public office

or political activities of training and devel-

oiwnent." Section 13, which is still there does

that where it says, "the collective agreement
or decision of a board shall not contain any
term that would require directly or indirectly
for its implementation the enactment or

amendment of legislation." There's where you
pick up the Public Service Act—in section 13.

If one were going to use as few words as

possible in an Act, one would delete it here.

However if one were trying to err on the

side of clarity, one may leave it as you have
it. But you actually don't need them because

they are covered in section 13 and the em-
ployee bargaining agent knows that. An in-

dividual employee reading it may not quite
realize it. But it is covered through section 13
of the Act.

Hon Mr. Winkler: Mr. Chairman, I really
don't think that this has been a major prob-
lem, but again I assiure you I'll look at it.

Section 3 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any further discussion on
any other section of the bill? If so, what
section?

Mr. Bounsall: Section 4.

On section 4;

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for
Windsor West.

Mr. Bounsall: Yes, in section 4, where you
are repeahng and substituting for sections 8
and 9 of the Act, the comment I want to
make here, Mr. Chairman, is that section 9
still relates to matters that can't be solved in

dispute going to compulsory arbitration.

I know that if one has an Act which takes

away the right to strike, there must be some
other method to replace it.

Although we have a better system than
the previous one for the tribimal and its

selection and so on embodied in this Act, we

still come to this section where we spell out

that matters that cannot be solvea, that

matters still in dispute, will be settled by
compulsory arbitration. In areas of dispute
where it has to be employed, you are really

continuing to postpone the problem.
There is no substitute for the two sides—

however hard the feelings might be or how
long the bargaining might be to get to that

agreement—there is no substitute for those

two parties bargaining through to an agree-
ment. Where you have to send a matter to

compulsory arbitration, it's a failure between
the two parties, and a failure that is likely
to become more contentious rather than less

contentious.

That's the fault with compulsory arbitra-

tion. It doesn't really solve it by handing it

out to a third party, no matter how careful

we are to choose the third party to be as fair

a person or persons as possible. Whenever
we have to take a matter in dispute and hand
it to a third party, that represents a real

failure of the two sides to come to grips with

the problem. And not coming to grips is

going to afiFect future negotiations; which is

why we are against compulsory arbitration

in any form, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mr. Winlder: I'll reply to that. Again,
I think I appreciate the stance the hon. mem-
ber is taking. But I would say this to the

hon. member: I think, if my memory serves

me correctly, there was a situation not too

long ago where the exact procedures under
the old Act were followed and they worked
out very satisfactorily. There were no bitter

feelings and the settlement was accepted.

Now in this particular amendment, all we
are saying is "the tribunal, if advised in

writing"; which means there must be some
desire to go that step. I don't think this is

objectionable at all. As a matter of fact I

think it creates a vehicle that if it weren't

there would be a desirable one to incorpor-
ate.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Rainy
River; on this section?

Mr. Reid: Mr. Chairman, I was going to

amend this a little later on with the same
idea in mind, but maybe this is the better

place to do it.

Mr. Reid moves that section 9 as contained

in section 4 of the amending Act be amended

by removing all the words in said section 9

and substituting a new section to read:

Employees shall have the right to strike,

except for those deemed to be engaged in

essential services; such essential services to
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be determined by management in con-

sultation with the bargaining agent or

agents.

Mr. Chairman: I assume there is no further

discussion on subsections 1 and 2 of section

8 as contained in section 4, so will section 8

as contained in section 4 carry? Carried!

On the amendment to section 9 as con-

tained in section 4; does the member wish

to comment further?

Mr. Renwick: Where does this come in,

Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Reid: It is section 9 as it appears in

section 4 of the amending Act on page 3.

Mr. Renwick: Is this an amendment to

section 9 which would be enacted if section

4 passed, and where does it come in that

amendment?

Mr. Stokes: It deletes the clause.

Mr. Reid: It deletes section 9 as contained

in section 4.

Mr. Renwick: It's a deletion of the whole
section 9 and the substitution of a new sec-

tion.

Mr. Chairman: Yes, this deletes the whole
section 9.

Mr. Renwick: It raises some interesting

questions, Mr. Chairman. Til be glad when
the member for Rainy River elucidates on
this amendment.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Rainy River.

Mr. Reid: Very briefly, Mr. Chairman, the

purpose of the amendment is simply to take

out the provision for requiring any disagree-
ment that isn't settled between the two

par-
ties to go to compulsory arbitration and to

allow the civil service association or those

engaged in those particular negotiations to

go on strike to use their economic power to

effect a settlement. It gives the civil service

employees the right to strike.

Actually, I suppose this could come under
section 25 of the bill but perhaps this is a
more appropriate place to put it. We believe,
Mr. Chairman, that the employees of the

government should have the same rights in

this respect as those enjoyed by most others

in the Province of Ontario, in that if they
cannot eflFect a settlement through the usual
channels of collective agreement, the obvious
answer is for them to go on strike.

We have put in the amendment Mr. Chair-

man, because we think it's necessary; we
don't believe this can be a wholesale right

to be given to the civil service. The leader

of this party has pointed out some cases of

those he feels are engaged in essential serv-

ices. Obviously, it has to be a somewhat sub-

jective decision as to who is in an essential

service and who is not. I think it would be
common agreement even among the three par-

ties, Mr. Chairman, as to those who certainly
are not essential services and who woidd be
able to go on strike if this were necessary.

It has been pointed out, almost ad nauseam,
that there is experience in Australia where
the right to strike has been taken away from

people involved in certain work situations.

Australia has the largest number of wildcat

strikes of any industrialized country in the

world. Obviously taking away the right to

strike does not prevent strikes; it only makes

them illegal.

We have been over this again and again
and again. I would refresh the minister's

mind about the recent experience between
Christmas and New Year when there was a

threatened illegal strike by the CSAO. The
minister maintains he wasn't pressured or

blackmailed into a settlement by the threat

of the illegal strike.

Mr. Renwick: There was a threatened strike

by the CSAO. The determination of whether
it was legal or illegal would await the event.

Mr. Reid: Well, if you like; I am sorry,

I defer to my legal friend, who has—

Mr. Renwick: No you dont. You defer to

a difference in political policy.

Mr. Deacon: Oh, my God!

Mr. Chairman: Would the hon. member for

Rainy River contiaue please?

Mr. Reid: In any case, Mr. Chairman, I

think what I am trying to say is clear even
to my friend from Riverdale. We believe

this should be a proper part of the collective

bargaining process in the case of the govern-
ment and the CSAO. We believe that some
essential services should not be allowed to

strike. We think it is only eminently fair and

just, and we would ask your support in this.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I would like

to make two comments. One is that it is

quite obvious there was a presupposition
that the strike by the CSAO, had it occur-

red on Jan. 1, would have been illegal. The
fact of the matter is that in the Province of
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Ontario that matter had never been determ-

ined in any way, shape or form.

I dispute the proposition that lay people,
such as ourselves or the general public or

the media, should assume that what the Civil

Service Association of the Province of Onta-

rio was proposing in the course of its bargain-

ing was of necessity illegal.

It's quite clear that the law was not all

that clear. We happen to believe in the rule

of men under law. We happen to believe

that land of question begs the question.

We disagree with any assertion that what
the Civil Service Association of Ontario may
have been proposing to do in an event whicn
did not materialize was illegal. We happen to

give the citizens of the Province of Ontario

credit for making determinations as to

whether or not their actions will or will not

be illegal. And we dispute the proposition
that some vested interests can categorize the

activities of other persons as illegal until

such time as some body with some authority
can determine that. Of course, this distin-

guishes us from my friends on the right.

An hon. member: Oh, come on.

Mr. Deacon: Simon-piu*e.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwick: Listen, now we determine—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

Mr. Renwick: Let's make it clear-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwick: Let's make it very clear-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for River-

dale has the floor.

Mr. Renwick: It's all very nice every now
and then for members of the Liberal Party to

bob up and down talking about the rule of

law. Okay? Let's forget that.

Mr. Reid: You are not teaching law.

Mr. Renwick: The rule of law is deter-

mined in a court or other body invested with
the authority to make the decision, and this

party categorically denies that there was any
suggestion that what the Civil Service As-

sociation of Ontario may have done on Jan. 1

was by nature illegal because that prejudges
the question.

I want to make that very clear, because

we just hear too much of this sort of Millsian,

19th-century form of liberalism, which was
dead and buried a long time ago—

Mr. Reid: That's the most hypocritical

claptrap I have ever heard.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Renwick: —and which the member for

York Centre and the member for Rainy River,

and his predecessors in the Liberal-Labour

Party have argued from time immemorial.

Mr. Reid: Do you ever listen to yourself

during the question period? You make all

kinds of assumptions.

Mr. Renwick: Now my second point is very

simple-

Mr. Reid: Whose side are you on anyway,
the government's side?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Would the

hon. member allow the hon. member for

Riverdale to continue?

Mr. Renwick: No, we are on the side of

the Civil Service Association of Ontario in

this particular question.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: You are only assuming
that.

Mr. Renwick: No, it is very clear. That's

the side we are on. We have made our com-
mitment to that a long time ago.

The second issue is that if we could have
a copy of the amendment proposed by the

member for Rainy River—and we haven't had
a copy of it at the present time—I think we
would like to move a sub-amendment for the

purpose of clarifying the usual hazy thinking
of the Liberal Party and of the Tory party
about what constitutes essential services and
what doesn't constitute essential services.

Mr. Rounsall: Force them into it.

Mr. Renwick: This is the kind of cutting
stone on which we would like to really find

out where the Liberal Party stands, where
this party stands and where the government
party stands. It is very simple. You can't

shrug off that kind of a question by some

hazy language such as the Liberal-Laboiu"

member for Rainy River would like to suggest
that this House should pass.

Mr. Chairman: Is there any further dis-

cussion on Mr. Reid's amendment?
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Mr. Renwick: Yes, Mr. Chairman, I would

like to move a sub-amendment, Mr. Chair-

man, if I may.

Mr. P. Taylor (Carleton East): Send us a

copy, eh?

Mr. Bounsall: Well, while the sub-amend-
ment is being prepared, Mr. Chairman, per-

haps I could comment on the amendment as

I understand it.

Certainly the way the amendment is

phrased brings up a question at this point,

rather than at some other point later on in

the bill, of the right to strike. Certainly every-
one in this party feels that the right to strike

is an inherent rig'ht that everyone should

have. In the specific instance of the Civil

Service Association of Ontario and the em-

ployees that association represents, we feel

they should have the right to strike and that

every employee should have the right to

strike. I fully endorse, as do other members
of my party, the remarks by the member for

Riverdale relating to an illegal strike or other-

wise, that no such determinations were made.

The minister knows my views on the right
to strike. I gave him examples in committee,

having lived in England for a couple of years,
where thev have no orderly way of arriving
at the strike position. What they have there
is a series of non-legal strikes, or a series of

wildcat strikes, to use a better word, because
I don't think they even bother to determine
the legality or illegalitv of those strikes when
they occur; they .simolv have a whole series

of wildcat strikes. What particularly appalled
me was, in the year 1963 at the Ford plant
in Dagenham outside of London, England,
of the 260-odd working davs in the year,

only 83 of them were free of wildcat strikes.

T came to the conclusion, observing that par-
ticular industry—which was the one that had
by far and away the most wildcat strikes

while I was there—that any system of labour
legislation that does not provide for a legal
strike and simply requires that when that
strike occur it be a wildcat strike—and it can
occur any time then, because you don't have
the time sequences leading up to, as we do in

our Labour Relations Act, a period at which
the strike then becomes one of the options
which you have open to you—is the world's
worst system of labour relations. And here
we have it in a small separate Act dealing
with the civil servants of the Province of

Ontario. I would hope that the minister

would, at the appropriate position in the
bill—this mav be it—give to the association

and its members the right to strike, with a

procedure leading up to a position where the

strike becomes appropriate.

With respect to essential services in the

civil service, Mr. Chairman, we believe that

in this case none of them is essential and that

by voting to agree or not agree \yith the

position to go on strike, the employees will

determine that question in their own minds
as to how essential their services are. But

they all have, in fact, the right to strike.

We're not like members of the Liberal Party,

where some of them say that snowplough

operators should not have the right to strike

and others stand up and say they should

have the right to strike. We feel that all of

them, without qualification, should have the

right to strike.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, Fd like to

move an amendment.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Riverdale.

Mr. Renwick moves the deletion of all

words after the word "strike" in the first line

of the proposed amendment.

Mr. Chairman: I'm wondering if the Chair

could comment? I have some grave doubt as

to the propriety of both Mr. Reid's amend-
ment and also Mr. Renwick's sub-amendment.

Mr. Renwick: Well, there's no question of

the propriety of mine. If there is any pro-

priety in the first amendment there is pro-

priety in mine. I wouldn't want the propriety
of mine to be questioned unless you deter-

mine the propriety of that of my friend, the

hon. member for Rainy River.

Mr. Chairman : It's contrary to the principle

of the bill and, as I say, I do not feel that

it's proper for this committee to change the

principle.

Mr. Renwick: Let's vote on that question.

Mr. Chairman: No. In this particular case

we are talking about the principle of the bill,

and that is, that there is no right to strike.

The amendment that Mr. Reid is moving is

contrary to that, that they do have the right

to strike except for those services deemed to

be essential services. It seems to me this is

contrary to the principle of the bill, which
was debated on second reading.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, perhaps be-

fore you make any definitive decision on that,

let me make this comment: If this were the

Crown Employees Collective Bargaining Act,

it may well be that such an amendment
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would be out of order. This, in fact, is

simply an amending bill, amending various

sections of the Act. There is no such princi-

ple in this amending Act. It would appear
to us that it would be very appropriate at

this particular point in time, and quite in

order, for the hon. member for Rainy River

to move the kind of wishy-washy amendment
that he has moved in the circumstances, and
for us to be in the position where we would
like to clarify the issue which divides the

three political parties in this area at this time.

I think it would be well worth doing.

Mr. Chairman: Does any other member
wish to comment before the Chair pursues
this?

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I would just

like to point out that in the amendment of

the member for Rainy River he is only chang-

ing the Act insofar as those in unessential

services are concerned; all others are still

really maintained in the principle of the bill.

Those who cany out essential services do not

have the right to strike. So it is an amend-
ment to it; it is clearly not contrary to the

principle.

Mr. Chairman: The Chair still feels that

this is contrary to the principle—and I didn't

read Mr. Renwick's sub-amendment. I will

read it for the record: "Mr. Renwick moves,

by way of sub-amendment, the deletion of all

words after the word "strike" in the first line

of the proposed amendment."

The Chair still feels that this is contrary
to the principle of the bill and I would so

state.

Mr. Deacon: Is that really your own
thinking?

Mr. Chairman: That's really my own think-

ing. It really is.

An hon. member: Pretty positive thinking.

Mr. Reid: Is there not something in the

standing orders of procedure about this?

Mr. Chairman: You are reversing the

principle of the bill that was debated at sec-

ond reading—on the proposed right to strike.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Reid: It is not in this bill, Mr. Chair-

man. All we are doing is amending the bill.

Mr. Chairman: I still feel it is injecting a
new principle into the bill.

Mr. Renwick: You wouldn't want us to

appeal your ruling would you, Mr. Chairman?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That's one way of set-

tling it.

Mr. Chairman: I so rule that we are chang-
ing the principle of the bill.

Mr. Renwick: We will certainly appeal his

ruling.

Mr. Bounsall: Speaking to that point, Mr.

Chairman, I am not a parliamentarian in

the fense of knowing which is right pro-
cedure and which is wrong, but I can recall

other amendment bills going through the

House in which one has moved the deletion

of a whole section, or, when we got to the

final section of the bill, deleted that section

which gives the title to that bill to express
our displeasure with the principle of the bill.

We have moved the deletion of whole sec-

tions with which we didn't agree, and those

amendments, as placed, have always been

accepted.

Just speaking on a point of due procedure,
I can see little difference between an amend-
ment of that sort which has occurred on other

bills and the original amendment that was

placed here. One deals with the amendment
in the substance and frame in which it is

placed. I can see no difference between what
has been done in this bill and what we have

always done in clause by clause discussion

of other bills.

Mr. Chairman: What the hon. member is

referring to is the process of deletions, but

my ruling is that this is changing the basic

principle of the bill with regard to the right

to strike, and the Chairman's ruling is not

debatable. If you wish to challenge it-

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I rise to appeal

your ruling because you are establishing a

precedent here which makes it impossible
for us to discuss and to amend any bill what-

soever. I just can't see how we can possibly

accept a ruling such as this, which in effect

is cutting off debate on any sort of adjust-
ment or amendment to a clause.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman. I want to

make this very clear. I take it, Mr. Chairman,
in explaining your decision on this matter,

which of course we accept, what you are

saying is that you do not accept the amend-

ment proposed by the member for Rainy
River—it is not a question of whether or not

the sub-amendment proposed on behalf of

our party will be accepted—and it is the

Liberal Party which is challenging your rul-

ing on this matter. Is that a correct interpre-

tation?
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Mr. Chairman: The Chair again reiterates

the fact that Mr. Reid's amendment is

changing the basic principle of the bill, which
was debated at second reading. It is the

Chair's ruling. Shall the Chairman's ruling

carry?

Mr. Reid: No.

Mr. Deacon: No.

Mr. Chairman: All those in favour will

please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

Mr. Renwick: In my opinion the "ayes"
have it.

Mr. Laughren: The "ayes" have it.

Mr. Chairman: You are getting the Chair

confused now!

In my opinion the "ayes" have it.

Call in the members.

Order, please. We are voting on the Chair-

man's ruling. Mr. Reid moved an amendment
to section 4 of Bill 179 by renumbering the

first paragraph as subclause (a) and adding
subclause (b) as follows:

Employees shall have the right to strike,

except for those deemed to be engaged in

essential services; such essential services

to be determined by management in con-

sultation with the bargaining agent or

agents.

The reason I am reading the proposed amend-
ment is for the benefit of the members of

the committee who weren't here at the time
it was placed and when the Chairman ruled.

The hon. member for Rainy River.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Chairman, that was deleting
section 9 also, you'll recall, in the original
amendment.

Mr. Chairman: Section 9, correct.

It is the Chairman's opinion that this in-

jects a new principle to the bill which is con-

trary to the principle which was debated
at second reading and which was approved
by the House.

The committee divided on the Chairman's

ruling, which was upheld on the following
vote:

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 42, the "nays" are 28.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the Chairman's

ruling upheld and the amendment out of

order.

Is it the pleasure of the committee that we
deal with the two amendments which are

stacked at the present time, while the mem-
bers are here?

Agreed.

Mr. Chairman: In section 3, which deals

with section 6 of the Act, Mr. Bounsall

moved an amendment to the amendment
that all the words following "employer" in

the second line be deleted.

Mr. Stokes: Well, on a point of procedure,
if for no other reason, there are other amend-

ments; why don't you wait and stack them
all at once.

Mr. Chairman: If it is the wish of the com-

mittee, we can either stack them or we can

deal with the two that are before the Chair

at the present time?

An hon. member: Ah, wait with them.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): I suggest
that we deal with all the amendments at the

same time, Mr. Chairman. That might be
more convenient for the House.

Mr. Chairman: Is that agreed by the com-
mittee? Well wait and deal with all the

amendments when the debate is completed?

Agreed.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 9 as contained

in section 4 form part of the bill? Any fur-

ther discussion?

Mr. Reid: No, I just wanted to make some

very brief remarks on this, particularly in

view of the remarks of the member for River-

dale and the member for Windsor West. You

may recall that the member for Riverdale in-

dicated before we rang the bells they were

going to support the Chairman's ruling, and
of course it's just another example of them

changing their minds.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): On a point
of order, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Port

Arthur has a point of order.

Mr. Foulds: Yes, the remarks of the mem-
ber for Rainy River are completely out of

ordter, and erroneous.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): That's

your answer.

Mr. Foulds: There is no indication in

Hansard about how this party would vote

before the vote took place.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member has a

difference of opinion, not a point of order.
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Could we continue with any discussion on
section 9 as covered in section 4?

Mr. Breithaupt: That was a point of view.

Mr. Foulds: With the greatest respect, it

is a grave parliamentary misdemeanour to

mislead the House-

Mr. Chaiiman; The member should not

accuse the member of misleading the House.

Mr. Foulds: —and the member for Rainy
River is attempting to do that.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): I don't think

those in the gallery would agree.

Mr. Chairman: Did the Chair hear properly
that the hon. member was suggesting the

member for Rainy River was misleading the

House?

Mr. Foulds: Yes, the Chairman certainly
heard that properly—and the member for

Port Arthur withdraws the remark.

Mr. Breithaupt: They don't believe it, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Rainy
River, any further discussion on section 4?

Mr. Reid: Mr. Chairman, I am sorry that

we can't pursue this matter of the right to

strike. However, I suppose that the best way
to resolve the issue is to remove the govern-
ment in oflBce and replace it with the Liberals.

Mr. Roy: We will be kind to you.

Mr. Reid: But let it be on the record, Mr.

Chairman, that the labour critic for the NDP,
the member for Windsor West, in the debate
on second reading on Jan. 30 indicated that

that party also, at least through him as its

spokesman, accepts the point of view that

there should be essential services. I would
like to quote from Hansard for Jan. 30, 1975.

Mr. Laughren: Where are the TTC oper-
ators? How do the TTC operators stand in

this whole thing?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. I think that

we have debated this. It's on the record at

second reading. I think we should deal with
the-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: We can make any conmient we
want.

Mr. Foulds: Tell us about how you voted
on compulsory arbitration for teachers—each
time differently.

Mr. Breithaupt: You can get in on the

debate if you wish.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Chairman, the member for

Riverdale made the point that we weren't
as exact on this matter of essential services

as he would like. He moved on amendment
that I gather is still in order. I gather his

amendment is in order, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Chairman: No, his sub-amendment
was—

Mr. Reid: I would like to address myself
to the remarks he made in that regard be-
cause he said quite clearly and distinctly,
Mr. Chairman, that he did not support any
restriction on the right to strike, that there
shouldn't be anything such as essential serv-

ices, that everyone should have the right to

strike. I draw his attention to the remarks
of his colleague, the member for Windsor
West, on Jan. 30, in which he said-

Mr. Renwick: This matter is out of order,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. We dis-

cussed this point earlier. Section 9 of the

Act deals with matters that may be deter-

mined by the arbitration board and I would
ask you to speak to the section.

Mr. Roy: That is exactly what he is doing.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Reid: If I understand this, Mr. Chair-

man, it deals with compulsory arbitration and
this is the subject matter that we are dis-

cussing. I really don't have to say anything
further except, Mr. Chairman, to point out

that again there's a rift and a chasm between
the members of the NDP on this matter.

Mr. Renwick: No. You never have to.

Mr. Good: Renwick rides alone.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 4 form part
of the biU?

Section 4 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any other comments, criti-

cisms or amendments to any other section of

the bill? The hon. member for Windsor West.
What section?

Mr. Bounsall: Section 5.

On section 5:
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Mr. Bounsall: I just want to say on section

5, Mr, Chairman, that the amendments that

appear in the bill as amended by committee
are certainly acceptable amendments and clear

up some discrepancies that happened to

appear in the original bill.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 5 form part
of the bill?

Section 5 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any other comment, ques-
tions or amendments?

On section 6:

Mr. Bounsall: A question on section 6,

Mr. Chairman, through you to the minister:

This is a section which in essence we agree
with, that is, telling the board of arbitration

established under the original Act that it is

to complete its duties under that Act before
the coming into force of this Act. I have the
same question on this one, as I have on a
similar section that is brought in later on,
that if the parties appearing under a board
of arbitration at the moment feel that the
new setup of the arbitration board under this

Act is better than the one under which they
are appearing, they may feel very strongly
they would like to appear before the new
board of arbitration set-up. Would that be
allowed?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Are you suggesting that
this is where a matter of business has not
been completed, or a new matter of business?

Mr. Bounsall: No, where a matter is part-
way through and not been completed. I

understand the government's strong desire to

have matters completed—

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes.

Mr. Bounsall: —that are already halfway
through. Are there any of those, may I ask
the minister? If the new procedures are some-
what better, even for a matter that is part-
way through, and the parties wish to go
under the new procedure in the Act, is that

possible?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I must say that that
was really not my intention. My intention,
of course, for adding this thereto is so that
the board, as it was constitued, could com-
plete its business.

I would assume that it would be a very
minimal amount of work, but all new matters
could, of course, be referred to the new
board. I don't see this as being a contentious

matter. If it does become a contentious mat-

ter, certainly I can look at it.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Rainy River.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Chairman, if I could just

carry on to clarify this. If a matter has come
before the old board and has not yet been

considered by the old board—

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That would be taken

care of.

Mr. Reid: That will then be taken care of

by the new tribunal?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 6 form part

of the bill?

Section 6 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any other comments or

questions or amendments to any other

section?

Mr. Bounsall: Section 9.

Sections 7 and 8 agreed to.

On section 9:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Windsor West.

Mr. Bounsall moves that section 9 be
amended by deleting "discipline, dismissal,

work methods and procedures, kinds and
location of equipment," in 17(a) and "train-

ing and development" in 17(b).

Mr. Reid: Mr. Chairman, that pretty well

echoes the amendment I have, except that I

would like to add a sub-amendment.

Mr. Chairman: Is there any further dis-

cussion on this? Does the member for Wind-
sor West wish to comment on this before we
hear from the hon. member for Rainy River?

Mr. Bounsall: Yes, I would like to comment
on this, Mr. Chairman.

My normal inclination at this point would
be simply to move the deletion of all of 17,
and have no management rights clause in

the bill at all—with those management rights
to be determined by both parties. That's

really what should happen.
I have the feeling, though, that that

amendment might be soundly defeated. In-

stead, I'm deleting from section 17 those

specific management rights clauses which I

feel should be most in discussion between the

two parties.
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Those matters which I leave remaining,

particularly in 17(a), would be matters which

might, through at least the first negotiations,

pertain to management in any event. I am, of

course, prejudging what both parties may
agree to in the first approximation; and that

is dangerous, and I don't feel very com-
fortable doing that. I would simply like to

move deletion of the whole kit and caboodle.

Bearing in mind the discussions we've had
on sunerannuation and the problems of at

l-'ast having a joint consultative committee
on it between two parties, and discussions

relating to the investment of the pensions-
hoping that this would occur anyway, infor-

mallv, even though there's a management
rights clause here in 17(b) that makes that a

rieht only of management— I did not include

superannuation in my deletion. This was done
snecificallv, because I would like to see the
minister take the lead here and informally
set up this joint consultative committee to

discuss superannuation and the investment of

those funds.

I sort of £tet the feelinp: that the minister

mav be intrieued by that idea and may like

to try it out on his own. Even though it's

Purely a management rieht, he would have
the management right to set up that joint
consultative committee. I would so lu-ge him
to consider doing that—so I have not de-
leted that.

But it strikes me that in matters of discip-
line this should be not just a management
right. It should be something management
would discuss thoroughly with the Civil Serv-
ice Association in determining discipline; cer-

tainly in the matter of dismissal the same
argument apolies.

Work methods and procedures: This is ^

verv contentious point between the postal
workers and their employer; the postal work-
ers contend that work methods and pro-
r-edures i^ a bona fide area of negotiation
between the two parties and not exclusively
a management right.

Kinds and location of equipment: I can't

imagine a management that would not wish
to sit down with its employees and discuss

the kind of equipment that should be pur-
chased, the location of that equipment or

the proximity of employees to that equipment.
In committee we discussed the situation where
there is excess equipment in one area and
a deficiency in another, and the possibility
that an argument might develop as to

whether or not you transfer the excess over
to the deficiency and buy new equipment. I

think that is a matter of common sense and

would not stop the proper location of equip-
ment in terms of excess and deficiencies

around the province; and it is a matter of

common sense that no group of employees,

certainly at the bargaining taole, would make
a real point of issue.

Training and development, in section 17(b),

is again a matter where I can't imagine a

management not wanting to have a lot of in-

put from its employees as to what sort

of training programmes they would wish to

embark on so that they can develop and put
themselves into a better position to carry
out the jobs they have been assigned.

The way it is proposed in the bill, if this

is an area in which the association cannot

have anything more than a very informal in-

put, it does not give them an opportunity
to say to management, "Look, in this par-
ticular area we feel our employees in that

area should have this kind of training avail-

able to them so that they would carry out

their particular jobs more efiiciently or would

equip those particular employees with a cer-

tain background to then move on with that

additional training and take up another more

meaningful position within the ministry.** I

would hope that the minister, at this point,

would consider deleting the specific clauses

from the bill, as I have mentioned.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. minister

wish to comment before the hon, member
for Rainy River places his sub-amendment?
Then we can deal with both of them.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): A sub-amend-

ment? I want to speak to the amendment
itself before any sul3-amendment is placed—

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps we could let the

hon. member read his sub-amendment into

the record, and then we could debate both

of them.

Mr. Deans: Okay. But it mav be that I

want to speak against it for all I know. I

have to listen first.

Mr. Reid: I don't think so. Mr. Chairman,
as I say, the amendment imitates the one

that I was going to put-

Mr. Deans: No, no, it is similar in nature;

it doesn't imitate.

Mr. Reid: —and the one that my colleague
from Windsor-Walkerville put in the com-
mittee when we were debating this matter

in committee.

I would like to add a sub-amendment to

the amendment that has been put in the
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hope that it will give us the best of both

worlds.

Mr. Reid moves a sub-amendment to

delete from section 17(l)(b) the word

"superannuation."

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. member for

Wentworth wish to speak on either the

amendment or the sub-amendment?

Mr. Deans: Yes, I do. I want to say two
or three things about it. First of all, of

course, we will support it. My colleague
would have moved that, except he thought
there was perhaps another procedure that

might have been used.

Mr. Reid: Well, no. I was afraid it

wouldn't be accepted.

Mr. Deans: I think we would generally

agree that matters of superannuation should

be matters which could be discussed at the

bargaining table. In fact, we go a bit further

than that. The whole matter of management's
rights is something that is an archaic prin-

ciple. There are very few things in life that

don't affect employees; in fact, if you take a

serious look at employees, everyone right up
to management is an employee of one sort

or another.

I think, particularly in government ser-

vices, there is no such thing as the owner on
the one hand versus the employees on the
other. You're talking in actual fact about em-

ployees of the government, all of them,

everyone. Even those acting on behalf of

the government are, in fact, employees. I

fail to see the reasons why we set out some-

thing called a management rights clause.

It seems to me in this enlightened age that
it should be possible for employees to sit

down with employers and to discuss across
the bargaining table all things pertaining to

their employment. It may well be that they
won't agree. It may be that they'll come to a

point where they will have to agree to dis-

agree on certain items and that those matters

may well have to be decided by an impar-
tial arbiter. But the fact of the matter is that

among reasonably intelligent people who are

working in the same general area, whose
concerns are very much parallel, they ought
to be able to sit and talk, one with the other,
about all matters.

I've said many a time to the Chairman of

the Management Board of Cabinet that far

more disputes develop as a result of things
which are not able to be discussed between

employer and employee than develop over

wages or general working conditions. I would

suggest to you, as I did to your predecessor
and to his predecessor, that if you want to

avoid industrial strife and if you want to

avoid the kinds of upset, the kinds of with-

drawal of services and the festering general

feeling of discontent that develops among
employees from time to time, you do it by
having an open process, a process that per-
mits the employee on the one hand or the

employer on the other to come to the bar-

gaining table and to sit down and to discuss

all of the matters which afiFect the employer
or the employee in his place of employment.

I don't know why the government can't be
in the forefront of this change. I don't know

why the government can't give it a try to

see whether or not there may be areas re-

garding employment that employees might
want to have some input into; to see if there

may not be areas of appointments that em-

ployees might be able to offer some construc-

tive suggestions about; and to find out whe-
ther or not there may be matters pertaining
to the complement of people required to do

the job that could well be discussed at the

bargaining table, given that the employees

surely have as much of an interest in ensuring
that the job is done well than does the Man-

agement Board of government or its repre-
sentatives.

Surely the whole matter of assignment is

something that could well be of a decision

reached between the employer and his em-

ployees. You may decide, for example, that

a certain complement of people ought to be

assigned to do certain work in a certain part
of the province. It may be that as a result

of experience on the job, employees would
know that that isn't the most advantageous
and the most economical way to do it and

they would like to bring that to your atten-

tion and to discuss it. But within these terms

that is the prerogative of management and,

therefore, there is no avenue open for em-

ployees to bring these constructive sugges-
tions about the way in which an assignment

might be dealt with by the employer.

In the matter of discipline, it may well be

that a number of employees recognize that

there have been discipline problems and that

there ought to be a discussion about an

employer and employee representative on the

management side and the way in which disci-

pline is meted out. It should be a matter for

discussion.

What worries me about it is that some-

where along the way of coming to a decision

all of the wisdom about these particular mat-

ters is held in the minds of a few selected

people and that the remainder, the great
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mass of employees, don't really care very
much about the way in which the operation
is carried out with regard to these particular
concerns. It's not as if you're holding to your-
self rights which you have to have in order
to manage properly. It's not as if somewhere

along the way there is a profit derived from

holding to yourself something called the

"owner's rights." That's where it all derives

from. In years gone by the owner held for

himself certain rights because he owned the

business and he wanted the right to make
his own decisions. As time evolved, he trans-

ferred the exercise of these rights to people
whom he appointed as managers.

In this case we are not talking about an
owner situation, an owner versus employee.
We are talking about a great number of

people, all of whom are employees. We in the

Legislature, you as the Chairman of Manage-
ment Board, and all of the cabinet, are simply
the trustees of the public position, the trus-

tees of the public purse, if you will. Your

job is to make sure that the public funding
and the legislation that are required to carry
on the orderly business of the province are

done properly. You don't take on an owner-

ship function in doing that. All you are doing
is acting as a trustee. Everyone else, includ-

ing those people sitting under the gallery,
are all employees and they have been as-

signed certain responsibilities.

They don't hold for themselves all of the
wisdom. They don't hold to themselves all

of the power to make decisions. They don't

pretend, I hope, to have knowledge of every
single aspect of every single job that falls

beneath their particular station. Surely it

would make a lot of good sense, given the
size of the civil service in Ontario and given
the way in which they are dispersed through-
out the province, that we recognize that em-

ployees of the Crown are dedicated on the
first hand; that their dedication is at least

the equal of anyone else's, whether desig-
nated as management or otherwise; that they
have a deep-rooted desire to make the system
work properly on behalf of the people; and
that the only way in which they can sit down
with management, which is you ostensibly, is

at the bargaining table. There is no other

opportimity. You are far too busy and they
are far too many.

At this point in time, what we should be
doing with th^ civil service is creating the
most open collective bargaining atmosphere
that can be available. We should be setting

up a model. The model should be that we
are prepared and we are not afraid to trust

the employees to come to reasonable de-

cisions about matters which aflPect not only
them but which also aflFect the public. That
means saying to them: "When and if you
find in any areas matters within those areas

which you think could be negotiated to the
benefit of the public and yourselves, we are

prepared to sit down and talk about them."

I don't quite understand why any of these

matters in all fairness, need be held as sacred

rights of one particular small group appointed
by the government to manage, because you
are excluding a tremendous amount of very
valuable brainpower. You are excluding a

great number of people right across the prov-
ince who could quite conceivably have more
concern about the way in which their par-
ticular job and their particular area operates
and who may be far more knowledgeable
about it than anyone here at Queen's Park.

Yet they can't bring up matters of assignment,

organization or complement and any other

procedures or work methods. These things
can't be discussed at the bargaining table. They
are excluded from discussion completely.

If I can go on to the amendment, I have
never understood—and I've made this argu-
ment for seven years — why superannuation
was excluded from discussion at the bargain-

ing table. I have never been able to appreci-
ate how it -can be that what takes the place
of the pension for employees in the civil

service cannot be a matter for discussion at

the bargaining table. I don't understand it.

There is some very obscure principle some

place. I'll be damned, as I look through the

negotiating processes and the way in which

employers and employees carry out negotia-
tion processes, how we can come to the

decision in this House in this year that the

employees of the government ought not to be
able to negotiate their pensions. I don't under-

stand that. I mean, what is it about that?

What is it about employees of the govern-
ment that makes them so difi^erent from em-
ployees of the Steel Co. of Canada with

regard to their pension needs? What is it

that makes them so different from any other

employees in the Province of Ontario with

regard to their need to ensure for themselves

and their families an adequate level of re-

muneration after they retire? Why should

they not be able to discuss with the govern-

ment, year by year, at collective bargaining

time, their needs and the government's capac-

ity to meet those needs?

It's an evidence of bad faith on the part
of the government. It's a continuation or

perpetuation of a long-held principle which
has never had any foundation. And it doesn't

make sense. It has never made sense.
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However you arrived at it, I've got to say
this to you; that as I recall previous manage-
ment's rights clauses, this is a vast improve-
ment over what was there in years gone by.

I mean, in years gone by it was virtually

impossible for Crown employees to talk about

anything. They were having a devil of a

time even talking about wages. But surely,

having recognized that we are now in a new
era and we are dealing with people who are

making a career out of the public service,

people who are no longer coming in via the

patronage route, and are being hired for their

ability rather than for their contacts, people
who are prepared to devote their lifetime to

ensuring that the public receives an adequate
level of service, they should then be able to

sit down at the bargaining table and talk

about what kinds of rights they will have be-

yond the age of retirement.

I suggest to you that that ought not to be
in this legislation. I would like to tell you
I am almost positive—almost, not quite, but
almost positive—that if there were no section

9(17)(l)(a) and (l)(b) that collective bar-

gaining would go on; that whatever discus-

sion took place at the bargaining table would
be to the advantage of the government and
the people of the province; and that whatever
matters would be raised by the employee
representatives at the bargaining table would
be raised from a desire to improve the con-

ditions in an effort to improve the service

level.

I will never, for as long as I am in here,
understand why you continue to hold to

yourself something called "management's
rights," recognizing that of course manage-
ment, as I said before, is in fact, simply
employees elevated to a position of super-
vision. And that's all. They have no vested

interest, and there are no owners involved.

There is no profit to be protected. In fact,
all you are saying is that you don't want to

be bothered having to talk to your employees
from time to time about matters which you
might find a little awkward.

1 think you've got to have more faith in

the employees of the Crown. I think you've
got to understand that these employees' sense
of commitment is far greater than you've ever

realized, and that they are in fact career

civil servants choosing the job because (a)

they are well trained, (b) they are well suited,
and (c) they have a deep-rooted sense of

commitment.

Mr. Chairman: In view of the hour does
the minister wish to comment now or will we
continue the debate? Are there any more

members who wish to speak on the amend-
ment or the sub-amendment? If there is to

be further debate, perhaps in view of the

hour we should rise.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House begs to report progress
and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, before

I move the adjournment of the House, the

situation for tomorrow, I think is well under-

stood.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Pardon? I am not re-

quired to stay for the late show, Mr. Speaker,
so I would like to say that on Thursday we
will proceed with the consideration of this

particular bill, then Bill 111 in committee

and, I believe, if the Condominium Act re-

turns, we will consider it as well.

Mr. Speaker: For the information of the

Speaker and the members, do we sit tomor-

row at 2 o'clock?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, that's been agreed
and announced.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Before he moves
the adjournment, can the House leader indi-

cate whether the committees will be sitting

tomorrow or not? Are there any committees

still sitting on the Condominium Act, for

example?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I would assume be-

cause of the arrangements that we deem
ourselves not to be sitting. The arrangement
that has been made is for the convenience

of the members of the House.

Mr. Deans: Does that mean that they won't

be sitting?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That's what I was say-

ing, yes.

Mr. Speaker: Pursuant to standing order 28,

I now deem a motion to adjourn the House
to have been made.

The member for Ottawa East has given
notice that he is dissatisfied with the answer
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given to him by the Attorney General (Mr.

(Clement) earlier today. The member may
now debate this matter for five minutes, fol-

lowing which the Attorney General may reply
for five minutes. The member for Ottawa
East.

ROSS SHOULDICE

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Mr. Speaker,
the reason I said that I was not satisfied

with the minister's answer is that if one reads

section 110, subsection 2, of the Criminal

Code, it readis as follows:

Everyone commits an offence who, in

order to obtain or retain a contract with
the government, directly or indirectly sub-

scribes, gives or agrees to subscribe or give
to any person any valuable consideration

for the purpose of promoting the election

of candidates or a class or a party of candi-

dates to the Parliament of Canada or the

Legislature.

Very quickly, the elements of the offence are
as follows: First of all, what is required is a
contract. In this particular case, there was a

contract, the fact that the government wanted
to buy certain lands.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: The second element required in

this is that there be an agreement to give or

agree to subscribe or to give.

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): Let the

member tell us the last time he was here on
a Friday.

Mr. Roy: If one looks at the letter of Nov.

23, 1971, Mr. Speaker, it is clear that in the

last paragraph of that letter Mr. Shouldice

states:

In the event that a sale is effected, it

would enable me to forward to Toronto
central the $30,000 that I was short in my
commitment to you.

Clearly there is an attempt here to give. The
third element of this situation is that there

be valuable consideration. That is the third

element involved, and that's the $30,000.

Finally, the last aspect of it is that it be
for promoting the election of a party of candi-

dates to the Legislature. That aspect of it

is when he says that he would forward to

Toronto central and that, Mr. Speaker, is the
central . fund of the Conservative Party here
in Toronto.

Mr. Drea: The member is never here on

a Friday.

Mr. Speaker: Would the member for Scar-

borough Centre just give the member for

Ottawa East the floor, please?

Mr. Roy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Drea: It's true, he has never been here.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. J. R. Breitbaupt (Kitchener): How
would the member for Scarborough Centre

know?

Mr. Drea: I have been here every day,
and he asks me how would I know.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Breitbaupt: Not always in that condi-

tion, I hope.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, if I may continue,

the transaction apparently did not go through
with the help of Mr. Shouldice, and the

$30,000 in fact was not transmitted to the

central fund. But the fact remains that under
the Criminal Code, Mr. Speaker, an attempt
to commit an offence is an offence. Section

24 of the Criminal Code reads:

Everyone who, having intent to commit

an offence, does or omits to do anything
for the purpose of carrying out his inten-

tion is guilty of an attempt to commit the

offence whether or not it was possible under

the circumstances to commit the offence.

So, Mr. Speaker, that is clearly a situation

where you have, in my opinion, an

attempt to commit an offence. When you talk

about an attempt, then you are talking about

the question of intent. I can't see any situa-

tion that is clearer than the question of

intent when he says:

In the event that the sale is effected,

it would enable me to forward to Toronto

central the $30,000 that I was short in my
commitment to you.

He goes on to say in a subsequent interview

with Mr. Cleroux of the Globe and Mail:

Yes, that is the letter I sent him. I know
Mr. Kelly denies that he got it, but that is

the letter that I sent him. I had a copy
in my files until they were confiscated.

He goes on to say that he never gave the

$30,000 he had offered because the trans-

action was never made. Clearly it's a situation

where he admits having made the offer. On
a question of intent. Mr. Speaker, just
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look at his letter of July 5, 1972, which was
filed here, where he states:

Contributions must be given at election

time commensuate to the amount of work
that they have received.

He goes on to say:

If it were possible to inform me in ad-

vance of any legal, engineering or architec-

tural work in the North Bay, Sudbury
and Sault Ste. Marie areas, I would be

pleased to contact the recipients and start

rebuilding our funds for future use.

So, Mr. Speaker, I was not satisfied with
the answer of the minister when he stated

that we were talking about a question of

conspiracy, because I don't see anything
about conspiracy in subsection 2 of this sec-

tion.

It seems to me, Mr. Speaker, that it is

basic in a criminal prosecution that the cri-

terion you have to satisfy is reasonable and

probable grounds and not certainty of con-

viction. It seems to me that in this case

there are reasonable and probable grounds.
I do have great respect for the Attorney Gen-
eral as a person, and I am not about to start

making allegations of political influence per-

taining to him personally, but I say to him
that he has a duty as Attorney General to

look at the evidence as it exists and, if he
decides not to prosecute, it is important that

he give us an adequate explanation. If he
does not, we are left with the impression that

prosecutions are not taking place either be-
cause someone is putting pressure—not pres-
sure, but basically what I want to say-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member has a half

a minute left.

Mr. Roy: Half a minute? Fine, that is

enough for me to complete my remarks.

I say very simply that because of the im-

portance of the minister's position as chief

law officer for the Crown, he has to give
the impression, not only that justice be done
but that it appears to be done to everyone
in this province. So when he says to me that
if I am not satisfied, I should lay charges my-
self, he is not discharging his duty, because
it is up to him. He has the investigation

process at his fingertips. I don't know what
the Attorney General's evidence is, but it

seems to me that in a situation like this, if

he is not going to prosecute on this type of

evidence-

Mr. Speaker: Time is up.

Mr. Roy: —then we are entitled to an ade-

quate explanation.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Attorney General.

Hon. J. T. Clement (Provincial Secretary
for Justice and Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, in this procedure, which I am not

that familiar with, I understand that I need
not reply, but I think I would be remiss if

I didn't reply to the question put before the

House at this time by the hon. member.

Mr. Drea: Talk about the yo-yos—

Hon. Mr. Clement: The member has sug-

gested that the criminal test is one that is

described as reasonable and probable
grounds. I suggest, and I know he would

agree, that it's beyond a reasonable doubt.

One not only has to look at the particular
section but to try to determine what the law
officers of the federal Crown agency decided

when Mr. Carson brought in this legislation

perhaps 20 or 21 years ago. The legislation

under section 108 is very specffic as to how
it deals with any member of an assembly
who is corrupted by the oflFer of a bribe or

something of that nature. It deals very spe-

cifically with members of assembly. It goes
on into sections 111 and 112, in particular,
I think, dealing with municipal officials who
are oflFered a bribe and who are therefore

guilty of the crime of corruption.

It's very specffic as to what happens after

an election. If you are a member of an as-

sembly or a member of a municipal council,
then specific sections deaj with those situa-

tions. If you are a government official and

you are corrupted, then you are dealt with
under section 109 and section 110(1).

The whole gist of this exercise is to deal

with those who are candidates. My law
officers advised me that it was their con-

sidered opinion, and I personally share it,

that a candidate under section 110(2)
—and

I am talking in relation to this assembly or

the federal House; but everything we are

talking about refers to this assembly—is one
who is a candidate running for office after

the date of the issue of the writ. Now the

writ was issued in September, 1971—1 forget
the specific date—and the election, of course,
was on Oct. 21, 1971.

The letter which we perused, and which
is referred to by my hon. friend, was dated
Nov. 23, 1971; and in no way, in the opinion
of my officials, could that letter aflFect or

indeed be relevant to the outcome of the

election which was held some one month
and two days before the date on the letter.
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Perhaps I did not make it clear, and if not

I apologize to the members and I apologize
to the member in particular. But I tried to

make that clear at the time that it was my
o£Bcials' opinion that it did not apply; be-

cause there's a peculiar type of individual,

who is not an elected individual, who had
to be covered by this legislation.

Our predecessors in Ottawa visualized that

type of individual. Namely, one who is about

to become a candidate and, in fact, is a

candidate in law, who, by the entering of a

race after the writ is issued and is officially

a candidate, holds himself out or someone
on his behalf says: "If you support my man,
or my men, or my party and pay so much
money and a contract is involved, then cer-

tain things will flow from that."

And that specific section deals with that

type of situation. Because, as of the date of

the election, you are then covered, sir, by
section 108, in the opinion of my law ofiBcers.

Because you're then a member of the assem-

bly of this province, and if you corrupt your-
self by oflFering to hold out some inducement
to any person, then, of course, you're guilty of

the crime of corruption.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Attorney General

has one minute left.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Now, I can only
assume this, and I hope I'm correct. I think

I interpret this from the hon. member's com-

ments, because he is an officer of the Supreme
Court of this province, as am I, and had
taken an oath long before we entered this

Legislature, and we owe an obligation to

justice—I hope that the member is not assum-

ing that pressure, political or otherwise, has

been exercised upon me or my officials for

political purposes.

Mr. Roy: No, I agree with all that.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I accept that. I stand

here before this House, Mr. Speaker, and
I tell you that this is the considered opinion
of my senior law officers, and I share it. I'm

not suggesting that it's right or wrong. I say
it's right, and I'm not difi^ering with my
friend. I think this explanation is required,
and I'm here and I hope I have made it.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: I now deem the motion to

adjourn the House as having been carried.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Are they
clapping for Shouldice?

Mr. Roy: No, I rise on a point of order.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Order. Would
the hon. member for Ottawa East please take

his seat while the House is being adjourned?

Mr. Roy: No. I have raised a point of order.

Mr. Speaker: The House has been ad-

journed. There are no more points of order

to be raised tonight.

Mr. Drea: Sit down! He never listens.

Mr. Roy: On a point of order, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: There is no point of order.

We have exceeded the time of adjournment
by allowing you and the Attorney General

to have five minutes each, and that is under

standing order 28. There is no more debate

after the 10 minutes has elapsed.

The House adjourned at 10:45 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The first order, resum-

ing the adjourned debate on the amendment
to the amendment to the motion that this

House approves in general the budgetary
policy of the government.

BUDGET DEBATE

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): It's a plea-
sure, Mr. Speaker—

[Applause.]

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): That's just to

make up for the member's lack of friends.

Mr. Gaunt: It's a pleasure, Mr. Speaker, to

know that one has complete endorsation for a

speech one is going to deliver in this House-

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): The

applause was for the member's rising, not for

his speech.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): We may
applaud even heartier when he sits down.

Mr. Gaunt: I thank my friends to my left

and right for their kind consideration.

Mr. Deans: Had the member issued a state-

ment that he was going to speak, I would
have got a crowd in here.

Mr. Gaunt: No, I didn't have any PR state-

ments produced today. As a matter of fact, I

only found out about an hour ago that I

was going to be on first, so I didn't have any
time to prepare elaborate press releases for
the gallery, for which I apologize.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): He's not

likely to be seven hours.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): There's no-

body up there to give them to.

Wednesday, February 12, 1975

Mr. Gaunt: In any case, I am going to be-

gin in the traditional way, Mr. Speaker, by

paying tribute to you, sir, for the excellent

job which you do in running the affairs of

this House. It's not always easy. At times I

suppose our accolades become somev/hat

repetitious but nonetheless I think they are

important. I think it's important for you to

know, sir, that all of the members of the

House appreciate the maimer in which you

conduct the affairs of this House.

I want to talk for what I hope won't be

too long on a matter related to Hydro and the

manner in which Hydro handles its power-

line corridors. Never has there been an issue

that has been so irritating to me in my 12

years and some odd months of political life.

Hydro's insensitivity, its power-play tactics, its

bullying tactics, its deliberate distortions, its

self-righteous proclamation by word and deed

that it can do anything in the name of pro-

ducing power for the Province of Ontario,

has left me extremely frustrated.

In March, 1974, I gave a speech in regard

to Hydro in which I attacked the organization

for its incredibly inept handling of the power-

line corridor through my own riding. I don't

want to repeat that speech. However, I

thought that Hydro had learned something
from that experience; but I am sorry to say,

Mr. Speaker, I take that all back. Hydro
hasn't learned a thing in the intervening

months; there are certainly no visible signs

of improvement. There is significant evidence

to substantiate that, and I want to deal with

that evidence for a few moments.

First of all, Hydro apparently is still con-

sidering building a nuclear power plant in

Huron county.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): No way.

Mr. Gaunt: I would hope not.

Mr. Gilbertson: They have given up that

idea.

Mr. Gaunt: Ontario's white bean industry
is worth over $25 million annually, and it

could be wiped out if a nuclear power plant
were to be located in Huron county. Beans
are extremely sensitive to air pollution; 85

per cent of the Canadian crop is grown in
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the direct path of the prevailing winds from

the proposed plant locations in Huron

county. So, it is easy to see what would

happen under those circumstances. The bean

industry would have to go. The question
then becomes: Is the bean industry worth

saving?

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-

tion): A good question.

Mr. Gaunt: I say to you, Mr. Speaker, that

without a doubt it's worth saving; without a

doubt—no equivocation at all. There are other

alternatives for power sites, but there are no

other alternatives for bean growing areas in

this province.

I blame the government just as much, or

perhaps more in this regard, than I blame

Hydro—because the government has failed

to set out its priorities. It has failed to stand

up and be counted on the issue of preserving

good agricultural land; and, in this instance,

preserving a vital industry in the Province

of Ontario.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Right.

Mr. Gaunt: All the government had to do
was say, "We believe that that industry is

very important to the farming community
and it's very important to the citizens of

Ontario and Canada. Therefore, there is no

question about building a power plant in

that good agricultural land. It just won't
be done."

That's all that had to be said, and I am
sure that would have been the end of it.

However, that hasn't happened. There has

been no clear-cut statement on the part of

the government in relation to this proposed
nuclear power plant location—nothing.

When it became public that Hydro was
thinking about building a nuclear plant in

this particular location. Hydro said they felt

that this was a good location. It fitted in with
their total grid plans for the province and
they felt that there was nothing wrong with
the location. Further, they said the adequate
and abundant supplies of water out of Lake
Huron were something that they needed.

Then it became very clear that there was
u lot of opposition to this proposed location,
and so Hydro began backing oflF. They said:

"Well, we have taken another look at it and
we are not so sure that it is a good idea

to build in that particular location. For the

moment, we are certainly going to cancel

out our plans to build a plant in that loca-

tion."

Then they took a survey and that survey, I

understand, indicated that there was some

support, particularly in the urban areas, for

locating that plant in Huron county. The

questions were somewhat loaded, but to give

Hydro the benefit of the doubt I would have
to say that there were some citizens in Huron

county who favoured that particular location.

Then the statements started flowing again and
now they became stronger and more positive;

that Hydro was definitely going to build a

power plant in Huron county right in the

centre of the bean-growing area.

Really, what has happened is that we
have undergone another one of Hydro's cold

wars. It is a war of attrition with Hydro.

They are very good at this tactic. They move
in and play the aggressor. When the opposi-
tion marshals itself, they pull back and they
soften the whole procedure and water down
the statements and so on, then when opposi-
tion dies off they move in again. It's just a

matter of attrition.

They weaken the opposition to such an
extent that finally everyone who has been

opposed to the thing, says: "Oh, well, they
are going to win anyway, so what's the use?^'

This is a deliberate and calculating tactic on
the part of Ontario Hydro. I am convinced
of that and I say to the government and to

Ontario Hydro once again, please, for good-
ness sake, don't put your power plant in

Huron county, because it simply means the

destruction of the bean industry in this

country.

Mr. Gilbertson: Send it up to Algoma.

Mr. Breithaupt: If the member wants it.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): It would

destroy the maple sugar business up there.

Mr. Gaunt: Moving a little farther up the

shoreline-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: There's not enough cold

water.

Mr. Gaunt: —I come into my riding, and
I want to talk for a few minutes about some
of the things that have gone on, or are pro-

posed to go on, at the Bruce nuclear power
plant and how these things are affecting the

power corridor routing of Ontario Hydro.

The provincial government has announced,
of course, the plan to expand the facilities

at Bruce to provide hydroelectric power to

the Toronto market, essentially the Toronto
market. This would incur capital costs of

many millions of dollars and necessitate

numerous and heavier transmission lines
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across prime agricultural and scenic areas

of southwestern Ontario.

These plans completely negate Hydro's
stated priority of locating all generating
stations close to major load centres. Also, the

proposed routing of the primary transmission

line and the secondary security or backup
line covers a distance of 150 miles, which at

an approximate estimated cost of $500,000
to $1 million per mile depending on the

terrain, means an expenditure of up to $150
million.

Hydro's long-range plans have not been

publicly discussed, but I think it's clear for

all to see that it is planning a programme
to establish generating stations around the

western perimeter of the province. Obviously,

Hydro made plans, held superficial hearings

—merely going through the motions of public
and democratic participation—and then simply
proceeded, with cabinet approval, to do ex-

actly what it had intended to do from the

outset.

The Bradley-Georgetown transmission route
is inappropriate and illogical, because the

primary market for Bruce power should be
the Kitchener-Waterloo area, with any back-
up line for Toronto being routed via Owen
Sound, Collingwood and down around that

way, linking up with the already established

Essa-Kleinburg corridor and serving those
markets en route.

The government has given much emphasis
to the Solandt commission, of which a very
curious aspect is the fact that Dr. Solandt
chose to ignore completely the expert, neutral
and highly expensive report of his environ-
mental consultants, Bruce Howlett Inc., which
recommended that the escarpment be crossed
at Rattlesnake Point, permitting the Kitchener-
Waterloo line to be routed via the 401 cross-

ing. It would seem the consulting engineer's

report was changed to be acceptable to

Hydro. And the question has to be why?
Although the Nanticoke-Pickering trans-

mission corridor was extensively studied, this

was not the case with the Bradley-George-
town route. On July 11, 1974, the former
Minister of Energy (Mr. McKeough) said that

approval of the southern 500-kv transmission
corridor between Bruce and Georgetown via
Kitchener was being withheld pending review
of the long-range plan for Ontario Hydro.
Nothing more was heard of that, Mr. Speaker,
until Jan. 16, 1975, when an article appeared
in the Globe and Mail in which the new
chairman of Ontario Hydro, Mr. Robert

Taylor, announced that the blueprints out-

lining the expansion of North America's

second largest electric utility will stay as they
are.

I say, Mr. Speaker, that particular result

was predictable from the outset. It was an
in-house study by Hydro, and it was a study
which was conducted in such a way that

Hydro, I think predictably and with great

certainty, was bound to reaflBrm its original
decision. And that's exactly what happened.
Hydro officials obviously intended from the

beginning that the escarpment should be
crossed at Limehouse beside Georgetown. Seri-

ous consideration has never been given to the

Bruce-Essa route, with Essa-Kleinburg as a

security line involving only one crossing of

the escarpment at the 401.

The Essa-Kleinburg line has a capacity of

6,000 megawatts with the present single-

string towers, and the double-string towers

through this corridor would give a capacity
of 18,000 megawatts. The government's
planned Hydro corridors have a potential of

70,000 to 80,000 megawatts. I'm talking here,

Mr. Speaker, about the corridors from Bruce
and also from Pickering and Nanticoke. Those
corridors have a potential of 70,000 to 80,000

megawatts, while today's overall needs for

the entire province are between 12,000 and

13,000 megawatts.
At present, there are something in the

neighbourhood of 4,000 megawatts now being
consumed in the "golden horseshoe" area.

What we're talking about here is the twenty-
fold increase to this particular area. If the

government insists on allowing Hydro to pro-
ceed with the current proposals, both will

be guilty of an incredible waste of taxpayers'

money, of arrogantly and unnecessarily taking
over many acres of prime agricultural land

and of facilitating the provision of an exces-

sive amount of hydro-electric power to the

Toronto region, encouraging increased indus-

trialization and intensifying the already serious

problems of overcentralization in this area.

I say without question that what is needed

immediately is a public inquiry into the

Bradley-Georgetown line. I'll tell you why,
Mr. Speaker. There has been no opportunity
to challenge the in-house study of Hydro in

the public forum. They should be required
to say what they are doing and why they are

doing it. No new transmission corridors should

be cut until a full study has been made and
alternative existing corridors completely uti-

lized.

The second reason why I think we must
have a public inquiry in this province in

regard to the Bradley-Georgetown line is the

fact that, based on Hydro's own failures, the

line cannot be justified. Let me take just one
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area in that line and use the figures supplied

by Ontario Hydro in its own environmental

report—Ontario Hydro 500-kv transmission

line right of way, Bradley-Georgetown en-

vironmental report, vol. 1, page 83. I take

the Eastern Garafraxa area and the Erin area

and I am dealing with what is named in this

report as the original route and the alterna-

tive route. The original route, I am given to

understand, is the concession 2 route; the

alternative route is the concession 4 route.

Ontario Hydro has settled on the concession

2 route. These are the figures for that routing

as opposed to the concessior* 4 routing.

They include the total number of miles of

right of way required in the original route

which is the one Hydro is going to use. The
information meetings are now being held on
this particular line at this moment, Mr.

Speaker, in several municipalities in that area,

where Hydro tries to explain why it is doing
the things it is. In any case, let me get back

to this report. The total miles of right of way
required for the original—and this is through
East Garafraxa and Erin—are 17.6; the alter-

native route, 15.6. In terms of mileage, the

alternative route is the more attractive.

We come to total acres of new right of

way required. In the original route which

Hydro is using, it is 1193 acres; in the al-

ternative route, 1,058 acres. There again the

alternative route is more attractive. We come
into the area of class 1 and 2 agricultural

land. In the original route, 431 acres of class

1 and 2 agricultural land will be used in the

route Hydro is going to pursue. In the alterna-

tive route, only 194 acres are going to be
used. Of acres of intensively used class 1 and
2 agricultural land in the original route which

Hydro is using, 225 acres are going to be
taken out of intensive production; in the

alternative route, 99 acres. On that point
alone, Mr. Speaker, I think Hydro is seriously
flawed in its judgement.

For the life of me, I cannot understand

v/hy they are taking those power lines

through some of the best agricultural areas

in those two townships. It just indicates to

me the degree of importance with which
Ontario Hydro views agricultural land in this

province and in this country. It couldn't care
less.

Then we move on to the total number of

water courses lost by right of way in the

original, which is the one they are using,
which is 11; in the alternative, 5. We come
down to total acres of wooded land in the

right of way. In the original it is 234 and
in the alternative, 326. If one wants to talk

about the number of buildings in the original,

it is two; in the alternative, no buildings. The
total number of properties crossed by right

of way in the original is 75; in the alterna-

tive, 47. The total number of properties

diagonally severed by the right of way, in the

original is 17; in the alternative, one.

This has been a big point of Hydro in the

lining of the routing through my area,

through the area of Huron and Bruce county,
the fact that they don't like to have any more

diagonal intersections than possible. They like

to try to avoid them because they are very

costly and they sever or chop up the property

very badly.

They have argued many times in my
presence that they try to avoid severing land

diagonally at all cost. Yet in the route they
are going to use through Garafraxa and Erin

they are diagonally severing 17 properties, as

opposed to only one property if they used the

other route.

On every single count, Mr. Speaker, in

establishing their routes Ontario Hydro have

completely disregarded their own criteria in

favour of the proposed original routing. Why,
I can't explain. It's beyond me. I don't know.

There's no answer to it. Given Hydro's
criteria, based on what they try to do in

establishing a routing, every one of the points
is violated in this particular routing and yet

they're going ahead with it.

There's is no question, I say, that this

matter must be subjected to a public hearing.
The Minister of Energy (Mr. Timbrell), in

my view, has no alternative but to establish

a public hearing in regard to this matter,

because the very vital public question has to

be: "Why is Ontario Hydro doing this? Why
are they violating their own established rules

of procedure in setting up a line of this

nature?" I don't know. The public doesn't

know. The property owners involved don't

know. I think the only way we're going to

find out is to have a public hearing.

Mind you, I have some ideas ^s to why
they're doing it. Perhaps they're right, maybe
they're wrong. I don't know. But in my view
one of the reasons Hydro is so intent on going
forward with this line — and my proposition

basically is that it doesn't need the line at all;

it is the least required line now — is that

Hydro knows it would be the hardest one to

obtain in the future. They want the line

sometime in the future because they feel it's

necessary for the security of the system.

As a matter of fact, the former Minister of

Energy indicated that as far as he was con-

cerned the arguments proposed by Hydro
showed that the security of the system in the

short terms was more than adequate but that
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while the short-term security might be ade-

quate, the long-term needs might call for a

brand-new corridor. So Ontario Hydro takes

that to mean that it can put that corridor

through now although it's really not required,

because if Hydro leaves it for a number of

years it's going to be almost impossible to get

it through because of environmental consid-

erations, because of the need and the public

outcry to preserve good agricultural land and

so forth.

Even though they don't need this line at

the moment, they are going to put it through
because they think that they just might hap-

pen to need it at some point in the distant

future. In the meantime, they are destroying

good agricultural land; they're disrupting the

ecology and they're upsetting the property
owners all the way along the line.

This is really part of Hydro's land-grabbing
policies that I have talked about before.

They're doing some land-banking in this in-

stance, Mr. Speaker; and, as far as I am
concerned, I don't think they should be per-
mitted to do it. That's why I want a public

inquiry, and that's why I urge the Minister of

Energy to institute a public inquiry on this

matter immediately — the sooner the better.

We haven't got any time to waste on this

matter.

As a matter of fact that's one of the big
arguments that the ministry uses in regard to

this particular line. They say it's imperative
that we have this line not only for the secur-

ity reasons which are important in the long
term, but we need it to get the power out of

the Bruce generating station by 1977. If we
don't have sufficient lines to get that power
out, we are going to be in trouble, and it's

going to cost the power users of this province
an extra $31 million by 1977—and perhaps as

high as $60 million by 1980, if we haven't got
the lines in place to get the power produced
in Bruce out to the consuming areas.

My point is this, the rights of way are

already there. They are already in place to

get that power out from Bruce. All Hydro
has to do is use the present rights of way that
it owns and it is home free. But they don't
want to do that because they want to put in

this extra line to ensure that they have a
little to play on. As far as I'm concerned, Mr.

Speaker, I'm not prepared to endorse any
more ego trips of Ontario Hydro—because I

don't think they need it. I think a public
inquiry would show that they don't need it,

and I think if the minister doesn't agree to a

public inquiry it's an abdication of his respon-
sibilities.

I want to leave that particular topic for

now, Mr. Speaker, and turn to another topic

that I have talked about at various times over

the past number of years, the matter of the

disposable bottle. You may recall, sir, that I

introduced a bill back in 1971 which would
have banned the disposable bottle. I thought,
in view of the report of the provincial solid

waste task force, I would make a few com-
ments in that regard, particularly in view of

the minister's response which has so far been

totally inadequate in this particular area.

The solid waste task force was formed in

the fall of 1972. It had very broad objec-
tives in terms of reference. No sooner had it

got going than the minister indicated that, in

his view, it should concentrate on the pack-

aging of milk and carbonated soft drinks,

alcoholic beverages and so on, because he felt

those the most pressing of the solid waste

problems, countenanced by the province at

that particular time. As a result, two sub-

groups were set up within the task force to

study this particular problem—the beverage-

packaging working group and the milk-pack-

aging working group. These were constituted

separately from the solid waste task force

itself.

Vol. 1 of the report contained the reports

of the solid waste task force and of its two

working groups. Vol. 2 of the report is the

environmental study of beverage packaging,
and it's to this report that I want to refer

during these comments. I think it's fair to say

that vol. 2 is the most formidable and most

significant of the reports.

The environmental study was undertaken

by the secretariat of the solid waste task

force, an independent body, an excellent

group of people who had a great deal of

input into the final outcome and recommen-
dations of the report. I think even the indus-

tries involved in the task force report were
somewhat of the view, although grudgingly,
that the secretariat was completely unbiased

and that many of the things that the industry
had been putting forward by way of facts

and figures in regard to the solid waste pro-

gramme and in regard to the problem of dis-

posable packaging, particularly the bottles

and the cans, were not really accurate.

As the studv put it, any switch from the

use of non-refillable soft drink bottles and
cans to refillable bottles is beneficial to the

environment. The study, in a very scholarly

way, scrapped a lot of the figures and the

folklore which the can and bottle industry
had circulated on the subject.

I find it rather interesting that out of the

recommendations—and I believe there were
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16 of them in regard to the beverage pack-

aging working group—six were for further

study into the matter and the other 10 were
recommendations which run the entire gamut.

Recommendation No. 10 was that the de-

tachable pull top on cans should be elimi-

nated. I think recommendation No. 1, how-

ever, is the important recommendation. It

recommended that consumers be given the

option in the store of purchasing soft drinks

and beverages out of either returnable or

non-returnable containers. In other words, the

consumer should have the option and both

types should be placed before the consumer
in all of the retail outlets.

The government, however, has not seen fit

to implement that recommendation for one
reason or the other. Perhaps they felt it

would be difficult to do, that it would in-

volve a complicated system of refunds and it

would necessitate the retailers building extra

facilities on to their present facilities in order
to accommodate the return of bottles and
cans.

Admittedly, there are complications, there

are
problems.

But I think the first recom-
menoation of the working group was a key
one and since the government and the minis-

ter have not seen fit to implement it, then I

think it's pretty obvious that the government
really doesn't want to do anything concrete

by way of lessening this problem—a growing
problem this last few years—in our society.
What the minister has said is that there can
be no more cans sold with the detachable

pull top. That's really the only recommenda-
tion that he has accepted and implemented.

As far as I am concerned, it was a good
exercise for the committee to try to come up
with a programme of deposits and refund
and develop a system that could establish

some sort of free play in the marketplace
between the refillables and the non-refillables.

However, as I imderstand it, the committee,
after struggling with this problem for a period
of time, simply threw up its hands and said,

"No, there is just simply no way that we can
ever arrive at a workable solution to this

problem. The neatest and the most clean-cut
method is simply to ban the non-refillable

cans and bottles entirely."

Quite frankly, I support that ban and that

particular proposition because I feel it is

really the only alternative. There have been
other jurisdictions which have undertaken the

complicated system of refund legislation and
so on. I think Oregon is one of those juris-
dictions that has undertaken that kind of

thing. It is interesting to look at some of the
statistics in Oregon because they have had

some success with their legislation—a great
deal of success, as a matter of fact. From
that standpoint, if the government were to
undertake a programme of a similar nature,
at least it would be a big step in the right
direction and it would be far better than what
is being done at the present, which is almost

nothing.

The State of Oregon vwis the first state to

enact beverage container refund legislation.
It was enacted on Oct. 1, 1972. There is a

rather complicated refund system attendant

with their legislation, and I don't think I'll

go into that. They also in their legislation ban
cans with detachable opening devices. With
the legislation there has been a switch from
less than 50 per cent of containers being re-

turned in 1972 to over 95 per cent being re-

turned at the present time. That is quite a
dramatic increase in that regard. A report on
the eflFect of their particular legislation one

year after it was enacted indicates that the

bill has effectively reduced the volume of

solid waste and litter caused from beverage
containers. This decrease could account for

a $700,000 annual saving in trash handling
and cleanup costs.

Brewers and bottlers have saved $8 million

through the use of refillables. The bill has re-

sulted in approximately 365 more jobs than

before. In terms of energy saving there has

been a saving of 1,320 billion Btu per year.

This is equivalent to heating 11,000 housing
units by gas, or a city of 46,000 people per

year. In terms of electrical energy saving, this

has amounted to a saving of $2.5 million per

year.

Given their legislation and given the fact

that this province would do the same thing,

we could anticipate a dramatic increase in the

number of retumables used. We could antic-

ipate a tremendous increase in the saving of

energy and trash handling and costs associated

therewith. As a matter of fact I am told that

in the Province of Ontario we could save $3.2

million per year by getting rid of the bottles

and cans. And really I think that is the only

alternative.

As far as I am concerned, I think the ideal

environmental solution is to eliminate waste

at the source. By banning the bottles and the

cans we'd be doing this. I am not suggesting
a ban overnight. I think it would have to be
a phased ban to give the industry time to

adjust; that's no problem. All I want is a

commitment from this government to take

some action, which it certainly hasn't taken

up until now.

One of the big arguments when I intro-

duced my bill to ban the disposal bottle back
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in 1971 was the fact that many jobs would
be lost. Jobs would be in jeopardy. It was of

great interest to me, based on the figures

given in the task force report, that a return

to the old system—that is to say, where we
didn't have any non-returnables—return to re-

turnable bottles, returnable containers, would
save the consumer over $7 million, produce
600 new jobs, and have significant environ-

mental benefits.

The prediction of 600 new jobs was of

vital importance to me, because I had been
concerned at the time that there would be
some dislocation in the industries and that

some of these people might lose their jobs.
But in the research done by the task force,

it was shown that not only would these

people not lose their jobs—although they
wouldn't be doing the same jobs

— there

would be an additional 600 new jobs created.

I believe the net increase is 645 new jobs.
Of these, 385 of these are the result of the

extra spending power from the $7 million or

so which a return to returnable bottles would
save consumers. The remaining 260 jobs
would be created in areas of distribution and

handling.

So, I really think the one big argument of
the industry, of the unions, of the workers,
has been dispelled with respect to the ban on
the bottles and the cans.

I would suggest that the government really
has no other alternative in the long haul. I

think any interim programme it brings in by
way of legislation, is only going to be a

temporary measure—because in the long run
I think they are just putting off the inevitable.

I am suggesting that it is inevitable that the

non-returnable bottle and the can will ulti-

mately have to be banned if we are going to

ease the problem of waste in our society.

None of the conventional arguments against
the environmental measures, in terms of added
costs and society hardship, need apply. The
fact of the matter is we got along very well
before the non-refillable bottle came on the

market. Soft drinks were available. They were

readily available in returnable bottles. The
fact of the matter is that the throw-away
bottle is not a necessity in our society, far

from it. If our government can't come to

grips with this particular issue—which is, in

my view, fairly clear-cut—then I don't know
what hope we have for solutions to more com-
plex and difiicult problems.

I urge the government to take some action
in regard to this matter and to indicate to

the people of Ontario that it does have some
real concern and interest in the problem of

waste and disposable packaging. I don't know

why this government is seized with such

paralysis, because I would hope that this

should be one of the easier decisions it can
make. We are looking forward to action on
that one.

Before I close, I should make some com-
ment in regard to agriculture. Agriculture is

my responsibility in this House. I just want
to deal with it briefly, and really in passing,
at this point. I want to have more to say
about it later on—perhaps in the Throne de-

bate of the new session, which isn't too far

away, I am sure—and then again, during the

estimates of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Food.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): The
minister is doing a good job, isn't he?

Mr. Gaunt: There are a couple of prob-
lems I just want to highlight briefly. The first

one is the matter of importation of live

poultry into Canada. I recognize this is pri-

marily a federal responsibility, but I feel I

should mention the matter in the hope that

perhaps the Minister of Agriculture and Food
(Mr. Stewart) in his discussions with the

federal minister might undertake at least to

see if some relief couldn't be given to the

industry at the present time.

When one takes a look at the importation

figures of live chicken over the past number
of years, the figures are somewhat startling.
In 1972, we imported 2,718,964 lb of im-

ported chicken. That's both live and carcass.

In 1973, it was 934,308 lb, and in 1974-a

startling increase— it went up to 7,029,591
lb.

The first few weeks of 1975 show no relief.

As a matter of fact, the chicken is coming in

from the United States at an unprecedented
rate. The first 24 days of this year saw

575,147 lb of chicken come into this country
from the United States. Needless to say,
that's causing a great deal of concern to our

broiler and roaster farmers in this province,
and I'm sure in this country.

What has happened is that the chicken

coming in from the United States is coming
in at a cheaper rate. Chicken is cheaper in

the United States, and so the importers and
the retailers of American chicken are taking

advantage of this and bringing that chicken

in and, for the most part, selling it at Cana-

dian prices. There is certainly a bit of a

ripoflF there in terms of chicken prices as they
relate to the American imports.

There has been no noticeable reduction

in chicken retail prices in the stores, even

with this tremendous influx of American
chicken. What has happened is that the
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chicken on Canadian farms have started to

back up as the imports have increased.

Many of the chicken farmers have had to keep
their chicken broilers longer than they would

normally. They've got overweight and they're

into the roaster class. It has meant that many
of our chicken farmers are losing a lot of

money and in some cases are not even getting
a reasonable o£Fer at any price to remove
those chickens from the growing facilities.

It is a serious concern. I have had some

representation made to me to indicate that if

it doesn't stop or at least slow up there

won't be any independent broiler producers
left in this province. They'll be entirely in-

tegrated because the only way they can
survive is to associate themselves with a

hatchery or a feed company or some other

intergration related to the chicken industry.
In that way, they can have some security of

supply and they can have, in some cases at

least, security on price.

With that, of course, goes a very tragic
trend in the loss of independence to these
farmers. I see my friend, the hon. member
for Middlesex South (Mr. Eaton), frown when
I mention price. I think the integrators in

some cases are oflFering a basic cost-of-

production price. Sometimes they're offering
what might be termed a profit price, because
the farmers are being so hard put because
of these importations.

It has been suggested to me that unless

something is done very quickly in this re-

gard, we are going to have no independent
chicken broilers left in this province. All
of them will have to go into an integrated
operation where they join with the feed

company, the hatchery or some other in-

dustry.

It has also been suggested to me that one
of the solutions will be Bill C-176, the
national marketing bill. I am not so sure. I
have watched with amazement some of the

things that have happened with the CEMA
affair, and my information is that CEMA is

on the verge of collapsing. I hope that doesn't

happen, but if it does then I am not so
sure it augurs very well for another national

marketing agency that would follow closely
on its heels. I don't know. I really haven't
settled my own thinking on that particular
point.

In the short term at least, I think Bill

C-176 does not give these farmers the relief

they are seeking. I think it is going to have
to be done by government action, primarily
at the federal level and encouraged, aided
and abetted, I hope, by this government here.

The beef industry is also in a very troubled

period right now. We are experiencing a

tremendous increase in cattle numbers on
farms in Ontario and right across Canada.
The beef cycle, of course, is a long cycle;
it involves a period of about 10 years, dur-

ing which there is expansion and then con-

traction of the breeding numbers in the

country.

We have been undergoing an expansion
since June 1, 1969, and we are really just

starting to reap the whirlwind of that ex-

pansion period. As I understand it, the in-

crease since then has amounted to about
45.6 per cent, whereas our population has
increased by only about 6.1 per cent.

We can readily see that we have an over-

abundance of beef. On the one hand we
have a tremendous increase in producing
capacity, given the numbers of the breeding
herd, and on the other hand we have a

relatively modest increase in population,
which is the consuming side of the equation.
The production side has been increasing far

more rapidly—just a little over seven times
as rapidly—than has the population side.

Added to this is the fact that ordinarily

we ship about 120,000 stockers to the United

States yearly, and that market has withered

substantially in 1974, which means those

cattle have to be fed in this country. As I

understand it, there is going to be a record

calf crop in 1975. Those calves will have to

be fed somewhere; and if we can't export
them to the United States, then they will

have to be fed in this country.

To put it simply, it looks as though the

beef business is going to be in some trouble

for the next two years because the 1975

calf crop won't move off the market until

1977. For the next two years, I think we
are going to have a very troubled beef in-

dustry. Many producers will be losing money
hand over fist, with little chance of recover-

ing it; this will particularly hurt the younger
people who have high mortgage payments,
for whom I see no other alternative but that

many of them will go broke in the process.
I think that is particularly unfortunate.

1 think it is particularly unfortunate also

that, coincident with the increasing numbers
of beef cattle breeder stock across the country,
the Ministry of Agriculture and Food came in

with its beef-heifer programme to increase

our supply of feeder cattle. I think all that

has done, really, is exacerbate a bad situation.

I really don't know what can be done. I

think, basically, it's just a question of work-

ing ourselves out of the oversupply. Perhaps
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the government, federally and provincially,
could give some consideration to some stabi-

lization programme to see the beef men over

this rough period. But it seems to me that

any action that the government is contemplat-

ing, aside from what already has been done—
I'm aware of the programmes that were an-

nounced last December—is going to have to

be done rather quickly, because I think the

industry is under very severe pressure and

will continue to be. So any assistance in that

area by way of government help would cer-

tainly help greatly, Tm sure.

Mr. Speaker, I think I'll conclude. I've

gone on really longer than I had anticipated.
I just want to wind up by saying that, come
next fall, all of us in this party are looking
forward to being on the other side of the

House. I'm sure that many of my colleagues-

Mr. Cassidy: The member may not be
here at all.

Mr. Gaunt: I am sure that many of my
colleagues will be—

Mr. Yakabuski: He is dreaming. He is pull-

ing the wool over his own eyes.

Mr. Gaunt: —sitting along the front

benches. They'll be sitting along the front

benches, and I can look around and see all

of my colleagues sitting in the front benches.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): Is the
member going to run again?

Mr. Cassidy: It would be a disaster for the

Province of Ontario.

Mr. Gaunt: I tell you, Mr. Speaker, all

that I want is to be vice-chairman of Ontario

Hydro and sit back in the corner up in the

third row there, mind my business and talk

to Ontario Hydro about where they're going
to put their power lines and how they're going
to spend their money, and listen-

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): It will never

happen.

Mr. Gaunt: —to the rest of my colleagues

along the front bench answer the daily ques-
tions that are put to them, which I'm sure

they'll be able to do adequately.
As I sit here, day in and day out-

Mr. Yakabuski: Did the member bring up
agriculture at Windsor last weekend?

Mr. Gaunt: -I can't help but think that

I'm witnessing the death rattle of a govern-
ment; this government.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They kid themselves.

An hon. member: Oh, he's a dreamer.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Gaunt: The polls indicated it, the by-
elections indicated it, and all the indications

are that this government is on the way out

and we are on the way in. It will be a pleas-

ure, Mr. Speaker, to get over on the other

side and run this province tlie way it should

be run for a change.

Mr. Eaton: Isn't the member going to run

again?

Mr. Cassidy: The member had better enjoy
himself until the next Gallup Poll comes

along.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: Relax, relax. It's okay. He is

finished.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The member
for Algoma.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): Mr. Speaker,
it is a privilege for me to get up in this

Legislature to express my sentiments in regard
to some of the things that I'm hoping will be-

come a reality in the riding of Algoma.

An hon. member: The bridge is there now.

Mr. Gilbertson: I was very interested in the

member for Huron-Bruce's comments about
his views on a nuclear plant, or should we
say another nuclear plant, coming in on his

side of the province?

Mr. Gaunt: The member can have it. He
can have it. He has my full blessings.

Mr. Gilbertson: I am sure that as far as

the opposition is concerned I am not going
to hear too much adverse flak about getting
it up in Algoma.

An hon. member: Get that in writing.

Mr. Breithaupt: The member has more
trouble with the government than with the

opposition.

Mr. Gilbertson: First, I would like to say
that Blind River is a depressed area on the

North Shore of Lake Huron, on the North

Channel, and this place lost its only industry

several years ago. They've never been able

to get something back in there that would
take its place and would create any amount
of employment.
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I think we could get a nuclear plant just
west of Blind River in the Dean Lake area.

I understand that the government has looked
at this particular area. They've been up there

taking surveys and I understand that it's

quite favourable in the Dean Lake area.

There are quite a few thousand acres that

haven't any farming to speak of and I would
think that this will be an ideal place. I want
to go on record as being in favour of estab-

lishing a nuclear plant on the North Shore
in the Dean Lake area.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Don't count
on it.

Mr. Gilbertson: I looked at the survey that

was sent to the members after they'd been up
there and the comments looked very favour-

able—85 to 90 per cent of the people were in

favour of establishing a nuclear plant in that

Dean Lake-Iron Bridge area.

Mr. Yakabuski: They should have it there,

because the member for Huron-Bruce doesn't

want it.

Mr. D. J. Wiseman (Lanark): He gave it to

the member for Algoma.

Mr. Gilbertson: That's in our favour, I be-

lieve. I'm not sure how many nuclear plants

they are going to build in Ontario or what's

on the programme, but I understand—

Mr. Yakabuski: The member for Huron-
Bruce doesn't want the lines, he wants the

plant.

Mr. Gilbertson: I understand they expect to

establish four or five throughout Ontario. I

don't believe you can get a more ideal setup
or more suitable place for a nuclear plant
than on the north shore just west of Blind
River where it will do least harm to the ecol-

ogy. We don't have any farmers there who
have big bean crops. As I understand it from
the member for Huron-Bruce, fumes from the

nuclear plant affect the farmers and their

bean crops. We don't have anything like that

to worry about along the North-Shore.

The reason I am in favour of this is be-
cause the people of Algoma, especially those

east of Sault Ste. Marie, are very much in

favour of getting a nuclear plant up there, for

the simple reason I understand a project like

that will take about 10 years to construct,
and that alone will help the economy. Then
after it is completed it will probably employ
200 or 300 people, and that's exactly what

they need in that particular area to help the

economy.

So, Mr. Speaker, I don't hesitate one bit in

inviting the establishment of a nuclear plant
on the North Shore.

Mr. Gaunt: The member for Algoma will

be sorry. He'll be sorry.

Mr. Gilbertson: I heard some scientists on
television the other morning saying that it's

very remote that there could be a major ex-

plosion from a nuclear plant—perhaps one
chance in three million. So I don't think that

anybody would worry too much about having
something like that happen.

As the members are quite aware Mr.

Speaker, in a riding such as Algoma, we don't

have too much industry—although I must say

Algoma Steel Corp. in Sault Ste. Marie em-

ploys quite a lot of the people within com-

muting distance, which helps considerably.

Mr. Eaton: Don't forget the maple syrup
business.

Mr. Gilbertson: The hon. member for Mid-
dlesex South says, "Don't forget about the

maple syrup industry." I want to assure him
that I'm well aware, because it's getting near

the time when we'll be looking forward to

producing maple syrup again.

Mr. G. Nixon: Great syrup.

Mr. Gilbertson: And if the members be-

have themselves and don't interrupt me too

much when I'm speaking-

Mr. G. Nixon: The member is pretty sweet.

Mr. Gilbertson: —I might do as I've done
for several years now, get the page-boys and

girls to put a little pat of maple sugar on

every member's desk in the Legislature.

Mr. Yakabuski: Well, some of them could

stand sweetening, especially over there.

Mr. Cassidy: Does he know if that is in

accordance with the Legislative Assembly
Act?

Mr. Gilbertson: I couldn't think of a nicer

thing to do at this time of year, just to sweet-

en up this House.

Mr. Cassidy: It will take more than that

the next session.

Mr. Wiseman: Some of them need to be
sweetened up.

Mr. Gilbertson: I was also interested in the

member for Huron-Bruce, feeling quite opti-

mistic that after the next election he would
be over there perhaps serving as vice-chair-
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man of Ontario Hydro, or something like that.

Well, as far as I am concerned the member
for Huron-Bruce is a very fine gentleman, and

I am sure that he can handle a job like that;

but we are not ready for that yet.

I know that they have been waiting a long

time, and there must be some reason that

they are not over here. There must be some

reason; because it is the people who put

governments in. They haven't been able to

get it across to the people. They haven't got
it across enough so that they can get a

majority so that they can get over on the

other side.

So, I don't know what to tell them. I cer-

tainly don't want to give away any secrets

as to how I have been re-elected the last

couple of times. I don't know whether it's the

maple syrup or what it is that makes me
sweet so that the people take to me.

Mr. G. Nixon: Right onl

Mr. Gilbertson: Because you can catch

more people with syrup than you can with

vinegar.

Mr. Yakabuski: Sincerity.

Mr. Gilbertson: Sincerity, too; I believe

that is one thing that I—

Mr. G. Nixon: Not part of the time, but all

of the time.

Mr. Gilbertson: I have tried to be sincere.

When my constituents bring their problems
to me, their problems become my problems-

Mr. G. Nixon: He is right on.

Mr. Gilbertson: —until I get them solved.

Mr. G. Nixon: Right on.

Mr. Gilbertson: I am pleased that, since I

have been elected to the Legislature, I have
been able to help many people in getting
their problems solved. It doesn't mean that

I have the answer every time, but I think that

they \yill admit that I have tried.

So, Mr. Speaker, I feel that a member's

job as a representative of his riding is to re-

present the people in whatever projects or

problems they might have. They bring it to

my attention; in turn, I take it and get it into

the various ministries, and hope that these

projects become reality.

I am pleased at the amount that has been

accomplished in my riding since I became a
member. I can't help but think when the op-
postion members get up and say how the
north has been neglected and so on, that in

dollars and cents, tax-wise, I feel my area

has got its share of the provincial tax dollar.

And I think in some cases it has got more
than its share.

Mr. G. Nixon: What about that bridge?

Mr. Eaton: A good member to get it for

them.

Mr. Yakabuski: And they will get a lot

more, because they deserve it.

Mr. Nixon: Great bridge.

Mr. Cassidy: This is the cookie jar school

of politics.

Mr. R. S. Smith ( Nipissing ) : That is what
it is.

Mr. Cassidy: That is what it is, yes; the

member is nodding his head.

Mr. Gilbertson: Well, the truth will come
out. I would say to the member for Ottawa
Centre-

Mr. R. S. Smith: That is the trouble - the

truth is coming out.

Mr. Gilbertson: The truth — all of it has

got to come out. I think that one thing-

Mr. Cassidy: There has been a bit too

much of it for those members on that side in

the last few years, you know.

Mr. Gilbertson: We on this side, as back-

benchers, haven't been vocal enough in say-

ing what the government has done. Quite
often we sit here and let the opposition rant

on and run the government down and every-

thing. But you know, it's just like two

lawyers fighting a case. You hear the one side

and you think for sure that he's right; but

then when you get the other side, that

changes the picture an awful lot.

Mr* Yakabuski:, That is what the people
are waiting for right now.

Mr. GilbertsQii: And it is the results that

count. It is what you see in the provincial

Legislature. It is the number of seats and
the number of members who have been re-

elected over the years. The people are the

ones, in our democratic system, who have
the opportunity to speak on election day. I

don't think that the people of Ontario are

very stupid; I think they know what to do.

I remember when I was re-elected and the

Conservative government got in so strongly
a second time, one old established resident

there says: "Well, I am glad to see that we
have got some pretty good straight-thinking

people in Ontario." They know what side
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their slice of bread is buttered on. There
isn't the alternative, when you come to look
at it, Mr. Speaker, there really isn't the

alternative.

Mr. Yakabuski: Good thinking people.

An hon. member: There is no alternative.

• Mr. Gilbertson: I hate just to be this way
and say this to the opposition members, but
this has been proved for quite a few years
now; what is it, about 33 years that the

Conservative government has been in power
in the Province of Ontario?

Mr. G. Nixon: Right on.

Mr. Yakabuski: Good government deserves

support.

Mr. G. Nixon: Continued support.

Mr. Gilbertson: I can remember the Oppo-
sition saying-

Mr. Cassidy: Members opposite are whis-

tling in the wind; they really are.

Mr. G. Nixon: So is the member for Ot-
tawa Centre.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. G. Nixon: We are hearing so many
sour notes that we are getting tired of it.

Mr. Yakabuski: They have to leam the
hard way.

Mr. Cassidy: They had to protect his seat
in the redistribution or they knew he'd never
come back.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Wiseman: The thing is that he is

sincere.

Mr. Cassidy: Oh, I don't doubt his sin-

cerity.

\ftr. Gilbertson: Mr. Speaker, you have
heard over the years how the opposition has
said the Conservative government has been
in too long and it is a tired government. One
thing you mustn't forget is that the Conserva-
tive government has been rejuvenated over
the years so that most of the cabinet ministers
that are in were perhaps in grade school 33

years ago, a lot of them. The old ones pass
on and the younger ones come on, but the

people of Ontario still want the Conserative

government to rule this province.

Mr. Cassidy: And the old ways of the Con-
servative Party never die.

Mr. G. Nixon: Rejuvenated.

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member. We've never had it so

good.

Mr. Gilbertson: I mustn't neglect to say
something about the western part of my
riding. I am very pleased that the Abitibi is

establishing a big sawmill up in White River
that is going to help that part of the riding.

They are going to employ 300 to 400 people.
In a town like White River, with about 1,000

population, this is going to make quite a

difference to that town.

This is what we need. Our economy needs
a shot in the arm. I must say this is what we
have been hoping for and we are making
headway. My job, as the member, is to keep
pushing on for better highways, get more in-

dustry, help out the tourist operators with
loans to improve their establishments and
look after the affairs of my constituents.

Mr. Speaker, that's all I have to say now.

My job is to look after the affairs of the

people of Algoma.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker,

I want to make a few comments on four

things and Til try to be brief on each, but

I wanted to get something on the record

before this session ends.

The first thing I want to talk about is the

abrupt and disastrous reversal of government
policies which has occurred on the question
of urban transit and on the questions of the

Spadina Expressway over the course of the

last few days.

Mr. Yakabuski: No way. The member can't

twist that around.

Mr. Cassidy: I say there has been an

abrupt, sudden and disastrous reversal of

government policies. It has taken place in

this Legislature where the signals have gone
out to the Metropolitan Toronto council. The
council last night has acted on the decision

which was signalled by the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications (Mr. Rhodes)
in this House just two weeks ago.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson (Victoria-Haliburton):

Metro council doesn't see it that way. The
member is out of step again.
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Mr. Cassidy: Metro council doesn't see it

that way? Mr. Speaker, I'll take this in order.

Let's just go back a couple of steps.

In the first place, there has been continuing

pressure from Metro council and Metro Chair-

man Paul Godfrey in order to reverse the

govenment Spadina Expressway decision. That

has taken place over the last SVz years and it

has never ceased.

Secondly, the Soberman review of metro-

politan transit and metropolitan transporta-

tion in the Toronto area was adjusted near

the very end in order to include a special

study of the northwest. It's obvious from

internal evidence and what we have learned

at the back doors that that portion of the

report was inserted near the end because of

pressure, once again, by Metro council and

quite possibly by the government here.

Third, there were recommendations made
in the Soberman report which flowed from

that pressure and which indicated that one

possible solution to transportation problems
in the northwest was the creation of an

arterial south of the Spadina Expressway
through the corridor and the creation of an
arterial on the Highway 400 extension route.

That needs to be read in the context in which
the Soberman report came down, but that

of course was not done.

Next: Paul Godfrey got the report. He
turned to the section on the northwest. He
underlined those portions that were favour-

able to his point of view. He sent it down to

the Premier (Mr. Davis) and the Minister

of Transportation and Conmiunications (Mr.

Rhodes) and he said: "When are you going
to act? I want action now." And what

happens?

If David Crombie comes up here to get

action, nothing happens.

Mr. Yakabuski: Did the member see the

underlined copy?

Mr. Cassidy: No, I haven't seen tlie un-
derlined copy. Has the member for Renfrew
South seen the underlined copy?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: All right. The Premier is

perfecdy open to bring his copy that he
received from Paul Godfrey and to say that

it is not underlined. However, Mr. Godfrey's
own people indicated in the press that Mr.

Godfrey sent this down and said: "I want
action now."

Within a very few days—within a week in

fact—we had the Liberal Party, which is as

divided as ever on the issue, asking the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions what his view was on the Spadina Ex-

pressway. The minister said, in effect: "If

Metro wants to go ahead, that's okay by
me.

Then it sifted over to the Premier. The
Premier was asked: "Is that now your policy?"
He simply sat there mum and indicated

that he acquiesced in the reversal which was
carried out by the Minister of Transportation
and Communications. Within a very few days,
we also had the Premier indicating that this

government would also agree to an increase

in the TTC fares and other transit fares

across the province and now last night we
have Metro council deciding, without advance

public notice, that it is going to pave the

ditch, that it is going to pressure Queen's
Park in order to create, not just an arterial

along the Highway 400 route south of the

401, but a new expressway in that portion
of the city—a new expressway, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Eaton: Does the member think all

the TTC fares should be subsidized?

Mr. Cassidy: One has to ask whether a

deal has not been reached with the minister

and the Premier that the Province of Ontario,

in order to accommodate Paul Godfrey and
his tinpot empire-building politics here in

Metro council, will invest millions and mil-

lions of dollars-

Mr. G. Nixon: Oh, come on. The member
is kidding himself.

Mr. Yakabuski: He is millions wrong.

Mr. Cassidy: —of provincial taxpayers'

money in the extension of the Highway 400

expressway. Now, I have people back in my
riding in Ottawa who would dearly like to see

transit improvements or social service im-

provements with that money, but there are

taxpayers from across the province who will

be called upon for a sordid deal that has been

cooked up in the back rooms between a

couple of Tories who don't understand what

it is to be responsible to the public. Bill

Davis and Paul Godfrey.

Mr. Speaker: I must remind tbe member

it is very unparliamentary to be calling the

Premier of this province Bill Davis.

Mr. Cassidy: From a sordid deal that

was cooked up—

Mr. Speaker: No, no, you are out of order

when you do this, so please refrain from it,

will you?
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Mr. Cassidy: —between Premier Davis and
Metro Chairman Paul Godfrey. Is that better,

Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: No, no, you don't call the

Premier or minister or any other member

by their names—you refer to them by ridings
•—the hon. member for a certain riding. You
don't call them by their first names, or more
particularly, don't call them by names at all.

You refer to the Premier and you refer to the

hon. minister.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you—from a sordid
deal that was cooked up in the back rooms
between the hon. Premier and the hon. chair-

man of Metropolitan Toronto.

Mr. Speaker, the report itself needs to be
looked at fairly closely and I will put a couple
of the points that were made on the record.

First, while congestion was forecast if noth-

ing happened in the northwest, we have to

bear in mind that the reason for the problems
in the northwest sector of the city is that
the government has had a romance with
Krauss-Maffei and has not been serious about
finding alternative solutions for the transit

problems of Metro as a whole or of the
northwest—that's one.

Secondly, Mr. Soberman indicated very
clearly in his report that the first decision that
Metro must make is whether it wishes to con-
tinue centralized development or whether it

wishes to have decentralized development in
the city and in the metropolitan region; and
until that decision was made, it could not come
to conclusions about Spadina or Highway 400.

Thirdly, the Soberman report indicated very
clearly that whether there were to be im-

provements to the arterial road system or
other transportation improvements in the
northwest area, they should be preceded by
studies which coula be carried out over the
course of less than a year. He said: "Don't
act until that's done."

Fourthly, it must be clear that Mr. Sober-
man indicated that of the two possibilities, he
favoured action along the Highway 400
corridor; he did not feel that the paving of the

Spadina ditch was a particularly desirable

solution. He said that it wouldn't be a total

disaster but in no way did he give it priority
over other possibilities.

Next, he said specifically that the Highway
400 extension could not go ahead now be-
cause insuflBcient information was available
and it had to be studied first.

Now, in fact, Metro has simply barged
ahead and run roughshod over the protests of

people like the mayor of the borough of York,

the city of Toronto representatives and many
other politicians and, far more important,

many citizens in the area. There is a feeling,
which I think is well founded, that there is

now an inevitability about the creation of

both the Spadina Expressway right down to

the heart of the city and the Highway 400

expressway, which would take out between

4,000 and 7,000 population and between

1,200 and 2,000 homes, according to the best

estimates that Mr. Soberman was able to

make.

In less than two weeks we have seen the

final destruction of the "cities for people"

philosophy, which was projected by the Davis

government as one of its so-called commit-
ments in the 1971 election. We have the

Spadina Expressway, or something like it,

back. We have fares starting to climb again.
We have the abandonment of Krauss-Maffei.

We have the lack of any alternatives in the

transit field. We have a government which is

bankrupt in ideas, and is now showing no
alternatives but is again giving its acquies-
cence to an expressway-oriented policy.

Mr. Speaker, very briefly, we in the NDP
would urge that the studies proposed by Mr.

Soberman be carried out at top speed. Metro
should make a decision that would involve de-

centralized growth within the metropolitan

region, rather than further centralization in

the downtown core. In addition, Metro should

actively work with the province for a policy
of decentralized growth in Ontario as a whole
so that the pressure of growth in the Toronto-

centred region would be reduced and some of

that job creation and stimulation could be

applied in eastern and northern Ontario,

rather than here.

We would urge, as an alternative to the

paving of the Spadina Expressway corridor,

that the Spadina subway construction be

accelerated by at least a year to the maxi-

mum extent feasible, and that park-and-ride
facilities be built at the north end of that

subway route to give commuters coming into

the downtown core an alternative to trying to

filter through an admittedly difiBcult traffic

situation. We would also urge that there be
accelerated action by the province on the

possibility of a transit corridor along Eglinton
Ave., as has been proposed by Mr. Soberman
in his report.

Those are steps that can be taken now.
Further study will still be needed, I recognize,
in the northwest corridor area. When those

studies have been made and that action is

taken, let it acknowledge, as Mr. Soberman

acknowledged, that the northwest corridor

area—or the northwest sector of Metro as it's
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called—is relatively self-contained and that its

problem is not access to downtown Toronto.

Its problem is internal transportation, both

by transit and possibly by automobile, and
the solution should reflect that particular
situation.

The second thing I want to talk about, Mr.

Speaker, is the private member's bill that I

put forward about the protection of families

against discrimination in rental accommoda-
tion. I think I have a copy of the bill here.

It has had a very positive response from indi-

viduals and from groups, even from groups
such as the Alliance for Life.

The purpose of the bill is very simple, Mr.

Speaker. It is to prohibit discrimination in

accommodation against people by reason of

their age or by reason of their having de-

pendent children who will be living with them
in that accommodation.

Ontario now prohibits discrimination in ac-

commodation, as in jobs and other things, on
the grounds of race, creed, sex and colour. I

think those sections of the Human Rights
Code are acknowledged by everybody in the

House to be worthwhile and to be reasonably
effective. I think we can be quite proud of

our record in those sections of the Human
Rights Code that do actually apply.

I think, for that matter, that the Ontario

government itself does quite a commendable
job in its employment policies of ensuring
non-discrimination.

Mr. G. Nixon: It would be real fine of the

member to say something good about it,

wouldn't it?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, that's right.

Mr. Deans: It is diflScult.

Mr. Cassidy: When it comes to the ques-
tion of families though, we find a much more
difficult situation. Mr. Speaker, I want to read
into the record a few statistics that would in-

dicate to the House just how serious this

problem of discrimination in rental accommo-
dation has become in areas like Ottawa and

Metropolitan Toronto.

In my riding I believe there are currently
four or five apartment buildings which are in

the process of opening up and renting units.

Three of those apartments do not permit fam-
ilies with kids; two of them permit children

with grave restrictions and do their best to

discourage them.

There are two condominiums currently be-

ing built in my riding. One of them will not

permit anv person to come in who has a child

under the age of 16; the other building is

clearly also very reluctant to permit kids.

The other day, Mr. Speaker, we checked
out the advertisements in a Saturday Star,

when the real estate ads are most numerous,
to find out how serious this situation had be-

come. I was aware, through phone calls and
other kinds of information, that there was an

increasing number of buildings being con-

verted to adult-only buildings, and that many
of the new buildings under construction were
directed only to adults.

The bulk of the apartment suites available

on the Toronto market are apartment suites

in buildings that have just been built. Those
are the ones which put display ads in papers
like the Toronto Star. Of 64 display ads in

the Feb. 1 Toronto Star for unfurnished

apartments to let—in many cases these would

represent 10, 50 or even 100 units to let—27

stated expressly in the paper that they were

only for adults, and 37 did not specify. We
did a check with four of the apartments
which did not specify; two of them would
not accept kids.

In the small ads, which have more low-rise

accommodation, sublets and so on, 39 out of

182 ads—or more than 20 per cent—stated ex-

pressly that they were for adults only and
would not permit kids.

In the Globe of the same date, 23 out of

71 advertisements, both display and small ads

—or 32 per cent—were for adults only.

That's only the beginning of the situation,

Mr. Speaker. The other day I had the oppor-

tunity to talk with somebody who responded
to my bill and wanted to tell me about his

situation when he and his wife and their

four-year-old daughter went looking for an

apartment in Toronto. They have moved in

several cities over the last three or four years
and have never had problems finding an

apartment that was suitable for their needs

before.

This time, however, they spent a period of

more than two weeks, during which he took

time off^ work and looked day and night for

an apartment that would accept him, his wife

and their child. He covered more than 1,000
miles in his car in the course of those two

weeks, so obviously he wasn't just simly sit-

ting on his rear end looking. These were his

experiences.

At Crescent Town in the east end of To-

ronto, where there are three 25-storey build-

ings at 7, 9 and 11 Crescent PL, only the first

five storeys are for people with children, and

they were not permitted to take any of the
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apartments that were available in tlie upper
storeys because they had a child.

When they went to Greenwin—and I am
not sure of the address—they were asked
whether he and his wife minded going onto
a family floor. He and his wife said: "No, of

course not, because we have a child." They
were promptly told by the management;
"We're sorry, we can't take you. WVre not

taking people with children on the family
floor." This was the case where, obviously,
the building was in the process of a quiet con-

version to an adult-only building.

At 77 Davisville Ave. in a complex of

apartments, they were about to sign the

lease, when it happened to be mentioned
that they had a child. The forms were almost
snatched away from them and they were
refused the opportunity to rent.

In another building—I haven't got the

landlord—there were two apartments avail-

able and one couple was ahead of them in

the queue. One apartment was on the family
floor and the other one was a few floors

higher. The management actively pressured
the couple who had priority to take the

apartment on the family floor, even though
it was clear to both the management and to

the couple that my friends had a child and
also needed the apartment. The couple did
take the apartment on the family floor,

despite not having children, and my friends

could not get the place.

In the Quebec-High Park area, on Quebec
Ave., I think it is, in the westend of Toronto,
in a building controlled by Cadillac-Fairview,
these people went to management in order to

sublet an apartment which was suitable for

their needs on the 10th floor. They were told

no because children were only permitted up
to the eighth floor.

Another sublet happened to become avail-

able in the neighbouring building which was
occupied by the same management. That was
on the eighth floor. They said: "Fine, that's

good. These people have a policy. At least,
we can get in on the eighth floor." They
went into that sublet and were told: "We're
sorry, this is a different buflding and our
policy in this building is no kids above the
fifth floor."

You can imagine the kind of frustration
that existed there, Mr. Speaker. This kind
of experience is being repeated every day
by people who are desperate for housing
accommodation in the Toronto market and
to a lesser extent in Ottawa and in other
centres around the province. It shouldn't be
a problem. The rental market should accom-

modate the needs of people who are single
and the needs of people who are couples
and the needs of people who are families.

But it has broken down now. It has

broken down now because it's a tight housing
market. It has broken down now because
landlords are taking advantage of that tight
market and of the greater ability to pay of

people who don't have children to support.
Families are economically weak in the hous-

ing market because they need more space
and they tend to have less income. The
mothers can't work. She has to pay for day
care, and so forth.

W^hat is happening, Mr. Speaker, is that a

real prejudice is developing against children

in this society. It's spreading, and it isn't

just among old people. It's also among people
who say: "We don't like kids. They're nasty
little brats," and that kind of thing.

It's no different than that kind of thing
which has a tendency to exist in relation to

black people, Jewish people or other groups
that are discriminated against in our society.
Yet if I can be philosophical for a moment,
one of the purposes for which we gather

together, that we have an economic life, that

we have a Legislature and that we have
laws to protect morality and so forth is be-

cause of a belief, that I think everybody in

this chamber shares, that the raising and

nurturing of children is a very important
element in our society. In fact, it's one of

the raisons d'etre, one of the reasons that

we're all here. Even those of us who choose
not to or who are not fortunate enough to

have kids will still subscribe in theory to

that particular principle.

In practice, however, given the chance,

people are saying: "No, I don't want smelly,

snotty little brats on my floor intruding on

my particular living environment." I just
don't think that that should be permitted,
Mr. Speaker. There used to be a tradition,
which may sound a bit paternalistic or

chauvinistic, to talk about women and chfl-

dren first; that as a society we would seek
to protect those which we consider to be
the weaker members of our society. Maybe
women can look after themselves, but I don't

think children are at the point where they
can look after themselves now, Mr. Speaker.
We should not put people who, by choice
or by chance, happen to have kids into the

position where they simply cannot find accom-
modation.

The proposals I put forward, in Bill 184
I think it was, are not perfect. They don't

solve the problem completely. I suggested
in order to prevent overcrowding that a land-
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lord be permitted to have an occupancy
standing, for example, of no more than one

person per room in his apartment, to prevent

somebody with six kids moving into a two-

bedroom apartment. That's perfectly reason-

able.

I would also suggest and put on the record

that if a prospective tenant comes in with a

bad record, a record of being disruptive or

destructive, from his previous accommoda-

tion, a landlord has a right not to accept that

tenant whether or not that tenant has kids.

Likewise, with a tenant—be it a bunch of

young singles or people with kids they can't

control—who proves to be destructive and dis-

ruptive after a year or two, the landlord

should have the right, under certain circum-

stances, to evict that particular tenant.

I'm not disputing that. But the idea that

they can put a phrase in an ad that says
"adults only," and simply exclude that large

group in society that has children, is far, far

different than saying that they'll judge on
cases and that occasionally they won't accept
somebody because they think that the kids

are not going to fit in. The plan still wouldn't
be perfect, because for example certain apart-
ments would not have facilities designed to

accommodate children and they would prob-
ably tend not to get many families with kids.

There is a natural sorting out that happens
in the rental market anyway. Some buildings
are old and dignified and some attract young
swingers. The young swingers will tend to

congregate where others of their kind are

and the older people who like a quiet life

will tend to do that too. That natural selection

would probably tend to continue under the

legislation. There would also be discrimination
based on rents. Certain developers would

charge $400 a month for a two-bedroom

accommodation, so that accommodation would
be out of the reach of those people with kids

and, therefore, the building would be un-

likely to have many families with children.

Other places where the rents were $200 a

month for a two-bedroom accommodation
would tend to have more families. So it

wouldn't be perfect, but it would be a lot

better than the situation that we have now.

If we decided not to prejudge against
families we wouldn't be overwhelming the

apartment market. We wouldn't be creating
the situation where every floor is going to

have 10 little three-year-olds running up and
down the corridors. In the first place, fam-

ilies, where they have a preference, will

probably not move into apartments. In many
cases it will be single mothers with kids,

people who have a child with a particular

health need who needs to be close to a hos-

pital, people who want access to day care,

people who can't afford transportation. There
are people with special needs who will be

looking for apartment accommodation.

Another group will be people who are

moving from one city to another and need to

have accommodation that they can acquire

quickly, like an apartment, while they look

for a more suitable long-term place to live;

and people who are saving up money until

they can buy a place of their own; that kind

of thing. These are the people who will tend

to use apartments if they have children.

But they have a legitimate need and a

legitimate right, and it seems to me that it's

a shameful kind of legacy or mark on this

society in Ontario that we can permit land-

lords to discriminate against people with kids.

It is shameful that the Minister of Labour
in this government (Mr. MacBeth), when
asked to comment on an amendment in this

Legislature that would permit families access

to accommodation and prevent the kind of

discrimination Tm discussing, would say he

didn't think that our society was ready for it;

it wasn't the policy of this government; and

he thought that people who didn't want to

have children around should have that right.

It would be shameful if he said he thought
should have the right not to have Blacks or

Jews or Hindus or other people like that

around; that would be shameful and would
be seen as such, and it's equally shameful if

he makes that same reference to children.

I intend to continue with this particular
bill. I hope that the government takes note of

the comments that I'm making in this debate

and I hope that it acts upon it in the spring
session of the Legislature, so that discrimina-

tion against families ceases.

Mr. Speaker, I want to comment very

briefly on the question of rents. This is the

untold story of 1974-1975; the fact that rents

in Metropolitan Toronto in particular are now

escalating at an astronomical rate and that

there has been absolutely no response from
this government to that crisis for tenants. We
had an indication—

An hon. member: Yes, there has.

Mr. Cassidy: There has been no response.
The Minister of Housing (Mr. Irvine) and the

Premier were confronted with the possibility
of $70 rent increases in Peel Village, which
I think is in the Premier's riding. The Housing
Minister said: "Well, let them contact me,
and I'll see what I can do."

Well he saw what he could do when he

got a 10 buck reduction on the rent increase
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in return for an agreement not to paint the

apartments that year. And that was all. It

was a trilling kind of a concession. It was
done on a grace and favour basis because of

political intervention. But it certainly didn't

stop the rent increases, which are now coming
forward by the bushel, Mr. Speaker.

At 5 Brookbank in Don Mills, for example,
rents of $219 a month have been raised to

$282 a month. There is a two-year lease and
at the end of the first year the rent will in-

crease by a further $40 a month.

In Peel Village, a $50 increase in a one-

year lease. In Rosebury Sq., a Cadillac de-

velopment, a $35 increase in a one-year lease

Greenwin, a large developer in Toronto, is

apparently increasing its rents by around 35

per cent across the board in Toronto and is

only granting one-year leases.

Belmont, another large developer, is also

setting 35 per cent increases across the board,
and leases of only one year.

My own mother, who lives on her own in

a bachelor apartment in Toronto, has had a

$40 increase; and there is another increase

slated at the end of the year.

Two- and three-year leases, which were
common, are now being replaced by one-year
and even six-month leases. Tenants Hotline,
a group set up this winter in order to help
tenants, says that the increases that are being
reported on its phones range between 27 to
45 per cent across the city, and in many
cases no leases are being given whatsoever.

I have had a lot of contact with developers,
over the last months, Mr. Speaker, because
of the bills I have been involved in, such as
the condominium bill this week and the cer-
tain bills relating to land development and
land banking and so on. When I talked to
them they are urbane, gentlemanly, nice

people who indicate in person that their only
concern is for the betterment of society and
for getting a reasonable kind of fair profit. I

find it hard to equate that with the actions

they take when they go out into their ofiBces

and make corporate decisions.

I cannot understand how people who say
they are civilized and support the ballet and
all the other things that they do, can turn
around and discriminate against people with
Idds in that automatic, vindictive way that
I've described; or how they can justify rent
increases of 25, 30, 35 per cent in one year,
which are clearly not justified by cost.

That's why, Mr. Speaker, I have proposed,
and will continue to propose, that this Legis-
lature adopt a rent control measure for the
Province of Ontario. It would ensure that

rents can increase in relation to costs; it would
ensure that landlords can continue to get a

reasonable, fair profit; but it would protect
tenants against the kinds of rip-off"s to which

they are beinig subjected daily in Toronto
ana in other parts of the province.

iWe happen to be fortunate right now in

Ottawa that we are not having rent increases

on the scale they are experiencing in Toronto,
Mr. Speaker. The reason is that there is a
much higher vacancy rate. Unfortunately,
that won't last for long. But at the present
time there are landlords who are actually

offering rent reductions in order to entice

tenants to move into their developments.

Now, I ask you, Mr. Speaker, if they were

losing money at the present level or rents,

would they really be offering rent cuts be-

cause their vacancies are two or three per
cent of the total number of units? And the

answer is, of course not.

What is happening do\vn here is that in a

tight housing market in Metro Toronto and
the surrounding region, the developers are

taking advantage of that tightness and are

simply lining their own pockets at the ex-

pense of tenants with increases that far ex-

ceed any increases in cost.

The final thing I want to talk about, Mr.

Speaker, is the question of eastern Ontario

development, which was raised by the an-

nouncement of the Spencerville land assembly
—and what a joke that is turning out to be.

Mr. Speaker, I want to go through the

points very briefly and put it on the record.

When Design for Development in Eastern

Ontario was published a couple of years ago,
there was no mention of a large industrial

land assembly anywhere in the eastern On-
tario region, and that has never been can-

vassed as an alternative for people in the

area.

We have had promises for the past eight

years about the creation of a provincial plan.
That plan might be intended to direct some
of the growth of the Metropolitan Toronto

region into areas like eastern and northern

Ontario, but it is still just a promise. And the

so-called commitments that the Premier was
so fond of talking about at the time of the

last election are proving to be nothing but

empty pieces of paper. We have no provin-
cial plan.

Mr. P. Taylor (Carleton East): The Liberal

government will bring in the plan.

Mr. Cassidy: Ha! I am sorry, I find that the

Liberal government couldn't agree on what
it would want, so it could never bring in a
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plan. They would have the same problems as

this bunch here. The member for Chatham-

Kent (Mr. McKeough) disowned the member
for London South (Mr. White) the day he

came into office as Treasurer. The Liberal

government would never get around to even

knowing exactly where it would stand.

Two and one half years ago we had the

introduction of Design for Development in

eastern Ontario. It was intended to be the

beginning of a plan for eastern Ontario. How
one could plan for that region in the ab-

sence of a provincial plan is hard for me to

tell. Nevertheless, since then there has been
no further development.

This particular booklet said there would
be facts and figures available to underpin the

dialogue on development in the region. It

took me two years to get my copy and only

by insistent pressure on the people here at

Queen's Park. There are no planners from the

province who are permanently stationed in

eastern Ontario concerned with regional de-

velopment.

We now have a larger eastern region; no
plan has been published for that region.
There has been no dialogue. There was a
series of a handful of meetings, but subse-

quently there has been no dialogue. So far

as I know, the whole process has ground to a

complete halt.

Enter the former Treasurer, the member
for London South, who I must say had some
megalomaniac tendencies in his handling of

regional government, in his handling of land-

banking and in his handling of the whole

Treasury portfolio. The man thought he
could simply whisk away with the flick of a

finger, deficits that were approaching $1 bil-

lion a year. That is the character of the man.

The former Treasurer talked to one or two
of his cronies in the cabinet—the Premier was
one; there were one or two others—and said,
"I want to buy some land." The rumours say
up to 150,000 acres. It's probably a bit less

than that. And, in a twinkling of an eye, he
went to A.E. LePage and they were buying
up 10,000 acres at Cayuga; they were buying
up the land from the Cherkas group in the
Townsend site in Haldimand-Norfolk; they
were buying land at Whitby; they were buy-
ing land at Pickering; they were buying
10,000 acres at Spencerville-all with no cab-
inet approval.

The options were there, and the commit-
ment was made to a price far in excess of

prices that prevailed. No attempt was made to
use the expropriation route in order that

people could comment on or participate in

the decisions of the government, or for that

matter that the exchequer would be pro-
tected.

Who the four ministers are, we don't even
know. How that $5 million was committed to

Spencerville, we don't know. How the land
is going to be used—we'll come to that—we
don't know that either, Mr. Speaker.

We do know that the ministers from the

area, the Minister of Housing and the Min-
ister of Industry and Tourism (Mr. Bennett)

people who ought to have been concerned
with a major industrial and housing land

assembly in their region—and in the case of

the Minister of Housing, in his ridng—were

completely in the dark. The Minister of In-

dustry and Tourism went around saying the

government would be completely off its nut

to build a new industrial complex, that it

would be absolutely foolish, and the Minister

of Housing was making comments with equal

strength.

I don't know what kind of a deal they
cooked up in cabinet whereby they can live

with the proposal that is being made right
now. If they really still feel as they did in

the fall, I think they probably ought to quit.
But the government is trying, as the Tories

say, to suck and blow at the same time. At

any rate, they are trying to say on the one
hand that this is a major initiative for the

development of eastern Ontario; on the other

hand, the Tories are trying to say that it isn't

really going to influence anybody at all.

Looking at the statement that was made in

the House by the Minister of Housing, he
said first that the proposal is to facilitate de-

velopment in eastern Ontario. He talked in

gobbledygook about reinforcing the ameni-
ties which residents have chosen, about eco-

nomic and social stimulation, about the com-
munities involved and so on. Eventually he
said that EODC will be prepared to do any-

thing these municipalities want in terms of

their own industrial development.
Then he goes on to say that the site is being

chosen. He doesn't know in any detail how it

will be used, but that it will be to accommo-
date major industries and any associated

community and support services which ulti-

mately prove most desirable. He also says
that Spencerville has the only deep sea port
between Montreal and Toronto, a statement

which the people of Cornwall found rather

hard to accept because they have always

thought that they had one of the few deep
sea ports between Montreal and Toronto

along the Seaway.

The fact is that we don't really know what
the government intends to do, Mr. Speaker.
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On Jan. 28, some 250 municipal representa-

tives, along with the Conservative back-

benchers from the area, were invited to a

meeting in the Macdonald Block in order

for the Minister of Housing and the Minister

for Industry and Tourism to participate in

the grand unveiling of their intentions for

Spencerville. These people came here at their

own expense and their own time, in order to

have what? The meeting had all the charac-

teristics of the unveiling of Design for De-
velopment, 2^2 years before, which aroused
tremendous resentment among the municipal
leaders from eastern Ontario; and that resent-

ment was recreated or reinforced by this

particular meeting.
For two hours they sat there and asked

meaningless questions about what the govern-
ment intended to do. At about 1.15 the

announcement was finally made. There then

followed, believe it or not, a series of ques-
tion, not by the municipal leaders but by
Conservative MPPs. The member for Prince

Edward-Lennox (Mr. J. A. Taylor), who
isn't here, asked a question. He gave a speech
in fact. The member for Renfrew South, the
member for Hastings (Mr. Rollins) who
comes from the fringes of the area, and I think

the member for Kingston and the Islands

(Mr. Apps) had some thing to say. The
member for Ottawa West (Mr. Morrow),
who never speaks in this House managed to

hold forth for a few minutes, even though
the only constituent of his who was present
was Mayor Greenberg of Ottawa. When five

Tories had spoken, I decided that I was going
to put a question. That was just before the
time was up because the ministers had to
come into the House for the discomforture
of the Minister of Industry and Tourism,
which subsequently took place.

Mr. Speaker, the resentment was aroused
because the government has given no indi-
cation of what on earth it plans to do. There
were no details about the plans for helping
with industrial parks in the other municipali-
ties. The municipal leaders in the area had
been treated to a series of tidbits. They had
been told by the Minister of Industry and
Tourism that major industry means indus-
tries requiring 1,000 acres or more, and that

negotiations are under way with some in-

dustries at this time; but there were no
further details and no indications of what
kind of industries might be negotiating with
the government.
The Minister of Industry and Tourism said

to the municipal leaders that Canadian West-
inghouse or CGE were the types of firms that

might locate at Edwardsburg in the Spencer-
ville land assembly. Now those companies

are making appliances. Appliance factories

would suit Cornwall, would suit Brockville,
would suit Hawksbury or Pembroke or

Smiths Falls, or for that matter Ottawa. They
are not so noxious or so land-consuming that

they would have to go on a site of their own.
There is in fact a Philips plant, I think it is,

which makes small appliances in Cornwall,
where a third of the work force is currently
laid oflF because of a shortage of markets.

We have tried to think in the NDP caucus
what kind of industries it was that Mr.
Bennett could be really negotiating with. If I

can quote from the Hansard of Oct. 15, 1973,
I suggested in the debate on the Haldimand-
Norfolk bill that the government consider

locating the new Stelco plant, intended to go
at Nanticoke on Lake Erie, either in the north
or east of the province. In my caucus we had
some disagreement about where that should

go, whether it should be northern Ontario or

eastern Ontario. However, I stated that the

government should have looked very seriously
at Prescott where the member for Grenville-

Dundas ( Mr. Irvine ) was formerly the mayor.

"What about a bit of patronage," I said in

jest "for the member for Grenville-Dundas

by looking at that particular location which
would be well located on the St. Lawrence
River to provide an economic impetus for all

of eastern Ontario?"

At the time, in other words Mr. Speaker,
I suggested that the Stelco plant be located

at Prescott. Stelco has acquired 6,600 acres of

Nanticoke on Lake Erie and presumably it

would need at least 3,000 or 4,000 acres if it

were to move to the Prescott area, to Spencer-

ville, but Stelco is now committed to Lake
Erie and won't move to Prescott and this

government never lifted a finger to try to

persuade them to go there. Okay, that's one

potential steel mill that's lost.

Just last week, Mr. Speaker, Dominion
Foundries and Steel Co. of Hamilton—Dofasco
—announced a major expansion of its plant
in Hamilton itself. The members from the

Lake Erie area may recall that Dofasco
has a large site at Port Burwell, some 50 or
75 miles to the west of Nanticoke, where it

considered expanding in the same way that

Stelco is expanding. The people in that area,

however, indicated quite strongly that they
didn't want Dofasco to come in. The govern-
ment didn't seem very hot on it either, but
once again exerted no pressure to try and
get this particular plant, the Dofasco ex-

pansion, moved into the eastern or northern

parts of the province where it could have had
substantial spinoff effects. No pressure like

that was exerted at all.
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I see that the hon. member for Hamilton

West (Mr. McNie) is present in the House.

I can tell him, Mr. Speaker, that the spinoffs

that will be created by the Dofasco expansion
are going to create acute urban development

problems for the Hamilton area. Hamilton

will have too many jobs because of the ex-

pansion of 4.5 million tons annually in

Dofasco's capacity in the Hamilton area,

which is now under way and which is being
done with $100 million investment between

now and 1977. Dofasco is lost to eastern

Ontario.

Algoma is at Sault Ste. Marie and is

already in the north and is unlikely to con-

sider a location in the east.

Okay, what else would be a major industry

so big and so unwieldy and so difficult to

accommodate that it couldn't go into the

\ icinity of Cornwall, Brockville, Pembroke or

Smiths Falls? We've thought of a refinery,

but Spencerville is located only 100 miles

from the Island of Montreal, which is a

major refinery and petrochemical centre. It

would seem logical, if the federal government
is building a Samia-to-Montreal pipeline in

order to help make us self-sufficient, that if

any refinery expansions take place the oil

companies would probably decide to have

them take place either at Montreal or else

somewhere closer to the source of supply in

Alberta.

What about automobiles? Well, to say that

is to joke, Mr. Speaker, because I cannot see

any serious investment in new automobile

plant capacity for the next two, three or five

years, until we're over the present situation

and until demand has either been restored or

else the auto makers have been able to re-

direct their capacity and get over the current

slump within the industry. In other words,
there seems to be no realistic large industry
which would have to be located at Spencer-
ville and could not go somewhere else.

Next, in eastern Ontario the economy of

areas like Cornwall and Brockville is not

strong. It's much stronger than it was; it's

no longer as weak as it was a few years

ago. A new major plant at Spencerville, like

a steel plant, will tend to have spinoff

effects, but those spinoff effects will tend to

take place on the site and not elsewhere.

At Nanticoke, Stelco is building an in-

dustrial park. The steel will come hot out

of the ovens and be taken straight into the

plants that will do things to it while it's

still hot; it won't have to cool and reheat.

There will be a concentration of steel fab-

ricating industries that will take place right
there.

If a steel plant or a refinery and petro-
chemical plant went into Spencerville, most
of the industrial growth would occur right in

that area, and the effect on Cornwall or

Brockville would be to create a commuter
traffic of workers who lived in those com-

munities, but had to drive or take a bus

in order to find jobs in Spencerville.

I would challenge the government, if it

finds industries of substantial scale, that it

commit itself to offer those firms the oppor-

tunity of going into Cornwall or Brockville

or other communities, and in fact tell those

firms that if they want to go into eastern

Ontario, Ontario will facilitate their location

near Cornwall or near Brockville, rather than

in this entirely new industrial site. If that

commitment is made, I assure the government
that those plants will wind up in or near

established communities. There is lots of

industrial land available in eastern Ontario.

It's looking for people to occupy it, and not

only at Spencerville.

We are, therefore, faced with a situation,

Mr. Speaker, where either the government
is going to suck growth away from com-
munities in eastern Ontario, or it does not

have the major new thrust in industrial de-

velopment that Spencerville is billed as

ha\ing. If it is a major thrust then it is going
to suck growth from other communities. If

it isn't a major thrust then it is a piece
of PR which is costing $5 million or more,
which will cost us half a million dollars a

year in interest alone, plus taxes, in order to

hold it until the Eighties or the Nineties—

and it is a piece of public relations, Mr.

Speaker, which I suggest has already back-

fired for the government and for the Con-
servative Party in the resentment that it has

provoked among municipal people and other

people in eastern Ontario.

I have to say that there is particular con-

cern about the suggestion made by the

Treasurer (Mr. McKeough) that that land in

eastern Ontario at Spencerville might be put
under the control of the Eastern Ontario

Development Corp. The concern is because

the EODC, paltry as its efforts may be, now
directs those efforts to locating industries in

or near existing communities. If it also owned

10,000 acres that it wanted to develop, the

strain and the tension that would be de-

veloped—the difficulty the EODC would have

in deciding whether to give a plant to Corn-

wall, say, or to Ottawa, or to Hawkesbury,
or Pembroke, or put it in Spencerville, would
be intolerable, and no one could really accept
the credibility of the EODC when it said,

"We are awfully sorry, boys, we had to take
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those on for our land at Spencerville." It just
wouldn't be credible.

Mr. Speaker, I would suggest that the

comments that were made by the Minister of

Industry
and Tourism that the government

would be completely off its nut to put a new
industrial complex at Edwardsburgh, were

very well taken. I would suggest that a

designation of an industrial site and freezing
of that site so that it would stay in agricul-
ture for 25 or 30 years for development
around the turn of the century, or for de-

velopment at the time of the next round of

major steel industry expansions in the middle
to late 1980s, might be a reasonable step to

be taken by the government of Ontario. But
if that were done it should be done within
the context of a provincial plan, and of course
that context doesn't exist.

The present form of ad hoc planning is

disastrous. It is increasing the resentment and
alienation that is akeady felt in eastern On-
tario toward this government. I can tell those
members and ministers and civil servants who
are trying to help the government, or who
may be asked for advice that may be used by
the government to help itself, that they are
not helping themselves at all; that this is

going to backfire and that eastern Ontario in

the coming election is going to give the Tories
a lesson like they have never had before.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Etobi-
coke.

Mr. L. A. Braithwaite (Etobicoke): Mr.

Speaker, in joining this budget debate I want
to talk about several topics which are of in-

terest to the people of Ontario and in par-
ticular to the people of Etobicoke.

Before I get into more serious matters, Mr.
Speaker, I would like to pass a few comments
on our young assistants who will be leaving
us at the end of this session. One of them is

a young girl called Heide Schumacher, and
she is from Redgrave Dr. in the borough of

Etobicoke, in my riding. I am really sorry to
see her go.

Since this is women's year, Mr. Speaker, I

think it might be appropriate to comment on
this question of girl pages very briefly. Back
in March of 1966, during the debates on the
estimates of the Department of Labour, I

suggested the addition of girls as pages. At
that time, Mr. Speaker, we had only boys
and I recall that night, Mr. Speaker, some of

our friends from the government benches

just about fell over laughing; they thought it

was funny. I have a clipping from the Toronto

Daily Star of Wednesday, March 23, 1966,

Mr. Speaker—that is some nine years ago—
and it says:

Interest perked up in the Legislature last

night when Leonard Braithwaite (L—Etobi-
coke) suggested the addition of girl pages.
He said the girls would not only brighten
up the legislature chamber, but could also

comfort the Legislature's only woman mem-
ber, Ada Pritchard.

She was the member for Hamilton Centre

who chose not to run again, Mr. Speaker.

I recall that evening, Mr. Speaker. I men-
tioned that the idea didn't originate with me.

Many high school girls and public school

girls had asked me why there were no girl

pages and I told them that I didn't know.

I mentioned it that night during the debate.

I think it was just because there had always
been boys. Once again, that slogan that the

federal government is using, "Why not?"

comes to mind. The Star article of March 23,

1966, stated there was a mixed reaction

among the page-boys. Some said the girls

would be silly but others thought they would

be keen.

Mr. Speaker, we have had girl pages for

some time now and I thought that the House

might be interested in the reaction of a young

lady who was with us not long ago. Her

name is Coleen Egerton. She was from Dixon

Grove Senior Public School in the borough
of Etobicoke. Her reactions were set out in a

composition which she v^ote after leaving the

Legislature. She called it "The thrill of being
a page." I'm not going to read the whole

thing but I will read a few paragraphs, Mr.

Speaker, to let you know how we look,

through the eyes of one of the young girl

pages. She starts off:

Did you ever think of talking to a mem-
ber of Parliament, a person of great respon-

sibility, who is known by many people and

sometimes has his picture in the newspaper?
I hadn't until I found a letter waiting at

home for me one day saying that I had

been chosen to become a page. I realized

that this was a great pri\alege. Think of

all the other boys and girls across Ontario

who had also sent in applications.

When I told my friends, they immediately
started asking me questions. The basic

requirements are that you are in grade 7

or 8, you have an average of at least 80

per cent in your school work and you can

(get transportation down to Queen's Park

and back home every day. You also need

your principal's permission because you
miss school for six to eight weeks.
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She goes on, and I'm going to skip some of it.

I'll start again:

I was very fortunate to get this job and
will be sad when I have to leave. I had a

first-hand look at how the laws which

govern this province are made and now
when I see something in the newspaper
about Queen's Park I will understand what
is going on. I will also recognize names
and faces.

I would like to extend my sincere thanks

to Hon. Allan Renter who made this all

possible to Mr. Braithwaite, my member
who helped me to get in; to the principal
of Dixon Grove Middle School, Mr. Mc-
Pherson, who allowed me to stay away
from school during my term as a page; to

Mrs. Hood, the page mistress; the attend-

ants; Mr. Wilkinson, our school teacher;

and to the members who were kind and

understanding.

This wonderful experience is one I will

never forget.

Mr. Speaker, those are the comments of a

young girl page who was here, as I said, not

long ago.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I wish to turn to the

problem centred on Sunday store openings
and the whole question of reasonable store

hours at the retail level. I have no hesitation

in stating that the majority of people in the

constituency of Etobicoke are in favour of

PUSH, that is, reasonable uniform store hours

on a provincial basis. In northern Etobicoke,
the fight has been led by the minister of the

Rexdale United Church, Rev. Colin Todd;
Mr. Dennis Prinhold of Genthom Ave., an
elder of the same church; Rev. Dennis Terry,
also of Rexdale; and many other citizens of

northern Etobicoke who oppose stores being
open on Sunday for major retail selling.

I should add, Mr. Speaker, that I have
been in receipt of many communications from
citizens throughout the northern part of Eto-
bicoke who have made it clear to me that

they are in opposition to wide-open retail

Sunday selling. Further, they do not wish to

see retail outlets open at all hours. The
majority are eagerly looking forward to a
return to sane retail practices so that they may
once more have the opportunity to enjoy
some leisure time during the week, for what

advantage is the good life if there is no time
to enjoy it.

Mr. Speaker, the borough of Etobicoke

recently passed its own tough new bylaw
which would impose fines of up to $5,000 on
stores that refused to close down on Sunday.
It took this action because of the failure of

the Provincial Lord's Day Act to stop big
stores from selling on Sunday.

Mr. Speaker, the government has had its

hearings. Many briefs have been submitted in

connection with the green paper on Sunday
as a common day of rest and uniform store

hours. It is now incumbent on the govern-
ment to bring forward reasonable legislation

consistent with the aims of the Ontario Pro-

vincial Uniform Store Hours Association and
the wishes of the greater majority of the citi-

zens of Ontario, who would like Sunday to

continue to be a day of rest as far as possible.

As you may be aware, Mr. Speaker, the

provincial caucus of the Liberal Party re-

cently submitted a brief to the Gibson airport

inquiry commission questioning the need for

a second Toronto airport in the Pickering
area. The brief questioned whether or not all

the various alternatives to the proposed air-

port have been explored. One thing the brief

did not suggest was an expansion of existing

facilities at Malton. In fact, it specifically

opposed any further expansion to Malton Air-

port.

While our position has been misinterpreted

by some, it should be noted that the brief

most specifically stated that Toronto's exist-

ing airport already contributes enough to

community disruption in surrounding areas

and if nothing else is done regarding this

second airport, we should at least introduce

serious noise suppresion programmes and
standards to cope with the existing problems
at Malton.

I have strong views on the discomfort and
noise pollution and air pollution which Mal-
ton Airport brings to those who live in its

vicinity. My own home is directly under a

flight path and I can speak from specific ex-

perience of the way houses vibrate, the air

reeks of kerosene, and backyard, outdoor con-

versation is limited to gestures.

Yes, Mr. Speaker, I could take some time

and talk about the curfew being ignored
nieht after night while sleep is made impos-
sible by the vibrations of heavily-loaded air-

planes taking off at ungodly hours during
the night. Yes, the evils of pollution from
Malton Airport are legion.

For those reasons, Mr. Speaker, I have in

this House spoken on many occasions in op-

position to the expansion of Malton x\irport
and will continue to do so until some relief

is afi^orded the residents of Etobicoke and

Mississauga, whose enjoyment of the good
life has been so seriously curtailed by the

indiscriminate operation of Malton Airport.
I am still, and will continue to be, in opposi-
tion to any expansion of Malton Airport.
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I am opposed to the commission by what-

ever level of government of anything which

might directly or indirectly cause Malton

Airport to be expanded. We don't need an-

other Kennedy Airport or O'Hare Airport in

the neighbourhood of Etobicoke.

I can assure you, Mr. Speaker, that under

no circumstances would I ever condone any-

thing which could bring harm to Etobicoke

and which could, in any way, increase the

noise and air pollution from which we in

Etobicoke suffer.

Until recently, I was not convinced that

stopping the Pickering airport would in any

way harm Etobicoke. In any event, I could

not and would not support any action by
Ottawa or by Queen's Park which could cause

Malton Airport to be expanded.

In brief, Mr. Speaker, the story at Malton

Airport, or Toronto International Airport, as

it is known, is as follows:

1. In 1937 Malton Airport was built on

1,400 acres of land.

2. In the 1950s our residential neigh-
bourhoods were built up before the intro-

duction of turbo-jet aircraft.

3. Between 1958 and 1963, Malton Airport
was expanded to a total of 4,200 acres. The

expansion took place southerly toward exist-

ing residential districts. One runway was
extended south 1.3 miles. A new east-west

runv.ay was built pointing at the heart of

Etobicoke.

4. Turbo-jet aircraft were introduced, and

40,0C0 Etobicoke residents and the entire

population of Malton found themselves under

heavy jet traffic in noise zones where the

Ministry of Transport now recommends either

no residential development at all, or residents

in sound-proof apartment buildings only. The

majority of residents live in single-family
houses.

5. In 1968, as many as 110 jets a day
thundered over a single neighbourhood. A
government report proposed a 75 per cent

increase in the airport size and activity.

6. Residents organized to oppose the ex-

pansion. Within the year the federal govern-
ment decided to cancel major expansion at

Malton, but announced an interim expansion
that included the lengthening of the third

runway at Malton to commercial jet capacity.

7. In 1969 area residents met government
officials and were given assurances that the

expanded runway would be used in a limited

manner. They were told the runway was
needed to avoid mid-air collisions and to

handle increased traffic until the new airport

opened in 1976.

8. In 1971 the lengthened runway was

put into operation. For the first time, 10,000
residents of northern Etobicoke experienced

heavy jet traffic over their homes.

9. Two months after the nmway opened,
a commitment was given by the federal

Minister of Transport that the east end of the

runway, 23R, was not to be utilized for

approaches by turbo-jet air carrier aircraft

except in an emergency. Residents' complaints
in the years since suggest that there have
been many emergencies.

10. Some equipment was installed to

monitor noise in residential districts around
the airport. Vandalized in one location, on
a school roof, the noise monitoring system
is yet to be expanded to the seven locations

recommended by the ministry.

11. In 1973 a decision was made to build

the second airport.

12. Area residents met government offi-

cials again and were told nothing further

could be done to keep down the noise, and
that the improvements made would be offset

by increased traffic.

13. Residents were also told that traffic

roads would offset any technical gains that

might be made.

14. Next, a commission was appointed
to find out if there was new evidence which

could affect the decision to build a second

airport, and to examine whether Malton Air-

port should remain as it is.

15. In 1974 the commission held its hear-

ings.

16. In 1975, the commission is reported
to have recommended immediate construc-

tion of the Pickering airport, and construc-

tion of a fourth major runway at Malton.

17. On Feb. 1, 1975, a newspaper head-

line in the Globe and Mail declared: "De-

cision on Airport Delayed by Ottawa."

Mr. Speaker, that is the story of Malton

Airport to date. In the last few weeks,

Mr. Speaker, I have examined carefully the

findings—which are available—of the Gibson

commission which looked into the whole

matter of airports in Ontario and heard

submissions from a large and representative

group of people from the Metropolitan area.

Speaking as an individual, Mr. Speaker, I

have come to the conclusion that the facilities

at Toronto International Airport at Malton

would quickly become saturated if plans for

an airport at Pickering were scratched. There-

fore I would ask the Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications, the Premier and
the government of Ontario to do everything

they can to see that the Pickering airport is
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proceeded with as quickly as possible. The
time for a decision is now.

In any event, I ask this government of

Ontario to notify Ottawa to keep its hands
oft Malton. Malton must not be expanded.
My reasoning, Mr. Speaker, is that our own
government of Ontario will be providing
services for a second airport wherever it is

built, and it will certainly seem logical that

the recommendations of the Ontario cabinet

on the location, apart from the technical

considerations of aviation, would have a

direct bearing on the location of the new
second airport.

The question then arises as to exactly who
is responsible for the original airport proposal.
The federal government in Ottawa must
determine the need for such a facility, and
that need has been reassessed and confirmed

by the Gibson commission. But the provincial
government must be held accountable for

its proposed location at Pickering, which I

support.

So far, the Tory government at Queen's
Park has said little about its involvement in

the airport decision. I hope it will soon pro-
vide us with a complete statement of its

position. A strong government should show
leadership in serious matters such as this.

The time for wafiling is past. The Premier
should set out his government's decision for
all to see. I personally would like the
Premier to join me in pushing for the speedy
commencement of the Pickering airport.

I want now, Mr. Speaker, to turn to a
matter which is of the greatest importance to
the residents of the northern part of Etobi-
coke. 1 speak of the desperate need for better

transportation facilities, particularly in Rex-
dale. For those Etobicoke residents who work
in Malton, lack of service on the Malton route
means that they often have a daily walk of
as much as four or five miles. Everyone wants
to know why on some days there is only one
bus every 36 minutes in rush hour going to

and from Malton. It is a common cause for

complaint that by the time a bus reaches

Martingrove and Dixon it is so full that those

waiting, who would like to get to work, can-
not get on. At night the problem is reversed.
If people can't get on the bus because it is

crowded, they may have to walk for miles to

get to the Martingrove-Dixon Rd. area. And
that is just part of the problem.

We all know that about three years ago
this government abruptly cancelled the

Spadina Expressway. Many in Rexdale who
have their own transportation now find it most
difficult to get downtown through northwest
Metro because of the detours around Marlee

Ave. and so forth. I want to go on record
once more as urging the government to go
along with Metro Toronto's plan to proceed
with the completion of the Spadina Express-
way as soon as possible. This will benefit

residents of northwest Metro immeasurably.
Something must be done with this vacant

spot, and it is my hope that the government
does not wait until just before the next elec-

tion to decide that it is going to take some
action.

North Rexdale has a series of transportation

problems of its own. In spite of this, we were
never given an opportunity to show that dial-

a-bus could have worked. All that was

needed, in my opinion, was testing in a trans-

portation-hungry area like Rexdale. With a

little advertising in the Etobicoke Gazette and
in the Etobicoke Guardian, dial-a-bus could

have succeeded. It is no exaggeration to say
that the lack of transportation in the Rexdale

area is next to criminal.

I am informed that there are plans for a

new separate high school in northern Etobi-

coke, to be located on Kipling Ave. north of

Albion Rd. This will merely serve to magnify
the existing transportation problems. I don't

know if the members of this House know that

one can travel north to south in northern

Etobicoke on main arteries such as IsHngton
or Kipling or Martingrove, but there is no

way for a person to secure public trans-

portation in an east-west direction through
most of north Rexdale. Those who live in Rex-

dale and must depend on public transporta-
tion to get them downtown to their place of

employment, often find that tardiness of the

buses in the north Rexdale area causes them
to be late for work or to miss work altogether,

I call on this government to use its good
offices to spur the Toronto Transit Commis-

sion to improve transportation facilities in

northern Etobicoke. Further, I once more call

on the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications to initiate a dial-a-bus system in

northern Etobicoke.

Now, Mr. Speaker, for a few minutes I

wish to review the serious difficulties of en-

siuring an adequate supply of housing for all

citizens in Ontario. The housing problem is

of prime concern to myself, my party and my
constituents. Rapidly escalating shelter costs

are taking up a larger and larger portion of

family income, and for our less affluent fam-

ilies the situation is critical. We find our-

selves today in a situation where families can-

not afford to buy their own housing, and

rents have become prohibitive. It is going to

require the greatest concentration of effort

on all our parts if we are going to break
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through the barriers that
prohibit

access to

sound housing at reasonable cost.

Recently, the government announced its

Housing Action Rrogramme, and I support
this programme as far as it goes. The prob-
lem is, of course, that it doesn't go very far.

Four-fifths of the families of this province
have incomes of under $15,000 per year,
based on the 1971 census. By the most

generous estimate of the total programme,
mere is little indeed for the vast majority.
Then per cent of the additional 12,000 new
units will be under the HOME programme.
That will increase by 1,200 the 6,000 units

that have already been promised. These imits

will be for families with incomes under

$14,500 per year. Another 3,600 units will be
allocated to the income group from $14,500
to $20,000. The bulk of the homes-for-sale

programme is geared to the aflBuent—that fact

is very clear.

The government place great reliance on the

solution to the housing problem being the

expension of the total stock of housing; the

trickle-down theory. However, in spite of

wishful thinking, this just doesn't work. The

opposite process is very conspicuous in our

larger cities.

The pressure of high housing costs are

forcing middle-income families to seek shelter

solutions that would have been considered un-

acceptable just a few years ago. They are

moving into the inner city and competing for

the scarce housing stock that has, in the

past, been available at more moderate cost

for the less affluent among us.

As I said before, and it bears repeating,

filtering down doesn't work. As a cup of

water poured on the top of a mountain does

not reach the sea, a few housing units added
at the higher income levels does not relieve

the problem of the moderate and lower in-

come groups.

We are becoming a city of renters in Metro,
a trend contrary to our historical situation. I

am concerned about this state of aflFairs and
wonder if its full implication is realized. The
1971 census reveals that in Metro Toronto,
58.4 per cent of dwellings were tenant-

occupied, as opposed to 41.6 per cent that
were owner-occupied.

Our families are losing the privilege—or is

it a right?—to build up equity in housing. For
as long as any of us can remember, housing

equity for most families has been their major
investment.

Mr. Speaker, another area of major con-
cern to me is the desperate situation faced by
low-income families. I know that my borough

has been accused of not responding to the

great need for public rent-geared-to-income
housing. I feel forced to observe, however,
that ir modifications to the public housing

programme had been made five years ago,
when organized resistance to these projects
became apparent, we would not be in the

situation we are in today. Public housing
programmes are largely discredited for a

variety of reasons that have been well docu-

mented, and do not need repeating. It seems
to me that unless a new approach is found
for this housing, it will remain unacceptable
to most communities and neighborhoods.

Mr. Speaker, there has been much talk

about the apparent reluctance of Etobicoke
to accept Ontario Housing Corp. projects.
This may or may not be true for the borough
of Etobicoke as a whole. However, I would
like to bring to the attention of the House the

fact that 88 per cent of the OHC units

located in the borough of Etobicoke are lo-

cated in the riding of Etobicoke, which is

the northerly portion of Etobicoke lying above

Eglinton Ave. In fact, about 10 to 12 per
cent of all the people living north of Eglin-
ton Ave. in Etobicoke—who live in the riding
of Etobicoke—are OHC residents.

Can you, Mr. Speaker, honestly blame the

homeowners of North Rexdale for objecting
to even more OHC rental housing? Does it

not seem fair that any additional housing of

this sort should be spread into other parts of

the borough of Etobicoke, or into the open
areas which surround Metro?

Before going into facts and figures, I would
like to bring to the attention of the House a

letter written by a Rexdale resident to the

Toronto Star. It was published last year in

the column "Voice of the People." The head-

ing is Low-Income Housing Needs Study
First. The letter states as follows:

To the Editor of the Star:

Since 1959 underprivileged Toronto fami-

lies have found their way to the low-rental

housing of northern Etobicoke. The Con-
servative regimes at Queen's Park were so

enamoured with the Rexdale area that they
followed up the original Bergamot project
with Braebum Woods, Jamestown, and

currently, a massive condominium complex
on Islington Ave.

There were no professional youth coun-

sellors or full-time recreational co-ordina-

tors to provide the adolescents with a satis-

factory alternative to the activities of bore-

dom—vandalism and drug use. Today,
northern Etobicoke has the highest inci-

dence of juvenile offences in Metropolitan
Toronto.
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An editorial writer for the Star wrote on

May 3, under the heading "Ghetto Mentality
in Etobicoke," that there is a "ghetto men-

tality" prevalent among some municipal ofiB-

cials.

Now, Mr. Speaker, the letter continues:

This is certainly not a palatable state of

affairs for proponents of Toronto's conven-

tion city image, but will be the result if

yoa railroad further OHC units into the

suburbs without assessing the long-term
effects upon the future tenants and their

already troubled neighbourhood.

And the letter ends, Mr. Speaker.

I have quoted some facts and figures con-

cerning OHC units. For the record, I would
now like to give the location of the public

housing projects in the riding of Etobicoke.

There are three headings: location, density,

and number of units:

Shendale Dr., medium density, 34 units;

Bergamot Ave., medium density, 112 units;

Mount Olive Dr., medium density, 158 units;

Lightwood Dr., low density, 56 units; Martin-

grove/Albion Rd., medium density, 38 units;

Silverstone Dr., high density, 92 units; Tan-

dridge Cr., medium density, 108 units; Tan-

dridge Cr., high density, 221 units; James-
town Cr., medium density, 309 units; Finch

Ave., medium density, 245 units; Torbolton

Dr., medium density, 17 units; Islington-St.

Andrews, high density, 324 units; Willow-

ridge-Eplinton, high density, 238 units; Dix-

inton Cr,, medium density, 36 units; Scarlett-

wood cr., medimum density, 150 units; mak-

ing a total of 2,138 units.

Therefore, Mr. Speaker, there are some
2,138 OHC-administered housing units in the

riding of Etobicoke. In order to get the per-

centajijes which I have already given to the

House, I took into account the fact that ap-

proximately 92,400 people are living in Etobi-

coke north of Eglinton Ave.—that is in the

riding of Etobicoke. As a further considera-

tion, I took as an estimate the fact that about
five persons live in each Ontario Housing unit.

So it can be seen, Mr. Speaker, that the

residents of northern Etobicoke do have just

cause for objection to the location of addi-

tional Ontario Housing units in their midst,
since it is a fact that publicly supported rental

housing, such as OHC projects, often collect

families who have social and economic prob-
lems of one type or another. Concentrating

many OHC projects into one small area tends

to magnify and multiply the problems that

exist. It would be preferable to spread these

projects so that no particular area becomes

"ghetto-ized."

Not only residents adjoining OHC projects

want to be consulted as to further projects.

The Etobicoke Board of Education also wants

OHC to consult with school boards before

establishing large-scale housing projects. In a

brief to the advisory task force on housing

policies recently, the board said that schools

with a high percentage of children from pub-
lic housing projects need special help to deal

with their emotional problems. The board has

found that schools with a large majority of

these students have more behavioural and

learning difficulties than schools in private

housing areas.

The board said the cost per pupil per year
to provide the full range of special pro-

grammes required by such children is about

$6,000. The brief stated the board supports

public housing, but asked for extra provincial

assistance to schools near OHC projects. One
of the things they could do with this extra

money is to hire . professional people to deal

with any emotional and learning problems
that students might develop.

Mr. Speaker, I ask, has the housing cor-

poration considered the idea of long-term

purchase agreements for a certain percentage,

possibly 25 per cent of the units? These pro-

grammes are in place in some provinces and

appear to be working well. The tenant would

have the right of purchase after five years

residence in the project, and resale would be

limited, possibly restricted, to the public

agency involved. This device would change
tenants' perceptions of themselves upon en-

tering public housing, and would change the

neighbourhood's attitude toward this type of

housing.

Housing equity buildup should not be de-

nied to that very section of the population

who need it most. A subsidiary benefit would
be a stable population with a feeling of pride

and responsibility toward their housing.

More flexible tenure arrangements in

public housing, combined with modifica-

tions in smaller projects with sufficient

recreational facilities, would result in hous-

ing acceptable to all. May I assure you,

Mr. Speaker, that my borough and I will

co-operate with enthusiasm in the public

housing programme of this province if we
could be convinced that additional public

housing would not result in overly large

concentrations of highly visible and identffi-

able projects, as is the case in my riding.

The recent amendments to the National

Housing Act encourage the development of

financial arrangements are generous and

non-profit and co-operative housing. They
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should go a long way to encouraging this

housing form. The non-profit housing pro-

gramme has the distinct advantage of separat-

ing non-profit housing from the pressures
of the housing market. Rents should rise only
in response to increased taxes or maintenance

costs. In addition, the residents would have

the advantage of security of tenure and a say
in management policies.

Mr. Speaker, I should also like to propose
to the minister that he take advantage of the

opporunity that the new legislation oflFers and

explore the possibility of developing an ex-

perimental housing development in Etobicoke.

What I should like to suggest is that the

ministry initiate, in concert with the resi-

dents, a non-profit, co-operative housing pro-

ject in one of the public housing projects.

What I have in mind is selecting a build-

ing or a group of rowhouses and working
with the residents to develop a proposal to

convert the housing to a co-operative project

and submitting the proposal to Central Mort-

gA^e and Housing Corp. for funding through
the National ousing Act. Let us, working with

the tenants, discover if it is feasible to con-

vert some imits of public housing to this form
of tenure. The present rigid-tenure arrange-
ments of Ontario Housing Corp. units cause

families to feel locked in, with no chance to

participate in planning for their own futures.

I am disappointed that the rent supple-
ment programme is not more extensively
available to needy families. It is in this area

that a more strenuous eflFort is required. I

understand the problems the minister is ex-

D^riencing with the integrated housing pro-

gramme, and I sympathize with him in this

difficulty. However, I do feel that a much
more concentrated eflFort is required to get
the builders and developers to participate in

this worthwhile programme.

Mr. Sneaker, others who have taken part
in this debate have spoken about the hard-

pressed tenants, and I too feel that some
relief must be found for those who are in

the private market and must rent. Rent
levels are increasing at an alarming rate. I

support the concept of landlord and tenant,

review boards that would have the power
to roll back rents where the need for the

increase was not proven. The rental review
boards could be petitioned by tenant or land-

lord to settle the disputes that inevitably

arise. These boards should be mandatory and
have the power to subpoena witnesses and
documents. I believe that the landlord and
tenant boards are a more realistic solution

than rent controls. They work in Quebec,

and I don't see why they wouldn't work
here in Ontario.

Mr. Speaker, I hope that these few com-
ments will be of assistance to the minister,

and I urge him in the strongest possible

terms to get on with the job to ensure that

all our families are enabled to enjoy adequate
or better than adequate housing at prices they
can afford.

Turning to the area of environmental pro-

tection, previous speakers have commented
on the waste that is associated with throw-

away pop containers. Throw-away botties

and cans cause much waste and litter. I won't

go into detail, Mr. Speaker, but I would like

to see the government ban the use of throw-

away bottles and cans. Action should be
taken in this area as soon as possible, and not

just before the next election. The government
could go into some sort of a staggered pro-

gramme to bring in the ban over a period
of time so that the dislocation to the eco-

nomy and to jobs would be kept at a

minimum.

Turning to the field of education, Mr.

Speaker, I am informed that in many high
schools drug abuse education is given to the

students. However, I am also informed that

most students have no idea of the effect that

a drug conviction could have on their plans
for the future. In medicine, nursing, phar-

macy and law at the University of Toronto,

I am informed that students are not screened

for criminal records at the time of their en-

try into their courses. However, before they
receive a licence to practise, or whatever is

required to go into their profession, they
are.

Mr. Speaker, a young person who may

simply have been on a lark could possibly
be refused admission to the profession or

vocation of his choice. They might not find

out about this door being closed until it was

too late and they had completed their

courses. I submit there should be a set of

rules that young people could be made aware

of during their high school years or in the

early part of their higher education. Our

young people, as I said, might not be aware

of the eJBFect which such a conviction could

have on their whole future.

I would call on the Minister of Education

(Mr. Wells), therefore, to review the drug
abuse education programme in our high
school so that our young people could be

made aware of the adverse effect which a

drug conviction could have on their choice of

vocation after graduation. The government
could look into the case, say, of an airplane

pilot or any vocation which any young per-
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son would want to go into after coming out

of high school or university. The require-
ments of these various professions or voca-

tions could be made known to the high
school and university students, Mr. Speaker.

Now a word about our senior citizens. It

has always been my feeling that in preparing
its budget, the government should consider

the fact that most senior citizens are barely

getting by financially. It should, in my
opinion, assist those senior citizens who own
their own homes and/or who pay property
taxes. In the twilight of their years, they
should be exempted from the educational

portion of their tax bill, particularly in cases

where their income is so low they are finding
it difficult to hold on to their homes because

of the ever-increasing rise in property taxes,

much of which is going to pay for the cost

of educating our young people. There is

nothing which would prevent the provincial

government from providing the various mu-

nicipalities with a subsidy to take care of any
loss in property taxes which such a pro-

gramme might cause.

In closing, Mr. Speaker, I want to bring
some particular cases to the attention of the

House. They concern ordinary common peo-

ple and the way they have been treated by
the machinery that makes up our govern-
ment, a government that has become so large
and so detached from the individual voter

that people are seething in cold fury at the

high-handed ways in which they are being
treated. The first case is that of Mike Acri

of 36 Griggsden Ave., Weston, Ont, The sec-

ond case concerns a Mr. Ilija Brkovitch of 58
Waterton Rd., Apt. 505, Weston, Ont. The
third concerns the discharge of dying old

people from hospitals and the refusal of hos-

pitals to admit dying old people. The last,

Mr. Speaker, concerns a present employee
of this government.

Turning to Mr. Acri, on Aug. 2, 1974, Fm
told Mr. Acri was informed by a letter from
the Ministry of Government Services that he
was reclassified—I suppose it would be better

to say demoted—from maintenance mechanic
2 to maintenance mechanic 1, eff^ective Dec.

1, 1973, and that his salary would remain at

its present level of $173 per week until it is

surpassed by the maximum rate from main-
tenance mechanic I, which is presently
$146.40 per week. He submitted a grievance
to the Public Service Grievance Board. Be-
cause of his reclassification, he was informed
that as of Sept. 26 he was not to supervise
a helper nor was he to remove or install lamp
ballasts. Records for tubes and bulbs were
to be kept by his foreman and no longer by
him. He was advised that carrying out elec-

trical work, such as installing or removing
ballasts, must be done by a qualified elec-

trician.

During the week of Jan. 20, I noticed

an advertisement for electricians published

by the Ontario government public service for

the Ministry of Government Services. The

pay rate was shown as $6.16 to $6.38 per
hour. The qualifications are Ministry of Col-

leges and Universities construction and main-
tenance electrician's certificate, a good knowl-

edge of electrical services, systems and codes.

The duties are carrying out inspection, re-

pair, replacement, preventative and general
maintenance for electrification services in

government buildings in Queen's Park.

It seems strange, Mr. Speaker, that Mr.

Acri would be demoted while at the same

time we find ads in the paper looking for

people who are graduates of community
colleges at $6.16 to $6.38 an hour, when the

man who could do the job and was doing
the job is demoted and, I suppose, invited

to quit.

The second case, Mr. Speaker, is of Mr.

Ilitia Brkovitch of 58 Waterton Rd., Apt.

505, Weston, Ont. Mr. Brkovitch is 61 years

of age. He is married, with one son living

at home and attending university at the time

Mr. Brkovitch contacted me seeking financial

assistance. Mr. Brkovitch has had Parkinson's

disease for the past 18 years. He is unable to

work and his speech is badly impaired. He

requires drugs and this is an added expense.

Community and Social Services was con-

tacted on Sept. 14, after Mr. Brkovitch con-

tacted me. Since that time, we have made a

number of calls to community and social serv-

ices and have written to the minister on two

occasions to see if we could not get some

sort of allowance for Mr. Brkovitch. He is

disqualified for assistance because his wife

works and makes a salary of $114.24 a week.

The only suggestion of help to Mr. Brko-

vitch is that he apply to the municipality for

assistance with his drug costs. Our la-^t com-

munication from Community and Social Serv-

ices was on Jan. 10, 1974, in the form of a

letter from Miss Crittenden, in which she

advises that perhaps the local municipality

could be approached to assist with drug costs.

There appears to be no hope of getting this

man even a small allowance.

I don't blame Miss Crittenden. She is

merely applying the regulations as they are

and she's certainly doing a very good job.

The situation, therefore, is this. This man
who is ill and unable to work is entitled to

no assistance whatsoever. He is totally de-
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pendent on his wife, even though he's a

veteran of World War II and no longer

young. Because he does not fit into a certain

slot in our system of social services, he is

judged to be ineligible for even a small

allowance to meet his daily, personal needs.

In four years, I believe, he will be eligible

for the maximum old age benefits. Surely in

the interval we in Ontario should be pre-

pared to assist people like Mr. Brkovitch

and others who may find themselves in this

particular situation. As I said, Mr. Speaker,
the rigid rules and regulations which this

government has, make it diflScult for people
such as Mr. Brkovitch. I feel that if the

government were listening to the
people,

cases such as we find with Mr. Brkovitch

would not be allowed to persist. Some way
could certainly be found.

I know that when the government desires

to retire or demote or replace a high senior

civil servant, his pay is never reduced. Some

arrangement which is quite cushy is always
found and he goes off into the sunset well

set financially. However, it appears that if

a person is a working person and is not

among the financial elite, then rigid and
strict niles apply and no one cares whether
or not the individual is suffering.

As I said, I don't blame people like Miss

Crittenden and the other people who must
enforce the regulations. I blame this govern-
ment because it does not realize that regu-
lations and laws are made to be bent, and a

vertain degree of discretion should be given
to the people who have to apply them.

Now Mr. Speaker, I want to turn to the

question of the discharge of old people who
are dying from hospitals, and the refusal of

some of these hospitals to admit people who
are dying and who happen to be senior

citizens.

The first case brought to my attention

was that of an 82-year-old woman who was
admitted to the York-Finch General Hospital
on July 9, 1974. On being admitted she was

put into intensive care. This woman improved
somewhat; about Aug. 15 she was able to

converse a bit, and her daughter came to the

hospital and fed her lunch and dinner and she

appeared to be gaining strength. On that

date, pressure was brought to bear on the

daughter to remove her mother from the

hospital with the threat that if she did not
do so the doctor in charge of the hospital

might send the mother home to the daughter,
who—because of health reasons as well as the

obvious need for hospital facilities for her
mother—was frightened that such action might
in fact be taken.

Every effort was made by the daughter to

find a nursing home or chronic-hospital bed
for her mother. She telephoned my office and
we were in touch with the medical and nurs-

ing branch of the Ministry of Health, and
advised the daughter to contact them also to

see if they could give her some support in

either assuring that the hospital would not

send her mother home, or ensuring that the

hospital would keep her until a suitable and
smooth transfer could be made to another

nursing facility.

The upshot was that the daughter in des-

peration and fear, finally found a private

nursing home which agreed to take her

mother. At 4.15 on Aug. 22 the transfer was
made by ambulance. The patient was returned

to the hospital by ambulance at 8 p.m., was

given medication by the doctor in emergency,
and was taken by ambulance from the York-

Finch Hospital to the Toronto General Hos-

pital at about midnight of the same day. She

was unconscious when she reached the has-

pital and died there on Aug. 27 at 9:40 p.m.

It would take some time to describe the

sequence of events, the hardship to the patient
and her family, and the callous attitude of

the family doctor, the doctor who signed' the

discharge papers at York-Finch without ex-

amining the patient, and of the so-called

discharge planning nurse and home-care ad-

visor of the hospital. All of this shuttling

about took place during the recent TTC
strike, and in the hottest weather of the year.

On Oct. 29, 1974, I wrote to the Minister of

Health (Mr. Miller) after receiving a letter from

the daughter of the deceased. I sent a copy of

my letter to the minister, to Mr. Dawson of

the College of Physicians and Surgeons, both

of whom acknowledged my letter. However,
as of this date, I have not been advised as to

what concrete action has been taken concern-

ing this gross lack of concern for the health

and life of this 82-year-old woman.

The second case I want to bring to the

attention of this House, Mr. Speaker, is that

on Nov. 28, 1974 another such case was

brought to my attention. I quote from the

information given to me:

On Oct. 27, 1974, at approximately 9

p.m. my wife told me she was very sick.

I telephoned emergency for an ambulance

to Etobicoke General Hospital. At the hos-

pital my wife told me a nurse checked her

blood pressure. The doctor came to see her

after about half an hour. After approx-

imately 15 minutes the doctor told me to

take my wife home. I objected; but he

said to get a taxi so I did.
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We went to bed and I woke at about
2.30 a.m. I realized she was unconscious.

I phoned the emergency number 361-1111
and told them my wife was unconscious.

Two police officers and one man come and
after a few minutes I realized my wife was
dead. This was about 3 a.m. Oct. 28, 1974.

Mr. Speaker, the writer is a very senior cit-

izen who resides in the senior citizens' com-

plex in my riding. How very sad for him
that his wife of many, many years should die

in this way, and that he should be forced to

call the police in the middle of the night in

an effort to get some attention for her.

As I have said, I have once again written
to the minister and to the College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons. The persons who brought
these matters to my attention, Mr. Speaker,
did so not to be vindictive, but with the hope
that by relating their stories they might assist

in correcting this callous disregard for our
old people.

Now the last case that I want to talk about,
Mr. Speaker, is the case of Mr. Roderick J.

Chisholm of 79 Brampton Rd., Weston, Ont.
These are the facts of Mr. Chisholm's case,

Mr. Speaker.
He was a tradesman, an electrician, a

casual employee with the Ministry of Govern-
ment Services for 23 years. He was paid at

union rates, almost double the pay that civil

service electricians receive.

One wonders why a person, Mr. Speaker,
and he is just one of many, would be kept
on for 23 years as casual employee by this

government. This matter has been brought
up in this House before, Mr. Speaker, and
one can only assume that since these were

working people, this government didn't care

what they were doing and why.
Now in 1971, Mr. Speaker, the govern-

ment decided that union electricians would
have to join the civil service and be paid at

civil service rates or resign. Now because he
was to retire in three years, Mr. Chisholm

joined the civil service to qualify for a pen-
sion, he had to pay into the fund a lump
sum payment, the contributions being at his

salary level during those 23 years. He retired

in March, 1974, at which time the regula-
tions stated that pensions would be calculated
on the basis of the last five years of service.

He had actually been a contributor to the

pension plan for only 35 months, and origi-

nally his pension was based on the 35-month

period. But the board reconsidered, and in

fairness to Mr. Chisholm, also took into

account the 25 months immediately prior to

the 35-month period, and assessed him on
civil service rates for that period, giving him

a refund of about $1,900 on his lump sum
payment. He calculated that he should have
received something like $5,000 or $6,000
back as a refund.

Though retired, Mr. Chisholm was rehired

for two three-month periods as casual staff,

and was not a contributor to the pension
fund. When amendments to the superannua-
tion legislation were passed in June, 1974,

they did not apply to Mr. Chisholm because
he was not associated with the plan.

One amendment changed the basis for cal-

culating pensions from the last five years to

the best five years. If this had applied to Mr.

Chisholm, he could have claimed a pension
on the basis of his union rates.

Now we were told, Mr. Speaker, that Mr.

Chisholm's case has been before the superan-
nuation board several times and that the

board used all the discretionary power it has

to give him the benefit of any possible lenien-

cy when they gave him the refund of a por-

tion of the money he had paid in. And this

is under strict interpretation of the regula-

tions; it was not incumbent upon the board

to do so.

Now we are also told Mr. Speaker, that

Mr. Chisholm had met with senior officials

of the superannuation commission and the

board's position had been explained. Arrange-
ments were made for him to meet the

Minister of Government Services (Mr. Snow)
and Mr. Chisholm had a chance to talk

directly with the minister.

Now if Mr. Chisholm cannot get an in-

creased pension, then he wants a further re-

bate of the lump sum payment—that is the

difference between the assessment at union

rates and the civil service rates.

The position of the board is that they can-

not go back and assess Mr. Chisholm for 23

years' service at civil service rates, when in

fact he received union rates. They claim it

would be unfair to those tradesmen who had

accepted civil service rates over those years
because of the security of a civil service posi-
tion.

Now that's the board's position. The

board also says that Mr. Chisholm is in effect

asking for a high salary for 23 years and a

low pension payment into the fund. Mr. Chis-

holm says this is not the way he looks at it,

and he has gone into long calculations, Mr.

Speaker—which would take too long to go
into here at this time—to show that he should

be receiving, as I said, something like $5,000
or $6,000 back on the lump sum payment
he made into the superannuation fund, in-

stead of the $1,900 that he did receive.
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I mention this case to indicate to the House
that once again, when an individual is poor,
without any power and without any political

clout, he has the most difficult time getting
officials of this govermnent to use their dis-

cretion in a way that would be fair.

As I recall, I read this book, "Tlie Power
and the Tories" and if you remember, Mr.

Speaker, there is a picture on the front of

this book showing Mr. Frost passing the

crown, whatever tne crown is supposed to

represent, on to Mr. Robarts and Mr. Robarts

is passing it on to the present Premier and
the Premier is passing it on John Q. Public,

who appears to be blindfolded. In that very
book, at length, the writer—I believe it was
Mr. Manthorpe—showed the history of the

Conservative Party and how it has held on
to power all these years.

I won't go into it at length, but as I

recall not long ago, a year or two ago, when
I was speaking in this House, I mentioned
that this government was suffering at that

time from a hardening of the arteries. I

pointed out something which these cases

that I talked about today also indicate, and
that is that this government doesn't seem
to have any concern whatsoever for the poor
and for the helpless of this province. I re-

call that when the government wished to put
in a gentleman by the name of Ward some-

thing or other-

Mr. Breithaupt: Cornell.

Mr. Braithwaite: —Cornell, into the position
as the government agent in London, very
favourable arrangements were made for the

incmnbent so that he might return to Ontario

and live in what one would consider to be
a fair way.

But when the poor are put in a situation

which forces them either to quit their jobs
or give up their jobs, or when they apply to

any one of the difiFerent departments for

something which is their right, it appears
that then and only then are the regulations

interpreted very strictly by the individuals

who are in the various departments. The in'-

terpretation is done that way because they
themselves are fearful of their jobs and it is

my feeling, Mr. Speaker, that this govern-
ment just doesn't care.

In closing, I want to say that this govern-
ment has no interest in what the average
voter in Ontario thinks. I would

say
that if

the members of this House—those wno aren't

Liberals—had the opportunity to be at Wind-
sor this past weekend, the individuals who
are sitting on that side of the House would
have seen why so many people who have

been Conservatives all their lives are now
turning to the Liberal Party. They would
have seen an enthusiasm that I have never

seen in my whole life.

Mr. Gaunt: It's just a question of time.

Mr. Braithwaite: They would have seen
that the situation has progressed from a ques-
tion of a hardening of the arteries to a

question of the box being ready and this

party being in the position to lay this gov-
ernment in the coffin after the next election.

Mr. Gaunt: We have ordered the flowers.

Mr. Braithwaite: Mr. Speaker, I can say
this, and I know that the members of my
party will agree with me, that there will be
no more anointing of a new leader of the

Conservatives.

Mr. H. Edighoffer (Perth): By 44 votes.

An hon. member: The Liberals have to

keep running the retreads over again.

Mr. Braithwaite: "The Power and the

Tories" was a book about Conservatives and
their power. The time has come, Mr. Speaker;
the people know it. They've read the papers

day after day—

An hon. member: Did the member read

the three editorials yesterday?

Mr. Gaunt: The best thing that ever hap-
pened. Now we know we're winning.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Braithwaite: I don't have to state the

reasons at this time, Mr. Speaker. We all

know why. After the next election, Mr.

Speaker, this party will be on that side of the

House, no matter what type of budget is

brought in by this government in the next

session.

Mr. EdighoflFer: That's right.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
North.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Mr.

Speaker, at first I didn't intend to take part
in this debate, but after having a meeting
with York regional coimcil and the Minister

of the Environment (Mr. W. Newman) about

what's going to happen in the next two years,
I want to take perhaps 10 minutes to bring to

the attention of the hon. members and the

government, some of the essential services

tiiat have got to be provided to look after

the increase in population.
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First, I would like to congratulate our

Speaker for the excellent job he is doing,
and to say what a fine man he is to work
with.

I would also like to say—and I'm sure

every member would agree—that I enjoyed

very much working with our former Speaker.
To my knowledge, he hasn't been here this

session; he must be away enjoying a holiday
some place. I'm sure we all join in wishing
him the very best of health.

I would also like to congratulate our first

lady Clerk Assistant for the way in which she

conducts her duties and the dignity she adds

to this Legislature.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Is the

member going to support Flora MacDonald
for the national leadership?

Mr. W. Hodgson: I wasn't going to men-
tion this, but since the last two speakers of

the Liberal Party came down pretty heavy on
this side of the House in the hope that they
will take over, I'll just say that they've been

hoping for a long time.

You know—and I say this in all sincerity—I

have been in public life for 25 years, and I've

never met a more honest and a more dedi-

cated man than the Premier of this province.
The people in 1971 recognized this, and

they are going to recognize it again whenever
the next election is called. I hate to dis-

appoint the member for Huron-Bruce, but
the Premier will still be sitting in that seat

after the election.

An Hon. member: The member for Huron-
Bruce is not going to run again.

Mr. W. Hodgson: But enough of that talk

at the present time.

As I say, getting back to the meeting I

attended, when we had the debate on redis-

tribution I said that the population of the

region of York would expand to 310,000 by
the year 1981. At the meeting the other day,
I learned that the predicted population for

the region of York in the
year

2000 is 400,116
people. But something else came up at that

particular meeting to further emphasize the

urgent need for these services,

OHAP, over and above what has been
designated under the Toronto-centred region
plan, has housing plans in the Milliken area
for about 25,000 population; in the new city
in Vaughan for about 40,000; and in the

Woodbridge area for another 40,000. Rough-
ly, we are talking about 100,000 people,
which will raise the region's population to

nearly 400,000 by the year 1981.

In this House some time ago the hon.

member for St. George (Mrs. Campbell)
criticized the government about the extension

of Highway 404. Well, the extension of

Highway 404 is essential. Anyone who has

to travel from the Don Valley Parkway to

Steeles Ave. in the borough of North York

at any time of the day, will agree that it is

urgent and essential that we have Highway
404 completed to Newmarket as soon as

possible to carry the extra population.

Along with the last speaker, I am also in

favour of either extending Highway 400

south to the Gardiner, or completing the

Spadina Expressway. I will leave to the good

judgement of the politicians, the experts, the

engineers here in Metropolitan Toronto and

our government which one should be com-

pleted. For myself, I prefer that Highway
400 be extended.

We have another bad situation up there

at the present time which I hope we can

correct very soon with new courthouse facili-

ties in the town of Newmarket. At the pres-

ent time, we have a small provincial court

at Richmond Hill. We are operating a pro-

vincial court out of the arena in Aurora and

we are operating out of the old town hall

in Newmarket. If anything should be a

landmark and a historical site, it should be.

It is so bad in there that they even had to

board up certain areas this fall to keep the

pigeons out of it. I read in the paper just

the other day that they had to put on some

shingles to keep the water from running in.

It is really a disgrace to have people there.

A courthouse should be some place with a lit-

tle dignity. This place has no dignity. It has

served its usefulness as a marketplace in

years gone past and as a community hall in

the town of Newmarket. The town at that

time used to have about 2,500 people. Now
it has expanded to 25,000.

With this new influx of population that I

am talking about, we must have a separate

jurisdiction for justice. At the present time,

all our Supreme Court oases have to come to

Toronto. We are bringing people down from

Lake Simcoe to serve on jury duty for two

weeks at a time, v^^hich is a great incon-

venience for those people. The other thing

is we can't carry the cases before the courts

so that the administration of justice can be

dealt with as quickly as it should be.

Coming along with the administration of

justice, we have to have a registry office in

the region of York. At the present time, the

northern municipalities are served by a

registry office at Newmarket. Vaughan, Mark-
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ham, Richmond Hill and Stouffville are served

by a registry office here in Toronto, which

again is a great inconvenience to the people
there now and it will become a greater in-

convenience as we have this influx of popula-
tion coming into the region.

But maybe the most important and most

urgent need—and I say this sincerely—is the

need for more nursing home beds within the

region. I had an experience late in 1974
where I had to put my own mother of 90

years into a nursing home. I couldn't find a

nursing home in the region of York, where
she had lived all her life, so we had to take
her over to Tullamore Nursing Home in

Brampton, which is lovely nursing home—I

would say one of the best in Ontario. It is

bad for her because she is away from people
she has known all her life. She is a lifelong
resident of King township in the region of
York. It is bad for the family, too. I have
to make an 80-mile round trip to visit her.

She could be in suitable accommodation in

York where a great many of her friends in

the community would be going in to visit her.
I have found out there are as many as 30,
40 and 50 applications for accommodation
in lots of the nursing homes at the present
time. This is something that has to be rec-
tified and rectified very quickly.

Then we have another problem up there
in regard to disposal sites. There is an en-
vironmental board hearing going on at the
present time in Stoulfville about a site which
is on Highway 48, known as York sanitation
No. 4 site. There must be some other way of

disposing of our garbage rather than in land-
fill sites. Here so close to Metropolitan To-
ronto, something has to be done very soon
before all the land is taken up with garbage
disposal sites. This particular one at Stouff-
ville is unique because it's on top of the Oak
Ridges moraine where the recharge system
for the water supply for the town of Stouff-
ville, which has a population of 7,000 people,
is located.

There has been no technical evidence there
is any danger of it getting into the water
supply, but technicians have been wrong
before; they're only human, the same as we
are. That garbage site, piled 45 feet high,
has a slight psychological effect on people
who know their water supply is somewhere
below it. People in that area are really up
in arms about it, and I can't blame them a
bit. I intended to support them against the
extension of York sanitation site No. 4 in the
Stouffville area.

Time doesn't permit that we go into all the
problems. I try to keep on top of most of

them and solve some. I did want to get these

four points before the members, in hope that

some of the cabinet will take notice of these

very urgent things.

Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury.

Mr. M. C. Cerma (Sudbury): Mr. Speaker,
I would like to say a few words on this

budget debate. I would like to start off by
saying that this government has certainly got
itself into a lot of trouble during the period
of time I have been in this House.

I would suggest that the secret is finally
out. The other night the Treasurer of the

province said he had a hunch that northern
Ontario was receiving twice as much tax

revenue from the consolidated revenue fund
as they were contributing. If that is an in-

dication of how the treasury has been work-

ing, then I understand why the province is

in dire circumstances.

We have been in trouble for some con-
siderable time, and all the economists study-
ing the situation indicate that the Province
of Ontario next year is going to be the hot

spot in Canada because of our continuing
"stagflation", our continuing rise in unem-
ployment and our continuing shortages in

goods and materials.

This province is going to be the focus, and
I predict there are going to be a lot of peo-

ple on the sidewalk next summer. I predict
there are going to be massive demonstra-

tions here before Queen's Park; even more
than we've had in the past year, and Lord
knows we've had enough of those already.

About six weeks ago, you will recall Mr.

Speaker, we had to barricade ourselves in

this legislative assembly because there were

200 of the deprived people of Ontario claw-

ing at the front doors at 9 o'clock in the

evening. It took 25 policement to protect us

poor souls in here. That is an indication of

the growing concern there is out there.

Some of us who have been in the Legisla-

ture for many years have lost touch with the

real world. We really don't understand, and

some people don't even care that inflation is

having a severe effect on many of our peo-

ple.

I don't know whether some of these people
who don't take this situation seriously are

innocent or whether they're callous. I think

their own consciences will have to decide on

which side of the fence they are.

There is one particular area of the prov-
ince which has been feeling the crunch for
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many years, and is feeling the crunch more

than ever now. That is the part of the prov-
ince that I come from, northern Ontario.

Northern Ontario has been deprived and

neglected throughout the whole 32-year

reign of this present Conservative govern-

ment, even to the extent that last summer
we had one Mr. Diebold, a noted Tory from

North Bay, bring his tent from North Bay
and set it up on the front lawn. He was the

chairman of the New Province Committee.

Even Mr. Diebold, a dyed-in-the-wool, moss-

back Tory, is willing to quit right now. He
wants to sever with this government. There

can be no stronger indication of how the

people in northern Ontario feel than to try

and analyse why Mr. Diebold came down
here for a week and plagued and embarras-

sed this government in an attempt to get the

Premier of this province to hold a plebiscite
to determine if the people of northern On-
tario would like to separate.

Mr. Gaunt: They are leaving the party in

droves.

Mr. Cilbertson: He had about a dozen

supporters.

Mr. Germa: I agree that they are leaving
the party in droves, and it's pretty-

Mr. Eaton: Does the member support that

separation by northern Ontario?

Mr. Germa: It is pretty near time, I think,
that the people finally woke up. I think the

cause of this long tenure of oJBBce was ex-

posed recently, when the member for Rainy
River asked for the costs and numbers of

PR people that the government has on the

pa}Toll. Of course, if it wants to waste $10
million a year on brainwashing the popula-
tion, certainly it can, for a period of time,
extend its lite expectancy, but eventually it

has to get caught out. I think the member
for Rainy River did a service when he
showed us just how blatantly this govern-
ment has been acting in trying to perpetuate
its misdeeds by hiring so many PR men to

varnish the activities of this party in power.
That's been going on for too many years, as

far as I'm concerned.

Mr. L. Maeck (Parry Sound): Tell us all

the good things it has done.

Mr. Germa: If I were to listen seriously to

the member for Algoma I would suspect that

he came from another part of the province
than I do, in that there are no problems in

Algoma whatsoever; he's had his fair share
of taxation; everything is hunky-dory there.

As long as he gets himself re-elected that

seems to be his only concern.

Mr. Eaton: One thing's sure, he will; the

member for Sudbury won't,

Mr. Deans: That is a matter of opinion.

Mr. Germa: There are other people who
have different views of what is going on in

the particular riding that the gentleman was

speaking of. The member for Algoma does

not have all the wisdom from that particular
area. I'd like to read a couple of quotes, Mr.

Speaker-

Mr. Deans: In fact, some might even say
he doesn't have any.

Mr. Germa: —from the minutes of a com-
mittee meeting which was held on Wednes-

day, May 30, 1973, in Sudbury. It was on

regional development, and one of the people
there was Mr. B. C. McQuarrie, North Shore

Improvement District. I'm sure the member
for Algoma knows this gentleman. He spoke
about this wonderful riding along the North

Shore—wherein the member for Algoma said

that there were no problems because he

kept getting himself re-elected and, therefore,

there couldn't be any problems. I suggest
that it was part of the $10 million and the

pork barrelling which has been going on for

the past 30 years which has been re-electing

these people.

Anyway Mr. McQuarrie, the North Shore

Improvement District chairman, said:

During the uranium boom of the mid
Fifties the population exploded, resulting

in uncontrolled building of shacks and sub-

standard housing. This is true right across

northern Ontario. Our housing standards are

far beneath those which are expected and
would be accepted in the southern part
of the province.

One can drive down almost any of our roads

and he will see the kind of dwelling which
this gentleman was speaking about, which
is plaguing the riding that the member for

Algoma was speaking about. I would suggest
that he would do his people a service if he

brought to the attention of this Legislature
the living conditions which are prevalent in

that area. That's why I feel that I am com-

pelled to speak on behalf of the riding of

Algoma, when its member has neglected so

much to bring to the attention of this gov-
ernment the deplorable living conditions.

Mr. McQuarrie went on, and I quote:

Because of the substandard housing, low
(rents and low taxes, this area has become
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a haven for those who are unemployed, on
welfare or are otherwise incapable of being
hired by the region's biggest employer, the

uranium mine.

The member for Algoma didn't tell us any-

thing about that kind of problem going on
in his riding. I know the area quite well. It's

that strip of misery between Sudbury and
Sault Ste. Marie, which has been neglected
since the days when the timber barons clean-

ed it out 30 or 40 years ago. It's been going
downhill ever since and this government has
not done one single, blessed thing in order

to try and retrieve the economy along the

North Shore.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Right.

Mr. Germa: I would suggest that one of

the simple things which is retarding develop-
ment on the North Shore is the lack of

energy. The Province of Ontario, instead of

pumping—

Mr. Gilbertson: That is right. It needs
nuclear plants.

Mr. Germa: —hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars into incentive grants, I suggest should

put in an infrastructure which would supply
that area with some energy. A simple gas
line along the North Shore, I suggest, would
do a lot to encourage some industrial growth
there.

We had the recent situation of Champlain
Forest Products in Blind River, which was

using the logs from the Blind River area for

making plywood veneer. It had to ship the

veneer by truck 200 miles to North Bay
to get the gluing done, because Blind River
doesn't have a natural gas pipeline as a

means of supplying an economical heat. North

Bay has gas service. I suggest that had there

been a gas line in Blind River last summer,
Champlain Forest Products would not have

gone out of business. It would have saved
the jobs of probably 100 men in that par-

ticularly devastated area.

Because of the kind of representation the
North Shore has been getting, this govern-
ment has not been made aware of what is

going on there.

Mr. Stokes: Did the member for Algoma
mention that?

Mr. Germa: I beg the member's pardon?

Mr. Stokes: Did the member for Algoma
mention that when he was up on his feet?

Mr, Germa: No, he said everything is

hunky-dory. He's going to give us a lump

of maple sugar and he solves all the problems
when they come. But as long as he gets re-

elected—

Mr. Eaton: It will take a lot of sugar to
sweeten the disposition of the member for

Sudbury.

Mr. Germa: —then there cannot be any
problem there whatsoever.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Germa: He said nothing about the

shacks along the highway. He said nothing
about the inadequate road system. He said

nothing that was of any consequence to this

House; nothing which would help the peo-
ple in this particular riding.

Mr. Gilbertson: I said something about
roads.

Mr. Deans: It's only because he doesn't

know. I mean, he wouldn't talk about it if he
knew; but he doesn't know.

Mr. Germa: Well, Mr. McQuarrie from the
North Shore Improvement District knows; and
Mr. McQuarrie said "the network of sec-

ondary roads in this area is definitely limited."

Why didn't our member tell us about that,,

or talk about that, instead of going around

heaping plaudits upon this inadequate gov-
ernment?

Mr. Stokes: Is that another Conservative

riding?

Mr. Germa: Certainly, it's a Conservative

riding.

Mr. Gilbertson: He is attacking the member
for Algoma-Manitoulin (Mr. Lane), but it is

not doing one bit of good.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Germa: Mr. McQuarrie went on to

say: "Without a limited-access four-line high-
way and no secondary roads to speak of,

development could be drastically curtailed."

So, what he is talking about here is that

on the present Highway 17 we have about
180 miles of strip development. We all know
the costs of strip development and how in-

adequate it is to look after our population.

Mr. Stokes: Could that be a lack of plan-

ning?

Mr. Germa: It is lack of planning—it's a
lack of everything.

Even though the government may want to-

put in a four-lane highway, Mr. McQuarrie
didn't suggest that a four-line highway would
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be acceptable, because it would curtail the

strip development which they presently rely

on. That is about all they have in this area;

and will be until the government takes a look

at what has been going on there and puts

in the necessary infrastructure.

I would also like to talk about another area

adjacent to the member for Algoma's riding.

The member is quite familiar with Mayor
Foucault of Espanola and I would like him
to hear just what Mayor Foucault said when
he was speaking to this committee on north-

em development.

Mr. Gilbertson: Is he another member of

the NDP?

Mr. Genna: He certainly isn't He is another

Tory who is fed up with the Tories, and that's

why they are leaving oflBce in the next elec-

tion.

Mr. Deans: It is all downhill from here.

I don't know why they don't all resign and
make way for a decent government.

Hon. J. McNie (Minister without Portfolio);

The member said that four years ago.

Mr. Germa: Let's hear what Mr. Foucault
has to say here.

Mr. Deans: We are going to keep saying
it until it happens, no matter how long it

takes.

Mr. Maeck: They'll never last that long.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Foucault is the mayor of

Espanola.

Mr. Deans: Would the member for Parry
Sound care to bet on that? I'll put it in my
will.

Mr. Eaton: How much will he put on it?

Mr. Germa: I am quoting Mr. Foucault
when the mayor of Espanola was speaking
to the committee. I quote:

I would be very, very receptive to the

federal government trying to get into north-

ern Ontario and do something. I will give
you an illustration. Maybe I am a little

biased, but I do not trust those people at

Queen's Park too much—and I have had

very good reason for that. I will say that

in front of the Premier or anyone. It does
bother me.

So here is another Tory who really doesn't
trust his own government and is willing to

repeat that in front of the Premier. He goes
on to say:

So what the hell is the province doing?
Are they trying to help anybody or are

they stabbing us in the back? And that is

exactly what I am trying to say. I am not

talking politics. I am just saying there is

something very unhealthy in the area.

Mr. Gilbertson: Why doesn't the member
look after his own riding and stop talking
about someone else's?

Mr. Germa: The mayor of Espanola con-

siders that the government of this province
is stabbing him in the back; he's one of the

friends of the government, so think how the

enemies of this government feel.

Mr. Gilbertson: Wait until the member's
constituents hear this.

Mr. Germa: Mayor Foucault continues:

"Now if the federal government came in, I

would assume that it would be much more
honest with the citizens of the north." That
is what I am trying to say. Mayor Foucault

does not think this government has been

honest with northern Onario, and I can agree
with him, because this government certainly

hasn't been fair to northern Ontario.

Mr. Gilbertson: Tell us about Sudbury;

forget about Algoma-Manitoulin.

Mr. Germa: I have to speak for Algoma-
Manitoulin because the member for Algoma
neglected to tell the truth when he was stand-

ing on his feet. Pouring maple syrup over

all these problems year after year doesn't

solve the problem; and he has got more

problems than he knows.

Mr. Gilbertson: Could the member do

anything sweeter than that?

Mr. J. Root ( Wellington-Dufferin ) : He
does a lot better than the members opposite.

Mr. Deans: He didn't say he didn't tell

the truth. He said he neglected to tell it,

Mr. Eaton: The member for Sudbury goes
around passing out his sour pills every day.

That's what he does.

Mr. Germa: Mayor Foucault went on to

say:

Freight rates should be equalized through-
out northern Ontario or through the prov-

ince, and this should be given top priority.

The freight rate thing should have been

equalized a long time ago.

He went on to say:

The cost of energy products—I am talk-

ing about gasoline, oil and maybe hydro—
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should be equalized immediately, because

if the price of beer can be equalized, surely

we have other commodities less frivolous

and much more important than can be

equalized. This is our feeling.

Everybody laughs when you talk about the

beer being the same price. All this great

government of Ontario can do is standardize

the price of booze, but it can't standardize

the price of milk, gasoline or bread.

The people in northern Ontario are paying
10 cents a gallon more for gasoline than the

people in the south. We are paying another

10 cents on a loaf of bread and 11 cents more
on a quart of milk, and yet this government
throws up its hands to say, "We can't do

anything about it. We can't interfere in the

free market economy because we believe in

that principle.

Mr. Stokes: More in sales tax.

Mr. R. S. Smith: They can only do it for

beer.

Mr. Germa: Just for beer and booze. You
can buy a bottle of beer in Moosonee for the

same price you'd buy it in Toronto, but a

bottle of milk is double the cost. This gov-
ernment has to stand condemned and de-

feated on account of its inadequate policies.

Mr. Ferrier: I can promote beer and not

milk, that's all.

Mr. Germa: Most of northern Ontario has

already been catalogued by the Department
of Regional Economic Expansion as a stand-

ard incentive region B area. This categoriza-
tion was made about four years ago when
the Sudbury area and the mines were boom-

ing. Since that time there have been hor-

rendous layoffs, and I would suggest that the

DREE cataloguing should be to a different

category which would imply that we are in

extremely difficult circumstances in the city

of Sudbury.

This was a very interesting meeting, and
I would like to convey some of the impres-
sions of various people who attended the

meeting from the city of Sudbury. There
was much concern about what's going on in

the city and in all of northern Ontario, and
the people took advantage of it.

I am going to quote Mr. Nick Evanshen.
He is the industrial commissioner for the

regional municipality of Sudbury. He is an-

other well-known Tory, and yet he has some
criticisms of what has been happening-

Mr. Gilbertson: Nothing but Tories up in

that area.

Mr. Germa: My area is full of Tories. I

am up to my hips in Tories. There's the

mayor, the regional chairman—and where did

the regional chairman come from? He is a

former deputy minister of this government.
I think that has been the problem, we have

had too many Tories around northern On-

tario, and we have got to get them cleaned

out of there.

Now, Mr. Evanshen said:

Canada no longer produces the major
share of the world's nickel supply, having

dropped from 76 per cent in 1950 to only
44 per cent in 1970. The latest figures in-

dicate that the Sudbury region has experi-

enced a reduction in jobs totalling 8,000
in the past year. As a result, the area's

population is constantly fluctuating and a

reeling of uncertainty about our future

prevails among the business community.
The youth of our region are leaving in

greater numbers to seek employment else-

where.

This is precisely what we have had to live

with during my entire lifetime in the city

of Sudbury — this boom-and-bust economy.
When this government lets these multi-

national corporations come in, maximize

profits, build up stockpiles and then lay

everybody off, what does the government
think happens to a town of 100,000 people
when 8,000 primary workers get laid off?

If one multiplies that figure by four, as the

average family, you find 32,000 people
affected. One-third of the popiJation has no

means of income any longer. Yet this has

been going on and this government sits here

on its apathy without doing anything about

the problem.

I am a little fed up wdth the boom-and-

bust economy which we have faced in

northern Ontario. The government has done

nothing to supply us with a steady income.

It relies on the natural resources. It rips them

out of the north. It takes them down south

here and does the manufacturing v^dth them.

It does nothing to promote secondary indus-

try.

As for working conditions, even though

the job isn't worthwhile having, we have to

have it. Working in the mines isn't a good

job. People don't go in the mines because

they like mining. 'They go in there because

they like to live, they like to eat. Yet this

government has not even protected these

people from the hazards of the occupation
that is creating this wealth that the rest of

the country uses.
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There were various other people at the

meeting. This is a good one coming up now.

Mr. Peter Masson—

Mr. Gilbertson: Is he a Tory? What is he?

Mr. Germa: He is from Sudbury and Dis-

trict Chamber of Commerce. Now the mem-
ber knows what kind of a friend he is of

mine and how much he supports my philoso-

phy.

Mr. Eaton: I don't think the member has

any friends, has he?

Mr. Germa: Even he has sonie complaints

against this government. Mr. Masson says:

We already pay more for our gas, our

heating oils, our food and other products
because of our transportation costs. We
feel that if the expressed intention of the

government, relating to equality of oppor-

tunity, is to be applied equally across the

country, that some form of subsidy should

be applied or developed, or some philoso-

phy of subsidy should be applied and/or

implemented, to operate in an effective and

prompt fashion to provide equality of

opportunity in our area. We would note,

this would provide a stable secondary in-

dustry for those people who are interested

in investing their lives, money and hopes
in our part of Canada.

That's the Sudbury and District Chamber of

Commerce—supporters of this government
who have turned on it and I cannot blame
them for that. All they are asking for is a

lifestyle equal to the rest of the Province of

Ontario. We have been denied that for these

many years, even despite the fact that we
have produced wealth in astronomical

amounts.

We had another establishment person
there who also levelled criticism at the

government—Mr. Cecil H. Hewitt, general

manager, Northeastern Ontario Regional

Development Council. This Northeastern On-
tario Regional Development Council is sup-

ported partly by provincial funding, and yet
even this sort of quasi-civil servant is turning
upon the government.

Mr. Ferrier: He ran for the Tories federal-

ly once.

Mr. Germa: Did he now?

Mr. R. S. Smith: He works for the govern-
ment.

Mr. Ferrier: Does he?

Mr. Germa: Mr. Hewitt says and I quote:

As you know, our region takes in over

one-third of the area of the Province of

Ontario while our population is only 8.5

per cent. This disappointing differential

should bring the development of our re-

gion into top priority. The population of

southern Ontario is growing rapidly, while

in northern Ontario such growth is just a

fraction of one per cent per annum. The

growth of industry and business in the

south is constantly attracting our youth and
others.

This is the second person in northern Ontario

in a leading position who has cited the fact

that our youth, because of lack of oppor-

tunity, are forced to leave northern Ontario.

I can say personally that I have two

daughters on whom I spent quite a bit of

money on education who at the termination

of their educational term could find no work
in the city of Sudbury. I recommended to

them, despite the fact that they wanted to

stay in Sudbury, that they get the hell out

of the place. I'm sorry I had to tell that to

my own two daughters. My own two daugh-
ters have left Sudbury for six or seven years
now and they are doing well in other parts

of the country, one in the Province of On-
tario and one in the United States.

This is the kind of thing which is hap-
pening to family after family. It is happen-

ing to both males and females. The disparity
of job opportunities for women up there is

worse than it is for men. Most of our ex-

tractive industries, be it in the mines or in

the woods, are more aligned to the labour

that males perform. There is very little oppor-

tunity for females, even despite the kind of

an education one might be able to get for

them.

Mr. Hewitt goes on:

(The latest figures I have show that while

90 per cent of the wood supply comes

from northern Ontario, 65 per cent of the

labour is done in southern Ontario. It

should not be more costly to ship manu-
factured products from northern Ontario

to the eastern and western markets—Mon-

treal, Windsor and so on—than from the

Toronto area, and certainly the cost of

land, labour and energy is less.

This is a particular problem which we face

not only in the woods industry. The resource

extraction industry is very capital intensive

and it is not labour intensive. If we cut down
a tree and ship it to Toronto, it takes one

man to cut down the tree, but we can prob-

ably employ three men in turning that tree

into lumber and into a piece of office furni'-

ture. Despite the fact that this simple pro-
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cedure could be carried out in northern On-

tario, the government has done nothing to

see that the raw product is turned into a

marketable product in the northern part of

the province. This not only applies to lumber.

This would apply to iron ore, nickel or cop-

per. This would apply to all of the natural

resources which we have been so generous
in sending doNMi here.

Mr. Hewitt goes on:

More than eight million tons of iron

ore have been located already in northern

Ontario, and it is estimated that there are

three times that figure in total.

Mr. Speaker, I could read you what Mr.

Hewitt said regarding this government's de-

cision to allow the new steel mill to go into

Nanticoke. This is what Mr. Hewitt was

talking about. He pointed out that the raw

material, the pellets, come from Adams Mine
near Kirkland Lake and the Sherman Mine
at Timagami. In the case of Dofasco, if the

plant had been located on the North Chan-
nel between Sault Ste. Marie and Spanish,
the ore would have come by boat from Lake

Superior and it would have generated some

industry on the north shore which we really
don't need in the "golden horseshoe" area.

We know that Nanticoke is eventually go-

ing to create a population density which is

not advantageous to the region. I would sug-

gest there are going to be better than 150,0&
people crowded into that area in the next

10-year period. This would have gone a long
way toward inducing people to come to the
northern part of the province. But, no, the

government, with its eye on the Toronto-
centred region, determined that the plant
would go in at Nanticoke, and the people
of northern Ontario would remain as the

hewers of wood.

There are a couple of other things I would
like to say, Mr. Speaker. One is about the
former Treasurer (Mr. White) saving he had
a hunch the northern part of the province
received twice as much in tax revenue as

what it paid. I would like to point out that

when we were discussing the estimates of
the Ministry of Transportation and Communi-
cations we came across an item of $35 million

which is used for subsidizing public transit.

When we broke this figure down we found
that the city of Toronto got $22 million of the
$35 million total. So that would tell me that

the city of Toronto, which represents one-
third of the population, got two-thirds of
the subsidy. Now by what stretch of the im-

agination does the former Treasurer tell me
that northenr Ontario gets more than its

fair share of taxation?

I have many more things I would like to

talk about, Mr. Speaker, but I am going to

try to let my friend the member for Nipissing

in for a minute.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nip-

issing.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I just-

Mr. Deans: Speak quickly!

Mr. R. S. Smith: Oh yes, I know I have

to speak quickly; and I haven't got it too well

organized.

I just have a few comments I would like to

make, Mr. Speaker, so I will be very brief.

First of all, I would like to indicate, as the

previous speakers this afternoon of course

have shown, that northern Ontario is that

part of the province that has been ignored by
the government. Even in those areas where

they do show some concern, it is usually a

false concern, in that the programmes they

develop, or try to develop, never work out.

I would just like to mention three different

areas that have been used as propaganda
tools by this government over the past three

years, and in each case it has really been a

disaster.

The first was the instance in which the

Premier came to my area in 1973 and an-

nounced he was going to cut the cost of

living in northern Ontario by reducing the

freight rates on the ONR and Star Transfer

by 18 per cent. Everybody realized this was
kind of waste of time and that obviously the

consumer was not going to benefit. Finally,

just about a week and a half ago, one of the

members of the Ontario Northland Trans-

portation Commission said;

Although northern freight rates are lower,

it should be stressed at this point that the

benefits of the situation have not filtered

through to the people of the region. In-

stead, large shippers have been able to

save on transportation costs without passing
the savings on to the consumer.

In other words, what we said at the time and
what almost everybody else said at the time,
was that the Premier's approach was to

provide larger profits for the corporations that

were selling their goods in northern Ontario

but not to decrease the cost of living. In fact

it is just another programme, or stab in the

dark by the Premier, to gain some type of

popularity that has failed.

Secondly, we have had coing, for three

years now, the question of Maple Mountain.
I was sorry to see the member who was

sitting in the chair as Speaker leave, because
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I thought he would certainly agree with me
on what I had to say about Maple Mountain-

Mr. Breithaupt: And not be able to

comment.

Mr. R. S. Smith: And not be able to com-

ment, yes. However he has left altogether,

so I guess I am not going to get any reaction

from him.

Mr. Ferrier: He is referring to the member
for Timiskaming (Mr. Havrot).

Mr. R. S. Smith: The fact of the matter is

that Maple Mountain was a pipe dream—I

think first on the part of the former Treasurer,
which he then passed on to the Minister of

Industry and Tourism—that was then stopped
by the Indian band in the area. I think the

people of the province owe a vote of thanks

to the Indian band for stopping such a ridic-

ulous scheme, which only those two ministers

would even consider. But before the Indian
band had the opportunity to bring their cau-

tious attitude to bear and stop it, those two
ministers had spent over $300,000 on duties.

And what did the studies show? That Maple
Mountain was at least 15 or 20 years away.

In the meantime the member for the area,
the member for Timiskaming, was running
around from one end of his district to the

other, telling the people that Maple Mountain
was going to be the saviour of northern On-
tario, it was going to create all kinds of jobs
for all kinds of people. What it turned out
that Maple Mountain was going to be, ac-

cording to the studies, was a very posh place
for the very rich people in this province to

go, where they would spend a minimum of

$45 per day for lodgings and food. And, of

course, therefore what we were going to have
was a government-subsidized Las Vegas, or

something like that, for the rich people of
this province.

Mr. Ferrier: For the Tories.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Not only did the studies
show that the costs were going to be $45
per day, but there was going to have to be

lieavy government subsidization to keep the

thing going. I don't know too many people
in my area who can afford $45 a day for
room and board for any type of holiday.
There may be some in the Ministry of Indus-

try and Tourism's area. Obviously the pre-
vious Treasurer can aflFord that, particularly
as a minister, because it's quite likely the

government would be paying for it anyway.
The point is that the whole concept right
from the start was a foolish dream of the
then Treasurer which the Minister of Indus-

try and Tourism tried to bring into some

type of completion. It was stopped by the

Indian band and we in this province owe
them a debt of gratitude.

The only problem that we have with this,

however, is the fact that the expectations
that were built up across that part of the

province have not been fulfilled in any other

way and there have been no other pro-

grammes put into place to take the place of

that programme that went down the drain. I

should think that the member for Timiska-

ming must be in political trouble because he

put all his eggs in that one basket. As I said

before, he spent most of his time rimning
around telling the people in his district that

Maple Mountain was going ahead. Now the

minister concerned says: "We've stopped

everything. There is nothing doing on Maple
Mountain." That is what he said in reply to

a question that I asked in the House here

earlier this year.

The third thing that I would like to deal

with, and maybe I could deal with it in this

part of my speech before 6 o'clock, has to

do with the northeastern Ontario regional

development programme, phase 2. Phase 1

was a large report that counted all the hydro

poles, all the posts and all this type of thing
in northeastern Ontario and told us all the

things we had. It didn't tell us what we
didn t have, nor did it tell us what solutions

or anything like that the government was

putting forward to solve any of the problems.
In fact, it didn't even point out what the

problems were.

Phase 2 was to point out the problems
and provide a programme to deal with those

problems, based on the input of all the in-

JFormation that was gathered under phase 1.

We've been waiting now for a period of 2%

years for the government to come out with

phase 2 of the northeastern Ontario develop-
ment programme. Phase 2 of the programme
in northwestern Ontario has been in effect—

I think the member for Thunder Bay could

correct me—for about two or three years and
has proven to be ineffective. But in north-

eastern Ontario we haven't even got to the

point where they've published the book yet.

I asked the minister responsible this question
last week and I would just like to put this

on the record again.

Mr. Speaker, would the minister inform me when
the same plan for northeastern Ontario is to be

brought forward, since it has been promised since

the minister was previously Treasurer some 2%
years ago?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, that's a very

good question. I was to have had a meeting at 8:30
this morning to update myself on that particular

point. Since we arrived back a little later than we
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had anticipated last night, that meeting wa« can-
celled.

I am somewhat perplexed by that When I left

my present portfolio some 2V^ years ago, that plan
was nearly ready. The problem is, and I say this

to the leader-

Then there were some interjections.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh, things went very badly in

those years.

Hon. Mr. White: Just cut it out

He didn't want anybody to find fault with
it. The problem here was that it was not my
leader who was going to find fault with him.

It was the Treasurer who was going to find

fault with it because he went on to say:

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I say to my friend, the
leader of the New Democratic Party, that some of
this provincial planning has been held up for the
last couple of years because my successor was so
much farther to the right than I am.

He's blaming up the holdup of this whole

plan on his predecessor who, we have been
told, has been the saviour of this province
for the past 2% years.

Mr. l^eithaupt: By himself. He is the only
one who said that.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Again, I sat here and I

was really dumbfounded by the answer of the

Treasurer. I thought I would give him an-

other chance and I'd ask him a supplementary

so he could say something nice about his

friend, the former Treasurer, but obviously
he didn't want that chance, because he didn't

bother to answer my supplementary and he

got off onto something else altogether. He
just left the impression that the former Treas-

urer, as far as northeastern Ontario and that

programme was concerned, had just ignored
it completely for 2% years; and that is ex-

actly what he said.

In other words, the former Treasurer, as far

as northeastern Ontario is concerned, had
no use for it and did not waste his time on
it. So I'd like the people in northeastern

Ontario to understand the attitude of that

minister toward people in that part of the

province.

Mr. Speaker: Will the hon. member have
further remarks?

Mr. R. S. Smith moves the adjournment
of the debate.

Motic«i agreed to.

Hon. Mr. McNie moves the adjournment of

the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 6 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mi. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.
The Minister of Labour.

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS

Hon. J. P. MacBeth (Minister of Labour):
Mr. Speaker, I wish to inform the House of

new amendments to the regulations under the

Employment Standards Act which will give

agricultural workers in the Province of On-
tario engaged in the harvesting of fruit, field

vegetables and tobacco, protection and bene-
fits in the areas of minimum wage, vacation

pay and public holidays with pay, Imple-
mentation of these changes will be eflFected

as follows:

Minimum wage: From May 1, 1975, an
able-bodied adult engaged in the harvesting
of fruit, field vegetables and tobacco under
normal harvesting conditions must earn at

least the equivalent to the hourly minimum
wage of $2.40 per hour. The usual oflFsetting
allowances for room and board will be per-
mitted. Serviced and unserviced houses \vi]\

be offset at the rate of $40 and $30 per week
respectively.

Vacation pay: From May 1, 1975, workers

engaged in the harvesting of fruit, field vege-
tables and tobacco who are employed for
more than three months will be covered by
the vacation pay provisions of the Employ-
ment Standards Act.

Holidays with pay: From May 1, 1975,
those workers employed for three months
or more will be entitled to holidays with
pay on the basis of the following phased
introduction; beginning in 1975 and there-
after New Year's Day, Good Friday, Labour
Day, Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day;
beginning in 1977 and thereafter Victoria

Day and Dominion Day.

These new regulations specify the wage
records that must be kept for these agricul-
cural workers, including the name and address
of the worker, the hours worked each week,
wage rates and actual earnings.

An advisory committee to the Minister of
Labour will be formed, composed of repre-
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sentatives of the Ministry of Labour; the

Ministry of Agriculture and Food, the agri-
cultural industry and the workers to advise

on further changes.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

ELECTION EXPENSES

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
the government wall introduce, today, its bill

which will regulate political party financing,
election campaign contributions and expendi-
tures. The bill represents the reform—and I

would say the substantial reform—of long-

standing practices and customs which have

governed this area of political activity. When
the Act is passed, the people of Ontario can

say of it that it is the most progressive and

enlightened and toughest legislation of its

kind in Canada.

The bill to be introduced today is the result

of the direction given to the Ontario com-
mission on the Legislature some two years

ago, which called upon the commission to

study and make recommendations upon all

matters relating to party and campaign financ-

ing. Last November, the commission, through
you, Mr. Speaker, brought down its third

report, which contained a wide range of

proposals, nearly all of which vdll be found

incorporated in the bill.

Mr. Speaker, the only specific request made
to the commission with respect to these

matters was mine, and it was that the com-
mission provide for us a mechanism and pro-
cedure which would ensiure the full, effec-

tive disclosure of political contributions. The
commission, in my opinion, has done so; the

Act will do so. As a result, Ontario will be
the first in Canada—anywhere in Canada—to
provide for the effective disclosure of political

contributioris. There has been a ^good deal

of talk about disclosure, a general acceptance
of the principle of disclosure, and some efforts

made elsewhere to implement disclosure, but
when this bill is passed, Ontario will be
the first to have disclosure in fact.

As a result, Ontario will also have—in terms
of this issue and related matters—the most

open political system in the country, and for
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that both the commission and this Legislature

may take satisfaction from their achievement.

When the commission's third report was
ptrblished, general satisfaction was expressed
both inside and outsidfe the House with regard
to its proposed reforms. The same satisfaction

should then be expressed with regard to the

'bill since, as I have said, it follows closely
both the spirit and the letter of the com-
mission's recommendations. Furthermore, as

the bill was in the process of preparation
and under study by a committee of my col-

leagues, the commission was continuously
consulted so as to ensure the full under-

standing of its purposes and to obtain the
fullest benefit from the commission's long and
deliberate study of these matters.

There have been some modifications made
to the recommendations in the third report,
none of them, I believe, which are of sub-

stance; and none of them, to my knowledge,
that the commission would view with any
concern. We have, however, made one signifi-
cant and substantive change in the commis-
sion's recommendations, and that is wdth
respect to its position on election campaign
spending. In that matter, hon. members will

recall that the commission recommended
against ceilings being imposed on campaign
spending at either the constituency level or
the provincial level.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): It was a dis-

senting report,

Hon. Mr. Davis: We have carefully re-
viewed the commission's arguments on this

particular subject. The commission felt it

vitally important that Ontario have an Act
which was as clear and understandable as

possible, an Act all parties could support and
an Act whose provisions could be firmly en-
forced. For good reason, the commission did
not believe spending ceilings could be en-
forced, to any practical degree, because of
the diflBculty in accountability.

It was the conclusion of myself and my
colleagues that spending ceilings could be
applied, in an election campaign, and eflFec-

tively monitored, audited and enforced at

both the provincial and constituency levels
if the ceilings were placed on certain forms
of campaign advertising—specifically, polit-
ical advertising by parties or candidates in

newspapers and magazines, on billboards
and on radio and television.

I believe this is both practical and desir-

able, and I am confident the conmiission will

agree with me. In any event, Mr. Speaker,
the bill will provide for campaign spending
ceilings in those areas I have indicated which

are, in the opinion of most, those areas where

campaign spending has been of greatest
concern.

For sound and practical reasons, we have
not included the printing of pamphlets, hand-
bills and similar materials designed for

general circulation and display in the limita-

tions which apply to ceilings; nor have we
included the production costs for free-time

television and radio. The best reason for not

doing so is the reason argued by the com-
mission, which is that the Act that will work
best in these complex matters is the Act
which is the most practical and workable and

subject to the least dispute, arbitrary judge-
ment and misunderstanding.

In any event, my colleagues and I have put
in the bill spending ceilings for election cam-

paign advertising in the confidence that these

can, in fact, be effectively applied and en-

forced.

Mr, Speaker, some voices opposite and
some outside the House have been some-
what cynical and defensive in their attitude

to legislation of this kind. It has been alleged
even when this legislation is in place, that

my party will be comfortable with it because
of the luxury of huge funds it has already at

its disposal, so that the next election will re-

sult in an orgy of campaign advertising. It

has also been suggested that the federal part-
ners of our friends opposite are in the process
of creating a multi-million dollar war chest

in order to assist the opposition party in its

campaign-

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Oppos-
ition): Who would suggest that? It's the first

I've heard about it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, they said it.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): This

one's going to hurt.

Interjections by hon, members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. A. Grossman (Provincial Secretary of

Resoturces Development): Members haven't

heard the best yet.

Hon. Mr. Davis: In order to assist the

Opposition party in its campaign to convince

the people of Ontario that they are the only

persons of integrity-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I have seen, Mr. Speaker,
the figure put at $5 million by one of their

spokesmen—
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Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Now the

Premier is making a political speech.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —who spoke as an ad-

mitted aide and strategist to our friends op-

posite. Mr. Speaker, it will take a lot more
than $5 million to convince anyone that in-

tegrity is the monopoly of the Leader of the

Opposition and his friends.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Davis: In any event, wherever

they may choose to spend their $5 million,

which is a sum far greater than any this

party has spent or will spend or has ever

spent to my certain knowledge-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: If the Premier can make
it stick.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —it cannot be spent on

political campaign advertising when this bill

is passed. What is the opposition going to

do with all its dough?

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): On a

point of privilege, they could give some of

the remainder to us.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Or us. That's a lot of

money.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, when this

Act is in place, then the proposed commission
to regulate and administer the Act will also

be in place. Both the Act and the commission
will be in place in the next general election,

barring totally unforeseen events.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): The
Premier can speak plainer than that.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I want members to listen

carefully, Mr. Speaker—all of us—to the next

paragraph.
When the bill is introduced, I would serve

notice that those provisions of the Act relat-

ing to disclosure and the limitations imposed
upon political contributions are in force as of

today, Feb. 13, 1975.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What is the Conservative

Party going to do with all its money? It can
balance the budget.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I trust hon. members

opposite will agree with this and assume a

measure of responsibility for its acceptance
in their own parties.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): They've got

enough money for the whole campaign now.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I hope to

have their enthusiastic support for this bill.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. V. M. Singer: (Downsview): The new

comedy hour.

Hon. J. R. Rhodes (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): Where's their en-

thusiasm over there? What happened? Have

they lost all their integrity?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I recognize the

hon. member for Yorkview with a message.

GLAUCOMA TESTS

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Speaker, I

have a ministerial statement to make on

behalf of the Minister of Health (Mr. Miller)

who in your presence asked me to do this

particular task.

As already announced, the volunteer serv-

ice of the York-Finch Hospital, which is situ-

ated, of course, in the great riding of York-

view, is conducting tests out in the west

lobby for glaucoma. I might point out that

this is the first time, as far as we know, in

the history of mankind—and I have heard that

sort of thing from the opposite benches from

time to time—

Hon. Mr. Davis: Always with truth.

Mr. Stokes: An appropriate ministerial

statement.

Mr. Young: Yes, another first for Ontario.

This is the first time, as far as we are aware,

that this kind of test has been carried out

by volunteer workers. The new machine

which is being used is a non-contact machine,

depending upon a puff of air. Many of the

ministers had the test this morning and were

delighted with it, to find that they are normal

as far as sight is concerned, as far as glau-
coma is concerned-

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): This gov-
ernment is run on a puff of air too.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Terrific for

hindsight.
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Mr. Young: We might just say that the

good-looking young ladies out here are doing
tnis voluntarily and the Minister of Health
is delighted, because it adds no burden to

his budget. We feel that this can be dupli-
cated right across the province, or across the

land, and the service rendered for people
without added cost.

Now the whips of each party have agreed

they will see that the various members of

the parties who have not already had the

test \vill do so, and we hope during the

afternoon and evening this will be done.

I might just say this, Mr. Speaker, there

has been a slight change. Due to the rumour
we might be through here some time today,
the young ladies have consented to stay until

9 o'clock tonight and not return tomorrow.
So testing will be done today, and anyone
who is interested in a test for glaucoma—it's

plainless, easy, without any diflSculty—the

door is here and we invite everyone to under-

take that test this afternoon.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions. The Leader
of the Opposition?

PARKWAY BELT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like to put a

question to the Premier having to do with

the policy on the parkway.

It was reported yesterday that the cabinet,

I presume either by order in council or by
some other means, has permitted Shell Can-
ada to encroach upon the property set aside

for parkway use in the Oakville area. I

wonder if the Premier would indicate the

significance of this encroachment and

whether, in fact, it means there will be other

encroachments—and what is the status of his

parkway policy in this regard?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think that

question should be properly directed to the

Treasurer.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would redirect it, Mr.

Speaker, to whomever the Premier thinks can
answer for him.

Hon. Mr. Davis: They can answer a lot

more eflFectively than the member's people
can.

Mr. Roy: Don't all stand up at once, eh?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Treasurer, Minister
of Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr. Speaker,
this was a decision taken by cabinet a couple

of months ago, and I assume the reason it

surfaced on Tuesday was because these mat-
ters are gazetted and it apparently must have
been gazetted last week. It has been no great
secret, however.

Letters went forward from the staff to

Shell, I think on Jan. 23. I can only say that

there have been, I think, something like 500

applications for variances of one sort or

another from the parkway belt; some 50-odd
have been granted, and this was one of them.
It was approved, and in fact recommended,
by the town of Oakville.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Would
the Treasurer not agree that when the debate

on the parkway concept was going forward,
the indication from the government was that

with the dedication of this land—I guess I use

the phrase in the American sense rather than

the religious sense—these boundaries would
be considered practically inviolable, since

over the years, let's say the next century,
there will undoubtedly be tremendous pres-

sures to put all sorts of things on those prop-
erties? What is the justification for the ap-

proval of only specific applications, rather

than a firm position—that certainly had been

expressed by the ministry—that there would
be no encroachment?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I am
quite sure that neither my predecessor, nor

any one on this side of the House, indicated

that something which was brought in as a

government policy, which is taking, obvi-

ously, and will take some further time to

work out in detail, was going to be so cast

in stone that nothing could happen during
the period that it was going on.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The government can't

reverse it.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: As a matter of fact,

as I have said, something like 52 changes
have already been made, including single-

family houses, including the addition of the

office building for Shell, including the test

track—all of which we think can be accom-

modated within the parkway belt criteria and

which will stand the test of the public

hearings.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: As long as there is park-

way left the government can give it away.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Well, my friend

would freeze this province with the heavy
hand of a central government so that it

couldn't move at all.
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Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): The gov-
ernment froze it.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The Leader of the

Opposition talks about centralists. He is the

biggest centralist that ever was. It doesn't

matter to him what the own of Oakville

thinks.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Didn't we give the gov-
ernment five years to set that land aside;

and isn't the minister using his powers to

give it back?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: That's a mistake.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's a mistake the gov-
ernment will regret.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We have moved here,

as we have with some 50 other properties
and as we will continue to do.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister runs it to

suit himself.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We're not going to

grind this province to a halt and we're not

going to administer with the kind of iron

hand that a central Grit administration would
like to see.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Ruston: The campaign has started.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No, that's it; for the

minister's friends.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We're all for local

autonomy, the Grits say; but not today in

Oakville.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's got nothing to do
with it. This is the government's legislation.

It hasn't got anything to do with Oakville.

It's got to do with the province.

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: It's a Tory grab bag.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The member
for York Centre has a supplementary.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: It has nothing to do
with Oakville? The Leader of the Opposition
will regret that statement.

Mr. Singer: That's local Shell autonomy.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh, that's it, eh?

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): A supple-

mentary: In connection with the approval to

Shell, has the government insisted on Shell

being prepared to accept the government tak-

ing back that land as greenbelt with no

compensation for the improvement that Shell

has made on it at this time?

An hon. member: What did Ottawa advise

them to do?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I doubt that very
much. At the suggestion of the municipality
Shell has made modifications to the proposed
plans in terms of screening, and it is com-
patible with the concept.

Mr. Speaker: Are there any further ques-
tions?

Mr. Deacon: A further supplementary: In
view of the fact that is the basis of other

agreements for encroachments why wouldn't
that apply to Shell?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No, it hasn't been
the basis of all of them.

Mr. De>acon: Maybe it*s just the ones in

my riding.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: My friend, the former

Treasurer (Mr. White) is unkind enough to

point out that we approved one in the mem-
ber's riding at his request.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Sit down.

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: He should sit down
while he's losing.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: What a revolting de-

velopment.

IS.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What a great coup that

Mr. Deacon: That's why I asked—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Is there a

further supplementary?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Glad the member
asked that.

Mr. Deacon: Since the terms of the en-

croachment being approved in my riding was
that they had to agree there would be no

compensation, I thought the same rule applied
to Shell.
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Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Questions?

Mr. Speaker: Does the member for Ottawa
Centre have a supplemnetary?

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Yes, Mr.

Speaker. As a supplementary, can the minister

say that since he is now apparently abandon-

ing the parkway policy instituted by his pre-

decessor, are there any policies of the former

Treasurer that the new Treasurer intends to

continue with?

Mr. Speaker: That's not really a supple-

mentary to this particular question.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I'll answer it.

Mr. Lewis: Don't answer it.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The former Treasurer,
the member for Haldimand-Norfolk (Mr.

Allan) and this Treasurer are all dedicated
to one thing—getting rid of the member for

Ottawa Centre as soon as we can.

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: The old guard.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Cassidy: A lot of the members on that

side of the House won't be back.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The member for Ottawa
Centre's leader is laughing.

Mr. Renwick: The minister just won the
election for the member for Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Come into my riding, then.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. In view of
the great interest in this I will allow one
more supplementary. The member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: It's looks like a spring election

is becoming irresistible, doesn't it?

Hon. S. B. Handleman (Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations): The NDP
aren't going to mess us up, boy.

An hon. member: We're going to have a

nice long summer.

Mr. Lewis: I have one supplementary.
What, out of curiosity, has happened to the

parkway belt east?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The parkway belt
east follows after the parkway belt west.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Breithaupt: The minister will regret
that statement.

Mr. Renwick: And never the twain shall

meet.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I wish my friend

had come to Oshawa yesterday—

Mr. Lewis: So do I.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: So does Dr. Godfrey.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —because this was d

question which was asked on a number of

occasions and quite frankly we apologize, for

we are away behind as far as the parkway
belt east is concerned.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The complexities of

dealing with the parkway belt west have

pushed the timetable for the parkway belt

east somewhat behind.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Beyond
the next election.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: As we move ahead
with the western sections and get into the

public hearings, we will be able to devote

more time and effort to the parkway belt east.

Mr. Lewis: Well, are all relieved to hear

that.

Mr. Cassidy: With every step forward they
take two backward steps.

Mr. Speaker: Does the Leader of the Op-
position have further questions?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have just had one.

Right?

Mr. Roy: Right.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I was the only one parti-

cipating in that little exchange. I wanted to

establish that before you get exercised about

it, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: I don't need any exercise.

GRAND HOTEL, ORANGEVILLE

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I'd like to put a question
to the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations.

Since the Liquor Licence Board suspended
the licence for the Grand Hotel in Orange-
ville on the basis they had received special
consideration from Molson's, Labatt's and a
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company called Park and Tilford, why would
the minister not undertake to lay charges

against those companies which improperly
made those, overtures let's say, to the Grand
Hotel? Why should they be the only one to

suffer? Or has the minister in fact under-

taken to lay charges against them?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, first

of all, the Liquor Licence Board authority

extends only to the establishment. The Lead-
er of the Opposition may be thinking of the

Liquor Control Board of Ontario; they may
take some sanctions against the donors of im-

proper gifts and, from my experience, they
have in the past. I don't know whether they
have in this particular case, but I'll certainly

check into it.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): Not yet.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Since

there have been a number of cases involving
the Ministry of Transportation and Communi-
cations and the Ministry of Housing where

employees of the government or those receiv-

ing bribes have been indicted, charged, tried

and punished, why would the minister and
his colleagues not think that it is just as im-

perative that the policy of this government
descend upon those who offer the bribe in

the first place? Why should there be any dif-

ference there?

Mr. Breithaupt: It is more blessed to give
than it is to receive.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: I can't speak for my
colleagues in the exercise of their responsi-
bilities. I have just told the hon. member that

in fact the Liquor Control Board of Ontario
has imposed sanctions in the past on people
who are under their jurisdiction-

Mr. Shulman: Why don't they this time

then?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: —who have acted

improperly, whether by violation of a direc-

tive on advertising or otherwise, and that

will continue to be done.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): What is the

minister going to do about this one?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: In this particular
case I would have to check the details before
I could reply specifically as to whether any
action has been taken or if any is contem-

plated.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It should be automatic.

Mr. Shulman: A supplementary: In view
of the circumstances, which have been fully

explained, will the minister personally order

his board to take action?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, I don't

have the details of the situation. Until I have
taken a look at them I will not make any
such commitment.

Mr. Roy: Go and join their computer.

CATHOLIC CHILDREN'S AID SOCIETY

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker: I'd like to

ask a question of the Minister of Community
and Social Services.

Is he concerned about the welfare of the

children under the care of the Catholic Chil-

dren's Aid Society of Toronto now that that

strike has gone on for four weeks? Can he
assure us that the care of the children is

going forward properly? And is he prepared
to intervene in any way in the negotiations
if a settlement is not reached over this week-

end, since the employees have offered to ac-

cept binding arbitration and this has been

rejected by the board?

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Mr. Speaker, I certainly
want to assure the Leader of the Opposition
that I'm very concerned about the welfare of

the children as well as the families and the

workers. I met with the representatives of

the FOCAS about less than an hour ago and
I told them I'd be prepared to meet with
them again if necessary,

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: I won-
der if the minister can indicate something
more than concern for the welfare of the

children? Will it be necessary to bring in

other people to assist in the care? Further-

more, is he prepared to intervene more

directly and carefully if settlement isn't

achieved this week?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, I hope
that will not be necessary. I don't know if the

hon. leader is aware that negotiations were

being carried on this morning; the union

representatives will be meeting by themselves

tomorrow and I told them I would be in all

afternoon and would make myself available

to them if necessary.

Mr. Lewis: A supplementary: Since the

minister must surely understand that the

obstacle to settlement is an eight per cent

wage offer by the society, which he will

recognize is unacceptable to the workers in-
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volved, and the society argiies that there is

InsuflBcient money coming from his ministry,
can he not intervene personally to clarify

that, since surely he has given the society
suflRcient money to allow for an offer slightly
in excess of eight per cent?

Hon* Mr. Brimelle: Mr. Speaker, again I

would like to repeat that I told those with

whom I met less than an hour ago that I

would be available tomorrow, and that I

would do everything I possibly can to try

and assist in resolving this issue.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West with his question.

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): One more

supplementary?

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, is the min-
ister prepared to offer any monetary assist-

ance to the society; if that is the reason they
are giving for not being able to meet the

latest demands of the employees, which is 16

per cent, against what they have been offered,
12 per cent? The difference is four per cent.

If the society indicates they cannot afford

that four per cent difference, is the minis-

try prepared to offer any monetary help?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, as the

hon. member knows, we pay on a percentage
basis. We pay about 70 per cent of the bud-

get to tile children's aid societies; the re-

maining 30 per cent is paid by the local

municipalities. As I indicated earlier, I am
prepared to meet again if the matter is not

resolved with the associations tomorrow.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sar-

borough West.

ELECTION EXPENSES

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

Premier: Since the Election Financing Bill

which is to be introduced today is based on
the Camp commission recommendations,
which all of us have seen at some length and

thought about, and since the only substantial

change meets the requests of the opposition

parties, would he consider—eliminating any
possibility of totally unforeseen circumstances

—asking this House for unanimous consent
and allowing us to proceed with the passage
of that bill today and perhaps tomorrow

morning?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am some-
what familiar with the contents of the bill.

I think, in fairness to all of the members,
there are some fairly complex and practical

things that I think all members on both sides

might like to assess and see whether or not

any improvements could be made—I'm not

saying there would be, or should be; not in

terms of principle. However, we felt there

was merit in having this available for a period
of time for people, perhaps even in the

associations, because the associations locally
became more involved in the financial aspect
than has been the case in the past. My main
concern is that the principles exist, and that

the limitations and the contributions start as

of today.

I think there is some merit in everybody
having a chance to look at it to see if any
improvements could be made in some of the

practical parts of it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker; which, with your permission, is not

directly on the subject: Can the Premier

report to the House on the status of the

activities of the Redistribution Commission
which is of similar importance?

Mr. Shulman: It is not a supplementary.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I agree, for

once, with the member for High Park, I am
not sure that it is supplementary but—

Mr. Shulman: How can he ask supplemen-
taries that aren't supplementaries and no one
else can?

Mr. Breithaupt: Life is often unfair.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think I made some refer-

ence to it ; that report, under the rules, is

in the hands of the commission. I forget

exactly what the time limit is.

Mr. MacDonald: Thirty days.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The commission, in 30

days, has to report back to the House. I

would think that we would probably have it

very shortly after we reconvene in March.
I can't speak for the commission.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary: Since we are

likely to be asked some questions on the bill

immediately after question period, could the

Premier take a moment to reveal what the

limitations are in the various media cate-

gories?

Hon. Mr. Davis: There are a lot of limita-

tions in the bill. The amount, in total, that
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can be spent on media—and this is, as I recall

it, defined in the Broadcast Act—I think it is

25 cents per name on a province-wide basis,

as far as the amount the provincial party can

spend, and 25 cents per name within a con-

stituency. I can't give the hon. member any
estimates as to the totals; however if he had a

constituency, say, of 40,000 voters, this would
mean that in terms of newspapers, television,

radio, billboards, and whatever is defined

media, he is talking about an upper ceiling,

which can be audited and identified, of

$10,000.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions? The
member for Scarborough West.

Mr. Lewis: And $1 million or so province-

wide, I take it? One million dollars plus,

province-wide? The Premier feels that is a

serious spending ceiling, in conjunction with

the riding expenditures? I see: okay.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, I tell the member
it is so far from the $5 million these people
opposite want to spend—

Mr. MacDonald: How about the $7 million

the government has in the bank?

PORT ROBINSON BRIDGE

Mr. Lewis: A question, if I may, of the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions: What prompted him to sign, jointly
with Jean Marchand, on Feb. 7 last, I think,
the communique which indicated that the

Port Robinson bridge would not be rebuilt?

On what information did the Province of

Ontario enter into that controversy? What
recommendaion, if any, did the minister make
to the federal government? What report, if

any, does he have?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, first of all,

I did have discussions with Mr. Marchand in

meetings that I held with him in Ottawa on
other matters, and this particular subject was
discussed. I would point out to the hon.
member that the province, and my ministry in

particular, has no involvement whatsoever in

the provision of the bridge in that particular
area. The bridge—and any other crossing at

that particular spot—was provided by and was
to be replaced by the St. Lawrence Seaway
Authority.

In discussions with Mr. Marchand, we dealt

primarily with the need for a tunnel. It was
determined by both of our ministries that
there were higher priorities for any tunnelling
to be done. For example, the Port Colbome

area has a much higher priority. What we did

in that particular release was simply to indi-

cate that neither the federal nor the provincial

government placed a high priority on the Port

Robinson tunnelling at this particular time
and that we were not involved in the pro-
vision of a bridge, that that was a responsi-

bility of the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority.

I can say that we have had some discussions

on the provision of a ferry service in that

area as a temporary means of being of some
assistance to the community. In fact, just this

morning I signed approval for a bylaw that

would allow the corporation to pass this over

to the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority to

operate.

But we are not involved in the provision
of a bridge there. We simply set our priorities

on the tunnel.

Mr. Lewis: I want to pursue this for a

minute or two, because it is of such immense
concern to the area residents.

Since the factual content of Mr. Norman-
deau's memo to those concerned about wheth-
er or not the bridge was necessary, was in-

accurate in 16 places, and since we are talk-

ing about the destruction of a small com-

munity and an area which people are very
anxious about, does it not make sense for the

province to indicate a willingness to move
in on the provision of a bridge, which clearly
it could negotiate with the Seaway Authority
or with the federal government, since a tun-

nel, everyone understands, is 10, 15 or 20

years away, during which time everything will

have gone down the drain for the people
involved?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I hesitate

very much to try and let the St. Lawrence

Seaway Authority oflF the hook of its own
responsibilities. It seems to be a great

tendency by various levels of authority, when
they get into a diflficult situation, to try and

dump the thing back iato the hands of one of

the provincial ministries. It happens continu-

ally between the federal government and

agencies all over the place.

I don't want to let the St. Lawrence Sea-

way Authority oflF the hook. They had in-

adequate insurance coverage on the boat that

knocked the bridge down. Let them wear the

horns themselves for their own dilemma. As
I say, I have no intention of letting them oflF

the hook on this. Let them meet their respon-
sibilities and we'll meet ours.

Mr. Lewis: I have one last supplementary.
As the minister will know, in a vote the

regional municipality of Niagara council
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unanimously—unanimously, which is ahnost

unprecedented—requested that the bridge be
built. I recognize the Seaway Authority's

responsibility, but what about the people in-

volved? How is it that we have money to

repave Spadina and extend Highway 400 and
build the airport, but no money for a small

community of people in the peninsula. What
is wrong with the social priorities?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes; Mr. Speaker, we will

do what we can in order to encourage and
to coerce, if I can use that word, the Sea-

way Authority into doing something. We
recognize there is a problem being created.

We are willing to co-operate in any way we
can for temporary crossing facilities. But I

emphasize once again that the Seaway Au-
thority has a responsibility to provide that

bridge crossing and it seems to me that it

must accept that responsibility. We will do
what we can to encourage them to get on
with tlie job and, if necessary, I am pleased
to say I have a reasonably good rapport
with Mr. Marchand, I'll ask for his assistance
as well.

HEALTH AND SAFETY HAZARDS AT
ELLIOT LAKE

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Health, if I may: Is it possible, before he
tables the report on the chest x-rays and

sputmn examinations of the workers at

Elliot Lake, to have the medical data scru-

tinized by Dr. Stewart, the head of the chest

division of the Workmen's Compensation
Board, since he has already said publicly
that he believes that the data which the
minister will eventually table will not turn

up 100 additional cases because those who
looked at the x-rays don't understand what
pre-silicotic conditions are all about?

Hon. F. S. Miller (Minister of Health):
Well, Mr. Speaker, first, if I am listening
to the member's voice properly today, per-

haps we should have him in that lineup.

Mrs. Campbell: That fell flat.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Yes, it did. I am sorry.

That is the way it is.

I would be glad to talk it over with my
staff and see the advantages of doing that

and give it consideration.

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of Industry and
Tourism has the answer to a question asked

previously.

SUN TOOL AND STAMPING CO.

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and

Tourism): Mr. Speaker, on Monday and Tues-

day of this week, the member for Windsor-
Walkerville (Mr. B. Newman) inquired of us

regarding Sun Tool and Stamping (1960) Ltd.

of Windsor, relating to the vacation pay due
to employees of a firm that is now in re-

ceivership.

As I indicated at that time, sir, we had
discussions with GAAB, a federal agency,
and the Provincial Bank, which is first on
the receivership list. As to the funds that

were available in retiring its loans and

meeting its obligations as far as vacation pay
is concerned, for some time we have dis-

cussed with them the possibility of meeting
the vacation pay as it stands at the moment.
This morning we are able to get the agree-
ment of GAAB and the Provincial Bank,
along with the Ontario Development Corp.,
to issue immediately, through the agent rep-

resenting the bank, the vacation pay cheques
to the Sun Tool employees.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Kitchener.

INQUIRY INTO DUMP TRUCK
OPERATIONS

Mr. Breithaupt: I have a question of the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-

tions, Mr. Speaker, with respect to the in-

quiry into the dmnp truck industry by Mr.

Rapoport. Is it correct that Mr. Rapoport
is on vacation until late in March? If such

is the case, how can the minister be assured

the report which he had expected within

two months will be before the House or

before the public within that time period?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I regret

that I may have misled the House with some
of the comment I made on the two months.

I did know that Mr. Rapoport was in Florida

at the time and I did know that the setting

up of the commission would take some

period of time. What I had intended to say
to the House, in all sincerity, was that from

the time that Mr. Rapoport started his in-

quiry it would take a maximum of two
months to have the information before us.

My information is that a secretary to the

commission has already been appointed and
he will be in Toronto immediately to set up
his oflBce space, which is available, and that

he will do the preliminary work prior to

Mr. Rapoport coming to Toronto. I can

point out to the hon. members that the in-
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quiry oflBcer has indicated he will devote

full time to this inquiry. He will not continue

with the law practice he has during this time

period.

Mr. Breithaupt: If that is the case, then

can one logically expect that it will be some
time perhaps in early June that we would be
most likely to receive the report?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I

will say early June; and hopefully before

that, because I understand the gentleman is

prepared to come back earlier.

Mr. Deans: How early? When is he com-

ing back?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I understand he will be
back early in March. The preliminary work
will have been done and he will be able to

start immediately.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: As soon as the snow has

melted.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I will have
to ask the hon. Leader of the Opposition
if he knows for sure; because he called him,
I didn't.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why didn't the minister

call him?

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, by way of sup-

plementary, how can the minister now stand

here and explain that he knew Mr. Rapoport
was away, in light of the answers he gave
to my supplementary questions when this

matter was announced? The minister must
remember that we wanted to know when it

was going to start and when it was likely

to end in view of the urgency that the people
affected feel is attached to this problem.

Surly the minister can do better than that.

If he had' that information, surely he had
a responsibility to tell the House about that.

Why didn't he do it?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Or just phone him and
find out.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I will not

accept the criticism that is obviously being
levelled that I attempted to mislead for some
unknown reason, because I had no reason

to mislead the members. My information was
that the gentleman was prepared to accept
the responsibihty immediately and he has

accepted such responsibility. I have also been
advised-

Mr. Singer: The minister said it will start

immediately.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Yes, and it will start

immediately; but preparatory work is re-

quired;

Mr. Singer: He is goiog to be in Florida

though.

Hon. Mr. R]K>des: It is going to be done
here in Toronto. The gentleman who has

been appointed as the secretary is already

starting to set up the preliminary work re-

quired. Mr. Speaker, I know without any
hesitation that the hon. member for Downs-
view, with his great experience in these

areas, knows full well that you don't jump
into an inquiry without briefs being sub-

mitted and prepared by those who wish to

make submissions. He knows there is prepar-
ation work that has to be done. If he doesn't,

I am amazed, because he's been involved in

so onany of these things over the years.

Mr, Deans: Supplementary: Given that the

need to conduct such a study has been before

the Ministry of Transportation and Communi-
cations for some considerable period of time—
for at least two years, to my knowledge-
why would he appoint someone who isn't

available to do the job?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, that is not

correct. The gentleman is available to do the

job.

Mr. Deans: He is not available!

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: He was appointed pri-

marily because of the expertise he has. He is

looked upon throughout the industry-

Mr. Deans: Then he should be called as

a witness.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: —and throughout the

province as one who has great expertise and

can handle this eflFectively. As far as that

matter being before the ministry for two

years, I cannot say whether it has been or

not. I was only asked about the question of

an inquiry at a meeting that I held with

representatives of the dump truck operators

around the province. I met with them in my
office and it was the first time I had been

requested to have an inquiry.

Mr. Deans: Ask the former minister (Mr.

Carton).

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Well, I can certainly do
that. But my information was that they were

asking me for the first time, and I reacted

and now we have an inquiry going for them.

I'm not going to accept the criticism at all

that we've dragged our feet on it, because
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it's not as simple as hon. memljers opposite
would like to make it appear. It's not a very

easy problem to solve.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

WIRETAPPING BY ONTARIO
PROVINCIAL POLICE

Mr. Shulman: A question of the Premier,
Mr. Speaker: In the absence of the Solicitor

General (Mr. Kerr) and the Attorney General

(Mr. Clement), and inasmuch as there will

not be another opportunity to question them
in this Legislature, would the Premier be
willing, when the facts can be put together,
to make public, as has the Liberal govern-
ment in Ottawa, the number of wiretaps that

the Ontario Provincial Police has carried out
under the new legislation? And, specifically,
how many politicians have had some atten-
tion?

Mr. Breithaupt: Only one.

Mr. Deans: Not only one.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am sure
the hon. member for High Park knows that

I'm not going to answer that; and I don't

know anyway. Ill chat with the Solicitor

General and the Attorney General.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Can the Premier assure us that no
elected politicians have been wiretapped?

Mr. Lerwis: Why is the Premier turning
his hand that way?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The implication is that

some of them have.

Mr. Singer: They are the ones who are

wiretapped all the time.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I can only say, Mr.
Speaker, I certainly am not aware of any.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary:
Did the Premier know that the Liberal caucus
is suflSciently paranoid that its members had
their phones checked out?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I'm not
aware of this; but neither am I surprised.

Mr. Lewis: Well, I thought the Premier

might like to know.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: On a point of order, I

would be very interested to know if that's so

—maybe it was the NDP who were checking
out our phones.

Mr. Roy: They were listening in!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Why would they
bother? There is nothing to hear.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Very interesting conver-

sations.

Mr. Roy: Our secret of success.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A lot of dissident Tories

and unhappy members of the NDPs.

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of Education,

COST OF EDUCATION REPORT

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Speaker, the hon. member for Sarnia

asked me a question the other day concern-

ing a report called the Hay report, and he
wanted to know if I'd seen it and why it

hadn't been made public.

I would like to tell him that I do not have
the report, I did not commission the report,
and I have not seen the report. It was com-
missioned by the committee on the cost of

education; it is in their possession. They
have not made it available to us, and they do
not intend to make it available to us at this

time—not until their interim report is pre-
sented to us, probably sometime in late spring
or early in the summer.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): Mr. Speaker,
can we presume by way of supplementary,
that when Dr. McCarthy finally reports, that

the Hay and Associates report will be avail-

able to us?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I can't give the hon.

member that assurance, because I haven't got
the report; and I'm not sure-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, the minister found

out what it is.

Mr. Singer: He works for the minister.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The member is under the

wrong impression. He doesn't work for me;
he's an independent commission.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Jack McCarthy is in

charge of this. Whatever happened to Jack

McCarthy?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Actually, a Mr. Tom
McEwan is in charge and he's perfectly with-

in his rights to carry on research studies. This
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was a research study. When the commission
has completed its work, I presume it will turn

over to us all the documents. Until that is

completed, it's their property not ours. Why
doesn't the member ask Mr. McEwan if he

can have a copy?

Mr. Singer: That's why they set up com^

missions—so we can't find anything out.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

SEX DISCRIMINATION

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations. In view of the fact that in the past
the Liquor Licence Board has seen fit to try

to control the morals of this province through
the licensing of establishments, is his minis-

try or is the licensing board going to take any
action against any private clubs that clearly

discriminate against women, as with the situ-

ation in Ottawa last week where a female

employee of the city of Ottawa was barred

until 6 o'clock at the Laurentian Club? Is the

minister going to take any action? They have
a liquor licence, don't they?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, I am
aware of the incident the hon. member refers

to. I am not sure whether or not the Liquor
Licence Board has received a complaint on

that, but I assume if they had they would
look into it and take appropriate action.

Mr. Roy: May I ask the minister one

supplementary, Mr. Speaker? Is the minister

prepared to state here that as a matter of

policy his department, or the Liquor Licence

Board, will follow the dictums and the

general principles of the Human Rights Code
and will be reviewing the licences of clubs

such as these, or other private clubs, which
have clearly discriminated against females or

other people?

Hon. Mr..Handleman: Mr. Speaker, neither

my ministry nor the Liquor Licence Board is

responsible for the administration of the

Human Rights Code. Perhaps the hon. mem-
ber would like to direct his question to the

Minister of Labour.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Wentworth?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They blame him for

everything now.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: That's right.

HIGHWAY 20 ACCIDENT STUDY

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions: Would the minister ask his officials to

make available to the city of Hamilton the

degree of traffic that travels on and the acci-

dent rate on Highway 20 between the Queen
Elizabeth Way and Highway 53? Will the
minister take steps to ensure that the propo-
sition put forward by the Hamilton board of

control—that Highway 20 be developed as the

major north-south access route from Nanti-

coke to Hamilton—be discarded because of

the dangers it will inflict?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, in answer
to the first part of the question, yes, indeed,
I will see that the information we have is

made available.

As far as discarding the proposal—I haven't

seen that particular proposal. I would like to

look at it first. I recognize there has been
considerable debate in the city of Hamilton
over the possible location of this facility. I

won't say I will discard it at this time but we
will certainly look at the situation that has

been proposed.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Waterloo
North.

LANDFILL IN QEW LINK-UP

Mr. Good: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

Minister of the Environment: In light of the

fact that his water quality branch and the

Hamilton Harbour studies have shown the

adverse eff^ect of existing landfill in the

Hamilton harbour area, has his ministry done
an environmental assessment on the impact
of the proposed eight-lane realignment of the

QEW, between the Guelph Line and High-

way 20, that would require considerable land-

fill in that area?

Hon. W. Newman (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Speaker, the only concern

that I have had recently is the railway dump-
ing fill into the harbour. I wrote to the federal

authorities, to the federal Minister of the

Environment, Madame Sauve, pointing out

our concern about fill without proper environ-

mental controls, and I can assure the member
that if there is work being done within T
and C, we work very closely with that minis-

try on environmental matters.

Mr. Good: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Is the minister aware that the link-up is in its

advanced planning stages and calls for a
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considerable amount of fill in that area? Is

this not an indication of why the minister

resists environmental assessment impact legis-

lation—simply because the minister does not

want to clamp down on people like T and
C?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Good: What is the minister doing
about it?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, it is just

too bad that in the dying days of this session

some people want to make political remarks.

Mr. Breithaupt: The minister is imputing
motives.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon.

minister.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I think it is

entirely out of order to make political re-

marks in this assembly.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I can

assure the hon. member that our people are

aware of any environmental matters that are

going on in that area. As far as any other

branch of government is concerned—we do

happen to work very well together in this

government on this sort of situation.

Mr. Good: One final supplementary: Has
the minister asked T and C to realign that

proposed road so that it does not require so

much landfill into the harbour?

Hon. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, every

piece of work that is done is checked out for

environmental purposes. We have not, to my
knowledge, asked for any realignment of the

highway, no.

Mr. Good: Show us the studies.

Mr. Speaker: The member for York South.

ORG HOME VISITORS

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Minister of Housing with

regard to the cutbacks of the inadequate
stafi^ of OHC. Since the report of a home
visitor is a prerequisite to any decision with

regard to providing accommodation for an

applicant, what is the justification of OHC
in cutting back the number of home visitors

from eight to six?

Hon. D. R. Irvine (Minister of Housing):
Mr. Speaker, I regret I can't hear the ques-
tion.

Mr. MacDonald: Since the report of a home
visitor is the key to any decision with regard
to an application for accommodation in OHC,
and since there is a very great backlog and

great delay in home visiting, what is the

excuse or rationale of OHC cutting back on
the home visiting staff from eight to six?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, I will find

that out for the hon. member and tell him.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Downsview
was on his feet a few moments ago. I will

allow him to put his question now.

PNEUMATIC TUBE CONTRACT

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I have a state-

ment—a question of the Minister of Health.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Stokes: Let's get together on this.

Hon. Mr. Davis: A statement is probably
closer to the truth.

An hon. member: A little later he'll be

making a statement.

An hon. member: The member had better

start practising.

Mr. Singer: Right. Mr. Speaker, the Minis-

ter of Health will recall the correspondence
he exchanged with me about the bid put in

by Thome Pneumatic Tubes for a tube sys-

tem in the hospital, which was the lowest bid

and which did not get the contract. The con-

tract was awarded to—

Mr. Stokes: Question?

Mr. Singer:—a bidder who was two or three

times higher. Could the minister explain how
he is going to penalize that particular hospital
in handling provincial grants, hecause the

grants are given on a per-bed basis and have

nothing to do with pneumatic tubes? And
could the minister also explain why, since so

much money goes into building hospitals, the

minister is not able to assert some kind of

authority and make sure that the low bidder

does, in fact, get tenders when he is the low
bidder?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Mr. Speaker, apart from

the fact that the member is looking into the

future in a very poor crystal ball—
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Mr. Singer: The minister told me that in

his letter. I'm quoting from it.

Hon. Mr. Miller: The member is not con-

necting his thoughts with mine right now.

Mr. Roy: The member was right the first

time. He did make a statement.

An hon. member: He's after the minister's

job.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Yes, that's certainly a nice

thought.

Mr. Roy: That's what the public think.

Hon. Mr. Miller: I would suggest that the
low tender is not always automatically chosen

by anyone requesting tenders, and with good
reason, as the member knows. However,
normally it's been the policy of our ministry
to grant moneys on the basis of the low
tender if a hospital board selects other than
that tender.

This has happened in other cases. A board,
for very good reasons, may have chosen a
contractor who is within the community that
that hospital serves, versus one in another

country, or in another part of Ontario. Where
the board has made that determination—or
on the basis of product quality has made that
determination—we have seldom gone along
and given a grant on anything but the lowest
tender.

Mr. Singer: Would the minister explain, by
way of a supplementary, why this particular
low tender did not get the contract? In none
of the correspondence—and it's been volu-
minous—was there any suggestion from the
minister or from anyone else but that the
low tenderer was a good tenderer; that the
low tenderer was Canadian; that the one who
got it for 50 per cent more was an American
company. Can the minister explain why, in
this case, the low tenderer did not got the
contract?

Hon. Mr. Miller: Earlier, the member's
leader was implying that all decisions should
be made in Queen's Park, and now he is.

Mr. Breithaupt: Not in the slightest.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: They are the greatest
centralists over there that ever were.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Just where is the minister

spending his money?

Hon. Mr. Miller: I would only say to the
hon. member we do set up boards—

Hon. Mr. McKeough: They'd destroy local

government, hospitals, school boards. They're

just bureaucrats.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Miller: We do set boards up to

make decisions based on the facts before

them.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

RENT CHANGE SURVEY

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Housing. In view of

the fact that rent increases of 35 per cent

or more are becoming the rule rather than
the exception in Metropolitan Toronto and
other parts of the province, does the Ministry
of Housing now carry on a regular survey of

rent changes in the province and, if so, will

the ministry publish that on a regular basis?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, we do not

carry on a regular survey but we carry out

a survey from time to time to indicate to us

what the rent increases are. As I said before,
we think supply is the answer to controlling
the rent increases and we still intend to pur-
sue that policy. I would hope that the figures

that have been reflected recently will in-

crease, as they have shown that the vacancy
rate in Metro Toronto which was 0.9 is now
2.6. I hope that continues in that direction.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary: Will the

ministry publish its most recent survey of

rents, or table it in the Legislature, along
with the comparison of the increases in cost

that may have been experienced by land-

lords?

Hon. Mr. Irvine: I will take that under

consideration.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Nipissing.

ONTARIO LOTTERY

Mr. R. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Minister of Culture and Rec-

reation. Could he explain to me why the

advertising agencies have been chosen to

publicize the lottery in this province before

the appointment of the Ontarijo Lottery

Corp.? And if everything is going to be done

by the government, what purpose is the

Ontario Lottery Corp. going to serve?
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Mr. Breithaupt: That was the first lottery.

Hon. R. Welch (Minister of Culture and

Recreation): Mr. Speaker, there is a very

simple answer: There has been no award
of any contracts for those particular services.

Mr. R. S. Smith: The minister is saying,

then, that the report in the Globe and Mail

this morning is not correct?

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: That's not unusual.

Hon. Mr. Welch: The report referred to

was in yesterday's Globe and Mail, Mr.

Speaker, and the factual situation is that

there is no permanent board in place to

award contracts.

LOW-ALCOHOL BEER

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): I have a

question of the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations. Regarding the intro-

duction of a 3.9 per cent alcohol level of

beer, does the minister agree that this is

beneficial to the Province of Ontario? If he
does agree with this presumption, why did
he not see that there was a price diflFerential

built into the cost of this product which
would truly reflect the lower costs of manu-
facture?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, I

think the introduction of the new low-
alcohol-level beer gives people an alterna-

tive which should be available to anyone.
The reason there is no price diflFerential is

because there is no cost diflFerential.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Huron-
Bruce.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
I have a question-

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Sup-
plementary.

Mr. Speaker: The time is just about up. I

will allow only a couple of new questions.

AUTOMOBILE LICENCE INFORMATION

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications. Since citizens can no longer get
the names and addresses of motorists in the

province by phoning in to this ministry and
giving the licence plate number, is the minis-

ter prepared to stop his ministry selling names
and addresses of Ontario car owners and

drivers to a United States based firm which
is a commercial organization and which, in

turn, sells to other commercial organizations?
Would the minister not agree this is really a

commercial invasion of privacy?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is the government still

doing that?

Mr. Stokes: All for $35,000.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, that par-
ticular matter is under review at the present
time.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It was three years ago.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I think that-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We keep getting those

plain brown envelopes.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: If the sort of stuff the

hon. Leader of the Opposition buys has to

come in a plain brown envelope, he can go

right ahead.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It comes because they are

given the name and address.

An hon. member: It's most likely the stuff

the ministry sells.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Gaunt: May I have a simple answer to

my question?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is under review.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: I gave a very simple
answer. I said it was under review.

iMr. R. F. Nixon: The minister doesn't like

to apologize, but he apologizes.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The question

period has expired.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Hon. Mr. Stewart tabled the report of the

Agricultural Research Institute of Ontario and

the Crop Insurance Commission of Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, with your

indulgence, I would like to table as a report

a list I have compiled of all the properties

that were purchased by my ministry for future

Highways 403 and 407. Between Burlington
on the west and Markham on the east, a total

of 97 properties have been purchased between

Dec. 22, 1954, and Dec. 4, 1974. I table that

for the information of the House.
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I would point out that this information in-

cludes the registration date of deed, the

owner, the value of the purchase and the

acres acquired. I would also point out, Mr.

Speaker, that the information will also show

quite clearly that a comment which was made
by the Leader of the Opposition—that one
land purchase of $1,500,000 was the largest

single land purchase ever made by the

ministry— is totally inaccurate.

Mr. Roy: The member knows more about

the ministry than the minister does.

Mr. Wardle from the standing administra-

tion of justice committee presented the com-
mittee's report which was read as follows and

adopted :

Your committee begs to report the follow-

ing bill with certain amendments:

Bill 118, An Act to amend the Con-
dominium Act.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

ELECTION FINANCES REFORM
ACT

Hon. Mr. Davis moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to regulate Political Party

Financing and Election Contributions and

Expenses.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. Cassidy: On a point of order.

Mr. Speaker: Does the member have a

point of order?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, Mr. Speaker, on the re-

port of the standing committee on the ad-

ministration of justice, I don't recall whether
the Speaker asked whether that should go to

committee or not.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): He certainly did.

Mr. Speaker: I allowed the usual pause and
there was no dissent.

Mr. Cassidy: There was a great deal of

confusion in the House at the time, Mr.

Speaker, and it was very difiicult to hear the
member.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The member for Ottawa
Centre made it.

Hon. J. White (Minister without Portfolio):

He was asleep at the switch.

Mr. Cassidy: I would like to ask that it be

put into committee, please. It was made clear

at the time that we intended to put it in

committee.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I quite dis-

tinctly asked the question. I am sure it came
out loud and clear. If someone was dis-

tracted, I'm sorry, I can't help that. I can't

change the order.

Mr. Cassidy: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker.

Hon. Mr. White: The member is out of

luck.

Mr. Cassidy: We have about half an hour
debate in committee, which was intended to

be held in order to put forward certain

points. It seems to me that a certain co-

operation in these affairs would be helpful.
Ths report came through. It was not being

anticipated and it simply didn't come

through to us. We normally react to these

things in this party, Mr. Speaker, as do the

Liberals.

Mr. Speaker: Actually, there is no point
of order. The procedure went forward accord-

ing to the standing orders. I have no power
to change it.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Speaker, this is a breach
of understanding in the honour of the House.
We downstairs made quite clear that on this

condominium thing there were a number of

amendments. We gave notice that it would
be heard in the House. By a slip or oversight
it passed through in the confusion of the

thing. I would ask that we be given permis-
sion to do this. I also spoke to the House
leader of the Conservative Party and asked

that this would be forthcoming immediately.
We are sitting here ready to go ahead and we
would ask you to give us this favour.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I don't know
why our friends perhaps sat muted at that

point, but it may have been lost in the hear-

ing of the House. We certainly would agree
to consent to a reversion so that the bill

could be directed to the committee of the

whole House, which I understand was the

expectation, at least of the members.

Mr. Speaker: The Speaker will await direc-

tion from the House leader.
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Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I must say
I understand from the minister that it cer-

tainly would proceed to the committee of the

whole House. Although I am not the one to

ask for unanimous consent in this particular

instance, it is my understanding that that was
how the business would proceed.

Mr. Stokes: That's right.

Mr. Speaker: Do you mean direct it to the

committee of the whole House?

Agreed.

Mr. Speaker: I so direct it to the com-
mittee of the whole House.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

ment social security plan with which it may
be integrated.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Peel

South has a point.

Mr. Kennedy: Mr. Speaker, in last night's
Star—in the three-star and four-star editions

at least—on page A6 there was an article

about the 3,800 unfortunate Ford auto plant
workers who were laid off, and the author

says: "Provincial red tape has held up the

unemployment insurance benefits." I think

that should be clarified. It implies that the

province is responsible, and of course we all

know that isn't the case. I think there should

be clarification of that in the House.

ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD ACT

Mr. Young moves first reading of bill in-

titided. An Act to amend the Ontario Energy
Board Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): Mr.

Speaker, I don't know how I should do this.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Stokes: Don't do it right now.

Mr. Speaker: Did the member have a point
of order?

Mr. Young: Mr. Speaker, just a word of

explanation; the purpose of this bill is to ex-

pand the jurisdiction of the board to enable
it to approve terms of conditions of supply
agreements between the companies and the

consumer, particularly in the area of water
heaters and conversion burner rentals.

Mr. Cassidy: First rate.

POST-RETIREMENT INTEGRATION OF
INSURANCE MONEYS AND PENSION

BENEFITS PREVENTION ACT

Mr. Laughren moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to prevent post-retirement
integration of Insurance Moneys and Pension
Benefits with increases in Government Social

Security Plans.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Mr. Speak-
er, the purpose of this bill is to prevent the
reduction of moneys paid out under an insur-

ance or pension plan because of a general
increase or cost-of-living increase in a govem-

LEGISLATIVE PAGES ^

Mr. Speaker: Just before the orders of

the day, I would like to draw to the attention

of members of the House that this group of

pages, the young people we see around us

who have been serving us faithfully for the

last five or six weeks, will be leaving these

hallowed places, possibly today if we should

finish our session, and going back to their

studies. I am sure that you agree with me
when I say they have served us well and we
all wish them well in their studies and their

future careers.

According to custom, I will now read their

names so that they appear in the record and

be enshrined in the history of the province.
These are the young people's names:

Ellen Atkin, Whitevale; Garry Bearss,

Ridgeway; Anthony Bird, Toronto; Sylvie

Browne, Thunder Bay; Trevor Bums, Missis-

sauga; Mark Ferrier, Timmins; Eris Flint,

Willowdale; Linda Hack, Scarborough; Paul

Holbrough, Beaverton; Susan Hoy, Kingston;

Joanne Jamieson, Etobicoke; Stewart Jeans,

Burford; Darryl Kelly, Fort Frances; Ian

McLagan, Ingersoll; Michael Parker, Agin-
court; Carter Powis, Kitchener; Heidi Schu-

macher, Weston; Paul Smith, Sault Ste.

Marie; Angela Stewart, Downsview; and
Ruth Walker, Dundas.

Orders of the day.

Clerfc of the House: The second order,

House in committee of the whole.

CONDOMINIUM ACT

House in committee on Bill 118, An Act
to amend the Condominium Act.
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Mr. Chairman: Are there any comments,

questions or amendments to any section of

the bill? If so, to what section?

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Sections

2 and 7, Mr. Chairman.

Section 1 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Ot-

tawa Centre.

On section 2:

Mr. Cassidy: You got it right, Mr. Chair-

man, thank you very much.

Mr. Chairman, I have a double-barrelled

amendment to propose here. There are two

points we wish to raise under this particular
clause, and because of the rules of order, we
have to join them together into one amend-
ment.

The purposes of the amendments are to

prevent discrimination in condominiums

against people with families, and secondly to

prevent the conversion of apartment buildings
into condominiums without a very close and
detailed and tough scrutiny by the munic-

ipality or by the province.

The question of preventing discrimination

against families has been covered separately

by me in a private member's bill, but it seems
to remain here at this time. It was raised

during the course of the committee dis-

cussion.

The question about the conversion of apart-
ment buildings into condominiums has been
raised by my leader, the member for Scar-

borough West (Mr. Lewis), and is adapted
from a similar kind of bill that he has put
forward in the House.

Mr. Cassidy moves that section 2(2) of the
bill be amended by adding the following sub-
sections:

(8) No declaration by law or rule shall

restrict an owner or lessee from allowing

dependent children or children in his cus-

tody to occupy his unit and to enjoy the

rights and privileges pertaining thereto,
and no declarant or owner or their agent
shall refuse to sell a unit by reason of the

prospective owner having or intending to

have children.

(9) (i) No declaration or description of

the property shall be registered pursuant to

this Act where the buildings are occupied,
and it is proposed that this Act shall apply
to such buildings, unless the council or

municipality in which the buildings are
situate passes a bylaw approving the pro-

posal that this Act should apply to such

buildings.

(ii) The council of a municipality may
by bylaw approve, refuse to approve, or

subject to such terms and conditions as it

may consider appropriate any proposal that

this Act should apply to any buildings.

(iii) Before the council of a municipality

passes a bylaw under subsection (ii), it

shall hold a hearing open to the public
in order to consider (a) whether or not
there is or should be a priority of rental

accommodation over privately-owned hous-

ing in the area where the building or

buildings are situate; (b) the proposals of

the owner or developer for the relocation

of the persons occupying the building or

buildings; (c) the life expectancy of the

building or buildings; (d) the projected in-

creases in maintenance costs due to the

condition of the building or buildings;

(e) compliance with the applicable bylaw
of the municipality; and, (f) any matters

that are necessary in its opinion to prop-

erly assess the issue.

Mr. Cassidy: Those are the amendments
I would put, Mr. Chairman. I will comment
on them after they have been received by
the House.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Ot-

tawa Centre has moved two amendments to

section 2. Shall the committee take them
as read, or do you want them repeated?

Mr. Cassidy: That is fair enough, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Agreed. Does the hon.

member wish to speak further to the amend-
ments?

Mr. Cassidy: Very briefly, Mr. Chairman.

The first amendment states that a person
with kids cannot be prevented from acquiring
a condominium and cannot be prevented
from renting a condominium and that the

dependent children are in his cusiody. That

would mean foster children or children who
are wards, kid sisters who are sent down to

live with an older married brother or sister

—that kind of situation. They would also

have normal access to the other common
facilities that pertain to that particular unit,

both the exclusive common elements, and
also the tennis courts and the halls and the

other popular places that are for the use of

all condominium owners.

It also prevents any restrictions on the

sale of a unit and any creation in the bylaws.
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the rules or the declaration of a restriction

against people with children. I have raised

this point as recently as yesterday in the

Legislature about an increasing number of

rental and condominium units in which these

kinds of restrictions are beginning to apply.
It clearly is unacceptable and it clearly

should not be allowed to apply, in our

opinion. We grant that some condominiums
will be of a nature that does not encourage

people with children to buy them, but it

should be their decision to decide whether
or not to buy into that particular project,

and they should not be prevented from so

doing.

It seems to us that it is just as much in

violation of human rights for a parent of a

child to be prevented from acquiring a prop-

erty as it is to prevent somebody from

acquiring a property or living in it because

they are black, because they are Jewish,
because they are Hindu, or because they are

female. This discrimination has got to stop.

Not only that, Mr. Chairman, but there are

certain instances in a condominium where

people move into the unit, not expecting to

have children, but by some accident of luck

or design or God, or whatever, they get
landed with the children of a relative who
was killed in an accident; a woman in her
thirties or forties happens to get pregnant;

somebody who had intended not to have
kids has kids. And then they get put into a

situation which is completely unconscionable,
I would suggest, where they might be forced

to leave the unit solely by reason of having
had a child.

It seems to us that insofar as is possible

the rights of a private owner to enjoy his

home as his castle, as the common law used

to say, should apply in condominiums. While
that isn't completely possible because people
are living close together, in this matter of

children there certainly should be no re-

strictions and no restrictions permitted of

law.

I hope that the minister will comment
on that part and, hopefully, will accept it.

I hope that he will then comment on the

second part of the amendment, which is to

require that any conversion of an apartment
building to condominiums requires a munici-

pal bylaw first, that the municipality set

standards for those conversions, and that it

consider each such conversion on its merits,
and with public hearings, and with particular

regard to the needs of tenants in the area

and to the interests of the people who may
be evicted in the case of the conversion to a

condominium going through.

I hope the minister would accept that part
of the amendment as well. If he says he'll

accept one part or the other, then we will

change the amendment in order to suit his

requirements.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Just a brief

word on this, Mr. Chairman, if I may. This

is a double-barrelled thing, having basically

to do with children.

The structure of our society in terms of

housing is changing before our eyes. You will

see that a greater and greater proportion of

the population are living in apartment houses

or in rented units, one kind or another.

Surely, the exclusion of children from that

whole demesne, which is an increasing phe-

nomenon, is one which we must all find re-

grettable, because it's an artificial form of

birth control if nothing else. If people are

to have families and this country is to pro-

gress, then the future of the whole province
is at stake really in a very determinate way
under this legislation and what's happening
in front of us.

I think the minister, having had so much to

do with housing, is perfectly cognizant of the

apocalyptic impact of what is happening
around us. More and more buildings are ex-

cluding children. More and more buildings
have been converted to purely adult build-

ings. There is an arbitrary limitation in this

particular area.

Lord, it's vicious enough when it attaches

to apartment buildings, but it's doubly vicious

when it extends itself into the condominium

concept; because condominium ownership is

the only form of fee simple ownership

largely available to the bulk of our popula-
tion right at this moment in time. All the rest

of the single-family home concepts have been

completely priced out of the market.

So, this is the saving wedge; this is the

thing that's alleviating the whole thing. The

ministry or the province as a whole, includ-

ing all parties in this House, have the op-

portunity to alleviate housing conditions. It's

a new invention, relatively novel to the minds

of the province, but once adopted has had an

explosive impact. And now, coming to bear

in this particular area, it is cutting back on

its eflBcacy as to what it's designed to do: to

put a roof over the heads of families. To per-

mit that to be an ongoing thing and not to

move in is to be something less than respon-

sible in terms of the ministry, and in terms of

the social whole and the impact that we are

suffering from.
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Therefore, I would very much seek to

prevail upon the minister, since these two
amendments are really tied very much to-

gether, to give his assent, to bow his head

and to accept, knowing the weight and feel-

ing of these two amendments. It will greatly

improve the legislation as it presently stands.

It will take into account a range of social in-

equity not presently caught within the ambit

of this legislation. The minister well knows
the deficiencies that even now exist, as

pointed out in committee by any number of

people, and which we weren't able to rectify

at this last sitting or now. We would antici-

pate that further amendments will be coming
forward in the spring, and rather manifold

too, to the Condominium Act as it presently
stand's. But this can be accepted, clearly

understood, and moved upon immediately,
and I would ask the minister so to do.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr. Chair-

man, I rise to support the amendments as

proposed. There is no question that in the

city of Toronto it is becoming more and more
difficult for people with children to find ade-

quate accommodation.

I would just like to put one part of my
concern to the mover, if I might, if I could

have the attenion of the mover or his secon-

der or whatever? One of the problems in con-

dominiums that I have run into, however, is

the matter of the availability of parking
when there are several children with cars

wanting access to limited parking space. I

wonder if the mover would give some con-

sideration to the availability of the common
owners in a building to sort out that prob-
lem of parking. That would be my only
concern.

Certainly the rest of it is clear and a

matter of natural justice. In some of the

places there have been cases where one park-

ing space is allocated, for example, and the

children—who are dependent children, never-

theless—have cars and it does create a prob-
lem. Surely that is not contemplated in this

particular amendment? It says, if I may,
"shall restrict an owner or lessee from allow-

ing dependent children or children in his

custody to occupy his unit and to enjoy the

rights and privileges pertaining thereto."

Mr. Oassidy: The member for St. George
is confusing a matter of human rights with a

matter of excessive affluence.

Mrs. Campbell: No, I am not.

Mr. Cassidy: No, this is serious.

Hon. S. B. Handleman (Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations): You know
cities are for cars.

Mr. Cassidy: That's the Conservative posi-

tion.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: When did that hap-

pen?

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Cars are a

necessity of life.

Mr. Cassidy: The phrase about enjoying
the rights or privileges that pertain thereto

means, presumably, that if the kids are over

16 and can drive they have access to the

parking space or spaces which belong to that

particular unit and nothing more. If there

are five children over 16 and they each have

a car of their own, that's their problem. I

don't think the human rights legislation or

something like this should seek to cover it,

I don't think we are really that much at odds

on this.

^frs. Campbell: I am not at odds, Mr.

Chairman, I just have found this to be a case

where there were lessees from the owner
and the lessees, for example, had several

cars, and it created problems for the rest of

the owners. I just put it out as one word of

caution. As far as human rights are con-

cerned, there is no question that we have to

support this particular amendment. As I say,

in Toronto and I am sure in other areas,

more and more people are being driven into

trying to get into condominiums because

there are fewer apartments available and

they cannot afford housing separate and apart

from condominums.

Mi. Chairman: Does the hon. minister

wish to comment?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Chairman, first

of all I must say that the amendments moved

by the member for Ottawa Centre—at least

the first amendment is one with which I

must admit a certain amount of sympathy.

However, I don't believe I can accept the

amendment in its present form. He did

equate what he calls discrimination against

children with racial, religious and sex dis-

crimination. I don't really think they are in

the same category.

Mr. Cassidy: Sure they are.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: That's the opinion
that has been expressed by the hon. member
on several occasions in this House and, as
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I say, I don't agree with that particular

equation.

I admit there is, perhaps, some inequity.

However, there is also the right of covenant,
I believe, of people who feel that they wish

to have a particular type of atmosphere
in which to live and condomim'um living is

much closer than single-family dwelling liv-

ing. So I would say that if people join to-

gether in a covenant to agree to move into

a building in which there are no people
below a certain age, they should have that

right.

However, the second argument that the
member put forward, and I think it's a valid

one, is that when those people move in and
have children, while that may not necessarilv

be an act of God it*s certainly one which
I don't believe could have been foreseen at

the time they entered into the covenant.
Under those circumstances, it is my under-

standing that it cannot be enforced. Those
people did not have children and moved in,
and I don't know whether a medical examin-
ation would be necessary but I presume that

they had not even started to have children
and there would be no way that that type
of covenant could be enforced.

As far as the municipal authority to have
some input into condominium conversion is

concerned, of course, it's already there. The
municipality is already required by the Min-
istry of Housing to study conversion requests.
They act on guidelines which are sup-
plied to them by the Minister of Hous-
ing and can discuss with the building owner
-not a condominium owner, the build-
ing owner—the terms and conditions under
which they would like to see the conversion
approved. Those would be passed on to the
Minister of Housing who has the absolute

authority either to accept or reject a request
for conversion.

I really can't say that I'm terribly impressed
by the hon. member for St. George's argu-
ment. I simply feel that a discouragement of
the proliferation of cars is one of the things
this government has accepted as a matter of

policy. In my view, any such amendment as
she suggests would simply defeat that policy,
since most of the condominiums are going to

be in cities, they're not going to be in small

towns, and it's in the cities where the auto-
mobile is a threat to the very existence of the

typ>es of communities that we have developed
in Ontario.

Mr. Ruston: Close all the automobile fac-

tories down.

Mrs. Campbell: It shows he doesn't under-

stand my position.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: I would like to

thank tlie member for Lakeshore for some of

the kind words he said about the whole con-

dominium concept because, again, it was this

government which promoted the concept of

condominiums at a time when it wasn't popu-
lar to do so. It has been very successful to

the point now where we've had a condomin-

ium Act and its amendments-

Mr. Lawlor: You would have been negli-

gent if you hadn't done so.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: —and I quite agree
with him that there will have to be future

amendments as the concept develops. But,

Mr. Chairman, I must say that the amend-
ments as put forward by the member for

Ottawa Centre cannot be accepted at this

time.

Mr. Chairman: All those in favour of—I'm

sorry. The hon. member for Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: I won't press the point right

now, but I would ask the minister to seriously

consider this debate and the comments that

have been made and to reconsider his attitude

on discrimination against kids, since he seems

to feel right now that's diflFerent from discrim-

inating against blacks or Jews, and perhaps
he would consider whether he could bring

forward amendments in the spring that would

embody either or, I hope, both, of the points

that are made in this amendment.

Mr. Chairman: All those in favour of Mr.

Cassidy's amendments will please say "aye."

All those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

Mr. Cassidy: You had a tough time on

that one.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the amendment
defeated and the section carried.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any further com-

ments, questions, criticisms or amendments on

any other section of the bill?

Mr. Cassidy: Section 7.

Sections 2 to 6, inclusive, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Ottawa Centre.

On section 7:

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In

view of the fact that this is the last day we're
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seeking to make our points but not be unduly
dilatory in the discussion.

Mr. Cassidy moves that section 7 be re-

numbered 7(1) and a new section 7(2) be

added as follows:

"7(2) Section 10 of the said Act is further

amended by adding a new subsection 4 as

follows :

"No bylaw governing animals is valid and
no rule governing animals shall require ap-

proval by more than the number of members
of the corporation who together own a

majority of the units."

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, that amend-
ment is contained on the sheet I sent up on

the first amendment.

Mr. Chairman: Shall we take the amend-
ment as read?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, take it as read.

Mr. Chairman: All right. The hon. member
for Ottawa Centre again.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This is the pets amendment. The question of

pets has been discussed with some acidity
from time to time among the groups of people
who are seeking to find ways of co-existing in

condominiums. I guess it is because pets are

so dear to us and because on the one hand

they provide such solace for many in our

society, and on the other hand they create

such aggravation for other people in our

society, that the debate about pets has tended
to be particularly bitter.

The present situation is that all condomini-
ums have a set of bylaws, drafted for them
by the developer and which, according to the

bill, will be shown to any prospective pur-
chaser before he signs the agreement to buy
his condominium unit. They are available

now if anybody asks for them, and I presume
that they are often shown.

It's common in the bylaws which are nor-

mally drawn up to have a rule which pro-
hibits pets entirely or else permits them only
so long as they are kept within the unit itself

or within the unit and its exclusive common
element, the little backyard of the townhouse
or the balcony of the apartment. That is a

very common provision which is found in

condominium bylaws drawn up by the de-

clarants, and in fact those bylaws are recom-
mended by the Urban Development Institute

in a model set of bylaws which most develop-
ers use.

However, it has also been common that
the people who sell condominiums have

tended—that is, the sales people—have tended
to gloss over the question when pet owners
or pet lovers have asked, "Look, what does
this mean? Can I bring my dog or my cat or

can't I?" They say, "Sure, of course. That's

just a kind of routine thing we put into the

bylaws, but you'll be okay." The person
accepts that verbal warranty from the sales-

man and moves in, but when the owners
take control over the condominium what typi-

cally happens in a number of cases is that

some people who don't like pets or who feel

that dogs leave dog dirt in too many places
or whatever begin to protest and seek to

apply the provisions of the bylaws relating
to pets to the letter of the law.

There is currently a case before the

Ontario Supreme Court, I think, which re-

flects the degree to which this particular
kind of conflict can go. In that case I think

that the attempt is being made to make a

condominium owner leave the condominium
because he refuses to get rid of his pet.

The particular problem that emerges in

addition is that the bylaws are intended to

be not quite graven on marble but at any
rate fairly permanent rules for the manner in

which the affairs of the condominium are

carried out. To change them therefore re-

quires a vote of two-thirds of the ownership
of the common elements of the building—
not two-thirds of the people who show up
at a meeting or even necessarily two-thirds

of the unit holders, but votes by people who
own two-thirds of the common elements.

That's a very onerous restriction, particularly
when you consider that in many cases it's

difficult to even contact all of the owners.

Some are in Florida, some are posted abroad

with their companies, and some just out of

character refuse to respond to any attempt to

involve them in the management of the con-

dominium.

Therefore, if people with pets wish to

change the bylaws that have been imposed

upon them by the declarant, they find them-

selves frustrated in a number of cases, either

by a determined minority within the con-

dominium who are damned if they are going
to have pets come into the place and who
refuse to agree to a change in the bylaws or

by that group plus another group who are

quite simply apathetic, so apathetic that

they refuse to get involved or who were

inaccessible.

I thought about what should be done and

I don't know whether what is proposed here

is the most desirable final solution to the

question about pets. It seems to me it would
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be an improvement on the current situation,

particularly in view of other amendments
that were made during the course of the

committee stage.

We were told that one of the reasons that

rules and regulations tend to be written into

the bylaws of condominium corporations was

because of an ambiguity in the Condominium
Act of 1970. This was an ambiguity which

indicated that it was possible that rules and

regulations had to be approved by 100 per
cent of the owners, rather than 66% per cent

or by a majority.

An amendment to section 7 of the bill

makes it clear that rules and regulations to

be created or changed require only the sup-

port of a majority of the unit holders. And it

is clear, therefore, that the rules and regula-
tions are not quite as graven in marble as

the bylaws. You have a gradation. It takes

50 per cent plus one to pass or change a

rule. It two two-thirds to pass or change a

bylaw. It takes 80 per cent to approve the

termination of a condominium. And there

may be one or two instances, possibly, where
it requires 100 per cent to do something
fundamental with the declaration. I'm not

sure about that.

At any rate, it seems to me that the least

we can do, considering that pets are such

a solace for so many people and that pets
have become such a part of our way of life

in this society, h to acknowledge that at

least to the point of saying, "You can make
rules about pets, but for God's sake don't

make a bylaw about ipets which requires a

two-thirds majority of all of the people in

the place in order to change." In other words,
don't solidify whatever the existing regime

may be to the point where it is impossible to

change it. Provide flexibility by ensuring that

if anybody can get 50 per cent of the people
in the condominium to agree, one way or the

other—no pets, some pets, all pets—that then

the necesary change in the rules can be

made.

I hope the minister will appreciate that

this is a kind of halfway house—that in pro-

posing it I have stopped short of the sugges-
tion that I think was made by animal lovers

that it was a violation of domestic rights in

some way to prohibit pets under any circum-

stances. I hope the minister will agree to this

slight modification of the existing regime.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. minister wish

to reply?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

First of all, of course, the first amendment

put forward by the hon. member dealt with

children. I must admit that I am far more at-

tracted to the principle behind that amend-

ment than I am in this one. I agree entirely

that pets are a great solace to a number of

people. The nature of the pet is, I think,

what causes difficulties for some other people.

At the present time, pets can only be pro-
hibited under the Act, and not by bylaw or

any other way. But in the Act, if they use

the common elements, which means, of

course, that those pets which cause no dis-

turbance to other people—such as birds within

a cage, fish in a fish bowl, etc.—can be kept

in a condominium and they cannot be pro-

hibited by bylaw or any other way.

However, there are pets which, from time

to time, cause disturbance to other people. It

was felt quite appropriate that bylaws be

permitted to control the proliferation of pets,

such as dogs. I notice that the hon. member's

amendment covers animals. I think I would

like to be sure that a two-thirds majority

would be required to permit a lion in an

apartment. It just covers animals, and not

necessarily the normal type of household pet.

As the hon. member pointed out, rules

require only a simple majority, and there

probably is some merit in having a simple

majority, 51 per cent of the owners of the

common elements, having some control over

this. But it could be very disturbing to a

very, very large minority, as much as 49

per cent of the owners, if there suddenly hap-

pened to be a concentration of people who
liked lions or liked tigers, or some other

type of disturbing pet.

I agree entirely with the hon. member-

Mr. Cassidy: You are stretching it—you are

really stretching.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Well, we used the

extreme to point out the ridiculousness of the

possible amendment.

Mr. Cassidy: You are using the extreme.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: I don't think that

extreme would ever occur, Mr. Chairman, but

it is possible under the amendment. It's not

for that reason that I can't accept the amend-

ment; I just want to point out there is that

possibility. I do believe the safeguards that

are presently in the legislation and in the

bylaws of most condominium units do per-

mit the quiet enjoyment of pets. Certainly I

would not want to be accused of being

against pets at this particular time.
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Mr. Cassidy: But that's what you are

being.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: No, we are not. I

think the marketplace may decide. If people
know that their pets are to be allowed in a

building, they will buy a condominium in

that building. Certainly people who move in

without pets and then acquire one know that

they are violating the rule under which they
moved in. As far as the misrepresentation by
the salesman is concerned, I am quite sure

that the hon. member will support me when
I bring in legislation to govern that type of

thing, but it should not be dealt with only
under condominium legislation. There are

other misrepresentations that have to be

dealt with in separate legislation.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, if I can take

it a bit further, I am rather alarmed by the

fact that if 33% per cent of the owners in a

condominium—a substantial minoritv in other

words—don't like lions, they can be over-

whelmed by the vote of two-thirds of the

people in that particular condominium in order

to permit lions to be had as pets. In taking
the argument to the extreme the minister has

really got to the ridiculous. I don't think he

has answered the point with which I began,
which is that the initial rule about pets tends

to be anti-pet or anti-domestic animals. If he

wants to put the word domestic animal or

domestic pet in here, I am quite happy to

change that. The UDI recommends that that

be done.

Given the fact that there are a certain

small number of people who don't like pets
at all and other people who are apathetic,
and given the diflBculties that we were told

about in the course of the committee hear-

ings in making any changes to bylaws, be-

cause you have to assemble a two-thirds vote,
it makes it for practical purposes well nigh

impossible, or at least extraordinarily diflRcult,

to change the rules relating to domestic ani-

mals. Yet it doesn't seem to me that the rule

about domestic animals is in the same cate-

gory as, say, a rule about the corporate struc-

ture, which is governed by the bylaws and
which ought to properly be enshrined in

them.

It seems to me that if we move this to the

category of rules requiring a 51 per cent

majority of all the people there, it is still cer-

tainly open to a group that doesn't like it to

negotiate, to go through the political process,
to say, "Look, if you want to have dogs of

any sort wouldn't you agree to a rule that

permitted small dogs?" and to do that kind

of thing in the same way as has happened
on occasion within this particular House—
and, in fact, in the way that I am hoping
might happen between the minister and

myself.

He is quite correct in saying that he feels

more strongly about children than about pets.

I do too. That is why the amendment con-

cerning children said that under no circum-

stances should condominium owners or de-

clarants be permitted to prevent kids from

coming into and living in a condominium.
What this amendment says is that for the

sake of the large number of people in our

society who do care about pets if they are a

majority they should be able to make reason-

able kinds of rules relating to domestic ani-

mals and they shouldn't be hung up because

of a set of rules that has been drawn up by
the UDI and adopted by the declarant.

As for the point about misrepresentation,
as far as that is concerned, by the time

somebody finds out that the rule about pets
is going to be applied to the letter of the

law, the agent who sold him the unit has

probably long since departed and gone into

selling automobiles or canned beans or some-

thing like that. In fact, the declarant himself

may have also gone out of the business. It's

not something where the effect is normally
immediate. It's more like something that

arises out of tensions and so on over a year
oi two before it all comes to a head.

The third point is that in many cases a

person may be a pet lover and may want to

have a pet and be assured that despite the

bylaw it is going to be okay. Even though
they know that pets are not permitted, they
may, however, want to have the condo-
minium for other reasons. It's close to the

place of work, they like the setting, it suits

their financial ability to pay, and any con-

dominium that actually permits pets is be-

yond their ability to pay. In other words,
the question of pet or no pet may not be
central to the decision, even though it is a

substantial influence and therefore they can-

not afford not to say yes to the place, even

though it has got the pet rule.

Does the minister see what I am arguing
here though, that because it's the declarant

who makes the bylaw and he does it just

with the stroke of a pen, and because of

the excessive difficulty that there is in

changing those rules, we ought to just per-
mit changes of rules with a 51 per cent

majority?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Chairman, first

of all I disagree with the hon. member in
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that 1 consider the presence of disturbances

in the form of pets much more important to

the enjoyment and quality of life than the

corporate structure of the condominium. The

corporate structure of the condominium does

require a two-thirds majority to change by-
laws, and I would certainly think that that

type of intrusion on the rights of the co-

owners should be governed by bylaw and
therefore it would take 66% per cent of the

owners to change it.

I don't think the fact that UDI has a

model set of bylaws is necessarily enshrined
in tablets of stone. Any declarant may, if he
wishes, include in his declaration and de-

scription the fact tliat pets are permitted,
and this again, I think, might be governed
by the marketplace rather than by legislation.

I think the difficulty in changing bylaws was
exaggerated by those who dwelled on this

point at great length before the committee.
It has always seemed to me that if anybody
is really set on obtaining a two-thirds vote, it

can be done by knocking on doors and ob-

taining the necessary proxies. So if there is

really a serious move toward a change in a

bylaw, it may be cumbersome and it may
be difficult, but people who are really dedi-
cated to that cause can achieve it without
all the difficulties that were attributed to it

in the committee.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Cassidy has moved an
amendment to section 7. It was previously
read.

All those in favour of Mr. Cassidy's amend-
ment will please say "aye."

All those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion, the "nays" have it. I decare
the motion lost.

Are there any other comments, criticisms

or amendments to any other section of the
bill?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Section 14, Mr.
C lairman.

Sections 7 to 13, inclusive, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The minister has an amend-
ment.

On section 14:

Hon. Mr. Handleman moves that clause (f )

of subsection 1 of section 24b, as contained
in section 14 of the bill, be amended by
adding at the commencement thereof: "Where
the agreement for purchase and sale is entered
into within the year immediately following
the registration of the declaration and

description."

Hon. Mr. Handleman further moves that

subsection 4 of section 24b, as contained in

section 14 of the bill, be amended by strik-

ing out "c" in the second line and inserting
in lieu thereof: "(f) of subsection 1, or clause

(f) of . . ."

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Chairman, there
was considerable discussion of this clause

during the standing committee. The amend-
ment was added to require a forecast of the
first year's budget to be given to a purchaser
after registration, and the amendment confirms
the requirement to ensure, where the pur-
chaser is in the first year and not in subse-

quent years, that he will receive the informa-
tion that was intended by the section as it

was discussed during the committee.

Mr. Chairman: Any further discussion on
the minister's amendment? The hon. member
for Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: The point that the first half

of the amendment makes, that this require-
ment that the budget statement be given by
the declarant on a building that has been

registered only in the first year—because that's

when the declarant prepares the budget and
after that it is normally assumed that the

owners have control—is a reasonable kind of

amendment. It makes sense to us and we are

willing to accept it.

In the second part of the amendment, I

think that the "c" referred to should say "e"
according to my reading, for it to be strictly
correct. My copy of the bill as amended by
the administration of justice committee has

"e" where the minister's amendment suggests
it should be a "c" and where we both agree
it should be an "f*.

I have another question which relates to

subsection 4 of that section. The second last

line uses the wording "except in respect of

increased expenses referable to the determina-

tion of an agreement under section 15a". That
didn't really jibe with my recollection of what
we had agreed to. I had: "Except with

respect to the increased expenses attributable

to the termination provided for in section

15a". The word "determination" may be an
error. Perhaps the minister's officials can send

him up a note on that.

The intent of the committee was fairly

clear that if new management came in and
made decisions that increased the expenses,

by increasing the level of services for ex-

ample, then the declarant shouldn't be liable

under the penalty clause. Can the minister

comment on whether those words are as in-
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tended, or whether a mistake could possibly
have been made?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Chairman, on
the first point that the hon. member made, if

there is an editing error I think it can be
corrected by the legislative counsel on re-

examination. On the second point that was

made, I don't believe there's any error, and
that the wording as now indicated meets the

wishes of those who were at the committee.

Mr. Chairman: Any further discussion?

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I asked the

brilliant hon. member for Lakeshore for his

legal opinion. In other words, did he under-

stand it? And he said no. He was very suc-

cinct, as well, in that legal opinion. Could
the minister explain what the phrase "refer-

able to the determination of an agreement
under section 15a" actually means?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Mr. Chairman, it

should read "termination." I think that was
the word that we were using in the commit-
tee. That's acceptable.

Mr. Chairman: I missed that correction,

Mr. Minister. Would you repeat that again?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Yes. It should read

"termination" in 15a.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, that is accept-

able, I think. The word "referable" is a bit

archaic, but as long as it says "termination"

rather than "determination" that's—

Mr. Lawlor: Let me understand what's

happening here, though. In committee the

word was "attributable to"—I haven't looked
it up but that's what remains with me. You,
in the meantime and out of committee, have

thought through legislative counsel that the

word "to the determination of" more closely
reflected the intent of the committee—is that

what you're saying?

Mr. Cassidy: Would you accept "attribut-

able"?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: "Attributable" is the

word that was used in the committee, but
we're talking here about the change in the

word "determination of an agreement" as I

understand it. And the word should be "ter-

mination."

Mr. Cassidy: We accept the change from
"determination" to "termination", but since

it's now agreed by both the minister and by
Ourselves that the word that had been used
in committee, when the amendment was

made, was "attributable", we're asking if the

minister would now go back to the word as

proposed by the committee.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Yes. You're saying
that the word "referable" is not as clear as

the word "attributable"?

Mr. Cassidy: Not in our view. It is not, no.

Mrs. Campbell: Referable doesn't mean the

same thing.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: As I recall, the

wording that the committee did use was "at-

tributable to the termination of." If eminent

people of the profession, such as the hon.

member for Lakeshore, feel that that's not

clear, I'm quite prepared to accept—

Mr. Lawlor: Well, we are not going to.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: —and leave it to the

courts to determine whether or not "attribut-

able" can be interpreted in the way that it

was intended by the committee. So I am
prepared to accept the word "attributable" to

replace the word "referable" and remove the

word "determination."

Mr. Cassidy: Is that a motion?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Yes, I would move
that, Mr. Chairman, if it is necessary to effect

that change by movement.

Mr. Chairman: We have heard the original

amendment presented by the minister plus
the two verbal—one verbal amendment?

Mr. Cassidy: Two.

Mr. Chairman: Two verbal amendments.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: One, Mr. Chairman,
I don't believe that requires an amendment.
The word "determination"

is^ simply an edi-

torial error. I wouldn't have to move the

correction of that.

Hon. Mr. Handleman moves that the word
"referable" in section 24b(4) of the Act be

changed to "attributable."

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any further ques-
tions or amendments to any other section of

the bill?

Sections 14 to 20, inclusive, agreed to.

Bill 118, as amended, reported.

MINING TAX ACT

House in committee on Bill 111, An Act to

amend the Mining Tax Act, 1972.
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Hon. J. White (Minister without Portfolio):

When this bill was debated on second ready-

ing, I made mention of the fact that there

were four amendments to be made, and I

provided those amendments to the Speaker
so that the reprinted bill now includes those

technical amendments, none of which are

substantive.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, if I may inter-

ject and interrupt the minister in this regard,

you will note if you look at the bill that

some of them are amending sections of the

Act which were previously not before this

committee. When my friend says that they
are not substantive, we over here feel we
have some obligation to say that as far as

we consider this revamped document before

us is a wholly new bill. We have a new kind
of animal; and to seek to amend legislation
in this particular way is not parliamentary,
to say the least, and we must place our

objections before you on this partciular count.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, certainly we can
do one of several things. We can consider
it now, or let the matter go until the next
session. I am sure I don't care.

Mr. Lawlor: He doesn't carel

Hon. Mr. White: But, in fairness, let me
point out that I drew this to the attention

of the House while the leader of the NDP
was in his seat and while the Liberal leader

was in his seat, and I explained that by pro-

viding the amendments to the House, to the

Speaker, at the time of second reading, it

enabled us to have the printed versions in the

book, probably yesterday—I am just not sure
when they went in the book. This, it seemed
to me, was ever so much to be preferred,
contrasted with my offering these technical

amendments—which, indeed, is what they are

—during this committee meeting. Do what
you want; I couldn't care less.

Mr. Lawlor: All right, calm down, take a
sedative. We vdll proceed with the legisla-
tion.

Hon. Mr. White moves that the reprinted
bill be the one considered.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any comments,
questions or amendments to any section of
the bill—and, if so, which one?

On section 1:

Mr. Lawlor: Does the hon. minister have
to move these amendments, or have they
already been placed before this House?

Hon. Mr. White: I am now in the hands
of the lawyers, I am sorry to say, with

respect to this and my previous remarks.

1 am now informed by law officers of the

Crown that I don't have to move the amend-

ments, they having now been put before

the House in the form of this document.

Mr. Lawlor: Nevertheless, Mr. Chairman,
taking the new amendment to subsection
2 of 1, where output is defined' and a greater
definition placed on processing, would the

hon. minister—I think we are going to drive

you this far—would you give an explanation,
each in turn, of your amendments—starting
with these particular ones—so we will have
on the record precisely what your intent is?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, sir, this amendment
deletes reference to mineral substances "in-

corporated in any manufacturing process."
The purpose of this amendment is to make it

clear that the tax imposed by this Act is a
tax upon mining profits when realized and
not a tax on notional profits before the
minerals or the processed materials are sold.

This amendment will assist mining com-

panies that pay income tax to jurisdictions
outside of Canada to claim full credit for

Ontario's mining tax in calculating that other

income tax liability.

The additional amount of money made
available to the companies as a result of

this credit, it is hoped, will be available for

reinvestment in exploration and development
within Ontario.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr, Chairman, what impact
does it have upon stockpiling and inventor>'?

Can they escape your tax by simply spacing
it out and averaging it over the years by
getting larger or smaller piles of material in

an unprocessed state?

Hon. Mr. White: No, this is not possible.

Mr. Lawlor: It is not possible?

Section 1, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): I haven't

had a chance to look at the reprinted version

of the bill. What section of the reprinted bill

covers the allowance of the basic $100,000
exemption for what is purported to be a new
mine? Where would I bring that up, Mr.
Chairman?

Mr. Chairman: Maybe the minister could

enlighten the Chairman on that.

Hon. Mr. White: As soon as I enlighten

myself.
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Mr. Stokes: I think it is section 2.

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, it's section 2.

Mr. Chairman: Okay, the hon. member for

Thmider Bay.

On section 2:

Mr. Stokes: Yes, my question is purely for

a matter of clarification. We did have some
discussion about this on second reading, and
the minister alluded to the fact, which is

reflected in the bill—it was in the original
version-that the first $100,000 of profits

would be exempt in the case of a new mine.

Would you define for me—I don't think it's

defined any place in here—what constitutes

a new mine?

The thing that troubles me is the situation

where there is a producing mine with a

headframe and perhaps a couple of shafts

and they drive a level and start a new shaft

or a new ore body in a new zone within the

mine. Would that constitute a new mine? Is

this going to be a section of the Act where

existing and flourishing mining companies
are going to be able to take advantage of this

tax loophole in order to gain the benefit of

the provisions that are applied strictly to a

new mine rather than an extension of an

existing mine?

Hon. Mr. White: We understand the perils
involved here, and we have established the

following criteria for a new mine or for a

disaggregation:

A mining investment designed to increase

ore production from a mine by 30 per cent

over the previous high production;

A mining investment of at least 25 per
cent of the original cost of depreciable

mining assets of a mine;

Mines inactive on April 9, 1974, that are

reopened or, if closed down after that date,
remain closed for five years before reopen-
ing.

Any other major mining investment is

determined by the Lieutenant Governor in

Council.

We did feel compelled to provide the full

range of tax rates for a new mine or for a

major expansion of an existing mine. We
were aware that in the past the federal

corporations tax was very largely avoided by
a number of mining companies which utilized

the criteria existing at the time to claim

investment as a new mine or a major expan-
sion to a mine whereas in fact it was a part
of their regular mining activities. This was

accomplished in at least one case by drilling

a new shaft, taking the equipment down
through that new shaft into the old part of

the mine and getting tax relief on the new
equipment used in the old mine.

We thought we had to have this fourth

approach, that is final determination by the

Lieutenant Governor in Council—a matter of

public record, of course—to guard against
undue exploitation of these provisions.

As I say, we are fully cognizant of the

complexities and difficulties involved. The
alternative was not to disaggregate and to

put the existing mining companies in a posi-
tion inferior to either new mining companies
or to existing manufacturing enterprises
which go into the mining business. That
didn't seem equitable either. We think we
have plugged the loopholes that were experi-
enced with the federal legislation, and in so

doing we think we have a better solution

than imposing penalties on existing mining
firms.

Mr. Chairman: Do any more members wish

to take part? Section 2, the member for

Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, section 2. It is a very long

section, you will notice, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Yes, it is.

Mr. Lawlor: Once we are over it, we've

probably broken the back. I have three points
under section 2; first of all congratulatory to

a point, with reserve, with our minimal
stance under subsection 4. The processing
business, setting it up at the pits mouth,
seems unascertainable. The mining assessor

has to appraise its value according to a

manual. The move forward here that I find

palatable, and even laudatory, is the business

of getting it under regulation and for the

first time getting it out into the public view
so that we over here and people interested

in the rake-offs that take place in this at

least know the extent of the undermining.
You can't be blackmailed as much as you
normally are—they do it with such grace—by
the mining interests through your mining
assessors. At least, according to certain pre-

vailing notions of British law, to the extent

that we ought to know what it is, you've
moved forward in that regard.

Under depreciation, there is an area I

don't understand. It is a lengthy section,

where you give a 30 per cent cost to the

operator on buildings and equipment etc.,

after April 9. I don't want to read the whole

section. It says:
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Where such proceeds exceed the cost of

such additions the excess shall be applied
to reduce the balance remaining to be

depreciated of such assets acquired in pre-
vious years; and where no such balance

remains to be depreciated, the excess shall

be applied to reduce deductions otherwise

allowable under this subsection.

I'm not quite sure what that means and per-

haps you could tell me. You are using a de-

preciation base, where the benefits no longer
accrue in order to oflFset it against other taxes.

It says:

and where any such disposal [or getting
rid of the assets] is made after the close

of mining operations, the tax for the last

taxation year shall be reassessed for the

purpose of depreciation recovery where

applicable.

I'm not quite sure what that final clause

means and how it operates either. In these

several regards, I would ask the minister for

an explanation of how this depreciation is

intended to be operated.

Hon. Mr. White: Sir, we have always al-

lowed depreciation at a 15 per cent rate.

It seemed to me and my oflBcials to make
sense to have parallel provisions of the

capital costs allowance schedule published by
the federal government, which is used for

their corporation income tax and for our cor-

poration income tax. So we moved up to

the same rate, namely 30 per cent on a de-

creasing balance, commencing with the con-
struction of the works rather than the begin-
ning of production of the works, once again
paralleling the capital cost allowance ap-
proach.

If an air compressor, let us say, costing
$1,000 is acquired during the company's
fiscal year, $300 may be considered deprecia-
tion and an expense for tax purposes. That
would increase the expenses of the company
by $300 and pull its total tax down by, let's

say, $15 to make it easy. If the machine
were sold for $800, the $100 excess to the

depreciated value of $700 would have to be
deducted from the depreciation being claim-
ed by the company on other assets. In this

respect, I am perfectly sure it is identical to

provisions under our corporations income tax
and the federal corporations income tax.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, depreciation; one type
of thing is being offset over against here,
and lowering their depreciation base be-
cause of the excess funds for the sale of the

goods that have come in—fine.

No. 3, on exploration and development
expenditures. First of all, I don't know why
you have "at least 15 per cent." I don't know

why there is any bottom to it. I can see there

is no top to it obviously—100 per cent is in-

finity. I mean, they get the whole benefit of

their exploration.

I have two remarks to make about it. The
first one has to do with my understanding of

Carter, which I shall never let this House

forget. Because it was the first time in the

history of this country—and I think possibly
the western world—where a really sweeping,

equitable, socially conscious piece of legisla-
tion was introduced, which was scuttled

largely by this government.

I don't blame you personally, but you
were behind the scenes, hovering about in

the corridors like some eminence gris. We
had other people here who did a better job
of scuttling that Graf Spec than anybody
else that I have ever heard of.

In any event, in the federal legislation

they have reduced it from 33% down to 25

per cent. That reduction is the impact of

Carter. In the second place, they have work-
ed in an earned feature tied in with this ex-

ploration business, where you are giving

outright carte blanche relief from that par-
ticular taxation.

In the case of a company that is brand
new on the scene, or an individual, sure, I

would be prepared to give them 100 per
cent deduction for exploration expenses. But
for a company already well entrenched in

an operation, there isn't a very great incen-

tive if you cut back on their depletion base.

In other words, you say: "You don't get the

depletion unless you use moneys derivable

from the source in order to do further ex-

ploration, etc." You drive them to it. Now
you use the carrot. I'm using both carrot and

stick, if it were possible.

In other words, it is the whole concept of

earned depletion being earned in terms of

exploration so that we get the maximum
impact and effect upon the various organi-
zations and companies.

Now, as you well know, I want the govern-
ment at least to participate, and to avoid run-

ning up against that recalcitrance, which I

think is fairly common in the mining indus-

try, vis-a-vis taxation, to go its own way
with respect to the exploration, to finding the

new mines, and possibly even to developing
them should their resources be suflBcently

gratifying.

Imagine if you had come up with Inter-
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national Nickel 75 years ago. You would
have had the bonanza that would have re-

duced the sales tax to 2.3 per cent.

Mr. Stokes: Or reduce income tax by 10

per cent like Lougheed.

Mr. Lawlor: Or any number of other

things. To have kept in our own hands and

developed it at that stage would have been
a great relief to every citizen of this province.
The same is true in the case of Texasgulf.

Well, that is water under the bridge and one
can only look back with regret because of

the purblinded policies of past ministries and
their whole approach to these matters. I think

there is a greater openness now.

But on this one narrow point—zeroing in

on depletion being earned—I would very
much like to hear what the minister has to

say about that.

Hon. Mr. White: All expenses can be

charged against taxable profits, on the sup-
position that the incurring of such expenses
is intended to lead to greater volumes, greater

profits and, therefore, greater taxes. So the

principle flows from age-old legislation at the

federal level which accepts a wide variety, in

fact all legitimate expenses against income
for tax purposes. This principle remains in-

violate in the bill we are offering to the

House today.

I think the significant change is that we
are allowing this kind of expense to be

charged in the inauguration of a new mine,
whereas previously it could be charged only
against the second of the mines of a com-
pany. In so doing we hope to make a new
mining venture by a new group, or a mining
venture by an established company like

Eaton's of Canada, more attractive in a vari-

ety of ways, including this particular tax pro-
vison.

There are a number of criteria established

to keep the matter well controlled within the
hands of the authorities, and it might be in-

teresting for some of the members to hear
what some of these are.

Five conditions must be met in order to

obtain this treatment:

1. The expense must not have been pre-

viously claimed.

2. The expenditure must be approved by
the mine assessor.

3. The expenditure must not relate to the

acquisition of an option to purchase a mine
or an option to mine any deposit.

4. The expense must be borne by the

operator of a mine liable to taxation.

5. Separate accounts of the expenditure
must be kept and provided to the mine as-

sessor in reasonable detail.

To deal with the other part of the hon.
member's question, we have introduced the

minimum of 15 per cent to prevent a com-

pany from accumulating expenses to be

charged against large-volume, otherwise high-
taxation years so that they will not save up
this kind of expense to be charged off

against a highly profitable period.

Mr. Lawlor: That was a magnificent
answer particularly the first part, but it did
not address itself to my question. The ques-
tion had to do with earned depletion and the

principle of earned depletion. My objection
is to granting outright and carte blanche
benefits or expenses to be deducted with

respect to exploration and development ex-

penses of all kinds against the tax base.

I want them to earn those development
and exploration benefits if the mine is already
in existence. I don't want it to sit in a single
mine. I want to give it cause or motivation
to expand and to go on with the exploration,
and not simply to eat up the benefits already
achieved, or to sit on them. I want to give
an extra impetus to the corporation by way
of saying, "You don't get this carte blanche

depletion allowance of 33% per cent off your
profits by sheer giveaway unless you do

something to earn it. The only ground on
which you get your deduction for explora-
tion is if you explore. You can't sit on the

assets and take the gravy without doing some-

thing of the treadmill work of the Trojans
at the same time." This was the principle
enunciated by Carter; it is also the principle

largely incorporated into federal legislation—
and you talk very often of co-ordinating your

legislation with federal legislation.

I don't know why you don't accept the

sensibility and good sense of the earned

depletion concept. You always shy away from

it. I suppose your only answer could be, if I

may supply you M^th one, that you think that

is the kind of incentive that is gravely needed

in the Province of Ontario in order to have

them operate at all. I suggest to you that that

is not the case, that if they are cut back or

their depletion is completely wiped out unless

they make these exploratory moves, then you
are much further ahead and you've got an

expanding, ongoing vital exploration industry

operating the thing on the basis of earning
those rights. Now, why don't you do it?
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Hon. Mr. White: As the hon. member said,

it's further incentive for mining industries to

explore and develop northern resources, ones

that I hope will benefit the member for

Thunder Bay.

Mr. Lawlon That is not very imaginative.

Mr. J. E. Bullbro<^ (Samia): I just won-
dered, in connection with the original ques-
tion put to you with respect to depreciation
under clause 6, when you get down to the

end there if you would help me. Is the minis-

ter following me? It says:

And where no such balance remains to

be
depreciated,

the excess shall be applied
to reduce deductions otherwise allowable

imder this subsection, and when any such

disposal is made at any time after the

closing of mining operations, the tax for

the last taxation year shall be reassessed

for the purpose of depreciation recovery
where applicable.

Did you understand the ministers response
to you, when there were no further depre-
ciable assets? I didn't. Did you understand

him?

Mr. Lawlor: Let him answer.

Hon. Mr. White: Again, I gave the illustra-

tion of an ongoing company which sold an

asset at more than the depreciated value and
the recapture of that depreciation for tax pur-

poses. This further sentence in the section

deals with a company which has had profits

and which has had depreciation allowances

chargeable against those profits, and which
winds up its aflFairs and disposes of its assets

in a year when there are no taxable profits.

The excess of the sale—values received over

the depreciated values of the assets—would

thereupon have to be charged against a

previous profitable period, the tax reassessed

and the tax differential paid to the consoli-

dated revenue fund. I know that my answer

on depletion allowance wasn't very satisfac-

tory and I am indebted to the member for

Lakeshore for providing an answer of sorts.

In fact, the depletion allowance comes under
the Corporations Tax Act. It is not part of

this bill and—

Mr. Lawlor: That's true, I agree. But I just

tied it in, that's all.

Hon. Mr. White: —I am not well briefed

pn the pros and cons.

Mr. Bullbrook: I wanted to make one

further comment, more personal and philoso-

phical. Notwithstanding the obligation to col-

lect just taxes, I must say I don't like sections

like section 2(b), where the minister is given
the power to come to a unilateral decision

as to whether the taxpayers is trying to do

something to absolve himself of a tax burden.

I don't like that type of legislation.

Basically, we would like to operate with-

out any taxation of any kind, but surely
there's nothing reprehensible about tax avoid-

ance. I don't like to see such an almost uni-

versal power vested in government to desig-

nate almost unilateraly and unequivocally—

notwithstanding you have given some pro-

visions for appeal to the courts, but I just

don't like, as a matter of philosophy, either

the Minister of National Revenue or any other

minister to be able to say; "You owe this tax,

because I say you owe this tax."

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, just one word.

The associated person concept is rife in con-

temporary taxation law, generally speaking,

as long as it is spelled out and appeal pro-

cedures permitted so that arbitrary imposi-

tions of the determination of the ministry,

that people are associated when they they
are not, are carried through, then I can't see

any harm in it. The other way around it may
even be tax evasion by utilizing, bringing two

mines together under one name and playing

games with the taxpayers.

Mr. Bullbrook: Well, it would be tax

evasion. All right, my colleague from Lake-

shore wants to talk about this for a moment.
It goes to the court. What has the court got
to do with it? That's about as innocuous a

section as you would ever find in any statute

giving a taxpayer relief to the courts.

What does a court do when it is asked

to say whether the minister has been arbi-

trary or not? It asks what powers he has

to exercise. I will read you what power he

has to exercise. He comes to his conclusion

based on the fact that he decides that one

of the reasons for their separate existence is

to reduce the amount of taxes that would be

otherwise payable under this section.

I continue to say I don't like that kind of

law. I don't like that kind of law. We should

pass laws with objective criteria that impose
a taxpaying obligation upon the citizen and

we should say to the citizen: "You must pay
those taxes." If the citizen finds it within

the statute to avoid the taxes legally, more

power to the citizen, I say. I honestly don't

like sections that put into some ministerial
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official a very, very subjective judgement
based on such things as, "You've got to pay
the tax because we have come to the con-

clusion that you are separated for the purpose
of avoiding the tax."

That's a 360 degree, almost infamous, obli-

gation placed upon the taxpayer and the

citizen.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Lake-

shore.

Mr. Lavt^lor: Mr. Chairman, the point is

partially well taken from the hon. member's

point of view.

We all agree that simply setting up sub-

sidiary companies in order to escape taxation

is a most lamentable enterprise. Simply be-

cause a fellow starts another mine over here
and he's got an already existing one here, or

uses fictitious names or any other thing, it's

reasonable for the ministry to come along
and say: "No, you're one person and that

is your gross profits."

Or he has several mines operating under
one company and then splits them up into

a diversity of companies in order to mini-
mize his taxes. While that may be a perfectly
legitimate thing undter the law, it ceases to

be a perfectly legitimate thing when you say
it's not legitimate any longer to do so. I think
it's prefectly reasonable in terms of social

policy so to do.

I haven't got the full text of the Mining
Tax Act in front of me—I didn't think it was

necessary today—but I daresay that it doesn't

contain the definition of "associated persons,"
as the Business Corporations Act does. Any
number of Acts contain the definition now-
aways, including some of your own taxation

legislation, and I think it is a deficiency
in the legislation we have before us if it

doesn't. Therefore at the next closest oppor-
tunity you should insert it into your thing,
so that the arbitrariness that my friend finds

is no longer present, so that the courts will

know. Am I wrong about that?

Hon. Mr. White: We have adopted the

federal criteria, and the section being de-
bated is the same as that in the federal In-

come Tax Act.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, but they've got a defi-

nition of "associated persons" in that Act.

Hon. Mr. White: That's what we will be

using too. In the regulations the federal in-

come tax criteria apply.

Mr. Lawlor: It is incorporation by refer-

ence of the federal legislation. Your intent is

ot bring it into line, but you haven't brought
it wholly into line.

Hon. Mr. White: We do plan on using the

federal income tax criteria for arm's-length

companies. Somebody has to make that de-

termination, in this case the minister. There
is an appeal as a matter of right, no leave is

required, to the Supreme Court and to the

Court of Appeal. The regulations, which I

have in front of me now, provide the same
definition as contained in the Corporations
Tax Act.

Mr. Lawlor: That solves it then.

Mr. Chairman: Does section 2 carry?

Section 2, as amended, agreed to.

Section 3, as amended, agreed to.

On section 4:

Hon. Mr. White: On this section there's

a minor typographical error. It may not be

absolutely essential, but to be on the safe

side, I have an amendment.

Hon. Mr. White moves that section 4 of

the bill be amended by striking out "4" and
"5" in the fourth line, and inserting in lieu

thereof, "7" and "8" respectively.

Mr. Lawlor: That's because of the new
subsections, eh?

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any other comments or

questions on section 4?

Section 4, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Shall the bill be reported?

Hon. Mr. White: Before that's carried, Mr.

Chairman, while I fully anticipate having
other occasions, just to be on the safe side I

want to spend 30 seconds to say what an

absolute delight it has been to have some
association with my consultant-philosopher,
the member for Lakeshore, since, the long
hot summer of 1968. It seems too bad, in a

way, that we didn't have an enormous fight

on this occasion just in case it is the last one.

At any rate, he brings some acuity of mind
and dedication of purpose to the matter of

business before us and I should like to oiBEer

him this modest salute, and at the same time

say how much I benefit from our personal

friendship. He is probably the only socialist

in the world that I have ever liked at all.

Bill 111, as amended, agreed to.
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CROWN EMPLOYEES COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING ACT

(concluded)

House in committee on Bill 179, an Act to

amend the Crown Employees Collective

Bargaining Act.

Mr. Chairman: I understand we have some
stacked amendments and we are on section 9.

Are there any questions or conmients?

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Yes,
Mr. Chairman.

On section 9:

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor
West.

Mr. Bounsall: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Just at this point we are dealing with what
are management rights and what are not

management rights. This section of the bill is

closely tied in with section 6 of the original
bill and section 3 of this particular amend-
ment Act.

There is something I would like the minis-

ter to make clear to the House as to what the

position is. It seems unless the minister can
indicate otherwise, that payment and negotia-
tions with respect to travel allowance have
become a part of management rights now. I

wonder if the minister could clear this up?

In the House debate yesterday, in reply to

the member for Thunder Bay, the minister

indicated that an ojBFer had been made on

mileage allowance and that offer had not

been accepted by the CSAO.
I believe the situation is that the CSAO

was offered retroactive mileage allowance

back to April and another mileage allowance

to take place thereafter, provided that it was

agreed that mileage allowance was no longer

negotiable. The old section 6 of the Act, and
the present section 3 in this Act, clearly
states as one of the examples of what is nego-
tiable "the rate payable to an employee for

miles travelled when he is required to use

his own automobile." That's an example of

what is negotiable. Whether or not he is re-

quired to use his own automobile, one should
be able to negotiate the rate when he does
use his own automobile and when he is also

obviously required to use his own automobile.

I think during the negotiations you got to

a point where in fact you did send out a
bulletin saying that employees are no longer
required to use their own automobiles, there-

fore the mileage rate is no longer negotiable
because you have lifted the requirement that

they use their own automobile. I think tiie

government has to clear this up very clearly

and directly.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): I will get clarifica-

tion for you on this point.

Mr. Bounsall: Will we be standing this

down until you get it?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, we might as well.

Mr. Bounsall: This section will be stood

down to another point in the bill.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments on
section 9?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: We will come back
to it.

Mr. Bounsall: We'll come back to this part
of section 9. I would just like the minister's

comments on the record concerning 18a of

section 9. In clauses 2 and 3, in terms of the

Lieutenant Governor in Council appointing
the chairman and the vice-chairman and
members of the Grievance Settlement Board,
the phrase that appears is, "after requesting
and considering the views, if any, of each

bargaining agent,"—in this case the Civil

Service Association, and whatever other bar-

gaining agents represent portions of the work-
ers. Will they, in fact, agree to accept those

persons the various bargaining agents have

agreed upon?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Oh, yes.

Mr. Bounsall: It isn't just a consultation

with those bargaining agents, whose views

and names once submitted would then be

disregarded?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I thought we under-

stood in committee that the list that was

provided would be used in the selection.

Mr. Bounsall: This list provided from the

various bargaining agents would be those

lists used in the selection of people for these

appointments. That's fine.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any other com-

ments, questions or amendments on section

9? Would the minister like to answer on that

deferred section?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No, I am going to get
him that answer.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any comments on
section 10?

On section 10:
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Mr. Boimsall: Mr. Chairman, my only
comments on section 10 are to ask whether
the same answer which the minister gave on
section 9 with regard to requesting and con-

sidering the views pertains in this section,

that the names taken will be from the list

provided by the bargaining agents. I assume
there is no problem with section 10 as the

minister answered on section 9.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I think we understand
one another there perfectly.

Mr. Bounsall: That's fine.

Mr. Chairman: Does section 10 carry?

Sections 10 to 12, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 13:

Mr. Bounsall: Just one other point on sec-

tion 13 dealing with section 36 of the Act
referred to there. I just want to point out,
Mr. Chairman, that the tribunal appointed
under this section and referred to in this

section is given a lot of discretionary power.
I refer to subsection 11 of section 13 that

says the tribunal may decide to sit in one or
more divisions. The tribunal in subsection 13
of this section may make rules governing
its practice and procedure and so forth.

I would just like to point out that it's at

this point where the tribunal is given large
doses of discretion, and ways in which it can
make up its own mind as a tribunal in a

newly constituted and better form. When we
get to another section, Mr. Chairman, I'll

refer back to this very good discretionary
power that has been given to the tribunal in
this particular section.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Okay, fine.

Mr. Bounsall moves that a new subsection
be added to section 13 as follows; "Section
25 of the original Act is deleted."

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Chairman, I know that
the minister is very eager to get into the
debate at this time, to lay out his view on
whether there shall be a strike or a lockout.

The eflFect of this amendment that I have
would be to delete section 25 under the

prohibition section. This section states that

the employer shall not cause a lockout and
the employee shall not strike. This strikes at

the very heart of the Crown Employees Col-
lective Bargaining Act, Mr. Chairman, those
clauses and that viewpoint which said "the

employees shall not strike."

We believe in this party that the Crown
employees should have that right to strike.

We feel they should have that right to strike

because it is a basic right. It's a right which
should not be denied anyone. And for those

very few people in the Province of Ontario—
none of them Crown employees, in my mind
—who do have very good cause for the right
to strike to be withdrawn, the viewpoint of

Chief Justice McRuer in his report should

be followed; that being that if that right is

taken because those persons are so necessary
to the public good of this province, that there

be more than better compensatory clauses

built into that Act governing them.

This by and large has not taken place in

Ontario. Where that right to strike is taken

away, we believe those compensatory meas-
ures should be built into that legislation.

But more important in terms of this Act,
we are not saying build in very adequate

compensatory measures, we are saying the

right to strike should be clearly given to the

employees. We say so not just because it's a

basic civil right, which McRuer commented

upon at some length; we say so for two very
basic reasons.

Number one, in the whole psychology of

the collective bargaining process it is better

to have that right so that the employees
focus their attention upon the issues in dis-

pute between the two parties and do not get
themselves sidetracked into thinking that all

their problems result from not having that

right to strike. So that meetings don't always

keep bringing up, with rhetoric being heard

upon, the point that the employees do not

have the right to strike.

In point of fact if they have that right, that

right will be very carefully exercised, if at

all. In the negotiating, and the public meet-

ings with employees, the focus will be on
the matters in principle which divide the

parties and not beclouded from time to time

by the point that they don't have the right

to strike which sometimes becomes the over-

riding issue in negotiations. So it actually

helps in reaching the collective agreement
if that right to strike is given to employees,
and you trust employees to use that provision

wisely and not where it is not reasonable

to be used.

A strike is a failure of the collective bar-

gaining process to operate effectively. If there

is good faith between two sides proceeding
to reach a collective decision, then the actual

resort to strike will very seldom occur. It

need never occur as both sides get to know
each other, and bargaining proceeds in good
faith on both sides, and both sides aren't

trying to score points, one against the other,
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or be cute and wiggle around some particular

wording which allows them to do something
which is not what they would ordinarily do

if they were engaged in good faith bargaining.

So if it occurs it represents a failure of

collective bargaining. But that right to take

that action, should that occur, is a basic right
which people should have.

In fact it helps the collective bargaining

process. It helps the good faith bargaining.
It prevents one side from bargaining in bad

faith by simply postponing to get into com-

pulsory arbitration on the issues in dispute
when there is some other solution which

would solve it, or rather that can be arrived

at. They are simply postponing the decision

by forcing it to compulsory arbitration.

Secondly, and the minister has heard me
hold forth on this before, if one does not have

the right to strike, unfortunately this does not

solve a strike situation. You simply have a

wildcat strike in its place. And that wildcat

strike can occur at any time.

If you do not have the right to strike, you
have no orderly procedures leading up to the

attaining of a position in which you can

strike. You then have a wildcat strike in place

of what one can call a legal strike, but those

wildcat strikes can take place anytime.

The minister knows I have cited as an ex-

ample in committee the iX)sition in England
and in Australia where all strikes are wildcat

strikes. You have a lot of them. It*s a bad

system of labour relations which simply al-

lows wildcat strikes to occur, rather than a

very set, orderly procedure which leads up
to, if necessary, the taking of a strike vote

and beyond that, if necessary, a legal srike.

I refer, of course, to the example of the

Ford plant in Dagenham, England, during
1963. Out of 260 normal working days, only
83 of those days were strike-free. Not all of

those strikes, of course, resulted in plant shut-

downs, because you had small groups of em-

ployees wildcatting, who didn't shut down the

plant. But many of the strikes did. And you
only had 83 days which were strike-free out

of the 260 normal working days.

Therefore, in my mind any system that

does not provide for the right to strike and
an orderly procedure leading up to the posi-
tion where you can strike, is a system which
at some point or another will lead to a

wildcat strike. When you once have wildcat

strikes occurring, it is easier for those wildcat

strikes to occur again. You reach a system, as

they have in England, where you simply have
a series of wildcat strikes which can occur at

any time. It is the world's worst situation, in

my mind, to proper labour relations and for

proper collective bargaining that should be

occurring between the employer and the em-

ployee.

I would hope the minister would take my
amendment in this case.

Mr. Chairman: I would have to state at

this time, that the amendment introduces a

new principle, and therefore I would have to

declare it out of order because the principle

of the bill has already been defeated.

Mr. Bouttsall: Mr. Chairman, I would like

to have some words with you on that matter.

In the committee discussions of Tuesday when
this came up, there was both a deletion and
an addition to another section of this bill. We
covered this point with the chairman at the

time.

I spoke on it, hoping that he would allow

the amendment to stand. In my remarks I

said to him I remembered other bills in

which deletions were made in those bills

that would have substantially aflFected the

principle. He pointed out to me that in his

opinion those were in order. It was a deletion

and an amendment. Now if a deletion is in

order to a bill, then an addition is in order

to a bill.

What I have done here, Mr. Chairman, is

to move that a section be deleted. Therefore,

I have not substituted anything, which was
the point in issue on Tuesday. I have moved
that an additional clause be added and that

clause in itself contains only a deletion.

I would say, Mr. Chairman, that in terms of

what we have done in the House previously,

I think that is very much in order. I am sure

the minister himself would appreciate an

opportunity to get into the debate on this

particular point as weU.

Mr. Chairman: The minister may want to

say something, but I have to declare it out

of order.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I'd like to respond very

briefly, Mr. Chairman. I believe that the way
you've put the situation to the committee

is correct. I know what the hon. member is

endeavouring to achieve. I believe that on

previous occasions we've all made our phil-

osophical positions quite clear. It is, in fact,

quite a substantial change, as far as prin-

ciple is concerned, and I would abide by your

ruling.

Mr. Chairman: Yes, it does introduce a

new principle into the bill, and I would have

to stand by my decision that the amendment
is out of order.
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Mr. Boimsall: Before we get to section 13

of the bill, Mr. Chairman. The minister will

recall that in committee I moved an addition

to the bill at this point. It centred on amend-
ments to section 30(i)(c) and section 30(4)(c}

of the present Act, which comes before the

present section 36, as set out in section 13

of this amendment Act. In this way it would
be very clear under the enforcement pro-
visions for individuals that the tribunal would

appoint an investigator to inquire into not

just the situation where an employee organ-
ization acts in a manner that is not best re-

presentative of the employee; that's covered

by section 28 of the present Act, which also

already includes section 35, allowing the

tribunal to investigate the situation where a

witness's rights have not been protected.

I was very keen that reference also be
made to section 27—at least section 27(2)—to
make it clear that the employer cannot inter-

fere with employees' rights as laid out in

section 27. At that time, Mr. Chairman, I

wasn't altogether convinced that the protec-
tions for the individual in section 27(2) were

adequately covered under section 37 of the

Act, which deals with the wide jurisdictional

powers of the tribunal to make inquiries, or

section 42(5), which deals with the oflFences

under the Act.

If that is the case, I want it very clear

for the purpose of the record that rather than

make a reference here to section 27 or sec-

tion 27(2), those same protections in fact are

afforded to the employee under the Act

through the broad jurisdictional protection of

the tribunal under section 37 and the offences

section 42(5) in the old Act. I won't place an
amendment provided the minister can say and
assure the House as he did in committee,
that section 27 does not need to be added to

section 30 of the Act because there are ade-

quate protections under section 37 and 42(5)
that cover all those points in section 27.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, that's what I said

and that's what I meant.

Sections 13 to 15, inclusive, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Section 16?

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Section
16.

Mr. Bounsall: Section 16.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor
West.

On section 16:

Mr. Bounsall moves that section 16 be
amended by (1) deleting in line seven of sec-

tion 49b ( 1 ) the word "for" and in the same
line, after the word "tribunal," deleting the

word "to" and substituting therefor the word

"may" and (2) by adding in line two of sec-

tion 49b(3) the words "grant or" before the

word "dismiss."

Mr. Deacon: I also have an amendment.
Mr. Chairman. My own motion, I think,
v/ould achieve the same thing but perhaps
a little more simply. I don't know whether
I can get the agreement of the mover to

reconsider.

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps we can deal with
them separately.

Mr. Deacon: Maybe the amendment is not

quite the same. I thought it was.

Mr. Deacon moves that all the words

following "tribunal" in line 7 be deleted and
the following substituted therefor: "to hold

such representation votes as it considers ap-

propriate."

Mr. Deacon: I am not sure whether the

member for Windsor West was trying to get
the same objective.

...Mr. Chairman: Then could we hear the

member for Windsor West first?

Mr. Deacon: I will get a copy to him. In

effect, what we want to do is; to put the

Crown employees in the same position as

other employees under the Ontario Labour
Relations Act. This would give the tribunal

the discretion to hear all the evidence and,
if it felt that a vote was unnecessary, it

would not have to have a vote. I think the

minister was going to give some thought to

this idea, as he thought it was worthy of

consideration.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor
West.

Mr. Bounsall: The Clerk has just pointed
out I am using the unamended bill. The sec-

tion to which I am speaking, Mr. Chairman,
is 19 rather than 16.

Mr. Chairman: We will change that to sec-

tion 19, then.

Mr. Bounsall: Yes. I see the amendment to

49b(l) we are achieving the same thing. I

think maybe his addition is a little less wordy.

The effect of my amendment would be to

make the section read: ". . . make application
to the tribunal for recognition as the succes-

sor bargaining agent, and the tribunal may
conduct a vote of employees to determine if

they are in favour of the employee organiza-
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tion being granted representation rights as

the successor bargaining agent for the bar-

gaining unit concerned." That latter part of

it has been replaced with: "To hold such rep-
resentation votes as it considers appropriate."

That's fine. I think his wording, in es-

sence, makes it a little less wordy than mine
and would be acceptable—certainly, accept-
able to me—but in the second part, subsec-

tion 3, it's important that subsection 3 read:

"That the tribunal may grant or dismiss the

application or direct that a vote be taken."

It's important that that be added as well;

that the tribunal, in fact, be given that dis-

cretionary power which it must get in both
subsection 1, the way I have worded it and
the member for York Centre has worded it,

and that clearly in subsection 3 it may grant
or dismiss the application. In support of this

position, Mr. Chairman, we have gone
through very carefully a set-up of a new
tribunal. I think the way the new tribunal is

set up and the way in which the members
will be chosen for that tribunal is an accept-
able method for both parties.

In previous sections in the bill we have

given this tribunal a fair measure of discre-

tion. Using the correct section numbers, Mr.

Chairman, in section 13(11) we give the tri-

bunal the discretion into how many divisions

it sets and in section 13(13) we give the tri-

bunal complete discretion in making rules

governing the practices and procedures and
the exercise of power.

Should the matter of successor rights—I

am referring now to this section—come before
the tribunal, it should also at this point have
the discretionary power, first of all, to deny
or ^ant the application, and, having seen the

evidence, decide whether or not in their de-

termination, a vote needs to be taken. That's

the normal discretionary powers given to the

Ontario Labour Relations Board in matters

of this sort. I don't trust the tribunal any
less than I trust the Ontario Labour Relations

Board. It looks to be a well set-up tribunal.

I would say to the minister that I would

hope he would grant this further discretion-

ary power to the tribunal, as it seems fairly

reasonable for them to have such, and in the

matter of whether or not a vote should be

taken they in their wisdom will decide whe-
ther they will or will not grant that vote.

The minister knows all the background as

to why this will be necessary. I don't need
to go through it here in the House. Let the

tribimal decide whether or not they need
another vote to be taken, should the corpora-
tion form of the CSAO at some time disap-

Sear
and another form result. Let the board

ecide whether or not a whole vote of the

membership be taken. Let it be to the dis-

cretion of the tribunal.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, you're amend-

ing the first subsection of 49b, in section 19

of the bill, with the wording that I have

and in the following one we're using your

wording?

Mr. Bounsall: It's perfectly acceptable to

me that we take the amendment of the mem-
ber for York Centre in place of my first mo-
tion and let stand the second half of my
motion.

Mr. Chairman: You withdraw the first part
of your motion?

Mr. Bounsall: And substitute therein the

motion of the member for York Centre.

Mr. Chairman: All right. Mr. Bounsall has

withdrawn the first part of his motion and

accepted Mr. Deacon's motion for the first

part.

Mr. Deacon moves to amend section 19 of

Bill 179, section 49b(l), by deleting all the

words following "tribunal" in line 7 and by
adding the words "to hold such representa-

tion votes as it considers appropriate."

Mr. Bounsall moves to add in line 2 of

section 49b(3), the words "grant or" before

the word "dismissing."

Mr. Chairman: We will stack those. Any
further comments on section 19?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I must respond to the

hon. member for Windsor West and say that

in my humble opinion the government wants

to retain within the terms of the Act in this

particular subsection the principle that there

shall be a vote in the first instance in any
event, and we want to retain that principle

throughout the balance of the considerations.

Further, I would say that I know what he's

saying to me. I believe, in any event, where
an employee organization feels that they do

have that sort of majority to carry them, that

I can see no reason why they wouldn't be

very pleased to have a vote and indicate be-

yond a shadow of a doubt that they are the

representative organization. The government
believes that that principle should remain.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, does the

minister feel the Ontario Labour Relations

Act should be so amended, so that all the

employees in the province in any organization

would have that requirement as well? Surely
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we shouldn't be treating Crown employees
different from employees under the Labour
Relations Act, with regard to this matter.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No. There is a differ-

ence and we recognize that difference.

Mr. Deacon: What is the difference?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The difference is that

the Labour Relations Board has other dis-

cretionary powers in the event of applica-
tion for certification, which differs substan-

tially from this particular situation. We just

believe that this principle should be retained,

and I can see no reason why anybody would

object to it. Even if I were in the employee
organization, I wouldn't object to it.

Mr. Deacon: Then you should change the

rest of the Act. Change the Labour Relations

Act, if that's the government's view.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Chairman, I find it a

little difficult to follow the reasoning of the

minister on this point. He has been reason-

able in most other sections and in committee
insofar as every other matter except com-

pulsory arbitration and the right to strike

is concerned. He has been reasonable out-

side of those other sections, and I cannot
see why in this section the minister appears
to be taking a stubborn position—or worse,
a paternalistic one.

Here you've set up your own tribunal—I

think all parties agree this is a good tribunal

setup—and you give it discretion. Why do

you mistrust that tribunal's making up its

mind with respect to whether or not a vote

be taken of the entire membership having
heard an application?

By not agreeing with the amendment
placed, this is what the minister is, in fact,

saying: "We set it up properly. We give you
discretion in a whole bunch of areas, but
when it comes to deciding whether or not a

vote should be taken of the membership
you cannot have that discretion. You can do

nothing but order a vote." I find that rather
an unusual posture for you to find yourself
in.

What is it about your tribunal that you
don't like? What is it about the tribunal set-

up that you would say at this point, "We
are not going to give you that discretion. We
mistrust you in making a decision of that
nature"? Because that is really what the
minister is saying if he says he won't accept
these amendments.

And if you want to get to the real meat
of the matter, I don't know why you are

making life difficult for the 60,000 Crown
employees over which you have jurisdiction.

What you are saying is that the organization

working on their behalf, ff they wish to go

through a de-incorporation or whatever you
call it, must take two votes of its member-

ship, one to de-incorporate, or whatever pro-
cedure they have to go through there. By
not giving the tribunal discretion, the group
having de-incorporated and no longer being
a group with which you can talk at all—

although I presume you would talk informally
over those weeks or perhaps months before

yet another vote can be organized—you have
to say to that group, "You must go back and

you must get a ballot in from those 60,000
workers right across the province."

The tribunal might instead look at the un-

incorporated entity which had represented
them in a corporate structure fashion the

day before, it having gone through what-
ever procedures they need to de-incorporate,
and say to them: "Look, you are the same

group. We believe a vote doesn't need to be
taken." Or that tribunal could say to them:

"Look, even though it might take a few

weeks; even though this is yet another oppor-
tunity for you to contact all your members
in the province and stir them up against the

government of Ontario in other matters at

the same time you are contacting them, we
feel you should, in fact, go ahead and take

that vote."

Why can't you leave that decision to them?

Why must you make that employee repre-
sentative go through the taking of 60,000
ballots or so across the province when the

tribunal could well say, **We believe it isn't

necessary and that's going to take some time"?

I could be wrong, because I am not a

lawyer, Mr. Chairman, but I don't think the
two issues can be decided by one ballot. I

don't think they can be canvassed at the

same time. The CSAO, if it wishes to de-

incorporate, can have a ballot for its members
to vote on whether or not to de-incorporate,
and another part of the ballot saying, "If we
do de-incorporate, do you wish to become
a member of this organization under its

second name?"

I think there would have to be the two
different ballots, or at least, a ballot of its

entire membership in the second instance.

That's an awful lot of energy and time
wasted on behalf of the organization repre-

senting the civil servants and some energy
and time spent by the civil servants deciding
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just what they will do in that second in-

stance.

I just can't see, Mr. Minister, why you are

being stubborn on this point in seeming to

want to make it a little bit diflBciilt for the

civil servants in the Province of Ontario on
the one hand, and also, on the other hand

pretty profoundly not trusting your own tri-

bunal.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Chairman, we
haven't taken issue with one another yet in

this whole debate and the hon. member is

going a little far off the deep end by calling
me stubborn. As a matter of fact, our com-
munication has, in fact, been extremely good.
I think that if there is any stubbornness

being shown, the member for Windsor West
is being a little bit diflBcult on this particular

point. We've gone over it before. He knows
where we stand.

The legalistic aspect, as he said, is not

always clear to all of us who are laymen.
But I would like to put it this way. As I

said before, if I were a member of that or-

ganization or if I were a member of the

executive of that organization, whether I

were sitting here now or sitting over there,
in the case in point. I think I would rather

have that vote. I disagree with you; in my
humble opinion, it could be taken in one
ballot. That's not so difficult these days, as

we know, from the procedures that were
followed all through the fall.

I just simply say to you that it's a principle
that we want to retain. I believe it indicates

to all concerned that that is their desire, and
there is no questioning of that desire if you
have that vote and that vote is taken. I

agree, as was said in committee, that indeed
it is not difficult. They are sure of where

they stand with their members. That's great
and that's the way it should be, and this will

prove it for them.

I say to the hon. member that if I were
in that position I would be desirous, at this

point in time, of following that course. Cer-

tainly, in due course, that might change. I

won't stand here and be stubborn; no, I

won't. I simply say it's an ameliorating posi-
tion and I think not a bad one.

Mr. Stokes: You are just going to stand

there.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Now, don't you get
into it.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Chairman, I must point
out, in all fairness to the minister and to the

House, this is one of the things he was going

to think about between the committee meet-

ings outside the House and the committee

meetings here. To use the term "stubborn"

perhaps was a little strong at this particular

point, that is true. He thought about it and
he's come back and kept the original wording
in.

Even if one did apply the word "stub-

bom," I'm not so sure that it's the minister

who is being stubborn and it isn't some of

his advisers who are being stubborn. In all

fairness, I certainly did not want to say that

the minister is being stubborn about this

point.

But look, here's another point. If you give
this discretionary power to the tribunal, and
the tribunal, in its wisdom in hearing the

arguments—whatever arguments accrue; I

suppose it would be only an argument from
the employee organization, unless there was
an input from the Management Board of

Cabinet saying you would hope they would
be more democratic, and unless there was
that type of other input you would be hear-

ing only one side—let's say the tribunal did

decide a vote was not necessary. This does
not mean the executive of the Civil Service

Association could not say, and would not, in

fact, say, "In spite of the fact that we don't

have to take a vote, we're going to take this

opportunity because it's appropriate, in fact,

to find out the feelings of our 60,000 mem-
bers."

What you're saying is, they have no oppor-
tunity to decide that one way or the other.

This way they are required to do that. The
tribunal can do no other than order the vote;
the CSAO has no alternative other than to

take it. What I'm saying is, give the tribunal

discretion as to whether or not the vote
should be held, and then the CSAO can

decide, at that point, if they're not required
to take it, whether or not they would still

take it. It seems that's the sort of decision

you would want the tribunal to be involved
in.

Even if the tribunal says, "No, you don't

have to take a vote," the ball is squarely in

the court of the CSAO executive where, for

the very reasons that you've outlined, they
then have to decide whether or not they
would take one anyway. That's not a bad

position for them to find themselves in.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: In reply to that, Mr.

Chairman, there is some validity to what you
are saying; I don't disagree totally with you.
But then, I believe this is a huge organiza-
tion and surely on the question of major

changes, major changes within that organiza-
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tion, the public servants themselves should
have that right to say, "We get here the

same way; you don't get here if you don't

have a majority vote," and maybe that's

what's in my mind at the moment. All I can

say to you is, it's a principle we want to

retain and, therefore, I'm asking that the

clause be left as is.

Mr. Chairman: All those in favour of the

amendment as read will say "aye."

All those opposed will say "nay."
In my opinion the "nays" have it.

Shall we stack the vote on the amend-
ments?

Are there any further comments, criticisms

or amendments to any further sections of the

bill?

Shall the bill be reported?

Mr. Stokes: No, we had a commitment
from the minister that he would give some
justification for the answer that he gave to me.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, that is right. You
are right. Okay, the fact that the use of a

personal automobile is no longer a condition

of employment raises a question as to whether
or not mileage rates are negotiable. We have
not made this a major issue as far as the

current situation stands. As a matter of fact,

they will be referred to in collective agree-
ments, therefore I can say to you that as

far as I'm concerned they will be negotiable
to that degree.

Mr. Stokes: They will be negotiable?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes.

Mr. Stokes: All right then, if they will be

negotiable, when the job content or the job

description requires the use of their own
personal car, you are prepared to go back
and give them the same rates as those outside
of the bargaining unit, as outlined in the
manual of administration?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Oh yes, that is correct.

Mr. Stokes: All right, we have that on the
record then; that it is a negotiable item.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, I indicated to you
the other evening that those rates that we
offered were exactly the same as are being
paid—the ones you referred to—and are retro-

active to April 1, 1974, and I think Aug. 1,

1974. Yes, that's correct.

Mr. Stokes: And they will be negotiable in

the future?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes.

Mr. Stokes: Fine.

Mr. Bounsall: Just on this point, I think

we are very clear on it now, but I think in

your remarks you said it wasn't accepted by
the CSAO. That's correct. Their reason for

not accepting it is that they are under the

impression that by accepting it, as well as

accepting it at the moment, they would no

longer be able to negotiate it, not just for

those groups of employees who are required
to use their automobiles from time to time

but those groups of employees who, in fact,

use their automobiles for government busi-

ness. They want to be able to negotiate the

rate for both those groups of employees and
it's clear that that right has not been taken

away.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: As long as they are

using their own cars.

Mr. Stokes: Yes.

Mr. Bounsall: Yes.

Mr. Chairman: There are several questions

before the committee, and it was agreed

by the committee that the vote would be

taken at the conclusion of the discussions

on Bill 179.

We are considering several amendments
to Bill 179. The first was moved by Mr.

Reid of Rainy River, to amend section 3 by

adding in the third line of section 6 of the

Act, after the words "terms and conditions

of employment," the words "including pen-
sions and superannuation."

There was an amendment to the amend-
ment moved by Mr. Bounsall that all the

words following "employer" in the second

line be deleted.

The committee divided on Mr. Bounsall's

amendment to the amendment, which was

negatived on the following vote:

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 25, the "nays" are 46.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the amendment
to the amendment defeated.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): If at this

point you would wish to place all of the

other amendments, we are content to have
the same vote.

Agreed.

Mr. Chairman: I'll read them all:

Mr. Reid moves an amendment to Mr.
Bounsall's amendment, to delete from section
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9, subsection 17(lb) the word "superannua-
tion."

Mr. Deacon moves to amend section 16 of

Bill 179 section 49b{l), to delete all the

words following "tribunal" in line 7 and by
adding the words, "to hold such representa-
tion votes as it considers appropriate."

Mr. Bounsall moves a sub-amendment

adding, in line 2 of section 49b(3), the words

"grant or" before the word "dismiss."

Mr. Deacon: Section 19.

Mr. Chairman: I'm sorry, section 19.

I declare the amendments lost.

Bill 179 reported.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House begs to report one bill

with no amendments and two bills with
amendments and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, I

would like permission at this time to table

the answer to question No. 32 standing on
the order paper. (See appendix, page 7659.)
I must admit that I missed doing it on the

orders of the day.

Mr. V. M. Singer ( Downsview ) : Let's have
unanimous consent.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Oh, surely not.

Mr. Singer: The minister didn't ask for

unanimous consent.

Mr. Speaker: Do we have that consent

Clerk of the House: The first order, resum-

ing the adjourned debate on the amendment
to the amendment to the motion that this

House approves in general the budgetary

policy of the government.

BUDGET DEBATE

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nipis-

sing was about to complete his remarks. Can

you do it in two minutes?

Mr. R. S. S. Smith (Nipissing): I will move

the adjournment of the debate, Mr. Speaker.

It being 6 o'clock p.m., the House took

recess.
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APPENDIX

(see page 7658)

An answer to a question was tabled :

32. Mr. Burr—Inquiry of the ministry re the HOME project near Little River in the

east end of Windsor, Ont.: 1. How much did the land for this project cost OHC? 2. Of how
many acres does the project consist? 3. What did it cost OHC to turn this area into fully

serviced building lots? 4. How many serviced lots were created? 5. What is the total selling

price for the HOME lots? 6. What is the monthly rental for these lots?

Answer by the Minister of Housing:

1. The land including services cost OHC $6,945,000; 2. There are 77.5 acres in the

project; 3. See answer to question 1 above*; 4. There are 992 HOME lots in this project;

5. The lots were leased, not sold to purchasers; 6. The monthly land lease rental averages $72.

*N.B.—This parcel of land was purchased fully serviced.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

Mr. Speaker: When we rose at 6 o'clock

we called the first order. I believe the mem-
ber for Cochrane South had the floor.

BUDGET DEBATE

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Mr.

Speaker, it gives me a great deal of pleas-

sure to enter into this debate. These last

three weeks have been rather unusual weeks

in the life of the Legislature of this province.

I am sure it has interfered with the southern

holidays of some of the members, but it has

been a southern experience for some of us in

northern Ontario in that we have got down
to the sunny weather of dear old Toronto and

have had a chance to spend three weeks in

this place.

I don't want to take too long tonight be-

cause I know that we are heading toward

prorogation later in the evening. But there

are a few things that I wish to bring to the

attention of the members in this House, Mr.

Speaker. One has to do with the appointment
of a health council for my district. I know
that a good deal of work has been done by
the health people up there and that names

have been submitted to the Minister of

Health (Mr. Miller). He assured me before

Christmas that he had seen the nominations

and that the appointment of this health coun-

cil was imminent. Here we are into the mid-

dle of February and this council has not yet

been appointed. The critical thing is, of

course, that a number of major decisions are

not being made.

There is a crisis, as far as I am concerned,

in regard to chronic care in my area. A lot

of people have to go to Sudbury, Cochrane,

Kapuskasing or Hearst to get into a nursing

home because the nursing home in Timmins
is full. There are about 70 patients in the

home for the aged in Timmins who in fact

are chronic care persons. I believe it was the

member for York North (Mr. W. Hodgson)
who stated yesterday that he had to drive

40 miles from his home to visit his father and

found that quite a hardship. If you are driv-

ing a couple of hundred miles or more it

Thursday, February 13, 1975

means that there are not too many who are

able to see people.

The reason the chronic care situation is

not decided is that the minister said to the

hospital planning council for our district,

"We are prepared to accept whatever recom-

mendations you are prepared to bring forth,

provided that they are reasonable." This was

a very good move, because the local people
could then resolve the matter and come up
with a reasonable course of action, and the

minister was prepared to co-operate. I ap-

preciated his concern and his efforts on our

behalf.

But because there hasn't been a health

council appointed, these hospital bodies will

not make a decision. They are waiting, put-

ting it off and putting it off, and nothing is

done to deal with this problem and other

problems in the health care field. So if what

I say tonight has any influence on the Minister

of Health, I hope that he will make every
effort possible to get that council function-

ing so that we can deal with our chronic care

situation. I think it's acute; it's critical.

The member for London North (Mr.

Walker), who is the parliamentary assistant,

says that we are better off in the district of

Cochrane than many because of, I think it is,

four beds available per 1,000 population. Yet

when we consider the distances I don't think

we are nearly as well off as we should be.

Even in Iroquois Falls, the hospital council

there is now wanting to get approval for a

number of hospital beds.

I was going to say something tonight about

the home for the aged situation in the district

of Cochrane, but there is a little event taking

place on Feb. 24 in the courts there, so I

think I'll wait tfll after that matter is resolved

before I really deal with it in some depth.

I have written a letter to the Minister of

Community and Social Services (Mr. Bru-

nelle) and didn't get a reply, and I did write

a letter to the person running the home for

the aged, Mr, Wiburn, in Timmins, about a

complaint that was brought to my attention

on Nov. 29. I didn't get a reply from him.

I now understand he is in another aspect of

the work. But we'll deal with that later on,

after that hearing on the 24th. I am sure
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there will be some very interesting results

come out of that court hearing, which will

take about a week.

We are interested, in the district of Coch-

rane, in getting approval through grants, one

way and another, for a number of swimming
pools in the district. There is a committee be-

ing chaired by Michael J. J. Doodey, who
is an alderman in Timmins on the Timmins
swim pool committee. What they hope to do
is to get a consensus in our area to establish

an Olympic-size swimming pool in Timmins
and to have a 25-metre swim pool with whirl-

pool and sauna in areas like Moosonee,
Hearst, Kapuskasing, Smooth Rock Falls,

Cochrane, Iroquois Falls and Black River-

Matheson.

Their brief says that these pools would
serve as feeders to the large pool in Tim-
mins where combined events can be accom-

modated, and there would be television cover-

age of the events and so on. But from the

point of view of health and the teaching of

young people to swim and develop, these

kinds of pools are very much needed, be-

cause the average of swimming days in nor-

thern Ontario is 12.5 days, 54 per cent of our

teenagers can't swim and % of them want to

learn to swim.

Not one northeastern Ontario swimmer,
diver or synchronized swimmer is on . the
Ontario or national team. I could go on and

give some other facts, but they will be com-
ing down for assistance through funds that
I suppose will be raised from the federal

Olympic lottery and, now that we have a

provincial lottery, I suppose they will be

coming down here. I hope, in conjunction
with the member for Cochrane North (Mr.
Brunelle), that we will be able to get a good
deal of co-operation from this government
when this project comes about.

Another thing that is very important to us
in the northeast is the matter of transporta-
tion. I have asked the Minister of Transpor-
tation and Communications (Mr. Rhodes)
about the possibility of operating a light-
reliable-comfortable (LRC) train between
Toronto and Hearst. This is a train that has
been developed jointly by Montreal Loco-
motive Works, Dofasco and Alcan and it has
been the subject of a good deal of study,

including tests in Colorado, I believe. It will

go at least 120 miles an hour, perhaps faster.

I believe the action group of northeastern
Ontario has made representations about this

train to the Ontario Northland Transportation
Commission and perhaps to the Premier (Mr.
Davis); I know they met with him in the

last month or so. This train would have a

great deal of benefit to us in the northeast

because, with a little upgrading of the track,
a train travelling at 120 miles an hour could

get into our part of the province in about
three hours and right through to Hearst in

four or five hours. It is a very comfortable
train and would provide an alternative to air

travel because it is almost as fast in many
instances, particularly for people along the
line.

Now, an election is coming up, and I hope
that this will be one of the announcements
that the government will make between now
and election day-

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): They will be

making a lot of announcements.

Mr. Ferrier: —because it will take two
years after the decision is made to get that

train in operation. I would earnestly request
the Premier that he push his planners so that

he is able to make that kind of a decision.

It's a good kind of transportation, it's a well-

proven new kind of train and it will be of

immeasurable help to all of us, particularly
those of us in' the area from North Bay up to

Hearst.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): And low

ceilings don't stop trains.

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Right.

Mr. Ferrier: Another matter I think should
have some consideration—and I know it con-

cerns the francophone community in my rid-

ing—is bilingualism in the civil service. They
are not altogether happy with the moves that

this government has been making to provide
service in their own language in the north-

east of the province, particularly where the

population is about 45 per cent to 50 per
cent French-speaking and they should be able

to expect service in a number of the minis-

tries of this government in their own lan-

guage.

I have been concerned about the com-

munity college at South Porcupine. I don't

think there has been much effort made to

provide courses in French in that college,

which is a big college with lots of room. The
students from my area who want to take their

courses in French at the community college
must go down to Algonquin College in

Ottawa. It seems a shame, when there is a

college with facilities right at home, that

they have to go down to Ottawa. Great as

the city is, not all the good things come out

of Ottawa; they're not all there.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I can think of one or two
in particular.
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Mr. Ferrier: Yes, I could agree with the

Premier. Well, not altogether.

Mr. Roy: I've heard the Premier isn't so

popular down there himself.

xMr. H. Worton (Wellington South): And
he doesn't even live there.

Mr. Ferrier: I hope the government is

looking at my area to see about using either

the Porcupine campus or the Kirkland Lake

campus, or both, to provide some courses in

French. I think the people of those areas

warrant that.

Another thing that concerns some of us in

our area is that we'd like to see a judicial

district set up around Timmins. We're a large

city—the largest in that part of the province
—and the people who have to go on jury duty
have to go up to Cochrane. They may have

to drive up-and-back three, or four, or five

days. The judge has his seat in Cochrane.

He's in Timmins perhaps one day, and then

he's over to Kapuskasing or Hearst doing the

rounds.

Mr. Roy: And they pay him about, what,

eight bucks?

Mr. Ferrier: I don't know. Maybe they pay
witnesses that.

Hon. S. B. Handleman (Minister of Con-

sumer and Commercial Relations): He's not

interested in money.

Mr. FeiTier: But the thing is that lawyers

needing to get in touch with the judge some-

times have a good deal of difiiculty doing so.

Matters must always go up to Cochrane. It's

an inconvenience to the people; it's an in-

convenience to the legal profession; it's an

extra cost on the people; and I think it's an

extra cost on the government.

I don't want to take anything away from

Cochrane. All I want is to see that the people
of Timmins get a more convenient service.

It might be reversing what took place here

a little while ago—appointing a second judge
for the district—but I think this is a matter

that warrants some further study and some
real consideration. I know that in the land

registry office the same situation prevails—all

the transfers of property must go through
Cochrane or Haileybury.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: I'm going to Tim-
mins next week, and I'm not going to Coch-
rane. That evens it up.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): That's

not going to help the minister.

Mr. Ferrier: It doesn't matter where he

goes.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: But it evens it up.

Mr. Ferrier: All the people who pass

through don't always resolve the problem.

Mr. Roy: In fact he'd be better off not

going.

Mr. Ferrier: I'd like to get a commitment
from the minister then. When he goes up
there, let him talk to some of his people
and find out how they view the problem.

I think it would save money and it would
be much more convenient to the people
there if a judge, and even part of the regis-

try office, could be located in Timmins. So,

I hope the minister will take that under

advisement and ask some questions. If the

minister sees some of the real estate people,
the legal people, the municipal people, I'm

sure that they will have something to say to

him about it.

The final thing that I want to say—and
then I think I've said enough, we'll have

chances later on in the new session—I would
like to see more attention paid by the Min-

istry of Natural Resources to the fis-h and

wildlife section of the ministry. As things now
stand it's sort of the poor cousin. There's less

money designated to that aspect of the work
than any other, and the people out in the

field are very limited in their budget. The
number of conservation officers is restricted

and people doing fish and wildlife manage-
ment are greatly hampered by a lack of

budget.

If we're going to manage our wildlife,

which is very important from a tourist point
of view and from our people's recreational

point of view, and see that some sound de-

cisions are taken there, that the job is done

properly, then I suggest, Mr. Speaker, that

the minister has got to give a good deal more

priority to that part of his ministry and to

strengthen it in budget terms and in per-

sonnel terms. We vdll then have that resource

of our province managed much more effi-

ciently and in the way that it deserves to

be managed. Then the work that should be

done, but which in a number of instances

cannot be done because of lack of budget
or lack of personnel, can be done in the

future and enforcement can be carried out.

I hope the minister and his staff will heed
these remarks and when they go to Man-

agement Board for a little loosening of the

purse strings I hope they will give this a

priority. I know those of us in the north, I
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know my friend from Thunder Bay, and' even

the minister himself recognize the need. I

would like to see more attention paid to that

and, when we are discussing the estimates,

I hope we find that that section of the Min-

istry of Natural Resources has been strength-
ened and we can find a better job done.

With those few remarks I would like to

end my presentation on the budget, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Speaker,
I wonder if I might have the indulgence of

the House to point out that the volunteer

workers from York-Finch Hospital who have
been testing for glaucoma all day here are

closing off operations at 9 o'clock. If any of

the members still \\ish they can have their

eyes tested for glaucoma in the west lobby.
I am sure that the House would like to say
thank you to these very valuable ladies who
have done the job here today.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Windsor-
Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. At the
outset I would like to take this opportunity
to extend my congratulations to you on your
appointment and also wish well to the former

Speaker, hoping that his health continues to

improve, that he does enjoy the sunny south
and that he comes back to the province full

of vim, vigour and vitality.

I would be remiss if I didn't congratulate
the two newly elected members, the member
for Stormont (Mr. Samis) and also the mem-
ber for Carleton East (Mr. P. Taylor) on their

recent elections.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): Where are

they?

Mr. B. Newman: Likewise I would like to

congratulate those who are promoted to new
positions in the ministry, either as ministers

or as parliamentary assistants, and—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. B. Newman: —so will include many
of my good colleagues who were on the se-

lect committee on the use of schools.

Mr. Roy: Whether they deserve it or not.

Mr. B. Newman: Apparently any commit-
tee that I have been on seems to be the

committee from which most of the promo-
tions into the upper echelons take place-

Mr. Roy: The member for Windsor-
Walkerville's the boy!

Mr. B. Newman: And that goes back to

the original committee, the select committee
on youth, where you yourself—were you on

it, Mr. Speaker? Yes, you yourself were on
it, so you can see that as long as I am on a

committee, anyone who is in there has a

very good chance of a substantial improve-
ment.

Mr. Speaker, the budget speech gives one
an opportunity to range over the whole field

of finance, political endeavour and so forth.

I would like at the outset to make certain

recommendations concerning the operation of

the House itself.

There seems always to be some criticism

as to whether the 45 minutes allocated to

the question period have been used up or

not. I would strongly suggest to you, Mr.

Speaker, to buy a clock, a sweep second

clock, a substantial one, a good big one
with four faces on it, so that the people in

the gallery, the two sides of the House, and

you yourself can see as that sweep second

hand spins around ticking off the 45 minutes

that are allocated to the question period.
Then there will be no reason for any criticism

as to whether you are short-changing us or

we are taking advantage.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): And
put the control over here. We should have
a bell on each minister too; after three min-
utes it rings.

Mr. B. Newman: Another suggestion I

would make, Mr. Speaker, is to take the

Hansard operators and put them up in the

gallery where they can have a better over-

view than from where they are located now,
having to turn 'way around to see if inter-

jections are coming from some of the mem-
bers who happen to be sitting in the comers.

I think it would be better if they were up
in the gallery-

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): We want
them close by.

Mr. B. Newman: —and then any interjec-

tions made in this House can be picked up
from the gallery position.

Mr. Ferrier: They might miss the mem-
ber's.

Mr. B. Newman: As far as I am concerned,
Mr*. Speaker, the only interjections that

should be accepted are those that are ac-

cepted by you. When one doesn't have the

floor, is not recognized by you, any remark
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made by him really should go into Hansard

only as, "an interjection"; but the content

of the interjection should not be in.

Mr. Ferrier: They might miss us.

Mr. B. Newman: When one reads the fed-

eral Hansard one notices the diflFerence be-

tween the two.

Mr. Ferrier: Some members would never

get in Hansard.

Mr. B. Newman: A lot of the remarks that

are thrown across the floor of the House,
Mr. Speaker, wouldn't bother the young
ladies there. They wouldn't have to try to

find out who made the comment. They would

pay attention to what is actually being said

and who the individual is who is making the

contribution to the various pieces of legisla-

tion and/or debates that take place in the

House.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: The interjections are

the best part.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I would
likewise suggest to you that in the Speaker's

gallery only a certain number of tickets be
set aside. That accommodation should be
there for practically anyone who wishes to

come. They should be able to go down-
stairs and pick up a ticket, and they
shouldn't have to be allocated a seat.

Mr. Laughren: Who said housing was an
issue?

Mr. B. Newman: There is no reason some-
one should be sitting at the far end when
the centre of the gallery is not used at all. It

should be on a sort of first come, first served
basis. They're citizens of the province. They
pay the taxes. They are entitled to sit in

those seats just the same as anyone else.

There shouldn't be any selectivity except
for special occasions.

Mr. Good: We'll change that.

Mr. Roy: That should apply to the press
gallery too. There's nobody up there.

Mr. B. Newman: Another suggestion, Mr.

Speaker; I think we should get into the 20th

century here and have electronic voting.
There's no reason for us standing up and
voting and bowing to you. Not that we don't
like to bow to you; we find it a real pleasure,
Mr. Speaker, except that's an archaic method
of operating in the House. If one took into

consideration the number of minutes that are
wasted in the House through the voting

procedures it would probably amount to

maybe two or three weeks of a session.

I think, Mr. Speaker, if we had a button
on the desk, with sort of a scoreboard up
there with our seat numbers; to vote yes
we would simply punch the button for the

"yes" and it would be recorded; and that

could be kept very easily on some type of

tape. Other legislatures do this, so there is

no reason we in Ontario couldn't get into the

20th century,

Mr. Stokes: About the only exercise mem-
bers get now, bobbing up and down.

Mr. B. Newman: I would also like, Mr.

Speaker, to make another suggestion on the

operation of the House. What happened
today when the votes were stacked and the

voting took place just before 6 o'clock is a

nice way of operating. I think any time we
are having any type of a division in the

House—I shouldn't say any time but most
times—the voting on the division voting could

take place at, say 5.45 or 10:15, and every-
one would know, including members of the

cabinet, that they are going to be required
to be in the House at 5:45 or 10:15 and they
could adjust their activities accordingly.
There wouldn't be that waste of time, with

whips running around the building attempting
to round up members just so the government
can look a little more favourable in having
won the vote by a substantial number.

Mr. Haggerty: Get the fellows in the back
row.

Mr. B. Newman: We know we can't beat

the government because the bells are going
to ring; and they'll ring and they'll ring up
until the time the government has the major-

ity to win the vote. So let's save time by
having the votes always take place about 15

minutes before closing time, on a morning
session if we have them; on an afternoon ses-

sion or an evening session; or if you wish

any one of the three sessions during the

course of the day in the interest of expediting

things.

Mr. Speaker, the next comments I want to

make are on the plight of municipalities.
The municipalities in the Province of Ontario

are extremely hard-pressed for the financial

wherewithal to conduct their ajBFairs. The
Premier and his cabinet have travelled the

length and breadth of the province listening

to briefs from various municipalities, and I

would assume that practically every one of

the municipalities made essentially the same

point; and that was the need for additional
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financial assistance so they can maintain a

decent tax structure, a decent mill rate, and
at the same time provide necessary services

to the communities. Not all municipalities are

extremely \vell off. Some are extremely hard-

pressed nnancially and, as a result, need that

additional assistance.

They do that, Mr. Speaker, when it comes
to giving grants in the educational field. Cer-

tain areas of the province get a higher grant
than do other municipalities in the

province.
The government has a differential tnere and
I think it should probably likewise have that

type of a differential for municipalities. But

where municipalities are exactly the same,

then the grant structure for both should be

exacdy the same.

We found that funds have always been

provided for the development of regional

municipalities and regional governments. The

government is penalizing areas that do not

have regional government. It is withholding
funds or not providing them with funds on
the same level and to the extent that it is

providing them to the regional governments.
It is trying to tell those municipalities either

to regionalize or suffer.

That is a blackmail approach. That is not

a correct approach. If the municipality wants

regional government it can, through its

elected representatives and the people, make
that decision. The decision really should not

be imposed here by this government and, at

the same time, it shouldn't try to force

municipalities into regional government by

giving to them additional financial induce-

ments to form regional governments.

. Needs in non-regionalized areas are prob-

ably just as great as they are in regionalized

areas. Municipalities are strapped for funds.

Inflation treats them very hard and very

roughly. They find that not only supplies

and services increase in cost, but there are

other things that have a substantial effect on

the budgets of the area municipalities. Once
a municipality has diflBculty in providing ser-

vices to the area, then one finds that certain

types of projects deteriorate to the point

where, by the time the municipality can get

down to taking care of the project—for ex-

ample, road construction rather than road

repair—it becomes a complete reconstruction

of roads in some municipalities. That's by far

a more expensive process than simply repair-

ing the road.

Mr. Speaker, in the travels of the cabinet

throughout the Province of Ontario, the city

of Windsor made a very substantial con-

tribution, in my estimation, to the meetings

that were held in London. I would like to

put into the record some of the comments

from the brief as they were presented to the

cabinet.

Large municipalities such as the city of

Windlsor and the city of London have equal,

if not more, responsibilities than some re-

gional governments in the province. The tax-

payers are faced with the same increasing

costs and their requirements for services are

similar to those governed by a two-tier gov-

ernment. The province has seen fit to give

substantially more grants to the regional gov-
ernments and, frankly, there is no justification

for this.

The mayor of my community believes that

cities such as Windsor with equal responsi-

bilities should receive grants equal to those

of regional governments. It appears the basis

of the property tax stabilization programme
requires changing. There are some obvious

inequities that the city of Windsor is a victim

of. According to information supplied by the

Minister without Portfolio (Mr. White),

where he outlined the review of the 1973 and
1974 tax stabilization programme, the city

of London was entitled to $6,936,000 in 1973

and $9,476,000 in 1974, whereas the city of

Windsor was entitled to only $4,985,000 in

1973 and $5,811,000 in 1974. These figures

include the per capita grant, and since the

city of London has approximately 32,000

people more than Windsor, it would be

entitled to an additional $256,000 as a per

capita grant, whereas the differential in the

1974 grants between the two communities

is $3.5 million, not $256,000

We in the city of Windsor don t begrudge
the city of London additional moneys, but

we feel that Windsor should be receiving

similar unconditional grants. There is some-

thing drastically wrong with a formula that

would generate such discrepancies in grants

to cities with similar size and similar munic-

ipal requirements.

The controls that are placed upon expendi-

tures under the property tax stabilization

programme do not take into account the un-

usual and non-recurring expenses that munic-

ipalities are faced with. For example, in

1974, Windsor was required to spend ap-

proximately $500,000 in nutrient removal

costs, such as purchase of chemicals and so

forth, and none of these costs is of a capital

nature. This was an expenditure which was

generated by the requirement of the Min-

istry of the Environment, and yet these costs

are included in determining our expenditure

increase of 1974 over 1973 and could result
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in our receiving a lower grant from the

province.

It's noted, Mr. Speaker, that despite the

urging of the Ministiy of the Environment

to get on with many programmes, the city

of Windsor may not be able to do so in 1975.

Even if the city is served with an order to

proceed with certain public works, com-

pliance may simply not be possible. The
thrust of the argument in this submission

is one of finance. Municipalities are obliged
to raise some of their funds from tax levies

which are both regressive and sharply limited.

Federal and provincial funds, on the other

hand, are derived from a much wider range
of sources far better suited to meet expanding
costs.

For example, Ontario's personal income tax

revenues have increased at an average rate of

18 per cent over the last five years. In periods
of inflation, which we are faced with, when
prices and incomes are rising in leaps and

bounds, provincial revenues do not increase

accordingly without an increase in rates

charged to the taxpayers. The municipalities,
on the other hand, in order to cope with rising
costs of operation must increase property
taxes or eliminate essential services.

Mr. Speaker, the province simply must pro-
vide the municipalities with more uncondi-
tional grants, which will enable the munici-

palities to keep the tax rate increase to a

reasonable level without arbitrarily cutting oflF

basic essential services.

I can also refer to the serious unemploy-
ment situation that seems to be emerging in

the city of Windsor and which will add to

Windsor's difficulties. Many people could be

obliged to give up the struggle to meet home
payments swollen by further tax increases.

Just think of the plight of those living on
fixed incomes, those who are retired, and

continually finding that the tax rates keep
increasing without any assistance to speak of

from the senior governments. Many of these

retired people would like to stay in their own
homes but are so financially pinched that

they have no other choice but to sell and go
into the rental market.

Mr. Speaker, the second topic that I would
like to bring to your attention is that of un-

employment. Probably no area in the province
is hit as hard as are the municipalities that

are associated with the automobile industry—
the cities of Windsor, Oshawa and St. Cath-
arines and parts of Toronto, in which sub-
stantial automotive development and manufac-
ture takes place. These centres are adversely
aflFected by the recent downturn in employ-

ment in the automotive field. I should include

Kitchener as one of those cities that has a

substantial amount of automobile or parts

manufacturing, and it, likewise, tomorrow if

not today, will be hard-pressed as a result of

the drastic changes that are taking place in

the automotive field.

Many of these unemployed persons are

having difficult days and they will have more
difficult days in the future. Some come along
and say "Well, what has the auto worker to

worry about? He's on SUB and unemploy-
ment insurance and he is getting 95 per cent

of his original pay." That isn't true, Mr.

Speaker. Some are. Maybe even in some
instances many are. But there are also many
who don't qualify for the supplementary un-

employment benefits.

There are many who have not worked
long enough in the plant, they are recent

employees in the plant, and these people, in

addition to those who may have been un-

employed for quite some time and who have
undertaken some substantial financial obliga-
tions by way of various types of major pur-

chases, either in appliances or in automobiles

or in homes, are extremely hard pressed today,

Those who are not on supplementary un-

employment benefits, and also some of those

who are collecting only unemployment insur-

ance, are finding their financial plight ex-

tremely difficult. It was nice to see that the

auto centres in the Province of Ontario—at
the encouragement of the mayor of Oshawa,
I think it was, Mr. Potticary—had banded

together in an attempt to convince senior

levels of government that they have got to

turn their eyes toward the plight of the auto

worker and do everything they possibly can

to alleviate the position in which not only the

worker finds himself but also the municipality
finds itself.

The meetings that have taken place as a

result of that have come down with some
substantial recommendations to senior govern-
ments, and I certainly hope the government
looks seriously at the plight of the centres I

mentioned and attempts to implement some

type of work programme. I would look at the

vastly expanding housing industry. Practically
all of these municipalities are short of housing
facilities, and that is one field to which the

governments could now turn their eyes. To
build substantial amounts of housing in the

areas would improve the employment picture
in the various communities and the economy
of the whole province.

Mr. Speaker, I am sure that you are aware
that approximately one out of six or one out
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of seven jobs in the Province of Ontario is

related, in one fashion or another, to the

auto industry. When the auto industry has

bad days, then we can rest assured there is

a multiplier effect from that difficulty and it

spreads throughout the whole economy. We
can see what has happened in the United

States. Living as I do across from the city

of Detroit, we see that in some sections of

the city itself the unemployment rate is as

high as 25 per cent. Imagine, one out of four

people unemployed. In the city of Detroit

itself, I think averaging it out, it comes any-
where between 10 and 12 per cent. I don't

think it was much worse than that even in

the days of the Depression.

This government can do something about

that, and I, in one of the question periods,
asked it to consider the elimination of the

seven per cent sales tax. By eliminating this

seven per cent sales tax we would sort of

encourage our senior government to follow

suit. Let Ontario be a leader and then let the

federal government follow. The seven per
cent tax could be eliminated from vehicles

purchased during a given period of time.

I don't say that we should eliminate for

ever the seven per cent sales tax on auto-

mobiles. I think the government can set some

period of time during which it will not col-

lect the seven per cent sales tax. In this way
the federal government, likewise could reduce
its sales tax, the 12 per cent sales tax that it

has, and between the two we would have

roughly a 20 per cent sales tax reduction on
automotive vehicles. In this way, Mr. Speaker,
we would encourage the purchase of auto-

mobiles, and once automobiles sell we will

find that the economy moves substantially.

Many of us here would consider trading in

our cars if the automotive vehicle were 20

per cent cheaper in price than it is today.

At the same time, I think governments can
likewise ask industry, especially in the parts

manufacturing area associated directly with
the auto industry, to give employees sub-

stantial discounts if they purchase a vehicle.

This has been tried in the United States.

It has worked very successfully in some areas.

I would suggest that some of the auto indus-

tries or parts suppliers do exactly that same

thing in the Province of Ontario.

Likewise, I think the banking industry
should come along and, for this given period
of time, reduce their lending rates for the

purchase of automobiles. It is certainly better

for them to be getting six per cent or seven

per cent retiun, or some other per cent re-

turn on their money, than nothing whatso-

ever. If people aren't going to purchase cars,

then their money certainly is not going to be
loaned out to those who would like to pur-
chase various types of automobiles.

So, Mr. Speaker, I think the government
can reduce or eliminate its sales tax for a

given period of time. If they wished to put
certain qualifications on it, I wouldn't argue
with that. Once we do it in Ontario, the

federal government would have no other re-

course but also to reduce or eliminate its

sales tax.

If I am not mistaken, Australia reduced the

sales tax on its automobiles by 12.5 per cent,

just in the last week or so, in an attempt to

encourage the sale of automotive vehicles in

that great country on the other side of the

world.

Mr. Speaker, in addition to the elimina-

tion of the provincial seven per cent sales

tax and the federal government's 12 per cent

sales tax, the province likewise maybe could

contribute the licence plate to the vehicle. In

other words, reduce the cost to the individual

by $40, the purchase price of the licence

plate.

All this would stimulate the purchase of

automobiles. It would get our economy mov-

ing once again. And maybe the members

opposite would be able to smile again, once
the economy gets moving. Because, as it is

now, there is no chance they are going to

come back if they call an election.

I notice my good fried, the member for

Oshawa, agreed with me.

Mr. Mcllveen: I just think the member
is a dreamer, but a very nice one.

Mr. B. Newman: So, Mr. Speaker, in an

attempt to spur the economy, I have given a

series of suggestions to the government that

I hope they can follow and get our people in

the automotive field back to work and the

economy once more on its feet. And the banks
couldl co-operate by the reduction of interest

charges on loans made for the purchase of

automobiles.

Mr. Speaker, I have spoken for almost 20
minutes. I have in all 15 different topics I

would like to bring up, but I know I may
have an opportunity to bring them up in the

Throne debate when we meet again, the good
Lord willing. But I still would like to bring
a few of the topics to your attention.

I was going to talk about the housing needs

in the communities, referring specificially to

mine. I am extremely concerned about the

housing for senior citizens. We have two
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classes of senior citizens, and this government
has created those two classes.

There is the class of senior citizen who has

approximately a $75 a month advantage over

the scjnior citizen who does not live in geared-
to-income housing. The government subsi-

dizes those who live in geared-to-income

housing, and, God bless them, we are glad
to provide this to them and we are glad that

these senior citizens have at least a decent

place to live. Those that live in geared-to-
income housing have their rentals subsidized

to the extent of approximately $75 a month.

But think of the other senior citizen who
can't get into geared-to-income housing be-

cause there isn't sufficient geared-to-income

housing in the community. An individual goes
and lives in an attic, or he lives in a base-

ment, or he lives in the back of a garage, or

he lives in a one-room apartment, or he lives

in good accommodations. He has to pay the

full amount for housing and his housing

charges may be anything up to $150 a month.

The individual in geared-to-income pays

approximately $50; the one not living in

geared-to-income may pay up to $125.

To mC; all senior citizens are entitled to

the same level of subsistence. We should be

subsidizing the rental payments of those who
are living in public market accommodation

to the extent of approximating their costs and

their subsidy to that of those who are living

in geared-to-income housing—and that is ap-

proximately $75 a month. The government
should pick up $75 of that person's rent, and

the person pays the balance.

You can make that kind of an agreement
with hundreds of landlords. You say, "Well,

you can't go to everyone." What do you mean

you can't go? The government can have its

housing authorities in the various munic-

ipalities throughout the province go into each

of these landlords and make some type of an

agreement on a lease basis or any basis it

wishes to make, so that that person will pay
to the housing authority the same amount of

rental that is paid by the senior citizens

living in geared-to-income housing, the prov-
ince picking up the balance of it.

The government has to do that because it

has created two classes of senior citizens, one
that is lucky and one that is extremely un-

lucky. Let me tell you, Mr. Speaker, you
have the same as I, I would say in the course
of a week at least eight to 10 calls from
senior citizens who are begging to get into

some type of geared-to-income housing. They
are in desperate straits. Inflation has af-

fected them very very seriously.

You'll come along and say, "Well, they're
now on a GAINS programme, and they're

receiving $230 a month." That's true, they

may be on the GAINS programme; but not

all of them are. You'll say, "Well, everyone

gets $230 a month some way or another."

That likewise may be true, but if one is

paying $140 or $150 a month rental he cer-

tainly can't have the same standard of living
as the one who is only paying $50 a month
rental.

The government has to look at these senior

citizens who are not able to get geared-to-
income housing and it has to accelerate a
rent supplement programme for them.

Mr. Speaker, one topic that I really want
to get onto is the concerns of the disabled.

Some of the disabled make the following
comments, and I'm glad to see the Minister
of Community and Social Services is here,
because the first comments actually relate to

his ministry.

There are blatant discrepancies in provin-
cial and federal legislation affecting our dis-

abled population. Among the most unfair is

the difference in provisions for those who are

disabled by mental retardation and those who
are physically disabled. For example, the

parents of mentally retarded children are

entitled to receive financial aid in the rearing
of their child, but no parallel aid is available

to the parents of a crippled child. And that's

not right. They're both disabled. We should
treat them both in the same fashion.

As far as education of the psysically dis-

abled goes, for the mentally retarded special

provisions exist that allow for the payment
of transportation to and from special schools

or daycare centres. No such assistance is

available to the physically disabled child;

therefore the parents must pick up the costly
burden of transportation bills in order to

ensure their child receives an adequate
education.

In certain circumstances, the vocational re-

habilitation services sponsor educational up-

grading or retraining and in these cases will

also cover transportation costs. However, this

is usually available only to the young adult

or older physically handicapped person as

part of the rehabilitation process, and not to

the young.

(Under housing there are a number of pro-
vincial Acts covering housing for the retarded.

No similar legislation exists for the benefit of

the physically disabled person, either adult

or child.

Mr. Speaker, there are other comments
that I could make on the physically disabled.
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but I will reserve them for the next session

when I talk in the Throne debate.

As my last topic, I would like to bring to

your attention, Mr. Speaker, the concerns of

deserted mothers. With this being Inter-

national Women's Year, I think it would be

fitting that government pav attention to this

and do everything it possibly can to remedy
the situation.

Living as I do in a border city, the city of

Windsor, there are hundreds of women and

children whose husbands and fathers have

deserted them and fletl across the border,

making maintenance or alimony payments

extremely diflBcult to collect. The reciprocal

agreement, which is only with the states of

Michigan and New York, is not strongly en-

forced. Most women are not in a position to

afiFord the money to take further court action

in these two states. Legal aid recipients are

only covered for legal expenses incurred in

Canada.

The courts on both sides of the border are

slow to act, and very often their laxity allows

many a spouse to disappear. Immigration laws

permit a Canadian citizen to live in the

United States on the basis of a temporary
working visa, and they are not concerned

with the marital status of that person. As a

result, many families are forced to live on

welfare, becoming a burden to the taxpayers,
even though these men are financially able

to support their families. I am sure that all

border cities and towns have this same prob-
lem.

In view of this situation, the group pre-

pared a petition bearing well over 500 names.

Their petition has three resolutions for the

attention of the various ministries involved.

The first resolution deals with maintenance
and support payments:

Whereas the default of maintenance and

support payments creates injustice and un-

due complications and hardship, be it re-

solved that in the event of default of main-

tenance and/or support payments, the onus

be on the Minister of Community and
Social Services for adequate maintenance
'and court action under section 6 of the

Deserted Wives' and Children's Mainte-

nance Act.

Their second resolution deals with the tracing
of delinquent ex-spouses.

Whereas one of the major problems of

enforcement of support legislation is the

case of the obligated spouse leaving the

jurisdiction, be it resolved that the province,
lin conjunction with the federal govern-
ment, arrange access to the provincial and

federal income tax returns in order to

allow the tracing of the delinquent ex-

spouse.

This would be done upon a court order. All

information, save the address and employ-
ment status, would remain in the confiden-

tiality of the court, but at least the individual

could be traced.

Their third resolution deals with reciprocal

enforcements.

Be it resolved that the Province of On-
tario and the government of Canada make

representation to other foreign states to

expand the number of foreign jurisdictions

willing to subscribe to the Reciprocal En-
forcement of Maintenance Orders Act, Re-

vised Statutes of Ontario, 1970, chapter

403, or any other similar statutes or

treaties; and these jurisdictions, as well as

those already agreeing to the aforemention-

ed Act, be encouraged to enforce these

agreements; and that the Province of

Ontario give serious consideration to the

providing of whatever support necessary,
be it financial or whatsoever toward this

end.

Those are the three resolutions passed by
the group that is meeting this year in

connection with International Women's Year.

They have asked that they be drawn to

the attention of the government, and

especially to the attention of the Minister of

Community and Social Services. We hope
that he reads this in Hansard and attempts
to resolve the concern of the many people
that are involved.

Mr. Speaker, I had originally intended to

talk at length on the following two items,

but I will keep my comments brief. In the

city of Windsor there is a threat that the

ambulance dispatch services will be moved
from the present hospital and located in an-

other area, a move that probably would
involve an expenditure of several hundreds of

thousands of dollars. Really, it would be a

waste of funds when the services are satis-

factory where they are.

Similarly, in connection with the plight of

the gasoline station operators, we have spoken
about that in the House for well over 10

years, and the problem still hasn't been re-

solved simply because the government re-

fuses to act.

I had intended to make extensive com-
ments on hockey violence. The only com-
ment I would like to make is that the Min-
ister of Consumer and Commercial Relations

should use the same system of penalties as

far as the playing of hockey is concerned, as
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is used in connection with automobile

drivers. You accumulate points when you
have certain misdemeanours in the driving
of an automobile; when you reach a cer-

tain number of points, then your licence is

cancelled and you have to go through a

training procedure and so forth.

The same thing should apply to hockey.
If a person accumulates a certain number of

penalty points—and the level would be de-

cided by the hockey oflBcials themselves—
then his licence to play hockey, so to speak,
would be suspended until he pays the penalty
for his rough or improper behaviour on the

ice. In other words I'm asking the govern-
ment to adopt in the playing of hockey the

principle they have set up in the Ministry
of Transportation and Communications in the

driving of a motor vehicle.

I was going to talk to the minister and
have him make the wearing of headgear
in boxing for amateur boxers compulsory.
I've been after this minister now for six or
seven years, if not longer than that. I have
an article showing the brain damage that

is caused by the non-use of the protective
headgear for amateurs and I think it's time
this minister banned any type of boxing in

the Province of Ontario by amateurs if pro-
tective headgear is not being used.

I also recommend that the government not
allow commercial fishing in Lake St. Clair,
leave that lake devoted solely to sports fisher-

men and purchase the licences from the
commercial fishermen so that they don't have
a total loss in the moneys that they may
have invested in fishing gear.

I also have had numerous complaints con-

cerning the price increases of domestic gas

purchased from Union Gas in the Windsor
and Essex county area. I think, Mr. Speaker,
a minimum bill of $2 whether the person
uses gas or not is completely wrong and is

discriminatory against the person who uses

very little gas. It is especially discriminatory
against the senior citizen, because he tries

to conserve money all the time and he is

being billed for $2 whether he uses gas
or not.

In fact, a fellow in my riding by the
name of Herbert Gladden sent me a bill

and said: "I didn't use any gas at all. I've

got to pay a minimum bill of $2. In addition
to that, they're charging me a penalty of five

per cent on something I didn't bum, simply
because I'm not going to pay the bill on
time." He didn't bum any gas and they're
giving him a penalty of five per cent for
the non-burning of gas. So what they're

telling him to do is waste energy. It's cheaper
to waste energy than to save energy.

Likewise, I was going to talk on the diffi-

culty retired municipal employees are having
because they have no negotiating power
when it comes to improving their pension
benefits with the municipality. Just as in the
auto industry the union fights for financial

benefits for their retirees, I think legislation
has to be introduced so that the municipal
employees—firemen, policemen, public works

employees and so forth—are able to negotiate
with their employers for substantial increases
or for increases in pension benefits. If it's

good in the big three in the auto industry,
it should likewise be good in the civil service,
be it municipal or provincial.

The last comment that I was going to

make, Mr. Speaker, was on the lack of proper
legislation as far as the Municipal Elections
Act is concerned where the election in the

city of Windsor was held over two days as the
result of a snowstorm. I had been in contact
with the Minister of Treasury, Economics and
Intergovernmental Affairs. The night before
the election I had the city clerk talk to him
and it was unfortunate that the election
couldn't be postponed. As a result, I am
informed that more than likely the election
will have to take place once again, probably
in the month of April or May.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, for listening to

my comments. I hope the government of the

day will pay attention to them because, if

they don't, this is their swan song. Thank
you.

Mr. Roy: They won't.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-
der Bay.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Thank
you, Mr. Speaker. I would like to join with
the other members of the Legislature in

congratulating the Speaker on his ascen-

sion to the throne and to congratulate

him, through you, for having done a job of

keeping the proceedings of the House within

manageable bounds and to congratulate you,
the member for York North, for the way that

you as Chairman handled the committee of

the whole House and hope that you will con^
tinue with the fine work for whatever length
of time those particular duties continue.

Mr. Speaker: Thank you very much and
I will relate that message on to the Speaker.

Mr. Stokes: Thank you. I think we're all

too prone in this assembly to take on an air
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of confrontation rather than spending a few

moments from time to time to say "thank

you" when something worthwhile is done-

Mr. H. C. Parrott (Oxford): That's true.

Mr. Stokes: —and I think it would be ap-

propriate for me, Mr. Speaker, to address a

few brief comments to the Provincial Sec-

retary for Resources Development (Mr. Gross-

man) for having taken an active and I think

a sincere concern in the plight of one par-
ticular community in my riding, namely
Armstrong. I'm not going to go on at any
great length to detail yet again the problems
that they were faced with as a result of the

closure of the radar base. But I think it was
largely as a result of my representations to

him and his resources policy field that he did

undertake to co-ordinate provincial efforts—

that is, all of the ministries concerned with

the problems in the Armstrong area—with the

federal government, to at least get things

going and give those people a ray of hope
for the future.

That has been done. We don't think that

the job is completed by any means, but I'm
sure that the people of Armstrong appreciate
what has been done thus far. As I say, they
do have some hope for the future, and with
the groundwork that has already been laid

I think it is safe to say that they can look
on a much brighter future. I would like to

take the opportunity to thank the hon. Prov-

incial Secretary for Resources Development
for the part that he played in that.

Hon. A. Grossman (Provincial Secretary
for Resources Development): Thanks very
much.

Mr. Stokes: I would also like him to pass
on thanks to one of the ministers in his field,

the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications, for taking an active interest and
concern in some of the issues that IVe
brought to his attention concerning the road
conditions in my riding. He has responded
in a very positive way to them, particularly
on Highway 11 between Beardmore and
Geraldton and the conditions on Highway
17 between Ouimet and Marathon, and some
of those projects are already under way. On
some of them, the bids have been gathered
and work is about to proceed. Most of the
other major concerns are already on the

drawing board and there is a definite com-
mitment to proceed with them as soon as

funds are available. So I wish the Provincial

Secretary for Resources Development would
pass on my thanks, on behalf of my con-

stituents, to the Minister of Transportation
and Communications for his eflForts on our

behalf.

I have only one major topic, Mr. Speaker,
that I want to engage in tonight and it is

as a result of a seminar that was held

recently in Quetico Centre, where the centre

gathered representatives from the mining

industry, the forest industry, the tourism

industry, the service industries and all of the

major communities in northwestern Ontario.

They concerned themselves principally with

the manpower requirements in northwestern

Ontario between now and the year 1980 and
how we were going to provide the necessary

manpower to take care of the development
in the resource sector that is on the drawing
board and already under way.

It may not be common knowledge to

people in this House, but we've got in ex-

cess of $2 million worth of development on
the drawing board and some of it is in

progress. Our primary concern at that seminar

was to find out why we were unable to

attract a sufficient number of people in order

to fill those jobs and projected jobs over the

next five years. We came up with some

pretty startling facts, and I think for the

benefit of those ministers who are going to

be faced with the problem of assisting us

in finding our place in the sun, the im-

plementation of and indeed improvement on

Design for Development and its implementa-
tion, I think that ministers of this govern-
ment are going to have to be in a position
to listen to the problems as we see them and

join with us in planning to come to grips with

those problems.

As we have known for years in north-

western Ontario and as was confirmed by
the Quetico conference, northwestern On-
tario continues to suffer from the absence of

a manpower policy. All the Design for De-

velopment rhetoric is no substitute. Jobs exist

and are being created, although probably not

enough in the northwest. That isn't the

central problem. In fact, there are a lot of

problems and they are fundamental and
basic to the area. This is the way the people
participating in that seminar saw it. Com-
munities are unattractive and lacking in

adequate housing, roads, shops, hospitals,
recreation facilities, sewers and water, etc.

So there is little that encourages even north-

em residents to come to these communities,
much less to stay there.

There aren't enough skilled people in the

area nor are there adequate training facilities.

It's kind of ironic, Mr. Speaker, when we've
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got jobs going begging for somebody to

fill them. Obviously, the answer is that you

try to match up those who are unemployed
with those jobs that are available. If you
don't have adequate retraining facilities in

order to make it possible for those who are

unemployed to fill the jobs, such as for heavy

equipment operators, heavy equipment me-

chanics and people who have the skills in

order to fill the job, obviously you are going

to have, on one hand, a shortage of skilled

people and, on the other hand, you are going

to have people unproductive, drawing wel-

fare assistance or some form of unemploy-
ment insurance assistance. We think this is

counterproductive.

There are too many of these jobs that do

not offer any kind of satisfaction, thus con-

tributing to destabilizing and high turnover

rates. We have some employers who tell us

in northern Ontario that there are certain

segments of their work force that turn over

300 per cent a year because of the unattrac-

tiveness of the jobs. The range of jobs is

heavily loaded at the blue-collar end. This

means that the young and the educated find

that they must go elsewhere to find jobs that

offer satisfaction and promotional opportu-
nities. The lure of the southern cities is

strong. Here can be found, for instance, all

of the amenities so obviously absent in the

north. Jobs here are varied and numerous

and, because provincial policy is allowing

and encouraging the continued expansion of

this job market, northern aspirations will con-

tinue to be overshadowed.

In the absence of an overall industrial

strategy, in the long run we are not going
to find our place in the sun as long as we
are going to have to compete with places
like Haldimand-Norfolk and North Pickering.
What you've got too much of down here we
don't seem to have enough of up there, Mr.

Speaker. We say, what can be done about it?

It is clear that the problems of the north

will not be solved without restraining growth
in the south. The prospects of this govern-
ment restraining that growth are bleak indeed

in the absence of anything concrete to halt

it or reverse it. In fact, the latest provincial

planning document proposed to put eight
million people in the Oshawa-Toronto-Ham-
ilton megalopolis. That doesn't bode well for

the kind of even distribution of economic

growth and wealth in the province. There
are now roughly SVz million people in this

area. It doesn't take a genius to understand
what this means in terms of job creation in

the south with this kind of massive employ-
ment, increase in roads, recreational facilities,

cultural facilities, housing and, in short, all

of the things that the north needs so badly.

What this province needs is a clearly

defined ind*ustrial strategy which will restrain

uncontrolled expansion in the south, as well

as encourage growth in the north. It must be

accompanied by a manpower retraining pol-

icy. For example, if we could prevent the

development of things like Nanticoke in the

south, then the north would have a better

chance of attracting both the project itself

and the people with skills that suit northern

needs. This is the kind of thing that we on

this side of the House, and our industrial

strategy, would do. The Manpower policy,

in the first instance, would deal with the

employment problems of the people already

in the north.

Participation rates among women and na-

tive people are low; that must change. Skill

levels are either low or inappropriate; that

must change too. Job satisfaction is often

poor; working conditions are sometimes bad.

Improvements are necessary and possible.

Adequate training programmes and facilities

must be increased and upgraded to meet the

obvious need.

As we over here in this party have always

argued, basic services and amenities are a

right of residents in every community, regard-
less of where they may live in this province.

By finally providing them to our northern

communities, our Manpower policy will be

strengthened; northerners would be more in-

clined to stay in the north; and northern com-
munities would become more attractive to

residents of other parts of the province.

Improved living conditions in the north

would also help solve another of the north's

most pressing problems—the lack of profes-

sionals—by attracting doctors, dentists, the

kind of skilled engineers, whether they be

mechanical, electrical or chemical engineers,
who are in short supply, particularly in the

mining and in the forestry field at the present
time.

Mr. Speaker, I would like to impress upon
the Provincial Secretary for Resources De-

velopment and the Provincial Secretary for

Social Development (Mrs. Birch), it is ab-

solutely essential that they, in co-operation
with their colleagues, come up with an over-

all development strategy for the Province of

Ontario, so that when we implement a re-

vised version of Design for Development for

northwestern Ontario we will be assured that

the kinds of things that we are trying to do
in northwestern Ontario aren't hampered by
the kinds of things that are going on in the

province generally.
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If the government doesn't have an overall

strategy that says it will try to put a halt

to the kind of development that's creating the

problems in the south of high cost of land

assembly, high cost of building utihty corri-

dors, high cost of moving people, the tremen-

dous encroachment upon valuable farmland,
all of this kind of development, if unchecked,
will continue to escalate and it will continue

to cause all of us problems'. It's entirely un-

necessary if we had that kind of dispersion

of the economic growth in areas of the prov-
ince that are better suited for it, and need

it so much more.

If we in northern Ontario are to find our

place in the sun, it is going to be as the

result of a disincentive to establish in the

south. If the government were to provide the

kind of incentives that are possible in the

north, it would reverse the trend. It would
lessen the problems of too much growth
down here and would solve a lot of our prob-
lems in the north by providing us with the

kind of growth that we are capable of achiev-

ing.

It all hinges, Mr. Speaker, on what we
have come to call the quality of life. There
are many things that we can't aspire to in

small remote northern communities because

we can't achieve economies of scale. We
can't aspire to a hospital in every town. We
can't aspire to a doctor and a dentist, for

some medical clinic in every small town.

We can't aspire to an area for recreational

purposes in every small town. We can't aspire

to a cultural facility in every small town.

But we should undertake to provide the kind

of development that would enable us to be

more viable.

We should be building more growth cen-

tres in the north. We have one in Thunder

Bay, which is the primary centre, but ob-

viously it can't serve the needs of all of

northwestern Ontario because distances mili-

tate against it. But by providing economic

opportunities in both the primary sector

and the secondary manufacturing sector, we
would be able to make more communities

more viable. We should be providing the

basic infrastructure; I am talking about water,

sewers, good roads, good educational facili-

ties, good medical and dental facilities, good
recreational facilities, and so on. We should

also be providing more centres; and I am
not saying that we all aspire to have a

Science Centre, a Royal Ontario Museum or

an Ontario Place.

This government, by its policies, can pro-
vide greater viability to many areas in the

north, whether they be in Kenora riding,

Rainy River riding, my own riding of Thun-
der Bay, or the riding of Cochrane North,
because we all face the same kinds of prob-
lems. We think this government should be

developing an overall industrial strategy in

order for us to implement Design for De-

velopment which incidentally is something
that has to be looked at continually.

At the conference I was talking about, there

was a good many people who traditionally
are Conservative in their thinking who said:

"Let's destroy Design for Development." I

want to tell you, Mr. Speaker, I was stand-

ing up trying to defend Design for Develop-
ment before these people who, as I say, in

many instances are traditionalists.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member is a

Conservative.

Mr. Stokes: Well, maybe I am a conserva-

tive, but I don't want to throw the baby out

with the bath water. After me coming down
here for seven years and arguing for Design
for Development, I would be less than honest

if I went up there and said, "Let's scrap it."

It's an imperfect document, it's an imperfect

vehicle, but it's like democracy: you don't

throw it out until you have got something
better to take its place.

What I tried to prevail upon them to

accept was that we should keep it under
continual review, because a good many of the

things and conventional wisdom upon which

Design for Development was based in 1970

have changed.

As I say, we have $2 billion worth of

growth on the drawing board, but it's like

pulling hen's teeth to get the kind of services

we need to attract a sufficient number of

people just to go forward with the kind of

development that has already been announced
and is on the drawing board. This govern-
ment has to play a very active and significant

role in providing us with the necessary serv-

ices, first of all, to attract people into the

north and, once we get them there, to make
it attractive enough for them to stay.

Those are the kinds of things I think we
have to do, and I don't suggest we can do

it all ourselves. We can prevail upon the

federal government, through the DREE and

Canada Development Corp. programmes, to

provide sufficient capital for basic services

in much the same way they have already

done in Cornwall, and in the city of Thunder

Bay to some extent. We think we need' more
of it.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Like closing up the

bases and everything?
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Mr. Stokes: Sure, they have done the same

thing at Moosonee. Maybe this government
would not have acted any diflFerently. They
would probably have done the same thing,
but I would hope they would have provided—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We would have made
some arrangements away ahead of time.

Mr. Stokes: Right—to cushion the blow
and provide an alternative for them. That's

the kind of thing I would hope that any
responsible government would do.

I don't want to go on much longer, Mr.

Speaker, because I have gone past the time
I had hoped to take. I do want to impress
upon this government that if they are going
to serve the people of northern Ontario in

the way that I think they should serve

them, they must have an overall industrial

strategy so that the kinds of things we are

trying to do in the north are not being
thwarted at every turn by the kinds of

things that are happening in the south and
really shouldn't be happening.

The only other thing I want to say is

that central to this whole problem is an
overall land-use plan for the Province of

Ontario. No activity takes place unless you
are using some land in some fashion or other.

And, of course, what I'm saying is that
unless there is an overall land-use plan for
the Province of Ontario, it really doesn't
make much difference what the goverrmient
does in overall industrial strategy. They go
hand in hand. I think that this government is

just kidding itself by allowing this kind of

uncontrolled, unplanned development to go
forward without an overall land-use plan in
the Province of Ontario, and an overall in-

dustrial strategy.

In the next two or three weeks they've got
some time to sit down with their respective
policy fields and think about it. Hopefully,
before not too long, they will come to the
kind of thinking that I've been trying to

bring to this problem over the last several
months. Hopefully, we'll reach a consensus
and go on to bigger and better things for
all of northern Ontario. Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr.
Speaker, I too would like to add my voice
to those who've spoken in congratulating the
Speaker, both for his appointment to his
office and for the manner in which he has
conducted himself in this House. I would

ask you, Mr. Speaker, to please convey that

to Mr. Speaker Rowe. I'm going to try and
be as quick as I can.

Mr. Haggerty: There is all the time in the

world; just keep plugging away.

Mrs. Campbell: I will first touch, of

course, on the matter of housing, being my
area of criticism and my deep concern. I

have to point out what to me are abject
failures on the part of this government in

this field. If we looked at the matter of
land banking alone, there is no doubt that this

party has been very much in favour of land

banking in the past. However, at this point
in time we are beginning to ask ourselves
the question whether or not it is already too
late for land banking to be effective in the

way in which we could have hoped it would
be.

Certainly, the way in which this govern-
ment is proceeding in the business is one
which is not effective. It's interesting that
there are so many people in this province who
become very psychic about where the govern-
ment is going to start the land bank; and it

really results in this government purchasing
land, in effect, through a middleman. Be-
cause somebody gets in there and buys up
the land in advance of the government's
purchase, we're left to pay exorbitant prices
for property. In fact, this government is the

biggest land speculator in the business. It

is for this reason, perhaps, that it was im-

possible for the government to define a

speculator in its land speculation tax legisla-
tion.

It is interesting that in gathering up this

land, the government felt it could not pos-
sibly trust the local elected members to know
something of what it had in mind. It couldn't

possibly take them into its confidence, nor

apparently is it going to service this land.

Surely, even a child can understand that that

land has to be serviced if we are going to

provide for the housing needs of the people
of this province.

To me it is contemptible for the minister to

stand up and condemn the municipalities for

their failures in this field, when even what
he offers the municipality for servicing is not

really a fixed price, but up to $600 for

sewer connections for municipal purposes.

I am advised that in the Sudbury area,

unbeknownst to that municipality, land was

acquired by this government and this bank,

unplanned, has led to the dragging of feet

in approving subdivisions in that area. This

brings us to the question of the plaiming
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process. Nothing has been done to try to

streamhne this costly anachronism, and one
wonders whether the recent release of in-

formation that the member for Brantford

(Mr. Beckett), being the parliamentary assis-

tant to the Treasurer (Mr. McKeough), is

now being appointed to the Northumberland
task force is an indication that once more

planning is going to be gathered again into

the fists of the Treasurer of this province.

I suppose the question for the opposition
at this time really is: Will the real planning
minister stand up? It is no wonder that our

processes are costly when we run from min-

istry to ministry and no one really knows who
is in charge. Surely it would be conceivable

for this government to try other methods:

(a) To bring the people into the planning

process at the very beginning of the process
and not at the end of it, and

(b) To shorten planning approvals, having
once consulted the people.

We are certainly prepared to bring forth

alternatives in these areas. What this govern-
ment has been doing has been to stumble

along, with shifts from ministry to ministry,
and with shabby, outworn tools, and these

can no longer apply in this province. What
we are really doing now is to move behind
events which are taking place much too

quickly for this government to handle.

While we believe alternatives should be
available to the people of the province in

the housing field, for obvious reasons at this

point in time, many have to live in rental

acconunodation whether they want to or not.

They have no security of tenure, certainly
not in this metropolitan area. They are the

victims of rental increases which may or may
not be justified. Certainly the increases are

coming at a time when maintenance is deteri-

orating. That deterioration is not entirely the

fault of the landlord. Part of it is due to the

doubling up which is occurring as people try
to survive in the rental market.

Mr. Speaker, you know our answer to this

problem. We have introduced a private mem-
ber's bill to deal with these aspects. We do
not believe in controls, but we do believe

there has to be machinery for review of this

kind of situation in this crisis period.

What is the government's policy? It is,

""Do telephone us, if you can get through the

lines. Do let us know if you have a problem,
and we will try to intercede with your land-

lord." That is probably a good back-bencher's

approach when he or she is trying to deal
with the problems of a constituent, but it is

no answer for a government in these times.

I would like to turn briefly to the matter

of health and welfare. This government can-

not understand that a human being should

not be divided into three parts—two ministries

and a municipal department—yet this is still

the government's thrust. It does what it can

to save hospital costs and, believe me, we're

sympathetic to it on that point. Then it

moves patients into their own homes, wipes
its hands of them from a health point of view

and places them on welfare, a part of which

is administered through the Ministry of Com-
munity and Social Services. But really and

honestly the government's approach is still

welfare. It's like a rose by any other name
but it's still a skunk cabbage in the govern-
ment's eyes.

People are trying to sort out who is going
to give them the assistance that they need, in

some cases simply to stay alive. If a woman
is married and disabled, she is really a noth-

ing. She's not even a cipher. She has no

rights as a person. This is part of the gov-
ernment's great programme for International

Women's Year.

The government has shown no concern for,

nor understanding of, the part which nutri-

tion plays in the whole field of poverty and

the ability of children to achieve. We pointed
out that a mother with one child has $1.86 a

day each for food, clothing, transportation

and entertainment, and the middle-class think-

ing of this ministry was that that was enough.
I suggest that this ministry employ some of

the members of the mother-led union to teach

that ministry something of the economics of

poverty. Then, perhaps, Mr. Speaker, we

might be able to efiPect change.

Again the government has raised the ex-

pectations of the parents of the retarded, and

there are many needs and varying needs in

a community such as Toronto. There are

parents who can have their young people in

the home with very limited support. There

are others who need group homes where

they can visit, because there are problems for

them in coping with these who really have

major difficulties. We need the daycare pro-

grammes. We need an expansion, but what
have we actually done with this much-
vaunted publicity in this field?

I would just like to touch again on the

question of the problems of those persons in

the community who are asked to receive

patients from Ontario Hospitals. Certainly
this party favours the de-institutionalizing of

such patients. But there must be a programme
of preparing a family for the acceptance of

such patients and for support when they
return to the home. There is no considera-
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tion being given to this aspect of the treat-

ment of such patients.

Then we look at education, and Tm going
to just touch on one small part of this. In

Toronto the schools are basically now be-

coming new Canadian schools. I'd like to

give the House one example. Harbord Col-

legiate at one time used to be divided be-

tween what was classified' as British and as

Jewish students.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): It wasn't

divided, it was almost all Jewish.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Almost 95 to 5.

Mrs. Campbell: All right.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We were even al-

lowed to be captain of the football team.

Mrs. Campbell: I'm glad I touched a nerve

here, I thought I might. Now in that school

we have three per cent British, four per cent

Jewish and all of the rest are new Canadians.

The Ministry of Education takes into con-

sideration none of these problems. I'm ad-

vised that the Toronto board will be seeking
the right to go to the Toronto taxpayers to

obtain an approval of an additional $3 million

for programmes to assist the families of those

coming into the community. We have tried

to ascertain what the advisory committee to

the new Ministry of Culture and Recreation

has to say in these matters.

Let me give you some of the horrendous

things I've come across, Mr. Speaker. First

of all, when there were negotiations ongoing
with the Minister of Community and Social

Services, the Filipino cultural unit in my
riding had been promised $10,000 toward
that unit. That cheque has never come. I

have said, "What do you have to do? Go
back and start another round of another year
with another minister or where db we go
from here?" Oddly enough, the ministry
doesn't know either.

When it comes to the matter of the

Spanish-speaking people, what the board of

education is trying to do and what some of

the cultural community groups are trying to

do is to prevent family breakdowns. They are

approaching this matter on a team basis. But

goodness knows where they go. Nobody
seems to know and perhaps we have to wait
for the lottery for the Spanish-speaking
people.

Then there is the lovely, delightful example
of the Agincourt community multi-cultural

unit. It had been negotiating with the Min-
ister of Community and Social Services and

also with the Provincial Secretary for Social

Development, I'm led to believe, for about

a year. They have said that they were amazed
that the latter minister was embarrassed to

find out that this too had been transferred

to the new ministry and she had not been
aware of it. And so it goes with our vaunted

projects for assisting people.

I have one last matter that I must touch

on. That is this government's paltry commit-
ment to International Women's Year. If there

were ever a slogan for it, I would say

probably a little dab will do you comee
closest to the thinking of this government.

Mr. B. Newman: That's called the Bryl-
creem approach.

Mrs. Campbell: The government reposes
so much confidence in women that it expects
them to change the pattern—or does it?—by
giving them $1,000 as against the hundreds

of thousands of dollars which are given to

promote other changes. I think perhaps that's

a little too much confidence to put even in

women. They always find it so simple, when
we deal with matters of equality, to trot out

protection to women on the basis of, "Oh,
we must be sure that they have equality,"

but they don't follow through with equality
to them. They just use these games to try,

I think, to get even with them because they
want to be accepted as having a right to

equal opportunities.

We have been through the rather miserable

debates on the Employment Standards Act,

and I am delighted to know that, possibly
as a result of the criticism of the opposition,
we are now going to find that maybe it's

possible that hairdressers and barbers are

going to be classified as doing similar work.
That's maybe. And then tailors and seam-

stresses, maybe, are going to be doing similar

work and therefore getting equal pay. It's

interesting that possibly the hairdresser has

greater skills than the barber but that of

course will never—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Now, don't get

chauvinistic.

Mrs. Campbell: —ever be considered.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Don't get chauvinistic.

Mr. Roy: A bit of order there.

Mrs. Campbell: All right, I'll say this: In

the Ontario civil service this year we have

35,000 women employees, 75.7 per cent of

whom earn less than $9,000, but we have
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only 28 per cent of men in the civil service

earning less than $9,000. This is a proud
record. Wouldn't it be better—and I appeal
to the provincial secretary—wouldn't it be
better to ensure a decent job evaluation in

this International Women's Year than making
pretty speeches which really aren't going to

change anything.

Mr. Speaker, I'm sorry, I've gone longer
than I should have. I had to take issue with
some of these things. Thank you very much.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Hon. W. Newman (Minister of the En-

vironment): Has the member still lost his

voice?

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): I hasten
to inform the Minister of the Environment
that my voice will last the course.

Mr. Ferrier: He may lose his head.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I want to depart
from the normal budget windup of free-

wheeling political invective—I think that is

the way budget windups are normally charac-

terized—to deal with but one subject, since
I fear I couldn't deal with a great range
of them, and to try to put in context, if I

could, the asbestos controversy in Ontario,
which has swirled about the Legislature and
the riding of Scarborough East for the last

two weeks. I don't know why the Provincial

Secretary for Social Development shakes her
head. If she'd like to take the microphone
and tell me, I'd be pleased to hear it.

Mr. Haggerty: An important topic.

Hon. M. Birch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development): Mr. Speaker, I would.
I am a little appalled; appalled by some of

the tactics of the opposition in exploiting
a situation that I think goes far beyond any
partisan politics. I am interested in seeing
that a conclusion is reached whereby the

workers are assured of safe jobs and the

community is assured of a safe environment.
I am not interested in getting headlines. I

am just interested in finding out what the

problem is and attempting to do something
about it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: I endorse that. I too hope that

at some point the workers will be safeguarded
and the conmiunity will be safeguarded. The
provincial secretary will forgive me, I hope,
for saying to her that I am more than a

trifle appalled at the indifference which the

government has shown throughout this

episode and at the fashion in which it has
decided to downgrade and depreciate an issue

which is of immense public importance and

very great importance to the health and lives

of the workers involved.

I am going to try to put it out for the

provincial secretary as carefully and as

thoughtfully as I can. I quite concede that

I feel this issue pretty deeply. I really believe

that throughout the piece, except for the

occasional adversary exchanges in this House,
my own role and that of the media and that

of others who have been involved has been

consistently responsible. And if it can be
demonstrated otherwise then I invite the min-
ister to do so again and she can interrupt
me where she feels I am wrong.

Mr. Speaker, let me very briefly remind

you of the chronology, one aspect of which
won't be familiar to the members of this

House because most of them weren't in the

committee session.

I was prompted to raise the matter of

Johns-Manville partly because of a letter I

had received from the widow of one of the

workers who died at Christmas-time in 1974,
and partly because I had a visit from the

president and safety committee of the union,
at my constituency service centre, some two
weeks ago. I didn't take what they gave me
at face value. I checked rather carefully the

documentation which came to hand because,
like the provincial secretary, I was anxious

about putting on the record things which
could be wrong, because it is a matter of some
enormous anxiety. So I checked everything
that I subsequently put on the record.

The sources, of course, were hardly sources

that are debatable. One of the matters that

has been dealt with publicly, the death of a

number of workers was from Hansard in

July, 1973, in a statement in answer to a

question put forward by my colleague, the

member for Sandwich-Riverside (Mr. Burr).
The number of workers on compensation
came, on Jan. 9, 1975, from the hon. Minister

of Labour (Mr. MacBeth) in answer to a

question again placed by the member for

Sandwich-Riverside. So the particular facts

and figures which were used came from the

government's documents and the government's
reports. The question of the testing levels

and the samples were taken directly from the

occupational health branch reports, which had
found their way to the hands of the workers.

Confident, therefore, that my material was
based on valid and objective findings, I in-
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troduced it into the debate at the Workmen's
Compensation Board committee. The follow-

ing night, Mr. Speaker, the radio programme
"As It Happens" introduced evidence which I

did not know of in advance—I read it that

night on the tape—and which, in fact, went
further than anything which had been in-

troduced in the committee.

The "As It Happenii" people had found
the study from the Ontario Research Foun-
dation in 1972, testing the asbestos fibres in

the air in the school area across from the

plant. They then got in touch with Dr. Car-

now, a recognized epidemiologist dealing in

asbestos in the United States, and asked him
for his views on the levels of asbestos fibres.

It was Dr. Carnow who said that he thought
the levels in some cases ranged 57 times
above what he would consider to be a safe

level.

Hon. W. Newman: What does he consider

a safe level, can the member tell me?

Mr. Lewis: He considers a safe level 1/100
fibre per cubic centimetre, Mr. Speaker; but
I will come to that shortly.

I think I am going to be able to introduce

evidence into the Legislature tonight which

suggests that for asbestos the only safe level

is zero.

Therefore, my feelings and those of a great

many other people are obviously ones of

pretty great concern. I would have thought
that in political terms and legislative terms,
it's appropriate to raise those matters; that

that's the function both of an opposition and
a government when there appears to be a

matter of immense health hazard or potential
health hazard, particularly for the workers
in the plant.

An hon. member: There is no question
about it.

Mr. Lewis: I don't feel on as firm ground
about matters outside the plant, because I

don't know enough about it and my reading
has not persuaded me enough about matters
outside the plant. But, believe me, I have no
equivocation on matters within' the plant. I

know the Provincial Secretary for Social De-
velopment represents these workers and I

am glad she has finally said something on
their behalf.

Mr. Speaker, after the "As It Happens"
programme was played and there were ques-
tions raised in the Legislature, there was,
you will recall, a guarded defence of the

company by the Minister of Health.

There was also an assertion that everything
was safe from someone in' the respiratory and

lung disease unit—what was it?—of York coun-

ty or of East York. It was someone who had
done samples. And there was the assistant

medical ofiicer of health of Scarborough who
said he was satisfied with the findings.

Then there was the question raised of blue

asbestos and its particularly aggravating im-

pact. Then the press and the media dealt in

some explicit way with a nimiber of case

histories of the widows and the workmen
involved, seeming, Mr. Speaker, to put on the

record pretty firmly that there was a serious

problem here; that this wasn't some fantasy
we were dealing with; that this wasn't some

generalized area we were dealing with; and
that it is a very real, human condition.

And then there was the charge of fear-

mongering. Then there was the evidence of

the report linking cancer of the larynx to

asbestos, done by Dr. Morgan at the Uni-

versity of Toronto.

Then there was the press conference held

by Johns-Manville, who brought in their medi-
cal expert, Dr. Paul Kotin; a press confer-

ence which I attended although members of

the Ministry of Health or the Provincial Sec-

retariat for Social Development didn't see

the need to attend.

And then there was the visit this morning
to the plant by the Minister of Health. I

believe the provincial secretary was there as

well, and the Minister of Labour as well;

all of them who trooped through the plant.

Now, Mr. Speaker, having mentioned the

chronology, I want to make some comments
on the events and I hope to introduce some

specific material.

First of all, I simply want to ^^mphasize
once again, in unmistakable terms, that every

single specific piece of information which was

put before this House is grounded on the

evidence that comes from the ministries them-

selves.

One of the frustrating things about deal-

ing with matters of occupational disease is that

so much of the information is speculative.

One of the problems that so many of us had

when dealing with silicosis and radiation at

Elliot Lake, or the consequences of vinyl

chloride, or even of lead poisoning, was that

we were always dealing in fragments of this

or that.

One of the advantages in this instance, in

the ironic sense, was that every piece of

information which has been put to this

Legislature is grounded on the facts which
the ministries have available to them. There

is no area for debate. There is no area for

dispute. There is no area for argument. The

deaths, the compensable victims and the
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testing reports are all there in writing;

definable.

The question of whether or not a Minister

of Health should find his first response to be

that of a guarded defence of the company
is obviously a different kind of decision. I'm

going to talk about that in a different context

in a moment.

The community responds in a funny way
to these kinds of things, and I've never quite
understood it. Maybe it's a difference in

visceral reaction. I would have thought that

the response which should come to the evi-

dence that mounts in an instance like this,

is a response which says, "By God, if there

is even one possible iota of tnith in all of

this, and clearly there is, then what we have
to do as a government, and as a community',
is to protect the workers and the citizens.

And we're going to range every conceivable

safety tool we have at our control to do

precisely that."

A response which depreciates the problem,
or pretends that it doesn't exist, or creates

the illusion that there isn't a problem is a

response that is so defensive, and in one way
so self-destructive, that it's hardly worth

talking about. I couldn't get over that as-

sistant medical officer of health in Scar-

borough, and his mindless acceptance of the
fibre counts and their significance, or lack
of significance that came to him. Here is a
man who admitted publicly that he knew
nothing about the problem—he said so, "I

know nothing about it. I'm waiting for the
information." He pointed out, in a very sage
way, that only 40 per cent of the people who
were bitt«n by rabid animals get rabies—a

pretty profound observation—in order to re-

assure the community that only a small per-
centage of those who were endangered would
perhaps have their health impaired. I couldn't
believe the kinds of arguments that were
brought to hand in order to pretend that
there wasn't a problem.

There was a very real problem. And it's

reprehensible, I suggest to you, Mr. Speaker,
both on the part of the Minister of Health,
and tonight on the part of the Provincial

Secretary for Social Development, and on the

part of the assistant medical oflBcer of health,
to make statements which are utterly without
foundation in the face of statements which
are utterly with foundation. That's what
makes the government's position so reprehen-
sible. When it has the evidence arrayed in

front of it, absolutely irrefutable, instead of

responding by saying the health and safety
of the workers are paramount it responds by

some kind of senseless defensive mechanism,
as though very little was at stake. I happen
to agree with you.

The government could have cooled me
out, and everybody else, within 24 hours by

saying that it would do lung and sputum
tests on every one of the workers, by giving
the asbestos workers the right to appear
before the Ham commission, by saying that

the government would enforce its own regu-

latory standards, by saying that it would
check the ambient air in the community and
move on the plant if need be. It did none

of those things. It vacillated, it equivocated,
it played with it, and, finally, the government
viewed it as one of those partisan considera-

tions. I don't regard that with respect—
don't ask that of me—not in an instance of

this kind.

The blue asbestos debate which took place,
Mr. Speaker, I want to say to the members

opposite, and particularly to the provincial

secretary, is also a phoney debate. While I

am speaking on this matter I might as well

lay out some of the specifics. All of the

work that has been done in asbestos about
which one can read, about which we know,
demonstrates forcefully that whether it's blue

asbestos fibres or white asbestos fibres, the

effect on the worker is absolutely identical.

It may happen more quickly with blue

asbestos, but it is a charade to draw distinc-

tion, a distinction which the people in the

occupational health branch were quick to

give to the Minister of Health in the hope
that something could be done, in the hope
that the public feeling could be deflected

by the sudden argument that it was only

one facet of the asbestos which was used,

and that it constituted only two to seven per
cent of the materials in the Johns-Manville

plant. Utter nonsense. It raises questions for

me about those who work within the occu-

pational health branch.

Mostly I want to say something about the

response to the evidence, generally from the

Ministry of Health, and from the other

ministers and from the government. I want to

put it to you as directly as I can, Mr.

Speaker, that I was dismayed and saddened

by the attitude of the Minister of Health. I

do not understand it.

It is no great secret in this Legislature

that I am one of those people who is very
fond of the Minister of Health. I have had
contact with him in the past in a number of

ways and have found him immediately re-

sponsive to one health problem after another.

I did not understand why it was necessary
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in this instance to take a head-in-the-sand

attitude.

This is a subject in which I have personally
interested myself, and I have talked to my
colleague, the member for Sandwich-River-

side, who knows much about it, as well as

to other members of the caucus. I have a

very strong feeling that on the question of

environmental and occupational disease in

Ontario, this province somehow has not yet

grasped the realities. This province has not

yet recognized the evidence that has been
accumulated over the last 20 years in the

United Kingdom and in the United States.

This province simply doesn't understand the

incredible information that is accumulating
about the efiFect of these poisonous substances

in the work place. We are approximately five

to 10 years behind in our assessments, our
evaluations and the implications which should
be drawn from them.

Those gaps occur from time to time in the
life of a government. Obviously they occurred
at Elliot Lake. There is no one in this Legis-
lature who can deny it. We wouldn't have
had the royal commission at Elliot Lake if

the occupational health branch of the Min-
istry of Health and the Ministry of Natural
Resources had been reading the material on
dust and radiation in the uranium industry.
What has happened in the asbestos industry
is exactly parallel to that.

I am dismayed by the myopia and the

intransigence which is indicated by the
Minister of Health. I don't understand why
adversary partisan considerations suddenly be-

trayed the public trust. The Minister of
Health has an immense public trust, as every-
body else does over on those benches.
Scientists are relatively neutral; they chronicle
what happens and make their assessment. But
the social policy which follows is the policy
of a government. The government makes the

policy on the basis of the scientific findings;
and on the basis of those findings, it measures
the costs and benefits in terms of what society
will accept and what society won't accept.
But the government's policy here is simply
unacceptable. It has never recognized what is

at stake.

My colleague, the member for High Park
(Mr. Shulman), introduced Dr. Morgan's sur-

vey on cancer of the larynx and its link to
asbestos. I understand from members of the
media that the Minister of Health was rais-

ing sceptical queries today about that par-
ticular study; that it wasn't full enough, not
sound enough, not impressive enough.

Let me tell you something, Mr. Speaker:

I spoke this afternoon at length to Dr. Irving
Selikoff of New York, who is the acknowl-

edged international authority on asbestos. No-

body comes close to Irving Selikoff. He has

done every study, every paper; he has par-

ticipated in every submission on standards.

Dr. Irving Selikoff told me—I didn't know
this—that he was the referee on the paper
from the University of Toronto and Dr.

Morgan, and he recommended its publica-
tion. Why did he recommend its publication?
Because he found that not only was it sta-

tistically sound, not only was it impressive
in the use of its scientific analysis, but it

exactly corresponded in its findings to those

of a group of physicians in Manchester,

England, who had used the same method-

ology and determined the same outcome. He
thought, on balance, as a man who is in-

volved in this field, tihat that gave to the

Morgan study immense authenticity.

I am tired, if you don't mind my saying so,

Mr. Speaker, of the kind of trivial, defensive

response of those in the occupational health

branch in the Ministry of Health as they try

to give a rationale as a substitute for respond-

ing to something as important as these oc-

cupational disease matters. The Minister of

Health's role is to protect the health and life

of the workers. We agree on that. Otherwise

he joins the endless list of those who view
the health and the life of the workers as

expendable.

In all of this, through the whole last two

weeks, not once from the Minister of Labour,
or the Minister of Health, or the Minister of

the Environment, has there come one iota of

vigorous and urgent response. It isias though

everything is under control. Well, it's not

under control. It's not under control at Johns-
Manville. I want to say that again tonight
and I want to say it with absolute conviction

and I'm going to continue to say it, because

I think at some point a more legitimate re-

sponse will be forthcoming from the gov-
ernment.

The Provincial Secretary for Social Devel-

opment visited the plant this morning and the

Minister of Health said it looked like not

a bad place. Does she agree with that? Right.

It didh't seem to be very dusty or dirty. Does
she agree with that? Yes, there may have

been a few areas that were no hell but, on

balance, it seemed okay. So she left the

plant and announced to the world that the

plant is not too bad. Because that's what
was done. That's what was done. It was in

the corridor outside the Legislature after

question period. And I'm supposed to believe

that that's responsible political behaviour?
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I mean, did the Provincial Secretary for

Socia] Development count the asbestos fibres

she inhaled as she walked through? Was she

aware ol the testing? Did she go in with a

koninieter and test as she went along? Is

she saying that if she went down the Rio

Algom mine in Elliot Lake that she would
note the radiation in the air and come out

and make a statement about a clean bill of

health? That's irresponsibility. She goes in

without measurements; she goes in without

equipment; she goes in without testing.

They've got 550 workers who have been

working in that plant for several years, some
of them for up to 25 years; many of them
who are ill; many of them who will become
ill-

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): It was
just a social call.

Mr. Lewis: —and on the basis of a saun-

tering call she placates everything that people
are concerned about. That's no answer. It

reminds me of when her whole social devel-

opment branch trooped off, like that little

circus that she bad—where was it?—up to

northwestern Ontario, and she cluck-clucked
and tut-tutted her way through the mercury
pollution for the Indians in the northwest
and she came down and she expressed
concern.

Can she tell us what's happened since? Can
she give us one example of where govern-
ment policy is changed? Is she in touch with
the group that's doing the testing of the

Indians up there? Does she know what the

results have been in the last couple of weeks?
Of course not. Because, having made the
ritual trip she then washes her hands of it.

And having made the ritual trip through
Johns-Manville this morning, she would like

to wash her hands of it.

Well, it's not going to be permitted. The
minister doesn't just troop her way through
a plant and come out and give it a clean
bill of health when she has all the evidence
in the world in front of her that it's a fairly
serious matter. Why do I say that the min-
ister has all the evidence in the world in

front of her? Because she has, and I repeat
it for the umpteenth time.

It's not been put on the record of the

House; it's the first time that it happens here.
She has in front of her the inspection of

May, 1973, the testing of January, 1974, the

inspection of June, 1974, the testing of

December, 1974, and each and every one
of tiiose events demonstrated that the safe-

guards which had been established for the

plant, the asbestos levels, were not being
adhered to, and the directives which had
l)een issued by the Ministry of Labour and
the Ministry of Health to clean up were
not being adhered to. Now they may think,

collectively over there that that's some kind
of trifle, but our contention is that it's a

matter of the utmost seriousness, and that

every day it is permitted that the levels in

that plant exceed even this government's un-

acceptable regulations, every day we are

imperilling the lives and health of those
workers. I consider that a statement of fact,

of simple, explicit fact, and I don't under-
stand how all of them can sit over there so

absolutely sanguine in the face of that fact.

When Dr. Paul Kotin, who is vice-presi-
dent of health for Johns-Manville, came to

the press conference at the Sheraton a few
days ago and was asked about the levels in

the plant at the various locations, he said

in response that he was concerned about those
levels. He was concerned about those levels,
and he asked one of the other senior people
in the plant to answer for them; because as

the provincial secretary will recall, a great
many of those levels were above the two
fibres per cubic centimetre which are per-
mitted. The person who is in charge of test-

ing in the plant, the expert in charge, replied
to the press conference by saying: "These
tests were conducted over a 15 or 20 minute

period. We think they should be conducted
over a much longer period. Therefore, we
find the tests taken by the occupational health
branch as being suspect."

One of the reporters asked him what period
the company took its own tests over. The
answer was 90 minutes. I asked him: How
is it that you've never raised with the Ministry
of Health your views of their inadequate test-

ing, since you feel it to be inadequate and
it shows you above the threshold limit

values?" His response was: "There are no

appreciable diflFerences between our testing
and that of the Ministry of Health and there-

fore we have never drawn it to their atten-

tion."

In other words, everything that the ministry
has found from within its own government
testing apparatus is sustained by what the

company has found. Now at the press con-

ference, Dr. Paul Kotin, on the payroll of

Johns-Manville, said: "Two fibres per cubic

centimetre is a takeoff point and anything
above it is dangerous, so that one must al-

ways move to be below it. But in up to 78

per cent of the locations tested we were
above what is considered by the Ministry
of Health to be a safe level." Does that make
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sense to the ministry? I mean if someone
who represents the people who work in that

plant says that, does that make sense? That

we have their director of health saying it is

dangerous above two, and yet that's what

they find in 78 per cent of the locations—or,

to be more accurate, in 50 to 60 per cent

of the locations; the rest being above one,
which is above the recommended level set by
the occupational health branch. Surely that

can't be acceptable to the ministry? Surely
that should cause the minister some anxiety?

Surely to draw attention to those facts pub-
licly is precisely what this process is all

about?

Let me take it a step further, to the occu-

pational health people. I'm having very mixed

feelings about this whole subject in the last

few weeks. The occupational health people
and the Workmen's Compensation Board

people are statisticians; they are essentially

statisticians. They're graph readers; they're
clinical testers; they deal in cases and they
deal in numbers. There's no feeling in the

reports. There's no sense of what is human
in the reports. There's no outrage in the re-

ports. They just note what the situation is.

They obviously feel no compulsion. They feel

no concern at what they are finding and what
their readings show. They just make note of

them.

I want to tell you something, Mr. Speaker.
I have in my possession now a document, a

piece of correspondence between the Work-
men's Compensation Board and the occu-

pational health branch of the Ministry of

Health which I am going to—what?—reveal
or use at the royal commission on mining,
the Ham commission, next Tuesday afternoon.

It's a document, which I think every mem-
ber of this House will find horrifying. It's a

document which demonstrates how much is

known about the dangers to the lives of

workers in Ontario and how little is re-

vealed.

I don't know what moral demands one has
to make on civil servants, ministers or govern-
ments about this kind of information. I don't

know whether there is a moral imperative for

the government to make it public. I don't

know whether civil servants feel they can
behave like statisticians forever and repress
the stuff forever. The occupational health

branch people, I say with regret, simply note
on ledger forms, they simply note on graph
paper the information that comes to them
and they never feel bound to reveal any of

it.

I want to suggest to you, Mr. Speaker,

why I think it is necessary to reveal it and

I'll tell you what I have learned and then

the Provincial Secretary for Social Develop-
ment can make her own judgements and

maybe they can be conveyed to the Ministry
of Health.

We have a standard in Ontario of two fi-

bres of asbestos per cubic centimetre. It might
be of some interest to the House to know
how that standard was arrived at. In 1968

something called the British Occupational
Health Society published a study of the

Turner Brothers Asbestos Co. in Rochdale,

England. It was a study based on workers

who had been there for a number of years—
at least over 10 years—some 290 workers. It

was the only plant that had been measuring
fibres per cubic centimetre over a great many
years. These workers had been working in a

level of roughly four to five fibres per cubic

centimetre for 10 years or more.

The 290 workers were chest x-rayed. The
chest x-rays were looked at by one of the

doctors, a Dr. Knox, who was the medical
oflBcer of health for the company, and the

findings were corroborated by a Dr. Holmes
who was the chief engineer of the company,
and it was learned that eight of the workers
had asbestosis. They felt in 1968, if such
a small number of workers had asbestosis

on the basis of these findings, that if they
lowered their standard to two fibres per
cubic centimetre, they could eliminate almost

all asbestosis; and that, in 1968, was their

recommended level, which the British

promptly implemented.

In 1970, Dr. Knox, the doctor for the com-

pany, was replaced by a Dr. Lewinsohn who
went back to the same 290 men and looked

at the x-rays again and found to his astonish-

ment that in the three-year interim, because

the x-rays had been originally looked at in

1967, and the report written in 1968, 40

per cent of the x-rays now showed lung con-

ditions, outright asbestosis or pre-asbestosis.
Dr. Lewinsohn published a scientific paper in-

dicating that the level of two fibres per cubic

centimetre was, therefore, probably suspect.
In any event—and I want to emphasize this

as strongly as I can—what then emerged was

that, even though two fibres per cubic cen-

timetre might be safe, it was safe only for

asbestosis; it was not safe for cancer. Now
how did that appear?

In 1974 Granada Television in the United

Kingdom looked for the 290 men who had
been x-rayed in 1970. They found that 26
of the men had died. Many of them had
died of lung cancers. Three of them, an
almost supernatural percentage, all things con-

sidered, had died of mesothelioma, which we
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know is a cancer that can only come from

exposure to asbestos fibres and is always
fatal.

Therefore, the scientific community drew
the conclusion that two fibres per cubic centi-

metre might have some application to as-

bestosis but had absolutely no application
whatsoever to the prevention of cancer.

I asked Dr. Seliko£F today, **What is a
safe le\'el?" He said, "I don't know what is

a safe level. I know that two is not a safe

level. I suspect that zero may be a safe

level."

He said to me—and here is another matter
of interest—that it was his impression, as the

leading scientist in the field—he wouldn't

acknowledge that; I am stating it—that the

plants in the United States were uniformly
safer than the plants in Canada. In the

United States most of the plants were below
two asbestos fibres per cubic centimetre now.
And it was known in the industry that even

though our standards, or guidelines, were
stricter, they were not enforced as vigorously
at the moment as they are being enforced
in the United States.

Why are the guidelines being enforced so

vigorously in the United States? Because in

1971 and 1972 the Secretary of Labor's

department held hearings on asbestos, deal-

ing with the Paterson tragedy and the Com-
ing tragedy at Tyler, Texas, which elicited

a great deal of testimony.

I want to read you something, if I may,
Mr. Speaker, in order to put some things in

context. This is from the book, "Expendable
Americans," by Paul Brodeur. I could have

got the original testimony, but I don't see

why I shouldn't crib it I want to go to the

first day of the testimony of the hearings in

1972 and read you just a small portion of the

book.

The hearings had begun by the time I

had had some lunch and returned to the

conference room. As I took a seat, I saw
that Maciborski [a Johns-Manville worker
who had mesothelioma] and Dr. Borow
[the community doctor in Manville, where
the cases of cancer were emerging at the

time] had been giving testimony at a wit-

ness table at the front of the room—to the

right of Goldenberg [the then Secretary of

Labor], the hearing examiner, and directly

opposite a cross-examination panel consist-

ing of Nicholas DeGregario, an attorney
with the Department of Labor's office of

the solicitor, and Gerald F. Scannell, acting
director of the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration's office of standards.

Toward the end of his remarks, Dr. Borow
said that he had now encountered 52 cases

of mesothelioma in the Manville area, and
that all the victims of the disease had
worked for Johns-Manville with the excep-
tion of two, who had simply lived in the

community.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I wonder if I

could interrupt the member for just one
moment in order to see if it's the wish of the

House to extend this sitting. I'll entertain a

motion to that eff^ect.

Hon. Mr. Grossman moves that the House
sit beyond 10:30 o'clock, p.m.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: I don't have much more, Mr.

Speaker.

Dr. Borow and Maciborski were followed

at the witness table by Dr. Nicholson, who
began his testimony by stating that the

health experience of the American asbestos

workers could be described only as a

national tragedy. Referring to the mortality

study Dr. Selikoff and Dr. Hammond had
made of insulation workers in the Newark-
New York area, Dr. Nicholson reminded his

listeners that two in 10 of those men had
died of lung cancer, one in 10 of gastro-

intestinal cancer, nearly one in 10 of meso-

thelioma, one in 10 of other cancers, and
almost one in 10 of asbestosis.

"Past standards are not an appropriate
standard for occupational exposure to asbes-

tos, simply because all past standards were

conceived only for the purpose of prevent-

ing asbestosis," Dr. Nicholson continued.

"But asbestosis is obviously not the major

problem among asbestos workers. Cancer

is the major problem. Cancer accounts for

75 per cent of the excess deaths among the

asbestos-insulation workers studied by Dr.

Selikoff and Dr. Hammond, and this asbes-

tos cancer hazard is not appropriately cov-

ered by the proposed asbestos standard."

Dr. Nicholson went on to say that no

knowledge now existed of a safe working
level of exposure to asbestos which would

prevent the occurrence of cancer, and he

urged that asbestos not be used in the

work place except with approved tech-

niques and methods designed to remove

asbestos dust from the working environ-

ment. "There is evidence that a standard

of two fibres per cubic centimetre of air

will be inadequate for the prevention of

asbestos disease," he said. "The recently
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measured long-term exposure of the as-

bestos-insulation workers, whose disastrous

disease experience has been documented

by Dr. Selikoff and Dr. Hammond, was

approximately three fibres per cubic centi-

metre, even prior to the implementation of

improved control measures."

Now, is it possible for anyone over there to

understand what is being said? All of the in-

formation which we now have at hand has

been based on exposure levels of three or fotu*

fibres per cubic centimetre, and what does it

show, Mr. Speaker? It shows the following,

that for every 100 workers exposed over a

long period of time—between 20 and 30 years

—to two, three, or four fibres per cubic centi-

metre, 55 will contract asbestosis, 12 will con-

tract lung cancer and four wiU contract

mesothelioma. What has been demonstrated

about asbestos in the United States has appli-

cation to this country. Our documentation is

coming later, but the conditions under which

people worked were the same, and if that is

the consequence of working at levels between
two and five fibres per cubic centimetre, then

the level of two is simply unacceptable, and
to allow even a fraction in excess of two is

morally unacceptable.

The experts say 1/lOOth. Some say zero.

I say to simply—

Hon. W. Newman: What size fibres is the

member talking about?

Mr. Lewis: What size fibres? As a matter

of fact-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Don't do this.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact, the min-
ister raises something that is scientifically

interesting. I don't want to get into it in

detail. All that they measure-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: Well, I will if he wants me to.

All that is measured are those particles, those
fibres that are in excess of five—

Hon. W. Newman: Microns.

Mr. Lewis: —micrograms in length.

Hon. W. Newman: Five microns.

Mr. Lewis: Five microns in length.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: Just a second. That's how we
establish our standards within the workplace—
the fibres that are measured are beyond five

microns in length. They don't even begin
to account for the fibres that are even
smaller. The fact of the matter is that they

just don't know how to measure the smaller

fibres which are inhaled, so they only mea-
sure the fibres which are beyond five microns

in length. And on that basis they have found,

up until now, that of every 100 workers

exposed from 20 to 30 years, Selikofi^s pro-

jections, based on his studies, are that 55

will get asbestosis, 12 will get lung cancer

and four will get mesothelioma.

Suppose he is wrong? Suppose it is only
half of that? Suppose it is only a quarter of

that? What are we quibbling about? Is it

worth the life of one worker? Obviously not.

The question then is: Why the defence of

measurements which are clearly above the

permissible levels set by the ministries? Why
is the minister prepared to give Johns-Man-
ville one iota of the benefit of the doubt?

Why is he prepared for a second to equivo-
cate or qualify the government's response?
I don't understand that. I just don't under-

stand it.

Hon. W. Newman: Well, the hon. member
doesn't understand the figures we are talking
about.

Mr. Lewis: I think I understand them very
well.

Hon. W. Newman: Would he like to hear

them? Would he like to hear them?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Lewis: I think I understand them very
well.

What the Minister of the Environment is

trying to confuse, perhaps inadvertently, is

the question of measurements within the

plant and the question of measurements out-

side the plant, and I know there is a distinc-

tion. I beg him to understand I know there

is a distinction.

I am dealing with the in-plant reality. The
in-plant reality is one of a continuing serious

health hazard. I'm not going to get into the

philosophic questions with the provincial sec-

retary about matters of value of life—mind

you I'd like to, believe me I'd like to—but
I'm just putting to the government that the

measurements we have suggest that some-

thing has to be done by government, other

than the kind of muted posturing which has

come from a number of the ministers. And
I hope that those changes will occur.
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Mr. Speaker, I have to bring this to an

end. I want to tell the provincial secretary
and the Minister of Health that I haven't the

slightest, not the slightest, tinge of regret for

having opened all of this up. There's been
more activity at cleaning up Johns-Manville

in the last two weeks than there was in the

previous two years. If it's possible to get

every one of those location readings down
below two, and one day d"own to a standard

of zero, then maybe a number of lives will

be saved, and a number of health conditions

will be averted 10 or 15 years from now.
I do not believe for a moment that anyone
should be sanguine about it. I think that all

of the evidence that is available from inter-

national authorities shows that Ontario is on
the wrong track.

There are two responses possible to an
issue Jike this. One is defensive, and the other
is vigilant. The government has chosen to be
defensive. I'm asking them to throw that

rubbish out and to respond in a manner
which is positively ferocious when the life

and health of the workers are involved. They
don't have to feel badly about it.

I concede what the Minister of Health said

the other day; it's only in the last few years
that occupational health has come to the
attention of everyone, and that everyone is

beginning to understand its implications. But
one doesn't have to be a clairvoyant to know
what the future will hold. It's all documented
now. It's all laid out. All the statistics and
studies are there. There's no more question.
The only question is how low do you go?

Mr. Haggerty: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West is 20 years behind his time.

Mr. Lewis; And when the minister gets
some scientific difference, then he opts on the
side of caution, opts on the side of caution.
Let me tell the Minister of Health while he's

here that I put it to him that he should
move into the asbestos industry and clean
it up in Ontario, and make it a model on
the North American continent.

If he wants me to plead with him, I'll

plead with him. If he wants me to beg him,
I'll beg him. I don't care what it takes to

prompt his response.

I know that the ministry can, happily, do
health examinations on every one of those
men. I had a call today from a doctor at

the Sick Children's Hospital who offered to

do pulmonaries on every one of the men;
because he has some sense, from what he has

already seen, that the problem may be far

more severe than it is. It is not a doctor I

know, incidentally; it came out of the blue.

If the minister has members of the medical

fraternity offering to do that for him—and
he shakes his head as though he knows of

him—why not take them up on it? Why not,

therefore, do health examinations on the men;
reduce the levels in the plant; enforce the

prosecutions where they're merited; raise the

standards by reducing the number of fibres

per cubic centimetre; and end the issue?

Make of occupational health something which
is central to the Iffe of Ontario, rather than

something which is peripheral.

Mr. Deans: Let them prove that they care.

Mr. Lewis: Let them prove that they care,

says my colleague from Wentworth. I believe

they do.

Mr. Deans: I don't believe they do.

Mr. Lewis: I don't believe it of all the

ministers. I want to believe it of the Minister

of Health. He knows as he is sitting there

jotting his notes that the pattern of disease

at Johns-Manville is going to continue. Dr.

Paul Kotin, their medical expert, when asked

what does the future hold for the workers

of Johns-Manville, said with that air of non-

chalance that comes with exposure to the

macabre, "Oh, more men will die, more men
will get asbestosis. These things will go on

at Johns-Manville." And he is the medical

doctor for the company.

Well, I just plead with the government to

bring it to an end in the future, if it cannot

be brought to an end now. It is all there for

the government to do. Everything that has

been put on the record has validity and sub-

stance and there is no reason to draw back.

Occupational health in Ontario is a disaster

area, and it is time the government moved in

and did something about it. I am not offering

to the Provincial Secretary for Social Devel-

opment a response because I really don't

want to engage in that. I am putting it to

the government that it is really something
where there is room to change and all the

evidence is before it.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Ottawa East.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. I am deeply honoured to be

asked by my leader to respond and to close

the debate on the motion presented back on

April 16.

I do want to join, Mr. Speaker, in wishing

you well, as my colleagues have, and saying
to you publicly what I have said to you

privately, that we do wish you well. We
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anticipate—and I am sure you must—that pos-

sibly if there is a next session that because of

the closeness of events in the following year

things will gst hot in this House. I must say
to you, Mr. Speaker, that we on this side have

observed you and you have earned our respect

and we wish you well.

We do want to say as well, Mr. Speaker,
on this side, a few kind words about your

predecessor. It is very easy to say kind words

about him. He was a good and kind man
and we wish him well on this side of the

House.

Mr. Speaker, if I might in opening, I would

say a very few and brief words about my
riding. I think I should be entitled to say a

few words about that riding, because as you
know some time back there was some—how
should I say this and be kind?—some possibly

misguided approach to wiping that riding out.

As you know, Mr. Speaker, that situation has

been corrected.

I do want to put a few things on the

record so that future commissions might not

be tempted to do or to suggest what the last

commission suggested. I am grateful to the

commission. I have said this on the record

that they were extremely sensitive, and they
were extremely responsive after I got in touch
with them.

I do want to point out to you, Mr. Speaker,
that I represent a riding which has a whole

gamut of individuals. I represent the Prime
Minister of this country who resides in the

riding. I suppose most of the justices of the

Supreme Court of Canada live in that riding.
At the same time most of the charladies who
are cleaning up Parliament Hill and the mes-

sengers on Parliament Hill reside in the rid-

ing. And so, Mr. Speaker, I have the whole

gamut of individuals in the riding.

I would think that that ridnig is possibly
one of the most bilingual of the whole of the

country. I would think that 70 per cent of

the people living in that riding are in fact

bilingual.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member is kid-

ding, I will give him a riding where they
speak about 25 languages.

Mr. Roy: I am talking about bilingualism.
The minister wouldn't understand that.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is only two
languages.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion ) : Multiculturalism is his bag.

Mr. Roy: The point I want to make, Mr.

Speaker, is that the riding has existed for

close to a century, traditionally as a com-

munity of French, English—and I even have
a Jewish community in my riding. I also

have other minority groups, such as Italians

and Portuguese. Fortunately, Mr. Speaker, I

would think that most of these people are

good Liberals as well.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member is bi-

lingual too.

Mr. G. Nixon ( Dovercourt ) : The member
could be wrong.

Mr. J. E. BuUbrook (Samia): With a

great member.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please, order. Let the

member for Ottawa East have the floor.

Mr. Roy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Mr.

Speaker, I would point out as well the

variety of institutions that are in my riding,

including the University of Ottawa. The
Prime Minister's residence is there; the Na-

tional Conference Centre is there. We have

a variety of well-known historical buildings

in my riding. You've seen many pictures of

the Rideau Canal, Mr. Speaker, which also

goes through the riding.

I do want to pay tribute to the residents

of my riding, who for a number of years,

Mr. Speaker, have existed in co-operation and

harmony. I feel extremely grateful and I'm

very proud to represent this group. I do

hope, Mr. Speaker, that there will never again

be any suggestion that that community—
whether we're talking about Lower Town,

Sandy Hill, Vanier, or Overbrook—but that

community which has always existed together,

that never again will there be a suggestion

that community ever be broken up.

Mr. Speaker, I want first of all to deal with

the question of unemployment in this prov-
ince. I want to deal with it because it's part

of our motion. I don't think I have to say

too much in the sense that the latest figures

clearly show that Ontario's unemployment
problem, or unemployment rate, is probably

rising twice as fast as the national average;

and that this government has rejected my
leader's call for measures to stimulate the

economy and oflFset the unemployment this

winter.

Mr. E. M. Havrot ( Timiskaming ) : How?

Mr. Roy: We wanted some action, Mr.

Speaker, and all we got were promises. I

recall the Premier's comments in his New
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Year's message that we may experience some

slight increase in unemployment in 1975. I

would think that today he might revise those

particular comments.

I want to first talk about a group of

people, Mr. Speaker, who are not unem-

ployed; and probably have never been un-

employed for the last 32 years. These people,
Mr. Speaker, are called friends of the gov-
ernment. We call them Tories in this prov-
ince. These people don't have an unemploy-
ment problem, especially if they happen to

he defeated candidates.

Now, I would think working hard for the

Conservative Party, Mr. Speaker, is better

than investing in unemployment insurance,
because with unemployment insurance you
would have to continually report to Canada

Manpower to prove that you are honestly

looking for work. With the Conservatives, aU

you have to do is run for ofiBce or be part
of the riding executive.

The favours you can receive, Mr. Speaker,
are many and varied. I can mention jobs in

liquor stores; contracts; appointments to

boards and commissions, advisory committees,
councils—just to name a few. I attempted to

in\estigate the membership list of these

boards and commissions appointed by the

ministries. I thought it would make an in-

teresting game. The research people and

myself made it a new game and we called it

"patronage."

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): Is that

think maybe it's time some of these be re-

search?

Mr. Roy: In fact, Mr. Speaker, it was
more fun than playing Monopoly. We would
see how many Tories were on the lists and
then we would place scores. For instance,

we would put five points for a defeated can-

didate; four points for a former Conservative

member; three points for a riding president;
t\vo points for a riding secretary; and one

point for a well-known Tory. And any one
who scored 100 or over got a free invitation,

either to the Premier's Christmas party or for

a ride with Krauss-MaflFei.

I was foiled in my attempts to get a

complete list of the members of boards and
commissions. I'm told this information must
emanate from the Premier's ofiBce. So, Mr.

Speaker, I wrote a letter to all the ministers

on Nov. 20, 1974. I thought it was straight-
forward. It stated:

I'm trying to determine who the mem-
bers are on special purpose bodies of the

Ontario government. Could you please send

me a list of all boards and commissions

falling under your ministry and also the

government-appointed members on them.
If at all possible, I would appreciate hav-

ing this information by Nov. 29, 1974.

I expected to speak by then, but we're a

few months behind.

I even thanked them in advance for their

co-operation, Mr. Speaker. Some ministers—

and I will cite which ministers—replied and

co-operated. I got answers from the Chair-

man of Management Board (Mr. Winkler)
with his commissions; the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications sent me the

commissions he had on that list; the Ministry
of Health, the Ministry of Colleges and
Universities and the Ministry of Agriculture
and Food responded. The other ministers-

including the Solicitor General (Mr. Kerr) and
the former Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations (Mr. Clement)—all referred

me to the Premier's office and so I didn't

receive any reply from them.

Then I wrote to the Premier's office on
Dec. 12 and again I asked for this informa-

tion—it should be public information—and I

asked at that time:

In response to my letter of Nov. 20 with

regard to members on boards and com-

missions, the Ministry of the Solicitor Gen-
eral and the Ministry of Consumer and

Commercial Relations inform me that the

information I seek would be handled

through the Premier's office. Would you

kindly gather and send this information as

soon as possible? With kind regards.

I wrote this to Mr. Beeney.

On Dec. 23, I received a reply from

James D. Fleck, secretary to the cabinet. I

thought the request was quite straightforward

and, of course, I was impressed; it's not

every day one receives a letter from Mr.

Fleck, the highest-paid civil servant in the

province. I thought, surely he'll have this in-

formation compiled, but he said:

I've been asked by a number of ministers

to see if I would co-ordinate the inquiry

which you have made of them for a list

of boards and commissions which report

to their ministries.

Since there are over 300 agencies of one

type or another, the majority of them being

advisory bodies established or authorized

by legislation, I wonder whether you
would let me know in more dfetail the

areas of particular interest. [You can see

he's saying, "You are going to have to

dig."] The reason I'm suggesting this is
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that there are literally hundreds of people
involved— [I knew, of course, if we've got
324 commissions in this province we are

talking about a lot of people]—and the

amount of work required to prepare the

membership list is quite substantial. If you
could let me know the particular areas of

interest, I would be happy to obtain the

information as quickly as possible.

I'd written the same letter to all the min-
isters asking specifically for boards and com-
missions under their ministries. I thought it

was quite clear. I wasn't going to play the

game; I thought, I can talk about certain

boards and commissions. But I am still con-

cerned that this can happen with letters as

straightforward as this, especially when cor-

responding with a gentleman who is as well

paid as Mr. Fleck and especially when I'm

requesting information which is public in-

formation. I take it that some of these people
on the commissions are paid at public expense,
and I, as an elected member in this province,
would think that this information would not
be difficult to get. But I wasn't going to play
cat and mouse with Mr. Fleck, and so I

thought I'd compile a few names, in any
event.

I find it difficult to believe, Mr. Speaker,
that the government has such great difficulty
in providing me with these names and the

appointees. Presumably if people had been

appointed to serve on a government board,
the government—especially the Premier's of-

fice—should have a complete list of their

names. These people are being paid with

public money and I'm trying to elicit this

information about them, and I found it a

very difficult task. I think the time has come
for the government to stop this cat-and-
mouse game it's playing with the opposition
and provide us with some answers in a
reasonable period of time.

I mention this as well, Mr, Speaker, be-
cause we've had questions on the ord'er paper
for quite some time—very reasonable ques-
tions, I thought. My colleagues, the member
for York Centre (Mr. Deacon) and the mem-
ber for Rainy River (Mr. Reid) have a couple
on the order paper and I have some which
are very simple questions.

For instance, I've got one here:

Have any private members of the

Progressive Conservative caucus been
sent outside of Canada on behalf of a

ministry or agency? If so, who are the

members, what was the nature of their
mission and what is the total cost of these

projects?

Mr. Bullbrook: Send the member for

Scarborough Centre (Mr. Drea) to the Vatican.

Mr. Roy: I thought that was simple enough.
That question has been on the order paper
for months and has not received an answer.

I can tell you, Mr. Speaker, it is going to be

placed on the next order paper when we
come back in a month or so from now.

But there is a number of other questions.
For instance, I've asked the Ministry of

Housing if it could provide me with a list

of all land purchased by Ontario Housing
Corp. since 1968; when was the land pur-

chased; who was the vendor; and what was
the purchase price paid? Again, relatively

straightforward. One would think they had
records of all these things, but weVe yet to

get the answers on this. I have continually
asked the Minister of Housing (Mr. Irvine)

for answers and we have not received them.

In any event, Mr. Speaker, I was able to

come by a list of these boards and commis-
sions. I certainly don't intend to go through
all of them beyond stating there are 324
boards and commissions in this province to

which people can be appointed. Assuming
there are at least five appointed to each, that

means there are something like 1,620 jobs

open to political patronage. It seems that it's

fortunate that we do have unemployed Con-
servatives in the province, because it would
seem that the brains in this province are

limited within that group, because they seem
to find their way consistently and continually
on these boards and commissions.

I went through the list and even found
some of the boards and commissions to be

questionable; for instance, the Hospital Ap-
peal Board. I note that the Minister of

Health is not here, but this board has been
established now for some number of years
and only four cases have been heard by the

appeal board. And now the doctors are not

even bothering, after the experience of Dr.

Martin Schiller.

The reason is obvious and we've seen it.

Appeals can be made from decisions of this

board and hospital boards which have un-

limited funds can swamp any individual, in-

cluding an individual who is a doctor and

making the money that doctors are in this

province. We feel that this is one board

where, if it is going to have any merit at

all, the decision must be final and not subject
to appeal.

I would like to question some of these

commissions. I just want to mention some of
the more interesting ones to you, Mr. Speaker.
The Minister of Agriculture and Food (Mr.
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Stewart) supplied a whole list of commissions

and committees. I would like to know why
we need, in this province, two of these

committees—one that is called the Artificial

Insemination of Livestock Advisory Committee
and the other one called the Artificial In-

semination of Livestock Licence Review
Board.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Let him ask his leader.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That has pregnant

possibilities.

Mr. Eaton: The member doesn't know
because he is not concerned with agriculture.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What's that? What's that

matter? Speak up.

Mr. Roy: Maybe the parliamentary assistant

can answer this. What does the Pregnant
Mare Urine Licence Review Board do? Do
they publish reports? I note there are other

boards called the Soldiers' Aid Committee,
the Sulphur Dioxide Committee, the Inborn
Errors of Metabolism in Children Advisory
Committee, the Maternal Deaths Advisory
Committee, the Geographic Names Board—
and I could go on.

I just want to say, Mr. Speaker, over a

number of years there has been a fantastic

accumulation of boards and committees. I

think maybe it's time some of these be re-

viewed.

I might state, Mr. Speaker, that when we
are talking of members having jobs or of

people on boards that I've looked at on a list

here—I certainly don't intend to go through
all of it—I do want to mention some interest-

ing people on these boards.

An hon. member: Shouldice?

Mr. Roy: The first one is one which is

very close and which we've heard about

quite recently in the by-election in Carleton

East. Bert Lawrence is now chairman of

Heritage Ontario. That was the legislation
we passed here. His elevated status, his

seniority and the money that goes with the

job were clearly the sine qua non or what-
ever you might call it-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Quid pro quo.

Mr. Roy: Quid pro quo is the right term,

my leader says.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What's the sense of being
a teacher if you can't quote?

Mr. Roy: We talked about that during the

by-election, about what Bert Lawrence had

been given, or oflFered to resign, or how he'd

been pushed out to make room for Pierre

Benoit. Fortunately, the electors of Carleton

East probably asked the same question and
were not satisfied by the response received

from the government.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They didn't like what the

Premier did to Bert.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The member for Ottawa
East doesn't have to look up to the gallery

that way. They are hanging on every word
of this important budget address.

Mr. Roy: The Premier wishes they would
do the same for him.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am. I am hanging on

every word.

Interjections by hon members.

Mr. Ferrier: The Premier's told them,
hasn't he?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Good: The Premier doesn't like this.

Mr. Roy: I can talk about other individuals

on this list.

Mr. Good: It's really getting to him, eh?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Regardless of what the

leader of the New Democratic Party said

tonight, I'll tell the member this, that at least

he was interested in something.

Mr. Good: The Premier doesn't like this.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: Is that the new fighting image?
The fighting Premier?

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: A coming-out party.

Mr. G. Nixon: Go to Ottawa and dig up
more names.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: When did the member
for Ottawa East do his last drug prosecution?

Mr. Roy: The last drug prosecution, I can

put it clearly on the record, was prior to

my election in 1971. And if the Premier

wants to check that up and start throwing

innuendo, he can just check it up himself.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I tell you, Mr. Speaker,
the Liberals are the last ones to talk about

this, the last ones.
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Mr. Roy: Let's just talk about some of

these lists. Let's just talk, Mr. Speaker, about

some of the people on these lists.

Mr. Good: People are wising up.

Mr. Roy: For instance, I noticed after Bill

Neville was defeated in the federal election,

right away he ended up on what was called

the Ottawa-Carleton district health council

and now he has a job with the national

leader.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Murray McBride.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Where do the de-

feated Liberals go?

Hon. Mr. Handleman: What happened to

Murray McBride?

Mr. Roy: I notice here another fellow in

the Ottawa area, a well-known Conservative,

Aubrey Moodie, is on the Ontario Water
Resources Commission.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We see Aubrey up here

quite a bit. Great fellow.

Mr. Roy: I can go on. I thought that one
of the fellows I—

Mr. Lewis: Most defeated NDP candidates

are still looking for work.

Mr. G. Nixon: Right on.

Mr. Roy: That's right.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: They are out in

British Columbia.

Mr. Roy: You know, we can talk about

Barry Lowes, William McMurtry, Michael

Starr, George Gathercole, John Robarts.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I keep getting letters

from Barry Lowes.

Mr. Roy: I could go on. I have lists; I

have list after list, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. G. Nixon: Let's go to Ottawa.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Could we come to order

just for a few minutes to let the member for

Ottawa East finish his address on the budget
speech?

Mr. Parrott: It's not worth it, Mr. Speaker.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. There

is one fellow I'd like to mention because the

Premier will be interested in talking to him.

He is going around Ottawa saying that he

is going to be the fellow running against me
in the next election, Des Bender.

Mr. G. Nixon: Good for him.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Who is it?

Mr. Roy: The Premier put him on the

Family Benefits Review Board—Des Bender.

He is going around Ottawa saying he is

going to be the next Conservative candidate

running in Ottawa East.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Premier knows him.

Mr. Roy: I hope the Premier talks him
into it, frankly. I hope he is the individual

who is going to run.

In any event, Mr. Speaker, I could go on.

I have got a long list here.

Mr. Mcllveen: Don't bother.

Mr. Roy: I don't like to antagonize the

Premier of the province and embarrass people.

But in any event, I have it here and it

makes for very interesting reading.

Mr. Speaker, one of the areas of which

we have been extremely critical is the failure

of this government to curtail the escalating

cost of health. Of course, as we see a

succession of ministers we see rhetoric, we
see threats, we see ministers making promises,

and yet there are very few results.

This year again, with the new Minister of

Health, we have seen him going around the

province saying that he is concerned about

the escalating health costs, and yet apart

from the fact that there is some talk about

limitations on foreign doctors, we have yet to

see any acceptance of basic or major plans

to curtail the cost of health in this province.

Of course, we are extremely concerned, Mr.

Speaker, because if the government does not

curtail health costs and keeps having the

deficit in its budget that we have seen over

the last three years, it is into a situation

where it does not have money for an alter-

native programme, either in health or in other

areas of the province.

Mr. Speaker, how many reports do we
have? The latest is Mustard, and I could

go on and on. We have seen the former

minister (Mr. Potter) talking about a con-

straint package. We have never seen that

yet. So we have made suggestions to the

minister. I recall in the estimates over the

last three years we have made submissions
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or suggestions to the Minister of Health as

to how he can save in the area of health.

For instance, while looking at today's Globe

and Mail I see an ad placed here by the

doctors. It states: "The doctor who looked

after your child's appendicitis, who delivered

your wife's baby last month, who is check-

ing your heart tomorrow just got a four per
cent raise."

We agreed with the Minister of Health. In

fact, we sent a letter to the doctors con-

gratulating them for the responsible attitude

and position they took in keeping within

the guidelines that they had agreed to with

the province and accepting the four per cent

raise. But on the other hand, we are con-

cerned, Mr. Speaker—and I am addressing
this to the Minister of Health—that there

is apparently some talk or some movement
afoot by the doctors across the province re-

garding some kind of attempt or organized

approach to opting out of OHIP and billing

the patient directly. We are concerned about

this, Mr. Speaker. When the doctors talk

about a four per cent raise, we want to

make it very clear that we feel most medical

practitioners deserve every penny they get-
but there are some specialties within the

medical profession that we are concerned
about.

For instance, Mr. Speaker, looking at the
latest statistics, published last week or so by
the Ministry of Health, we see that 69 out
of 6,255 doctors in general practice made
$100,000 and over. That is a relatively
low number, although I suppose one should
be concerned about how it was possible for

69 general practitioners to see enough patients
to make over $100,000 a year. Still Mr.

Speaker, we feel that proposition is relatively
modest when, for instance, we compare it

with the number of doctors specializing in

ear, nose and throat who made over $100,000
—35 out of 175. In diagnostic radiology, 159
out of 376 are listed in the category of

$100,000 and over; in ophthalmology, there

are 42 out of 291, and in pathology there

are 56 out of 118.

We have suggested to the minister that

many specialists should be on salary—for

instance, those working out of hospitals, espe-

cially in pathology and diagnostic radiology.
In a way, the $100,000 they are making goes
to pay medical technicians and support serv-

ices, but the fact remains that there are cer-

tain specialists who earn incomes that are out

of proportion to the incomes of some of the

doctors giving basic medical services in this

province. We are concerned about that fact.

Looking over this list, we find that there

are even four chiropractors who make over

$100,000 a year. They are only four out of

590, Mr. Speaker, but you can imagine the

amoimt of money they are making because
the $100,000 is not their total income, as you
know, since most chiropractors charge over

and above the basic $5 per visit that is

granted by OHIP. For instance, there are

15 of them making between $70,000 and

$80,000 per year; if you add 30, 40 or 50

per cent for the money they make in addition

to the OHIP payments, then they have a

pretty fair income.

I have raised in the House before my
concern about the fact that doctors who have

seven, eight or 10 years' experience are mak-

ing less per visit than the chiropractors.

If doctors or even chiropractors are making
the sort of incomes I have described, Mr.

Speaker, and when you consider the amount
of money they are making per visit, can you
imagine the fantastic amount of people they
are seeing per day? If you work it out on
the basis of a 200-day year and you consider

the number of hours per day, some of these

people probably are seeing 40 and 50 patients

per day. One has to be concerned about that,

Mr. Speaker, because if these medical people
are seeing that many patients per day, can-

not other specialties—what we call nurse prac-

tioners, for instance—fulfill the same service

as these individuals?

What we have suggested, and what has

been suggested in the Mustard report, is that

the collectivity of health professionals work-

ing together in health centres certainly is a

solution. Mr. Speaker, do you recall reading
a story in the Toronto Star on Jan, 25, 1975,

headed, "Super Nurses Bring Care to Medi-

cally Deprived"? It talks about the Ste. Anne
clinic in the riding of Ottawa East—a clinic

which in fact is operated at times in spite

of the ministry because we know the attitude

of the former Minister of Health to health

clinics. As it points out:

Four years ago, 10,000 residents of

crumbling Lower Town in the northeast

section of Ottawa were forgotten people in

terms of medical care. There was no family
doctor practising in the area. Many resi-

dents would ignore symptoms of sickness

as long as possible, and only when their

discomfort became more than they could

bear would they seek the help of the emer-

gency department at the nearest hospital.

Today, however, medical care is more

readily available in Lower Town than in

many of the more aflfluent neighbourhoods.
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And the solution, Mr. Speaker, was to have

two girls by the name of Faustina Fournier

and Gail Pine, who are nurse practitioners

and, in fact, do work which very much re-

sembles a doctor's. But, as is clearly stated in

the article:

These nurses are far more accessible.

They have more flexibility than the doc-

tors. They are able to set the whole thing

up for the doctors who are working within

the clinic.

And so, Mr. Speaker, we are encouraging the

Ministry of Health to look at this type of

centre, and centres that exist in other ridings

—for instance, in the riding of my colleague,

the hon. member for St. George—where you
should have this type of approach—which is

suggested, after all, in Mustard. This is a

way of saving money.

We're being accused of being negative, but

we've been talking about this for the last two

years. Why should this approach not be

accepted by the Ministry of Health?

What about in the area of preventive
medicine? We talk about, for example, seat-

belt legislation, or reducing the speed limit

in this province, programmes to encourage

people to keep fit. We have programmes
about the use of alcohol, spending some of

the income from the taxation of alcohol for

positive programmes.

What makes us extremely conoemed is to

see articles like, for instance, that of Nov. 23,

1974, with a large picture of the Minister of

Health buckling up in his motor vehicle,

clearly giving the impression that—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Not that yellow symbol
he drives?

Mr. Roy: Yes. But there he is buckling

up, and it is clearly stated in this article:

Frank Miller has already experienced
his government's susceptibility to the fear

of losing votes.

And, of course, that is obvious.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Ah, Muskoka is slipping

away.

Mr. Roy: It goes on to say:

He estimates that it costs nearly $1 mil-

lion in Ontario every day in hospital costs

alone to care for the victims of automobile
accidents.

Did he really say $1 million?

Hon. F. S. Miller (Minister of Health): I

said $1,280 million, to be exact.

Mr. Roy: Per day?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What is the significance

of that last 0?

Hon. Mr. Miller: The minister is always
exact.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No, it's not a significant

figure. Even an engineer knows that.

Mr. Roy: It goes on to say, Mr. Speaker:

Like legislators in many other countries,

he*s convinced by the overwhelming evi-

dence that forcing people to wear seat-

belts in their cars would dram.atically

reduce death and injuries on Ontario roads.

Seatbelt legislation was promised by the

governing Progressive Conservatives last

spring, but the idea has been shelved.

Mrs. Campbell: Did he say that?

Mr. Roy: No, he didn't say that. I am just

quoting:

Despite public excuses about the diffi-

culty of enforcing an unpopular law, it's

no secret around Queen's Park that the

government changed its mind about mak-

ing motorists buckle up because they M^ere

afraid of losing their votes. Yet firm action

by a determined government would, as

Miller puts it, save more lives and dollars

than almost anv other sudden change in

the medical field.

Now, there is a telling indictment on this

government—

Hon. Mr. Davis: The member is now in

favour of compulsory seatbelt legislation, is

he?

Mr. Roy: —that it has evidence and statis-

tics—

Hon. Mr. Davis: Is he now in favour of

compulsory seatbelt legislation?

Mr. Roy: If we were in power, Mr.

Speaker, we would not be looking at votes

when we were passing this type of legislation.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. O. F. Villeneuve (Glengarry): If, if, if.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Answer the ques-

tion.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Where does the Premier

stand on it? He said a year ago—
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Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon.

member for Ottawa East has the floor.

Mr. Roy: What I am saying, Mr. Speaker,
is that it's a telling indictment on this gov-
ernment—

Hon. Mr. Miller: But he's not saying what
he^s going to do.

Mr. Roy: —when the Minister of Health in

this province says we can save a million

dollars a day; we can save lives; but we are

not going to put this legislation because we
are going to lose votes.

This is why, Mr. Speaker, this government
has lost credibility. For political expediency
it is prepared to waste money in the health

field and it is prepared to jeopardize lives of

individuals. This, in fact, is what they are

saying here.

For instance, speed limits. What are they
doing about speed limits? Again, we have
evidence from the US—

Hon. Mr. Miller: But he is not saying what
they are going to do.

Mr. Villeneuve: What is his problem?

Mr. Roy: We have evidence in the US
which clearly indicates that reducing the

speed limit from 70 to 55 miles per hour
cuts down the rate of accidents something
like 25 per cent. Again, if you reduce acci-

dents you cut health costs at the other end.

What pressure is there on the Minister of

Transportation and Communications to bring
in this legislation? Not only would it save

money in the health field, but it would help
the Minister of Energy (Mr. Timbrell). At
least he would have an energy conservation

programme. He could copy the federal gov-
ernment.

And so, Mr. Speaker, we are extremely con-
cerned when we see that the government is

not prepared to accept these options because
there are votes that it might lose at the other
end. They should be more aggressive and
ofFer a positive approach; because I really
don't think there are many more votes that

they can lose in this province. I don't really
see what their concern is about this.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: We are not worried
about his, anyway.

Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain): Don't
be too sure.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, we had pious com-
ments from the ministers of health at their

last meeting where they stated clearly that

they had agreed with the federal government
that seatbelt legislation would be looked at

and that this was an area where money
could be saved in the health field. The only
reason the legislation is not brought in is be-

cause the Minister of Health wants to save

a few votes.

Hon. Mr. Miller: Does the member wear
his?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Always.

Mr. Roy: Always.

Mr. Eaton: What is the member's position
on seatbelt legislation?

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, in closing-

Mrs. Campbell: We need them in here.

Mr. Villeneuve: What is his position?

Hon. A. K. Meen (Minister of Revenue):
What would the member for Ottawa East
do?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon. mem-
ber for Ottawa East has the floor.

Mr. Roy: In closing, we want to make a

few comments, Mr. Speaker, about some of

the matters mentioned in the motion pre-
sented on Tuesday, April 16, 1974. We want
to look at some projections made for this

province. According to the economists, they

project that Ontario's rate of economic growth
will fall below the national average this year.
It has gone from something like 7.2 in 1973,
to about 3.8 in 1974, to a projected 2.5 in

1975. This projection, Mr. Speaker, is ap-

parently by the president of Canadian
Economic Services Ltd.

Government spending is an important
source of momentum for 1975. But the for-

mer Treasurer said to the association of

counties and regions on Oct. 21, 1974:

"Ontario's lavish spending in recent years
means that we have borrowed to the limit

of prudence." In other words, now that gov-
ernment spending is needed to stimulate the

economy, we must either jeopardize our

credit position—and that is going to be hard
to take-

Mr. Eaton: Triple-A rating.

Mr. Roy: —or provide less assistance than

required. I would suspect that the deficit

next year, Mr. Speaker, will be something to
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behold. Last year they were talking about

a deficit in the area of $800 million, and they
did not even consider it a deficit. We are

anxious to see what they have in mind for

the following budget year.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): What re-

port is that from?

Mr. Roy: In the area of exports, Mr.

Speaker, growth this year is expected to be

something like three per cent for Ontario,
well below the national average. In the first

eight months of 1974, Ontario's exports were

up only eight per cent, compared to 26 per
cent for all other Canadian exports. Ontario's

share of the Canadian export market dropped
from 44 per cent in 1973 to 38 per cent in

1974.

Mr. Kennedy: What report is that from?

Mr. Roy: And if ever there was a telling

indictment about a discrepancy between what
is said is going to be done, and what in fact

is going to be done, it is in the area of

housing.

Mr. Kennedy: What report is that?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: How about the whole
of Canada? Why don't you quote the whole

thing?

Mr. Kennedy: What report is the member
reading from?

Mr. Roy: If ever there was an area, Mr.

Speaker, where the government had a bag-
ful of unkept promises, it's in the area of

housing.

Mr. J. R. Smith: He never answers a

question.

Mr. Roy: It is in the area of housing that

we've had a succession of ministers since

1973. We've had the member for Lincoln

(Mr. Welch), we've had the member for

Carleton (Mr. Handleman) and now we have
the member for Grenville-Dundas (Mr.
Irvine).

Mr. Eaton: Read the editorials.

Mr. Roy: And, Mr. Speaker, looking at all

the projections—100,000 homes this year—
what have we got? Something around 85,000
—about 15 per cent below the projection.
And yet there were comments. There were
headlines. You recall the headlines about all

the new programmes-NIP, RAP, HOME,
OHAP.

Mr. L. Maeck (Parry Sound): That's not

bad. That is a fair average.

Hon. Mr. Handleman: Read tomorrow's

headlines. Danson is confident that the hous-

ing market is in an uptrend.

Mr. Roy: Can the minister blame them for

saying his housing was nothing but head-

lines? How many unkept promises—

Hon. Mr. Handleman: CMHC reasserts a

target of 210,000 new starts.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: The fact remains, Mr. Speaker,
I hear the comments of the present Minister

of Consumer and Commercial Relations, and
I see where he's quoted here saying, "Ade-

quate housing at an affordable price is a

basic right of all residents in Ontario." What
a laugh that is.

Mr. Maeck: Well spoken; that's exactly

right.

Mr. Roy: You should go out there and ask

the people whether they can buy houses in

this province.

Mr. Havrot: Whose fault is that?

Mr. Roy: And because they can't buy
houses in this province, look at their rents.

What have you done about rents in this

province?

Mr. Havrot: What are you going to do
about it?

Mr. Roy: So, Mr. Speaker, on every count
this government has failed.

Mr. Havrot: Tell us; give us an answer.

Mr. Roy: If I may say, Mr. Speaker, the

motion that was presented by my colleagues
on April 16 has more validity today than

ever—

Mr. Eaton: You're scared to say anything
on your own.

Mr. Havrot: You do nothing but bellyache.

Mr. Roy: —and if it's not obvious to those

people here in the House that they've lost

the confidence of the people of Ontario, they
should look outside the House-

Mr. Maeck: The member sounds like a

record.

Mr. Roy: —they should look at the by-
elections and they should look at the polls.
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and • go to the people and see if they still

have their confidence.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, we will.

Mr. Breithaupt: The last hurrah.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Premier.

Mr. Maeck: Tell them the facts of life,

Mr. Premier.

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
after that very enthusiastic reception I think

I should conclude my remarks because I

know the members opposite, by the time I'm

finished, \vill end up supporting the original

motion.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It won't get any better.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Although when I listened

to the member for Ottawa East, I have to

confess I was going to start my remarks by
saying that I thought they would end up
supporting the motion initially—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We are not going to end

up supporting the motion.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Just going to end up.

Hon. Mr. Davis: After listening to the

member for Ottawa East I decidted that there

would be something totally wrong if he did.

I have to say, Mr. Speaker, that I listened

with both amusement and sorrow to the

contribution that he has just made, and I will

amplify that very respectfully.

Mr. Roy: We're anxious to hear the

Premier's.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I just want
to go back a little bit in history. This day,
Feb. 13, is a very important day. We intro-

duced a bill-

Mr. Roy: The Premier was forced to intro-

duce the bill.

Han. Mr. Davis: —and I think it is really
a milestone in the political life in this

province.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No more Fidinams.

Mrs. Gampbell: Oh, dton't be too sure.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would only say to the
member for St. George, as a member of the
Liberal Party in this province and this coun-

try, it took this government and its deter-
mination to have disclosure; to have anything
done by the member's federal friends in
Ottawa was futile and she knows it.

Mr. Roy: This government was forced into

it.

Mrs. Gampbell: It was embarrassed into

it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I'm being
just a bit nostalgic for a moment or two. It

was about four years ago at 2:30 on Feb. 13,

1971, that I was given the very onerous task,

but I think one of the very highlights, of my
political life-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I remember the morning
very well.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —when I was given the

honour to lead the Conservative Party.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Good for the Premier,
and it's my birthday, too.

Hon. Mr. Davis: And while we are talking
about birthdays, Mr. Speaker, I would like to

extend to the Chairman of the Management
Board many happy returns of the day, be-

cause this is his birthday as well.

You know, Mr. Speaker, I've been here as

a member of the House for a period of time.

I have been in this House under the late Mr.

Frost, my predecessor Mr. Robarts, and now
it is my own responsibility. I have travelled

rather extensively around the province, and
I have seen a great deal happen in the past
number of years, including the last 3 /a. Mr.

Speaker, while I listen to the constructive

advice coming from the benches opposite—
and I must confess that on occasion there is

some constructive advice-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He is getting mellow.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —when I read as I do
some of the observations, when I look at

those people who are given the responsibility

they have in this House, the members of this

government, the private members who sup-

port us in our activities, I have had no sense

of diminution in the pride that I experienced
four years ago. I would say, and I don't know
whether it will be reported other than in

Hansard, that while one always experiences
certain difficulties as a political leader, one

thing that I shall state, and state publicly, is

the support that I have had from my col-

leagues both in cabinet and caucus, as we
endeavour to administer the rather compli-
cated aflFairs of the Province of Ontario.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor ( Lakeshore ) : I hope so.
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Hon. Mr. Davis: And I tell you something

else, Mr. Speaker, we have some problems in

an economic sense—I know it and I'm going
to refer to it; we have some. But I also tell

you this, that I look at it relatively objectively.

Mr. Deans: Optimistically.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I see what we have

achieved here in this province. I see what we
have available to our young people in terms

of the school system-

Mr. Lawlor: We've seen what they haven't

achieved.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and, heavens above, I

will refer to their questionnaire. This is the

new Liberal approach, policy by question-
naire. I'll get around to that a little later.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We're interested in his

relative objectivity.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I see what is available; I

see what we have achieved. I see what we
have achieved in terms of medical service

and I listen to the member for Ottawa East

and his enlightened contribution on hospital
or health costs, and they were tremendous. I

look at what we have done and have avail-

able for the senior citizens of Ontario.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The job opportunities
that have been created in the past year—
152,000 new jobs created in this province
in 1974.

I listen to the Leader of the Opposition

talking about the Liberal Party being a

party for the Seventies. I can only say this

to you, Mr. Speaker; if the Liberal Party,
with its present posture—its lack of policy, its

total contradiction—is the party of the Seven-

ties, then I say heaven help the people of the

Province of Ontario if that were ever to take

place.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Get ready for us.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He is whistling in the
dark.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): He is on
his way out.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —the former Treasurer is

not with us tonight, and I would like to pay
tribute to him because he did a tremendous

task in his period of responsibility in that

very onerous portfolio.

I'm looking forward to the contributions to

be made by the new Treasurer; and we are

all looking forward to his budget whenever
that day may come.

Mr. Speaker, I go back to the policies

announced in the budget, policies that recog-
nized with responsibility and with integrity—
and there are all kinds of integrity I would

say to the member for Brant-

Mr. V. M. Singer ( Downsview ) : Why
does that bother the Premier?

Hon. Mr. Davis: There are all kinds of

integrity, and those across the way have no

monopoly on it when it comes to matters of

intellectual integrity. I say with respect they
are sadly lacking, and they are.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): The
member for Peel North looks a little upset.

Hon. Mr. Davis: We went through these

programmes. We have introduced the GAINS
programme for our senior citizens—those peo-

ple opposite don't support it with enthusiasm.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mrs. Campbell: Because we started it.

Mr. Ruston: It is our programme, the

government stole it, the Premier knows that.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Davis: They have to be kidding.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: Sure, let him tell us about energy
tax.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Watch your blood pres-

sure.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, we moved
through with free prescription drugs, tax

credits, retail tax exemptions, but I want to

talk about land speculation tax for a second.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes, the member for

Downsview in his profession, and the member
for Samia in his—and I'm not sure about the

member for Ottawa East, because he used
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to do a lot of prosecuting; he tells me he

doesn't do any now—tell me that wasn't

patronage. Who are they kidding?

Mr. Roy: That's right.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, on a point of—

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Roy: On a point of privilege—

An hon. member: Sit down. The member
made his speech.

Mr. Roy: It was not patronage. It was com-

petence.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: I thought that was obvious.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, the member
for Ottawa East has now added the ridiculous

to the discussion here tonight.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker—

An hon. member: Why doesn't he sit down?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: The member is a former assist-

ant Crown attorney.

Mr. Roy: Yes, I worked for this govern-
ment.

Hon. Mr. Davis: If the member for Downs-
view wants to get into a litany of what
government appoints whom, I would only say
to him and to the member for Ottawa East
and the leader of the Liberal Party of the

Province of Ontario, when it comes to patron-
age we are novices compared to the Liberal

Party of Canada. We are absolute novices.

Mr. Roy: That's not true.

Hon. Mr. Davis: We just don't know what
it's all about compared to their federal

friends, believe me. We just don't know.

Mr. Singer: Name any.

Hon. Mr. Davis: We just don't know.

Mr. Singer: Come on, name them. Name
one.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Listen, I don't even have
to go through a list of boards and commis-
sions. Give me the list of solicitors for Central

Mortgage and Housing Corp. How many token
Tories are on it? How many token Tories are

on it?

Hon. W. Newman: They can't answer that

one.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would even

guess-

Mr. Singer: Name one. Name one. The
Premier is making accusations. Name one?

Mr. Lawlor: Who is he—the pot or the

kettle?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Singer: Name one.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am not saying the mem-
ber for Downsview is on the list for Central

Mortgage and Housing at all.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh, that's what the

Premier is not saying?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would doubt-

Mr. Singer: Name one.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —that the member for

Downsview is on that list. I would doubt that

he is on the list.

Mr. Deans: He wouldn't even make that

one.

An hon. member: It's okay, well appoint
him a judge.

Mr. Singer: Name one. The Premier is

making accusations. Name one.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Oh no, I didn't say that.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: Name one of us who is on that

list. Come on.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would say
to the member for Downsview that what I

really wanted to know is how many token

Tories were on the CMHC list. That's really

what I wanted to know.

Mr. Singer: OhI

Hon. Mr. Davis: That's what I wanted to

know.

Mr. Singer: Many more Tories than there

are Liberals on any provincial government
list.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Oh, I'm sure there are

some.
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Mr. Deans: If they are worse than you,
does that make you right?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I'm sure there are.

Mr. Singer: Name one of us who is on it.

Is the Premier?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I know I'm not.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I hope the

member for Downsview is listening carefully

—I am not sure that he was—I didn't say
that the members opposite were on the list.

Mr. Singer: Oh!

Hon. Mr. Davis: I didn't say the members

opposite were on the list. No, no.

Mr. Singer: Thank you.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would never make that

suggestion.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Because they are not

competent enough.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: So, Mr. Speaker, we get
back to the question of the economy. The

part that was also contained in the budget
statement, the one that has been difficult for

this government—and I acknowledge it—is the

recognition that we have some obligation to

operate with constraint. It's great to have

people across the House say to us, as they do

—particularly in the Liberal opposition—that

we should cut expenditures at the same time

as they promise to lift ceilings; to suggest
to us that we should be spending less at the

same time-

Mr. Roy: Cut waste.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —as we are to expand our

programmes. They are not diametrically op-

posed; they are just totally irrelevant. It's just

plain stupidity-

Mr. Roy: We cut waste.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and that's the only way
that I can describe it.

Mr. Roy: Tell us about superministers.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say that the bud-

get presented by the Treasurer of this prov-
ince was probably the most responsible bud-

get presented in this country in the last fiscal

year.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I listen to the present
Minister of Finance—and there is nothing

personal in it; I think he is a man of ability

—and I hear him make speeches about re-

straint and constraints, I hear him warning
the people of Canada about the economic
situation we face. _.at I say to him—I say it

very frankly, and I say it to him through his

close friends and colleagues here in the offi-

cial opposition in Ontario—for heaven's sake

stop talking about it and do something about

it, because it is important for this country-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I heard the member for

Ottawa East talking about the measures his

leader was enunciating to solve the eco-

nomic problems. I wish he would enumerate
them for me. Maybe they are there some-
where in the Liberal questionnaire. Maybe
out of the policy questionnaire we will get
the Liberal Party's economic position.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: Doesn't the Premier listen to my
leader's policy?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I can only say that it

has got to be a lot more credible than what
those people have been saying for the past
six or seven months-

Mr. Breithaupt: We promise to do better.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: They promise? Why,
for goodness' sake!

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I heard the

Leader of the Opposition quoted as saying,
"We have got to have more quality in edu-
cation with less expenditure." Reconcile that

with what he has been saying to the Ontario

Teachers' Federation when he says to them
that his party is going to lift ceilings if

elected. Reconcile that with a decrease in

expenditure. With respect, Mr. Speaker, I

say it is totally impossible, and he knows it.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: It's irresponsible.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He must think the

public is stupid or something.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. BuUbrook: What happened to the

NDP?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Oh, I'll get around to

them.
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Interjections by Hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Interjections by Hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Listen, my anniversary
isn't over for another 24 minutes. I have got
24 minutes yet—no, we'll be out of here—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, I will say it is not

the member for Downs\'iew. I have never re-

garded him in that capacity.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Let's get on
with the debate.

Mr. Deans: This is like a family squabble
between a couple of spoiled brats.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Oh, he must be kid-

ding. His party voted with them all last

night. Don't give us that stuff.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, do you
know who we miss here during these discus-

sions? That's the former member for Sudbury
—and I do miss him; I really do.

Mr. Singer: Oh, we'll bring him back.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I miss him because with
the exception of the member for Samia—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We are working on him
too.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and I don't say it be-
cause he may not run again—you know, there
is really not the same enthusiasm, the same,
shall we say, approach to some of the de-
bates in this House. I can remember that the
member for Sudbury would go right up and
down these Treasury benches; heavens above,
we were all ready to retire immediately
after his speeches. We always felt sort of

down-in-the-mouth; we knew that none of
us could do the job. But, of course, we'd see
him out in the hall and he would level with
us and tell us what great people we were.
We miss the member for Sudbury.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: There used to be an
honest man over there.

Mr. Singer: I had a letter from him. He is

coming back.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I was tempted tonight,
because the member for York-Forest Hill,

(Mr. Givens), who is a man of capacity—he
really is; I say that quite sincerely—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I don't think he knows
a dam thing about transportation, but he is

a man of capacity.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: You know, I think he was
making a keynote address last weekend, or

something of that nature-

Mr. Roy: No, it was just his budget con-
tribution.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It was a speech.

Mr. Roy: It was a helluva good speech.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, whatever it was,
he was making some references to a potential
Liberal cabinet. You know, if I were unkind
and if the hour weren't late-

Some hon. members: Oh, oh.

Hon. Mr. Davis: -and if I really thought
that the members opposite would be patient-

Some hon. members: Go ahead! Say any-
thing.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The temptation is great,
Mr. Speaker, to go down the front row of the
oflBcial opposition of this province, into the
second row and the third row-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: Come on, do it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —but, you know, I have
done it mentally and I haven't found any-
thing there.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: What can I say?

Mr. G. Nixon: They haven't got it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: What can I say?

Mr. Roy: Did the Premier get his eyes
tested in the machine out there?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Oh, yes, Mr. Speaker.
With all my shortcomings, still I can see.

Mr. Roy: You'd never know it.
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Mr. Bullbrook: But he can't hear the

people.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Listen, I have got some

great quotes from the member for York

Centre. I keep some of these materials-

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): The
Premier must have been at Windsor.

Mr. Breithaupt: Was he the lady in the fur

wrap?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The member got his

today in the question period. Boy, he got it

good.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Listen, I read what the

Liberals say. I read what their president said.

You know, Mr. Speaker, I want to keep it a

little bit light here tonight, but I really

wonder. I say this to the member for Brant:

What sewer did the president of the Liberal

Party of this province emerge from with

some of the observations he made last week?

They were totally uncalled for; totally un-

called for. Did the members hear them? Did

they hear them? They were totally uncalled

for. If that is the kind of politics those people
want-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: If that is the kind of

politics they want, I am offended by it. I

don't like it.

Mr. Singer: That's beneath the Premier.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I don't like it. I don't like

it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: And what was said last

weekend by people at the Liberal convention.

Listen, Mr. Speaker, I am prepared to battle

in this House and in the province on the

terms of policy incompetence. I have no

quarrel with this. But I say, Mr. Speaker,
that some of the observations being made
and that have been made go far beyond that.

Some of them have been made by the mem-
bers in the opposition in this House, and I

say that that is improper.

Mr. Singer: Remember Leslie Frost? He
said he was wrong and he apologized.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I want to get around to

the policy of the Liberal Party, Mr. Speaker-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Bullbrook: Tell the Treasurer to be

quiet.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. W. Newman: Who started it?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Those people ought to

stop that sort of stuff. Now, Mr. Speaker, I

am going to quote Mr. Mosher from the

Globe and Mail, which is one of my favourite

morning newspapers. Is Peter still here?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Mosher writes: "The
election platform will be decided at a policy
convention in Windsor in February." And
then Mr. Blake is quoted as saying the

following: "I am going to avoid the mistake

of announcing too many policies for the

Tories to shoot down and put costs on."

That is the Liberal Party of Ontario's cam-

paign manager. And then, according to Mr.

Mosher, and I hope I am quoting Mr. Mosher

accurately, Mr. Blake is alleged to have said

it "with a chuckle." I think I can be excused,
Mr. Speaker, if I repeat that with a chuckle.

This is the same gentleman who has said in

the Oakville paper and elsewhere, "No policy
for the Liberal Party; no issues; the total

campaign is devoted to destroying the mem-
ber for Peel North"—or words to that effect.

Mr. Eaton: What did they say about that

in the London Free Press?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Let them keep try-

ing. They can't make it.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Those fellows have a

death wish.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, the member
for Samia was talking about my education

policy. I am delighted that he gives me such

great credit for my education policy. I would

only say this to him: I don't purport to be an

expert, and never have, in the field of

education.

Mr. Bullbrook: And the people know that.

Hon. Mr. Davis: That's right. That's right
and I tell you, Mr. Speaker, the member for

Sarnia should know it better than anyone
else. He should know it better than anyone

else, with all his expertise.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Let me say this, there are

always problems in an educational system.

Mr. Bullbrook: You bet.
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Hon. Mr. Davis: That's right. At this

moment I would say one of the difficulties

facing education is permissiveness, lack of

self-aiscipline, and perhaps discipline. But
I would say to the member for Samia: If

that is true of the educational system, it is

also true of the adult community. The school

system gets its example from the adult society
as much as anything else. And the member

very well knows it.

Mr. Bullbrook: And the Premier led the

system. He led it. He was the one respon-
sible. He led it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, the member
for Sarnia is saying that I led the educational

system. I must say that I am very flattered.

I like to think I was very involved. I like

to think I made a contribution. And I will

say something else. I know the NDP will feel

that I am waxing too eloquent, but with all

the problems in the educational system of

this province at this moment-

Mr. Deans: John Robarts wouldn't have
lowered himself to this.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say to the mem-
ber for Wentworth that if Mr. Robarts were
here he would probably be doing a better

job of just what I am doing.

I would say to the member for Sarnia that

with the difficulties as they exist in the

educational system, and I acknowledge them,
I would challenge him to find on any com-
parable basis of equal numbers a better

system of public education available any-
where in this country. I don't think he can
doit.

'Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I can only say to the hon.
member for Ottawa East not only were they
tired of him at the end, but they were tired

at the beginning. I'm going to tell him some-

thing else. We weren t tired of him on this

side of the House. We never tire.

Mr. Speaker, I want to talk just very
briefly about the one aspect of the economy
that I haven't even consulted the Treasurer
about. I say this to him, knowing he can
correct my observations anytime tomorrow,
that while the main concern in the minds of

many people that is emerging is the question
of unemployment, and we recognize it, I

think, Mr. Speaker, we would be in a very
difficult position if we didn't recognize at the
same time, as goverrmients at all levels will

endeavour to come to grips with the question
of unemployment, that inflation is not only

still with us, but if there are not very real

constraints both in terms of prices and wages
over the next two years inflation in 1976 or

1977 could be far more significant than we're

experiencing at the present time.

Mr. Speaker, you can see the situations

developing in the United Kingdom, in west-
ern Europe and to a certain extent in the

United States. We happen in Canada to be

still, in economic terms, one of the most
fortunate jurisdictions in the western world.
But if we do not as a society, and I'm not

saying this in any partisan sense, exercise far

greater restraint in terms of our own appetites
in a material sense and in terms of our own
costs and in terms of our own wages, all the

eff^orts that are made to bring down unem-

ployment could come back to haunt us two
or three years down the road, if we're not

very careful in the process. I think it's a

responsibility of government, and it will be
of this government as we approach the next

budget, to recognize this very basic con-
sideration.

Mr. Speaker, I think it is true to state, as

one traces the history of any jurisdiction,
that the question of inflation has traditionally
and historically been in the long run of

greater economic significance and detriment
than some of the other economic problems
that these jurisdictions have experienced. If

anyone thinks that inflation is still not the
number one concern in a long-term and
short-term sense, then I would say, Mr.

Speaker, he is being very foolish indeed.
While we will within the extent avaflable to

this province make every eJffort to relieve the

unemployment situation as it exists, and as

it may become worse because of the situa-

tion in the United States, we will not forget
the other basic responsibility, that is, as it

relates to inflation.

Mr. Speaker, I also want to say this, when
I'm now moving away from the partisan side

of these issues. One ingredient that I think is

also very basic for all of us—certainly as far

as this House is concerned and certainly as

far as I and my colleagues are concerned-
even with the difficulties, is that it is the

responsibility of government to maintain the

confidence of the people in their capacity to

deal with the situations. There is a certain

amount of fear, and there is a certain amount
of concern that is evident, I think, in the

consuming public and in the investing public

today. As a government we have to give

greater stability and greater confidence, be-
cause only in this way can we see the

economy continue to move ahead.

I have encroached on what I know the
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Treasurer may be thinking and saying some
few weeks down the road, but this is the basic

issue. The basic problems facing this prov-
ince and this country are the questions of

unemployment, and the still-present problem
of inflation both today and down the road.

The budget that was presented by the former

Treasurer took both of these matters into ac-

count. It was totally responsible, though not

necessarily easy politically, but it is one of

the things that I think is important to govern-
ment at this time, and that is that we ap-

proach these problems with complete honesty,
with complete integrity, in the sense that we
have got to level with the people and tell

them what the facts are.

And the facts are simply these: We have

got problems in the economy; we have prob-
lems with unemployment; we have signifi-

cant problems with inflation. They are not

going to be cured by rhetoric; they are not

going to be cured solely by government;
there has to be a recognition by the people

generally.

Mr. Lawlor: Nor by misrepresentation of

the government's debt position either.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say to the mem-
ber for Lakeshore—

An hon. member: Or by questionnaires.

Mr. G. W. Walker (London North): Or hot
air.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Or by questionnaires.

They have got to be realized and they have

got to be effected by the people of this

province, recognizing that we are-

Mr. Roy: He is just quoting Turner.

Hon, Mr. Davis: Listen—that we are, Mr.

Speaker, living beyond our means.

Mr. Bullbrook: This government's drain-

age committee spent almost half a million

dollars!

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Bullbrook: The member for Lambton
(Mr. Henderson) himself spent in one year al-

most half a million dollars.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I will defend the expendi-
tures of this government without any ques-
tion. But I say this to the member for Sarnia,
if those people opposite don't realize the
seriousness and the significance of the situa-

tion, not looking for the next three months or

six months-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Bullbrook: A half a millionl

Hon. Mr. Davis: —then I would say that

this disturbs me, because I thought he had
a little more to bring to bear than some of

his colleagues.

Mr. Bullbrook: If the government had some

integrity, half a million dollars wouldn't have
been spent.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Bullbrook: Half a million dollars!

Hon. Mr. Davis: So, Mr. Speaker, I say
to the members opposite I am not going to

urge them to vote in support of the budget.
It would be a waste of time; I know they are

not going to do it.

Mr. Breithaupt: Oh, try!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Have a go!

Hon. Mr. Davis: But I say, through you,
Mr. Speaker, to the members opposite, the

financial position of this province is of the

highest; the budget was responsible. We
recognize the need for constraint; and we
don't talk about it, we do something about
it. And in terms of government programmes
we believe v/e are serving the total interests

of the public of this province.

So, Mr. Speaker—yes, I will, I urge that

they do reconsider and support the original
motion.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The debate having been con-

cluded, we will now place the various ques-
tions.

Hon. Mr. White moved, seconded by Hon.
Mr. Davis, that this House approve in general
the budgetary policy of the government.

Mr. Breithaupt moved, seconded by Mr.

Deacon, that all of the words after "that" be
struck out, and the following added thereto:

This House regrets the lack of any gov-
ernment policy to effectively deal with
the problems of inflation in areas of provin-
cial concern;

This House regrets the government's
failure to provide for an effective review

of price increases by using a standing com-
mittee of the Legislature for such a pur-

pose;

This House regrets the government's
failure to have a satisfactory policy to
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reduce housing costs and review rents and

to stimulate new housing construction

through such measures as the removal of

the provincial sales tax on residential build-

ing materials, and the servicing of lands in

provincial land banks and other areas;

This House regrets the government's fail-

ure to control exorbitant increases in the

costs of the regional governments imple-
mented by this government; and

This House regrets the government's fail-

ure to have any eflFective programme to

equalize the costs of living throughout the

province or to plan for the balanced de-

velopment of northern and eastern Ontario.

Mr. MacDonald moved, seconded by Mr.

Lewis, that the amendment be further

amended by adding the following words:

And this House further regrets:

1. The government's failure to pass back
to consumers more than a tiny fraction of

the huge revenue gains in sales tax and
income tax, resulting from inflation;

2. The government's failure to protect
Ontario families from the serious eflFects of

inflation by increasing the supply of houses,

cutting gasoline taxes, and establishing

price and rent review boards with power
to require rollbacks when justified;

3. The government's failure to recognize
the plight of the 60 to 65 age group, many
of whom are unable to find work and are

forced to live on minimal fixed incomes, but
are denied eligibflity for GAINS and the

free prescription drug programme;
4. The government's failure to increase

grants to northern municipalities by an
amount which would adequately compen-
sate them for the increased cost of services

in northern areas and their lack of financial

resources to meet these needs;

5. The government's faflure to impose
an excess profits tax on corporations which
are obtaining windfall profits from world
scarcities and the consequent enhanced
value of their products;

6. The government's failure to obtain for

the people of Ontario full "economic rent"

from the exploitation of their natural re-

sources and its exhibition of naivety in

assuming that a $125 million return from
close to $2 billion production in the mining
industry is a fair share for the owners of

those resources; and

7. The government's substitution of

largely ineffective land taxes for real action

in acquiring and servicing development
land and bringing down prices of lots.

The House wfll vote first on Mr. MacDon-
ald's subamendment to the motion.

The House divided on the amendment to

the amendment which was negatived on the

following vote:

Ayes Nays

Bounsall
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Clerk of the House: Mr. Speaker, the

"ayes" are 28, the "nays" are 45.

Mr. Speaker: I declare the motion lost.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I believe we
are prepared to accept the same vote on the

amendment to the motion.

The House divided on the amendment to

the motion, which was negatived by the same
vote.

Mr. Speaker: I declare the amendment
lost.

Mr. Breithaupt: We will accept a reverse

vote on the motion.

The House divided on Hon. Mr. White's

motion that this House approve in general
the budgetary policy of the government,
which was approved by the same vote re-

versed.

Mr. Speaker: I declare the motion carried

Hon. J. White (Minister without Portfolio):
Let's make it unanimous.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): The
minister is a dreamer.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I believe
we will revert to the opening procedure so

that the Treasurer may introduce his supply
bill.

Mr. Speaker: Agreed?

Agreed.

Mr. Speaker: Introduction of bills.

SUPPLY ACT

Hon. Mr, McKeough moves first reading
of bill intituled, An Act for granting to Her
Majesty Certain Sums of Money for the
Public Service for the Fiscal Year ending
March 31, 1975.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. MacDonald: Just under the wire.

Hon. Mr. Davis: There is five per cent
less in there for some of us.

SUPPLY ACT

Hon. Mr. McKeough moves second reading
of Bill 203, An Act for granting to Her
Majesty Certain Sums of Money for the

Public Service for the Fiscal Year ending
March 31, 1975.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill 203, An Act for granting to Her

Majesty Certain Sums of Money for the

Public Service for the Fiscal Year ending
March 31, 1975.

Bill 111, An Act to amend the Mining Tax

Act, 1972.

Bill 118, An Act to amend the Condo-
minium Act.

Clerk of the House: Order for third read-

ing of Bill 179, An Act to amend the Crown
Employees Collective Bargaining Act, 1972.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Before I move third

reading of this bill I would like to say that

I appreciate the co-operation of the people
who sat with me on the committee and also

their presentation in the House. I think it

was a very serious matter, and I would like,

if I might, to put on the record a word or

two in regard to collective bargaining as was

incorporated in a report prepared by the

federal government, following a comprehend
sive review for the collective bargaining legis-

lation in that jurisdiction by Mr. Jacob

Finkleman, QC, and he had this to say-

Mr. Deans: On a point of order, sir, if I

may. It is unusual and I think out of order

for a statement to be made prior to the

moving of the third reading. It may well be

that the minister would like to debate the

bill and add something by way of comment
with regard to the content of the bill, but it

certainly would be highly improper for him
to make a public statement about collective

bargaining since, in fact, the bill has already

passed the stage of consideration of its prin-

ciple.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That's really not quite

so, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Deans: It is, it is a ministerial state-

ment.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: It is not.

Mr. Deans: Yes, it is.
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Hon. Mr. Winkler: No, it is not. It's a

comment. If the member will just wait and

listen and let the Speaker make that ruling.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. It seemed to

me it was more in the matter of an explana-

tion—and certainly we don't want a debate-

but there is nothing wrong with the min-

ister moving the third reading and adding

any comments that he may wish to make. It

would be more in order.

Mr. MacDonald: Move third reading and

then he can comment.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, it is an

unusual thing and I don't want to be argu-
mentive. We weren't argumentive through all

the considerations, and it's unusual that the

point is raised. Had you been in the House
this afternoon, Mr. Speaker, the Minister

without Portfolio, the former Treasurer, was
allowed to do this, and no one said a word-
not one soul, not a soul. If you listen, Mr.

Speaker, I think I will be somewhat compli-

mentary.

Mr. MacDonald: Move third reading and
then speak to it.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Let him
move third reading and then speak to it.

Mr. Deans: We are not objecting to him
speaking.

Mr. Speaker: I think perhaps if the hon.

minister would move third reading.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Okay. I thought-

Mr. Speaker: I am sorry. Order, please. I

believe the hon. minister moves third read-

ing.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves third reading of

Bill 179, An Act to amend the Crown Em-
ployees Collective Bargaining Act, 1972.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I thought that this was
worthwhile putting on the record in regard-

Mr. Deans: Is it in regard to this bill?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, it has a very great

application, it has a great application, that

is correct.

Mr. Deans: Is it in regard to the contents
of the bill? Is it specific?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, it has application,
and to all parts of bargaining, that is right.
It is not specific and I don't have to be

specific.

Now, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. We have called

third reading of the bill.

Order, please. Thank you very much.

Time is getting late and we are wasting
time. We don't want to get into a debate

on principles of the bill and that sort of

business. Is it just an explanatory note

in connection with the bill?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I have a

quote to make which is completely relevant

to the whole consideration of the bill.

Mr. Deans: He is in a debate.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I am not in a debate.

Okay, if they want a debate, go right ahead.

Mr. Speaker: Just a minute. Order, please.

On third reading a person may make a

statement in support of the bill or against
it and sum it up, and that's all.

Mr. Deans: But the minister has moved
it-

Mr. Speaker: I understand he just wants
to explain something to the House. Do we
get permission for him to do that?

Mr. Singer: No, no.

Mr. Deans: Not at all.

Mr. Speaker: Well, I am afraid it is out

of order, Mr. Minister. Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, the mem-
ber for Wentworth just came back from

Cuba and he knows what democracy is—and

he is employing it

Mr. MacDonald: The minister Hved too

long under John Diefenbaker.

Motion agreed to; third reading of the

bill.

The Honourable the Lieutenant Governor

of Ontario entered the chamber and took

her seat upon the throne.

ROYAL ASSENT

Hon. Pauline M. McGibbon (Lieutenant

Governor): Pray be seated.

Mr. Speaker: May it please Your Honour,
the legislative assembly of the province has,

at its present sittings thereof, passed certain
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bills to which, in the name of and on be-

half of the said legislative assembly, I re-

spectfully request Your Honour's assent.

The Clerk Assistant: The following are the

titles of the bills to which Your Honour's

assent is prayed:

Bill 55, An Act to prohibit Unfair Practices

in Sales to Consumers.

Bill 111, An Act to amend the Mining Tax
Act, 1972.

Bill 118, An Act to amend the Condo-
minium Act.

Bill 133, An Act to establish the Ontario
Land Corporation.

Bill 179, An Act to amend The Crown
Employees Collective Bargaining Act, 1972.

Bill 182, An Act to amend the Municipal
Act.

Bill Pr23, An Act respecting Dominion
Cartage Limited and Downtown Storage
Company Limited.

Clerk of the House: In Her Majesty's
name, the Honourable the Lieutenant Gov-
ernor doth assent to these bills.

Mr. Speaker: May it please Your Honour:
We, Her Majesty's most dutiful and faithful

subjects of the legislative assembly of the
Province of Ontario in session assembled, ap-
proach Your Honour with sentiments of un-

feigned devotion and loyalty to Her Majesty's
person and government, and humbly beg to

present for Your Honour's acceptance, a bill

intituled, An Act granting to Her Majesty
Certain Sums of Money for the Public Service
for the Fiscal Year ending March 31, 1975.

Clerk of the House: The Honourable the

Lieutenant Governor doth thank Her
Majesty's dutiful and loyal subjects, accept
their benevolence and assent to this bill in

Her Majesty's name.

The Honourable the Lieutenant Governor
of the province was then pleased to deliver
the following gracious speech.

Hon. Mrs. McGibbon: Mr. Speaker and
members of the legislative assembly. Before

bringing this fourth session of the 29th Parfia-

ment of Ontario to an end, it is my pleasure
to present a review of some of the achieve-
ments of this assembly in the past year.

As hon. members are aware, the major
problem in 1974 for Ontario as elsewhere
was continuing inflation. Consumer prices last

year rose by an average of 10.5 per cent, yet
Canada and Ontario experienced lower in-

flation rates than those evidenced in other

industrial countries.

Ontario's unemployment rate averaged ap-

proximately 4.1 per cent, slightly above the

1973 level. However, favourable circum-

stances have prevailed, as a result of which
the province was generally able to provide

employment for persons entering the steadily

increasing labour force, and about 152,000
new jobs were created during the year.

At the same time, to help control the

growth rate of provincial expenditures, my
government announced its intention of hold-

ing the number of positions in the Ontario

civil service throughout 1975 to the April 1,

1974, level. This step was taken in the belief

that the existing approved complement of

71,705 employees, excluding members of the

Ontario Provincial Police, will allow sufficient

flexibility within the operations of the govern-
ment, while ensuring that the level of service

to the people of Ontario will not be adversely
affected.

Several initiatives announced in the budget
last spring were directed towards offsetting

the impact of rising costs on Ontario citizens,

and especially so for persons on fixed in-

comes.

As initially announced on July 1, Ontario's

Guaranteed Annual Income System for the

elderly, disabled and blind, known as GAINS,
established a programme of monthly pay-
ments to eligible persons to ensure a mini-

mum annual income of $2,600 for single

people and $5,200 for couples. A subsequent
increase in federal old age security and pen-
sion support, in response to higher living

costs, was supplemented by the Ontario

government, which raised the GAINS mini-

mum income to $2,700 and $5,400, respec-

tively, on Oct. 1.

In a further increase, effective Jan. 1, 1975,
the GAINS guarantees moved to $2,766 for

single people, and $5,532 per couple. This

second increase brings an additional 2,000

people into the programme, and raises the

total payments by the province to $84.5 mil-

lion in the current fiscal year.

A new drug benefit plan was introduced on

Sept. 1 extending further the benefits of the

province's health system to allow over half a

million residents to receive prescribed drugs
without charge. All persons who receive the

federal guaranteed income supplement or

Ontario GAINS or family benefits supports,
are automatically eligible under the plan.

Universally applied benefits announced in

the 1974 budget include retail sales tax

exemption covering a wide range of consumer
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products, and amounting to an estimated

reduction in potential revenues of $43 mil-

lion.

Further, enriched Ontario tax credits, in-

cluding the property tax credits, estimated to

cost $70 million, were supplemented by an

additional grant of $124 million to municipal

governments to keep local property tax in-

creases to a minimum.

Monthly workmen's compensation pay-
ments were increased to $260 eflFective July
1, and earnings ceilings raised to $12,000

per year.

A higher general minimum wage rate of

$2.25 an hour came into effect on Oct. 1,

with a minimum for construction industry

employees of $2.50 per hour. A further in-

crease is scheduled for May 1, 1975.

As part of a resolve to meet the need for

housing for the growing population in this

province, my government has sought and

encouraged greater involvement by the pri-
vate sector in a broad range of programmes.
Announcement last fall of the first agree-
ments with 11 developers for a potential total

of 12,400 housing units to 1976 under the

Housing Action Programme, is one illustration

of the progress being made. Some 30 addi-

tional developer agreements are being nego-
tiated. One-third of the 3,000 units scheduled

to start in several municipalities by the end
of 1974 are within the income range of the

provincial Home Ownership Made Easy pro-

gramme, as are a further 636 imits which
will be started by the end of March.

By a provision of the budget last spring,
the province will make unconditional grants
to area municipalities to ensure that local

taxes will not be increased to service new
developments of this land.

Further, my government has taken steps to

help stem the rapid climb in prices on the

housing market which has taken place along-
side a somewhat slower rate of increase in

the supply of land.

A new tax levied on land speculators has
been aimed directly at discouraging specula-
tion activities and a realization of windfall

profits by anyone in Ontario while providing

specified exemptions with respect to personal
residences and recreational property and farm
and Crown land.

At the same time, a land transfer tax has
been introduced designed to discourage non-
residents from purchasing and holding land,
but allowing for exemptions in cases where
the purchase is considered to be of significant
economic benefit to Ontario.

Plans to improve essential services for

people in remote areas of Ontario are pro-

gressing. An air communication network for

northwestern Ontario is scheduled for full

service in 1977 with norOntair links between
12 isolated communities and national and

regional air services at Dryden, Thunder

Bay and Sault Ste. Marie.

My government's authorization to the

Ontario Northland Transportation Commis-
sion to implement norOntair Northwest fol-

lows the success of a comparable demonstra-
tion programme in northeastern Ontario over
the past three years.

On May 31, 1974, a second subsidiary com-

pact to the 10-year general development
agreement wdth the government of Canada
was signed for northwestern Ontario. Hon.
members will recall that a first subsidiary

agreement was reached in February for

several development projects in the Cornwall
area. The northwestern Ontario agreement is

for seven specific projects, including sewage
and road construction and townsite infrastruc-

ture assistance, at a cost of $42 million over

a three-year period.

Subsequently, my government also an-

nounced plans to increase the province's

regional priority budget for northwestern

Ontario to meet needs beyond those served

by regular ministry programmes. Funds have

been increased from $2.4 million in 1973-

1974 to $9.3 million for 28 projects in the

current fiscal year. This assistance, while con-

tinuing to place emphasis on building a

sound, economic base in various parts of the

region, has widened the scope of the pro-

gramme to include social and cultural initia-

tives as well as a new project to tcain native

people in policing and probationary services.

The special programme to obtain health

practitioners for remote or underserviced

areas of the province placed its 200th physi-
cian last summer, and 60 dentists have so far

been recruited.

In December a new rotation scheme was
launched under a one-year agreement with

the Ontario College of Family Physicians to

serve communities that are unable to attract

permanent resident physicians. More than 80
doctors have indicated their willingness to

take part in the programme in rotation per-
iods of a minimum of two weeks each. The

experience at Armstrong, the first locality to

receive this novel service, will provide a base

for evaluation and possible expansion of

the programme to other remote, northern

communities.

A unique new course was offered during
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the 1974 summer to train native Indian

people as school teachers. Since then, most
of the 96 successful candidates have been

teaching or otherwise assisting in the educa-

tion of native students. The project is a re-

sult of close co-operation between native

peoples' associations, the government of

Canada and the Ontario Ministry of Educa-
tion. The second phase of the training pro-

gramme will be given next summer.

A plan has been developed to promote the

use of Ontario's 5,000 elementary and sec-

ondary schools as focal centres of the com-
munities they serve. The province's school

boards are being offered administrative and
financial support for community school

projects. In addition, my government has

strongly endorsed full community use of

school facilities after regular school hours

by groups and agencies working in concert
with their local boards of education.

Education ceilings announced for 1975
will allow a 13 per cent increase in school
board expenditures, amounting to an addi-
tional $350 million over the current year.
An added new form of assistance provides a

provincial allowance of $80 for an elementary
pupil to enrich the programmes ofiEered at

this fundamental stage of educational expe-
rience. At the post-secondary level, provin-
cial support to colleges and universities will

be increased from $659 million in the cur-

rent year to $768 million for the next aca-

demic year, an average increase of 16 per
cent. A new advisory council on Franco-
Ontario a£Fairs has been established to as-

sist the government in matters aflFecting

French-speaking university and college stu-

dents, including manpower training and cul-

tural affairs.

Cultural and recreational activities play an

important part in sustaining the well-being
of all our citizens in the life of the com-
munity. In support of this belief, my gov-
ernment recently created a new Ministry of

Culture and Recreation, which will give
greater recognition to the multicultural na-
ture of our society. It will be the task of the
new ministry to ensure the preservation and
enhancement of Ontario's cultural heritage
and to stimulate creative excellence on the

part of the individual as well as for the
benefit of the community as a whole.

A new Consumer Reporting Act pro-
claimed on July 2 protects consumers in

credit and personal information reporting,

granting them the right to know what is re-

ported and to whom. The law also makes
provision for correction of false information.

Complementary legislation in the form of a

Business Practices Act establishes sanctions

against a range of undesirable practices that

may occur in consumer sales.

Maintaining a secure and adequate supply
of electrical power is of crucial importance
to industrial as well as some consumers across

Ontario. My government has given approval
to several power development projects by
Ontario Hydro for 1977 up to 1982. They
include construction of a new generating
station at Wesleyville, expansion of the

Pickering generation station and construction

of two additional heavy water plants in the

Bruce nuclear power project. Following an
extensive and successful public consultation

process, the route of a 500-kilowatt trans-

mission line from Nanticoke to Pickering has

been determined and the government has

given approval for its construction at an
estimated cost of $360 million.

Significant advances have been made to-

wards overcoming the problems posed by
growing volumes of solid waste and for re-

covering useful materials presently lost in

landfill operations. Last spring my govern-
ment announced plans to proceed in a joint

undertaking with the municipality of Metro-

politan Toronto in what is known as the

Watts from Waste project. The goal of this

experiment, to be carried out at the Lakeview
generating station, is to use processed solid

waste as a fuel in the production of elec-

trical power.

In the fall my government took the ini-

tiative in launching a comprehensive prov-
ince-wide programme to reclaim and recycle
useful resources from solid waste, with the

ultimate aim of replacing garbage disposal
with a reclamation system serving 90 per
cent of the population. Initially, six reclama-

tion and recycling plants are to be built at

a cost- of $70 million for the Kingston, Sud-

bury, London, Metropolitan Toronto and
Halton-Peel areas.

Growing world-wide concerns about ensur-

ing adequate production and ejBBcient dis-

tribution of food make it incumbent on the

government to encourage the preservation
and use of arable lands for agricultural pro-
duction. To this end, a new food land de-

velopment branch has been created in the

Ministry of Agriculture and Food. Among
its responsibilities, the branch will help de-

velop programmes to maintain and encourage
food production in the interim on govern-
ment-owned lands which are suitable for the

purpose, although intended for other uses in

the future.
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In the spring, extensive damage was caused

in Kitchener, Cambridge, Brantford, Paris

and neighbouring communities when the

Grand River overflowed its banks. The work
of the local disaster relief committee in the

areas affected was carried out with tremen-

dous will and spirit. Relief made available by
the province oflFered up to $4 in financial as-

sistance for every $1 in locally-raised funds

—a more generous measure than in similar

previous disasters—as serious losses were ex-

perienced by property owners unable to

secure flood insurance.

Ontario was host to the 15th annual prem-
iers* conference in September, at which
Canada's provincial leaders reaffirmed a com-
mitment to continue interprovincial co-opera-
tion in the development of economic policies.

The emphasis is on the formulation of ef-

fective measures over the shortest term, while

maintaining a broad perspective of sound

long-term plarming. Overall, Ontario's econo-

my experienced a real growth of almost four

per cent in 1974. While lower than the near

record rate of approximately seven per cent

achieved in 1973, this means that the prov-
ince was nevertheless able to maintain the

momentum of economic growth at a very
satisfactory level.

At the close of what has been, as evidenced
in this review, an active and productive ses-

sion of this assembly, may I on behalf of the

people of Ontario, commend its members on
their many accomplishments. And now I

declare this session prorogued.

In our Sovereign's name, I thank you.

God bless the Queen and Canada.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker and hon.

members of the legislative assembly, it is the

will and pleasure of the Honourable the Lieu-

tenant Governor that this legislative assembly
be prorogued, and this legislative assembly is

accordingly prorogued.

The Honourable the Lieutenant Governor
was pleased to retire from the chamber.

The House prorogued at 12:50 o'clock,

a.m.
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